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1.-REP0RT OF J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS, AGENT OF THE UNITED
STATES.

EEPOET.

Mr. Davis to Mr. Fish.

Paris, September 21, 1872. (Beceived October 10, 1872.)

Sir: I transmit herewith, in a separate inclosure, the original award
of the tribunal of arbitration, and, in another separate in- Award a„ d „„,,„.

closure, the original protocols of the conferences. c°l3 tra""°itled-

Having now conducted to a successful termination the interests in-

trusted to me by the President, 1 respectfully ask permission to make a
statement respecting them.
At the conference of the joint high commissioners at Washington, in

which the subject of the Alabama claims was first consid-tjia • - , i • - .I Action of joiut

ered, the American commissioners, m their opening state-/*, commission o«

ment, defined the demands of the United States against Great '

th
°
md ' reot

°
laim8 '

Britain, growing out of the acts of the Alabama, and the other cruisers,

which were to be the subject of the negotiations, in the following lan-

guage, viz:

Extensive direct losses in the capture and destruction of a large number of vessels,

with their cargoes, and in the heavy national expenditure in the pursuit
Protocoi | May4

•of the cruisers ; and indirect injury in the transfer of a large part of the iwi. and statement

American commercial marine to the British flag, in the enhanced pay- °f daim3-

ment of insurance, in the prolongation of the war, and in the addition of a large sum
to the cost of the war and the suppression of the rebellion.

At the same time they indicated the manner in which some of these

claims could be substantiated,. viz: the claims for the loss and destruc-

tion of private property in the ordinary manner; the cost of the pursuit

of the cruisers " by certificates of Government accounting officers." and
what they styled "indirect losses" by estimate^. All the subsequent
negotiations proceeded from this starting point.

It has been shown, beyond possible question, in the argument of Gen-
eral Cushing, Mr. Bvarts, and Mr. Waite, presented to the In h„mow „itbL

tribunal on the 15th of June last, that this definition of our *™»i*» «*<>•.

claims was in strict accordance with all previous negotiations between
the two governments, with the action of the Senate of the United States,

and with the official expressions of the President to Congress.

The British members of the joint high commission took no exception

to the definition when it was made by their American col- no except™ tak?n

, __. .,...*' by British commis-

leagues. They acquiesced in it. »«»«».

When I had the honor to receive the directions of the President to

prepare the Case of the United States for submission to tlie Deflation or -Aia-

tribunal, I regarded myself as bound by the definition of the JSSSl'binoinl^a

words "Alabama Claims" which the American commission- the "sent-

ers had given in the opening conference, which they had adhered to

throughout the negotiations, and which had been placed in the protocol

IB
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by the joint act of all the commissioners. I looked in vain in the treaty
for any waiver or remission of those claims. On the contrary, I found!

an express provision that the United States were to have the judgment
of the tribunal on all their claims growing out of the acts of the
cruisers.

The question was a practical one : for the claims for " enhanced rates-

rreparafooiw. of insurance" were among those which had been classified'

pr^te claim, ciM - as "indirect" in the statement, which had received the ap-
s ,f>ed ». mjirect.

proval f an the members of the joint high commission.

Many claims of this character, were presented at the Department of

State, and a circular was issued, under the immediate direction of the

Secretary of State, informing claimants that all claims growing out of"

the acts of the cruisers would be presented to the tribunal, leaving that

body to determine on their merits.

It was impossible for me to prepare the Case and, at the same time, to •

Employment ofMr. direct in person the details of the arrangement of the evi-
Eeaman. dence respecting the national and individual claims. Mr.
Charles C. Beaman, jr., of New York, was employed to do the latter,

under general directions from me, and did his work with
admirable fidelity. Thus the evidence already collected,

together with important new materials from the archives of the several

Departments, and the proof of the losses suffered by individual claim-

ants, were arranged and stated in the manner marked out by the Ameri-
can members of the joint high commission, viz

:

1. The evidence offered by individual claimants for the loss and de-

Arrangememofthe struction of property and for enhanced rates of insurance
evidence. ^as analyzed and tabulated, and a full abstract of each case-

was prepared by the clerks.

2. The national claims for the pursuit of the cruisers were stated and
tabulated at the Navy Department, and were inserted by us exactly as-

received from that Department.
3. No proof was offered of the national losses by the transfer of the

commercial marine, or by the prolongation of the war, but they were
left to be estimated by the tribunal of arbitration, should Great Britain
be found responsible for them.
The Case, which was reserved for my own work, was constructed on

the following theories of fact and of law—theories which
case-p'n'nci'p'ua have received the sanction of the eminent counsel of the

United States ; which have been adhered to in all the argu-
ments, and which have, to no small extent, been adopted by the arbi-
trators :

•

(a) That the tribunal of arbitration was a judicial body, substituted

n,e tribunal a j u . by the parties to take the place of force, and empowered
.ucaibody. to try and determine issues which otherwise could be settled
(if at all) only by war.

(b.) That the injuries of the United States should be stated, therefore,.

ca.e to be .tated with the fullness necessary to a determination in a court of
fra„kiy.

]aW) an(j wjth the same frankness with which they would be
stated in case of an appeal to force. I did not think that the United
States could obtain full justice at the hands of the arbitrators if any ap-
preciable part of their wrongs were left untold.

(c.) That the government of Great Britain, by its indiscreet haste in-

counselling the Queen's proclamation recognizing- the in-
Unfriendly course , • T, n •

j_ i •, L i . . ,

or Gr«,t Britain and surgents as belligerents, by its preconcerted joint action.
wr

a'nVo'''du
n

e''''

t

di

r

it with France respecting the declarations of the congress of
Paris, by its refusal to take steps for the amendment of its-
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neutrality laws, by its refraining for so long a time from seizing the
rams at Liverpool, by its conduct in the affair of the Trent, and by its

approval of the course of its colonial officers at various times; and that
the individual members of the government, by their open and frequent
expressions of sympathy with the insurgents, and of desires for their
success, had exhibited an unfriendly feeling, which might affect their
own course, and could not but affect the action of their subordinates;
and that all this was a want of the "due diligence" in the observance
of neutral duties which is required at once by the treaty and by inter-

national law.
It seemed to me that such facts, when proved, imbued with the char-

acter of culpable negligence many acts of subordinates in What act, , BUb .

the British service for which, otherwise, the government ^iSmpraS
might not be held responsible; as, for instance, acts of the ror

collector of customs at Liverpool respecting the Florida and the Ala-
bama; acts of the authorities at Nassau respecting the arming of the
Florida at Green Bay, and subsequently respecting her supplies of coal;

acts of the authorities at Bermuda respecting the Florida; and acts of

the authorities at Melbourne respecting the Shenandoah. There were
many such acts of subordinates which, taken individually and by them-
selves, would not form a just basis for holding culpable a government
which was honestly and with vigilance striving to perform its duty as

a neutral ; but which, taken in connection with each other, and with the

proofs of animus which we offered, establish culpability in the gov-

ernment itself.

(d.) That the insurgents established and maintained, unmolested
throughout the insurrection, administrative bureaus on

oe

British soil, by means of which the several cruisers were awTS?™^
dispatched from British ports, or were enabled to make them Sritn* ^S^j

»»°"

bases of hostile operations against the United States, and
that the British government was cognizant of it.

(e.) That Great Britain, from the outset, denied, and to the last per-

sisted in denying, that the departure of vessels like the Eriti8h 6mM ol

Alabama and the Florida, under any circumstances, could ,iability-

be a breach of international duty ; and had refused to exercise diligence

to prevent such departure.

(/.) That in point of fact no such diligence had been exercised ; and
that, while there were particular facts as to each vessel, tending to fix

responsibility upon Great Britain, these general indisputable facts were

sufficient to carry responsibility for the acts of all the cruisers.

The treatment of this line of argument exhausted five chapters of the

Case. These five chapters were printed in a memorandumi.-iiji c Submission of this

form, and were submitted to several gentlemen, some or p»rtof™etopuwi-

whose names I may mention without violating confidence

;

only remarking, in justice to them, that they should not be held respon-

sible for the views in this part of the Case, by reason of having read

it in advance.
1. They were sent to President Woolsey, who made many

PreaidentWool „ey

valuable suggestions, most of which were adopted.

2. Mr. William Beach Lawrence, the eminent publicist, permitted me
to consult him, not only after these chapters were written, Mr. Beach Law

but also during their composition. I did not adopt his well- renc8 '

known views respecting the Queen's proclamation and the unfriendli-

ness of the British cabinet; nor do I suppose that he, knowing my con-

victions to be otherwise, had any idea that I would adopt them. I did,

however, receive from him valuable hints, which improved the work.
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3. Mr. E. B. Hoar, one of the members of the joint high commission,

Mr e h. Hon,
rea(* these chapters at my request, and expressed his gen-

eral approval. I think that he made several suggestions,
and that all were adopted.

4. The veteran statesman and scholar, General Cushing, made several

valuable contributions, all of which were embodied in the
General Gushing. -.

'

work.
5. The different members of the Cabinet were consulted, and, so far

as they made suggestions, their views were adopted. It is

within your own knowledge that I received several valuable

contributions or hints from you.
It was not until I had thus received and acted on the advice of a wide

circle of statesmen, jurists, and publicists, competent to criticise the
work, of whose patriotic desire to have the interests of their country
represented with dignity at Geneva no one could doubt, that the final

chapter of the work was written. This chapter contained the formal

L*.t chapter not statement of the claims submitted for adjudication under
submitted ior advice. ^e treaty. Among them were those which have since be-

come known as "the indirect claims." To prevent misapprehension it

should be said that this chapter was not sent out for criticism as the
others had been. The statements were presented in the exact language of.

the protocol made by the two parties jointly for the purpose of denning
the claims to be submitted to the tribunal. They were accompanied by
references to the proofs respecting the individual claims, and the national

no claim ma.ie tor
cla 'ms f°r the pursuit of the cruisers ; and with a request

a piJucutorTm r™ that the tribunal would estimate the national losses in the
tnM.™i aske'd^to transfer of the commercial marine," and in the prolongation

of the war. And, in order that the statement might be com-
plete, some reasons were added why, should the tribunal be of opinion
that Great Britain was responsible for the prolongation of the war, the
prolongation should be dated from July, 1863.
The Case, as thus revised, was reprinted, and was, in accordance with

Delivery of u.e the terms of the treaty, taken to Geneva, and there de-
ca,e ,t Gene,». livered to the arbitrators and to the British agent in the
official English, (and also in a French translation, made for the con-
venience of the arbitrators,) together with seven volumes of accom-
panying documents, correspondence and evidence.
The facts which were disclosed in the Case were, undoubtedly, sucb as

tiw language of called for the reprobation of just-thinking persons ; but these
the case tried. f^g were t()] (J

)
gQ far ag J wag j^g fo gQ g^ jn Simple &n^

temperate language, without harshness or violence. Nothing could
have been further from my expectations than the outburst which, fol-

lowed.
In about a fortnight after we left Geneva, it began to be said in the

c„m„,ent9 of the London newspapers that the good faith of the British.
Brit»i. press. government was called in question m the American Case,
and soon the whole press, with the exception of the newspaper univer-
sally recognized as the leading journal, opened an attack upon the
chapter on unfriendliness.

The Standard thought we had "sacrificed the consistency and dig-
nity of our pleadings to satisfy popular prejudice at home." The Tele-
graph spoke of the " effrontery" with which the American demands
were set forth, and said that "it must be borne in mind that General
Grant seeks re-election." The Saturday Beview spoke of the narrative
as " perverted and spiteful," and "a malignant composition," and said that
" if the Americans wish to express still more hostile feelings, they must
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discontinue verbal controversy." The Pall-Mall Gazette, usually fair
and courteous, though hostile, charged that the claims had been bought
up by "American legislators and officers of state even among the higher
and more influential grade." The Spectator charged us with " sharp
practice," and " a discreditable forcing of the natural meaning of the
treaty in order to win popularity at the elections." The Daily News
called the claims " extravagant demands intended as an electioneering
card," and complained that the case was a " long and passionate plead-
ing," in which " chapter after chapter is devoted to the presumed mo-
tives of our [British] public men."
In fact, fault was found indiscriminately with nearly everything in

the Case except the one thing afterward made the main subject of com-
plaint, namely, the allegation that it contained demands which were not
included in the submission in the treaty. That was an objection which
did not appear in the British press until weeks after the exchange ot
the documents at Geneva, and, so far as I am aware, was not taken by
any person entitled to speak by the authority of the government until
a still later day.
Even as late as the middle of January negotiations were going on

between the respective agents and counsel regarding the Aclion , the El .

itisl,

times and the manner of making supplemental arguments ""emm"A-

at Geneva, (should the tribunal call for any,) without an intimation that
there might be a difference as to the subjects to be argued. It was not
until the 3d of February that the ministry announced officially that
they had not anticipated that the claims which have improperly become
known as the " indirect claims" would be presented at Geneva.

Indeed, there is some evidence that the British government was occu-
pied with the parts of the Case which had oifended the Brit- contemplated ,e-

ish press ; for I gather from General Schenck's telegram of 2'5£ A^enUn'cale

the 27th of February, reporting to you an interview with Lord Gran-
ville, that the cabinet had under consideration at one time the propriety
of asking for the absolute withdrawal of the American Case, on other
grounds than its presentation of the " indirect claims."1

For several weeks, I may say months, the Londou press continued to
discuss our national claims. This discussion was conducted 0vMo„. »i u>.

with a vehemence, and with insinuations or charges of bad ^M^oLfviSi
faith, which attracted the attention of the Continental st"tes-

press. In all the principal capitals of Europe, the Alabama claims be-

came the subject of comment. The unanimity of the verdict in favor
of our construction of the treaty was as complete as was the unanimity
of the English press in favor of Great Britain, and it was universally
conceded that England could not retire from the arbitration without dis-

honor. I inclose a variety of extracts on this subject.

During all this time I was occupied in Paris in the preparation of

the counter-case, and the other duties of the agency. On. Kv.,Mwe „r the

the 15th of April I was able to comply with the require- """'" c""°a -

ments of the treaty and the directions of the tribunal by delivering
the counter-case and accompanying documents to Mr. Favrot for the
British agent and for the arbitrators. The volume of evidence accom-

1 " He [Lord Granville] then said to me that in his note of the 3d he had stated the
views of Her Majesty's government as to indirect claims ; that there were other-por-
tions of [the] American Case they regret, and some of which appear to introduce mat-
ters not germane to reference ; that he has not been able to consult cabinet here, but in

individually prepared to recommend to them, and lie thinks with reasonable expectation of suc-

cess, that they should not press for withdrawal of American Case if the Government of the

United States," &c, &c—-(Correspondence respecting Geneva Arbitration, page 5.)
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panying the counter-case was selected and arranged under the directions

of the counsel. At the same time I delivered French translations of

these documents, and also two volumes containing French translations

of selected pieces from the seven volumes of evidence submitted with

the case in December.
This, and much of the subsequent work, could not have been com-

indnstry „„d seal pleted in season had not the secretaries been willing, when
of u,<, secret,riM

. called upon, to work day and night for the purpose.

Lord Tenterdenmet me at Geneva in April with unreserve, and in the

Fondly view, of spirit of conciliation. Under instructions from his govern-
ibe British agent. men^ ne lodged with the secretary of the tribunal a notice

to the individual arbitrators of the action taken by Her Majesty's gov-

ernment on the 3d of February, in order that the act of filing the British

counter case should not be deemed to be a waiver of that action. But he
did not conceal his own strong desire to save the treaty, and he left on my
mind the conviction that the judicial solution which the tribunal sub-

sequently made of the political difficulty raised by the British note of

the 3d of February would be accepted by the British government.
The time between the 15th of April and the 15th of June was occu-

pied by the counsel in the preparation of their argument.
tJISuSregarflS This argument has attracted great attention throughout

Europe, and has received universal praise as a masterly vin-

dication of our rights.

On the 15th of June the tribunal re-assembled, the agents and counsel

umted states are«-
on both sides being present. The argument of the United

ment med. States was duly delivered, (together with the French trans-

lation made for the convenience of the arbitrators;) but the British

British n,o,e for
agent, instead of filing the British argument, asked for an ad-

io„s adjournment.
jourQment of several months, in order to enable the two

governments to arrange politically the questions in dispute.
I had already discussed with General Cushing the probability of ad-

consecuent „eeo-
justing these differences by the action of the tribunal. lu-

nation*, stead of assenting to the proposed adjournment, I therefore,
with the full concurrence of the counsel, asked for an adjournment of two
days, in order to give us time to consider the position. Before the tri-

bunal convened again, steps were taken for removing the difficulty
through the action of that body. In the proceedings which followed we
acted as a unit on our side. Happily they resulted in a solution by
the tribunal, which proved to be acceptable to both governments. The
Adjndirationonthe arbitrators announced their opinion that the claims known

,ndirectcia.m.. a tne indirect claims did not constitute, on principles of
international law applicable to such cases, good and sufficient founda-
tion for an award of compensation or computation of damages between
nations. On the side of Great Britain the solution was a practical one;
no damages were to be awarded for this class of claims. On our side
the solution was reached in the manner pointed out by the treaty, viz,
by the action of the court. On the suggestion of the other side, this
unofficial act was then formally entered as an official judgment, in the
following language:

Count Sclopis, on behalf of all the arbitrators, then declared that the said several
claims for indirect losses mentioned in the statement made by the agent of the United
States on the 25th instant, and referred to in the statement just made by the agent of
Her Britannic Majesty, are, and from henceforth will be, wholly excluded from the
consideration of the Tribunal, and directed the secretary to embody this declaration iu
the protocol of this day's proceedings.
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Iii all these proceedings, I found the British agent and Fr!emUy fB,Ln„a
counsel sharing our sincere and earnest desire to save the both 8iJea-

treaty.

The British argument was next filed, with my consent, and an effort
was then made on their side to re-open argument and secure
a new hearing on the whole question. This was success- «w.

r

m'^'XT,
6

fully resisted, and the tribunal took a recess for a fortnight.
tlie,i"'5umo°t-

On Monday, the 15th of July, it re-assembled. The efforts on the
part of Great Britain to secure re-argument were renewed. The neutral
arbitrators said that they had examined the whole case, and that they
wanted no re-hearing. It was decided by the tribunal to give the
opinion of the arbitrators seriatim on each cruiser, beginning with the
Florida,

Sir Alexander Cockburn presented the facts and reasoning affecting
this vessel at an extreme length, holding Great Britain

illi0„ 8 „ tbo

free of blame. The other arbitrators held her responsible, Flork'°-

reserving, however, the question as to the effect of a commission.
Sir Alexander Cockburn, then, in vigorous language, and with

great warmth of manner, urged the tribunal to permit au argument
upon the meaning of the words "due diligence," upon the effect of a
•commission, and upon the law respecting the supplies of coal. The
tribunal granted the request. I was, myself, in favor of allowing further
arguments, within some defined scope. I thought that we had nothing
to lose by an argument, in which we had the reply, in the hands of such
masters of discussion as General Cushiug, Mr. Evarts, and Mr. Waite.
The hearings were ordered, and, before the dissolution of the tribu-

nal, arguments had been made (always on the suggestion
of England) on the following points, the British counsel «ere

™°
nta
m
oraere,i

leading and ours following : 1, on the meaning of the words
" due diligence ; " 2, on the effect of a commission on the offending vessel

;

-3, on supplies of coal; 4, on the recruitment of men for the Shenandoah,
at Melbourne ; 5, on the effect of the entry of the Florida into the port
-of Mobile ; 6, on the subject of interest ; 7, on the general subject of the
statement of claims. These arguments were presented generally both
in the English and the French languages.
The protocols which accompany this dispatch show the order in which

these various papers were delivered, and the order in which the arbitra-

tors considered the various cruisers. .It was not until after the argu-

ments on the first four subjects that the formal votes pernio-, of «,=

required by the treaty were taken separately upon the """""''•

responsibility of Great Britain as to each cruiser. The tribunal decided
unanimously that there was responsibility for the acts of the Alabama.
Count Sclopis, Mr. Stampfli, and Mr. Adams held that there was re-

sponsibility for the acts of the Shenandoah after leaving Melbourne,
but not before. Great Britain was released from responsibility as to the
other vessels, except the Florida ; Mr. Adams holding that there was
responsibility for the acts of the Retribution, and Mr. Stampfli holding
that there was responsibility for the acts of that vessel only so far as

related to the Emily Fisher. The formal vote on the Florida was taken
at a subsequent conference, after agument by counsel on the special

question of the effect of the entry into Mobile. Count Sclopis, Viscount
d'ltajuba, Mr. Stampfli, and Mr. Adams held there was responsibility

for her acts.

The deliberations of the tribunal, on the subject of damages, were
held with closed doors. The arbitrators asked each party
for comparative tables, which were furnished. On our side,
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•we limited ourselves to the request of the tribunal. On the other side,
new tables were put in with new and elaborate criticisms upon our list

of claims. We did not object to this irregular criticism, but claimed
the right of reply given by the treaty.
The tribunal, at length, aunounced that a result had been reached

—

A v rd
that fifteen and a half millions of dollars would be awarded
as a gross sum, to be paid by Great Britain to the United-

States. It does not appear in the protocols how the arbitrators arrived
at this amount. I am informed that it was reached by mutual conces-

sions.

The neutral arbitrators and Mr. Adams, from the beginning of the-

Determination to proceedings, were convinced of the policy of awarding a,
™ard a .am m

gQm
.

q gross _ ^0T gome wee]jS before the decision was
given, I felt sure that the arbitrators would not consent to send the
case to assessors until they should have exhausted all efforts to agree-

themselves upon the sum to be paid. We therefore devoted our ener-

gies toward securing such a sum as should be practically an indemnity
to the sufferers. Whether we have or have not been successful can be
determined only by the final division of the sum.

It is due to our counsel to state that in all the proceedings which were
coun.ei noised

o

n taken since their arrival in Europe no step was made with-
every atage. out their advice and consent, and many important ones were
taken on their suggestion and origination. That their labors have been
incessant any one may imagine who sees the mass of able papers which
came from their pens.
The opinions which the neutral arbitrators presented bear testi-

mony to the sagacity, good judgment, and knowledge of
nnmty

pe
o"r

en
ne'utrni the principles of law and fact at issue, which they brought ta

. bear on the case, and to the untiring labor with which they
mastered the varied and difficult questions submitted by the parties for
their decisions. It only remains to say that they exhibited throughout
marked patience and good temper, and that these admirable qualities
were sometimes needed. These opinions will undoubtedly be read with
interest. I take the liberty, in closing, to make a few remarks upon the
main points at issue, as they are treated in the opinions of the different
arbitrators.

1. Due diligence.

We maintained in the Case that the diligence of the neutral should " be

p U e jiii,e„ce
proportioned to the magnitude of the subject, and to the
dignity and strength of the power which is to exercise

what w.,,,.,.nod by it," (page 158,) and that it should be "gauged by the
the united su,,, character and magnitude of the matter which it may
affect, by the relative condition of the parties, by the ability of the party
incurring the liability to exercise the diligence required by the exigencies
of the case, and by the extent of the injury which may follow negli-
gence," (page 152.) We thought, for instance, that it would not be just
to hold Brazil, with its extended coast, sparse population, and feeble-
means of internal communication, and Great Britain, with its compact
population, its net-work of railways and telegraphs, and its administrative
system always under the control of the central government, to an identi-
cal standard of active vigilance.

pontion of Great Britain. On the other side it was said

:

Her Majesty's government knows of no distinction between more dignified and less
dignified powers ; it regards all sovereign states as enjoying equal rights, and equally.
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subject to all ordinary international obligations; and it is firmly persuaded that there
is no state in Europe or America which would be willing to claim or accept any immu-
nity in this respect, on the ground of its inferiority to others in extent, military force,
or population.

Count Sclopis, in his opinion, says

:

v,e»-» »r count sdop».

The words due diligence necessarily imply the idea of a relation between the duty
and its object. It is impossible to define a priori and abstractly an absolute duty of
diligence. The thing to which the diligence relates determines its degree. * * *

As to the measure of activity in the performance of the duties of a neutral, I think the
following rule should be laid down ; that it should be in a direct ratio to the actual
danger to which the belligerent will be exposed through the laxity of the neutral, and in
an inverse ratio to the direct means which the belligerent can control for averting the
danger.

The Tribunal, in its award, says : "^""Viai.
1116 '""

The due diligence referred to iu the first and third of the said rules ought to be
exercised by neutral governments in exact proportion to the risks to whieh .either
of the belligerents may be exposed from a failure to fulfill the obligations of neutrality
on their part. * * * The circumstances out of which the facts consti-
tuting the subject-matter of the present controversy arose were of a nature to call

for 'the exercise, on the part of Her Britannic Majesty's government, of all possible
solicitude for the observance of the rights and duties involved in the proclamation
of neutrality issued by Her Majesty, on the 13th of May, 1861.

2. Toleration of insurgent operations in England, u„rrie „diine». „.

and English feeling against the United States. E 'alaml -

Count Sclopis says, respecting this point

:

Vievv
sc°oP iS

Co°" t

The British government.was fully informed that the confederates had established
in England a branch of their means of attack and defense against the United States.

Commissioners representing the government of Eichmond were domiciled in London,
and had put themselves in communication with the English government. Lord Rus-
sell had received these confederate representatives in an unofficial way. The first

visit took place on the 11th of May, 1861, that is to say, three days before the Queen's
proclamation of neutrality, and four days before Mr. Adams arrived in London as the
minister of the United States. And further, the English government could not but
know that great commercial houses were managing the interests of the confederates
at Liverpool, a, town "which, from that time, was very openly pronounced in favor
of the South. In Parliament itself opinions were before long openly expressed in

favor of the insurgents. The Queen's ministers themselves did not disguise that in

their opinion it would be very difficult for the American Union to re-establish itself as

before. ****** It results from this, in my opinion, that the
English government found itself, during the first years of the war of secession, in the
midst of circumstances which could not but have an influence, if not directly upon
itself, at least upon a part of thejpopulation subject to the British Crown. No govern-
ment is safe against certain waves of public opinion, which it cannot master at its

Trill. I am far from thinking that the animus of the English government was hostile

to the Federal Government during the war. Yet there were grave dangers for the
United States in Great Britain and ber colonies which there were no direct means for

averting. England therefore should have fulfilled her duties as a neutral by the

exercise of a diligence equal to the gravity of the danger. * * * It cannot
he denied that there were moments when its watchfulness seemed to fail and when
feebleness in certain branches of the public service resulted in great detriment to the

United States.

Viscount d'ltajuba has not placed on record his opinion on this sub-

ject, unless it can be gathered from a single passage in his Views0 i v-i.co» nt ,

remarks upon the effect of a commission on an offending tle
'

lt»Juba-

cruiser, when he says, "By seizing or detaining the vessel the neutral

only prevents the belligerent from deriving advantage from the fraud

committed within its territory by the same belligerent ; while, by not

proceeding against a guilty vessel it eocposes itself to having its good faith

justly called in question by the other belligerent."
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It would seem from some of Mr. Adams's expressions that he did not

vie«, s or Mr. concur in these views of his colleagues. While regretting
Adams.

that jj6 (jjjj no j.
(j SQ ^ |jecause the views seem to me to be

in accordance with the facts, and also in accordance with general prin-

ciples which all maritime powers would desire to maintain, I must bear

HiS m a t it
testimony to the perfect and dignified impartiality with
which, not only in this respect, but throughout the proceed-

ings, Mr. Adams maintained his position as a judge between the two
contending nations. Of him, at least, it may be said that his love of

country never controlled his sense of justice, and that at no time did he
appear as an advocate.

3. Duty to detain an offending cruiser when it comes again
within the neutral's jueisdiction, and effect of a commis-
sion upon such cruiser.

It wa s maintained in the American Case that, by the true construction of

Effect o. ., com- the second clause of the first rule of the treaty, when a vessel
m ,«»ion.

jjjjg the Florida, Alabama, Georgia, or Shenandoah, whichhas
position „i ti10

been especially adapted within a neutral port for the use of a
«n,ted state. belligerent in war, comes again within the neutral's juris-

diction, it is the duty of the neutral to seize and detain it. This con-
struction was denied by Great Britain. It was maintained
in the British papers submitted to the tribunal, that the

obligation created by this clause refers only to the duty of preventing
the original departure of the vessel, and that the fact that the vessel
was, after the original departure from the neutral port, commissioned as
a ship of war protects it against detention.
To this point we rejoined that a commission is no protection against

Am.ricanreoi»d.r
seizure m such case, and does not operate to release the
neutral from the obligation to detain the offender.

views of v,».,.u,.t
The Viscount d'ltajuba 'seemed to favor the American

d'ltajuba. construction. He said

:

According to the latter part of the first rule of Article VI of the Treaty of Washing-
ton, the neutral is bound also to use due diligence to prevent the departure from its
jurisdiction of any vessel intended to cruise or carry on war as above, [viz, against a
belligerent,] such vessel having been specially adapted, in whole or in part, within
its jurisdiction to warlike use. * * * If, then, a vessel built on neutral ter-
ritory for the use of a belligerent, fraudulently and without the knowledge of the neu-
tral, comes again within the jurisdiction of the sovereign whose neutrality it has vio-
lated, it ought to he seized and detained.

Count Sclopis says, on this point

:

It is on the nature of these special circumstances that the first rule laid down in
Article VI of the Treaty of Washington specifically rests. The operation of that rule
would be illusory, if it could not be applied to vessels subsequently commissioned.
The object in view is to prevent the construction, arming, and equipping of the vessel
and to prevent her departure when there is sufficient reason to believe that she is in-
tended to carry on war on behalf of one of the belligerents

; and when probability has
become certainty, shall not the rule be applicable to the direct and palpable conse-
quences which it originally was intended to prevent ?

In the award the Tribunal says that

—

The effects of a violation of neutrality committed by means of the construction
equipment and armament of a vessel are not done away with by any

tribuntii
" °' the commission which the government of the belligerent power, benefited

by the violation of neutrality, may afterward have granted to that vessel •

and the ultimate step by which the offense is completed cannot be admissible as a
ground for the absolution of the offender, nor can the consummation of his fraud be-
come the means of establishing his innocence. The privilege of exterritorality, ac-
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corded to vessels of war, has been admitted into the law of nations, not as an absolute
right, but solely as a proceeding founded on the principles of courtesy and mutual
deference between different nations, and therefore can never be appealed to for the
protection of acts done in violation of neutrality.

It will be observed that the Tribunal, instead of adopting the recogni-
tion by the Viscount dTtajuba of a positive obligation on the part of the
neutral to detain the vessel, in the case supposed, limited itself to ex-
pressing the opinion that, in such case, the neutral would have the right
to make such detention.

4. Supplies of coal.

It was maintained in the American Case that the proofs showed that the
insurgent cruisers were permitted to supply themselves with
coal in British ports in greater quantities and with greater rf»?t',

e

o„V°he
freedom, and with less restrictions than were imposed upon

u°"e '1 stM""'

the United States ; and it was insisted that, in consequence of these
facts, there was an absence of neutrality, which made those ports bases
of hostile operations against the United States under the second rule
of the treaty.

On this point the award says that

—

In order to impart to any supplies of coal a character inconsistent with the second
rule, prohibiting the use of neutral ports or waters, as a base of naval
operations for a belligerent, it is necessary that the said supplies Rhould trib"S"

on "' "'"

be connected with special circumstances of time, of persons, or ofplace,
which may combine to give them such character.

It does not appear by the terms of the award that Great Britain is

held responsible for the acts of any vessel solely in consequence of ille-

gal supplies of coal. The question is, therefore, a speculative one, so far

as relates to this controversy. The" opinions of the four arbitrators who
signed the award furnish, however, the explanation of what they mean
when they speak of ''special circumstances of time, of persons, or of
place."

Mr. Adams says

:

I perceive no other way to determine the degree of responsibility of a neutral in these
cases, than by an examination of the evidence to show the intent of the
grant in any specific case. Fraud or falsehood in such a case poisons A J,^Z.

W * "' n ''

everything it touches. Even indifference may degenerate into willful
negligence,

{

and that will impose a burden of proof to relieve it before responsibility
can be relieved.

Count Sclopis says

:

1 will not say that the simple fact of having allowed a greater amount of coal than
was necessary to enable a vessel to reach the nearest port of its coun-
try constitutes in itself a sufficient grievance to call for an indemnity. stiS*

°f C°""t

As the lord chancellor of England said on the 12th of June, 1871, in the
House of Lords, England and the United States equally hold the principle that it is no
violation of the law of nations to furnish arms to a belligerent. But if an excessive sup-
ply of coal is connected with other circumstances which show that it was used as a ver-

itable res Jiostilis, then there is an infraction of the second article of the treaty. * * *

Thus, for example, when I see the Florida and the Shenandoah choose for their fields

of action, the one the stretch of sea between the Bahama archipelago and Bermuda, to

cruise there at its ease, and the other Melbourne and Hobson's Bay, for the purpose
immediately carried out, of going to the Arctic Seas, there to attack the whaling ves-

sels, I cannot but regard the supplies of coal in quantities sufficient for such services,

infractions of the second rule of Article VI.

Mr. Stampfli says of the Sumter

:

The permission given to the Sumter to remain and to take in coal at Trinidad does
not of itself constitute a sufficient basis for accusing the British authori-

ties of having failed in their duties as neutrals, because the fact can- stJmp'n"
3

°
Mr'

not be considered by itself, since the Sumter both before and after that
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time was admitted into the ports of many other States where it staid and took in coal
* * * so that it cannot be held that the port of Trinidad served as a base

of operations.

But of the Shenandoah he says

:

A supply of coal was not a necessary condition of neutral asylum, and in supplying
her with so large a quantity of coal, the capacity of the ship for making war was in-

creased just as much as by the recruitment of her crew which took place.

The Viscount d'ltajuba, at the thirty-first conference, while signing

v,™ ofvi8co,nt the decision, remarked with regard to the recital concern-
j'ltaiai*.

jng tne supply of coals, that he is of the opinion that every
government is free to furnish to the belligerents more or less of that

article.

5. The municipal laws of England.

It was maintained in the American Case that the liability of Great Bri

M»„icipai ia«™ oi tain shouldbenieasured by the rules of international law ; and
?e™«p^n

c

™",°tk
b

a- that it could not be escaped by reason of any alleged defi-
'""'• ciencies in any internal legislation enacted for the purpose
of enabling the government to fulfill its international duties.

The pleadings and arguments on the part of Great Britain are filled

with denials of this proposition in every possible way, from the opening
Case to the last supplemental argument of Sir Roundell Palmer.
The award says, " the government of Her Britannic Majesty cannot

justify itself for a failure in due diligence on the insufficiency of the
legal means of action which it possessed."

6. The Sumter, the Xashville, &c.

It was maintained in the American Case that, under the terms of the

The tribunal a»,
treaty 0I" Washington the parties had agreed to submit to

ul.on
e

the "ml™ the decision of the tribunal of arbitration, not only the
v.M.hsYanjinB Brk»h claims growing out of the acts of the Florida, the Alabama,

the Georgia, and the Shenandoah, which originally pro-
ceeded from ports of Great Britain, but also all claims growing out of
the acts of other cruisers, such as the Nashville, the Sumter, &c, which
could in any way be shown to have used British ports as bases of sup-
plies. The British Case and Counter Case strenuously contended that
the submission was limited to the four vessels first above named. The
tribunal unanimously, including Sir Alexander Cockburn, took no notice
of this claim of Great Britain, and considered all the claims presented
and decided them upon their merits.

jiSnt^i™:
1
'
3

7. The dissenting opinion of Sir A. Cockburn.,

The frankness with which Sir Alexander Cockburn confesses in this

He ;» ti,e t-wb-
°Pmion tliat ]ie sat oa ttie Tribunal, not as a judge, but as,

BentativVS teai "in some sense the representative of Great Britain? one of the
parties to the controversy, places before the world the

knowledge of a fact of which, otherwise, it would have been better to
take no public notice.

The chief justice calls legal propositions made by General Cushing, Mr.

B-.cn.r e,. .i.st
Evarts

>
and Mr- Waite >

over their signatures and under the
n,e ImerTanToun- responsibility of counsel, " strange misrepresentations," and

"assertions without the shadow of a foundation." He says
that "their imaginations must have been lively, while their consciences
slept." He finds in a portion of their argument " an extraordinary series
.of propositions," and "the most singular confusion of ideas, misrepre-
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sentations of facts, and ignorance both of law and history, which were,
perhaps, ever crowded into the same space." He calls the part of
their argument on which he was commenting, " an affront offered to
this tribunal, by such an attempt to practice on our supposed credulity
or ignorance," and says that he " is at a loss to understand how counsel,
familiar with English law, can take upon themselves to make statements
of this, sort."

I need not assume in the United States to vindicate the accuracy of
statements or the soundness of reasonings which have the T ,,ejr „eed „„ ,ia.

guarantee of the names of our distinguished counsel. The d,c,,lio"

charges are sanctioned by the chief justice alone. I have no hesitation
in expressing my conviction that they would have been in-

dignantly repudiated by each and all of his colleagues had wKfful'
the paper in which they are made been publicly read, or

°h'"""''

had its contents been made known at the time when the Tribunal ordered
it to be recorded. This voluminous paper was, in fact, not read in the
Tribunal ; its author presented it in bulk without any statement respect-

ing its character ; no one had any reason to imagine its contents ; and
it was not made public until several days after the dissolution of the
Tribunal and the separation of its members. As Sir Alexander Cock-
burn says of the charges of unfriendliness which were made in the
American Case against members of Lord Palmerston's cabinet, "The
world must judge between the accusers and accused."
The British arbitrator also charges that the Case of the United States

"pours forth the pent-up venom of national and personal
hate." He speaks of the "abuse" it "freely bestows," and c.^vm.'Xte Li

complains of the "hostile and insulting tone thus offensively

and unnecessarily adopted toward Great Britain, her statesmen, and her
institutions."

These charges appear to be founded upon the proof of the desire of

various members of the British government for the success The reae(m for

of the insurgents in the South, taken from the mouths of tho,e d",reea-

the speakers and presented for the consideration of the Tribunal, and
upon the legitimate application which was made of that proof in the

issue respecting " due diligence" which was pending before the tribunal

at Geneva.
A complete vindication of the line of argument in the Case (if any

were needed) could be drawn from Sir Alexander Cock- The justice of the

burn's paper. "There can be no doubt," he says, "that £ im"!™<U=
these speeches not only expressed the sentiments of the »draitted-

speakers, but may be taken to be the exponent of the sentiments gen-

erally entertained at that time;" and he adds, "though partiality does

not necessarily lead to want of diligence, yet it is apt to do so, and in

case of doubt would turn the scale." With such an admission as this,

it is surprising that a man of the robust sense of the chief justice should

have reproduced the rash imputations of the British press.

That I charged individual members of Lord Palmerston's cabinet with

a partiality for the insurgents, is true; equally true is it that I supported

the charge by proof from their own lips.

But I never questioned their right to entertain such partiality, or to

express it in any manner that suited them. I never even assumed to

criticise its justice before a tribunal created to try other issues. I con-

fined myself strictly to the issues before that body, and I argued that

this partiality of individual members of the government would be apt

to lead to want of diligence, and in case of doubt would turn the scale

—

a line of argument which is now admitted to be just.
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If I argued that these acts of individual members of the British gov-

Lo,d R„»eii ,u8- ernment were inconsistent with the "due diligence" re-
tiii..>«. quired by the treaty, I did only what Lord Russell had
said to Mr. Adams must be the inevitable result of an arbitration.
" Have the British government acted with due diligence, or, in other words,

with goodfaith and lionesty ?" was the question by which he said the
liability of England was to be determined.

If I urged that, in any instance, the neutrality of Great Britain was
Lord westburj not sincere, I did but pursue the line of argument which

;».i.ne.>t.
;Lor(j Westbury had defended in advance in the House of

Lords, and I did it nearly in his own language.
I find no fault that Sir Alexander Cockburn does not agree with

me, and with most of the world outside of England, as to the force

of the evidence which was presented respecting these points. That is

a subject on which persons may honestly differ. But I must be per-

mitted to express some surprise that a lawyer of his deservedly great

reputation should have made such a disagreement the cause of totally

unfounded allegations against the Case of the United States and
its author.
With the exception of these personal remarks, this long dissenting

opinion (twice the length of the American case) adds little or nothing
new to the arguments previously put forth by Great Britain in vindi-

cation of her course toward the United States. There are several
material errors in its statements of facts, but I shall not follow its-

example of injustice in attributing them to design. All right-thinking
persons will heartily echo the wish with which the paper closes, "that
in the time to come no sense of past wrong unredressed will stand in
the way of the friendly and harmonious relations which should subsist
between two great and kindred nations."

Thus, surrounded by difficulties, which at one time seemed insuperable,
concision, this great cause has reached its conclusion. Nations have,
ere now, consented to adjust by arbitration questions of figures and
The result, of the questions of boundaries ; but the world has had few, if any,

Snorthe%oiS'
c

o;
earlier examples of the voluntary submission to arbitration

arbitration. f a question in which a deep-seated conviction of injuries
and wrongs which no possible award could compensate, animated a
whole nation. It is out of such sentiments and feelings that wars come.
The United States elected the path of peace. Confident of receiving
iustice, they laid the story of their wrongs before an impartial tribunal.
This story, so grievous in its simple truthfulness, threatened for a time
to break up the peaceful settlement which the parties had promised
each other to make. Notwithstanding all obstacles, however, the great
experiment has been carried to a successful end ; and hereafter it can-
not be denied that questions involving national sentiment may be de-
cided by arbitration, as well as questions of figures.
The commander who had been permitted, by Providence, to guide

some of the greatest military events in history,*has thus, in civil life,

assisted in presenting to the nations of the world the most conspicuous
example of the settlement of international disputes by peaceful arbi-
tration.

It is within my personal knowledge that your own counsels have-
also had a large share in shaping this great result.

I have, Sac,

J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
Hon. Hamilton Fish,

Secretary of State.



II—PROTOCOLS OF THE CONFERENCES OF THE ARBITRATORS.

PEOTOCOL I.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration under the provisions
of the treaty between the United States of America and Her Britannic
Majesty, concluded on the 8th of May, A. D. 1871, at the first conference
held at Geneva in Switzerland, on the fifteenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-one.

The conference was convened at the Hotel de Ville at Geneva, in
compliance with notices from Mr. J. O. Bancroft Davis,.'agent of the
United States, and Lord Tenterden, agent of Her Britannic Majesty, in
the form following

:

The undersigned having been appointed agent of the United States to attend the-
tribunal of arbitration about to be convened at Geneva under the provis-
ions of the treaty between the United States and Great Britain ofthe 8th dehlSy of

,

SSe».
,°d

ofMay last, has the honor to acquaint Count Sclopis that it is proposed by
the Government ofthe United States thatthe first meeting ofthe tribunal should be held
at Geneva, if not inconvenient to the arbitrators, on the 15th instant.

J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.

The arbitrators who were present and produced their respective powers,
which were examined and found to be in good and due form, were

:

Charles Francis Adams, esquire, the arbitrator named by the Presi-

dent of theUnited States ofAmerica; the Bight Honorable Sir Alexander
Cockburn, the Lord Chief Justice of England, the arbitrator named by
Her Britannic Majesty ; his excellency Count Sclopis, the arbitrator

named by His Majesty the King of Italy ; Mr. Jacques Stsempfli, the
arbitrator named by the President of the Swiss Confederation, and his

excellency the Baron d'ltajuba, the arbitrator named by His Majesty
the Emperor of Brazil.

J. C. Bancroft Davis, Esquire, attended the conference as the agent of

the United States; the Bight Honorable Lord Tenterden attended as the
agent of Her Britannic Majesty.
Mr. Adams proposed that Count Sclopis, as being the arbitrator

named by the power first mentioned in the treaty after Great Britain

and the United States, should preside over the labors of the tribunal.

The proposal was seconded by Sir Alexander Cockburn, and was
unanimously adopted, and Count Sclopis, having expressed his acknowl-

edgments, assumed the presidency.
On the proposal of Count Sclopis the tribunal of arbitration requested

the arbitrator named by the President of the Swiss Confederation to

recommend some suitable person to act as the secretary of the tribunal.

The Swiss arbitrator named M. Alexandre Eavrot as a suitable per-

son, and M. Alexandre Favrot was thereupon appointed by the tribunal

of arbitration to act as its secretary during the conferences, and entered

upon the duties of that office.

Mr. J. C.Bancroft Davisthen presented in duplicate, to each of the arbi-

trators and to the agent of Great Britain, the printed case of the United.
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States, accompanied by the documents, official correspondence, and other
evidence on which they rely.

Lord Tenterden in like manner presented to each of the arbi-

trators and to the agent of the United States the printed case of the
government of Her Britannic Majesty, accompanied by the documents,
official correspondence, and other evidence on which it relies.

The tribunal of arbitration thereupon directed that the respective

counter cases, additional documents, correspondence, and evidence called

for or permitted by the fourth article of the treaty should be delivered

to the secretary of the tribunal at the hall of the conference in the Hotel
de Ville at Geneva, for the arbitrators and for the respective agents on
or before the 15th day of April next.
The arbitrators further directed that either party desiring, under the

provisions of the fourth article of the treaty, to extend the time for de-

livering the counter cases, documents, correspondence, and evidence,
shall make application to them through the secretary, and that the sec-

retary shall thereupon convene a conference at Geneva at an early day
to suit the convenience of the respective arbitrators, and that the notice

thereof shall be given to the agent of the other party.

The tribunal of arbitration proceeded to direct that applications by
either party, under the provisions of the fourth article of the treaty, for

copies of reports or documents specified or alluded to, and in the exclu-
sive possession of the other party, shall be made to the agent of the
other party with the same force and effect as if made to the tribunal of
arbitration.

The tribunal of arbitration further directed that, should either party,
in accordance with the provisions of the fourth article, call upon the
other party, through the arbitration, to produce the originals or certi-

fied copies of any papers adduced as evidence, such application shall be
made by written notice thereof to the secretary within thirty days after
the delivery of the cases, and that thereupon the secretary shall transmit
to the agent of the other party a copy of the request ; and that it shall be
the duty ofthe agent of the other party to deliver said originals or certified
copies to the secretary, as soon as may be practicably convenient.
The arbitrators also agreed that for the purpose of deciding any ques-

tion arising upon the foregoing rules, the presence of three of their
number shall be sufficient.

The conference was adjourned to the following day, 16th of December,
at 3 o'clock p m.

J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT,

Secretary.

PROTOCOL II.

Record oj the proceedings of the arbitration at the second conference held
at Geneva in Switzerland on the 16th day of December A. t). 1871.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitrators
Adio„r»ment to were present.

Ju„e a Mr- j 0> Bancroft Davis and Lord Tenterden attended
the conference as agents of the United States and of Her Britannic Ma-
jesty, respectively.

The record of the proceedings of the conference held on the 15th in-
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stant was read and approved, and the secretary was directed to attest
it. Mr. J. C. Bancroft Davis and Lord Tenterden were requested also

to sign this and all subsequent records as agents of their respective
governments.
The tribunal of arbitration directed that when an adjournment of the

conference should be entered, it should be entered as an adjournment
until the 15th day of June next, subject to a prior call by the secretary
as provided for in the proceedings at the first conference.
The tribunal then directed the secretary to make up the record of

the proceedings at the second conference as far as completed, which
was done, and the record was read and approved.
The tribunal of arbitration then adjourned to meet at Geneva, on the

15th day of June next, unless sooner convened by the secretary, in the
manner provided in the proceedings at the first conference.

J. 0. BANCROFT DAYIS.
TENTERDEN".
ALEX. PAVROT, Secretaire.

PROTOCOL III.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the third confer-

ence held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the Wth day of June, 1872.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitrators

were present.

Mr. J. C. Bancroft Davis and Lord Tenterden attended the conference

as agents of the United States and Her Britannic Majesty, respectively.

Mr. J. C. Bancroft Davis then delivered in duplicate to each of the

arbitrators, and to Lord Tenterden, the agent of Her Britan- De,iveryo r Amet.

nic Majesty, a printed argument, showing the points and i°"""^™M -

referring to the evidence on which his Government relies.

Lord Tenterden then, on behalf of Her Britannic Majesty's govern-

ment, presented the note, of which a copy is annexed, re- Briti„„ ma&m f„
questing an adjournment of the tribunal for the reasons ^™"™m<-

therein stated, for such a period as might enable a supplementary con-

vention to be concluded and ratified between the United States and Her
Britannic Majesty.
Mr. Bancroft Davis stated that lie could not say what would be the

views of his Government on this motion until he should know the time

for which the adjournment was asked.

Lord Tenterden stated that Her Britannic Majesty's government be-

lieved that, in order to afford time for the consideration of a supple-

mentary convention by the Senate of the United States in their session

commencing in December next, and for its subsequent consideration by
Her Britannic Majesty's government, and for its ratification by the high

contracting parties respectively, it would be requisite that the adjourn-

ment should be for a period of eight months, but that power might be

reserved for the arbitrators to meet at any earlier date, upon being

convened for that purpose by the secretary of the tribunal, upon the

joint request, in writing, of the agents of the two governments.

Mr. Bancroft Davis said that his instructions did not yet enable him to

state to the arbitrators the views of the Government of the United States

on this motion in full. He said that he was in telegraphic communica-
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tion with his Government, and he asked an adjournment until Monday,
the 17th instant.

The tribunal decided that the protocols should be signed by the presi-

dent and secretary of the tribunal and the agents of the two govern-

ments.
The conference was then adjourned to Monday, the 17th day of June,

at 2 o'clock.

FBEDEEICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCBOFT DAVIS.
TENTEEDEIST.
ALEX. PAVEOT, Secretary.

ANNEX.

The undersigned agent of Her Britannic Majesty is instructed by Her
Majesty's government to state to Count Sclopis,* the arbitrator named
by His Majesty the King of Italy, that they regret to be under the
necessity of informing the arbitrators that the difference between Her
Majesty's government and the Government of the United States, referred

to in the note which the undersigned had the honor to address to Count
Sclopis when presenting the British counter case on the 15th of April
last, has not yet been removed.
Her Majesty's government have, however, been engaged in negotia-

tions with the Government of the United States, which have continued
down to the present time, for the solution of the difficulty which has
thus arisen ; and they do not abandon the hope that, if further time
were given for that purpose, such a solution might be practicable.
Under these circumstances, the course which Her Majesty's govern-

ment would respectfully request the tribunal to take is to adjourn the
present meeting for such a period as may enable a supplementary con-
vention to be still concluded and ratified between the high contracting
parties.

Having lodged the present application, the undersigned is instructed
to withhold the written or printed argument which the undersigned, as
agent of Her Majesty, is directed to put in under the 5th article of the
treaty, although that argument has been duly prepared and is in the
hands of the undersigned.
The undersigned is further directed to say that Her Majesty's gov-

ernment (while they would consider the tribunal to have full power to
proceed at the end of the period of adjournment, if the difference be-
tween the high contracting parties should then have been removed, not-
withstanding the nondelivery on this day of the argument by the un-
dersigned) continue, while requesting this adjournment, to reserve all

Her Majesty's rights, in the event of an agreement not being finally
arrived at, in the same manner as was expressed in the note addressed,
by the undersigned to Count Sclopis on the 15th of April.
The undersigned has the honor to renew to Count Sclopis the assur-

ance of his highest consideration.

TENTERDEN.
Geneva, June 15, 1872.

1 A similar note was addressed to each of the arbitrators.
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PEOTOCOL IV.

Record of the
1

proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the fourth con-

ference held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 11th day of June, 1872.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitrators
•were present.

Mr. J. C. Bancroft Davis and Lord Tenterden attended
the conference as agents of the United States and Her Britannic Majesty,
respectively.

The protocol of the last conference was read and approved, and was
signed by the president and secretary of the tribunal and the agents of
the two governments.
Mr. Bancroft Davis stated that he was still without definite instruc-

tions from his Government regarding the request of the British agent
for adjournment, and suggested a further adjournment of the tribunal
until Wednesday, the nineteenth instant.

Lord Tenterden said that he could make no objection. The conference
was then adjourned to Wednesday, the 19th instant, at 2 o'clock.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.

PROTOCOL V.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the fifth confer-

ence held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 19£/t of June, 1872.

. The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitra-

tors weje present.
Arbitrator le.

Mr. J. C. Bancroft Davis and Lord Tenterden attended ci««
,

th»°"in liireS

the conference as agents of the United States and Her foJ
,

™mSutitton
)

™f

Britannic Majesty, respectively.

The protocol of the last conference was read and approved, and was
signed by the president and secretary of the tribunal and the agents of

the two governments.
Count Selopis, as president of the tribunal, inquired whether Mr.

Bancroft Davis had yet received definitive instructions from his Govern-

ment.
Mr. Bancroft Davis replied that he had not.

Count Selopis then, ou behalf of all the arbitrators, made the follow-

ing statement

:

The application of the agent of Her Britannic Majesty's government being now be-

fore the arbitrators, the president of the tribunal (Count Selopis) proposes to make the

folio-wing communication on the part of the arbitrators to the parties interested

:

The arbitrators wish it to be understood that in the observations which they are

about to make they have in view solely the application of the agent of Her Britannic

Majesty's government, which is now before them, for an adjournment, which might be

prolonged till the month of February in next year ; and the motives for that application,

viz, the difference of opinion which exists between Her Britannic Majesty's govern-

ment and the Government of the United States as to the competency of the tribunal,

under the treaty of Washington, to deal with the claims advanced in the case of the

United States in respect of losses under the several heads of—1st, " The losses in the

transfer of the American commercial marine to the British flag;" 2d, "The enhanced

payments of insurance ;" and 3d, " The prolongation of the war, and the addition of a
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large sum to the cost of the war and the suppression of the rebellion ;" and the hope
which Her Britannic Majesty's government does not abandon, that if sufficient time

were given for that purpose, a solution of the difficulty which has thus arisen, by the

negotiation of a supplementary convention between the two governments, might be
found practicable.

The arbitrators do not propose to express or imply any opinion upon the point thus

in difference between the two governments as to the interpretation or effect of the

treaty; but it seems to them obvious that the substantial object of the adjournment
must be to give the two governments an

i

opportunity of determining whether the

claims in question shall or shall not be submitted to the decision of the arbitrators,

and that any difference between the two governments on this point may make the

adjournment unproductive of any useful effect, and, after a delay of many months,
during which both nations may be kept in a state of painful suspense, may end in a

result which, it is to be presumed, both governments would equally deplore, that of

making this arbitration wholly abortive. Thjs being so, the arbitrators think it right

to state that, after the most careful perusal of all that has been urged on the part of

the Government of the United States in respect of these claims, they have arrived,

individually and collectively, at the conclusion that these claims do not constitute,

upon the principles of international law applicable to such cases, good foundation for

an award of compensation or computation of damages between nations, and should

,

upon such principles, be wholly excluded from the consideration of the tribunal in

making its award, even if there were no disagreement between the two governments as

to the competency of the tribunal to decide thereon.
With a view to the settlement of the other claims to the consideration of which by

the tribunal no exception has been taken on the part of Her Britannic Majesty's gov-
ernment, the arbitrators have thought it desirable to lay before the parties this ex-
pression of the views they have formed upon the question of public law involved, in
order that after this declaration by the tribunal it may be considered by the Govern-
ment of the United States whether any course can be adopted respecting the first-men-
tioned claims which would relieve the tribunal from the necessity of deciding upon
the present application of Her Britannic Majesty's government.

Count Sclopis added that it was the intention of the tribunal that
this statement should be considered for the present to be confidential.
Count Sclopis then asked whether the agents or either of them wished

to say anything touching the declaration just made.
Mr. Bancroft Davis said that he was necessarily without instructions

to meet the contingency which had arisen from the action thus taken by
the arbitrators. He therefore left it with the tribunal to say whether,
in view of this fact, it ought not of its own motion to make an adjourn-
ment sufficient to afford time for the proper consideration of the new
position created by the announcement of the tribunal.
The tribunal then ordered this conference to adjourn until Wednesday

the 26th instant, at 2 o'clock iu the afternoon.

PBEDEBICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCEOFT DAVIS.
TENTEBDEK
ALEX. PAVEOT, Secretary.

PEOTOCOL VI.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the sixth con-
ference held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 25th of June 1872.

The conference was held pursuant to a call by the president Count
r,,eu„,« *.» ScjoPls - AWtbe arbitrators were present.

ac,,ui3,cBh,,hed<, Mr. J. C. Bancroft Davis and Lord Tenterden attended
the conference as agents of the Uuited States and Her

Britannic Majesty, respectively.

Count Sclopis, as president of the tribunal, stated that he had re
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ceived from Mr. Bancroft Davis the information that lie -was prepared
to communicate to the tribunal the action authorized by his Govern-
ment respecting the declaration made by the arbitrators at the last con-
ference.

Count Sclopis added that, being desirous of advancing the work of
the tribunal, he had, therefore, convoked the conference this day, in-
stead of Wednesday, the day to which the adjournment had been
made.

Mr. Bancroft Davis stated as follows :

The declaration made by the tribunal, individually and collectively, respecting the
claims presented by the United States for the award of the tribnnal for— 1st. " The
losses in the transfer of the American commercial marine to the British flag;" 2d. "The
enhanced payments of insurance ;" and 3d. " The prolongation of the war and the ad-
dition of a large sum to the cost of the war and the suppression of the rebellion," is
accepted by the President. of the United States as determinative of their judgment
upon the important question of public law involved.
The agent of the United States is authorized to say that, consequently, the above-

mentioned claims will not be further insisted upon before the tribunal by the United
States, and may be excluded from all consideration in any award that may be made.

Lord Tenterden then said

:

I will inform my government of the declaration made by the arbitrators on the 19th
instant, and of the statement now made by the agent of the United States, and request
their instructions.

The conference was then adjourned to Thursday, the 27th instant, at
11 o'clock in the morning.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. O. BANCROFT DAVTS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAYBOT, Secretary.

PROTOCOL VII.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the seventh

conference, held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 21th of June, 1872.

The conference was held pursuant to "adjournment. All the arbitra-

tors were present. v^mon^eom-
Mr. J. C. Bancroft Davis and Lord Tenterden attended Ztt E^V/a

the conference as agents of the United States and Her ^Lrve
MS™«

Britannic, Majesty, respectively. denied -

The protocol of the last conference was read and approved, and was
signed by the president and secretary of the tribunal, and the agents
of the two governments.
Count Sclopis, as president of the tribunal, inquired whether Lord

Tenterden had received the instructions from his government for which
he had said that he would apply at the last couference.
Lord Tenterden then read the following statement

:

"The undersigned, agent of Her Britannic Majesty, is authorized by Her Majesty's
government to state that Her Majesty's government find in the communication on the
part of the arbitrators, recorded in the protocol of their proceedings of the 19th in-

stant, nothing to which they cannot assent, consistently with the view of the inter-

pretation and effect of the treaty of Washington hitherto maintained by them; and
being informed of the statement made on the 25th instant by the agent of the United
States, that the several claims particularly mentioned in that statement will not be
further insisted upon before the tribunal by the United States, and may be excluded
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from all consideration in any award that may be made; and assuming that the arbi-

trators will, upon such statement, think fit now to declare that the said several claims
are, and from henceforth will be, wholly excluded from their consideration, and will

embody such declaration in their - protocol of this day's proceedings ; they have in-

structed the undersigned, upon this being done, to request leave to withdraw the
application made by him to the tribunal on the 15th instant for such an -adjournment
as might enable a supplementary convention to be concluded and ratified between the
high contracting parties ; and to request leave to deliver the printed argument, now
in the hands of the undersigned, which has been prepared on the part of Her Britannic
Majesty's government under the fifth article of the treaty with reference to the other
claims, to the consideration of which by the tribunal no exception has been taken on
the part of Her Majesty's government.

"TENTERDEN."

Mr. Bancroft Davis said that he made no objection to the granting of
the request made by Lord Tenterden to be permitted to withdraw his

application for an adjournment, and to file the argument of Her Bri-

tannic Majesty's government.
Count Sclopis, on behalf of all the arbitrators, then declared that the

said several claims for indirect losses mentioned in the statement made
by the agent of the United States on the 25th iustant and referred to
in the statement just made by the agent of Her Britannic Majesty, are,

and from henceforth shall be, wholly excluded from the consideration of
the tribunal, and directed the secretary to embody this declaration in
the protocol of this day's proceedings.
He at the same time, informed Lord Tenterden that the tribunal as-

sented to his request for leave to withdraw his application for a pro-
longed adjournment, and also to his request for leave to deliver the
printed argument which had been prepared on the part of Her Britannic
Majesty's government.
Lord Tenterden then presented copies of the argument in duplicate

to each of the arbitrators and to the agent of the United States.
Count Sclopis stated that the tribunal no longer desired the' proceed-

ings to be considered confidential so far as publication of them by the
United States and British governments is concerned.
He then proceeded to read an address as follows

:

Messieurs : Au moment ou le nceud qui menagait d'entraver pour longtemps encore
l'execution du traite" de Washington vient d'etre si heureusement tranche", a l'heure ou
nos travaux vont prendre uh cours libre et regulier, permettez-moi de vous dire, mes-
sieurs et tres-houores collegues, comhien j'apprecie l'honneur de sieger avec vous dans
ce tribunal d'arbitrage, sur lequel sont fixes aujourd'hui les regards du nionde- civilise".

Laissez-moi ensuite vous exprimer tout ce que j'cprouve de reconnaissance pour la
marque flatteuse de confiance qu'il vous a plu de m'accorder en m'appelant a occuper
ce fauteuil. -

Je comprends parfaitement tout le prix de cette distinction si peu nieritee ; mais je
comprends mieux encore le besoin que j'aurai d'etre soutenu par le concours de vos
lumieres, et par l'appui de votre indulgence dans l'exercice des fonctions que vous
m'avez confides. Ce sera a vous que je le devrai, si je ne vais pas paraitre trop au-des-
sous de ma tache.
La reunion de ce tribuual d'arhitrage signale, a elle seule, uue nouvelle direction

imprirnee aux ide"es qui gouvernent la politique des nations les plus avancees sur la
voie de la civilisation.

Nous sommesarriviSs a une 6poque oh, dans les spheres les plus elevees de la politique
l'esprit de moderation et le sentiment d'oquito" commeuceut partout a prevaloir sur les
tendances des vieilles routines d'un arbitraire insolent ou d'nne indifference coupable
Diminuer les occasions de faire la guerre, attenuer les malheurs qu'elle tralne a sa suite'
placer les inte"rets de Phumanite" au-dessus de ceux de la politique, voila l'ceuvre vers'
laquelle se dirigent toutes les grandes intelligences, tous les coeurs haut places. Aussi
avec quel bonheur n'a-t-on pas salue" le voeu si noblement exprime" par le congres de Paris
en 1856, que les 6tats entre lesquels s'<51everait un disseutiment se"rieux, avant d'en
appeler aux armes, eusseut recours, en taut que les circonstances l'admettraient aux
bons offices des puissances amies ! Que de bons effets n'avait-on pas a attendre de la
declaration do ce meme_ congres concernant l'abolition de la course, et le respect de la
propri6t<5 priveei Enfih nous ne saurions oublier ici cette convention de Geneve qui
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parvint a placer sons la protection spiSciale du droit des gens les elans de la charite sur
les champs de bataille.
On a bien du regretter que les.vues si droifces et si sages du congres de Paris n'aient

pas ete promptenieut seconders paries evenements. De cruels dementis ont ete donnfis
aux aspirations des ames d'eiite;' mais l'autorite morale des principes proclames a
cette epoque ne s'est point affaiblie.

Grace a l'initiative des homm'es d'etat qui president aux destinies de l'Amfirique et
de l'Angleterre, cette idee gfingreuse commence a porter ses fruits.
Le grand essai de l'application des regies austeres et calmes du droit aux questions

ardentes de la politiqne va se faire. L'histoire contemporaine racontera a la posterit6
que, merne dans la chaleur des plus vives recriminations, on a toujours songe des deux
c6tes de l'Atlantique a tenir ouvertes les voies d'un accommodement acceptable par les
amis de la paix et du progres.
A travers des negociations niScessairement longaes, sous Taction des oourants variables

de l'opinion publiqne, inevitables ohez les gouvernemeuts a base populaire, le but de
ces raagnanimes efforts ne fut jamais perdu de vue. Persoune, certes, ne pouvait eu
contester l'utilite ; mais d'en venir au point d'accepter purement et simplement le sy-
steme de 1'arbitrage, de renoncer a ce privilege, si cher aux ambitions vulgaires, de se
faire justice de sa main, voila ce qui exigeait une rare ferinete de conviction, un
devouement a toute epreuve aux inter&ts de l'humanite. Aussi le rjremier ministre
d'Angleterre a-t-il eu raison de parler du traite de Washington dans des termes qui
caracterisent a la fois la grandeur et le.s difficultes de l'entreprise. " II se pent," disait-
il, " que ce soit une esperance trop iSclatante pour §tre realisee dans ce monde de
miseres oil nous vivons ; I'expe'rience du moins est digne de l'effort. On re&herche, s'ii .

est possible, de soumettre ces conflits d'opinion entre deux nations au jugement d'un
tribunal de raison, au lieu de l'arbitrage sanglant des armes. L'histoire se souviendra
a l'^gard des Etats-Unis et du Royaurne-Uni que, ayant a vider de s^rieux conflits, et
se sentant peu disposes de part et d'autre a c&der le terrain, ils 'se sont n^anmoins ap-
pliques h assurer la paix, et non-seulement a regler leurs propres conflits, mais aussi &
donner un exemple qui sera fecond en bienfaits pour les autres nations."2

On a dit que le triomphe d'une idee utile n'est jamais qu'une question de date. F6-
licitons-nous, messieurs, d'assister a la realisation d'un desseiu qui doit etre fecond des
meilleurs resultats; esperons qu'il tiendra dans l'avenir tout ce qu'il promet anjour-
d'hui.
. Nous avons entendu ce cri terrible "la force prime le droit:'' c'est un deii porte a la

civilisation.. Nous voyons maintenant la politique s'adresser a' la justice, pour ne pas
abuser de la force ; c'est un hommage que la civilisation doit recevoir aveo bonheur.
Ne nous plaignons pas trop si les questions que nous sommes appeies h resoudre nous

arrivent k la suite d'agitations prolongees. Reconnaissons plut6t l'importance des do-
cuments qui nous ont ete fournis et des raisonnements dont ils ont^te acoompagnes.
Les longues investigations preparent les meilleures solutions. On navigue plus

surement sur les rivieres qui ont ete le mieux sondees.
Le droit des gens a ete trop souvent regards' comme uu sol mobile, sur lequel, au

moment ou l'on croit avancer, le pied glisse en arriere. Serait-oe un espoir indiscret

que celui de parvenir par nos eiforts a rendre ce sol un peu mieux raffermi ?

L'objet de nos deliberations demande des etudes aussi variees que serieuses. Nous
aurons a l'examiner a des points de vue differents. Ce sera tantOt avec la large per-
ception de l'homme d'etat, tantdt avec l'ceil scrutateur d'un president aux assises,

toujours avec un profond sentiment d'equite et avec une impartialite absolue.

Nous nous promettons beauconp de l'aide empressee des agents des deux puissances

qui ont eu recours a ce tribunal ; leur haute intelligence etleur zele edaire nous sont
egalement connus.

Enfin le tribunal se confie dans l'assistance des conseils des hautes parties presentes

-a la barre, de ces jurisoonsultes eminents dont le nom vaut un eioge. Nous nous at-

tendons qui'ls coopereront frauchement avec nous dans ce qui doit Stre, non-seulement
un acte de bonne justice,*mais encore un travail de grande pacification.

Puissions-nous repondre completement aux louables intentions des puissances qui
nous ont honores de leur ch'oix; puissions-nous remplir, avec l'aide de Dieu, une mis-
sion qui mette fin a de longs et penibles differends

;
qui, en reglant de graves interests,

apaise de donloureuses emotions, et qui ne soit pas sans quelque heureuse influence sur
lemaintien de la paix du monde et les progres de la civilisation.

l" In the performance of a melancholy duty," dit Sir Robert Pbillimore dans la
'

preface a la deuzieme edition des Commentaries upon International Law, 1871, " I am
obliged to close this chronicle of events by the admission that the suggestion contained
in the last protocol to the treaty of Paris, 1856, has remained a dead-letter, except per-

haps in the case of Luxemburg. Neither of the belligerents in the present horrible war
would listen to the suggestion of such an arbitration."

2 Discours prononce par Monsieur Gladstone au banquet d'installation du nouveau
lord-maire, le 9 novembre 1871.
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Vos vceux, trfes-bonores collegues. s'accorderont sans doute avec les miens pour que
l'essai que l'on va faire serve a ecarter dans l'avenir les occasions de luttes sanglantes
et a rafiermir l'empire de la raison.

Dans cette douce prevision, j'aime a rappeler ces paroles du heros de l'Amerique, de
George Washington: "S'il y a une verite' forternent e"tablie, o'est qu'ily a ici-bas un
lien indissoluble entre les pures maxirnes d'une politique honnete et magnanime et les

solides recompenses de la prosperity et du bonheur public."1

Lord Tenterden then stated that Sir Roundell Palmer, Her Britannic

Majesty's counsel, had prepared, for the consideration of the tribunal,

a statement of certain points of importance, as to which he desires to

have an opportunity of submitting to the tribunal further arguments,
in answer to those contained in the argument of the United States de-

livered on the 15th instant; and that Sir Eoundell Palmer would now,
with the permission of the tribunal, read such statement, of which,
with a translation which would be prepared without delay, copies will

be delivered to the several arbitrators and to the agent of the United
States in the course of the day ; and, as the preparation of any further

arguments on those, or any other points, will ncessarily require some
time to be allowed, he begged respectfully to suggest that the counsel
on both sides should be informed of the time which the tribunal will be
willing to allow, before requiring their further attendance for the pur-

pose of any arguments. If the interval so granted can be extended to

the first of August next, it is believed that this will meet the views of

the counsel and agents of both parties, and mav probably enable the
counsel, when again before the tribunal, to discharge their duty in a
shorter time than might otherwise be requisite.

Sir Eoundell Palmer then read a statement.
Mr. Bancroft Davis then said that upon being furnished with a copy

of the paper, now presented on the part of Her Britannic Majesty's
counsel, he would lay the same before the counsel of the United States,
and would present their views to the tribunal after such consultation.
Count Sclopis then stated that the tribunal had, a£ the request of the

agent of Her Britannic Majesty, granted permissiou to Sir Eoundell
Palmer to read the statement requesting the tribunal to authorize him
to furnish the arbitrators with further arguments on the points therein

'

specified, and that, with reference to this request, Mr. Adams, as one of
the arbitrators, had suggested a preliminary question, viz, whether
under the terms of Article V of the treaty of Washington it is compe-
tent for the agents or counsel to make requests of this nature, and that
the tribunal, after discussion, and having in view the precise terms of
the treaty, had decided that the arbitrators alone have the right, if

they desire further elucidation with regard to any point, to require a
written or printed statement or argument, or oral argument by counsel
npon it, under the terms of the said article.

The conference was then adjourned until Fridaj, the 28th iustant, at
11 o'clock a. m.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS,
J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.

'Disconrs prononce" le 30 avril 1789 dans la seance du Senat amerieain, lors de la
proclamation de Washington a la presideuce, et de John Adams a la vice-pre'sidence
des Etats-Unis. '
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PEOTOCOL VIII,

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the eighth

conference, held at Geneva, Sicitzerland, on the 28th of June, 1872.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitrators
and the agents of the two governments were present.
The protocol of the last conference was read and approved, and was

signed by the president and secretary of the tribunal and the agents of
the two governments.

Sir Alexander Cockburn, as one of the arbitrators, then proposed to

the tribunal to' require a written or printed statement or Sir A . Co<.kbm.„

argument by the counsel of the two governments for further ™^ tot^X
elucidation on the following points, viz

:

" ied -

1. What is the " due diligence" required from a neutral state,

according to the general rules of international law, and according, to

the rules of the sixth article of the treaty of Washington ?

2. What were the international obligations of neutral states in

respect to the construction, sale, and fitting out, within neutral territory,

of ships intended for warlike use by a belligerent, independently of the
municipal legislation of the neutral state, and of the rules laid down by
the treaty of Washington?

3. What rights are conferred upon a belligerent power by the muni-
cipal legislation of a neutral state for the maintenance of its neutrality,

if such legislation exceeds the limits of the obligations previously im-
posed upon neutral States by international law ?

4. Is a neutral state under any international obligation to detain in,

or exclude from, its ports vessels fitted out in violation of its neutrality,

after such vessels have been commissioned, as public ships of war by a
belligerent power, .whether such power be or be not recognized as a
sovereign state?

5. Whether Her Majesty's proclamation of neutrality, recognizing the

belligerency of the Confederate States, is in any, and what, way material

to the question of the liability of Great Britain for losses sustained by
the United States, in consequence of the acts of the vessels referred to

in the treaty of Washington ?

6. Whether the laws of Great Britain, during the civil war, were, or

were not, sufficient, if properly enforced, for the fulfillment of Her Bri-

tannic Majesty's neutral obligations?

7. If a vessel, which has been fitted out in violation of the neutrality

of a neutral state, has escaped from the neutral territory, through some

want" of due diligence on the part of the neutral government, ought

such neutral state to be held responsible to the other belligerent for

captures made by such vessel ?

If so, to what period does this responsibility extend? May it be

modified or terminated by circumstances afterward supervening, (as,

for instance, by assistance afterward rendered to the vessel by an inde-

pendent power, without which her capacity for warlike purposes would

have ceased, or by her entrance into a port of the belligerent to whom
she belongs,) or does it necessarily extend to the end of the war ?

Furthermore, does this responsibility still exisb, when the persons

who made such captures were insurgent citizens of the state against

which they waged war, to whom, upon the conclusion of the war, such

illegal acts have been condoned ?

8. If a vessel, which has not been fitted out or armed in violation of
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the neutrality of a neutral state, is afterward permitted to receive sup-

plies of coal and repairs in a neutral port, does the neutral state, in

whose port she receives such supplies and repairs, incur on that account

a responsibility for her subsequent captures, or any of them?
After deliberation a majority of the tribunal decided not to require

such statement or argument at present.

The tribunal then decided that,.iu the course of their discussions and
deliberations, the agents should attend the conferences, accompanied by
the counsel of their respective governments, except in cases when the

tribunal should think it advisable to conduct their discussions and de-

liberations with closed doors.

The tribunal then determined to permit publicity to be given to the

statement made by the agent of Her Britannic Majesty at the third

conference, the declaration of the arbitrators made at the fifth confer-

ence, the subsequent statements of the agent of the United States made
at the sixth conference, and of the agent of Her Britannic Majesty made
at the seventh conference, and the address of the presideut of the tribu-

nal delivered at the seventh conference.

The tribunal then adjourned until Monday, the 15th proximo, at 2

o'clock in the afternoon.
FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.

PROTOCOL IX.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the conference

held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 15th of July, 1872.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitrators

and the agents of the two governments were present.

The protocol of the last conference was read and approved, and was
signed by the president and secretary of the tribunal and the agents of
the two governments.
Count Sclopis, as president, said that it would be necessary in the

orto of proceed- first place to determine the method and order of proceeding
,nss in the consideration of the subjects referred to the tribunal.

Mr. Staempfli stated that he had prepared, and proposed to submit,
for the adoption of the tribunal, a written programme on this question.

After discussion the consideration of this programme was deferred to
the next conference.

The tribunal then adjourned until Tuesday, the 16th instant, at 2
o'clock in the afternoon.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.
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PEOTOCOL X.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the tenth con-

ference held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the IQth of July, 1872.

The conference, was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitra-

tors and the agents of the two governments were present. ^. o{

The protocol of the last conference was read and ap- m«»- "r.'sCiri

proved, and was signed by the president and secretary of "S viewed ™-

the tribunal and the agents of the two governments.
The following programme, submitted by Mr. Staeinpfli at the last

meeting, was taken into consideration

:

VI. Le Georgia:

a Faits.

b Considerants.
u Jugernent.

VII. Le Tallahassee, ou le Olustee :

a Faits.

b Considerants.
c Jugernent.

VIII. Le Chiclcamauga

:

a Faits.

b Considerants.
c Jugernent.

IX. Le Shenandoah

:

a Faits.

b Consid6rants.
c Jugernent.

C.

—

Determination du tribunal d'a

nne somme en bloc.

piger

A.

—

Indications ge'ne'rales.

I. Question a decider.

II. Delimitation des faits.

III. Principes generaux.

It.—Decision relative a chacun des croiseiiri

Observations preliminaires.

I. Le Sumter:

a Faits.

b Considerants.
c Jugernent.

II. Le Nashville :

a Faits.

b Comiderants.
c Jugernent.

III. Le Florida :

a Faits.

b Considerants.
v Jugernent.

IV. VAlabama:

a Faits.

b Considerants.
c Jugernent.

V. Le Retribution

:

a Faits.

b Considerants.
c Jugernent.

Sir Alexander Cockburn, one of the arbitrators, submitted the fol-

lowing propositions to the consideration of the tribunal:

I. That the complaint of the Government of the United" States is of a threefold

character, and may be stated under the three following heads, viz

:

1. That, by want of due diligence on the part of the British government, vessels of

war were suffered to be equipped in ports of Her Majesty, and to depart therefrom, to

the injury of American commerce;
2. That such vessels; having been again found, in British ports or waters, were not

seized or detained, but were suffered to go forth again on the same destructive

service

;

3. That such vessels received undue assistance, or were permitted to remain an

unduly long time, in ports .within Her Majesty's dominions.
• II. That on each of these heads of complaint the decision of the tribunal must

depend, not only on the facts relating to each vessel, but also on the principles of

international law applicable to the particular subject.

. III. That the rational, logical, and most convenient course to be pursued will be,

before proceeding to deal with each of these heads of complaint, to consider and

determine what are the principles of law applicable to the subject, and by which the

decision of the tribunal must ultimately be determined.

D.

—

Examen des elements pour fixer une
somme en bloc.

E.

—

Conclusion et adjudication definitive

d'une somme en bloc.
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IV. That it will be convenient to take the three heads of complaint separately, and
in the order hereinbefore stated.

V. That there is nothing in the Vllth article of the treaty -which, prevents the
adoption of this mode of proceeding, the only object and effect of that article being

to insure the separate consideration of the facts relating to each vessel, and a separate

and distinct judgment of the tribunal on the complaints specifically referable to each
in particular. *

VI. That the consideration of the first-mentione'd head of complaint, reference being
had to the Vlth article of the treaty, and the rules therein laid down, necessarily

involves three .questions of law : the first, what effect is to be given to the term " due
diligence," with referenee to the different allegations of the want thereof pat forward
by the United States Government; the second, whether the general principles of

international law, referred to in such Vlth article, have relatively to the lights and
duties of neutrals any and what effect in determining what constitutes due diligence

or the want of it, or in extending or limiting the liability of a neutral state with
reference to this head of complaint ; the third, whether a government acting in good
faith, and houestly intending to fulfill the obligations of neutrality, is to be held liable

by reason of mistake, error in judgment, accidental delay, or even negligence on the

part of a subordinate officer.

VII. That it will be convenient, and indeed necessary, to commence our proceedings
with the consideration of these questions of law.

VIII. That, looking to the difficulty of these questions, and the conflict of opinion
which has arisen among distinguished jurists on the present contest, as well as to

their vast importance in the decision of the tribunal on the matters in dispute,

it is the duty, as it must be presumed to be the wish of the arbitrators, in the interest

of justice, to obtain all the assistance in their power to enable them to arrive at a just

and correct conclusion. That they ought, therefore, to call for the assistance of

the eminent counsel who are in attendance on the tribunal to assist them with their,

reasoning and learning, so that arguments scattered over a mass of documents may be
presented in a concentrated and appreciable form, and the tribunal may thus have the

. advantage of all the light which can be thrown on so intricate and difficult a matter,
and that its proceedings may hereafter appear to the world to have been characterized
by the patience, the deliberation, and anxious desire for information on all the points
involved in its decision, without which it is impossible that justice can be duly or
satisfactorily done. 4

After discussion, the tribunal decided to proceed with the case of the
Florida at the next meeting, according to the programme of Mr. Sttem-
pfli.

The tribunal then adjourned until Wednesday, the 17th instant, at 1
o'clock in the afternoon.

FEEDEEICK SGLOPIS.
J. C. BANCEOFT DAVIS.
TENTEEDEN.
ALEX. FAVEOT, Secretary.

PEOTOCOL XI.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the eleventh
conference, held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the J 1th of July, 1872.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbi-
trators and the agents of the two governments were present.
The protocol of the last conference was read and approved, and was

signed by the president and secretary of the tribunal, and the agents
Of the two governments.
On the proposal of Sir Alexander Cockburn it was decided that the

written opinions or statements read by the arbitrators to the tribunal
should be printed, and distributed to the arbitrators and to the agents
and counsel of .the two governments.
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The tribunal then proceeded "with the consideration of the
case of the Florida.

T"° Floril"1 '

The conference was adjourned until Friday, the 19th instant, at 1
o'clock in the afternoon.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.

PROTOCOL XII.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the twelfth con-

ference, held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 19th of July, 1872.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbi-

trators and the agents of the two governments were present.
The protocol of the last conference was read and approved, and was

signed by the president and secretary of the tribunal and the agents
of the two governments.
The tribunal continued with the consideration of the case

of the Florida. •
Tbena"^

The tribunal decided that the meetings should, for the present, be
held on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays.
The conference then adjourned until Monday, the 22d instant, at

half past 12 o'clock.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.

PROTOCOL XIII.

Iiecord of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the thirteenth

conference, held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 22d of July, 1872.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitra-

tors and the agents of the two governments were present.
The proctocol of the last conference was read and approved, and

was signed by the president and secretary of the tribunal, and the
agents of the two governments.
The tribunal continued with the consideration of the case of the

Florida.

Sir Alexander Cockburn, as one of the arbitrators, proposed to the
tribunal under the fifth article of the treaty of Washington, to call for

the assistance of counsel upOn the effect of the term of
Sir A . Cockb „ r„',

" due diligence,''1 and as to the principles of international law J^S
r

°Th""Ti"-

applicable to the case under the terms of that article.

After deliberation, a majority of the tribunal decided that it does not
at present require the assistance of the agents and counsel upon the
point proposed by Sir Alexander Cockburn ; but that it reserves the
right of requiring that assistance on any point, if necessary, according
to the fifth article of the treaty.
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The tribunal also decided to consider at the next conference the case
of the Alabama, and the questions of " due diligence," and the effect

of a commission in connection with that vessel.

The conference was adjourned until Thursday, the 25th instaut, at

half past 12 o'clock.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. 0. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.

PROTOCOL XIV.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the fourteenth

conference, held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 25th of July, 1872.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitra-

Awment ordered tors and the agents of the two governments were present.

"nyc/of
d,«2: The protocol of the last conference was read and ap-

b,™ a,,d .»ppiiM of.
provec^ an(j wag signe(i loy the president and secretary of

TheAUbamn.
t ]j e tribunal and the agents of the two governments.

On the proposal of Baron d'ltajuba, as one of the arbitrators, the tri-

bunal decided to require a written -or printed statement or argument"
from the counsel of Great Britain upon the following questions of law

:

1. The question of due diligence, generally considered
;

2. The special question, as to the effect'of the commissions of confed-
erate ships of war entering British ports

;

3. The special question, as to supplies of coal in British ports to con-
federate ships

;

With the right, to the other party to reply either orally or in writing,
as the case may be.

Baron d'ltajuba proposed that when a proposition should be made to
the tribunal, the discussion of that proposition should always be put off

to the next following conference; which was agreed to.

The tribunal then proceeded with the case of the Alabama.
The tribunal also decided to consider at the next conference the cases

of the Sumter, Nashville, and Ohickamauga, successively.
The conference was then adjourned until Monday, the 29th instant, at

half past 12 o'clock.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.

PROTOCOL XV.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the fifteenth
conference, held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 2§th of July, 1S72.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitra-
Briti.h anrumwt tors and the agents of the two governments were present.
NaStJcS The protocol of the last conference was read and ap-
ama»6a. proved, and was signed by the president and secretary of

the tribunal and the agents of the two governments.
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Lord Tenclerden, agent of Her Britannic Majesty, announced that he
had already delivered to the secretary a written statement or argument
from the counsel of Her Britannic Majesty upon the three questions of
law required by the tribunal at the preceding conference.

. The tribunal then proceeded with the cases of the vessels the Sumter,
the Nashville, and the Ohickamauga, as decided at the last meeting.
The tribunal also decided to consider at the next conference the cases

of the Olustee or Tallahassee, the Retribution, and the Tuscaloosa.
The conference was then adjourned until Tuesday, the 30th instant,

at half past 12 o'clock.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. PAVROT, Secretary.

PROTOCOL XVI.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the sixteenth con-

ference, held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 30th of July, 1872.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitrators
and the agents of the two governments were present. tumim** *„d
The protocol of the last conference was read and approved, Eetrib,'t""'-

and was signed by the president and secretary of the tribunal and the
agents of the two governments.
The tribunal then proceeded with the cases of the vessels the Tusca-

loosa, the Tallahassee, and the Retribution.
The tribunal also decided to devote the next conference to receiving

the written or oral statement or argument of the counsel of the United
States, in reply to the argument presented at the last conference by the
counsel of Her Britannic Majesty.
The conference was then adjourned until Monday, the 5th of August,

at half past 12 o'clock.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.

PROTOCOL XVII.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the seventeenth

conference, held at -Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 5th of August, 1872.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitrators

and the agents of the two governments were present. 0ral arS„ment of

The protocol of the last conference was read aud approved, Mr Evar19-

and was signed by the president and secretary of the tribunal and the

agents of the two governments.
The tribunal proceeded with the hearing of the oral argument by Mr.

Evarts, counsel of the United States, in reply to the argument presented
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by Sir Eoundell Palmer, counsel of Her Britannic Majesty, at the fif-

teenth conference.

The tribunal then adjourned until Tuesday, the 6th instant, at half

past 12 o'clock.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. O. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.

PROTOCOL XVIII.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the eighteenth

conference, held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 6th of August, 1872.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitrators

and the agents of the two governments were present.

EArts™nd"G°n™Ii The protocol of the last conference was read and approved,

and was signed by the president and secretary of the tribu-

nal and the agents of the two governments.
Mr. Evarts concluded the oral argument on the part of the counsel of

the United States in reply to the argument on the part of the counsel
of Her Britannic Majesty.
Mr. Cushing delivered to the tribunal a written argument on the part

of the counsel of the United States in reply to a portion of the argu-
ment presented by the counsel of Her Britannic Majesty.
The tribunal then adjourned until Thursday, the 8th instant, at half

past 12 o'clock.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.

PROTOCOL XIX.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the nineteenth
conference, held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 8th of August, 1872.

Theconference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitrators

Retribution, argu- »nd the agents of the two governments were present.
mem or Mr. waite. fj^g protocol of the last conference was read and approved,
and was signed by the president and secretary of the tribunal and the
agents of the two governments.
The"tribunal concluded the examination of the case of the Retribution.
Mr. Waite delivered'to the tribunal a written argument on the part

of the counsel of the United States, in reply to a portion of the argu-
ment presented by the counsel of Her Britannic Majesty.
The tribunal then adjourned until Wednesday, the 14th instant, at

half past 12 o'clock.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.
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PROTOCOL XX.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the twentieth
conference, held at Geneva, in /Switzerland, on the Uth of August, 1872.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitrators

q ...
T „. „ .

and the agents of the two governments were present.
Sallie, Jeff. Davis, rni j_ 1 '*? .1 i j n L

M.sic, and y. h. The protocol oi the last conferen ce was read and approved,
and was signed by the president and secretary of the tri-

bunal and the agents of the two governments.
Mr. Bancroft Davis, in reply to an inquiry from Count Sclopis on

behalf of the tribunal, stated as follows

:

The claims for losses growing out of the acts of the Sallie, the Jeff. Davis, the Music,
the Boston, and the V.' H. Joy, are respectfully submitted for the determination of the
tribunal.
The agent of the United States has no instructions regarding them, except what

appears in the list of claims presented on the 15th of December last, and in the revised
list of claims presented on the 15th of April last.

The tribunal directed this statement to be recorded, and passed to the
consideration of the question of " due diligence," generally considered.
The conference was adjourned until Thursday, the 15th instant, at

half past 12 o'clock.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.

PROTOCOL XXI.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the tiventy-first

conference, held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 15th of August, 1872.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbi-

tratrators and the agents of the two governments were-"S
Effect »t commie-

. oions ; new evidence
preSeUt. submitted by G. U.

The protocol of the last conference was read and approved, and was
signed by the president and secretary of the tribunal and the agents of
the two governments.
The tribunal proceeded to consider the effects of the commissions of

confederate ships of war entering British ports, and the supjtlies of

coal in British ports to confederate ships.

Lord Tenterden, as agent of Her Britannic Majesty, submitted the
following statement

:

As the tribunal is now approaching the cousideration of the case of the Georgia, I

beg respectfully to submit that in the argument of the United States, with respect to
that vessel, (pages 224, 225,) it is (for the first time) suggested that the British govern-
ment ought to have informed themselves, by inquiry, what ships were being built in

February, 1863, for the Emperor of China ; and certain inferences appear to be drawn
from the (assumed) fact that they omitted to do so.

In consequence of this unforeseen suggestion, documents have become material,

which did not appear to be so, when the appendices to the British case and counter-
case were prepared, and which were, therefore, not included in those appendices. To
elucidate this point, I have now in my possession, and am desirous of delivering to the
arbitrators, copies of four letters

:

No. 1. Frdm Mr. Hammond. to Mr. Lay, the agent of the Emperor of China, dated
28th February, 1863, (in which the inquiry, which the United States suggest as proper
to have been made, was actually made by Earl Russell's direction ;)

3b
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• No. 2. From Mr. Lay to Mr. Hammond, dated 2d March, 1863, (communicating the

information desired;)

No. 3. From Earl Russell to Mr. Adams, dated 5th March, 1863, (communicating to

Mr. Adams the information so obtained from Mr. Lay;) arid

No. 4. From Mr. Adams to Earl Russell, dated 11th March, 1863, (acknowledging

the receipt of No. 3.)

Mr. Bancroft Davis, as agent of the United States, stated in reply

:

I have examined the letters which Lord Tenterden wishes to present. They appear

to contain nothing which we regard as important, in themselves ; but we can find no
authority in the treaty authorizing the tribunal either to call for or to admit new evi-

dence from either party at this stage of the proceedings. I must leave the tribunal to act

upon the application as in its judgment it may see fit.

The tribunal decided to receive the letters fra/n Lord Tenterden, who
thereupon presented them.
The tribunal also decided to consider the case of the Georgia at the

next meeting.
The conference was then adjourned until Friday, the 16th instant, at

12 o'clock.
FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. 0. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.

PROTOCOL XXII.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the twenty-sec-

ond conference, held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 16th of August,

1872.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbi-

trators and the agents of the two governments were present.

The protocol of the last conference was read and approved, and was
signed by the president and secretary of the tribunal and the agents of
the two governments.
The GMrBia. The tribunal considered the case of the Georgia.
The tribunal decided to proceed with the consideration of the case of

the Shenandoah at the next meeting.
The conference was adjourned until Monday, the 19th instant, at half-

past 12 o'clock.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.

PROTOCOL XXIII.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the twenty-
third conference, held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 19th of August,
1872.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbi-
trators and the agents of the two governments were present.

The protocol of the last conference was read and approved, and was
signed by the president aud secretary of the tribunal and the agents of
the two governments.
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The tribunal considered the case of the Shenandoah. sh«»»n<io«h ! »ew

Count Sclopis having expressed some doubts concerning Jh
b

B'5eJ
r

tr
nted by

the chief point of this discussion, requested the tribunal to permit the
counsel to afford further elucidation with regard to that point.
The tribunal decided to hear these explanations at the next con-

ference.

In compliance with a request of the tribunal, Mr. J. C. Bancroft Davis,
as agent of the United States, and Lord Tenterden, as agent of Her
Britannic Majesty, respectively, presented to the tribunal tables of
figures relating to the losses for which compensation is claimed by the
United States, with explanatory statements and observations.
The conference was adjourned until Wednesday, the 21st instant, at

half-past 12 o'clock.

FEEDBRICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.

PROTOCOL XXIV.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the twenty-fourth

conference, held at Geneva, in Sicitzerland, on the 21st of August, 1872..

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitra-

tors and the agents of the two governments were present. shenmdo.ii: „f.

The protocol of the last conference was read and approved, ^""Vid™d
rj

,

t
1

;

and was signed by the president and secretary of thetribu- ^"'^ h«° M°bile -

nal and the agents of the two governments.
The tribunal continued the consideration of the case of the Shenan-

doah, by hearing explanations from Sir Rouudell Palmer and Mr. C-
Cushing.
At the close of his remarks, Mr. C. Cushing requested to. be informed

by the tribunal whether the questions outside of that of enlistment,.

on which the elucidation called for specially turned, remain open before

the tribunal.

After deliberation, a majority of four to one declared the tribunal

sufficiently enlightened.
Count Sclopis then concluded the statement of his opinions, which he

had not completed at the meeting of the 19th instant.

Sir Alexander Cockburn, as one of the arbitrators, then proposed to

the tribunal to require further elucidation by counsel upon the follow-

ing question

:

The legal effect, if any, of the fact that the Florida, after leaving the Bahamas, did,

before entering on her employment as a vessel of war and. takiag any vessel of the
United States, go into Mobile, a confederate port, and after a delay of four months,
proceed from thence on her cruise against the shipping of the United States, under the

circumstances appearing in the evidence.

The tribunal decided to adopt the proposal.

The conference was then adjourned until Friday, the 23d instant, at

half-past 12 o'clock.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.
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PROTOCOL XXV.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the twenty-fifth

conference, held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 23d of August, 1872.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitral

Lord Tenderta.'. tors aud the agents of the two governments were present.

b'SniSenttd' ly The protocol of the last conference was read and approved,

mmJasw Floruit; and Wi*s signed by the president and secretary of the trib-
su„drydeci,ion3.

' una i an(j ^he agentg f the two governments.
Lord Tenterden, as agent of Her Britannic Majesty, read the following

statement:
As agent of Her Britannic Majesty, I have the honor respectfully to represent to the

tribunal that the tables of claims which were pro forma presented to the arbitrators by
the agent of the United States on Monday, 19th instant, but of which I was only fur-
nished with copies on the night of the 21st instant, contain new and additional claims
of the following description.

1. a. Claims for wages of crews of captured vessels from time of capture.
b. Claims for loss of personal effects of officers and crews.
There is no evidence as to the number of the crews, nor as to the long and varyingpe-

riods for which their wages are calculated, nor as to any such personal effects having
been in fact lost.

In short, these claims are wholly conjectural in amount and unsupported by any
evidence whatsover.

2. Additional claims for shares of vessels not claimed for up to the present time, e. g.

:

where an individual claimant has only claimed for four-fifths of the value of a vessel,
an arbitrary claim is now advanced for the first time on the part of the United States*
Government for the value of the remaining fifth.

It is not alleged that the part owner who had not previously claimed has now given
auy authority for this claim to be advanced. The strong presumption indeed is that
he may have already received the value of his share from English or other foreign
insurance companies, with whom it was insured, and who are* not entitled under the
treaty to advance any claim.

3. Claims previously presented have been increased in amount without any ground
appearing for such increase.

The total amount of these three classes of claims, which are now for the first time
advanced on the part of the United States Government, appears, in round numbers, to
be at least two millions of dollars.

Independently of the fact that these additional claims are unsupported by any evi-
dence, it is my duty respectfully to submit to the tribunal that the additional statemeftt
of any new claims whatever, in this stage of the arbitration, for the purpose of influ-
encing or affecting the judgment of the tribunal upon any matter within its authority,
is contrary to the provisions of the treaty.

The treaty contemplates that the statements of facts and evidence, constituting the
whole case of each party, should be brought before the tribunal within the times and
in the manner specified in Articles 3, 4 and 5, subject only to such further statements
or arguments as under Article 5 the arbitrators may think fit to require or permit for
the elucidation of any point contained in, or arising out of, the documents previously
put in by either party.

I have also to submit that the introduction of such additional claims is not author-
ized by the request made by the arbitrators.

This request was that comparative statements of the results in figures of the claims
already made, as appearing in the papers previously presented, according to the views
of the respective parties, should be prepared, with explanatory observations, and laid
before the tribunal, and it could not have been intended to afford the opportunity
for bringing forward new, or increasing former, claims.
Under these circumstances, I respectfully request the arbitrators to disallow as

unauthorized by them, aud as contrary to the treaty, the tables containing such addi-
tional claims, presented by the agent of the United States,, aud the memorandum re-
lating to them, without prejudice to his right to present other tables, accompanied bv
any explanatory observations, which shall be limited to the particular claims alreadv
set forth m the case and counter-case of the United States, and the appendices thereto.

The tribunal decided to adjourn the consideration of this matter until
the next conference.

Sir Roundell Palmer, as counsel of Her Britannic Majesty, then read
the argument required by the tribunal on Sir Alexander Cockburn's
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proposal, upon the question of law mentioned in Prococol XXIV, and
Mr. Evarts, as counsel of the United States, replied to it.

On the proposal of Viscount d'ltajuba, one of the arbitrators, the
tribunal decided to adjourn until the next conference the further dis-

cussion upon the Florida, and to proceed with the definitive vote on
each vessel separately.

The tribunal then decided that it had to consider only. such vessels
with regard.to which claims were presented in the case and counter-case
of the United States; every other question being consequently under-
stood as dismissed from consideration.
Count .Sclopis, as president of the tribunal, having read the Article

VII of the Treaty of Washington, asked the tribunal whether, as to the
Sumter, Great Britain has, by any act or omission, failed to fulfill any of
the duties set forth in the three rules mentioned in Article VI of the
treaty, or recognized by the principles of international law, not incon-

sistent with such rules.

The tribunal unanimously replied "No."
The same question was asked as to the Nashville, and the tribunal

unanimously replied "No."
The same question was renewed as to the Eetribution.

Mr. Adams answered " Yes, for all the acts of this vessel."

Mr. Stsempfli answered " Yes, as to the loss of the Emily Fisher."

Sir Alexander Oockburu, Viscount d'ltajuba, and Count Sclopis an-

swered " No."
The same question was asked as to the Georgia, and the tribunal

unanimously answered " No."
The same question was repeated as to the Tallahassee and Chicka-

mauga, separately," and the tribunal unanimously answered "No" for

each of these vessels.

The same question having been repeated as to the Alabama, the tri-

bunal unanimously answered " Yes."
The same question was renewed as to the Shenandoah, and Mr. Adams,

Mr. Stsempfli, and Count Sclopis answered " Yes ; but only for the acts

committed by this vessel after her departure from Melbourne on the

18th of February, 1865." Viscount d'ltajuba and Sir Alexander Cock-
burn answered " No."
The definitive vote on the Florida was adjourned until the next meet-

ing.

The conference was then adjourned until Monday, the 26th instant,

at half past 12 o'clock.

FBEDEEICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCEOFT DAVIS.
TENTEEDEN.
ALEX. FAVEOT, Secretary.

PEOTOCOL XXVI.

Becord of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the twenty-sixth

conference held at Geneva in Switzerland, on 26th of August, 1872.

The conference was held pursuant to adjournment. All the arbitra-

tors and the agents of the two governments were present.
p
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The protocol of the last conference was read and approved, sundry j^™
and was signed by the president and secretary of the tribu- ^J,

1™^^^™:
nal and the agents of the two governments. icm tai,les -
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Lord Tenterden, as agent of Her Britannic Majesty, delivered to the

tribunal and the agent of the United States- tables of figures relating

to the claims contained in the tables presented on the part of the

United States on the 19th instant.

The tribunal concluded the discussion of the question concerning the

entrance of the Florida into Mobile, and her stay at that port, and pro-

ceeded to the definitive vote on this vessel.

Count Sclopis, as president of the tribunal, having asked, under the

VII article of the treaty of Washington, whether, as to the Florida,

Great Britain had, by any act or omission, failed to fulfil any of the du-

ties set forth in the rules mentioned in Article VI of the treaty, or re-

cognized by the principles of international law not inconsistent with
such rules, Mr. Adams, Viscount d'ltajuba, M. Stsempfli, and Count
Sclopis answered "Yes, " and Sir Alexander Oockburn answered ''No."

As a question of principle, the tribunal then unanimously declared

that Great Britain should be considered as responsible for the tenders

in the same degree as for the vessels to which they were attached.

The same question as had been put with regard to the Florida, was
next asked by Count Sclopis as to the Tuscaloosa, a tender to the Ala-

bama, and the tribunal unanimously answered " Yes. "

The same question was asked separately as to the Clarence, the Ta-

cony, and the Archer, as tenders to the Florida, and Mr. Adams, Mr.
Sta3inpfli, Viscount d'ltajuba, and Count Sclopis answered " Yes, " for

each of these vessels, and Sir Alexander Cockburn answered " No" for

each of these vessels.

The tribunal then proceeded to the consideration of the representa-
tion made by the agent of Her Britannic Majesty, at the last confer-

ence.

Mr. J. C. Bancroft Davis, as agent of the United States, read the fol-

lowing statement in reply:

L'agent de sa Majesty britannique a presents au tribunal nil memorandum destine"

a critiquer le resume
-

des indemnity demande'es par les Etats-Unis, et dans lequel le
tribunal est prie de rernettre ce resume

-

a l'agent des Etats-Unis oomme non avenu.
L'agent des Etats-Unis soutient respeetueusement que son resume est parfaitement

en regie et en tout eonforme aux droits des Etats-Unis aussi bien qu'a la demande par-
ticuliere du tribunal.

1. Les objections de l'agent de sa Majesty britannique portent snr les points suivants

:

a) Les gages des Equipages des navires capture's par les vaisseaux arrae's des confe
-

-

de're's
;

h) Les pertes des personnes de ces equipages, tant officiers que matelots
;

c) Des parties indivisees d'un navire qui ne paraissent pas expressiSment dans les
a bleaux originaux

;

d) Augmentation pre"tendue du inontant total des reclamations.
2. L'agent de sa Majeste britannique objecte aussi

:

a) En matiere de forme

;

T>) En matiere de competence.
Nous rdpondrons seriatim a toutes ces objections

:

I. Quant a la forme, il est evident que les arbitres, ponr faciliter leurs investigations,
ont desire avoir sous les yeux un abrSge

-

comparatif de ce que les Etats-Unis re"elament
et de la critique de ces reclamations par l'Angleterre, critique portant sur les cbiffres
aussi bien que sur les cbefs des reclamations. Ces resume's faits par les deux parties
ne lient d'aucune manifere les arbitres : ce sont tout simplement des renseignements
propres a guider le tribunal a travers la masse de cbiffres et de details renfermes dans
les memoires etles pieces justifieatives des deux gouvernements.
L'agent de sa Majeste britannique pretend que les Etats-Unis doivent calquer lenr

resume" sur le modele du resume de l'Angleterre, non-seulement quant a la forme, mais
aussi quant au fond. C'est-a-dire que, s'il plait a l'Angleterre d'omettre dans son re-
sume quelque chefde reclamations, l'Amenque doit aussi l'omettre. Ce serait une
etrange table synoptique.
La raison requiertl'explicatiou des differences qui existent entre les cbiffres de cbaque

chef de reclamations. Mais elle requiert aussi l'explication des differences qui existent
entre les chefs m&mes des reclamations. Sans cela, l'Angleterre n'aurait qu'a supprimer
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daus son resume le chef des assurances, on oelui des frets, on celui d'un navire queleon-
que, pour soustraire ce chef a la conuaissance des arbitres. Ce ne serait pas le moyen
de renseigner le tribunal, mais plu6t celni de le tromper. Une telle idee a Fair d'nne
plaisanterie, et nullement d'nne objection s^rieuse au tableau des Etats-Unis.
Le tribunal examinera les resumes des deux gouvernements. A la luruiere de ces

resume's, le tribunal examinera tous les documents relatifs compris dans les memoires
et contre-memoires des deux gouvernements. C'est le droit et c'est le devoir de chaque
gouveruemeut de soumettre au tribunal les preuves respectives sans fetranchemeut
d un c6te et sans suppression de l'autre. Alors le tribunal jngera.

II. Quant a„la competence :

a) Le traite comprend toutes les reclamations des fttati-TJnis qui sont disignies sous le

nom g&n&rique de r&lamations de VAlabama.
b) Le tribunal, par son opinion preiiminaire, a limite la ge'nc'ralite' de ces mots, en

(Scartant des reclamations certaines pertes nationalos alieguees par les Etats-Unis.
Mais, a la suite de eette opinion, le tribunal reste saisi de la question de toutes les

reclamations faites par les Etats-Unis dans l'interet des individus leses, et comprises
sous le nom generique de reclamations de 1'Alabama.
Les pertes des officiers, et en general des equipages des navires captures, ne sont pas

moius valables que celles des armateurs et des assureurs. Le doute est impossible a
cet 6gard.

c) Des reclamations pour les pertes personnelles des equipages des navires captures
sont formuiees de la maniere la plus explicite dansle memoire des Etats-Unis, comme
suit

:

" Reclamations pour dommages ou mauvais traitements infliges aux personnes, et
qui ont ete le resultat de la destruction jdes vaisseaux appartenaut, aux deux classes
precedentes.

* sf # * # # *

" II est impossible a present pour les Etats-Unis de soumettre au tribunal un etat
detailie des dommages ou mauvais traitements personnels qui sont resaltes de la de-
struction de chaque classe de vaisseaux. Les officiers et l'equipage de chaque vaisseau
avaieut droit a la protection du drapeau americain ; leurs reclamations doivent etre
incluses dans la somme totale que le tribunal peut allouer. D'apres les elements d'ap-
preciation qui leur sont founds, il ne sera pas difficile aux arbitres de connaitre les

noms et le tonnage des batiments detruits, de determiner le nombre de ces hardis ma-
rius sans ressources qui ont ete prives ainsi de leurs moyens de subsistence et de fixer

la somme totale qui de ce chef devrait etre placee dans les mains des Etats-Unis. Elle
ne peut pas §tre inferieure a des centaines de mille dollars et elle peut s'eiever a des
millions. (Traduction francaise, pp. 377, 378.)

d) Nous prions les arbitres de lire ces extraits attentivement. Us verront que les

Etats-Unis ont presente les reclamations de cette classe de la maniere la plus claire et

la plus positive, comme un chef capital desiudemnitesdemaudees a la Grande-Bretagne.
Nous ajoutons que ce sont des reclamations reelles et meritees.

' L'incertitude du chiffre ne nuit pas a sa reclamation.
Nous aurons plus tard quelque chose a dire a ce sujet.

e) Les pertes d'effets, soit d'officiers, soit de matelots, sont expressetnent recitees daus
plusieurs oas. Dans les autres, ces pertes sont estimees d'apres le chiffre des pertes
actuellement exprimees.
Quant aux gages et au chiffre des equipages, nous avons essaye do rassembler tous

les renseignements possibles, et nos estimations sont fondees sur les faits developpes
dans les pieces justificatives.

Nous distinguons entre les gages des equipages des baleiniers et ceux des navires
marchands proprement dits.

Pour les deux classes de navires les gages ont ete perdus, ou par les armateurs qui
les avaient payes, ou pour les equipages qui ne les avaient pas recus.

Pour les baleiniera, la perte etait plus serieuse, parce que dans la plupart des cas le

montant des gages se fixait, en tout ou en partie, selon les beaefices, et les families des
matelots recevaient de l'armateur une partie notable de ces gages pendant le temps du
voyage.
Dans ces cas, les matelots des baleiniers avaient ete victiraes des frais des six ou

neuf premiers mois d'un voyage, en attendant les beuefices qui devraient etre recus
daus les trois mois a venir.
De deux choses l'une; pour indemniser ces gens, il faut leur allouer, ou des benefices

en perspective, ou des gages se rapportant a ces benefices.

Pour les navires marchands, il peut se faire que la question des gages des matelots
soit compliquee de la question des frets. En supposant que les indemuites demaudees
sous le chef de fret soient, comme nous le croyons, les pertes actuelles des armateurs
dans cette relation, il s'ensuit que nous avons droit a etre indemnises pour les gages.

Pour la plupart des navires, les Etats-Unis reclament sous le nom de gages la perte

du temps des matelots, aussi blen que les frais de leur transport du lieu de capture aux
lieux respectifs de leur residence habituelle; et sous ce chef nous allouons des gages
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durant six mois ou durant neuf mois, selon que la capture a ete faite dans les eaux de

l'Atlantique ou bien dans celles du Pacilique.

En effet, nous dounons des gages doubles, peudaut trois mois pour le premier cas et

pendant quatre mois et demi pour le second cas. Quoique ceci ne soit qu'une estima-

tion, le r6sultat est au-dessous de la ve'rite' plutot qu'au-dessus.

Nous avons estime le chiflxe de l'equipage de chaque navire conformenient aux
donn^es qu'on trouve dans nos pieces justifioatives, en distinction du chiffre des balei-

niers, quine'cessitent un plus grand nombre d'hommes que les navires marcbands.
III. Les Etats-Unis reclament pour toutes les parties indivisees d'un navire, soit que

le proprietaire d'une partie mineure queleonque paraisse ou non, parce que les Etats-

Unis auront a repondre a tous les proprietaires dans le cas ou le tribimal accorderait

en bloc une somme anx Etats-Unis. Sans cela, il y aurait injustice evidente. L'objet

du traits est d'iudemniser les Etats-Unis pour toutes les pertes subies par leurs citoyens,

et non d'imposer une partie de cette indemnification aux Etats-Unis eux-m6mes.
IV. L'agent de sa Majesty britannique objecte que uous avons augments le montant

des reclamations en ajoutant les chifl'res apparteuant aux trois cbefs suivants :

Gages $939,597
Effets 441,050
Intergts indivise's 42, 273

1,422,920

II s'agit de moins d'un million et demi, et non des deux millions allegues dans le

memorandum de l'agent de sa Majeste britannique.
II est vrai de dire qu'il y a de plus une addition a la valeur de certains navires. C'est

une meprise de l'expert employe" dans les calculs relatifs a ces navires. Cette erreur est

expliquee et corrigee dans une note placee a la suite de ce memorandum.
Mais, en uieme temps, nous avons mis de cote" les reclamations foiide'es sur des bene-

fices en perspective, qni est le double des additions faites.

V. Enfin, et pour resumer ledebat :

L'Angleterre a compose un tableau, non des faits actuels, mais tout d'estimations,
d'appreciations et de moyeunes arbitraires et supposees.
Notre tableau est compose de faits actuels et pronves, pour la plupart, avec un petit

nombre d'appreciations tres-simples, et celles-ci fondees sur des preuves et des analogies
evidentes et appuyees par les documents.
Nons avons pleinement le droit de nous plaindre du taoleau tout entier presente au

nom de l'Angleterre : elle n'a a critiquer que quelques chifl'res seoondaires du m6me ordre
appartenaut au memorandum des Etats-Unis.
L'agent de sa Majeste paralt supposer que les Etats-Unis ont eu l'intention, dans

tout ceci, de preparer notre estime de maniere a exercer une influence f&eheuse sur la
conscience des arbitres. Est-ce le tribunal qu'on soupeonne? Est-ce l'agent des Etats-
Unis ? On pourrait s'y meprendre. On pourrait ineme imputer de tels motifs il l'agent
de sa Majeste. Mais ce ne serait digue ni de lui, ni de nous, en vue des relations cour-
toises des agents et des conseils des deux gouveruements.
Mais a quoi bon cette critique de part ou d'autre ?

Si les arbitres allouent une somme en bloc, eette somme sera necessairement une' ap-
preciation en partie, sans quoi le resultat des travaux des arbitres ne serait pas une in-
demnification r6elle des Etats-Unis.

.

S'il y a quelques defauts secondaires dans les preuves des Etats-Unis, il y a un manque
presqne total de preuves definies de la part de Ja Grande-Bretagne.
Mais si le tribunal renvoie ces reclamations a des assesseurs, l'Augleterre sera tenue

par les stipulations du traite de payer aux Etats-Unis la somme adjugee par les asses-
seurs, sans restriction, ni de preuves affirmatives, ni de preuves negatives. Alors les
matelots qui n'ont pas presente leurs reclamations, et meme les armateurs, assureurs ou
autres, auront le droit de redamer devant les assesseurs. Tel est le sens evident du
traite.

En attendant, tout ce qui se fait, soit de la part de l'Amerique, soit de la part de
l'Augleterre, tend a essayer d'eclairer, par les moyens qui sont a notre disposition, le
jugement du tribuual.

Enfin, nous protestons oontre certain es appreciations du traite de Washington, qui sont
ou exprimees ou impliqnees dans le memoire de l'agent de la Grande-Bretao-ne sans
nous arrSter pour les discuter ici.

NOTE.

A.—Les reclamations pour les gages des baleiniers et des pfechenrs des na-
vires detrnits ou detenus par lAlabama, par le Florida, ou par le Shenan-
doah apres sa sortie de Melbourne, (la correction etant faite des erreurs
uotees dans le memorandum qui aecompagne nos tableaux,) estiuiees
d'apres les preuves soumises, s'eievent il $588 247 50
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Ce montant doit etre soustrait de la somme totale dans le sommaire
annexe, si le tribunal aocorde leg reclamations des baleiniers pour la
peche perspective et pour l'interruption du voyage.

B.—Les reclamations pour les gages des officiers et des homines des navires
marchands ainsi detruits ou detenus, estim^es d'apres les preuves sou-
mises, s'61event a.. $408,070 00
Quelques-uns des navires detruits ou detenus etaient sur lest. En tous

cas pareils, nous insistons sur ce que le tribunal nous accorde le total des
gages reclame's. Plusieurs, ou meme la plupart, des navires etaient
charge's de fret. Dans tous les cas ou le tribunal est convaincu que le fret
reclame' est fret pur, il doit accorder les reclamations pour gages ; mais
dans tous les cas oil le tribunal est convaincu que la reclamation pour
fret est pour fret brut, il doit refuser d'accorder les reclamations pour
gages. Ceci est expose d'une maniere tres-precise dans le memorandum
qui accompagne nos tableaux.

C •—Les estimations des reclamations pour les effets personnels des officiers

et des hommes des navires ainsi detruits ou detenus s'elevent a 421, 000 00
Les Etats-Unis insistent sur ce qu'il leur soit accorde la somme totale

de ces reclamations.
D.—Les tableaux presentes par l'agent des Etats-Unis comprenaient tous

les navires detruits par le Shenandoah. Depuis que ces tableaux ont
ete termines le tribunal a decide que la Grande-Bretagne n'est pas re-

sponsable des actes du Shenandoah avant sa sortie de Melbourne. Le
montant des reclamations a deduire par suite de cette decision s'eieve a . . 453, 290 49

K.—II y a une erreur palpable de la part du comptable dans le tableau
intitule " Shenandoah, supplement, classe A." La valeur estimee de huit
navires detenus (c'est-a-dire, $80,000 chacun) fut retenue par le comptable
par megarde, et jointe aux chiffres de la colonne des totaux de pertes.

Dans la discussion detainee devant le tribunal, on se serait apereu tout
de suite de cette erreur, qui etait demeuree inapercue dans la hate des
preparatifs pour rediger les tableaux. On fournit ci-inclus un tableau
nouveau sous le meme titre. Le montant de cette erreur, qui se trouve
corrigee ici, est de 640, 000 00

F.—L'expose revise ci-joint : totaux des reclamations comparees, exhibe
ces corrections : c'est-a-dire, que les montants D et E, qui s'elevent a
$1,093,290.49, sont dednits.

C'est an tribunal a decider si une partie quelconque des montants A et B
doit etre deduite.

TOTAUX DES RECLAMATIONS COMPAREES.

Montants reclames Montants accordes
dans les tableaux dans le rapport

« americains. ajoute a l'argu-

ment britanni-
que.

Alabama... Classe A .$1,314,286 99 $460,893 00

Classe B 1,396,430 83 618.538 00

Classe C 3,309,876 10 2,004,376 00

Classe D 413,288 33 136,02100
Classes E et F 123, 807 78 47, 850 00

6,557,690 03 3,267,678 00

Florida, y compris le Clarence Classe A 228,941 92 108,569 00

etleTacony. Classe B '539,179 10 644,709 00

LLe comptable, qui a fait 1'arrangement des navires dans nos tableaux, a place dans
la classe C deux navires qui auraient du etre dans la classe B, savoir :

L'Oneida $471,849 12

Le Windward 22,598 00

494,447 12

Cette erreur corrigee, la somme totale de la classe B (sous le nom du Florida)

serait de $1,033,626.22, et de la classe C, $2,844,962.90. Comme les sommes totales

des reclamations sous le nom du Florida ne seraient aucunement changees par la cor-

rection de cette erreur, purement formelle, j'ai pense qu'il ne valait pas la peine de

changer les tableaux detailies.
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TOTAUX DES RECLAMATIONS COMPAREES—Continues.

Montanta reclames
dans les tableaux
am6ricains.

Florida, y compris le Claraence Classe C $3, 339, 410 02

et le Tacony—Continued. Classe D 138, 929 17

Classes E et F 278, 618 62

Classe G 91,225 10

4, 616, 303 93

Shenandoah :. Classe A et supplement 3,263,149 55

Recapitulation : Alabama . . .• 6, 557, 690 03

Florida 4,616,303 93

Shenandoah 3,263,149 55

14, 437, 143 51

Reclamations actuelles des Etats-Unis pour les de-

penses cause~es a leur marine par suite des actes

du Florida, de l'Alabama et du Shenandoah 6,735, 062 49

21,172,206 00

Reclamations provenant de l'interruption des voyages
et des pertes sur benefices en perspective 4, 099, 302 50

Montanta accorded
dans le rapport
ajout6 a l'argu-

ment britanni-
que.

$1,776,375 00
44,570 00
61,350 00

2,635,573 00

1,171,464 00
3, 267, 678 00
2, 635, 573 00

'

1,171,464 00

7, 074, 715 00

940,460 24

8, 015, 175 24

SOMMAIRB.

Tototox des reclamations, (y compris les reclamations provenant de
l'interruption des voyages et des pertes sur benefices en perspec-
tive)

Si les susdites reclamations sont comprises, il faut deduire, (vide A)..
$25, 281, 508 50

588,247 50

24,693,261 00

Ou.
Totaux des reclamations, (non compris les dites reclamations) $21, 272, 206 20
Dans le cas oil une pareille elimination serait faite, il faudrait ajouter
25% sur la valeur des navires et des equipements, (vide le memoran-
dum qui accompagne les tableaux) 400, 127 91

21,672,334 11

En tous cas il faut ajouter l'interet de 1% par an jusqu'au jour du paiement indiqne"
par les termes dutraite.

After deliberation, the tribunal gave its decision as follows

:

The tribunal does not see fit to order the withdrawal of the tables presented on the
part of the United States as requested by Lord Tenterden ; but it declares that it con-
siders these documents only as simple elucidations, such, as were required by one of
the arbitrators, Viscount d'ltajuba, to which the tribunal will give such attention as
is right.

The tribunal determined to devote the next conference to-the consid-
eration of the questions concerning the claims for " expenditure incurred
in pursuit of the cruisers, prospective profits, freights, and interest," and
decided to deliberate with closed doors.

Sir Alexander Gockburn, as one of the arbitrators, declared that he
objected to this latter decision.

The conference was then adjourned until Thursday, the 29th instant,
at half past 12 o'clock.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.
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PKOTOCOL XXVII.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the twenty-seventh
conference held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 29M of August, 1872.

The conference was held with closed doors, pursuant to adjournment.
All the arbitrators were present. „ , ,

rnl
*? Sundry Clna8e8 of

Ihe protocol of the last conference was read; the ap- cl"im' «»•««*

proval and signing of the same was deferred until the next meeting.
The tribunal proceeded to consider the questions concerning the

claims for " expenditure incurred in pursuit of the cruisers, prospective
profits, and freights."

As to the claims for expenditure incurred in pursuit of the cruisers,
a majority of the tribunal decided to reject them as- comprised in the
costs of the war; Mr. Staempfli and Mr. Adams declared them to be ad-
missible, as belonging to the direct losses, reserving to appreciate their
amount according to the bases laid down in the table at page 120 of
the seventh, volume of the appendix to the case of the United States.

As to the claims for prospective profits the tribunal unanimously
decided to reject them, reserving, however, the questions as to the
wagesfor the whalers and the interest for the value of the vessels and
their outfit.

As to the claims for freights, the tribunal unanimously decided not to
admit of the gross freight, but only the net freight.

The tribunal also decided to consider at the next conference the ques-
tions concerning the valuation of the destroyed vessels and the claims
for interest.

Lastly the tribunal decided to adjourn this conference until Friday,
the 30th instant, at 12 o'clock, and to deliberate again with closed doors.

FREDERICK SOLOPIS.
ALEX. FAYROT, Secretary.

PROTOCOL XXVIII.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the twenty-eighth

conference held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 30th of August, 1872.

The conference was held with closed doors, pursuant to adjournment.
All the arbitrators were present. Arg,me«t ordered

The protocol of the twenty-sixth conference having been ""j"*"™ «""*'

corrected was. approved, and the protocol of the last conference was
read and approved, and was signed by the president and secretary of

the tribunal.

On the proposal of Sir Alexander Cockburn, as one of the arbitrators,

the tribunal permitted tliat the counsel of Her Britannic Majesty
should present, on .the question of interest, a note which should be
directly communicated by the agent of Her Brittannic Majesty to the

agent of the United States, in order that the latter may prepare a reply

to it, if he thinks fit.

The tribunal desired that these two communications on the part of

the respective agents should be presented at the conference which will

be held witiji closed doors on Monday, the 2d of September, at half past

12 o'clock.
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The tribunal proceeded to the consideration of the matters submitted

to them, and unanimously declared that the " double claims" should be

dismissed.
The tribunal having discussed in general the award of a gross sum,

requested Mr. Staempfli, one of the arbitrators, to present for the next

conference copies of a synoptical table which he has prepared on the

subject.

The conference was then adjourned until Monday, the 2d of Septem-

ber, at half past 12 o'clock.
FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.

Mr. Staempfli's
statement and Sir A.
Cot-kbui
niuiliuii

sum in gross.

PROTOCOL XXIX.

Becord of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the twenty-ninth

conference held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 2d of September, 1872.

The conference was held with closed doors, pursuant to adjournment
All the arbitrators were present.

The. protocol of the last conference was read and ap-

riarSTa proved, and was signed by the president and secretary of

the tribunal. Count Sclopis, as president of the tribunal,

acknowledged the receipt, by the arbitrators, of the note presented by
the agent of Her Britannic Majesty on the question of interest, and of

the reply to the same, presented by the agent of the United States.

The tribunal then proceeded to consider that question, and a majority
of four to one decided that interest should be admitted as an element
in the calculation for the award of a sum in gross.

Mr. Sttetnpfli, as one of the arbitrators, presented to the tribunal

copies of the synoptical table which he had prepared as a proposition
for the determination of a sum in gross :

Estimate of Mr. Staempfli for the determination of a sum in gross.

After the
last Ameri-
can table.

British
allowance.

Mean.

Amount of claims
Expenditure in pursuit.

$14, 437, 000
6, 735, 000

I

Prospective profits and interruption of voyage . 4, 009, 100

17, 074, 000
940, 000

Struck out as
such, but for
wages

25 per cento on
i

the values of

I

$10, 9 05, 00
Struck out.

588, 000

. 400, 000

11, 893, 000

Bound sum $12,000,C00

Interestfrom the 1st January, 1864, to the l&th September, 1872.

1. At 5 per cent, during eight years and eight and one-half months. .8 x $600,000=84,800,000
8i x 50,000= 425,000

§5,225,000

17,225,000

Eventually one year's interest more 17,825,000
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2. At 6 per cent, during eight year^and eight and one-half months. .8 x #720,000=$5,760,000
8J-x 60,000= 510,000

6,370,000 $18,270,000

Eventually one year's interest more 18,990,000

3. At 7 per cent, during eight years and eight and one-half months .8 x§840,000=$6,720,000

8J x 70,000= 595,000

7,315,000 $19,315,000
Eventually one year's interest more 840,000

20,155,000

Round sum 20,000,000

Sir Alexander Cockburn, as one of the arbitrators, then presented
the following memorandum on Mr. Stsempfli's estimate

:

Memorandum on Mr. Stmcepfli's estimate.

The figures in Mr. Stsempfli's paper require some material corrections, as to"which,
as soon as they are pointed out, there can he no doubt.
The total claim by the United States of $14,437,000 will be found, on an inspection

of the United States tables, to include the following amounts :

a. All the double claims, without exception, notwithstanding the clear expression of
opinion on the part of the tribunal that they were to be struck out These double
claims amount to $1,682,243.

I. The gross freights of the merchant-vessels, amounting to $1,007,153, as to which
the tribunal has decided that at the utmost only half, that is to say $503,576, should he
allowed.

c. The new claim of $1,450,000, advanced for the first time on the 19th of August last,

as to which claim Mr. Stsempfli declared he would exclude it from consideration. It
is important to observe that this new claim comprises over and above the entirely un-
supported claims for shares of vessels, and for additional personal effects, the claims
for wages extending over very long and varying periods. The tribunal has decided
that one year's wages in respect of the whalers are to be allowed in lieu of prospective
catch. For this one year's wages, Mr. Stsempfli has made a separate allowance of $588,000
(an allowance which can be shown to be excessive by at least $88,000,) and he has
therefore included in his calculation the claim for wages twice over.

It is therefore clear that Mr. Stsempfli, while he excludes some of the items of claim
which the tribunal has disallowed, has omitted to strike out the other items, against
which the tribunal has pronounced its opinion; but it is equally clear that all the dis-

allowed items must be excluded before a comparison can be fairly or usefully made be-
tween the United States claim and the British estimate.

It is necessary, therefore, in the first place, to deduct from the United States claim
the three amounts specified in paragraphs a, b, and c, respectively, which will leave, as
is shown by the annexed table, a properly reduced claim of $10,801,324, as against the
British estimate of $7,465,764, if the difference between paper and gold currency be for
the present purpose disregarded.

It must, however, he carefully borne in mind that the claim of .$10,801,324 includes
the following items

:

1. A claim of $659,021 for secured earnings, which ought beyond a doubt to be reduced
by an amount equivalent to the wear and tear of the whalers and their outfits, and the
consumption of stores, which must have taken place before these earnings could he
secured, and for which a deduction should be made, inasmuch as the full original values
of the vessels and their outfits have been allowed.

2. The claims in respect of the merchant vessels.—These are valued in the United States
tables at more than $60 per ton on the average, although, according to the well-known
official report presented to Congress in 1870, the cost of a first-class perfectly new Amer-
ican vessel, made ready for sea, did not average that amount per tou, and although,
according to the same report, the average value of American vessels engaged in the
foreign trade was, in 1861, only $41, and has been since only $45 per ton.

3. The claims in respect of cargoes, the insurances, commissions, and profits of the same,
which profits are sometimes claimed at the rate of twenty, fifty, and even one hundred
per cent. The various important considerations mentioned at page 13 of the British

report, and the fact that numerous claims for cargoes, presented for the first time in

April last, are unsupported by any vouchers, bills of lading, or like documents, un-
doubtedly require that a very considerable reduction should be made under this head.,

4. Several large claims not supported by any affidavit or declaration on oath.
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5. Numerous clearly extravagant claims specified in the British reports, such as the

claim of $7,000 liy a harpooner for personal injuries, the claim, by a passenger, of

$10,000 for loss of office as consul, all the numerous claims by the masters of whalers
for wages, sometimes at the rate of $15,000 or $20,000 a year, and which are, of course,

superseded by Mr. Srampfli's allowance of $588,000, and many other equally exorbi-

tant claims, more particularly specified in the British reports.

From these considerations it is manifest that more than ample justice will be done
to the United States by taking a mean between the claim of $10,301,324, and the

British estimate of $7,464,764, and by adding thereto the allowance of $588,000 in lieu

of prospective catch.

Mr. Stsempfli has also added, for some unknown reason, 25 per cent, on the values

of the whalers, an addition which can be easily shown to be equivalent to alto-

gether allowing over and above the original values of the whalers and their outfits

a percentage exceeding 90 per cent., and this although the question of interest is still

left open to the decision of tbe tribunal.
Admitting,_however, this extraordinary addition of 25 per cent., and the excessive

estimate of the wages, it is shown by the annexed table that if Mr. Stsempfli's figures

be properly corrected, the estimate would scarcely exceed $10,000,000, even without
any allowance being made for the great difference between the values of the paper
and the gold currency.
Mr. Stseinpfli's calculations of interest (supposing interest to be allowed) are made

at the alternative rates of 5, 6, and7 per cent., for the period of eight and one-half years,
from the first of January, 1864, to the 15th of September, 1872.

But to this he proposes to add another year's interest for the period of delay in pay-
ment after the date of the award which is allowed by the treaty.

The tribunal has no power, under the treaty, to award payment of a gross sum with
interest. The amount awarded is to be paid withont interest, and if the tribunal
were to add a year's interest to the gross sum which they would otherwise award, in

respect of the year allowed for payment by the treaty, they would be doing indirectly
what they have no authority to do directly, and would (it is submitted) be contravening
the true intent of the treaty, and charging interest where it was the intention of the
treaty that interest should not be paid.
This is the more objectionable because it is proposed to charge a whole year's inter-

est at either 5, 6, or 7 per cent., whereas the British government has the option, under
the treaty, to pay the sum awarded at any time within the year allowed for that pur-
pose, and might certainly raise the money, (if that operation wero necessary,) at a
considerable lower rate of interest than 5 per cent.

Table in reference to the estimate of Mr. Stcemjpfli.

Total United States claim in the last revised tables $14, 437, 143
Necessary reductions to be made from the above auppposed total

:

Double claims $1, 082, 243
New claims 1, 450. 000
One-half gross freight 503, 576— 3, 635, 819

Mating the total reduced claim -. jo, 801, 324

As against the British estimate of 7 464 764

The mean of these two sums is 9 133 044
Add to this Mi\ Stasmpfli's allowances in lieu of prospective catch

:

One year's wages $588,000
Twenty-five per cent, on the values of vessels 400, 000

'

988, 000

10,121,044

The tribunal also considered the question of the award of a sum in
gross.

After a detailed deliberation, a majority of the tribunal of four to one
decided, under the Vllth article of the treaty of Washington, to award in
gross the sum of $15,500,000, to be paid in gold by Great Britain to the
United States, in the time and manner provided by the said article of
the treaty of Washington.
The conference then adjourned until Friday, the 6th instant, at half

1

past 12 o'clock, to be held with closed doors.

FREDEEICK SOLOPIS.
ALEXANDER FAVROT, Secretary.
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PEOTOOOL XXX.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the thirtieth

conference held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 6th of Septem-
ber, 1872.

The conference was held with closed doors pursuant to adjournment.
All the arbitrators were present.
The protocol of the last conference was read and ap- orS£' drauBl ' t

proved, and was signed by the president and secretary of
°

the tribunal.

The tribunal proceeded to consider a draught of their decision.
At the request of the tribunal, Mr. Adams and Sir Alexander Cock-

burn kindly undertook to provide for the translation into English of the
French text of this act of decision.

The conference was then adjourned until Monday, the 9th instant, at
half past twelve o'clock, to be held with closed doors.

FEEDEEICK SCLOPIS.
ALEX. FAVEOT, Secretary.

PEOTOOOL XXXI.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the thirty-first

conference held at Geneva, in Switzerland, on the 9th of September, 1872.

The conference was held with closed doors pursuant to adjournment.
All the arbitrators were present.

The protocol of the last conference was read and ap- »^J™d .

of
vS»°t

proved, and was signed by the president and secretary of "tiVZ"'1

the tribunal.

Mr. Adams and Sir Alexander Cockburn presented the English trans-

lation of the act of decision, which they had kindly undertaken to pre-

pare.

The tribunal definitely adopted the act of decision, which was consid-

ered at the last conference, and decided to have it printed.

Viscount d'ltajuba, as one of the arbitrators, made the following

statement

:

Viscount d'ltajuba, while signing the decision, remarks, -with regard to the recital

concerning the supply of coals, that he is of opinion that every government is free to

furnish to the belligerents more or less of that article.

The tribunal resolved that the decision should be signed at the next

conference, which was to be held with open doors, and adjourned until

Saturday, the 14th instant, at half past 12 o'clock.

FEEDEEICK SCLOPIS.
ALEX. FAVEOT, Secretary.
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PKOTOCOL XXXII.

Record of the proceedings of the tribunal of arbitration at the thirty-sec-

ond conference held at Geneva, in Switzerland^, on the Uth of Septem-

ber, 1872. ^
The conference was held with open doors, pursuant to adjournment.

All the arbitrators and the agents of the two governments
Signature of award .

ami dilution of were present.
tr.b„„ai.

The protocol of the ]ast conference was read and ap-

proved, and was signed by the president and secretary of the tribunal.

The president then presented the decision of the tribunal on the ques-

tion of the "Alabama claims," and directed the secretary to read it

;

which was done, and the decision was signed by Mr. Charles Francis

Adams, Count Frederic Sclopis, Mr. Jacques Staempfli, and Viscount

dTtajuba, arbitrators, in the presence of the agents of the two govern-

ments.
A copy of the decision thus signed was delivered to each of the agents

of the two governments, respectively, and the tribunal decided to have

a third copy placed upon record ; they further decided that the decision

should be printed and annexed to the present protocol.1

Sir Alexander Cockburn, as one of the arbitrators, having declined

to assent to the decision, stated the grounds of his own decision, which

the tribunal ordered to be recorded as an annex to the present protocol.2

The tribunal resolved to request the council of state of Geneva to

receive the archives of the tribunal and to place them among its own
archives.

The president, Couut Sclopis, then directed the secretary to make up
the record of the proceedings of the tribunal at this thirty-second and
last conference, as far as completed ; which was done, and the record

having been read and approved, was signed by the president and secre-

tary of the tribunal and the agents of the two governments.
Thereupon the president declared the labors of the arbitrators to be

finished and the tribunal to be dissolved.

FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
TENTERDEN.
ALEX. FAVROT, Secretary.

1 For a copy of this paper, see post, No. iii.

- This paper was not annexed to the official protocol delivered to the agent of the
United States. A paper entitled "Reasons of Sir Alexander Cockburn for dissenting
from the award of the tribunal of arbitration" was published in the supplement to the
London Gazette of the 24th of September, 1872, and a copy of this numbor of the
Gazette was transmitted to the agent of the United States as the paper that should
have been annexed to the protocol. This paper is printed hereafter uuder the title
" Sir A. Cockburn's Opinions."



III.—DECISION AND AWARD

Made by the tribunal of arbitration constituted by virtue of the first article

of the treaty concluded at Washington the 8th of May, 1871, between the

United States of America and Her Majesty the Queen of the United King-
dom of Great Britain and Ireland.

The United States. of America and Her Britannic Majesty having
agreed by Article I of the treaty concluded and signed at
Washington the 8th of May, 1871, to refer all the claims xS^'' «£»
" generically known as the Alabama claims" to a tribunal of

° f

arbitration to be composed of five arbitrators named

:

One by the President of the United States,

One by Her Britannic Majesty,
One by His Majesty the King of Italy,

One by the President of the Swiss Confederation,
One by His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil;

And the President of the United States, Her Britannic Majesty, His
Majesty the King of Italy, the President of the Swiss Con- AwoiMmmt of „.

federation, and His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil having bit»tors-

respectively named their arbitrators, to wit

:

The President of the United States, Charles Francis Adams, esquire;

Her Britannic Majesty, Sir Alexander James Edmund Cockburn,
baronet, a member of Her Majesty's privy council, lord chief justice

of England

;

His Majesty the King of Italy, His Excellency Count Frederick Sclopis,

of Salerano, a knight of the Order of the Annunciata, minister of state,

senator of the Kingdom of Italy

;

The President of the Swiss Confederation, M. James Stampfli
;

His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil, his Excellency Marcos Antonio
dAraujo, Viscount d'ltajuba, a grandee of the Empire of Brazil, mem-
ber of the council of H. M. the, Emperor of Brazil, and his envoy extraor-

dinary and minister plenipotentiary in France.
And the five arbitrators above named having assembled at Geneva (in

Switzerland) in one of the chambers of the H6tel de Ville Bn»tm of

on the 15th of December, 1871, in conformity with the terms trib °"a1 '

of the second article of the treaty of Washington, of the 8th of May of

that year, and having proceeded to the inspection and verification of

their respective powers, which were found duly authenticated, the

tribunal of arbitration was declared duly organized.

The agents named by each of the high contracting parties, by virtue

of the same Article II, to wit

:

For the United States of America, John 0. Bancroft Davis, esquire

:

And for Her Britannic Majesty, Charles Stuart Aubrey, Lord Tent-

erden, a peer of the United Kingdom, companion of the Most Honor-
able Order of the Bath, assistant under-secretary of state for foreign

affairs

;

Whose powers were found likewise duly authenticated, then delivered

to each of the arbitrators the printed case prepared by
E<.liTory<)fcues ,

each of the two parties, accompanied by the documents, the

official correspondence, and other evidence on which each relied, in con-

formity with the terms of the third article of the said treaty.

4 B
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In virtue of the decision made by the tribunal at its first session, the

Delivery of c»un t.
counter-case and additional documents, correspondence, and

erose,. evidence referred to in Article IV of the said treaty were
delivered by the respective agents of the two parties to the secretary of

the tribunal on the 15th of April, 1872, at the chamber of conference,

at the Hotel de Ville of Geneva.
The tribunal, in accordance with the vote of adjournment passed at

Delivery of ore,-
their second session, held on the 16th of December, 1871,

m»u. reassembled at Geneva on the 15th of June, 1872; and the

agent of each of the parties duly delivered to each of the arbitrators,

and to the agent of the other party, the printed argument referred to

in Article V of the said treaty.

The tribunal having since fully taken into their consideration the

Deliberations of treaty, and also the cases, counter-cases, documents, evi-
tnbun.1. dence, and arguments, and likewise all other communica-
tions made to them by the two parties during the progress of their sit-

tings, and having impartially and carefully examined the same,
Has arrived at the decision embodied in the present award

:

Award.
x

Whereas, having regard to the Vlth and VHth articles of the said treaty,

the arbitrators are bound under the terms of the said Vlth article, " in

deciding the matters submitted to thein, to be governed by the three

rules therein specified and by such principles of international law, not
inconsistent therewith, as the arbitrators shall determine to have been
applicable to the case ;"

And whereas the " due diligence" referred to in the first and third of

Definition of clue
the said rules ought to be exercised by neutral governments

dmsence. in exact proi>ortion to the risks to which either of the bel-

ligerents may be exposed, from a failure to fulfil the obligations of neu-
trality on their part

;

And whereas the circumstances out of which the facts constituting the
subject-matter of the present controversy arose were of a nature to call

for the exercise on the part of Her Britannic Majesty's government of all

possible solicitude for the observance of the rights and the duties involved
in the proclamation of neutrality issued by Her Majesty on the 13th day
of May, 1861

;

And whereas the effects of a violation of neutrality committed by
Em,ct or a com- means of the construction, equipment, and armament of a

„,is,ion. vessel are not done away with by any commission which the
government of the belligerent power, benefited by the violation of neu-
trality, may afterwards have granted to that vessel ; and the ultimate
step, by which the offense is completed, cannot be admissible as a ground
for the absolution of- the offender, nor can the consummation of his
fraud become the means of establishing his innocence

;

And whereas the privilege of exterritoriality accorded to vessels of
Exterritoriality of war has been admitted into the law of nations, not as an

™.«i..f WU, absolute right, but solely as a proceeding founded on the
principle of courtesy and mutual deference between different nations,
and therefore can never be appealed to for the protection of acts done
in violation of neutrality

;

And whereas the absence of a previous notice cannot be regarded as a
B »ec. „f want of failure in any consideration required by the law of nations,

,,otice' in those cases in which a vessel carries with it its own con-
demnation

;

And whereas, in order to impart to any supplies of coal a character
supplies of coai. inconsistent with the second rule, prohibiting the use of
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neutral ports or waters, as a base of naval operations for a belligerent,
it is necessary that the said supplies should be connected with special
circumstances of time, of persons, or of place, which may combine to
give them such character

;

And whereas, with respect to the vessel called the Alabama, it clearly
results from all the facts relative to the construction of the Re8P™,ibi, ilyf<)r

ship at first designated by tbe number "290" in the port of actsTiheAiiifamL

Liverpool, and its equipment and armament in the vicinity of Terceira
through the agency of the vessels called the"Agrippina" and the "Ba-
hama," dispatched from Great Britain to that end, that the British gov-
ernment failed to use due diligence in the performance of its neutral
obligations ; and especially that it omitted, notwithstanding the warnings
and official representations made by the diplomatic agents of the United
States during the construction of the said number "290," to take in due
time any effective measures of prevention, and that those orders which
it did give at last, for the detention of the vessel, were issued sa late that
their execution was not practicable

;

And whereas, after the escape of that vessel, the measures taken for
its pursuit and arrest were so imperfect as to lead to no result, and
therefore cannot be considered sufficient to release Great Britain from
the responsibility already incurred

;

And whereas, in despite of the violations of the neutrality of Great
Britain committed by the "290," this same vessel, later known as the
confederate cruiser Alabama, was on several occasions freely admitted
into the ports of colonies of Great Britain, instead of being proceeded
against as it ought to have been in any and every port within British
jurisdiction in which it might have been found

;

And whereas the government of Her Britannic Majesty cannot justify
itself for a failure in due diligence on the plea of insufficiency of the
legal means of action which it possessed

:

Four of the arbitrators, for the reasons above assigned, and the fifth

for reasons separately assigned by him,
Are of opinion

—

That Great Britain has in this case failed-, by omission, to fulfill the
duties prescribed in the first and the third of the rules established by the
Vlth article of the treaty of Washington.
And whereas, with respect to the vessel called the "Florida," it results

from all the facts relative to the construction of the "Oreto"
,- j_ i' t ' i ij_*j_' j_i n l-i And of the Florida.

in the port or Liverpool, and to its issue therefrom, which
facts failed to induce the authorities in Great Britain to resort to meas-
ures adequate to prevent the violation of the neutrality of that nation,

notwithstanding the warnings and repeated representations of the agents
of the United States, that Her Majesty's government has failed to use
due diligence to fulfil the duties of neutrality;

And whereas it likewise results from' all the facts relative to tbe stay
of the " Oreto" at Nassau, to her issue from that port, to her enlistment of
men, to her supplies, and to her armament, with the co-operation of the
British vessel "Prince Alfred," at Green Oay, that there was negligence
on the part of the British colonial authorities

;

And whereas, notwithstanding the violation of the neutrality of Great
Britain committed by the Oreto, this same vessel, later known as the
confederate cruiser Florida, was nevertheless on several occasions freely

admitted into the ports of British colonies

;

And whereas the judicial acquittal of the Oreto at Nassau cannot re-

lieve Great Britain from the responsibility incurred by her under the
principles of international law; nor can the fact of the entry of the
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Florida into the confederate port of Mobile, and of its stay there during

four months, extinguish the responsibility previously to that time incur-

red by Great Britain :

For these reasons,

The tribunal, by a majority of four voices to one, is of opinion

—

That Great Britain has in this case failed, by omission, to fulfil the

duties prescribed in the first, in the second, and in the third of the rules

established by Article VI of the treaty of Washington.
And whereas, with respect to the vessel called the " Shenandoah," it re-

sults from all the facts relative to the departure from Lon-
a
A
„"h IftStaviS don of the merchant-vessel the " Sea King," and to the trans-

Meibo.,™,
formation of that ship into a confederate cruiser under the

name of the Shenandoah, near the island of Madeira, that the govern-

ment of Her Britannic Majesty is not chargeable with any failure, down
to that date, in the use of due diligence to fulfil the duties of neutrality

;

But whereas it results from all the facts connected with the stay of

the Shenandoah at Melbourne, and especially with the augmentation
which the British government itself admits to have been clandestinely

effected of her force, by the enlistment of men within that port, that

there was negligence on the part of the authorities at that place:

For these reasons,

The tribunal is unanimously of opinion

—

That Great Britain has not failed, by any actor omission, "to fulfil any
of the duties prescribed by the three rules of Article VI in the treaty of

Washington, or by the principles of international law not inconsistent
therewith," in respect to the vessel .called the Shenandoah, during the
period of time anterior to her entry into the port of Melbourne

;

And, by a majority of three to two voices, the tribunal decides that
Great Britain has failed, by omission, to fulfil the duties prescribed by
the second and third of the rules aforesaid, in the case of this same ves-
sel, from and after her entry into Hobsou's Bay, and is therefore re-

sponsible for all acts committed by that vessel after her departure from
Melbourne, on the 18th day of February, 1S65.
And so far as relates to the vessels called

—

, i ,
The Tuscaloosa, (tender to the Alabama,)

And of the Tupca- «,, ,-,, * ?/

loosa, Clarence, Ta- The (JlareUCe,
cony, and Archer. .... rri ' ,

The Tacony, and
The Archer, (tenders to the Florida,)

The tribunal is unanimously of opinion

—

That such tenders or auxiliary vessels, being properly regarded as ac-
cessories, must necessarily follow the lot of their principals, and be sub-
mitted to the same decision which applies. to them respectively.
And so far as relates to the vessel called "Betiibution,"

no re™„„,n,i,i ly
Th

.

e tribun al, by a majority of three to two voices, is of
for the Retribution, OpilliOIl
Georgin, Sumter, m . .-. , j, , . .

.

m"' o7chkk
T
™aoga."

at "reat Britain has not failed by any act or omissionc amnuga. ^ ^^j ^ ^ ^^^ pregcri De(1 Jjy tug tQree j^g Qf
Article VI in the treaty of Washington, or by the principles of inter-
national law not inconsistent therewith.
And so far as relates to the vessels called

—

The Georgia,
The Sumter,
The Nashville,

The Tallahasse, and
The Chickamauga, respectively,
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The tribunal is unanimously of opinion

—

That Great Britain has not tailed, by any actor omission, to fulfil any
of the duties prescribed by the three rules of Article VI in the treaty of

Washington, or by the principles of international law not inconsistent

therewith.
And so far as relates to the vessels called

—

The Sallie,m . T ,„.
7 ,^ , The SalliP, Jefler-

The JenersoD Davis, ™ n v*™, Music,

r-,, -»«-' Boston, and V. H.

The MUSIC, J°y not taken into

mi -,-, ,
-.

I

consideration.

The Boston, and
The Y. H. Joy, respectively,

The tribunal is unanimously of opinion

—

That they ought to be excluded from consideration for want of evi-

dence.
And whereas, so far as relates to the particulars of the indemnity

claimed by the United States, the costs of pursuit of the con- cllUma ,„ coat of

federate cruisers are not, in the judgment of the tribunal, p<"™t™' 'im-

properly distinguishable from the general expenses of the war carried

on by the United States

:

The tribunal is, therefore, of opinion, by a majority of three to two
voices

—

That there is no ground for awarding to the United States any sum
by way of indemnity under this head.

A,nd whereas prospective earnings cannot properly be made the sub-

ject of compensation, inasmuch as they depend in their na- tnJ for pro8PM t-

ture upon future and uncertain contingencies :

"B """""*'•

The tribunal is unanimously of opinion

—

That there is no ground for awarding to the United States any sum
by way of indemnity under this head.

And whereas, in order to arrive at an equitable compensation for the

damages which have been sustained, it is necessary to set sa r„ights only

aside all double claims for the same losses, and all claims for a"°wed-

" gross freights," so far as they exceed " net freights ;"

And whereas it is just and reasonable to allow interest at a reason-

able rate

;

And whereas, in accordance with the spirit and letter of the treaty

of Washington, it is preferable to adopt the form of adjudication of a

sum in gross, rather than to refer the subject of compensation for further

discussion and deliberation to a board of assessors, as provided by

Article X of the said treaty:

The tribunal, making use of the authority conferred upon it by Article

VII of the said treaty, by a majority of four voices to one, ,15.500.000 cm-

awards to the United States a sum of $15,500,000 in gold
-

,

»-««>»™w.

as the indemnity to be paid by Great Britain to the United States, for

the satisfaction of all the claims referred to the consideration of the

tribunal, conformably to the provisions contained in Article VII of the

aforesaid treaty.

And, in accordance with the terms of Article XI of the said treaty,

the tribunal declares that " all the claims referred to in the Thepiiyrae„ttobe

treaty as submitted to the tribunal are hereby fully, per- nbar-

fectly, and finally settled."

Furthermore it declares, that "each and everyone of the said claims,

whether the same may or may not have been presented to the notice of,

or made, preferred, or laid before the tribunal, shall henceforth be con-

sidered and treated as finally settled, barred, and inadmissible."

In testimony whereof this present decision and award has been made
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in duplicate, and signed by the arbitrators who have given their assent

thereto, the whole being in exact conformity with the provisions of

Article VII of the said treaty of Washington.
Made and concluded at the H6tel ue Ville of Geneva, in Switzerland,

the 14th clay of the month of September, in the year of our Lord one
1 thousand eight hundred and seventy-two.

CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS.
FREDERICK SCLOPIS.
STAMPFLI.
VICOMTE d'ITAJUBA.



IV.—OPINIONS OF THE ARBITRATORS.

1. Opinions op Count Frederick Sclopis.
2. Opinions of Viscount d'Itajuba\
3. Opinions of Mr. Jacques St^mffu.
4. Opinions of Mr. Charles Francis Adams.
r>. Opinions of Sir Alexander Cockburn.

OPINIONS OF COUNT SCLOPIS.

I. The three questions of law on which the tribunal of
ARBITRATION, IN ITS SITTING OF THE 25TH JULY, 1872, REQUEST-
ED ELUCIDATIONS FROM THE COUNSEL OF THE HIGH PARTIES
PRESENT AT THE BAR.

In its sitting of the 25th. July, 1872, on the proposal of Viscount
d'ltajuba, oue of the arbitrators, the tribunal decided to require a writ-

ten or printed statement or argument from the counsel of Great Britain

upon the following questions of law

:

1. The question of due diligence generally considered.

2. The special question as to the effect of the commissions of confed-

erate ships of war entering British ports.

3. The special question as to supplies of coal in British ports to con-

federate ships, with the right to the other party to reply either orally or

in writing, as the case may be ; the whole under the terms of Article V
of the treaty of Washington.
The questions refer to Article VI of the treaty of Washington, which

is as follows

:

Article VI. In deciding the matters submitted to the arbitrators they shall be gov-

erned by the following three rules, which are agreed upon by the high contracting

parties as rules to be taken as applicable to the ease, and by such principles of inter-

Opinions du, Comte FriMrie Sclopis sur les trois questions de droit sur lesquelles le tribunal

d'arbitrage, dans sa stance du 2ojuillet 1872, a demande" des Maircissemenii aux conseils das

hautes parties pr&entes a la barre.

Dans la seance du 25 juillet 1872, sur la proposition de M. le Vicomte d'ltajuM, l'un

des arbitres, le tribunal de"cida de deraander au conseil de la Grande-Breiagne uue
exposition ou argumentation, e'erite ou imprimee, sur les trois questions de droit sui-

vanjtes

:

1. La question des dues diligences, traitee d'uue maniere gdne'rale;

2. La question sp^ciale de savoir quel a 6t& 1'effet des commissions posse'de'es par

les v-aisseaux de guerre eonfe'de'res qui sont entres dans des ports britanniqnes

;

3. La question speciale des approvisionnements de charbon accordes aux vaisseaux

confSderls dans les ports britanniques.
Tout en re'servant a la partie adverse le droit de repondre, soit oralement, soit par

eorit, selon le cas, le tout aux termes de l'article V du traits de Washington, les ques-

tions se referent &> l'article VI du traits de Washington, aiusi conpu :

"Article VI. Dans la decision des matieres a eux soumises, les arbitres seront guid&s

paT les trois regies suivantes, dont les hautes parties eontraetantes conviennout de

faire une application speciale a cette question, et par les principes du droit des gens
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national law not inconsistent therewith as the arbitrators shall determine to have been

applicable to the case

:

A neutral government is bound—
.

. , „ ;fVl : n : t„

1. To use due diligence to prevent the fitting out, arming, or equipping, w^thm its

jurisdiction, of any vessel which it has reasonable ground to behevV?fi °Un fouse
cruise or to carry on war against a power with which it is at peace, and

.^
8° ™™°

lite diligence to prevent the departure from its jurisdiction of any vessel intended to

cruise or carry on war as above, such vessel haviug been specially adapted, in whole 01

in part, within such jurisdiction, to warlike use. „„+»«, „„ +-ha
2. Not to permit or suffer either belligerent to make use of its ports or waters as the

base of naval operations against the other, or for the purpose of the renewal or aug-

mentation of military supplies or arras, or the recruitment ot men.

3. To exercise due diligence in its own ports and waters, and, as to all persons wiinin

its jurisdiction, to prevent any violation of the foregoing obligations and duties.

Her Britannic Majesty has commanded her high commissioners and plenipotentiaries

to declare that Her Majesty's government cannot assent to the foregoing rules as a

statement of principles of international law which were in force at the time when the

claims mentioned in Article I arose, but that Her Majesty's government, in order to

evince its desire of strengthening the friendly relations between the two countries, and

of making satisfactory provision for the future, ageees that in deciding the questions

between the two countries arising out ofthose claims, the arbitrators should assume that

Her Majesty's government had undertaken to act upon the principles .set forth in these

rules. And the high contracting parties agree to observe these rules as between them-

selves in future, and to bring them to the knowledge of other maritime powers, and to

invite them to accede to them.

Sir Eoundell Palmer, formerly attorney-general, on behalf of Great

Britain, General 0. Gushing, Messrs. Evarts and Waite, on behalf of

the United States, have been heard by means of their respective argu-

ments.

qui, sans 6tre eu disaccord aveo ces regies, auront e"t6 reconnus par les arbitres comme
ayant <5t6 applicables dans l'espfece :

" REGLBS.

"Tin gouvernement neutre est tenu

—

"1. De faire les dues diligences pour pr<5venir l'armement en guerre ou l'^quipernent,

dans les limites oil s'exerce sa juridiction, de tout vaisseau qu'il peut raisonuablement

soupconner etre destin6 a croiser ou faire la guerre contre une puissance avee laquelle

ce gouvernement est en pais; de faire meme diligence pour empScher le ddpart hors

des limites de sa juridiction de tout navire destinfi a croiser ou faire la guerre, comme
il est dit ci-dessus, quand ce navire aura 61& specialement adapts, en tout ou en partie,

dans les limites de sa dite juridiction, a des usages belligerants.

"2. De ne permettro ni souffrir que l'un des belligerents fasse usage de ses ports ni

de ses eaux comme d'une base d'operations navales contre l'autre belligerant, ni pour
renouveler ou augmenter ses munitions militaires et son armement, ou s'y procurer ses

recruls.
"3. D'exercer les dues diligences dans ces eaux, et d'empgcher qu'aucune personne,

dans l'euceinte de sa juridiction, ne viole les obligations et les devoirs pr<5e6dents.

"Sa Majesty britannique a cbarg6 ses hauts commissaires et rjbSnipotentiaires de
declarer que le gouvernement de sa Majeste" ne sanrait donuer son assentiment aux
regies prlcfidentes comme a un expose de priucipes du droit des gens en vigueur
au moment oil se sont iSlevees les reclamations mentionees a l'article I; mais, pour
donner un tiSinoignagc de son d&ir de fortifier les relations amicales entre les deux
pays et de prendre en vue de l'avenir des precautions satisfaisantes, le gouvernement
de sa Majesty cousent a ce qu'en decidaut les questions qui naissent de ces reclama-
tions entre les deux pays les arbitres tienueut pour accorde" que le gouvernement de
sa Majesty a voulu agir en conformity aveo les principes <5nonc6s dans ces rfegles. Les
hautes parties contractantes s'engagent a observer ces rfegles dans leurs rapp'orts

mutuels a l'avenir, et a les porter a la connaissance des autres puissances maritimeSj
en les invitant a y adherer."

Out 6t& entendus, dans leurs plaidoyers respectifs, Sir Roundell Palmer, ci-devant
attorncy-geueral, pour la Grande-Bretagne, MM. le general C. Cushing, Evarts et

Waite, pour les Etats-Unis.
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1.—Due diligence.

We are about to enter on the discussion of questions of principle.
The first which presents itself, which will serve as a moral
pole-star in the opinions we shall have to form as we come

D " B d'" 8e°ce '

to the different practical cases which await our decision, is the true sig-
nification to be attached to the words "due diligence" which have been
employed in the first of the three rules laid down in Article VI of the
treaty of Washington. A lengthy discussion has taken place between
the two powers as to the greater or less scope to be given to the
signification of these words. It assuredly cannot be said that there has
been any want of explanations on this point. In the original American
case we find the whole of a long passage from the Pandects of Ayliffe,
with copious quotations from the works of Story and Jones, as well as
statements of the practice followed on this point

-

by the Supreme Court
of the United States and by the Scotch courts, besides eleven simple
quotations from different authors.
The original British case mentions " due diligence? and gives a defini-

tion of it, (p. 24 of the English text,) which is not absolute, and which
refers to historical facts. In its counter case the British government
enters into fuller explanations on the subject, (p. 21 of the English
text,) and it agrees with that of the United States in considering
that the words due diligence do not create any new or additional
obligation. They exact from the neutral, in the discharge of the duties
imposed on him, that measure of care, and no other, which is re-

quired by the ordinary principles of international jurisprudence, and
the absence of which constitutes negligence ; and to support this doc-
trine the British counter case cites a long passage from Beddie's work,
" Besearches in Maritime and International Law.' Sir Bounded Palmer
takes these words in the sense that a neutral should employ all the legiti-

mate means in his power, attaching to these words a reasonable con-
struction. The United States seek to increase the measure of respon-
sibility, and they maintain that the belligerent has a right to require the

1.
—" DUE DILIGENCE."

Nous allons aborder les questions de principes. La premiere qui s'offre a nos yeux,
celle qui nous servira comme de boussole morale dans les appreciations qu'il nous
fandra faire, parcourant les dirKreuts cas pratiques qui attendent notre decision, o'est

la veritable signification a attribuer aux mots "due diligence," qui ont e'te" employe's
dans la premiere des trois regies e'tablies par l'article VI du traits de Washington.
Uue longue discussion s'est e"tablie entre les deux puissances sur le plus ou le moins
d'£tendne qu'il fallait donner a la signification de ces mots. On ne peut pas dire
assuriSment qu'il y ait deTaut d'eclaircisseraents sur cette matiere. Dans le premier
''Case" americain, on nons a donniS tout un long passage des pandectes d'Ayliffe, de
copieuses citations des ouvrages de Story et de Joues, ainsi que des indications de la
jurisprudence suivie dans la matiere par la Cour supreme des ]5tats-Unis et par les
cours ecossaises; de plus, onze simples citations d'autenrs.
Le premier "Case" anglais parle de la "due diligence," et il en donne une definition

(page 24, texte anglais) qui n'est point absolue, et qui s'en rapporte aux faits histo-
riques. Dans le " Counter-case," le gourernement britaanique entre dans de plus am-
ples explications a cet <5gard, (page 21, texte anglais,) et il s'accorde avec celui des
Etats-Unis a considiSrer que pes mots, les dues diligences, ne creent aucune obligation
nouvelle ou suppMmentaire. lis exigent du neutre, dans l'accomplissement des devoirs
qui lui sont imposes, cette mesure de soin (et pas d'autre) qui est requise en vertn des
principes ordinaires de la jurisprudence internationale, soin dont l'absence constitute la

negligence et, pour appuyer sa doctrine, le "Counter-case" anglais produit un long
passage du livre de Eeddie, " Rechercbes sur le droit maritime et international." Sir

Eoundell Palmer prend ces mots dans le sens qu'un neutre doit employer tous les moyens
legitimes en son pouvoir en donr.ant a ces mots une portee raisonnable. Les I5tats-

Unis etendent le cas de responsabilite" et ils soutiennent que le belligerant a le droit de
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neutral to enforce its municipal laws, and also the proclamations of its

executive. They assert, moreover, that the belligerent has the right to

require that the powers with which the neutral is armed should be aug-

mented by legislative measures.
Copious explanations have been furnished on either side by the parties

in dispute. -
.

It seems to me that the most simple, method of arriving at a defini-

tive opinion upon the legal bearing of the question is to keep steadily

in view the following ideas

:

The words due diligence necessarily imply the idea of a relation be-

tween the duty and its object: it is impossible to define a priori and

abstractly an absolute duty of diligence. The thing to which the dil-

igence relates determines its degree. Taking the scale of degrees of de-

fault according to the Soman law, descending from the dolus by the

culpa lata and culpa levis to the culpa levissima, we find that their appli-

cability changes according to the objects to which they refer. I pass

over the responsibility of the guardian, of the trustee, and several other

cases specified in the law, and will only cite as examples cases in which

responsibility is incurred by the culpa levis and even levissima. Such is

that, for instance, which attaches to persons charged with the care of

explosive substances, or with looking after the safety of dams in time

of inundation, or in whose charge are deposited papers of exceptional

importance. All these persons, from the fact alone of their having ac-

cepted these functions, are bound to exercise an amount of diligence

determined by the special object of these same functions.

In treating of political questions, the greatest extent which could be
given to the duties of diligence incumbent on a neutral would be to

require that he should act with regard to the belligerent as he would
act in similar circumstances in his own interest.

It is undoubtedly right to take into account the requirements of a
belligerent with regard to a neutral, but these must not be pushed to

such a point as to embarrass the neutral iu the normal exercise of his

rights, or in the organization of his administrative functions.

demandcr au neutre de mettre a execution ses lois d'ordre interieur ainsi que les pro-
clamations de son pouvior executif ; ils prtitendent, de plus, que le belligerant a le droit

de demander que les pouvoirs dont le neutre est arme" soient augmented par mesure
legislative.

De graudes explications out 6t6 fournies de part et d'autre par les puissances en
disaccord.

II me paralt que la voie la plus simple pour arriver a fixer legalement nos ide"es sur
la niatiere est de se fixer sur les idees suivantes:
Les mots diligence due, contienuent necessairement l'idee d'un rapport du devoir a la

chose
;

il est impossible de de"timr a priori abstraitemeut uu devoir absolu de diligence.
C'est la chose a laquelle cette diligence se rapporte qui en determine le degr<5. Prenons
l'echelle des iinputabilites selon le droit romaiu, en partaut du dolus pour desceudre •

par la culpa lata et la culpa levis jusqu'a la culpa levissima, et nous trouverons que les
applicability se modifient d'apres les objets auxquels elles se referent. Je passe sur
la respoiisabilite" du tuteur, du depositaire, et sur plusieurs autres cas specifics dans les
lois, pour ue citer que l'exemple des cas ou la respoiisabilite" est encourue par la culpa
levis, ou meme par la levissima. Telle »st celle, par exemple, qui frappe celui qui est
charge" de garder des matieres explosibles, ou qui dnit veiUer a la surete" des digues
dans ie temps des inondations, celui qui garde un d6p6t de papiers d'une importance
exceptionnelle. Toutes ces personnes, par le seul fait qu'elles ont accepts ces fonctious,
sont tenues d'exercer une diligence d<5termine"e par l'objet special de ces meines
fonctions.

En se portant sur le terrain politique, la plus grande <5tendne que Ton puisse
attribuer aux devoirs de diligence d'un neutre sera de lui imposer d'en agir a regard
du belligerant comme il agirait pour son propre interet dans des cas analogues.

II est juste sans doute de tenir des exigences d'un belligiSrant a 1'egard d'un neutre,
mais il ne faut point les pousser au point de gener le neutre dans Taction normalo de
ses droits, dans l'organisme de ses fonctions gouveruantes.
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I willingly admit, on the other hand, that the duties of the neutral
power cannot be determined by the laws which that power may have
made in its own interest. This would be an easy means of eluding
positive responsibilities which are recognized by equity aud imposed by
the law of nations. There exists between nations a general law, or, if

it is preferred, a common tie, formed by equity and sanctioned by re-

spect for reciprocal interests; this general law receives especial develop-
ment in its application to acts which take place at sea, where no
frontiers are marked out, and where there is the greater necessity that
liberty should be secured by a common law, without which it would
be impossible to defend one's self by positive guarantees from the most
flagrant acts of injustice. This is what prompted the saying of one who
had been brought up in habits of servility, to say, " The Emperor is

master of the earth, but the law is the mistress of the sea."* I grant
then the right of the belligerent to require that the neutral should not
shelter his responsibility under rules made by himself in his own interest,

and I enter fully into the views of Article VI of the treaty of Wash-
ington, which simply gives the preference to rules of general equity
over the provisions of any particular system of legislature, whatever it

may be.

It does not, however, seem to me admissible that a belligerent should
be able to require of a neutral that, in order to fulfill his neutral duties,
he should increase his military establishments or his ordinary system of
defense. This would be an encroachment on the independence of a state,

which is not bound to abdicate a portion of its material sovereignty
because it finds itself involuntarily in a special position with regard to
the belligerent. The neutral may be asked to put the powers of his
government into full activity in order to maintain his neutrality ; he can-
not reasonably be expected to modify the organization of his administra-
tive machinery to serve the interests of another power.
We must beware of rendering the condition of neutrals too difficult

and almost impossible. The importance of circumscribing war is a mat-

J'admets volontiers, d'autre part, que les devoirs du neutre ne puisserit pas etre

determines par les lois que eette puissance se serait faites daus son propre interet.

II y aurait la un moyen facile de se soustraire a des responsabilites positives, que
requite" reconualt et que le droit des gens impose. Les nations ont entre elles un droit

commun, ou, si on aime mieux un lien commuu. forme' par l'e'quite' et sauctionne' par le

respect des int6r§ts reciproques ; ce droit commun se developpe surtout en s'appliquant
aux faits qui se passent sur la mer, la ou les confins ne sont point trace's, ou la liberty

doit etre d'autant plus assuree par un droit commun sans lequel il serait impossible de
se mettre a couvert des plus flagrantes injustices par des garanties positives. C'est ce
qui faisait dire a cet ancien, nourri dans les habitudes du servilisme :

" L'Empereur est

le rnaitre de la terre, mais la loi est la maltresse de la mer." J'accorde, done, au
belligerant d'exiger que le neutre ne mette point a couvert sa reponsabillite sous des
regies qn'il se serait fixe"es dans des vues de son seul interest, et j'entre pleinement dans
les vues de l'article VI du traite" de "Washington, qui ne fait que donner la preference
aux regies de l'e'quite' generale sur les dispositions d'une legislation particuliere quelle

qu'elle puisse etre.

II ne me paralt pas cependant admissible qu'un belligerant puisse exiger du neutre
que, pour remplir ses devoirs de neutrality, il augmente son pied militaire, son systeme
ordinaire de defense. II y aurait la une infraction a l'independance de cbaque 6tat, qui,

pour se trouver iuvolontairement dans une position speciale a 1'egard du belligerant,

n'est pas tenu d'abdiquer une portion de sa souverainete" materielle. On peut deniander
au neutre de mettre en pleine activity les ressorts de son gouvernementpour maintenir
sa neutrality ; on ne peut pas raisonnablement attendre de lui qu'il modifie l'organisa-

tion de sa machine gouvernementale, pour servir les inte"rets d'une autre puissance.

II faut bien se garder de rendre la condition des neutres par trop difficile et presque
mpossible. On parle tonjours de 1'importance de circonscrire la guerre, et si on acca-

* Dix, lib. i, de Lege Ehodia.
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ter of continual remark, and if neutrals are to be overwhelmed with a

burden of precautions and a weight of responsibility which is in excess

6f the interest they have to remain neutral, they will be forced to take

an active part in the war ; instead of a proper inaction we should have

an increase of hostilities. There will no longer be any medii between

combatants; the disasters of war will be multiplied, and the part of

mediators, which neutrals have often undertaken and brought to a suc-

cessful conclusion, will forever disappear.

Let us then take a view which, will induce neutrals and belligerents

mutually to respect one another. Let us take as a basis the two condi-

tions of neutrality laid down by Dr. L. Gessner.*
These ar,e

:

1. To take absolutely no part in the war, and to abstain from all that

might give an advantage to one of the belligerent parties.

2. Not to permit on the neutral territory any proximate hostile act of

one party against the other.

As to the measure of activity in the performance of the duties of a

neutral, I think the following rule should be laid down

:

That it should be in a direct ratio to the actual danger to which the

belligerent will be exposed through the laxity of the neutral, and in an
inverse ratio to the direct means which the belligerent can control for

arresting the danger.
This rule leads us to a solution of the question, so often discussed in the

documents presented, as to the initiative to be taken by the neutral in

order to preserve his neutrality to the profit of the belligerent.

Where the ordinary conditions of the country, or particular circum-

stances which have occurred on the territory of the neutral, constitute

a special danger for the belligerent, who has uo direct means of protect-

ing himself from them, the neutral is bound himself to take the initia-

tive in order that the state of neutrality may be maintained with regard
to the two belligerents.

ble les neutres d'un fardeau de precautions et d'une responsabilite" qui d^passe l'mt^rSt
qu'ils ont a rester dans la neutrality, on les forcera a prendre une part active a la

guerre; au lieu d'une couveuable inaction, on aura une augmentation d'hostilites. II
n'y aura plus de medii eutre les combattants ; les desastres de la guerre se multiplieront,
et le r&le de rne'diateurs, que les neutres ont souvent entrepris et conduit & bonne fin,

sera efface a jamais.
Placons-nous done a ce point de vue qui puisse engager les nentres et les belligerants

a se respecter mutuellement. Prenons pour base les deux conditions de neutrality
telles qu'elles sont poshes par le docteur L. Gessner, e'est-a-dire que

—

Les conditions de la neutrality sont

:

1. Qu'on ne prenne absolument aucune part a la guerre et qu'on s'abstienne de tout
ce qui pourrait procurer un avantage a l'une des parties belligerantes.

2. Qu'on ne tolere sur le territoire neutre aucune hostility immediate d'une partie
contre l'autre.

Quant a la mesure de l'activite" dans l'accomplissement des devoirs du neutre, je crois
qu'il serait a propos d'iStablir la formule suivante

:

Qu'elle doit etre en raison directe des dangers reels que le bellige'rant peut conrir
par le fait ou la tolerance du neutre, et, en raison inverse, des moyens directs que le bel-
lige'rant peut avoir d'eviter ces dangers.

Cette formule nous conduit a re"sondre la question, si souvent de"battue dans les docu-
ments produits, de l'initiative a prendre par le neutre au profit du bellige'rant pour
sauvegarder sa neutrality.

La oil les conditions ordinares du pays, ou des circonstances particulieres survenues
sur le territoire du neutre, constituent un danger special pour le bellige'rant qui ne
peut avoir des moyens directs de s'y soustraire, le neutre est tenu d'employer son
initiative afin que l'e'tat de neutrality se maintienne a l'egard des deux belligerants.

* "The Law of Neutrality at Sea," Berlin, 1865, p. 22..
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This initiative may be taken either on account of a flagrant case of
some enterprise of one of the belligerents against the other, or on the
application of the belligerent denouncing a fact or a series of facts which
would constitute a violation of neutrality in regard to hint, i. e., which
would improve the position of one belligerent to the detriment of the
other.

It does not appear that the neutral could in such case release himself
from responsibility by requiring the belligerent to furnish him with evi-
dence sufficient to institute regular proceedings before the courts. This
would be to reduce the belligerent to the condition of a mere subject of
the government of the country- The law of nations is not contented
with these narrow measures of precaution ; it requires a larger measure
of assistance. This is demanded not only by the comitas Inter gentes,
but also by the real necessity which nations are under to lend reciprocal
aid and protection in order to maintain their independence and guaran-
tee their security.

The greater, then, the actual danger to the belligerent on the territory
of the neutral, the more is the latter bound to watch over his neutrality
and to prevent its being violated to the profit of either of the belliger-
ents.

The matter appears under a somewhat different light when the bellig-
erent can, of himself, by the employment of his forces, hold his enemy
in check, even on the neutral territory. This case presents itself in par-
ticular when the geographical position of a state is sufficient of itself

to secure the means of promptly repressing any enterprise prepared on
the neutral territory. Under such circumstances the neutral would no
longer be bound to assume an initiative which would have no object. He
could not, however, from considerations of self-respect, allow his neu-
trality to be violated, and he would be bound to comply with any just
demand which might be addressed to him, in order to avoid any kind of
connivance with one or other of the belligerents.

If from abstract principles we pass to the consideration of the particular
facts for which the United States hold that Great Britain is responsible,

Cette initiative pent etre mise en mouvement, soit par un cas flagrant de quelque
entreurise de l'un des belligerants coutre l'autre, soit sur l'instanee du belligeYaiit qui
denonce un fait ou une serie de faits qui violeraient a. son egard lea regies de la neu-
trality—c'est-a-dire, qui rendraieut meilleure la position d'un bellige'rant au detriment
de celle de l'autre.

II ne paralt pas que le neutre puisse, dans pareil cas, se decharger de sa responsabi-
lite" en exigeaut du bellige'rant qu'il lui fournisse ]es preuves sufnsantes pour iustituer
une procedure rognliere devant les tribnnaux. Ce serait re'duire le bellige'rant a la
condition d'un simple sujet du gouveriieinent du pays. Le droit des gens ne se eontente
pas de ces 6troites mesures de precautions : il lui faut plus de largeur d'assistance. Ce
n'est pas seulement la comitas inter gentes qui la reclame, c'est le besoin reel qu'ont les

nations de se preter reciproquement aide et protection pour maintenir leur iudepen-
dauce et garautir leur security.

Plus done il y aura pour le bellige'rant de dangers reels sur le territoire du neutre,
plus celni-ci sera tenu de veiller sur sa neutrality, en empechant qu'elle ne soit violee
au profit de l'un ou de l'autre des belligerants.

La chose se pr6sente un peu differemment lorsque le bellig^rant peut, a lui seul, par
l'emploi de ses forces, tenir en echec son ennemi, memo sur le territoire neutre. Ce cas
se presente surtout lorsque la position g^ngraphique d'un 6tat suffit d'elle-meme a
assurer les moyens de reprimer promptement touteentreprise pr6paree sur le territoire

neutre. Dans ces circonstances le neutre ne serait plus tenu de preudre une initiative

qui serait sans obj'et. II ne pourra pas cependant tolerer, par respect pour lui-nieme,

qu'ou viole sa neutrality, etil sera tenu de. de^'erer & toute juste demande qu'on lui

adresserait d'^viter toute espeee de connivence avec l'un ou l'autre des belligerants.

Sides principes abstraits nous passons a la consideration des faits partieuliers sur

lesquels les ]£tats-Unis croient que la responsabilite' de l'Angleterre est engagee, nous
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we must commence by discussing the construction of ships, and tbecir-

cumstances under which such construction took place. Indeed, the fact

of the construction of the vessels, of their armament and equipment,

and of the export of arms, assumes a different aspect according to the

circumstances of the time, the persons, and the localities in which it

occurred. If the government on whose territory the acts take place is

aware of a permanent state of affairs, leading to a decided probability

that such construction, armaments, and exports will be effected with the

object of assisting the designs of a belligerent, the duty of vigilance on

the part of the government becomes more pressing, and exists to a greater

extent.
British unfriendliness.

The British government was fully informed that the confederates had

established in England a branch of their means of attack and
Br it,»h u„ frie„du„es8

.

defense agaiust the United States. Commissioners represent-

ing the government of Richmond were domiciled in London, and had put

themselves in communication with theEnglish government. LordRussell

had received these confederate representatives in an unofficial way. The

first visit took place on the 11th of May, 1861, that is to say, three days

before the Queen's proclamation of neutrality, and four days before Mr.

Adams arrived in London as the minister of the United States; and

further, the English government could not but know that great commer-

cial houses were managing the interests of the confederates at Liver-

pool, a town which from that time was very openly pronounced in favor

of the South. In Parliament itself opinions were before long openly

expressed in favor of the insurgents. The Queen's ministers themselves

did not disguise that, in their opinion, it would be very difficult for the

American Union to re-establish itself as before. Then, strange to say,

the most influential members of the House of Commons were seen to

detach themselves, on this question, from the ministry of which they

had been the powerful supporters. The voice of Mr. Oobden and that

of Mr. Bright were raised in favor of the United States. The Ameri-

devons d'abord parler de la construction des navires et des circonstances au milieu

desquelles ces constructions eurent lieu. Le fait, en effet, de la construction des vais-

seaux, de leur armemeut et iSquipement, de l'oxportation des armes de guerre, prend
nil aspect different, selon les circonstances des temps, des personues et des lieux oil il

s'accomplit. Si le gouvernement sur le territoire duquel lefait se passe a conuaissance
d'un 6tat de choses permanent, auqnel vienne se r'attaeher une probability marquee
que de semblables constructions, armaments et exportations se fassent dans le but de
servir aux projets d'un bellige'rant, le devoir de surveillance de la part de ce gouverne-
ment devient plus 6tendu et plus pressant.

Le gouveruement britannique <5tait pleinement inform^ que les confrere's amiSri-

cains du sud avaient e'tabli en Angleterre comme une succnrsale de leurs moyens
d'attaque et de defense vis-a-vis- des Etats-Unis. Un comit6 de repre'sentants du gou-
veruement de Richmond avait 6t& 6tabli a Loudres, et il s'<§tait mis en rapport avec le

gouveruement anglais. Lord Russell avait reeu les cUilegues des eonf&le'rcs, mais sans
caractere officiel. La premiere visite avait eu lieu le 11 mai 1861—c'est-a-dire, trois

jours avant la proclamation de neutrality de la reine et quatre jours avant l'arriv6e de
M. Adams a Londres en quality de ministre des Etats-Unis. Le gouveruement anglais
ne pouvait pas ignorer non plus que de fortes maisons de commerce soignaient les in-

tcSrets des confe'dere's & Liverpool, ville tre"s-prononcee des lors en faveur de PAmerique
du sud. 11 ne tarda pas & se prononcer en plein Parlement une opinion tout a fait

favorable aux insurgls du sud. Les ministres de sa Maj6st^ la Reine, eux-memes, ne
dissimulerent point que dans leur maniere de voir il 6tait tres-difficile que l'Union
americaine ptlt se riStablir telle qu'elle etait auparavant. Alors, chose strange, on vit
des membres les plus influents de la Chambre des communes se detacher, sur cette
question, du ministere, dont ils avaient 6t6 de puissauts auxiliaires. La voix de M.
Cobdeu et celle de M. Bright se firent entendre en faveur des Etats-Unis. Les Aineri-
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cans of the North could have had no advocates more devoted to their
cause, and they did not fail to take advantage of their authority. These
great movements of public opinion in contrary directions formed as it

were an atmosphere of agitation which ought to have kept the British
ministry on its guard, in order that it might succeed in maintaining per-
fectly equal relations with the two belligerent parties.

Let us now turn from these remarks on the facts to the consideration
of the special law of the question. In the first of the rules laid down
iu Article VI of the treaty of Washington, mention is made of the due
diligence to prevent the building, equipment, and arming of vessels,
which a government is bound to exercise, when it has reasonable ground
to believe that this building, arming, and equipping are for the purpose
of furnishing warlike aid to one of the belligerents.

The same words occur again in the third rule, while they are want-
ing in the second. " Why so?" asked Lord Cairns in the debate on the
treaty which took place in the House of Lords on the J 2th June of last

year. It seems to me that itmight.be answered: because, in the case
of the first and third rules there is room for investigations of persons
and circumstances to ascertain the facts denounced, whereas the second
relates to a series of evident facts on which no inquiry need be made as
regards credibility.

" What," continued the noble lord, " is the standard by which you can
measure due diligence 1 Due diligence, by itself, means nothing. What
is due diligence with one man, with one power, is not due diligence with
another man, with a greater power."
Due diligence, then, is determined, in my opinion, asl have already said,

by the relation of the matter to the obligation imposed by law. But what
is the measure of the sufficient reason f It will be furnished by the princi-

ples of the law of nations, and the character of the circumstances. And
here, not to leave the question in ambiguity, I will examine some of the
propositions contained in the argument of Her Britannic Majesty's
counsel on the first of the points mentioned by the tribunal in its reso-

cains dn nord ne pouvaient avoir d'avocats plus deVoues a leur cause, et ils ne man-
querent pas de se prevaloir de leur antorite\ Ces grands mouvements de l'opiuion
publique dans des sens opposes l'un a l'autre formaient connne une atmosphere d'agita-

tion, qui devait tenir e'veille' le ministere britannique, afin de pouvoir se raaintenir
dans des rapports parfaitement egiinx avec les deux parties belligerantes.

Passons maiutenant de ces remaiques snr les faits h des considerations sur ce droit

special. Dans la premiere des regies poshes a Particle VI dn traits de Washington, il

est parle' de la due diligence a empecher les constructions, equipements et armements
de vaisseaux qu'un gouvernement est tenu de de"ployer quand il a un " reasonable

ground" de croire que ces constructions, armements et Equipements ont pour objet
d'aider, pour 1'usage de>la guerre, un des belligerants.

Les mgmes mots se retrouvent dans la troisieme regie ; ils manquent dans lo seconde.
" Pourquoi cela ?" demandait Lord Cairns dans la discussion sur le traitd susdit, qui eut
lieu dans la Chambre de pairs le 12 juin de l'annee'derniere. II me semble qu'ou
pourrait r^pondre : c'est parce que dans lee cas de la premiere et de la troisieme regie
il y a lieu a des investigations de personnes et de choses pour certifier les faits in-

crimines, au lieu que la seconde se rapporte k une s6rie de faits evidents, sur lesquels il

n'y a pas de reehercbes h faire en matiere de credibility.
" Quel est done l'dtalon," poursuivait a dire le noble lord, " d'apres lequel vous

pouvez mesurer la due diligence? Due diligence, h elle seule, ne signifie rien. Ce qui
est due diligence avec tel homme et tel gouvernement ne l'est plus avec tel autre

. homme, tel autre gouvernement plus puissant."
La due diligence se determine done, a mon avis, ainsi que jo l'ai deja dit, par le rap-

port des choses avec l'obligation impose* par le droit. Mais quelle est la mesure de la

. raison snffisantef Ce sont les principes du droit des gens et la quality des circonstances

qui.nous la donneront, Et ici, pour ne pas rester dansle vague, j'examinerai quelques-

unes des propositions contenues dans l'argument du conseil de sa Majeste" britannique
sur le premier des points indiques par le tribunal dans son arrets du 24 juillet. Je ne
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lution of the 24th July. I will be guided by my own views only, while

rendering full justice to the subtlety of reasoning, and to the wealth of

learning displayed by the illustrious advocate who has drawn up this

document, worthy of being placed in the same rank with the equally

remarkable papers which have emanated from the pen of the counsel of

the American Government.
I read, at page 4 of this argument, that the case of a vessel which

leaves the neutral country unarmed is entirely different from that of an
armed vessel, sold to a belligerent within neutral territory, which leaves

that territory fully capable of offense and defense, under the control- of

the belligerent purchaser ; that departure of the former vessel is no
operation of war ; that she is guilty of no violation of territory, of no
hostile act.

It seems to me that, when a vessel has been built and fitted out for

war, there are strong reasons for believing that it has been purchased
for the service of a belligerent, and that it will suddenly go to sea.

There are strong grounds for supposing that, at a short distance from
the territorial waters, arms and munitions will be brought to that ves-

sel, fittings made to measure. It is exactly the case, to use an expres-

sion of Sir Roundell Palmer, as reported in his speech in the House of

Commons on the 13th May, 1864, to act upon suspicion, or upon moral be-

lief going beyond suspicion. The fraud is too easily perpetrated not to be
presumed upon its face. All that is necessary to complete it is that
arms and engines of war of every kind should be shipped on board a
vessel strictly mercantile, aud that this vessel should .meet the other on
the high seas, or in neutral waters different from those of the territory

from which she originally started. It is the story of the Prince Alfred,
the Laurel, the Alar, the Agrippina, and the Bahama, of all these com-
binations, which cannot, in my opinion, in any way diminish the respon-
sibility incurred by the Alabama, the Florida, the Shenandoah, the
Georgia, &c.
These evasions by fragments, this complication of different forms of

action with one identical object, should not mislead the mind of the

ime laisserai guider que par nies propres vues, tout eu rendant pleine et eotiere justice
a la finesse des observations et a la riebesse de la doctrine de l'illustre jurisconsults
reVlactenr de cette piece digue d'etre mise sur une meme ligne avec les autres egale-
ment remarquables sorties de la plume des conseilsdu gouve.rnement atnericain.
Je lis, a la page 4 de cet argument, que le cas d'un navire qui quitte le pays neutre

sans armement est tout a fait different du cas d'uu uavire qui, arme" en guerre, vendu a
un belligerant sur le territoire neutre et en 6tat d'attaquer et de se defendre, quitte ce
Jerritoire sous I'autorite" de l'acbeteur belligerent, que son depart n'est en aucune
fapoti une operation de guerre

;
qu'il n'est coupable d'aucune violation du territoire

neutre, ni d'aucun acte hostile.

II me parait que lorsqu'un vaisseau a 6t6 construit et prepare? pour la guerre, qu'il
y a de fortes raisons de croire qu'il est achet<5 pour le compte d'un belligeraut et qu'il
va soudain prendre la mer. II y a bien des motifs de supposer qu'a peu de distance des
eaux territoriales on apporteraa ce vaisseau des amies et des munitions, des veterneuts
a sa taille. C'est bien le cas de se servir d'une phrase de Sir Roundell Palmer—" to act
upon suspicion, or upon moral belief going beyond suspicion"—qu'ou lit dans son discours a
la Cbambre des communes le 13 Mai 1864. La fraude est trop facile pour qu'elle ne
doive pas etre pr<5sum«5e. II suffira de charger sur un vaisseau, strictement de commerce,
des amies et des engins de guerre de toute sorte, et que ce vaisseau rejoigne le premier
eu haute mer, ou dans des eaux neutres differeutes de celles du territoire primitif d'oil
il est parti, pour que le tour soit fait. C'est l'histoire du Prince Alfred, du Laurel de
l'Agrippina, et du Bahama—de toutes ces combinaisons qui ne pourraient, a mon avis
diniimieren rien la responsabilit<5 qu'auraieut eucourue l'Alabama, le Florida le She-
nandoah, le Georgia, &c.

Ces Evasions par fragments, cette complication de formes d'action differentes dans un
intiSret identique, ne doivent point fourvoyer l'esprit du juge. Un vaisseau tout pre"-
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judge. A vessel, thoroughly fitted out for war, leaves the shores upon
which it has been built without receiving its armament; a simple mer-
chant-vessel is charged with the transport of its armament; the place
of meeting is fixed, and there the arming of the vessel is completed.
The trick is done. Bat the judge cannot allow his reason and conscience
to be led astray by such stratagems. On the contrary, the maneuver
will only demonstrate more clearly the criminality of both vessels.

I return, then, to what was said by Sir Eobert Peel in a memorable
speech delivered in the House of Commons ou the 28th April, 1830. " If
the troops were on board one vessel and their arms in another, did that
make any difference?" and I do not hesitate to say that if the vessel
was fitted out for war and ready to receive her armament, and her arms
were on board another vessel, it made no difference.

I confess that I do not quite understand the true meaning of what I
read at page 6 :

" With respect to the three rules," (those laid down by
Article VI of the treaty of Washington,) "it is important to observe that
no one of them pretends that it is the duty of a neutral government to prevent,
under all circumstances whatever, the acts against which they are directed."

If such is not the duty of a government, the cases in which it is neces-
sary to observe them, and those in which it is not, should have been
specified. The intention of making 'general the observance of these
rules seams to me to be explicit. The solemn words, " a neutral govern-
ment is oound,r and the final clause of this article, not less solemn, that
the high contracting parties engage not only to observe these rules as
between themselves, for the future, but also to bring them to the knowl-
edge of other maritime powers, and to invite them to accede to them,
prove this incontrovertibly.
How, then, can we suppose that there exist circumstances, foreseen

and admitted by the high contracting parties, in which these rules are
not obligatory, unless such circumstances are expressly mentioned ?

Undoubtedly it is necessary that a case for the application of these
rules should be made out regularly, and based on sufficient grounds

;

pare pour la guerre quitte, sans recevoir son armeinent, les plages aur lesquelles il a
et6 eonstruit; un vaisseau tout simplement de commerce se charge de transporter
l'armenent; le lieu du rendez-vous est fixe, la se complete l'armement en guerre du
vaisseau. Le tour est fait. Mais la raison et la conscience du juge ne peuvent se laisser

prendre a ces ruses. Bien au contraire, ce manege ne servira qu'a inieux faire ressortir

la culpability des deux vaisseaux.

J'en reviens done a ce que disait Sir Eobert Peel dans un memorable discours pro-

nonce" a la Chambre des communes le 28 avril 1830 :
" Si les troupes etaient sur un

vaisseau et les armes sur au autre, cela faisait-il une difference?" Et je n'hdsite point
a dire, si le vaisseau etait appareille" pour la guerre et pret a recevoir l'armement, et

les armes etaient sur un autre navire, cela ne faisait auoune difference.

J'avoue que je ne me rends pas bien compte de la veritable portee de ce que je lis a
la page 6: "Pour ce qui concerne ces trois regies," (celles etablies par l'article VI du
traite de Washington,) " il est important de remarquer qu'aucune d'elles ne prdtend qu'il soit

du devoir d'un gouvernement neutre d'ejnpHcher, dans tons les cas, les actes cordre lesquels elles

sont ridigfos." Si tel n'est pas le devoir d'un gouvernement, on aurait du specifier les

cas oil il etait necessaire de ' les observer et ceux oil il ne l'etait pas. L'inteution de
generaliser l'observanee de ces regies me paralt formelle. Les mots solennels—" a neu-

tral government is bound"—et la clause finale de cet article, non moins solennelle, que
les riantes parties contractantes s'engagent, non-seulement a observer ces regies entre
elles dans l'avenir, mais encore ales porter alaconnaissancedes autres puissances mari-
times et a les inviter a y aece"der, le prouvent'a l'evidence.
Comment done pourrions-nous supposer qu'il existe des circonstanoes preVues et

avouees par les hautes parties contractantes ou ces regies n'obligent pas, sans qu'on
en ait fait mention expresse ?

Certes, il faut que le Cas d'application de ces regies soit determine regulierement et

5 B
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but when this is established, the rules must have full and unrestricted

operation.

These rules, according to the manner in which they are laid down,

constitute an obligation based on the general law of nations, and it

would be to change their nature, to destroy their effect completely, to

admit, as is contended in the argument of Her Britannic Majesty's coun-

sel, that the measure of due diligence to be exercised must be drawn

from the rules and principles of legislation peculiar to each of the con-

tracting parties; that is to say, that the generality and breadth of the

rule may be limited by the municipal law.

No, assuredly, such could not have been the intention of the high

contracting parties in framing the sixth article. England has declared,

it is true, that she could not assent to the foregoing rules as a statement

of principles of international law which were in force at the time when
the claims mentioned in Article I arose; this is a simple retrospective

question of the sense and interpretation of the law. But from the

moment when England, with the view of strengthening the friendly

relations between the two countries, and of making satisfactory provis-

ion for the future, consents that these rules should be binding for the

past also, she must consider them as provisions of the general law of

nations, conventional, if you please, but superior to any provision of

municipal law. It is not,' in my opinion, to strain the nature of interna-

tional law, to require that it should be applied without any admixture

of political interests by the powers who have accepted it. I agree that

we cannot require the execution of what is actually impossible. That
is. a case of controlling force; ad impossibile nemo tenetur. But I refuse

to recognize the political impossibility appealed to in the argument of

Her Britannic Majesty's counsel. Nothing can be more elastic than
these words; it would be to abandon this vital part of the treaty to the

currents of temporary interests, of the accidents of the moment. It

would be said: Yes, I consented to lay down the rule, but I have not
the means of carrying it out; so much the worse for the rule.

avec line raison suffisante ; mais, cela pos6, les regies doivent operer de plein droit,

et sans aucune restriction.

Ces regies, de la facon dont elles sont e'tablies, constituent une obligation fondee Bur

le droit des gens general ; et ce serait en changer la nature, en d<5truire comple'tement
l'effet que d'admettre, ainsi que le voudrait Yargument dn comseil de sa Majeste" britan-
nique, que la mesure des dues diligences a employer, il faut la deliver des regies et

des principes de la legislation propre a cbacune des. parties contractantes—c'est-a-dire

que la g6neralite et ia grandeur de la regie pourront etre soumises a des limitations
par la loi ruunicipale.

Non, pour sur, telle n'a pu etre l'intention des hautes parties contractantes en
re"digeant l'article VI. L'Angleterre a declare', il est vrai, qu'elle n'entendait point ad-
niettre que les regies precitees eusseut le caractree de principes de droit international
en vigueur a l'epoque oil les, reclamations euoncees a l'article I du traite' prirent nais-
sance; c'est la une simple question retrospective d'intelligence et d'interpriStation
de droit. Mais du moment que l'Augleterre, en vue de raffermir les rapports d'auritie'

entre les deux nations et de pourvoir d'une maniere satisfaisante aux exigences
de l'avenir, consent a ce que ces regies fassent autorite', meme pour le pass<5, elle
doit les conslderer comme des dispositions de droit des gens general, conventionnel si

l'on veut, mais superieur a toute disposition de droit municipal. Ce n'est pas, a mon
avis, oxdrer la nature du droit des gens que d'exiger qu'il soit appliquiS sans melange
d'interet politique par les puissances qui l'ont accepts. Je suis d'accord qu'on ne
puisse pas demander qu'on execute des cbosos naturellement impossibles; c'est le cas de
la force majeure: ad impossibile nemo ienetur. Mais je me refuse a recounaltre Yimpossi-
MUte" politique invoquee dans Yargument du conseil de sa Majesty britanniqne. .Rien
n'est plus (Slastique que ces mots; ce serait livrer l'execution de cette partie vitale du
trait<5 aux courauts des interets temporaires, des accidents du moment. On dirait

:

Qui, j'ai consenti a poser la regie, mais les moyens d'y satisfaire me manquent ; tant.
pis pour la regie.
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I add, in conclusion, that there is no ground to fear that the applica-
tion of these rules can go so far as to violate the principles on which
national governments rest. The nature of the engagement does not
reach that point. It is very possible that their application may some-
times embarrass governments in their political conduct; but it will

more often prevent disorders capable of leading to misfortunes which
could not be sufficiently deplored.
The rules of the sixth article of the treaty of Washington are des-

tined to become principles of universal law for the maintenance of neu-
trality. The very text of the treaty says so, and Mr. Gladstone and

. Lord Granville have always, and with reason, insisted on this prospect-
ive benefit to civilization. In order to realize it, the several govern-
ments must take measures to obtain fitting powers for the execution of
the law. As regards the past, there have been great discrepancies on
this point in the legislation of different nations. The United States,
with their district attorneys, their marshals, and organized police offi-

cers, were better assisted than England was, with its customs and
excise officers only. I do not doubt that these views will be received,

if the treaty of Washington is to be carried out in earnest, and it would
be a great misfortune if it were not.

I do not think it is absolutely necessary for our purpose to discuss
the observations which have been made respecting different quotations
from the work of Sir Robert Phillimore, nor to dwell on the compara-
tive study of the legislations of America and England in matters of neu-
trality. This may be more useful when framing regulations to be made
in pursuance of Article YI of the treaty.

It is to be hoped that this process of rectifying or supplementing the
precautions to be taken in order to insure the execution of the treaty

to its full extent will not be delayed.
We have witnessed the anxiety of England to modify her neutrality

laws on the breaking out of the war in 1870 between France and Ger-
many.

J'ajoute, pour en finir, qu'il n'y a pas a craindre que l'application de ces regies

puisse arriver au point de violer les.principes sur lesquels reposent les gouvernements
nationaux. La nature de l'engageinent ne va pas j usque la. II est trls-possible que
cette application gene quelquefbis les gouvernements daDS leur conduite politique, mais
elle empechera plus souvent des de'sordres capables de produire des malheurs qu'on ne
saurait assez d6plorer.

Les regies de l'article VI du trait6 de Washington sont destinees a devenir des
prinoipes de droit commun pour la garantie de la neutrality. Le texte meme le dit, et

M. Gladstone et Lord Granville ont toujours, et avec raison, insists sur cette prevision

d'un bienfait acquis a la civilisation. Pour que cela se realise, il faudra que les

differents gouvernements prennent des niesures afin d'avoir les moy«ns convenables
pour, executer la loi. Pour le passd, il y avait de grandes varie'tes en cette matiere
dans la legislation des differents peuples. Les fitats-Unis, avec leurs attorneys de dis-

trict, leurs marechaux, officiers de police organ isee, e'taient mieux assiste's que l'Angle-

terre, avec ses seuls employe's de la douane et de l'accise. Je ne doute point que l'on

n'entre dans ces vues, si l'execution du traits de Washington doit etre chose serieuso

;

et ce serait un grand malheur s'il ne l'e'tait pas.
Je pense qu'il n'est point absolument necessaire pour notre 6tude de discuter les ob-

servations qu'on a faites touchant diffe'rentes citations du livre de Sir Eobert Phillimore,

ni de nous arreter sur l'e"tude des legislations comparers d'Amerique et d'Angleterre en
fait de neutrality. Cela pourra mieux servir quand on travaillera aux reglements a
faire dependamment de Particle VI du traite\

II est a esperer que cette rectification, ou ce supplement de precautions a prendre
pour^assurer l'execution du traits dans toute son e'tendue, ne se fera point attendre.

Nous avons vu la sollicitude de l'Angleterre a. modifier ses lois sur la neutrality a.

l'ouverture de la guerre, en 1870, entre la France et l'Allemagne.
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Why should we not hope for equal anxiety now to conform to the let-

ter and spirit of the treaty of Washington ?

I come to the application of the considerations! have put forward.

It results from this, according to my views, that the English govern-

ment found itself, during the first years of tlie war of secession, in the

midst of circumstances which could not but have an influence, if not

directly upon itself, at least upon a part of tbe population subject to the

British Crown. No government is safe against certain waves of pub-

lic opinion which it cannot master at its will. I am far from thinking

that the animus of the English government was hostile to the Federal

Government during the war.
_ _

•

Yet there were grave dangers for the United States in Great Britain

and her colonies which there were no direct means for averting. Eng-
land, therefore, should have fulfilled her duties as a neutral by the ex-

ercise of a diligence equal to the gravity of the danger. I need
only here repeat a passage from a report of the law-officers of

Her Britannic Majesty, given in reply to a request of Lord Bus-

sell, on the 12th December, 1863. Speaking on the subject of the

Georgia, the law-officers observe that the facts resulting from the depo-

sitions received furnish additional grounds to those already existing for
strong remonstrance to the confederate government on account of the sys-

tematic violation of British neutrality by their agents in British territory.

(British Appendix, vol. i, p. 440.)

It cannot be denied that there were moments when its watchfulness
seemed to fail, and when feebleness in certain branches of the public

service resulted in great detriment to the United States. The con-

sequences of such feebleness can be no other than a reparation for the
damages suffered. Earl Bussell writes to Lord Lyons, in a letter of the
27th March, 1868, that "he had said to Mr. Adams that the cabinet
were of opinion that the law was sufficient, but that legal evidence could
not always be procured. That the British government had done every-
thing in its power to execute the law; but that he admitted that the

Pourquoi ne pas esperer qu'on sera empress<$ aujourd'hui a se conformer a la lettre et
a l'esprit des stipulations de Washington ?

J'en viens a l'application des considerations qtfe j'ai faites. II rfeulte a mes yeux
que le gouvernement anglais s'est trouve, pendaut les premieres aune"es de la guerre
do la secession, au milieu de eirconstances qui n'ont pu qu'avoir une influence, si ce
n'est directment sur lni, du moins suruue partie des populations soumises a la couronne
d'Angleterre. Nul gouvernement n'est a l'abri de certaiues secousses de l'opiuion pu-
blique, qu'il n'est pas libre de maitriser a son gre". Je suis loin de'penser que Vanimus
du gouvernement anglais ait 6t6 hostile pendant cette guerre au Gouvernement fe-
deral.

Cependant, il existait de graves dangers en Angleterre et dans ses colonies pour les
Etats-Unis, qui n'avaient aucun moyeu direct de les conjurer. II faillait done que
l'Angleterre mit, a garder les devoirs de la neutrality une diligence eorrespondante a
la gravity de ces dangers. II me snffit de rappeler ici un passage d'une consultation
des conseillers legaux de sa Majeste" britannique, e"mise, sur l'invitatiou de Lord Rus-
sell, le 12 de"cembre 1863. Parlant au sujet du Georgia, ces conseillers observaient
que les faits resultant de depositions recues "fournissaieiU des raisons aajouter a celles qui
existaient dej&pour adresser de vims remontrances au gouvernement confe'de're', Apropos de la
violation systemalique de la neutrality anglaise, eommise par ses agents sur le territoire britan-
nique." (Appendice britannique, vol. i, p. 440.)
On ne saurait nier toutefois qu'il y eut des moments ou la rigueur de surveillance

parut faiblir. De la des deYaillances dans certaines parties du service public, qui ont
tourne" au grand de'savantage des Etats-Unis, et la consequence de ces defaillances ne
peut etre autre qu'une reparation de domniages soufierts. Le Comte Russell e"crit a
Lord Lyons, dans une lettre du 27 mars 1863, qu'il "avait dit a M. Adams que le cabi-
net etait d'opinion que la loi suffisait, mais qu'on n'avait pas pu toujours apporter des
preuves legales; que le gouvernement de la Grande-Bretague avait fait tout ce qui
6tait en sou pouvoir pour executer la loi; mais qu'il reconnaissait que les cas de
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cases of the Alabama and Oreto were a scandal, and in some degree a
reproach, to the Britsh laws." •

Subsequently, at the very moment when he made the motion praying
the Queen to refuse to ratify the treaty of Washington, Earl Eussell
candidly admitted that the Queen's proclamation of May 13, 1861, en-
joining neutrality in the unfortunate civil war in North America, had
several times been practically set at naught on British territory by the
acts of parties.

The obstacles which, at the moment when the letter which I have just
quoted was written, fettered the action of the British government, no
longer exist, thanks to the liberal principles imposed by Article VI of
the treaty of Washington ; but the consequences of the acts which Earl
Bussell so candidly and so energetically condemned, still exist ; and it is

to the reparation of these damages in ajust measure, and based always on
sufficient grounds, that the decisions of the tribunal of arbitration should
tend.

I will dilate no further on this point. As to the disposition which
should prevail to make provision for the future, I need only cite the
British foreign-enlistment act, passed oh the 9th August, 1870. This
act shows what progress has been made in the means for preserving
neutrality.

The three rules laid down in Article VI of the treaty appeared to the

English ministry less embarrassing for the government than the act I

have just alluded to. " There is not one of these rules," said.Lord Gran-
ville in the House of Lords on the 12th June, 1871, " which is not com-
pletely covered by that act, and it even goes further than they do." The
retrospective character of these rules forms their especial character,

which governs the whole question submitted to the decision of the

arbitrators.

n.—VESSELS WHICH HAVE RECEIVED COMMISSIONS.

If we consult the most esteemed authors on public international law,

1'Alabama et de VOreto avaient 6t6 un scandale et en quelque degri un reproche aux lois

anglaises."

Plus tard, au moment meme ou il faisait. la motion de supplier la Eeine de refuser la

ratification du traits de Washington, le Comte Eussell avouait loyalemeut que la

proclamation de la Eeine du 13 mai 1861, enjoignant la neutrality daDS la malheureuse

guerre civile de l'Amerique du Nord, avait 6t6 plusieurs fois pratiquement re"duite a

neant sur le territoire anglais par le fait des partis.

Les obstacles qui, au moment oil la lettre que je viens de citer fut ecrite, entravaient

Paction du gouvernement britannique n'existent plus, grace aux principes liberaux

imposes par Particle VI du traite de Washington ; mais les consequences des faits, que
le Comte Eussell
c'eat a reparer ces (

suffisante, que doivent t_ _.

Je n'irai pas plus loin sur ce terrain. Qnant a l'esprit de prevoyanee qui doit preva-

loir a l'avenir, il snffit que je cite le foreign-enlistment act de la Grande-Bretagne, vot<5

le 9 aout 1870. Cet acte nous montre quels progres on a fait quant aux moyens de

maintfenir la neutrality.
Les trois regies posees a 1'article VI dn traite' ont paru au ministere anglais moins

genantes pour le gouvernement qne l'acte que je viens de citer. " II n'y a pas une seule

de ces regies," disait Lord Granville a la Chambre des lords le 12 juin 1871, " qui ne

soit comprise dans cet acte, qui va meme beaucoup au-del&." La re"troaetivite" de ces

regies en forme le caractere special, qui domine toute la matiero soumise au jugement

des arbitres.

II.—VAISSBAUX DHVBNDS NAVIRBS COMMISSIONNBS.

Si nous consultons les auteurs les plus accr&Utes de droit public international, et par-
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and especially two writers of great weight, whose authority will be denied

Eff„tof co,™.- •neither by America nor by England, namely, Story and

Phillimore, we And that the privilege, usually accorded to

ships of war, of being considered as a portion of the state whose flag

they carry, and being thus exempt from all other jurisdiction, was in its

origin a privilege only granted by courtesy.* As this privilege is only

derived from the usage of nations, it can be canceled at any moment
without cause for offense being given.

The opinion of Story, delivered in the case of the Exchange, and

quoted by Phillimore, appears to me decisive

:

"It may, therefore," he says, "be justly laid down as a general proposition, that

all persons and property within the territorial jurisdiction of a sovereign are amenable

to the jurisdiction of himself or his courts: and that the exceptions to this rule are

such only as, by common usage and public policy, have been allowed, in order to pre-

serve the peace and harmony of nations, and to regulate their intercourse in a manner
best suited to their dignity and rights. It would, indeed, be strange, if a license, im-

plied by law from the general practice of nations for the purposes of peace should be

construed as a license to do wrong to the nation itself, and justify the breach of all

those obligations which good faith and friendship, by the same implication, impose

upon those w-ho seek an asylum in our ports."t

Taking these general principles, and above all the eternal rules of

good sense and the dictates of good faith, as our point of departure, is

it possible to admit that a vessel, which has been fraudulently built on
the territory of a sovereign, in open contravention of the duties of neu-

trality which that sovereign is bound to fulfill, and with the object of

privateering on behalf of one of the belligerents, can, by the simple act

of such belligerent, with a view to escape disasters, be transferred

into a commissioned vessel, and thus, with impunity, defy that same

ticulierement deux e'crivains d'uu grand merite, dont 1'autorite" ne sera de'savoue'e, ni

par l'Amenque, ni par l'Angleterre, tels que Story et Phillimore, nous trouvons que le

privilege, g^neralement accords aux batiments de guerre, d'etre considers comme une
fraction de l'6tat dont ils portent le pavilion, et par la exempts de toute autre juridic-

tion, n'a e'te" originairement qn'une concession faite par courroisie. Cornice cette con-
cession ne derive que de l'usage des nations, elle peut etre reVoquee a quelque epoque
que ce soit, sans que cela puisse etre conside're' comme une offense.

L'opinion de Story, e'nonce'e dans le cas de l'Exohange, et rapportee par Phillimore,
me paralt decisive

:

"On peut," dit-il, "iStablir avec justice, comme proposition g^nerale, que toute per-
sonne et toute proprie'te', dans la juridiction territoriale d'uu souverain, sont soumises
a la juridiction de ce souverain ou de ses conrs de justice; et qu'il n'y a d'exceptions
a cette regie que celles uniquement qui sont admises par l'usage commun et par la
politique publique, dans le but de maintenir la paix et l'harmonie ontre les nations, et

de regler leurs rapports de la facon la mieux d'accord avec leur dignity et lenrs droits.

II serait, en v^rite', fort Strange qu'une autorisation, que le droit a tacitement cbSduite
de la pratique ge'nerale des nations, dans des vues favorables a la paix, put Stre inter-,

prfite'e comme une autorisation de faire du mal a ces memes nations, et comme justifi-

cation de l'infraction de ces devoirs, que la bonne foi et l'amitie", provenaut de la niSme
source, imposent a ceux qui cherchent nn asile dans nos ports."
En partaut de la g<5ni5ralite~ de ces principes, et surtout des regies de l'^ternel hon

sens, et des inspirations de la boune foi, est-il possible d'adraettre qu'un navire, qui a
e'te" frauduleusement constrnit snr le territoire d'un souverain, en pleine contravention
aux devoirs de neutrality que ce souverain est tenu de remplir, et dans le but de se
livrer a la course dans l'iut6ret d'un des bellige'rauts, puisso; par le seul fait de ce bel-
lige>ant, en vue de se soustraire a des chances malheureuses, itre transform^ en vaisseau
comruissionne', et braver par la inipune'ment cette meme souverainete" qu'il avait a son

* Phillimore, " Commentaries upon International Law," vol. i, p. 399, et seq. Second

.

edition, 1871.

t Ibid, p. 401. Lampredi does not admit that a vessel on the high seas can be
considered by other nations to be a part of the territory of the state whose flag she
carries; he recognizes this assumption of territoriality only in respect to the internal
management of the ship and the civil and political relations of those on board of her.
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sovei-eignty against which she had at the outset so gravely offended?
Assuredly not; these changes to the eye, like the shifting of a scene,
these transformations, effected with equal audacity and ease, cannot be
taken seriously. The contravention of which the ship was guilty at the
commencement of her career, with respect to the sovereign of the place
where she was built, is not effaced by the operation of an indecent
stratagem. All the written maxims of reason revolt against such
trickery : dolus nemini patrocinari debet. We must look to the bottom
of the matter, and mete out full justice to the fraud

; plus valet quod
agitur quam quod simulate concipitur. The guilt inherent to the vessel
will not be purged even when she has received a commission, a com-
mander, and a flag from the power who can only profit by the fraud in

flagrant violation of all the rights of neutrality.

The weighty authority of Story, in the case of the Santissima Trini-

dad, is generally quoted with regard to the question now raised before

us, (and I have myself quoted him.) But I observe that Story's doc-

trine, on the respect due to the commission given to a ship by a govern-

ment, is only a general thesis on which everybody agrees; it does not
directly touch on the question of the original guilt incurred by a vessel

before her commissioning, and which cannot be blotted out without a
disturbance of al 1 the principles which govern the duties of neutrality.

After all, even if precedents could be quoted contrary to the opinion
which I maintain, I should reply that the letter and spirit of the three

rules laid down in the sixth article of the treaty of Washington do not

allow us to follow the old ruling.

It must be steadily borne in mind that it is a new law, full of equity

and foresight, which we are now to follow.

It is true that, according to generally-accepted ideas, a sovereign who
is no longer willing to grant the privilege of exterritoriality to the com-
missioned ships of other powers, must previously give notice to that

effect, so that foreign navies, forewarned, may take their precautions in

de"but si gravement offensee? Non, en vfirite" : oes changements a rue, cdrame s'il

s'agissait des de"eors d'un theatre, oes transformations ope>ees aveo antant d'audace

que de facility, ne penvent point etre pris au se"rieux. La contravention dont ce

navire s'e'tait rendu coupable au commencement de sa carriere, envers le souverain du-

lieu oil il a e"te" construit, ne s'efface point par l'effet d'nne ruse iude'cente. Toutes les

maximes de la raison 6erite s'elevent contre de sembables supercheries ; dolus nemini

patrocinari debet. 11 faut regarder le fond de la chose et faire bonne justice de la simu-

lation
;
plus valet quod agitur quam quod simulate concipitur. Le vice inherent au vais-

seau ne disparaltra point quand memo il aura recu une patente, un commandant et un
pavilion de la puissance qui ne tend qu'il profiter de la fraude, en contradiction onverte

a tous les droits de neutrality. •

On cite ordinairement, a propos de ,1a question^ qu'on a souleve'e devant nous,

l'imposante antorite" de Story (que j'ai moi-mgme invoqnee) dans le cas de la

Santisima Trinidad. Mais j'observe que la doctrine de Story, sur le respect du a la

commission dont un gouvernement a rev&tu un Davire, n'est qu'uae these ge'ne'rale, sur

laquelle tout le rnonde est d'accord; elle ne touche pas directement a la question du
vice d'origine contracts par un navire avant qu'il soit commissioune'; vice d'origine

qui ne peut s'effacer sans troubler tous les principes qui gouvernent les devoirs de la

neutrality.

Apres tout, quand meine on pourrait citer des pre"ce"dents contraires a l'opinion que

je soutiens, je repondrai que "la lettre et l'esprit des trois regies poshes a l'article

VI du traitfi de Washington ne nous permettent plus de suivre l'aucienne juris-

prudence.
II faut se mettre bien dans l'esprit que c'esfc un droit nouvean, tout imbu d'equitfi et

de pre"voyance, que nous devons suivre maintenant.
II est vrai que, selon les id6es g6ne>alement regues, un souverain qui ne veut plus

accorderle privilege d'exterritorialite' aux navires commissionn6s des antres puissances,

doit en donuer prfialablement avis, afin que les marines e"trangeres, averties, prennent

leurs surety h cet egard. Mais cela ne veut pas dire qu'il ne puisse y avoir d'exception
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this respect. But this does not mean that there may not be exceptions

arising from a certain special train of circumstances, and not from the

simple caprice of the sovereign and his government. Now, it is on the

nature of these special circumstances that the first rule, laid down in

Article VI of the treaty of Washington, specifically rests. The operation

of this rule would be illusory if it could not be applied to vessels subse-

quently commissioned. The object in view is to prevent the construc-

tion, arming, and equipping of a vessel, and to prevent her departure

when there is sufficient ground for believing that she is intended to

carry on war on behalf of one of the belligerents; and when probability

has become certainty, shall not the rule be applicable to the direct and
palpable consequences which it originally was intended to prevent?
Can this act, in vindication of a right which has at the first been obvi-

ously violated, be looked upon as a violation of public good faith and
of the law of nations in regard to one of the belligerents? I can see no
violation of public good faith where there is only a flagrant abuse, a
manifest contravention of the principles of neutral duties sanctioned by
the foregoing rule.

The honorable attorney-general, in the memorable speech which he
made in the House of Commons on the 13th of May, 1864, in reply to Mr.
Baring, formally declared " that he had not the least doubt that Eng-
land had the right, if she thought fit, to exclude from her ports any
particular ship, or class of ships, if she considered that they had violated
her neutrality, but that such power is sinrply discretionary, and should
be exercised with a due regard to all the circumstances of the case."

(United States Documents, vol. v, p. 583.) Why was not, then, this
right exercised at least with respect to the vessels which had flagrantly
violated the duties of neutrality 1

?

I will not follow the argument of the United States in the distinction
it seeks to draw between public ships of recognized and sovereign na-
tions and the ships belonging to a belligerent power whose sovereignty
is not recognized. The status of belligerents having been accorded to

derivant d'un certain ordre de faits spe"ciaux, et non du simple caprice du souvarain et
de son gonverneraent. Or, c'est sur la nature de ces faits spgciaux que la premiere

• regie posiSe a Particle VI du traits de Washington s'appuie preciscment. La
disposition de cette regie serait parfaitement illusoire si on ne l'appliquait pas aux
cas de vaisseaux posteneurernent commissionnes. On veut empgcker la construction,
l'armement et l'equipement d'un vaisseau, en empgeher la sortie quand il y a raison
suffisante de croire que ce vaisseau est destine' a faire la guerre *au profit d'un des
belligerants ; et quand les probability auront fait lien a la certitude, la regie ne sera
plus applicable dans les consequences directes et palpables qu'elle voulait d'abord
empecber. Cet acte de revendication d'un droit, qui a 6t6 eVidemtnent viole" ail
commencement, pourrait-il etre envisage" corarae uue violation de la foi publique, ainsi
que du droit des gens, enyers l'un des bellige'rants ? Je ne saurais voir violation de la
foi publique la oil il n'y a qu'un abus flagrant, une contradiction manifesto aux
principes des devoirs du neutre sanctioune's par la regie pre"cite"e.
L'honorable attorney-general, dans le memorable discours qu'il a prononce" dans

la seance de la Chambre des communes le 13 mai 1864, en re"ponse a celui de M.
Baring, a formellement declare" " n'y avoir le moiudre doute que l'Angleterre a le droit
d'exclure de ses ports, si elle le croit convenable, tout vaisseau ou toute classe de
vaisseaux, si elle croit que ces vaisseaux ont viole" la neutralite" ; mais que ce droit est
tout simplement discrgtionna're et doit s'exercer eu egard a toutes les circonstances du
cas." (Documents produits par les Etats-Unis, vol. v, p. 583.; Pourquoi done n'a-t-on
pas au moins use" de ce droit a l'egard des vaisseaux qui e"taieut en contravention
flagrante aux devoirs de la neutrality ?

'

Je ne snivrai pas le plaidoyer des Etats-Unis dans la distinction qu'il propose
entre les navires publics des nations reconnues et souveraines d'avec les navires
a^partenant a une puissance belligerante qui n'est pas une souverainete" reconnue
L'e"tat de bellige"rant ayant e"te" reconnu des deux c6tes des populations ain<§ricaines ii
n'est point n<5cessaire d'insister sur cette question; je dirai aveo le juge ame'ricam
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both parties in America, it is not necessary to dwell on this question.
I will say, with the American Judge Grier, " foreign nations recognize
that there is war by a proclamation of neutrality."*
The fact that a vessel, after having been commissioned, has been re-

ceived as a ship of war in the ports of different powers before her en-
trance into the ports of the power whose neutrality she had originally
violated, should not, in my opinion, influence the recognition of the
character of such vessel. Where the vessel had no liability to answer
for, it was natural that she should be admitted as a ship of war ; but
circumstances entirely change when the vessel enters the territorial
waters of the sovereign towards whom she is guilty, of the sovereign
whom she has compromised as regards the other belligerent. Here her
guilty character cannot be overlooked ; she may be seized and con-
demned.
I think that it is for the interest of all maritime nations that they

should hold to the principles which have just been propounded. The
number of vessels fraudulently built on neutral territory, with the in-

tention of privateering on behalf of belligerents, will decrease in pro-
portion as increased severity is shown towards them, even when they
present themselves under the protection of false pretensions to which
they are not entitled.

The powers which signed the treaty of Washington express, in this
same Article VT, the desire and hope that the three rules which they
have there laid down will be adopted by the other maritime powers.
It must then be inferred that the signing powers considered these rules
as clear, precise, and applicable to the various cases which are therein
contemplated. If, on the contrary, it is to be supposed that the inten-
tion of the contracting parties at Washington was to admit explana-
tions and reservations of these same rules in the sense " of not largely
transcending the views of international maritime law and policy which
wcfuld be likely to commend themselves to the general interests and in-

telligence of that portion of mankind," t the advantage of the example

Grier :
" Les nations e'trangeres reconnaissent qu'il y a guerre par une proclamation de

neutrality."

La oiroonstanee qu'un vaisseau, devenu commissionne", ait 6tS recu comme vaisseau
de guerre daus des ports des differentes puissances avant que d'entrer dans des ports
de la puissance dont il avait d'abord viole' la neutrality, ne me paralt point devoir
influer sur la reconnaissance du caractere de ce navire. La oil ce vaisseau n'avait
aucune comptabilite" a regler, c'e'tait naturel qu'il fut admis comme batinient de
guerre ; mais la chose change totalemen.t des que ce vaisseau eutre daus les eaux
territoriales du souveraiu envers lequel il s'est rendu coupable, du souverain qu'il a
compromis vis-a-vis de l'autre belligerant. Ici on ne peut lui faire remise de sa
pe"nalite" ; il peut etre saisi et condamne".
Je pense qu'il est de l'interfit de toutes les nations maritimes de s'en tenir aux prin-

cipes que l'ou vient d'enoneer. II y aura d'autant moins de constructions frauduleuses
sur nn territorie ueutre de navires destines a la course en faveur de bellige>ants qu'il

y aura plus de se've'rit'e envers ceux-ci, lors meme qu'ils se preseuteraient sous de pre"-

tendues garanties, qu'ils ne meritent pas.
Les puissances signataires du traite" du Washington expriment, dans ce meme arti-

cle VI, le desir et l'espoir que les trois regies qu'elles y ont 6tablies soient adoptees
par les autres puissances maritimes. II faut en conclure que les puissances signataires
ont envisage" ces regies comme claires, precises, et applicables aux diff'e'rents cas qui y
sont contemples. S'il fallait supposer, au contraire, que l'intention des parties coutrac-
tantes a Washington 6tait d'admettre des explications et des reserves sur ces memes
regies dans le sens " de ne pas de'passer de beancoup les idees de loi et politique
maritime internationale qui avaient le plus de chances de se faire agr^er des interSts

*In the recent case of the Hiawatha, British prize, captured by the United States at
the commencement of the civil war.

+ Argument of Her Britannic Majesty's counsel on the points mentioned in the reso-

lution of the arbritrators of July 20, i872, p. 70.
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given would be entirely lost. The uncertainty of its interpretation

would always endanger the stability of the rule.

in.—supplies 'op coal.

I can only treat the question of the supply and shipment of coal as

connected with the use of a base of naval operations
s„pp],e,,oico.,.

directed against one f tne belligerents, or as a flagrant

case of contraband of war.
I will not say that the simple fact of having allowed a greater amount

of coal than was necessary to enable a vessel to reach the nearest port

of its country constitutes in itself a sufficient grievance to call for an
indemnity. As the Lord Chancellor of England said on the 12th of

June, 1871, in the House of Lords, England and the United States

equally hold the principle that it is no violation of international law to

furnish arms to a belligerent. But if an excessive supply of coal is

connected with other circumstances which show that it was used as a
veritable res hostilis,* then there is ah infringement of the second rule

of Article, VI of the treaty. It is in this sense also that the same Lord
Chancellor, in the speech before mentioned, explained the intention of

the latter part of the said rule. Thus, when I see, for example, the

Florida and the Shenandoah choose for their field of action one, the

stretch of sea between the Bahama Archipelago and Bermuda, to

cruise there at its ease, and the other, Melbourne and Hobson's Bay,
for the purposes, immediately carried out, of going to the Arctic seas,

there to attack the whaling-vessels, I cannot but regard the supplies

geheranx et de cette partie de 1'humanite"," l'avantage de l'exemple donne" serait

entiereinent perdu. L'interpr6tation flottante empieterait toujours sur la fermete" de
la regie. •

H.—APPROVISIONNBMENT DE CHARBON.

Quant a la question de l'approvisionnement et du ehargement de eharbon, je ne
saurais la traiter que sous le poiut de vue d'un oas connexe avec l'usage d'une base
d'opeYations navales dirigees eontre l'uu des belligerants, ou d'une oas flagrant de
contrebande de guerre.

Je ne dirai pas que le simple fait d'avoir alloue" une quantite" do eharbon plus forte
que celle nficessaire aux vaisseaux pour regagner le port de leur pays le plus voisin
eonstitue a lni seul un grief suffisant pour donner lieu a une indemnity. Ainsi que le
disait le, cbancelier d'Angleterre le 12juni 1871, a la Chambre des lords, l'Angleterre
et les Etais-Unis se tiennent egalement attache's au prinoipe pratique qu'il n'y a pas
violation du droit des gens en fournissant des amies aux belligiSrants. Mais si cet
exce"daut de proportion dans l'approvisi.onnernent de eharbon vient se joindre a d'autres
cirooustances qui marquent qu'on s'en est servi comme d'une veritable res hostilis,

alors il y a infraction a la deuxieme regie de l'article VI du traits. C'est dans ce
sens aussi que le raeme lord chancelier expliquait dans le discours pre"cite" la portee de
la derniere partie de la dite regie. Ainsi, lorsque je vois, par exemple, le Florida et le
Shenandoah choisir pour leur champ d'action, Fun, l'espace de mer qui est eutre
l'archipel des lies Bahamas et les Borinudes, pour y croiser a son aise ; l'autre, Melbourne
et la baie de Hobson, avec le dessein, execute" imine"diateraent apres, de se rendre dans
les mers Arctiques, pour y attaquer les baleiniers, je ne puis m'empecher de considerer

*Tbe learned Lampredi, speaking of contraband of war, says: "Two concurrent
circumstances are necessary in order that these articles should assume the character
of contraband:

" 1. They must have actually become the property of the enemy, or, at least, be dis-
posed in manner that they may so become.

" 2; They must have been sent out of the territory subject to the neutral and pacific
sovereign. They then become res hostilis; they assume the character of contraband
goods, &c." (G. M. Lampredi, " Of the Commerce of Neutral Nations in time of "War.")
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of coal in quantities sufficient for such purposes as infringements of the
second rule of the sixth article.

IV.—THE ALABAMA.

The vessel which has had the unenviable privilege of giving its name
to the mass of. claims advanced by the Government of the
United States against the government of Her Britannic

"

Majesty was the object of anxious care on the part of the representa-
tives of the United States from the time when she was in course of con-
struction.

The contract for her construction had been concluded between Cap-
tain Bullock, a known agent of the confederates, on the one part, and
Messrs. Laird on the other. She was evidently a vessel of war. She
was of about 900 tons, was 230 feet in length, 32 in breadth, and 20 in
depth ; when provisioned and supplied with the coal necessary for a
cruise she drew 15 feet of water. Her engines were of 300 horse-power

;

she carried eight guns, six broadside and two on pivots, one forward,
the other abaft the main-mast. On the loth of May, 1862, the vessel

was launched under the uame of the 290, her building number in the
yard. Formal representations were addressed to Lord Russell by Mr.
Adams on the 23d of June, in which he made an express demand
that the projected expedition should be stopped, or else that it should
be established that the purpose of the vessel was not hostile to the
people of the United States. Mr. Adams based his statements on pub-
lic report, on special presumptions, and on a letter intercepted by the
Government of the United States.

Lord Russell referred the matter to the proper department of Her
Britannic Majesty's government. A report was received from the cus-

toms officers in which it was said that the builders of the vessel did not
attempt to disguise what was, in fact, apparent, namely, that she was
intended for a ship of war. The British government promised to keep
special watch upon her. The system adopted by the customs officials

les chargements de eharbon en quantity analogue au besoin de ces expeditions comme
des infractions a la deuxieme regie de l'article VI.

l'alabama.

Le vaisseau qui a eu le triste privilege de douner son nom a la masse de reclamations
adressees par le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis an gouvernement de sa Majesty britan-

nique, a 6te l'objet de vives sollicitudes de la part des repr^sentants des fitats-Unis des
le temps ou il e'tait en construction.
Le contrat pour cette construction avait 6t6 conclu par le capitaine Bullock, agent

connu den confe'de'res, d'une part, et par MM Laird de l'autre. C'^tait e'videmment un
vaisseau de guerre. II e'tait d'environ 900 tonnes, avait 230 pieds de long, 32 rle large,

20 de profondeur
;
quand il elait approvisionne' et e'tait pourvu de eharbon necessaire

a une croisiere, son tirant e'tait de 15 pieds. Sa machine <5tait de la force de 300 che-
vaux; ii e'tait arm€ de huit canons, six sur les c6teset deux a pivot place's, l'un al'avant,
l'autre a l'arriere dn grand mat. Le 15 mai 18B2, le vaisseau fut lance" sous le nom de
"290," cliiffre de construction au chantier. Des reclamations formelles furent porters
a Lord Kussell par M. Adams le 23 jniti ; il y e'tait expresse'ment fait demander d'ar-

rSter l'expe'dition projetee, ou bieu d'cStablir que le vaisseau n'avait pas d'intentions
hostiles centre le peuple des fitats-Unis. M. Adams so fondait surla voixpublique, sur
les preemptions speciales, et sur une lettre intercepted parle Gouvernement des iStats-

Unis.
Lord Russell remit l'affaire au d^partement competent du gouvernement de sa

Majeste" britaunique. II s'ensuivit un rapport des officiers des douanes, dans lequel il

est dit que les constructeurs du navire n'essayaient pas de dissimuler un fait tres evi-

dent, savoir, qu'il e'tait destine" & devenir un vaisseau de guerre. Une surveillance spe"-

ciale fut promise de la part du gouvernement britannique. Le systenie adopts par les
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during the whole course of Mr. Adams's complaints was to take no

initiative, and to require always a formal requisition on the part of the

United States, admissible before an English court of law. An eminent

English Counsel, Sir K. P. Collier, consulted by the American consul

at Liverpool, did not hesitate to declare that the vessel in question

might be seized by the principal officer of customs at that port, and he

advised the said consul to apply to the Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs to ratify the seizure if made, or to direct that it should be made.

Five affidavits were produced, which Mr. Collier, in the first instance,

and the government afterwards, recognized as furnishing conclusive

evidence that the character and destination of the vessel were in direct

contravention of the foreign-enlistment act. If the act is not enforced

on this occasion, added Mr. Collier, it is little better than a dead letter.

The American consul at Liverpool forwarded this opinion to the under

secretary of state for foreign affairs, and to the secretary to the board

of customs. The under secretary of state took no immediate steps upon
this communication, and the secretary to the board of customs had to

await the orders of the lords of the treasury, which did not reach him
until the 28th of July ; the same documents were also communicated to

Lord Russell. On the same day, the 28th, the law-officers of the Crown
gave their opinion that the vessel should be seized ; orders to that effect

were consequently given on the 29th by the British government. The
circumstance of the illness of the Queen's advocate has been advanced

to justify the length of time which elapsed between the presentation of

the documents to the minister for foreign affairs and the delivery of

the opinion to the law-officers of the Cfbwn. It is difficult to accept this

excuse when we bear in mind that there were other counsel to replace

this officer, and that any delay was perilous. Under these circum-

stances, the vessel had ample time to escape. I will not enter into the

details of the precautions taken by the commander of the Alabama
to elude the not over strict vigilance of the customs officers, nor into

the calculations of the distances, longer, or shorter, which had to be
traversed, in order to arrive in time to arrest the vessel on her touching

fonctionnaires de la douane pendant tout ce cours de plaintes de M. Adam^ etait de ne
prendre aucune initiative et d'exiger toujours une instance formelle de la-part des Etats-
Unis reoevable par les tribunaux anglais. Un eminent legiste anglais, Sir R. P. Collier,

interroge' par le consul americain a Liverpool, n'ke'sita point ii declarer que le vaisseau
en question pouvait etre saisi par le chef des officiers de douanes au susdit port, et il

conseilla au dit consul de s'adresser au ministere des affaires etrangeres, afin qu'il ratifiat

cette saisie si elle etait faite, ou l'ordonnat si elle ne l'etait pas.
Cinq affidavits furent produits, que M. Collier d'abord et ensuite le gouvernement

reeonnuient coinme preuves conoluantes stir la quality et la destination du vaisseau en
pleine contravention mix foreign-enlistment act; si ce statut n'est pas applique, dans cette

circonstanee, ajoutait M. Collier, il n'est gaire qu'une lettre morte. Le consul ame"rieain a
Liverpool remit cette consultation au sous-secretaire d'etat des affaires etrangeres et
au secretaire du bureau des douanes. Le sous-secretaire d'etat ne donna pas de suite
immediate a cette communication, et le secretaire du bureau des douanes dut attendre
les ordres des lords de la tresorerie, qui ne lui parvinrent que le 28 juillet; les mSmes
documents furent aussi communiques a Lord Russell. Ce m&me jour, 28 j uillet, les
conseillers legaux de la couronne ayant formuie leur avis de faire arrgter le vaisseau,
le 29, des ordres furent donnes dans ce sens par le gouvernement britannique. Pour
justifler le long deiai qui etait ihtervenu entre la presentation des documents au mi-
nistere des affaires etrangeres et le prononc6 de l'avis des conseillers legaux de la cou-
ronne, on invoqua la circonstanee de la maladie de l'avocat de la Reine. On a de la
peine a s'arreter sur cette excuse, du moment qu'il se trouvait d'autres legistes qui
pduvaient remplacer ce fonctionnaire, et qu'il y avait peril en la demeure. Sur ces
entrefaites, le vaisseau out tout le temps de s'echapper. Je ne m'etendrai pas sur les
details des precautions prises par le commandant del'Alabama pour eiuderla vigilance
assez peu severe des officiers des douanes, ni sur les calculs des distances, plus ou
moins longues, qu'on aurait & franchir pour arriver a temps de faire faire arr8ter le navire
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at Beaumaris, Moelfra Bay, and Point Lynas. These difficulties in the
way of prompt action at the last moment do not, it must be admitted,
atone for the want of an active supervision which had been promised,
but which, unfortunately, was not exereised.
Allow me here to reproduce a passage from the pleadings of Great

Britain, in which it is said, with reference to the complaints of the United
States on the subject of the escape of the Alabama, " It is asking that
a government, with its various departments, with its modes of action

> which are, of necessity, methodical and more or less complex, shall act
at all times with a mechauical precision which is not applicable to the
practical business of life." It seems to me, in the first place, that the
circumstances in which the British government was placed at this
moment were not exactly the ordinary course of life. Too many interests
were at stake, too many contending fears and hopes were brought into

X>lay at the commencement of the formidable contest between the North
and the South of the American Union, to allow of the matters which
related to these great agitations following the ordinary course of life.

The measures to be taken for the preservation of English neutrality
were, moreover, neither very complicated nor over-arduous. It would
have sufficed that the customs officers should have been more attentive,
more alert, and, perhaps, less prejudiced in favor of a cause which had
become popular at Liverpool, and other British ship building centers.*
There is ground for some surprise at finding the collector of customs
constituting himself a judge of legal evidence, when what was required
was a prompt recourse to- more direct means of guaranteeing the duties
of neutrality. In the Counter Case presented by the government of Her
Britannic Majesty, (page 81,) 1 read that it is true that, in cases of this

nature, neutral, governments ordinarily expect to receive information
from the ministers or consuls of belligerent powers resident within their

territories. I stop at the word ordinarily, and I infer from it that the
British government itself recognizes, and with great reason, that there

touchant a Beaumaris, a Moelfra Bay et a Point Lynas. Ces difficulty d'agir prompte-
menfc aladerniereheurerie couvreht paa, il faut l'avouer, le manque d'une surveillance
active, telle qu'elle avait 6t6 promise, mais qui malheureusement n'a pas 6t6 exercee.

Qu'il me soit permis de reproduire ici un passage du plaidoyer de la Grande-Bretagne,
oft. il est dit a propos des plaintes des Etats-TJnis, au sujet de l'evasion de 1'Alabama :

" C'est demander qu'un gouvernement, avec 8es branches varices, ses ressorts dont
l'action est necessairernent compliquee et plus ou moms me"thodique, fonctionue en
tout temps avee uue precision meeanique qui u'est pas applicable au train ordinaire de
la vie." II me paralt d'abord que les circonstances oil se trouvait le gouvernement
britannique, en ce moment, n'fitaient point precise'ment le train ordinaire de la vie.

Trop d'interets 6taient en jeu, trop de craintes et d'esperances se contrecarraient au
commencement de la lutte formidable entre le nord et le sud de FUnion americaine,
pour que les affaires qui avaieut trait a ces grandes agitations dussent sulvre le train
ordinaire de la vie.

Les mesnres a. prendre pour sauvegarder la neutrality anglaise n'e"taient d'ailleurs ni
trop compliqnees ni trop ardues. II aurait suffi que les officiers des douanes eussent
e'te' plus atteutifs, plus alertes, et peut-etre moins prevenus en faveur d'une cause qui,

a Liverpool et dans d'autres chantiers anglais, 6tait devenue, populaire.t 11 y a lieu

d'etre quelque peu surpris, en entendant le collecteur des douanes s'eriger en apprecia-
teur de preuves legales, tandis qu'il aurait fallu recourir promptement a des moyens
plus directs de garantir les devoirs de la neutrality. Dansle " Counter-case" presents
par le gouvernement desa Majeste" britannique, (page 81,) je lis qu'il eat vrai que, dans
des cas de cette nature, les gouvernements neutres s'attendent d'ordinairek recevoir des
renseignements des ministres ou des cousuls qui representent sur leurs territoires les

puissances belligerantes. Je m'arrete sur le mot d'ordinaire (ordinarily) et j'en deMuis
que le gouvernement britannique reconnalt lui-meme, avec grande raison, qu'il peut y

* See Speeches and Dispatches of Earl Russell, vol. ii, pages 259, 260.

t Voir ',' Speeches and dispatches of Earl Kussell," vol. ii, pp. 259 a 26Q.
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may be extraordinary cases in which a neutral should take action to

enforce respect tor its neutrality, without awaiting information from a
belligerent.

That the case of the No. 290 was not an ordinary case seems to me
evident, since the construction of the vessel had given rise to so much
anxiety.

When the departure of this vessel was ascertained, Lord Russell, fore-

seeing that probably it might not be possible to arrest her in the waters

on the coast of England, where search was being made for her, stated

that he would farther give orders to arrest her at Nassau, where it was
probable that she might be found.
When the Alabama quitted Moelfra Bay she had a crew of eighty

men ; she kept for some time along the Irish Sea, then rounded the north

coast of, that island, and steered for Terceira, one of the Azores, where
she arrived on the 10th August.
The Alabama was joined in the waters of Terceira by two vessels, the

Agrippina and the Bahama, which had also started from English ports,

and which brought her a considerable supply of cannon, munitions, and
stores.

The combined action of vessels carrying and receiving munitions and
provisions constitutes a complex act entailing a joint responsibility.

Those who may raise any doubts on this question may be answered in

the words of Sir Robert Peel, pronounced in the House Of Commons on
the 28th April, 1830 : " Was it then to be contended that no expedition
was a military expedition except the troops had their arms on board the
same vessels with them ? If they were on board one vessel and their

arms in another, did that make any difference ¥ Was such a pretense
to be tolerated by common sense ?"

The vessel, completely armed, abandoned her arithmetical designation
" 290 " for the name of the Alabama and hoisted the flag of the confed-
erate government, which however, on occasions, she replaced by the
British flag in order the better to deceive vessels which she wished to
attack. She thus commenced and pursued her adventurous and devas-

avoir des cas extraordinaires oil un neutre doit agir sans attendre des renseignements
d'un belligerant pour faire respecter sa neutrality.
Que le cas du N° 290 ne fut point un cas ordinaire, cela me paralt demontre', puisque

sa construction avait donne" l'6veil a tant de sollicitudes.'

Quand le depart de ce vaisseaa fut constate, Lord Russell, prevoyant que probable-
ment il ne pourrait plus etre arrSte dans les eaux oil on allait le chercher aux cdtes de
l'Angleterre, dit qu'au surplus il donnerait des ordres pour l'arreter a Nassau, ou il

etait probable qu'on le trouverait.

Quand 1'Alabama quitta la baie de Moelfra, il avait un equipage de quatre-vingt
homines, il suivit pendant quelque temps la mer d'Irlande, puis tourna la cdte nord de
cette lie et se dirigea sur Terceira, l'une des Acores, oil elle arriva le 10 ao&t.

L'Alabama fut rejoiut dans les eaux de Terceira par deux vaisseaux : 1'Agrippina et
le Bahama, sortis egalement des ports d'Angleterre, qui lui apporterent un renfort con-
siderable de canons, de munitions et d'approvisionnement.

L'action combinee de vaisseaux portant et reeevant des munitions et des appro-
visionnements coristitue un fait complexe emportant une responsabilite solidaire. A
ceux qui souleveraient des doutes a cet egard, on pourrait repondre avec les paroles de
Sir Robert Peel, prononcees dans la seance de la Ohambre des communes le 28 avril
1830 : "Etait-ce a dire qu'aucune expedition n'e~tait une expedition militaire a moins
que les troupes n'eussent leurs armes avec elles sur le memo vaisseaa? Si les troupes
6taient sur un vaisseau et les armes sur un autre, cela faisait-il une difference? Une
telle pretention etait-elle supportable par le sens commun ?"

Le vaisseau arme compietement en guerre quitta son indicateurarithmetique "290"
pour prendre le nom^d'Alabama, hissa le pavilion du gouvernement des confederes qu'a
l'occasion cependant il remplacait par le pavilion britannique, pour mieux tromper les
vasseaux qu'il voulait attaquer. II entreprit et poursuivit ainsi ses courses aventureu-
ses et devastatrices. Elles parurent decrites avec des details minutieux et techniques
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tating cruises. . They appeared, described with minute and technical
details, in the journal kept on board by Mr. Fullam, and even under
the form of romance in a work^ intended to satisfy public curiosity, at
that time much excited on the subject. Among the vessels destroyed
by the Alabama was the Federal war-steamer Hatteras.
On arriving at Jamaica, the Alabama found in the port three English

vessels of war. Instead of being arrested in English waters by the
English ships, the crew met with the best reception ; she was supplied
with the means of repairing her damages, and seven days afterward the
Alabama steered for the coast of Brazil, and thence to the Cape of Good
Hope.
The conduct of the English authorities, under these circumstances,

was approved by Lord Russell, who confined himself to expressing a
hope that the vessel would be required to leave as soon as the necessary
repairs were finished.*

On her arrival at Saldana Bay, in the colony of the Cape of Good
Hope, and consequently in the territorial waters of the British empire,
the commander of the Alabama informed the governor that he had put
into this bay with the object of effecting some indispensable repairs.

The United States consul protested, without loss of time, demanding
that the vessel should be seized and sent to England, whence she had
clandestinely escaped, adding that the repairs making to the" vessel,

namely, that of repainting her, could not be considered as of an urgent
nature. The same consul added that he had, with his own eyes, seen
the Alabama take a prize in those same waters. The government replied

that this had taken place at a distance from the shore to which British
jurisdiction did not extend.

After her arrival at the Cape, the commander of the Alabama in-

. formed the government that he had left outside of British waters one
of his previous prizes, the Tuscaloosa, and that she would shortly ar-

dans le journal tenu a bord par M. Fullam, et meme sous des formes romanesques dans
ud ouvrage destine" a defrayer la euriosite" publique, alors surexcitee. Parmi les des-

tructions de vaisseaux operees par 1'Alabama, il y eut celle du steamer de guerre f<5-

d6ral, le Hatteras.

, Arrive" a la Jamaique, 1'Alabama y renoontra dans le port trois vaisseaux de guerre
anglais. Au lieu d'etre arrete" dans oes eaux anglaises par des navires anglais, i'6qui-

page y recut le meilleur accueil: on lui donna les moyens de re"parerses avaries, et sept

jours apres 1'Alabama se dirigea sur la c6ne du Bresil et de la vers le Cap de Bonne-
Esperance.
La conduite des autoritfe anglaises, dans oes oireonstanoes, tut approuve"e par Lord

Russell, qui se borna a esperer que ce vaisseau aurait 6te" requis de partir aussit6t apres
que les reparations indispensables auraient e"te terminees.t

Arrive" a la baie de Saldanha, dans la colonie du Cap de Bonne-Esperance, et partant
dans les eaux territorialee de la souverainete" anglaise, le commandant de 1'Alabama
informa le gouvernement qu'il e"tait venu a cette baie dans le but de faire quelques
reparations indispensables.
Le consul des Ltats-Unis ne tarda pas a protester, en demandant que le vaisseau frit

saisi et envoys en Angleterre, d'ou il s'e"tait ecbappe" clandestinement, en ajoutautqu'on
nepouvait pas considerer comme une reparation urgentedu navire celle que l'onfaisait

—

o'est-a-dire, de le repeindre. Le meme consul ajoutait qu'il avait vu de ses propres
yeux 1'Alabama exe"euter des prises dans ces memes eaux. II lui fut repondu par le

gouvernement que cela s'e"tait passe" a une distance de la c6te a laquelle la juridiction

anglaise ne pouvait pas s'6tendre.

Apres son arrived a la ville du Cap, le commandant de l'Alabama informa le

gouvernement qu'il avait laisse" bors des eaux anglaises une de ses captures pre"c6dentes,

le Tuscaloosa, et qu'elle arriverait bient6t en qualite" de tender. Ce navire arriva, en

* Letter from Mr. Hammond to Sir F. Rogers, February 14, 1863.

t Lettre de M. Hammond a Sir F. Rogers, 14 fevrier 1863.
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rive in the capacity of tender This vessel in fact arrived,' and her

cargo of wool was made over to a merchant of Cape Town to be taken

to Europe and sold there. The cargo was disembarked at a point

named Angra Pequena, outside of British jurisdiction.

When the Tuscalopsa appeared in the port, the Britsh rear-admiral,

Sir Baldwin Walker, wrote to the governor to know if this vessel ought
still to be considered as a prize, although she had never been condemned
as' such by a competent tribunal. He persisted in his opinion, which
was in direct variance with the tolerance of the governor ; the latter

referred to the attorney-general, and he subsequently replied on the

advice of this last officer, but in terms which betrayed a faltering con-

viction that the vessel might be considered as a vessel of war.

A correspondence ensued between the governor of the Cape and the

colonial minister, the Duke of Newcastle, as to the legality of the eap-

tures. That minister disapproved the conduct of the' governor and the

application of the principles of law on which the attorney-general bad
based his opinion.

While this was taking place the Tuscaloosa had returned to the port,

and having thus placed herself within the limits of British jurisdic-

tion she was seized. The British government, when informed of this

act, disavowed it, and ordered that the vessel should be restored to the
confederate lieutenant who commanded her ; in case that officer had
left the Cape, directions were given to wait till the vessel could be
handed over to some person whom the commander of the Alabama or
the government of the Confederate States might nominate for the pur-

pose. The English minister, reversing in some degree his former decis-

ion, based the instructions as to the restitution of the. vessel on the
peculiar circumstances of the case.*

Her Britannic Majesty's minister declares, in the same dispatch, "that
it becomes unnecessary to discuss whether, on her return to the Gape, the

effet, c<5da sa cargaison de laine a un marchand de Cape Town pour la transporter en
Europe, afin d'y etre vendue. La cargaison fut de"barquee sur un point appel6 Angra
Pequefia, en dehors de lajuridiction britannique. •

Lorsque le Tuscaloosa parut dans cet endroit, le contre-amiral anglais, Sir Baldwin
Walker, ecrivit au gouverneur pour savoir si ce vaisseau devaifc etre encore consider^
comme une prise, bien*qu'il n'eut jamais 6t6 condamnfi coinine telle par un tribunal
competent. II insista dans son opinion tout a fait opposes a la tolerance du gouverneur;
celui-ei en reiera a l'attorney^general, et repondit eusuite, d'apres l'avis de ce dernjer,
mais dans des terines qui trahissaient une conviction chancelante, quo ee navire
pouvait se considerer comme vaisseau de guerre.
Une correspondance s'ensuivit entro le gouverneur du Cap et le ministre des colonies,

due de Newcastle, sur la legalitS des captures. Ce ministre, desapprouva la conduita
du gouverneur et l'application des principes de droit sur lesquels l'attorney-general
s'etait fond6. •

Pendant que cela se passait, le Tuscaloosa iSfcalt rentriS dans le port ; et s'6tant ainai
plac6 dans les limites de la juridiction anglaise, il fut saisi. Le gouvernement
britannique, informe de cet acte, le desavoua, et fit rendre ce vaisseau au lieutenaut
confrere', qui le comrnandait ; dans le cas ou cet offioier eub quitt^ le Cap, il ajouta
qu'il fallait attendre pour remettre le vaisseau a la personne que le commandant de
1'Alabama, ou le gouvernement des 6tats-confede~r<5s, aurait d<$signe"e a cet effet : le
ministre anglais, revenant en quelque sorte sur ses premieres decisions, basait des
instructions relatives a la restitution du navire sur les circonstances exceptionnelles de
l'affaire.

Le ministre de sa Majesty britannique declare dans la meme dep&che qu'il n'estplus
vie de diseiiter sia son retour aw Cap le Tuscaloosa conservait towjows le caractisre d'une prisetouijows le earactire d'une prise

* Dispatch of the Duke of Newcastle to Sir P. Wodehouse, March 10, 1864 : " I have
now to explain that this decision was not founded on any general principle respecting
the treatment of prizes captured by the eruisersof either belligerent, but on the pecu"
liar circumsiances of the case."

' '

'
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Tuscaloosa still retained the character of a prize, or whether she had lost

that character and had assumed that of an armed tender to the Alabama,
and whether that new character, ifproperly established and admitted, would
have entitled her to the same privilege of admission which might be accorded
to her captor, the Alabama.'"

In my capacityas arbitrator, I cannot avoid a discussion, even though
it should be without use to one of the parties, and I must admit that it

seems to me that the observations originally made with equal candor
and good sense by Bear-Admiral Walker, of the British navy, should
guide the opinion of the tribunal in the decision of the point which the
British government regarded as difficult aud doubtful.
To resume, I am of opinion that the neutrality of Great Britain was

gravely compromised by the vessel named the Alabama. Consequently
Great Britain is responsible for the acts of the said vessel, as well as
for those of her tender the Tuscaloosa.

V.—THE. SHENANDOAH alias SEA KING.

First part.

The first charge which the United States bring against the British
government with regard to this vessel, which was built on
the shores of the Clyde, is that she was sold to Richard
Wright, of Liverpool, a British subject, aud father-in-law of Mr. Prioleau
of South Carolina; this latter being the head partner of the firm of
Fraser, Trenholm & Co., notorious for its intimate relations with the
confederate government.
The United States maintain that in view of the above relations, which

could not be unknown to the English government, this latter ought to

have watched the transfers of the class of vessels which from their build

betrayed designs hostile to the United States. Mr. Adams, on the
ground of two depositions of sailors on board this vessel, denounced her
to Lord Russell as destined for the confederate government.

ou s'il (wait perdu ce caractire pour prendre celui d'un bdtiment de servitude arm6 pour
VAlabama, et si ce nouveau caractere, dument constate' et admis, lui aurait donne" droit aux
mSmes privileges d'admission qu'on aurait accorded a son vainqueur, I'A labama.

Dans ma quality d'arbitre je ne puis pas e'carter une discussion, quand menieelle ne
serait point utile a l'une des parties, et je dois avouer que les observations faites d'abord

avec autant de loyaut6 que de bon sens par le contre-amiral Walker, de la marine
britannique, me paraissent devoir diriger l'opiuion des juges dans la decision de ce

point, que le gouvernement britannique envisageait comme difficile et douteux.
En me resumant, je suis d'avis que le vaisseau nomm£ 1'Alabama a gravemeut

cornpromisla neutrality britannique. Consequeminent, la responsabilite' de la Grande-
Bretagne se trouve engagde tant pour les faits du dit vaisseau que par ceux de son
tender, le Tuscaloosa.

LE SHENANDOAH, ALIAS SEA J83NG.

Premiere parUe.

Le premier reproche que, les LHats-Uuis adressent au gouvernement anglais a propos

de ce vaisseau construit sur les bords de la Clyde, c'est qu'il a e'te" vendu a Richard
Wright, de Liverpool, sujet anglais, et beau-pere de M. Prioleau, de la Caroline du Sud;

ce dernier associ<§ principal de la maison Fraser, Trenholm et C'°, connue par ses rela-

tions intimes avec le gouvernement des conf<5deres.

Les fitats-Unis soutiennent que, vu les relations susdites, qui ne pouvaient etre igno-

rees par le gouvernement anglais, ce dernier aurait du. surveiller les transferts de cette

categoric de vaisseaux, qui, par leur construction accusaient des projets hostiles aux
Etats-Unis. M. Adams, appuy6 de deux depositions de matelots a bord de ce navire,

denoncait a Lord Russell la destination de ce vaisseau au gouvernement des confe'de'res.

6b
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The Sea King took out a clearance for Bombay, and coaland supplies
for a. cruise of twelve months. -Hardly had she weighed anchor, when
a telegram sent to Liverpool announced her departure to the confederate
agent at that port. The same evening a screw-steamer, nearly new,
admirably adapted for equipment as a privateer, named the Laurel,

manned by men thoroughly devoted to the confederate cause, who had
served on board the Sumter, Alabama, and Georgia, was laden with
arms and steered for the bay of Funchal, in the island of Madeira,
where she awaited tbe Sea King, wbicb arrived two days after her.

In a desert corner of the bay of Madeira, the arms and ammunition
were transshipped from the Laurel to the Sea King. A man named
Oorbett, an Englishman, who had received from Wright a power of at-

torney to sell the vessel, addressed the crew, announced the sale of the
vessel, which was about to change her name and take that of Shenan-
doah, and endeavored to persuade the men of the crew to follow the
vessel in her new career in the confederate service. Of eighty sailors,

twenty-three only consented to remain in the new vessel of war.
The conduct of Corbett appeared to be in such evident contravention

of the foreign-enlistment act, that the British consul at Eunchal sent
him home in custody to England. Captain Waddell succeeded him in

command.
Mr. Adams did not fail to inform Lord Bussell of all that had taken

place with regard to these two vessels ; he added that of the officers

transfeired to the Shenandoah, the greater part were British subjects
who had been saved by English intervention at the moment when they
were going on board the Alabama.
The Shenandoah went from Madeira to Melbourne ; on the passage,

which lasted ninety days, she destroyed several vessels of the merchant
navy of the United States with their cargoes, and finished "by anchor-
ing on the 25th January, 1865, at Sandridge, a small village two miles
from Melbourne.

If we are to believe a letter addressed by Mr. Blanchard, United

Le Shenandoah prit ses papiers de bord pour Bombay, et du charbon et'des approvi-
sionnements pour une croisiere de donze mois. A peine le Sea King avait-il leve" l'ancre
,qu'un tiSlegramnie exp<5di<§ b, Liverpool annoncait son depart a- l'agent confe'dere/de ce
port. Dans la rneme soiree un steamer a he^ice, pvesque neuf, admirablement approprie"
& un armement de course, nomme' le Laurel, monte' par des homines tres-diSvoues au
parti eonf6der<5, qui avaient servi a bord du Sumter, de 1'Alabama et du Georgia, chargea
des armes et se dirigea vers la baie de Funchal, dans l'lle de Madere, ou il attendit le
S.ea King, qui arriva deux jours apres lni.

Dans un coin desert de la baie de Madere il se fit un transbordement d'armes et de
munitions du Laurel sur le Sea King. TJu nomm6 Corbett, un Anglais qui avait recu
de Wright une procuration pour vendre le navire, se pre~senta a )'e~quipage, annonca
la vente faite du vaisseau, qui allait changer de nom et prendre celui de Shenandoah, et
engagea les homines de 1'equipage & suivre ce vaisseau dans ses nouvelles destinees au
service des conf<5de'r6s. Sur quatre-vingt matelots, vingt-trois seiilement conseiitireht
h rester sur ce nouveau vaisseau de guerre.

La conduite de Corbett parut si <§videmment contraire au foreign-enlistment act que le
consul anglais it Funchal l'envoya prisonnier en Angleterre. Le capitaine Waddell
lui suece'da dans le commandement.
M. Adams ne nianqua pas d'informer Lord Russell de tout ce qui s'e"tait passe" h, propos

d-3 cep deux vaisseaux; il lui ajouta que parmi les officiers transfers sur le Shenan-
doah, la plupart gtaient des sujets anglais, qui avaient 6t6 sauves par une intervention
"anglaise au moment ou ils se rendaient & bord de FAlabama.
Le Shenandoah se por.ta de Madere sur Melbourne; dans le trajet, qui dma quatre-

Mugt-dix jours, il de'truisit plusieurs vaisseaux de la marine marchande des Etats-Unis
ainsi que leurs cargaioons, et finit par jeter Tanc're, le 25 Janvier 1865, a- Sandrido-e un
petit village & deux milles de Melbourne. B

'

"'
Si l'on en croit une lettre adressee par M. Blanchard, consul des Etats-Unis a- Mel-
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States consul at Melbourne, to Mr. Seward, Secretary of State at Wash-
ington, the mail from Europe, which had arrived some days before, had
brought news that the Sea King had left England with the intention of
being transformed. into a vessel of war to cruise against the commerce
of the United States.

The Uuited States consul at Melbourne informed the governor, with-
out loss of time, of all the circumstances which he considered as proofs
that the Shenandoah was not a vessel of war of a recoguized belligerent,
but rather a privateer bearing all the marks of its guilt.
The British authorities at Melbourne are accused of having been ex-

cessively complaisant toward the commander and crew of the Shenan-
doah

;
it is asserted that the governor had unofficially re-assured her

commander before officially granting him what he requested.
Captain Waddell did not hurry himself to state what were the repairs

and supplies which he needed, and the governor, instead of adhering
rigorously to the general instructions with which the British govern-
ment had furnished him, referred it rather to Waddell to determine the
length of time to be granted him. While the repairs were slowly going
on, Waddell was making recruits- in. the town of Melbourne to fill up
the gaps which were left in his crew.

.

•

In the American Appendix (vol. v, pp. 660 el seq.) are inserted the
reports of the proceedings of the legislative assembly at' Melbourne,
which show that the opinion of the majority was in favor of treating
the commander of the Shenandoah with leniency, and leaving the mat-
ter to the decision of the government and the colonial authorities.*
Pressed by the remonstrances and protests of the United States con-

sul, the governor referred the question to the law-officers of the colo-

nial' government, who replied that there was no evidence of piracy hav-
ing been committed by any one on board the vessel, and that she should
be treated as a ship of war.

bourne, a M. Seward, Secretaire d'etat a Washington, la malle d'Earope, arrivee quel
ques jours auparavant, ayait apporte' la nouvelle que le Sea King avait. quitte" l'Augle-
terre avee l'intention de se transformer en vaisseau de guerre pour croiser contre le
commerce des fitats-Unis.

Le consul des fitatss-Unis dans cette ville ne tarda pas a informer le gouverneur de
toufces les circonstances par lesqnelles il croyait prouv6 que le Shenandoah n'e"tait poiut
flu tout un vaissean de guerre d'un belligerant reconnu, mais bien plutdt un eorsaire,
ayant toutes les marques de sa culpability.

, On accuse les autorites anglaises de Melbourne d'avoir, e'te' excessivemqnt condescen-
'dantes' euvers le commandant et l'equipage du Shenandoah; on pretend que ce gouver-
neur avait rassnre' offieieusement le, commandant avant de lui accorder officielleirient

ce qu'il demandait.
Le capitaine Waddell ne se pressa point pour faire connaitre qnelles etaient'les

reparations et les approvisionnements qu'il lui fallait, et le gouverneur, au. lieu' de' s'en
tenir a la rigeur des instructions g^nerales que le gouvernemeut anglais lui avait
tran'smises, s'en rapporta plut6t a Waddell sur l'espace de temps a lui accorder.
Pendant qu'on proc&lait lentement aux reparations, Waddell faisait des recrues dans
la ville de Melbourne, pour remplir les vides que laissait son equipage.
Dans l'appendice amlricain (vol. v, pages 660 et suivantes) on a insure" des rapports des

actes de l'afcseinblee legislative de Melbourne, qui marquent que l'opinion de la majorite
inclinait a manager le commandant dn Shenandoah et a s'en remettre a l'avis du gou-
yernement et des autorites coloniales.t

Press6 par les instances et les protestations du consul des fitats-Unis, le gouverneur
d&fera la questiou aux conseillers legaux du gouvernement colonial, qui repondirent
qu'il n'y avait aucune preuve de piraterie commise par qui que cefut au bord du navire,
et <|ne l'on devait traiter celui-ci comme un batiment de guerre.

* See the speech of Mr. O'Shanassy, p. 663 of the volume referred to.

tVoir le discours de M. O'Shanassy, p. 663 du volume cite. '
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The suspicions which had been entertained of the clandestine ship-

ment of some persons on board the Shenandoah continued to increase.

The permission granted to the captain to take in supplies and make re-

pairs was suspended, and the government published a proclamation for-

bidding British subjects to give aid or assistance to the Shenandoah.

The assertion of the fact of the clandestine shipment of certain men.

on board the Shenandoah was borne out, and the commander and offi-

cers of that vessel had to give explanations as to the assurance they

had given that no shipment of this kiud had taken place, and as to the

fact that they had unfortunately not fulfilled this engagement made on
their word of honor.
The American case and the British counter case contain details as to

the facilities which the topographical situation of Hobson's Bay and
Port Philip afforded for the escape of men watched by the police, whose
insufficient means did not allow of their exercising supervision at every

point, in order to prevent the departure of the persons enlisted. It

may also be doubted whether the legal advisers of the colonial gov-

ernor and his police officers were over-anxious to second the energetic

efforts of the United States consul.

I.will note two circumstances which appear to me to deserve special

attention

:

1. The confidential instructions, by which the authorities at Mel-

bourne had, from the first, said that they must be guided, are published
at page 125 of the fifth volume of the Appendix to the British Case,

and the last document contained in them traces exactly the line of

conduct which was finally followed by the government toward Captain
Waddell.

2. The postscript of a letter from Mr. Adamson to Mr. Davis, which
is to be found at page 637 of the documents annexed to the American
counter case, (French translation,) reveals a moral pressure producing
a cynical disavowal.
The Shenandoah, on leaving the port of Melbourne, took with her

400 tons of coal, if the American consul is to be believed, with full

Les soupcons que l'on avait de l'erabarqneinent clandestin de quelques personnes a
bord du Shenandoah ne firent qu'augmenter. La permission accorded au capitaine de
faire .des approvisionnements et des reparations fat suspendue, et le gouvernement
publia une proclamation pour d^fendre aux sujets britauniques de prater aide et assis-
tance au Shenandoah.

L'assertion du fait de l'embarquement clandestin de quelques homines du Shenan-
doah fut maintenue, et le commandant et les officiers de ee vaisseau durent donner des
explications sur la parole qu'ils avaient donne"e qu'aucun embarquement de ce genre
n'avait eu lieu, et sur le fait qu'ils n'avaient malheureusement pas repondu a oet engage-
ment de parole d'honneur.
Le "Case" americain et le "Counter-case" anglais contiennent des details sur la

faculte" que la situation topographique de Hobson's Bay et Port Philip pr&tait a Inva-
sion d'hommes surveill<5s par la police, dont les faibles moyeas ne permettaient point
d'exercer une surveillance sur tous les points, afin d'empeeher ces sorties de gens em-
bauches. II est aussi permis de douter que les conseillers legaux du gouverneur colonial
et ses officiers de police fussent des mieux disposes a seconder l'empressement des
d-marches du consul des Etats-Unis.
Je noterai deux circonstances qui me paraissent menter une attention speciale

:

1. Les instructions, confidentielles d'apres lesquelles les autorite"s de Melbourne
avaient dit d'abord fitre obligees de se regler furent pubises a la page 125 du cinquieme
volume de l'appendice au "Case" anglais, et la derniere piece qui s'y rattache trace
exactment la ligne qui a e'te' suivie par le gouvernement en dernier lieu vis-a-vis du
capitaine Waddell.

2. Le jaostscriptum d'une lettre de M. Adamson a M. Davis, qui se lit a la page 637 des
pieces annexees au "Counter-case" americain (traduction francaise) re"vele une
pression morale produisaut un cynique d&aveu.
Le Shenandoah, en quittant les eaux de Melbourne, emportait avec lui 400 tonnes de
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sailing rigging, trusting more to her sailing than to her steaming pow
ers. This excess, of supplies was' denounced to the governor, and the
United States, reckoning up the several shipments of coal made by the
Shenandoah, infer that she was meditating a fresh cruise on her depart-
ure from Melbourne, so that that port became a base of naval opera-
tions for the insurgents.
The cruise of the Shenandoah furnishes materials for a special de-

scription, and among the reviews of the facts relating to this vessel is

one to which I will here refer—that of Mr. Montague Bernard, who
says that so large a number of recruits as we may believe to have been
shipped by her, could not have come on board without Captain Wad-
dell's knowledge. I shall return to this question of the number of re-

cruits, which is evidently exaggerated.
One cannot resist the belief that the tolerance of the authorities at

Melbourne contributed greatly to enable the vessel to pursue her adven-
turous career in the Arctic seas, whither she repaired by Behring's
Straits.

The number of whaling-vessels which the Shenandoah destroyed in

these waters, at a time when the confederate government had ceased
to exist, raises the amount which the. United States lay to her charge,

to a sum little less than that for which the Alabama is held responsible.

,
It is not proved that the Shenandoah absolutely lost her original

character of a British vessel manned by a British crew. It is affirmed

that this vessel shipped at Melbourne 300 tons of coals, which had
been sent to her from Liverpool. The Government of the United
States adds that the name of the vessel which brought this coal was
the John Fraser, and this occurrence it seeks to adduce as an incrim-

inating circumstance.
The British government, in its counter case, (page 110 of the French

translation,) says that, at the present day, when the distance of time
and place prevents an exact knowledge of all the particular circum-

stances, it would serve no useful purpose to follow all the details of a

technical discussion founded largely on conjecture.

charbon, si 1'on en oroit le consul americain, une mature complete, s'en tenant plus a
la voile qu'a la vapeur. Ce luxe d'approvisionnement fut de"nonc6 au gouverneur, et

les-lEtats-Unis, en supputant les divers chargements de charpop faits par le Shenandoah,,

e.n deanisent qu'il projettait une nouvelle croisiere en sortant de Melbourne, de sorte

que ce port devenait pour les insurges une base d'operations navales.

La croisiere du Shenandoah fournit la matiere a une description touts particuliere,

et parmi les appreciations des faits qui conccrnent ce vaisseau il y en a une que je

rapporte ici, celle de M. Mountague Bernard, qui dit qu'un nombre aussi grand de

, recrues qu'bn peut croire, qui ait 6t6 enibarque' a son bord, n'aurait pu s'y rendre saus

que le capitaine Waddell en eut connaissance. Je vais revenir sur ce nombre de
recrues erideminent exagere\
On ne peut se refuser a croire que la tolerance des autorite's de Melbourne a beaucoup

aidS a mettre ce vaisseau en'<5tat de poursuivre sa carriere aventureuse dans les mers
Arctiques, ou il se rendit par le de"troit de Behring.
Les destructions des baleiniers que le Shenandoah opera dans ces eaux, dans un

temps oule' gouvernement des confe'de'res avait cess6 d'exister, ferait monter la compta-
bilitg, dont les Etat9

:
Unis le ch argent, % un chiffre de peu inferieur a celui dont on,

charge la responsabilite' del'Alabama.
. .

• Tl n'est pas prouviS que le Shenandoah ait effectivetnent perdu son caractere primitif

de vaisseau et d'eqnipage britannique. II est affirmiS que ce vaisseau embaraua a

Melbourne 300 tonnes de charbon, qui lui avai«nt 6t6 expe'die'es de Liverpool. Le
Gouvernement des fitats-Unis ajoute que le nom du vaisseau qui apporta ee charbon

<5tait le John Fraser, et il pretend en d<5duire un' argument de culpability.

Le gouvernement britannique, dans son contre-memoire, (p. 1-10 de 1'Edition francaise,)

dit qu'a cette hfeure, oil le temps et la distance empechent de reconnaltre avec exacti-

tude tous les derails accessoires, il n'y aurait aucune utility reelle a suivre tous les

details d'une augmentation technique forgee largement sur des conjectures.
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The American Government does not relinquish its complaints! I con-

sider that, in order to form a judgment on the last period of the cruise

of the Shenandoah, it is of the greatest importance to dwell on the

sworn depositions of the two masters of whaling-vessels, Ebenezer Nye
and Thomas Hathaway, which are given at the end of the second part,

of the selections from the Appendix to the Case of the United States,

(French translation.)

. To replace the force of a vessel in a proportion equal to that which it

had lost, is not, strictly speaking, an augmentation of force. We find

this maxim laid down in a judgment of the Supreme Court of the United

States, quoted in the interesting memorandum of Mr. Abbott, (Lord

Tenterden.) It is necessary, therefore, to prove an extraordinary aug-

mentation of force in order to establish a solid presumption of fresh

attempts against the duties of neutrality. It is on these much-dis-

puted facts, which are, in my belief, capable of further elucidation, that

I beg my honorable colleagues to assist me with their information. If

necessary I will apply to the parties themselves for further explanations.

Second part.

In the session of the day before yesterday, being placed in the deli-

cate position of having to determine, by my casting vote, the decision

in the important and complicated case of the Shenandoah, I applied to

my honorable colleagues for elucidations calculated to determine my
opinions, disturbed by doubts. I may be excused this hesitation, caused

by certain apparent contradictions in the facts of the case, and by the

desire not to allow myself to be led away by a combination of appear-

ances, which, though supported by plausible reasoning, might, never-

theless, be deceitful.

I now beg you, gentlemen, to allow me to state to you my opinion,

hesitating the day before yesterday, confirmed to-day by the results of

the discussion which I have elicited, and which you have succeeded in

rendering fruitful and decisive by your information.

Le gouvernement americain ne se desiste pas de ses plaintes. Je crois qu'il est

d'uDe extreme importance, pour former tin jugement sur la derniere pe'riode de la

croisiere du Shenandoah, de s'arreter sur les depositions assermentees des deux patrons
des navires baleiniers. Ebenezer Nye et Thomas Hathaway, que l'on trouve vers la fin

de la deuxieme partie du choix des pieces justiflcatives a l'appui du nie'nioire des Etats-
TJnis.

Le remplacement de la force d'nn vaisseau dans une proportion egale a celle qu'il

avait perdue n'est pas, a parler rigonreusement, une augmentation de force. Nous
trouvons cette maxime consignee dans un jugement de la Cour supreme des Etats-Unis,
cite" dans 1'intiSressant memorandum de M. Abbott, (Lord Tenterdem) II faut done
6tablir une augmentation de force en sua de 1'ordinaire, pour qu'il y ait pr&oinption
fondee de nouvelles entreprises contre les devoirs de neutrality. C'est sur lesfaits-
tres-controvers6s, et, a ce que je crois, susceptibles d'nne plus grande elucidation, que je
prie mes honorables collegues de m'aider de lenrs lumieres. S'il est n^cessaire, je de-
manderai encore aux parties elles-memes des e~claircissements.

Deuxi&me partie.

Dans la seance d'avant-hier, plac<§ dans la circonstance tres-delicate de determiner
par mon vote la majority pour la decision du cas aussi grave que complique' du .Shenan-
doah, je demandais a mes' honorables collegues des eclaircissements propres a fixer mes
kle~es a'git6es par le doute. On me pardonnera ces agitations produites par certaines
contradictions apparentes des faits de la cause, et par le d<5sir de ne pas me laisser
entrainer par l'ensemble d'apparences qui, bieu que rattachees a des motifs plausibles,
pouvaient n^anmoins etre trompeuses.
Je vous demande maintenant, messieurs, la permission de vous exposer mon opinion,

chancelante avant-hier, arrfetee aujourd'hui par suite de la discussion que j'ai sonlevee,
et que vous avez su rendre feconde et decisive par vos lumieres.
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• I ought, in, the first place, to repeat what I have already said, that,
in. my opinion, it is not absolutely proved that, the fact of the repairs ot
the Shenandoah at Melbourne constitutes by itself grounds for a charge
of violation of neutrality. It is proved that these repairs were neces-
sary, and it is not shown that the replacement of the force of this vessel,
by means of these repairs, surpassed the measure of its former condi-
tion.

It remains to be seen, then, whether the excess in the supply of coal,

and above all the clandestine recruitment of part of the crew, effected
at Melbourne, assume, or not, the character of a base of naval opera-
tions, such as is contemplated in the second rule of Article VI.
The Shenandoah, on her departure from England, in the month of

October, 1864, had a crew, according to the American reports, of forty-,

seven men.*
At the time when she parted from the Laurel, the Shenandoah had

no more than twenty-three men on board, including offlcers.f

It appears that in the voyage from Madeira to Melbourne she shipped
many more men, since the governor at Melbourne says that on her ar-

rival at Hobson's Bay the crew of the vessel amounted to ninety men.J
It appears, also, that a considerable number dispersed themselves after

that arrival, as Captain Waddell declares, since an officer in the confi-

dence of the governor, instructed to make confidential inquiries as to

the state of the vessel, estimates the number of the crew at no more
than forty or fifty, all rough and undisciplined men.§

It is very difficult to ascertain exactly the 'number of men who were
on board the Shenandoah when she left Melbourne on her way to the
Arctic seas.

According to a report of the Melbourne police,§ the number of men
(shipped at Melbourne on board the Shenandoah was said to amount to

sixty or seventy. According to the affidavit of William A. Temple, the

Je dois d'abord rep^ter ce que j'ai deja dit, qu'a mem avis il n'est pas- absolument
prouve' que le fait des reparations du Shenandoah a Melbourne constitue, a lui senl, he
argument de violation de neutrality II eat prouve que oes reparations e'taient ne'ees-

saires, et il ri'est pas de'montre' que le remplacement de la force de ce vaisseau, par suite

de ces reparations, ait de'passe' la mesnre de son 6tat pre'ee'dent.

II faut done voir si l'exnb^rance de l'approvisionnement de charbon, et surtout le

reerutement . clandestin d'une partie de l'equipage ope>6 a Melbourne, prennent, oil

uon, le earactfere de base d'operations havales, telle qu'elle est prevue par la 2ms regie

de l'article VI.
Le Shenandoah, a son depart d'Angleterre, au mois d'octobre 1864, avait un Equipage,

d'apres les rapports ame'ricains, de quarante-sept homines.
Au moment oil il quitta le Laurel, le Shenandoah n'avait plus que vingt-trois homines

a bord, y compris les officiers.

II paralt que dans le trajet de Madere a Melbourne il embarqua bien d'autres

hommes, puisque le gouverneur de Melbourne dit qu'a son arrivee dans le Hobsou's Bay
l'equipage dn vaisseau se montait a quatre-vingt dix-huit hommes. II paralt aussi que
bon nombre s'en dispersa apres cette arrivie"e, an^i que le declare le capitaine Waddell,
pnisqu'un officier de coufiance du gouverneur, charge' de prendre des informations con-

fidentielles sur l'^tat de l'embarcation, ne porte le nombre de l'equipage qu'a quarante
ou oinquarte, tous gens grossiers et indiscipline's.

II est tr^s-difficile de savoir au juste le nombre des hommes qui se trouvaient a bord
du Shenandoah quand il partit de Melbourne pour se rendre dans les mers Arctiques.

D'aprfes un rapport de la police de Melbourne, le nombre d'hommes embarq lie's a Mel-
bourne a bord du Shenandoah s'eleverait a soixante ou sbixante-dix. D'apres Yaffidavit

* American Appendix, vol. v, p. 560.

t Ibid., p. 610.

% Appendix to British Case, vol. i, p. 564.

$ Ibid., p. 557.
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crew of the Shenandoah on her return to Liverpool amounted to one

hundred and thirty-three, a number which includes some men who had
died at sea.

In the deposition of Captain Ebenezer Nye, it is said that, when he

came on board the Shenandoah, the want of sailors was much felt, as

there were only forty-five, half the number required. It is said, also,

that Mr. Nye, in conversation with Mr. Hunt, lieutenant of the Shenan-

doah, learned from him that forty-two men were enlisted at Melbourne;

that Captain Waddell, had refused the governor the right to search the

ship while a number of recruits were on board. From the affidavit of

Temple may be gathered certain details as to the men who came on

board the Shenandoah from several vessels captured in the Arctic seas.

They seem to have been twenty-six in number, which, added* to fifty,

the presumed crew of the Shenandoah on leaving Melbourne, and further,

adding the officers, fifty-seven in number, would give a total of one hun-

dred and thirty-three, correspondiug to the number given by Temple,

with the deduction of the two men who died at sea.

This witness has, no doubt, been much discredited, but in the letter

from Mr. Hull to Mr. Bateson* will be found a formal denial, in Cap-

tain Waddell's name, of several of the assertions of Temple, without

any mention of the list of the crew, which, no doubt, deserved special

attention, and which, notwithstanding, is not disputed. Lord Claren-

don himself, in his letter to Mr. Adams, of January 19, 1866, while he
examines the bearing of some of the remarks iu Temple's list, makes no
observation as to the correctness of the figures.

The law-officers of the Crown themselves, in their opinion of the 28th

of March, 1866, while refusing to attach credence generally to Temple's
statement, do not specially discredit the list. They seem to believe that

none of the persons on board the Shenandoah had been guilty of acts

on which legal proceedings could be founded; and they advise tkat tha
matter should be allowed to drop.

de William A. Temple, l'equipage du Shenandoah a son retour a Liverpool aurait e"te"de

cent trente-trois, nombre qui compreud quelques homines morts en mer.
Dans la deposition du capitaine Ebenezer Nye, il est dit que, lorsqu'il passa a bord

du Shenandoah, le manque de matelots se faisait vivement seutir, puisqu'il n*y en avait
que quarantre-cinq, la moitie' du nombre voulu. II y est dit aussi que M. Nye, en
s'entretenant avec M. Hunt, second du Shenandoah, lni avait appris que quarante-deux
hommes furent enrdl&s a Melbourne, que le capitaine Waddell avait refuse" au gouver-
neurle droit de visite tandis qu'aw certain nombre de recrues Gtaient a bord. De I'affidavit

de Temple, il re'sulte certain detail des hommes qui seraieut venns a bord du Shenan-
doah, sortant de plusieurs navires capture's dans lest mers Arctiques. Leur nombre
serait de vingt-six, qui, se joignaut aux ciuquante-trois, equipage pre"sum6 du Shenan-
doah quittant Melbourne, et en.ajoutant lesofficiers au nombre dejcinquante-sept, don-
nerait un total de cent trente-trois, eorrespondant au chiffre indique" par Temple, sous
la deduction de deux hommes morts en mer.
La personne du tdmoin a subi, a la verity, de tres-grands reproches, mais dans la

lettre de M. Hull a M. Bateson, on trouve nig formellement, au nom du capitaine
Waddell, plusieurs des assertions de Temple, sans qu'on y parle de la liste de l'equipage,
qui me>itait, sans doute, uue attention spe'ciale, et qui, cependant, n'est point contest "e.

Lord Clarendon, lui-meme, dans sa lettre a M. Adams du 19 Janvier 1866, tandis qu'il
examine la portee de quelques indications de la liste de Temple, no fait aucune obser-
vation quant a l'exactitude des ohiffres.

Les offlciers legaux de la conronne, eux-memes, dans leur avis dn 28 mars 1866, tout
en refusant d'ajouter foi gengriquement aux affirmations de Temple, n'infirment point
specialement sa liste. lis paraissent croire qu'auoune des personnes a bord du
Shenandoah ne s'est rendue coupable d'actions pouvant donner lieu a, des poursuites
judiciaires, et ils conseillent de laisser tomber l'affaire.

* American Appendix, vol. iii, pp. 501, 502.
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I will summarize the principal documents relative to the violation of
neutrality.

At Melbourne, the authorities believed generally that the neutrality
had been violated by Captain Waddell. The attorney-general of the
colony, in his report of the 14th of February, 1865,* expressed, as I
think, a very sensible opinion, in declaring that the exemption which
Waddell claimed was inadmissible.
The governor had adopted this opinion while awaiting instructions

from London.! The legal advisers of the Crown, in their opinion of
the 21st of April of the same year, approved the conduct of the gov-
ernor at Melbourne. That high officer had, in fact, finally formed a
correct idea of the whole case, when, writing to the governors of the
the colonies of Australia and New Zealand, in a dispatch of the 27th
of February, 1865,| he declared that there was no doubt, from the in-

formation he had collected, that the neutrality had been flagrantly violated

by the commander of the Shenandoah.
Finally, almost on the same day on which the law-officers of the Crown

reported that the case of the Shenandoah might be allowed to drop,
the governor at Melbourne, writing to Mr. Cardwell, repeated to him
that he believed the neutrality had been flagrantly violated by Captain
Waddell; and that he had read without surprise, though- with deep re-

gret, the list furnished by Mr. Temple, which he looked upon as furnish-
ing evidence in support of his opinion.

§

Lastly, in the observations which Sir Eoundell Palmer, Her Britan-
nic Majesty's counsel, submitted to the tribunal, on the 21st of August,
I read that there is no doubt that a shipment of men was effected dur-

ing the night of the 17th of February, at the moment the Shenandoah
was leaving.

In presence of so imposing a mass of declarations emanating from
the British authorities at Melbourne, in view of numerical calculations,

Je r&nme les documents principaux relatifs a la violation de neutrality.

A Melbourne les autorite's crurent generalement que la neutrality avait c5tc5 violee

par le capitaine Waddell. L'attorney-general de la colonie, clans son avis du 14

fevrier 1865, avait cimis un vote fort sense', a mon avis, en declarant que l'exemption
dont Waddell pre'tenrtait jouir n'e'tait point admissible.
Le gouverneur s'e'tait ralli6 & cette opinion en attendant les instructions de Londres.

Les conseillers legaux de la couronne, par leur avis du 21 avril de la meme anncie,

approuvferent la couduite da gouverneur de Melbourne. Ce haut fonctionnaire s'e'tait.

en effet a la fin forme' une idee juste de l'ensemble de l'atfaire lorsqu'en s'adressanfr

aux gouverneurs des colonies de 1'Australie et de la Nouvelle-Zelande, dans une
depeohe du 27 feVrier 1865, il declara n'y avoir point de doute, d'apres les renseigne j

ments qu'il avait recueillis, que la neutrality avait 4<£ notoirement violee par le commandant
du. Shenandoah.

Enfin, presque au meme jour oil les conseillers legaux de la couronne opinaient
pour qu'on laissat tomber l'atfaire du Shenandoah, le gouverneur de Melbourne, en
s'adressant a M. Cardwell, lui re'pe'tait qu'il croyait que la neutrality avait 6t6 notoire-

ment violee par le capitaine Waddell, et qu'il avait lu sans surprise, quoique avec
douleur, la liste fournie par M. Temple, qu'il considerait comme une preuve a l'appui de
son opiuion.
Ennu, dans les observations que Sir Eoundell Palmer, conseil de sa Majesty britan-

niqne, soiimit au tribunal clans la seance du 21 aout, on lit: n'y avoir aucun doute
qu'il s'opera embarquement d'hommes dans la nuit du 17 fevrier au moment ou
le Shenandoah allait partir.
En presence d'une masse si imposante de declarations emanees des autorite's

anglaises de Melbourne, en vue de calculs numeriques qui, s'ils n'atteignent pas le

* Appendix to the British Case, vol. i, p. 549.

t Ibid., p. 550.

t British Appendix, vol. i, p. 565.

$ Ibid., p. 722.
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which, if they do not attain the last degree of precision, still leave no

doubt but that Captain Waddell did actually enlist men at Melbourne,

and afterward ship them on board the Shenandoah, for his expedition

against the whalers, I no longer hesitate to recognize the responsibility

of Great Britain toward the G-overnrnent of the United States.

As to the supply of coal in so large a quantity as that which the vessel

received from Liverpool, in addition to that with which she was already

furnished, it can only be regarded as a preparation for hostile expedi-

tions against the commerce of the United States, and this falls precisely

within the scope of the secoud rule of Article VI of the treaty.

"

VI.—THE FLORIDA alias OEETO.

Availing myself of the liberty which each arbitrator has reserved to

himself of giving to the expression of his opinion on the de-
m°M,L

cisiou of the case, such form as may appear to him most

convenient, I will abstain from following in detail here all the phases of

the career of the vessel Florida. For this, as a whole, I refer to the vo-

luminous documents which have been communicated to us, and which

have furnished matter for three separate statements by the parties. I

am not the less obliged, however, to my honorable colleagues who have

spoken before me, for the statements they have made to us of the series

of events which have led them to form a judgment, not, indeed, as yet

irrevocable, but still strongly defined as the final result of their investi-

gations.

I will confine myself, then, foriny part, to informing you of the points of

fact which have had most influence in fixing my convictions on the subject-

matter of the questions which we have to decide, convictions which may
no doubt be modified in consequence of an interchange of opinions with

you, but which, for the moment, seem to me to be supported both by
facts and principles.

It does not seem to me to be very necessary to dilate much on the first

part of the career of the Florida, since, during that period, this vessel nei-

ther made any captures, nor assisted in any way the operations of the

dernier degre" de precision, ne laissent cependant aueun doute que le capitaine,Wad-
dell a effuetivement racole' a Melbourne des homines et les a eusuite einbarqnes au
bord du Sheuaudoah, pour son expedition contre les baleiniers, je n'b&site plus a
reconnaitre que la responsabilite' du gouvernement britannique est engag<5e envers le

Gouvernement des Etats-TJnis.

Quant a l'approvisionnement de charbon dans une quantite" aussi forte que celle

qu'il recut de Liverpool, eu augmentation de celui dont il e"tait deja fourni, on ne
peut que l'envisager comme un pr<Sparatif pour des expeditions hostiles au commerce
des Etats-Unis, et cela tombe pre'cise'ment sous la deuxieme regie de l'article VI du
traite\

LB FLORIDA, ALIAS ORETO.

En me servant de la liberty que chacun des arbitres s'est reserved de donner a l'ex-

pression de son opinion sur la decision de la cause telle forme qui lui paraltrait pins
convenable, je m'abstieudrai de suivre ici en detail toutes les pbases do la carriers par-
courue par le vaisseau le Florida. Je m'en rapporte pour l'ensemble anx volumineux
documents qui nous ont <§t6 communique's, et qui ont par trois fois fourni matiere aux
dires des parties. Je ne suis pourtant pas moins oblige" aux bonorables collogues qui
m'ont precede' en pr'enant la parole des exposes qu'ils nous ont faits de la serie des
eviSnements qui les ont conduits a asseoir un jugement, certes pas encore irrevocable,
rnais deja toutefois tres-fonde" sur les derniers rfeultats de leurs investigations.

Je me bornerai done, pour ma part, a vous faire connaltre les points en fait qui ont
eu le plus d'influence a etablir mes convictions sur le fond des questions que nous avons
a juger, convictions qui pourront bien se modifier par la suite de l'6change de vos idees,

mais qui, pour le moment, me paraissent appuyees en fait et en droit.

II ne me seinble pas tout a fait neeessaire de s'eteudre beaucoup sur la premiere partie
de la carriere da Florida, puisque durant cet espaoe de temps ce vaisseau n'a ni fait de
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confederates. It is sufficient to state that this vessel was built in Eng-
land, that from the first she was the object of representations addressed
by the United States minister in London to the British government, and
that the latter, with the exception of some inquiries which it instituted
as to the real destination of the vessel, made no great effort to prevent her
departure. 'It is also proved that if this ship was not actually a vessel of
war, she was, at all events, capable of becoming one at any moment,
and that she was registered as an English vessel, and manned by a crew
almost entirely composed of British subjects.

It is denied that the Florida was equipped for war at the time she
left the waters of Great Britain, but it results from a report of the offi-

cers of the Greyhound, a vessel of the royal navy of Her Britannic
Majesty,. that on her arrival at Nassau, the Florida had a complete war-
like equipment, and that all that was wanting on board of her were mu-
nitions of war. It further appears that the captain of the vessel, when
formally and solemnly interrogated in the presence of three of his offi-

cers, and of the officers of the Greyhound, whether the vessel was al-

ready thus fitted on leaving Liverpool, replied, "Yes, in all respects
5

and no alteration or addition had been made whatever."
It is on her arrival at Nassau that the true character of the vessel

and the consequences of her real destination stand forth.

I must refer to another clear and complete declaration of the same
captain commanding the Greyhound. This document seems to me most
conclusive as to the moral aspect of the case. Captain Hickley does
not hesitate for a moment to ask the governor of Nassau to seize the
vessel.

When an officer of this rank and experience says that, in the present
condition of the Florida, his professional opinion is that, " with her crew,
guns, arms, and ammunition, going out with another vessel alongside
of her, she could be equipped in twenty-four hours for battle," all my
doubts disappear, and I become convinced of the immediate intentions
of the vessel.

captures, Hi donne" aucun appui aux operations des confe'de're's. II me suffifc de constater
que oe vaisseau a e'te' constant en Augleterre, que des leg premiers jours il a 6t6 l'objet.

des avertissemeuts adresses par le ministre des Etats-Unis a Londres au gouvernement
britannique, sans que celui-ci, a part quelques renseignements qu'il a demanded sur la
veritable destination

%du navire, se soit beaucoup oecupe
-

d'en empSeber la sortie. II est
egalement constate' que, si ce vaisseau n'avait point l'actualite' d'un b^timent de guerre,
il avait du moins la capacity de devenir tel a un moment donne", et qu'il a 6t6 emegistre
comme uu navire- anglais et monte" par un Equipage presque entierement compose" de
snjets britanniques.
On conteste l'appareil de guerre du Florida a l'e'poque ou il sortit des eaux de la

Grande-Bretagne ; mais il resulte d'un rapport des ofliciers du Greyhound, vaisseau de
la marine royale des a Majesty britanniqne, qu'a son arrived a Nassau le Florida avait
un complet appareil de guerre, et que seulement il mauquait des munitions de guerre a
son bord. 'II resulte de plus que le capitaine de ce navire, formellement et solennelle-
ment interroge" en presence de trois de ses officiers et des officiers du Greyhound, si en
quittapt Liverpool le navire 6tait deja dans cet appareil, repondit : "Yes, in all respeots;.

and no. alteration or addition had own, made whatever."
C'est a son arrives a Nassau que le caraetere propre de ce vaisseau et les consequences

de sa veritable destination se dessiuent.
II faut que je r.evienne sur line autre declaration claire et complete du meme capi-

taine, commandant le Greyhound. Ce document me semble le plus convainquant pour
la morality de la chose. Le capitaine Hickley n'he'site pas un moment a demander au
gouverneur de Nassau la saisie du navire.
.
Lorsqn'un offieier.de ce grade et. de cette experience dit que, dans la condition acte

elle du Florida, son opinion professionnelle est " qu'avec son Equipage, ses canons, ses

armes et ses munitions, s'il est accompagile" d'un autre vaisseau, it peut etre pret a livrer

bataille dans vingt-quatre heures," tous mes doutes disparaissent, et la certitude se fait

en nidi des desseins imme'diats de.ee .batiment.
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The situation of Nassau, which became an asylum of protection for

the Florida, increases in my view the responsibility of EnglaDd. Lord
Russell did not hesitate to tell Mr. Adams, in a letter given at page 714

of the first volume of the Appendix to the Case of the United States,

that "Nassau is a position from which, on the one hand, confederate

privateers might have greatly annoyed the commerce of the United

States, and which, on the other hand, might have been a convenient

base of operations for the United States Navy."
Under these circumstances., did it not become the imperative duty of

England to take care that all the duties of the most scrupulous neu-

trality were fulfilled ?

It is true that the vice-admiralty court of the Bahamas, by its judg-

ment, which is given at page 521 of the fifth volume of the Appendix
to the American Case, acquitted the Florida of every charge ; but, while

respecting the authority of the res judicata, I ask whether it is possible

to deduce from this an argument on which to found a moral conviction

that the English government is released from its responsibility under
the rules laid down in Article YI of the treaty of Washington 1

? I ab-

stain from repeating the considerations into, which my honorable col-

leagues who have preceded me have entered on this subject.

It is not the question of special legal responsibility with which we
have here to deal, but rather that of the responsibility which results

from the principles of international law, and the moral conviction at

which we have arrived in consequence of the acts imputed to the Florida.

This conviction is strengthened by a consideration of the terms of the
conclusion of the judgment of the vice-admiralty court, where it is said,
" that all the circumstances of the case taken together seem sufficient

to justify strong suspicion that an attempt was being made to infringe

that neutrality so wisely determined upon by Her Majesty's government."
The decision of the vice-admiralty court may then be considered as

conclusive, even if not perfectly correct, as between those who claimed
the vessel and the British government, which claimed its confiscation

La situation de Nassau, qui devint 1'asile protecteur du Florida, augments a mes
yenx la responsabilite" de PAngleterre. Lord Russell n'ke"sitait pas a dire a M. Adams,
dans une lettre, citee a la page 714 du premier volume de l'appendiee au " Case " des
Etats-rUnis, que "Nassau est une position de laquelle d'un c6te" les corsaires eonfe"de"res
ont pu porter un grand trouble dans le commerce des fitats-Unis, et qui d'un autre
c6te" a pu fournir une base d'operation convenable pour les forces maritimes des Etats-
Unis.
Ces circonstances donne"ea, n'e"tait-il pas un devoir rigoureux pour PAngleterre de

veiller a ce que tons les devoirs de la plus scrupuleuse neutrality fussent remplis ?

II est vrai que la cour de la vice-amiraute" de Bahama par son jugeuient, qu'on lit

a la page 521 du cinquieine volume de l'appendice au "Case" aniericain, a, acquitte" le
Florida de toute accusation ; mais tout en respectant Pautorite" de la chose jnge"e, jo
demaude si on peut induire de la un argument solide de conviction morale, qui decharge
le gouyernement anglais de sa responsabilite" d'apres les regies (Stabiles a l'article VI
du traitfi de Washington. Je m'abstiens de re"pe"ter les developpements que les hono-
rables collegues qui m'ont pre"d5de" nous ont fournis a ce sujet.
Ce n'est poiut de la responsabilite' juridiqne speciale que nous avous a nous occu-

per ici
; c'est bien plutdt de la responsabilite" qui d6rive des principes du droit des

gens ; c'est de la conviction morale que nous avons acquise par la suite des faits imputes
au Florida.

Cette conviction s'accroit en conside'rant les termes de la conclusion du juo-ement de
la cour de vice-amiraute", oil il est dit " quo l'ensemble des circonstances de la cause
est de nature a justilier de fortes pre"sornptions qu'une tentative d'iufraction a la neu-
trality, si sagement admise en principe par le gouvernement de sa Majeste", e"tait en
voie d'execution."
La decision de la cour de vice-amiraute" peut done 6tre considered comme con-

cluante, si ce n'est comme parfaitemeut juste, entre ceux qui reolamaient le navire et
le gouvernement britannique, qui en demandait la confiscation d'apres les clauses du
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under the clauses of the foreign-enlistment act; but I do not think it is

sufficient to bar the claim of the United States against Great Britain.
The United States were not parties to the suit; everything relating to
it is for them res inter alios acta.

As to the proceedings of the Florida, knowingly permitted, if not
favored by the British government, as represented by the Government
of the United States, the same British government declares, at page 78
of its Counter Case, "that it has not the means of verifying or disprov-
ing the truth of this statement. Assuming it to be true, there can be
no doubt that a violation of the sovereignty and neutral rights of Great
Britain was committed by the commander of the Florida. But the fact
of such a violation having occurred does not argue negligence on the
part of Her Majesty's government."
The conduct of the commander and crew of the Florida, after she was

released, justifies, and more than justifies, all the suspicions that had
been entertained as to the true character of her voyage.
As to what passed between that vessel and the schooner Prince Alfred

for the purpose of arming the former, the numerous affidavits given in

the sixth volume of the American Appendix offer irrefutable evidence
of the acts imputed to the Florida.

It is thus easily understood why the Florida, while equipped for war
on her arrival at Nassau, had not, as I have mentioned, any munitions
of war on board. It was because she expected them by the Prince Al-
fred, at the spot agreed on beforehand for the scene of her operations.

Supplies of coal play a considerable part in the charges brought against
the Florida. The American Case says that, during a stay of thirty-six

hours in the port of Nassau, she took in a sufficient quantity for three

months' navigation. I must not, however, omit to observe that the
statement of the quantity of coal is derived only from the affidavit of

John Demeritt, a laborer who had worked at putting the coal on board,
and who says that the quantity might be one hundred and eighty tons,

an excessive quantity in the opinion of the United States Government.

foreign-enlistment act, mais je ne pense pas qu'elle suffise pour de"bouter les fitats-TJnis

de letirs pretentions envers le gouvernement anglais. Les Etats-ITnis n'^taient point
en canse ; tout ce qui tient a ce proces est pour eux res inter alios acta.

Quaut aux errements du Florida, toleres sciemment, si ce n'est favorises par le

gouvernement britannique, tels que les representa le Gouvernement des Ftats-Unis, le

m§me gouvernement britannique de'clara, a la page 78 de son "Counter-case," "qu'il

n'a pas les moyens, soit de vgritier, soit de contester la ve"rite" de ce que l'on avance.
Tout en adrnettant que cela soit vrai, il ne pent, " difc-il," y avoir de doutes qu'une viola-

tion de la souveraiuete" et des droits de neutrality de la Grande-Bretagne a St6 commise.
Mais du fait que cette violation a eu lieu, on ne peut pas arguer qu'il y ait eu de la

negligence de la part du gouvernement de sa MajesteV'
La conduite du commandant et de l'6quipage du Florida, aprfes qu'il fut relache",

Justine, et au-dela, tous les soupcons qu'on avait concus sur le caractere veritable de
son expedition.
Quant a ce qui se passa entre ce vaisseau et la goelette Prince Alfred pour

l'armement du premier, les nombreux affidavits relates au sixieme volume de l'appen-
dice arnericain peuvent servir de preuve irrecusable des faits imputes au Florida.
On s'explique ainsi facilement pourquoi le Florida, tout en <Stant en appareil de

guerre a son arrived a Nassau, u'avait pas, ainsi que je l'ai not^, des munitions de
guerre a son bord ; c'est qu'il en attendait par le Prince Alfred, a l'endroit convenu
d'vBance pour devenir le theatre de ses operations.
Les chargements de charbon jouent un r61e considerable dans les imputations faites

au Florida. Le " Case" americain dit que, pendant uu sejour de trente-six heures dans
le port de Nassau, il en chargea une quantity suffisante pour trois mois de navigation.

Je ne dois point omettre toutefois de faire observer que l'indication de la quantity de
charbon ne resulte que de Vaffidav.it de John Demeritt, un ouvrier qui avait travaille"

pour le chargement du charbon, et qui dit que la quantity pouvait en etre de 180

tonnes, quautite' exub^rante au jugement du Gouvernement des fitats-Unis.
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That Government asserts that the governor of Nassau, who allowed
these facilities to the Florida, had only granted to the Federal vessel

Dakota permission to take in a much smaller supply of coal. The Eng-
lish government shows the unfounded character of this charge, declar-

ing that the governor of Nassau had no instructions which forbade him
to grant permission to take more coal, and that it was the commander
of the Dakota who did not choose to take more.

Shortly afterward the Florida again -took on board about one hundred
tons of coal in the port of Barbados. The complaints made on this

point by Eear-Admiral Wilkes only elicited an evasive answer from the

governor of the island.

.The United States call upon the British government to prove that it

is not in fault with regard to the facilities granted to the Florida while
that vessel was in the territorial waters of the English colonies.

Here, then, would be a case for the application of the second rule of

Article VI of the treaty of Washington, taking all the resources which
the Florida obtained at Nassau, Bermuda, and Barbados as equivalent
to the use of a base of naval operations which enabled her to make prize

of fourteen vessels. Her devastations did not end there ; several other
vessels of the mercantile navy of the United States became her prey,

until she terminated her career at Bahia on the 7th October, 1864.

It seems to be sufficiently proved that the facility with which the
Florida was allowed to supply herself with coal, notwithstanding that
the English government had prohibited the formation of depots of this

article in those colonies, was not in conformity with the strict neutrality

which should have been observed in these latitudes, whether in view of
the nature of the localities or of the sympathy which the population of
those same colonies showed for the confederate cause.

To these precise data are added a class of facts more difficult to ascer-

tain, such as too easy compliance on the part of the English government
in allowing the time requested for repairing and refitting to be pro-
longed at the will of the commander ot the vessel, beyond what the real

CeGouvernement pre"tend que le gonvernenr de Nassau, qui permettait ces largesses
an Florida, n'avait accords an vaisseau t&16ral le Dacotah la permission de charger du
charbon que dans une proportion fort iuferieure. Le gouvernement anglais fait
ressortir )o peu de solidite" de ce chef d'accusation en assurant que le gouverneur de
Nassau n'avait aucune instruction qui lui deTeudlt d'aecorder la faculte" de prendre
plus de charbon, et que c'est le commandant du Dacotah qui n'en a pas voulu
davautage.
Pen de temps apres, le Florida chargea encore, dans la rade des Barbados, environ

cent tonnes de charbon. Les plaintes souleve'es a cet egard par le contre-amiral
"Wilkes n'obtinreut du gouvernement de l'ile qu'nnere"pouse. Evasive.
Les Etats-Unis demandent que le gouvernement anglais prouve qu'il n'y a pas en de

sa faute dans les facilites aceordees au Florida pendant que ce vaisseau (Stait dans les
eaux territoriales des colouies anglaises.

II s'agirait done d'appliquer la deuxieme regie de Particle VI du traits de Wash-
ington en consideraut toutes les ressources que le Florida trouvait a Nassau, aux Ber-
mudes e.t aux Barbades comme l'usage d'une base d'operatious navales qui lui valurent'
quatorze prises de vaisseaux. Les devastations ne se bornerent point la; plusieurs
autres vaisseaux de la marine cornmercante des Etats-Unis devinrent sa proie iusqu'a
ce que ce vaisseau acheva sa carrlere de croiseur a Bahia, le 7 octobre 1864. '

11 parait assez prouv(5 que la facility avec laquelle on laissa le Florida s'approvision-
ner de charbon, malgi-6 qu'il y eut defense de la part du gouvernement anglais d'e'ta-
blir des d6p6ts de cette matiere dans ces colonies, ne riSpondait pas a la stricte neutra-
li't(5 qu'il auvait fallu observer dans ces parages, soit eu vne des locality's, soit a cause
des sympathies que la population de ces memes colonies montrait pour la cause des
confe'de're's.

A ces donnees precises viennent s'ajouter des reclamations d'un genre de faits plus
difficile a constater, tels que le trop de condesceudance du gonveruement auo-lais a-
tolerer que le temps demand^ pour prociSder a des reparations et a des radoubs se pro-
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necessity of the case required. ' It cannot but be acknowledged* 'how-
ever, that the field which the Florida had chosen for her depredations
offered special circumstances to insure her success.
'•As to the stay of the 'Florida in the port of Mobile, and the conse-

quences resulting therefrom, I shall confine myself to considering them
as a special proof of the decisive character of the career of the Florida,
and I adopt on this subject the answers to the objections rajsed by Great
Britain, contained in paragraph .25 of the observations of our honora-
ble colleague, M. Stsempfli. I reserve to myself expressly to treat the
question relative to the effect which may be produced by the transfor-
mation of a privateer into a vessel of war of a belligerent, when that sub-
ject, which is to be considered generally * comes before us for discussion.

I refrain from attaching to the British government any very serious
blame for the official salute returned by the authorities of Bermuda to
the salute of the- Florida on her entry into that port; this may have
been the personal fault at the moment of an official of subordinate rank,
but I maintain that, in matters of habitual administration, and in what
relates to the execution of special regulations, the responsibility for acts
of all subordinate agents, in questions of .controversy between two gov-
ernments, must attach to those who are charged with the supreme gov-
ernment.
Considering the tenders as corps detached from a corps d'armtfe, and

consequently as subject to the same responsibility as the principal ves-
sel, that responsibility must be extended to the cases of the Clarence,
Tacony, and Archer, which served successively as tenders to the Florida.

I will conclude the series of opinions which I submit to my honorable
colleagues by a quotation which appears to me to have decisive weight.
Lord Bussell, in a dispatch to Lord Lyons of the 27th March, 1863, re-

porting a conversation which he had had with Mr. Adams, expresses
himself in these terms :

" I said that the cabinet was of opinion that
the law was sufficient, but that legal evidence could not always be pro-

longed an gv6 dn commandant du navire au dela de ce que le veritable besoin aurait
exige\ On ne saurait toutefois ne pas reconnaltre que le champ que le Florida avait
choisi pour faire ses ravages re'unissait des elements spe"ciaux pour lui assurer des
sncces.

Quant ail sejour du Florida dans le port de Mobile et aux consequences qui parent
en de'river, je me bornerai ales considerer comme une preuve spe"ciale du caractere
decisif de la carriere du Florida, et j'adopte a ce sujet les reponses conteuues sous le N°
25 des observations de notre honorable eollegue, M. Staempfli, aux objections faites par
la Grande-Bretagne. Je me reserve expresscSment de traiter la question relative a l'effet

que peut produire la transformation d'un corsaire en vaisseau de guerre d'un l>ellig6-

rant, lorsque cette matiere, qui doit etre considered sous un point de vue general, en-:

trera era discussion parmi nous.
Je m'abstiendrai d'iuculper trog gravement le gouvernement britannique du saint

officiel rendu par' les autorites de Iiermude au salut du Florida entrant chins le, port,;

c'ela peut Stre la faute personnelle momentanee d'un employ^ d'un ordre inferieur, mais
je, malntiens que dans les affaires d'adrninistration habituelle et dans ce qui tient a
l'executiou tie reglements speciaux, la responsabilite' des faits de tous les agents subal-
te'rnes, lorsqu'il s'agit de controverse entre deux e"tats, doit remonter a ceux qui tien-
neht le gouyern.eme.ut supe'rieur.

,

,.,,...
J5n cotisiderant les tenders comme des corps detaches d'un corps d'armee, et conse'-

quemment sivjets a la memo responsabilite' du Vaisseau principal, on devra l'e'tendre

aux cas du Clarence, du Tacony et de l'Archer, qui out servi successivement d'alleges
au Florida.

Je fihirai la serie cl'appreeiations que je sbumets a roes honorables collegues par une
citation qui me parait d'un poids decisif. Lord Russell, dans une de"pecbe a Lord Lyons
du 27 mars 1863, en rapportant une conversation qu'il avait eue avec M. Adams, s'ex-

prime en'ces termes: " Je lui ai dit que le cabiuet 6tait d'opinion que la loi suffisait,

mais qu'on n'avait pas pu toujours apportef des preuves legates; que le gouveruement
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cured, that the British government had done everything in its power to

execute the law ; but I admitted that the cases ol the Alabama and.

Oreto were a scandal, and in some degree a reproach to our laws."

We have now, in my opinion, to repair the effects produced by the

causes of that scandal and that reproach, no longer taking as our point

of departure -the provisions of a municipal law, but the principles of in-

ternational law, and the rules laid down in Article VI of the treaty.

Great Britain thereby becomes responsible.

Having acquired a complete knowledge of the points of fact and law,

we shall now proceed to the examinatiou of each head of claims consid-

ered separately, and to the comparative analysis of the figures contained

in the revised list of claims presented by the Department of State of

the United States, and those contained in the two reports of the com-

mittee appointed by the board of trade which have been presented by

the British government.

OPINIONS OF VISCOUNT D'lTAJUBA.

I.—THE SPECIAL QUESTION AS TO THE EFFECT OF THE COMMISSIONS

HELD BY THE CONFEDERATE VESSELS OF WAR WHICH ENTERED
BRITISH PORTS.

Sitting of the 25th of July.

The object of the special question submitted for the decision of the

KB** or .c«mmis. tribunal of arbitration is, to determine the extent of the
8i°"- effect which can be attributed to the commission with which

a vessel of war may be provided ; whether that effect is the same in the

case of a vessel built iu conformity with the laws of neutrality, as in that

of a vessel built iu violation of those laws ; that is to say, whether the

fact of holding such a commission gives to a vessel built in violation of

de la Grande-Bretagne avait fait tout oe qui Stait en son pouvoir pour exe"cuter la loi,

mais que je reconnaissais que lea cas de l'Alabama et de l'Oreto avaient Ste" un scandale,

et en quelque degriS un reproche a nos lois."

II s'agit maintenant, a mon avia, de re'parer les effets produits par les causes de ce

scandale et de ce reproche en ne partant plus des dispositions d'nn droit municipal,
mais des principea du droit des gens, et des regies posees a l'article VI du traite'. La
responsabilite' de la Grande-Bretagne y est engagee.
Bien eclifies sur les points de fait et de droit, nous allons proce'der a l'examen de

chaque chef de reclamations consider^ se'pare'ment, et a l'analyse comparative de chif-

fres portes sur la liste revises des reclamations produite par le Departeinent d'etat des
Etats-Unis, et de ceux portes sur les deux rapports de la commission nommee par le

conseil de commerce produits par le gouverneinent britannique.

La question spfoiale de savoir quel a e"td Veffet des commissions posse'de'es par les navires de
guerre confe'dere's qui sont entris dans les ports britanniques.

Stance du 25 juillet.

La question speciale soumise a la decision du tribunal d'arbitrage a pour but de
determiner l'Stendue que l'on peut accorder a l'effet de la commission dont un navire
de guerre se tronve ponrvu ; si cet effet estle memepour un navire construit en obser-
vation des lois de la neutrality que pour un navire coustruit, en violation de ces lois-

c'est-a-dire, si, par le fait de ppssfider une commission, un navire, construit en violation
des lois d'un Stat neiitre, a le droit d'exiger de cet Stat d'etre traits dans ses ports de la
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the laws of a neutral state -the right of requiring of such state that it

should be treated in its ports in the same manner as any other vessel of
war belonging to a belligerent state, and built according to law.
The question, put in this form, answers itself.'

- In fact, a neutral wishing to preserve his neutrality is bound to abstain
from assisting either of the belligerent parties in their warlike operations

;

he is bound faithfully to guard against vessels of war, destined for the
use of one of the belligerents, being built or equipped within his territory

;

and, according to the latter part of the first rule of Article VI of the
treaty of Washington, he is bound " also to use due diligence to prevent
the departure from his jurisdiction of any vessel intended to cruise or
carry on war as above, .such vessel having, been specially adapted, in
whole or in part, within such jurisdiction, to warlike use."

Such, being the duties of a neutral, he has per contra the right to re-
quire the belligerents to respect his territory ; and it is the duty of the
belligerents not to commit, within the territory of the neutral state, acts
contrary to that neutrality. It i-i only by a scrupulous observance of
this duty that belligerents acq aire the indisputable right of exacting from
the neutral perfect impartiality.

If, then, a vessel, built ou neutral territory for the use of a belligerent,
fraudulently, and without the knowledge of the neutral, comes again
within the jurisdiction of the sovereign whose neutrality it has violated,
it ought to be seized and detained; for it is impossible to allow to such
vessel the same exterritorial rights as are allowed to other belligerent
vessels of war, built in accordance with law and without any infraction
of neutrality. The commission with which such a vessel is provided is

-insufficient to protect her as against the neutral whose neutrality she
has violated.

And how can the belligerent complain of the application of this
principle 1 By seizing or detaining the vessel the neutral only prevents
the belligerent from deriving advantage from the fraud committed
within his territory .by the same belligerent; while by not proceeding

meme maniere que tout autre navire de guerre appartenent a des e'fcats belligerants
et regulierement construit.

La position cle la question eu ces termes porte sa reponse en elle-menie.

En effet, le neutre qui vent garantir sa neutrality doit s'absteuir d'aidejr aucune des
parties belligerantes dans leurs operations de guerre ; il est oblige' de veiller fidele-

nient & ce que, sur son territoire, on ne eonstruise ni n'arme des navires de guerre des-
tines a l'une des parties belligerantes ; et selon la derniere partie de la premiere regie
de l'article VI du traits de Washington, il est oblige " d'employer egalement les dues
diligences pour empeeher le depart hors de sa juridiction de tout navjre destine a
eroiser pu a faire .la guerre, eomme il est dit ci-dessus, un tel navire ayant 6ti6 adapts
specialement, en tout ou en partie, dans les limites de sa juridiction, a un emploi
guerrier."

Si tels sont les devoirs d'un neutre, il a par eoutre le droit d'exiger des belligerants
qu'ils respectent son territoire ;• et il est du devoir des belligerants de ne point com-
mettre, sur le territoire>de l'6tat neutre, des actes contraires a cette neutrality. Co
n'est qu'en observant serupuleusement ce devoir que les belligerants acquierent le droit
incontestable d'exiger du neutre une parfaite impartiality.

Si done un navire, construit pour le compte d'un belligerant sur le territoire d'un
neutre, par fraude et al'insu du neutre, se presence dans les limites de la .juridiction du
souverain dont il a vi616 la neutralise', il doit etre saisi ou d6tena, car il n'est pas possi-

ble d'accorder a un tel navire les mgmes droits d'exterritorialite que l'on aocorde aux
antres navires de guerre belligerants, coustruits regulierement et en dehors de toute
infraction a la neutrality. La commission don't un tel navire est pourvn ne suffit pas
pour le couvrir vis-a-vis du neutre dont il a viol6 la neutrality.
Et comment le belligerant se plaindrait-il de I'a'pplication dp ce principe ? En saisis-

sant ou d6teiiant le navire, le neutre ne fait q'u'empecber le belligerant de tirer profit

de la fraude commise sur son territoire par ce meme belligerant, tandis que, en ne
7 B •'

'
'

'
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against a guilty vessel, the neutral justly "exposes itself to having its

good faith justly called in question by the other belligerent.

This principle of seizure, of detention, or at any rate of preliminary

notice that a vessel, under such circumstances, will not be received in

the ports of the neutral whose neutrality she has violated, is fair and
salutary, inasmuch as it is calculated to prevent complications between

neutrals and belligerents, and to contribute toward freeing neutrals

from responsibility by proving their good faith in the case of a fraud

perpetrated within their territory.

The converse of this principle is repugnant to the moral sense, for it

would be allowing the fraudulent party to derive benefit from his fraud.

The rules established by the empire of Brazil confirm the principle

which we have just laid down, for in its regulations respecting neutrality,

directions are given

—

5 6. Not to admit into the ports of the empire a belligerent -who has once violated

the neutrality ; and,

5 7. To compel vessels which may attempt to violate the neutrality to leave the

maritime territory of the empire immediately, tvitliout supplying them with anything
whatever.

In fine : the commission with which a vessel of war may be pro-

vided has not the power to protect her as against the neutral whose
neutrality she has previously violated.

II.—THE FLORIDA.

The undersigned, after a conscientious examination of all the docu-
ments submitted to the tribunal of arbitration by the Gov-
ernments of the United States and of Great Britain, relating

to the confederate cruiser the Florida,

Considering,
That from all the facts relating to the building of the Oreto* in the

port of Liverpool, and to the departure of that vessej, and of the Bahama,

proceMant point coutre le navire ooupable, le neutre s'expose jnstement a ce que l'autre
bellige'rant suapecte sa bonue foi.

Ce principe de saisi, de detention ou tout au moms d'avis pre'alable qu'un navire,
dans de telles conditions, ne sera pas recu dans les ports du neutre dont il a violi la
neutrality, est equitable et salutaire en ce qu'il e>ite les complications entre les neutres
et les belligerants, et contribue a degager la responsabilite' des neutres en proiwant
leur bonne foi vis-a-vis d'une fraude commise sur lenr territoire.

Le principe contraire froisse la conscience, car ce serait permettre au fraudeur de
retirer benefice de sa fraude.

Les regies fitablies par l'empire dn Bre"sil consacrent le principe que nous venous
d'exposer, car dans ses reglements sur la neutrality il est ordonne"

:

" 5 6. De ne pas admettre dans les ports de l'empire le bellige'rant qui aura line
fois viol6 la neutrality," et

" § 7. De faire sortir imme"diatement du territoire maritime de l'empire, sans leur
fournir la moindre chose, les navires qui teuteraieut de violor la neutrality."
En re"sume\ La commission dont un navire de guerre se trouve pourvu n'a pas pour

effet de la couvrir vis-a-vis du neutro dont il a pre"c<§deinment voile' la neutrality.

I.—LB FLORIDA.

Le soussigne'—apres examen consciencienx de tous les documents soumis au tribunal
d'arbitrage par les gouvernements des Etats-Unis et de la Grande-Bretawne relatifs
au croiseur confe'cuSre' le Florida

:

Consid6rant que de tous les faits relatifs a la construction de l'Oreto* dansle port de
Liverpool,et & la sortie de ce navire, aiusi que du Bahama, charge" d'armement pour

* First name of the Florida.
+ Premier nom du Florida.
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freighted with arms for the Oreto, which facts did not induce the Brit-

ish authorities to employ any measures calculated to prevent the viola-

tion of the neutrality of Great Britain, notwithstanding the repeated
warnings and representations of the diplomatic and consular authorities

of the Dm ted States, it is evident that the government of Her Britannic
Majesty neglected to use due diligence for tbe fulfillment of its duties as
a neutral

;

Considering,
That from all the facts relating to the stay of the Oreto at Nassau, to

her seizure iu that port, to her acquittal, to her departure from that
port, to the enlistment of a crew, to her taking in supplies, to her arma-
ment at Green Cay, with the assistance of the English vessel Prince
Alfred, it is evident that there was negligence on the part of the Eng-
lish colonial authorities

;

Considering,
That in spite of the evident infractions of the neutrality of Great

Britain committed by the Oreto, this same vessel, then known as'a con-

federate cruiser, under the name, of the Florida, was again on several

occasions freely admitted into the ports of the British colonies

;

Considering,
That the fact of the entrance of the Florida into the confederate port

of Mobile, and of her stay of four months in that port, cannot deter-

mine the responsibility previously incurred by Great Britain

;

Is of opinion,

That Great Britain failed, to fulfill the duties prescribed in the rules

laid down in Article VI of the treaty of Washington, and that she is

consequently responsible for the acts imputed to the confederate cruiser

Florida, as well as for those imputed to her tenders, the Clarence, the

Tacony, and the Archer.

III.—THE ALABAMA.

The undersigned, after a conscientious examination of all the docu-

ments submitted to the tribunal of arbitration by the Governments of

l'Oreto, lesquels faits n'amenerent de la part des autorites britanniques l'emploi d'auoimes

mesures propres a empecher la violation do la neutrality de la Grande-Bretagne,

malgre" les avis et les reclamations re'ite're'es des autorites diplomatiques et consulages

des Etats-Unis, il ressort que le gouvernement de sa Majeste" britannique a neglige'

d'employer les due diligences pour le maintien des devoirs de sa neutrality

;

Considerant que, detous les faits relatifsau sejourde l'Oreto aNassau, a sa saisie clans qe

port, ason acquittement, a sa sortie dece. port, a l'enrdlement d'un equipage, ason appro-

visionnement, a son armement avec l'aido du bateau auglais le Prince Alfred a Green
Cay, il ressort. qm'ii y a eu negligence de la part des autorite's ooloniales anglaises

;

Consideraut que, malgre" les infractions evidentes a la neutrality de la Graude-Bre-
tagne, commises par l'Oreto, ce meine navire, alors connu comme croiseur confe'de're'

sons le nom de Florida, fut encore & plusieurs reprises librement admis clans les ports

des, colonies britanniques

;

Considerant que le fait de 1'entree du Florida dans le port confe'de're' de Mobile, et

de son sejour dans ce port pendant quatre mois, ne saurait de"truire la responsabilite'

anterieurement encourue par la Grande-Bretagne

—

Est d'avis que la Grande-Bretagne a manque' aux devoirs presents dans les regies

6tablies par 1'article VI du traite' d© Washington, et que, par consequent, elle est

respoiisable des faits imputes au crosieur confe'de're' le Florida, ainsi que de ceux im-

putes a ses nayires auxiliairesle Clarence, le Tacony, et l'Arcljer.

II.—L'ALABAMA.

Le soussignfi—apres examen consciencieux de tous les documents soumis au tribunal
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the United States arid of Great Britain, relating to the confederate

cruiser, the Alabama,
Alabama, *-* . -, .

Considering,

That from all the facts relating to the building of the 290* in the port

of Liverpool, to her equipment and armament on the coast of Terceira

by the aid of the English vessels Agrippina and Bahama, after the

English vessel Bercules had conveyed a crew on board of her, it is

evident that the government of Great Britain neglected to use due dil-

igence for the fulfillment of its duties as a neutral, siuce, notwith-

standing the repeated warnings and representations of the diplomatic

and consular authorities of the United States while the 290 was in

course of construction, no suitable measures were taken, and those

which were at length adopted for the arrest of the vessel were ordered

so late that they could not be executed

;

Considering,
That, after the escape of the vessel, the measures taken for pursuing

and arresting her were so incomplete that they led to no result, and
cannot be considered as sufficient to free Great Britain from responsi-

bility
;

Considering,
That, in spite of the flagrant infractions of the neutrality of Great

Britain committed by the 290, this same vessel, then known as a con-

federate cruiser under the name of the Alabama, was again admitted
on several occasions into the ports of British colonies, whereas she
ought to have been proceeded agaiast in the first British port in which
she might have been found

;

Is of opinion,

That Great Britain failed to fulfill the duties prescribed in the rules

laid down in Article YI of the treaty of Washington, and that she is

consequently responsible for the acts imputed to the confederate cruiser

Alabama, as well as for those imputed to her tender the Tuscaloosa.

d'arbitrage par les gouvemements des Etats-Unis et de la Grande-Bretagne relatifs au
croiseur confe'dere' lAlabama

:

Considerant que, de tous les faits relatifs a la construction du "290," dans le port de
Liverpool, a son equiperaeut et armement sur les cOtes de Terceira par les soins des
bateaux anglais l'Agrippina et le Bahama, apres que le navire anglais leHercule lui eut
amend un equipage, il ressort clairement que le gouvernement de la Grande-Bretagne
a neglige' d'employer les dues ediligences pour le maintien des devoirs de sa neutrality,
puisque, malgre' les avis et reclamations reltere'es des autorites diplomatiques et con-
sulages des Etats-Unis pendant le cours de la construction du " 290," on ne prit aucune
mesure convenable, et que celles finalement prises pour faire arreter le navire furent si

tardivement ordonuees qu'elles ne purent etre exe'cute'es ;•

Considerant qu'apres la f'uite du navire les mesures nrises pour le poursuivre et le
faire arrfiter furent si incompletes qu'elles n'amenerent aneun rdsultat, et ne peuvent
6tre eonside're'escomme sufBsantes pour dogager la responsabilite' dela Grande-Bretagne;

Considerant que, malgre' les infractions flagrantes a la neutralit6 de la Graude-
Bretagne commises par le "290," ce meme navire, alors connu comme croiseur con-
fe'diSre' sons le nom de lAlabama, fut encore admis a plusieurs reprises dans les ports des
colonies britanniques, quand il aurait fallu procdder contre lui dans le premier port
britannique ou il aurait 6t<5 rencontre'

—

Est d'avis quo la Grande-Bretague a manque' aux devoirs prescrits dans les regies
e"tablies par l'article YI du traite" de Washington, et que, par consequent, elie est res-
ponsable des faits imputes au croiseur confe'dere^ lAlabama, ainsi que ceux imputes h
son navire auxiliaire le Tuscaloosa.

* Number by which the Alabama was- originally designated,
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IV.—THE VESSELS (1) THE GEORGIA, (2) THE SUMTER, (3) THE NASH-
VILLE, (4) THE RETRIBUTION, (5) THE TALLAHASSEE OR OLUSTEE,
(6) THE OHIGKAMAUGA.

The undersigned, after a conscientious examination of all the docu-
ments submitted to the tribunal of arbitration by the Gov- Georein Surater

ernments of the United States and of Great Britain; relat- ff^'inKi™:
ing to the confederate cruisers, chictimausa.

The Georgia,
The Sumter,
The Nashville,
The Retribution,
The Tallahassee or Olustee,
The Ohickamauga,

Is of opinion,
That Great Britain did not fail to fulfill the duties prescribed in the

rules laid down in Article VI of the treaty of Washington, and that
she is not responsible for the acts imputed to these vessels.

V.—THE VESSELS SALLIE, JEFFERSON DAVIS, MUSIC, BOSTON, V. H. JOY.

With regard to the vessels,

TheSallie,
The Jefferson Davis, tS^&>«,""'

The Music,
HJoy-

The Boston,
The V. H. Joy,

The undersigned is of opinion,
That they should be excluded from discussion by the tribunal for

want of evidence.

VI.—THE SHENANDOAH.

The undersigned, after a conscientious examination of all the docu-

III.—LES NAVIRES (1) LB GEORGIA, (2) LE SUMPTER, (3) LE NASHVILLE, (4) LE RETRI-
BUTION, (5) LE TALLAHASSEE OU L'OLUSTEE, (6) LE CHICKAMAUGA.

Le soussigne'—apres exameu consciencieux de tous les documents sonmis au tribunal
d'arbitrage par les gouveraements des.Etats-Unis et de la Grande-Bretagne. relatifs

aux oroiseurs confe'deres

Le Georgia,
Le Sumter,
Le Nashville,
Le Retribution,

;

Le Tallahassee, ou l'Olustee,
Le Chickamauga

—

Est d'avis que la GranderBretagne n'a pas manque' aux devoirs presents dans les

regies <5tablies par l'article VI du traits de Washington, et qu'elle n'est pas responsable
des faits imputed a oes navires.

IV.—LBS NAVIRES SALLIE, JEFFERSON DAVIS, MUSIC, BOSTON, V. H. JOY.

Le soussigne'—quant aux navires
Le-'Sallie,

Le Jefferson Davis,
Le Music,
Le Boston,
Le V. H. Joy—,
Est d'avis de les (Slimmer des deliberations du tribunal, faufce de preuves.

V.—LE SHENANDOAH.'

Le soussigne'—apres examen consciencieux de tous les documents soumis au tribunal
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merits submitted to the tribunal of arbitration by the Governments of

the United States and of Great Britain, relating to the con-
Shenandoah. r, -t , , . ii r*i* -11

federate cruiser the Shenandoah,
Considering,

That from all the facts relating to the departure from London of the

merchant-vessel Sea King,* to the departure from Liverpool of the

Laurel, to the meeting of these two vessels near the island of Madeira,
to the transfer of the armament and crew from one of these vessels to

the other, and to the transformation of the Sea King into a confederate
cruiser under the name of the Shenandoah, it is evident that the gov-

ernment of Her Britannic Majesty cannot be accused of having neg-

lected to use due diligence for the fulfillment of its duties as a neutral

;

Considering,
That while, on the one hand, it is evident from all the facts relating

to the stay of the Shenandoah in the port of Melbourne that some few
irregularities occurred, such, in particular, as the augmentation of her
crew, on the other hand there is no proof that these irregularities can
be laid to the charge of the government of Her Britannic Majesty or

imputed to the negligence of the English authorities, but that they
were the consequence of the violation by Commander Waddell of his

word of honor, and of the exceptional difficulties of surveillance which
the conformation of the port presented

;

Considering, moreover.
That the governor of the colony having, after the departure of the

Shenandoah, become aware of the violation of neutrality of which this

vessel had been guilty, resolved thenceforth to refuse hospitality to
Lieutenant Waddell and the other officers of the Shenandoah, "and
wrote in this sense to the naval and civil authorities of Australia,
requesting them to act in the same way, a fact which contributes toward
releasing the government of Her Britannic Majesty from any responsi-
bility;

Is of opinion,

That Great Britain did not fail to fulfil the duties prescribed in the

d'arbitrage par les gouveruements des Etats-Unis et de la Grande-Bretagne, relatifs au
croiseur conf^de're' le Shenandoah:
Consid6rant que, de tons lea faits relatifs an depart de Loudres du navive marehand

le Sea King, au depart de Liverpool du Laurel, a la rencontre de ces deux navires pres
de Tile de Madere, au transbordement de l'armament et de l'equipage de l'un de ces
navires sur 1'autre, et a la transformation du Sea King en, croiseur conf^re' sous' le
nom de Shenandoah, il ressort clairement que l'on ne saurait accuser le gilrVernement
de sa Majesty britannique d'avoir ne"glig<5 d'employer les dues diligences poufSe maintien
des devoirs de sa neutrality

;

Considdrant quo si, d'un c6te", de tous les faits relatifs au sejour du Shenandoah dans
le port de Melbourne, il ressort qu'il y a eu quelques irre"gularite"s eommises, telles sur-
tuutque raugmentation de l'equipage; d'un autre c6t4.il n'est pas prouve" que ces
irregularite's puissent Stre raises a la charge du gouvernemjent de sa Majeste" britannique
et imputes a la negligence des autorit,6s anglaises, mais qu'elles oat e"te~ la consequence
do la violation do la parole d'houueur donmSe par le commandant Waddell, et des diffi-
cultes exceptionnelles de surveillance que prdsentait la conformation du port

Considerant, en outre, que le gouverneur de la colonie, ayaut appris apres'le depart
du Shenandoah la violation de noutralite" donfc ce.navire s'e"tait rendu coupable de"eida
de refuser dore"navant l'hospitalite" au lieutenant Waddell et aux autres officiers du
Sheuaudoah, et <5cnvit dans ce sens aux autorlties navales et civiles de l'Australie en-
les priant d'agir de meme, ce qui contribue a dSgager la responsabilite" du gonverue-
ment de sa Majestd britannique

—

'

. .

Est d'avis que la Grande-Bretagno n'a pas manque" aux devoirs prescrits dans les

* First name of the Shenandoah.
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rules laid clown in Article VI of the treaty of Washington, and that she
is consequently not responsible for the acts imputed to the confederate
cruiser Shenandoah.

OPINIONS OF ME. STJIMPPLI.

I.—OPINIONS ON THE QUESTIONS OP LAW AS TO WHICH THE TRIBUNAL
OF ARBITRATION, AT ITS SITTING- OF JULY 25, 1872, REQUESTKD
ELUCIDATIONS FROM THE COUNSEL OF THE HIGH PARTIES PRESENT
AT THE BAR.

M. Staeuipfli states that he sees no great advantage in wandering
into long descriptions and theoretical interpretations on the questions
of due diligence, the effect of commissioning, and the supply of coal. He
sets forth orally and succinctly his views on these heads, reserving to
himself the right of giving more precise reasons for their application in

each particular case, and confines himself for the present to laying
down the following principles only, which will serve him for his general
guidance.

General Principles of Law.

(Programme inserted in Protocol X, Article A, No. III.)

In its decisions on points of law, the tribunal should be guided by
the following principles:

1. In the first place, by the three rales laid down in Article VI of the
treaty, which provides that— K»ie, ,..„««««

take precedence.

In deciding the matters submitted to the arbitrators they shall be governed by the
following three rules, which are agreed upon by the high contracting parties, as rules

to be taken as applicable to the case, and Juy such principles of international law, not

regies e~tablies par l'article VI du traite" de Washington, et que, par consequent, elle n'est

pas responsable des faits impute's au croiseur confed6re le Shenandoah.

Opinions sur les questions de droit sttr lesquelles le tribunal d'arbitrage, dans sa se'ance du
25 juillet 1872, a demands des iclaircissemenis aux conseils des hautes parties pr&entes a
la barre.

M. Staempfli declare qu'il ne trouve pas' tres-opportun de se perdre, pour les trois

questions des dues diligences de I'effet de commissions et des cqiprovisionnemenls de charbon,

dans de longues discussions et interpretations the"oriques. II deVeloppe oralemeut et

sommairement ses vues y relatives, en se re"servant de motiver de plus pres leur appli-

cation dans chaque cas special, et se borne pour le moment k poser les seuls principes

suivants, qui lui serviront de direction ge"ne~rale.

PRINCIPES GEN^RAUX BE DROIT.

(Programme inse're' dans le protocole X, Art. litt. A, No. III.)

Dans ses considerants jnridiques, le tribunal doit se guider par les principes

suivants

:

1". En premier lieu, par les trois regies poshes dans l'article VI du traits, lequel

porte que

—

" Dans la decision des matieres a eux soumises, les arbitres seront guides paries

trois regies suivantes, que les hautes parties contractantes sout convenues de regarder

coinme des regies a prendre comme applicables a. la cause, et par tels principes du droit
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inconsistent therewith, as the arbitrators shall determine to have been' applicable to

the case:
RULES.

A neutral government is bonnd

—

First. To use diligence to prevent the fitting out, arming, or equipping, within its

jurisdiction, of any'vessel which it has reasonable ground to believe is intended to

crnise or to carry on war against a power with which it is at peace; and also to use

like diligence to* prevent the departure from its jurisdiction of any vessel intended to

cruise or carry ou war as above, such vessel having been specially adapted, in whole
or in part, within such jurisdiction, to warlike use.

Secondly. Not to permit or suffer either belligerent to make use of its ports or waters

as the base of naval operations against the other, or for the purpose of the renewal or

augmentation of military supplies or arms, or the recruitment of men.
Thirdly. To exercise due diligence in,its own ports and waters, and as to all persons

within its jurisdiction, to prevent any violation of the foregoing obligations and
duties.

According to the treaty, these three rules take precedence of the

principles which might be drawn from historic international law and
from science.

2. Historical international law, or the practice of the law of nations,

as well as science and scientific authorities, may be considered as sub-

sidiary law, in so far as the principles to be applied are generally rec-

ognized, and are not liable to controversy, nor at variance with the three

rules quoted above. If one or other of these conditions fail, it is for the

tribunal to supply what is wanting by interpreting and applying the

three rules to the best of its power and in all conscientiousness.

3. The Jaws of a state touching neutrality do not constitute an
element of tbe-law of nations in the sense that they can-

not, at any time, be altered, modified, or added to without
the co-operation or consent of other states, the law of nations itself be-

ing absoluely independent of these municipal laws ; yet, so long as there

des gens qui, sans etre en disaccord avec ces regies, auront 6t6 reconnus par les arbitres

comme ayant 6t6 applieables dans l'espece :.

"Un gouvernement neutre est tenu

—

" 1 De faire les dues diligences pour pre"venir la mise en 6tat, l'armement en guerre
ou l'e'qnipement, (fitting out, arming, or equipping,) dans sa juridiction, de tout vaisseau
qn'il est raisonnablement fonde" a croire destine' a croiser ou a fairela guerre contre une
puissance avec laquelle ce gouvernement est en paix ; et de faire aussi mSme diligence
pour eiup&eher le depart hors de sa juridiction de tout navire destine" a croiser on a
faire la guerre comme il est dit ci-dessus, ce navire ayant 6t6 spe"cialement adapts, en
tout ou en partie, dans les limites de sa dite juridiction, & des usages bellige'rants.
"2 De ne permettre ui souffrir que Fun des belligerants fasse usage de ses ports ou

de ses eaux comme d'une base d'ope'rations navales contre l'autre, ni pour renouveler
ou augmenter ses munitions militaires ou sou armenient, ou s'y procurer des recrues.

" 3 D'exereer les dues diligences dans ses propres ports et eaux, et a 1'iSgard de toutes
personnes dans les limites de sa juridiction, afin d'empeeher toute violation des obliga-
tions et devoirs precedents."

D'apres le trait6, ces trois regies prevalent sur les principes que l'on pourrait
d&luire du droit des gens historique et do la science.

2° Le droit des gens historique, ou bien la pratique du droit des gens, ainsi que la
science et les autorites scientifiqnes, peuvent 6tre cousid6re"s comme droit subsidiaire,
en taut queles principes a appliquer sont g<5neralement reconnus, et ue sont point sujets
a coutroverse, ni en disaccord avec les trois regies ci-dessus. Si l'une ou l'autre de
ces conditions vient a manquer, e'est au tribunal d'y supplier en interpre"tant et appli-
quant les trois regies de son ruieux et en toute conscience.

3° Les lois sur la neutrality propres a un etat no constituent pas un element du droit
des gens dans le sens qu'elles ne peuvent etre, en tout temps, changers, modifie'es ou
«!oniple"t<5es sans la cooperation ou le consentenient d'autres e"tats, fe droit des gens lui-
meme 6tant absolument indepeudant de ces lois municipales ; cepeudant, tant que dans
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exist such laws in a state, and they have not been abrogated, belliger-
ent states have the right to require their loyal observance, as other-
wise frauds or errors might be committed, to the detriment of one or
other of the belligerents ; as, for instance, when there is known to exist
(although no attention may be paid to it) a decree forbidding a bellig-
erent vessel of war to remain in a port for more than twenty-four hours,
or to take on board more coal than is necessary for her to reach the
nearest port of her country, or to obtain fresh supplies in the same port
within three months.

This principle, at the same time, implies that the absence of all muni-
cipal laws, or the want of sufficient laws on the subject, does not, in any
way, detract from the law of nations, either as regards international
obligations or rights.

Moreover,, the following principles are admitted, which are cited here
to avoid a repetition of them in the judgment to be given respecting
each of the vessels.

4. The " due diligence " to be exercised implicitly comprises vigilance
and initiative oti the part of the neutral itself, with the object
of discovering and preventing any violation of its own neu-
trality. A belligerent state is neither bound,, nor has it the right, to
exercise surveillance or to perform police duties in a neutral state in
lieu of the local authorities.

5. The fact that a vessel, built in contravention of the laws of neu-
trality, escapes and gets out to sea, does not free that ves-

1 *» .
-i «t tj. t • • -ill • i i Effect ol commission,

sel from the responsibility she nas incurred by her violation

of neutrality ; she may, therefore, be proceeded against if she returns
within the jurisdiction of the injured state. The fact of her having been
transferred or commissioned in the meanwhile, does not annul the
violation committed, unless the transfer or commissioning, as the case
may be, was a bona-jide transaction.

M. Staempfli, following the programme inserted in Protocol X, takes
this opportunity of causing his propositions relative to Article A, jSTos.

I and II of the said programme, to be also printed

:

un e"tat il subsists des lois pareilles et qu'elles n'ont pas 6t6 abrogees, des €tats bellige'-

rants ont le droit d'en reclaraer l'observation loyale, puisque sans cela il ponrrait se

commettre des frandes on des erreurs aii detriment de l'un ou de l'autre des belligfr-

rants, oomnie, par example, quaud subsists publiquement, Men qu'on ne l'observe pas,

l'ordonnance qui defend a un navire belligerant de sojourner plus de vingt-quatre

heures dans un port, ou d'embarquer plus de charbou qu'll ne lui en faut pour regagner
le port de son pays le plus rapproche', ou de s'approvisionner de nouveau au m&me port

avant que trois mois se soient ecoules.
Ce principe implique en meme terns que le manque de toutes lois municipales, ou le

manque de lois •suffisantes sur.la matiere, ne deroge en rien au droit des gens, soit aux
obligations et aux droits internationaux.
En outre, sont admis encore les prineipes suivants, que l'on cite ici afin d'en eviter la

repetition dans 1© jngement a porter sur chaoun des vaisseaux:
4° Les " dues diligences " a exercer comprennent implicitement la propre vigilance

et la propre initiative dans le but de decouvrir et d'empecher toute violation de la

propre neutrality; uu (Stat belligerant n'a ni le devoir ni le droit d'exercer la surveil-

lance, ni de faire la police dans un e"tat neutre a la place des autorites du pays.
5° Le fait qn'un vaisseau, constant contrairement aux lois de la neutrality, s'echappe

et gagne la mer, ne decharge pas ce vaisseau de la responsabilite' qu'il a encourue pour
avoir violetla neutralit6; il peut done etre poursuivi s'il rentre dans la juridiction de
l'e'tat lese". Que ce navire ait 6i& e6d6 ou commissionne' dans l'intervalle, ce fait ne
de"truit pas la violation commise, a moins que la cession ou le commissionnement, selon

le eas, n'ait eu lieii bond fide.
M. Staempfli, donfiant suite au programme insert au protoeole X, fait a cette occa-

sion imprimer aussi ses propositions relatives & l'article litt. A, Noa I et II, du dit

programme

:
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(A.) General indications.

I.

—

Question to be decided.

The question to be decided by the tribunal is laid down in the follow-

Questiontobeie- ing words in Article VII of the treaty

:

cided.

The said tribunal shall first determine as to each vessel separately -whether Great
Britain has, by any act or omission, failed to fulfill any of the duties set forth in the
foregoing three rules, or recognized by the principles of international law not incon-

sistent With such rules, and shall certify such fact as to each of the said vessels.

Moreover, the tribunal is authorized, if it think proper, to proceed
eventually to award a sum in gross in payment of all claims.

II.

—

Definition of facts.

The cases and documents put in by the two powers contain a quantity
of facts which should not be taken into consideration in the
judgment to be pronounced by the tribunal. Notably :

1. The recognition of the insurgent States as a belligerent power by
the British government.

2. Expressions of sympathy or antipathy during the war, individual

speeches in or out of Parliament or other official assemblies, the attitude

of the press, &c.
3. The permission granted for the trade in arms, and for the departure

from port of ships intended to run the blockade, in so far as there is

nothing in the toleration of either of these acts which is at variance
with the prohibition to arm or equip vessels of war and cruisers.

4. The historical precedents of the violation or unequal execution of
neutrality laws and of judicial decrees, in so far as they relate to prin-
ciples of the law of nations which are now open to controversy.

(A.)

—

Indications g^n^rales.

I.

—

Question a decider.

La question a decider par le tribunal est pre'cise'e de la rnaniere suivante dans
1'article VII du traite"

:

"Le dit tribunal coinmencera par determiner, pour chaque navire s6par<5ment, si la
Grande-Bretagne a manque, par uue action ou une omission, a remplir des devoirs
enonees dans les trois pre'ce'dentes regies, ou reconnues par les priucipes du droit des
gens qui ne sout pas en disaccord avec ces regies, et il certifiera ce fait a regard de
chacun des navires snsdits."

En outre, le tribunal est charge" eventuellement de proceder, s'il le juge convenable,
a l'adjudication d'une somme en bloc pour toutes les reclamations.

II.

—

Delimitation des faits.

Les memoires et pieces produits par les deux parties contiennent une foule de faits
qui n'entrent pas en consideration dans le jugement a rendre par le tribunal. Tels
sont notamment

:

1. La reconnaissance par le gouvernement britannique des e"tats insurge"s comme
puissance bellige'rante;

2. Los expressions de sympathie ou d'antipathie durant la guorre, les disconrs indi-
viduels an sein ou en dehors des parlemeuts ou autres corps officiels, l'attitude de la
presse, &c.

;

3. La permission du commerce des armes et de la sortie des ports de navires destines
a traverser le blocus; en tant qn'il n'y a rien dans la permission de Vun ou de 1'autre
de ces actes qui soit en desaccord aveo la defense d'arrner ou d'equiper des vaisseaux
de guerre et des croseurs

;

4. Les precedents historiques de violation ou d'in6gal maintieh des lois de la neu-
tralite et les arrets judiciaires, en tant qu'il n'en d6coule point des prinoipes du droit
de gens, non sujets a controverse.
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The facts to be taken into consideration by the tribunal are only the
acts and omissions of Great Britain with regard to each of the vessels
which form the subject of a complaint on the part of the United States.

Proposal of M. Staempfli under Article A. " Preliminary decisions" of
the programme inserted in Protocol X.

(B.)—Decision with regard to each of the cruisers.

Preliminary decisions.

It is admissible that the United States should extend their claims to
other vessels besides the four mentioned in the British case,

viz, the Florida, Alabama, Georgia, and Shenandoah. More- aJtX'VSSSa
over, the British counter case does not insist on the objection

l"">"'

made on this head.
On the other hand, and from the very nature of things, no account

. can be taken of the claims for indemnity for losses caused by vessels

not mentioned in the pleadings of the United States, and with regard
to which, consequently, no act or omission in violation of neutrality is

advanced or proved against Great Britain. This has reference to the
cruisers named only in the lists of claims for losses, viz, the Boston,
Jeff. Davis, Sallie, V. H. Joy, and Music.
According to the rules thus laid down, the vessels remaining for dis-

cussion are the following

:

1. The Sumter. 6. The Georgia.
2. The Nashville. 7. The Tallahassee.
3. The Florida and her tenders. 8. The Chickamauga.
4. The Alabama and her tender. 9. The Shenandoah.
5. The Betribution.
In discussing each of these vessels, the order followed by the

American case, coinciding with the above list, will be adhered to.

Les faits que le tribunal doit prendre en consideration ne sont que lea actions et les

omissions de la Grande-Bretagne a 1'egard de chacun des vaisseaux qui forment l'objet

d'une plainte de la part des fifcats-TJnis.

Proposition de M. Staempfli a Varticle litt. A, " decisions pre'Hminaires," da programme
insird au prgtocole X.

B.—DECISION RELATIVE A CHACUN DES CKOISEUES.

Decisions pre'liminaires.

II est admissible que les fitats-Unis 6tendent leurs reclamations a d'antres vaisseaux
que les quatre mentionne's dans le me'moire britannique, a savoir, le Florida, 1'Alabama,
le Georgia et le Shenandoah. Le contre-memoire britannique ne maintient d'ailleurs

plus l'objeotion faite a cet 6gard.
Par contre et des le prinoipe, l'on ne prendra point en consideration les demandes

d'indernnite' pour destructions causees par des vaisseaux qui ne sont point mentionne's

dans les me'moires des fitats-Unis, et a l'e"gard desquels, par consequence, l'on n'avance
ni ne prouve aucuu $ete ni aucune omission contraires a la neutrality, a la charge de
la Grande-Bretagne. Ceci a trait aux croiseurs qui ne sont; indiques que dacs les

listes de reclamations pour pertes—c'est-a-dire, le Boston, le Jeff. Davis, le Sallie, le

V. H. Joy, et le Music.
D'apres ces directions posees, les navires restant en discussion sont les suivants :

1. Le Sumter. 6. Le Georgia.

: 2. Le Nashville. 7. Le Tallahassee.

3. Le Florida, avec ses tenders. 8. Le Chickamauga. .

4. L'Alabama, avec son tender. 9. Le Shenandoah.
5. Le Retribution.

En traitant de chacun des vaisseaux, l'on adopte l'ordre suivi par le me'moire ameri-

cain coincidant avec celui qui vient d'etre trace'.
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Proposal of M. Staempfli as to theform of introduction to the judgment.

The tribunal of arbitration on the Alabama question, constituted by
virtue of the treaty of Washington of May 8, 1871, having taken

cognizance of that treaty and of the cases, counter cases, and argu-

ments, as well as of all the appendices and documents in evidence pre-

sented by the two governments concerned, has found and determined

what is recorded in the present judgment.

II.—THE FLORIDA.

(A.)

—

Facts and considerations.

The facts relative to this vessel are so complicated and so various,

that, for the sake of clearness and brevity, they cannot be
stated apart from the considerations.

I.

—

Construction and equipment of the ship at Liverpool, and her departure

from that port.

1. This vessel was first known under the name of the Oreto ; she was
a screw gun-boat, of 700 tons burden, with two funnels and three masts

;

she was ordered from Fawcett, Preston and Co., of Liverpool, by Bul-

lock, military agent of the insurgent States, soon after his arrival in

England, in the course of the summer of 1861.

2. Representation of the American minister, Adams, to Lord Russell,

dated February 18, 1862, founded upon a communication made to him
by Dudley, the American consul at Liverpool, and describing the Oreto

as a " war-steamer," intended to commit hostilities against the United
States, naming also the persons who had taken part in the ordering of

the vessel, declaring that Fraser, Trenholm & Co., of Liverpool, (finan-

cial agents of the insurgent States,) had advanced the funds, and that,

if necessary, he would produce further evidence.

Proposition de M. Staempfli sw la formula ^introduction de Vacte du. jugemeni.

Le tribunal d'arbitrage dans la question de l'Alabama, institu<5 eu vertu du traits

de Washington du 8 mai 1871, apres avoir pris connaissance de oe traite' et des
mernoires, repliques et plaidoyers, ainsi que de tous les appendices etdespieces al'appui,
pre'sente's par les deux gouvernementB interesse's, a trouve" et arrets ee qui est consign^
dans le present aote du j ugenient.

Lb Florida.

(A.)

—

Faits et considerants.

Les faits relatifs a ce vaisseau sout tellement eompliques et si varies que, par
raison de darts' et de brievete', ils ne peuvent se decrire i\ part des considerants.

I.

—

Construction et (gmpement du navire a Liverpool et sa sortie du port.

1. Ce vaisseau fut d'abord counu sous le nom de l'Oreto ; c'6tait uue cannoniere a
helice, jaugeant 700 tonneaux, munie de deux cheniinees et de trois mats ; il fut com-
mand^ chez Fawcett, Preston et Cie

, a Liverpool, par Bullock, agent militaire des
e'tats insurges, peu de temps apres son arrivee en Angleterre, dans le courant de V6t6
1861.

2. Reclamation du ministre americain, Adams, a Lord Russell, en date du 18 fevrier
1862, s'appuyant sur une communication a lui faite par Dudley, consul aniericaiu a
Liverpool, et designant l'Oreto comme " steamer de guerre," destine a commettre des
hostilites contre les Etats-Unis, nommant aussi les persounes qui avaient pris part a la
commande du navire, declarant que Fraser, Trenholm et C ie

, a Liverpool, (agence
fmanciere des 6tats insurges,) avaient fait les avances de fonds, et que, s'il <5tait

niScessaire, il fonrnirait encore des preuves.
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3. The commissioners of customs at Liverpool, in their report of the
22d of February, 1862, founded on the reports of their agents, state
that "she is a splendid steamer, suitable for a dispatch-boat; she is
pierced for 4 guns. * * * * It appears that she is intended for the
use of Thomas Brothers, of Palermo. * * * Our collector states that
he has every reason to believe that the vessel is for the Italian govern-
ment." They add that they have given special instructions to watch the
vessel.

4. On the 26th February, 1862, Lord Eussell forwards to Mr. Adams
a copy of the report of the commissioners of customs ; he does not ask
him for further evidence, although it had been offered to him. He con-
tents himself with directing the English embassador at Turin to make
inquiries as to the destination of the vessel.

5. On the 3d of March, 1862, the vessel was registered in the name of
"Henry Thomas, of Liverpool;" the next day she cleared for Palermo
and Jamaica ; on the 11th of March, Bullock arrived with 4 officers, and
immediately went on board the vessel.

On the 22d of March, the Oreto left Liverpool in ballast, with a crew
of fifty-two men,, all English, with the exception of three or four, among
whom there was a single American.
At the same time the steamer Bahama left the same port with guns,

arms, and munitions, brought by rail from Hartlepool (on the east coast
of England) to Liverpool, where they were put on board.

6. In reply to the inquiries made by the English ambassador, the
Italian minister for foreign affairs declared that he had no knowl-
edge of the Oreto, but that he would make further inquiries, (March 1 ;)

he, however, supplied no further intelligence, nor did the English am-
bassador request any further information. According to Dudley's re-

port, the Italian consul at Liverpool had no knowledge of the vessel
being intended for Italy ; the English authorities, however, made no in-

quiries of him, or of the Italian minister in London.

3. Les oommissaires des douanes a Liverpool, clans leur rapport du 22 feyrier
1862, se fondant sur les rapports de leurs agents, oonstateut que " o'est un magnifique
steamer, qui conviendrait pour un service d'aviso ; il est perce" pour quatre canons. . .

II paralt qu'il est destine? a l'usage de Thomas freres, de Palerme Notre
collecteur declare qu'il a toute raison de croire le navire destiniS au gouvernement
italien." lis ajoutent qu'ils oni donn4 des instructions spSeiales pour faire surveiller le

vaisseau.

4. Le 26, feVrier 1862, Lord Russell transinet a M. Adams eopie du rapport des
oommissaires de-la douane; il ne lui demande point d'autres preuves, bien qu'on lui

en eut offert. II se contente de charger l'ambassadeur d'Angleterre a Turin de
s'informer de la destination du navire.

5. Le 3 mars 1862, le navire fut enregistrci au nom de " Henri Thomas, de Liver-
pool;" le lendemain, il s'acquitta au bureau de la douane pour Palerme et la
Jamaique; le 11 mars Bullock arriva avec quatre offioiers, et se rendit immcidiatement
a bord dui'vaisseau.

Le 22 mars, l'Oreto partit de Liverpool sur lest, avec un Equipage de cinquante-deux
hommes, tous Anglais, a l'exception de trois ou quatre, parmi lesquels un seul
Ameneain.
Dans le meme temps, le vapeur Bahama quittait le mSme port avec des canons,

des armes et des munitions, amends en chemin de fer de Hartlepool (c6te orientale de
l'Angleterre) ^Liverpool, oil ils furent pris a bord.

6. Sur les informations demandees par • l'ambassadeur d'Angleterre, le ministre
italien des affaires (jtrangeres declara qu'il n'avait aucune connaissance de l'Oreto,

mais qu'il s'infbrmerait encore, (le,r mars;) il ne fournlt toutefois pas d'autre nouvelle,

et l'ambassadeur d'Angleterre ne demanda pas non plus d'autres renseignements.
D'apres le rapport de Dudley, le consul d'ltalie a Liverpool n'avait aucune connaissance
que ce navire fut destine' a i'ltalie ; du reste, les autorites anglaises ne prirent point de
renseignements ehez lui ni chez le ministre d'ltalie a Londres..
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7. The reports of the English officials showed that the Oreto was a

vessel of war.

A state of war had been officially recognized as existing between the

United States and the insurgent States, and the neutrality of Great

Britain had been officially proclaimed.
In spite of this, and in spite of the complaints of Mr. Adams, the En-

glish authorities took no initiative ; they did not insist on its being

proved what was the true destination of the vessel, nor who was her

real owner, who had ordered her, and who was to pay for her. They
did not insist on the true position of Fraser, Trenholm & Co. being shown

by legal proof, did not demand positive information as to the crew of

the vessel, nor as to the arrival of naval officers from the Confederate

States.

8. The special instructions given for watching the vessel appear not

to have been carried out or to have been without result.

The colonial authorities were not notified after the departure of the

vessel, and generally no steps were taken, notwithstanding the repre-

sentations of Mr. Adams, which were repeated and accompanied by de-

tails furnished by Dudley, under date of the 26th March, 1862.

II.— What took place at Nassau up to the time of the acquittal of the Oreto.

9.. On the 28th April, 1862, the Oreto arrived at Nassau—the Bahama
a few days later.

'

Representation made on the 9th May by the American consul, Whit-
ing, to the governor; the attorney-general replies, "that positive facts

are required."

The authorities make no inquiries themselves.

On the 4th of May a fresh representation, accompanied by depositions

of witnesses ; the same answer.
10. McKillop, captain of Her Majesty's ship Bulldog, reports that

"the Oreto is apparently fitting and preparing for a vessel of war."

7. Les rapports cles offlciers anglais constataient que l'Oreto (Stait nu vaisseau de
guerre.

L'<5tat de belligerence entre les Etats-Unis et les e~tats insurges (Stait offieiellement

reconnu, et la neutrality de la Grande-Bretagne avait 6t6 offieiellement proclamee.
Malgre" cela, et malgre" les reclamations cle M. Adams, les autorite's anglaises ne

prirent point d'initiative ; elles n'insisterent point pour que l'on constatat la veritable
destination dn navire, quel en (Stait le veritable propriiStaire, qui l'avait commando' et
qui devait le payer ; elles n'insisterent point sur la legitimation de la position de
Fraser, Trenholm, et C ,e

, ue demanderent point d'etre positiveraont renseignees sur
1'equipage du navire, ni sur l'arrivee d'officiers de marine des e'tats-confe'de'i'e's.

8. Les instructions spiSciales douuees pour faive surveiller le navire paraisseut ue pas
avoir 6t6 suivies, on bien etre restees sans r6sultat.

Les autorite's coloniales ne furent point avisees apres le depart du navire ; en
general, il ne flit pris aueune mesure, nonobstant les representations re'ite're'es de
M. Adams, accompagnees de details fomrnis par Dudley, sous la date du 26 mars 1862.

II.

—

Ce qui sepassa d, Nassau jusqu'a Vacquittement de V Oreto.

9. Le 28 avril 1862, l'Oreto arriva a Nassau ; lo Bahama, quelques jours plus tard.
Keelaniation faite, le 9 mai, par le consul aruencain, Whiting, au gouvemeur;

l'attorney-general re
1

pond " qu'il faut des fails positifs."

Les autorite's ne font d'elles-memes aueune euquete.
Le 4 mai, nouvelle reclamation, aecompagnde de depositions de t6moins; meme

reponse.
10. McKillop, capitain.edu navire de la marine royale le Bulldog, rapporte que

" l'Oreto se prepare et se dispose, selon les apparences, en batinient de guerre.''
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In consequence of this report, the vessel is watched by a ship of war.
On the 8th June McKillop again reports, " that he has visited and ex-

amined the vessel, that she is fittedfor war purposes, that she has fittings at
variance with the character of a merchant-vessel."
On the 9th of June the lading of the vessel begins; among other

things, arms and munitions are placed on board her; on the 10th, how-
ever, the cargo is discharged, and the vessel clears out in ballast for
Havana.

11. Eeport of Hickley, commander of the Greyhound, signed by all

the officers and men of his vessel, the 13th June,. 1862.
''The Oreto is in every respect fitted out as a man-of-war, on the

principle of dispatch gun-vessels in the English navy."
Nevertheless the attorney-general states that he does not think that

the seizure of the vessel would be justifiable.

12. On the loth June the crew leave the Oreto, because her destina-
tion is not certain..

On the 17th June, in the morning, Commander Hickley seizes the
vessel, but releases her at once, the attorney-general being of opinion
that there is not sufficient evidence.
The same day, however, the seizure is renewed, with the sanction of

the governor.
13. Thereupon a judicial inquiry is commenced, from which it appears

that the vessel is consigned by Fraser, Trenholm & Co., (financial

agents of the insurgent States in England,) to Adderley & Co., (com-
mercial agency of the insurgents,) at Nassau.
On the 2d of August, 1862, the Oreto was acquitted; still, however,

"as there existed grave suspicions" without costs or indemnity being
granted. "What took place," says the judgment, "before the arrival

of the Oreto at Nassau, can only be admitted by way of elucidation or
explanation," a theory which the British case itself admits to be erro-

neous.
14. The course of action of the authorities at Nassau, the proceedings

A la suite de ce rapport, on fait surveiller ce navire par un vaisseau de guerre.
Le 8 juin, McKillop rapporte de nouveau " qu'il a fait la visiteet Vexamen du vaisseau,

qu'il est dispose pour des usages de guerre, qu'il y a des installations qui ne repondent pas
au caraetere d'un vaisseau marchand."
Le 9 juiu, on commence a charger le navire ; on y embarque entr'autres des armes et

des munitions ; cependant, le 10, on decharge la cargaison et le navire s'acquitte sur
lest pour la Havane.

11. Rapport de Hickley, commandant du Greyhound, signe" par tous les officiers et

employe's de sou vaisseau le 13 juin 1862

:

" L'Oreto est, sous tous les rapports, arme" en batiment de guerre, d'apres le systeme
des oanonnieres-avisos de la marine anglaise."

Pourtant l'attorney-general declare qu'il ne croit pas que l'on puisse justifier lasaisie

du vaisseau.
12; Le 15 juin, l'equipage quitte l'Oreto, parce que la destination du uavire n'est pas

certaine.

Le 17 juin, au matin, le commandant Hickley saislt le vaisseau, mais le relache aus-
sit6t, l'attorney-general <5tant d'avis qu'il n'y avait pas de preuves sumsantes.

Toutefois, le meme jour, on renouvelle la saisie avec la sanction du gouverneur.
13. La-dessus, commencement d'enqnete judiciare, de laquelle il resulte que le vais-

seau est consign^ par' Fraser, Trenholm et C ie (agents financiers des insurgSs en An-
gleterre) a Adderly et Cie (agence commerciale des insurges) a Nassau.
Le 2' aout 1862, l'Oreto fut acquitte" ; mais toutefois, " comme il existait de serieux

soupcons," sans adjudication de depens ni d'indemnite'. "Ce qui se passa," dit le

jugement, " avant l'arrivee de l'Oreto a Nassau ne peut etre admis qu'a titre d'eclair-

cissements ou d'explications"—theorie que le menioire britaunique qualifie lui-ineme

d'erronee.

14. La maniere d'agir des autorites de Nassau, la procedure et le jugement dans
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and the judgment in this matter, exhibit in particular the following

defaults and acts of negligence.

So initiative was taken to procure evidence

;

No account was taken of the reports of the officers of the fleet;

No account was taken of the previous !:istory of the Oreto;

The evidence heard was imperfect; Maffit, commander of the Oreto,

was not heard at all ; as witnesses on behalf of the Crown, persons be-

longing to the vessel under trial only were heard ; as witness for the

defense, a partner in the interested house of Adderley & Co., and, so far

as appears in the minutes, none of these depositions were sworn, to.

15. The fact of the omissio'n to transmit instructions in time to the

colonial authorities also operated disadvantageous^, in regard to what
took place at Nassau.
The authorities at Nassau were not, from the first, informed of the

previous history of the Oreto, nor of the views of the government.
The judicial acquittal of the Oreto at Nassau took place without wait-

ing for the approval of her seizure, and for the instructions which had
been sent from London, and which were still on their way.

16. The objection that the judicial decision at Nassau relieves' Great
Britain of all responsibility cannot be maintained. As regards the in-

ternal (or municipal) law, the judgment is valid; but as far as inter

national law is concerned, it does not alter the position of Great Britain.

III.— What took place subsequently at the Bahamas immediately after tlie

acquittal.—Armament and equipment.

17. Enlistment of forty men of the crew at Nassau, (according to

the British case itself, the Oreto cleared on the 7th of August, with
fifty-two men, for St. John's, New Brunswick.)
She is provided with guns, munitions, &c, with the aid of the English

cette affaire tenioignent particulierement des aotes de negligence et des defauts sui-

vants

:

Nulle initiative en vue de se procurer des preuves

;

Nul compte tenu des rapports des officiers de la flotte

;

Nul compte tenn 'des pr6e6dents de l'Oreto
;

Incomplete audition de temoins : Maffit, commandant de l'Oreto, ne frit point en-
tendu ;

comme te"moins dans l'inte'i'et de la couronne, on n'entendit que des personnes
appartenant au navire ineulpe" ; comme t6moin a dechargo, un associe" de la maison in-
tlressee de Adderley et Cie

; et autant qu'il appert dans les actes, toutes ces depositions
furent non assermentees.

15. Le fait que, de Loudres, Ton omit de communiquer a temps des instructions
aux autorites coloniales, eut un effet egalement desavantageux sur ce qui se passa a
Nassau

:

Les autorites de Nassau n'e"taient pas, des l'abord, iustruites des pre'ce'deuts de
l'Oreto ni de la maniere de voir du ministere

;

L'acquittement judiciaire de l'Oreto a Nassau se fit sans que l'on eut attendu la con-
firmation de la saisie et les instructions que l'on envoyait de Londres et qui se trou-
vaient encore en chemin.

16. L'objection que l'arret judiciaire de Nassau d<5gage la Grande-Bretague de toute
responsabilite' n'est pas soutenable: vis-a-vis des lois inteneures, (mnnicipales,) le
jugemeut est valable ; mais a l'egard du droit des gens, il no change pas la'position de
la Grande-Bretagne.

III.— Ce qui se passa ulte'rieurement aux iles Bahamas, immediatement aprte Vacqwittemerd.—
Armament, e'guipemtnt.

17. Enr61ement de quarantehommes d'e"quipage a Nassau, (d'aprfesle m6moire brltan-
nique lui-m§ine, l'Oreto s'acquitta en douane le 7 aout avec cinqnante-deux hommes,
pour St. Johns,.New Brunswick).

II se pourroit de canons, de munitions, &c, avec l'aide du vaisseau anglais le Prince-
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vessel Priuce Alfred, which shipped at "the wharf of Adderley & Go.
the cargo brought by the Bahama, while the Oreto, meantime, took in
coal and provisions at the island of Providence. Prom this latter place
she towed the Prince Alfred to Green Cay, where the transshipment of
the armament took place.

This having been done, she left for the coast of Cuba, under the name
of the Florida, and thence running the blockade to Mobile, which she
reached on the 4th of September, 1862.

18. The enlistment of the crew' and the armament of the Florida at
the Bahamas are to be attributed to the neglect of the British authori-
ties, and the following objections cannot be considered as valid

:

That the Oreto had just been acquitted; for the enlistment and arma-
ment constituted new acts, and it was the more incumbent upon the
the authorities to exercise the strictest vigilance, inasmuch as, leaving
all other circumstances out of consideration, the judicial sentence itself

declared the vessel to be under grave suspicion.
That Green Cay was distant and little frequented. This objection

has the less importance, inasmuch as all that was done at Green Cay
had its point of departure at Nassau, and could easily have been per-
ceived from the latter place.

There were no proceedings taken against the Prince Alfred as an ac-

cessory, in spite of-the denunciation and representation of the American
consul, to whom it was thought sufficient to reply that he must "produce
evidence."

TV.—Cruise of the Florida, and her repeated shipments of coal in British
ports.

19. Having left Mobile, the Florida returned, on the 26th of January,
1863, to Nassau Bay. She there shipped coal for three months, taking
180 tons, according to the American statement ; according to the British
statement, she had only room for 130 tons ; but the depositions- of wit-

Alfred, qui embarqua au quai de Adderley et Cle la cagaison amenee par le Bahama,
pendant que, dans l'intervalle, l'Oreto s'approvisionnait de charbon et .de vivres a l'lle

de la Providence; de ce dernier endroit il remorqua le Prince Alfred jusqu'a Green Cay,
oil eut lieu le transbordenient de l'armement.
Cela fait, il'part pour les cdtes de Cub'a, sous le nom de "le Florida," et de la, en tra-

versant le blocus, pour Mobile, ou il arriva le 4 septembre 1862.

18. , L'enr61ement de l'^quipage et l'armement du Florida aux Bahamas sout impu-
taTiles a la negligence des autorites britanniques, et l'on ne peut considerer comma
fondees'les objection siiivantes

:

Que l'Oreto venait d'etre acquitte'
;
(car l'enrdleiment et l'armenent constituaient de

noiiveaux faits, et'les autorite's avaient d'antant plus le devoir d'exercerune rigoureuse
attention, que, abstraction faite de tontes les autres circonstances, 1'arret judiciaire
declarait lui-meme le navire serieusement suspect ;)
Que Green Cay 6tait eloigne" et pen-frequentiS

;
(oette objection est d'autant mains

iniportante qae tout ce qui se fit a Green Cay partit de Nassau, et pouvait fort bien
s'apercevoir depuis ce dernier endroit.)

II n'y eut point d'enquete soulevee contre le- Prince Alfred comme complice, malgre"

la denonciation et la reclamation du consul americain, auquel on se contenta de repon-
dre qu'il devait " deposer des preuves."

IV.

—

CroisiMre du Florida et ses wpprovisionnementa riitirfo de charbon dans des ports'

iyritannigues.

19. Parti de Mobile, le Florida xevient, le 26 Janvier 1863, dans la bale de Nassau

;

il y fait du charbon pour trois mois, en prend 180 tonneaux, d'apres l'expose" am6ricain

;

il n'aurait eu place qiue.pojiu; 130 tonne.aux,. d'apres l'expose' anglais; inais des deposi-

8 B
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nesses state that there was coal placed on the deck and everywhere on

board.
According to the report of English experts, she required 46 tons to

return to Wilmington, the nearest port of the insurgents.

At the end of thirty-six hours' stay, (the British case says twenty-six

hours) she sails off again on a cruise, and destroys a certain number of

American vessels.

20. On the 24th February, 1863, she enters the British port of Barba-

does, and there ships 100 tons of coal.

21. On the 16th July she, reaches St. George, the port of Bermuda,

stays there nine days, takes in a complete supply of coal, and sets off

again for Brest ; during this voyage more vessels are destroyed.

22. On the 13th April, 1864, she again touches at Bermuda, but only,

it was said, for the purpose of landing a sick officer ; she only remained

there a few hours, but reappeared on the 18th July, 1864, and requested

to be admitted to effect some repairs and to ship some coal ; she obtained

permission for five days, but staid nine ; fraudulent shipment o'f coal

to the amount of 150 tons; she 'cruised for several days in sight of the

island ; the officers on the naval station saw all this, but took no steps.

She destroyed more American ships.

23. On the 7th of October, 1864, she closed her career in the port of

Bahia.
24. The repeated supplies of coal which we have just mentioned are,

in the first place, an infraction of municipal law and of the British reg-

ulations; especially

—

Of the circular of the 31st of January, 1862, which, at the time these

events took place, had been for a long time published in all the colonies,

and of the explanatory instructions bearing date the. 16th July, 1863,

addressed to the governors of the West Indian colonies, and known at

least during a portion of the same time.

They are, in particular, contrary to the second rule, of the treaty

tions de temoins constatent qu'il y avait du charbon depose' sur le pont et partout a
bord.
Au dire des experts anglais, il lui en aurait falln 46 tonneaux pour retourner a Wil-

mington, port insurg6 le plus proohe.

Au bout de trente-six heures de sejour, (l'expose' anglais dit vingt-six heures,) il

repart pour croiser, et detiuit un certain nombre de vaisseaux americains.
20. 'Le 24 fevrier 1863, il entre au port britannique de Barbade et y embarque 100

tonneaux de charbon.
21. Le 16 juillet, il arrive a St.-Georges, port des Bermudes, y sejonrne nouf jours, y

fait un «omplet approvisionnement de charbon, et repart pour Brest
;
pendant ce voyage,

nouvelles destructions de vaisseaux.
22. Le 13 avril 1864, il touche de nouveaux a Bermude, mais uniquement, disait-il,

dans le but de mettre a terre un officier malade ; il n'y resta que quelques heures, mais
y reparut le 18 juin 1864, demanda d'etre adrais pour faire des reparations et embar-
quer du charbon ; il obtint permission pour cinq jours, mais en resta neuf ; embarque-
ment frauduleux de charbon, jusqu'a 150 tonneaux; il croisa plusieurs jours en vue
de l'lle; les officiers aux stations rnaritimes voyaient tout, mais ne prirent aucune
mesure. .

II detruisit encore des navires americains.

23. Le 7-oetobre 1864, il termina sa carriere dans le port de Bahia.
24. Les approvisionnements reitfres de charbon, que nous venous de mentionner,

sont, en premier lieu, une infraction auxlois municipales et auxreglements de la Grande-
Bretagne, notamment

:

A la circulaire du 31 Janvier 1862, qui, a l'epoqiie oil ces faits se passerent, etait
depuis longtemps

1

proclamee dans toutes les colonies, et aux instructions explicatives
adressees, sous la date du 16 juillet 1863, aux gouverneurs des colonies des Indes Occi-
dentales et connues au moins pendant une partie de la meute periode;

.lis sont surtout en disaccord avec la 2° regie du traite', d'apres laquelle un (Stat
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according to which a neutral state may not allow its ports to serve as a
base of operations for carrying on war or cruising.

25. The objections made by Great Britain, that the cruises of the
Florida and the depredation's committed by that vessel took place only
after she had run the blockade, and that there had been negligence on
the part of the American officers charged with the maintenance of the
blockade, are not such as to release Great Britain from the responsibility
of her own negligence ; this last was the primary and sole cause not only
of her running the blockade, but also of all the hostilities committed by
the Florida against the United States ; and the assumed negligence of
the officers who maintained the blockade is, moreover, not proved any
more than the further assertion that the armament and equipment of

the Florida took place in the port of Mobile.

26. The. further objection, made on the same side, that equal facilities

of supply were accorded to vessels of the United States, among others

to the San Jacinto, is equally immaterial and, besides, according to the
American case, it is not founded on fact, at least as far as the San Jacinto
is concerned.

V.

—

Armament and equipment of tenders.

27. In the course of her cruise, the Florida supplied officers and crews
to the following tenders

:

On the 6th May, 1863, the Clarence was captured off the Brazilian

coast, and was supplied with guns and with a crew. She destroyed
several vessels. i
On the 10th June, the Clarence captured the Tacony; the Clarence

was destroyed, and the Tacony transformed into a tender ; the latter

also destroyed several vessels.

On the 25th June, the Tacony captured the Archer, which was trans-

formed into a tender, and the Tacony was burnt. The Archer destroyed
the Caleb Cushing, a United States coast-guard vessel.

neutre ne doit pas souffrir que ses ports servent de base d'operations pour faire la guerre
ou eroiser en mer.

25. Les objections faites par la Orande-Bretagne, que les courses du Florida et leg

destructions commises par ce navire eurent lieu seulement apres qu'il eut franchi le

blpcus, et qu'il y eut negligence de la part des officiers am^ricains charges de garder

le blocus, ne sont pas de nature a pouvoir decharger la Grande-Bretagne de la

responsabilite' pour ces propres negligences, celles-ci 6tant la premiere et seule cause,

nori-seulement de la travers^e du blocus, mais encore de tontes les hostilites commises
paif le Florida cbntre les fitats-Unis ; et la prStendue negligence des officiers charge's

cle garder le blocus n'est d'ailleurs pas constatee, pas plus .que l'assertion ulterieure que
l'arme'ment et l'equipement du Florida se soit fait dans le port de Mobile.

26. L'objection ulterieure, faite de la meme part, que l'on accorda les memes facilities

d'approvisioiinement aux yaisseaux des Etats:Unis, entr'autres au San Jacinto, est

egalement sans importance ; et en outre, d'apres l'expose" americain, elle n'est pas fondle
sur des faits, du moins pour ce qui concerne le San Jacinto.

. V.

—

Armement et e~gwpement de navires auoaliavres, (tenders.)

27. Durant
r

le cours de sa croisiere, le Florida fournit des officiers et des equipages
aiix.yaiss.eaux auxiliaires suivants:

" Le1> mai 1863, le Clarence fut capture sur les cdtes'du Bresil et fut muni de canons
et d'un equipage ; il de'truisit plusieurs vaisseaux

;

"LelO juiu, le Clarence captura le Tacony ; le Clarence fut d6truit et le Tacony
transform^ en tender; ce dernier ditriiisit egalement plusieurs vaisseaux

;

"Le 25 juin, le. Tacony captura 1'Archer, qui fut transforms en tender,. et le

Tacony fut bruleV L'Archer de'truisit le Caleb Cushing, vaisseau garde-cdtes des

Etats-Unis."
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With regard to the question of responsibility, it is needless to say

that tenders are subject to the same rules as the principal vessel.

(B.)

—

Summary.

(a.) In regard to the construction, fitting out, and equipment of the

Oreto at Liverpool, and to her departure from that port, in regard also

to the departure of the Bahama, laden with arms for the Oreto, which

took place shortly afterward, the British authorities failed to use " due

diligence"in the fulfillment of the duties of neutrality, particularly also in

that they neither communicated with nor, sent instructions to the colo-

nial authorities with respect to these vessels.

(6.) It is the same with regard to the events which took place at Nas-

sau ; there was negligence especially in the absence of all initiative to

ascertain the truth, in the defective nature of the judicial proceedings,

and, the Oreto having been acquitted, in the absence of all control, and
of all watch over her proceedings, which alone rendered it possible for this

vessel to be armed and equipped in British waters ; and, furthermore,

there was again negligence in that, after communications and instruc-

tion had been received, no proceedings were taken, when the opportu-

nity offered, against the guilty vessel, on the charge of acts in viola-

tion of the neutrality of Great .Britain.

(c.) It is the same also with regard to the fact that, on several occa-

sions, the vessel known thenceforth by the name of the Florida was
permitted to supply herself with coal in such quantities that, each time,

she was enabled to undertake a fresh cruise.

III.—THE ALABAMA.

(A.)—Facts.

1.—W hat took place up to the time when this vessel escapedfrom Liverpool.

1. She was ordered at Liverpool, the plans were accepted, and the

Relativement a la question de responsabilite' il va sans dire que les vaisseaux auxili-

aries sont sujets aux metaes regies que le vaisseau principal.

(B.)—RfisuimG.

a) Lors de la construction, de la preparation et de l'eqnipement de l'Oreto a Liver
pool, et lors de sa sortie du port, de rueme que lors de la sortie qui eut lieu peu de
temps apres du Bahama, charge' des amies de l'Oreto, les autorite's britanniques ont
neglige" d'employer les " dues diligences " dans le maintien des devoirs de la neutrality,
notamment anssi en ce qu'elles n'ont fait aucune communication ni envoy6 destruc-
tions aux autorite's coloniales relativement a ces vaisseaux.

l'absence de tout contr61e et de toute surveillance de la conduite de l'Oreto, (ce qui
seul fournit a ce vaisseau la possibilite" de s'armer et de s'equiper dans les eaux britan-
niques,) et alors meme il y eut encore negligence en ce que, apres avoir recu des com-
munications et des instructions, on ne proce'da pas, le cas echeant, coutre le vaisseau
coupable, sous l'imputation d'actes de violation de la neutrality de la Grande-Bretacne.

c) II en ost de meme encore pour ce qui concerne le fait d'avoir tole're' a plusieurs
reprises que le vaisseau, connu des lors sons le nom de " le Florida," s'approvisionnat
de charbon en quantity telle que, chaque fpis, il pouvaifc entreprendre de nouvelles
courses.

^'ALABAMA.

(A.)—Faits.

L—Ce qui se passa jusgu'au moment oil ce vaisseau s'&happa de Liverpool.

1. II fut .command^ a Liverpool, les plans en furent accepted et le march.6 fat signs'
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contract signed by Bullock, the 9th October, 1861 ; her engines were of
300 horse-power ; she was pierced for six 32pounder broad
side guns; she was further provided with two pivot-guns,
the one a rifled 100-pounder, the other an 8-inch smooth-bore gun.
On the 15th May she was launched under the name of the " 290."

2. Ou the 23d June, 1802, Mr. Adams's first representation to Lord Bits-

sell, stating that she was a vessel of war, and that her departure must
be stopped ; it was declared that this vessel was not intended for

operations against the United States.

,3. June 25, this remonstrance is transmitted by Lord Bussell to the
secretary to the treasury ;

^
To the law-officers of the. Crown

;

The secretary to the treasury forwards it to the commissioners of

customs

;

These latter to the collector.

4. The law-officers of the Crown report to Lord Russell, June 30, as

follows : " If the facts alleged by Mr. Adams are in accordance with
truth, it is a manifest violation of the foreign-enlistment act, * * * but

evidence is necessary. They further advise Lord Russell to inform Mr.
Adams that the government will investigate the case."

5. The collector reports to the commissioners of customs, and the
latter, relying ou his statement, report in their turn to the treasury,

ou the 1st July, that

—

She is intended for warlike purposes
;

Several powder-canisters are on board, but no guns :

She is built for a foreign government, a fact which is not denied by Messrs. Laird

;

but they do not appear disposed to reply to any questions respecting the future destina-

tion of the vessel after she leaves Liverpool.
The agents have no other reliable source of information.
The consul should communicate all the documents iu his possession.

The officials at Liverpool will Tceep a strict watch on the vessel.

.6. July 4, 1862, Lord Russell transmits these reports to Mr. Adams,
and informs him, among other things

—

par Bullock le 9 octobre 1861 ; machines de la force de 300 chevaux, peree" de six

canons, de 32, sur les cdtes; arme" en outre de deux canons a pivot, dont Pun raye" de 100

livres et l'autre lisse de 8 pouces.'

Le 15 mai, il fut mis a Peau sous le nom de "290."

2. Le 23 join 1862, premiere reclamation 3!Adams a, Lord Bussell, disant que c'etait uu
vaisseau de guerre, qu'il fallait en arrSter PexpiSdition ; on constata que ce batiinent

n'etait pas destine" a- ope"rer contre les fitats-Unis.
3. Le 25 juin, cette reclamation est transmise par Lord Russell au secretaire de la

tresorerie

;

Aux juriscoDsultes de la couronne;
Le secretaire de la tresorerie la "transmet aux commissaires de douanes

;

Ceux-ci au collecteur.
4. Les jurisconsuites de la couronne font rapport a Lord Russell le 30 juin, disant

:

" Si les faits presentes par M. Adams s'accordent avec la v^rite, c'est une violation

manifesto du foreign-enlistment act, . . . mais il faut des preuves. lis conseillent

d'ailleurs a Lord Russell de communiquer a M. Adams que le gouvernement va s'enquerir

de Vaffaire."

5. Le collecteur fait rapport aux commissaires des douanes, et ceux-ci, s'appuyant
sur sa declaration, rapportent a leur tour, le l or juillet, a la tresorerie

:

"Est destine a des usages de guerre

;

"Plusieurs boltes £k poudre embarquees, mais pas de canons.
"Pour un gouvernement etranger, ce qui ri'est pas nie par MM. Laird; mais ils ne

paraissent paB disposes a repondre a aucune question relative a la destination future

du vaisseau, lorsqfu'il aura quitte le port de Liverpool.
".Les agents n'oht point d'autre source de renseignements. certains.
" Le consul devrait communiquer tous les documents qu'il possede.
"Les officiers de Liverpool exerceront une stride surveillance sur le vaisseau."

6. Le 4
.

j'uillet 1862, Lord Russell transmet cos rapports- a M. Adams, et entr'autres

les points suivants

:
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"That the government will inquire into the matter;" that Consul

Dudley " ought to communicate the documents to the collector; that

the officials at Liverpool will watch the vessel attentively."

7. Between Mr. Adams's representation and Lord Bussell's reply,

fifteen days elapsed before the result was arrived at that " the evidence

is insufficient."

8. Second effort of flie American agents.

9. July 9, 1862, Consul Dudley to the collector; communication of

documents.
9—10. The collector is not satisfied with them ; " he asks for legal

evidence." *>*

July 10, 1862, the inspector informs the collector that he finds the

vessel in the same condition as on the occasion of his first visit.

On the 11th the solicitor writes to the commissioners of customs that

the evidence rests on hearsay ; that it is inadmissible; that there is

nothing which amounts to proof sufficient to justify a seizure.

On the 15th the commissioners inform the collector that there is not

sufficient evidence- to warrant a seizure.

10. On the 21st the consul to the collector, with witnesses and sworn
depositions, demands the seizure of the vessel.

"The collector to the commissioners ; requests instructions by tele-

graph, as the vessel appears to be readyfor sea, and may leave at any
moment.

" The commissioners to the solicitor, for opinion."

On the 22d, the assistant solicitor and the solicitor to the commis-
sioners :

" We are of opinion that there is not sufficient evidence.
" The commissioners to the collector

:

" Not sufficient evidence, but the consul may take proceedings at his oicn

risk and peril."

The same to the treasury ; communicate documents. Shall the law-
officers of the Crown be consulted ?

Hamilton (commissioner to the treasury) to Layard, under-secretary

" Que le gouvernement va s'enquerir de l'affaire ;" que le consul Dudley "devrait
coinmuniquer au collecteur les documents; que les fonclionnaires de Liverpool surveille-

ront attentivement le vaisseau."

7. Eutre la reclamation de M. Adams et la reponse de Lord Russell il se passa quinze
jours pour arriver au resultat que " les preuves ne sont pas suffisantes."

8. Deuxibne essai des agents amiricains.

9. Le 9 juillet 1862, le consul Dudley au collecteur: Communication des documents.
9.—10. Le collecteur neles trouve pas sufflsants; "il demande des preuves Ifyales."
Le 10 juillet 1862, l'inspecteur au collecteur: a trou.ve' le vaisseau dans le memo €tat

que lors de sa premiere visite.

Le 11, le solliciteur aux commissaires des douanes: repose sur des owi-dire
;
qu'elle

est inadmissible ; rien qui monte a des premes suffisantes pour justifier une saisie.

Le 15, commissaires au collecteur: pas suffisautes pour justifier la saisie.

10. Le 21, consul au collecteur, avec te'moins et depositions assermentees : demands
la saisie.

" Collecteur aux commissaires: demande des instructions par telegraphe, attendn que
le navirepara.it pr$t a prendre la mer et peut partir a tout moment.

" Les commissaires au solicitor pour pre'avis."

Le 22, l'assistant du solliciteur et le solliciteur aux commissaires

:

"Somnies d'avis qu'il n'y a, pas de preuves suffisantes.
" Les commissaires au collecteur

:

"Pas do preuves suffisantes, mais le consul peut se charger des poursuites A ses risques et

Les memes a la tresorerio : Communication des pieces. S'il y auralt lieu a consumer
les jurisconsultes de la couronne?
Hamiltou (commissaire k la tr6sorerie) & Layard, sous-secre'taire du -foreign office

:
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of state for -foreign affairs : "As the case may he considered pressing, I
write to you unofficially to save time ; it is said that the vessel is very
nearly readyfor seaP

11. Adams to Lord Eussell : Communication from the customs, and
Dudley's evidence.
July 23, documents received at the foreign office.
Foreign office to the law-officers of the Crown: "To report their

opinion to Lord Eussell as soon as possible?
Dudley to the board of customs :

,- Communicates two fresh depositions, withan opinion ofMr. B. P. Collier,
that there is a flagrant violation of the foreign-enlistment act.

'

The board of customs to the assistant solicitor for opinion.
The assistant solicitor to the board : the documents do not materially

strengthen the case, but, in consideration of the high position of Mr. Collier,
the lords commissioners of the treasury might have recourse to the law-
officers of the Crown for their opinion.
Layard communicates all these additional documents also, on the same

day, to the law-officers, requesting them to report their opinion to Lord
Eussell at the earliest possible moment.

12. On the morning of the 29th the law-officers write to Lord Eussell

:

Order the arrest of the vessel until the accused shall have proved her desti-
nation to he innocent. The order for her seizure was immediately sent to
Liverpool.

Dudley informs the board of customs on the 28th that the vessel is
to sail on the 29th.

13. The vessel sails during the night of the 28tJir-29th of July, 1862.
14. From the 9th to the 29th, twenty-one days elapsed, and the result

of this delay was, that the vessel escaped.

II.

—

Measures taken to pursue tlie Alabama.

15. Two days after the escape of the vessel had become known, the
commissioners of customs, on the 31st July, 1862, gave the first order to

" Comme le cas pent etre jugi pressant, je vous ecris offieieusement pour economiser du
temps ; on dit que le navire est, peu e'en faut, prU a prendre la mer."

11. Adams a Lord Eussell : Communication des douanes et preuves de Dudley.

;
Le 23, reception des pieces an foreign office.

Foreign office aux jurisconsultes de la couronne: " Communiquez votre opinion a
Lord Eussell aussitot que vous le pourrez."
Dadley au conseil des douanes

:

Communication de deux uouvelles depositions avec oonsultation de M. B. P. Collier,

qu'il y a violation flagrante dn foreign-enlistment act.

Le conseil des douanes a l'assistaut solicitor pour preavis.

)t . L'assistaut solicitor au conseil : n'apportentpas unrenfori essentiel, mais m la haute po-
sition de M. Collier, les lords de la tresbreriepourraientrecourir aux lumieres des juris-
consultes de la couronne.
Layard communique aussi toutes ces pieces additionnelles ce jour m§me aux juris-

consultes, avec recommandation de communiquer leuravis dans leplus bref dilai a Lord
Eussell.

12. Le. 3,9, matin, les jurisconsultes au Comte Eussell : recommandez la saisie du, vais-

seau jusqu'a ce que les accuses aientprouve" sa destination innqcente ; ordre de saisie partit 'im-

mSdiatement de Liverpool.
Dudley au conseil des douanes, du 28,: avertit que le vaisseau doit partir le 29.

13. Le vaisseau sort dans la nuit du 28 au 29 juillet 1862.
14. Du 9 au 29, il s'ecoula vingt-et-un jours, et le resultat de ce delai fut la fuile du

vaisseau.

II.— Mesures prises pour powrsuiwe VAlabama.

15. Deux jours apres que la fuite du vaisseau fut connue, les commissaires des douanes
donnerent le premier ordre de le poursuivre, le 31 juillet 186^, d'abord aux collecteurs
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pursue her, to the collectors at Liverpool and Cork iu the first place,

desiring them to seize her if she should touch at either of those ports.

On the 1st August the same order was sent to the collectors at Beau-

maris and Holyhead.

On the 2d August this order was also sent to the governor of the Ba-

hamas, for the port of Nassau; no communications or instructions were

sent to any other British ports or colonies ; no ships were dispatched in

pursuit into neighboring British waters.

On the night of the 30th-31st, two days after her escape from Liver-

pool, the vessel was still in British waters, off Moelfra and Anglesey.

The pursuit of the 290 in these waters took place too late.

III.—The Hercules brings her a crew.

16. The tug Hercules, which brought back to Liverpool the Messrs.

Laird and their ladies, who had accompanied the 290, took on board at

the latter port a certain number of sailors intended for the 290. The
collector being informed of this fact by a letter from Dudley, dated July

30, 1862, caused the Hercules to be searched.

The officer charged with the execution of this order reported, " that

there were on board a certain number of men who admitted that they

formed part of the crew, and were about to join the gun-boat."

In spite of this, the collector did not arrest the Hercules.

Although he had been ordered to seize the 290, he did not even cause

the Hercules to be followed.

He wrote about her to London by post instead of telegraphing.

He did not receive from London any instructions with regard to the

enlistment ; he was only desired to find out if there were powder and
guns on board.
The captain of the Hercules himself acknowledged, on the 1st of

August, that he had " taken off from twenty-five to thirty men who, as

he believed, were about to form part of the crew of the 290."

de Liverpool et de Cork, leur iutimant de saisir le navire, s'il venait a aborder a l'un de
ces ports.

Le ler aout, le m&me ordre fut donne" aux eollecteurs de Beaumaris et de Holyhead.
Le 2 aout, oet ordre fut aussi envoye" au gouverneur des lies Bahamas, pour le port de

Nassau ; il n'y eut point de communications faiteSj ni d'mstrnetions envoyees a d'autres

ports et colonies britanniques ; il n'y eut point de vaisseaux envoye"s a la poursuite
dans les eaux britanniques voisines.

Dans la nuit du 30 au 31, deux jours apres sa fnite de Liverpool, le vaisseau e"tait en-

core dans les eaux britanniques de Moelfra et d'Anglesey. La poursuitedu "290 " dans
ces eaux eut lieu trop tard.

III.

—

L'Hercule amine un fyuipage.

16. Le remorqueur l'Hercule, qui , ramena a Liverpool MM. Laird, constructeurs de
navires, et leurs dames, qui avaient accompagne' le "290," embarqua dans ce dernier
port un certain nombre de matelots destines au " 290." Le collecteur, instruit de ce
fait par une lettre de Dudley du 30 juillet 1862, fit examiner le navire l'Hercule.

L'officier charge de Vesication de cet ordre rapporta " qu'il y avait a bord un certain
nombr

(

e de personnel qui admirent qu'elles faisaient partie de Vlqnipage et qu'elles
allaient rejoindre la canonniere."
Malgre" cela, le collecteur n'arreta point l'Hercule.

Lui, qui avait l'ordre de saisir le " 290," ne fit pas m&me suivre l'Hercule.
II en ecrivit a Londres par la poste, au lieu de telegraph] er.

II ne recut nori plus de Londres ancun ordre relatif a l'enr61ement ; on le chargea
seulement de s'informer s'il y avait a bord de la poudre et des canons.
Le patron de l'Hercule reconnut lui-meme, le ler aout, "avoir emmene" vingt-cinq a

trente homines, qui, a ce qii'il croyait, devaient faire partie de l'equipage du " 290.'".
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The 290 left Moelfra Bay with a crew of about eighty men, and arrived
on the 10th of August off the coast of Terceira.

IV.—The Agrippina and Bahama bring arms and coal.

-17. The Agrippina, Captain Quinn, arrived at Terceira, from London,
on the 18th of August, 1862, having on board coal, guns, and ammuni-
tion for the 290. .

The Bahama, the same vessel which was to have taken her armament
to the Florida, next arrived from Liverpool on the 20 th of the same
month, with Semmes and other officers of the Sumter on board for the
290, and also guns and ammunition, which had been regularly cleared
at the custom-house at Liverpool.

The transshipment of coal, guns, and ammunition to the 290 took place
from the 20th to the 23d.
On Sunday, August 24, 1862, the 290 hoisted the insurgent flag, and

took the name of the Alabama.
Bullock and others returned on board of the Bahama.

V.

—

GrUise and eventual fate of the Alabama.

18. She left Terceira for the West Indies. At Martinique the Agrip-
pina supplied her afresh with coal. In the Gulf of Mexico she destroyed
some vessels of the United States merchant navy and the war-steamer
Hatteras.

. On the 18th January, 1863, she arrived at Jamaica, landed her pris-

oners, made repairs, and shipped stores. Three British men-of-war
were in port, but no order appears ever to have arrived from London for

the arrest of the vessel.

She left Jamaica on the 25th January for the coast of Brazil ; at
Bahia she fell in with the Georgia. Thence she sailed for the Gape of

Le "290" quitta la baie de Moelfraavec un Equipage d'environ qaatre-vingts hommes,
et arriva le 10 aout sur les o6tes de Terceira.

IV.

—

L'Agrippina et le Bahama amenertt des armes et du charbon.

L'Agrippine,. eapitaine Quinn, arriva, le 18 aout 1862, de Londres a Terceira, ayant
a bord du charbon, des canons et des munitions pour le " 290."

Le Bahama, le meme vaisseau qui devait avoir mene' l'armement au Florida, vint
ensuite de Liverpool, le 20 dn meme mois, ayant a bord Semines et d'autres officiers

du Sumter pour -le "290," ainsi que des canons et des munitions, qui avaient 6t6
regulierement acquittes en douane a Liverpool.
Le transbordement du charbon, des canons et des munitions sur le " 290 " eut lieu du

20 au23.
Dimanche, le 24 aout 1862, le " 290 " arbora le pavilion des insurges et prit le nom de

l'Alabama.
Bullock et d'autres revinrent a bord du Bahama.

V.

—

Croisihre et sort final del'Alabama.

18. II partit de Terceira pour les Indes Occidentales. A la Martinique, l'Agrippine
lui fournit de nouveau du Charbon. Dans le Golfe du Mexique, il d6fcruisit des vais-

seanx de la marine marchande des fitats-TJnis et le vapeur de guerre le Hatteras.
Le 18 Janvier 1863, il arriva a la Jamaique, y deposa ses prisonoiers, fit ses repara-

tions et embarqua des provisions. Trois vaisseaux de guerre britanniques cStaient

presents ; mais il ne paralt pas qu'il soit jamais venu de Londres l'ordre d'arrSter le

navire.
II quitta la Jamaique le 25 Janvier pour se rendre sur les c6tes du Bresil; a Bahia

il recontra le Georgia/ Dela il fit voile pour le Cap de Bonne Esperance, et le 23 juillet
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Good Hope, and on the 23d of July entered the harbor of Table Bay.
The circumstance which arose on the voyage in connection with the

Tuscaloosa will be mentioned further on, under No. VI.
She left Table Bay for the East Indies, and, on the 23d December,

1863, she anchored at Singapore, where she coaled. On the 20th March,

1864, she returned to Capetown, where she also coaled. She left this

port on the 25th March, and anchored at Cherbourg on the 11th June,

1864.

It was on leaving this port, on the 19th June, that she was sunk by
the United States man-of-war Kearsarge.
Part of the officers and crew were saved by the English yacht Deer-

hound, which happened to be in the neighborhood. •

YL— The tender Tuscaloosa.

19. While on her way from the coast of Brazil to the Cape of Good
Hope, the Alabama captured the Conrad, a United States merchant -

vessel, of Philadelphia, bound from Buenos Ayres to New York with a

cargo of wool.
This vessel was brought to Capetown (under the name of the Tusca-

loosa, it being announced that she was commissioned as a cruiser.

This mere declaration was accepted, and, on the departure of the

principal vessel for the Indian Ocean, Semmes dispatched the Tusca-

loosa to cruise off the coast of Brazil.

On her return to Capetown, the vessel was seized by the governor, and
detained till the end of the war.

(B.)—CONSIDEBATIONS.

With regard to the Alabama, Great Britain did not fulfill the obliga-

tions incumbent on her by virtue of the three rules of the treaty of
Washington.

il enfcra au port de Table Bay. Le oas qui se pre'senta en voyage avec le Tuscaloosa
sera decrit plus loin, sons lo N° VI.
De oet endroit il partit pour les Indes Orientales, et le 23 deeembre 1863, il jeta l'an-

cre a Singapore, oil il tit dn oharbon. Le 20 mars 1864, il revint a la Ville du Cap,
(Cape Town,) ou il se repourvut egalement de oharbon. Quitta ce port le 25 mars, et
jeta l'ancre a Cherbourg le 11 juin 1864.

Cefut a sa sortie de ceport, le 19 juin, qu'il fui conli a fond par le vaisseau de guerre des

tats-Vfnis le Kea rsarge.

Une partie des offioiers et de l'equipage furent sauve"s par le yacht anglais le Deer-
hound, qui se trouvait dans ces parages.

VI.

—

Le tender Tuscaloosa.

19. En route depuis les c6tes du Bresil au Cap de Bonne Espe'rance, 1'Alabama oaptura
le Conrad, navire de commerce des iStats-Unis, de Philadelphie, se rendant de Buenos
Ayres a Stew York avec une cargaison de laine.

On amena ce navire a la Ville du Cap (Cape Town;) sousle nom de Tuscaloosa, et en
annoncant qu'il 6tait commissionniS conime croiseur.

Cette simple declaration fut accepted, et au depart du vaisseau principal pour l'ooe'an

Indien, Semmes envoya le Tuscaloosa oroiser sur les c6tes du Bresil.

A son retour a la Ville tlu Cap, le vaisseau fat saisi par le gouverneur et retenu jus-
qu'a la fin de la guerre.

(B.)

—

Consid^rasts.

Pour oe qui concerne -1'Alabama, la Graude-Bretagne n'a pas rempli les obligations
qui lui incombaient en vertu des trois regies du traite' de Washington.
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I.

—

With regard to the MildAng and escape of the vessel.

(a.) It is beyond doubt that the Alabama was fitted out ia British
ports as- a vessel of war of the insurgent States.

(&'.) The example of the Oreto made it the duty of the British authori-
•ties to be on their guard against acts of this kind.

(e.) They nevertheless did not in any way take the initiative, on the
representations of Dudley and Adams, with a view of inquiring into the
true state of affairs, although they had given an assurance that the
authorities should take the matter up.

(d.) After sufficient evidence had been furnished, the examination of
it was so procrastinated, and the measures taken to arrest the vessel
were so defective, that she was enabled to escape just before the order
for her seizure was given.

II.—* With regard to the measures taken for her pursuit.

(a.) The orders to pursue and arrest the vessel were not given until
forty-eight hours afterward, and were only sent to a few ports close at
hand.

(&.) No instructions were sent to the other ports of Great Britain or
to those beyond the seas, except to that of Nassau.

(c.) No vessels, even, were sent in pursuit into the neighboring Eng-
lish waters.

III.— With regard to judicial proceedings on account of the enlistment of a
crew, and of the armament of the vessel.

(a.) There were no more proceedings instituted against those persons
who had enlisted the crew of the Alabama, or those who had conveyed
her armament on board, than against those who had ordered or those
who had built her. .

I.

—

A Vfyard de la construction et de lafuite du vaisseau.

a) II est hors de doute que 1'Alabama a e"te" prepare' comme vaisseau de guerre des
e"tats insurge"s dans des ports britanniques.

i) Les precedents de l'Oreto faisaieut un devoir aux autorites britanniques d'etre
suf leurs gardes vis-a-vis de faits de ce genre.

o) A la suite des denonciations de Dudley et d'Adams, elles ne prirent pourtant pas
la moindre initiative en vue de s'enquerir du veritable e"tat des 'ckoses, malgre" qu'elles
eussent donne" l'assuranoe que les autorities prendraient la chose en mains.

d)' Apres que l'on eut fourni des preuves suffisantes, l'examen de celles-ci fut tene-
ment retarde" et les mesures prises pour faire arr§ter le vaisseau furent si deTectueuses,
que le navire put s'echapper imm6diatemont avant que l'ou eut donne" l'ordre de le

saisir.

II.

—

Al'egard des mesures prises pour le faire poursuivre.

a) Les ordres de poursuivre et d'arrfeter le vaisseau apres sa Jfuite ne furent donnes
que quarante-huit heures plus tard, et ne furent adresses qu'a quelques ports rapprockes.

b) II ne fut donne" aucune instruction aux autres ports de la Grande Bretague ni a
eeux d'outre-mer, excepts a ceux de Nassau.

c) II n'y eut pas m&me de vaisseaux envoye"s & la poursuite dans les eaux anglaises
du voisinage,

III.

—

A Vigard de poursuites judiciaires d, cause de Venrdlement d'un Equipage et de Var-

mement.

a) II n'y eut pas plus d'enquGte institute contre ceux qui avaient enrdl<5 l'equipage
de 1'Alabama et ceux qui lni avaient amene" son armement, que contre ceux qui l'avaient

commando" et ceux qui l'avaient construit.
'
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(b.) The disciplinary penalties inflicted on some seamen of the Ala-

bama, on their return to England cannot be looked upon as a serious

prosecution.

IY.— With regard to the free admission to British ports subsequently

allowed to this vessel.

(a.) The fact that the vessel was armed within English jurisdiction,

and in contravention of neutrality, was established by the order for her

seizure issued by the British authorities.

(6.) The same is true with regard to the illegal and fraudulent depart-

ure of the vessel from the port of Liverpool.

(c.) The cognizance and complicity of the insurgent government, *

which had commissioned the vessel, as also of the agents of that gov-

ernment at Liverpool, and of the officers who commanded her, had like-

wise been established.

(d.) Not only, therefore, had the British authorities the right, but it

was also their duty, to seize this vessel, in whatever British port she

might be found.
(e.) The British government even admitted this right and this duty

so far as the port of Nassau is concerned.

Y.

—

The following objections are not valid:

(a.) That the arming and equipping of the vessel did not take place

within British jurisdiction, but only in waters lying beyond that juris-

diction.

By the first rule, and according to the natural interpretation of the

obligations of the law of nations, even a partial equipment for warlike

purposes is not allowable. This is, moreover, admitted by the English
law-officers of the Crown in their report of July 29, 1862. It is further

established that even the•armament and the original equipment of the

Alabama were prepared within British jurisdiction, and shipped from

b) On ne considere point comme enqueue se"rieuse les peines diseiplinaires pronon-
cees contre quelques matelots de 1'Alabama, revenus en Angleterre.

IV.

—

Al'dgard de la litre admission dans des ports oritanniques snbse'quemment acoorde'e a ce

navire.

a) L'armement du vaisseau dans la jnridiotion de 1'Angleterre, et contrairement a la

neutrality ,6tait constats' par l'arret de saisie rendu, par les autorite's britauniques.
h) II en 6tait de meme de la sortie illegale et frauduleuse du navire du port de

Liverpool.
e) L'on avait aussi constats la eonuaissance et la complicity du gouvernement des

insurges, qui avait commissionne' le vaisseau, et respeotivement des agents de oe gou-
vernement a Liverpool et des officiers qui commandaient le navire.

d) Les autorite's britanniqnes avaient done, non-seulement le droit, mais encore le

devoir, de saisir ce vaisseau, dans quelque port britannique qu'on le rencontrat.
e) Le gouvernement britannique a memo reconnu ce droit et ce devoir pour ce qui

concerne le port de Nassau.

V.

—

Les objections suivanies ne sont pas fondiies. ,

a) Que l'armement et l'e'quipement du vaisseau n'ont pas eu lieu dans la juridlc-

tion britannique, mais seulement dans des eaax situ<5es en dehors de cette juridiotidn.
D'apres la regie 1, et selori une interpretation naturelle des ' obligations du droit des

gens, une preparation, meme partielle, & des buts de guerre n'est fSas admissible ; o'est

ce que, du reste, les jurisoonsultes de la couronne en Angleterre ont reconnu eux-
memes dans leur preavis du 29 juillet 1863 ; en outre, il est constate que m§me
l'armement et.le premier equipement de 1'Alabama furent prepares dans la juridic-

tion britannique et partirent de ports britanniques ; une division -des eirconstances
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British ports. A division of the circumstances attending an offense
does not, in itself, do away with the offense, more especially when the
same cognizance and criminal purpose attach to all the persons con-
cerned.

(&.) That the vessel having been commissioned for the insurgent
States, her seizure within British jurisdiction was not allowable. This
objection is refuted by the fourth general rule of law laid down at the
beginning of this draught.

(c.) That- Great Britain cannot be held responsible for the negligence
of which subordinate officials may have, been guilty in the pursuit of
the vessel, for indiscretions which may have been committed by some
unknown subordinate with regard to her impending seizure, &c, Taken
by itself, an act of imprudence or negligence on the part of subordinate
authorities or officials does not, it is true, necessarily entail responsi-
bility for the extreme consequences of such act ; but when a series of
acts of neglect are in question, each of the acts in that case becomes
of importance.

(d.) That the United States were themselves guilty of negligence

—

In having furnished incomplete and tardy evidence through their

agents.
This objection is refuted by the fifth general rule of law laid down

above.
By the inaction of the vessel-of-war Tuscarora, in the waters of Liver-

pool.

Even if this fact were established, it would be no excuse for acts of

negligence on the part of the British authorities.

IV.—THE SHENANDOAH.

(A.)—Facts.

I.—What tooJc placefrom the time of her departure to that of her armament
and equipment in the waters of Madeira.

1. This vessel was originally the Sea King, a merchant-vessel belong-

du delit n'invalident pas ce delit en lui-meme, surtout lorsqu'on recontre, chez toutes
les personnes interessees, la meme connaissanoe.et la mSrne intention criminelle.

b) Que le vaisseau ayant e'te' commissionne' pour les 6tats insurges, une saisie da
ce vaisseau dans la juridiction anglaise n'etait plus admissible; cette objection est

reTutee par la regie generale de droit No. 4, pqsee an commencement de ce projet.

c) Que la Grande Bretagne no peut etre responsable pour des negligences qui out
pu so presenter de la part d'employes subalternes dans la poursuite du vaisseau, pour
I'indiscriStion qui a pu se commettre par nn subalterne inconnu, concernaut la saisie

imminente, &c; pris isolement, un acte ^d'imprudence ou de negligence de la part

d'autorites et d'employes subalternes n'entralne pas necessairenient, il est yrai, la

responsabilite' pour les consequences extremes de oet acte ; ruais lorsqu'il s'agit d'une
serie de negligences, chacun des faits prend alors de l'importance.

d) Que les Etats-TJnis se sont eux-inenies rendus coupables de negligence

—

En fournissant deTectueusement et trop tard des preuves par le moyen de leurs
agents. Cette objection est refutee par la regie generate de droit, No. 5, posee plus
haut

—

Par la conduite pen active du vaisseau de guerre le Tuscarora dans les eaux de Li-
verpool. Qiiand meme il serait e'tabli, ce fait ne serait pas une excuse pour les actes de
negligence des autorites britanniques,

;

LB SHENANDOAH.

(A.)—Faits.

I.

—

Ce qui sepassa depuis son depart jusqu'a son armement et tiquvpement dans les eaux de

Madere.

1. Ce navire e'tait originairement le Sear King, vaisseau marcbaud appartenant & une
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ing to a firm in Bombay ; she was employed in the East India trade,

and was built at Glasgow, in 1863. She was a long, rakish
she^doah.

vesgel of 11Q0 tongj wjth engines of 220 horse-power, (Eob^

ertson & Co., who sold her, say only 150 horse-power, and not 220,) mak-

ing ten knots an hour ; she had made three hundred and twenty miles in

twenty-four hours; and was built by celebrated ship-builders on the

Clyde.
2. She leftln November, 1863, for New Zealand and for the China seas,

and returned to London with a cargo of tea. Before her voyage to

New Zealand, Dudley saw her at Glasgow, and pointed her out to his

superiors as a steamer likely to be intended for a privateer.

3. On the 20th September, 1864, she was sold in London to Bichard

Wright, of Liverpool, a British subject, and father-in-law to Prioleau,

head partner of Fraser, Trenbolm & Co. The sale was registered the

\ same day.
4. On the 7th October, 1864, Wright gave a power of attorney to a

man named Corbett, a British subject, (who was implicated in matters

connected with vessels running the blockade,) enabling him to sell the

vessel whenever he could within six months, at a minimum price of

£45,000 sterling.

5. On the 8th October, 1864, she cleared for Bombay ; left London
with a crew of forty-seven men, having first taken in coal and provis-

ions for twelve months. She had on board two 18-pounder guns on
carriages, (12-pounders, according to the British Counter Case, p. 103.)

The same night the southern agent at Liverpool was informed of her
departure, by telegraph.

6. On the 8th October, 1864, the very same night, the Laurel, screw-

steamer, nearly new, and of first-class make, left Liverpool with about
twenty citizens of the Southern States on board, and some cases marked
" machinery," which contained guns and gun-carriages, such as are used
on board ships of war. The Laurel and the Sea King had arranged
to meet in the bay of Punchal, in the island of Madeira.

maison de Bombay; il 6tait employ^ dans le commerce des Indes Orientales et avait
6t6 construit a Glasgow, en 1863. C'dtait un vaisseau long, a mature inclinee, d'une
capacity de 1,790 tonneaux, avec machines auxiliaires de 220 chevaux, (Robertson et

C i0
,
vendeurs, disent seulement 150 chevaux, et non 220,) faisant dix noeuds a l'heure

;

il avait fait 320 milles en vingt-quatre heures; il avait <5t6 construit. par de celebres
constructeurs des bords de la Clyde.

2. II partit, en novembre 1863, pour la Nou velo-Zelande et pour les mers de la Chine
et revint a Londres avec une cargaison de the". Avant son voyage a la Nouvelle-Z6-
lande, Dudloy le vlt a Glasgow et le signala a ses superieurs comma un steamer pro-
bablement destine' a faire la course.

3. Le 20 septembre 1864, il fut vendu a Londres, a Richard Wright de Liverpool,
sujet anglais et beau-pere de Prioleau, ce dernier le principal associe' de Frasej, Treu-
holm et Cie

. La vente fut enregistree le merne jour.

4. Le 7 octobre 1864, Wright donna procuration a un nomme' Corbett, sujet anglais,
(impliquiS dans des faits relatifs a des vaisseaux qui forcaieut le blocus,) de vendrele
navire quand il le pourrait, dans le d&ai de six mois au prix minimum de 45,000 livres
sterling.

.5., Le 8 octobre 1864, il s'acquitta en douane pour Bombay, partit de Londres avec
quarante-sept homraes d'equipage, apres avoir auparavant embarqu6 du oharbon et
des provisions pour douze mois. II avait a bord deux canons montes, de 18 livres, (de 112

livres, d'apres le contre-memoire britannique, p. 103.) Le raeine soir, le depart en fut
annoncfi par telegraphe a l'argent du sad a Liverpool.

6. Le 8 octobre 1864, le meme soir encore, le, Laurel, vapeur a hiSlice, presque neuf
et superieurement construit, partit de Liverpool, emportant une vingtaine de citoyens
des Stats du sud et des caisses, designees comme "machines," lesquelles contenaient
des canons et des affuts, tels que ceux employe's a bord des vaisseaux de guerre. Le
Laurel et le Sea King s'^taient donn6 rendez-vous dans la baie de Funchal, lie de
Madere. .

........
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7. On'the 19th of October the Sea King arrived offEunchal; the Laurel
had preceded her by two days. The two ships met and effected the
transshipment of the cannon, &c, (six large guns, two small, carriages,
munitions, powder, muskets, &c. ;) for this, thirty-six hours sufficed.

Corbett.then came forward, announced the sale of the Sea King, and
tried to induce the crew to remain. Out of eighty sailors, however,
only twenty-three remained. The officers and men retained in the Sea
King numbered in all forty-two, and hardly formed half her proper
complement, which forced her to use her engines.

She took the name of the Shenandoah, and continued on her way
under the insurgent flag.

II.

—

Steps taken by the English consul at Teneriffe, and their result.

8. On the 12th of November, 1864, Lord Eussell received from the
English consul, at Teneriffe, a detailed report, dated October 30, of
what had taken place in the waters of Madeira.
The consul also sent Oorbett, captain of the Sea King, as a prisoner

to England. Among other things the report of the English consul
says the Laurel arrived at Teneriffe on the 21st October for the purpose
of coaling ; the master, Bamsay, came before the consul and expressed
a desire to land forty-three passengers who wished to return to England
by the first opportunity ; they were from the British steamer Sea King,
of London, which had been' wrecked near the Desertas Islands.

On the 23d October the Laurel proceeded on her voyage. The master
of the Sea King, however, did not come forward to make the usual
declarations and to ask for assistance; the inquiries made by the consul
proved that the Sea King had not been wrecked at all, but that she had
been already sold in London, and was to be handed over on the high
seas.

The consul took the depositions on oath of four sailors who had been
landed. In these depositions it was stated that the Laurel had left

Liverpool bound for Nassau ; that she had taken oh board twenty-six

7. Le 19 octobre, le Sea King arriva devant Funchal ; le Laurel l'y avait precede' de,

deux jours. Lea deux vaisseaux se rejoignent et effectuent le transbordement des
canons et des accessoires, (six grandes pieces, deux petites, affuts, munitions, poudre,
fusils, &c. ;) il suffit pour cela de treute-six heures. Corbett alors se presenta, annonca
la vente du Sea King et chercha a engager l'equipage ' & rester. De quatre-vingts'

matelots, il n'enresta cependant que vingt-trois. Lea officiers et les homines que lf>

Sea King retint comptaient en tout quarante-deux, et ne formaient guere que la moitie"

.

de ce qu'il lui fallaitj ce qui l'obligea a se servir de ses machines.
II prit le nom de Shenandoah, et continua sa route sous le pavilion des insurges.

II.

—

D-marches du consul anglais a Tinfrlffe, et lews suites.

8. Le 12 novembre 1864, Lord Eussell recut du consul anglais a Teneriffe un
rapport d6tailh$, dat6 du 30 oetobre, sur ce qui s'e'tait passe' dans les eaux de Madere.
Le" consul envoyait egaleruent Corbett, , capitaine du Sea King, prisonnier en

Angleterre., Le rapport du consul anglais dit entr'autres: Le Laurel arriva le 21
octobre au port de Teneriffe pour faire du charbon ; le patron Eamsey se presenta
au consiilat et expritna le desir de d^barquer quarante-trois passagers qui desiraient
retourner en Angleterre par la premiere occasion; ils venaient du steamer britannique
le Sea King, de Londres,.qui avait fait naufrage aupres des lies Desertas.
Le 23 octobre, le Laurel se remit en voyage. Cependant le patron du Sea King ne se

pr^sentait pas pour faire prendre les declarations d'nsage et demander assistance; les

informations que fit prendre le consul e'tablirent que le Sea King n'avait pas fait

naufrage du tout, -mais qu'il avait dej& e'te' vendu a Londres et devait etre Hvr6 en-

pleine mer.
'"

Le consul entendit les depositions faites sous serment de quatre matelots que l'on[!

avait de'barques. Ces depositions constataient que le Laurel e"tait parti de Liverpool'

avec la destination de Nassau; qu'il emportait vingt-six officiers et soixante-denx>
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officers and sixty-two sailors in addition to her proper crew, sixty-five

shells, five tons of cannon-powder, and various other munitions; that

at Madeira she had taken in 300 tons of coal ; that the transshipment to

the Sea King had been effected at a point off the Desertas during calm

weather; that the sailors were armed with cutlasses and revolvers;

that the officer in command had taken possession of the Sea King in

the name of the insurgent States.

9: On the 1st November, 1864, the law-officers of the Crown gave

their opinion on the report of the consul at Teneriffe and on the sending

ofCorbettas a prisoner to England. Among other things they say,

" We are not of opinion that a vessel outside of British waters is sub-

ject to British jurisdiction with regard to what takes place on board

her." (British Case, p. 153.)

10. Further inquiries in London ; examination of sailors who had re-

turned.

11. December 1, 1854. Second report of the law-officers ; in . this,

second report the same law-officers declare that " on more deliberate

consideration, if the Sea King ought to be deemed to have been still a.

British ship when Captain Corbett endeavored- to induce the men on
board her to accept the confederate service, the question whether her

deck was not then ' a place belonging or subject to Her Majesty,' is a

serious question which ought also to be raised by the indictment. In
our former report we stated that we did not think a British merchant-
ship at sea was included within Her Britannic Majesty's dominions, in

the sense of the act ; but, in the second clause, there are also the other

and larger words above noticed, to which we did not then advert, and
which might perhaps receive a more extensive construction." (British

Case, p. 155.)

12. On the 8th December, 1864, Lord Eussell communicates to Lord
Lyons the report of the consul at Teneriffe. He adds that, on the return
of the sailors, an inquiry will be instituted, and that, by the advice of

the law-officers of the Crown, a prosecution had already been directed
against Corbett.

marina outre son propre equipage, soixante-oinq obus, cinq tonnes de poudre a canon,
et diverges autres munitions; qu'il embarqna a Madere 300 tonnes de charbon

;
que le

transbordement a bord du Sea King s'e~tait fait sur lin point des Desertas par une mer
calme

;
que les marins furent amies de sabres et de revolvers.

L'officier commandant prit possession du Sea King au nom des 6tats insurges,
9. Le ler noveiubre 1864, les jurisconsultes de la oouronne britannique donnerent

leur preavis sur le rapport du consul de Te'nei'iffe et sur l'euvoi de Corbett comma
prisonnier en Angleterre; ils y diseut entr'autres: "Nous ne sommes pas d'avis qu'un
vaisseau hors des eaux britanniques est soumis a la jurisdiction britannique pour ce
qui se passe sur son tjllac." (M<5maire anglais, p. 153.)

10. Enquete comple'nientaire a Londres ; audition de marins retourne's.
11. Le l sr decerubre 1864, deuxieme rapport des jurisconsultes. Dans ce deuxieme

rapport les mfimes jurisconsultes declarent que "aprfesune plus mure deliberation, ,si

le Sea King doit etre consider^ comme ayant toujours conserve' la nationality
britannique au moment ou le capitaine Corbett a essay<5 de decider les hommes a son
bord a accepter le service confe'dere', on peut se demand'er si le pout de ce navire
n'6tait pas alors un lieu dans la suction ou au pouvoir de sa Majesty ; et c'est une
question seriouse que l'accusation devra egalement soulever. Dans notre precedent
rapport, nous avons formula l'opinion qu'un vaisseau de commerce britannique ne
rentrait pas dans les domaines de sa MajestS britannique, selon le sens de l'acte;
mais la deuxieme clause renferme d'autre part des termes plus larges que nous venons
de signaler, que nous n'avions point alors en vue, et qui seraient peut-etre susceptibles
de recevoir uue interpretation plus 6tendue." (Memoire britannique, p. 155.)

12: Le 8 decembre 1864, Lord Eussell communique & Lord Lyons le rapport du
consul de Teneriffe, et il ajoute qu'au retour des matelots l'on entamora uue enquete;
que sur le pr&wis des jurisconsultes de la couronne l'enquete <5tait deja entamee
contre Corbett.
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13. Result qf this last proceeding ; acquittal of Corbett by the jur

III.—Conduct of the Shenandoah at Melbourne.

14. On the 25th January, 1865, the Shenandoah arrived at Port
Philip, in the colony of Victoria, and anchored in Hobson's Bay.

1 Toward the middle pf November, 1864, the mail left Europe and
reached Melbourne about the middle of January, bringing the news re-

specting the Sea King and her transformation into the Shenandoah.
15. On the 25th January, 1865, the American consul protested against

the admission of this vessel and demanded her seizure of the governor.
The law-officers were consulted ; the governor answered, on the 30th,
by a refusal.

It was decided on the same day by the council that the captain of the
Shenandoah should not be asked for the commission of his government.

16. February 10. The , American consul to the governor
;

protest
against enlistments.
February 13. The law-officers find the evidence sufficient.

February 13. The governor determines to await the report of the
police authorities before taking action.

February 14. The chief commissioner of police reports : " Waddell re-

fuses to allow his ship to be searched, saying that he will oppose force by
forceP

February 14. Decision of council to request Waddell to reconsider his

resolution of forcible opposition. Suspension of permission to make re-

pairs. Reply of Captain Waddell. The order of suspension is revoked.
The law-officers of the Crown, subsequently consulted as to the re-

fusal of Captain Waddell, stated to Lord Russell in their report of the
21st of April, 1865, that " the right of forcibly executing a warrant on
a belligerent vessel did not exist, but that an order to leave the port at

once would be the consequence."
17.. Subsequent steps of the American consul with respect to the en-

listments.

13. JRe'sultat de oette derniere enqufete : acquirement de Corbett par le jury.

III.

—

Ce, que fit le Shenandoah a Melbourne.

14. Le 25 Janvier 1865, le Shenandoah arriva a Port Philippe, eolonie Victoria, et

jeta l'anc're dans la baie de Hobson.
Vers la mi-novembre 1864, le courrier partit d'Europe et arriva vers la mi-janvier a

Melbourne, apportant les nouvelles concernant le Sea King et sa transformation en
Shenandoah.

15. Le 25 Janvier 1865, le consul americain protesta contre l'admission de ce navire
et en demanda la saisie au gouverneur. Les conseillers legaux furent entendus; le

gouverneur repondit, le 30, par uu refus.
Le conseil decide le m§me jour qu'il ne sera pas demande" au capitaine du

Shenandoah la commission de son gouvernement.
16. F<5vrier 10, le consul americain au gouverneur: reclamation contre des

eurolements. '

Fevrier 13, les conseillers legaux trouvent les preuves suffisantes.

Fe>rier13, le gouverneur -decide d'entendre le bureau de police avant de donner
suite.

~
'

Fe"vrier 14, le commissaire en chef de la police rapporte : Waddell refuse de laisser

faire des rechercb.es sur son vaisseau, disant qu'il opposerait 'la forceid lafdrce.

Fevrier 14, decision du conseil de faire prier Waddell de revehir sur sa resolution de
s'opposer par la force. Suspension de la permission de faire les reparations. Keponse
du capitaine Waddell. L'ordre de suspension est re'voque'.

Les juriscohsultes de la couronne, consults plus tard quantau refus du, capitaine

Waddell, de"clarerent a. Lord Russell, dans leur preavis du 21 avril 1865, que " le droit

d'ex^cuter uu mandat sur un vaisseau des bolligerants par la force n'existait pas, mais
que la sommation do quitter le port tout de suite en resiilterait."

17i D-marches nlterieures du consul americain concernant les enrdlements.

9b
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On the 17th February, the consul first goes to the office of the chief

commissioner of police, whom he does not. find in; then, goes to the
houses of parliament to find the attorney -general, who requires a

written deposition made on oath. Thence he repairs to the office of the

detective police, and there receives answer that no action can be taken
without a warrant. The magistrate declares, himself unable to take
upon himself to issue a warrant on the deposition of a single witness,

and refers him to Mr. Call at Williamstown, who might have evidence in

his possession from the water police.

It was about 7 o'clock in the evening. Seeing how little inclined the

authorities were to act, the consul determined himself to take the deposi-

tion. A copy of it was brought, on the same night, to the attorney-

general, but he was no longer at the houses of parliament.
18. The Shenandoah left on the morning of the 18th of February.
19. It was stated, and the governor of Melbourne himself states in a

circular, dated February 27, 1865, that a considerable number of sailors,

intended to re-enforce her crew, had been taken on board the Shenandoah be-

fore she left the port on the 18th of February. (British Case, p. 168.)

20. Mbr is it denied that she took on board 300 tons of coal, which,
added to the 100 she had already on board, made 400 tons. (See sup-
plementary quotation in consideration No. Ill, letter d, post.)

The committee of officers appointed to report as to the repairs of the
vessel only stated that the Shenandoah was not fit to proceed to sea as
a steamship.

IV.

—

Cruise and final fate of the Shenandoah.

21. On leaving Melbourne, the Shenandoah went to the Pacific, and
thence through Behring's Straits to the Arctic Ocean, where she de-

stroyed the American whalers which she met. It is asserted that
she burned fifteen vessels after Captain Waddell knew of the termina-

.

tion of the insurrection. She remained registered as an English vessel
until the 17th of October, 1865.

Le 17 fevrier, le consul se rend d'abord au bureau du chef de la police, qu'il ne
trouve pas chez lui

;
puis va trouver l'attorney-general an Parlement ; celui-ci

demande une deposition ecrite faite sons serment. De la, il se rend au bureau de la
police secrete : on lui repond que l'on ne peut agir sans mandat. Lejuge d'instructiqn
declaranepouvoir prendre sur lui de dormer un mandat d'arrfet sur les depositions
d'un seul temoin, et le renvoie chez M. Call, a Williamstown, lequel pourrait avoir des
temoignages de la police du port.

II <5tait environ 7 heures du soir; voyant le pen d'empressement des fpnctionnaires,
le consul se decida a recevoir lui-meme la deposition. Copie en fut apportee le m6me
soir, a 9 heures, a l'attorney-general, mais il ne so trouvait plus a la chambre.

18. Le Shenandoah partit le 18 feVrier, dans la matinee.
19. II fut constats, et le gouverneur de Melbourne le constate lui-meme dans une

circulaire du 27 fevrier XSGhfqu'un nonibre considerable de manna destine's cb renforuer
Vequipage avaient 4ti reeus a lord du Shenandoah avant qu'il ne quittat le port le 18
fevrier. (Memoire britannique, p. 168.) '

'
'

20. II n'est pas contests nou plus qu'il prit 300 tonnes de charbon, ce qui, ajoute" aux
100 qua setrouvaient de"ja a son bord, faisai 1 400 tonnes. (Voyez citation complementaire
dans le considerant N° III, litt. d, ci-apres.)

Les experts officiels de"legue~s pour les reparations du navire constaterent seulement
que le Shenandoah n'6tait pas capable de prendre la mer comme navire & vapeur.

IV.—Croisiere et sortfinal du Shenandoah.

21. Au sortir de Melbourne, le Shenandoah se rendit dans l'oeean Pacifique et de
la, par le d^troit de Behring, dans l'oeean Arctique, oil il de>iiisit les baleiniers
amencams qu'il y rencontra. On pretend qu'il y brula encore quinze vaisseaux apres
que le capitaine Waddell eut eu connaissance de la fin de l'insurreotion. II resta
enregistriS comme vaisseau anglais jusqu'au 17 octobre 1865.
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On the 6th November, 1865, Waddell brought the vessel back to
Liverpool, where she was handed over to the United States. Waddell
declared that he learned of the surrender of Lee on the 28th June, but
that he still knew nothing of the insurgent government having come to
an end, of which he did not become aware until the 2d of August.

(B.)

—

Considerations.

I.

—

Conduct of the British authorities up to the moment of the departure of
the Sea King and Laurel on the 8th October, 1864.

(a.) The previous acts of the Florida, Alabama, and Georgia should'
have rendered the British authorities more active, with a view to pre-
venting the repetition of similar acts.

(6.) And yet nothing was done either to secure an increase of vigil-

ance, or with the view of originating more effective measures of dis-

covery and pursuit, or of supplementing the municipal law where nec-
essary.

(c.) The transfer of the Sea King to the name of Wright of Liverpool,
who was closely connected with one of the principal partners of the
firm of Fraser, Trenholm & Co., (September 20, 1864,) coupled with the
embarkation of cases containing cannon and arms on board the Laurel,
would have furnished sufficient grounds for intervention, had there been
any disposition to take the initiative.

(<?.) The objection, often repeated, that English law and English legal
proceedings do not admit of such an initiative being taken, cannot be
sustained, according to the three rules and the general rule of law-

quoted above.
(e.) Nevertheless, one might hesitate to consider these first facts, by

themselves, as sufficient to establish a violation of neutrality on the part,

of Great Britain, without at the same time examining the subsequent
career of the Shenandoah.

Le 6 novembre 1865, Waddell ramona le vaisseau a Liverpool, oil il fat remis aux
fitats-Unis. Waddell declara avoir appris la capitulation de Lee le 28 juin, mais
n'a voir eueore iien su de la cessation du gouvernement des insurge's, qu'il n'apprit que
le 2 aout.

(B.)

—

ConsimSrants.
,

. I.— Conduite des autoriUs britanniques jusgu'au moment de la sortie du Sea King et du
Laurel, le 8 octoore 1864.

o) Les aetes precedents du Florida, de 1'Alabama et du Georgia devaient susciter

plus do vigueur de la part des autorites. britanniques, afin d'empgcher la repetition

d'aetes de la meme nature
;

b) Et pourtant il ne se fit rien, ni pour renforcer la vigilance, ni en vue de prendre
une meilleure initiative dans le butde decouvrir et de poursuivre, ni pour completer les

lois nmuicipales ou il pouvait etre netessaire qu'elles le fussent.

o) La transcription du Sea King au nom de Wright de Liverpool, qui etait en rela-

tion intime avec un associe principal de la maison Fraser, Trenholm et Cie
,
(le 20 sep-

tembre 1864,) join.te au chargeraent de caisses contenant des canons et des armes a

bord du Laurel, aurait fourni assez de motifs d'intervenir, s'il y avait eu de Finitiative.

d) L'objectiou souvent repetee que les lois anglaises et la procedure anglaise ne
permettent pas une pareille initiative n'est pas soutenable, d'apris les trois regies et la

regie generate de droit citee plus haut.
e) Cependant,.'l'on pourrait hesiter a voir dans oes premiers aetes seuls des motifs

suffisants de violation de neutralitedela part de la Grande-Bretagne, si l'on n'examinait

en meine temps la suite des aventures du Shenandoah.
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II.—Conduct of the British authorities from the departure of the Sea King
and the Laurel to the events which toolc place at Melbourne.

(a.) The communications sent on the 12th of November, 1864, by the

British consul at Teneriffe to Lord Russell, and the depositions made on

oath on the 14th of November, 1864, by two sailors returned from Ma-
deira, contained convincing proof that the Sea King and the Laurel

had been furnished, in English ports, with everything necessary, in the

way of armament, stores, and equipment, to enable the Sea King to be

transformed, on the high seas or in any waters within the jurisdiction

of a state, into a ship "of war or into a privateer against the United
States.

(&.) The British authorities recognized in this, it is true, a violation

of their neutrality ; but their only attempt to remedy it was defective

iii two points:
(aa.) In England, judicial proceedings were directed to be taken

against Oorbett only, the former master of the Sea King, and that, again,

on the score of recruitment only; no proceedings were directed against

the master of the Laurel, or those who freighted that vessel, or against

Wright, the owner, at least in name, of the Sea King. It is unneces-

sary to 'say that Corbett's acquittal does not modify the question of

international law.

(bb.) The British authorities took measures against the perpetrators

only, and not against the results of the violation of the law. In partic-

ular, they omitted to inform all the colonial authorities of the empire
of the illegality which attached to the ship, thenceforward known as the
Shenandoah, and to provide them with instructions to seize the vessel

if an opportunity should occur.

HI.

—

Conduct of the British authorities at Melbourne.

(a.) It is certain that the authorities of this colony received from
London neither communications nor instructions concerning the Shen-

II.

—

Conduite des autorite's britanniques depuis la sortie du Sea King et du Laurel jusqu'aux
faits arrives a Melbourne.

a) Les communications envoyees le 12 novembre 1864, par le consul britannique
de Tenenft'e a Lord Russell, et les depositions faites sous serment le 14 uovembre 1864,
par deux matelots revenus de Madera, eonstataient d'une maniere convaiuoante que le

Sea King et le Laurel avaient 6t6 prepared dans des ports anglais avec tout oe qui 6tait
necessaire, en fait d'armement, d'appareil et d'equipemeiit, pour fournir au Sea King
les moyens de se transformer, en pleine mer ou dans des eaux quelcouqnes sous juridic-
tion d'etat, en vaisseau do guerre ou en corsaire eontre les Etats-Unis.

b) Les autorite's britanniques reeonnurent eu cela, il est vrai, une violation de
leur neutrality, mais elles ne chercherent a y remcSdier que d'une maniere deiectueuse
a un double point de vue.

a a) En Angleterre il n'y eut de poursuite judiciaire ordonne'e que eontre Corbett,
ancien patron du Sea King, et encore ne le fut-elle que sous le chef d'eurOlement : Ton
omit de dinger des poursuites eontre le patron du Laurel et les affriSteurs de ce nayire,
ainsi que eontre Wright, proprie'taire, au naoins de nom, du Sea King. II va sans dire
que l'acquittement de Corbett ne modifie poiut la question du droit des gens.
bb) Les autorite's britanniques ne dirigerent leurs mesures que eontre les person-

nes, et nullement eontre les resultats de la violation de la loi. Elles omirent uptam-
ment d'informer toutes les autorite's ooloniales de l'empire de . l'il'lfcalite" attached 'au
navire, connu des lors sous le nom de Shenandoah, et de leur fournir des instructions
eia vue de saisir le vaisseau, le cas echeant.

III.—Conduite des antoritfa britanniques a Melbourne.

a) II est constate" que les autorite's de cette eolonie ne recurent de la mStropole ni
communications ni instructions concernaut le Shenandoah ; bien que, depuis l'epoque
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andoab
; although, from the time when the authorities in London knew

of the criminal character of the vessel, (in the middle of November,
1864,) to the moment of her entrance into Melbourne, (January 25, 1865,)
there had elapsed sufficient time for the transmission of such instruc-
tions. The observation made in the British pleadings, that allowance
must be made for the inexperience of the authorities at Melbourne, is

without force from this fact.

(b.) The authorities at Melbourne showed themselves, in several
respects, negligent in the maintenance of their sovereignty as a neutral
country in the case of the Shenandoah:

(aa.) They waived the production of the commission which the cap-
tain held from the insurgent States. (British Case, p. 161.)

(bb.) They suffered a refusal of their right to search the vessel for'

the purpose of discovering British subjects, illegally enlisted, on board
of her ; and they submitted to the threat used by the captain, that he
would oppose force by force, without immediately taking serious meas-
ures against him.
The report of the law-officers of the Grown, which holds that, against

a refusal of this kind, there was no course open but to compel the ves-

sel to leave the port, is not correct, according to international law, for

use might be made of a similar refusal to carry out and conceal with
impunity violations of neutrality in neutral ports.

(cc.) The only measure taken in consequence of this refusal consisted
in the suspension of the permission to repair which had been granted,
a measure which, however, was withdrawn on the mere representations
of Waddell.

(dd.) The manner in which the amount of repairs necessary for the
vessel was ascertained, and in which their execution was watched, was
but imperfect. (Beport of Captain Payne; British Case, p. 169.)

(e.) It is ascertained that the crew of the vessel was augmented before

her departure froni Melbourne by a considerable number of sailors, in

spite of the constant remonstrances and complaints of the American

ou les autorites de Londres eonnurent le caractere criminel du vaisseau (mi-novembro

1864) jusqu'au moment de l'entree d'u vaisseau a Melbourne, (25 Janvier 1865,) il y efit

eu sufflsamment de temps pour transmettre ees instructions. L'observation presentee

par les memoires anglais, qu'il faut pardonner quelque chose a l'inexponence des

slutorites de Melbourne, est par le fait meme sans portee.

b) Les autorites de Melbourne se montrferent, a plusieurs egards, negligentes dans
le uiaiutien de leur souverainete comme pays neutre, vis-a-vis du Shenandoah.

a a) EHeS renoncernt a se faire exhiber la commission que la capitaine tenait des

6tats msurges, (memoire britannique, p. 161.)

6 b) Elles se laisserent refuser le droit de faire des perquisitions a bord du navira.

eu vue d'y deeouvrir des sujets anglais illegalement enrdles, et elles aceepterent la

menace faite par le capitaine, de repousser la force par la force, sans prendre inline-

diateme'nt des mesures serieuses contre lui.

lie preavia des jurisconsultes de la couronne, portant que, contre line renitenco de
ce genre, il n'y avait pas d'autre moyen a employer que celui de forcer le navire :'i

'quitter le port, n'est pas juste, d'apres le droit des gens
;
parce /jue l'on poiirrait se

servir d'nne pareille rlnitence comme d'un moyen de completer et de eacher impuue-
nieut des violations de la neutrality dans des ports neutres.

o 6) La seule mesure que Ton prlt contre cetto renitep.ee consista a suspendre la.

permission qui avait ete accordee de faire des reparations, mesure qui du reste fut.

retiree sur les simples representations de Waddell.
d d) La constatation des reparations reellement necessaires au vaisseau et la-

surveillance de leur execution ne se flrent que d'une maniere defectuense. (Rapport-

du capitaine Payne; memoire britannique, p. 169.)
c) II es,t constate que l'equipage du vaisseau fut renforce, avant son depart de-

Melbourne, d'nn nombre considerable de marins, malgre les deuonciatious et les.
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consul. (Circular of the governor of Melbourne of the 27th February,

1865 ; British Case, p. 163.)

(d.) It appears also to be proved that the vessel was allowed to take

on board 300 tons of coal, which, added to the 100 tons she already

had, made 400. (So says the American Consul Blanchard to the gov-

ernor; American Appendix, vol. vi, p. 698, and American Case, p. 347.)

In " The Cruise of the Shenandoah," by Hunt, it is moreover said that

there were 300 tons taken in, which, with the 100 tons she already had
oti board, gave a sufficient supply for the cruise which was contem-

plated. (American Appendix, vol. vi, p. 698.)

According to the report of the official experts, (British Case, p. 162,)

the Shenandoah was not fit to go to sea as a steamship; from which it

may be inferred that, as a sailing vessel, she was fit to go to sea. (Com-

pare the report on the repairs of the Florida at Bermuda; British

Counter Case, p. 127.)

The supply of coal was not, therefore, a necessary condition of the

neutral asylum, and, in supplying her with so large a quantity of coal,

the capacity of the ship for making war was increased, just as much as

by the recruitment of her crew which took place.

(C.)

—

Judgment.

In the acts which have just been enumerated there exists a violation

on the part of Great Britain of the obligations of neutrality laid down
by the three rules; consequently Great Britain is responsible for the

American ships which were destroyed by the vessel iu question.

V.—THE SUMTER.

(A.)—Facts.

1. The Sumter was a cruiser of the insurgent States, equipped in their

ports ; she left the mouth of the Mississippi and commenced
cruising on the 30th of June, 1861.

reclamations non-interrompues du consul aruencain. (Circulaire du gouverneur de
Melbourne du 27 fevrier 1865 ; me"moire britanui'que, p. 163.)

d) II paralt aussi Stabli qu'il fut permis au vaisseau d'embarquer 300 tonnes de
charbon, ce qui, ajout6 aux 100 tonnes qu'il avait encore, en faisait 400. (C'est ce que
flit le consul americain Blanchard au gouverueur; appendice amtSricain, tome vi,

p. 698; et mcSmoire americain, p. 347.) " La Croisiere du Shenandoah," par Hunt, flit

par contre qu'il y eut 300 tonnes embarquees,1 ce qui, ajoute' aux 100 qui s'y trouvaient
encore, faisait uue provision suffisante pour la croisiero que l'on avait l'inteution
d'entreprendre. (Appendice americain, tome vi, p. 698.) Selou le rapport' des
experts officiels, (memoire britaunique, p. 162,) le Shenandoah, en tant que vaisseau
a vapenr, n'etait pas capable de raettre en mer, d'ou l'on peut oonelure que, comme
voilier, il pouvait tenir la mer. (Comparer le preavis sur les reparations pour le Florida
a Bermude. (Contre-me'moire britannique, p. 127.)
L'approvisionnement de charbon n'etait done pas une obligation de I'asile neutre -;' et

;

en lui fbnrnissant uue si forte quantity de charbon, on renforcait la capacity du vais-
seau a faire la guerre tout aussi bien qu'en augmentant son equipage, comme on l'avait
i'ait.

(C.)—Jtjgement.

Dans les faits qui viennent d'etre <5num6r6s, il existe une violation, de la part de la
Grande-Bretagne, des obligations de neutrality de"terramees par les trois regies. En con-

.sequence, la Grande-Bretagne est responsable pour les navires amrSricains qui out 4t6
df5truits par le vaisseau en question.

LE SUMTER. »

(A.)—Faits.

1. Le Sumter e"tait un croiseur des 6tats insurg^s, equipe" clans leurs ports; il sortit
des passes du Mississippi et commenca ses courses le 30 juin 1861.
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2. After having made six prizes, she first entered the Spanish port of
Cienfuegos, (Cuba,) where she took in coal. On the 15th of July, 1861,
she arrived at the Dutch port' of Saint Anne, in the island of Curacoa,
there took in coal, and staid eight days. On the 30th of July she
reached the, British port of Trinidad, after having made in all eleven
prizes since her departure from the waters of the Mississippi ; she re-

mained six days in this port, and there shipped a complete supply of
coal. After having left Trinidad, the Sumter touched, among other
places, at the port of Paramaribo, (Dutch Guiana,) where she took in a
supply of coal, from the 9th to the 31st of August; at Port Royal, in

'

Martinique, where she took in coal and remained fourteen days, from
the 10th to the 23d of November ; at Cadiz, where she staid fifteen

days; she put in, on the 18.th of January, 1862, at Gibraltar, after
having made six fresh prizes since her departure from Trinidad.

3. The Sumter remained at the port of Gibraltar until December,
1863, when she was disarmed and sold by public auction.
The officers, among whom was Captain Semmes, who subsequently

commanded the Alabama, abandoned the vessel and went to England.
4. From February, 1862, there had been United States ships of war

stationed in the waters of Algeciras, to watch the Sumter.
5. The representatives Of the United States at Gibraltar and London

protested against the sale of the Sumter as fictitious and inadmissible,
according to international law.

6. On the 9th of February, 1863, the Sumter escaped from Gibraltar
and arrived at Liverpool ; she remained there till the 3d of July, was
from thence employed as a transport-ship, and left that port under the
name of the Gibraltar, carrying a cargo of heavy artillery. What be-

came of her afterward is not exactly known. It only appears, from the
evidence, that United States ships still watched her for several months
after she left Liverpool. (The Connecticut, from the 3d of August to

September, 1863 ; United States Appendix, vol. iv, p, 120, table.)

2. Apres avoir fait six prises, il entra d'abord au port espagnol de Cienfuegos, (Cuba,)
oil il embarqua du charbon ; le 15 juillet 1861, il arriva an port hollandais de Ste.-Anne,

dans File de Curacao, y embarqua du obarbon et y sejoarna huifc jours ; le 30 juillet,

il atfceignit. le port britannique de la Trinite", apres avoir fait on tout onze prises depuis

sa sortie des eaux du Mississippi ; il resta six jours dans ce port et y fit uu complet ap-

provisionnement de charbon; apres avoir quitted la Trinite", le Sumter toucha encore,

entr'autres, aux ports de Paramaribo, (Guyane hollandaise,) oil il s'approvisionna de
oharbon, du 9 au 31 aout ; de Port Eoyal a la Martinique, ou il embarqua du charbon
et resta quatorze jours, du 10 au 23 novembre; de Cadiz, oil il sejourna quinze jours

;

il entra, le 18 Janvier 1862, a Gibraltar, apres avoir fait six nouvelles prises depuis son
depart de la Trinite\

3. Le Sumter resta au port de Gibraltar jusqu'en diScembre 1863, e"poque a laquelle

il fut de"sarme" et vendu aux encheres publiques.
Les officiers, parmi lesqnels se trouvait le capitaine Semmes, plus tard commandant

de 1'Alabama, abandonnerent le vaisseau et se rendirent en Angleterre.

4. Des le mois de fevrier 1862, il y avait eu des navires de guerre des Etats-TJnis

stationnes, dans les eaux d'Algesras pour guetter le Sumter.
5. Les repre"sentants des Etats-Unis a Gibraltar et a Londres protesterent oontre la

vente du Sumter, comme Active et inadmissible d'apres le droit des gens.
6. Le 9 fevrier 1868, le Sumter s'lSohappa de Gibraltar et arriva a Liverpool ; il y

resta 'jusqu'au 3 juillet, fut de la employe" comme vaisseau- de transport et quitta ce

port sous le nom de ''le Gibraltar," empo'rtant une cargaison d'artillerie de gros calibre.

On ne sait pas au juste ce qu'il devint dans la suite. II ressort seulement des pieces*

que des vaisseanx de guerreides fitats-Unis* le guetterent encore plusieurs mois apres

sa sortie de Liverpool. (Le Connecticut, du 3 aout jusqu'en septembre 1863 :
appendice

americain, tome iv, page 120, tableau.)
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(B
.

)—Considerations.

I.

—

Respecting what took place up to the moment of the vessel's entry into

Gibraltar.

(a.) With the exception of her stay, and the supply of coal which the

Sumter took in at Trinidad, none of the acts in question took place

within British jurisdiction ; consequently, Great Britain is responsible

for nothing which occurred before the arrival of the Sumter at Trinidad.

(6.) The permission given to the Sumter to remain and to take in coal

at Trinidad, does not in itself constitute a sufficient basis for accusing

the British authorities of having failed in the observance of their duties

as neutrals; because this fact cannot be considered by itself, since

the Sumter, both before and after that time, was admitted into the ports

of many other states, where it staid and took in coal, and it is proved

that the last supply she obtained to cross the Atlantic did not take

place in a British port; so that it cannot be held that the port of Trini-

dad served as a base of operations for the Sumter.

II.

—

Respecting the permission to stay, and the sale of the Sumter at Gib-

raltar.

{a.) The stay of the Sumter, as an armed ship of war of the Confed-

erate States, at the port of Gibraltar, from the month of January to the

month of December, 1862, was less the result of her being in distress

than a refuge from the clanger arising from the ships of the enemy.
(&.) The granting of such shelter is contrary to the second rule of the

treaty, according to which a neutral port must not serve as a base of

operations to belligerents, and, consequently, must not serve them either

as a refuge from the enemy, while giving them, at the same time, the
opportunity of leaving it at will.

(c.) The objection which is made that the Sumter entered Gibraltar

(B.)—CONSID^RANTS.

I.

—

Coiicernant ce qui sepassa jusqu'an moment de Ventre'e du vaUseau d, Gibraltar.

a) A l'exception du sejour et de l'approvisionnement que fit le Sumter a la Trinite,
aucun des faits en question n'eut lieu dans la jui'idiction britaunique; par consequent,
la Grande-Bretagne n'est responsable pour rien de ee qui se passa avant Tari-ivee du
Sumter a la Trinite'.

b) La permission donnee au Sumter de sojourner et de faire du charbon a la
Trinit<5 ne oonstitue pas a elle seule line base suffisante pour que l'on puisse accuser
les autorites britanuiques d'avoir manque a leurs devoirs de neutrality; car ce fait

ne peut. etre consider^ isolement, puisque, avant et apres, le Sumter avait ete admis,
dans les ports de plusieurs autres Stats, ou il sejourna et fit du cliarbon, et qu'il est

:

constate que le dernier approvisionnernent qu'il fit pour traverser l'ocean Atlantique
n'eut pas lieu dans un port britanniqne : de sorte que l'on ne saurait pretendre que le

port de la Trinite ait servi de base d'operations au Sumter.

II.

—

Concemant la permission de sejour et de vente du, Sumter a Gibraltar.

a) Le sejour du Sumter conime vaisseau de guerre arine des etats-confederes au
port de Gibraltar, depuis le mois de Janvier au mois de d6cembre 1862, fut moius la
suite d'un etat de detresse qu'uu asile contre le danger provenant de vaisseaux
eniiemis.

6) Une pareille concession d'asile est en d6saccord avec la 2C regie du traite,
d'apres laquelle un port neutre ue doit pas servir de base d'operations aux belligerants ';

par consequent, ne doit pas non plus leur servir de lieu de refuge contre l'ennemi, tout
en leur laissant la possibilite d'en ressortir a volonte.

o) L'objection qui est faite que le Sumter etait enti-e a Gibraltar avant la publi'ca-
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before the publication of the official circular of the 31st of January,
1862, which limits the stay of belligerent vessels in neutral ports, 'is

immaterial; for,
~ (d.) Even without the publication of that circular, the granting of
shelter which took place would have been contrary to the duties laid
down in the second rule, and to the principles of a real and effective
neutrality.

(e.) Moreover, to interpret the circular of the 31st January, 1862, in the
seDse that it related only to the ships of belligerents which should in the
future enter British ports, and not to those which were already in them,
is in opposition, if not with the letter, at least with the sense and spirit

in which the circular was published.

(/.) The disarmament and sale of the Sumter after she had been eleven
months in the port of Gibraltar were the continuation and conclusion
of the course pursued up to that time, and which consisted in saving the
ship, her armament and her crew, from the enemy ; and these acts were as
little in conformity with the maintenance of a real and effective neutrality

as the whole of the proceedings from the beginning, and the less so
because they were accompanied by the following circumstances in

aggravation

:

(g.)t The sale of the ship was only fictitious, as appears from the
documents

;

The proceeds of the sale of the arms, &c, were paid over to the treasury
of the insurgents ; •

The officers of the vessel and the rest of her crew remained at liberty,

and a certain number of them re-entered shortly afterwards the service

of the insurgent States.

(h.) According to the principles of neutrality observed on land, men
who seek refuge from the enemy are disarmed, and the munitions they
bring with them are seized and not restored till the end of the war; the
authorities of Gibraltar ought to have acted in like manner, or else they
ought to have compelled the vesselwith her armament and crew to leave
the port within a stated time, providing her with a safe conduct as far

as the limits of British jurisdiction.

tion de la circulaire ministe'rielle du 31 Janvier 1862, laquelle limite la duree du sejour

des vaisseaux belligerants dans les ports neutres, est sans port<5e; car,

d) M6me sans la publication de cette circulaire, la concession d'asile qui eut lieu

,

eut '6t6 en disaccord avec les devoirs decoulant de la regie 2 et des principes d'une
neutrality reelle a effectner.

,
e) En outre, interpreter la circulaire du 31 Janvier 1862 dans le sens qu'elle ne

devait concerner que les navires des bellige'rants qui entreraient a l'avenir dans les

ports britanniques, et non ceux qui s'y trbuvaient deja alors, c'est se inettro en disac-

cord, sinon avec la lettre, .du moms avec le sens et l'esprit dans lesquels cette circulaire

flit publiee.

/). Le dfearmement et la vente da -Sumter au bout de onze mois de sejonr'dans le

port de Gibraltar furent la continuation et la conclusion du proce'de' suivi jusqu'alors,

et qui consistait a sauver de l'ennemi le vaisseau, son armement et son equipage ;
et

ces actes aussi furent aussi peu conforraes au rnaintien d'une neutrality reelle et effec-

tive' que tout le proce'de", des le commencement, et cela d'autant raoins qu'jla 6taient

accompagnes des circonstances aggravantes suivantes.

g) La vente du vaisseau ne fut que Active, aiusi qu'il appert d'apres les actes

:

Le prqduit de la vente des armes, &?e., fut verse" dans la caisse des insurges

;

Les ofiiciers do .vaisseau et le reste de 1'equipage, resterent en 6tat de liberty, et uu,

certain nombre d'entr'eux rentrerent, peu de temps apres, au service des e"tats insurges,.

7t) D'apres les principes de neutrality observes sur terre, les hommes qui chercbent

un refuge contre l'eunemi sont d'e'saroie's et internes, le materiel qu'ils emportent est

saisi et n'est' restitue' qu'a
1

la fin de la guerre : les autqrites de Gibraltar auraient dft

agir d'une maniere analogue, ou bien elles auraient du forcer le navire, avec son armeT .

inept et,sori equipage, ^quitter le port, dans un delai fixiS, sauf a le pourvoir d'un sauf-

conduit jusqu'aux limttes de lajiiridictibn britannique.
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JUDGMENT.

1. Great Britain has not failed iu her duties, as laid down in the three

rules, in respect to the Sumter, up to the entrance of that vessel into

Gibraltar, and is not, therefore, responsible for the ships destroyed by
the Sumter.

2. On the other hand, Great Britain has violated the second rule in

affording a protracted shelter to the Sumter, and in permitting the dis-

armament and pretended sale of that vessel in the port of Gibraltar, and

is, therefore, responsible for the sum for which the Sumter, her arma-

ment and equipment were sold, for the expense of watching her by the

ships of the United States before the waters of Gibraltar, during the

whole period of the stay of the Sumter in that port, and for the expense

of her pursuit after her departure from that port.

VI.—THE RETRIBUTION.

(A.)

—

Pacts.

1. This vessel was originally a United States screw steamship, the

Uncle Ben, and was built at Buffalo iu 1856.
""""""'"'

Shortly before the attack on Fort Sumter she had been

sent to the south coast of the United States. Stress of weather obliged

her to put into the Oape Fear Biver. There the insurgents took posses-

sion of her, and turned her into a schooner. She went to sea again under

the name of the Retribution, and cruised in the neighborhood of the

Bahamas.
2. In the month of December, 1862, sbe captured the American

schooner Hanover, and took her prize to Fortune Island or Long Cay,

(one of the Bahamas.)
The captain of the Retribution, one Locke, alias Parker, went before

the authorities of the port with the papers of the Hanover, represented

himself as the master of that vessel, under the name of Washington Case,

and stated that he had been shipwrecked on one of the neighboring
islands, and that he was in distress ; that he had been bound from Boston

(C.)—JUGEMENT.

1. La Graude-Bretagne n'a pas manque" a ses devoirs, decoulant des trois regies; en
ee qui coneeme le Sumter jusqu'a l'entree de ce vaisseau a Gibraltar, et elle n'est, par
consequent, pap responsable pour les destructions} de navires effectuees par le Sumter.

1

2. Par contre, la Grande-Bretagne a viole" la regie 2 en accordant un asile prolonge"

au Sumter et eu tolerant le d&arniement et la prfitendue vente de ce vaisseau dans le

port de Gibraltar, et elle est, par consequent, responsable pour le prix de vente du
Sumter, de son armement et de son e"quipement, pour les frais de surveillance par les

navires des Etats-Uuis devant les effiux de Gibraltar, pendant toute la duree du sejour
que fit le Sumter daus ce port, et pour les frais de sa poursuite apres son depart de ce

port.

LB RETRIBUTION.

-

(A.)—FAITS.

1. Ce vaisseau e"tait dans l'origine la vapeur a helice l'Uncle Ben, des Etats-Unis, et

avait e"te" construit a Buffalo, en 1856.

Pen de temps avaut l'attaqne du fort Sumter, il avait e"te" envoye" sur les e6tes meri-
dionales des Etats-Unis. Le mauvais temps l'obligea a entrer dans le fleuve du Cape
Fear. Lfk, les insnrge's s'en emparereut et le transformerent en schooner. II reprit la

mer sous le nom de Retribution et croisa dans le voisinage des Bahamas.
2. Au mois de decembre 1862, il captura le schooner americain le Hanover, et amena

sa prise a l'tle Fortune ou Long Cay, (l'une des Bahamas.)
Le capitaine de la Retribution, nomine" Locke, alias Parker, se pre"senta avec les

papiers du navire le Hanover aux autorites du port, se fit passer pour le patron de ee

navire sous le nom de Washington Case, et rapporta qu'il avait fait naufrage a l'une des
Jles voisines et qu'il e"tait en de"tresse

;
qu'il avait e'te" destine" de Boston a la Havahe
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to Havana, with liberty to seek another market; that his instructions
authorized him to dispose of his cargo, and to make use of the proceeds
to take in a cargo of salt, and to run the blockade with it.

The ship's papers were examined and found to be in conformity with
his declarations; they were indeed made out in the name of the mas-
ter, Washington Case, and it was under this name that Locke was ad-
mitted into the port with the Hanover, and that the ship's cargo was
exchanged for one of salt.

3. Later, on account of remonstrances made by an American agent,
Locke was prosecuted at Nassau, on account of this act. The first time
he was released on bail, and succeeded in escaping trial by taking flight
and forfeiting his bail, (October, 1863.) The second time, having made
the same voyage again, he was acquitted by the court for want of evi-

dence to prove his identity, (February, 1865.)

4. Previous to these judicial proceedings the Eetribution had also cap-
tured, in the neighborhood of Castle Island, the American brig Emily
Fisher, carrying a cargo of sugar. The master of this latter vessel,

named Staples, relates what happened in the following manner:
The prize having been made, the captor made an arrangement with

some wreckers and then stranded the vessel, after which the wreckers
took possession of her ; and she was then brought back to Long Cay,
accompanied by the Eetribution.
The master of the Emily Fisher was not allowed to take possession

of his ship again until he had paid 50' per cent, of the price of the
cargo, and 33£ per cent, of the value of the vessel, to the wreckers.
When he had made this payment he was replaced in possession by the
collector; the authorities declared that the law would not allow the
cruiser to touch the brig, but that, eveu if they wished, they had no
means of preventing it ; aud, finding himself under the guns of the
cruiser, he had preferred paying what was asked of him.
In the British counter case it is admitted that this statement may be

true, that there had been a conspiracy between the captain of the Ret-

avec faculty de chercher uu autre marehe"
;
que ses instructions l'autorisaient a disposer

de la eargaison, et a en employer le produit a faire uu chargeruent de sel et a traverser
le blocus avec ee chargement.
Les papiers du navire furent examines et trouves conformes aiix declarations ; ils

e"taient en effet au nom du patron Washington Case, et ce fut sous ce nom que Locke.
fu.t adniis, au port avec le Hanover et qu,e la eargaison du navire fut changee contre une
de sel.

3,, Plus, tard, a la suite de denonciations faites par un agent anaenoain, Locke fut
poursuivi en justice a Nassau, a cause de cefait; la premiere fois, il fut relache" sous
caution, et r6ussit a se soustraire a la procedure en prenantla fuite etabandonnantson
cautionnement, (octobre 1863.) La seconde fois, ayant refait le meme voyage, il fut
acquitte" par le tribunal, faute de preuves constatant son identity, (fe>rier 1865.)

4. Anteneurement a ces proce"des judiciaires, le Retribution avait aussi capture dans
le voisinage de Castle Islaud le brick aniericain Emily Fisher, portant une eargaison
de sucre. Le patron de ce dernier vaisseau, nomine" Staples, raconte ce qui s'est passe"

de la mauiere suivante :

La prise faite, le capteur e'tait entre" en relation avec quelques wreclcers et avait en-

sui£e, fait eehouer le navire ; apres quoi les wreclcers s'en e'taient enipares ; eusuite il

avait 6t6 ramen6 a Long Cay sous la conduite du Eetribution.
Lui, patron de l'Emily Fisher, n'avait 6t6 en e"tat de reprendre possession de sou vais-

seau qu'il n'eut paye" aux wreckers 50 pour cent du prix de la eargaison, et 33J pour cent

,

de la yaleur du vaisseau. Lorsqu'il eut depose" ce paiemeut, il avait <§te" remis en pos-

session par le. collecteur; les autorites avaient declare" que les lois ue permettraient pas
au croiseur de.toucher au brick, mais que, quand meme elles le voudraient, elles'n'au-

raient aucun moyen de l'empecher ; et, se trouvant sous les canons du croiseur, il avait

mieux aime" payer ce. qu'on lui demaudait.
Dans le contre-rqemoire britannique, ou reconnalt que cet expose" peutetre vrai, qu'il

y avait eu complot entre le oapitaine du Eetribution et les wreckers en vue d'extorquer
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ribution and the wreckers, with a view to extorting money from the
brig, from which, as a prize, he would otherwise have been able to ob-

tain nothing; but that no complaint had been made against the
authorities of the colony, and that, since then, nine years had elapsed.

5. The Betribution thereupon went to Nassau Bay, was sold there on
the 10th of April, 1863, there changed her name to that of the Etta,
and both these transactions were registered by the authorities at Nas-
sau. On her first voyage to New York as a transport she was recog-
nized as the former Betribution, and was seized by the authorities and
sold.

(B.)

—

Considerations.

(A.)— What took place respecting the Hanover.

The British authorities are not responsible in this matter, since they
were deceived in regard to the entry and sale of the prize at Long Gay,
and since, from the manner in which this fraud was committed, they
cannot be accused of culpable negligence.

Nor can any responsibility be attached to the subsequent acquittal,

for this act, of Captain Locke by the courts at Nassau, inasmuch as it

is not shown that there were any evident defects in the proceedings or
the judgment.

(B.)

—

What took place respecting the Emily Fisher.

It appears to be proved that, in British jurisdiction, by means of a
conspiracy between the captain of the cruiser and some of the crew of
the wrecking-vessels, exactions were practiced on this vessel after she
had been captured and brought into the waters and port of Long Cay

;

and that the authorities of the port were aware of it, the affair having,
so to speak, taken place before their eyes ; that, notwithstanding, these
authorities did not take any steps, either with a view of affording
efficient protection, or with a view of instituting judicial proceedings,

de 1'argent au brick, dont il n'aurait sans cela rien pu retirer comme prise; ruais qu'il
n'y avait pas eu de plainto portee coutre les autorites coloniales, et que, depuis lors,
rieuf ans s'citaient 6coules.

5. La-dessus, le Retribution se rendit dans la baie de Nassau, y fut vendu le 10 avril
1863, y cbangea son nom en celui de "Etta," et l'un et l'autre de ces aetes furent enregis-
tres par les autorites de Nassau. Lors de sou premier voyage a New York, en quality
de transport, il y fut reeonnu comme Fancien Retribution, et fut sequestra par les
autorites et vendu.

( B.)—CostsidIrants.

(A.) Ce qm sepassaconcernant le Hanover.

Les autorites britanniques n'en sont pas responsables, puisqu'elles furent trornpees
quant a l'entrtie et a la vente de la prise a Long Cay, et que, de la maniere dont cette
tromperie fut commise, il ne peut leur etre reprochiS de negligence coupable.

II u'y a pas non plus de motif de responsabilite clans l'acquittemeut subsequent, pour
ce fait, du captaine Locke par les tribunaux de Nassau, puisqu'il n'est pas e"tabli qu'il
y ait eu des d^fauts eVidents dans la procedure et le jugement.

(B.) Ce qui sepassa concernant I'Emily Fisher.

II parait constats que daus la juridiction britannique, au moyen d'un complot forme'
entre le capitaine du croiseur et quelques homines cl'equipage de bateaux de sauvetage,
il fut conimis des exactions contre ce vaisseau, apres qu'il' eut 6t6 capture? et anient
dans les eaux et le port de Long Cay

;
et que les autorites du port en avaient connais-

sance, les choses s'^fcant, pour ainsi dire, passees sous leurs yeux
;
que, nonobstaut cela,

ces autorites n'avaient pas fait une seule d-marche, ni en vue d'accorder protection
effective, ni eu vue d'outamer des poursuites judiciaires, ni en faisant rapport aux
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or by reporting to their superiors what was taking place ; that, more-
over, and as a sequel to .these acts, ou the 10th of April, 1863, seven
weeks after the events which had taken place, the sale and change of
name of the Retribution took place, and that these transactions were
registered by the authorities at Nassau.

(C.) Tbe objections made by Great Britain, that it was not until
nine years after these acts took place that a claim is made with respect
'to the Emily Fisher, and that Long Cay is a distant and little frequented
port, are iin material, because the nature of the offense committed at
Long Oay made it the duty of the authorities to interfere officially, or
to report to their superiors ; and because, even if at the time of the
commission of the offense, there was not on the spot a force to prevent
it, it was, nevertheless, the duty of the authorities, immediately after-

ward, to take every step to repair it, even that of insisting that meas-
ures should be taken against the belligerent by whom the cruiser was
commissioned.

JUDGMENT.

Great Britain did not fail to observe her duties as a neutral with
respect to the facts which concern the Hanover ; on the other hand,
in regard to the Emily Fisher, she did not fulfill her duties as a neu-
tral, and is responsible on this head.

OPINIONS OF ME. ADAMS.
I.—DUE DILIGENCE.

These words, which are found in the first and third of the rules
prescribed by the treaty of Washington, for the govern-
ment of the arbitrators in making up their judgment, have
given rise to much discussion in the preparatory arguments of the
opposing parties.

autorites superieures de ce qui se passait; que, bien plus, et en suite de ces faits, le 10-

avril 1863, sept semaines apres les e>e"uenients qui avaieut en lieu, la vente et le change-
nient du nom de Retribution s'effectuerent et que ces aetes furent enregistrfe par les

autorites a Nassau.

(C.) Les objections quepre'sente la Grande-Bretagne—
Que ce n'est que neuf ans apres les faifcs accoraplis que l'on reclame au sujct de
l'Emily Fisher et que Long Cay est im port peu frequents et e'carte'—n'ont pas d'itn-

portance, parce que la nature du delit commis a Long Cay faisait aux autorites uu de-
voir d'intervenir d'office ou de faire rapport aux autorites superieures, et que quaixl
meme, au moment de la commission du de'lit, l'on n'avait pas sur place la force de 1'cm-
pecher, les autorites avaient, cependant, le devoir de faire immeYliatement apres toutes
les demarches pour y remo'dier et meme celui d'insister pour qu'il fut pris des mesures
contre le belligeranfc, commettant du croiseur.

(C.)—JUGEMENT.

La Grande-Bretagne n'a pas manque' a ses obligations de neutrality relativement aux
faits qui concernent le Hanover; par contre, pour ce qui concerne l'Emily Fisher, elle

n'a pas satisfait a ses devoirs de neutrality, et elle est responsable de ce chef.

LES "DUES DILIGENCES."

Ces mots, qui se trouvent dans la premiere et dans la troisieme des regies prescribes

par le traits de Washington, pour servirde guide aux arbitres, pour former leurjuge-
ment, ont donn<5 lieu a beauconp de discussions dans les exposes preparatoires des par-

ties opposantes. .
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On the side of Great Britain, an explanation of them is given in the

9th, l'Oth, and 11th propositions, laid down on the 24th and 25th pages

of the case.

The subject is again considered in pages 21 and 22 or the volume

called the Counter Case.

It is again referred to iu the 8th and 9th pages of the volume called

the Argument or Summary.
Lastly, it is treated in a more general way in the argument presented

by Sir Boundell Palmer, 'counsel on behalf of Her Britannic Majesty, on

the 25th July last.

On the side of the United States, an explanation is presented in pages

150 to 158 of the volume called The Case.

It is again referred to in the sixth page of the Counter Case.

The subject is again treated in pages 316 to 322 of the Argument or

Summary.
Lastly, it is discussed in a more general way in the argument sub-

mitted by the counsel on behalf of the United States on the 5th and 6th

of August.
The objection which I am constrained to admit as existing in my mind

to the British discussion is, that it appears to address itself for the

most part to the establishment of limitations to the meaning of the

words rather than to the explanation of the obligations which they

imply.
The objection which I am constrained to find to the American defini-

tion is that I do not find the word " due" used in the sense attributed

to it in any dictionary of established authority.'

Yet it does not appear to me so difficult to find a suitable meaning for

these words. Perhaps it may have been overlooked from the very fact'

of its simplicity.

I understand the word diligence to signify not merely work, but, to use

a familiar phrase, work with a will.

The force of the qualifying epithet "due" can be best obtained by
tracing it to its origin. All lexicographers derive it from the Latiu

verb " debere," which itself is a compound of two words " de" and

Du c6te" de la Graude-Bretagne, une explication en est donnee dans les 9me, 10mP. et .;

llme propositions posees, pages 24 et 25 du "Case."
Le sujet est de nouveau consider, pages 21 et 22, du volume appele" le" Counter-casp."

II y est encore fait allusion, pages 6 et 9, du volume nomine" " Argument" ou " Sum-
mary."
Eufiu il est traits d'une maniere plus generate dans le plaidoyer pre"sente parSir .

Roundell Palmer, conseiller de sa Majeste" britanniqne, le 25 juillet dernier.

Du cOte" des Etats-Uuis, une explication est presentee, pages 150 a 158 du volume
nomine" le "Case."

11 y est encore fait allusion, page 6 du " Counter-case."

Le sujet est de nouveau traits, pages 316 a 322 de "1'Argument" ou "Summary."
Enfin il est disoute" d'une maniere plus geu6rale dans le plaicloyer presents par les

conseillers des Etats-Unis, les 5 et 6 aout.

L'objection que je suis oblige" d'admettre comtne existant dans mon esprit a 1'egard

des arguments anglais est, qu'ils semblent s'appliquer pour la purpart a e"tablir des li-

' mitations du sens de ces mots, plut6t que de l'obligation qu'ils irnpliquent.
L'objection que je suis oblige" de faire a la definition americaine est que je ne trouye

pas le, mot " due " employe" dans le sens qui y est attribue", dans aucnn dictiounaire
d'une antorite" reconnue.
Cependant il ue me semble pas si difficile de trouver un sens oonvenable pour ces

mots. Pent-etre a-t-il echappe" par le fait meme de sa simplicity.

Je comprends que le mot "diligence" signifie, iion pas simplement agir, mais agir de
bon coenr.

La force de l'epithete qualificative "due" peut dtre inieux trouvee en remontant a
son origine. Tous les lexicographes la font d6river du verbe latiu debere, qui est lui
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''habere," which means "quasi de alio habere"—th.it is, in English, to

have of or from another.

Assuming this to be the primary meaning, I now come to the second
step. The first having implied something received by one person from
another, the second implies equally an obligation 'incurred thereby.
" Debere," in Latin, means to owe. In French it becomes " devoir,"
which is equivalent to debt, to duty, or to obligation. In English it is

thus defined by two eminent authorities :

Richardson: " That which is owed; which any one ought to have,
has a right to demand, claim, or possess."

Webster: "Owed; that ought to be paid or done to another; that is

due from me to another, which contract, justice, or propriety requires
me to pay, and which he may justly claim as his right."

I have searched a great variety of other authorities, but do not cite

them, as they only repeat the same idea.

Hence it may be inferred that the sense of the words "due dili-

gence" is that of "earnest labor owed to some other party," which that
party may claim as its right.

But, if this definition be conceded, it must naturally follow that the
nature and extent of this obligation cannot be measured exclusively by
the judgment or pleasure of the party subject to it. If it could, in the
ordinary transactions between individuals, there wbuld be little security
for the faithful performance of obligations. If it were not that the
party to whom the obligation has been given retains a right to claim it

in the sense that he understands it, his prospect of obtaining justice in

a contested case would be but slight.

If this view of the meaning of the words be the correct one, it fol-

lows that, when a neutral government is bound, as in the first and third

rules laid down in the treaty for our guidance, to use " due diligence" in

regard to certain things, it incurs an obligation to some external party,

meme compost de deux mots de et habere, ce qui signifie quasi dealio habere—c'est-a-dire,

en francais : avoir ou tenir d'un autre.

En adruettant que ceci est la premiere signification, j'arrive maintenant a la seeonde.
La premiere impliquant qu'nne personne a recu quelque chose d'un autre, lit seeonde
implique egalement qu'une obligation s'eu est suivie. Debere, en latin, signifie, en anglais,
" to owe." En francais, il devient "devoir," co qui equivaut a dette, devoir ou obligation.

En anglais, il est d^fini ainsi par denx autorites erainentes

:

Richardson :" Ce qui estdit; ce que quelqu'un doit avoir; ce qu'il a le droit de
demander, de reclamer ou de posse'der."

Wehster: "Du; ce qui doit etre payiS ou fait a run autre; ce qu'on doit a un autre
; oe

' qu'un contrat, la justice ou la propriete exige que je paye, et ce qu'il peut justeilieut

reclamer comme son droit."

J'ai cherehe' un grand nombre d'autres autorites, mais je ne les cite pas, parce qu'elles
ne font que re'pe'ter la meme idee.

D6 la on peut inferer que le sen's des mots "due diligence" est celui d'un travail
serieux du a quelque autre personne, que cette personne peut reclamer oomnie son
droit.

Mais si cette definition est adinise, il doit naturellement s'eusnivre que la nature et
1'iStendue de cette obligation ne peuvent pas etre estimees exclnsivement selon le

jugement ou le plaisir de la personne qui y est soumise. Si cela 6tait possible dans
les transactions ordinaires entre individus, il y aurait pen de seenrite' pour l'ticcom-

plissement fidele des obligations. Si ce n'e'tait que la personne en vers laquelle 1'oliliga-

tion a 4t6 contractee conserve le droit de la reclamer dans le sens oil elle l'entend, sa
•chance d'obtenir justice dans un cas contests ne serait que legere.

Si cette maniere d'envisager le sens des mots est exacte, il s'eusuit que lorsqn'uh
gouvernement neutre est tenu, comme dans la premiere et dans la tioisieuie regie

posees dans le tf'aite pour nous servir de guide, d'exercer "due diligence" a IVgai'il do
certaines choses

t
il encourt envers quelque autre partie une obligation dniu il iVest
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the nature and extent of which it is not competent to it to measure ex-

clusively by it's own will and pleasure.

Yet the assumption that it is competent appears to me to underlie the

whole extent of the British position in this controversy.

It may, indeed, be affirmed that no sovereign power in the last resort

is accountable to any other for the results of the ' exercise of its own
judgment, arrived at in good faith.

This proposition may be admitted to be true in point of fact; but it

is obvious that proceedings under it gain no sanction under any law
but that of superiority in physical force.

To escape this alternative, resort has been had to* an attempt at defi-

nition of a system of rights and obligations, to which the assent of

civilized nations imparts authority in the regulation of their reciprocal

duties.

Under that system all the nations recoguizing it are placed on a per-

fectly equal footing, no matter what the nature of their relative force.

To borrow a sentence from the British counter case

—

Her Majesty's goverumeufc knows of no distinction between more dignified and less

dignified powers ; it regards all sovereign states as enjoying equal rights, and equally
subject to all ordiuary international obligations ; and it is firmly persuaded that there is

no state in Europe or America which would be willing to claim or accept any immunity
in this respect on the ground of its inferiority to others in extent, military force, or
population.

Admitting this position in its fullest extent, it may, at the same time,

be affirmed that, if Her Majesty's government were to enter into a con-

tract with these various states, as a neutral power, to use due diligence
in certain emergencies, not one even of the smallest of them would fail

to deny that Her Majesty's government was the exclusive judge of the
measure of its obligations, contracted under those words.
What is then the rule by which the actual performance of this duty

pas competent ponr estimer exclusivement, d'apres sa volont<5 propre et son bon plaisir,

la nature et l'etendue.

Cependant la supposition qn'il est competent me seinble servir de base a toute la
position anglaise dans cette controverse.
On peut en eifet affirmer qu'auoune puissance souveraine en dernier ressort n'a a

rendre coinpte a une autre pour les resultats de l'exercice de son propre jugement fait

de bonne foi.

Cette proposition pent etre admise oomuie vraie en fait, mais il est certain qu'une
conduite qui s'y conforme no gague auoune sactiou d'aucuue loi si ce n'est de celle d'une
sup6rioritS en force physique.
Pour echapper a cette alternative on a en recours a une tentative pour d<5finir im

systeme de droits et d'obligations, auquel l'asseutiment des natious civilisees donne
autorite' dans le reglement de leurs devoirs reciproques.

D'apres ce systeme, toutes les nations qui le reoonnaissent sont placees sur. uu
pied parfaitemeut egal, n'importe la nature de leur force relative. Pour emprunter
une phrase du "counter-case" anglais:.

"Le gouvernement de sa Majeste . . . ne connait aucivne distinction entre des
puissances plus on nioius elevens eu digoite" ; ilregarde tons les (Stats souverains conime
jouissant do droits Sganx, conime egalement assujettis a toutes les obligations ordi-
nal res intern ation ales; il a la ferine conviction qn'il n'est pas eu Europe on en Ainerique,
uu seul e"tat,1jui veuille priSteudre ni accepter a cet e~gard aucuue exemption motivfie
sur son iufonorite relative comme territbire, oonnuo puissance militaire ou comme-
population."
En admettaut cette position dans toute son <5tendue, on peut affirmer en meme teiiips

que, si le gouvernement de sa, Majeste devait faire.nn contrat aveo ces divers 6tats
comme puissance neutre pour cxercer" due diligence" dans eertaiues eirconsta'nces, il

n'est pas un des plus petits d'entr'eux qui manquat de njer que le gouvernement -de sa
Majeste" fat le jnge exelusif de la mesure de oes obligations contractus d'apres ,ces
mots. •

,

Quelle est done la regie d'apres laquelle on peut estimer l'accomplissement effectif
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can be estimated? It seems to me tolerably plain. Whatever may be
the relative position of nations, the obligation between them rests upon
the basis of exact and complete reciprocity. Hence the compact em-
braced in the words " clue diligence" must be fulfilled according to the
construction placed upon the terms by each separate nation, subject to
reasonable modifications by the just representations of any other'hation
with which it is in amity, suffering injury from the consequences of a
mistake of negligence or intention. These may very naturally grow out
of the great differences in their relative position, which should properly
be taken into consideration. In the struggle which took place in Amer-
ica, "due diligence " in regard to the commercial interests of one of the
belligerents meant a very different thing from the same words applied
to the other. The only safe standard is that which may be reached by
considering what a nation would consider its right to demand of another,
were their, relative positions precisely reversed. If the due diligence
actually exercised by one nation toward another does not prove to be
exactly that diligence which would be satisfactory if applied to itself

under parallel circumstances, then the obligation implied by the words
has not,been properly fulfilled, and reparation to the party injured is no
more than an act of common justice.

Such seems to be -the precise character of the present controversy.
Her Majesty's government deuies that the measure of diligence due by
her as a neutral to the United States as a belligerent, during the late

..struggle, was so great under the law of nations as it has been, with
her consent, made by the terms of the treaty. But, in either case,

.,' she claims to.be the exclusive judge of her fulfillment of it, apart from
the establishment of this tribunal, to which she has consented to appeal.
But this very act implies the consciousness of the possibility of some
debt contracted in the process by the use of these terms that may justly

be claimed by another party. Of the nature and extent of that debt,
and how far actually paid, it is the province of this tribunal to deter -

de ce devoir? Elle me semble assez claire. Quelle que soit la position relative des
nations, l'obligation entre elles repose sur la base d'exacte et complete reciprocity.

Des lors le coutrat eouipris sous ces mots "due diligence" doit etre rempli d'apres l'in-

terpre'tation donnee des termes par ehaque nation prise separement, sujette a des
modifications raisonnables de la part des representations justes de quelque autre nation
avec laquelle elle est en rapport d'ainitie\ souffrant des dommages ensuite des conse-

quences de malentendu ou de negligence, ou d'inteution. Celles-ci peuvent naturelle-
inent decouler des grandes differences dans leur position relative, qui, doivent etre

prises en consideration. Dans le coDflit qui eut lien en Ame'rique "due diligence" par
rapport aux interets commerciaux de l'un des bellige'rants avail; un tout autre sens que
le's memes mots applique's a l'autre. La seule pierre de touche est celle que l'bn peut
trouver en considerant ce qu'une nation croirait avoir le droit de reelarner d'une autre,
si leurs positions relatives 6taient precisement inverses. Si la " due diligence" effective-

ment exercee par une nation envers une autre ne se montre pas etre exactement cette

"diligence" qui serait satisfaisante si elle lui 6tait appliquee dans des circonstauces
analogues; alors l'obligation impliquee par les mots n'a pas e'te' bien remplie, et une
reparation envers lajpartie lesee n'est plus qu'un'acte de simple justice.

Tel paralt etre le caractere precis de la presente controverse. Le gouvernement
de sa Majesty nie que la mesure de diligence due par lui comme neutre anx
fitats-Unis comme belligerant, pendant le dernier conflit, 1'fl.t aussi grande, d'apres Je
droit des gens, qu'elle a 6t6 iaite avec son consentement par les termes da traits'.

Mais dans les deux cas il pretend etre le juge exclusif de la maniere dont eile J'a

accompli, a l'exception de l'e'tablissement de ce tribunal, auquel elle a consenti a en
appeler. Mais cet acte lui-meme implique, par Peniploi de ces termes, la conscience de
la possibility de quelque dette contracted dans l'affaire, et qui pout -juatemeut etre

reclamee par un\e- autre partie. Quant a la nature et a lMtendue de cette dette, et

jusqu'ou. elle a 6iS payee effectivement, il appartient- a ce- tribunal d'en decider, apro^

10b "
. - ..
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mine, after full consideration of the evidence submitted. Such is the con-

struction 1 have placed upon the words "due diligence.?'

II.—THE EFFECT OF COMMISSIONS.

This question has been discussed, more or less extensively, in the

E »-ect of—„ papers and arguments before us.
_

'

On behalf of Great Britain it is claimed that the rule is

perfectly established that a vessel belonging to any power recognized

as sovereign, or as a belligerent, has, in virtue of its commission, a

right to claim a reception, and the privilege of extraterritoriality, with-

out regard to its antecedents, in the ports of every neutral power.

The authorities quoted to sustain this position sustain it as an estab-

lished general rule. I see no reason to question it.

But the question that has been raised in the present controversy is

an exceptional one, which is not touched by these decisions.

The reception of vessels having an origin exclusively or even par-

tially American, and bearing on their front no evidence offraud or

violence, does not seem to have been brought into question in this con-

troversy. Such vessels were the Sumter, the Nashville, the Tallahassee,

the Chickamauga, &c.
The case is different in regard to that class of vessels which derive

their origin exclusively from a systematic and fraudulent abuse of the

amity of a neutral power, setting at defiance its laws within its own
jurisdiction, and taking advantage of its forbearance in the hope of in-

volving it the more with its opponent in a responsibility for tolerating

its own misdeeds.

It admits of no question, in my mind, that the outfit and equipment
of the Florida, the Alabama, the Georgia, and the Shenandoah were
each and all made in defiance of the laws of Great Britain and the in-

junction of the Queen's proclamation, of neutrality. By this couduct

un esameu complet des preuves qui lui ont 6t& soumises. Telle est l'interpr6tation que
j'ai donnee des mots "due diligence."

l'effet des commissions'.

Cette question a 6t6 discntee d'une maniere plus ou moins deVeloppee dans les docu-
ments et plaidoyers devant nous.

Du c0t<5 de la Grande-Bretagne on pretend que la regie est parfaitement (Stabile

qu'un vaisseafy.appartenant a un pouvoir quelconque reconnu cotume souverain ou
comme belligerant, a, en vertu de sa commission, le droit de reclamer une reception et

le privilege d'extra-territorialite', sans egard a ses antecedents dans les ports de toute
puissance neutre.

Les autorites citdes pour appuyer cette position la sontiennent comrue une regie
g6ne"rale 6tablie. Je ne vois pas de raisou de la mettre eu question.
Mais la question soulevee dans la presente coutroverse est une question exception-

uelle, a laquelle cea decisions ne se rapportent pas.

La reception de vaisseaux ayant une origiue am<5ricaine eu tout ou en partie, et ne
portant sur leur front aucuno preuve de fraude ou de violence, ne semble pas avoir fite"

inise en question dans cette controversy. Tels e'taient le Sumter, le Nashville, le Tal-
lahassee, le Chickamauga, etc.

Le cas est different eu ce qui coneerne cette classe de vaisseux qni tireut leur origiue
exclnsivement d'un'abus syst<§matique et frauduleux du comit^ d'une puissance neutre,
mettaut au defi ses lois clans sa. propre juridiction, et prenant avantage de sa bonne
disposition, dans l'espoir de l'enteaiuer encore avec son adversaire dans une responsa-
bilitG pour avoir tol6r<S ses propres meTaits.

Je n'eu doute point, la preparation et l'equipeinent du Florida, de 1'Alabama, du
Georgia et du Shenandoah furent, pour chacun d'eux, fait en d6fi des lois de la Grande-
Bretagne et des injonctions de la proclamation de neutrality de la Reine. Par cette
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the perpetrators had not only clearly forfeited all right to consideration,
tout had subjected themselves to the penalties of malefactors if they
ever returned within the jurisdiction which they had insulted. The
right to exclude vessels from British ports on these grounds, without
regard to their commissions, is distinctly affirmed by Sir Eoundell Pal-
mer, one of the lawyers of the Crown during the whole period in ques-
tion> and seems to be indubitable. To deny it would place every
.sovereign power at the mercy of any adventurous pirate on the ocean,
who might manage to cover himself with the threadbare mantle of the
minutest belligerent.

It is a perfectly well understood principle of law that no citizen of a
foreign nation, excepting, perhaps, iu certain cases, a representative
clothed with diplomatic privileges, is free from the obligation of con-
forming himself to the laws of the country in which he is residing. If
he willfully violates them he is subject to the same penalties which are
imposed upon native citizens. Even though not a citizen he is subject
in Great Britain to be tried for quasi treason. If instead of conspiring
against the Queen he enters into cpmbiuations which involve the king-
dom in complications with foreign powers with which it is at peace, he
surely cannot come forward and plead the possession of a commission
from the authorities of his own country in his justification. Neither is

the cotnmanJer of a ship of a foreign power which comes within the
harbor of another free from the same general obligation. If he violates
any of the regulations prescribed for his government he is liable to pay
the penalty by a withdrawal of his privileges or by an immediate order
of exclusion from the port.

For myself, therefore, I cannot see any reason why the existence of a
commission should have stood iu the way of a clear expression by
Great Britain of its sense of the indignities heaped upon Her Majesty rs

government by the violation of her laws within her various dominions,
continuously persisted iu during the existence of this belligerent. In
my opinion it would have justified the seizure and detention of the
offending vessels wherever found within the jurisdiction. But if that

conduite, les fauteurs avaient non-seulernent perdu nettemeut tout droit au respect,

mais ils e'taient assujettis aux peines des malfaiteurs s'ils revenaient jamais duns la

juridiction qu'ils avaient insultee. Le droit d'exclure des vaisseaux des ports anglais
pour oes motifs, sans egard a leurs commissions, est nettement affirme\par Sir Eoundell
Palmer, nn des conseillers de la couronne pendant toute la periode en question, et sem-
ble 6tre indubitable; le nier serait mettre tonte puissance souveraine a la merci de tout
pirate aventureux «ur 1'oce'an qui pourrait re'ussir km couvrir du ruauteau use" du plus
^petit bellige'rant.

C'est un principe neloi parfaitement liien compris, qu'aucun citoyen d'nue nation
e'traugere, si ce n'est, peut-etre, un , represeutant revetu de privileges diplomatiqnes,
n'est exempt de l'obligation de se conforrner aux lois du pays dans lequel il demeure.
S'il les viole volontairement, il est assujetti aux monies peines qui sont imposees aux
citoyens natifs. Meme s'il n'est pas citoyen, il est expose en Angleterre a etre poursuivi
pour quasi -trahisou.- Si.au lieu de co.nspirer c'ontre la Eeine, il eutre dans des combi-
naisons qui precipitent le royaume dans des-complications envers des puissajices souve-
paiues avec lesqnelles celui-ci est en paix, il ne pent certainement pas se presenter^!
s'appnyer pour sa justification sur la possession d'uue commission des autorites de sou
propre pays. Le commandant d'un vaisseau d'une puissance 6trangere qui vient dans
le port d'une autre n'est pas exempt non plus de la meme obligation genjSrale. S'il-

viole qnelqn'un des reglements prescrits pour sa conduite, i I est expose\ a snbir la

peine d'un depouiliement de ses privileges ou d'un ordre immddiat d'exclusion dn port.

Quant a moi, par consequent, je ne puis voir ancun motif pour lequel 1'existence

d'une comm'issiom _aiKa.it' emp&cbe' una manifestation netted© la . part de la Grande-
Bretagne de son sentiment des indignites ainasse'es sur le gouvernement de sa Majestc"

par la violation de ses lois, dans ses differents dtats, continuee avec persistance pendant
1'existence de ce belligerant, Dans inon opinion, elle aurait justifi<5 la saisie et l'anet

des vaisseaux c.oupables, partout ou on les aurait trouv6s dans la juridiction. MaJp si
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were considered inconsistent with a clear impartiality, it certainly

demanded an entire exclusion from Her Majesty's ports. The right to

decide such a point rests exclusively with every sovereign power. But
an opportunity was lost for establishing a sound principle of inter-

national maritime intercourse which may not soon occur again.

III.—ON THE SUPPLY OF PROVISIONS, AND ESPECIALLY OF COALS.

This question of coals was little considered by writers on the law of

nations, and by sovereign powers, until the present century.
suppi^fcai.

Ithas become one f the first importance, now that the

motive-power of all vessels is so greatly enhanced by it.

The effect of this application of steam-power has changed the char-

acter of war on the ocean, and invested with a greatly preponderant

force those nations which possess most largely the best material for it

within their own territories and the greatest number of maritime places

over the globe where deposits may be conveniently provided for their

use.

It is needless to point out the superiority in this respect of the posi-

tion of Great Britain. There seems no way of discussing the question

other than through this example.
Just in proportion to these advantages is the responsibility of that

country when holding the situation of a neutral in time of war.

The safest course in any critical emergency would be to deny altogether

to supply the vessels of any of the belligerents, except perhaps when in

positive distress.

But such a policy would not fiiil to be regarded as selfish, illiberal, and
unkind by all belligerents. It would inevitably lead to the acquisition

aud establishment of similar positions for themselves by other maritime
powers, to be guarded with equal exclusiveness, and entailing upon them
enormous aud continual expenses to provide against rare emergencies.

ces mesures iStaient envisagees oomme ne s'aecordaTit pas avec uue striote impartiality,

elle exigeait certainemenb une exclusion absolue des ports de sa Majesty. Le droit de
decider sur un tel point appartient exclusivement a toute puissance souveraine. Mais
l'occasion fut alors perdue d'6tablir un principe juste des relations maritimes interna-

* tionales, laquelle peut ne pas se representor de longtemps.

LBS SUBSIDES DE PROVISIONS, ET SPECIALEMENT DE CHAKBON.

Cette question du charbon a peu 6t6 examinee par ceux qui ont 6crit sur le droit des-

geus, et par les puissances sonveraines, j usqu'au siecle aotuel. Elle est devenue de la

premiere importance, maintenant que la puissance motrice de.tous les vaisseaux en est

si fort augmented.
L'effet de cette application de la vapeur a change" le caractere de la guerre sur l'oeean,

et donne uue force tres-pre'ponde'rante aux puissances qui possedent en plus grande
abondance les meilleurs mat.e'riaux pour cela dans leurs propres territoires, et le plus
grand nombre de places maritimes sur le globe oil des dep6ts peuvent etre 6tablis i
propos pour leur usage.

II est inutile de faire remarquer la grande superiorite" sous ce rapport de la position
de la Grande-Bretagne. .11 n'y a pas moyen de considerer la question autrement que
par son exemple.

,

La responsabilite" de ce pays, quand il garde la position d'un neutre en temps de
guerre, est exactement proportionnee a ses avantages.
La conduite la plus sure, clans une circonstance critique, serait de refuser absolument

d'approvisionner les vaisseaux d'aucun des belligerants, si ce n'est peut-etre en cas;de
, decrease.

Mais une telle conduite ne manquerait pas d'etre regarded comme egoiiste, illiberale,

mecbante, par tout belligeraut. Elle conduirait inevitablement a ^acquisition et a
l'^tablissement de positions semblables pour elles-memes, par toutes les puissances
maritimes, pour se garder ayec un 6gal exclnsivisme; et elle les entralnerait dans des

, defenses enormeset continuelles pour subvenir a des circonstances rares. ".'.'
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It is not therefore either just or in the interest of other powers, by
exacting severe responsibilities of Great Britain in time of war, to force
her either to deny all supplies, or, as a lighter risk, to engage herself in
war.

It is in this sense that I approach the arguments that have been pre-
sented in regard to the supply of coals given by Great Britain to the
insurgent American steamers as. forming a base of operations.
k It must be noted that, throughout the war of four years, supplies of
coal were furnished liberally at hrst, and more scantily afterward, but
still indiscriminately, to both belligerents.

The difficulty is obvious how to distinguish those cases of coals given
to either of the parties as helping them impartially to other ports, from
those furnished as a base of hostile operations.

Unquestionably, Commodore Wilkes, in the Vanderbilt, was very much
.aided in continuing his cruise at sea by the supplies obtained from British

isources. Is this to be construed as getting a base of operations ?

It is plain that a line must be drawn somewhere, or else no neutral
power will consent to furnish supplies to any belligerent whatever in

time of war.
80 far as I am able to find my way out of this dilemma, it is in this

wise :.

The supply of coals to a belligerent iuvolves no responsibility to the
• neutral, when it is made in response to a demand presented in good faith,

with a single object of satisfying a legitimate purpose openly assigned.

. On the other hand, the same supply does involve a responsibility if it

shall in any way be made to appear that the concession was made, either

tacitly or by agreement, with a view to promote or complete the execu-

tion of a hostile act.

Hence I perceive no other way to determine the" degree qf the respon-
sibility of a neutral in these cases, than by an examination of the evi-

dence to show the intent of the grant in any Specific case. Fraud or

falsehood in such a case poisons everything it touches. Even indiffer-
•

II n'est, par consequent, ui juste, ni dans 1'intertH des autres puissances, enimpnsant
desresponsabilites se"veres aJaGrande-Bretagne en temps de guerre, del a forcer a refuser

tout subside; on, comme uu moindre danger, a s'engager elle-mfinie dans la guerre.

C'est clans cet esprit que j'aborde les exposes qui ont 6t6 presenters quant anx subsides

de charbon donnes par la OJraude-Bretague aux steamers atnericains insurges coiuine

formant uue base d'operations.
II faut remarquer que pendant la guerre de quatre ans des subsides de charbon furent

fjournis libfiralement d'abord, inoins abondaminent eusuite, mais tonjonrs indistiucte-

Bient, aux deux belligerauts.
• La difficulte est evidente de savoir comment distiuguer les cas de charbon donne a
chacun'des deux partis pour leur aider impartialemeut a se renrtre a d'autres ports, de
ceuxoil il fut fourni pour servir comme base d'operations hostiles.

II n'est pas douteux que le commodore Wilke3,'du Vanderbilt, n'ait 6t6 beaucoup aide;,

pour contiuuer sa croisilre en mer, par les subsides obtenus de sources anglaises. Faut'-il

interpreter ceci comme formant une base d'operations ?

II est clair qu!une ligne doit etre tir<5e quelque part, ou autrement aucune puissance
neutre ne consentira a fournir des subsides a aucun bellig^raut quelconque eu temps de
guerre sur l'ocfian.

Si je puis sortir de ce dilemme, ce n'est que de cette maniere.
Le subside de charbon a un bellige'rant n'iinplique ancune responsabilite du nentre,

quand il es,t fait en.re'ponse h une demande presentee de bonne foi daus le simple but
de satisfaire un desseiu legitime ouvertement indique\
D'autre part, le meine subside impliqiie nne responsabilite", si on peut de"moutrer

qjie la concession a Ste faite, taoitement ou par entente, en vue d'aider ou d'aehever
. ^'execution d'un acte hostile.

Des lorsjene voig pas d'autre maniere de determiner le degrade la responsabilite
:d'nn

neutre dans ces cas, que d'examiner la pfeuve pour faire voir l'intentlon du subside,

dans chaque cas particulier. La fraude ou le mehsonge dans "un tel cas s'ouillo tout ce
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ence may degenerate into willful negligence, aud that will impose a bur-

den of proof to excuse it before responsibility can be relieved.

This is the rule I have endeavored to apply in judging the nature of

the cases complained of in the course of this arbitration.

IV.—THE FLORIDA.

On the 18th February, 18G2, Mr. Adams addressed a note to Lord Bus-'

sell, calling his attention to a lett<>r he had received from™x
Mr. Dudley, the consul of the United States at Liver-

pool, touching a certain gun-boat fitting out at that port, which he had
reason to believe was intended for the use of the American insurgents in

their war against their Government.
On the 19th Mr. Hammond, on behalf of Lord Eussell, replied to this

note, apprising Mr. Adams that he " would move the lords commission-

ers to cause immediate inquiries to be made respecting the vessel, and
to take such steps in the matter as might be right and proper."

On the 22d the commissioners of the customs made a report to the effect-

that there was a vessel of the sort described called the Oreto; that iti

'had been built by Messrs. Miller & Sons for Messrs. Fawcett, Preston &<

Co., engineers, and intended for the use of Messrs Thomas Brothers, of

Palermo. Messrs. Miller & Sons expressed their belief that her destina-

tion was Palermo.
The fact is now clear that in this statement there was either equivocal

tion or positive falsehood somewhere between the parties named. The
testimony of Mr. Prioleau, of the firm of Fraser, Trenholm & Co., of Liv-

erpool, agents of the insurgent organization in America, (than whom no
man on earth was more sure to know,) testimony, too, extorted from him
with, great reluctance on his oath in a British court, establishes beyond
dispute the fact that she was built for the order of J. D. Bullock, agent
of the insurgents.

So with regard to the statement made by Mr. S. Price Edwards, col-

qu'il touche. M&me l'indiffdrence pent de'ge'ne'rer en negligence volontaire, et cela
iraposera le devoir de se justifier, avunt d'Stre discharge" de la responsabilite".

Telle eat la regie que je me suis efibrce d'appliquer en jngeant la nature des cas sur
lesquels on a fait des reclamations dans le cours de cet arbitrage.

LB FLORIDA.

Le 18 feVrier 1862, M. Adams adressa a Lord Russell une note pour appeler son at-
tention sur une lettre qu'il avait recue de M. Dudley, le consul des Etats-Unis a Liver-
pool, au snjet d'une certaine canonuiere, que Ton appareillait dans ce port, et que l'oii

avait des raisons de croire deitioee'e a servir aux insurg<5s am6ricains dans la guerre
qu'ils soutenaient contre lenr Gouvernernent.
Le 19 du meme mois, M. Hammond r<5pondit, au nom de Lord Russell, en informant

M. Adams qu'il engagerait les lords commissaires a faire une enqueue immediate'

a

l'e'gard de ee vaisseau et a prendre les mesures convenables.
Le 22, les commissaires des douanes rapporterent qu'il y avait lin vaisseau, seniblable

a'celui decrit, appele" 1'OretO; qu'il avait 6(6 construit par MM.Miller et tils pour MM,
Fawcett, Preston et Ci0

, iug<5nieurs, et qu'il iStait destine a l'usage de MM. Thomas-
freres, de Palerme. MM. Miller et fils exprimaient leur croyauce a cette destination de
Palerme.

II est maintenant ave"re" qu'il y avait dans ces declarations on une equivoque ou une'
faussetd positive imputable a quelqu'uiie des dites parties. Le t^moiguage de M: Prio^"
lean, de la maison Fraser, Trenholm et O, de Liverpool, agents de ^organisation des

'

insnrge's araericains, personnage qui devait savoif mieux que personne oe qu'il en iStart,

et dont le te"moignage fiit arrachl avec quelque peine, sous serment dans une cour'rte*
justice anglaise, (Stablit irr^fragablement le fait que ce vaisseau fut construit d'apres
les ofdres de J. D. Bullock, agerit des insnrges.

Ainsi, 'quant aux allegation's de M. S'. Price Edwards, receveur a, Liverpool, dans sa'
1
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lector of Liverpool, in his letter of the 21st, transmitted by the commis-
sioners to Lord Russell, that he had every reason to believe that she was
for the Italian government, it is now made clear that he either told a
falsehood or had been willfully deceived by Mr. Thomas, or others con-
nected with the transaction.

• Earl Russell directed Her Majesty's minister at Turin to inquire as to
the fact of this proceeding on the part of the Italian government, and on
the 1st of March he received an answer that Baron Ricasoli had no
knowledge whatever of any such ship.

It is admitted that at the time now in question Her Majesty's govern-
ment had.no reason to suspect any of these statements to be false, ex-
cepting the lastt Subsequently, on the 25th of March, the final inform-

:• ation came, completely establishing the fact in that case. But even the
earlier information would have been likely, as it would seem, at least to
shake confidence in the veracity of the party making the statement.
And here I trust I may be permitted a general remark, possibly rather
trite, as to the moral effect of falsehood upon the general credit of men.
In the private relations established between persons if any individual
in a matter of importance be one detected in a deliberate falsehood the
consequence is a habitual distrust of him by his associates for the future
in any transaction whatever. So I doubt not if my respected, colleague,
who has done so much honor to the bench over which he has long pre-
sided, should discover, in the examination of any important witness in

a case, the fact that he had deliberately perjured himself, he would at
once feel it his duty in charging the jury to set his evidence aside as
generally undeserving of confidence.

JSow, upon a calm review of the voluminous transactions recorded in
the numerous volumes which have been submitted to the judgment of
this tribunal, I do not hesitate to say that it contains a record of the
most continuous, persistent, willful, and flagrant falsehood and perjury
carried on in theBritish possessions by individuals associated in the Amer-
ican insurgent cause and their British affiliations, from the date of the
building of the Oreto, at the beginning, to that of the return of the Shen-

lettre du 21, transmise par les commissaiTes, oil il declarait qu'il avait tout lieu cle

croire que le vaisseau 6tait construit pour le gouvernement italien, il est maiutenant
evident, ou qu'il a dit une faessete', on qu'il a 6t6 trompe" par M. Thomas ou autres

personnes engagees dans l'affaire.

Le Comte Eussell fit faire auministredesaMajesty britannique a Turin des demarches
pour savoir du gouveraement italien ce qu'il en 6tait, et le ler mars recut re'ponse

que le baron Eieasoli ri'avait auoune connaissance d'un vaisseau semblable.
II est admis qu'a l'epoque dont il est question, le gouvernement de sa Majesty

britanuique n'avait aucune raison de eonside'rer ces declarations comme fausses, ex-

cepts la derniere. Plus tard, ]e 25 mars, les deruiers renseignements e"tabltrent com-
plitement le fait dans oe cas. Mais meme les premiers lenseignements anraient du, a ee
qu'il semble, e'branler la foi dans la ve'raeite' des parties dont venaient les declarations.

Et ici l'on me permettra une remarque g6nerale un peu usee quant aux effets moraux
de.lfabsence de v'e'racite' sur le. credit accord^ aux gens. Dans les rapports de la vie
privee, si l'on a une ibis decouvert dans une question de quelqiie importance que.

quelqu'un, de propos delibere', a viol6 la verity, la consequence en est que l'on se

defie de lui pour toujours. C'est ainsi que je suis couvaincu que si mon honore"

collegue, qui a tarit illustre' le tribunal doDt il a 6t6 longtemps le president, d<5couvrait

dans 1'examen de quelque important temoiu, dans un proces, qu'il s'est, le sachant et

le voulant, parjurS, il n'li6siterait pa3 a considerer comme de son devoir en demandant
au jury de mettre son temoignage de rfote" comme indigne do creance.
Et maiutenant, apres un examen'calme et re'fle'chi des volumineuses procedures rap-

portees dans les nooibreux volumes qui ont 6t6 soumis au jugement de ce tribunal, je

n'hiSsite pas de dire qu'il, contient une relation des faussete's et des parjures de personnes

assoeiees a la cause des insurges americains et de leurs»affiliations sur territoire britan-

uique, depuis la construction de l'Oreto, au commencement, jusqu'au retour du Shenan-
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andoah to Liverpool, at the close, that has yet been brought to light in

history.

The earliest evidences of the truth of this - affirmation are found

thickly strewn among the transactions relating to this vessel. They
appear most strikingly in the reports made by Mr. Dudley, the consul

of the United States at Liverpool, both to his own Government and to

Mr. Adams. His duty was, with such imperfect means as he had in his

possession, to exercise due diligence in exposing every trace of an at-

tempt to carrv on from that place hostile operations against his own
country; and", I must add, most faithfully and energetically does he

seem to me to have performed it. But just in the proportion to the

efficacy of his exertions was the attention of those engaged in such en-

terprises directed to the means of baffling his aim. To this end it ap-

pears clear that among the parties to which he was driven to resort for

the purpose of gathering information were not a few of indifferent

character, and probably some employed by his opponents expressly to

put him on a false scent. Having no power in his hands to extort un-

willing testimony, he was compelled to rely entirely on his own judg-

ment to pick out of the mixed mass before him that which- might seem
to him most in harmony with the probabilities of the case. That.he
should have been occasionally misled, and thus have made representa-

tions through Mr. Adams to Her Majesty's government which were
proved on investigation not to be accurate, ought to be "neither surpris-

ing nor matter of blame to him. In point of fact, he seems in the present

case to have supplied pretty much all the correct information which
Her Majesty's government actually received, and which, if they had fol-

lowed it up with corresponding diligence, would certainly have ended
in the detention of the vessel. And her detention at that critical mo-
ment in these enterprises would probably have had the effect of putting
a stop to them all, as well as to the necessity of any such tribunal as
the one now constituted here.

But this was not to be. The government, which had in its hands al

doah a Liverpool, & la fin, les plus continus, pre'm&lite's et flagrants que l'histoire ait

jamais connus.
Les premieres demonstrations de cette affirmation se tiouvent nombreuses parmi les

procedures relatives a ee vaisseau. Elles apparaissent le plus elairement. daDS les rap-
porte de M. Dudley, consul des Etats-Unis 4 Liverpool; rapports transmis a son
gonvernement aussi bieu qu'a M. Adams. Son devoir <5tait, avec les moyens imparfaits
qu'il avait en son pouvoir, de faire connaltre avec la diligence necessaire tout iudice de
tentatives faites pour dinger des operations hostiles contre sa patrie; et je dois ajouter
qu'il me semble l'avoir accompli avec beaucoup de conscience et d'e"uergie. Mais
justemeut en proportion de l'e-fficacite" de ses eft'orts, l'attention de ceux qui avaient
entrepris ces operations i'ut dirigee sur les moyens de les contrecarrer.

11 apparalt elairement que, dans ce but, parmi les personues aupres desquelles il (Stait

remettre k son prop re jugement pour choisir dans ce qui lui 6tait rapports ce'qu'il y
avait de plus vraisemblable. Qu'il ait 6t<S quelquefois trompe\ et qu'il ait, h, cause de
cela, fait au gouvernement de sa Majesty britannique, par l'entremise de M. Adams, des
representations qui, sur enqnete, out e~te trouviSes non-fond<5es,-ne peut etre e"tonuant et
ne peut deveuir un snjet de blame b, son egard. Eu fait il parait bieu, dans le cas
aotuel, avoir fonrni presque tous les renseiguements exacts que le gouvernement de
sa Majesty britannique a vraiment recus; et qui, si on en avait tenu compte avec un
soin egaj, auraient certaiuoment ameuiS la saisie du vaisseau. Cette saisie a, ce moment
aurait probablement eu pour rfeultat de mettre un terrne, non-seulement a. cette entre-
prise, mais a toutes les autres, et nous anrait, par consequent, 6vit6 la constitution de
ce tribunal.

Mais il ne devait pas en 6tre, .ainsi. Le gouvernement, qui avait tous les movens
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the means of extorting unwilling testimony, through efficient and trust-
worthy agents, does not seem to have been, at this moment at leasts
conscious of the existence of any obligation to originate investigations
at all. It may reasonably be doubted, from the evidence before, us,
whether it believed in it if it was. On the 1st of March—that is, twenty
clays before the escape of the Oreto—an inquiry made of the government
of Italy respecting one of the official statements received from Liver-
pool had been replied to in terms which, if not absolutely decisive as to
its falsehood, certainly tended to throw the greatest possible doubt upon
its truth. In such an important transaction as the building of a gun-
boat, it would seem to be clear that a grave misstatement of its desti-
nation by responsible parties was not likely to be made carelessly, or
without giving rise to some possible suspicion of an adequate motive to
account for it. It does not appear from anything contained in the
papers before us that the attention of the parties concerned was called
to this circumstance at all. But it does appear very clear that, both in
the letters of Mr. Adams and Mr. Dudley, under the eyes of Her Majes-
ty's government, there was presented an adequate motive to explain it,

to wit, the wish to elude the vigilance of Her Majesty's government and
her officers in preventing the outfit from one of her ports of a vessel
sadly wanted by the insurgent Americans to carry on war on the ocean
against their Government. All the external circumstances indicating
a state of peace everywhere else in the civilized world pointed to that
quarter alone as the probable one, not simply to explain the destination
of the vessel itself, but likewise the false representation which had been
made for the purpose of concealing it. Her Majesty's government does
not seem to have entered into any such process of reasoning.
On the 23d of February it has already been observed that Her Majes-

ty's commissioners of customs had addressed a letter to the treasury
board, making a report in regard to the condition, and destination of
the vessel called the Oreto. At the close of that letter are the follow-
ing words

:

We beg further to add that Special directions have been given to the officers at Liv-

d'obtenir tous les renseigneinents d'employes honnetes et dignes de foi, ne semble pas
avoir eu conscience, a cette epoque, de l'existence d'une obligation de sa part de faire
des enquetes yolontaires de son cdte'. On peut raisonnableme.nt douter, en voyant les

documents, qu'il crftt m6me a ce devoir. Le ler mars—c'est-a-dire, vingt-denx jonrs
avaut le depart de l'Oreto—nne enquete, faite aupres du gouvernenient italien au sujet
de l'une des declarations officielles recues de Liverpool, avait eu pour resultat une
reponse faite dans des termes qui, s'ils n'^taieut pas absoluuient decisifs quant a l'exacti-
tude de ces declarations, tendaient du moins a jeter sur elles le plus grand doute. Dans
une affaire anssi importante que la construction d'une eauonniere, on pourrait croire
qii'une fausse declaration faite quant a sa destination par des personnes responsables
ne devait pas etre faite par negligence et devait faire naitre un soupcOn qu'il y avait
desraisons suffisantes de la faire. II ne paralt pas, d'apres les documents que nous
ayons sous les yeux, que l'attention de ces personnes ait 6t6 appel6e du tout sur ce fait,

maia.ce qui est clair alors, c'est que dans les lettres de M. Adams, aussi bien que daus
eelles de M. Dudley, lettres placees sous les yeux des niembres du gouvememont de sa
Majeste.brit'annique, des raisons bien suffisaut.es de ce fait furent donnees—c'est-a-dire,
le desir d'^chapper a la vigilance du gouvernement de sa Majesto" britannique et de
ses employds pour empeeher l'arniement daus uu port anglais d'un vaisseau dont les

insurgfe americains avaient le plus grand besoin, pour faire sur mer la guerre a leur
Gouvernement. La paix qui regnait partout, ailleurs, devait diriger l'attention sur ce
point seul et devait non-seulement ouvrir les yeux, quant a la destination dn vaisseau,
niais aussi expliquer la fausse declaration faite daus 1'inteutioh de cacher cette desti-

nation.
II a deja 6t6 remarqud que, le 22 feVrier, les commissaires des douanes de sa Majesty

britannique avaient adresse' a la tre'sorerie un rapport sur l'e'tat et la destination du
vaisseau appeliS l'Oreto. A la fin de ce rapport se trouve la phrase suivante

:

"Nous ajoutons que des instructions speciales onty.e'fce' donnees a Liverpool pour
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erpool to watch the movements of the vessel, and that we will not fail to report forthwith
any circumstances which may occur worthy of your lordship's cognizance.

THO. F. .FREMANTLE.
GRENVILLE C. L. BERKELEY.

' After a diligent search, I do not succeed in finding a trace of any
report of these gentlemen earlier than the 4th April. Probably they
did not regard the circumstances of her outfit and departure from the
port as worthy of their lordships' cognizance, unless the news were
absolutely demanded.

Yet, when Mr. Adams, on the 25th of March, addressed another re-

monstrance to Earl Edssell,it seems to have had the effect df prompt-
ing his lordship, on the 26th of March, to direct a note to be sent to the
secretary of the treasury requesting the commissioners of customs " to

give directions that the 'Oreto may be diligently watched."
This seems to have brought forth a letter from Mr. S. Price Edwards

to the following effect. It is dated the.28th of March

:

To the Commissioners of Customs :

The screw-vessel Oreto was registered at this port on the 3d instant, as per copy of
registry annexed. She cleared on the following day, the 4th, for Palermo and Jamaica
in ballast, as per inclosed victualing-bill. She sailed on the 22d instant, the day upon
which the American consul's, letter is dated, having a crew of fifty-two men, all Brit-
ish, save some three or four, one of whom only was an American. She had nothing
whatever on board save the stores enumerated. Sbe had neither gunpowder nor even
a signal -gun,-and no colors save Maryatt's Code of Signals and a British ensign. With
reference to the passengers brought by the Annie Child, it is clear that they were not
intended to form any portion of the crew of the Oreto, for they are still in Liverpool

;

and as respects the dipping of the ensign, this, as far as I can ascertain, was a compli-
ment paid to one of the Cunard steamers and. some other vessel, which saluted .the
Annie Child on her arrival, the masters being parties known to one another.

What became of this letter it is difficult to explain. It seems clear
that Lord Russell could have known nothing of it on the 7th of April,

surveiller les rnouvements de ce vaisseau et que nous ne manquerons pas de vous rap-
porter imrne'diatement toute circonstauce^digne d'etre portee a la connaissance de votre <

seigneurie.

(Signe") "THO. F. FREEMANTLE. -v

"GRENVILLE C. L. BERKELEY."'
Malgre' une recherche tres-active, je ne r6ussis pas a trouver nne senle trace de rap-

port fait par ces messieurs ante>ieurernent au 4 avril. Probablement ils h'ont pas
eonside're' l'armement et le depart de ce vaisseau comme des oirconstances dignes d'etre
porte'es a la connaissance de leurs seigneuries, a moins que les nouvelles ne leur fijssent

,

demande~es expres.
Et cependaut, lorsque M. Adams, le 25 mars, adressa une secon.de representation au

Comte Russell, le resultat en fnt, a ce qu'il semble, que sa seigneurie envoya au
secretaire de la triSsorerie une note, ordonuant anx commissaires des douanes "de
donner des instructions pour que l'Oreto fut surveille' avec soin."

Ceci semble avoir provoqu<5 une lettre de M. S. Price Edwards, dans les terjnes'
suivauts. Elle est dat<§e du 28 mars.

"Aux commissaires des douanes

:

" Le vaisseau a helice l'Oreto a 6t6 euregistre' dans ce port le 3 courant, d'apres copie
(lu registre ci-joint. II s'acqnitta le lendemain, 4, pour Palerme et la Jama'ique en"
lest, d'apres le memoire des vivres, oi-inclus. II mit a la voile le 22 courant, le jour dont
la lettre du consul am6ricain est date'e, ayant un equipage de trente-deux hom'mes, tons
anglais, a l'exception de trois ou qnafcre, dont un seul 6tait americain. Hn/avaifc rien
a bord.si ce n'est les provisions e'uuine'rees. II n'avait ni poudre ni meitte;ui) canon
de signaux, et point de couleurs, si ce n'est le systeme de signaux de Marryatt et un
pavilion anglais. Quant aux passagers amends par 1'Annie Childs, il est clair qu'ils
n'^taieiit pas destines a former nne portion quelconque de l'equipage de l'Oreto, car ils
sont encore a Liverpool; et quant au salut du pavilion, c'<5tait, autant que je' puis le
oonstater, un corapiimont fait a l'un des 'steamers Cunard' et a quelque autre
vaisseau qui salua -'1'Annie Childs' a son arrivee, les capitaines se cdnnaissant
mutueliement."

II est difficile d'expliquer ce qu'il advint de cette lettre. II semble clair que Lord
Russell ne pouvait rien en savoir le 7 avril, car il paralt alors avoir donn6 l'ordre &
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for he appears then to have directed Mr. Hammond to write to the Sec-
retary of the Treasury " to cause his lordship to be informed whether
any report has been received from the commissioners of customs respect-
ing the vessel the Oreto." This was the sixteenth day after that vessel
had sailed, a fact which he appears at that time not to have officially
known, though doubtless he had gathered it from the newspapers.
The report before alluded to was then produced, dated the 4tb, but not

received until the 8th. It then first gave the information that the vessel
had sailed on the 22d, having been registered in the name of John

,
Henry Thomas, of Liverpool, as sole owner, and cleared for Palermo and
Jamaica in ballast.

The reports indicative of any observation whatever made in watching
the movements of the Oreto appear not to have been collected until the
latter part of August, and then only at the instance of Lord Eussell, for
another purpose.
One more report was made by the commissioners of customs on the

1st of May. The official declaration of the minister of state of the Italian
government to Earl Eussell, denying all knowledge whatever of the Oreto,
had been put into their hands. This declaration had been sent to Mr.
Edwards, the collector of the port, who had been the first person to de-
clare his faith in the falsehood, and was now called to make further ob-
servations. He did not think fit to make any explanation of the reasons
of his belief nor of its source, but contented himself with a reference to
the registry of the vessel in the name of a native of Palermo, which he
probably knew to have been a fraud, because he went on to admit the
fact of its real destination, and to place his absence from action on the
ground that "even in that case no act had been committed to justify his in-

terference." It does not seem to have occurred to him to ask himself, if

the dispatch of the steamer was a legitimate act, where was the need
of the falsehood about the Italian government, or the further falsehood
of the ownership of Mr. Thomas. Neither does it seem to have occurred
to Her Majesty's government to consider whether they had been cheated
by their own officers.

M. Hammond d'dcrire au secretaire de la trSsorerie, '* que sa seigneurie soit informee
si l'on a recu qnelque rapport des commissaires des douanes toncbant le vaisseau
l'Oteto." C'e"tait le seizenie jour apres que le vaisseau avait mis a la voile, fait qu'il
me semble a cette eqoque n'avoir pas connu officiellemeut, quoique sans doute il l'eut

appris par les jomnaux. Le rapport auquel il est fait allusion ci-dessus fnt alors
produit, date" du 4, raais uon recu avant le 8. II donna alors, pour la premiere fois,

l'information que le vaisseau avait mis a la voile le 22, qu'il avait 6t6 enfegistre" au
nom de John Henry Thomas, de Liverpool, oomme seul propri^taire, et qu'il s'e'tait

acquitte' en lest pour Palerme et la Jamaiique.
Les rapports indiquant les observations faites en surveillant les monvements de

l'Oreto ne paraissent avoir 6t6 rassemblfo que vers la fin du mois d'aout, et alors
seulernent a la demande du Cotnte Russell, dans un autre but.

Un, rapport fut en outre <5crit par les commissaires cles douanes le Is* mai. On avait
mis entre leu rs mains la note officielle du ministre d'etat du gouvernement italien au
Comte Eussell, par laquelle il d^clarait n'avoir aucune counaissance de l'Oreto. Cette
declaration avait 6t6 envoy^e a M. Edwards, le receveur du port, qui avait 616 le

premier a se declarer convaincu de la verite" des fansses indications donnees, et qui fnt
alors appel6 a faire de plus amples observations. II ne crut pas devoir donner des
explications sur les raisons de sa foi en ces indications, ni sur l'origine de cette foi,

inais se contenta de s'en re'fe'rer aux registres qui portaient ce vaisseau au nom d'uu
habitant de Palerme, ce que probablement il savait 3tre une fraude, parce qu'il alia

jusqu'a admettre le fait de sa vraie destination et a excuser son abstention en disant

que, "meme dans ce cas, on n'avait commis aucuu acte pour justifier une intervention

de sa part." II ne paralt pas qu'il lui soit venu a l'esprit de se demander pourquoi,

si le depart de la canonniere itait legal, il e"tait bespin d'une fausse declaration au
•sujet du gdnveriiement italien, ou du second mensouge au sujet de la propriety du
vaisseau par M. Thomas.
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A steamer, completely fitted in. all respects as a man-of-war, liad suc-

ceeded iii escaping from Liverpool, and nothing was left to make her a

power on the ocean but the receipt of arms and ammunition. How that

proceeding was accomplished we shall see in the sequel. At present, I

desire to point out the extent to which the falsehood and fraud that had

been resorted to in the course of the transaction, to cover it from obser-

vation, betray the consciousness of the parties concerned in it of the

danger they were incurring, of the indignation of Her Majesty's govern-

ment in case they were detected in preparing such a hostile enter-

prise in a British port. At least they appear to have had no idea that

such an attempt, if really understood, was not an act which would jus-

tify the interference of the government. Hence the studied efforts to

misrepresent the transaction from the beginning to the end. Hence
the labor to substitute a false British owner, and a false destiny for the

real one. Hence the studied representation of Palermo, in Sicily, as the

term of the voyage, even to the simple seamen decoyed by this means

into an unwilling service. In a word, the affair reeks with malignant

fraud from its inception to its close. The parties concerned appear to

have had no conception how easy it was to paralyze the action of Her
Majesty's government, or they would at once have relieved themselves

of all the opprobrium that attended their proceedings. Doubtless they

would not have indulged in mendacity for the mere love of it. They
did not then conceive that the principle of action was not to initiate any

active measures of thorough investigation into the truth of their words
and the good faith of their acts, but to wait for the disclosure of the

necessary evidence by the agents of the United States, who could not

in the nature of things possess anything like their power ofN extorting

the truth from unwilling lips.

I have now reached the moment when it seems necessary to apply

myself to the question so much discussed in the arguments laid before

us by the respective parties to the litigation. What is the diligence

due from one nation to another in preventing the fitting-out of any ves-

sel which it has reasonable ground to believe intended to cruise against

Un vaissean arm<5 sons tons les rapports comme vaisseau de guerre avait re"ussi a.sorfcir

du port do Liverpool, et il no ,lui manquait plus, pour etre vine puissance but l'ocean,

que des armes et des munitions. Nous verrous dans la suite comment on arriva ahii
eu fouruir. Pour le moment je ddsire faire remarquer combien la fraude employe*
pour cacljer l'armement de ce vaisseau denote, chez ceux qui trempaient dans l'affaire,

la conscience des dangers qu'ils oouraient, si le gouvernement de sa Majeste"'

uritanniqne avait d<$couvert les preparatifs de cette enterprise hostile dans nn port
anglais. lis paraissent au moius n'avoir en aucune id^e qu'une telle enterprise u'e'tait

pas un acte justitiant l'iuterveutiou du gouvernement. De la ces efforts r<5it6re's pour
presenter la question sous un autre jour que le vrai. Do la ce travail de substituer mi'

faux propridtaire anglais et une fausse destination, au proprie'taire r<5el et a la vraie
des'tination. De la cette declaration de Palermo comine le but du voyage, declaration
faite rueme aux simples matelots entrained de cette inaniere dans un service qu'ils ne
voulaient point. En uu mot, cette affaire est un tissu de fraudes du commencement a
la fin. Les personnes interessdes ne semblent avoir eu aucune idde de la facilite" avec
laquelle on pouvait paralyser Taction du gouvernement de sa Majests" britanuique, oil.

elles anraieut assitdt dfisiriS de se d<51ivrer de l'opprobre de toutes leurs machinations.
lis ne comprenaient pas alors que les principes d'aofcioii etaieut de ue point prendre
l'iuitiative de mesures actives et completes pour recounattre la v6rit<5 de leurs
allegations et la bonne foi de leurs actes, mais d'attendre les revelations des agents des
Etats-Unis, qui ne pouvaient en aucnue inaniere poss6der le pouvoir d'extorquer la

virit.6 a des gens qui ne voulaient .pas la faire oonnaltre.

Je suis maintenant arrive au moment oil il me semble ntScessaire d'examiner la ques-
tion, objet de taut de discussions de la part des deux parties dans ce dcSbat. Avec
quelle diligence une nation doit-elle agir pour empeeher l'armement d'uu vaisseau que
l'on a des raisons suffisantes de croire destine" a. combattre une autre nation? Quoique
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the other 1 Although my own judgment is distinctly formed upon it, I
feel that this is not the place in which I can, with the most propriety,
explain my reasons in full. It is enough for my purpose here to say
that, in my mind, the diligence manifested by all the requisite authori-
ties of Great Britian in the case now before us does not appear to me
to be that contemplated by the language of the treaty, because it was
not in any sense a spontaneous movement. So far as the papers before
us are. concerned, I cannot perceive that Her Majesty's government
acted in any case excepting after representations made by the agent of
the. United States; and even when they did act, tliey confined them-
selves exclusively to the allegations therein made, presuming that, if

they could report upon them satisfactorily to themselves, their obliga-
tions were fully performed. It must be obvious that such a method of
action furnishes every possible opportunity to the parties implicated,
if they be at all adroit, to escape conviction, by resort to equivocation,
if not absolute falsehood. I can form no definition of the word " dili-

gence" which does not embrace direct original action, persevered in not
merely to verify acts of offence one by one, but to establish the general
fact of intent as obtained from continuous observation of the operations
going on ; not merely to detect the motives for falsehood, but to pen-
etrate to the bottom of the truth. If there was a conspiracy of persons
at home engaged in a treasonable effort to overthrow the government,
would not due diligence comprehend in its meaning a close and con-
stant observation of each and every one of the persons reasonably sus-

pected of being engaged in it, and an immediate action to prevent
any movement in advance of its maturity 'I Especially, would not such
energy be called for in time of war, when the danger to the state from
external co-operation might become extreme ? Most of all> would it not
be,natural to expect from every power in amity to 'furnish all the means
it could command to render abortive every combination suspected to be
forming within its borders to render assistance to the maneuvers of

.the malcontents at home "I All these are parts of a complete whole,
the maintenance of order at home and of peace abroad.

/
t_1__

mon avis 5, oet egard soit parfaitement formed je sens que ce n'est pas ici le lieu ou je

puisse avec le plus de couvenance exprimer mes raisous d'une manicre complete. II rue

suffit de dire que, selou moi, la diligence exercec par toutes les autorites int^resse'es de
la GranderBretange, dans le cas actuel, ne me paralt nulleuient corresponrlr.i au texte

du traits, parce qu'elle n'a nullement 6t6 spontanee, comme elle devait l'etre. Je ne
vois pas, eu effet, dans aucun des documents sous nos yeux, que le gouvernement de.sa

Majesty britanuique ait agi, si ce n'est sur les reprcsentatious des agents des Efcats-

Unis, et meine, lorsqn'il agit, il s'en tient exclusivemeut aux informations qui lui spnt

donnees par ces agents, et semble supposer que, s'il pent rapporter d'une mauiere satis-

faisante pour lui sur ces informations, ses obligations Internationales sont pleinemeut
remplies. II est Evident qn'une telle mauiere d'agir fournit aux personnes iut<fressees,

pour peu qu'elles aient uue certaine habilete', toutes les facilites pour <Sviter d'&tre d6-

couvertes, au moyen d'equivoques, sinon de mensonges. Je ne puis donner aucune de'fi-

,
nition du mot "diligences" qui ne siguifie pas seulement nne premiere action directe

. prolongee dans le but de verifier des delits un a un, mais aussi dans le but d'tStablir le

fait general de l'intention, tel que ce fait ressort d'une observation continue des opera-

tions qui s'executent. Supposons une conspiration destined a renverser le gouverne-

ment de son pays, n'entendrait-on pas, par les dues diligences, une surveillance atten-

tive et constante de chacune et de toutes les personnes que l'on a des raisous de

soupponner, et une action immediate pour empecber le mouvement de se pronoucer et

de se declarer? C'est surtont en temps de guerre qu'une energie semblable seiait ex>
gee, alors que le danger d'une cooperation (Strangere est imminent. N'est-il pas natnrel

, d'attendre, de toute puissance avec laquelle on est eu paix, qu'elle fera tous ses efforts

pour faire avorter. toute entente notoiremeut formee sur son territoire pour porter

secours aux insnrges ? Tout ceei fait partie d'un tout complet, le maintien de la paix

chez soi et a l?e'tranger.
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That there did exist in Great Britain a combination of persons, com-

posed partly of Americans and partly of British subjects, having for

its object and intent the fitting out of Vessels to carry on war with the

United States, to the end of overturning the Government, is made per-

fectly plain by the evidence placed before us by the two parties. That

Her Majesty's government considered it no part of her duty to origi-

nate any proceedings tending to prevention, at the tiinsof the outfit of

the Oreto, or to pass at all beyond the range of investigation especially

pointed out by the agents of the American government to its attention,

appears to me certain. At a later stage of the difficulties this policy,

appears to have been partially changed. The favorable effects of it are

claimed as a merit in a portion of the papers before us, and I am ready,

at any and at all proper times, to testify to my sense of its efficiency and
value wherever it is shown. But after close examination- 1 fail to see

any traces of this policy in the present instance.

It is, then, my opinion at this stage of the transactions that Her
Majesty's government did fail to use due diligence to prevent the fitting-

out, within its jurisdiction, of the Oreto, which it had reasonable ground
to. believe intended to cruise against the United States.

I now proceed to the next step in the career of this vessel.

Nassau.—On the 22d of March, 1862, the Oreto escaped from Liver-

pool with an intent to carry on war against the United States. Her
Majesty's government had not been tempted to penetrate the deception

which had been deliberately practiced upon it.

On the 2Sth of April she arrived at Nassau, and was reported by the

governor as a registered British vesseland carrying the British flag.

On the 30th Commander McKillop, of Her Majesty's ship Bulldog,

addressed a letter to the secretary of the admiralty to this effect:

A very suspicious steamer, the Oretro, evidently inteuded for a gunboat, is now in

the upper anchorage under the British flag ; but as there are no less than three cargoes

of arms and ammunition united to run the blockade, some of these guns, &c, would
turn her into a privateer in a few hours. Agents of the confederate government and

Qn'il a existe" dans la Grande-Bretagne une entente entre des Amerioains et- des sujets

britanniques ayant pour but d'armer des vaisseaux pour faire la guerre aux Etats-Unis
pour reuverser le Gouvernenient, c'est une chose parfaitemeut prouve"e par les temoigua-
ges mis devant nos yenx par les deux parties. Que le gouvernenient de sa Majeste"

britanniqne n'a pas consider de son devoir de prendre des mesures preventives au mo-
ment de l'armement de l'Oreto, ou de faire pour son compte une enqudte en dehors des
lenseiguemeuts sp^cialemeiit fournis par les agents du Gouveruement am6ricain, c'est

encore une chose indiscutable.

A une 6poque post(5rienre cette politique semble avoir change" en partie ; on en reclame
les bons re\sultats dans uue partie des documents qui sont devant nous, et je suis pr6t

a te"moigner eu faveur de sa valenr et. de sou efficaeite". Mais aprfes intlr examen je lie

i'6ussis pas a trouver traces de cette politique daus le cas aetuel.
Mon opinion est, par consequent, que, dans cette pe>iode de l'affaire, le gonverneraent

de sa Majeste" britannique n'a pas exerce la diligence necessaire pour einpeclier l'appa-
reillemeut de l'Oreto dans les limites de sa juridiction, lorsqu'il avait des raisons aum-
santes de croire que ce vaisseau 6tait destiue^ contre les Etats-Unis.

Nassau.—Je passe maintenaut a la seconde pe"riode de la carriere de ce vaisseau.
Le 22 mars 1862, l'Oreto sortit de la rade de Liverpool aveo l'intention de faire la

guerre aux Etats-Unis. Lo gouveruement de sa Majeste" n'avait pas e"te" tente" de pen6-
trer la fraude qui avait <5te" coramise de propos de"libe>e" a son egarcl.

Le 28 avril, il aniva & Nassau et fut annonce" par le gouverneur comme vaisseau
anglais, portant le drapeau anglais.

Le 'Ml, le commandant, McKillop, du vaisseau de sa Majeste" britannique le Bulldog
expe"die au secretaire de l'amiraute" une lettre h cet effet

:

" Un vaisseau tres-snspect, l'Oreto, eVidemiuent coustruitpour etreune canonniere, se

trouve maintenaut a l'ancre, sous les coulenrs britanniques ; mais, comme il n'y a pas
moins de trois oargaisons d'armes et de munitions, ici r6unies pour forcer le bloaus,
quelques-uns de ces canons, etc., pourraient eu faire uu corsaire en peu d'heures. Des
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officers of their navy are here on the spot, and I have no doubt that the Oreto is intended
jor their service.

Such was the natural and just conclusion of a gallant British officer,
writing under no bras on one side or the other, but moved- only by his
sense of justice and fair dealing. Let us now proceed to consider the
manner in which events contributed to verify his prediction to the
letter.

On the 9th of May, Mr. Whiting, the consul of the United States at
Nassau, addressed a note to the governor, calling his attention to the
fact of the almost concurrent arrival from the port of Liverpool of the
gunboat Oreto, and of the tug Fanny Lewis, laden with gunpowder for
the insurgent Americans. -

This letter was referred by the governor to the consideration of the
attorney-general, with an indorsement on it to tire effect that lie wished
the agents of the Oreto to be informed that, if they put arms on board
that vessel, he should then enforce the rules laid down in the Queen's
proclamation.
The receiver general enters his minute on Mr. Whiting's letter, to the

effect that the Fanny Lewis has an assorted cargo not to be landed.
He is confident that no part of the cargo had then been transferred.
But on the 26th of the month his tone changes, and he is convinced

that the consignees of the Oreto intend shipping large quantities of
arras and munitions as cargo.
Two days days later Commander McKillop writes to the governor as

follows:

Several steamers having anch»red at Cochrane's anchorage, I sent an officer yester-
day to visit them and muster their crews, and ascertain what they were and how em-
ployed.
• The officer reports that one steamer, the Oreto, is apparently fitting and preparing
for a vessel of war ; under these circumstances, I would suggest that she should come
into the harbor at Nassau, to prevent any misunderstanding as to her equipping- in
this port, contrary to the foreign-eulistineut act, as a privateer or war-vessel.

agents du gouvernemeut confe'de're' et des officiers de sa marine se trotivent ici meme, et
jen2ai-ancun doute que l'Oreto est destine" & leur service."

Telle <5tait la juste et naturelle conclusion d'un brave officier anglais, ecrivant sans
etre preVenu pour un parti ou pour l'autre, mais n'lScoutant que sa conscience et son
sentiment d'equite".

Examinons maintenant comment les e>enements se chargerent de verifier a la lettre
ces predictions.
.Le 9 mai, M. Whiting, consul des Etats-Unis a Nassau, adressa une note ou gouver-

neur pour apporter son attention sur le fait do l'arrivee presque simultanee de la ca-
nonniere l'Oreto et du remorqneur Fanny Lewis, tous deux venant de Liverpool
charges de poudre pour les insurge's am^ricains.
CStte lettre fut soumise par le gouverneur a. l'examen du prooureur general, aveo

une note €crite au dos, oil il exprimait le desir que les agents de l'Oreto fusseut iuforme's
que s'ils embarquaient des armes a bord de leur vaisseau, il mettrait a execution les

prescriptions eaictees dans la proclamation de la Eeine.
Le receveur g^neVal preud note de la lettre de M. Whiting, en ce sens, que la Fanny

Lewis a une cargaisou assortie qui ne doit pas etre ddbarquee. II exprime sa convic-
tion qu'auctme partie de la cargaison n'a encore 6t6 deliarquee.
Mais le 26 il change de ton, et il est convaiucu que les agents de l'Oreto out l'inten-

tion d'embarquer comme cargaison de grandes quantite's d'armeset de munitions.
Deux jours plus tard, le commandant, Mr. McKillop, ^crit au gouverneur ce qui

suit : *
.

'' Plusieurs vapeurs e"tant a l'ancre dans la rade de Cochrane, j'ai envoye" hierun
officier pour les Visiter, rassembler leurs equipages, et recounaltre ce qi/ils <5taient et

la maniere dont on les emploie. L'officier me rappoi-te que " l'un des vapeurs, l'Oreto,

est, selon toute apparence, ,arni6 pour etre uu vaisseau de guerre. Dans ces circon-

stanees, je suggererais qu'on le fit entrer dans la rade de Nassau, atin d'evitor tout
malenteudu relatiyement a son armement dans ce port, coiume vaisseau de guerre ou.

de course, oontraireiMent au foreigjirenUstmenl aet."
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The governor referred the question to the attorney-general, who gave

it as his deliberate opinion that an order for the removal of the Oreto

to a place where she was within reach, of observation should not be

made, as such order could not be legally enforced unless it was distinctly

shown that such a violation of law had taken place in respect to her as

would justify her seizure.

Here also" it is to be noted that the attorney-general, following the

example given in the mother country, considers it not incumbent upon

the government to initiate any measures whatever of a preventive

nature. In other words, not until- a vessel should succeed in an under-

taking of an illegal nature, which would necessarily imply her escape

from the jurisdiction, would the proper time come for proceeding with

proof that she ought to have been detained.

It was not until 1 became familiar with all these transactions that I

fully comprehended the singular facility of adaptation of the law, as un-

derstood and practiced in Great Britain, to the delay and defeat of the

ends of justice.

It is due to the governor to say that he was not altogether satisfied

with the passive policy recommended by his attorney-general; and he

proceeded to recommend to Commander McKillop to take active meas-

ures of prevention in the event of his being convinced that the vessel

was about to be armed within that jurisdiction.

On the 8th of June. Commander McKillop, in a letter to the governor,

announces that he will seize the vessel should she attempt to take am-
munition on board.
On the very next day the consignees of the Oreto began to load the

Oreto with arms and ammunition. But Commander McKillop did not
execute his purpose. On that day he quitted his command.
But on the very next day his successor, Commander Hickley of Her

Majesty's ship Greyhound, visited the Oreto, and found the consignees
just as busy discharging the arms and ammunition taken in the day
before. In point of fact, they had received a private notice from the

governor and the commander that it would not do; but it was not a

Le gouverneur retrvoya la question an procurenr general. Celui-ci declara que son
opinion, aprfes mure reflexion, <Stait que Foil ne devait point ordonner le displacement
de l'Oreto pour le condnire en un lieu oil il serait mieux surveille"

;
qn'un tel ordre ne

serait point legal, tant qu'on n'aurait pas prouve" clairement que la loi avait 6t<§ violee

de maniere a justifier sa saisie.

Remarquons encore ici que le procureur general, suivant l'example donn6 en
Angleterre, ne considere pas qu'il soit dn devoir du gouvernement de prendre aucuue
rnesure preventive. En d'autres termes, ce n'est que lorsqn'un vaisseau aura reussi

dans mie eutreprise illegale—c'est-a-dire, lorsqu'il se sera soustrait a la jnridiction—que
l'on pourra prendre des mesures pour arriver a la preuve qu'on devait le de'tenir.

Ce ne fut qu'apres m'etro familiarise' avec toutes ces affaires, que j'ai compris la
singnliere facility avec laqnelle on peut adapter la loi, telle qn'elle est pratiquee dans
la Grande-Bretagne, au ddlai et enfin a l'aunulation de la justice.

C'est une jnstice'a rendre au gouverneur que de recounaltre qu'il ne fut pas com-
ple"tement satisfait de la politique passive recommandee par le procureur general, et il

enjoiguit au Commodore McKillop do prendre d'actives mesures preventives, dans le

cas ou il serait convaincu qu'on <Stait sur le point d'armer le vaisseau dans cette
jurisdiction. i>

•

Le 8 juin, le commandant, McKillop, dans une lettre adressee an gouverneur,
anuonce qu'il saisira le vaisseau, si l'on tente d'embarquer des munitions.
Le jour suivant, les agents de l'Oreto commenoent a le charger d'armes et de mu-

nitions. Mais le commandant, McKillop, ne met pas a execution sa menace ; il avait
qnitt6 ses fonctlons le meme jour.

Le lendemain, son sticcessenr, le commandant, Hickley, du vaisseau de sa majesty
britanniqne Greyhound visita l'Oreto, et trouva les agents en train de diScharger le vais-
seau des armes et des munitions erabarquees la veille. En effet, ils avaient recn un avis
particulier du gouverneur et du commandant, qu'il ne pouvait eu etre ainsi, mais ce
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menacing intimation as to absolute action; They were canning enough
to' take the hint, and change the line of their operations.
They now declared their intention to clear the Oreto in ballastfor Havana.

,

This assurance quieted the apprehensions of the British commander.
But finding that the vessel still remained, on the 15th of June he again
visited her, in company with eight of his officers. The crew had re-

fused to get the anchor up until they could be made certain as to where
the ship was going. The Oreto was a suspicious vessel. After close
observation, Captain Hickley and his eight officers all signed a report,
addressed to the governor, to the effect that she is in every respect
fitted' as a man-of-war. She had left Liverpool fitted in all respects as
they saw her. No addition or alteration had been made at Nassau.
This paper was submitted to the attorney-general 'for his opinion, and

he gave it to the effect that nothing contained in it would justify the
detention of the vessel.

But Commander Hickley saw the thing in a different light from the
attorney, and on the 15th addressed a new letter to the governor, re-

porting the result of his conversations with the portion of the crew that
had come to see him. He was now so convinced of the intent of the
parties controlling the Oreto, that he was strongly inclined to take the
responsibility of her seizure and removal to another station at which
was placed the commodore or commander-in-chief. And he actually put
one of his officers temporarily in charge.
On the 16th of June the governor wrote, in reply, deprecating all

action of the kind contemplated, and throwing the responsibility wholly
upon him, if he should take it.

' On the same day the attorney-general gives an opinion that no case
has yet been made out for seizure. He does not appear to have thought
it his duty to initiate any measures to ascertain what was the evidence
upon which Commander Hickley was impelled to his convictions. Tt
was the passive policy, the example of which had been set at home.'

The evidence must come to the government. It was not for the gov-

n'^tait pas un avis men acant d'une action de-la part du gouvernement, et ils furent
assez fins pour en tenir corapte et pour changer leur ligne de conduite.

Ils d^clarerent alors qu'ils avaient l'intention de s'acquitter pour l'Oreto en lest pom-
la Havaue. Cette declaration rassnra pour quelque temps le commandant britan-

niqiie; Mais le 13 juin, voyant l'Oreto toujonrs a l'anere, il alia le visiter, aecompagn<5"

de huit officiers. L'e"quipage avait refuse' de lever l'anere "fcant qu'on ne lui aurait pas'

fait cdnnaitre la destination du vaisseau: L'Oreto <5tait un vaissoan suspect. Apres une ihi-

mutiense inspection, le capitaine Hickley et ses huit officiers signent un rapport adiiesse'

an gouverueur, declarant que l'Oreto est, sous tous les rapports, arm6 comuie un vais-

seau de guerre. II avait quittSLiverpool tel qu'ils le voyaient alors; on ne lui avait'

fait ni changement ni addition a Nassau.
Ce document fntsoumis au procureur general, et il de"clara qu'il ne contenait rien de

capable a justifier'la detention du vaisseau.
Mais le commandant Hickley ne voit pas les choses sous le meme jour, et, le 15, il

adresse une nouvelle lettre au gouverneur pour lui faire connaltre le riSsult'at d'uhe
conversation avec une partie de l^qnipage de l'Oreto, qui 6tait veuu le trouver. II est

siconvaincu de connaltre les veritables intentions des agents de l'Oreto, qu'il est- tout
dispose^ iVprendre sur lui la responsabilite' dele saisir, etde le ooriduire an mouil'lage'

ou. se trouvele commandant en chef. II va mtae jusqu'a fcommettre temporairement
Tin de ses officiers a sa garde.
Le 16 juin,le gouverneur repond en blamant toute mesure de ce genre, et le rend're-

sponsable de ce qu'il pourrait faire a cet egard.
Le m&me jour le procnreuT ge'ne'ral declare qu'il n'y a encore aucun inotif de saisir le

vaisseau. II ne semble pas avoir cru qu'il <5tait de son devoir de prendre des mesures
pour reconnaitre Sur quo'i le commandant Hickley fondait' sa conviction. C'e"tait tou-

jours cette politique p'assive dont ou lui avait dou'ne' l'example en Angleterr'e ; la preuve
devait arriver au gouv>ernement', et 1 ce n'6tait pas an gottvernetnent - a rechercher cette

11 B
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eminent to go to the evidence. Of course it naturally happened that

this worked entirely for the benefit of the malefactors, and to the in-

jury of the party that ought to have been protected. On the same day,

Commander Hickley wrote a reply maintaining his conviction, but de-

clining to assume the responsibility of acting in the face of the attorney-

general's opinion. He therefore withdrew the officer whom he had placed

in charge of the ship.

But the governor is not satisfied with the action of either party, and

is afraid to commit himself entirely against the clear conviction of the

commander, so he decides in favor of a seizure of the vessel, with a view

to a submission of the question to the local court of vice-admiralty at

"NTf-i cjqsi n

This was on the 17th of June. The information of the act of Captain

.

Hickley was transmitted to the government at London, and received

the approbation of Earl Eussell. Indeed, there is a degree of hearti-

ness in the terms he uses to express it, and in his anxiety to see the

officer properly secured from any hazard to himself by reason of his

course, that clearly shows the earnestness of his satisfaction. I hope I

may not be exceeding my just limits if I seize this occasion to do a sim-

ple act of justice to that eminent statesman. Much as I may see cause

to differ with him in his limited construction of his own duty, or in the

views which appear in these papers to have been taken by him of the

policy proper to be pursued by Her Majesty's government, I am far from
drawing any inferences from them to the effect that he was actuated in

any way by motives of ill-will to the United States, or, indeed, by un-

worthy motives of any kind. If I were permitted to judge from a calm
comparison of the relative weight of his various opinions with his action

iu different contingencies, I should be led rather to infer a balance
of good-will than of hostility to Ihe United States.

The law-officers of the CrOwn were likewise consulted, and they gave an
opinion favorable to the action of Governor Bayley, but strongly urging
that evidence of what occurred at Liverpool of building and fitting out

preuve. Cette maniere d'agir devait necessairement tourner au profit des coupables et

au prejudice de ceux qui devaient etre protege's.

Le meme jour le commandant Hickley repond que sa conviction demeure entiere,

mais qu'il n'entend pas assumer la responsabilit<5 d'agir contrairement a l'opinion du
procureur general. En consequence il retire l'ofiicier qu'il avait commis a la garde du
vaisseau.
Le gouverneur, peu satisfait des deux opinions opposees, oil craignant de se compro-

mettre en se declarant contre la conviction absolue du commandant, se decide a faire

saisir le vaisseau, et a porter la question devant la cour de la vice-amiraute" a Nassau.
Ceci se passait le 17 juin. On fit connaitre au gouvernement a Londres ce qu'avait

fait le capitaine Hickley, et le Comte Russell y donna son approbation. II y a en e'ffet

un ton de cordiality dans les terms qu'il emploie pour l'exprimer, et dans son anxie'te' de
voir l'officier bien garanti contre tout hasard a cause de sa conduite, qui montre claire-
ment le serieux de sa satisfaction. J'espere ne pas depasser mes justes limites, si je
saisis cette occasion d'accomplir uu simple acte de justice envers cet homme 'd'e'tat

eminent. Autant je puis voir de motifs de differer d'avec lui quant a. sa maniere cir-

conscrite d'envisager son propre devoir ou dans les vues qui, par ces documents, sem-
blent avoir 6t6 adoptees par lui quant a la conduite a suivre par le gouvernement de
sa Majesty, autant je suis loin d'en tirer aucune conclusion qu'il ait 6t6 mil, en aucuDe
maniere, par des motifs do mauvaise volont<§ envers les • Etats-Unis, ou memo par des
motifs indignes d'aucune espece. S'il m'e'tait permis de juger, en comparant avec calme
la valeur relative de ses opinions diverses, a sa conduite en differentes conjonctures, je
serais plut6t port<§ a conclure en faveur de la bonne volontg que de l'hostilit6 & l'egard
des Etats-Unis.
Les aTocats de la couTonne, egalement consulted, donnerent une opinion favorable

aux mesures prises par le gouverneur Bayley, mais recommanderent fortement d'ea-
voyer le recit de ce qui s'iStait passe

1

a Liverpool, au sujet de la construction et de l'arme-
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Should be at once sent forward, in order to complete the proof of her
hostile destination to the United States.
And here I trust I may be permitted to express my sense of gratifica-

tion on reading the reports and observing the action of the two gallant
naval officers. Their clear good sense and rapid judgment had led them
straight forward to the penetration of the motives of the authors of the
wretched equivocations and falsehoods by which they were surrounded,
as well as to the adoption of the most effective measures to bring their
machinations to naught. Neither does this course appear to have been
in any way prompted by a mere spirit of good-will to the United States,
which were to be protected by their action. It seems to have sprung
from that natural impulse of a conscience void of offense, which per-
ceived an act of injustice and fraud to be in contemplation, and deter-
mined at once to resort to the best measures to prevent it.

Had such an energetic spirit animated the whole action of Her Majes-
ty^ government at all times and in all conjunctures, there would have
been no question about the exercise of due diligence in this narrative.
The opinion of the law-officers in London was received by Earl Bus-

sell on the 12th of August. Ten days before that date he had addressed
a letter to Mr. Stuart, the British secretary at Washington, requesting;
him, in view of this proceeding, to dissuade the American Government;
from proceeding in the measure then contemplated of issuing letters of
marque. He little thought of what had been laid up in store for him toy-

the learned judge of the court of Nassau.
On that very same day he had pronounced his judgment that there-

was no sufficient evidence to prove any act committed at Nassau to-

justify the seizure. But, considering the very suspicious nature of the'

circumstances, he should release his own government from the payment,
of costs.

It is the general rule of courtesy between nations to recognize the-

action of their respective courts without seeking to analyze the princi-

ples upon which the decisions are made. And it is a wise rule, as con-

ducive to the general maintenance of law and order in the performance-

ment du vaisseau, afin de completer la preuve de la destination hostile de l'Oreto a*

l'egard des fitats-Unis. Et ici j'espere qu'il me sera permis d'exprimer mon sentiment
de satisfaction en lisant ces m<5moires, et en remarquant la conduitede oes deux braves
offieiers de marine ; lour bon sens luoide et leur jugement rapide les conduisirent' di-

reotement a pe'ne'trer les motifs des auteurs des mise'rables equivoques et des mensonges
dont ils 6taient enveloppes, anssi bien qu'a adopter les mesures les plus effioaces pour
mettre a neant leurs machinations. Cette coriduite ne semble pas non plus avoir 6t6-

provoquee en aucune rnaniere par un simple esprit de bon vouloir a 1'egard des iStats-

Unis, qui devaient Stre protege's par leurs mesures. Elle semble avoir jailli de l'im-

puision naturelle d'une conscience nette de tonte faute, qui voit se preparer un acte
d'injustice et de fraude, et qui se determine en meme temps a p-rendre les mesures les.

plus decisives pour l'empeeber.
Si le meme esprit Snergique avait ammo" toute la conduite du gouvernement de sa

Majesty, toujours et dans toutes les conjonctures, il n'eut pas 6t6 question de la pratique
des "dues diligences" dans ce memoire.

Cette opinion fut recue par le Comte Russell le 12 aout ; six joursauparavant il avait

.

adreBs<§ une lettre h M. Stuart, secretaire de la legation a "Washington, pour liii demander,
eh consideration de cette decision, de dissuader le Gouvernement americain do mettre a,

execution la mesure dont il e"tait question alors, de delivrer des lettres de marques. II

prevoyait peu ce que lui reservait le tres-emdrieht jnge de la cour de Nassau. Le meme
Jour, ce juge avait prononce' son jugement; il declarait qu'il n'y avait pas de pl-euves-

Suffisantes qu'il eut 4t6 commis a Nassau un acte justiflant la saisie. MaiB conside'rant

la nature suspecte des circonstances, il liberait son gouvernement du paiemeut des ffais.

C'est une regie generate de courtoisie entre les nations de reconnaitre les agissemeuts.

de leurs coiirs de justice respectives sans chercher a analyser les principes sur lesquelsM

s
!

e basent leurs decisions. C'est la une regie sage, anssi utile' pour le respect de laloi

que pour le maintien des droits reciproques de proteger les interets de l'une et de l'autre..
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of their reciprocal duties of protection to individual interests. But I

am not altogether sure whether this rule should be held to extend so far

as to bind the members of this tribunal to absolute silence in this and

similar instances that come before us. Whilst most anxious on all oc-

casions to preserve the deeorum appropriate to a station of such emi-

nence, I am at the same time oppressed by the conviction that in no

portion of the history of this proceeding is the responsibility of Her
Majesty's government for the subsequent career of this vessel more

deeply implicated than by the action of this vice-admiralty judge, in

letting this vessel go upon the reasoning which he presents in his justi-

fication. It would be easy for me, if it were necessary, to go into an

analysis of the various points in which he appears to have ruled erro-

neously both in regard to the law and to the evidence. It is made cer-

tain by the papers that, in the former, he was not sustained by the law-

officers of the Grown at home. And as to the latter, I cannot but assume
the presence of some strong external bias which should have induced

him to give credit to certain persons on the mere score of personal

character, where testimony proves them so clearly, in my eyes, to have

been arrant cheats, and to discredit the seamen, chiefly on account of

.their low condition, who are as clearly manifested to have told the sub-

stantial truth. My mode of explanation of this flagrant perversion of

the law is, that the judge partook so largely of the general sympathy
admitted by the governor to have held sway over the entire population

of the island, as to render him absolutely incapable, iu this case, of a

perception of justice. It is not probably without a strong conviction of

this truth that the plain sense and clear appreciation of facts prompted
Commander Hickley to advise the removal of the vessel entirely out of

this jurisdiction. For the honor of Great Britain, which must be held
responsible through its agents for this flagrant wrong done to the injured

party, it had been perhaps well if the desire of the gallant officer had
been complied with.

Many strictures have likewise been made upon the action Tof the attor-

ney-general, Mr. Anderson, throughout these proceedings, of so harsh a

Mais je ne suis pas sur si cette regie doit s'appliquer si rigoureusement, jusqu'a obliger

les membres de ce tribunal a uu silence absolu, dans ce cas et daus d'autres seniblables
qui nous sont sounds. Quojqne tres-de'sireux eh toute occasion de respecter le decorum
du a une position si <5minente, je suis presse" par la conviction que nulle part dans le

cours de cette affaire, la responsabilite' dn gouvernement britannique au sujet de ce

lbatiment n'est deyenue aussi grande que par suite de ce jngeraeut de la vice-amiraut6,
et des arguments presented pour sa justification. II me seraifc facile, s'il <5tait niScessaire,

•d'analyser les differents points on il s'est trompe", soit sons lo rapport de la. loi, soit dams,
le rapport du droit, soit sous le rapport de la preuve. Les documents prouventsura-
bondamment que, quant au premier, il n'a pas 6t& appuye' par les avocats de la cou-
ronne en Angleterre. Quant a la seconde, je ne puis que croire a l'existence d'une
grande partiality qui l'a conduit a donner criSance au te'moignage de certaines personnes,
sous pre'texte de leur reputation personnelle, alors que ce tfimoignage me prouve claire-

ment qu'ils <§taient des fourbes, et a ne pas ajouter foi au te'moignage des marins, prin-
cjpalenient a cause de leur rang inferieur, que Fon a prouv6 avoir dit la verity substan-
tielle. J'explique cette flagrante injustice par le fait que le juge participait en une
grande mesure a la sympathie generate e'pronvee par la population peu nombreuse de
Tile, sympathie admise du reste par le gouverneur, et qui lerendait incapable d'un juge*
ment impartial. II est probable que ce fnt parce qu'il 6tait convaincu de ce fait que*
le commandant Hickley conseilla de conduirele vaisseau hors de cette juridiction. Pour
l'honneur de la Grande-Bretagne, qui doit etre tenue respousable des actions de ses,

agents pour ce dommage evident causi? a la partie l<5s4ej il etlt peut-etre 6k6 bien que'
l'on se fut rendu au dfeir de ce brave ofiicier..

Bien des critiques ont e"te" egalement faites de la conduite de l'attorney-generaTjj M.'>

Anderson, dans le cours de cette procedure, d'une nature si grave qu'il a e'te' enga.g6
(
a!
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nature as to have called from liim a formal paper in his justification,
which has been placed among, the documents before us.
After a careful examination of the question, I am led to the belief

that it is possible to arrive at a clear comprehension of the motives
which actuated him, without the necessity of imputing any purpose
deeply affecting his integrity.

It appears that if, on the one hand, he was slow in his disposition to
reach any effective action to defeat the enterprise of the Oreto in 1862,
on the other, he appears in proportion quite as swift in the process of
seizing the vessel known as the Alexandra, and subsequently the Mary,
and pressing for her condemnation, when she made her appearance at
Nassau in the winter of 1864, under much less dubious circumstances.
The reason is plain. Mr. Anderson virtually admits in his statement

that, in the'earlier stages of the struggle in America, he considered the
fate of the United States as settled, and he did not regret it. But, in the
last mouths of the war, not a shadow of doubt could have remained in
his mind as to its permanence. He then cheerfully accepted a retainer
on their side. The transition from one state of feeling to the other can
be no cause of surprise to any one observant of the relations of t he
small population of Nassau to the United States. Neither is it difficult

to perceive among the documents the traces of a similar revolution of
sentiment and action going on simultaneously in other portions of Her
Majesty's dominions far removed from that relatively insignificant island.

Be this as it may, the effect of the decision of the admiralty court in
1862 was not only to liberate the ship, but to put an end to all se rious

attempts to prevent the full accomplishment of the nefarious purpo sebf
her owners. On or about the 7th of August, the Oreto sailed from Nas-
sau. On the 9th of the same month the schooner Prince Alfred also left

•%he place. They met at a spot .agreed upon, about sixty miles distant,

called Green Gay; and there the Oreto received her armament and
ammunition, as well as her true officers and crew. The commander was
relieved from the terror of a new arrest which he had felt in the event

ecrire pour sa justification un me'nioire formel qui a 6t6 place
1

parmi les documents ex-
pose's devant nous.
Apres un examen scrupuleux de la question, je suis amene" a croire qu'il est possible

d'arriver a une perception claire des motifs qui le dirigeaient, sans qu'il soit necessaire

de lui imputer aucun dessein affectant son integrite" au fond.

II semble que, si d'un c6t6 il a 6t6 lent dans sa disposition a adopter aucune mesure
efficace pour empecher l'entreprise de l'Oreto en 1862, de l'autre, il paralt en proportion
aussi avide a poursuivre le vaisseau nomine" 1'Alexandra, et plus tard la Mary, et a
pressor sa condamnation, lorsqu'il fit son apparition a Nassau, l'hiver de 1864, dans des
circ'oristances beaucoup inoins douteuses.
La raison est 6vidente. M. Anderson admet virtuellement dans son me'moire que,

dans les premieres phases du conflit en Amerique, il considerait le sort des Etats-Unis
comme terming, et il ne le regrettait pas. Mais, dans les derniers mois de la guerre, il

ne pouvait pas Tester dans son esprit l'ombre d'un doute sur leur permanence. II agit

alors volontiers pour eux. La transition de l'une de ces facons de sentir a l'autre ne
peut Stre une cause de surprise pour aucun observateur des relations de la petite popu-
lation de Nassau avec les Etats-Unis. II n'est pas non plus difficile de decouvrir parmi
ces documents les traces d'une' revolution semblable, a propos de la mauiere de sentir et

d'agir, simultanementgdans bien d'autres parties des e"tats de sa Majesty tres-eloign ees

de cette lie relativement insignifiante.
Quoi qu'il en soit, la consequence du jugement de la cour en 1862 fut, non-seiriement

de liberer le batiment, mais encore de mettre un tertne a toube tentative s^rieuse

pour emp&cker l'accompllssement des projets-criminels de ses proprietaries. Vers le 7.

aout, l'Oreto quitta,Nassau. Le 9 du meme mois, le scbooner Prince Alfred quitta

aussi ce port. lis se rencontferent a un endroit cohvenu, a une distance de 60 milles,

appele" Green Cay, et la, l'Oreto recut ses amies et ses munitions, aussi bien que ses

vrais officiers et son e>uipage. Le commandant n'avait plus a craindre une nouvelle
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of his continuance at Nassau for another day. There was no cause for

this apprehension. His victory was complete. On the morning of the

11th August, in a place called Blossom Channel, believed to be within

the British jurisdiction, the log-book found in his vessel shows the trans-

action to have been completed. The authority of Her Majesty's govern-

ernment had been successfully defied, and the decision of her admiralty

court proved a mockery and a show.
Hence it appears to me that Great Britain had clearly failed in enforc-

ing the second rule prescribed in the treaty of Washington, as well as

the first; and if these two rules were not enforced as they should have
been, a failure in regard to the third appears to result as a matter of

course.

The next step in the career of the Florida, material to the present dis-

cussion, is the fact of her entry into Mobile, a port held by the insur-

gents, although at the time blockaded by the vessels of the United
States. Here she remained for more than four months. On the 15th

of January, 1863, she again succeeded in running the blockade outward,

and on the 25th her captain had the cool insolence to go at once to the

very place of the island of Nassau from which he had just escaped under
terrors which belong only to a malefactor. It is proper to add that in

the interval he had shipped an additional motley force of fifty-four men
at Mobile.
The question here naturally arises whether by this process the vessel

had so far changed her previous character as to be divested of any trace

of her British origin and fraudulent equipment, and entitled to claim a
new departure as a legitimate offspring of a recognized belligerent power.
This question, appertaining exclusively to the case of this vessel among
all those submitted to our consideration, and touching the release of

Her Britannic Majesty's government from any further responsibility for •

the taint of her origin, appears to me one of the most interesting and
difficult of all that we are called to decide. But in order to complete
the review of the career of the vessel, so far as it relates to the action of

arrestation, crainte qu'il aurait ^prouvee a Nassau, e'il y 6tait rest6 un jour de plus.
II n'avait pourtant auoune raison de craindre; sa vietoire <5tait complete. Le 17 aout,
an matin, dans un endroit nomm6 Blossom Channel, dans les limites de la juridiotion
britannique, le livre du log l'atteste, la transaction iut achevee. L'autorite' du
gouvernement de sa Majesty avait <5t<5 bravee avec succes, et la decision de la cour de
l'amiraut<§ se montra comme une derision et une moquerie. II me semble ressortir de
la que la Grande-Bretagne avait echouS a faire respecter la seeoude regie du traits de
Washington aussi bien que la premiere. Et si ces deux regies e"taient violees, la
troisienie devait l'etre necessairement.
Le pas suivant dans la carriere du Florida, relatif a la discussion presente, est le fait de

son entree a Mobile, port occup<5 par les insurges, quoique, a cette epoque, bloque' par
les vaisseaux des Etats-Unis. II y resta plus de quatre mois. Le 15 Janvier 1863, il

reussit de nouveau a forcer le blocus, et le capitaine,. le 25 du meme mois, eut
1'insolence de se rendre de suite au meme endroit de Pile de Nassau, d'ou il avait
e'chappe' sous les terreurs qui n'appartienneut qu'a un malfaiteur. II convient
d'ajouter que dans l'intervalle il avait enr61i5 cinquante-quatre hommes de plus de
toute espece, a Mobile.

Ici s'eleve naturellement la question de savoir si par ce proce'de' le vaisseau avait
assez cbang<5 son caractere primitif pour etre d^pouill6 de toute trace de son origine
britannique et de son equipement frauduleux, et pour etre autoris6 a prgtendre partir
de nouveau comme un produit legitime d'une puissance bellige'rante reconnue. Cette
question, appartenant exclusivement au cas de ce vaisseau, eutre toutes celles qui
sont soumises a notre examen, et embrassant la' discharge du gouvernement de sa
Majesty britannique de toute responsabilito' ulterieure au sujet de la tache de son
origine, me semble une des plus intcressantes et des plus difficiles de toutes celles que
nous sommes appeles a decider. Mais arm de completer la revue de la carriere entiere
de ce vaisseau, en tant qu'elle se rapporte a la conduite de la Grande-Bretagne, quant a
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G-reat Britain upon the occasion of her visits at any ports within that
jurisdiction, I deem it expedient to postpone the observations I propose
to make upon it until the end.

Whatever may be the doubts elsewhere expressed about this point,

none whatever were admitted at Nassau, the very spot where the fla-

grant fraud had been most successfully perpetrated and Her Majesty's
dignity insulted and defied. She was immediately recognized as a
legitimate belligerent, the only objection made to her presence being a
violation of a minor regulation of the port, which required a previous
application for permission before coming to anchor. For this minor
offense the captain could afford to apologize, when the vastly greater
one had been so readily condoned. The object he now had in view was
the procuring a good supply of coals for the prosecution of his cruise.

Permission seems to have been given without stint. Some question has
been raised about the precise quantity ; but if there was no limit pre-

'scribed by the authorities,, it may reasonably be inferred, from the gen-

eral sympathy strongly manifested by the population, that all would be
supplied the captain would be ready to take. So, likewise, with pro-

visions. A person on board of the Florida at the time seems to have
recorded his impression that enough had been supplied to last several

months. This is doubtless exaggerated. " So with the testimony of two
persons, taken several years afterward, of their recollection of the facts,

which would naturally be subject to serious reduction. Yet, after mak-
ing every possible allowance for these circumstances, it appears reason-

able to me to conclude that Captain Mafflt succeeded in getting all that

he desired to put him in a condition to commence, and continue for

some time, a predatory cruise. It is also alleged that the captain

shipped here eleven men, which is not unlikely to be true also, if he
needed them.

Captain Maffit, thus- completely fitted out from Nassau as a basis, pro-

ceeded on his cruise, which lasted for about a month, and in which he
alleges that he experienced very rough weather. This is the reason

ses visites a certains ports sous, cette juridiction, je crois plus convenable de remettre

jusqu'a la fin les observations que je me propose de faire la-dessus.

.Quels que pussent Stre les doutes entretenus ailleurs a ee sujet, on n'en admettait

aucun a Nassau, l'endroit ah la fraude flagrante avait e'te' commise aveo le plus grand
succfes, et ou la dignity de Sa Majesty avait 6t6 le plus outragee. II fut immecliatement

reconnu comm'e belligerant legitime, la seule objection faite a sa presence ayant 6t6

qu'il avait viole" un petit reglement du port, qui exigeait qu'on demandat d'abord la

permission avanfc de mettre a l'ancre. Pour cette legere faute, le capitaine Maffitt

pouvait bien. faire une-apologie quand celle qui 6tait beaucoup plus grande avait 616

pardonnee si promptement. MaiDtenant le but que le capitaine Maffitt se proposait

dans c,ette visite e"t,ait ' de se pourvoir d'une bonne provision de charbon pour la

poursuite de son entreprise. La permission semble avoir e'te" donn6e sans reserve,

On a agite" la. question de la .quantity precise, mais s'il n'y avait pas de limite prescrite

par les autorites, on pent raisonnablement conclure de la sympathie gene'rale,

hautement manifestee par la population, que tout ce que le capitaine eut 6t<5 pret a
prendre lui eut e'te" donne\ De meme pour les provisions. Une personne a bord du
Florida, a cetifce epoque, semble avoir mis par eorit son impression qu'bn en avait

accprd6 assez pour plusieurs mois. Ceci est sans doute exagere\ De meme quant au
t6moignage de deux personnes, emprunte' plusieurs anne'es apres, a leur recueil des

faits, qui devraitetre soumis a une reduction serieuse. Mais apres avoir fait toutes

les concessions "possibles a regard de ces oirconstances, il me semble raisonnable de

conclure que le capitaine Maffitt reussit a obtenir tout ce qn'il desirait pour se mettre

en <5tat de commejicer et de coiitinner .pendant quelque temps une course de pillage.

On allegue aussi que'le capitaine y enr61a onze nommes ; fait dont la viSrite' n'est pas

improbable, s'il en avait besoin. Le capitaine Maffitt, ainsi comple'tement pourvu a

.Nassau, place prise pour sa base, commenca sa course, qui dura environ un mois,

iPBiidant lequel il dit avoir eprouYiS de tres-rudes temps. Au moins, c'esb la raisoii
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assigned for his visit to Barbadoes, where he applied for more coal and
some lumber. He suppressed the fact of his late supply, and reported

himself as last from Mobile. He succeeded in obtaining 90 tons, and
thus prosecuted his predatory voyage on his renewed stock.

Much damage as these permissions unquestionably entailed upon the

United States commerce, it is proper to add that they had not been
given so much from any willful disposition on the part of the officers of

Her Majesty's government, but rather from their indifference to all

measures of early prevention. So soon as information of these events

had been received at the colonial office in Loudon, this liberality was
checked, and orders were issued to be more cautious in the future.

After a visit of four days to Pernambuco, the next British port

entered by Captain Maffit was Bermuda, on the 15th of July. His ap-

plication for government coal was here, for the first time, refused. He
succeeded, however, in obtaining plenty from other sources, and in

transgressing the limit prescribed, for his stay for repairs without cen-

sure, which enabled him to cross the ocean and reach Brest, in France,
on the 23d of August.

It should be noted that this long cruise, from the 25th of January to

the 23d of August, of nearly seven months, was made with supplies of

coal received exclusively from' British sources.

It seems to be unnecessary to enter into further particulars of her
career after she left Brest. She seems to have touched at some British

ports in the West Indies and obtaiued assistance, and she finally put into

Bahia, which proved to be. the termination of her record, in October.
The length of her term on the ocean had been about eighteen months
—long enough to perpetrate much too large an amount of mischief.

It now remains to me only to recur to the question, already proposed
in the course of this opinion, regarding any change of original character
that may be considered to have taken place in this vessel by the fact of

donn<5e par lui pour la visite qu'il fit le 24 fe"vrier a la Barbade, pour prendre encore
plus de chafbon et du bois pour les reparations. II eupprima le fait de son dernier
subside, et il de"clara qu'il venait en dernier lieu de Mobile. II f^ussit a obtenir
quatre-vingt-dix tonnes, et oontinua ainsi son voyage de pillage.
Quelque grand que soit le dommage caus<5, sans ancun doute par ces permissions, an

commerce des Etat-TJnis, il convient d'ajouter qu'elles n'ont pas tant 6t6 dounees avec
malveillance de la part de l'officier du gouvernement de sa Majesty qu'a cause de
cette indifference qui ne prevoyait jamais la necessity de prendre des precautions
d'avance. Aussitdt que la tiouvelle de ces eveneinents eut 6t6 recue a 1'ofBce colonial
de Londres, cette liberalite" fut reprinje'e et des ordres furent donnes d'etre plus
circonspect a l'avenir.

Apres une visite de quatre jours a Pernambouc, le premier port anglais oil entra le
capitaine Maffit fut Bermuda, le 15 juillet. Sa demande d'obtenir du cbarbon du
gouvernenent fut ici refusee pour la premiere fois. II riSussit cependant h. en obtenir
en abondauce d'ailleurs, et a depasser sans censure les limites prescrites a son sejour
pour reparations, ce qui lui donna les moyens de traverser l'ocean et d'atteindre
Brest, en France, le 23 aout.

II faut remarquer que cette longue course, du 25 Janvier au 23 aout, de pies de sept'
mois, fut faite avec des subsides de charbon recus exclusiyement de sources britan-
niques.

II ne me semble pas ne"cessaire d'entrer dans des details ulte"rieurs sur la carriere de
ce vaisseau apres son depart de Brest. II semble avoir touche" a quelques ports
anglais, dans les Indes occidentales, et avoir obtenu des secours ; et enfin il entra h,

Bahia, ce qui mit fin a sou histoire, en octobre. La duree de §a carriere sur l'ocean
ayait <5te" d'environ deux ans et demi. Sa course comme belligerant avait dure' environ
dix-huit mois ; assez longtemps pour commettre une somme de dommages beaucoup
trop grande.

'"'

II ne me reste plus qu'a revenir a la question deja proposee dans le cours de cet avis,
a l'egard du cbaugement de caractere national, qu'on pourrait considerer comme ayant
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her having succeeded in reaching a port of the belligerent power to
which she claimed to belong.

I have endeavored to give to this point the most careful and diligent
study of which I am capable. The result is, that I cannot arrive ab
any conclusion satisfactory to myself which even implies a necessity to
assent to the proposition that success sanctifies fraud. All law recognized
by the conscience of civilized nations has for its only solid basis a con-
viction that it is based upon clear principles of right. In some
languages the word used to express these ideas is identical. At the same
time, I am not unaware that, in the progress of international relations,
there may happen from time to time occasions when a necessity will
arise to recognize a simple fact without reference to its nature. But
this must happen under circumstances which imply neither participation
nor approval. It ought not to be permitted to happen when these cir-
cumstances are clearly within control, and the motive to act should be
imperative as upholding the majesty of law.
In the case, before us, it seems to me conclusively established by

evidence that, from the moment of inception to that of complete execu-
tion, the building,' equipping, and dispatching of the vessel were equally
carried on by a resort to every species of falsehood and fraud, in order
to baffle and defeat the legitimate purpose of Her Majesty's government
to uphold the sanctity of her laws and make good her obligations to a
foreign nation with which she was at peace. Down to the moment of
arrival at Mobile, I fail to perceive any good reason for supposing that
the character the vessel took at the outset had not substantially adhered
to it to the end.

It has always been to me a cause of profound regret that Her
Majesty's government had not seen fit to mark her sense of the indig-
nities heaped upon her by the flagrant violation of her laws in these
cases, at least by excluding the vessels from her ports. Thus she would
have rescued her own honor and escaped the evil consequences which
have ever since attended her opposite decision. Such a course had not

eu lieu dans ce vaisseau par le fait de sa r^ussite a atteindre un port de la puissance
belligerante a laquelle il avait la pretention d'appartenir.
' Je me suis eft'orce" de consaorer a ce point l'e'tude la plus soigneuse et la plus
attentive dont je sois capable. Le resultat eu est que je ne puis arriver a aucune
conclusion satisfaisante pour inoi-meme qui impliquat la necessity de donner mon
assentiment a la maxime que le'sueces sanctifie la fraude. Toute loi reconnue par la
conscience des nations civilisees a, pour base solide unique, la conviction qu'elie est
fondee surdes principes moraux de droit. Dans quelques langues le mot employ^ pour
exprimer ces idees est identique. En meme temps je n'ignore pas que, dans le progres
de tous les rapports internationaux, il peut se presenter de temps eu temps des
occasions oft une necessite" arrive de reconnaltre un simple fait sans egard a sa nature.
Mais il faut, pour cela, que celui-ci se presente dans des circonstances qui n'impliquent
'ni participation ni approbation. On ne devrait pas permettre qu'il arrivat, quand ces
circonstances sont evidemmeht sous contrdle et que le motif d'agir serait imperieux,'
comme appuyant la majesty de la loi. Dans le cas que nous avons devant nous, il me
senible incontestablement iStabli par la preuve que, depuis le moment du commence-
ment jusqu'a celui de l'exe"cution complete, la construction, l'e'quipeinent et l'exp^di-
tion du vaisseau ont 6t6 ^galement conduits au moyen de toute espece de mensouges
et de fraudes combine's pour clejouer et pour annuler les desseins legitimes du
gouvernement de sa Majeste", de maintenir la souverainete' de ses lois et de remplir ses

-obligations envers une nation 6trangere avec laquelle. il (Start en paix. Jusqu'au
moment de l'arrivee a. Mobile, je me puis trouver aucune bonne raison de supposer que
le caractere pris par'le vaisseau au commencement ne lui ait pas 6t6 attache^ essen-

tiellement jusqu'a la fin.

J'ai toujours regrett^ profondement que le gouvernement de sa Majesty n'eut pas
juge" gonvenable de montrer son sentiment a l'egard des indignities accuuiulees sur lui

par la violation flagrante de ses lois, dans ces ^as au moms, en excluant les vaisseaux
3e ses ports. II aurait ainsi sauve" son honueur et eehappe' aux consequences facheuses
qui out toujours 6t6 attachees a sa decision contraire. Une telle demarche n'avait pas
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been without its advocates among jurists of eminence in the kingdom,

at least one of whom had recorded his opinion. A significant example

may be found in the papers before us. Such a course could not have

failed to maintain itself in the end by the simple force of its innate har-

mony with justice and with right.

To suppose that the moral stain attached to a transaction of this

character can be wiped out by the mere incident of visiting one place

or another, without any material alteration of the constituent body in-

spiring its action, seems to me to be attaching to an accident the virtue

which appertains solely to an exercise of the will. 1 cannot, therefore,

concede to this notion any shade of weight. The vessel called the

Florida, in my view, carried the same indelible stamp of dishonor from

its cradle to its grave ; and in this opinion I have been happy to dis-

cover that I am completely sustained by the authority of one of the

most eminent of the jurists of my own country who ever sat in the

highest seat of her most elevated tribunal. I find it recorded in one of

the volumes submitted to our consideration by the agent of Her
Majesty's government, from which I pray for leave to introduce the fol-

lowing extract, as making an appropriate close

:

"If this were to be admitted," says Chief Justice Marshall, "the laws for tho preser-

vation of our neutrality would be completely eluded. Vessels completely fitted in our

ports for military expeditions need only sail to a belligerent port, and there, after ob-

taining: a commission, go through the ceremony of discharging and re-enlisting their

crew, to become perfectly legitimate cruisers, purified from every taint contracted at

the place where all their real force and capacity for annoyance was acquired. This
would, indeed, be fraudulent neutrality, disgraceful to our own Government and of

which no nation would be the dupe."

For the reasons herein specified, I have come to the conclusion in the

case now presented of the Florida, that Great Britain, by reason of her
omission to use due diligence to prevent the fitting-out, arming, and
equipping within its jurisdiction, of that vessel, and further of her omis-

sion to forbid the crew of that vessel from -making use of its ports or

manque^ d'avocats parmi les juristes les plus distingues du royaume, dontm au moins
a donne" son avis. On peut en trouver uu exemple significatif dans les documents qui
sont devant nous. Une telle conduite n'eut pas manque" de se soutenir a la lougue par
la simple force de son harmonie inne"e avec la justice et le droit.

Supposer que la tache morale imprirae'e h une transaction de cette nature puisse
6tre eftace'e par le simple incident d'une visite £k un lieu ou a nn autre, sans aucun
changement materiel du corps constituant qui inspire sa conduite, me semble attacher
a un accident la vertu qui n'appartient.' qu'a un exercioe de la volonte\ Je ne puis, par
cons6quent,. accorder a cette idee ancune espeee de valeur. Le vaisseau nomine" le

Florida, a mon point de vue, porta le memo cachet indele"bile de de"shonneur de son
bercean jusqu'a sa tombe. Et j'ai e"te" heureux de trouver que je snis entierement
appuy6 dans cette opinion par l'autorite" d'un des juristes les plus 6minents de mon
pays qui ait jamais occupe" le siege le plus haut de son tribunal le plus eleve\ Je la
trouve rapportee dans un des volumes sourais a notre examen par l'agent du
gouvernement de sa Majeste", dont je vous prie de me permettre de presenter l'extrait
suivant comme faisant une fin bien appropriate a cet avis

:

"Si 1'on admettait. ceci, (dit le Chief Justice Marshall,) les lois pourle maintien de
notre neutrality seraient coinple'fcement elud6es. Des vaisseaux entierement e"quip6s
dans nos ports pour des operations militaires n'ont qu'&'faire voile jusqu'a un port bel-
ligerant, et 1^, apres avoir obtenu une commission, a faire la c€re"inonie de licencier et
de reenr61or leur equipage, pour devcnir des croiseurs parfaitement legitimes, purine's
de toute tache contracted dans le lieu oil toute leur force et leur pouvoir de nuire ont
e"te" acquis. Ce serait en ve"rite" une neutrality frauduleuse, de"shonorante pour notre
propre gouvernement, et dont aucuue nation ne serait la dupe."
Pour les raisons spe'cifie'es ci-dessus, je suis arrive a la conclusion, dans le cas main-

tenant presente" du Florida, que le Grande-Bretagne—en omettant de faire usage des
" dues diligences " pour empScher l'arrangement, l'armement et l'equipement, dans' sa
jurisdiction, de ce vaisseau ; et de plus, en omettant de d&fendre k l'equipage de ce
vaisseau de se servir de ses ports ou de ses eaux comme base d'operations Contre les
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waters as the base of operations against the United States, has failed
to fulfill the duties set forth iu each and every one of the three rules
prescribed to the arbitrators as their guide under the terms of the
treaty of Washington.

T.—THE ALABAMA.

On the 24"th of June, 1862, Mr. Adams addressed a note to Earl Eus-
sell, reminding him of the representation he had made some
time before touching the equipment of the Oreto, and allud-

A""""na-

Ing to the verification of his apprehension of its true destination.
In point of fact, Lord Russell had had in his hands for a fortnight

a copy of a letter of Commander McKillop to the secretary to the adini-
talty, which has already been quoted in the memoir on the Florida, as
clearly indicating the character of that vessel and its destination.
Her Majesty's government had then had no reason to doubt as to the

nature of the vigilance which had been promised on the part of her offi-

cers at Liverpool, or of the manner in which it had been deceived.
Mr. Adams then proceeded to call his lordship's attention to another

and more remarkable case of a vessel in process of construction at
Liverpool, in the yard of one of the most noted building firms of that
place, intended for the same purpose as designated in the case of the
Oreto, and controlled virtually by the same parties.
Mr. Adams at the same time transmitted to his lordship a letter from

Mr. Dudley, the consul of the United States at Liverpool, addressed to
himself, giving all the information touching the matter he had been
able to collect.

On the next day Mr. Hammond, on behalf of his lordship, addressed
one letter to the secretary to the treasury, requesting immediate inqui-
ries to be made respecting this vessel, &c, in the customary form.
At the same time he addressed another to the law-olficers of the

Crown, transmitting the note of Mr. Adams and the letter of Mr. Dud-
ley for their consideratiou, and asking for such observations as they
might have to make on the subject.

Ftats-Unis—n'a pas renipli, dans oe cas, les devoirs exposes dans les trois regies prescrites
aux arbitres comme guides d'apres les termes du traits de Washington.

i-'alabama.

Le 24 juin 1862, M. Adams 'adressa une note au Comte Russell, lui rappelant la repre-
sentation qu'il avait faite quelque temps auparavant touchant l'equipement de l'Oreto,

et faisant allusion a la verification de son apprehension sur la vraie destination de
celui-ci.

, ,
En effet, Lord Russell avait eu en mains, pendant une quinzaine de jours, une copie de

la lettre du commandant, McKillop, au secretaire de 1'amiraute, qui a deja ete eitee
dans le memoire sur le Florida comme indiquant clairement le caractere de ce vais-
seau et sa destination.
Le gouvernement de sa Majeste n'avait done eu aucune raison ponr doufcer de la

nature de la vigilance qui avait ete promise de la part de ses offlciers a Liverpool, ni
de la maniere dont il avait e'te trompe.
M. Adams attira ensuite 1'attention de sa seignenrie sur un autre cas, plus remarqua-

bje, d'un yaisseau en construction a Liverpool,, dans lechantier d'un des plus fameux
constructeurs de -cette ville, destine au meme but que celui qui a ete indique dans le

cas de l'Oreto etcontrdie eifectivement par les inemes parties.
M. Adams transmit en meme temps a sa seigneurie une lettre de M. Dudley, le consul

des fitats-Unis a Liverpool, adressee a lui-meme, donnant tous les renseignemeuts
touchant cette affaire qu'il avait pu rassembler.
Le lendemain, M. Hammond, au nom de sa seigneurie, adressa une lettre au secre-

taire de la tresorerie, dans la forme ordinaire, demandant qu'on fit immediatement une
enquete & regard de ce vaisseau.
1' En meme temps il adressa une lettre aux avocats de la couroune, en transmettant
la note de M. Adams et la lettre de M. Dudley, pour qu'elles fussent prises en conside-

ration, et en demandant les observations qu'ils pouvaient avoir a faire sur ce sujet.
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It is presumed that this last measure was a precaution additional to

anything that had been done in the case of the OretQ.

Five days later a report was made by the law-officers, in reply to this

application, in substance to this effect

:

If the representation made by Mr. Adams is in accordance with, the facts, the build-

ing and equipment of the steamer is a manifest violation of the foreign-enlistment

act, and steps ought to be taken to put that act in force, and to prevent the vessel from
going to sea.

This was a great step in advance of anything that had taken place in

the former case. It fully recognized the duty of prevention, and strongly

recommended that proper steps be taken by the authorities at Liver-

pool to ascertain the truth, and if sufficient evidence could be obtained

to justify proceedings under the act, to take such proceedings as soon

as possible.

Nothing could be more satisfactory than this direction. If it had
been carried out in its spirit by the parties who had it in charge, there

is little reason to doubt that the policy pointed out would have been
effected.

But it appears more than doubtful whether this injunction produced
the smallest effect upon the parties concerned; for it could hardly

have reached its destination before the time at which the report of the
commissioners of the customs was made up. That report was clearly

made in answer to the earlier letter of Mr. Hammond of the 25th ; for

the reports of Mr. S. Price Edwards, the collector, and of E. Morgan,
surveyor at Liverpool, dated the 28th instant, inclosed therein, precede

by two days the opinion of the law-officers. No aHusion appears to be
made to it in this reply. The substance of it is the admission of the

fact that the vessel is intended for a ship of war. But no evidence has
been produced of its destination sufficient to justify proceedings, and
unless the consul, Mr. Dudley, should be able to submit such evidence
to the collector of the port, any attempt to seize the vessel would end'

only in entailing upon the parties concerned very serious consequences.

On peut presumer que cette derniereinesure<5tait une precaution en plus detoutcequi
avait 6t<5 fait dans le cas de l'Oreto.

Cinq jours plus tard, un expose" fut fait par ces "officiers," en reponse a eette demande,
contenanb en substance ce qui suit:

"Si la representation faite par M. Adams est d'accord avec les faits, la construction
et I'lSquipement du steamer sont une violation manifesto du foreign enlistment act, et
des mesures doivent 6tre prises pour faire executor cet act et pour empe'eher le vaisseau'

de partir."

O'etait un grand pro'gres snr tout ce qui avait eu lien dans le cas precedent. Cet
expose reconnaissait pleinement le devoir de pre'venir, et recommandait fortement que
des mesures convenables fussent prises par les autorites de Liverpool pour constater la
verite, et si l'on pouvait obtenir des preuves suffisantes pour justifier des poursuites
conforme'inent a l'acte, pour prendre ces mesures aussit6t que possible.
Rien ne pouvait 6tre plus satisfaisant que ces directions. Si elles avaient 6t6 suivies

dans cet esprit par les parties qui en etaient chargees, il y a peu de motifs de douter
' que la conduite indiquee aurait <St<5 efficace.

Mais il paralt plus que douteux que cette injonction produislt le moindre effet sur
ceux qu'elle concernait. Car elle aurait a peine pu atteindre sa destination avant
l'epoque oti fut <5crit le rapport des commissaires des douanes. Ce rapport fut e>idera-
ment fait en re~ponse a la precedente lettre de M. Hammond, du 25, car les rapports de
M. S.,Price Edwards, le receveur, et de M. E. Morgan, surveyor de Liverpool, date's du
28, qui y <5taient renfermds, precedent de deux jours l'avis des "officiers de la loi." II
n'y est fait aucune allusion dans cette reponse. La substance en est l'admission du
fait que le vaisseau est destine a etre un vaisseau de guerre ; mais qu'aucune preuve de
sa destination n'a <5t<S produite qui suffise a justifier des poursuites, et, qu'a moins que
le consul, M. Dudley, no put produire une telle preuve au receveur du port, toute ten-
tative de saisir le vaisseau n'aboutirait qu'a attirer sur les poursuivants des conse-
quences tres-serieuses.
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The report of the commissioners terminates in the customary form,
to wit

:

"We beg to add th,at the officers at Liverpool will keep a strict watch on the vessel,
and that any further information that may be obtained, concerning her will be forth-
with reported.

On a first examination this paragraph would seem by its terms to
imply a promise in the nature ipf a pledge of constant vigilance ; but
upon comparing the phrases with the almost identical ones used in the
preceding case of the Oreto, and observing the results which happened
in both cases, it must be inferred that it was regarded by the parties
only as one of the established forms of ending a dispatch.

'

A copy of this report was, on the 4th of July, transmitted to Mr.
Adams, with a request that the United States consul at Liverpool, Mr.
Dudley, should be instructed to submit to the collector of the customs
such evidence as he might possess tending to show that his suspicions
as to the destination of the vessel were well founded.
The name of this collector was S. Price Edwards, and I have already

, had occasion to point out in my examination of the destination of the
Oreto the very peculiar situation in which he was placed by the repre-
sentations on that subject made by him at that time to Her Majesty's
government.
Mr. Dudley, in accordance with Mr. Adams's instructions, accordingly

addressed to Mr. Edwards, on the 9th July, a letter furnishing a long
array of details as to the nature and source of the information he had
obtained, and providing, as it would appear, abundant means of prose-
cuting further inquiries if there were any inclination so to do.

To this letter Mr. S. Price Edwards replied by promising that he
would submit it to the consideration of the board of customs. He did
not fail, however, to add an expression of opinion that the statements
made by him must, first of all, be substantiated by evidence furnished
by himself.

But this Mr. S. Price Edwards happened to have received from the

Le rapport des commissaires se termine dans la forme ordinaire, e'est-a-dire :

"Nous prions d'ajouter que les officiers de Liverpool exerceront uhe surveillance

severe sur le vaisseau et que tout renseignement ulterieur qui pourrait etre obtenu le

concemant sera rapporte" sur le champ."
A un premier examen, ce paragraphe semblerait par les termes impliquer une pro-

messe dansle genre d'un engagemeut d'une vigilance constante ; mais en comparant ces

phrases, a celles, presqu'identiques, qui sont employees daus le cas precedent de
l'Oreto, et en remarquant les resultats arrives daus les deux cas, on peut en conclure
qu'il n'etait consider^ par les parties que comme une des formes etablies pour terminer
une depecbe. Une copie de ce rapport fut transmise, le 4 juillet, a M. Adams, avec une
demande quele consul des fitats-Lfnis a Liverpool fut charge de soumettre au receveur
des douanes telles preuves qu'il pourrait posse"der tendaut a montrer que ses soupoons
a l'egard de la destination du vaisseau e"taient bien fondes.
Le nom de ce receveur 6tait S. Price Edwards, et j'ai deja eu l'occasion d'indiquer,

dans mon examen de la destination de l'Oreto, la situation tres-particuliere dans
laquelle il e"tait plae6, par les representations qu'il fit a ce sujet, a cette epoque, au
gouvernement de sa Majesty.
M. Dudley, selon les instructions de M. Adams, adressa en consequence a M. Edwards,

' le. 9 juillet, une lougue lettre, fpurnissant uue sens de renSeiguements sur la nature et

les sources des informations qu'il avait obtenues, et dounant, a ce qu'il semblait, des

moyens abondants de poursuivre des enquetes ulterieures s'il y avait quelque disposi-

tion a en faire.

A cette lettre M. S. Price Edwards repondit en promettaut qu'il la soumettrait a

:
l'examen des commissaires des douanes. II ne mauquait pas cependant d'ajouter une

' expression de son opinion que les affirmations de M. Dudley devaient etre avant tout

verifiers .par des preuves fournies par lui-meme.
Mais ce M. S. Price Edwards se trouvait avoir recu, du meme consul, environ trois
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same consul, Mr. Dudley, nearly three weeks before, a letter giving

many details strongly pointing to the destination of this vessel, which,

so far as appears from these papers, must have been entirely suppressed.

It has been published in one of the latest volumes of the papers ap-

pended to the American case. I can only account for this omission upon
the supposition that, as Mr. Dudley's letter addressed to Mr. Adams on the

following day had found its way to him soon after, he inferred that a

notice of the latter would do for both. The fact really is, however, that

the evidence is of a different kind, and, though not decisive in itself,

was calculated to open a way to further investigation if such were de-

sired.

The letter of the 9th July was referred to the solicitor ofthe custom s, Mr.

Hamel, who replied in the customary manner—" insufficient evidence."

On the 15th of July the commissioners of customs wrote to the

collector of Liverpool to the same effect, and on the 17th copies of

papers were sent to the treasury for the information of the lords com-
missioners.

Thus it appears that three weeks had passed since the injunction laid

upon the authorities of the customs at Liverpool to ascertain the truth,

and not a syllable had been returned to them excepting of a negative

character. No sufficient evidence of intention offered to them, and no
disposition to search for any ; that was the sum of the. whole matter.

Tired of waiting for the action of Her Majesty's government, Mr.
Adams, on the 17th July, wrote instructions to Mr. Dudley to employ a
solicitor, and get up affidavits to lay before the collector. That officer had
had abundant reason to know, in the case of the Oreto, how difficult it

was, in a city swarming with sympathizers in the success of these ad-

ventures, for him to find persons who, however clearly they might know
what was going on, were not at all disposed to subject themselves to the
odium attending a public declaration of the truth. He did, however,
by the 21st, succeed in procuring six persons ready to take their de-

positions before the collector. The process was completed, and the col-

semaines auparavant, une premiere lettre renfermant force derails* dormant a entendre
qu'il s'agissait de la destination du vaiaseau, qui, autant qu'il ressort deoea documenta,
doivent avoir <St6 entiereruent supprimea. Ila ont 6t6 publics danalea derniers volumes
des documenta annexe's a l'expose" americain. Je ne puis expliquer cette omission que
par la supposition que, corume la lettre adressee a M. Adams le lendemain lni <Stait

parvenue bient6t apres, il en oonclut qu'une mention de la derniere valait pour toutes
les deux. Le fait en reality est copendant que la preuve est d'une espece differente, et
quoique non decisive en elle-meme, elle (Stait caleulee pour ouvrir la voie a des recher-
ches ulte'rieures, si on vonlait les faire.

La lettre du 9 juillet fut envoyee au solliciteur dea douanes, M. Hamel, qui rejjondit
de la maniere ordinaire, "preuves insuffiaantes."

Le 15 juillet, les commiasaires des douanes ecrivirent au reeeveur de Liverpool daDS le
meme but, et, le 17, des exemplaires des documents furent envoyes a la treaorerie pour
^information des lords corumissaires.

Ainsi il paralt que trois semaines s'<$taient passees depuia que l'injonction avait e"te"

faite aux autorites des douanes de Liverpool de s'assurer des faits, et pas une ayllabe
n'avait 6t6 renvoyee, si ce n'est d'un caraetere negatif. " Point de preuves suffiaantes
d'intention " ne leur e'taient fourniea, et point de disposition a en chercher eux-m6mes.
Voila le re'sume' de toute l'affiaire.

Lasse".d'attendre Taction du gouvernement de sa Majeste", M. Adams e"crivit, le 17
juillet, des instructions a M. Dudley afin d'employer un "avone"" et de faire faire deB
declarations ecrites et affirniees par serment a porter devant le reeeveur. Cet officier
avait eu deB raisons nombreuses pour apprendre & oonnaltre, dans le cas de l'Oreto,
combien il lui 6fcait difficile, dans une ville fourmillant de gens sympathiques au sncces
de ces aventures, de trouver des personnes qui, quoiqu'elles pussent savoir clairement
ce qui se paasait, fussent le moins du monde disposers a s'exposer & l'odienx qui <5tait
attach^ & une declaration publique de la verite". II r^ussit oependant, le 21, a se pro-
curer six personnes pretes Jl deposer devant le reeeveur. L'affaire fut termlnee et le '<
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lector transmitted them on the 22d to the commissioners of customs,
Who handed them to the solicitor, who promptly returned his customary-
reply—'

' no .sufficient evidence." But the United States authority might
try to stop the vessel at their own risk.

.
But there were two influences now converging from different quarters

which were destined to threaten the sluggish officers of the customs
with responsibilities much greater than their solicitor had labored to
throw upon the United States.

The one proceeded from the United States agents, who had assumed
the entire labor of procuring eight depositions to prove what should
have been established by the energy of Her Majesty's government it-

self—the intent and destination of the gunboat. But they seem scarcely
likely to have had any chance of weight if supported exclusively by the
authority of their judgment alone. The first symptom now appeared of
the possibility of a doubt of the policy which had been marked out by
the customs solicitors. The papers had been submitted to the consider-
ation of an eminent gentleman of the law, a Queen's counsellor, Mr. E.
P. Collier, who, in reply, gave the following as his deliberate opinion

:

I have perused the above affidavits, and I am of opinion that the collector of cus-
toms would be justified in detaining the vessel. Indeed, I should think it is his duty
to detain her, and that if, after the application which has been made to him, supported
by the, evidence which has been laid before me, he allows the vessel to leave Liverpool,
he will incur a heavy responsibility, of which the board of customs, under whose direc-

tions he appears to be acting, must take their share.

The last sentence was the most significant of all. It was this

:

It well deserves consideration whether, if the vessel be allowed to escape, the Fede-
ral Government would not have serious grounds of remonstrance.

The idea that, instead of a responsibility for stopping the vessel
thrown upon the United States, there was to be a responsibility to be
imposed upon the customs authorities and their superiors in office, ap-

pears never to have entered into their conception. It was like a thunder-
bolt in a clear sky.

receveur transmit ces depositions, le 22, aux commissaires des douanes, qui les remirent
au solliciteur, qui en-goya promptement sa reponse ordinaire: "point de preuves suffi-

santes; mais que les Etats-Unis pouvaient essayer d'arreter le vaisseau a leurs risques,

et perils."

Mais il y avait deux influences convergeant alors de differents points, qui <5taient

destinees a menacer les paresseux officiers des douanes d'une responsabilite" beaucoup
plus grande que celle que leur solliciteur avait cherohe" a rejeter sur les Etats-Unis.
L'une proc&lait des agents des Etats-Unis qui avaient assume" toute la charge de

procurer huifc depositions pour prouver ce qui aurait du etre e'tabli par l'ehergie da
gouvemejnent de sa^Majeste" lui-meme, le but et. la destination de la canonniere..

Mais il semble pen probable qu'elles auraient eu auoune valeur si elles avaient e"te"

appuyees exclusivement par l'autorite" de leur propre jugement seul. Alors parut le,

premier signe de la possibility d'un doute sur la conduite qui avait e"te" indiquee par
les solliciteurs des douanes. Les documents avaient 6t6 soumis a l'examen d'un
Eminent jurisconsulte de la Eeine, M. E. P. Collier, qui en reponse donna ce qui suit

comme son avis re"fle"chi :

" J'ai 6tudie" les affidavits ci-dessus, et je suis d'avis que le receveur des douanes
ferait bien de retenir ce vaisseau. En effet, je penserais que c'est son devoir de le

retenir, et que, si apres la demande qui lui a e"te" faite, appuycSe par les preuves qui out
. e"te" mises 'devant moi, il permet au vaisseau de quitter Liverpool, il eucourra une
lourde responsabilite", dont le ' board of customs,' [sous les directions duquel il semble
agir, doit prende sa part."
La derniere phrase e"tait la plus significative de toutes. La voici :

" II convient bien.

de considerer si, dans le cas oh on laisserait echapper le vaisseau, le Gouvernement
fecleral n'aurait pas de serieux motifs de remontrances."
L'idee qu'au lieu d'une responsabilite" pour la saisie du vaisseau rejete"e sur les Etats-

Unis il devait y avoir une responsabilite" a imposer aux autprites des douanes et a

leurs superieurs, semble alors etre entree pour la premiere fois dans leur esprit. Ce fut

comme un coup de tonnerre dans un ciel serein.
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The assistant solicitor of customs immediately sought to put himself

under the protection of the law-officers of the Crown. Meanwhile the

same papers had been transmitted by Mr. Adams to Lord Russell, and

by him likewise referred to the law-officers of the Crown.

These papers reached their destination at different dates ;
those sent,

from the customs on the 23d July, in the evening, while those from Mr.

Adams got to them three days later, though his note appears to have

been dated on the 24th. It is obvious that this difference could have no

effect in delaying tneir decision. But one additional deposition was

added, which could scarcely have done more than confirm the result.

Five whole days passed before a decision was returned. Meanwhile

the vessel was rapidly getting ready to depart. On the 28th, Mr. Dud-

ley's solicitor sent a communication to the board of customs, to the effect

that they had every reason to believe the vessel would: go on the 29th.

This letter did not reach them until the 29th. The vessel sailed on

the 29th. That intelligence likewise was obtained from the same source.

Meanwhile what becomes of the profession, made on the 1st of July by

the commissioners of customs, that "a strict watch should be kept' on

the vessel, and that any further information that might be obtained con-

cerning her would be forthwith reported."

To be sure, on the 1st of August, Mr. S. Price Edwards addresses a

letter to the commissioners of customs, in which appears the following

significant line, " The board will see that the vesel has left the port."

How they could have seen through the spectacles presented by that offi-

cer remains to be'explained. The surveyor, however, is more communi-

cative. On the day before he gravely states that he had followed the

collector's directions to keep a strict watch on the vessel. He is confi-

dent she had no ammunition on board. He had visited the tug Her-

cules, where he found a considerable portion of the crew, some of whom
were on their way in that vessel to join the gunboat. Mr. Dudley had
given the same information to the collector. Even then the vessel could

have been traced and stopped by an energetic interposition of govern-

L'aide-solliciteur des douanes chereha immfidiatement a se meflPre sons la protection

des' officiers de la couronne.
Pendant ce temps les memes documents avaient e'te' transmis par M. Adams a Lord

Russell, et par lui egalement soumis a l'examen des officiers de la couronne. Ces
documents atteignirent leur destination a des dates differentes. Ceux envoye"s par les

douanes, le 23 juillet au soir, tandis que ceux de M. Adams leur parvinrent trois jours

plus tard, quoique sa note semble avoir 6t6 date's du 24. II est clair que cette

difference ne peut avoir nnllement retard6 leur decision. Une deposition additionnelle

fat ajontee plus tard qui pourrait avoir a peine affects mat^rfcllement le 'resultat.

Cinq jonrs entiers se passerent avant qu'iine decision fat annoncee. Pendant ce temps
le vaisseau se preparait au depart tres-rapidemcnt. Le 28 le solliciteur de M. Dudley
cnvoya une communication aux commissaires des douanes a l'effet : qu'ils aient toii'te

raison de croire que le vaisseau partirait le 29. Cette lettre ne leur parvint que le 29

;

le vaisseau sortit le meme jour. Cette nouvelle fut egalernent obtenue de la meme
source. Pendant ce temps, que devient la declaration, faite le ler juillet par les com-
missaires des douanes, qu'ane surveillance stricte serait exercee sur le vaisseau et que
toute information ulte'rieure qui pourrait etre obtenue le concornant serait rapportee
sur le champ?

Sans doiite, le ler avril, M. S. P. Edwards adresse une lettre aux commissaires
des douanes, dans laquelle se trouve la ligne significative suivante : " Le board verra
que le vaisseau a quittS le port." Comment ils auraient pu voir a travers les lunettes
presentees par cet officier, c'est ce qu'il reste a expliquer. Le surveyor cependant est
plus communicatif ; la veille, il expose gravement qu'il avait suivi les directions du
receveur, d'exercer une Btricte surveillance sur le vaisseau. II est persuade qu'il
n'avait point de munitions a bord. II avait visite' le remorqueur, l'Hercule, et il avait
trouv<5, dans ce vaisseau, une partie considerable de l'equipage, dont quelques hornmes
6taient en route pour joindre la canonniere. M. Dudley avait donniS le meme' ren-,
seiguement au receveur. Meme alors, ce vaisseau aurait pu ebre suivi et arrets par
une intervention en-ergique de l'autorit<5 du gouvernemeut. Les commissaires des
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merit authority. The commissioners of.custqms preferred to send harm-
less telegraphic orders to Liverpool and Cork, to Beaumaris and Holy-
head, which looked like dispatch, but could by no reasonable probability
have been of any avail. And the collector could promise that, "should
opportunity offer, the vessel should be seized in accordance with the
directions given." It is presumed this must have meant if the vessel
should voluntarily present itself, and not otherwise. On a calm exam-
ination of the evidence presented to us respecting the measures taken
by the authorities charged with the duty of prevention, it really looks
as if they had chosen to look any way for it rather than the right way.
Upon a careful comparison of the language and the action of Mr. Ed-

wards, the collector, ajs it has been heretofore explained in my observa-
tions ufpon the case of the Florida, with the course taken by him in this
case, it is very difficult in my mind to resist the suspicion that he was
more or less in direct sympathy with the designs of the insurgents, and
not unwilling to accord to them all the indirect aid which could be
supplied by a purely passive policy on his part. Very surely, if he had
wished actively to promote their ends, he could scarcely have hit upon
more effective means than those to which he resorted.

It is alleged that the escape of this vessel was effected earlier than
originally contemplated, by reason of the reception, by the managers, of
intelligence from London of the intent of the government to detain her.
This statement appears in the deposition of one of the persons who served
as an officer on board from the start and during the whole of her first

cruise. Certainly a^delay of five whole days in announcing a decision
might furnish ample opportunity for active sympathisers, of whom there
was notoriously an abundance in that capital, to watch and report every
symptom oi* change that might be gathered from sources of authority.
Even the fact of the long delay itself might be construed as ominous.
Of the causes of that delay no absolute knowledge has ever yet been
completely obtained. Neither is it deemed expedient here #o enter into
any examination of it. It is sufficient to the present purpose to say that

douanes preTe'L'ecent effvoyer d'innocents ordres teiegraphiques a Liverpool et a Cork,
a Beaumaris et a Holyhead, qui avaient l'air de depeches, mais qui, selort toute

' probability, ne purent etre d'aucune utility. Et le receveur put promettre que, " si

l'occasion s'en pr<5sentait, le vaisseau serait saisit confbrme'ment aux directions don-
nees." On doit croire qu'il voulait dire, si le vaisseau se pre"sentait volontairement, et
non autrement. A un examen ealme de la preuve qui nous est soumise touchaut les

' mesures prises par les autorites chargers du devoir de prevention, il semble reellement
qu'elles avaient ehoisi de regarder partout ailleurs qu'au bon endroit.

En comparant soignfusement le langage et la conduite de M. Edwards, le reoeveur,
• cbfame je l'ai explique' auparavant daus mes observations sur le cas du Florida, avec la
conduite tenue par lui dans ce oas, il m'est tres-difficile de r<5sister au soupoon qu'il

e"tait,plus on moins en sympathie direete avec les projets des insurge's, et qu'il n'e'tait

pas faune" de leur accordef tous les secours indirects qui pouvaient etre fournis par une
• conduite puremeut passive de sa part. Tres-certainement s'il avait desire' activement
les appuyer, il n'aurait guere pu trouver des moyens plus efficaces que ceux auxquels
il eut reeours.

On allegue que Invasion de ce vaisseau s'executa plus t6t qu'on n'en avait eu d'abord
l'intention, en raison de la reception par les proprie'taires de nouvelles de Londres de

' l'intention du gouvernement de 1'arreter. Cette allegation apparatt dans la deposition,

d'une des personnes
<
qui remplit les fonctions d'officier it bord des le depart et pendant

toute la dure~e de sa premiere course. Tres-certainement uii dflai de oinq jours entiers
" dans l'annonce d'une decision pouvait fournir ample occasion aux partisans actifs, dont
il y avait une abondance notoilfe dans cette ville, d'epier et de rapporter tout symptdme
de cbangement qui pouvait Stre recueilli- des sources d'autterite". M6me le fait du long
delai luvmeme pouvait §fcre interprets comme menacant. Quant aux causes de ce delai

,

aucune connaissance absolue n'apu encore en etre comple'teinent obtenue. II ne paralt

pas non plus opportun d'en aborder ici l'examan. II suffit pour le but actuel de dire

12 b
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the omission to act in season wq,s due to eanses wholly within the pro-

vince df Her Majesty's government to control, and that the failure is one

which must entail the responsibility for the great injuries that ensued,

not upon the innocent parties whom it was the. admitted duty of that

government to have protected, but Upon those through whom the inju-

ries became possible.

One portion of this transaction having been, by the means already in-

dicated, with difficulty accomplished, the other portion remaining to

complete it met with no resistance whatever. The British steamer

Bahama, laden with the armament prepared for the vessel by Fawcett,

Preston & Co., and having for passengers the insurgent Americans and
others destined to command the cruiser, cleared on. the 13th of August,

oh the pretense of going to Nassau. The English barque Agrippina

almost simultaneously left London, ostensibly for Derwerara, laden with

coals and munitions of war.

Somewhere about the third week in August the three steamers met at

Angfa Bay in the Azores, and under the sanction of the British flag

this great fraud reached the point of its full accomplishment. The hos-

pitality so freely extended to strangers of all nations in that kingdom,

at once so enlightened and so energetic, had been basely abused, almost

with an intent, not merely to gain an undue advantage on the ocean,

but to sow the seeds of dissension between it and a kindred nation with

whicTi it was under the most solemn obligations to keep the peace.

Thus it was that the vessel which then first received the name of the

Alabama commenced her reckless career of destruction on the ocean.

Everything on board of her was of British origin, excepting a few of

the directing spirits bent on making use of the means .thus placed in

their hands to do an injury to their fellow-countrymen in America which
•they could have compassed in no other possible manner.

I pass over the minor details of the mode in which supplies of coal

were subse^uentlyobtained exclusively from British sources as matters
of relatively little consequence, and come to what appears to me the
next essential point in the narrative.

que la negligence a agir au moment conven able fut due -X des causes qu'il Start en
tierement du ressort da gouvernement de sa Majesty de contr61er, et que la faiite est

de nature a imposer la responsabilite] des grands dommages qui s'ensuivirSnt, hon pas
anx parties innocentes, que le devoir reconnu de ce gouvournement 6ikit de proteggr,

mais a ceux par qui les dommages devinrent possibles.

Une partie de cette affaire ayant e'te' accoinplie avec difficult^ par les ffiOytens deja.
,

indiques, l'autre partie qui restart a accomplir ne rencontra nulle part de resistance.

Le steamer an<

'

Preston et C ie
,

commander ]

anglaise Agrippina qiiitta Londres presque simhltanement, en apparent* pourle
Danemark, phargee de charbon et de munitions de guerre. •

\

Vers la troisieme semaine d'aout, les trois steamers se fencontrereht a Angra Bay,
aux Aeores, et, sons la sanction du pavilion britanniqiie, cette grande fraud© atteignit
le point de son entier accomplissemenfc. On avait honteusement abuse" de l'h<JSpitalit<§,

si liberalement Stendue aux strangers de toute nation, dans ce royautne a la foisSi
6clair<5 et si energiquej presqu'avec l'intention, non-seulement d'obtenir un avantage
ille'gitime sur l'ocean,_mais de semer des germes de dissensions entre lui et une nation
parente, avec laquell'e il 6tait daus l'obligation la plus solennelle de garder la paix.
Ce fut ainsi que le vaisseau, qui, alors pour la premiere fois, reput le uom de 1'Alabama,
commenca sa carriere effrenee de destruction sur l'ocean. Tout a son bord e"tait d'ori-

gine angliise, excepts quelques-uns des esprits dirigparits, resolus a faire usage des
moyens ainsi mis entre leufs mains pour faire a lours compatriotes en Amerique un
dommage qu'ils n'auraient pu aecomplir en aucune autre maniere.
Je passe sur les petits details du mode par lequel de subsides de cbarbon furerit en-

suite obtenus exclusivement de sources britanniques, comme obj<et de peu d'mportanc&
relativement, et j'en viens a ce qui me paralt etre le point suivant esseutiel dans c»

, recit.
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On the 11th of January, Captain Semmes, whilst on his cruise off the
coast of the United States, met the United States gun-boat Hatteras,
and, after a short engagement, sent her to the bottom. He was com-
pelled to take the prisoners on board, and having received six large
shot-holes at the water-line, to navigate the ocean not without peril, in
quest of a port of some sovereign power or other in which he could not
only land his excess of numbers but likewise^obtain the necessary means
wherewith to renew his capacity of cruising at all. The captain seems
to have reflected upon the matter carefully, and to have made up his
mind that, although at a very considerable distance from his actual
position, his best chance of a favorable reception would be in a port of
the kingdom whose laws had been so dexterously defied. He accordingly
made Iflte way, not without great -difficulty, to Port Royal, in Her Majesty's
island of Jamaica. In his own statement of this transaction will be
most clearly discovered the state of his feelings on approaching this
crucial experiment

:

This was the first English pott I had entered since the Alabama had been commis-
sioned, and no question whatever asio the antecedents of my ship was raised. «I had,
in fact, brought in pretty substantial credentials .that I was a ship of war, 130 of the
officers and men of one of the enemy's sunken ships. Great Britain had the good sense
not to listen; to the frantic appeals either of Mr. Seward or Minister Adams, both of
whom claimed, as the reader has seen, that it was her duty to stultify herself and
ignore the commission of my ship. Nor did Commodore Dunlop say anything to me
of my destruction of British property, &c.

Prom this passage it appears very clearly that the possibility of such
an obstacle had not been entirely out of the line of his apprehension.
If the objection had been made, it is altogether probable that the career
of this vessel would have been terminated in a manner very different
from that which subsequently happened. But it was not raised. Gov-
ernor Eyre, who. was then the ruling authority, appears to have acted
with some hesitation, and to have been .mainly determined by the ob-
vious necessity of landing the great pumber of prisoners as a pure act

Le 11 Janvier, lecapitaine Semmes, pendant qu'il croisait le long de la-c6te des Etats-
Unis, reucontra la canonniere des Ltats-Unis le Hatteras, et, apres un conrt engage-
ment, la coula a fond. II fnt oblige de prendre les prisonnieTS a bord, et, le vaisseau
ayant six grand trous de boulets a fleur d'eau, il dut naviguer sur l'ocean, non sans
peril, en qu&te ,d'nn port d'une puissance sduveraine quelconque, dans lequel il put,
non-senlement mettre a terre le surcrolt de ces personnes, mais aussi obtenir les moyens
necessaires pour se remettre en etat de croiser, ce qu'il ne pouvait pas faire sans oela.

Le capitaine paralt avoir reflechi soigneusement sur ce sujet, et aVoir decide" que, quoi-
que a une distance tres-considerable de sa position aetuelle, la meilleure chance p'our

lui d'une reception favorable serait dans un port du royaume dont les lois avaient ete
si habilement bravees. En consequence, il se dirigea, noh sans grande difficulty vers
Port Eoyal, dans l'lle de la jamaique, appartenant a sa Majesty. Dans son propre ex-
pose" de cette affaire, on decouvrira tres-nettement l'etat de ses sentiments a l'approche
de cette epreuve' supreme :

" Ce fut le premier port anglais Bans lequel j'entrais depuis que 1'Alabama avait ete
commissionne', et aucune question sur les antecedents de mon navire ne fut soulevee.
J'avais apporte en effet des lettres de creance assez substantielles, prouvant que j'e'tais

un vaisseau du guerre : cent -trente officiers et soldats de l'un des vaisseaux ennemis
couie a fond. La GranderBretagne avait eu le bon sens de ne preter l'oreille ni aux
appels fren6tiqnes de M. Seward ni a ceux du ministre Adams, qui tous deux soute-
naientjComme le lecteur l'a vu, que c'e'tait son devoir de se renier elle-mgme etd'ignorer
la commission de mon navire. Le commodore Dunlop ne me dit rien non plus au sujet

de la destruction par.moide prqprietes anglaises," etc.

est tresTprobable que
different? de celle qui eut lieu dans la suite. Mais die nefut pas soulevee. Le gou-
venieur Eyre, qui etait alors 1'autorite riSgnante, semble avoir agi avec quelque hesi-

tation et avoir ete surtout determine par la necessite claire de mettre a terre le grand
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of humanity. The order sanctioning the repairs does not appear to

have been expresse*d by him in terms, and he immediately addressed a

letter to the Duke of Newcastle, the colonial secretary at home, subinit
:

ting the facts, and soliciting his approbation.

On the 14th of February, by a letter from Mr. Hammond, on behalf

of Earl Eussell, that approbation appears to have been granted, though

not without reluctance, for it is followed by an injunction to get fid of

the vessel as soon as possible.

Nevertheless the evil was done. And by this proceeding Her Majes-

ty's government appear, at least to my eyes, practically to have given

their formal assent to the principle in internationaFlaw that success
sanctifies A praud. In the memoir which I have heretofore prepared

on the subject of the Florida, I have gone so much into the exanflnation

of that question that there is no necessity for my dwelling upon it fur-,

ther. I have always regretted that on this occasion Her Majesty's gov-

ernment failed to use the occasion for establishing a law on the oeean

most consistent with the principles of equity which should prevail upon
men,*and not unlikely, in the distant future, to inure to the benefit of

her own marine quite as largely as to that of any other nation

The next step in the order of events essential to the purposes of the

narrative was the arrival of Captain Semmes at Cape Town. But I do
not, at this time, propose to pursue the matter" further, partly because

the consideration of it is likely to be renewed in examining the case of

the Tuscaloosa, and partly because the facts material to a judgment in

the case seem to me to have been already collected.

It thus appears that this vessel was built and fitted up with the intent

to carry on war with the United States, in the kingdom of Great Britain,

in violation of her laws, and that, notwithstanding the evidence of the
fact was established so far in the opinion of Her Majesty's law-officers

as to justify detention, by reason of the absence of due vigilance,' not
without suspicion of connivance on the part of some of Her Majesty's
officers, and of an extraordinary delay in issuing thenecessary orders atthe

nombre de prisonniers comme un ptir acte d'humanit^. L'ordre sanctionnant les re-

parations ne paralt pas avoir etc exprime^ par lui formellenient, et il adressa iuimedi-
atement une lettre an due de Newcastle, secretaire des colonies en Angleterre, lui

soumettant les faits et sollicitant son approbation. '

Le 14 fevrier, par une lettre de M. Hammond, sur l'ordre du Comte Russell, cette
approbation paralt avoir 6t6 accordee, quoique non sans repugnance, car elle est suivie
d'une injonction de faire partir le vaisseau le plus vite possible.

Neanmoins le mal etait fait, et par cette conduite le gouvernement de sa Majesty
semble, au moins a ines yeux, avoir donng pratiquement son assentiment formel au
principe de loi internationale que le " succes s^pctifie une fraude." Dans le memoire que
j'ai pr6par6 deja au sujet du Florida, je suis entre" si longuement dans l'examen de cette
question qu'il n'y a nulle necessity de m'^tendre davantage la-dessus. J'ai toujonrs
regrets qu'a cette occasion le gouvernement de sa Majesty ait manqu6 de saisir l'oe-

casion d'etablir une loi maritime tout a fait en rapport avec les principes d'equite qui
devraient prevaloir parmi les hommes, et qui vraisemblablement a l'avenir contri-
buera a l'avantage de sa propre marine aussi largement qu'a celui de toute autre na-
tion.

Le pas suivant dans l'ordre des evenements essentiels au but de ce recit fut l'arrivee
du capitaine Semmes a Cape Town. Mais je ne me propose pas maintenant de poiir-
suivre ce sujet plus longtemps, en partie parce que l'examen doit en etre renouveliS en
examinant le cas du Tuscaloosa, et en partie parce que les faits qui doivent fonrnir la
rnatifere d'un jugement dansce cas me semblent avoir 6t6 deja reunis.

II semble ainsi: 1° que ce vaisseau a et6 construit et equips, avec l'intention de faire
la guerre aux Etats-Uuis, dans le royaume de la Grande-Bretagne, en violation de ses
lois ; 2° que, quoique la preilve du fait ait 6t6 <5tablie dans l'opinion des officiers de la
loi de sa Majeste assez pour justifler une saisie, en raison de l'absence "des dues
diligences," non sans soupcon de connivence de la part de quelques officiers de sa
Majeste" et d'un d61ai extraordinaire a donner les ordres n^cessaires au moment le plus
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most critical moment, the vessel was suffered to escape out of the juris-
diction. That her armament, her supplies, and her crew were, all pro
vided and transported from Her Majesty's kingdom without the smallest
effort to investigate their nature or their purposes. That though orders
were freely given for the detention of the vessel at any of the colonial
ports at which she might arrive, the first time that she did actually ap-
pear she was received and recognized with all the honors due to the
marine of a recognized belligerent power, without the smallfst mani-
festation of dissatisfaction with the gross violation of laws that had
entailed upon Her Majesty's government a grave responsibility to a power
with which she was at peace.
Thus it appears to me beyond a doubt that in the case of the Ala-

bama, Great Britain, by her omission to exercise due diligence in pre-
venting the fitting out of this vessel, which it had reason to believe in-

tended to cruise against a power with which it is at peace, has failed to
fulfill the duties set forth in the first article prescribed to the arbitrators
as their guide under the terms of the treaty of Washington.

VI.—THE TUSCALOOSA.

In the series of papers which it has been my duty to prepare upon
the vessels successively brought to the attention of the tri-

bunal, I have proceeded so far as to deduce from the evi-

dence submitted one general rule, which I believe to be sound. This is,

that the assumption of a belligerency on the ocean, founded exclusively
upon violence and fraud, can at no later period have any issue different

in its nature from that of its origin.

This rule must receive another illustration from, the case of the Tus^
caloosa now before us. This was a merchant-ship belonging to the United
States, originally having the name of the Conrad, which was captured
by the Alabama on the 21st of June, 1898, on the coast of Brazil. Of the
case of that vessel, of its fraudulent origin, and of the unfortunate re-

cognition afterwards made of its .character as a legitimate vessel • on

critique, on permit au vaissefau d'eehapper a sa juridiction; 3° que son aroiement, ses
subsides et son equipage furent tous fournis. et transported du rOyaume de sa Majesty
sans le plus petit effort pour reehercher leur nature ou .leurs projets ;

4° que, quoique
des ordres aieiit 6t6 librement donne's pour la saisie du vaisseau dans quelqne port des
colonies qu'il put arriver, la premiere fois qu'il y apparut reellement, il fut repu et

reconnn avec tous les honneurs dus a la marine d'une puissance belligerante reconriue,

sans la plus petite marque de mecontentement au sujet de la violation grossiere de ses

lois, qui avait attiriS une grave responsabilite" envers une puissance avec laquelle elle

6tait en pais.
Ainsi il me paralt hors de doute que, dans le cas de l'Alabama,. la Grande-Bretagne,

en'manquaut d'exercer les "dues diligences " pour empecher l'equipement de ce vaisseau,
qu'elle avait des.motifs raisonnables de croire dispose a croiser contre une puissance
avee laquelle elle 6tait en paix, a manque' a l'accomplissement des devoirs stipule's

dans la premiere regie pre'sente'e aux arbitres comme guide d'apres le texte du traite"

de Washington.
/ LE TUSCALOOSA.

•Dans la sene de documents qu'il a e'te' de mon devoir de preparer sur les vaisseaux
presented successivement a l'examen de ce tribunal, je suis arrive' a de'duire, des
preuves qui nous ont 6t6 soumises,. une regie generale que je crois etre juste. Cette
regie est que, sil'on prend le titre de belligerant sur l'ocean, en se fondant exclusive-
ment sur la violence et sur la fraude, on- ne peut finir autrement que comme on a com-
mence'. Cette regie recoit une autre illustration du cas du Tuscaloosa, qui est mainte-
lap devant nons. C'6tait un vaisseau marchand appartenant aux Etats-Unis et ayant
d'abord le nom du Conrad, qui fut pris par 1'Alabama, le 21 juin 1863, sur la cfite du
Bresil. Quant au cas de ce vaisseau, a son origine frauduleuse et a la reconnaissance
inalheureuse faite plus tarcl de son.caractere comme vaisseau legitime sur l'ocean par
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the ocean by the government of the nation whose laws it had so impu-

dently set at defiance, I have already submitted my judgment in a

preceding paper. That government was now destined to go through

another crucial experiment, the necessary and legitimate consequence of

its primal error. •
.

It should here be observed that, in the order of events naturally iol-

lowing what has ever seemed to me the great original mistake of the

recognition of this false maritime belligerent, sprang up a necessity of

immediately considering the question of the recognition of any prizes

which it might take and send in under the established law of nations to

any of the ports of Her Majesty's kingdom, there to await a regular

condemnation in the courts at home. Unless some action were at once

taken to prevent it, the practical result would clearly be that the whole

commerce of the United States would be in danger of sacrifice to one

belligerent in British ports withdut a single chance of corresponding

advantage to the-otber. For the fact that the insurgents had do com-

merce of their own whatever had become quite notorious.

In order to guard against this danger Her Majesty's government

promptly resorted to a precautionary measure entirely within its power

to take, under the law of nations, the prohibition of the use of its ports

to either party for the admission of prizes. The same policy having

been adopted by all other naval powers, it became evident to the false

belligerent that nothing positive was to be gained to itself from its as-

sumption of a place on the ocean. The only motive left for trying to

keep it was the possibility of injuring its opponent. Hence, a resort to

the barbarous practice of destroying the property it could not convert

into plunder.
But this practice seems at times to have become unpleasant and

wearisome to its perpetrators. Hence, it was natural that their atten-

tion should be drawn to some rnanuer of evading it. The commander
of the Alabama having made it the occupation of some of his leisure

hours to study the best known treatises on the law of nations, seems to

have hit upon a passage which he considered exactly to fit his purpose.

le gouvernement de la nation dont les lois avaient <5t<5 si impudemment bravees, j'ai

deja soumls mon jugement dans nn pr6e6dent m(5moire. Ce gouvernement 6tait des

lors destine a passer par une autre epreuve decisive, consequence necessaire et legitime

de sa premiere erreur. . . ,

II faut remarquer ici que dans l'ordre des e>enements qui suiviren-t naturellement
ce qui m'a setable' toujours la grande erreur originel'le de la reconnaissance de ce faux,

belligerant, s'eleva la necessity de considerer immecliatement la question de la recon-
naissance de toute prise qu'il aurait pu faire et envoyer dans queiqu'un des ports du
royaume de sa Majesty d'apres le droit des gens, pour y attendre un jugement r^gulier

devant les cours du foyaume. Amoins de quelque mesure prise imme'diatement pour
Vempecher, le resultat pratique aurait 6t6 clairement que tout le commerce des Etats-
Unis se serait trouve' expose' a Store sacrifi<S a l'un des belligerents dans des ports anglais,

sans une seule chance d'a,vantage correspondant pour l'autre. Car, le fait que les in-

surges n'avaient en propre aucun commerce du tout devait etre paffaitement notoire.

Afin de se garder de ce danger, le gouvernement de sa Majest6 reGOurut prornpterrtent

a une mesure de precaution qu'il 6tait entierement en sou pouvoir de prendre d'apres

le droit des gens, la defense aux deux parties de se servir de ses ports pour 1'admission
des prises. La meme condnite ayant 6t4 adoptee par toutes les puissances maritimes,
il devint evident pour le faux belligeraut qu'il n'avait rien a gagner en s'arrogeant le

titre de puissance navale sur l'oce'an. Le seul motif qui restat pour tacher de le garder
<5tait la possibility de nuire a sou adversaire., De 1&, le recours a la pratique b,arbare
de detauire la propriety dont il ne pouvalt pas faire du butin.

Mais cette pratique semble parfois 6tre devenue desagreable et ennuyeuse pour <*eux
qui s'y livraient. II 6tait des-lors tfaturel que leur attention se portat sur quelque
moyen de 1'eViter. Le commandant de 1'Alabama, en ayant fait l'occupation de
quelques-uns de ses moments de loisir pour e^udier les ouvrages les plus connus du
droit des gens; semble etre tomb^ sur un passage du'il considerait comme tout a fait
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This was an extract from Wheaton's well-known work, to the effect that
a legitimate authority might convert a captured merchant-vessel, with-
out condemnation, into a ship of war, to such an extent at least as to
secure the recognition of it by neutral nations.

It was probably from this source that Captain Seinines contrived his
scheme pi turning the United States merchantman Conrad, laden with
a cargo of wool from a distant market, into the Confederate States ship
Tuscaloosa, tender to the Alabama, having two 12*pouud rifle guns, and
ten men ; and bringing her into Her Majesty's port of Simon's Bay*
Cape of Good Hope, to test the disposition of the local authorities to
recognize the proceeding.
As usually happened in the course of these transactions, the naval

officer in command in the harbor at once penetrated the fraud. Rear-
Admiral Sir B. Walker, on the 8th August, addressed a letter to Sir P.
Wodehouse, in which he used this language :

The admission of this vessel into port will, I fear, open the door for numbers of ves-
sels captured under similar circumstances, being denominated tenders, with a view to
avoid the prohibition, contained in the Queen's instructions ; and I would observe, that
the vessel Sea Bride, captured by the Alabama off Table Bay a few days since, or all

other prizes, might be in like maaner styled tenders, making the prohibition entirely

null and void.

I apprehend that to being a captured vessel under the denomination of a, vessel of

war. :she must be tinted for warlike purppses, and not merely haive a f6WW1 wd two
sm&lj guns put on board her (in fact,, nothing but a,prize crew) in order to disguise'

her real character as a prize.

Now, this vessel has her original cargo of wool still on board, which cannot be re-

quired for warlike purposes; and her armament, and the number of her crew, are quite
i nsufficient for any services other than those of slight defense.

But this seund judgment of the gallant naval officer met with little

response from the higher authorities of the Cape.
As usual, the governor had consulted his attorney-general, and, as

usuaj, the attorney-general gave an opinion, giving five reasons why

Gonv-enable a son dessein. C'6tait un extrait du volume bieu connu de Wheaton, dont
le sens 6tait qu'une autorit6 legitime pouvait convertir un vaisseau marchand captur6,
.sans-jugerueut, en vaisseau de guerre,' assez, du moins, pour assurer sa reconnaissance
par des nations neutres.
Ce fut probablement a cause de cela que le capitaine Semmes concut son projet de

changer \e vaisseau marchand des fitats-Unis, le Con'radJ charg6 d'une cargaison de laine

d'un marche' eloigue, en vaisseau des ' e^ats-confe'deres, le Tuscaloosa, tender de 1'Ala-
bama, ayant deux canons ray6s de douze, et dix hommes, et de le eonduire dans le port
de sa Majesty de Simon's Bay, Gap de Bonne-Esperance, pour eprouver la disposition

des autorites locales a reconnaltre la fraude.
Comme il arrivait d'ordinaire dans le cours de ces transactions, l'officier de marine

qui eommandait dans le port peii6tra imme"diatement la fraude. Bear-Admiral Sir B.
Walker adressa, le 8 aor

ut, une lettre a Sir P. Wodehouse, dans laquelle il tenant ce
' langage:

"L'admission de ce vaisseau dans le port puvrira, je le crains, la porte a nombre de
vaisseaux captures daus des circonstances semblables et que l'on nommera tenders, en
vue d'echapper a la defense contenue dans les instructions de la Eeine; et je ferai re-

marquer que le vaisseau Sea Bride, capture' par 1'Alabama pres de Table Bay, il y a peu
de jours, ou toute autre prise, pourrait, de la meme maniere, etre nommd tender, rendant
ainsi la defense entierement nulle et non avenue.

" Je crois que, pour placer un vaisseau capture sous la denomination de vaisseau de
guerre, il faut qu'il soit pro.pre a des projets. de guerre et qu'il n'ait pas seulement
quelqiies hommes et deux petits canons a son b.ord (en fait, pas autre chose qu'un
equipage de prise) afin de deguiser soavrai caractere de prise.

"Maintenaut ce vaisseau a encore a bord sa cargaison primitive de laine, ce qui est

assez inutile pour des projets de guerre; et son armament et le nombre de son equipage
sont tout a fait insuffisants pour aucun service autre que celu} d'une legfere defense."

Mais ce jugement sain de ce brave officier de marine trpuva peu d'echo chez les auto-

rite's supeneures du Cap\
Comme de coutume, le gouverneur avait consults son attorney-general et comme de

coutuine 1'attorney-geireral donna un avis renfermant cinq raisons pour lesquelles ce
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•what was a captured merchantman to the eye of everybody else should

he regarded by the government as a legitimate ship of war of a recog-

nized belligerent. He also relied on the extract from the work of Whea-'

ton, having reference to a very different state of things. This was on

the 7th August, 1863.

The governor sent these papers in the regular channel to the authori-

ties at home, and in due course of time they found their way to Earl

Eussell. He appears to have been so little satisfied with the singular;

result that had been reached at Cape Town as to desire a reconsidera-

tion of the question by the law-officers of the Crown. This was dated

on the 30th September. - . ,

The consequence was an opinion, not delivered until nineteen days'

afterward and bearing marks of careful consideration, signed by all

three of the legal officers, the purport of which was a disavowal of the

fiction of law based upon a misconception of the doctrine of Wheaton
;

and a distinct expression of a proposition so important in connection

with ail the events submitted to our consideration that I deem it neces-

sary to quote the very language

:

We think it right to observe that the third reason alleged by the colonial attorney-

general for his opinion assumes (though the fact had not been made the subject of any

inquiry) that " no means existed for determining -whether the ship had or had not been

judicially condemned in a court competent of jurisdiction ; and the proposition that,

admitting her to have been captured by a ship of war of the Confederate States, she was
entitled to refer Her Majesty's government, in case ofdispute, to the court of her States

in order to satisfy it as to her real character," appears to us to be at variance with Her
Majesty's undoubted'right to determine, within her own territory, whether her orders,

made in vindication of her own neutrality, have been violated or not.
,

The opinion then went on to declare what the proper course should

have been. The allegations of the United States consul should at once

have been brought to the knowledge of Captain Semmes, while the Tus-

caloosa was there ; and he should have been obliged to admit or deny
their truth. If the result were, in that case, the proof that the Tusca-

qui (Start un vaisseau marchand capture', pour tout le monde ailleurs, devait etre

regard^ par le gouvernement conime un vaisseau legitime de guerre d'un belligerant

reconnu. II s'appuyait aussi sur l'extrait de l'ouvrage de Wheaton, se rappprtant a une
question toute differente. Ceci'se passait le 7 aout 1863.

Le gouverneur envoya ces documents, par le canal ordinaire, aux autorites du
royaume, et avecJe temps ils parvinrent au Comte Russell. Jl semble. avoir 6t6 si pen
satisfait du singulier resultat obtenu a Cape Town qu'il desira un nouvel examen de
la question par les "law-officers" de la couronne.

Ceci 6tait date du 30 septembre.
Le resaltat fut un avis, qui ne fut livre' que dix-neuf jours plus tar.d, renfermant des

marjjues d'un examen scrupuleux, signe par les trois officiers legaux, dont le resume
,

etait un desaveu de la fiction de loi, base sur un malentendu de la doctrine de Wheaton, i

et une expression claire d'une proposition si importante a l'egard de tous les eVene-
ments soumis a notre examen que je crois necessaire d'en transcrire les propres.
terrnes

:

" Nous croyons qu'il est bon de faire remarquer que la troisi&me raison alleguee par
l'attorney-general de la colonie pour son avis afflrme (quoiqne ce fait n'aiti nullemeut
6t& soumis a aucune enquete) " qu'il n'existait aucun moyen de determiner si le vaisseau
avait 6t6 ou non juge formellement par une cour conipSbente de juridiction ; et la pro-
position qu'en admettant qu'il a et6 pris par un vaisseau de guerre des 6tats-conf6der6s,,
il etait autorise' a renyoyer le gouvernement de sa Majeste, en cas de dispute, a la cour
de ses etats, afin de donner satisfaction a celui-ci sur son yrai caractere, nous, paralfc en
disaccord avec le droit indubitable de sa Majeste de determiner, dans les limites de
son territoire, si ses ordres, donnes pour le maintien de sa neutrality, ont ete violes ou
non.

" L'avis en vient a declarer quelle aurait du etre la oonduite convenable. Les alle-
gations du consul des Etats-Unis auraient du etre port6s ioimecliatement a la connais-
sance du capitaine Semmes pendant que le Tuscaloosa etait la. Et il aurctit ete oblige
d'en admettre ou d'en nier la verite. Si ee resultat etait, dans *e cas, la preuve que le
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loosa was an uncondeinned prize brought into British waters in violation
of Her Majesty's drders for maintaing her neutrality, it would deserve
serious consideration whether the most proper course consistent with
HerMajesty's dignity would' not be to take from the captors, at once, all
further control over the Tuscaloosa, and retain it until properly reclaimed
by her original owners.

This gpinion, so far as I have had occasion to observe, contains the
very first indication of a disposition manifested on the part of Her Ma-
iesty's advisers to resent the frauds and insults which had been so con-
tinually practiced upon her from the outset of this struggle by these
insurgent agents. Had it been duly manifested from the beginning, it
can hardly be doubted that she would have been materially relieved
from the responsibility subsequently incurred.
On the 4th of November the Duke of Newcastle addressed a note to

the governor of Cape Town, communicating the decision of the law offi-

cers as to what ought to have been done.
On the 19th of December the governor addressed a note to the Duke

of Newcastle, defending himself in regard to the action which had been
disapproved, and praying for further directions what to do. The Tus-
caloosa had meantime left Simon's Bay on a cruise, from which she did
not return until the 26th December, when she put in for supplies. But
on the 5th of January Bear-Admiral Sir B. Walker addressed a note to
the secretary of the admiralty, announcing that, by the request of the
governor, he had taken the necessary steps to ascertain from the insur-
gent officer then in command the fact that she was an uncondemned
prize captured by the Alabama, and thereupon he had taken possession
of her for violation of Her Majesty's orders, to be held until reclaimed
by her proper owners.

It was in vain that the insurgent entered a protest against this- de-
cided proceeding. The governor contented himself with a brief answer-
to the eifect that he was acting by orders.

Tuscaloosa 6tait une prise, non jugee, amende dans les eaux anglaises en violation des
Ordres de sa Majeste" poui' le rnaintien de sa neutrality, il faudrait examiner se'rieuse-

inent si la conduite la plus convenable a 1'egard de la dignite" de sa Majesty ne serait

pas de priver 1'auteuT de la prise de tout contr&le ulterieur sur le Tuscaloosa et de le

d^tenir jusqu'a ce qu'il fut proprement reclame" par ses proprietaires primitifs."

Cette opinion, pour autant que j'af eu l'occasion de le reraarquer, contient la toute
premiere indication d'unetlisposition manifested de la part des conseillers de sa Majesty
a venger les fraudes et les insultes qui avaient et6 si continuellement commises euvers
elle, depuis le commencement de ce conflit par ces agents insurg^s. Si cette disposition,

avait etd souvent manifested des le commencement, oil peut difficilement douter qu'elle

n'eut <5t6 raateriellemeut d<5charg<Se d'une grande partie de la responsabilite' qui lui fat
imposiSe dans la suite.

Le 4 novembre, le due de Newcastle adressa une note au gouverneur de Cape
Town, lui communiquant la decision des "law-officers" a l'egard de ce qui aurait dd.

etre fait.

Le 19 deeeinbre, le gouverneur adressa une note au due de Newcastle, se defendant
a" regard de la conduite qui avait e'te' de'sapprouve'e et demandant des directions
ulterieures sur ce qu'il y avait a faire. Le Tuscaloosa avait pendant ce temps quitte'

Simon's Bay pour une -cause dont il ne revint le 26 decembre, lorsqu'il entra dans le

port pour prendre des subsides. Mais le 5 Janvier, Rear-Admiral Sir B. Walker adressa
uue note au secretaire de l'amiraute' annoncant qu'a la requete du gouverneur il avait
pris les mesures necessaires pour s'assurer, aupres de l'officier insurg<5 qui commandait.
alors, dn fait quo e'e'tait une prise non jugee, cap'turee par 1'Alabama, et qu'en conse-

quence il en avait pris possession pour violation des ordres de sa Majest<5, et pour etre.

retenue jusqu'a ce qu'elle fut reclames par ses proprietaires.
Ce fut en vain que l'insurge" protesta contre cette mesure fermc. Le gouvernemont

se contenta d'une courte reponse, disant qu'il agissait par ordre.
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There were at the moment no agents for the proper owners to whom
the vessel could be transferred, so that it remained id the hands of the

British authorities, until a new letter was received from the Duke, of

Newcastle, dated the 10th March, rescinding the instructions given in

the preceding one, and directing the vessel to be handed over once more

to some person having authority from Captain Semmes, of the Alabama,,

or from the government of the Confederate States. »

Thus it appears to me that Her Majesty's government, from an over-

sensibility to the peculiar circumstances of the return of the vessel after

once leaving her port, lost all the advantages to which it had entitled

itself for maintaining the dignity of the Crown against an unworthy
experiment upon her patience. The fact was that it was only making
the port of Simon's Bay a base of operations, an additional insult.

The time had gone by, however, when this vessel could be made of

any further, use by the insurgent commander of the Alabama. He had
succeeded in executing a fraudulent sale of the cargo of that as well as

of another prize, the Sea Bride, and was bound on another cruise, which
proved to be his last on the ocean.

Taking into consideration all the circumstances attending this singu-

lar narrative, I have arrived at the conclusion that as a prize captured
by the Alabama, and turned into a tender, she comes distinctly within
the scope of damages awarded by the judgment passed upon the course
of Her Majesty's government respecting that vessel. And if in her own
brief career it should appear that she has herself committed any injury

to the people of the United States, I am clearly of opinion that Her
Majesty's government has made itself distinctly responsible for the neg-
lect to prevent it under the rules. It is alleged in the argument on be-

half of the United States that she had captured and released one vessel
on a ransom bond, before reaching Cape Town ; and on the 13th of
September, after her visit, she captured and destroyed one more. But
I have failed to discover the presence of any distinct claim in damages.
Should such be made visible, I bold the claim to be valid.

Alors la.questjon e"tait claire: c'6tait uue prise -amende dans nu port de sa Majesty
contre la loi.

Mais il n'y avait aucun agent des proprie"taires auqnel le vaisseau put Stre remis, en
sorte qu'il resta aux mains des autorite's anglaises jusqu'a l'arrivle d'une nouvejle!.
lettre du due de Newcastle, datee du 10 mars, rfivoquant les instructions donneps dans,
la pre"c6dente, et ordonnant que le vaisseau. fut livre" de nouveau a quelqu'un ayant
autorite" de la part du capitaine Semmris, de l'Alabama, ou du gouvernement de 6tats-
confe"dere"s. '

Ainsi il me semble que le gouvernement de sa Majesty, a 1'ombre des cireons.tances
particulieres de ce cas, perdit tout l'avantage qu'il s'e"tait acquis, en niaiutenarit la
•dignite" de la couronne contre la perpetration d'une fraude indigue.

Cependant le temps s'e"tait passe" lorsque le vaisseau put de nouveau etre employe" fy
•quelque service par le commandant insurge" de l'Alabama. II avait rSussi a opiSrer une
vente frauduleuse de la cargaison de ce vaisseau anssi bien que d'une autre prise, le
Sea Bride, et il faisait une autre course, qui fut sa derniere sur l'ocean.
Prenant en consideration toutes les circonstances qui se rapportent a ce singulier

re",cH, je suis arrive" a la conclusion que, comme prise capturee par l'Alabama, il tombe
•distinctement dans le domaine des dommages accorded par lejugenient porte" sur la
conduite du gouvernement de sa Majeste" a l'e"gard de ce vaisseau. Et si, dans sa courte
carriere, il paraissait qu'il a commis lui-meme quelque dommage envers le peuple des
.Etats-Unis, je suis nettement d'avis que le gouvernement de sa Majeste" s'est rendue
clairement responsible pour sa negligence a l'empecher, selon les regies. On allegue
dans l'expose" des Etats-Unis qu'il avait capture" et relaehe" un vaisseau sous promesse
de rancon avant d'atteindre Cape Town, et que, le 13 septembre, apres sa visite, il en
captura et de"truisit encore un. Mais je n'ai pu de"couvrir la presence d'aucune demande
distincte en dommages. SU'on en montrait une, j'envisagerais la reclamation comme
valide.
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VII.—THE GEORGIA.

This vessel was built at Dumbarton on the Clyde during the winter
of 1862-'63. She was constructed in a manner to excite very
little suspicion of the purpose for which she was intended.

GeorBia "

Indeed,' her frame proved so weak after a few months' trial as to render
her unsafe with an armament, and she was laid aside.
When she was launched, on the lGth of January, a person known to

be in the insurgent service, by the name of North, was reported in the
public journals to have been present with his daughter, and she was said
to have given to the vessel the name of the Virginia.

It was, however, known, by the means of an intercepted letter received
by Mr. Adams from his government, that this officer had incurred the
censure of his employers at Richmond to such an extent as to prompt
his recall. The name thus given was not adhered to.

On the 17th of January, that is, the day after her launch, she was re-

ported by the measuring surveyor as the steamer Japan, and intended
for commercial purposes, her framework and plating being of the ordi-
nary sizes tor vessels of her class.

On the 20th of March she was registered in the name of Thomas Bold,
a British subject resident in Liverpool, as the owner.
On the 27th of March she left tor Greenock without exciting observa-

tions, and without clearance.

On the 30th of March a large number of men who had been shipped
at Liverpool by Jones and Company, a firm of which Mr. Bold was a
member, for a voyage to Singapore and Hong-Kong, and after arrival
there to be employed in trading to and from ports in the China and In^
dian seas, the voyage to be completed within two years by arrival at
some port of discharge in the United Kingdom, left Liverpool to get on
board the vessel at Greenock.
On the 3d of April she left the British waters.
On the 6th,'the collector of customs at Newhaven addressed a letter to

the commissioners of customs in the following terms

:

LE GEOBGIA.

Ce vaisseau fut construit a Dumbarton, but la Clyde, pendant Vbiver de 1862-'63. II

fut construit de maniere a exciter tres-peu de soupeons a. regard du but auquel il e'tait

destine". En effet,. ses couples se montrerent si faibles, apres quelques inois d'essai, qu'i],

devint dangereux avec son armement, et il fut mis de c6te".

Qnano} jl fut lance", le 16 Janvier, les journaux rfepporterent qu'une perso.nne du nom
de Nortb, conmie pour etre au service des insurges, se trouva presente avec sa fille, et

que celle-ci donna au vaisseau le nom de Virginia.
On savait cependant, jiar une lettre intercepted, recue par M. Adams de son Gou verne-.

men<t, que cet officier avait reiju la censure de ses superieurs a Eichmoud au point de
motiver son rappel. Le nom ainsi donne" ne fut pas conserved
Le 17 janvier-^c'est-a-dire, le lendemain de son lancement—le mesureur fit un rapport

dans lequel il l'indiquait cbmme steamer le Japan et destine" a des entreprises conimer-
ciales, ses couples et isea plaques 6tan_t des dimensions ordinaires pour des vaisseaux de
sa classe.

Le 20 mars, il fut enregistre" au nom de Thomas Bold, sujet anglais, residant a Liver-
pool, comme proprie^air^.
Le 27 mars, il partit pour Greenock, sans provoquer d'observations et sans papiers.
Le 30 mars, uri grand nombre d'hommes quitterent Liverpool pour se rendre a bord

du vaisseau a Greenock. lis avaient 4t6 enrolls a» Liverpool par Jones et .Ci0
, maison

de commerce dont M. Bold faisait partie, pour un voyage a Singapore et a Hong-Kong,
et apres leur arrivee la-bas pour etre employe's au commerce dans les ports des mers de
'la Chino et des Indes; le voyage devaifc se faire en deux ans, et le retour avoir lieu-

dans un port de d^barquement du Eoyaume-Uni.
Le 3 avril il quitta les eaux anglaises.
Le 6, le colleetetir des douanes au port de New Haven adressa une lettre aux eom-

missaires des douanes, coneue dans les termes suivants

:
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The steamship Alar, of Loudon, 85 tons, owned by H. P. Maples, sailed on Sunday

morning, 5th instant, at 2 a. in., hound, according to the ship's papers, for Alderney and

St. Malo. On Saturday, at midnight, thirty men, twenty of whom appeared to be

British sailors, ten mechanics, arrived hv train. Three gentlemen accompanied them,

Mr. Lewis, of Alderney, Mr. Ward, and Mr. Jones. The men appeared to be ignorant

of their precise destination ; some said they were to get 20?. each for their trip. A man,,

rather lame, superintended them. Shortly after midnight, a man arrived from

Brighton, on horseback, with a telegram, which, for purposes of secrecy, had been sent

there and not to Newhaven, it is suspected. Mr. Staniforth, the agent, replied to my
inquiries this morning, that the Alar had munitions of war on board, and that they

were consigned by to a Mr. Lewis, of Alderney. His answer was brief

and with reserve, leaving no doubt on my mind nor on the minds of any here that the

thirty men and munitions of war are destined for transfer at sea to some second Ala-

bama. The telegram to Brighton intimated, very probably, having been reserved for

the last hour, where that vessel would be found. Whether the shipment of the men, who
all appeared to be British subjects, can, if it should be hereafter found that they have

been transferred to a Federal or confederate vessel, be held an infringement of the

foreign-enlistment act, and whether the clearance of the Alar, if hereafter found to be

untrue, can render the master amenable under the customs-consolidation act, is for

your consideration respectfully submitted.
R. J. DOLAN, Collector.

On contrasting the substance of this letter with any or all of those

communicated from a similar source at Liverpool, in the cases of the

Oreto or the Alabama, the difference cannot fail to be apparent to the

most ordinary apprehension. There is no equivocation or reservation

to be suspected here. The officer seems to me to have faithfully per-

formed his duty, and completely relieved himself from responsibility.

This letter appears to have been received by the commissioners of cus-

toms on the 7th April, and they on that same day made a report to the

home office in the following terms

:

I am desired to transmit, for the information of the lords commissioners of her

Majesty's treasury, and for any directions their lordships may see fit to give thereon,

" Le vapeur Alar, de Londres, jaugeant 85 tonneaux, (propri€taire, H. P. Maples,) a
fait voile dimanche, le 5, a deux heures du matin, destinl, du moins selon les papiers

de bord, ci-apres, pour Alderney et St.-Malo. II est arrive' samedi a minuit, par le

chemin de fer, trente hommes, dont vingt paraissaient etre des marins anglais et dix
meeaniciens. Trois messieurs les accompagnaient, Monsieur Lewis, d'Alderney, Mr.
Ward et Mr. Jones. Les hommes semblaient ne pas savoir au juste le lieu de leur des-

tination. Quelques-uns d'entre eux disaient qu'ils devaient avoir £20 par tete pour le .

voyage. Un homme qui boitait un peu avait la direction de la troupe. Peu apres
minuit, un cavalier est arrive' de Brighton, porteur d'un telegramme que l'on soup-
conne avoir 6t6 envoy e" dans cette ville au lieu de New Haven pour n'en pas laisser echap-
per le secret. Interroge' par mpi, le courtier, M. Staniforth, m'a r^pondu, ce matin,
que l'Alar avait, a bord des munitions de guerre consignees par . . a M. Lewis,
d'Alderney. Ses reponses 4taient breves et re'serve'es ; elles ne nous ont laiss<5 aucun
doute dans 1'esprit, ni a moi ni a personne d'entre nous, que les trente hommes et les

munitions de guerre ne fussent destines a etre transbordes en mer snr un second Ala-
bama. Le telegramme prive', expe'die' a Brighton a la derniere heure, indiquait tres-

probablement le lieu de reunion. L'embarquement des hommes, qui tous paraissaient
etre des sujets anglais, peut'il etre conside're' comme une infraction au foreign-enlist-

ment act, dans le cas ou il serait prouve' plus tard qu'ils ont 6t6 transbordes sur un
vaisseau federal ou confe'dere' ? Les papiers de l'Alar, s'ils sont reconnus faux dans la
suite, peuvent-ils exposer le 'patron a des poursuites en vertu du customs-consolidation
act ? Ce sont la des questions que j'ose vous soumettre respectuensement.

"R: *T. DOLAN,' Collecteur."

En comparant la substance de cette lettre avec toutes celles communiques d'une
source semblable & Liverpool, dans les cas de l'Oreto ou de 1'Alabama, la difference ne
pent manquer de sauter aux yeux de l'intelligence la plus ordinaire. Ou ne peut soup-
conner ici ni equivoque ni reserve. L'ofiicier me semble avoir rempli fidelement son
devoir et s'etre de'charge' de toute responsabilite'.

Cette lettre parait avoir e'te' recue par les commissaires des douanes le 7 avril, et le
meme jour ils firent rapport au liom'e office dans les termes suivants :

" On me requiert de trausmettre, pour l'information des lords-commissaires de la
tresorerie de sa Majesty, et pour les directions que leurs seigueuries pourront juger
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copy of a report of the collector of this revenue at Newliaven, relative to the clear-
ance of the vessel Alar, having on hoard a number of sailors and munitions of war,
ostensibly for Alderney and Saint Malo, but suspected by the collector to be intended
for transfer to some other vessel belonging to one of the belligerents in America : and
I am to state that the board having conferred with their solicitor on the subject, that
(Officer is of opinion that there is no evidence to call for any interference on the part
of the Crown.

It thus appears very clearly that whatever may have been the opin-

ions of the law expressed in this letter, the fact is certain that at that
date none of the officers of the government had received any informa-
tion of the direction to which it could truly look for the destination of

these vessels. The whole operation had been conducted, it must be
admitted, with great skill and address. Nobody had ever guessed at

the result down to the time in which it was in process of execution within
the jurisdiction of another power.

Meanwhile, let us now turn our attention to the position in which the
representatives and agents of the United States, the party the most
deeply interested in preventing this undertaking if possible, were occu-

pying.
This may most readily be gathered from the testimony of the most

vigilant officer they had in that kingdom, a man who' spared no pains
and no expense to secure all the information that could be had, not

simply within his own district, but everywhere in the kingdom where
sea-going vessels were in process of construction outside of the capital.

On the 3d of April Mr. Dudley writes the following letter to Mr.
Seward at Washington

:

Mr. Underwood, our consul at Glasgow, has no doubt informed you about the steamer
now called the Japan, formerly the Virginia, which is about to clear from that port to

the East Indies. Some seventy or eighty men, twice the number that would be re-

quired for any legitimate voyage, were shipped at Liverpool for this vessel, and sent

to Greenock on Monday evening. They are shipped for a voyage of three years. My
belief is that she belongs to the confederates, and is to be converted into a privateer

;

quite likely to cruise in the Easf Indies, as Mr. Young, the paymaster of the Alabama

convonable de donner a ce sujet, copie d'un rapport du collecteur des douanes a New
Haven relatif aux papiers du vaisseau Alar, ayant a bord une quantity de matelots et

de munitions de guerre, ostensiblement pour Alderney et St.-Malo, mais soupconnes
• par le collecteur comme devant etre transborde's sur quelque autre vaisseau appar-

tenant a 1'un des belligerants en Amerique ; et je dois dire que le board ayant confere"

avec leur solliciteur sur ce sujet, cet ofrlcier est d'avis qu'il n'y a pas de preuves qui

exigent une intervention de la part de la couronne."
II paralt ainsi tres-clairement que, queries qu'aient pu etre les opinions de la lot ex-

primees dans cette lettre, le fait" est certain qu'a cette date aucun des officiers du gou-
vernement n'avait recu de reseignements sur la direction ou il devait regarder pour
trouver ces vaisseaux. Toute l'operation avait 6te" conduite, il faut l'admettre, avec
grande habilite' et adresse. Personue n'avait meme devine le resultat, j usqu'au mo-
ment ou il e"tait en voie d'execution dans la juridiction d'une autre puissance.

.Maintenant, tournons notre attention vers la position qu'occupaient les repriSsentants

et les agents des Stats-Unis, la partie la plus interessee a empeeher cette entreprise, si

possible.

On peut s'en faire une idee plus facilement par le temoignage de l'officer le plus vigilant

qu'ils eusseut dans ce royaume, homme qui n'epargnait ni peine ni argent pour se pro-

curer tons les renseignements que 1'on pouvait avoir, nou-seulemeut dans son propre
district, mais partout dans le royaume oil des vaisseaux destines a la haute mer Itaient

en voie de construction, hors de la capitale.
Le 3 avril, M. Dudley eorit la lettre suivante a M. Seward, a Washington

:

"M. Underwood, notre consul a Glasgow, vous a sans doute ecrit au sujet du steamer

appehS maintenant le Japan, auparavant le Virginia, qui est sur le point de s'acquitter

de ce porte pour les Indes orientales. Environ soixante-dix oil quatre-vingts hommes,
deux fois le nombre n6cessaire pour un voyage legitime, out 6te~ em-die's a Liverpool

pour ce vaisseau et envoyes a Greenock lundi soir. lis sout engage's pour un voyage de

trois ans. Ma conviction est qu'il appartient aux confe"de~re~s, et qu'il doit etre converti

en corsaire, tres-probablement pour croiser dans les Indes orientales, comme M. Young,
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. -tells me it has always been a fav.orite idea of Mr. Mallory, the secretary of the confed-

erate navy, to send a privateer in these waters. I sent a man from here to Glasgowto
accompany these men, to endeavor to find ou't the destination of the vessel, &c. He
has not been successful as yet in his efforts. He has been on board, and writes that

she has no armament, and he is still there watching her, &c.

At the date of this letter the Japan was actually gone to sea ; and the

xigilant consul had not even then obtained any testimony whatever

upon which to establish the truth of his very just conclusion as to the

purpose, though not just as to the destination of the vessel.

Let me now observe what the case was with Mr. Adams, the minister

of the United States at London. It appears, by a letter of his ad-

dressed to Mr. Seward on the 9l.h of April, that "he had been long in

the possession of information about the construction and outfit of this

vessel on the Clyde;" and upon this part of the paragraph of his letter,

singularly enough, I perceive in the counter case presented to us on the

part of Her Majesty's government, an attempt made to throw upon him
the responsibility for the escape of the vessel. The language is this

:

" If recourse had been had to the navy, it is probable," the arbitrators are told,

" that the complaints of the United States might not have been necessary. They
might not have been necessary if Mr. Adams had communicated in good time such in-

formation as he possessed, instead of keeping it undisclosed until six days after the
sailing of the Georgia, and more than three da,ys after the departure of the Alar, and
if that information had intended to form an actual or contemplated violation of the

law."

Now, it should be observed that this passage begins by assuming that

the information to which Mr. Adams alludes in his letter of the 9th of

April, as having long been iu his possession, was the same which he
communicated to Earl Eussell in his note addressed to him on the 8th.

If such had really been the case, the insinuation might have appeared
with some shadow of justice. But if the context of the passage quoted
had been given entire, it would show that at the period to which he re-

ferred, "nothing had ever been furnished him of a nature to base pro-

ceedings upon;" whereas, on the reception of what appeared more

le maitre payeur de l'Alabama me dit que pa atoujours e'te' une idee favorite de M. Mal-
lory, le secretaire de la marine conf<Sderee, d'envoyer nn corsaire daus ces eaux. J'ai

envoyfi un homme d'ici a Glasgow pour les accompagner, pour essayer de decouvrir la
destination de ce vaisseau. Jusqu'ici il n'a pas r^ussi dans ses efforts. II a 6t6 a hord,
et jl ecrit que le vaisseau n'a point d'armement, et qu'il le snrveille toujours," etc.

A la date de cette lettre, le Japan avait pris la mer, et le vigilant consul n'avait,
rneme alors, obtenu aucun renseignement quelconque sur lequel 6cablir la verity de sa
conclusion tres-juste quant au but, quoique erronnee quant a la destination, du vaisseau.

.
Permettez-moi de faire observer maintenant la position de M. Adams, ministre des

Etats-Unis a Londres. II semble par une lettre qu'il adressa a M. Seward le 9 avril,
" qu'il avait 6ti5 longtemps en possession de renseignements sur la construction et sur
les preparatifs de ce vaisseau dans la Clyde," et quant a cette partie du paragraphe
de sa lette, je remarque assez singulierement, dans le " Counter-case," qui nous est
presents de la part du gouvernement de sa Majesty, une tentative faite pour rejeter
sur lui la responsabilite' de Invasion du vaisseau. Voici les termes :

" Si on avait eu recours a la marine, il est probable," c'est ce qu'on assure aux arbi-
tres, " que les Etats-Unis n'auraient pas eu de plaintes a adresser relativement a ce
vaisseau. Us n'en auraient pas eu, si M. Adams avait communique' en temps utile les
renseignements qu'il pouvait poss<Sder, au lieu des les garder pour lui, jusqu'a six jours
apres le depart du Georgia, plus de trois jours apres eelui de l'Alar, et si ces renseigne-
ments eussent 6t6 de nature a prouver une violation actuelle on projetee de la loi."

Maintenant, il faut remarquer que ce passage commence par poser que les renseigne-
ments, auxquels M.Adams fait allusion dans sa lettre du 9 avril comme ayant 6te"

longtemps en possession, e~taient les memes qu'il avait communique's au Comte Russell
dans la note qu'il lui avait adresse"e le 8. Si tel avait e'te" reelleraent le cas, l'insinuation
aurait pn avoir quelque ombre de justice, mais si le contexte du passage transcrit avait
<5t6 donnS entierement, on verrait qu'au moment auquel il renvoie, " il n'avait recu en-
core rien qui fut de nature a servir de base a des poursuites," tahdis qu'a la reception plus
tard de ce qui lui parut une prenve plus nette de faits qui se passaient justement alors
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• distinct evidence of facts just then taking place, lie lost not a moment in
submitting them to the consideration of Her Majesty's government, in
his note to Earl Russell of the 8th of April. For the rest, it is probable
Mr. Adams had had too long an experience of the result attending the
transmission of insufficient evidence to be particularly desirous of draw-
ing upon himself the customary replies. If Her Majesty's government
is to be justified at all in the course of the transactions now under con-
sideration, it must be done by assuming the entire responsibility for her
action, or failure to act, rather than by attempting to share it with other
parties, in whom it could not possibly suspect any motive for indiffer-

ence or neglect.

It thus appears that it was not until the eighth of April, that is, six
days after the escape of the Japan, and three days after the evasion of the
Alar, that Mr. Adams appears to have had within his control the requi-
site means for making a remonstrance. He then addressed to Earl Rus-
sell the following note:

From information received at tbis legation, "which- appears entitled to credit, I
am compelled to the painful conclusion that a steam-vessel has just departed from the
Clyde with the intent to depredate on the commerce of the people of the United States.
She passed there nnder the name of the Japan, hut is since believed to have assumed
the name of the Virginia. Her immediate destination is the island of Alderney, where it

is supposed.she may yet be at this moment.
A small steamer called the Alar, belonging to Newhaven, and commanded by Henry

P. Maples, has been loaded with a supply of guns, shells, shot, powder, &c, intended
for the equipment of the Virginia, andis either on the way or has arrived there. It is

•further alleged that a considerable number of British subjects have been enlisted at
Liverpool and sent to serve on board tbis cruiser.

Should it yet be in the power of Her Majesty's government to institute some inquiry
iuto the nature of these proceedings in Season to establish their character if innocent,
or to put a stop to tkem if criminal, I feel sure that it would be removing a heavy
burden of anxiety from the miuds of m y countrymen in the United States.

The difficulty of the situation in writing so long after the ex-

ecution of the chief portions of the operation objected to is here frankly

il ne perdit pas un moment pour les soumettre a l'examen du gouvernement de sa

Majeste, dans sa note au Comte Russell le 8 avril. Au reste il est probable que M-
Adams avait eu une troplongue experience du re"sultat qui attendait la communication
de preuves iusuffisautes, pour etre particulierement desireux de s'attirer les responses,

ordinaires. Si enfin le gouvernement de sa Majeste" doit Stre justing dans le cours des
transactions qui sont maintenaut soumises a notre examen, il faut que ce soit en assu-

mant la responsabilite" entiere de sa conduite ou de sa negligence a agir, plutot qu'en

essayant de la partager aveo d'autres parties chez lesquelles on ne peut suspecter

aucun motif d'indifKrence ou de negligence.
II semble ainsi que ce ne fut que le 8 avril—e'est-a-dire, six jours apres Invasion du

Japan, et trois jours apres celle de l'Alar—que M. Adams paralt avoir eu a sa disposition

les moyens necessaires pour faire une remontrance. II adressa alors au Comte Russell
la note suivante

:

" D'apres des r^nseignements recus a la legation qui semblent meriter toute croyance,
je suis amene" a la conclusion penible qu'un steamer vient de sortir de la Clyde avee
l'intention de commettre des depredations contre le commerce des fitats-Unis. II por-
tait iei le nom du Japan, mais on croit, des lors, qu'il apris le nom de Virginia. Sa de-

stination immediate est l'lle d'Alderney, oh Ton suppose qu'il peutfitre encore dans ce

moment.
" Un petit steamer nomine" l'Alar, de New Haven, et commando" par Henry P. Maples,

a e"te". charge d'une grande provision de canons, d'obus, de boulets, de poudre, etc.,

destines a 1'equiperuent du Virginia, et il est en route pour s'y rendre ou il y est arrive.

On allegue en outre qu'un nombre considerable de sujets anglais ont ete enrOles a Li-

verpool et envoyes pour servir a bord de ce croiseur.
" S'il etait encore au pouvoir du gouvernement de sa Majeste de faire une enquete sur

la nature de ces transactions, a temps pour etablirleur caractere si ellessont inuocentes,

ou pour les empgeher si elles sont criminelles, je suis certain que ce serait 6ter un pesant

fardeau d'anxiete de l'esprit de mes compatriotes aux fitats-Unis."

On reconnait franchement combien il est difficile d'ecrire si longtemps apres 1 execu-

tion des faits principaux de reoperation dont il s'agit. Rien de ce qui ft tit conuu
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conceded. Everything known thus far gave no clear indication toward
"

the unknown, and the only important affirmation of fact made in the

letter turned out not to be correct.

On the same day this letter was written and sent, Earl Russell made
his reply. After repeating the substance of the complaint, it proceeds

as follows

:

I have to state to you that copies of your letter were sent without loss of time to the

home department and to the hoard of treasury, with a request that an immediate inquiry

might he made into the circumstances stated in it, and that if the result should prove

yoursuspicions to be well founded, the most effectual measures might be taken which

the law admits of for defeating any such attempts to fit out a belligerent vessel from

British ports.

It is due to the government of Her Majesty to add that all it could do

under the peculiar circumstances it tried to do. Mr. Adams had pointed

out the island of Alderney as the destination for the meeting of the

Japan and the Altar. This had been to a certain extent confirmed by
the report of the collector of customs at Newhaven, the only correct in-

formation which seems to have been at first obtained. Alderney and St.

Malo was the destination specified in the ship's papers.

Misled by this information, Lord Eussell took a step extraordinary,

and thus far exceptional, in the prosecution of preventive measures.

He caused a ship of war to be ordered from Guernsey to Alderney with

a view to prevent any attempt that might be made to execute the pro-

ject of armament within that British jurisdiction. Unfortunately the

practical consequence of having been put on this false scent was to fur-

nish the time lost there as a means of more completely carrying into

effect the projected scheme elsewhere. Even had Her Majesty's gov-

ernment attempted to go further, it could have been no use. The object

had been completely gained within the jurisdiction of another sov-

ereignty—the empire of France.
In the case presented on the part of the United States it is urged

that Her Majesty's government might have gone so far as to seize the

vessel within the French jurisdiction, and the case of theTerceira expe-

jusqu'alors ne fournissait une indication claire a l'e'gard de l'inconnu. Et la senle
affirmation importante faite dans cette lettre se trouvait u'etre pas exacte.

Le meme jour oil cette lettre fut ecrite et envoyee le Comte Russell repondit. Apres
avoir r€p6t^ la substance de la plainte, il continue comme suit

:

" J'ai a vous exposer que des copies de votre lettre ont 6t6 envoyees sans perdre de
temps au departement de l'interieur et au conseil de la tresorerie, avec priere qu'une
enquete immediate fut faite dans les eirconstances qui y sont indiquees, et que, si le

resultat prouvait que vos soupcons sont bien fondes, les mesures les plus efficaces que
la loi autorise fussent prises pour empecher toute tentative d'equiper un vaisseau bel-

ligerent pour sortir des ports anglais."

II convient d'ajouter en faveur du gouvernement de sa Majesty que tout ce qu'il

pouvait faire dans ces eirconstances partieulieres, il a essaye' de le faire. M. Adams
.avait indiqu6 l'lle d'Alderney comme le lieu oil le Japan et l'Alar devaient se rencontrer.
Ceci avait* e'te" confirme', jusqu'a un certain point, par le rapport du collecteur des
douanes de New Haven, le seul renseignement exact qui semble avoir e'te' obtenu
d'abord. Alderney et St.-Malo <5taient la destination spe'eifie'e dans les papiers du vais-*

seau.
Induit eu erreur par ce renseignement, Lord Russell fit une demarche extraordinaire,

et jusqu'ici exeeptionnelle, dans la poursuite des mesures preventives. II fit qu'uU
vaisseau fut envoys de Guernesy a Alderney, en vue d'erapecher toute tentative qui
aurait pu etre faite d'executer le projet d'armement dans la juridiction anglaise. Mal-

' heureusement la consequence pratique d'avoir e'te' mis sur cette fausse piste fut de donner
le temps qui y avait 6U perdu pour effectuer plus comple'tement ailleurs le plan pro-
jet6. Meme si le gouvernement de sa Majesty avait essaye" d'aller plus loin, cela n'aurait
servi a rien. Le but avait 6t6 entierement atteint dans la juridiction d'une autre puis-
sance souveraine, l'empire des Francais.

Dans l'expose' presents de la part des fitats-Unis, on avance que le gouvernement de
sa MajestiS aurait pu aller jusqu'a saisir les vaisseaux dans la juridiction francaise, et le
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dition is cited as a precedent.'. Eat it seems to me that the Government
of the United States would scarcely be ready to concede the right of .a
foreign power to settle questions of justice within its jurisdiction with-
out its knowledge or consent.

It may be urged that the opinions of the officers of customs that no
violation of law had been committed in the expedition of the Alar, was
equivalent to a neglect of due diligence.

Upon which it may be remarked, that whether right or wrong at the
date it was given, and with the information then in possession of the
government, there is no reasonable probability that the Alar could
have been seized excepting perhaps in the waters of France.
On the loth of April, Mr. Adams addressed a note to Earl Eussell

covering certain papers which went to prove the manner in which men
had been, enlisted in violation of the laws of the kingdom by parties in
Liverpool in co-operation with the insurgent agents.
In consequence of these and other papers which followed them, Her

Majesty's government were enabled to take the requisite steps to bring
the chief offender at Liverpool into the courts of justice. The reports
of the trials carried on in the court over which our distinguished col-

league presides, are among the papers before us, and they satisfy my
mind entirely in regard to the justice and impartiality with which the
proceedings were conducted. The parties were all convicted, and
though the penalties inflicted were much too light, they appear to have
been thought sufficient to establish the efficiency of the law.

It was in connection with such proceedings as these that Mr. Dudley,
in one of his. letters to Mr. Seward, wrote that " the prosecution of these
parties, if conducted vigorously with the view of convicting them, will
do more to break up these expeditions and fitting out of vessels in this
country than anything else."

Upon a careful review of these facts as they appear hofore me, I can-
not perceive that Her Majesty's government has made itself in any way

cas de l'expe"dition de Terceire est cite' oomme uu precedent. Mais il me semble que le

Gouvernement des Etats-Unis ne serait gue're dispose" a reconnattre le droit d'une puis-
sance 6trangere a regler des questions de justice dans sa jnridiction sans sa connais-
sance ni son eonsentement.
On peut avancer que l'avis des officiers des douanes, qu'il n'y avait eu aucune vio-

lation de la loi dans l'expe'dition de l'AIar, equivalait a une negligence " des dues dil-

igences."

A quoi on peut faire remarquer, qu'a tort ou a droit, a la date oil il fut donniSet avec
lea ren'seignements qui iStaient alors eu possession du gouvernement, il n'y a nulle
probability raisonnable que l'AIar eut pu etre saisi, si ce ri'est peut-etre dans les eaux
de la Prance.
Le 15 avril, M. Adams adressa au Comte Eussell une note renfermant certains docu-

ments qui tendaient a prouver comment des hommes avaient 6t6 enroles en violation,
des lojs du royaume par des personnes de Liverpool en cooperation avec les agents
insurges.

En consequence de ces documents et d'autres qui les. suivirent, le gouvernement de
sa Majesty 6tait mis a raeme de prendre des mesures necessaries pour livrer les princi-
palis coupables de Liverpool a la justice. Les comptes-rendus des proces juges devant
la cour que preside notre collegue disl!ingu6 se trouvent parmi les documents places
devant nous, et ils satisfont entierement mon esprit sous le Rapport de la justice et de
l'impartialit^ avec lesquelles ces affaires furent conduites. Les parties furent toutes
condamnees, et quoiquejes peines inflig^es fussent beaucoup trop legeres, elles semblent
avoir 6t6 jugees suffisantes pour <5tablir l'efflcacit^ de la loi. Cost a propos de proce'de's

tels que ceux-ci que M. Dudley, dans une de ses lettres a M. Seward, ecrivait ces mots:
"La poursuite de ces personnes, si elle est men^e vigoureusement eu vue de les con-

damner, fera plus que toute autre chose pour faire avorter ces expeditions et l'^quipe-

ment de vaisseaux dans ce pays."
Dans une revue soigneuse de ces faits, tels qu'ils apparaissent devant moi, je ne puis

'

irouver que le gouvernement de sa Majesty se soit rendu responsable en aucune maniere

13 b
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liable for the failure to use diligence in this case, under the first rule

prescribed in the treaty of Washington.
The Japan had now changed her name and become the Georgia. The

fraud had been most successfully perpetrated. An insurgent officer, by
the name of Maury, had taken the command of her, and the next thing

we learn is of her depredations on the commerce of the United States.

It is not essential to the present purpose to go into any details of her

cruise outside of the possible limits of liability on the part of Her Maj-

esty's government.
In a report made by Kear-Admiral Sir Baldwin Walker to the secre-

tary of the admiralty, dated 19th August, 1863, appears the following

paragraph

:

On the 16th instant, the Confederate States steamer Georgia, Commander Maury,

anchored in this (Simon's) bay. She requires coals, provisions, and calking.

In a letter addressed by the governor at Cape Town to the duke of

Newcastle, bearing the same date, is the following paragraph

:

On the 16th at noon, the Georgia, another confederate -war-steamer, arrived at

Simon's Bay in need of repairs, anil is still there.

It may perhaps be my fault, but after a careful search I have been
unable to discover any official report other than these as to the arrival,

the time of stay, and the treatment of the Georgia during this visit.

Inasmuch as this event was cotemporaneous with the arrival of the
Alabama and her tender the Tuscaloosa, both of which were engross-

ing the attention of the authorities of the place, it is possible that the

customary detailed report in regard to her may have been omitted.

The fact is at any rate certain that, notwithstanding her fraudulent

escape in defiance of the laws of Great Britain, this vessel was duly
recognized at Capetown as a legitimate vessel belonging to a recognized
belligerent.

In the cases of the Florida and of the Alabama I have already ex-

pressed my deep regret that this mode of proceeding should have been

de negligence & exercer diligence, dans ce cas, selon la premiere regie prescrite par 1©

traite de Washington.
Le Japan avait change de nom et etait devenu le Georgia. La fraude avait ete ac-

complie avec le plus grand sneces. Un officier insurge", du nom de Maury, en avait
pris le commandement, et la premiere chose que nous en apprenons, ce sont ses depre-
dations sur le commerce des Etats-TJnis.

II n'est pas essentiel pour le hut present d'entrer dans les details de sa croisiere en
dehors des limites possibles de la responsabilite de la part du gouvernement de sa

Dans un rapport fait par le vice-amiral, Sir Baldwin "Walker, au secretaire de l'ami-
raute, date du 19 aout 1863, se trouve le paragraphe suivant

:

,

" Le 16 courant, le steamer des etats-confederes, le Georgia, commandant Maury, a
jete l'ancre dans cette baie, (Simon's Bay.) II demande du charbon, des provisions efc

de pouvoir etre calfate."

Dans une lettre adressee par le gouverneur de Cape Town au due de Newcastle,
portant la m§me date, se trouve le paragraphe suivant

:

" Le 16, a midi, le Georgia, autre vaisseau de guerre confedere, est arrive a Simon's
Bay, ayant besoin de reparations, et il est encore ici."

C'est peut-6tre ma faute, mais aprfes une recherche soigneuse je n'ai pu decouvrir
aucun autre rapport oS&ciel britannique que ceux-ci sur l'arrivee, le temps de sejour et
le traitement du Georgia pendant cette visite. En tant que ce fait se passait en mgme
temps que l'arrivee de 1'Alabama et de son tender, le Tuscaloosa, qui tous deux absor-
berent l'attention des autorites de l'endroit, il est possible que le rapport detailie
accoutum6 ait pu etre omis ^ son 6gard.
Le fait est en tout cas certain que malgre son evasion frauduleuse, en depit des lois-

de la Grande-Bretagne, ce vaisseau fut dftment recomiu k Cape Town comme vaisseau
legitime appartenant a un belli'g6rant reconnu.
Dans les cas du Florida et de l'Alabama, j'ai dejS. exprime mon profond regret que.

ette ligne de conduite eut ete adoptee a l'egard de vaisseaux qui s'etaient'r&ndus
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adopted in regard to vessels which had been guilty of a flagrant viola-
tion of the laws of the kingdom. The right to exclude them is dis-

tinctly recognized by Sir Bounded Palmer in a speech made by him in
the House of Commons on the 13th of May, 1864, 1 -while he assigned as
a chief reason for not exercising it the danger that such a decision
might have an effect of appearing to favor too strongly one side in the
contest. The fear of doing a thing demanded by what appears to be a
paramount duty of upholding the majesty of their laws because it

might possibly appear to lean too much against one party and in favor
of the other, seems to have been the guiding motive to the policy actu-
ally adopted. But the question immediately arises whether that party
had, in its extraordinary course of conduct within Her Majesty's do-
minions, earned any right to such consideration.
Be this as it may, Her Majesty's government decided otherwise, and

admitted the Georgia into the port of Simon's Bay, where she appears
to have remained a fortnight, repairing her decks and receiving sup-
plies and provisions on the footing of a recognized belligerent. It has
been argued that in thus deciding, Her Majesty's government made
itself liable under the second ride, as permitting one of its ports to be
made a base of operations against the United States by a vessel which
had issued from the kingdom in defiance of its laws as a hostile cruiser.

I have given to this view of the matter the most careful considera-
tion; but I regret that I cannot bring myself to concur in it. The ves-

sel escaped from the kingdom under circumstances which have already
been detailed in this paper, involving no neglect or failure of duty on
behalf of the government. If, on arriving at an English port furnished
with a regular commission as a vessel of a recognized belligerent, Her
Majesty's government determines to recognize her in that character,
however much I may regret it, I cannot call in question her right to do
so on her responsibility as a sovereign power. This is a right I should
not consent to have drawn into question in any case so decided by

coupables d'une violation flagrante des lois du royaume. Le droit de les exclure est

nettement reconnu par Sir Roundell Palmer dans un discours qu'il tit a la Chanibre
des communes le 13 mai 1864, tandis qu'il indiquait comme un motif principal pour ne
pas l'exercer le danger qu'une decision semblable put avoir pour effet de paraltre
favoriser trop fortement une des parties en lutte. La peur de faire une chose exigee
par ee qui semble estre le supreme devoir, de maintenir la majeste" de ses lois, parco
qu'elle pouvait paraltre incliner trop contre une des parties et en favour de l'autre,

semble avoir e"t6 le mobile dirigeant de sa conduite effectivement adopted. Mais la
question s'eleve imine"diatement de savoir si ce parti avait par sa ligne de conduite
extraordinaire dans les e"tats de sa Majesty merite" aucun droit a une semblable con-
sideration. Quoi qu'il en soit, le gouvernement de sa Majesty d6cida autrement et

admit le Georgia dans le port de Simon's Bay, ou il semble etre reste" une quinzaine,
reparant ses ponts et recevant des subsides et des provisions sur le pied d'un bellige"-

rant reconnu.
On a avance" qn'en prenant cette decision le gouvernement de sa Majeste" s'e'tait rendu

responsable, d'apres la seconde regie, en permettant qu'un de ses ports tut employe"
comme base d'operations contre les fitats-Unis par un vaisseau qui e"tait sorti du
royaume en bravant ses lois comme croiseur ennemi.

J'ai consacre" l'examen le plus soigneux a cette maniere d'envisager la question, mais
je regrette de ne pouvoir ro'y rat'tacher. Le vaisseau s'echappa du royaume dans des
circonstances qui ont 6te" dlja de"veloppc"es dans ce memoire, ne renfermant ni ne-
gligence ni omission de devoir de la part du gouvernement. Si, a son arrivee dans un
port anglais, pourvu d'une, commission re"guliere comme vaisseau d'un belligerant
reconnu, le gouvernement de sa Majesty d<5cida de lui reconnaltre ce caractere, quels
q^ue puissent 6tre mes regrets, je ne puis mettre en question son droit d'en agir ainsi

sous sa responsabilite" comme puissance souveraine. Ceci est un droit que je ne con-
sentirais pas a laisser mettre en question dans aucun des cas oil les Etats-TJnis auraient

'American Appendix, 10) 5 p. 583.
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tbe United States. It appears to me on the same footing with the

original recognition of belligerency, the primal cause of all these un-

pleasant questions—a step which I always regretted to have been taken,

but which I never doubted the right of Her Majesty's government to

take whenever it should think proper.

The Georgia, after leaving Simon's Bay, had but a short career. Bbe

proved utterly unsuitable to the service into which she had been forced,

and finally returned to Liverpool, where she was sold, and turned into

a merchant-ship. A question has been raised as to the course of Her

Majesty's government in permitting this to be done within her harbors.

I cannot myself perceive the importance of the question, provided that

she recognized the right of the belligerent to dispute the validity of

such operations. That she did so is certain; for the Georgia, after her

transfer into private hands, was taken on the high seas by the United

States steamer Niagara, and sent to America as a prize, to be disposed

of iu regular course of law. A reclamation attempted by the owner, in

a note addressed to Earl Eussell, was met by a reply decisive of the

merits of the case.

In view of all the facts attending this case, and of the considerations

attending them, I am brought to the conclusion that it does not show

any such course on the part of Her Majesty's government as will suf-

fice to impose any responsibility for damages under the terms of the

three rules prescribed by the treaty of Washington.

VIII.—THE SHENANDOAH.

We have now reached the last vessel, in the order of events, which is

s«enando»i,. presented to this tribunal for its consideration.

It appears clearly, from the papers before us, that the steadily grow-

ing energy manifested by Her Majesty's government in preventing the

departure of vessels obviously intended to carry on war had not been

without its effect upon the parties engaged in procuring them. The seiz-

decide" de merne. II me paralt qu'il en est de meme de la premiere reconnaissance de

belligerance, la cause premiere de toutes ces questions malheureuses,. d-marche que

j'ai tonjours regrette" que Ton eut prise, mais que le gouvernement de sa Majeste" avait

le droit de prendre, je n'en ai jamais doute", quand il le jugeait convenable.

Le Georgia, apres avoir quitte" Simon's- Bay n'ertt qu'une courte carriere. II se

montra tout a fait impropre au service qu'il avait 6t6 force' de faire, et revint enfin a

Liverpool, ou il fut vendu et transform! en vaisseau marchand. Ou a souleve" une
question a 1'egard de la conduite du gouvernement de sa Majeste", en permettant que
ceci fut fait dans ses ports. Je ne puis comprendre l'importance de la question,

pourvu qu'il reconnut le droit du belligerant de contester la validity d'operations

Beniblables. 11 est certain qu'il le fit, car le Georgia, apres son transfert en mains par-

ticuliferes, fufc pris en haute mer par le steamer des Etats-Unis le Niagara, et onvoye"

en Amerique comme prise pour en disposer suivant la loi. Une reclamation tentee par
le propri^taire dans une note adresse"e au Comte Russell recut une reponse qui trancha
la question.

En considerant tous les faits qui se rapportent a ce cas et tout ce qui s'y rattache, je

suis amen6 a la conclusion qu'il ne t6moigne pas de la part du gouvernement de sa
Majeste" d'une conduite qui suffise pour imposer auoune responsabilite" en dommages
d'apres les termes des trois regies prescrites par le traite" de Washington.

LB SHENANDOAH.

Nous sommes maintenant arrives au dernier vaisseau, dans l'ordre des eVenements,
prcSsente" a l'examen de ce tribunal.

II ressort clairement des documents places devant nous que l'energie toujours
croissante manifested par le gouvernement de sa Majesty, pour empecher le depart de
vaisseaux eVidemment destin6s a faire la guerre, n'avait pas e"te" sans effet sur les per-
sonnes qui s'e"taient engagees a les fournir. La saisie des beliers & vapeur blindes
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ure of the iron clad steam-rams, built by Messrs. Laird, seems to have dis-
pelled all further idea of attempting open operations of that description.

Efforts were now directed to the prosecution of schemes that would
elude observation. In the execution of this policy, swift vessels, con-
structed for commercial purposes, were looked up. And when found
reasonably adapted for conversion into privateers, measures were taken
to procure the control of them so suddenly as to effect their escape from
the British jurisdiction before any means of prevention could be put
into operation.
A skillful combination of the means of supplying an armament and a

crew at some pre-arranged point on the high seas far beyond the Brit-
ish jurisdiction, in a vessel so quickly and secretly pushed out of a .

British port as to baffle pursuit, completed the adventure.
This plan had been attended with complete success in the case of the

Georgia. It was now resorted to with a few variations in the case of
the Shenandoah.
The British steamer Sea-King had been built for a merchant-vessel

and employed in the China trade, during which period she had gained
much reputation for her speed and her sailing qualities. In the year
1864 she appears to have attracted the attention of the insurgent agents
in England, and they proceeded through their customary British affilia-

tions to get her into their hands. On the 20th of September the
purchase and transfer were effected in the port of London. A per-
son by the name of Wright, a British subject, appeared as the Owner.
On the 8th of October this vessel cleared from that port in the usual
way for Bombay, without exciting observation. The crew had been
hired for that voyage.

Simultaneously with this movement, a screw-steamer, called the Laurel,
issued from the port of Liverpool, having a considerable number of
passengers on board, and a cargo composed of an armament and ammu-
nition suitable for a vessel of war. Her nominal destination was Mata-
moras, via Nassau.

eonstruits par MM. Laird semblo avoir fait evanouir toute idee ulterieure de nouvelle
tentative d'operations de cette nature.
Des lors, on s'efforca de poursuivre des plans qui permissent d'echapper aux observa-

tions. Dans la realisation de oe dessein, on chercha des vaisseaux rapides eonstruits
pour des entreprises commerciales. Et quand on les trouvait assez bien adapted pour
etre convertis en oorsaires, on prenait des mesures ponr les obtenir assez subitement
pour effectuer leur Evasion de la juridictiou britannique avant qu'auoune mesure
preventive put etre mise a execution.
Une habile combinaison des moyens de pourvoir a l'armement et a l'eqnipement, sur

quelque point fixe' d'avance en haute mer, bien loin de la juridietion anglaise, par un
vaisseau mis hors d'un port anglais assez rapidement et secretement pour dejouer
toute ponrsuite, eompietait l'aventure.
Ce plan avait reussi coinpietement dans le oas du Georgia. Ou y eut reoours, avee

quelques variations, dans le eas du Shenandoah.
Le steamer anglais Sea King avait e'te' construct pour etre un vaisseau marchaud, et

employe au commerce de la Chine, epoque oil il avait acquis une grande reputation
pour sa vitesse et pour ses qualites comme voilier. Dans l'annee 1864, il paralt avoir
attire l'attention des agents insurg^s en Angleterre, et ils chercherent, par leurs affilia-

tions anglaises ordinaires, a l'acquerir. Le 20 septembre, l'achat et le transfert furent
effectues dans le port de Londres. Une personne du nom de Wright, sujet anglais,

apparalt comme le proprietaire. Le 8 octobre, ce vaisseau s'acquitta de ce port en la

inaniere ordinaire pour Bombay, sans provoquer d'observations. L'equipage avait 6t<S

engage pour ce voyage.
Simultanement avec ce mouvement, un steamer a heiice, nomm6 le Laurel, sortit du

port de Liverpool, ayant un nombre considerable de passagers a bord et une eargaison
composee d'un armement et de munitions propres a un vaisseau de guerre. Sa desti-

nation etait Matamoras, via Nassau.
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The true destination of both ships was the vicinity of the island of

Madeira, There they actually met, on or about the 21st of October

;

and there the process of transfer of the armament and the men was

effected on the high sea.

This operation had been conducted with a degree of success exceed-

ing that of the Georgia. Even the vigilance of the consul of the United

States at Liverpool had resulted only in the formation of conjectures,

reasonable in themselves, and partially well founded in fact, but unsus-

tained by any positive evidence. That was not obtained until the

return of many of the crew of the Sea-King, who had refused to take

the new departure, when it was disclosed to them by the true com-

mander of the vessel, now called the Shenandoah.
Thus far I have only to repeat the observations I made in the case of

the Georgia. Placing myself in the position of any neutral power pos-

sessing an extensive commercial marine and a large number of ports,

it seems to me that no ordinary degree of diligence could be likely to

avail to prevent the execution of such skillfully-contrived enterprises.

Her Majesty's consul at the port of Teneriffe appears to have done all

that it was in his power to do in the premises. On the arrival of the

Laurel at that place, and learning the state of the facts as given to him
by the parties on board, he prepared a careful report of the same, and
addressed it to Earl Eussell. He also assumed the responsibility of

seizing the master of the Sea-King, P. J. Oorbett, and sending him home
for trial as having, even though at sea, violated the provisions of the

foreign-enlistment act.

On the 26th of January, 1865, Commander King, of Her Majesty's

ship Bombay, writes to Commodore Sir W. Wiseman.
I copy the essential parts of his letter :

1. I conceive it to be my duty to report to you that a vessel of war
of the Confederate States of America arrived and anchored in Hobson's
Bay yesterday, the 25th instant.

3. Her name is the Shenandoah, a screw-vessel, &c.

La vraie destination des deux navires 6tait les parages de l'lle de Madere. lis s'y

rencontrerent effectivement vers le 21 octobre, e"t ils proce"derent au transfert de l'arme-

ment et des hommes en haute mer.
Cette operation avait <St<S conduite avec un degre" de succes qui depassait meme celui

du Georgia. Meuie la vigilance du consul des Etats-Unis a Liverpool ri'avait abouti
qu'a des conjectures, raisonnables en elles-mgmes, et en partie bien fondees en fait,

mais non appuye"es d'aucune preuve positive. TJne preuve de cette nature ne fut
obtenue qu'au retour de plusieurs des hommes de l'equipage du Sea King, qui avaient
refuse' de signer le nouvel engagement quand celui-ci leur avait <5te" re'vele' par le vrai
commandant du vaisseau nornme' des lors le Shenandoah.

Jusqu'iei, je n'ai qu'a re'pe'ter les observations que j'ai faites dans le cas du Georgia.
En me placant dans la position d'une puissance neutre, poss^dant une marine eom-
merciale 6tendue et un grand nombre de ports, il me semble qu'aucnne diligence ordi-
naire n'aurait probablement sum pour empdcher l'execution d'entreprises si habilement
conduites.
Le consul de sa Majeste" du port de T6n6riffe semble avoir fait tout ce qu'il e"tait en

son pouvoir de faire dans ces circonstances. A l'arrive'e du Laurel dans ce lieu, et en
apprenant l'e'tat des faits, comme les lui dirent les personnes k bord, non-seulement il

en prepara un rapport soigueux adresse' au Comte Russell ; il assuma aussi la xespon-
sabilite' de saisir le capitaine du Sea King, P. I. Corbett, et de l'envoyer en Angleterre
pour y etre juge" comme ayant violc§, quoique en pleine mer, le foreign-enlistment act.

Le "26 Janvier 1865, le commandant King, du vaisseau de sa Majeste' le Bombay, il

Hobson's Bay, e"crit au comniandaut Sir W. Wiseman. Je copie les parties essen-
tielles de sa lettre:

" 1. Je crois qu'il est de mon devoir de vous rapporter qu'un vaisseau de guerre des
e'tats-confe'de're's d'Am6rique arriva et jeta l'ancre h Hobson's Bay hier, le 25 courant.

" 3. Son nom est le Shenandoah, vaisseau a h<51ice, etc.
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4. Her armament consists of eight guns, viz, four 8-ineh, (English,)
two 32-pounders, (Whitworth,) and two 12-pounders, intended more
especially for boat service.

5. The crew at present consists only of seventy men, though her
proper complement is one hundred and forty ; the men almost entirely
are stated to be either English or Irish.

8. The ship appears to be in good order, her officers a gentlemanly
set of men, in a uniform of gray and gold ; but, from the paucity of her
crew at present, she cannot be very efficient for fighting purposes.

9. Leave had been asked by the commander for permission to coal
and repair machinery, &c.

'

It is to be noted here that, from the statements made by this officer,

it appears he had an opinion clearly" formed that, in the condition
this vessel was in at the time she arrived in port, and with such a limited
crew, she could not be efficient as a fighting ship.

The application made, by the master of the Shenandoah to the gov-
ernor of the colony, Sir 0. H. Darling, was in these words

:

I have the honor to announce to your excellency the arrival of the Confederate States
steamer Shenandoah, under my command, in Port Philip this afternoon, and also to
commanicate that the stealer's machinery requires repairs, and that I am in want of
coals.

I desire your excellency to grant permission that I may make the necessary repairs
and supply of coals, to enable me to get to sea as quickly as possible.

It is to be noted that the object here mentioned was to get to sea,

without the specification of any port of destination.
On the 26th of January, Mr. Francis, commissioner of trade and cus-

toms, by direction ofthe governor, Sir Charles Darling, addressed a letter

to the commander, Waddell, of which the essential part is as follows

:

"In reply, I have received the instructions of Sir Charles Darling to state that he is
"willing to allow the necessary repairs to the Shenandoah, and the coaling of the ves

" 4. Son armement consiste en huit canons, savoir, quatre de huit pouces anglais
deux de trente-deux Whitworth, et deux de douze, destines plus specialement au ser-
vice des embarcations.

"5. L'equipage n'est maintenant que de soixante-dix hommes, quoique son total
doive etre de cent quarante ; les hommes sont presque tous, dit-on, anglais ou
irlandais.

"8. Le vaisseau bon paralt en etre etat ; les officiers sont un corps de messieurs
commeil faut, en uniforme gris et or ; mals a cause du petit nombre de ses hommes
d'equipage en ce moment, il ne peut pas etre bien capable de se battre.

" 9. Permission a e"te" demandee par le commandant de faire du charbon et de reparer
sa machine," etc.

II faut remarquer ici que, d'apres les renseignements' donnes par cet officier, il paralt
que son opinion e"tait nettement forcnee que, dans l'6tat oil etait ce vaisseau a l'epoque
oil il arriva dans le port, et avec un equipage si peu nombreux, il n'<5tait pas capable
de jouer le r61e d'un vaisseau de combat.
La demande faite par le capitaine du Shenandoah an gouverneur de la colonie, Sir

C. H. Darling, e"tait concue dans ces termes

:

" J'ai l'honneur d'annoncer a votre excellence l'arrivee du steamer des e'tats-confe'dere's

le Shenandoah, sous mon commandement, a Port Philip, cette apres-midi, et aussi de
communiquer que sa machine exige des reparations et que j'ai besoin de charbon.

" Je desire que votre excellence m'accorde la permission de faire les reparations
necessaires et les provisions de charbon pour que je puisse prendre la mer le pins tdt
possible."

II faut remarquer que le but ici mentionne' gtait de prendre la mer, sans indiquer
aucun port de destination.
Le26 Janvier M. Francis, commissaire du commerce et des douanes, sur l'ordre dn

gouverneur, Sir Charles Darling, adressa une lettre au commandant Waddell, dont la

partie essentielle est comme il suit

:

"Eh reponse, j'ai recu pour instructions, de Sir Charles Darling, de vons dire qn'il

"est disposl h, accorder les reparations necessaires au Shenandoah, et l'approvisionne-
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sel being at once proceeded with, and that the necessary directions have been given
accordingly.

At the same time Mr. Francis communicated to this officer a copy of

the general orders of the Duke of Newcastle, in regard to what is called

the twenty-four hours rule, and likewise those embraced in a letter

of Earl Bussell to the Duke of. Newcastle, of the 31st January, 1862,
covering regulations applicable to all questions ordinarily arising out of
the arrival of similar vessels.

Ou the 26th, the 27th, and 28th of January, Mr. Blanchard, the consul
of the United States at Melbourne, addressed to Sir Charles Darling-
three successive letters, protesting against the recognition of this vessel
as belonging to a belligerent, on the ground of her origin, her conver-
sion at sea, and her actual condition.
On the 30th of January, his excellency states to the council of the

colony

:

That he had replied to the United States consul to the effect that, having given an
attentive consideration to his letter, and having consulted with the law-officers of the
Crown, he had come to the deciaionjthat the government of this colony were bound to-

treat the Shenandoah as a ship of war belonging to a belligerent power.
His excellency then consults the council on the only point upon which he thought

any doubt could arise, viz, whether it would be expedient to call upon the lieutenant
commanding the Shenandoah to show his commission from the government of the Conr
federate States, authorizing him to take command of that vessel for warlike purposes.
After a brief consultation, a majority of his advisers tender their opinion that it

would not be expedient to do so.

I do not find, on the part of Her Majesty's government, any notice -of

this decision among the papers before us. Thus, it appears that.
once more it had been determined to sanction a proceeding known to
have been executed in defiance of the laws of Great Britain, and of the
pledges of the government to maintain a strict neutrality in the contest.
The principle that success sanctions a fraud had again been ratified
under circumstances which could not fail, and did not fail, to entail upon
its supporters the heaviest kind of responsibilities.

ment de charbon du vaisseau, auquel on peut proce"der de suite, et que les ordres ne"ces-
saires ont 6t6 donnes en consequence."
En meme temps, M. Francis communiquait a cet officier un exemplaire des ordres-

generaux du duo de Newcastle sur ce qu'on appelle la regie des vingt-qnatre heures, et
aussi ceux contenus dans une lettre du Comte Russell au due de Newcastle, du 31 Jan-
vier 1862, renfexmaut des regies applicables a toutes les questions que soulevait ordi-
nairement l'arrivee de vaisseaux semblables.
Le 26, le 27 et le 28 Janvier, M. Blanchard, consul des Etats-Unis a Melbourne,

adressa a Sir Charles Darling trois lettres successives, protestaut contre la reconnais-
sance de ce vaisseau com'me appartenant a un bellige'rant, a cause de son origine, de sa.
transformation en mer et de sa condition actuelle.
Le 30 Janvier, son excellence expose au conseil de la colonie

:

" Qu'il avait repondu au consul des Etats-Unis en substance, qu'ayant donne" une
attention seneuse a ces lettres, et ayant consults les 'law-officers' de la couronne. il
avait decide" que le gouvernement de cette colonie <5tait oblige" de traiter le Shenandoah,
comme vaisseau de guerre appartenant a un pouvoir bellige'rant.
"Son excellence consulte alors le conseil sur le seul point sur lequel il pensait qu'un

doute put s'elever, a savoir, s'il serait convenable d'inviter le lieutenant commandant
le Shenandoah a montrer sa commission du gouvernement des 6tats-eonfe~de'r<$s l'au-
torisant a prendre le commandement de son vaisseau pour des projets "uerriers
. "Apres une breve deliberation, une majority de son conseil donna son avis qu'il ne
serait pas a propos de le faire."

II ne se trouve de la part du gouvernement de sa Majeste". aucune trace de cette-
decision dans les documents qui sont devant nous. Ainsi il parait qu'une fois de plus on
de"cida de sanctionner un acte connu pour avoir <5t<5 execute en derides lois de la Grande-
Bretagne, et des promesses du gouvernement de maintenir une stricte neutralite dans le
conflit. Le principe que le succes sanctionne une fraude avait 6t6 de nouveau ratifie" dans,
des circonstances qui ne pouvaient pas manquer et qui ne manquferent pas d'attirer*-
sur ses partisans la responsabilite" la plus lourde.
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For, in the series of consequences that happened at Melbourne, it

was no more than natural to expect that the parties guilty of the first

offense should be likely to resort to others of the same nature whenever
there should appear that any advantages were to be gained by it. The
authorities at Melbourne seem at first to have acted as if the baptism
of the vessel into a new name had, in their eyes, washed it white of all

its past sins. They were destined to learn a different lesson, but nobody
seems to have repented, with the exception, perhaps, of the governor
himself, whose latest significant declaration on that subject I shall have
occasion to notice hereafter. 1

The application of the insurgent officer Waddell for leave to make
repairs and get supplies was made on the 25th of January. Five
days passed, and he had just discovered, from an examination made by
a diver, that repairs were necessary under the water-line, which would
require that the vessel should be placed on the government slip, there
to continue not more than ten days. Meanwhile he had not yet be-
thought himself to give to the authorities, who had requested it, any
report as to the quantity and the nature of the supplies which he
desired.

Thus delays were interposed, for one reason or other, until the 18th of
February, when the vessel sailed.

The commander had in this way managed to secure a period of twenty-
three days, during which time he could set in operation the means of
starting on his projected expedition in an effective manner.

It should here be observed that, in all his movements, he was much
favored by the almost universal sympathy of the residents at Melbourne
and the colony. Whatever he could ask that was permissible they
would enthusiastically furnish. Whatever he dared to do that was not,

they were indisposed to perceive or to disclose.

Under these circumstances, there cannot be a doubt that, during all

Car, dans la s4rie des effets qui se produisaient a Melbourne, il n'etait que naturel
d'attendre que les personnes coupables de cette offense a l'origine recourraient probable-
ment a d'autres moyens de la nifeme nature toutes les fois qu'il paraltrait qu'un but
utile pourrait etre atteint de oette maniere. Les autorites de Melbourne aerublent
d'abord avoir agi eomuie si le baptenie de ce vaisseau d'un nouveau nom l'avait purifi6

de tous ses peches passes a leurs yeux. Le destin avait une autre legon a leur appren-
dre, mais personne ne semble s'etre repenti, a l'exeeption peut-etre du gouverneur lui-

mSme, dont j'aurai occasion de mentionner ci-apres la derniere declaration signifi-

cative.

La demande de l'officier insurge, Waddell, qu'il lui fut permis de faire des reparations
et d'obtenir des provisions, fut faite le 25 Janvier. Cinq jours se passerent, et il venait
de deeouvrir, par un examen fait par un plongeur, que des reparations etaient ne"ces-

saires sous la ligne de flottaison, ce qui exigerait que le vaisseau fut place sur le berdu
gouvernement pour n'y rester que dix jours. En attendant, il n'avait pas encore songe"
a donuer aux autorites, qui l'avaient demande, un rapport sur la quantite et la nature
des subsides qu'il desirait.

Ainsi des deiais intervinrent, pour une raison ou pour une autre, j usqu'au 18 fevrier,
ou le vaisseau partit.
Le commandant avait manoeuvre de cette facon pour s'assurer une periode de vingt-

trois jonrs, pendant laquelle il put mettre a execution les moyens de partir pour son
expedition projetee d'une maniere effective.

II faut remarquer ici que dans tous ces mouvements il fut extreraement favorise par
la sympatbie presque universelle des habitants de Melbourne et de la colonie. Quoi
qu'il demandat de choses permises, ils voulaient bien les lui fournir avec enthonsiasme.
Quoi qu'il osat faire d'injusto, ils n'etaient pas disposes a le voir ni a le deeouvrir.
Dans ces circonstances, on ne peut doubter que, pendant tout cet intervalle de temps,

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 722.
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this interval of time, he was constantly busy in secretly obtaining addi-

tions to bis crew. This was indispensable to his ulterior operations.

Had the matter depended on the energy of the authorities and popu-

lation of Melbourne alone to prevent this, he would have had all he

wanted without a word of notice. Unluckily for him,. he found the

consul of the United States, Mr. Blanchard, on the watch to check and

expose his proceedings by all the means in his power. On the 10th of

February, that officer addressed a letter to the governor inclosing the

deposition of John Williams. In it, this witness affirmed that, on the

Monday previous, there had been fifteen or twenty men concealed in

different parts of the ship, who had gone on board since her arrival

sixteen days before.

This statement it is material to connect with a part of the report made
by Captain Payne to the authorities on that same day. He had been

instructed to make a careful examination of the vessel. In his report

he has this passage

:

There appears to be a mystery about her forehold, for the foreman of the patent slip,

when asked to go down to that spot to measure her for the cradle, was informed he

could not get to the skin at that place. The hatches were always kept on, and the

foreman states that he was informed they had all their stuff there. 1
,

Another witness, obtained by Mr. Blanchard, named Walter J. Mad-
den, testified that, when he left the vessel on the 7th of February,

"there were men hid in the forecastle of the ship and two workiDg in

the galley, all of whom came on board of said vessel since her arrival

in that port ; that the officers pretend they do not know that said men
are so hid."

On the 14th of February Mr. Blanchard sent another deposition, of a

man named Herman Wicke, specifically naming one person as having
come on board. These are his words :

The rations in Hohson's Bay are sent out by the master-at-arms, who gives them to

Quartermaster Vickings, and this latter brings them to the galley to be cooked, by

il ne fut oonstamment a l'oeuvre pour obtenir seoretement une augmentation considera-

ble de son equipage. Ceci etait indispensable pour ses operations ulte'rieures.

S'il eut dependu de l'energie des autorites et de la population de Melbourne seule.

ment de l'emp§cher, il aurait eu tout ce dont il avait besom sans un mot de critique-

Malhenreusement pour lui, il trouva le consul des fitats-Unis, M. Blanchard, aux
aguets, pour reprimer et pour deYoiler, par tous les moyens en son pouvoir, ses pro-

cedes ill6gaux. Le 10 fevrier, il adressa une lettre au gouverneur, renfermant la

deposition de John Williams. Dans celle-ci, ce te"moin atfirmait que le lundi prece-

dent il y avait eu quinze ou vingt homines cache's dans differentes parties du vaisseau,

qui etaient allies a bord depuis son arrived, seize jours auparavant.
II est essentiel de rapprocher cette affirmation d'un paragraphe d'un rapport fait ce

meme jour par le capitaine Payne aux autorites. II avait reou l'ordre d'examiner
soigneusement le vaisseau. Dans son rapport se trouve ce passage :

"II semble qu'il y a un mystere a l'6gard de sa cale d'avant, car le contre-maltre dm
ber patents, lorsqu'on lui demaDda d'y descendre pour le mesurer en vue de le mettre
sur le berceau, fut inform^ qu'il ne pouvait pas arriver jusqu'a la coque en cet eudroit.
Les panneaux de 1'ecoutille etaient toujours fermes, et le contre-maltre depose qu'on
lui a dit qu'ils y avaient toutes leurs affaires."

Un autre temoin, trouve par M. Blanchard, nomme Walter G. Madden, deposa que
lorsqu'il quitta le vaisseau, le 7 feYrier, il y avait des hommes cache's dans le gaillard
d'avant du vaisseau, et deux qui travaillaient dans la cnisine ; tous ils etaient venus a
bord du dit vaisseau depuis son arrivee dans ce port

;
que les officiers pretendent ne

pas savoir que ces dits hommes soient ainsi cache's.

Le 14 fevrier, M. Blanchard envoya une autre deposition d'un homme nomme Herman
Wicke, indiquant. par son nom speoialement, une personne comme etant venue a bord.
Voici ses paroles

:

" Les rations a Hobson's Bay sont servies par le capitaine d'armes qui les donne an
quartier-maltre Vicking, et ce dernier les porte a la cuisine pour y etre cuites par uh

1 British Appendix, vol. 1, p. 557.
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cook known by the name of Charley; that said cook Charley was not on board the
Shenandoah on her arrival in the bay ; he -went on board since her arrival, and he
told me he would join the ship as cook ; that he dared not to do it in port, but that he
would do it when proceeding outwards ; that I also saw said cook take rations to a
number of meD concealed in the forecastle, who went on board since her arrival in
fiobson's Bay.

This testimony was laid before the law-officers, who deemed the first

deposition by itself sufficient evidence to lay informations against the
man enlisted, and this appears to have prompted the council, not to
take any proceedings against the commander, but to direct an inquiry
to be made when he would be ready to go away.1

It.was the tempted on which indignation was to be expended. The
true cause of the violation of law was to go his way in peace.
On the heels of this information came a report from the police depart-

ment that twenty men had been discharged from the vessel since her
arrival in port.

If this report was correct, then her crew, according to the report of
Captain Payne, must have been reduced to fifty men.
On .such a basis she could, scarcely have ventured on any hostile

cruise. It seems tolerably plain that the object of supplying this defi-

ciency was kept in view from the first.

The detective proceeded to state that the captain intended to ship
forty hands, to be taken on during the night,, and to sign articles when
outside the Heads. He wanted foreign seamen only; but, if English
were to be taken, they must assume a foreign name.
Further information from other sources given on the same day raised

the number of men actually engaged to sixty.

, It thus appears that the authorities at Melbourne were, as early as
the 13th, fully apprised of what was the movement of the commander,
and in a situation to adopt energetic measures of prevention, if they
Should think proper.

cuisinier connu sous le nom de ' Charley'; le dit cuisinier 'Charley' n'e"tait pas a
bord du Shenandoah a son arrivee dans la baie ; il vint a bord depuis son arrivee et me
dit qu'il voulait prendre du service sur le vaisseau comme cuisinier

;
qu'il n'osait pas le

faire dans le port, mais qu'il le ferait lorsque le vaisseau sortirait. J'ai vu aussi le dit
cuisinier porter des rations a des hommes cache's dans le gaillard d'avant, qui vinrent
a bord depuis son arrivee a Hobson's Bay."
Ce t^moignage fut soumis aux " law-officers," qui jugerent la premiere deposition

preuve suffisante par elle-meme pour de"eerner un mandat d'arrSt contre les hommes
enrdl^s, et ceci paralt avoir engage' le conseil, non pas a prendre aucune mesure contre
le commandant, mais a ordoner qu'une enquete fut faite pour savoir quand il serait
pret a partir.

Ce fut sur ceux qui avaient e"te" se'duits que l'indignation devait se deVerser ; le veri-
table auteur de la violation de la loi devait s'en aller en paix.
Imme'diatement apres oe mandat d'arret, vint un rapport du departement de police,

que vingt.hommes avaient quitte' le vaisseau depuis son arrivee dans le port.
Si ce rapport €tait exact, son equipage axors, d'apres le rapport du capitaine Payne,

doit avoir Ite re'duit a cinquante hommes.
Sur una telle base, il pouvait & peine s'aventurer dans aucune croisiere hostile.
L'agent. de police dit ensuite que le capitaine se proposa de recruter quarante

hommes, qui devaient monter a bor,d de nuit et signer les engagements quand ils serai-

ent hors des " Heads." II ne voulait que des mari'ns strangers, mais, s'il fallait prendre
des Anglais, ceux-ci devaient adopter un nom stranger.
Des renseignements ulterieurs, d'autres sources, donnes le meme jour, elevaient le

asombre des hommes effectivem'ent engage's a soixante.
II paralt ainsi que les autorites de Melbourne e'taient, des le 13, pleinement informees

de ce que faisait le commandant, et en e"tat d'adopter des mesures de prevention, si elles

le jugeaient convenable.

1 British Appeddix, vol. 1, p. 521.
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The only measure which appears actually to have been taken was to

issue a warrant against the man Charley.

The officer charged with the warrant proceeded to the steamer m
which the man was supposed to be. The commander was not on board.

The officer next in charge at once refused to give him any assistance,

and forbid his going over the ship.

The next day he returned, and applied to the.commander himself.

That officer is reported to have used these words :
" I pledge you my

vrord of honor, as an officer and a gentleman, that I have not any one

on board, nor have I engaged any one, nor will I while I am here."

How is this evidence to be reconciled to all the previous testimony,

and the suspicious circumstance mentioned by Captain Payne ?

The rest of the evidence of the boarding-officer is -quite important,

though not essential to transfer to this paper. The whole is accessible

in the first volume of the Appendix to the British Case. The issue of

the application was, that the commander absolutely refused to let the

officer look over the ship for himself. On a second demand of a more

pressing kind, he again refused, and added that " he would fight his

ship rather than allow it"—a threat as absurd in his then situation as

it was offensive to the authorities of the colony.

The governor in council, on receiving the news of this open defiance of

all recognized authority, at once took notice of it by issuing a prohibi-

tion to all the subjects of the colony of giving further aid or assistance

to the vessel then on the slip, which practically exemplified in an instant

the folly of the insurgent officer's proceeding.

Had the authorities persevered in this course, it is altogether likely

that the commander, Waddell, wbuld have ultimately been compelled to

abandon all his schemes of illegal outfit, and with it perhaps the enter-

prise he was meditating.

Unfortunately, they listened to weaker counsels. They appealed

to the officer to reconsider his determination. The letter containing

this appeal was delivered to him on the evening of the 14th. He an-

La seule mesure qui semble avoir 6t6 prise efifectivement flit de decerner un mandat
,d'arret contre " Charley."

L'officier charge' du mandat se rendit an steamer oil l'homrue e"tait suppose^ Sire. Le
commandant n'6tait pas a bord. L'officier en charge au-dessous de lui refusa de suite

de lui aider en aucune maniere, et lui d6fendit de monter sur le vaisseau.
Le lendemain, il revint et s'adressa au commandant lui-meme. On rapporte que cet

officier dit ces mots :
" Je vous donne ma parole d'honneur d'officier et de gentilhomme

que je n'ai personne a bord, que je n'ai engage personne et que je n'engagerai personne
pendant que je serai ici."

Comment accorder cette preuve avec tout le temoignage precedent, et avec les circon-

stanees suspectes mentionuees par le capitaine Payne?
Le reste du temoignage de l'officier qui alia a bord est tres-important, quoiqu'il ne soifc

pas essentiel de l'introduire ici. On peut trouver le tout dans le premier volume de l'ap-

peDdice du "British case." Le resultat de la demands fut que le commandant refusa
absolument de perraettre a l'agent de chercher sur le vaisseau par lui-mSme. A une
seconde demande, d'une nature plus instante, il refusa de nouveau et ajouta: "Qu'il
livrerait bataille plut6t que de le permettre ;" menace aussi absurde, dans sa situation,
qu'offensante envers les autorites de la colonie.

Le gouverneur, en conseil, en recevant la nouvelle de ce d6fi ouvert de toute autorit6
reconnue, en prit note de suite, en eniettant une defense a tous les sujets de la colonie
de donner auoune aide ou assistance ult<5rieure au vaisseau, alors sur le ber,' ce qui
montra d'une maniere pratique, en un instant, la folie de la couduite de l'officier insurg6.

Si les autorites avaient perse'vere' daus cette maniere d'agir, il est probable que le

commandant Waddell aurait 6t6 enfin forc6 d'abandonner tous ses plans d'equipement
illegal, et avec cela, peut-etre, l'entreprise qu'il me'ditait.

Malheureusement, ils preterent l'oreille a des conseils plus faibles. lis en appelerent
a l'officier pour qu'il re'fle'cblt sur sa determination. La lettre contenant cette invita-
tion lui fut remise le soir du 14. II y repondit eu protestant contre les obstacles mis
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swered it, protesting against the obstruction thus put in his way. The
first sentence is all that is material in this connection. It is in these
words

:

" I have to inform his excellency the governor that the execution of the warrant was
not refused, as no such person as the one therein specified was on boai'd."

There were two falsehoods in this sentence. The reason assigned
could not explain the fact of the refusal: Scarcely was the letter
placed in the hands of the messenger, when the attention of the water-
police was attracted to the fact that four men were leaving the Shenan-
doah in a boat pulled by two watermen. They were headed off and
arrested. And then it was discovered that the man Charley, so posi-
tively alleged not to have been on board, was one of the four.

Yet, strange as it may seem, the fact of this discovery of a clear vio-
lation of the foreign-enlistment act was communicated to the perpe-
trator in a letter which, by way of compensation, announced to him that
the injunction upon British subjects to withhold all aid to his vessel was
thenceforth taken off.

The reason assigned for this change of policy was that, in the situation
of the vessel on the slip, a sudden storm might endanger its safety, and'
in that event the authorities would be made responsible for the conse-
quences of their order.

It was a suggestion skillfully made to attain its purpose, and it

alarmed the governor enough to induce him to withdraw his prohibition.
The reply of the commander is at once fawning, insolent, and untruth-

ful. He thanks the governor for his observance of the rights of bellig-

erents, to which he had done everthing to forfeit a claim. He disavows
a knowledge of the fact that the men Were there, though it is clearly to
my mind the true reason accounting for his absurd threat to fight

rather than to show the interior of the ship ; and, lastly, he vapors about
the disrespectful and insulting tone used towards him, which he should
take an early opportunity of bringing to the notice of the Eichrhond
government.

ainsi sur son ohemin. Le premier paragraphe est tout ce qui est utile sous oe rapport.
II est concu en ces termes

:

" J'ai a informer son excellence le gouverneur que l'execution du mandat d'arret n'e
pas 6t6 refusee, parce qu'aucune personme semblable a celle qui y €tait speoifi.ee n'e'tait

a bord."
II y avait deux mensonges dans cette phrase. La raison indiqiiee ne pouvait pas*

expliquer le fait du refus. A peine la lettre e'tait-elle remise en mains du messager que
l'attention de la police des eaux e'tait attiree sur le fait que quatre hommes quittaient'

le Shenandoah dans uu bateau conduit par deux bateliers. lis furent devances et'

arretes, puis on decouvrit que " Charley," si positivement declare* n'avoir pas 6tS a bord,
6tait un des quatre.
Mais;

,
quelqu'etrange que oela puisse paraitre, le fait de cette decouverte d'une viola-

tion, manifesto da foreigrirenlistment act fut communique" au coupable dans uue lettre
qui, comme compensation, lui annonca que l'injonetion faite aux sujets anglais de
s'abstenir de donner aide a sort vaisseau e'tait desorniais retiree. La 1 raison indiquee
pour ce changement de politique etiait que, dans la situation du vaisseau sur le ber-
cieau', un orage subit pourrait le mettre en danger. Et dans ce cas, les autorites sescaient

rendues responsables des consequences de leur ordre.
C'e'tait une suggestion habilemeut presentee pour atteindre son but, et elle alarma

le gouverneur assez pour l'engager a rebirer sa defense.
La reponse du commandant est a la fois bassej insolente et mensongere. H reraercie

le r gouverneur de son observation des droits des belligerants, aprfes avoir tout fait pour
perdre le droit d'y pre'temdre. II desavoue toute connaissance du fait que les hommes

,
yefussent, quoiqu'il soit clair pour inoi que c'est la vraie raison qui pent expliquer son

' absurde. menace de^livrer bataille plut6t que de montrer l'interieur du vaisseau, et'en-

fln il fait lo fanfaron sur le ton irrespectueux et insultant employ^ a son egard, qu'il-

saisira la premiere occasion de porter a la connaissance da giravemement de Kiehinond
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Simultaneously with the dispatch of this letter, this officer addresses

to the attorney-general of the colony the following inquiry

:

" Be pleased to inform me if the Crown claims the sea to be British waters three miles,

from the Port Philip Head-lights, or from a straight line drawn from Point Lonsdale

and Schanch."

The audacity of this application to that particular officer is its most
marked characteristic. The purpose of it could scarcely fail to have
been penetrated. It could only have had reference to the possibility of

taking on board of his ship at the nearest point outside of British waters

such men as he had already engaged to enlist with him. Tet the attor-

ney-general seems not to have been stimulated by it to take any new
precautions. He contented himself with sending an evasive answer
that yet clearly betrays his own sense of the nature of the inquiry.

'

At this moment the captain of the Shenandoah had forfeited all pos-

sible right to respect from the authorities, whether as an officer or as a

man. They were fully informed of the fraud which had entered into

the origin of his undertaking. They were enlightened in regard to his

continuous efforts to violate Her Majesty's laws in their port, and they

were warned that detection in one instance had not availed to deter

him from meditating more. Tet, so far as the papers before us are con-

cerned, these considerations do not seem to have produced any other

effect than a desire to get rid of him as soon as possible by supplying

him with all he asked.

The consequences were no other than could have naturally been ex-

pected. No vigilance had been exercised in preventing the commander's
operations, and the boats which took out the people who had been
enlisted beforehand had it all their own way. There is not a reasonable

doubt that he carried away from Melbourne at least twenty-eight of

these men.
An attempt has been made to draw a parallel between this enlistment

and that supposed to have been made by the commander of the Kear-
sarge at Cork. But it appears to fail in many respects, the most impor-

Simultane"ment avec l'expexlition de cette lettre, eet officier adresse a l'attorney-
general de la colonie la question suivante

:

" Ayez la bonte" de m'informer si la couronne envisage que la mer soit eaux anglaises-

a trois milles du phare de Port Philip Head, ou d'une ligne droite tir6e de Point Lons-
dale et de Schanch."

L'audace de cette demande, a cet officier en particulier, est son trait caracteristique
le plus marque\ Le hut pouvait a peine manquer d'en etre eompris. Elle ne pouvait
se rapporter qu'a la possibility de prendre a bord de son vaisseau, au point le plus
proche, hors des eaux anglaises, autant d'hommes qu'il en avait engagfi a s'enrdler avec
lui. Et cependant, l'attorney-general ne semble pas avoir 6t6 pousse" par cela a pren-
dre aucune nouvelle precaution. II se contenta d'envoyer une reponse Evasive qui
trahit pourtant clairement son propre sentiment sur la nature de la demande.
A ce moment, le capitaine du Shenandoah avait perdu tout droit possible au respect

des autorites, soit comme officier, soit comme homme. Elles e"taient pleinement
informees de la fraude qui s'6tait introduite dans l'origine de son entreprise. Elles
€taient eclaire"es sur ses efforts continus pour violer les lois de sa Majeste" dans leur
port, et elles gtaient averties que, surpris une fois, il ne s'e'tait pas abstenu d'en
mecliter davantage. Mais, autant que les documents place's devant nous s'y rapportent,
ces considerations ne semblent pas avoir produit d'autre eifet qu'un d&ir d'etre-
•cMbarrassiS de lui le plus t6t possible, en lui fournissant tout ce qu'il demandait. Les
consequences ne furent pas autres que celles que l'on aurait pu naturellement attendre..
Aucune vigilance n'avait e"t<5 exeice"e pour erupgcher les operations du commandant, et
les bateaux qui emmenerent les hommes enr6Ms auparavant eurent le chemin libre. II
n'y a pas de doute raisonnable qu'ils emmenerent de Melbourne au moins vingt-huit
de ces hommes.
On a essay6 de tirer un parallele entre cet enrolement et celui que l'on suppose avoir

(5t6 fait par le commandant du Kearsarge a Cork. Mais il semble p6cher sur plusieurs
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feint of which is this, that Captain Winslow, after he got out of British
waters, discovered the men, and took the trouble to bring them back
to Cork. The other never thought of reparation for his offense.
His vessel was one of the swiftest in sailing known in the records of

seamanship, and therefore stood in little need of coal. The supply she
had brought unexhausted to the port was large. Yet she obtained as
much more as she could carry. No questions seem to have been asked
as to the nearest port of destination. So far as I can gather from the
evidence, it appears that this vessel was completely supplied at Mel-
bourne with all she wanted for a cruise of depredation continued for
many months. And, worst of all, she obtained at this port a comple-
ment of her crew, without which she could have done nothing.
An attempt has been made to weaken the force of the testimony given

by Temple on this matter. It does not seem to have materially shaken
the belief in it of Sir C. H. Darling, the governor, whose only fault, so
far as I have been able to observe, was that of listening too much to
the weak counsels of parties sympathizing more than was becoming
with the cause of these malefactors. When the deposition was sub-
mitted by Her Majesty's government to his consideration in 1866, he
explained some of the incidents referred to, without contesting the truth
of any. But his most significant comment was the last, which is in
these words

:

"Having expressed to you in my dispatches, to which you refer, my belief that Cap-
tain Waddell had, notwithstanding his honorable protestations, flagrantly violated the
neutrality he was bound to observe in respect to the shipment of British citizens to
serve on board his vessel, I have read without surprise, though with deep regret, the
long list of names furnished by Mr. Temple, which completely proves that this belief
was justly founded."

The dispatches referred to in this extract I have not been able to
discover among the papers presented to us on the part of G-reat Britain.
They are not necessary, however, to prove how utterly fruitless were
the attempts, steadily persevered in to the last, to bolster up the

points, dont le plus, important est que le capitaiue Winslow, apres 6tre sorti des eaux
anglaises, decouvfit les hommes et prit la peine de les reconduire a Cork. L'autre ne
pensa jamais a faire reparation pour sou offense.

Son vaisseau etaifc un des plus rapides voiliers connus dans les annales de la marine,
et par consequent n'avait besoin que de peu de charbon. La provision qu'il avait
apporte'e ine'puise'e dans le port e"tait grande, et cependant il en obtint autant qu'il
pouvait en porter. Nulle question ne semble lui avoir e"te faite sur le plus prochain
port de destination. Autant que je puis en juger par les preuves, il parait que ce vais-
seau fut compietement approvisionne" a Melbourne de tout ce dont il avait besoin pour
une croisiere de depredations continued pendant plusieurs mois. Et, le pire de tout, il

obtint de ce port un complement de son equipage, sans lequel il n'aurait rien pu faire.

On a fait une tentative pour affaiblir la force de ce t£inoignage. Elle ne parait pas
avoir beaucoup ebranie la confiance qu'y ajoutait Sir Charles H. Darling, le gouverneur,
dont la seule faute, autant que j'ai e'te' a meme de le remarquer, fut de'preter trop
l'oreille aux faibles conseils de personnes sympathisant plus qu'il n'etait eonvenable
avec la cause de ces malfaiteurs. Lorsque la deposition de Temple fut soumise a son
examen, en 1866, il expliqua quelques-uns des incidents qui s'y rapportaient, sans con-
tester la verite" d'aucun d'eux. Mais sa remarque la plus significative fut la demiere,
qui est eoncue en ces terines

:

._

" Vous ayant exprime', dans les depSches auxquelles vous faites allusion, ma convic-
tion que le capitaiue Waddell avait, malgre' ses honorables protestations, viole" d'une.

maniere flagrante la neutralite" qu'il 6tait tenu d'observer, par l'enrdlement de citoyens
anglais pour servir a bord de son vaisseau, j'ai lu sans surprise, mais avec un profbnd
regret, la longue liste de noms ftmrnie par M. Temple, qui prouve pleinement que cette
conviction etait Men fondee."
Je n'ai pas pu decouvrir, parmi les documents qui nous.sont presented de la part de

•a Grande-Bretagne, les depeches auxquelles il est fait allusion dans ce passage. Elles
ne.sont cependant pas necessaires pour prouver combien les tentatives faites avec une-
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character of the insurgent commander for veracity. On the other hand,

the effort was great, and successful at the time, to destroy the credit

of Temple's deposition. Yet, on a cairn comparison of the evidence of

the two, with testimony received from without, I am convinced that

Temple was far the most worthy of belief.

In truth, Her Majesty's government had entered upon a wrong path

at the outset, in recognizing the original fraud, and their adherence to

it only complicated the obstacles to extrication. For the depredations

on the hardy and innocent seamen earning an honest living in the

most hazardous of all enterprises on the ocean continued long after the

last spark of belligerent pretensions had been extinguished in America.

It seems to me that Her Majesty's government and their authorities

of Melbourne are clearly to be held responsible. No such cruise could

have been made without the assistance derived from Melbourne as a.

base of operations. Instead of attempting to counteract the strong cur-

rent of popular sympathy prevailing in all classes in that settlement,

the authorities either weakly yielded to it, or themselves co-operated <

with it, at least so far as couhi be done by sluggish indifference.

Hence, it is my conclusion that, from the time of the departure of the

Shenandoah from Melbourne, the government of Great Britain, having
failed to fulfill the obligations of the second rule specified for the gov-

vernment of the arbitrators under the provisions of the Vlth article of the

treaty of Washington, has rendered itself liable for all the damages to

the United States subsequently incurred thereby.

IX.—THE SUMTER.

In the second part of the volume called the Case, submitted to us on
the part of Her Majesty's government, on the seventh page
I find a paragraph in the following words

:

" In and soon after, the month of May, 1861, a number of armed ships, mostly of small

perseverance continuelle jusqu'a la fin, d'appuyer le caractere clu commandant insurge'

<juant a la yeracite", etaient tout a fait sans succes. De l'autre c6te, l'effort pour"
de'truire le credit de la deposition de Temple fut grand, et reussit pour le moment. ;

Cependant une comparaison calme des preuves fournies par ces deux hommes avec la ;

temoignage recu du dehors me convainc que Temple etait de beaueoup le plus dighe de
ft>i.

En ve'rite', le gouvernement de sa Majesty avait pris uu mauvais chemin a I'origifie"

en reconnaissaut la fraude premiere, et l'adhesion qu'il y donna ne fit que compliquer*
les obstacles qu'il rencontra pour en sortir. Pour les depredations commises a regard
des hardis et innocents marius, gaguant honnetement leur vie dans la plus hasardeuse 1

de toutes les entreprises sur l'ocean, et continuous longtemps apres que la dernleW
etincelle du droit de bellige'rattt avait 6t<5 eteinte en Amerique,' il me semble que le'

gouvernement de sa Majeste et ses autorites de Melbourne doivent Stre tenus nettement
responsables. Nulle course semblable n'eut pu etre faite sans le secours tire de Mel- 1

bourile comme base d'opfirations. Au lieu d'essayer de reagir contre le fort coufant de'
sympathie populaire dominant dans toutes les classes de cette oolonie, les autorites, ou'
bien y c6derent faiblement, ou bien y coopererent, au moius autant qu ron pouvait le

:

faire, par une molle indifference.

Des lors, ma conclusion est que, depnis l'epoque du depart du Shenandoah de Met-'
bourne, le gouvernement de la Grande-Bretagne, ayant neglige de remplir l'obligatiori'
de la seoonde regie specifiee pour la condnite des arbitres selon l'article 6 du traite de
Washington, s'est rendu responsable de tous les dommages enoourus subsequemmerit a J

cause de cette negligence par le commerce des Etats-Unis.

UE SUMTER.

Dans la seconde partie du volume appele le "Case," qui nous est soumis de la part'
du gouvernement de sa Majeste, a la page 7, je trouve un paragraphe concu dans les .

termes suivants

:

" Pendant et peu de temps apres le mois de mai 1861, plusieurs batiments armes,
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tonnage, wore fitted out in. and sent to sea from ports in the Confederate States, and a
considerable number of captures were made by .them. Some of these were commis-
sioned as public ships of war ofthe Confederate States, arid commanded by officers in the
naval service of the confederacy ; others as private ships of war or privateers. Among
the armed vessels which were so fitted out and made prizes were the Calhoun; a steamer
of 1,000 tons, sent to sea in May, 1861, the Jeff. Davis, Savannah. Saint Nicholas, Wins-
low,, and York. More than twenty prizes were made by these vessels. The Sumter
(to which reference will be made hereafter) went to sea in June, 1861 ; the Sallie and
Nashville in October, 1861 ; the Echo in 1862 ; the Retribution and Boston in 1863 ; tho
Chiokamauga, Olustee, and Tallahassee in 1864. These vessels are stated to have
taken from sixty to seventy prizes."

If toy this grave report it was intended to establish that the insurgent
Americans were in 1861 entitled in any way to be considered as a bel-
ligerent on the ocean, the motive can only be explained by presuming
either an absence of all acquaintance with the actual condition of the
insurgent States at that time or deliberate misrepresentation. I pre-
fer to adopt the earlier construction.
In point of fact, it is clearly shown in these papers, as well as

from the past condition of that region of coast ever since the time
of its first settlement, that it has never possessed any commerce or navi-
gation of its own. Whatever might have been the list presented, it

could contain only such vessels as might accidentally have been found
in its ports at the moment of the insurrection, belonging to owners
outside of the jurisdiction. That all such vessels were at once seized,

and made for a short period to play a part for which they were utterly

unfitted^ is strictly true. Yet, so far from presenting any just ground
for recognizing these people as a maritime belligerent, all the facts tend
the more to convince me that to all intents and purposes Her Majesty's
government might, with quite as much justice, recognize in any similar

emergency these cantons of Switzerland as such. Be this as it may, 1

am ready to admit there was for a short time a slight appearance of a
naval force that might deceive strangers. Out of the number of vessels

dont la plupart (Slaieut de falblo tonnage, furent 6"quip6s et mis hors des ports situes

dans les Gtats-confe'deres ; jls firent un nombre considerable de captures. De ces bati-

ments, les uns, commandes par des offlciers au service naval de la confddiSration,

recurent la commission de vaisseaux de guerre des e'tats-confe'de'riSs, les autres celle de
vaisseaux de guerre prives ou de corsaires. Au nombre des vaisseaux armes en guerre*

qui furent equipes de la sorte et qui firent des prises, se tron vaient le Calhoun, steamer
jaugeant plus de mille tonneaux, qui prit la mer au mois de inai 1861, le Jefferson

Davis, le Savannah, le Saint Nicholas, le Winslow ot le York. Plus de viugt prises

oehurent a ces navires. Le Sumter (dont il sera fait mention plus loin) prit la mer en
jnin 1861; le Sallie et le Nashville, en octobre 1861 ; l'Echo, en 1862 ; la Retribution et

le Boston, en 1864; le Chickamauga, l'Olustee et le Tallahassee, en 1864. Ces vaisseaux
auraient fait, dit-on, de soixante & soixante-dix prises."

Si par ce rapport grave on avait l'intention d'efablir que les insurges amencains
avaient droit en 1861, en aucune maniere, a 6tre cousideres comine belligiSrants sur
l'ocean, la raison ii'en pent etre expliquee qu'eu supposaut reclle uue absence de toute

eonnaissance de la condition actuelle des 6tats insiirges a cette cpoque, soit un faux
rapport reflechi. Je pretere adopter la premiere interpretation.- En effet, il est claire-

ineut demontrcS dans ces documents, aussi bien que par la condition ant6rieure de cette

region maritime, qu'elle n'a jamais poss6d6, depute l'e'poque de sa premiere colonisation,

jiuonu commerce ni aucune navigation propre. Quel qu'ait pu etre le role des navires

presented, il ue pouvait'eontemr que des vaisseaux que l'ou pou vait avoir trouves acei-

dentelleiuent dans les ports au moment de l'insiirrection, appartenant a des proprie-

taires en dehors de sa juridiction. Que tons ces vaisseaux furent saisis en m6me
temps et qu'on leur fit pendant une courte ponode joucr un role pour lequel ils dtaient

tout-a-fait impropres, est nn fait strietement vrai. Mais loin de fournir aucun motit

raisonnable pour reconnattre ces gens conune bellige'nints maritime*, ces faits teudont

surtout a me convaincre qu'a tons egards le gouvernemeut de sa' Majeste aurait pu,

avec tout autant de justice, reconnattre eomme tels, dans des eircoustauces analogues,

les cantons de la Suisse. Quoi qu'il en soit, je suis prct a admettre qu'il y euc

pendant quelque temps uno lege.re apparenee d'une force navale qui pouvalt tromper
(les Strangers mal informe's. Au nombre di s vaissea-ix imliqufc dans le pass ige que

14 b
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arrayed in the passage I have quoted is the steamer Sumter, a case now-

presented to our consideration as founding a claim for damages from

Her Majesty's government by that of the United States.

This was a steamer built in no sense for a war-vessel. She had been

employed as a packet between New Orleans and the Havana, and though

most likely to have belonged to private proprietors in New- York, may
possibly have had some in New Orleans. I am willing to concede the

benefit of the doubt. At all events, she was seized by the insurgent

•government, fitted up in haste with the few guns that she could bear,

and pushed through the blockade at the mouth of the Mississippi to the

high sea. This was on the 30th of June, 186 i. After making some
prizes, and touching at various ports belonging to other powers, she at

last made her appearance in a harbor of Her Majesty's island of Trin-

idad. This was on the 30th of July. Here she was recognized in due

form, was supplied with a new main-yard, provisions, and eighty tons

of coal. She next appeared at Paramaribo, in Dutch Guiana, nineteen

days after sailing from Trinidad, and there received an additional supply

of coals. From thence she proceeded to various ports of other sov-

ereign powers, until at last she found her way to Her Majesty's port of

Gibraltar.

This experience had completely established the fact' that in her then

condition she was utterly unfitted for her undertaking. The efforts to

get her refitted had failed ; and although there was a long delay per-

mitted at Gibraltar—much longer, indeed, than seems altogether justi-

fiable—the end of it was that she was disarmed, dismantled, sent to

Liverpool, and never afterward tried as a cruiser. The truth probably

was that it was found cheaper to build efficient vessels in Great Britain,

which this one never could have been.

It appears that eleven of her prizes were made before reaching Trin-

idad, where she coaled. None were made between Trinidad and Para-
maribo, and only five afterward.

If Her Majesty's government had been called to exercise due vigilance

j'ai transorit, le steamer Sumter est nn cas pre~sento" actuellement a notre exameii
comme servant de base a une reclamation en domiuages aupriis du gouvernement de
sa Majeste" par celui des Etats-Unis.
Le Sumter n'c"tait en aucun sens an steamer construit pour etre vaisseau de guerre.

II avait 6te" employe" comme paqnebot entre la Nouvelle-Orleaus et la Havane, et^quoiqu'il

ait appartenu tres-vraisemblableinent h des propri^taires prives h, New York, il est pos-

sible qu'il en ait eu & la Nouvelle-Orle'ans. Je suis dispose" a aecorder le b6n6tice du
doute. Quoi qu'il en soit, il fut saisi par le soi-disant gouvernement insurge", 6quipe" a
la bate du peu de canons qu'il pouvait porter et forea le blocus a l'emliouchure du
Mississippi pour se reudre en haute mer. C'e"tait le :i0 juin 1861. Apres avoir fait

quelques prises et touehe" divers ports appartenant a d'autres puissances, il fit eufin son
apparition dans uu port de l'lle de sa Majeste" la Trinity. C'e"tait le 30 juillet. II y fut
recouun en due forme, fut pourvu d'une nonvelle grande vergue, de provisions et de
quatre-vingts tonnes de charbon. It apparut ensuite a Paramaribo, dans la Guyane
hollandaise, dix-neuf jours apres avoir quitte" la Trinite, et la il recut un nouveau sub-
side de charbon. D'ici il se rendit a diffe"renrs ports d'autres puissances souveraines
jnsqu'a ce qu'enfin il arriva a Gibraltar, port de sa Majeste".

Cette experience avait couiple"tement <5tabli le fait que dans sa coudition d'alors il

e"tait entierement .impropre il son entreprise. Les efforts pour le radonber avaient
6chou<5, et quoique un long de"lai lui eut <Ste" accords' a Gibraltar, bcaucoup plus long
en effet qu'il ne semblat niJeessaire, il fut enlin. de"sarme", demantele\ envoye a Liverpool,
et ne fut pas employe" plus tard comme croiseur. La ve"rit6 e"tait probablemeut que.
1'on trouva meilleur marche" de constrnire des vaisseaux plus efficaoes en Angleterre.

II semble que ouze de ses prises furent faites avaut d'atteindre la TrinittS, oil il fit du
charbon. 11 n'en lit aucvme entre la Trinite" et Paramaribo, et seulemeut cinq plus
tard.

Si le gouvernement de sa Majeste" avait fti' appelc" a exercor due vigilance pour em-
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to prevent the fitting-out, arming, or equipping this vessel, it might
perhaps have been liable, but it is clear it had no opportunity. Such
as it was, the fact is well established that the entire work was done at
-New Orleans.

Neither was it in a way to permit this vessel to make use of its ports
or waters as the base of naval operations, for the plain reason, if there
were no other, that its career so soon terminated in the second of the
only two ports she visited.

The only resemblance to such a thing was the supply of coals received
at Trinidad. But that was. exhausted, without an opportunity of doing
damage, before reaching the port of another sovereign, and nothing was
ever received from British sources afterwards All the supplies ob-
tained with that exception came from ports belonging to other powers.

I fail, therefore, to see wherein Her Majesty's government has omitted
to fulfill any duty presented in this case, for 1 cannot discover what duty
she was called to fulfill.

It is very true that, at the moment, this proceeding of the recogni-
tion of the Sumter at Trinidad was regarded by the Government of the
United States as an unfriendly act, and much remonstrance was made
against it. Whether this was made with or without just foundation, it

does not seem necessary here to consider. The question now is solely

of damages incurred by failure to fulfill certain specified duties. I can
discover ho damages, and very trifling duty.
But there is one more question in connection with the history of this

vessel that demands consideration. It is alleged that she was suffered

to remain an undue length of time in the port of Gibraltar, and that a
fraudulent sale was recognized which enabled the insurgents to trans-
fer the vessel to Liverpool, and use her again, under a British register, as
a transport for their cause.
The answer to this is, that her detention at Gibraltar, however it may

be considered, was certainly productive of no damage, while her pres-

ence on the ocean misrht have been. And as to the fraudulent sale,

pficber l'arraugoinent, l'armeuoent ou requipement do ce vaisseau, il ponrrait peut-6tre
avoir e"t<5 responsable, mais il est clair qu'il n'en eut pas 1'ocoasion. Tel qu'il fat, il est
Wen 6tabli que l'onvrage entier fut fait & la. Nouvelle-Orleans.

II ne fut pas Don plas en position de permettre a ce vaisseau de faire usage de ses
ports ou de ses eaux eomme base d'opeYations navales, par la raison eVidente, s'il n'y
en eut pas d'autres, que sa carriere se termina si tdt dans le second des deux seuls ports
qu'il visita.

Le seul fait qui ressernble a uue semblable permission fut le subside de charbon
recu a la Trinity. Mais eelui-ci fut cpuise

-

sans qu'il ait euune occasion de nuire avant
d'atteindre le port d'un antre souverain, et ensntte il ne recut plus jamais rien de
sources anglaises. Tous les autres subsides qu'il obtint, & l'exception de celui-la, pro-
venaiont de ports appartenant a d'autres puissances.
Jo ne puis done voir en quoilegouvernementdesaMajestc'a neglige" de rempliraucun

devoir present dans ce cas, car je ne puis decouvrir quel devoir il <5tait appele" a reraplir.

II eit bien vrai qu'an moment meuie ce proce'de' de la reconnaissance du Sumter k la
Trinity fut regards par le Gouvernement des jStats-Unis comme un acte pen amical, et
qu'ils y firent beaucoup de remontrances. Si ceci a 6t6 fait avec de justes raisons ou*
non, il ne me semble pas ndcessaire de l'examiner ici. La question aetuelle est'unique-
menfc de doniiuages encourus par la negligence & remplir certains devoirs spe'eifie's. Je'
ne puis de"couvrir aucun dommage et qn'un tres-leger devoir.
Mais il y a une autre question en rapport avec l'histoire de ce vaisseau, qui domande

a Stre examinee. On allegue qu'on lui permit de demenrer dans le pore de Gibraltar
au-dela du temps legal et qu'une veute frauduleuse fut reconnue qui permit aux in-

snrge's de transferer le vaisseau a Liverpool et de 1'employer de nouveau sous rogistre

anglais comme transport pour la cause des insurges.
La reponse a ceci est que son sejqur a Gibraltar, de qnelque facon quo l'on puisse le

considerer, ne fut certainement la cause d'aucun dommage, tandis que sa presence sur
l'ocoan aurait pu l'etre. Et quaut i la vente frauduleuse, le vaisseau e'tait expose a
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the vessel was open, to capture in her defenceless state, and it was con-

ceded that no reclamation could have been made for it. So likewise

she was open to capture in her latest capacity as a transport. In

neither case does Her Majesty's government appear to me to nave in-

curred any responsibility under the three rules of the treaty which caii

be estimated in damages. ;

Of just such a character as this one are other vessels presented so

gravely in the extract which I have made from the British case at the

outset. These are the wretched rags over which Her Majesty's minis-

ters condescended to throw the mantle of a belligerent. This they had

an unquestionable right to do. Having done so, it is not possible for

me to reach any other decision in the present case. At the same time, it

may be remarked that it is made clear from these papers that at no time

did this belligerent ever send to sea during the struggle a single war-

vessel built within the limits of the territory it temporarily controlled.

X.—THE NASHVILLE.

This appears to be another instance of a seizure of a steamer con-

structed for apacket to run between New York and Charleston,
s.uimik-.

in South Carolina, and an attempt to turn her into a vessel

of war by putting two light guns upon her, and the necessary ammuni-

tion to frighten unarmed merchant-ships.

In this state she received the requisite officers, and on the 26th of Au-

gust, having run the blockade of Charleston, made her way to the port

of Saint George, in the island of Bermuda, on the 30th, in the guise of

a war-vessel. In order to get safely out of Charleston Harbor, she had

been constrained to go .light, in consequence of which she stood in need

of considerable supplies of coal at Saint George, to enable her to. effect

her contemplated passage to Southampton. She obtained between. 400

and 500 tons from private sources. ,i

Her stay at this place must have been from the 30th of August to the

4th of November, when she started for Southampton. A sta;y of sixty-

jf 1

fetre pris, dans 1'impossibilitS oil il Sfcaifc de se dSfendre, et l'on reconunt qu'il n'y avalt

point de rdelamation a faire a cet Sgard. II <5tait egalenient exposS a etre pris dans sa

dernifere condition de transport. Ni dans un cas ni dans l'autre le gouvernement de sa

MajestS ne me semble avoir encouru aucune responsabilitS, suivant les trois regies du
traitfi, qui puisse 6tre estimee en dommages.
Du meme earactere que celui-ci sont les autres vaisseaux prSsentes si sSrieusement

dans l'extrait que j'ai fait du " British ease" au commencement. Ce sont les rnisSrafoles

haillons sur lesquels les ministres de sa Majesty ont bien voulu jeter le nianteau de

belligSrant. lis avaient un droit incontestable &le faire. L'ayant fait, il ne m'est pas
possible de decider autrement dans le cas present. En m&me temps, on pourrait pie%

remarquer qu'il ressort clairornenfcde ees documents qu'a aucune Spoque ce bellig&arjt

ne mit en mer pendant le eonflit un soul vaisseau de guerre constrnit dans les liulites

du territoiro snr lequel il exerja pour le coup son contrOle.

LE NASHVILLE.

Ceci parait etre un autre oxemple d'une saisie d'un steamer construit pour servit

comme paquebot entre New York et Charleston dans la Caroline du Sud, et une autre

tentative de le transformer en vaisseau de guerre, en y mettant deux lSgers canons et

les munitions nScessaires pour Spouvanter les vaisseaux marchands non-armes.
Dans cet Stat il recut les officers requis, et le 26 avril, ayant forcS le blocus de Charles-

ton, se rendit au port de St.-Georges, dans l'ile de Bermude, le 30, comme vaisseau de
guerre. Arm de sortir en sScuritS du port de Charleston, il avait StS oblige" d'aller sans

charge, et en cons6quence il cut besoin de subsides considerables de charbon a Si-
George pour etre en Stat d'effectner son passage projetS a Southampton. II en obtint

entre quatre et cinq cents tonnes.

Sou sSjour dans ce port doit avoir ctS du 30 aoftt au 4 novembre, oti il partit pour
Southampton. Un sSjonr tie soixanto-six jours aocordS a cet endroit, ajonre il ce grand
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six days permitted at this place, in connection with the large supply of
coal, indicate an extremely liberal construction of the civility due to
such a vessel at the outset of a struggle like that in America.
At the same time it should be observed that Her Majesty's govern-

ment had hot yet found time to mature the necessary regulations to be
observed in her remoter dominions, in regard to the stay of, and the sup-
plies.to be furnished to, the vessels of the contending parties when touch-
ing at her ports.

In her trip across the ocean the Nashville met and destroyed one
merchant-vessel of the United States—the Harvey Bireh. After leav-
ing Southampton, she stopped again at Bermuda, where she received 150
tons of coal, which enabled her to return home. On her way she seems
to have destroyed one schooner. It is to be inferred that her utter un-
fitness for the business to which she had been put had been clearly
proved, and she was laid aside.

It is contended that the reception which this vessel met with at vari-
ous ports of Her Majesty's kingdom, and the abundant supplies of coal
received by her, are sufficiently proved to bring her within the purview
of the second rule specified in the treaty of Washington for the guid-
ance of the arbitrators.

But, in order to establish this claim, it seems to me necessary to con-
sider the question of intent on the part of the authorities, as" well as
that of negligence.
From the evidence furnished in the papers before us in regard to these

two points, I confess that I cannot gather sufficient materials to enable
me to decide against Her Majesty's Government on either of them. At
the outset of the struggle, and before the receipt of clear directions to
regulate their conduct, it might very well happeni that the authorities
in the remote dependencies would make mistakes of judgment in per-

mitting supplies, without meaning to be partial to one side more than
to another. I have no reason to suspect that just the same measure
would not then have been granted to any vessel of the United States.
A few tons more or less of coal can scarcely be called convincing proof

subside de charbon, indique une interpretation extremement liberate de la civilifc<5 due a
un tel vaisseau, au commencement d'un eonflit tel que celui qui avait eclats en Am&ique.
En mSme temps, il faut remarquer que le gouvernement de sa Majest<5 n'avait pas

encore tronvfi le temps dCmurir les regies necessaires a observer dans ces e"tats eloigners,

quant au sejour.et aux subsides a accorder anx vaisseaux des deux parties en couflit

qui toucheraient leurs ports.
Dans sa course a travers l'ocean, le Nashville rencontra et d<5truisit nn vaisseau

marchand des HJtats-Unis, le Harvey Birch. Apres avoir quittiS Southampton, il touoha
de nouvean a Bermude, oil il recut cent cinquante tonnes de charbon, ce qui lui permit
do retourner chez lui. Dans sa route, il semble avoir d<Struit un schooner. On peut
croire que son. incapacity complete, pour le rOle qu'on lui avait fait jouor, avait 6t6
ol'airement prouvee, et il fut mis de c6te\
On allegue que l'aocueil que recut ce vaisseau dans differents ports du royaume de sa

Majesty et les subsides abondants de charbon qu'il obtint sont dcmontr<?s suffisants

pour le placer sous la seconde regie specifice dans le traite de Washington comme
guide pour les arbitres.
.'Mais afin d'e'tablir cette pretention, il me semble n^cessaire d'exaniiner la question
do mauvaise intention de la part des autorit(5s aussi bien que cells de negligence.
Par les preuves fournies dans les documents place's devant nous quant a ces deux

points, j'avoue que je ne puis rassembler des materiaux suffisants pour me permettre
de decider contre le gouvernement de sa Majeste" sur aucun des deux. Au commence-
ment du couflit, et avant la reception de directions claires pour rcgler lenr conduite, il

pouvait tres-bien arriver que dans les possessions eloigners les autorit6s Assent des

erreurs de jugement, en accordant des subsides sans penser a Stre partiales pour un
parti plut6t que pour l'autre. Je n'ai nulle raison de soupconner qu'on n'eut pas alors

accords exactement la mSme mesure a nn vaisseau des Etats-Ums. Quelques tonnes

do charbon de plus birde, moins penvent a peine etre appeMes des preuves convain-
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of malicious intent. From my observation of the general course of

Governor Ord, I fail to gather any clear* traces of a disposition to be

otherwise than impartial in that officer.

With respect to the stay of the Nashville at Southampton, and her

supplies received there, I do not rind that the case was essentially dif-

ferent from that of the United States steamer .the Tnscarora, which was
at that port at the same time.

Last of all, I entertain verv serious doubts whether this vessel was
ever intended, by those who fitted her out, for the purpose of cruising

as a depredator on the ocean. Certainly, her long period of utter inac^

tion at the only port where she stopped, and her straight course to

Southampton and back, do not at all indicate it. Even the two cap-

tures which she actually made seem to have been vessels she chanced

to meet on her track, which she could destroy without the slightest de-

viation. The governor of St. George's seems to have been convinced

tbat the object of the voyage was connected with the establishment of

diplomatic relations in Europe, and procuring naval supplies and stores.

At onetime it was intended to bring out' Messrs. Mason and Slidell,

and it actually did have on board Colonel Peyton, supposed to be charged
with a mission of the same kind.

However this may be, I fail to find solid ground upon which to base,

in this case, any charge either of intention or negligence against Her
Majesty's Government under the terms of the treaty of Washington.

XI.—THE C'niCKA3IAUGA.

On or about the first week in March, 1864, a steamer caljed the Edith,

which had been built within the kingdom of Great Britain

for the purpose of running the blockade of the insurgent
ports in the United States, sailed from London. She appears to have
been one of a number constructed under a joint ownership of the insur-

gent authorities in the United States and certain commercial houses in

cantes d'iutcntion maliciense. Dans mon cxamen de la conduite gdnerale du gouver-
neur Ord, je ne puis recueillir aucune trace claire d'une disposition qui ait 6t6 autre
chose que d'etre impartial chez cet officier.

Quant au sejour du Nashville a Southampton et aux subsides qu'il y recut, je ne
trouve pas que le cas fat essentielleinent different do celui du steamer des Etats-Unis
Tuscarora, que <Stait dans ce port a la meine epoque.

Enfin, j'ai de tres-grands doutes si ce vaisseau fut jamais destiniS par ceux qui
l'e"quiperent a croiser comme corsaire sur l'oce'an. Certarnement, sa longue periode de
complete inaction dans le seul port oil il s'arreta et sa course directe aller et retour ne
l'indiqnent pas du tout. Memo lea deux prises qu'il fit effectivement semblent avoir
e"td des vaisseaux qu'il rencontra par hasard sur sa route, et qu'il put diStruire sans la
plus legere deviation. Le gouverneur de St.-George semble avoir 6t<$ convaincu quele
but du voyage e'tait en rapport avec l'<5tablissement de relations diploniatiques en
Europe et de procurer des snbsides navals et des fournitures nrilitaires. Pendant un
moment on eut l'intention de conduire MM. Mason et Slidell en Europe, et, effective-
ment, il y avait a bord lo colonel Peyton, que Ton supposait etre charg6 d'une mission
de la meme nature.
Quoi qu'il en soit, je ne puis trouver de raisons solides sur lesquelles baser dans co

cas aucune accusation d'intention ou de negligence contrc lo gonvernement de sa
MajestiS, d'apres les termes du traite' de Washington.

LE CniCKAMAUGA.

La premiere semaine de mars 1864, ou t\ peu pres, un steamer appel<5 l'Edith, qui
avait <5ti5 construit dans le royanme de la Graude-Bretagne dans lo but de forcer le
blocus des ports insurg6s aux Etats-Unis, partit de Londres. II scinble avoir <St6 un
des vaisseaux construits comme propri6t6 commune des autoritos insurgdes aux Etats-
Unis et de quelques maisons de commerce de la Grandc-Brctagne. Comme tel il
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Great Britain. As such, she made her way successfully into the port
of Wilmington, in North Carolina. It being ascertained by experiment
that she was a fast and stanch vessel, it was then determined bv the
insurgent authorities to put three guns upon her, with the necessary
equipment, and transform her into a regular cruiser. As such she
claimed to be recognized at Bermuda on the 7th November. Here her
commander applied for leave to coal and repair machinery, which was
granted. She was supplied by tbe authorities with twenty-five tons, and
permitted to remain for repairs eight days. If it was proper to recog-
nize her at all, in no instance have I perceived a firmer tone in dealing
with a vessel of the kind, or a clearer execution of the orders given by
Her Majesty's government. If it happened that the commander suc-
ceeded in getting a larger supply from private sources, it must have
been done surreptitiously and in defiance of their will. On her outward
trip from Wilmington, she seems, to have destroyed some merchant-
vessels. But when she got back, the experiment appears to have been
considered unsatisfactory, for it was not continued. She was, again re-

duced to a transport. Not long afterward Wilmington was taken by
the United States, and the last traces of spurious belligerency on the
American coast were expunged.

Here. I fail to see any reason for charging Her Majesty's government
with any default under either of the three rules prescribed for the guid-
ance of the arbitrators by the terms of the treaty of Washington.

XII.—THE TALLAHASSEE.

This is one of the number of vessels constructed in Great Britain, of
which the Chickamauga, whose case has been already con-
sidered, is another example. About the first week of April,

1864, she left London, under the name of the Atlanta. On the 20th she
arrived in Bermuda. Here she seems to have remained until the 24th
of May, when she started to run the blockade at Wilmington, in which
she appears to have succeeded. For the next month she ^Yas running in
the same business between Bermuda and Wilmington.

•reussit a entrer dans le port de Wilmington, dans la Caroline du Nord. L'exp6rience
ayant demontr<5 que c'etait un vaisseau rapide et fort, les autorites insurgees deciderent
d'y mettre trois canons aveo l'equipement ndcessaire et de le transformer en croiseur

regulier. II pre'tendit etre reconnu eomme tel a Bermude le 7 novembre. Son comT

maudant y demanda la permission de faire du charbon et de reparer sa machine, be qui
lui fut accords. II regut des autorites vingt-cinq tonnes et la permission de rester

huit jours pour reparations. S'il e'tait eonvenable de le reconnaltre du tout, je n'ai

trouve' en aucun cas un ton plus ferme entraitant avec un vaisseau de cette sorte, ni

une execution plus nette des ordres dounes par le gouvernement de sa Majeste". S'il

arriva que le commandant reussit a obtenir un pins grand subside de sources privees,
ceci doit avoir 6t6 fait subrepticernent et en bravant sa voloute\ Dans sa course aprfcs

6tre sorti de Wilmington, il semble avoir d<5truit quatre vaisseaux marchands. Mais
quand il revint, l'experience semble.avoir 6t6 envisaged comme pen satisfaisante, car

elle ne fut pas continuee. II fut de nouvean rddnit a l'c'tat de transport. Pen de temps
apres, Wilmington fut pris par les fitats-Unis, et les derni&res traces de guerre mari-
time sur la c6te americaine furent <Stcintee.

Je ne puis voir ici aucune raison d'aecuscr 1c gouvernement de sa Majestd de faute,

d'apres aucune des trois regies prescrites pour guider les abitres suivant les tormes du
traite' de Washington.

LB TALLAHASSEE.

C'est un vaisseau du nombre de ceux qui ont dte constants en Angletcrre, dont le

Chickamauga (ce cas a d'eja 6t6 examine^ (Stait un autre exemple. La premiere seuiaine

d'ayrill864, a peu pres, il quitta Londres sous le norn de 1'Atlanta. Le 20 il arriva ii

Bermuda. II semble y etre restiS jusqu'au 24 mai, oti il partit pour forcer le blocus de

Wilmington, ce a quol il parait avoir reussi, car le mois suivant il semble avoir eie"

employiS de la meme rnaniere entro Bermuda et Wilmington.
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Being found swift and strong, it appears to have been decided at

Wilmington to mate an experiment of turning this vessel into a cruiser.^

The equipment and manning were all done there, and on the 6th of

August, the commander, Wood, succeeded in running the blockade, and

entered upon his career of depredation.
In this case it is fortunate that we have before us the whole story of

this short cruise narrated by the commander himself, under circum-

stances which render the truth of it probable. Commander Wood, in a

letter purporting to be official, reports these facts : 1. That he sailed five

days to the northward without finding any vessels not European. 2.

That on the 11th, having approached New York, as he pursued the line

of the coast northward, until the 20th, he captured thirty-three vessels,,

twenty-six of which he destroyed. Most of them were of small size.

By this time he had reached the British provinces, and had consumed
nearly all his coal. So he decided to put into Halifax on the 18th, and
try his luck for new supplies.

It appears very clearly from his confession that Sir James Hope, the^

admiral then in command at the station, like most of the officers in Her
Majesty's naval service, had no fancy for this fraudulent species of bel-

ligerency, and no disposition to be blind to the tricks by which it was
carried on. The lieutenant-governor also gave no hopes of any relaxa-

tion of the rules laid down by the government, whether in regard to his

stay or his supplies. After all, he boasts that he did succeed in cheat
ing him a little, but it was not enough to do any goo,d; so he was com-
pelled to abandon his cruise for the want of coals, and make the best of

his way back to his starting-point. He succeeded in forcing the block-

ade at Wilmington on the 26th. This made a cruise of twenty days..>
;

There is some evidence to show that this vessel issued forth once more-

as a cruiser from Wilmington, in the early part of November, and made
a few captures. If so, it was under another name, that of the Olustee.
Like other rogues, after having once more exhausted her reputation, she
changed her name a third time, laid down her armament, and presented

. Comme on le trouvait rapide et fort il paralt que l'on decida a, Wilmington d'essayer
de transformer ce vaisseau en croiseur. L'equipement et le reerutement de l'equipage
seinblent y avoir 6te" faits entitlement, et, le 6 aout, le commandant Wood reussit a
forcer le blocus et eommenca sa carriere de depredations.
Dans ce cas il est heureux que nous ayons devant nous toute l'histoire de cette courte

croisiere, racontee par le commandant d.u vaisseau lui-meVme, dans des circonstances qui
en rendent la v<5rit6 probable. Ce monsieur Wood, dans line lettre qu'on peut envisa-
ge* comme officielle, rappelle ces faits : 1. Qu'il fit voile cinq jours vers le nord sans
trouver aucun vaisseau qui ne fut curopeen. 2. Que le 11, s'dtant approche" de New
York, et comme il suivait la ligne des cotes les jours suivants jusqu'au 20, il captura
trente-trois vaisseaux. rlont il detaiisit vingt-six. La plnpart 6tait de petits navires.
Pendant ce temps il avait atteiut les provinces anglaises, et avait consumed a peu pres-
tout son charbon. II decida rlonc d'entrer a Halifax le 18, et de tenter la fortune pour
obtenir de nouveaux subsides.

11 ressort tres-clairement de sa confession que' Sir James Hope, l'amiral qui com-

'

maudait alors dans la station, comme la plupart des officiers au service naval de sa
Majeste", n'avait aucun gotU pour cette espece de bellige>ant frauduleux et nulle dispo-
sition a former les yeux sur les ruses dont il se servait. Le lieutenant gouverneur ne
dpnna non plus aucun espoir de se relacher des regies e'tablies par le gouvernement,
soit a 1'egard de son sejour soit pour ses subsides. Apres tout cependant il se vante
d'avoir reussi a lo tricber un peu, mais ce n'ctait pas assez pour rien faire de bon. II
fut done oblige d'abandonner sa course faute de charbon et de faire de son mienx pour
revenir a son point de depart. II reussit a forcer le blocus de Wilmington le 26. Cela
faisait une course de vingt jours.

II y a des prenves que ce vaisscan sortit de nouveau comme croiseur de Wilmington
tout au commencement de novembre et fit quelqnes prises. Si cela' est, ce fut sous un
autre nom, celui de l'Olustee. Comme d'autres fourbes, apres avoir encore une fois us6
sa reputation, il changoa do nom une troisieme fois, deposa son armement et se presenta
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herself at Bermuda as a merchantman, with a cargo of cotton, which
she had run o,ut of Wilmington. She was now called, not inappropri-
ately, the Chameleon. But when, on the 9th April, 1865, all American
ports being finally closed, she reached Liverpool, she was reported at
that place as the Amelia, consigned to Messrs. Eraser, Trenholm & Co.,
the sole remaining representatives of an extinguished fraudulent bellig-
erent.

The conclusion to which I have come is, that there is no evidence ad-
duced in this case to show that Her Majesty's government has failed to
observe the rules laid down for the regulation of neutrals, as prescribed
by the treaty of Washington.

XIII.—THE RETRIBUTION.

Of all the spots made memorable in» Her Majesty's dominions by the
extent of fraudulent transactions of every description con-
nected with navigation, during the struggle in the United

R" t" b""°»-

States, the little island of Nassau appears, from the papers before us, to
have earned a right to bear away the palm.
The most flagrant instance seems to be now presented to our consid-

eration in the case of this vessel, the Eetribution. So thoroughly is the
truth interwoven with and covered up in a web as well of simulation as
of dissimulation, that I confess it to be a labor of extreme difficulty even
to reach any statement of the facts which I can rely upon as abso-

'

1-utely correct.

It may, however, be assumed as true that, in the year 1856, a steam-
propeller was constructed at Buffalo, in the State of New York, which
was taken to New York, and employed for several years as a tug in that
port.

In the month of April, 1861; being the precise period of the breaking
out of the' conflict in America, this tug appears to have been sent by
the proprietors to the southern coast. No reason for this proceeding is

given, and no port of destination is mentioned. Perhaps the object •

a Bermuda comme vaisseau marchand charge" d'une cargaison de ooton aveo laquelle il

e"tait sorti de Wilmington. Ils'appelait alors d'nne maniere convenable le Camele'on.
Mais lorsque, le 9 avril 1865, tons les ports americains furent enfin fermes, il atteignit
Liverpool, fut enregistre" en cet endroit sous le nom de l'Amelia, consigne" a MM. Frazer,
Trenholm et C*, les seuls representants restants d'un belligerant frauduleux dteint.

La conclusion a laquelle jc suis arrive" dans ce cas est qu'il n'y a pas de preiwes pro-
duites ponr demontrer que le gpuvernement de sa Majesto" a ndglige" d'observer les

regies dtablies pour la couduite des neutres ,pfescrites par le tralto de Washington.

LA RETRIBUTION.

De tous les lieux reudus mdmorables dans les (Stats de sa Majeste" par l'cfcendue des
transactions frauduleuses de toute espece, qui se rattacbeut a- la navigation pendant le

conflik des Etat-Unis, la petite ville do Nassau semble, d'apres les documents deposes de-
vant nous, avoir conquis le droit de remporfcer la palme.
L'example le plus flagrant semble etre maintenant presente" a notrecxamen dans le

caa du vaisseau la Retribution. La verite" est tellement entrelacco et couverte d'uu
tissu de feintes et de dissimulations^ que j'avoue quo c'est un travail d'une extreme
difficulty d'arriver a aucun exposd des faits sur lequel je puisse m'appuyer comme abso-
lument correct.

On peut cependant admettre comme vrai que, dans Vannce 1856, un steamer a hdlice

fut constrnit a Buffalo, dans l'dtat de New York, amend a New York et employe" pendant
plusieurs annees comme remorqueur dans ce port.

Ail moisd'avril. 1861, l'epoque precise oft eolatale conflifc en Amei-ique, ce remorqueur
semble avoir dfce" ewvoyG par les propridtaires sur la c6te sud. Nulle raisoD de be pro-

edde" n'est donnde, et aucun port de destination n'est mentionnd. Peut-etre lebut
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might have been to find a market. If so, the owners must have been

disappointed. The tug was driven by stress of weather into Cape Fear
River, where it was seized, after the fashion of that day in that region,

without the trouble of paying anything, and her crew were made pris-

oners.
Her machinery seems to have been transferred to some other purpose,

for the next thing we learn is that she had become a sailing-vessel, and
her name was the Retribution.
Meanwhile one year and a half had elapsed. On the 21st of Novem-

ber, 1862, only, she re-appears at Charleston, in South Carolina, and is

there registered as the private property of one Thomas JB. Power, a

citizen of that place. Here it is recorded that a man named John Parker
is the master. He was neither a citizen of South Carolina, nor of any
of the insurgent States.

It is thus made quite plain that this Mr. Parker, whom we shall soon

find under several "other names, was at that time known only as the

master of a private vessel belonging to a citizen of Charleston. There
was no pretense of a public commission either of the vessel or of its

commander. I can nowhere discover that anything of the sort was ever

produced throughout all the subsequent proceedings.

Nevertheless, it is reasonable to believe that this vessel was armed,
equipped, and manned at Charleston for the purpose of carrying on a
system of depredation. Her first appearance in this capacity on the
•high sea was on the 28th of January, 1863, when she pounced upon the
schooner Hanover, belonging to Provincetown, a small fishing town on
the coast of Massachusetts, and well on its way to its destination of Aux
Cayes, in the island of San Domingo.
The captain of the Retribution now laid down his name of Parker.

On reaching the Hanover, lie at once recognized the master, Washing-
ton Case, as a person he had seen at Provincetown, when he was there
engaged in a fishing voyage from that port, a few years before. He now
announced himself as Vernon Locke, belonging to the British province
of Nova Scotia.

ponrrait avoir 6t6 de trouver un march<5. Si e'est lil le cas, les propri<5taires doiven(>
avoir rnanqu<5 leur attente. Le remorqueur fut pouss(S par le mauvais temps dans le
Cape Fear Eiver, ou il fut saisi, d'apres la mode d'alors dans ee pays, sans s'inquie'ter
de rien payer, et PcSquipage fut fait prisonnier.

Sa machine semble avoir <5t<5 consacree a un avitre usage, car ee que nous apprenons
ensuite, e'est qu'il 6tait devenu un voilier et que son nom (Stait la Retribution.
Pendant ce temps, un an et demi s'dtait cScoule". Le 21 novenibre 1862, seulement, il

reparait a Charleston, dans la Caroline du Sud, et il y est euregistrd comine proprie'te'
particuliere d'un Thomas B. Power, citoyen do .cette ville. Ici les registres portent
qu'un nomine nomme' John Parker en est le capitaine.

II est parfaitement clair que ce M. Parker, que nous trouverons bieut6t sous plu-
sieurs autres noms, n'e'tait a cette epoque counu que coramo capitaine d'un vaisseau
particulier appartenant a un citoyen de Charleston ; il n'iStait pas citoyen de la Caro-
line du Sud. ni d'aucun dtat insurgd. II n'y cut pas de prdtexte d'uue commission
publique, ni du vaisseau ni de son commandant. Je ne puis decouvrir nulle part
qu'aucune piece de cette nature ait jamais dtd produite pendant toutes les transactions
subsequentes.
Neanmoins il est raisonnablo de croire que ce vaisseau fut arme", dquipd et recrute" a

Charleston dans le but de se livrer a un systeme de depredations. Sa premiere appari-
tion dans ce rdlo en haute mer eut lieu le 28 Janvier 18fS3, ou il pinca le schooner Han-
over, de Provincetown, petite ville de pecheurs sur la c6te du Massachusetts, et sur le
point d'arriver a sa destination, Aux Cayes, dans Pile de Sb.-Domiuguo.
Le capitaine de la Retribution d<5posa alors son nom de Parker. En arrivant a bord

du Hanover il reconnut inimddiatement le capitaine Washington Case oomme une per-
sonne qu'il avait vue a Provincetown, lorsqu'il y avait <St6, quelques annees auparavant,
occupy d'un voyage de peche de ce port. II s'annonoa alors comme Vernon Locke de
la province anglaise la Nouvelle-Iicosse. Si Pon admefc ceei, il s'ensnit qu'un citoyen
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Ii: this be admitted, it follows that a citizen of one of Her Majesty's
dependencies, acting as an .officer of a vessel pretending to a belligerent
commission, took possession of the Hanover as his lawful prize, turned
.adrift the true captain and his crew in an open boat to make their way
to the nearest land as they best could, and then bore off with his prey
toward the island of Long Cay.
A question naturally arises here, whether this Nova Scotia man Locke,

in coming to thjs region, had been moved to it by any previous familiarity
with its facilities for such enterprises as he was about. The evidence on
this point is not conclusive. Thomas Sampson, a person sent out as a
detective by the United States Government to watch what was going
on at Nassau, affirms that he knew by good report that Locke had been
clerk for Adderly & Co., which fact, if it were true, would go far to ex-
plain the cause of the success of all his operations. But it will not ex-
plain how he, a Nova Scotia man, should have been recognized as a
legitimate commander of a belligerent vessel of the insurgent States by
the authorities of Nassau. But of this I shall have more to say presently.
On the 5th of February, 1863, that is, eight days after the capture of

the Hanover, this vessel arrived at Long Cay. But there came at the
same time another vessel in company^ called the Two Brothers, which
Captain Locke had succeeded in the inter val in hunting up, as well as
her owner, a person of the name of Farrington, apparently not unaccus-
tomed to the business of buying up shipwrecked property. But it was
not as Locke that the captain now appeared. This time he had the as-

surance to personate Washington Case, the true master of the Hanover,
whom he had sent off with his crew several days before. He told a
story that the vessel had been ashore and consequently sprang a leak,

which would make transshipment necessary. The end of it all was, that
he desired to sell more or less of the cargo. Farrington doubted the
truth of this account from the first, but he did not see why that should
prevent his buying the cargo. So the two proceeded to the office of the
collector, in order to get the necessary permit to land. That officer ex-

d'une des possessions de sa Majestc", agissant comrae o/Bcier d'un vaisseau prfitendant

avoir une commission de belligerant, s'empara du Hanover eomme prise 16gale, jeta le

vrai capitaine et son equipage dans nn petit bateau, pour qu'ils gagnassent la terre la

plus proehe oomme ils le pourraient, puis ciugla aveo sa prise vers File de Long Cay.
Ici s'eleve naturellemeut la question de savoir si cet homme de la Nouvelle-ficosse,

Locke, en venant dans ces parages, y avait 6t6 poussd par une certaine familiarity avec
les facilites qu'il y avait trouv^es auparavant, pour des enterprises oomme celle qu'il

projetait. Les. $reuves sur ce point ne sont point concluantes. Thomas Sampson,
envoys eomme agent de police par le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis, pour surveiller ce
qui se passait a Nassau, affirme qu'il savait de bonne source que Locke avait e'te'

commis chez Adderley et Ci6
, fait qui, s'il <5tait vrai, tendrait fortement a expliquer la

cause du succes de toutes ses operations. Mais cela n'expliquerait pas comment lui, un
homme de la Nouvelle-lScosse, aurait e'te' reconnu eomme commandant legitime d'un
vaisseau belligerant des 6tats insurges par les autorites de Nassau. Mais j'aurai a en
dire davantage tout a l'heure.

Le 5 fevrier 1863—c'est-a-dire, hint jours apres la capture du Hanover—ee vaisseau
arriva a Long Cay. Mais il y arriva en mSme temps uu autre vaisseau appele" les

Two Brothers, que le capitaine Locke, dans l'intervalle, avait r6ussi a ddcouvrir,

aussi bien que son propridtaire, du nom de Farrington, qui avait apparemmeufc l'habi-

tuded'acheter des propridtes naufrage'es. Mais ee ne fat pas eomme Locke qu'apparut
alors le capitaine. Cette fois il ent l'audace de jouer le r6Ie de Washington Case, le

vrai capitaine du Hanover, qu'il avait envoye' promener aveo son e'quipage quelques

jours auparavant. II tit une histoire, disaut que le vaisseau avait toucho" terre et qu'en

eonse~quence il avait une voie d'eau, ce qui rendrait un transbordement ndcessaire. La
fin de tout cela e"tait qu'il desirait vendre plus on moins de la cargaison. Farrington

douta de la verite" de cette histoire des l'abord, mai's il ne vit pas pourquoi cela 1'aurait

empeche" d'acheter la cargaision. lis se rendirent done tons les deux au bureau du
roceveur pour obtenir la permission de ddbarquer. Cet officier examina les papicrs
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amined the papers offered in the usual manner, asked the custoinary

questions, and, being satisfied, gave the requisite authority.

Thus every part of Locke's scheme had completely succeeded. He
received his money. Farrington sold the goods, doubtless at a good
profit. The captured vessel was sent to Nassau, there loaded with salt

and provisions to go to one of .the insurgent ports, after which there is

no further trace of her.

It should, however, be particularly noted that the manifests of the

cargo presented to the collector, upon which the transfer of the property

was authorized, were two. They bore dates on different days, the 5th

and 6th February, and both purported to have been signed by the

true captain, Washington Case. But inasmuch as he had been sent on
his way over the sea on the 25th of January, it is clear that the dates

were appended by Locke. Moreover, the two manifests were not iden-

tical either in regard to the articles of the cargo nor to the quantities of

each. Furthermore, the signatures were by no means in the same hand-
writing. It is not unlikely that one of them may have been genuinev
and found on board of the vessel after it was taken. But the other was
so signed that no one at sight of it could avoid seeing it was not by the
same hand.
Mr. John Burnside, the resident magistrate of Inagua, subsequently

reported to the governor the facts which he happened to witness. He
affirms that both Farrington and he doubted the truth of Locke's story
at the time. A day or two afterward, by reason of some words dropped
from an intoxicated sailor in the Hanover, the collector was led to sus-

pect some falsehood, which induced them all to examine the papers
more closely. The truth became apparent, on inspection, that a palpable
forgery had been committed, and an individual falsely personated.
Here were the collector, the resident magistrate of the district, and

one other person, all of them convinced that a grave offense had been
committed against the law—an offense, too, involving a question of
property, which it would seem to have been the duty of the officers at

qui lui 6taient priSssntes, dans laforme ordinaire, fit les questions usuelles, ot, satisfait,
donna l'aufcorisation demanded.

Ainsi le plan de Locke avait rfiussi completement dans toutes ses parties. H recut
son argent. Farrington vendit la merchandise, sans donte avec grand profit. Le vais-
seau capture' fat envoy6 a Nassau ; la, charge" de sel et de provisions pour se rendre a
Tun des ports insurges, apres quoi on ne trouve plus de lui aucune trace.

II faut cependant retnarquer particulierement que les " manifests"»de la cargaison
pre'sente's au receveur, sur lesquels le transfers de la propri<§t<§ fut autoris6, e'taient an
nomhre de deux. lis portaient des dates de jours differents, le 5 et le 6 fevrier, et tons
les deux pr<5tendaient avoir 6t6 signed par le vrai capitaine Washington Case. Mais
cornme il avait <$t<S envoys' sur mer le 25 Janvier, il est elair que les dates avaieut 6t6
ajoute'es par Locke. De plus, les deux "manifests" n'e"taieut identiques, ni quant aux
articles de la cargaison, ni quant a la quantity de chacun d'eux. En outre, les signa-
tures n'iStaiont pas le moins du monde de la mSme ecritnre. II n'est pas iuvraisembla-
ble que l'une d'ellos ait pu etre authentiqne et trouve~e a bord apres sa capture. Mais
l'antre (Stait ecrite de telle sorte que personne, en la voyant, ne pouvait manquer do
reconnaltre q'u'elle n'e'tait pas de la meme main.

.
M. John Burnside, magistrat d'lnagna, rapporta plus tard au gouvemeur les faits

dont il lui <5tait arrive" d'etre t<5raoin. II affirme que tons les deux, Farrington et lui,
enrent des doutes sur la verite" de l'histoire de Locke a cette e"poque. Un jour ou deux
plus tard, on suite de quelques mots <5ohapp<5s a un matelot ivre du Hanover, le re-
ceveur fut anient a soupconner quelque mensonge, ce qui les conduisit a examiner
tons deux les papiers de plus pres. La ve>ite" devint manifesto a l'examen : qu'un faux
palpable avait 6t<5 comuiis, et qn'on avait faussement pris le titre d'un autre individu.

,
Voila done le receveur, le magistrat du district ot une autre personne convaincus

tons trois qu'une grave offense avait 6t6 eommiso oontre la loi, offense entraluant de
plus une question do propria qu'il anrait 6t6, somble-t-il, dtt devoir des officiers du
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least to mention officially to the authorities at Nassau. It was for them
to lead the way, in warning them in season of an abuse which might
possibly, and even probably, come to their notice in connection with
both these vessels at Nassau. In point of fact, both of them, as well as
n part of the cargo, went to Nassau and remained some time.
Three weeks elapsed, and, so far as appears by the papers, not a whis-

per regarding this extraordinary transaction seems to have been com-
municated to the governor or anybody in authority at Nassau. The
Retribution was there and the Hanover was there. Nassau is a very
small place, where every event of this kind naturally would attract some
attention. The officers of the Retribution, including Locke himself, had
come there. A single line from the collector would have served to point
attention to the subject, and to fix the eyes of the authorities on the
vessels at least, if not on the men. It is not unreasonable to infer from
tbe character of the place that the substantial facts attending the cap-
ture were more or less known to many persons, from the moment of the
arrival of the vessels and the men. The collector was dumb. The resi-

dent magistrate was dumb. As to Farrington, nothing could be ex-
pected from him, as he had become more or less a party in iuterest in
concealing the fraud which he could not doubt had been committed.
Neither is it at all likely that anything more would have ever been

disclosed by these parties, had it not been that the agent of the under-
writers of the vessel, having learned something of the case, on the 20th
of April addressed to the governor a remonstrance against the unlawful
proceeding, and a desire for an investigation. The

1

allegations were dis-

tinctly made

—

That the American schooner Hanover was taken to Fortune Island by a person call-

ing himself the master, who communicated to R. W. Farrington, of the above island,
his desire to dispose of the cargo of said schooner, and to purchase a cargo of salt

;

That the cargo of the Hanover was transferred to the Brothers, owned by the said Far-
rington, and all, or a part thereof, conveyed to the port of Nassau, and there placed in
charge of James I. Farrington, also one of the magistrates ofFortune Island :

moins de roentionner offlciollement aux autoritc's de Nassau. C'e'tait a eux de prendre
les devants en les avertissant a temps d'un abus qui pouvait peut-ctre, et meme pro-
bablement, venir a leur connaissauce en rapport avec ces deux vaisseaux a Nassau. En
fait, tons les deux, aussi bien qu'uue partie de la cargaison, allerent a Nassau et y reste-
rent quelque temps.
Trois semaines s'ecoulerent, et, autant qu'il ressort des documents, pas un mot con-

eernant cette transaction extraordinaire ne semble avoir et<5 communique" an gouver-
nenr ui a personne en autorite a Nassau. La Ketribntion y etait et le Hanover y etait.

Nassau est un endroit tres-petit, ou tout <5venement de cette nature attirerait naturelle-
ment quelque attention. Les ofheiers de la Retribution, y compris Locke lui-meme,
y 6taient venus. Une seule ligne du receveur aurait servi a attirer l'atteution sur ce
sivjet et a fixer les yeux des autorite"s sur les vaisseaux au moins, sinon sur les hommes.
II u'est pas deraisonnable d'inferer du caractere de 1'endroit que les faits substantiels
concernant la capture 6taient plus ou moins couuus de beaucoup do moucle, dopuis le mo-
ment de l'arrivee des vaisseaux et des hommes. Le receveur fut ruuefc. Le magistrat
fut muet. Quant a Farrington, on ne ponvait rien- attendre de lui, puisqu'il etait

devenu plus ou moins partie interessee a cachor la fraude, qu'il ne pouvait douter qu'on
eut conimise.

II u'est pas nou plus vraisemblable du tout qne rien de plus cut jamais <5tc ddvoil6
par ces personnes, si l'agent des assureurs du vaisseau, ayant appris quelque chose de
ce cas, u'avaic pas adressiS, le 20 avril, au gouverneur, une remontrance centre le pro-

ce'de' illegal, et une demande d'iuvestigation. Ses allegations dtaient nettemeut faites :

"Que le schooner americain, le Hanover, avait 6t& pris a Fortune Island par un indi-

vidn §.'en disant le capitaine, qui communiqua a R. W. Farrington, de l'ile ei-dessus,

son desir de disposer de la cargaison du dit schooner et d'acheter une cargaison de sel.

.
" Que la cargaison^du Hanover avait 6t<5 transbordee sur le Two Brothers, proprie'te'

du dit Farrington, et que tout ou partie eh avait <5te transports au port do Nassau, et

la, livv<5 a Jam;s I. Farrington. aussi un des magistrats de Fortune Island.
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That the Hanover was loaded with salt, and sailed for one of the southern ports of

the United States

;

That the party who represented himself as Washington Case, master of the Hanover,
proved to be the first officer of the armed schooner Retribution ;

That the Retribution was then at Nassau, as were also the officers.

The Eetribation was then at Nassau, and had been there received as

a vessel of war of the insurgent States, without a word of remonstrance
or even of notice by the authorities.

But on the 31st of January, 1862, the Duke of Newcastle had dis-

patched to the governor of Nassau a paper of instructions to guide
his course in regard to such vessels, one of which was to this effect

:

During the continuance of the present hostilities between the Government of the
United States and the States calling themselves the Confederate States of America, or

until Her Majesty shall otherwise order, no ship of war or privateer belopging to

either of the belligerents shall bo permitted to enter or remain in the port of Nassau,
or in any other port, or roadstead, or water of the Bahama Islands, except by special

leave of the lieutenant-governor of the Bahama Islands, or in case of stress of weather.

On the 11th of March following, Governor Bayley appears to have
issued a proclamation to the people of the Bahama Islands, communi-
cating these instructions, and directing obedience to this provision.

The governor of Nassau had not taken any action whatever, so far

as it appears, in prohibiting the entrance or remaining of the Retribu-
tion in the port of Nassau, though he must have known she was there.

On receiving the letter of Mr. Jackson, he contented himself with a
reference to the attorney-general in these words, " I wish to know
what steps ought to be taken. It is suggested that a confederate officer

has made Fortune Island a depot for prizes."

Such was the only point of view in which the governor thought fit to
consider the statemeut of Mr. Jackson, communicating to him other
facts of which it might have been supposed it was his duty to take notice.

" Que le Hanover avait 6t6 charge de sel, et qu'il 6tait parti pour 1'nn des ports du
sud des Etats-Unis.

"Qu'il avait <5te prouvfi que l'individn se donnant pour Washington Case, capitadne
du Hanover, 6tait le premier officier du schooner arm6 la Retribution.
" Que la Retribution 6tait alors a Nassau, anssi bien que les officiers."

La. Retribution 6tait alors a Nassau, et y avait e'te" recne comme vaisseau de
guerre des dtats insurges, sans un mot de remontrance ni une remarque de la part des
autorites.

Mais le 31 Janvier 1862, le due de Newcastle avait expe'die' au gouverneur de Nassau
des instructions pour guider sa conduite a l'egard de vaisseaux semblables, dont l'une
6tait concue comme suit:

" Pendant la duree des hostilitds prdseutes entre le Gonvernement des Etats-Unis et
les soi-disants e'tats-confcSde're's d'Ainerique, ou jusqu'a ce que sa Majesty en ordonuo
antrement, il ne sera permis a aucun vaisseau de guerre ni a aucun corsaire appar-
tenant a Fun ou a l'autre des belligerauts d'entrer ou de rester dans le port de Nassau,
ou dans quelque autre port, ou rade ou dans les eaux des lies Bahamas, a moins d'une
permission speciale du lieutenant gouverneur des lies Bahamas, ou en cas de mauvais
temps."
Le 11 mars suivant, le gouverneur Bayley paralt avoir public" une proclamation aux

habitants des lies Bahamas, leur communiquaut ces instructions et leur ordonnant de
les snivre. '

Le gouverneur do Nassau n'avaitpris aucune mesure, autaut qu'il le semble, pour
empecher l'entree ou le sejour de la Retribution dans le port de Nassau, quoiqu'il eixt
du savoir qu'elle y e"tait.

En recevant la lettre de M. Jackson, il se contenta de l'envoyer a l'attorney-general
aveo ces mots: "Je voudrais savoir quelles mesures il faut prendre. Ou dit qu'un
officier conf&lere' a fait de Fortune Island uu dep6c de prises."
Tel e"tait le seul point de vue auqnel le gouverneur orftt corivenable de consideVur

l'expose' de M. Jackson, qui lui avait fait connaltre d'autres faits dont on ponvait sup-
poser qu'il 4tait de son devoir de prendre connaissance.
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The Retribution had been received in Nassau as a confederate vessel
of war, contrary to the terms of his own proclamation.
The Hanover had been received in Nassau as a prize, and had been

fitted out from there to go to the Southern States of America.
The officers of the vessel were at the time stopping at Nassau, enjoy-

ing the fruits of their violation of the waters of the Bahamas.
Nobody residing in so small a place, where events of this peculiar

kind were passing before their eyes, could long remain ignorant of these
facts.

Yet the governor confines hjs inquiry of the attorney-general to the
mere fact that Fortune Island had been made a depot for prizes by a
confederate officer.

The attorney-general was Mr. G. G. Anderson, with whom we have
already been made acquainted in the transactions connected with the
steamer Oreto, alias the Florida, which took place in Nassau just one
year before. This gentleman does not appear to have been roused into
more activity in the interval. The opinion which he gave in answer to
the governor is in these words

:

I have giveD my best consideration to the accompanying letter of Mr. Jackson, in
the hope of being able to advise his excellency to some course of proceeding which
would lead to a judicial investigation into the circumstances complained of, but I re-

gret to say that I have been unable to arrive at any other conclusion tending to such
a result.

The conveying of the Hanover into the port of Long Cay, and there transshipping
the cargo, assuming her to have been a prize of war, was a violation of Her Majesty's
interdict on the subject of prizes, and the collector of revenue, if he had any cause to
suspect the character of the vessel and cargo, should at once have arrested both ; but
as this was not done, and the vessel has left the colony, and the cargo been disposed
of, no proceeding in rem can now be instituted.

The next question is, whether any parties connected with tho transaction have ren-

dered themselves criminally liable; and on this point I am clearly of opiuion in the
negative.

La Retribution avait 6t6 recue a Nassau commo vaisseau de guerre confede're' con-

trairement aux termes de sa propre proclamation.
Le Hanover avait 6t6 recu h Nassau comme prise, et y avait etiS cquipe pour se

rendre aux etats du sud de l'Ameriqiie.

Les officiers de ce vaisseau demeuraient alors a Nassau, jouissant des fruits de leur

violation des eaux des Bahamas.
PeTsonne residaut dans un si petit endroit, oil des faits de cette nature particuliere

se passaient sous les yeux de tous, ne pouvait les ignorer longtemps.
Et cependant le gouverneur borue sa question & Fattorney-general au simple fait

qu'un ofticier confede're' a fait un dep6t de prises de Fortune Island.
' L'attorney-gener'al <5tait M. G. C. Anderson, dont nous avons deji fait la connais-

sance dans les transactions qui se rattachent an steamer l'Oreto, antrement le Florida,

qui eurent lieu & Nassau juste une annee anparavant. Ce monsieur ne paralt pas etre

devenu plus actif dans l'iutervalle. L'avis qu'il donna en reponse au gouverneur est

eoncn en ces termes

:

" J'ai examine de mon mienx la lettre incluse de M. Jackson, dans l'espoir de
pouyoir ir.diquer h, son excellence quelque ligne de conduite qui put mener a. une
enquete judiciaire dans les circonstances dont on se plaint; raais je regrette de
dire, que je n'ai pu arriver & aucune autre conclusion tendant a un semblable
resu Hat.
"Le fait d'amener le Hanover dans le port de Long Cay et d'y transborder la

cargaison en l'envisageant comme une prise de guerre e"tait une violation de la

defense de sa Majeste" au sujet des prises, et le receveur des douanes, s'il avait une
cause quelconque de snspecter le paraotere du vaisseau et de sa cargaison, aurait dft les

arreter tous les deux ; mais comme ceci n'a pas 6t6 fait, que le vaisseau a quitt^ la

colonie, et qn'on a djspos6 de la cargaison, on ne peut maintenant entamer aucun
proces in rem'.

"La premiere question qui vierit eusnite est de savoir si quelqn'une des parties

melees dans cette affaire s'est rendue passible d'un proces criminol ; et sur ce point jo

suis nettoment d'avis que non.
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I, however, tliiuk that the charge is one which calls for some investigation, and I

therefore recommend that the magistrate of the district he directed, on his next visit

to Long Cay, to institute inquiries with the view of ascertaining the exact facts or

the case, and that the collector of revenue ho instructed to be vigilant in preventing

any occurrence of similar acts.

In tlie first place it should be noted that this opinion at once con-

demns the course of the collector of revenue, who is proved to have had

cause to suspect the character of the vessel and cargo. He says that it

was his positive duty not merely to notify the government of the facts,

but to arrest both vessel and cargo. In point of fact, he did neither,

and gave no notice whatever at the time to the authorities at Nassau.

Yet I do not perceive in the course of these papers the smallest at-

tempt to have been subsequently made to call the collector to any re-

sponsibility. Not a word was said to him of his failure to perform this

positive duty.

In the second place, the attorney-general gives it as his deliberate

opinion that none of the parties to this transaction had rendered them-

selves criminally liable.

It would have been perhaps desirable had that officer given a single

reason for giving such an opinion prior to any attempt to investigate

tb.3 facts attending the case. There was plenty of evidence to be found

at Nassau if there were real energy present to seek it. If he had
sought it, it seems impossible that the attorney-general's statement

could have been made in good faith. As a clear proof to the contrary,

in point of fact, he himself was the party employed in prosecuting at a

later period an indictment against the principal engaged in these trans-

actions both for conspiracy and forgery.

It is impossible for me to explain this singular action of the at-

torney-general in any other way than this : He meant to say that in a

population so entirely in sympathy with the insurgent cause at that

moment, there was no chance, in his opinion, of procuring a verdict

against any one engaged in it. And in this he was probably right.

But this view of the subject does not relieve Her Majesty's govern-

" Je pense copendant que l'accusation est de nature a exiger quelque examen et je

recommande en consequence que le magistrat du district recoive pour instruction

dans sa prochaine visite a Long Cay de faire des enquetes pour constater les faits .

exacts du cas, et quo le receveur soit invite" a Gtre vigilant pour empceher tout retour

d'actes semblahles."
Tout d'abord, on doit remarquer que oet avis coudamue du coup la conduite du

receveur, qui est prouv<5 avoir eu des motifs de suspecter le caractero du vaisseau et de
la cargaison. II dit que son devoir positif <5tait non-seulement de notifier les faits

au gouvernement, mais encore d'arreter le vaisseau et la cargaison. En fait, il ne fit

ui Tun ni l'autre, et ne donna aucun renseignement, a cette dpoque, aux autorites de
Nassau.
Et pourtant je n'apercois pas dans tous ces documents que la plus petite tentative

ait et<5 faite plus tard pour rendre le receveur responsable.
En second lieu, l'attorney-general donne conime son avis nSfUSchi qu'aucuuo des

parties meldes dans cette affaire ne s'est rendue passible d'un prociis criminel.
II aurait 6te peut-6tre desirable que cet offlcier etlt donnfi uno seule raison d'un tel

avis, avant toute tentative d'enquete sur les faits se rapportant a ee cas. On devait
trouver une abondance de preuves a Nassau, s'il y avait eu une voloutd ferine de les

chercher. S'il les avait cherchees, il semble impossible que l'expose' de l'attorney-
geueral put avoir et6 fait de bonne foi. En effet, comme preuve couvaiucante du con-
traire, il fut la personne employee pour dinger plus tard une poursuite coutrc le me-
neur de ces affaires pour conspiration et faux.

II m'est impossible d'expliquer cette singuliero couduito de l'attorney-general
d'aucuno autre maniore que de celle-ci : II voulait dire que, daus uno populatio'n si

(3iitierement sympathique a la cause insurgee a cette dpoque, il n'y avait point do
chance, dans son opinion, d'obtenir un verdict contre qui que co fut qui y (Stait engaged
Et en ceci il avait probableinent raison.

Mais potto lnnmero d'envisager le snjet ne d5charge pas le gouvernement de sa.
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ment from the obligations towards the innocent and injured party, in-
curred by the neglect of her servants to use due diligence in their vo-
cation to protect it from wrong.
But I must now go back in my relation of the operations of this

man, named Captain Parker, alias Case, alias Locke, to the point where
I left him, having accomplished his end at Long Cay of converting into
money the plunder he had obtained from the cargo of the Hanover.
He seems to have left LongCay in the vessel called the Two Brothers,

into which that part of the cargo was transferred which was destined
to be sold at Nassau. But this was done only to evade observation.
He stopped at a place called Eum Cay, where he landed, and not long
after the Eetribution appeared, and took him off.

This must have been about the middle of February. Locke then re-
sumed his cruise, and, on the 19th, being somewhere in the neighbor-
hood of a place called Castle Island, he came across an American brig
called the Emily Fisher, on a voyage from the island of Cuba to New
York, laden with sugar. Whether intentionally or otherwise is not ab-
solutely clear, five or six British wrecking-schooners were lying at an-
chor under the land, whilst the master of another one, called the Emily
Adderley, which was cruising about, bethought himself of boarding
the Emily Fisher, and entering into some conversation with the captain
touching the safety of the navigation, &c. This being over, a signal ap-
pears to have been given from the Adderley* the effect of which was at
once visible by the approach of another vessel. The result was that
the Emily Fisher was seized as a prize by the confederate schooner
Eetribution.

And now Captain Locke seems to have really put into execution the
scheme which he had only pretended in the case of the Hanover. He
consulted with the captains of the five British wreckers, the effect of
which was that they took the brig, and, at about 5 p. m., ran her clean
on shore. The next day the wreckers had so far unloaded the brig of
her sugar that she was again afloat. The master of the brig, who, with

Majesty ties obligations envers la partie innocente et lese"e, encourues par la negligence
de ses officiers a exercer "due diligence" dans leur mission de la proteger contre tout
doininage.
..- Mais je ctois maintenant revenir dans mon re"cit des operations de cet liomme nomine"
le capitaine Parker, alias Case, alias Locke, au point oil je l'ai laisse", apres avoir
accompli son dessein a Long Cay de convertir en argent le butin qu'il avait obtenu de
la cargaison du Hanover.

II semble avoir quitte" Long Cay sur le vaisseau appele" les Two Brothers, dans lequel
avait e"6e" transported cette partie de la cargaison qui e"tait destineVil Stre vendue a
Nassau. Mais c'e"tait seulement pour eViter les observations. En effet il s'arr^ta en
un endroit nomine"Rum Cay, ou il de'barqua, et, peu de temps apres, la Retribution parut
et le prit a bord. .

Ceci doit s'etre passe" a peu pres au milieu de feVrier. Locke reprit alors sa course,
et le 19, se trouvaut quelque part dans le voisinage d'un endroit appele" Castle Island,
il rencontra un brick americain nomine" VEmily Fisher, en route de Pile de Cuba pour
New York, charge" de sucre. Soit avec intention, soit autrement, cela n'est pas tres-

clair, cinq ou six schooners anglais de sauvetagedtaient a l'ancre pros de terre, pendant
que le capitaine d'un autre, nomine" PEinily Adderley, qui croisait la antour, irnagrna
d'aborder le Fisher, et d'entrer en conversation avec le capitaine au sujet dela se"curite"

de la navigation, etc. Apres ce bout de conversation, un signal paralt avoir 6te" donne"
du Adderley, dont Peffet devint bient6t visible par Papproache d'un autre vaisseau.

Le resultat fut que PEmily Fisher futsaisi comme prise du schooner eonfe"de"re" la Retri-

bution.
Et maintenant le capitaine Locke semble avoir re"ellement mis a execution le plan

qu'il avait seulement feint- dans le cas du Hanover. II tint conseil avec les capitaines

des cinq schooners anglais, et le resultat fut qu'ils prirent le brick et que, vers cum
heures apres-midi, ils le jetterent a la c6te. Le lendemain les sauveteurs avaient assez

de"Gharge" le brick de son sucre pour qu'il fut remis a flot. Le capitaine du brick, qui,

15 B
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his crew, Lad been put ashore close by, seeing these operations going

on, made some effort to reclaim the property. He applied to tbe au-

thorities for assistance, but they declined to give him any prior to his

securing a release from the claims of the wreckers for salvage. The

consequence was that, by paving one-half of the value of the cargo-,

and one-third of that of the vessel, she was finally returned, divested

of almost everything movable on and under deck. All this time the

brig was lying under the guns of the Retribution, and the authorities

to whom he appealed declared themselves wholly unable to protect him.

From this narrative, it seems tolerably plain that the master of the Ret-

ribution, after seizing this vessel, entered into an agreement with these

wreckers to cause her to be driven ashore, and then to divide the proceeds

which might be collected in one way or another from false claims of salv-

age ; and inasmuch as the master offered more money than they could reas-

onably expect to realize by any other disposition they could make of it,

with less trouble to themselves, they accepted the terms. The authori-

ties at Long Cay, fully aware of the transaction, the nature of which

they could not misconceive, gave it their sanction. Neither does the

collector appear to have ever given any report of the transaction.

A more thorough prostitution of the powers of the Government to

the most flagrant purposes of plunder, under pretenses which could de-

ceive no one, it has not been my lot to witness, even in the long record

of frauds submitted in the volumes before us.

It may be alleged, on the part of Her Majesty's government, that

these were the results of the offenses of irresponsible parties, for which

it is not the custom of governments to be held liable to other nations.

The answer to this is, that when the Retribution made her appearance

in the port of Nassau, after having executed the outrages described,

the collector declares that she did not enter as a trader; she was treated

as a confederate vessel of war.

avec son equipage avait 6t6 mis a terre tout pres, voyant ces operations en. train, fit

qnelque tentative pour reclamer sa propri^te. II demanda du secours aux autorites,

mais elles refuserent de lui en donner aucuu, avant qu'il eut obtenu nn acquirement
des demandes des sauveteurs pour sauvetage. La consequence fut, qu'en payant la

moiti<5 de la valeur de la cargaison et le tiers de celle du vaisseau, il lui fut rendu
depouill<5 de presque tout ce qu'on put emporter sur le pont et au-dessous. Pendant
tout ce temps le brick e"tait sous les canons de la Retribution, et les autorites auxquelles

il en appela se d.»clarerent tout-a-fait impuissantes a le proteger.

Par ce recit il semble assez clair que le capitaine de la Retribution, apres avoir saisi

ce vaisseau, entra en arrangement avec ces sauveteurs pour qu'il fut jet6 st la c6te, et

pour partager ensuite les benefices qui pourraient etre retire's, de raauiere ou d'autre,

de fausses demandes de sauvelage. Et, vu que le capitaine offrit plus d'argent qu'ils

ne pouvaient raisonnablement esperer en r^aliser. par n'inaporte quelle facon d'en dis-

poser avec moins de peine pour eux, ils accepterent les conditions. Et les autorites

de Long Cay, Irion renseignees h, l'egard de l'affaire, sur la nature de laquelle elles ne
pouvaient pas se tromper, y donnerent leur sanction. Le receveur non plus ne semblfi
avoir fait aucun rapport sur cette transaction.

Une plus complete prostitution des ponvoirs du gouvernement pour les desseins les

plus flagrants de pillage, sous des pr6textes qui ne pouvaient tromper personne, il ne
m'est pas arrive" d'en rencontrer, meme dans- de long recueil des fraudes rassemblees
dans les volumes devant nous.

On peut alleguer de la part du gouvernement de sa Majest<5 que celles-ci furent le

resultat des offenses de parties irrespousables, pour lesquelles ce n'est pas l'habitude
des gouvernements d'etre tenus pour responsables envers les autres nations.
La reponse a ceci est que quand la Retribution fit sa premiere apparition dans le

port de Nassau, apres avoir commis les outrages ddcrits plus haut, le receveur declare
qu'elle n'entra pas conmie vaisseau de commerce. Elle fut trait^e comme vaisseau de
guerre conf6de're\ Cependant aucune application ne semble lui avoir 6t6 faite des
regies prescrites par le goiivernement de sa Majesty le 31 Janvier 1862, excluant des
ports, des rades et des eaux des lies Bahamas tout vaisseau seinblable sans permission
ispeciale.
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On the 3d of March this vessel had been dismantled, and her hull was
sold at public auction by Messrs. Adderley & Co. She brought the sum
of £250. But it nowhere appears to whom the proceeds were credited.
Messrs. Adderley & Co., who probably knew the whole story of this
vessel from ife origin to its sale, were never called upon to disclose it.

Neither does it appear that the governor took the smallest notice of
so material a transaction.

Nor yet is it likely that any more inquiries would have been made in
any quarter had it not been for a reminder which the authorities were
not at liberty to neglect. On the 4th of April Mr. Seward, the Secre-
tary of State of the United States, addressed a note to Lord Lyons,
then the British minister at Washington, stating the facts attending
the capture of the Hanover in British waters, and demanding repara-
tion. Lord Lyons sent a copy of this note not only to Earl Russell but
directly to the governor of Nassau.
The governor, on receipt of this dispatch, addressed a reply directly

to Lord Lyons, transmitting the report received from Mr. Burnside,
when expressly called upon the 20th April previous, which is found
among the papers before us, and concluding with the following para-
graph :

Whatever the character of the Retribution, or whoever the ostensible master may
have been, I am convinced that no suspicions of either were entertained by any offi-

cials of this government until it was too late to act on them.
I have directed further inquiries to be made.

I cannot suppress my surprise at the calmness of such an affirmation,

when the report which he sent, and to which he alludes, seems to my
eyes distinctly to admit the fact that all three persons, the collector,

Mr. Parrington, and himself, entertained so great doubts of the truth of

the statements made to them by Locke, that it seems to me to have been
a positive duty in the two officers, at least, to have pursued an investi-

gation certainly so far as to p'enetrate the reasons for the falsehood, the
fraud, and the forgery by which the business was accompanied.
The unsatisfactory nature of this report was plainly intimated by Mr.

Le 3 mars, ce vaisseau avait 6t6 de'mantele', et sa cogue fut vendue en vente publique
par Messieurs Henry Adderley et Cie

. ELle rapporta la somme de £250. Mais on ne
trouve nulle part qui fut cre'dite' de ce benefice. Messieurs Adderley et C ie

,
qui proba-

hlement connaissaient toute l'histoire de ce vaisseau, depuis son origiue jusqu'a sa
vente, ne fnrent jamais .appeles a la mettre au jour. Le gouveruenr ne seinble pas non
plus avoir fait la moindre remarque sur une transaction aussi grave.

II Vest pas probable non plus qu'aucune enqueue eut 6t6 faite nulle part, s'il n'y

~avaii
!

pas eu un rappel que les autorites n'avaient pas la liberty de negliger. Le 4 avril,

M. Seward, Secretaire d'etat des Etats-Unis, adressa une note a Lord Lyons, alnrs mi-

nistred'Angleterre a Washington, exposant les faits concernant la capture du Hanover
dans les eaux anglaises, et demandant reparation. Lord Lyons envoya une copie de
cette note, non-seulement au Comte Russell, mais directement au gouverneur de Nassau
Le gouverneur, a la reception de cette de"peche, r<Spondit directement a Lord Lyons,

en lui transmettant le rapport recu de M. Burnside, quand il y fut expressement invite,

le 20 avril precedent, qui se trouve parrni les documents devant nous et se terminant
par le paragraphe suivant

:

" Quel qu'ait pu etre le caractere de la Retribution, ou son capitaine ostensible, je suis

convaincu qu'aucun soupgon a Regard de l'un ou de l'autre n'a e~t6 coneu par aucuii

officier de ce gouvernement jusqu'a ce qu'il ait ete trop tard pour agir contre eux.
" J'ai donne des instructions pour quo l'on fit des enquetes ulteneures."

Je ne puis taire ma surprise du calme d'nne telle affirmation, quand le rapport qu'il

envoyait, et auquel il est fait allusion, semble a mes yeux admettre distiuctement le fait

que tons les trois, le receveur, M. Farri'ngton et lui, concurent de si grands doutes sur

la vente" des exposes que leur fit Locke, qu'il me semble avoir efc<5 uu devoir positif

pour les deux officiers au moins de faire une euquete, assez loin certainement pour

pe"ne"trer les motifs du mensonge, de la fraude et du faux dont ils etaient acconTpagne's.

M. Seward fit assez clairement entrevoir la nature peu satisfaisante de ce rapport
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Seward when he received it, and was also signified to the governor by the

Duke of Newcastle, on behalf of the government at home. This stim-

ulated the authorities to efforts to seize and to prosecute the chief

offenders still hanging about the place. It was clear they were British

subjects, guilty of something very like piracy, as well as of forgery and

fraud. Of the judicial proceedings that followed I desire to speak

with the moderation due to the courts of a foreign nation. But I could

only repeat the remarks which I made in regard to this matter in my
review of the case of the Florida. The arbitrators appear to me at

least to have a duty to the parties before the tribunal to state their

convictions of the exact truth, without fear or favor. In the perform-

ance of my share of it, I cannot omit to point out—(1,) the evasion of

the important witnesses when they were wanted, and their reappear-

ance in perfect security afterward
; (2,) the refusal of the collector at

Long Cay, the most important and responsible agent of the govern-

ment in the transaction, to appear at first ; and (3,) the absence of all

testimony as to the facts within his knowledge when he actually ap-

peared
; (4,) the avoidance of all testimony of the same kind on the

part of Burnside, the magistrate of Inagua, whose first report, made to

the governor, showing his knowledge of them, is among the papers be-

fore us
; (5,) the straw-bail required of the principal culprit by the

court, and his ready forfeiture of it when he pleased
; (6,) the intima-

tion of Governor Bawson, that if it had been £1,000 instead of £100,

it would have been equally supplied to him, if required to save him-;

and, lastly, the acquittal of the criminal by reason of the disappear-

ance of the most important witness for his condemnation ; all together

present a more melancholy and scandalous spectacle of the paralysis of

a judicial tribunal than has ever before been met with, at least in my
experience.

The fact is too plain. that the population of Nassau and its vicinity

quand it le recut, et le due de Newcastle donna a entendre la memo chose au gouver-
neur de la part du gouvernement de l'Angleterre. Ceci poussa les autorites a faire

leurs efforts pour saisir et pour poursuivre les principaux coupables qui r6daient ton-

jours autour de Vila. II 6fcait clair qu'ils e"taient sujets anglais, coupables de quelque
cbose qui ressemblait beaucoup a de la piraterie, aussi bien que do faux et de fraude.

Je d6sire parler des poursuites judiciaires qui suivirent avec In moderation due anx
cours d'une nation iStrangere. Mais je ne pourrais que re"p<5ter les reinarqnes que j'ai

faites a l'6gard de eette matiere dans ma revue du cas du Florida. Les arbitres me
semblent avoir, envers les parties qui sont devant ce tribunal, au moins le devoir d'ex-

poser leurs convictions de l'exacte vente" sans peur ni partiality. Dans l'accomplisse-
uient de ma tache, je ne puis omettre d'indiquer :

1. Invasion destemoins iniportants quand on eut besoin d'eux, et leur r6apparition
en parfaite se'eurite' plus tard.

2. Le refus du receveur de Long Cay, l'agent le plus important et le plus responsa-
ble du gouvernement dans eette transaction, de paraltre d'abord.

3. L'absence de tout te"moignage, quant aux faits a sa counaissance, lorsqu'il parut
effectivement.

4. Le silence de Barnside, le magistral d'Inagua, sur tout tiSmoignage de la meme

.

nature, et pourtant son premier rapport au gouverneur, attestant sa counaissance des
faits, est parmi les documeuts devant nous.

5. La caution insignifiante exigee du principal coupable par la cour, et la faciliW
avec laquelle il y mauqua quand il le jugea bon.

6. Le sentiment du gouverneur Rawsou qne, s'il s'<5tait agi de £1,000 au lieu de
£100, on les lui aurait dgalemeut accordees, si cela avait e"te" ne"cessaire pour le sauver
et enfm, l'acquittement clu criminel a cause de la disparition du te"inoiu le plus impor-
tant pour sa condamnation.
Le tout ensemble prfeente un spectacle plus triste et plus scandaleux de la paralysie

d'un tribunal judiciaire qu'aucun de ceux qui se soient jamais presented, au moins a.

ma connaissance.

Le fait est clair que la population de Nassau et de son Voisinage, e"tait devenue si
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had become so completely demoralized by familiarity with, the fraudulent
trausactious constantly passing before their eyes, as well as the unu-
sual profits accruing therefrom to themselves, that they were neither
in a condition nor in a disposition to visit with harshness any crime,
however flagrant, that could be associated, however remotely, with the
operations of the insurgents in their waters.

It appears to me to be clear that the collector of the port of Long
Cay failed in due diligence when he omitted to give any report whatever
to the governor of the flagrant acts committed by Locke in forging the
signature and attempting to represent the person of another man, as
well as in conspiring, in defiance of the authorities, to obtain false sal-

vage, by force of arms, of an innocent party.
It appears to me that the magistrate of Inagua failed in due diligence

when he omitted to give immediate notice to the governor of the facts
which he only reported when specially called upon by him three weeks
afterward.

It appears to me that the governor failed in due diligence when he
omitted to take notice of the presence of a vessel of the insurgents, in
the port, which was expressly prohibited to enter it by the instructions
of the government at home.
By reason of that failure, he further failed in due diligence in inform-

ing himself of the reasons which had brought that vessel, as well as its

prize, the Hanover, into the port—facts which could not have failed to
become known to him had he instituted a faithful investigation.

It appears to me that the attorney-general failed in due diligence

when he. gave his first opinion, declining to act against the men whom
he had reason to believe criminals, as well as in all the subsequent pro-
ceedings which he instituted against them in the court.

For these acts of omission and commission, the nation injured can look
for reparation only to the government holding the supreme authority
over the territory wherein they happened. It clearly appears that no
energy existed in any official quarter to maintain neutrality.

comple"tement de"moralise"e par l'habitude des transactions frauduleuses qui se passaient
sans cease devant ses yeux, et par les b6ne"fices inusites qu'elle en retirait, qu'elle n'e"tait

ni en e"tat ni en disposition d'agir avec severite" contre tout crime, quelque flagraut qu'il

fut, que l'on pouvait rattacher, meme d'une maniere eloigned, aux operations des in-

surges dans ses eaux.
II me paralt clair que le receveur du port de Long Cay a manque" aux "dues dili-

gences " en omettant de donner au gouverneur aucune nouvelle quelconque des actes
flagrants commis par Locke, en contrefaisant la signature et en essayant de jouer le

r61e d'une autre persoune, aussi bien que du complot en diSfi des autorifces pour obtenir
d'une partie iunocente de fanx droits de sauvetage par les armes.

II me semble que le magistrat d'Inagua a manque" aux " dues diligences" en negligeant
de donner immgdiatement connaissance au gouverneur des faits qu'il ne rapporta que
lorsqu'il y fut spe"cialement invite" par lui, trois semaines plus tard.

II me semble que le gouverneur a manque" aux "dues diligences" en negligeant de
remarqner la presence dans le port d'un vaisseau des insurges, auquel il e"tait expresse"-

ment de"fendu d'entrer par les instructions du gouvernement de l'Angleterre.

En suite tie cette negligence, il manqua plus tard aux " dues diligences " en s'informant
des raisons qui avaient a.rnene" ce vaisseau, aussi bien que sa prise, le Hanover, dans ce

port, fait qui n'aurait pas manque" d'arriver a sa connaissance, s'il avait fait une inves-
tigation cpnsciencieuse.
1 II mo semble que l'attorney-general a manque" aux "dues diligences" en donnant
sou premier avis, refusant d'agir contre les hommes qu'il avait des raisons de croire

criminels, aussi bien que dans to'ates les meaures subs^quentes qu'il prit contre eux dans
les cours.

Pour ces actes d'omission et de commission, la nation Ie"se"e ne peut demander
reparation qu'an gouvernement exerpant l'autorite" supreme sur le territoire ou ils se

sont passe"s. II ressort clairement qu'il n'y eut nulle e"nergie dans aucune des regions

officielles pour maintenir la neutrality.
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Hence my conclusion is, that a liability is clearly imposed upon Her

Majesty's government, in the case of the Eetribution, under the terms

of the treaty of Washington.

Des lors ma conclusion est qu'une responsabillte" est clairement impose'e au gou-

vernement de sa Majeste, dans le cas de la Retribution, d'apres les termes du traite de

Washington

OPINIONS OF SIR ALEXANDER COCKBURN.

The indirect claims at first insisted on by the Government of the United

States being now out of the question, we have to deal with the claims

for damages, " growing out of the acts " of certain specified vessels, as

to which it is alleged that, by reason of some default on the part of the

government of Her Majesty the Queen of England, these vessels were

enabled to take and destroy ships and cargoes belonging to citizens of

the United States.

The causes of complaint put forward by the United States Govern-

ca»sM or com- ernment may be classed under the following heads:

w"°VXBh
unitd ! That by reason of want of due diligence on the part

states/ °
f the British government, vessels were allowed to be fitted

out and equipped, in ports of the United Kingdom, in order to their

being employed in making war against the United States, and, having

been so equipped, were allowed to quit such ports for that purpose.

2. That vessels fitted out and equipped for the before-mentioned pur-

pose, in contravention of the foreign-enlistment act, and being therefore

liable to seizure under that act, having gone forth from British ports,

but having afterward returned to them, were not seized as they ought

to have been, but, having been allowed hospitality in such ports, were
suffered to go forth again, to resume their warfare against the commerce
of the United States.

3. That undue favor was shown in British ports to ships of war of the

Confederate States in respect of the time these ships were permitted

to remain in such ports, or of the amount of coal with which they were
permitted to be supplied.

4. That vessels of the Confederate States were allowed to make
British ports the base of naval operations against the ships and com-
merce of the United States.

Owing to all or some one or other, of these causes, vessels of the
Confederate States were enabled, it is alleged, to do damage to the com-
merce of the United States ; and compensation is claimed in respect of

the damage so done.

The treaty of Washington, from which our authority is derived, lays

Ti, ? treat>- of down, for our guidance in dealing with and deciding on
wwhtairton. these claims, certain rules as to the obligations -of Great
Britain as a neutral state, which for the purpose of this arbitration are

to be taken to have been binding on it.

Not, indeed, that the British government admits that these rules form
part of the law before existing between nations. On the contrary, it is

expressly stated that "Her Britannic Majesty has commanded her
high commissioners and plenipotentiaries to declare that Her Majesty's
government cannot assent to the foregoing rules as a statement of prin-

ciples of international law which were in force at the time when the
claims mentioned in Article I arose, but that Her Majesty's govern-
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inent, in order to evince its desire of strengthening the friendly rela-
tions between the two countries, and of making satisfactory provision
for the future, agrees that, in deciding the questions between the two
countries arising out of those claims, the arbitrators should assume that
Her Majesty's government had undertaken to act upon the principles
set forth iu these rules. And the high contracting parties agree to
observe these rules as between themselves in future, and to bring them
to the knowledge of other maritime powers, and to invite them to accede
to them." 1

The rules iu question are as follows

:

A neutral government is bound

—

First. To use due diligence to prevent the fitting out, arming, or equipping within,
its jurisdiction, of any vessel which it has reasonable ground to believe is intended to
cruise or to carry on war against a power with which it is at peace ; -and also to use
like diligence to prevent the departure from its jurisdiction of any vessel intended to
cruise or carry on war as above, such vessel having been specially adapted, in whole or
in part, within such jurisdiction, to warlike use.

, Secondly. Not to permit or suffer either belligerent to make use of its ports or waters
as the base of naval operations against the other, or for the purpose of the renewal or
augmentation of military supplies or arms, or the recruitment of men.

Thirdly. To exercise due diligence in its own ports and waters, and, as to all per-

sons within its jurisdiction, to prevent any violation of the foregoing obligations and
duties. 1

With these rules before it, the tribunal is directed to determine as to

each vessel, "whether Great Britain has, by any act or omission, failed

to fulfill any of the duties set forth in such rules, or recognized by the
principles of international law not inconsistent with such rules."

The effect of this part of the treaty is to place this tribunal in a posi-

tion of some difficulty. Every obligation for the non-ful- mmcm, arisins

fillment of which redress can be claimed presupposes a f""°«1»> t"»w-

prior existing law, by which a right has been created on the one side

and a corresponding obligation on the other. But here we have to deal
with obligations assumed to have existed prior to the treaty, yet
arising out of a supposed law created for the first time by the treaty.

For we have the one party denying the prior existence of the rules to

which it now consents to submit as the measure of its past obligations,

while the other virtually admits the same thing; for it " agrees to ob-

serve the rules as between itself and Great Britain in future, and to

bring them to the knowledge of other maritime powers, and invite them
to accede to them "—all of which would plainly be superfluous and vain
if these rules already formed part of the existing law recognized as ob-

taining among nations.
It is, I cannot but think, to be regretted that the whole subject-mat-

ter of this great contest, in respect of law as well as of fact, was not left

open to us, to be decided according to the true principles and rules of in-

ternational law in force and binding among nations, and the duties and
obligations arising out of them, at the time when these alleged causes
of complaint are said to have arisen.

From tire history of the treaty of Washington we know that it was
proposed by the British commissioners to submit the entire question,

both as to law and fact, to arbitration; but the commissioners of the
United States refused to "consent to submit the question of the liability

of Great Britain to arbitration unless the principles which should gov-

ern the arbitrator in the consideration of the facts could be first agreed
upon." In vain the British commissioners replied that they "should be
willing to consider what principles should be adopted for observance in

1 Treaty of Washington, Article VI.
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future, but that they were of opinion that the best mode of conducting'

an arbitration was to submit the facts to the arbitrator, and leave him
free to decide upon them after hearing such arguments as might be-

necessary." The American commissioners replied that they should be
williug to consider what principles should bejaid down for observance

in similar cases in future, but only with the understanding that " any
principles which should be agreed upon should be held to be applicable,

to the facts in respect to the Alabama claims." The British commis-
sioners and government gave way, possibly without fully appreciating,

the extent to which the principles of which they were thus admitting

the application would be attempted to be carried in fixing them with
liability.

How this apparent anomaly arose is plain. Her Majesty's govern-

ment, animated by a high sense of justice and by an earnest desire of

conciliation, were anxious to remove every possible cause of complaint

or sense of wrong which the Government and people of the United
States had, or believed themselves to have, against Great Britain as to>

matters arising out of the civil war; they were willing that if, through
any errrors or shortcomings on the part of British authorities, injury

had been caused to American subjects, full redress should be afforded;

they were willing that the question should be determined by an inde-

pendent and impartial tribunal; and though they would naturally have
preferred that the matters in dispute between the two countries should
be decided by what they believed to be the rules of international law
governing the case, rather than that, if the decision should be in

favor of Great Britain, the American people should feel that the con-

test had not been determined according to what, in their view, were the
principles applicable to it, Her Majesty's Government gave way to the
desire of that of the United States, and consented that the rules by
which it was agreed that the duties and obligations of the two nations
should be governed in any future case should be taken to be the measure
of the past obligations and duties of Great Britain with reference to the
subject-matters of the dispute.

It was a great and generous concession, and though the effect of it

might be a pecuniary sacrifice on the part of Great Britain, it was one
which was cheerfully made on the one side, and I trust will not fail to-

be appreciated in the same generous spirit on the other.
If, however, the differences which have unhappily arisen between the

United States and Great Britain were to be determined, not according
to the rules of international law which the arbitrators to be agreed on
should determine to be applicable to the case, but according to rules to

be settled by the contending parties themselves, then I cannot but wish
that the trainers of this treaty had been able to accomplish the difficult

task, now left to us, of defining more precisely what is meant by the
vague and uncertain term "due diligence," and had also set forth the
further " principles of international law, not inconsistent with the rules
laid down," to which reference is made as possibly affecting the liability

of Great Britain.

To some of the heads of complaint hereinbefore referred to, this ob-
servation does not indeed apply. Whether vessels, which might orig-
inally have been seized, should have been so dealt with when they re-

entered British ports, or whether they were protected by the commis-
sions they had in the mean while received from the confederate govern-
ment; whether confederate ships of war were permitted to make Brit-
ish ports the base of naval operations against the United States y
whether the accommodation afforded to them in British ports consti-
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tuted a violation of neutrality, for which Great Britain can be held lia-

ble, are questions which are left to be decided and must be decided ac-
cording to the rules of international law alone.
But when we have to deal with the far more important question of

the liability of Great Britain by reason of the omission to use " due
diligence" to prevent the equipment of vessels of war in her ports, as
required by the treaty, we find nothing in the treaty to direct us as to
the meaning of that term, especially as regards the degree of diligence
which is to be understood to be required by it.

Left in this difficulty, we must endeavor to determine for ourselves
the extent and meaning of the "due diligence" by which we are to
test the alleged shortcomings of the government of Great Britain. For,
it is plain that the standard of " due diligence" ought not to be left to
the unguided discretion of each individual arbitrator. The municipal
law of every country, wherever diligence is required by the law, whether
in respect of obligations arising out of contract, or in regard to the due
care which every one- is bound to exercise to avoid doing harm to the
persons or property of others

—

ne alienum Iwdat—prescribes soma
standard by which the necessary degree of diligence may be tested.

Dealing here with a matter appertaining to law, it is to juridical sci-

ence that we must look for a solution of the difficulty. And since we
have to deal with a question of international law, although, it is true,

of an exceptional character, it seems to me that it will be highly useful
to endeavor to form a clear view of the reciprocal rights and duties
between belligerents and neutrals, created by international law gener-
ally, and of the diligence necessary to satisfy the obligations which
that law imposes, I cannot concur with M. StaempfLi, that, because
the practice of nations has at times undergone great changes, and the
views of jurists on points of international law have often been and
still are conflicting, therefore there is no such thing as international
law, and that, consequently, we are to proceed independently of any
such law—for such is the effect of his reasoning, if I understand it

rightly—according to some intuitive perception of right and wrong,.
or speculative notions of what the rules as to the duties of neutrals-

ought to be. It seems to me that when we sh,all have ascertained the
extent to which a neutral state is responsible, according to the general
law of nations, for breaches of neutrality committed by its subjects,

and the degree of diligence it would be called upon to exercise under
that law, in order to avoid liability, we shall be better able to solve

the question of what constitutes due diligence in the terms of the treaty

of Washington. That treaty may have admitted a liability in the
respect of the equipment of ships where none existed by international

law before, as I certainly think it has : but the degree of diligence re-

quired of a neutral government to prevent breaches of neutrality by
its subjects must be determined by the same principles, whatever may
be the nature of the particular obligation.

Besides the necessity of thus considering the relation of belligerents

and neutrals with reference to the subject of " due diligence," we have
further, in order to satisfy the exigency of the articles of the treaty, to

consider whether, besides in the omission of "due diligence," Great
Britain has failed to fulfill any duty imposed by any principle of inter-

national law not inconsistent with the rules laid down. It is clear also

that, with reference to the other heads of complaint, our decision must
necessarily depend entirely on the rules of international law applicable

thereto. It seems to me, therefore, desirable, in the first place, to en-

deavor to take an accurate survey of the law by which the relative-
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rights of belligerents and neutrals are fixed and determined, as essen-

tial to the solution of the questions we are called on to decide.

I proceed, therefore, to consider the subject of neutral obligations in

time of war.
Neutrality may be said to be the status of a country relatively to two

Elements of ne* others which are at war with one another, while it remains
tmhly- at peace with both, and gives assistance to neither.

The last-mentioned condition is plainly an essential element of that

which goes before it ; for, to give assistance to either of the belligerents

would be indirectly to take a part in the war, and would afford a suffi-

cient reason to the one whose enemy was thus assisted, for having re-

course to force to prevent such assistance from being given.

It is obviously immaterial in what form the assistance is rendered, so

obligations of ti,8 long as its purpose and effect is to add to the means of the
„eutr,ii state. belligerent for the purpose either of offense or defense.

Troops, men, horses, ships, arms, munitions of war of every kind, money,
supplies—in short, whatever can add to the strength of the belligerent

for the purpose either of attack or defense—are things that cannot be
supplied by a neutral state to either belligerent without forfeiting the
character of neutrality and the rights incidental to it.

In like manner the neutral sovereign cannot allow the use of his ter-

ritory for the passage of troops of either belligerent, still less allow it

to be used by either as a base of hostile operations. He cannot lend
his ships for the transport of troops, arms, or munitions of war, or even
for the transmission of dispatches. Whatever restrictions, in the exer-

cise of his territorial rights, he imposes ou the one belligerent, he must
impose on the other also ; for restraints—however lawful and proper in
themselves—enforced as against the one, dispensed with as regards the
other, are indirectly assistance given to the one so favored.
Whatever obligations attach by the general principles of the law of

oMiiuion. or the nations to the state or community, as a whole, are equally
subject, or a nemrai binding on its subjects or citizens. For the state or com-

munity is but the aggregate of its individual members, and
whatever is forbidden to the entire body by that law, is equally forbidden/
to its component parts. In this sense, and in this sense only, can it be said
that international law—in other words, the common law of nations

—

forms part of the common law of England ; for the greater part of the
rules of international law, by which nations now consent to be bound,
are posterior in date by many centuries to the formation of the common
law of England. Nevertheless, Great Britain forming part of the great
fraternity of nations, the common law adopts the fundamental princi-
ples of international law, and the obligations and duties they impose,
so that it becomes, by force of the municipal law, the duty of every man,
so far as in him lies, to observe them ; by reason of which any act done
in contravention of such obligations becomes an offense against the law
of his own country.
But the subject who thus infringes the law of his own country by

Liability or the violating the neutrality which that law enjoins him to main-

Sbfecu
"** ° r '" tain ' is amenable for his offense to the law of his own

country alone, except when actually taking part in the
war as a combatant, when, of course, he is liable to be dealt with accord-
ing to the laws of war. The offended belligerent has otherwise no hold
on him. International law knows of no relations between a state and
the subjects of another state, but only of those which exist between
state and state. But this being so, the belligerent, against whom a
breach of neutrality has been committed by the subject of a neutral
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state, as distinguished from the state itself, may have a right to hold
the state responsible, and,to look to it for redress. For the state, that
is, the community as a whole, is bound to restrain its individual mem-
bers from violating obligations which, as a whole, it is bound to fulfill.

Not, however, that the responsibility of the state for the acts of its
subjects is absolute and unlimited. Eeason has set bounds to a respon-
sibility which would otherwise be intolerable. For it must be remem-
bered that the consequence of a violation of neutrality is the right of
the offended belligerent to treat the offending neutral as an enemy, and
declare war against him. He is not bound to accept pecuniary amends
as an alternative.

Now, reason points out that the government of a country can only be
held responsible for breaches of neutrality committed by its subjects,
when it can reasonably be expected to prevent them.
There are things which a government can prevent, and others which

it cannot. It can prevent things that are done openly and in defiance of
law. The open levying of men, and expeditions departing from its

territory by land or water, are things which a government would
properly be expected to prevent, and for which, if not prevented, it

would be answerable.
But a government could not be so held in.respect of things it cannot

prevent; such as the conduct of individual subjects in enlisting or
serving in the laud or sea force of a belligerent, or things done clandes-
tinely or surreptitiously, so as to elude observation or detection, notwith-
standing the exercise of proper diligence to prevent the law from being
broken. But then the exercise of such diligence is part of the duty of
a government, and the condition of its immunity. If this diligence has
been wanting, a belligerent has just cause to hold the neutral state re-

sponsible for wrongful acts done by its subjects, in violation of neu-
trality, and from which he, the belligerent, has suffered. We are thus
brought face to face with the all-important question of what is this

"diligence" which a government is thus bound to exercise to prevent
breaches of neutrality by its subjects. I shall endeavor presently to

grapple with that question ; but I prefer first to complete my survey of

the relative rights and obligations of belligerents and neutrals.

»And as the principal complaint against the British government re-

lates to vessels of war furnished by its subjects to the Confederate
States, I shall, in the first place, apply myself to the question how far

the subjects of a neutral state can, consistently with the obligations of

neutrality, supply a belligerent with articles of warlike use in the way
of trade and business.

For, thus far, we have been dealing with assistance rendered to one
belligerent against another, animo adjuvandi, for the direct° n,,. , . , '

J
• , i • i_ Riehta of neutral

purpose of enabling him to overcome or resist his opponent, subjects m reject of

/Very different considerations present themselves when we
have to deal with assistance furnished to a belligerent, not animo
adjuvandi, with the object of enabling him to overcome his enemy,
but animo commercandi—in the way of trade and commerce.
Here a broad and important distinction between the state and its sub-

jects presents itself. The former, generally speaking, can- Di , e„ nctbe.

not, consistently with neutrality, under any circumstances, l

™tj££
s
*£££

Z

supply to one of two belligerents articles which may be l""le -

of use to him in carrying on war. For, as governments do not engage
in trade, save in exceptional cases of very rare occurrence—as, for in-

stance, when a government disposes of ships for which it has no use

—

nothing supplied by a government to a belligerent can be supplied
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otherwise than animo adjuvandi; that is, for a purpose inconsistent with

neutrality. But its subjects stand, in this respect, on a very different

footing. The subject, indifferent to both the belligerent parties, may be

willing to sell to either articles of warlike use in which he is in the habit

of dealing. Assistance, and sometimes very material assistance, is thns

afforded to a belligerent, who, by this means,, is, enabled to carry on

war. Is assistance thus afforded, not animo adjuvandi, but artimo com-

mercandi, a breach of neutrality, or is it to be considered as within the

right of the neutral subject ?

Now, the subjects of a neutral state having in time of peace the right

of carrying on trade with a belligerent, on what ground of reason or

justice^ it may be asked, should their right of peaceful trade be taken

away, and their interests thus be damaged by reason of a war which

they have had no share in bringing about, and in which they have

no concern? The condition of neutrality, in not supplying anything to

either belligerent with the object of assisting him against the other, or

which would not be as readily supplied to the other, being observed,

what reason can be suggested why the rights of the neutral in his rela-

tions with either belligerent, as they existed before war broke out,

should be disturbed or altered ?

An Italian jurist thus writes :

II fatto della vendita degli oggetti di contrabbando avvenuta in territorio neutrale e

opera dello stato stesso nella sua qualita di persona pubblica, o invece e l'operato di

suoi privati cittadini, che farmo di ci6 la ]oro abituale professione. Nel primo caso

e fuor di dubbio che vi sarebbe motivo di lagnanza per parte di uno dei belligeranti,

poicbe non entra negli officii dello stato l'attendere a privati mercimonii, ed ogni

siio atto ha un valore internazionale o in senso di un diritto o in senso di una obbliga-

zione, ehe non si pud mai dissimulare. Ma lo Btesso non si puo dire ove la vendita degli

oggetti, e quando sia, il caso la fabbrica degli stessi, fosse il fatto particolare di privati

cittadini di quello stesso stato. In esso non potrebbe ravvisarsi un fine politico come
nell' azione pubblica del governo, non essendo lo scopo di tali cittadini che commerciale

od industriale, epperb non lesivo in modo alcuno degli altrui diritti.

Se gli autori che hanno discusso la presente questione avessero ritenuta la capitale

diff'erenza che passa tra gli atti pubblici del governo e qiielli dei privati cittadini, non
avrebbero al certo classincato come atti contrari alia condizione neutrale la vendita

fatta in territorio neutro da privati cittadini di arnii e munizioni da guerra. 1

Nevertheless, it is certain that the rights of a nation, as regards trade

Effect of war or,
with another nation, do undergo very considerable modifi-

„eutrai trade. cations, when such second nation engages in war with a

third ; and when it is said by some writers that neutrality is only the

prolongation of the state of peace between the neutral and the belliger-

ent, this language must be taken with considerable allowance. For, it

is certain that, as regards, trade and commerce, the rights of the peace-

ful neutral undergo very serious diminution. By the admitted rules of

international law, a belligerent may seize articles contraband of war in

transit by sea from the neutral to his enemy. By blockading his ene-

my's port he may shut the commerce of the neutral even in articles not
capable of being applied to warlike use. True, say those writers who
advocate the rights of neutrals against belligerents ; but if the rights of

the neutral subject in respect of trade had been regulated according to

natural law, or, to speak more philosophically, according to the law
which reason i>oints out as for the common benefit of all, those rights

would have remained undisturbed and unaffected by the wars of others
with whom his own country remained at peace. But between distant

nations trade can be carried on only by sea. The nations most power-
ful at sea have generally been those who have waged war on the ocean.

1 Avio " Nuova teoria dei rapporti giuridici internazionali," cited in Gola, '' Corso
di diritto internazionale," vol. 3, p. 30.
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In such wars they have sought to weaken their adversaries by crippling
their commerce, and to effect that object have imposed restraints on
peaceful states less powerful than themselves. Some countries have
even gone so far, in early times, as to interdict all commerce whatever
with nations with which they were at war. The sense of mankind, it is

true, revolted against pretensions so extravagant, and after a time the
restraints which belligerents were entitled to impose on neutral com-
merce were rendered less oppressive. But they still bear the impress of
their origin, as having been imposed by the strong upon the weak. They
are manifestly in derogation of the common right of peaceful trade which
all maritime nations enjoy in time of peace, but which is thus made to
submit to restraint in order to serve the purposes of those by whom the
peace of the world is disturbed.

Let us see how these restraints on neutral commerce became settled

in time. As they existed till a very recent period, according to the
general practice of nations, they were as follows

:

1. Though the belligerent might resort to the neutral territory to pur-

chase such articles as he required, even for his use in war, and the neu-
tral in selling him such articles would be guilty of no infraction of
neutrality, yet, in regard to things capable of being used in war, and
which thenceforth received the appellation of " contraband of war," if,

instead of the belligerent himself conveying them, the neutral under-
took to convey them, such articles, if intercepted by the adversary,
though the property of the neutral in them had not been transferred to

the belligerent, were liable to be seized and became forfeited to the

captor. If the article was of a doubtful character, ancipitis usus, that is,

one that might be applied to purposes of peace or of war, the liability of

seizure depended on whether the surrounding circumstances showed
that it was intended for the one use or the other.

2. If either belligerent possessed sufficient force at- sea to bar the

access to a port belonging to his enemy, he was entitled to forbid the

neutral all access to such port for the purpose of trade, however inno-

cent and harmless the cargo with which his ship might be charged,

under the penalty of forfeiting both ship and cargo.

3. The neutral was prohibited from carrying the goods of a belliger-

ent, such goods not being protected by the neutral flag, but being sub-

ject to seizure.

4. Besides this, according to the practice of France, the neutral was
prohibited from having his goods carried in the enemy's ship, and if the

ship was taken the goods became prize.

Lastly, to enforce the rights thus assumed by powerful belligerents,

the neutral had further to submit to what was called the right of search,

in order that the belligerent might satisfy himself whether goods of the

«nemy, or goods contraband of war intended for the enemy, were being
conveyed in the neutral ships.

By the wise and liberal provisions of the declaration of Paris of 1856,

the last two oppressive restraints on the trade of neutrals, mentioned
under heads 3 and 4, have, as between most of the leading nations of

the world, been done away with. The others remain. America has

not as yet formally assented to the declaration of Paris. The two rules

in question do not, however, come into play on this occasion.

But the two first of the restraints put on neutral commerce occupy a

prominent place in the discussions which have occurred in the course of

this inquiry. Both of them are manifestly restraints, and Blockade'™,! co.-

, restraints of a very serious character, on the natural free-
lra'"""1 of ""

,
dom of neutral commerce. The advantage -thus acquired of preventing
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the trade of the neutral in articles of warlike use, at a time when that

trade is the most likely to be profitable to him, and still more that of

preventing it in any shape by the blockading of an enemy's port, is

obviously obtained only at the expense of the peaceful rights of neutral

commerce.
The right of blockading a port, and thereby excluding from it neutral

commerce of every sort, has been justified by assimilating it to that ex-

ercised by the besieger of acity or'fortress, in investing it and debarring

all access to it. But the analogy is not complete, for the immediate
purpose of the besieger is to take the city or fortress, while that of the

blockade is, not to capture tbe blockaded port, but to enfeeble the enemy
and diminish his means by the gradual destruction of his commerce,
which of course necessarily involves a corresponding loss inflicted on
the commerce of the neutral. And though it may be said that, just as

the besieger of a city or fortress is in occupation of the territory which
surrounds it, and is,' therefore, by the law of war, master of such terri-

tory and entitled to give laws to all within its ambit, and has thus full

right as well as power to forbid access to it, so the blockading force has

occupation of the territorial waters and can exercise a similar right in

respect of them
;
yet for the most part such occupation is constructive

only, and the blockading force is generally in the habit of sending cruis-

ers' far beyond the limits of the territorial waters, to intercept vessels

intending to enter the blockaded port.

On whatever ground the right ofblockade thus conceded to belligerents

may be placed, it is obvious that it is a very serious encroachment on
the freedom of the neutral in the peaceful pursuit of commerce.
In M. Calvo's work, " Le droit international," blockade is spoken of

as "la plus grave atteinte qui puisse etre portee par la guerre an droit

des neutres. 1 -*'

Fioresays: " Le blocus est odieux et coutraire a Findependance des
peuples neutres

;
parcequ'il n'empSche pas seulement le commerce de

certaiues matieres d6termin6es, coinme la contrebande de guerre; mais
il detruit toute espece de commerce de quelque nature que ce soit avec
les lieux assi£g6s et bloque^s." 2

Nor must it be forgotten, with respect to the trade carried on in de-

fiance of a blockade, that the neutral owes nothing to the blockading
belligerent, who, for his own purposes, thus seeks to shut out the innoc-

uous commerce of the neutral with his enemy, regardless of the loss

and injury he is thereby inflicting on him.
The right to intercept articles of warlike use has been for the most

cont™b.i.d of war. part treated by earlier writers on international law as an
admitted encroachment on the neutral in respect of freedom of trade.

It has been justified on the score of the necessity in which the belligerent

captorisplaced, of preventing that which will be used to his own hurtfrom
reaching his adversary; or as arising from the law of self-defense, which
gives to the belligerent the right of stopping things which may be used
against him, while on their way to his enemy, and, furthermore, of con-

fiscating them to his own use as a penalty on the neutral for having in-

tended to convey them to the enemy.
Looked at from this point of view, it is said that the right of the bel-

ligerent to intercept this species of commerce, and the liability of the
neutral to have his property captured and confiscated under such cir-

cumstances, do not arise out of obligations inherent in the nature of

neutrality. They are purely conventional, and, as it were, a compromise

1 Vol. ii, p. 521. a Vol. ii, p. 446.
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between, the power of belligerents and the rights of neutrals ; and, if
this species of trade can be said to be unlawful, it is only so sub modo,
it being left free to the neutral to pursue it, subject always to the right
of the belligerent to seize it during its transit to his enemy, if he can.
" The right of the neutral to transport," says that great jurist Chancellor
Kent, " and of the hostile power to seize, are conflicting rights, and
neither party can charge the other with a criminal act."1

A different view respecting the trade of the neutral in articles of con-
traband of war has, however, been maintained in our day.
M. Hautefeuille, and the writers of his school, look upon

Difttr*""«»-

the supplying of articles of contraband of war by the neutral in the way
of trade as inconsistent with the duty of neutrality, which
prohibits the rendering of assistance to a belligerent for the

M
'

H*"tel,! ' , ',te-

purpose of a war in which he is engaged, extending the rule to articles
of warlike use supplied in the way of trade as much as to those fur-
nished gratuitously.

According to this view, the neutral thus guilty of a breach of the first

principle of neutrality justly incurs the penalty of his transgression in
the confiscation and loss of his property.

This doctrine is open, however, to the objection that it is inconsistent
with the practice of nations, according to which this species of trade
has never been treated as a breach of neutrality in the full sense of the
term. It wholly fails to account for or justify the right of blockade.
But the importance of this difference in the views of publicists will be

more sensibly felt when we proceed to deal with the subject of the trade
of the neutral with the belligerent in the country of the neutral.
One thing is quite clear, and must not be lost sight of: Neither the

trade in contraband of war nor that carried on in defi- No oblilcltion „„

ance of a blockade constitute, practically, any violation of Jo
6"™^™"™"

neutrality, so far as the government of the neutral trader is IT^h^ili^dli
concerned. Scarce any neutral government has ever at- ports -

tempted to prevent its subjects from carrying on such trade ; no neutral
government was ever held responsible, as for a breach of neutrality, for
such trade carried on by its subjects. This is a point as to which there
has been no difference of action among governments, or difference of
opinion as to.the duty of governments among writers on public law. It
is one of those things which, on the part of its subjects^ a government,,
according to the existing practice of nations, is not called upon to pre-

vent. It is one of those things which the belligerent, who, in furthering
his own purposes is indifferent to the loss he inflicts on the neutral, must
submit to if he is unable to prevent it, and for which he is not entitled

to hold the neutral state responsible.
Speaking of the transport of articles contraband of war, M. Ortolan

states the law most correctly

:

M. 0rtohn

Si c'estl'e'tat neutre lui-m6me qui fait opererce transport, soit qu'ille fasse gratuite-
ment, soit qu'il en recoive le prix, il devient auxiliaire de la lutte, et par consequent il

rompt la neutrality. La chose change si ce sont les snjets de cet 6tat qui, sans appui
de leur gouvernement, font de ce m§me transport no objet de leurs operations commer-
ciales. due puissance qui reste neutre n'est pas obligee de defend re ce commerce a sea
sujets, encore moins de les punir pour l'avoir fait ; seulement elle ne peut le couvrir de
sa protection. En d'autres termes, le pavilion ne couvre pas les marchandises de contre-
bande de guerre, non pas mSine dans le cas ou ces marchandises appartiennent a des
neutres.2

Among the various articles coming under the denomination of contra-

band of war, according to the general principles of interna- Sh;p, ol „„ and

tional law, two more particularly interest us on the present

1 Kent's Commentaries, vol. i, p. 142.
2" Diplomatic de la Mer," vol. ii, chap. 6,

coultt.
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occasion—ships of war and coals. Both are excluded from the category

of contraband by M. Hautefeuille, who refuses to recognize as such any-

thing which is not in its actually existing state ready to be used for at-

tack or defense. The following passages from his work, "Des droits et

des devoirs des nations neutres," explain the views of the author on the

subject of ships, which, till armed, he refuses to consider contraband of

war, and which, whatever the construction, when unarmed, he holds to

be objects of lawful comnierce

:

Je ne puis coraprendre qu'un batiment, quelles que soient sa grandeur, sa forme, sa

destination, soit un objet de contrebande de guerre. Le navire n'est pas propr'e.a la

guerre, prepare' pour servir exelusivement aux operations militaires, apte a etre em-
ploy*? a ces operations, imme~diatenient et sans aucun cbangement, sausaucune addition.

Lorsqu'il est de"pourvu des canons, des munitions, des amies et des homines qui doivent
les employer, ce n'est pas une machine de guerre; c'est un vehicule plus ou moins
grand, plus ou moins solide, mais ce n'est qu'un v6hieule. Pour lui donner les quali-

ty's speciales et exclusives qui de"terininent le caractere de contrebande de guerre, il est

necessaire de transporter a bord des canons, des armes, des munitions, en un mot, tout

l'attirail du combat. C'est alors seulement que le batiment devient, non une machine
de guerre, mais une machine portant des instruments de guerre et susceptibles de
nuire, par cette circonstance seulement, au belligerant. Mais la machine elle-m&me,
mais le veUiicule denu6 de son armement, ne peut 6tre repute nuisible. An reste, il fant

convenir que ce commerce est peu frequent, et la meilleure preuve que je puisse donner
de 1'mnoonite" de ce negoce est le silence du droit secondaire a son egard. 1

.

Les batiments non armes, construits dans les ports neutres et vendus aux nations
engages dans les hostilites, quelles que soient leur force, la nature de leur construction,

sont egalement objets d'un commerce lic'te. lis doivent §tre regis par la regie gene"-

rale, qui est la liberty entiere du commerce, entre les nations neutres et les deux
belligerauts. 1

As to coal, M. Hautefeuille expresses himself as follows:

La houille est sans doute nn auxiliaire indispensable des machines, mais elle ne sau-
rait etre consideree comme un instrument direct et exclusif de guerre; bien loin de la,

les UBages pacifiques auxquels elle est employee sont beaucoup plus importants que
ceux qui resultent de l'6tat de guerre; et la consommation faite pour ces usages paci- •

fiques est beaucoup plus considerable que celle necessity par les hostility's. D'apres
les regies du droit primitif, la houille est done une denree dont le commerce doit tou-
jours rester libre.

Je ne saurais prevoir comment les traite"s a intervenir entre les pennies navigat'eurs
traucheront cette question; mais ce que je puis affirmer c'est que la houille, d'apres le

droit primitif, ne fait pas partie de la contrebande; c'est que la loi secondaire ne peut
changer la nature des objets, ni leur donner un caractere qu'ils n'ont pas, d'apres les

principes qu'elle est appele"e a appliquer, mais non a modifier.3

But the views of this eloquent and learned but theoretical author on
this subject are not shared by other writers. Galiani, Hiibner, (the

champion of the rights of neutrals,) Martens, Tetens,. Piantanida, Buth-
erford, Lord Stowell, Chancellor Kent, Heffter, in his able work, "Das
europaische Volkerrecht der Gegenwart," include ships among the
things which are contraband of war. Among later writers, M. Ortolan
and Sir Bobert Phillimore place both ships and coal in the list of articles

of contraband. I entirely concur in thinking that a ship adapted and
intended for war is clearly an article of contraband. Such a ship is, in

fact, a floating fortress, and, when armed and manned, becomes a for-

midable and efficient instrument of warfare. Coal, too, though in its

nature ancipitis usus, yet, when intended to contribute to the motive-
power of a vessel, must, I think, as well as machinery, be placed in the
same category as masts and sails, which have always been placed among
articles of contraband, except by M. Hautefeuille, who, as has been
stated, insists that nothing is to be considered as contraband except
what is capable of being immediately applied to the purpose of destruc-
tive warfare.

L Hautefeuille, "Droits et devoirs' des nations neutres," vol. ii, n 13o
= Ibid., pp. 143, 144.

^
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It is perfectly clear, though I fear it has not always heen kept in view
in the course of these discussions, that, with the liability to ,„,Bive conimerc9

the seizure and loss of the cargo, (in some instances, it is
°f "»"»»"»'•

said, of the ship,) if he transmits contraband of war to the enemy of the
belligerent captor, (and to the loss both of ship and cargo if he attempts
to force a blockade,) ends, according to the existing practice of nations,
all restraint on the trade and commerce of the neutral. In his own
country, in his own markets, in his own factories, the neutral may, ac-

cording to the practice of nations, sell articles to the belligerent which,
if sent by sea, would be contraband of war. Theoretical writers are not,
indeed, of one mind on this subject. While the great majority of authors
are agreed as to the right of the neutral to sell, in the way of trade, to
the belligerent resorting to his market, whatsoever the latter desires to
buy, if the neutral has it to sell, whether the article be of an innocent
character or contraband of war in its most destructive form, a few
authors have recently written in a different spirit.

No writer on international law before Galiani had ventured to assert that
the neutral was prohibited from selling, in his own country, to a bellig-

erent, articles which, if sent out of his country by sea, would be liable

to siezure as contraband of war. His doctrine to that effect was vigor-

ously refuted by his two distinguished countrymen, Lampredi and Azuni,
and was for a time abandoned as untenable ; but it has been revived in

our day. Let us review the leading authorities. The question is not
only of interest to the jurist,. but one which will be found to be impor-
tant to some of the decisions of this tribunal.

Lampredi, in his work on neutral commerce, refutes the opinion of

Graliani. On the general subject, (I quote from Peuchets'.

French translation, not having the original before me,) he
writes as follows

:

Lorsqu'une fois l'on a e"tabli la settle loi que les peuples centres doivent observer
pendant la guerre, il devient inutile de demauder quelles doivent etre les limites du
commerce qu'il3 font en consequence de leur neutrality, parcequ'on pent r^pondre qu'il

n'en doit, avoir aiicune, et qu'ils peuvent le faire de la rugme maniere qu'ils le faisaient

en temps de paix, observantseulement une exacte impartiality pendant tout le temps
de la guerre. 11 n'y aura done aucune espice de marcliandises qu'ils ne puissent vendre et

porter aux belligerdnU et Vonne pourra pas les empischer de leur vendre ou loiter desnavires,

pourvu qu'ils ne refusent point si l'un ce qu'ils accordent a 1'autre. Devant et pouvant
suivre legitimement leur commerce comnie en temps de paix, il ne doit y' avoir aucune
distinction de marchandises, d'argent, d'armes, et d'autres munitions de guerre: la

vente et le transport de ces divers objets dans les places des bellige"rants doivent etre

permis, et ne point porter atteinte il la neutrality, pourvu qu'il n'y ait ni faveur, ni

5>re"ference, ni esprit de parti. 1

In chapter v, page 57, he treats the question whether neutrals

may sell every kind of merchandise within the neutral territory to a
belligerent, as one which no jurist anterior to Galiani had ever thought
of bringing into controversy, all their discussions being confined to the
e'arriage of contraband to the enemy. It is not, he explains, till they
have left the neutral territory that articles, though of warlike character,

assume the character of contraband. In chapter vii, page 72, he says :

Le caract&re de contrebande ne vient done pas, aux marcliandises, de l'nsage qu'on
peut en faire dans la guerre, mais de toutautre source. Anssi longtemps qn'elles sont
sur le territbire neutre, elles ne different pas des autres marcliandises ; elles s'y veudent
et s'y achetent de la meme maniere et sans anenne difference. Deux circonstances font

prendre a ees marchandises le caractere de contraband* : 1, qu'elles soient paseees a la

puissance de l'ennemi, ou & moins destinees a y passer ; 2, qu'elles soi,ent sorties du ter-

ritoire neutre. "Alors elles deviennent choses hostiles, res hostiles ; elles prennent le

caractere de marchandises de contrebande; et si elles sont trouve'es hors de toute juri-

diction souveraine, coniine, par excmple, si l'on les trouvait en pleine mer, elles peu-

1 " Commerce des neutres," part i, chap. 3, p. 32.
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vent etre legitimemeut arrete'es et confisquees par l'ennemi, quel que soit le pavilion

proprie'te' (

rain qui permet, sur son territoire, le commerce libre-de toutes sortes d'objets ne passe pas

les droits de souveraiuete', et lea puissances belligerantes ne peuvent s'en plaindre ni

1'accuser de donnor la main a la vente des marchandises de contrebande, qui, sur son

territoire, ne peuvent jamais avoir ce caractere, et ne peuvent en porter le com que
lorsqu'elles sont devenues on destiuees a devenir la proprie'te' de l'ennemi, et sorties du
territoire oil elles ont e'te' achetees.

In another work Lampredi, speaking of neutrality, says

:

Et quia neutrius partis esse debet, et abello omnino abstinefe, neutri etiam suppedi-

tabit quas directe ad bellum referuntur. Suppeditare bicloei transvebere ad alterutrum
bostem significat ; nam si qua gens instrumenta bellica, et coetera supra memorata
ntrisque bellantibus aequo pretio veluti merces vendat, neutralitatem non violat. Ad
banc necessariani mercaturse distinctioneui animum non advertisse eos, qui de'hac re

tam prolixe scripserunt, manifesto patet ; maxime enim inter se differre videntur e>Xr

portatio mercium ad bostem meum ab amico vel neutro populo facta, et eorum ven-
ditio, qute ad bellum necessaria esse possunt.1

Azuni, who wrote shortly after Lampredi, maintains the same doc-

trine. In his work " Systeme universel de principes de
droit maritime," (ch. ii, art. 3,) he says

:

Le commerce general passif, on la vente impartiale sur le propre territoire des neu-
tres, de marcbaiidises, denrees, bu manufactures, de toute espice, sera t'oujouts permis,
ponrvu que le souverain»n'ait pas fait un traits particulier avec nn des belligerants
dont les snjets viennent faire des achats et des provisions sur le territoire neutre, et

qu'il ne se mele pas des achats, des ventes, et des autres contrats qui transmettent la

proprie'te', qu'il n'ordonne pas qu'on remplisse les magasins de provisions de guerre, et

ne fasse pas mettre ses navires a la voile pour les transporter sur le territoire du' bel-

ligerant. En protegeant egalernent le commerce de son pays, en permettant a ses

,

sujets de coutinuer leur commerce de la merae maniereet avec la meme liberty qu'avant
la guerre, il ne fait qu'user de droits ineontestables, qui ne peuvent etre limites que par
des conventions speciales, express<5ment on tacitement faites.

After combating tbe reasoning of Galiani, he adds

:

II est necessaire que je repete ici le principe incontestable que j'ai prececleminent
rapports, qu'en suivant le droit conventionnel de l'Europe, les neutres ne peuvent
porter les choses qui sont specialement propres a la guerre, et qui y sont directemeut
employe's, mais qu'ils peuvent sans inconvenient, selon le droit universel des gens, les

vendre comme marchandise sur leur propre territoire a quiconque se pr^sente pour les

acheter, puisqu'ils le font sans partiality, et sans montrer de faveur plut6t pour une
partie belligerante que pour l'autre.

Eeddie, in his " Eesearches Historical and Critical in Maritime and
International Law," cites these views with concurrence and approba-
tion.

In Wheaton's History of International Law, the author speaks of the
refutation of Galiani by Lampredi as superfluous, as an "idle ques-
tion."

Masse, iu his work " Le droit commercial dans ses rapports avec Je
. droit des gens," after maintaining the right of the belli-

gerent to intercept contraband, adds

:

Mais la these change s'il s'agit d'nn commerce passif. S'il est de'fendu au neutre de
porter des armes et des munitions anx belligerants, parcequ'alors il devient l'auxiliaire
de l'un et l'ennemi de l'autre, il ne lui est pas deieudu de vendre impartialement sur
son territoire des objets necessaires a la guerre, parceque son territoire est ouvert a
tous, que tous peuvent venir y chercher ce dont ils ont besoin, et que le neutre qui se
borne a vendre chez lui, a la difference de celui qui porta ses marchandises au belli-

gerant, n'est pas tenu ' de recbercher qni le's lui actfete, pour qui elles sont aehote'es, et
quelle est leur destination ulterieure. C'est alors qu'il est absolument vrai de dire que
les neutres peuvent coutinuer pendan t la guerre le commerce qu'ils faisaieut pendant

1 " Theorem, juris publiei universi," p. 3, cap. 12, § 9, n. 4.
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la paix, et que la neutrality est la continuation d'un <5tat anterieur qui ne modifio pas
la guerre a laquelle le neutre, qui ouvre son marche" a toutes les nations, ne prend
aueune part direote ou indirecte. 1

,

Again

:

Sur un territoire neutre, il n'y a pas de niarchandise de contrebande ; toutes y sont
libres. Elles ne deviennent contrebande qu'au moment oil elles en sortent avec direc-
tion pour un lieu dout leur nature les exclut. C'est alors qu'elles tombent sous la juri-
diction des belligerants contre lesquels elles sout dirigees. Jusque-la et taut qu'elles
restent en un lieu oil elles no peuvent leur rvuire, ils n'ont pas le droit de s'uccuper des
transactions paciftques dont elles peuvent etre l'objet. Sans doute, la guerre donne
une nouvelle impulsion au commerce passif des objets utiles a la guerre; mais cetfce
impulsion n'est pas du fait des neutres, elle est du fait des belligerants, qui, apres avoir
eux-mgines produit des circonstances nouvelles, ne peuvent trouver mauvais que les
neutres- en profitent dans les limites de leurs droits et de leur territoire.3

M. Ortolau observes as follows

:

C'est s.eulem out lorsquede telles marchandises sonten cours de transport pour une des ti-

nation hostile qu'elles deviennent contrebande militaire. Lorsqu'un 6tat
neutre'laisse ses sujetsse livrer au commerce passif de ces oigwes objets,

«'est-a-dire, lorsqu'il permet a tous les belligerants indistinctement de venir les acheter
sur son territoire pour les trausporter ensuite ou bou leur semble, a leurs frais et a
leurs risques, sur leurs propres navires marckands, il ne fait pas autre chose que laisser

s'accomplir un acte licite ; on ne peut pas dire qu'il prenne part a la guerre parce qu'il

laisse ses ports libres, et parce qu'il conserve a toutes les nations le droit qu'elles avaient
avant la guerre d'y entrer avec leurs batiments marcuands pour s'y approvisionner,
par la voie du commerce, des marcbandises dont elles onfc besoin ; les vendeurs eux-
memes ne sont pas responsables de l'usage ultet'ieur qui sera fait de ces marchaudises

;

lis ne sont paa tenus de conualtre ni pour qui elles sout achetes ni la direction qu'bn.

leur reserve.

Le droit conventionnel est d'accord avec ces principes ; il ne defend pas la vente im-
partiale faite sur un territoire neutre des marchandises propres a la guerre. Mais si

ces secours eifectifs eu nature, que l'un des combattants vient prendre et exporte a
ses propres risques, e'taientfournis par l'e"tat neutre lui-meme; si, par exeniple, des armes,
des projectiles, de la poudre 6taient tire's de ses arsenaaux ou de ses manufactures
publiques, ce ne serait plus la un commerce prive", et par consequent il y aurait atteinte
grave a la neutrality.3

Heffter, in his " Volkerrecht der Gegenwart," (I cite from Bergsou's
translation,) p. 315, says

:

Homer

.

En ce qui concerne les objets de contrebande, la vente faite aux belligerants en terri-

toire neutre ne saurait etre considered comme un acte illicite et contraire aux devoirs
de la neutrality ; ce n'est que leur transport qui en rend responsable.

Professor Sandona, of Siena, " Trattato di diritto internazionale mo-
demo," comparing passive with the active commerce of neutrals, says:

Dico adunque, che si crede a torfco che faccia opera ad un di presso eguale, chi vende
semplicemeuto nel proprio paese quanto immediatemente si riferisce ai mezzi di fare

la guerra, e chi trasporta qUesti mezzi sui mercati o nelle piazze dei belligeranti. II

prime vende le sue merci nel proprio paese, ove non vi e, staudo al puro diritto razio-

nale, alcuria legge che gliene vieti il traffico. E appnnto perche dimora in esso, e nioute
«sta a questo commercio, egii non fa uso che della sua liberta, che d'altra parte finche

riinaue nel paese nativo, nessuu principe straniero pud limitare La sola
cosa che si pu6 dimandare da lui e questa, che sia disposto a vendere egualmento a
chiunque si presenta le sue merci, onde evitare il pericolo di offendere l'imparzialita, a
ciii i neutrali soho tenuti.

To these authors Professor Bluutschli has added the weight of his

authority. > FrofeasorBluntsclili.

In his work entitled "Das moderne Volkerrecht," or, as it is called

in the French translation, " Le droit international cpdih6," he writes :

Le fait qu'un 6tat neutre fournit ou laisse fournir h, uu des bellige'rants des. armes ou
du materiel de guerre constitne egalement une violation des devoirs des neutres.

'Vol. i, p. 203.
2 Ibid., p. 285.
3 " Diplomatic dela raer," vol. ii, p. 180.
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Par contre, ai des parti culiers, sans avoir l'intention de venir en aide a Tun des bel-

ligerants, iui fouruissent a titre d'entreprise oommerciale des armes on du materiel de

guerre, ils courent le risque que ces objets soient confisquees par l'adversaire comme
contrebande de guerre ; les gouvernements nentres ne manquent pas S. leur devoir en

tolerant le commerce d'objets qui sont considers comme coutrebande de guerre. . . .

Celui qui transporte de la contrebande de guerre a Tune des parties bellig&antes

s'expose a voir ces-objets confisques. Mais l'^tat neutre n'a pas de motifs de s'opposep

a l'exp6dition de la contrebande de guerre. Dans les discussions de la loi amei'icaine

sur la neutrality le president Jefferson declara en 1793 que la guerre etorahgere ne pri-

vait point les particuliers du droit de fabriquer, de vqndre ou d'exporter des armes

;

seulement les citoyens americains, ajoutait-il, exercent ce droit a leurs risques et

perils. 1

The opinion of Galiani has, however, been again revived by two or

three writers in our own days.

Among these, Sir Robert Phillimore, in his work on International Law,
vol. iii, § ccxxx, speaking "as to the permitting the

sirR-rhimraore.
ga]e oi mm,iti ns of war to a belligerent within the terri-

tory of the neutral," writes

:

If the fountains of international justice have been correctly pointed out in a former

volume of this work, and it be the true character of a neutral to abstain from every act

which may better or worsen the condition of a belligerent, the unlawfulness of any
such sale is a necessary conclusion from these premises.

What does it matter where the neutral supplies one belligerent with the means of

attacking another ? How does the question of locality, according to the principles of

eternal justice and the reason of the thing, affect the advantage to one belligerent or

the injury to the other accruing from this act of the alleged neutral? Is the cannon
or the sword, or the recruit who is to use them, the less dangerous to the belligerent

because they were purchased, or he was enlisted, within thelimitsof neutral territory ?

Surely not. Surely the locus in quo is wholly beside the mark, except, indeed, that the

actual conveyance of the weapon or the soldier may evidence a bitterer and more de-

cided partiality, a more unquestionable and active participation in the war.

MM. Pistoye and Duverdy also, in their " Traite" des prises mari-

times," express, though with less energy than the learned author last

mentioned, a like view.

M. Hautefeuille, who, as we have seen, not only refuses to admit ves-'

sels equipped for war, if not armed, into the list of contra-

band of war, but also holds that they are legitimate articles

of neutral commerce, nevertheless maintains that what is called the
passive trade of the neutral in articles of warlike use is inconsistent with
neutrality. His reasoning is as follows

:

Cette question a 6te" traitee avec beaucoup d'e'tendue par Lampredi et par Azuni; la

doctrine de ces deux auteurs a e"te combattu par Galiani. Avant d'examiner l'opinion

de ces publicistes, il me paralt indispensable de rappeler les bases de la discussion, de
poser des principes qui, d'apres la loi primitive, doivent la dominer. Ces principes oitt

deja e'te' (Stablis. lis peuvent se returner en deux droits et en deux devoirs. ,Les droits
sont: 1. Liberte" et indepeudance du peuple neutre dans son commerce, en temps de
guerre, meme avec les deux belligerants. 2. Liberte' et inde'pendance absolues du
neutre sur sou propre territoire. Les deux devoirs sont corr61atifs aux de,ux droits, ils

les limitent. Ce sont : 1. L'impartialit6 ; 2. L'absteution de tous actes directs de
guerre, et par consequent de fournir aux belligerants les armes et les munitions de
guerre. De ces droits il resulte, sans doute, que la nation pacifique a le pouvoir de
commercer librement avec chacun des belligerants, non seulement sur son propre terri-

toire, mais encore partout ailleurs, sans qu'aucun d'eux puisse s'y opposer ; mais ce
droit est borniS par le devoir impost au neutre de ne fournir, ni a l'un ni a l'autre, des
instruments actuellement et uuiquement destines a la guerre.

Cette limite mise par laloi primitive a la liberty des nations, s'6tend-elle a tout le com-
- merce, au commerce passif comme au commerce aetif ? Le devoir du neutre eonsiste-
t-il uniquemeflt a ne pas transporter les objets de coutrebande dans les ports des bellig-
erants ; ou au contraire ne prohibe-t-il pas le fait de vendre, de fournir ces objets a Cenx
qui doivent s'en servir pour fi apper un ennemi ¥ A mes yeux, la reponse a cette double
question ne peut etre douteuse. Le devoir impost auxnations, qui desirent ne pas prendre
par aux hostilites, et jouir de la paix au milieu des maux do la guerre, est de ne pas fournir

'Section 765, p. 385; with Notes 1 and 2.
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des armes aux mains de ceux qui doivent s'en servir pour frapper. La loi naturelle, qui
impose ce devoir, n'a pas fait de distinction eutre le commerce actif et le commerce
passif. Elle ne pouvait en faire, car l'un qt 1'autre out le meme rgsultat, celui de don-
ner a l'un des belligerants le moyen de nuire a 1'autre. Ce devoir est absolu ; la re-
striction qu'il impose s'lStend a toutes los manieres de fournir a l'un des combattants
l'arme donfc il veufc frapper son ennemi. C'est un devoir d'hnmanite" ; et il n'est pas
moins inhumain de vendre des instruments homicides dans le port deLiyourne que de
les transporter dans celui de Londres ou de Marseille. La vente des denrees de con-
trebahde aux belligerants est done prohibee sur le territoire neutre, de la meme
maniere et par le meme motif que le transport de ces denrdes dans les ports des peu-
ples en guerre.

Professor Casanova, in his recent work, "Del Diritto Internazionale,"
adopts the views of M. Hautefeuille.
This difference of opinion arises from the different point of view from

which each party considers the question. The one party assume that
to supply a belligerent with articles of warlike use, though in the way
of trade, is to take part in the war; assuming which, they say with
truth, that it is the same thing whether the objectionable articles are
sold to the belligerent in the country of the neutral or in his own. The
other party, starting from the principle that, according to natural jus-

tice, the rights of the neutral should be left free and untouched by the
wars of others, look on the existing restraints ou the freedom of his

commerce as encroachments on his rights, and considering' these re-

straints as arising entirely from convention, deny the illegality of any
trade, which the actual practice of nations does ,not prevent. The great
authority of Chancellor Kent, and of the majority of writers, is in

favor of the latter view.
But, in truth, the question does not depend on the lucubrations of

learned professors or speculative jurists. However authoritatively these
authors may take upon themselves to write, and however deserving
their speculations may be of attention, they cannot make the law. In-

ternational law is that to which nations have given their common assent,

and it is best known as settled by their common practice.

Sow, in all wars, neutrals have traded at home and abroad in articles

contraband of war, subject always in the latter case to the Ptactice ;„ formw

chance of capture and confiscation. As I have already war"-

said, no government has ever been sought to be made responsible on
that account. Assuredly, no nation has ever asserted the freedom of

commerce in this respect more broadly than the United States, or acted

up to its principles with greater pertinacity.

On the breaking out of the war between Prance and England in 1793,

after a proclamation of neutrality by General Washington, then Presi-

dent, Mr. Jefferson, then Secretary of State, thus writes to Mr. Ham-
mond, minister of Great Britain to the United States

:

The purchase of arms and military acoouterments by an agent of the French govern-

ment in this country, with an intent to export them to France, is the
.

subject of another of the memorials; of this fact we are equally unin- tiei"
10™"" aull">r"

formed as of the former. Our citizens have been always free to make,
vend, and export arms. It is the constant occupation and livelihood of some of them.
To suppress their callings, the only means perhaps of their subsistence, because a war
exists in foreign and distant countries, in which we have no concern, would scarcely be

expected. It would be hard in principle, and impossible in practice. The law of na-

tions, therefore, respecting the rights of those at peace, does not require from them
suoh an internal derangement in their occupations. It is satisfied with the external

penalty pronounced in the President's proclamation, that of confiscation of such por-

tion of these arms as shall fall into the hands of any of the belligerent powers on their

way to the ports of their enemies. To this penalty our citizens are warned that they

will be abandoned, and that even private contraventions may work no. inequality be-

tween the parties at war, the benefit of them will be left equally free and open to

all.'
r

1 British Appendix, vol. v, p. 242.
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The collectors of the customs at the different ports were instructed

that

—

The purchasing and exporting from the Unite'd States, by way of merchandise, arti-

cles commqnly called contraband, being generally warlike instruments and stores, is

free to all parties at war, and is notto be interfered with. If our own citizens undertake

to carry them to any of these parties, they will be abandoned to the penalties which

the laws of war authorize. 1

In 1842, Mr. Webster writes

:

It is uot the practice of nations to undertake.to prohibit their own subjects from

trafficking in articles contraband of war. Such trade is carried on at the risk of those

engaged in it under the liabilities and penalties prescribed by the law of nations or

particular treaties. If it be true, therefore, that citizens of the United States have
been engaged in a commerce by which Texas, an enemy of Mexico, has been supplied,

with arms and munitions of war, the Government of the United States, nevertheless,

was not bound to prevent it, and could not have prevented it without a manifest de-

parture from the principles of neutrality, and is in no way answerable for the conse-

quences. Such commerce is left to its ordinary fate, according to the law of nations.2

In his message to the American Senate, in December, 1854, President

Pierce declares

:

The laws of the United States do not forbid their citizens to sell to either of the

belligerent powers articles contraband of war, or to take munitions of war or soldiers

on board their private ships for transportation ; and, although in so doing the individ-

ual citizen exposes his property or person to some of the hazards of war, his acts do
not involve any breach on national neutrality, nor of themselves implicate the Govern-

ment.
Thus, during the progress of the present war in Europe, our citizens have, without

national responsibility therefor, sold gunpowder and arms to all buyers regardless of

the destination of those articles. Our merchantmen have been, and still continue to

be, largely employed by Great Britai n and France in transporting troops, provisions;

and munitions of war to the principal seat of military operations, and in bringing

home the sick and wounded soldiers ; but such use of onr mercantile marine is not

interdicted either by the international or by our municipal law, and therefore does

not compromise our neutral relations with Russia.3

Chancellor Kent, in his Commentaries, says

:

It was contended by the French nation in 1796 that neutral governments were bound
to restrain their subjects from selling or exporting articles contraband of war to the
belligerent powers. Butit was successfully shown, on the part of the United States, that
neutrals may lawfully sell at home to a belligerent purchaser, or carry themselves to the
belligerent powers, contraband articles, subject to the right of seizure in transitu. This
right has since been explicitly declared by the judicial authorities of this country. The
right of the neutral to transport, and of the hostile power to seize, are conflicting

rights, and neither party can charge the other with a criminal act.4

In 1862, on the occasion of the French invasion of Mexico, complaint
was "made by M. Eomero, the representative of the Mexican government
at Washington, of the French being allowed to purchase horses and
mules in the United States for the purpose of the war. A long corre-

spondence ensued between M. Romero and Mr. Seward, in which the
latter vigorously maintains what he calls " the settled and traditional
policy of the country." He says

:

It is not easy to see how that policy could be changed so as to conform to the views
of M. Romero without destroying all neutral commerce whatsoever. IfMexico shall pre-
scribe to us what merchandise we Bhall not sell to French subjects, because it may be
employed in military operations against Mexico, France must equally be allowed to
dictate to us what merchandise we shall allow to be shipped to Mexico, because it
might be belligerently used against France. Every other nation which is at war
wo'iild have a similar right, and every other commercial nation would be bound1 to'

'British Appendix, vol. v., p. ,269.
a Letter to Mr. Thompson, Webster's 'Works, vol. vi, p. 452; British Appendix^ vol.

v, p. 333.

'British Appendix, vol. v, p, 333.
4 Kent's Commentaries, vol. i, p. 142.
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respect it as ranch as the United States. Commerce, in that case, instead of being free
or independent, would exist only at the caprice oi' war.1

As regards the purchase of articles of war, the United States have
not scrupled to purchase arms and munitions of war in P„ch!18e „f con.

other countries when need required it. At the" commence- ^^"^'<a^
inent ot the -civil war, the Government being short of arms, Un 'tei1 stlt°8-

agents were sent to England to procure them in large quantities. Other
agents bought arms in different countries on the continent. Figures
are given in the British counter-case which appear to bear out the state-
ment that "the extra supplies of warlike stores thus exported to the
northern ports of the United States during the civil war are estimated
to represent a total value of not less than £2,000,000, of which £1,500,000
was the vaiue of muskets and rifles alone." Mr. Adams, in a conversa-
tion with Earl Eussell on the 22d May, 1862, when the latter, in answer
to his remonstrances as tosupplies sent out from Great Britain to the
Confederate States, referred to the large supplies of similar materials
obtained on the part of the United States, naively answered that " at
one time a quantity of arms and military stores had been bought, as a
purely commercial transaction, for the use of the Federal Army, but
that the practice had been discontinued at his suggestion, because it

prevented him from pressing his remonstrances against a very different

class of operations carried on by friends and sympathizers with the
rebels, and that the United States had, instead, bought largely from
Austria;" "because," addsMr. Adams, "that government had never given
any countenance to the insurgents." 2

It thus appears that the continental governments also did not con-
sider the sale of arms by their subjects as > any infringement of the law
of nations.

It seems to me,' therefore, that the law relating to contraband of
war must be considered not as arising out of obligations of KwraIt „r iiBCWS.

neutrality, but as altogether conventional;; and that by the si0°-

existing practice of nations, the sale of such things to a belligerent by
the neutral subject is not in any way a violation of neutrality. Then,
how stands the matter as to ships of war ? In principle, is

there any difference between a ship of war and any other
article of warlike use ? I am unable to see any. Kor can I discqver
any difference in principle between a ship equipped to receive her
armament, and a ship actually armed. A ship of war implies an armed
ship ; for a ship is not actually a ship of war till armed. Of the authors
I have cited, and who hold ships ot war to be contraband of war, no
one of those who wrote before these disputes between the United States
and Great Britain had arisen, with the exception of M. Hautefeuille,

makes any- distinction between ships equipped to receive their arma-
ments, and ships actually armed. M. Hautefeuille, who, as we have
seen, refuses to a ship equipped for armament, but not armed, the
character of contraband, treats the equipping and arming as a viola-

tion of neutrality; but he gives no reason and cites no authority, and
seems to me herein—I say it with the utmost respect—inconsistent

with himself.

Professor Blnntschli, in the work already cited, lays down, on the

subjeet of ships furnished to a belligerent by the subjects, Pr() feB,m. mml -

of a neutral power, the following rules

:

"Qhil

1 British Appendix, vol. v, p. 336.
3 British connter-case, pp. 52-54. British Appendix, vol. vi, pp. 153, 155, 15S, 173.

United States Documents, vol. i, p. 536.
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In article 763 of his proposed code, he says :

L'e'tat neutre ne doit pas seulement s'abstenir de livrer des navires de gnerre a I'une

des puissances bellige'rantes ; il est aussi tenu d'exeroer une surveillance rigoureuse et

d'empecher que des particuliers n'arment des navires de gnerre sur son territoire et ne
les livrent a l'un des bellige'rants.

In a note he adds

:

En temps de paix, un 6tat pent evidemment vendre des uavires de guerre a un autre,

ou recourir a l'industrie prive'e des e^ats Strangers. Mais pendant La guerre, la four-

niture de navires de guerre coustibne evidemment un appui et un renfort accord^ aux
bellige'rants. Si l'intention de le faire resulte des circonstances, on devra considerer

ces actes comma coutraires aux devoirs des nentres, et l'e'tat I6s6 pourra agir en conse-

quence. '

In article 764 he says

:

II sufflt que l'intention de veuir en aide a l'un des .belligerants soit manifesto, pour
que l'Stat neutre soit tenu d'mtervenir, alors meme que l'armement du navire de guerre

ou du corsaire ne serait que prepard ou commence".

In a note he subjoins

:

II n'est pas n^cessaire que le navire soit deja arrne'. Lorsque les constructeurs, tout
en pr6tondant freter un navire de commerce, ont l'intention de l'armer en guerre, et

lorsque cette intention peut etre constatee, ou du moins est vraisemblable, cet acte

constitue une violation des lois sur la neutrality. Mais lorsque cette intention nepeut
pas etre d6montree, on ne saurait incrimiher le fait de transformer en navire de guerre
un navire de commerce coustruit sur un chantier neutre et achete' plus tard par un.

negociant d'un des pays bellige'rants. (Wheaton, Intern. Law, p. 562.) II en est autre-

ment lorsqu'un navire de guerre est vendu h l'un des bellige'rants & litre d'entreprise purement
commerciale ou industrielle ; il y aura dans ce cas eontrebande de guerre, mais cet aete ne etm-

stituerapas une violation des devoirs des neutres.*

I must observe that these rules, which are of a very stringent char-

acter, are not supported by any reasoning of the author, or by any jurid-

ical authority. I might add, that there is no ground lor saying that

they have been generally accepted as international law. Bvren so dis-

tinguished a man as Professor Bluntschli cannot give laws to the world
from the professorial chair. Moreover, as I understand him, Professor

Bluntschli draws a distinction between the sale of ships with the in-

tention of assisting a belligerent, and of ships sold in the course of a
purely commercial transaction.

The first two-cited articles would, from the general terms, in which
they are framed, appear to apply to ships of war by whomsoever they
may be supplied to the belligerent ; but from the note to, section 764
and the reference to section 765, hereinbefore cited, as to the sale of

arms and munitions of war in the country of the neutral, I gather that
the professor means to draw a distinction between ships made over to

a belligerent,, whether by sale or otherwise, for the purpose of assisting

Lis cause, and ships of war sold to a belligerent by neutral subjects in

the way of trade.

This is the view taken by Mr. Dana in a note to his edition of " Whea-

o .Irion »r Dana,
ton's Elements of International Law," which has been re-

printed in the documents appended to the American case

:

Our rules do not interfere with oona-fide commercial dealings in contraband of war.
An American merchant may build and fully arm a vessel, and provide her with! stores,

and offer her for sale in our own market. If he does any acts as an agent or servant of
a belligerent, or in pursuance of an arrangement or understanding with a belligerent,
that she shall be employed in hostilities when sold, he is guilty. He may, without
•violating our law, send out such a vessel, so equipped, under the flag and papers of his
own country, with no more force of crew than is suitable for navigation, with no right,

to resist search or seizure, and to take the chances of capture as contraband merchan-
dise, of blockade, and of a market in a belligerent port. In such case, the extent and
character of the equipments is as immaterial as in the other class of cases. The intent

1 Section 763 and note 1, p. 383.
2 Section 764, p. 384.
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is all. The act is open to great suspicions and abase, and the line may often be scarcely
traceable

;
yet the principle is clear enough. Is the intent one to prepare an article of

contraband merchandise, to be sent to the market of a belligerent, subject to the chances
ot capture and of the market? Or, on the other hand, is it to fit out a vessel which
shall leave our port to cruise, immediately or ultimately, against the commerce of a
Inendly nation ? The latter we are bound to prevent ; the former the bolliferent must
prevent. 1 °

.
Professor Gola, of Parma, in a recent work,. observes:

Lo stesso dicasi ove si trattasse di costruzioni dl navi : 1'atto lede la neutrality ove
l'impresa si eseguisca dal governo, fe invece un' opera d'industria ove si compia da pri-
vati imprenditori nei loro cantieri.3

M. Ortolan, who had made no such, distinction in the former edition
of his work, " Sur la diplomatic de la mer," in the last edi- 0pinionofH „,.

tionof that work has, with reference to this subject, thefol- tola''-

lowing, I cannot help thinking, somewhat extraordinary doctrine

:

Si l'on suppose un navire constrait sur le territoire neutre, non pas sur commando
d'un belligerant ou par suite d'uu traits ostensible ou dissiinule" avec ce belligerant,
mais en vue d'un dessein quelconque, soit de navigation commerciale, .soit tout autre,
et que ce navire, deja par lui-meme propre Ma guerre ou de nature a etre converti a
cet usage, une fois sorti des ports de la nation neutre, soit vendu, dans le cours de sa
navigation, occasionnellement, a l'un des belligerants, et se mette a naviguer en des-
tination direete pour ce belligerant : un tel navire dans de telles circonstauces tombe
uniquement sous le coup des regies relatives a la contrebaude de guerre. II est sujet a
etre arret6 et confisque' par l'ennemi quipourra s'en emparer, maia sans qu'aucun grief
de violation des devoirs de la neutrality puisse sortir de ce fait, contre l'lSfcat neutre
pour n'avoir pas d6fendu a ses nationaux de telles ventes ou ne les avoir pas reprimees.
C'est une operation de trafic qui a eu lieu, trafic de contrebaude de guerre, dont aucune
circonstance particuliere n'est venue changer le caractere.
Tel fut, en l'ann^e 1800, le cas du uavire amiSricain le Brutus,- capture" par les Anglais

et jugg de bonne prise par la cour d'ainiraute' d'Halifax.
* - * * # * *

Mais la situation change; la contrebande de'guerre n'est plus laquestion principale;
d'autres regies du droit des gens interviennent et modifient profondement la solution,
si l'on suppose qu'il s'agisse de batiments de guerre constrnits, armes ou equipe's suruu
territoire neutre pour le compte d'un belligerant, par suite d'arrangement pris a l'avaace
avec lui, sous la forme d'uu contrat commercial quelconque : vente, commission, louage
d'industrie ou de travail; que les arrangements aient 6t6 pris ostensiblement, ou
qu'ils le soieht d'une maniere secrete ou deguisee ; car la loyaute' est une condition es-
sentielle dans la solution des difficultes internationales, et'sous le couvert des fausses
apparences il fauttoujours aller an fond des choses. II y a ici, incontestablemeut, une
seconde hypothese qu'il importe de distinguer soigneusement de la prec6dente.
Nous nous rattacherons, pour resoudre en droit des gens les difficultes que presente

cetfce nouvelle situation, 4 uh prineipe universellement 6tabli, qui se formuie en ce peu
demots: "Inviolability du territoire neutre." Cette inviolability est un droit pour
l'6tat neutre, dont le territoire ne doit pas etre atteint par les faits de guerre, mais ell©
impose aussi a ce meme e"tat neutre une e'troite obligation, celle de ne pas permettre,
celle d'empecher activement, au

1

besoin, l'emploi de ce territoire par l'une des parties
on an profit de l'une des parties bellige'rantes, dans nn but hostile a l'autre partie.
Les publicistes en credit ne font aucun doute pour ce qui concernel'armement et

l'equipement dans un port neutre de batiments de guerre destines a accroitre les forces
des belligerants. lis s'accordent pour reconnaltre l'illdgalite' de ces armements ou
equipements, comme une infraction de la part de l'e'tat neutre qui les tolererait aux
devoirs de la neutrality. •

N'est-il pas Evident qu'il en doit etre de m§me, a fortiori, dela construction de pareils
batiments, lorsque cette construction alieu dans les conditions preVues en notre seconde
hypothe-se ?

So that, according to M. Ortolan, if a ship happens to be ready made
and armed, she may be lawfully sold to a foreign belligerent, though
with a full knowledge on the part of the seller of the purpose to which
she is to be applied ; but, if she is made to order, the transaction as-

sumes the opposite character, and is a breach of neutrality. With all

1 United States Documents, vol. vii, p. 36.
3 " Corso di diritto internazionale," vol. ii, p. 30.
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respect for the authority of this distinguished writer, I mast decline- to

adopt a doctrine which rests on so shadowy a distinction.

Professor Bluutschli, undertaking to pronounce a judgment on the

op™™..! profeB- subject-matter of this dispute, as it were ex cathedra, in an
orBhuucw. article in the "Revue de Droit International" of 1870, lays

down the following doctrine

:

L'etat neutre qui veutgarantirsa neutrality doit s'abstenir d'aider aucuue des parties

belligeranteB dans ses operations de guerre. II ne peut preter son territoire pour per-

mettre a Tune des parties d'organiser en lieu stir des eutreprises militaires. II est

oblige de veiller fidelement a ee que des particuliers n'armeut point sur son territoire

des vaisseanx de guerre, destined a etre livres a une des parties belligerantes. (Blunt-

schli, Hodernes VSlkerreeht, section 763.)

Ce devoir est proclame' par la science, et il derive tant del'idee de neutrality que des
egards auxquels tout etat est ne'cessaireiuent tenu envers les autres etats. avec lesquels

il vit en paix et amitie.

La neutrality est la non-partieipation a la guerre. Lorsque 1'eSfcat neutre soutient un
des belligerants, il prend part a laguerre eu faveur de celui qu'il soutient, et des lors

il cesse d'Sbre ventre. L'adversaire est autorise' a voir dans cette participation un acte

d'hostilite. Et cela n'est pas seulement vrai quand l'etat neutre livre lui-meme des

troupes ou des vaisseanx de guerre, mais anssi iorsqu'il pr&te a un des belligerants un
appui me'diat en permittant, tandis qu'il pom-rait Pempdclier, que, de son territoire neutre
on envoie des troupes ou des navires de guerre. •

Partout ou le droit de nentralite etend le cerele de son application, il restraint les

limites de la gherre et de ses desastreuses consequences, et il garantit les bienfaits de
la paix. Les devoirs de l'etat neutre envers les oelligerants sont en substance lea m&mes
que ceux de l'etat ami, en, temps depaix, vis-a-vis des autres etats. Aucun etat ne peut
non pins, en temps de paix, permettre que l'on organise sur son territoire des agres-

sions contre un (Stat ami. Tons sont obliges de veiller a ce que leur sol ne devienne
pas le point de depart d'entreprises militaires, dirigee8 contre des stats' avec lesquels

ils sont en paix.

I entirely agree in all that is thus said by this able jurist—that is, if

I properly apprehend his language, and am right in understanding it to

apply not to the sale of ships of war, simpliciter, but to the sending out
of troops and armed ships for the purpose of what the learned professor

terms " military enterprises," and to the " organizing of aggressions
against a friendly state."

Another eminent jurist, who has espoused the cause of the United

o^ion »rn ro- States, in a very able review of the work of Professor Moun-
h« jacQuemj™. tague Bernard, and whose opinion is referred to by the
United States as an authority in their favor, M. Roliu Jacquemyns, does
not, so far as I collect, deny the legality of the sale of ships of war, but
rests his opinion on the general circumstances connected with the,,con-

struction and.escape of the Alabama. But the spirit in which this author
writes will be seen from the following passage:

II etlt dans tous les cas ete digne d'un jurisconsulte de la valeur de M. Bernard de ne
pas se borner a examiner cette grave question des devoirs de la neutrality au point de
vue du droit positif existant. C'est pax l'opinion hautemeut 6inise de savants eomme
lui que les idees generales en matiere de droit sont appelees a se rectifier et a se com-
pleter. Or, s'il y a une chose que cbaque guerre nouvelledeinontre, c'estle caractere,
non-seiilement insuffisant, mais fallacieux de la vieille definition: neutrarum partium.
Si au debut de cette derniere et epouvantable guerre de 1870, l'Angleterre, au lieu d'etre

obstinem'ent neutrarum partium, avait clairement desapprouve l'offensive inique de la

France, est-ce que les iuterets de la justice et de la paix n'auraient pas ete mieux- servis ?

L'id6al da personnage neutrarum partium, c'est le jugeq ui, dans l'apologue de l'huttre

et des plaideurs, avale le contenu du mollusque et adjuge les ecailles aux denx belli-

gerants. II n'est d'aucun parti, mais il s'engraisse serupuleusement aux depens de tous
deux. Une telle conduite de la part d'un grand peuple peut etre aussi conforme aux
precedents que celle du venerable magistrat dout parle la fable. Mais quand elle se

fonde sur une loi positive, sur une regie admise, c'est une preuve que cette loi ou
cette regie est mauvaise, comine contraire'ala science, a la dignite et a la solidarite

humaine.1

. - __ i

1 "Revue de droit international et de legislation Somparee," 1871, p. 125.
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This reasoning may be very well deserving of attention for the future:
but, for the present purpose, when the authority of M. Eolin Jacque-
myns as to the culpability of Great Britain is cited, I must protest
against the question being determined not*according to "existing posi-
tive law," but to the opinion of " savants » as to what the law should have
been, or should now be made. The tribunal cannot, I apprehend,
adopt such a principle informing its judgment. Its functions are not to
make the law, but to decide accordiug to the rules of the treaty, with the
light which the acknowledged principles of international jurisprudence
aud the established usages of nations may afford for its assistance.
The occasion may be a tempting one for giving effect to speculative
opinions or individual theories. But a decision founded on such a prin-
ple would not insure the approbation of wise and judicious minds, or
command the respect of those who might suffer from a judgment which
would be at variance with the first principles of equity and justice.
Let us see what has been the practical view taken of the subject in

England or America. As far back as the year 1721, ships Opi„ion of th „
of war having been built in England, and sold to the Czar S"ds™°r E"si™i.

of Russia, then at war with Sweden, and complaint having been made
by the Swedish minister, the judges were summoned to the House of
Lords, and their opinion was asked, whether by law the King of Eng-
land had the power to prohibit the building of ships of war, or of great
force for foreigners, in any or His Majesty's dominions. And the judges,
with the exception of one, who had formed no opinion, answered that
the King had no such power. It is plain that, if the sale of such vessels
had been an offense against international law, the King would have had
power to prevent it by the prosecution of the parties building and sell-

ing such ships, as offenders against the municipal law, as the offense
would have been a misdemeanor at' the common law.

It appears that Chief Justice Trevor, and Parker, afterwards Lord
Chancellor, had given the like opinion seven years before. 1

The judgment of Judge Story in the well-known case of the Santissi-
ma Trinidad,2 shows that the sale of armed ships of war has Case pf th0 Santis .

never been held to be contrary to law in America. In that 5i"» T"»id»d-

case a vessel called the Independeneia, equipped for war and armed with
twelve guns, had been sent out from the American port of Baltimore,
upon a pretended voyage to the northwest coast, but in reality to
Buenos A'yres, then at war with Spain, with instructions to the super-
cargo to sell her to the Buenos Ayres government if he could obtain a
certain price. She was sold to that government accordingly, and, hav-
ing been commissioned, was sent to sea and made prizes. She after-

ward put into an American port, and having there received an augmen-
tation of her force, again put to sea and captured a prize. The validity
of this prize was questioned in the suit on two grounds: 1st. That the
sale of the vessel to a foreign government by American citizens, for the
purpose of being used in war against a belligerent with whom the United
States were at peace, was a violation of neutrality and illegal ; 2d.

Because the capture had been made after an augmentation of the force

of the vessel in a port of the United States. The capture was held invalid
on the latter ground. Upon the first, the judge delivered judgment as
follows:

Tie question ag to the original illegal armament and outfit of the Independeneia
may be dismissed in a few words. It is apparent, that though equipped
as a vessel of war, she was sent to Buenos Ayres on a commercial adven- jjaxfufsumf

Mr'

tore,- contraband, indeed, but in no shape violating out laws or our

"'Fortescue's Reports," p. 388.

*Wheaton, p. 283.
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national neutrality. If captured by a Spanish ship of war during the voyage, she

.would have been justly condemned as good prize for being engaged in a traffic prohib-

ited by the law of nations. But there is nothing in our laws, or in the law of nations,

that forbids our citizens from sending armed vessels, as well as munitions of war, to

foreign ports for sale. It is a commercial adventure which no nation is bouud to pro-

hibit, and which only exposes the person engaged in it to the penalty of confiscation.

Supposing, therefore, the voyage to have been for commercial purposes, and the sale

at Buenos Ayres to have been a bona-fide sale, (and there is nothing in the evidence

before us to contradict it,) there is no pretense to say that the original outfit on the

voyage was illegal, or that a capture made after the sale was, for that cause alone,

invalid.

It is now sought to shake the authority of this judgmentby saying that

it was unnecessary to the decision of the cause, as the prize was held to be
invalid on the other ground; but it was, nevertheless, a solemn judg-

ment upon a point properly arising in the cause, and, so far as Iam aware,

it has never been questioned.
It is indeed alleged (but for the first time) in the American case that

case or th= G™ the authority of this decision is to be looked upon as over-
raTB- ruled or controlled by a judgment given by the same court

in the case of the Gran Para. Now, the latter judgment was a- judg-

ment of the same court, (of which, therefore, Mr. Justice Story was him-

self a member,) and was pronounced on the very next day. We are told

in the case of the United States, that the cases were argued, the one on
the 20th, the other on the 28th of February, 1822; that the judgment in

the case of the Santissima Trinidad was pronounced on the 12th of

March, that in the case of the Gran Para on the ensuing day, the 13th.

It is said, and truly, that "there can be no doubt they were considered

together in the consultation-room," and lawyers are gravely asked to

believe that it was intended by the second judgment to overrule or

qualify the doctrine involved in the first. 2fo English or American
lawyer could entertain the notion for a moment that, if the same court

had intended to overrule, or even to qualify, the judgment given imme-
diately before, it would not have referred to it in terms and given its

reasons for so sudden a change in its views of the law. But the truth

is—and I am at a loss to understand how the American Counsel can have
failed to overlook this, or to call attention to it when citing the decision,

that so far from overruling or affecting the judgment in the Santissima
Trinidad, the case of the Gran Para had nothing in common with it

beyond that of being a suit for the restitution of prize. . It was not the
case of the sale of a ship to a foreign government at all. It was simply
the case of an American privateer armed in defiance of American law,

and cruising under a fictitious commission, the property in her still re-

maining unchanged in the American citizen by whom she had been
fitted out. The great importance of this distinction will be seen in

another part of this case.

In a learned and able article in the well-known publication, the
"American Law Review" of January, 1871, the writer, after

referring to the case of th.e Santissima Trinidad as "a
famous and leading case," states the law as follows :

It may be declared as indubitable that the, pure unalloyed bargain and sale ofa ship>
even a ship of war, to a belligerent is legal by the rules of international law; that such
a ship is, however, contraband of war, and if captured after sale on her way toward
delivery,or before sale on her way toward a market where she is intended to be sold to

a belligerent, she will be properly condemned. Neutrality acts have not been intended
to change this state of the law, but only to furnish sufficient means for preventing its

abuse. Our original proposition that the doctrine of contraband of war does not
operate as a restriction upon trade, upon dealings which are purely commercial, remains
correct, even in this matter of war vessels.

In this view of the law I am glad to have the concurrence of our dis-
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Anguished colleague, Mr. Adams, who, writing to Earl Wmi0„ „r Mr
Eussell oa the 6th of April, 1863, states, with reference to Ada""'-

certain American authorities which Lord Eussell had appealed to

:

The sale and transfer by a neutral of arms, of munitions of war, and even of vessels of
war, to a belligerent country, riot subject to blockade at the time, as a purely commer-
cial transaction, is decided by these authorities not to be unlawful. They go not a step
further; arid precisely to that extent I have myself taken no exception to the doctrine. 1

This being the present state of international law on this subject, if it

is desirable to introduce new rules, it must be done by the Que„tUm „ t0

common consent of nations, not by the speculative doctrines KSi0 °

°S°i
of, theorists, however distinguished. of war-

But is it desirable that it should be altered, and that obstacles to the
industry and trade of neutral nations should be created ?

Azuni observes

:

Urie grande partie du commerce de quelques nations europeennes, telles que les
Sue'dois, les Norvegiens, et les Russes, consiste en marchandises neces.saires pour la guerre
maritime, pour la construction et pour l'equipement d'une flotte ; elles vendent en temps
de paix, a quiconque en a besoin, du fer, du cuivre, des mats, des bois, du goudron, de
la poix, et des canons, enfin des navires de guerre entiers. Quelles raisons pourrait-il y
avoir de priver ces nations de leur commerce et de leur maniere de subsister, a l'occa-

si'on d'une guerre a laquelle ils ne preunent aucune part ? II n'y a dans le code de la

justice et de l'e'quite' rien en faveur d'une telle protection. II est done necessaire
d'6tablir, comme maxime fondamentale de tout droit, que, les peuples neutres devant et
pouvant licitement continuer le commerce qu'ite font en temps de paix, on ne doit faire
aucune distinction de denrees, de marchandises, et de manufactures, qunique propres d, la

guerre, et que, par cette raison, la vente et le transport aux parties belligerantes en sont
permis, si le commerce actif et passif 6tait e'tabli en temps de paix, sans qu'on puisse
pr^tendre, en aucune maniere, quelaneutralit^Boitviolee, poorvu que cela sefasse sans
animosite", sans pr6f6ren.ee et sans partiality.

I cannot but feel the force and justice of these observations. I ask in'

like manner, " Why—unless, indeed, on account of reasons of state

affecting the interests of the neutral state itself, in which case private
interests must give way to those of the public;—are the armorers of
Birmingham or Liege, or the shipbuilders of London or Liverpool, to

have their business put a stop to because one of their customers hap-
pens to be engaged in war with another state ? It is not enough to say
that but for the war the demand for the articles in question would not
have arisen. From whatever cause it may proceed, increased demand
is the legitimate advantage of the producer or the merchant, and it is by
the advantage which periods of increased and more active demand bring
with them that the loss arising from occasional periods of stagnation is

balanced and made good.
The authors who desire to put, further restraint* on the free com-

merce of neutrals than international law has hitherto done, appear to

me to think too much of the interests of belligerents, who are the dis-

turbers of the world's peace, and to be too unmindful of the interests of

neutral nations, who are simply seeking occupation for their industry
and commerce, indifferent by whom they are employed. They seem to

think that the belligerent is granting an indulgence or conferring a
favor on the neutral in allowing him to remain a stranger to the war,

which the grateful neutral should be too glad to purchase by the sacri-

fice of all rights at all incompatible with the convenience of the bellig-.

erent.

M. Hautefeuille, indeed, invokes humanity, and would prohibit the

sale of articles of warlike use in order to prevent and put an end to war.

But if considerations of humanity are to be taken into account, it is

obvious that the sale of such things should be prohibited in time of

1 United States Documents, vol. ii, p. 591.
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peace, as well as of war. They are not the less available in time of war
because bought in time of peace.

The armorer or the shipbuilder who is thus required to close his

establishment to the belligerents when war arises, may continue to

manufacture and sell, undisturbed, his instruments of destruction down
to the very hour when war is proclaimed. Had Prussia, for instance,

anticipated the attack of France as likely to occur so soon, and had
desired to procure a fleet, she might have resorted to the shipwrights'

yards of England till she possessed ships enough to cope with her for-

midable adversary ontheseas. Butlet warbutbeproolaimed, andaccord-

ing to these views the work becomes at once criminal, the workman's
hammer must be arrested, the shipwright's yard closed. There may be

reasons of state in certain instances—as according to British and
American views in the case of ships—for putting a restraint on 'the

freedom of trade, but it seems idle to base it on the score of humanity.
The effect would simply be that a government meditating the invasion

of another country would have to provide itself in time. The neighbor
upon whom it thus brings war on the sudden, and who may be compar-
atively unprepared, is not to be at liberty to seek the materials of war
elsewhere, but is to be left at the mercy o£ the invader. Peaceful na-

tions would thus be at the mercy of others more ambitious and warlike

and better prepared than themselves. The weak would be sacrificed

to the strong. Let me suppose a people rising in a just and righteous
cause. I will not offend the patriotic susceptibility of my honorable
and esteemed colleague by suggesting, for a single instant, even hypo-
thetical^, the possibility that the cause of the insurgents might have
been such a one—I will take what he will readily admit to have been
so, the separation of the United States from the mother country. Let
me suppose that, while Great Britain had her fleets prepared, her
troops armed, her arsenals well stored, America had neither ships nor
arms, nor munitions of war, with which to resist the superior forces of

her adversary. . Would it have been in the interest of humanity that
she should be shut out from the markets of the world ? An appeal to

considerations of humanity has no doubt somethiug very captivat-

ing about it; but I question very much whether humanity would not
lose more than it would gain by the proposed restraint on the commer-
cial freedom of nations.

The case, however, becomes essentially different when a ship thus
ship or war s™t equipped and armed is not sent out to be taken to the port

Srtc°.
r """" " ,ts

of the belligerent purchaser, but is sent to sea with officers

and a fighting crew for the purpose of immediate warfare. Under such
circumstances the transaction ceases to be one of mere commerce, and
assumes the form of a hostile expedition sent forth from the territory of
the neutral. Such an expedition is plainly a violation of neutrality,
according to international law, and one which the neutral government
is bound to do its best to prevent.
But what if, in order the better to avoid observation and detection,

^mament^and the vessel is sent forth, without its armament, without its

femtXpa]' '"
' war crew, aud these, sent to it by another or different ves-

sels, are put on board of it in some place or water bejond the jurisdic-

tion of the neutral
1

? In my opinion, except so far as the question of
diligence is concerned, as to which it may form a very material element,
this makes no difference. The ship, the armament, the crew, though
sent ont separately, form each of them part of one and the same enter-
prise or undertaking. Taken together, they constitute a hostile expe-
dition and must be treated as such. It is as though a hostile force were
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sent by sea to invade an enemy's territory, and each arm of the force so
sent, infantry, cavalry, artillery, were embarked in different ships. The
whole would still form one expedition. So here, ships, guns, crew, are
each a part of one entire whole to be employed and used in furtherance
of one common design. This is happily expressed in the American Law
lleview, in the article already cited : " It was not," writes the author,
" because the Messrs. Laird sold a war ship to the confederates that we
have a claim against England for a breach of international law; but it

was because collateral arrangements for completing the equipment and
armament of the ship so sold, by placing on board officers and crew,
guns and provisions, rendered the entire procedure, in fact, the incep-
tion of a hostile undertaking from the confines of a neutral country."
Of course the question may become one of degree. The interval of

time which might elapse between the sending out of the sMp and that
of the crew, the distance between the neutral territory and the place at
which the war-crew are to join, the possible fact that it was originally
intended to procure a crew iu some other country than that of the
neutral, the occurrence of intermediate circumstances, might fairly lead
to the inference that there was no present intention to apply the vessel
to the purpose of war, which in my mind is an essential element in
ascribing a belligerent character to that which , might otherwise have
remained a purely commercial transaction.
An expedition of this kind being an undoubted violation of neutrality,

every one will agree that it is the duty of the neutral gov- D „ty of „eiltra,

ernment, if it knows that such expedition is about to leave «°ve!™?ent.

its waters, to use due diligence to prevent it. Nor does the duty of the
neutral government end here. It is also its duty to use due diligence

to make itself informed as to the true character and destination of a
vessel, where there is reasonable ground to suspect that such -character
and destination are unlawful.
The duty of the neutral government in this respect appears to me to

involve three things : first, that the law of the neutral shall be sufficient

to enable the executive to prevent breaches of its duties as a neutral

;

secondly, that, where its application is called for, the law shall be put
in force honestly and in good faith ; thirdly, that all proper and legiti-

mate means shall be used to detect an intended violation of the law, so

as by the application of the law to prevent it.

Having thus seen what is the present state of international law,

according to the views of leading jurists and the practice Americ„n „ rg „.

of nations, more especially that of England and America, ^."^iSS^
the parties to the present dispute, we are enabled to form act-

an opinion as to how far the assertion in the case of the United States

that the English foreign-enlistment act, which, going far beyond the

restraints which international law imposes on the neutral subject, pro-

hibits even the fitting-out and equipping of vessels for the purpose of

war, is only a recognition of duties imposed by international law. The
proposition is altogether untenable.

It is, in the first place, altogether at variance with what we know
historically to have been the origin both of the American acts of 1794

and 1818, and of the British act of 1819, to say that either of these

acts arose out of, or was passed to prevent, the building or equipping

or arming of ships of war to be sold to a belligerent.

The American act of 1794 was passed in consequence of the proceed-

ings of the French envoy and consuls in the United States, British and Ameri-

•on the breaking out of the war between G-reat Britain and cana,:l*-

.France, in procuring privateers to be fitted out and manned by Ameri-
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can citizens, and furnishing them with letters of marque as privateers*.

It was not a question of fitting out ships to be sold to the French gov-

ernment, but of fitting out American vessels, the property of American
owners, and manned by American crews, to prey, under commissions as-

privateers, upon the commerce of a friendly nation.

In like manner, the American act of 1818 arose out of the precisely

similar conduct of American citizens in fitting out American vessels,

manned by American crews, against the commerce of Spain and Por-

tugal, under commissions as privateers from the de facto governments
of the revolted colonies of the two countries.

The Spanish minister had loudly complained that some thirty vessels,

specifically named, the property of American citizens, and belonging to

ports of the Union, were thus preying on Spanish commerce.
The representative of Portugal made similar complaints.

This practice carried on, on so large a scale, created great scandal ; and
after the complaints had gone on for two years, the act of 1818 was
passed to put a check on it, if possible. • This act, in addition to the

enactments of that of 1794, required that a bond in double the value of

the ship should be given in the case of any armed vessel, owned in

whole or in part by American citizens^ going but of an American port,

that the vessel should not be employed against a foreign government;
and gave power to the collectors of customs to detain any vessel, built

for war, leaving an American port, under certa.in suspicious circum-

stances specified in the act. It is plain that this statute, like its prede-

cessor, was directed against privateering carried on by American citi-

zens against countries with which the United States were at peace.

Building or fitting out ships of war for a belligerent had not come into

question at that time at all.

In like manner the British act of 1819 had in view, not the preven-
tion of building or equipping ships for a belligerent, in the way of trade,

but the prevention of military or naval expeditions on behalf of the re-

volted colonies, or malcontent subjects of Spain. Its origin is briefly

stated in the report of Lord Tenterden to the neutrality laws commis-
sion :

' The British foreign-erlistinent act may he said to have arisen from the provision
of a treaty ; that -with Spain of the 28th of August, 181 4.

This treaty, or, as it is called, " additional articles to the treaty of July 5, 1814,"

contains the following article :

"Abticlk III. His Britannic Majesty, being anxious that the trouhles and disturb-
aDces which unfortunately prevail in the dominions of His Catholic Majesty in America
should entirely cease, and the subjects of those provinces should return to their obedi-
ence to their lawful sovereign, engages to take the most effectual measures for pre-
venting his subjects from furnishing arms, ammunition, or any other article to the re-

volted in America."
In 1818 the reactionary policy of King Ferdinand, the prohibitory duties imposed by

him on British commerce, and the ingratitude' with which he treated British officers

and others who had served his cause in Spain, had provoked a great deal of irritation
in England ; and there was a considerable party in the House of Commons, headed by
Sir James Macintosh, who were prepared to support the claims of the Spanish Ameri-
can colonies to independence.
Expeditions were said to be in preparation for rendering active assistance both to

the malcontents in Spain and to the rebels in America, in spite of a proclamation for-
bidding such expeditions, which had been published in 1817; and the .Government
consequently found that it was necessary, in order to keep good faith with Spain and
to prevent infractions of British neutrality, to bring in an act of Parliament to provide
for the case which now for the first time arose in modern' history, of Great Britain be-
ing neutral at the time of a great maritime war.1

That it was against armaments going out from the shores of Great
Britain that the measure was directed is plain from some of the argu-

1 See report of commission, p. 37 ; British Appendix, vol. iii.
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meats used by Mr. Canning in the coarse of the debate on the bill.

Thus he says

:

If a foreigner should chance to come into any of our ports, and see all this mighty
armament equipping for foreign service, he would naturally ask, "With what nation
are you at war ? " The answer would be, " With none."

" For what purpose, then," he would say, " are these troops levied, and by whom ? "

The reply of course must be, "They are not levied by government; nor is it known,
for what service they are intended; but, be the service what it may, government can-
not interfere." Would not all that give such a foreigner a high idea of the excellence
ofthe English constitution ? Would it not suggest to him that for all the ordinary
purposes of a state there was no government in England ? Did tile honorable and
learned gentlemen not think that the allowing of armaments to be fitted out in this
country against a foreign power was a just cause of war? 1

Mr. Bobert Grant, another member of the government, said that

—

Every government, in its foreign relations, was the representative of the nation to
which it belonged, and it was of the highest importance to the peace of nations that
governments should be so considered. Nations announced their intentions to each
other through the medium of their rnlers. Hence every state knew where to look

• for expressions of the will of foreign nations; where to learn whether war or peace
was intended ; where to demand redress for injuries, and where to visit injuries unre-
dressed. But all this system was inverted and thrown into confusion, if the govern-
ment might act in one way and the nation in another. All this system was at'an end
if, while we were professedly at peace with Spain, she was to be attacked by a large
army^ of military adventurers from our own shores—a sort of extra-national body

—

utterly irresponsible—utterly invulnerable, except in their own persons—for whose
acts no redress could be demanded of the British government—who might burn, pil-

lage, and destroy, then find a safe asylum in their own country, and leave us to say,
" We have performed our engagements—we have honorably maintained our neutral
character." 2

But the language of these acts being large enough to embrace a case
of the equipping a vessel for a foreign belligerent, the foreign-enlist-

ment act has been made available for the purpose of preventing a traf-

fic which is calculated to cause embarrassment to a government pressed
by the remonstrances of belligerents. And this act having been so often

appealed to and discussed, a notion has sprung up that the equipment
of vessels of war, though in the way of trade, is a violation of neutrality,

while, in fact, it is only a violation of the municipal law.

Mr. Dana, in the passage before cited, puts the matter on the right

ground.
Again, it is idle to contend .that alterations in the law, since made by

statute, to give a greater power to the executive in dealing A, to effect of^
with suspected vessels, are to be taken as the measure of °nm-

the obligations incumbent on the British government by international

law, Catching at a few words in the report of the royal commissioners,

who, in recommending certain statutory additions to the law, add :
" In

making the foregoing recommendations we have not felt ourselves bound
to consider whether we were exceeding what could actually be required

by international law, but we are of opinion that if those recommenda-
tions .should be adopted, the municipal . law of this realm available for

the enforcement of neutrality will derive increased efficiency, and will,

so far as we can see, have been brought into full conformity with Tour
Majesty's international obligations," the United States desire that it

shall be taken, notwithstanding that the commissioners expressly say

that their recommendations are independent of any considerations of

international law ; that these statesmen and learned jurists meant that

without these additions the law of England failed to come up to the

exigencies of international law. Such an argument is really undeserv-

ing of serious notice.

1 Hansard's Parliamentary Debates, volume 40, page 1106. See also extracts given

in the Argument of the United States,, page 510. -

a Hansard, volume 40, page 1244. Argument of United States, page 51,2.
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Equally unfounded is the assertion that the provisions of the foreign-

enlistment act are only a statutory declaration of the common law of

England. The enactment of that statute could only be declaratory of

the common law, if co-extensive with the obligations of international

law; whereas, in fact, it went far beyond them. The opinion of the

judges, pronounced as far back as the beginning of the last century,

that even the sale of armed ships was not contrary to the law of Eng-
land, shows the rashness and the incorrectness of this assertion.

But it is claimed on behalf of the United States that, whether the

foreign -enlistment act was or was not more than co-exten-
briii'*™by"mu°"c- sive with international obligations, the United States were

entitled,irrespectively of the rule of the treaty of Washing-
ton, to have it put in force in all its rigor for their protection. This
involves the important question whether, where the municipal law of

the neutral is more stringent than the international law, a belligerent

can claim, as of right, the putting in force of the municipal law in his

behalf, and make the omission to do so a ground of grievance, as found-

ing a right of redress at the bands of a neutral government. A few
short considerations will serve to dispose of this question, which, indeed,,

seems to answer itself.

When a Government makes its municipal law more stringent than the
obligations of international law would require, it does so, not for the
benefit of foreign states, but for its own protection, lest the acts of its

subjects in overstepping the confines, oftentimes doubtful, of strict

right, in transactions of which a few circumstances, more or less, may
alter the character, should compromise its relations with other nations.

It was in this spirit and with this object that the foreign-enlistment act
was passed, as is shown by its preamble, which is in the following
terms:

Whereas the enlistment or engagement of His Majesty's subjects to serve in war in
foreign service, -without His Majesty's license, and the fitting out and equipping and
arming of vessels by His Majesty's subjects, -without His Majesty's license, for -warlike
operations in or against the dominions or territories of any foreign prince, state, poten-
tate, or persons exercising or assuming to exercise the powers of government in or over
any foreign country, colony, province, or part of any province, or against the ships^
goods, or merchandise of any foreign prince, state, potentate, or persons as aforesaid,
or their subjects, may be prejudicial to and tend to endanger the peace and welfare of this

kingdom ; and whereas the laws in force are not sufficiently effectual for preventing
the same

:

Now, it is quite clear that the obligations of the neutral state spring
out of, and are determined by, the principles and rales of international
law, independently of the municipal law of the neutral. They would
exist exactly the same, though the neutral state had no municipal law
to enable it to enforce the duties of neutrality on its subjects. It would
obviously afford no answer on the part of a neutral government to a
complaint of a belligerent of an infraction of neutrality, that its munici-
pal law was insufficient to enable it to insure the observance of neutral-
ity by its subjects, the reason being that international law, not the mu-
nicipal law of the particular country, gives the only measure of inter-
national rights and obligations. While, therefore, on the one hand,
the municipal law, if not co-extensive with the international law, will
afford no excuse to the neutral, so neither, on the other, if in excess of
what international obligations exact, will it afford any right to the bel-
ligerent which international law would fail to give to him.

In one respect, and in one respect only, does the municipal law, when
in excess of international law, give a right to the belligerent. Equality
being of the essence of neutrality, he has a right to insist that the neu-
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tral subject shall equally be compelled to keep within the municipal' law
in dealing with the adversary as when dealih g with himself. A belliger-
ent is also beyond question perfectly at liberty to urge upon the neu-
tral government, in the way of solicitation or even of remonstrance, to
enforce the municipal law ; but so long as it is not enforced against
himself he has no right to redress, because it is not put in force against
his enemy.

I am at a loss exactly to understand for what purpose these points
have been brought forward, and so strenuously insisted on, fn the
American arguments. For, the rule prescribed to us by the treaty, and
to the benefit of which the United States are, therefore, entitled at our
hands, is in the very terms of the foreign -enlistment act. I presume the
purpose was to create a foundation for the imputation against Great
Britain of not having acted in good faith. In that respect I may have
to advert to these arguments again. For my present purpose it is

enough to have cleared the ground of them.
In like manner when it is sought, in the case of the United States, to

make the Queen's proclamation of neutrality the measure „„„, of ma.Um„.

of the international obligations of her subjects, every law- ti°"'

yer ought to kno.w that this is to give to a royal proclamation an author-
ity which it does not possess. The purpose of such a proclamation,
used only in great conjunctures, is to remind the subject of the provis-

ions of the law, and to warn him against breaking it; and if, after such
warning, a man offends against the law, his offense is aggravated by the
fact that he has set the injunctions of the sovereign at defiance ; but
such a proclamation cannot make or add to the law, or alter it in the
smallest particular. The proclamation of 1861 was in the accustomed
form. It drew attention to the enactments of the foreign-enlistment
act, and warned all persons subject to British law that, if they did any
acts in contravention of that act, or in violation of the law of nations,
as by enlisting in the military service, or serving in any ship of war or
transport, of the contending parties ; or going or engaging to go beyond
the seas for the purpose of enlisting, or procuring, or attempting to

procure, within Her Majesty's dominions, others to do so ; or fitting-out,

arming, or equipping any vessel to be employed as a ship of war, or
privateer, or transport, by either of the contending parties; or by
breaking or endeavoring to break any blockade lawfully and actually
established by or on behalf of either of the said contending parties ; or
by carrying officers, soldiers, dispatches, arms, military stores, or mate-
rials, or any article ,or articles considered and deemed to be contraband
of war, according to the law or modern usage of nations, for the use or
service of either of the contending parties—all persons so offending
Would incur and be liable to the several penalties and penal consequences
by the said statute or by the law of nations in that behalf imposed
or denounced. The Queen's subjects are further warned that all persons
entitled to her protection, if they should misconduct themselves in the
premises, would do so at their peril and of their own wrong, and that
they would in nowise obtain any protection from Her Majesty against
any liabilities or penal consequences.
The effect is that persons are warned that infractions of the foreign-

enlistment act will be visited with the penalties of that statute, while
acts within the penalties of international law will be liable to those
penalties, (namely, seizure and confiscation of property,) and that

against the latter penalties no protection from the Grown must be
expected.

But the proclamation contains no prohibition of these latter acts, ;
,
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namely, dealing in contraband of war, or breaking blockade ; nor, if it

did, would such prohibition make such acts an offense : such a procla-

mation has never been understood by British statesmen or lawyers as

making either of these things an offense against the municipal law, or

as what the government was called upon to prevent, or would be justi-

fied in attempting to prevent.
Nor have similar proclamations of Presidents of the United States

been dealt with as imposing additional obligations on American citi-

zens, or as subjecting them to additional peualties, or as carrying the

obligations of the state further than those imposed by international law.

The American authorities which I have cited establish this beyond all

possibility of controversy.
To return to the subject of the equipment of vessels. Though I have

Equipment or ve»- thought it desirable, with a view to other parts of this case,

t°e»ty.°
er r

" ' ° to work out the question of neutral commerce to its fall ex-

tent, and though I have come to the conclusion that by the general law
of nations the sale of a ship of war, though intended for the use of a
belligerent, is not, when merely a commercial transaction, a breach of

neutrality, yet, as Great Britain has consented that the mere equipping
of such a ship, though done in the way of trade, shall be taken to have
been a breach of neutrality which the British government was bound
to use due diligence to prevent, I agree with the rest of the tribunal that

we must for the present purpose, iu respect of the fitting out and equip-

ping of vessels, take the rules of the treaty as the test of the alleged
omissions and consequent liability of the Queen's government.
Though of opinion that Her Majesty's government were quite right in

conetruKic or saying that the rules laid down by the .treaty are not such
r uie» ui tre.ty. as international law would have prescribed at the time these
claims arose, I agree that we are bound by the rules, and that it is our
duty to give full effect to them iu dealing with these claims. However
great and unexampled the concession made by Great Britain in consent-
ing to be bound, in respect of past international obligations, by rules
which had no existence in international law when the breaches of neu-
tral obligations complained of are alleged to have occurred, I still think
tliat we must proceed in this inquiry as though the rules of the treaty
had been,' either by international law or by convention between the
two countries, binding on Great Britain at the time of the civil war. I
cannot but concur with Mr. Evarts that we must give the same effect

to those rules as regards the past as we should give to them if dealing
with a case which had arisen since they were agreed to by the two na-
tions, nor do I indeed understand this proposition to be disputed by
the counsel on the part of Great Britain. The question is whether due
diligence was used by the British government to satisfy the exigency
of the obligations prescribed by those rules.

I proceed, then, to consider what is this "due diligence" which the

Duediitace whu»
Britisa government admits that it was bound to apply to
prevent the fitting out and equipping of the vessels iu ques-

tion.

I apprehend that such diligence would be neither greater nor less than
any other neutral government would be bound to apply to the prevent-
ing of any breach by its subjects of any head of neutral duty prescribed
by international law.

The difficulty of the position is, that the question has not hitherto come
within the range ofjuridicial discussion on subjects connected with inter-
national law. Hitherto, where a government has acted in good faith,
availing itself fairly of such means as were at its disposal, it has not
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been usual to consider it responsible to a belligerent government for
acts of its subjects that might have eluded its vigilance, or that the
degree of diligence exercised by it should be submitted to judicial appre-
ciation. And no country has insisted more strongly on this as the limit
of national responsibility than that of the United States. We must
endeavor to find a solution for ourselves.
As I have already observed, I cannot agree that the question of what

is " due diligence" should be left to the unassisted mind of each individual
arbitrator ; nor can I agree that the solution is to be found in the facts of
each individual case ; and though judges may be often disposed to apply
the maxim, to which our honorable president has more than once referred,
exfacto jus oritur, it is, I think, one which must not be pushed too far.

I agree with M. Troplong, who, writing on this subject with reference
to civil law, after referring to the different opinions of jurists on the
subject of diligence, says

:

II est vrai que jusqu'a present les tribunaux so sont montrfe assez indifKrents sur oea
disputes de la chaire ; mais peut-etre pourrait-on leur faire le reproche de n'avoir amorti
la vivacite" de la question qu'en dtouffant tout ce qni est discussion de systeme et point
de droit, sous la commode interpretation des faits, et sous tin Equitable mais facile arbi-

trage. Neanm'oins, dans cette matiere, comine dans tontes les antres, il y a des regies qu'il

faut se garder de deVlaigner : elles aident le magistrat, elles font luire de preciensee lumie-
res pour ceux qui ont mission de discuter sur les faits et de les juger. Ces regies m'ont paru
simples et judicieuses

;
je vais les exposer comme je les entends ; dans tous les cas, et

dusse"-J6 me tromper, je prie le lecteur de ne pas m'adresser, comme fin de non-recevoir,
le reproche de me livrer a d'oiseuses digressions. De tous les systemes, le moins ex-
cusable, a- mon avis, c'est celui qui, sous pr<5texte de fuir l'esprit de systeme, se fait une
loi de n'en avoir aucun. 1

It seems to me, therefore, right, before proceeding to deal with the
facts, to seek in the domain of general jurisprudence for principles to

guide us in judging how far the obligations of Great Britain have or
have not been satisfied.

*

INb branch of law has been the subject of more discussion amongjuridi-
cal writers than that of diligentia and its correlative culpa,

the latter being neither more nor less than the absence of
the former. I was prepared to expect, from the able men who have
prepared the pleadings of the United States, some assistance to guide
us to right conclusions as to the standard of diligence required of a
neutral government for insuring the obedience of its subjects in matters
of neutrality. But after a vague statement that "the extent of the
diligence required to escape responsibility is, by all authorities, gauged
by the Character and magnitude of the matter which it may effect, by
the relative condition of the parties, by the ability of the party incur-

ring the liability to exercise the diligence required by the exigencies of

the case, and by the extent of the injury which may follow negligence," 2

the only authority cited in any detail is that of an obsolete author, whose
exposition of the Boman law has been exploded by modern science.

After this, the case breaks out into the following vague and declama-
tory statement, not of what the law is, but of what the United States

Government desire it shall be understood to be

:

The United States understand that the diligence which is called for by the rules of

the treaty of Washington is a due diligence; that'is, a diligence proportioned to the
magnitude of the subject and to the dignity and strength of the power which is to

exercise it ; a diligence which shall, by the use of active vigilance, and of all the other

means in the power of the neutral, through all stages of the transaction, prevent its

soil from being violated; a diligence that shall in like manner deter designing men
from committing acts of war on the soil of the neutral against its will, and thus possi-

1 "Code civil explique"," vol. i, p. 479.
a United States Case, p. 152.
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bly dragging it into a war which it would avoid; a diligence which prompts the
neutral to the most energetic measures to discover any purpose of doing the acts for7
bidden by its good faith as a neutral, and imposes upon it the obligation, when it

receives the knowledge of an intention to commit such acts, to use all the means in its

power to prevent it.

No diligence short of this would be " due ;" that is, commensurate with the emergency or

with the magnitude of the results of negligence. Understanding the words in this sense, the

"United States find them identical with the measure of duty which Great Britain had
previously admitted. 1

This is, of course, to beg the whole question in dispute. But it is

obvious that a matter of so much importance; as lying at the very root

of this inquiry, requires a more logical and precise consideration than the

foregoing rhetorical statement presents.
The jurists ofthe seventeenth century, among whom Vinnius occupies a

prominent place,2 divided the diligentia and corresponding
°"'"'™ °r JunatB

' culpa of the Eoman law into three degrees. Thus we have
culpa lata, levis, levissima, taking the intermediate degree, or culpa levis,

as being the absence of the diligence which a man of ordinary pru-

dence and care would apply in the management of his own affairs in

the given circumstances of the case. Though attacked by Donellus,

this tripartite division of diligence and default held its ground among
juridical writers for a considerable time ; but on the formation of the
French code, the. practical good sense of those by whom that great work
was carried out, so visible in their discussions, induced them to discard

it, and to establish one common standard of diligence or care as appli-

cable to all cases of civil obligation, namely, that of the " bon pere de
famille," the "diligens paterfamilias" of the Eoman digest. The code
Napohion has been followed in the codes of other countries. Among
others, the Austrian code has lately adopted the same principle.3

The juridical view, too, of the earlier writers was not destined to stand
its ground. After it had been assailed by Thibaud and Von Lohr, Hass6,
in a most learned and able treatise, " Die Culpa des romiscken Rechts,"
thoroughly exposed its unsoundness, and his views have -since been fol-

lowed by a series of German jurists, including Professor Mommsen in

his well-known work "Beitrage zum Obligationsrecht." 4

French authors have for the most part taken the same view. Com-
mentators on the code, Duranton, Ducarroy, Troplong, and lastly M.
Demolombe, in his great work, the " Cours du code civil," have agreed
that there can only be one standard for the diligence required in the
affairs of life, where the interests of others are concerned, namely, that
of men of ordinary capacity, prudence, and care.

"Qu'est ce que la diligence d'un bon pere de famille '?" asks M.
Troplong:5

C'est la diligence do celui qui, comme le dit Heineccius, tientle milieu entre l'avare
aux cent yeux et l'homme negligent et dissipe\ C'est dans le systeme dont M. Ducar-
roy est l'organe, et que j'adopte pleinemeut, la diligence qu'un individu, aussi diligent
que les honimes le sont ordinairement, apporte a la conservation de ce qui lui appar-
tient. On voit qu'en ce point les deux systemes se rencontrent, et conduisent a une
nieme ddlinition—c'est-a dire, h ce juste milieu qui est dans la nature de l'huinanitiS.

" The only thing to be considered," says Professor Mommsen, " is

whether the default is such as does not occur to a diligent father of
family in general." " The care to be taken is ' qualem diligens pater-
familias suis rebus adhibere soleV "

'

' United States Case, p. 158.
2 See Comment., lib. iii, tit. xv, De Commodato.
3 See "Allgein. Biirgerl. Gesetzbuch, " sec. 1297.
"Vol. iii, p. 360.
•' "Code civil expliqu<5," vol. i, § 371.
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After distinguishing between culpa in criminal and in civil cases, the
same learned writer says

:

It is important, therefore, not so much to distinguish the degree of culpa, but rather
to decide the starting-point at which responsibility for inattention and negligence
commences.
This starting-point is settled according to one rule for all those cases in which there

exists, not a simple responsibility for dolus, (and aulpa lata,) but where culpa is to be
imputed ; culpa being admitted in those cases where the conduct falls Bhort of the
measures which a diligens paterfamilias is in the habit of observing in his affairs.
Only under some few obligatory conditions is a decision more favorable to the

debtor admissible, in so far that in these cases he is allowed to excuse himself'from the
responsibility, by proof that in his own affairs he is by habit equally negligent. 1

" The ordinary conduct of an intelligent, prudent, and careful Haus-
vater, of a ' bonus et diligens paterfamilias,' " says Bivier in the Bechts-
lexicon of Holzendorff, "affords the normal measure of the obligation of
diligence. He who so conducts himself is in general free from all

reproach. If he acts otherwise, he is in culpa and responsible."2

"The measure," says Dr. Windscheid, "by which to determine
whether particular conduct is open to the charge of negligence or uot
is the conduct of men in general."3

Professor linger, in his "System des osterreichisehen allgeiu. Privat-

rechts,"4 thus writes of culpa levis, according to Austrian law

:

Culpa levis consists in the omission of that care which an attentive and judicious
head of a family regularly observes, (diligentia diligentis patrisfamilias.) The want of
this care, this kind of culpa, is generally understood, when speaking merely of over-
sight, of culpa simply. The observance of a higher degree of care than this is not re-

quired; this is the lightest offense for whiah a man can be made responsible ; a culpa
levissima, going beyond culpa levis, does not exist either according to general or to Aus-
trian law. The culpa levis forms the boundary of responsibility. It is by itself omnis
culpa; on the other side of this limit begins the province of accident, for which the
actors are not held liable.

The civil code treats of this culpa levis in } 1297, where it states the highest de-
gree of diligenceand attention required to be that " which can be exercised by ordinary
capacities." The omission of this care forms the lightest offense for which any one
can be held responsible. By the diligence and attention " which can be exercised by
ordinary capacities" must, however, be understood what, in another place, the code
calls the attention "of a 'trusty and diligent head of a family," the care " of a good
householder."

Stubenrauch, in his commentary on the Austrian code, treats the
whole subject of culpa with much ability and learning. He ends by
saying

:

It is to be assumed that every man who is in possession of his faculties, is capable of
that degree of diligence and attention which can be exercised by men of ordinary ca-

pacity. Whoever by the absence of this diligence and care causes injury to another,
iucurs liability.5

Mr. Justice Story, with the good sense which characterizes his

writings, says

:

Common or ordinary diligence is that degree of diligence which men in general exert

in respect to their own concerns. It may be said to be the common prudence which
men of business and heads of families usually exhibit in affairs which are interesting

to them; or, as Sir William Jones has expressed it, it is the care which every person of
common prudence and capable of governing a family takes of his own concerns. It is

obvious that this is adopting a very variable standard, for it still leaves much ground
for doubt as to what is common prudence, and who is capable of governing a family.

But the difficulty is intrinsic in the nature of the subject, which admits of an approxi-

mation only to certainty. Indeed, what is common or ordinary diligence is more a mat-
ter of fact than of law, and in every community it must be judged of by the actual

1 " Beitrage," &c, vol. iii, p. 360.
2 "Rechtslexicon," vol. i, tit. "Culpa."
3 Windscheid, "Lehrbuch des Pandektenrechts," Band 1, p. 256.

"Vol. ii, p. 243.
s Stubenrauch, "Coram, zum allg. ost. B. Gesetzbuch," pp. 1294-97.
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state of society, the habits of business, the general usages of life, and the changes, as

well as the institutions, peculiar to the age. So that, although it may not be possible

to lay down any very exact rule, applicable to all times and all circumstances, yet

that may be said to be common or ordinary diligence in the senss of the law which
men of common prudence generally exercise about their own affairs in the age apd;

country in which they live. It -will thence follow, that in different times and in dif-

ferent countries, the standard is necessarily variable with respect to the facts, although,

it may be uniform -with respect to the principle; so that it may happen that the same
acts which, in one country, or in one age, may be deemed negligent acts, may, at an-

other time, or in another country, be justly deemed an exercise of ordinary diligence.

"What is usually done by prudent men in a particular country in respect to things of

a like nature, whetherit be more or less, in point of diligence, than what is exacted in

another country, becomes in fact the general measure oi diligence. 1

The same standard is, in practice, applied in the English law. The
older authorities, indeed, speak of three degrees of negligence;,

and of "gross" negligence as being necessary in some cases

to found liability ; but the tendency of modern decisions has been to

apply in all cases the sound, practical rule that in determining the ques-

tion of negligence, the true test is whether there has been, with refer-

ence to the particular subject-matter, that reasonable degree of diligence

and care which a man of ordinary prudence and capacity might be ex-

pected to exercise in the same circumstances. (See what is said by Tin-

dal, L. O. J., in Vaughan vs. Menlow, (3 B. K". C, 475 ;) by Parke, B.,

in Wyld vs. Pickford, (8 M. and W., 461 ;) by Cresswell, J., in Austin
vs. Manchester, Sheffield and Lincolnshire Railway, (10 0. B., 454 ;) and
by Eolfe, B., in Wilson vs. Brett, (U M. and W., 115.).

While, however, I thus seek in the writings of jurists, and the law of

different nations, some standard for the measure of diligence, I readily,

concede that the application of that standard must depend on the cir-

cumstances of each individual case, and on the view which the judge
may, in his conscience, form of how far the conduct of the individual
complained of may or may not have been that which ordinary prudence
and sense of duty would have prescribed. I entirely agree with what
is said by the learned editors of Zacharise's " Droit civil francos," on
article 1137 of the French code :

E'article 1137 se resume en un conseil aux juges de n'avoir ni trop de rigueur ni

trop d'indulgence, et de ne demander au d6biteur que les soins raisonnablement dus a
la chose qu'il est charge" de conserver ou de faire, soit a raison de sa nature, soit a rai-

son des circonstances variables a l'infini qui modifient son obligation pour la rendre
ou plus large ou plus dtroite. 2

What is here said by the learned editors of Zacharise appears to me
to afford the true criterion. It is for the judge to determine, according
to the best of his judgment, with reference to the facts of the particular
case, and with reference to the thing to be done or left undone, "whether
what has been done, or left undone, as the case may be, has been what
could reasonably and justly have been expected from a person of ordi-

nary capacity and prudence in the affairs of life. More than this is not
to be expected.

I have cited these authorities because, in the absence of any reference

s„me principle ap to the question of diligence among writers on international
piied to Bove™„eat. jaW) j^ seems to me that the principle that prevails as to
men's conduct in the affairs of life may by analogy be well applied to
the discharge of its duties by a government. Applying this standard,
one nation has a right to expect from another, in the fulfillment of its

1 Story on Bailments, § 14. :

2 Zachariai, "Droit civil francais," edited by MM. Masse" and Verg6, vol. iii, p. 400.
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international obligations, the amount of diligence which may reasonably
be expected from a well-regulated, wise, and conscientious government,
according to its institutions, and its ordinary mode of conducting its

affairs ; but it has no right to expect more. The assertion of the obli-
gation of a neutral government, as stated in the American case, that
"the' diligence is to be proportioned," not only to "the magnitude of
the subject," but also to " the dignity and strength of the power which
is to execute it," as though there could be one measure of diligence for a
powerful state, and another for a weak one—a diligence " which shall
prevent its soil from being violated "—which " shall deter designing
men," &c.—thus making the neutral government answerable for the
event—and " which prompts to the most energetic measures"—appears
to me much too extensive, and altogether inadmissible.
The diligence required of a government to prevent infrac-

tions of neutrality may relate (1) to the state of its munici-
pal law ; (2) to the means possessed by it to prevent such infractions

;

(3) to the diligence to be used in the application of such means to the
end desired.

As to the law, the subject may be divided into the prohibitive law, or,

as it is termed in the American case, the punitive law, and l»w.

the preventive law—that is, the law whereby the government is armed
with the power and means of prevention. *

As regards the prohibitive or punitive law, no difficulty can arise. It
is plain that, to satisfy the exigency of due diligence, and to escape lia-

bility, a neutral government must take care, not only that its municipal
law shall prohibit acts contravening neutrality, but that the law shall
be upheld by the sanction of adequate punishment—that is to say, of
such as may reasonably be expected to deter persons from offending
against if.

As regards the preventive law, doubtless a government should be
armed by law with power to prevent an infraction of the Mean, at ai8poBaI „,

law, when it knows, or has reasonable ground to believe, G°™™™«-

that such infraction is about to take place.

But when we come to the question of the means which by law should
be placed at the disposal of the government, difficulties of a very for-

midable character immediately present themselves.
The more despotic and unlimited the power of a government, the more

efficacious will be the means at its command for preventing acts which
it is 'desired to prevent.

Is this a reason, in a country where absolute and unlimited power is

unknown, where every power is exercised in subordination to the law,
and where, for any interference by the government with the rights of
person or property, redress may immediately be sought, for investing
the executive with an absolute and irresponsible power, at variance with
the whole tenor and spirit of the national institutions, in order to pro-
tect a belligerent from the possibility of injury from a violation of neu-
trality ?

Again, a nation has a system of procedure which is in harmony with
its institutions, and with which it is satisfied: According to that system,
persons against whom the law is to be put in force cannot be subjected
to be interrogated in order to establish their criminality. Proof must
first be produced, from which, while it remains unanswered, a presump-
tion of guilt arises, before they can be called upon for a defense. Be-
cause a different system might be more efficacious in enabling the gov-

ernment to establish a case for confiscating a suspected vessel, for the
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protection of a belligerent, is the legislature called upon to change the

law because other nations become involved in war?
Again, the government of a country has been carried on for years ac-

cording to an established system of official routine. This system may
be somewhat complicated, and may render the action of the executive

less speedy than it might otherwise be. But it is safe, and has been
found to work sufficiently well in carrying on the affairs of the nation

at home and abroad. Because a more rapid and a more direct action on
the point to be reached might be obtained by a simplification of the
official machinery, is a government to be held guilty of negligence, be-

cause, not foreseeing what was about to happen, it had not altered its

ministerial arrangements accordingly ?

A government, in all matters involving legal consideration, is in the
habit of consulting and acting under the advice of lawyers specially

appointed to advise it. The purpose is the laudable one of insuring the

perfect legality of the proceedings of the government ; but this advan-
tage necessarily involves some loss of time, during which the action of

the executive is for the moment suspended. Is this practice inconsist-

ent with the diligence required of a neutral government? .Honestly
intending to do what was right, is it to be held responsible because a
vessel equipped for war has taken advantage of such a delay, though
perhaps, in the particular instance, accidentally prolonged ?

I can only answer these questions in the negative. I do so on the
ground, as to some of them, that they are things which no government
could reasonably be asked to do ; as to all, that they were not such
things as a government of ordinary prudence and sagacity, carrying oa
its affairs in the usual way in which the affairs of governments are

carried on, could have foreseen the necessity of providing for.

Passing from the law, and the means which the law should place at the

Acne or (ovem- disposal of a government, to enable it to repress intended
""""• violations of neutrality on the part of its subjects, to the
action of the government in the use of such means, it seems to me that
two things are incumbent on a government

:

1st. That it shall use due diligence to inform itself, by the use of the
means at its disposal, whether a violation of the law is about to be com-
mitted ; and,

2d. That, being satisfied of the fact, it shall use due diligence in ap-
plying its means and power of prevention.
These conditions honestly and bona fide satisfied, no government, as

it seems to me, can be held liable for the acts of its subjects, but such
acts must be deemed to be beyond the reach of any control which it can
reasonably be expected to exercise.

But here questions of great importance, and of equal difficulty, pre-

sent themselves

:

(1.) Is a government, intending faithfully to discharge its duty
toward another government, to be held responsible for a mere error of
judgment? As, for instance, in thinking a vessel not liable, in point
of law, to seizure, when in fact she was so ; or in thinking the evidence
in a particular case insufficient when it was sufficient.

(2.) Is a government wanting in due diligence if it declines to, seize a
vessel at the instance of a belligerent, when properly satisfied that,
though there may be circumstances of a suspicious character, the only
evidence which can be adduced will not justify the seizure before the
law, and that the vessel will therefore be released ?

(3.) Having seized a vessel, and brought the matter before the proper
legal authority, is a government to be held responsible because, through
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some mistake of the court, either of law or fact, there has been a mis-
carriage of justice ?

(4.) Is it to be answerable for accidental delay, through which an op-
portunity becomes afforded to a vessel to evade the eventual decision of
the government to seize her ?

(5.) Is a government to be held responsible for error of judgment in

its subordinate officers, especially when these officers are at great dis-

tance, and not acting under its immediate control ? Is it, under such
circumstances, to be answerable for their possible negligence, or even
for their misconduct 1

These are matters of infinite importance to neutral nations, who may
be drawn within the vortex of wars in which they have no concern, if

they are not only to be harassed and troubled by the demands and im-
portunities of jealous and angry belligerents, but are, in addition, to be
held responsible—to the extent, perhaps, of millions—for errors of
judgment, accidental delay, judicial mistake, or misconduct of sub-
ordinate officers, acting not only without their sanction, but possibly
in direct contravention of their orders.

We are not informed whether the two governments have, in compli-

ance with the pledge contained in the treaty of Washington, invited

other nations to adopt its rules ; but if it is to be established that these
rales carry with them a liability soextensive, I should very much doubt
whether such an invitation, if made, would be attended with much
success.

Any decision of this tribunal founded on such a liability would have
the effect, I should imagine, of making maritime nations look upon bel-

ligerent powers with very considerable dread.
It is to be remembered that a government cannot be taken to guaran-

tee the event ; in other words, to be answerable at all hazards and under
all circumstances for a breach of neutrality by a subject, if it occurs. In
spite of the law, and of the vigorous administration of the law, offenses

will take place, and neither at home nor abroad can rulers be held, under
all circumstances answerable to those who suffer from them. All that
can be expected of the government of a country is that it shall possess
reasonable means to prevent offenses, and use such means honestly and
diligently for the benefit of those who are entitled to its protection.

The terms of the treaty, which require no more than " due diligence,"

exclude all notion of an absolute unconditional responsibility. This is

evidently the meaning of an observation of the British counsel at the
close of the fifth section of his argument on " due diligence," which
the president of the tribunal appears to have found some difficulty in

understanding.
This being so, I have some difficulty in saying that a government act-

ing in good faith, and desiring honestly to fulfill its obliga-
KmjM ofjudeaieot

tions, can be held liable for errors of judgment, unless,

indeed, these are of so patent a character as to amount to erassa neg-

ligmtia.

Prolonged and unnecessary delay is, in the very nature of things, in-

compatible with diligence. But delay, within reasonable
Delay

limits, honestly intended for the investigation of facts or

the due consideration of the proper course to be pursued, is not so. De-
lay arising simply from accident ought not to be imputed as negligence.

Accident can never be made the ground of an imputation of negligence,

though it may found a legal claim where a party is in mora.
As regards the seizure of a vessel under the foreign-enlistment act,

with a knowledge that the evidence would be insufficient to secure or v e.sai».
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justify it, I hold that such a seizure, whether for the purpose of further-

ing the ends of a belligerent, or because some suspicion might attach to

the vessel, would have been unjustifiable both in policy and principle.

For no government can be called upon to institute legal proceedings

under such circumstances. Every government prosecution which ends

in failure, is, in itself, productive of mischief. It lessens the authority of

the executive by making it appear to have acted harshly and unjustly,

and creates sympathy, perhaps unmerited, for parties against whom its

efforts have been directed, and who have escaped from its pursuit. It

impairs the authority of the law by leading to the belief that it may be
infringed with impunity, thereby holding out encouragement to crime.

A government would be acting in violation of the spirit of the constitu-

tion, as well as against law and right, if it seized a vessel, the property

of a subject, unless it believed such vessel to be justly and legally liable

to condemnation on legal and sufficient proof. Moreover, such a pro-

ceeding would be useless as well as arbitrary. The government would
be unable to defer indefinitely the decision of the question, but, on the

contrary, would be bound to submit the case to the proper tribunal at

the earliest practicable moment. In the case supposed, the result would
necessarily be that the vessel must be released and allowed to depart

unmolested.
It must be borne in mind that the British government possesses n6

despotic or arbitrary power. It could neither assume nor exercise sueh

a power, even to protect a belligerent or maintain its own neutrality.

As regards any miscarriage of justice in matters within the sphere of

j™idai mi-car- the municipal law, it appears to me utterly out of the ques-
"""> tion to hold that a government, having done what in it lay,

as by seizing a vessel and bringing it properly before the competent
court, can be held liable because, through some mistake or accident,

justice may have been defeated.

A breach of the law having been committed in the equipping or arm-

ing of a vessel for belligerent purposes, all that the government could

do, under the foreign-enlistment act, was to seize the delinquent vessel,

and bring it into a proper court for condemnation. This done, and the

evidence of the facts in such a case having been submitted by the public

prosecutor to the court, the functions of the government are at an end.

It can do no more. The rest is with the law. In England, in America,
in every well-constituted and well-regulated state, the executive and
judiciary powers are separated by a broad and impassable barrier.

There is no authority in the state, however high, that would venture to

interfere with the discharge of the judicial office. It would be consid-

ered a violation of the most sacred principles, and an outrage on all

propriety, to seek to control, or even to influence, directly or indirectly,

the decision of a judge, even of the most inferior tribunal..

This being so, the government of a neutral cannot justly or reason-
ably be held responsible for all the mischief which a vessel, equipped in

violation of its law, may do throughout the course of, possibly, a pro-

tracted war because a suit which it has properly instituted fails through
a mistake of the judge. To decide in the affirmative would be to estab-
lish a rule hitherto unknown, and calculated to impose on neutral states

a degree of responsibility altogether unprecedented and unheard of. '

As regards liability for the acts or omissions of subordinate officers,

Li^iiiw for acts it seems to me that, while a government may properly be
«r ..bordinatra. jjgja responsible for what is done, or omitted to be done,by
its orders or under its own immediate control, it would be most unreas-
onable to hold it answerable for the acts or negligences of subordinates,
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at all events, unless it afterward ratifies and adopts what these may
have done.
In the matter of civil rights individuals may be liable for the negli-

gence of those to whom they depute the conduct of their affairs; but,
considering the complicated machinery of political government, especi-
ally when distant colonies and dependencies are concerned, and the
consequent necessity of employing subordinate officers, it would be
unreasonable and unjust to hold that the negligence of a subordinate,
more especially from mere error ofjudgment, as, for instance, in allowing
a vessel to take too much coal, was a want of "due diligence" on the
part of the government, for which it can justly be held liable.

The following passage from the British Counter-Case sums up so well

the different sides of this question, that I do not hesitate to produce it

at length t

That due diligence requires a government to use all the means in its power, is a pro-
position true in one sense, false iu another ; true, if it means that the government is

bound to exert honestly and with reasonable care and activity the means at its dispo-

sal ; false, impracticable, and absurd, if it means that a liability arises whenever it is

possible to show that an hour has been lost which might have been gained, or an acci-

. dental delay incurred which might, by the utmost foresight, have been prevented

;

that an expedient which might have succeeded has not been tried ; that means of

obtaining information which are deemed unworthy or improper have not been resorted

, to; or that the exertions of an officer or servant of government have not been taxed
to the utmost limit of his physical capacity.
Nor can we fail to observe that, in proportion as we extend the duty of prevention

incumbent on neutral governments, from hostile enterprises which are open and fla-

grant to acts of a more doubtful character which border oa the line betwixt the lawful
and the unlawful, it becomes more and more difficult to exact from the neutral, in the
performance of that duty, peculiar and extraordinary vigilance and activity. The
duty of preventing the open assembling within neutral territory of an armed hostile

expedition against a neighboring country is plain and obvious, and requires only a
prompt exercise of adequate force. But it is otherwise when we come to acts of a
different class, the criminality of which depends on a latent intention; such, for exam-
ple, as the mere procuring for belligerent purposes from the yards of a neutral ship-
builder, whose ordinary business it is to build ships of all kinds for customers of all

nations, a vessel with some special adaptation for war. There is nothing in the rela-

tion of a neutral to a belligerent to cast on the former the duty of exercising within
his own territory a constant and minute espionage over ordinary transactions of com-
merce for the protection of the latter. This relation, always onerous to the neutral, is,

at the same time, it must be remembered, purely involuntary on his part. It is forced
on him by the quarrels of his neighbors in which he has no concern, or by their inter-

nal discords when those discords break out into civil war.

'

While I readily admit that the measure of diligence which a govern-
ment applies to the affairs it has to administer, if the ordinary course
of its administration is negligent and imperfect, is not necessarily to be
taken—any more than it would be in the case of an individual—as the
measure of diligence which it is to apply in the discharge of interna-

tional obligations, yet credit should be given to a government for a
properly diligent discharge of public duty.
Furthermore, if a given law and a particular system of administra-

tion have been found by practical experience sufficient to protect the
interests of the government in the important matter of the public reve-

nue, and also to insure the observance of neutral duties on the occasion
of all former wars, surely it is highly unreasonable and unjust to con-

demn the whole system as defective, and the government as negligent,

for not having amended it in anticipation of future events.

It must not be forgotten that, since the passing of the British statute,

wars have occurred in all parts of the world, but no complaints of the

violation of that statute have pccurred till American citizens had
recourse to new modes of defeating or evading it.

1 British Counter-Case, page 33.
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Such, in my opinion, are the principles by which we should be guided

in deciding whether Great Britain has or has not failed to satisfy the

requirements of due diligence. I proceed to apply them to the different

heads of complaint preferred by the United States.

One main head of complaint on their part is that the municipal law

Municipal i™ „f of Great Britain, as contained in the foreign-enlistment
G,'e,« Britain. ac^ was insufficient to enable the British government to

enforce the observance of the duties of neutrality by its subjects. We
have first a general condemnation of English acts of Parliament.

" English acts," we are told, " are so overloaded with a mass of phrases,

alike unprecise and confused, with so much of tedious superfluity oi

immaterial circumstances, as if they were specially designed to give

scope to bar chicanery, to facilitate the escape of offenders, and to

embarrass and confound the officers of the government charged with

the administration of law. Such, indeed, has been the ordinary com-

plexion of the legislation of Great Britain, and this style of complex

verbosity of legislation has unhappily been transmitted to the United

States." But then we have the satisfaction of learning that "there it

begins to encounter steady efforts of reformation, which are conspicuous

in the legislation of many of the American States. 1

Of. the foreign-enlistment act we are told that "its practical ineffi-

ciency was glaringly apparent on the face of all the relative diplomatic'

correspondence between Great Britain and the United States."

That it was " valueless, except as occasion should arise to make it

serve as a pretext to cover, in diplomatic communication with other

governments, indifference, unfriendly, or hostile animus on the part of

some British minister."

British ministers are represented as "floundering along in the flat-

morass of the meaningless verbosity and confused circumlocution of an
act of Parliament." They are represented as having been "compelled

to drift into the condition of foreign war rather than break free from

the entanglement of the cobweb meshes of that act."

It strikes me that those who address us in this strange style must
suppose us to be ignorant that the English act of 1819 was framed on
the model of the American act of 1818 ; that it is, in the main, identical

in language, and is, in one, and that an important particular, more
stringent than its predecessor.

The English act, in the part of it with which we are concerned, makes
it an offense to " equip, furnish, fit out, or arm, within the

jforeien-er.femrat Tjnjted Kingdom or the Queen's dominions, v»ithout the

royal license first obtained, any ship or vessel, with the in-

tent, or in order that such ship or vessel shall be employed in the ser-

vice of any foreign prince, state, or potentate, or of any foreign colony,

province, or part of any province or people, or of any person or persons
exercising or assuming to exercise any powers of government in or over

any foreign state, colony, province, or part of any province or people,

as a transport or storeship, or with intent to cruise or commit hostili-

ties against any prince, &c, &c, with whom the Queen is not at war."!

To attempt to equip, &c, auy such ship or vessel with a like intent, or

to procure it to be done, as well as knowingly to aid and assist, or be
concerned in so doing, is equally made an offense. The penalty at-

tached to the offense is fine and imprisonment, or either of them, at the
discretion of the court, and the forfeiture of the vessel, with all its ac-

cessories, and of all materials, arms, ammunition, and stores which

'United States Argument, p. 61.
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may be found on board, on the vessel being prosecuted and condemned

;

such prosecution and condemnation being directed to be had " in like
manner, and in such courts, as ships and vessels may be prosecuted and
condemned for any breach of the laws for the protection of the revenues
of customs and excise, or of the laws of trade and navigation."
So much for the prohibitive or punitive part of the law. The pre-

ventive part consists in a provision that the ship or vessel
may be seized by any officer of Her Majesty's customs or rrerentiveia-.

excise, or any officer of the royal navy, who is by law em-
powered to make seizures for any forfeiture incurred under the revenue
laws, or laws relating to trade or navigation, within the limits of their
particular jurisdictions.

On comparing the enactment relating to the fitting out of ships with
the corresponding enactment of the American statute, it

will be found that the English act, on which so much vitu- AlSKP«"Sk
with

perative criticism has been lavished, is, in fact, as regards
the equipment of vessels, more comprehensive and effective than the
former. For, while the English statute makes it an offense to equip or

arm, in the disjunctive, by the American statute the offense consists in
fitting out and arming, in the conjunctive, thus bringing the vessel a
stage further on toward belligerent completion before the law can in-

terpose.

It is true that the judges in the court of exchequer having been
divided in opinion, in the case of the Alexandra, as to whether the arm-
ing of a vessel was not necessary before the intent that she should be
employed for belligerent purposes could be inferred, the result in that
case was that the more comprehensive enactment of the English statute
failed in its effect. But when it is said, in somewhat strong language,
that the effect of the decision "in the Alexandra case was to "emascu-
late" the English statute, it must be observed that, if such was the case,

the effect was only to reduce the English act to the condition in which
the American statute had been from its birth. I think it unnecessary,
on the present occasion, to express any opinion on the question on
which the judges of the court of exchequer were divided. I will only,

in passing, repeat my conviction that neither the American nor the
English statutes were ever intended to interfere with the execution of
orders from belligerents by American or British ship-builders, but sim-

ply to prevent the ports of the respective countries from being used for

fitting out privateers, or being made the base of hostile expeditions.

But the distinction between equipping and arming, and equipping with-

out arming, is immaterial for the present purpose ; for, in point of fact,

that distinction never created any difficulty in the action of the British

government. In the cases both of the Florida and the Alabama, the
only question on which the action of the government was arrested was
as to the sufficiency of the evidence of the vessel being intended for the
service of a belligerent.

But it is with reference to the preventive powers conferred on the

Executive by these acts that the case and argument of Pr?,.entivcpowere

the United States principally assail the British statute, °L
B
S,

sh °°'1Arae""

and triumphantly assert the superiority of the American
act; maintaining that, while the British act depends on the sanction

of penalties, the American act places power in the hands of the Execu-
tive which effectually secures it against infraction of the law.

Acquainted with the two acts, I read, I must say, with much surprise,

the following passage in the argument of the United States

:

The great difference between the two consists in the cardinal fact that the provisions
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of the British act are merely punitive, and to be carried into effect only ^by judicial in-

strumentality ; whereas the American act is preventive, calls for executive action, and
places in the hands of the President of the United States the entire military and naval
force of the Government, to be employed by him in his discretion for the prevention
of foreign equipments and foreign enlistments in the United States.1

This appears to me a thoroughly inaccurate representation of the
effect of the American act, which, as I understand it, confers no dis-

cretionary power on the President beyond that of employing the mili-

tary or naval forces of the republic to support the law, if necessary.
Referring to the different violations of neutrality made offenses by the
act, the 8th section provides that

—

In every case in which a vessel shall be fitted out and armed, or attempted to be
fitted out and armed, or in which the force of any vessel of war, cruiser, or other armed
vessel shall be increased or augmented, or in which any military expedition or enter-

prise shall be begun or set on foot, contrary to the provisions and prohibitions of this

act ; and in every case of the capture of a ship or vessel within the jurisdiction or pro-
tection of the United States as before defined ; and in every case in which any process
issuing out of any court of the United States shall be disobeyed or resisted by any per-
son or persons having the custody of any vessel of war, cruiser, or other armed vessel
of any foreign prince or state, or of any colony, district, or people, or of any subjects
or citizens of any foreign prince or state, or of any colony, district, or people, it shall

be lawful for the President of the United States, or such other person as he shall have
empowered for that purpose, to employ such part of the land or naval forces of the
United States, or of the militia thereof, for the purpose of taking possession of and
dotaining any such ship or vessel, with her prize or prizes, if any, in order to the exe-'

cntion of the prohibitions and penalties of this act, and to the restoring the prize or
prizes in the cases in which restoration shall have been adjudged, and also for the
purpose of preventiug the cai-rying on any such expedition or enterprise from the terri-

tories or jurisdiction of the United States against the territories or dominions of any
foreign prince or state, or of any colony, district, or people, with whom the United
States are at peace.

To any one who reads this section with any degree of attention, its

meaning, I think, must be clear. No Arbitrary power is given to the
President, nor any power of seizing a vessel at all, except " in order to

the execution of the prohibitions and penalties of the act." ~No discretion^
ary power whatever is given him except that of using force, where force
is required, for overcoming resistance.
The enactment was contained in the original act of 1794, which was

passed shortly after the French minister, Genet, had set the Govern-
ment at defiance, and threatened to resist by force any attempt to detain
a privateer illegally armed in the port of Philadelphia, and after the
French vice-consul at Boston had actually rescued by force a suspected
vessel which had been seized by the United States authorities^
The section was obviously directed against the repetition of such an

occurrence, and was necessary to enable the President to use the forces
of the state on a sudden emergency without having recourse to the
Senate. The section gives the President no power which he would
not have had without it, except where recourse to actual force is

necessary. It is an entire misrepresentation to say that he has a
discretionary power to seize and detain a vessel without bringing her
before the proper court for adjudication. His power is to employ
the state force, if necessary, among other things, to seize a vessel,
" in order to the execution of the 'prohibitions and penalties of the act?
which implies that the vessel must be submitted, in the usual course, to
the proper legal process to decide on her condemnation or release.
Often as the action of the Government was invoted by the governments
of Spain and Portugal, during their colonial wars, to prevent the arm-
ing of vessels in the ports of the United States, frequent as have been

1 Argument of the United States, p. 53.
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the raids and hostile expeditions from American territory since, no in-

stance has been adduced of the exercise of this alleged discretionary
power by a President of seizing a vessel and keeping her, without put-
ting the matter into due course of law, and I feel tolerably confident
that no such instance has ever occurred.

Instances may have occurred, as in the case of the Spanish gun-boats
building at New York in 1869, in which it was considered necessary to
provide for the use of force to arrest ships believed to be about to go
forth on military expeditions ; but such seizures have been followed by
the ordinary course of legal procedure and inquiry, or the intended ex-

pedition haviug been prevented or else abandoned, the vessel has been
restored without any further proceeding. Instances have no doubt
occurred in which vessels have been seized by order of the President,
as head of the executive, as vessels might be seized by order of Her
Majesty's government ; but this was only that the statute might be put
in force. In like manner vessels may have been seized under the ordi-

nary civil authority, and it being found that there was no sufficient case
against them, may have been set free. But no instance, I believe, has
occurred, except where force was actually necessary, of the seizure of a
vessel by a President, in the. mere exercise of executive power, sus-

pending the ordinary action of the law. No example of such a proceed-
ing has been, or, I believe, can be, adduced, with the single exception of
the case of Gelston vs. Hoyt, to which I am about to'refer, in which the
experiment to exercise such a power was tried and failed.

By the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, in the
last-mentioned case, which is reported in the 4th volume of Ourtis's

Beports, page 228, the view I have taken of the effect of the American
act is conclusively borne out. An action having been brought by a
shipowner against a civil officer for the seizure and detention of a ship,

the defendant pleaded the order of the President, but the plea was held
bad. In giving judgment, Mr. Justice Story says

:

The argument is that, as the President has authority, by the act, to employ the naval
and military forces of the United States for this purpose, a fortiori he might do it by
the employment of civil force. But, upon the most deliberate consideration, we are of
a different opinion. The power thus intrusted to the President is of a very high and
delicate nature, and manifestly intended to be exercised only when, hy the ordinary
process or exercise of civil authority, the purposes of the law cannot be effectuated.

It is to be- exerted on extraordinary occasions, and subject to that high responsibility

which all executive acts necessarily involve. Whenever it is exerted, all persons who
act in obedience to the executive instructions in cases within the act are completely
justified in taking possession of and detaining the offending vessel, and are not respon-
sible in damages%r any injury which the party may suffer by reason of such proceed-
ing. Surely, it never could have been the intention of Congress that such a power
should be allowed as a shield to the seizing officer in cases where that seizure might be
made by the ordinary civil means. Onp of the cases put in the section is, where any
profess of the courts of the United States is disobeyed and resisted ; and this case

' abuudantly show that the authority of the President was not intended to be called

into exercise, unless where military and naval forces were necessary to insure the exe-

cution of the laws. In terms, the section is confined to the employment of naval and
military forces ; and there is neither public policy nor principle to justify an extension
of the prerogative beyond the terms in which it is given. Congress might be perfectly

willing to intrust the President with the power to take and detain, whenever, in his

opinion, the case was so flagrant that military or naval force were necessary to enforce

the laws, and yet with 'great propriety deny it where, from the circumstances of the

case, the civil officers of the Government might, upon their private responsibility,

without any danger to the public peace, completely execute them. It is certainly against

the general theory of oiir institutions to create great discretionary powers by implica-

tion ; and in the present instance we see nothing to justify it.

I cannot help expressing my surprise that, with this decision before

them, American lawyers should have submitted so incorrect a statement

to this tribunal. If^ indeed, what is meant is that the power of the

18 B
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President to use tbe. forces of the State to prevent forcible violations of

neutrality gives any superior efficacy to the American system, the an-

swer is that which has been given by Sir E. Palmer in his most able

argument, namely, that in all cases similar to those referred to in the

American act, the sovereign of Great Britain possesses full power to

use force, civil or military, such as the case may call for.

The first American neutrality act of 1794 was silent as to the author-

ity by whom vessels infringing the law should be seized, proceedings

being apparently left to be taken by any person choosing to become an
informer, to whom half the penalty and half the forfeited property is to

go. From the case of Gelston vs. Hoyt, just cited, it however appears

that at the time that cause was decided, in all cases of the forfeiture of

vessels the duty of seizure devolved on the officers of customs. In this

respect, therefore, the practice of the two countries would be the same.

Loud complaints having been made, by the representatives of Spain

and Portugal, of the number of privateers fitted out and manned, from

ports of the Union, by American citizens, and preying on the commerce
of the two countries, under commissions from the revolted colonies, a

new statute was passed in 1818, which, in addition to the enactments of

the act. of 1794, which otherwise remained the same, contaiued two new
provisions.

Section 10 provided that :

—

The owners or consignees of every armed ship or vessel sailing out of the ports of the
United States, belonging wholly .or iu part to citizens thereof, shall enter into bond to

the United States, with sufficient sureties, prior to clearing out the same, in double the

amount of the value of the vessel and cargo on board, including her armament, that

the said ship or vessel shall not be employed by such owners to cruise or commit hos-

tilities
1 against the subjects, citizens, or property of any foreign prince or state, or of

any colony, district, or people, with whom the United States are at peace.

By section ] 1 special power was given to collectors of customs

—

To detain any vessel manifestly built for warlike purposes, and about to depart
the United States, of which the cargo shall principally consist of arms and munitions
of war, when the number of men shipped on board, or other circumstances, shall

render it probable that such vessel is intended to be employed by the owner or owners
to cruise or commit hostilities upon the subjects,' citizens, or property of any foreign

state, or of any colony, district, or people with whom the United States are at peace, un-
til the decision of the President be had thereon, or until the owner or owners shall give
such bond and security as is required of the owners of armed ships by the preceding
section af this act.

But the power thus given would evidently not apply to the case we
have here to deal with, of vessels leaving equipped, but without an
armament, and having no arms or munitions of war on board.

In like manner the bonding clause just quoted (section 10) applies

only to armed ships, and therefore would equally have been unavailable.

Besides which, it applies only to ships belonging in whole or in part to

American citizens, and Would therefore obviously have no application
to a ship sold to a foreign government.
But though it is an entire mistake to say that the American act of

1818 was in any respect superior to the British act of the ensuing year,

it is true that, since the time the American act was passed, the working
of the legal administration in the United States has become, for the
purpose of proceeding against a suspected vessel, in one respect better

than that of Great Britain. It appears that in each district of the
United States there is a resident legal officer of the Federal Govern-
ment, called the district attorney, to whom, if the action of the Gov-
ernment is invoked, a question of this kind is referred, and whose duty
it is to ascertain the facts, collect the evidence, and report to the Gov-
ernment. Such au officer is, no doubt, better adapted to such a purpose
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than a collector of customs. But can it be said to have been the duty
of the British government, not having similar district officers, to appoint
such, at the different ship-building ports, with a view the better to
protect belligerents against ships being equipped or armed against
them? ,

Another advantage of the American system is, that the duty of adju-
dicating in such a case devolves on a judge in the court of admiralty
instead of on a jury, who are sometimes apt to be swayed in favor of
their own countrymen when sued at the iustance of foreigners. But
this relates to the condemnation of vessels, not to their seizure. And
with the exception of the Florida and Alabama, every vessel the
seizure of which could be asked for, as instanced in the cases of the
Alexandra, the Pampero, and the iron-clad rams at Birkenhead was
seized and prevented from doing any harm to the commerce of the-

United States. The Alexandra, it is true, was released after trial in
• England, but she was seized agai# at Nassau, and not liberated till after
the close of the war. Practically speaking, therefore, in the later
cases, everything was accomplished which could have resulted from
the most perfect machinery that could have been devised for such a pur-
pose.

Great stress is laid in the pleadings of the United States on the
British act of 1870, passed on the report of the neutrality
commissioners. The act is held up as the standard; of

B""s'>.act °fli",0 •

neutral duty and of the requirements necessary to give effect to it. No
doubt that act introduced very material changes, and did much to
strengthen the hands of the executive. It made it an offense to build,

or agree to build, or procure to be built, as well as to equip or arm. It
did away with all question as to intent, by making it sufficient if the
party doing any of these things knows, or even has reasonable cause
to believe, that the vessel will be employed in the service of a belliger-
ent. To dispatch a vessel with such intent, knowledge, or reasonable,
cause of belief, is added to the category of offenses. Still more re-

markable is the new proceeding introduced, in addition to the former
process, for the condemnation of the vessel, for the purpose of testing
the character of a suspected ship. If the ' secretary of state, or chief
executive authority in any place, is satisfied that there is reasonable
and probable cause for believing that a ship within Her Majesty's do-
minions has been, or is being, built, commissioned, or equipped, contrary
to the act, and is about to betaken beyond the limits of such dominions,
he may issue his warrant to any officer of the customs, or public officer,

or commissioned officer of the army or navy, who is thereupon to seize,

search, and detain the ship. The owner may apply, indeed, to the court
of admiralty for the restoration of the vessel j but it is incumbent upon,
him

?

in order to obtain it, to establish that the act haS not been contra-
vened. So that the order of procedure is reversed. Instead of it being

'

necessary for the prosecutor to establish at all events a prima-facie
case of guilt, the owner has, in the first instance, to establish innocence

—

a proceeding alien altogether to English jurisprudence.
No doubt these are great changes—possibly improvements. But is it

just to say that the pre-existing law was so essentially defective as that
the British nation can be field liable by reason of its imperfections ?

Law, like all other human institutions, is in a constant state of progress
and change. New events, now conjunctures, new combinations of cir-

cumstances, the lessous of experience, from time to time point out to

the lawgiver the necessity of altering the work of the past to adapt it
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to the requirements of the present. Is every amendment of the law to

carry with it the condemnation of the legislation which preceded it?

At all events, it does not lie in the mouths of Americans to say so in

the present instance. I have just passed their own law in review.

According to it, it is not an offense to build or equip a vessel unless it be
also armed ; knowledge, or reasonable ground of belief, is not, as under
the act of 1870, sufficient; the intent must be proved. The inter-

mediate process given by the latter act, and by which the burden of

proving the innocent character of the ship, in the first instance, is cast

on the owner, is unknown.
For all practical purposes, the neutrality laws of the United States

and of Great Britain, prior to the late war, were substantially the same.
With this model act now for two years before them, the United States
have done nothing to bring their law up to the standard of it. How
can they now, with any pretense of justice, ask that Great Britain shall

be tried by the test of a law which is as much in advance of their own
present law as it is of the past law of Great Britain'?

When, notwithstanding this, one reads in the United States argument
that "the British government has stood obstinately on confessedly de-

fective legislation of neutrality ;" that " it is not yet emancipated from
the national prejudices which obstructed Mr. Canning;" that it "still

lags behind the United States in appreciation of the true princples of
public law, which lie at the foundation of the relations of independent
sovereign states," it is difficult to express the feeling which arises con-
sistently with the seriousness which belongs to the present occasion.

It is true that it is not the law of the United States, but that of Great
Britain, that is now on its trial. It may not be enough to say that if

Great Britain is black America is no whiter. It may not be enough to

say, as Great Britain might do in so many instances, " Si in me iniquus
es judex, eodem ego te crimine condemnabo.v Yet a comparison of the
respective laws of the two countries is by no means superfluous. For a re-

mark is here to be made, which applies also to many other parts of the
present controversy, namely, that the Government of the United States
can have no-right to require more of that of Great Britain than it could
itself have rendered had the position of the two countries been re-

versed, and Great Britain had been the belligerent and the United
States the neutral power. For, in the absence of convention, equality
and reciprocity lie at the very root of international obligations, and no
nation has a right to demand of another more than under the like cir-

cumstances it would have been able itself to render.
The statement I have quoted above from the United States argument,

that " the British government has stood obstinately on con-
Negotiations tor ,, i> -• ,. . . , . , , „ ,. *> _

amendment or the fessedly detective legislation of neutrality, refers, I pre-
foreicn - enlistment j_ j_i • , * , - ,

u
,
7 „ 1 r

»« dUrmS the dvi] sume, t® the communications which passed during the war
between the government of "Great Britain and that of the

United States ou the subject of an amendment of the British foreign-,
enlistment act. With respect to these communications, the facts,

shortly stated, are as follows: In 18G1, and again 1863-'64, Mr. in
Adams suggested (in the first instance, with a view to check the British
.colonial trade in articles contraband of war) that it might be of advan-
tage if the British legislature would pass an act similar to the tem-
porary act passed by the United States in 1838, which had reference
•only to expeditions or exports of arms (not carried by sea) between
the United States and any foreign territory conterminous with the
United States. The precedent of this legislation was actually followed
.by-Canada in 1864, when events made it requisite. No other request
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for an alteration of this British law was at any time made on the part
of the United States.

Ou the 19th of December, 1862, Earl Russell wrote thus to Mr.
Adams:

I have the honor to inform you that Her Majesty's government, after consultation
with the law-officers of the Crown, are of opinion that certain amendments might be
introduced into the foreign-enlistment act, which, if sanctioned by Parliament, would
have the effect of giving greater power to the executive to prevent the construction,
in British ports, of ships destined for the use of belligerents. But Her Majesty's gov-
ernment consider that, before submitting any proposals of that sort to Parliament, it
would be desirable that they should previously communicate with the Government of
the United States, and ascertain whether that Government is willing to make similar
alterations in its own foreign-enlistment act, and that the amendments, like the orio-iual
statute, should, as it were, proceed pari passu in both countries.

I shall accordingly be ready to confer at any time with you, and to listen to any sug-
gestions which you may have to make by which the British foreign-enlistment act and
the corresponding statute of the United States may be made more efficient for their
•purpose. 1

In reply to this overture, (which was received with equal courtesy and
caution by the Government of the United States,) Mr. Adams was
instructed not to make any suggestions whatever, but to state (accord-
ing to Earl Russell's report of the conversation) " that his Government
were ready to listen to any propositions Her Majesty's government had
to make, but they did not see how their own law on this subject could
be improved," or (according to Mr. Adams's own report) that the Gov-
ernment of the United States considered their own law as " of very
sufficient vigor." 2 Earl Russell thereupon said that the cabinet, under
the advice of the lord chancellor, (Lord Westbury,) had come to the
same conclusion with reference to the law of Great Britain, " so that
no further proceedings need be taken at present on the subject." Earl
Russell's overture was not founded on any opinion of the insufficiency
of the British law for the performance of the international obligations
of Great Britain, but simply on the advice of the law-officers that cer-
tain amendments might be possible which would increase the power of
the executive government to deal with cases within the scope of that
law. There could be no possibility, however, of carrying such amend-
ments through Parliament unless similar amendments had been simul-
taneously made in the law of the United States, and the reply of the
United States, throwing upon Great Britain the whole responsibility of
making propositions in the matter, gave no assurance that those propo-
sitions, if made, would lead to any useful result. If anything had been
needed to confirm this impression, it would be found in Mr. Seward's
auswer, when informed of what had passed. Writing to Mr. Adams on
the 2d of March, 1863, he says

:

It remains for this Government only to say that it will be your duty to urge upon
Her Majesty's-government the desire and expectation of the President, that hencefor-
ward Her Majesty's government will take the necessary measures to enforce the execu-
tion of the law as faithfully as this Government lias executed the corresponding statutes oj
the United States. 3

Not content with instituting a comparison between the neutrality law
of Great Britain and that of the United States, the American Co ,„ 1Jiris„ B „m,
case has gone on to compare both with the municipal law foreiB" """"•

of other states; which comparison it seeks, by some strange manipula-
tion, to turn in favor of the United States, though, as we have seen, the
laws of the two countries were, at the time in question, substantially
the same.

1 United States Appendix, vol. ii, p. 92.
5 British Appendix, vol. vi, No. 1, p. 48; United States Documents, vol. i, p. 663.

'United States Documents, vol. i, p. 669.
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Having gone carefully through the laws of the, leading maritime

nations, I find none in which the equipping or arming of vessels for the

use of a belligerent was, prior to the breaking out of the American civil

war, prohibited, except under circumstances which would make it a

violation of neutrality according to international law. After the break-

ing out of the war, in one or two countries, as in France and Brazil, the

law in this respect was put on the same footing as the law of Great
Britain and America prior to the dispute. In some, as in Italy, it has

been altered since. In these cases the altered law is referred to in the

argument of the United States as though it had existed at the time of

the war.
In the laws of those states which had hitherto taken but little part

in maritime affairs, no law on the subject of equipping or

arming ships was perhaps to be expected. I only observe,

therefore, as it were in passing, that Austria had no law relative to

this subject.

In answer to an inquiry made on the part of Her Majesty's govern-

ment, the Austrian minister for foreign affairs thus responds

:

Apart from the principles which He at the foundation of this declaration, (the dec-

laration of Paris of 1856,; there exists, however, no law in Austria, nor any other order

generally binding, which could he made to apply to violations of neutrality by Austrian
subjects.

The imperial government have endeavored to supply this want in cases of war
between other States, by promulgating in legal forms special regulations for the preser-

vation of neutrality applicable only to the war in question. Thus, in the year 1854, in

consequence of the war then existing, the ministerial ordonnance of May 25, 1854, was
promulgated, of which copy is inclosed herewith.
In such special declarations the generally acknowledged principles of international

law, as well as the kuown views of the belligerent powers on certain points, have been
taken into consideration, in order, as much as possible, to obviate any complaints of

infringement bf neutrality.
There does not exist, however, a law of this kind applicable to all future occasions,

and more particularly there are no general laws in Austria prohibiting the construc-
tion, equipment, or manning of ships (iu Austrain harbors) which are destined for

belligerent powers, or are suspected of being so. 1

There is nothing, therefore, to prevent the equipping or arming of
ships for a belligerent by the laws of Austria.

In like manner it appears, from the note furnished to Her Majesty's

T fp ,j
representative at Berlin, that no law exists in Prussia pro-

'™° """"'
' hibiting the building or sale of ships. 1

The Swiss law on the subject of neutrality has been introduced in the
United States argument in terms of laudation ; but as in the
nature of things it can have nothing to do with maritime

neutrality, I presume it has only been brought forward out of compli-
ment to our Swiss colleague, and I need say nothing further on the sub-
ject.

I pass on to maritime nations. And first, as to Prance. It is certain
that there is no prohibition in the French codes against the
building or equipping of ships for a belligerent. The only

provision relative to a breach of neutrality by a French subject is> to be
found in the eighty-fourth aud eighty-fifth articles of the code p6nal,
which are in these terms :

Art. 84. Quiconque aura, par des actions hostiles non-appronvees par le gouverne-
ment, expose' 1'iStat a une declaration do guerre, sera puni du bannissement ; et, si la
guerre s'en est suivie, de la deportation.
Aht. 85. Quiconque aura-par des actes non appronves par le gouvernement, expos6

des Francais a eprouver des represailles sera puni du baunissement.

1 Report of neutrality laws commission, p. 39, British appendix, vol. iii.

^ Ibid.., p. 65.
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On these articles M. Treitt, the learned counsel to the British embassy,
makes the following observations :

Vous voudrez bien remarquer la generalite de ces expressions, quiconque, actions kos-
iiles; le ldgislatenr n'as pas vonlude(inircequ'il faillait entendre par actions hostiles ; il
en a laissd Vappreciation eouveraine aux juges.

II ne s'agit point dans les articles B4 et 85 du code pe"nal des machinations et ma-
noeuvres au profit d'uue puissance etrangere, et ayant poor objet de provoquer des hos-
tility. Ces machinations pratique's dans nno intention et un but criminels rentreut
dans les diffiSrentes especes de trahison, lesquelles sont puuies par les articles 76 a 8:{
tin mgme code. Les articles 84 et 85 s'appliquent aux simples cas d'imprudence, tie
temerite, de negligence; c'est moins l'intention que le fait materiel qui est puni. La
loi ne voit que le resuXtat; ainsi :

" La France a-t-elle 6t6 exposee a une declaration de
guerre, la guerre a-t-ellee'te' declare? Les Francais ont-ils ete exposes a de represailles ? "

Ces seules questions rdsolues affirmativement entraineront l'application d'une de3
peines si sdveres prononcees par la loi, et en outre le paiement de domrnages-inte'retB
qui peuvent toujour etre reclames.

II faut done trois conditions pourqu'il y ait lieu a l'application des articles 84 et 85
du code pe"nal

:

1. Que Taction soit hostile.

2. Que l'action n'ait pas et6 approuve"e par le gouverneraent.
3. Qne la France a ete exposde a une declaration de guerre ou des Francais exposes

a des represailles.

Je prlcise ces trois ciroonstane'es parceque c'est le ponvoir judioiaire seul qui est
appeie a les rdsoudre et a decider de la cnlpabilite.

Si les juges decident que telle action n'est point une action hostile, et par consequent
non-violatrioe de la neutrality, le gonveruement devra respecter cette decision et pourra
l'opposer anbelligdrant qui se plaindrait.

Si devant les juges l'accuse' exoipait d'une approbation, soit tacite, soit expresse par
le gouvernpment, l'action incriminde ne pourrait plus etre punie.

Entin, si l'actiou hostile n'avait pas pour consequence des represailles ou une (Sventu-
alite de guerre, elle cesse d'etre criminelle. 1

"Writing to Mr. Faue, then British minister at Paris, M. de Moustier,
the minister for firegn affairs, says

:

A proprement parler, il n'y a pas de disposition dans la legislation francaise qui
marque d'une maniere pr4cise les limites de la neutralite a observer entre deux puis-
sances etraugferes qui sont en etat de guerre, les questions de cette nature etant d'un
caractere raixte, et trouvant leur solution dans les principes gendraux du droit inter-
national.2

It is clear, therefore, that the French law went no further than to pro-
vide for the punishment of any infraction of international law which lias

the effect of exposing France to a declaration of war or to reprisals.
Now, as we have seen, the sale even of armed ships is not an offense
against neutrality and could not produce the consequences referred to in
the articles of the code. It is true the government has the power of
preventing the arming of vessels in its own hands, if it thinks proper to
use it, as the exportation of arms, except with the permission of the
government, is prohibited under heavy penalties—not, indeed, with the
motive of preventing breaches of neutrality, but from motives of policy
of a very different character. If, indeed, the construction of an armed
vessel formed part of an enterprise having for its immediate object hos-
tile operations against a belligerent power, then, as I have already
pointed out, the whole would amount to a violation of neutrality.

But an imperial decree of the 10th June, 1861, passed with a view to
the war which had then broken out, contained in its 3d article the fol-

lowing provision :

II est interdil a tout Francais de prendre commission de l'une des deux parties pour
armer des vaisseaux en guerre, ou d'accepter des lettres de marque pour faire la course
maritime, ou de concourir d'une maniere qnelconque & l'equipemtnt ou a l'armement
d'un navire de guerre ou corsaire de l'une des deux parties belligerantes. 3

'Report of Neutrality Laws Commission, p. 45, British Appendix, vol. iii.

2 Ibid, p. 46.
3 British Appendix, vol. iii, p. 22.
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Thus, the law of Prance, in respect of the equipping and arming of

ships of war, was placed on the same footing as that of Great Britain

and America.
Belgium, which, as it is known, has adopted the French codes, has like-

wise the eighty-fourth and eighty-fifth articles of the Code
Law ofneioum.

p(5lial . but wi jh the exception of severe laws against priva-

teering, or the reception of privateers, the prohibitive and preventive

power of the law depends on the articles in question.

The Netherlands, in like manner, havingalso adopted the French code,

L»wofth K«b- liave the eighty-fourth and eighty-fifth articles; but no
erin„d.. special provision as to equipping or arming of vessels in the

way of trade existed prior to the year 1866, as appears from the express

statement of M. van Zuylen de Isfyevelt, the Netherlands minister for

foreign affairs, in a letter to Mr. Ward, found in the appendix to the

British case. 1

It is true that M. de Zuylen makes the following observation

:

Quant aux moyens.coactifs dont le gouvernement pourrait disposer pour empecber
lies violations de sa neutrality, les articles 84 et 85 du code penal peuvent aussi dans
quelqnes cas servir a ce but. Ceux, par exemple, quitacberaient d'equiper ou de vendre
des vaisseaux de guerre dans nos ports ponr le couipte des bellige'rants pourraient etre

poursuivies en vertu de ces articles ; les navires alors seraieut saisis comme piece de
conviction et par la meme leur sortie serait empechee.

But it is to be remarked that the foregoing observation as to the pos-

sible application of the eighty-fourth and eighty-fifth sections of the

penal code to the equipping or sale of ships is given only as a matter of

opinion; no instance appears to have occurred in which the equipping
or sale of a vessel of war has been held to be an offense within these

articles. It must obviously depend on whether what was done amounted
to a violation of international law affording a just cause of war.
The regulations issued by the Dutch government in 1S66 do not touch

the case of the equipment or sale of ships, but only the admission of

belligerent vessels into Dutch po.rts. It may be remarked, in passing,

that it is expressly provided by article 4 of the regulations that " ships
of war may remain an unlimited time in Dutch harbours and estuaries,

and may also provide themselves with an unlimited supply of coal." 1

Spain has two provisions corresponding to the articles of the French
code, viz, article 148 of the codigo penal, and article 258

L»„„rsM ,„.

of a statute of 1822

:

2

Art. 148. Whosoever shall, without having been permitted to do so by competent
authority, have provoked or given motive to a declaration of war against Spain on the
part -of another power, or shall have exposed Spanish subjects to suffer vexations or
reprisals against their persons or properties, shall be punished with imprisonment;
aud if such person be a public functionary, he shall be punished with temporary reclu-
sion.

Art. 258. Whosoever shall, without the knowledge, authority, or permission of the
government, have committed hostilities against any allied or neutral power, or shall
have exposed the State to suffer for that cause a declaration of war, or if such hostili-
ties shall have been the ground for reprisals against Spaniards, he shall be con-
demned to give public satisfaction for such offense, and to reclusiou or imprisonment
for a term of from two to six'years, and shall pay a tine equal to one-quarter of the
amount of damages he shall have occasioned, without prejudice to any further punish-
ment which he may be liable to incur for the violence committed. If said hostilities
shall have brought on an immediate declaration of war, or if such declaration shall have
Xireceded the time of the trials, the offender shall be punished with transportation.

But there is no law which touches the equipping or arming of ships
of war for a belligerent. The decree relating to neutrality issued on the

1 Report of neutrality laws commission, p. 63, British appendix, vol. iii.
3 Appendix to United States Counter Case, p. 1062.
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occasion of the American civil war is set out in the British Appendix. 1

It contains no prohibition relating to the equipping or arming of ships.
It is stated, indeed, in the United States argument 2 that the codigo

penal, iu article 151, forbids the expediting of " cruisers." Is it possible
that the writers are ignorant that the term " destinare buques al corsO"
does not refer to cruisers but to privateers?
Portugal has a corresponding provision in the one hundred and forty-

eighth article, the Empire of Brazil in the eighty-third arti-
Lilv, r Portusal

cle, of the penal code of the respective countries. In the a"JB™zil-

Brazilian code the offense consists in " committing, without the order or
the authorization of the government, hostile acts against the subjects of
another nation, so as to endanger peace or provoke reprisals."
In the report presented to His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil on these

laws by D. Silva Ferrao, set out in the later United States documents,3

there is the following very pertinent observation

:

Thus, it remains understood that if the fact in itself were not such as to give jnst
reason for war, according to international right, it could never be reputed a crime even
were it not authorized by the government, and were it eventually followed by war.
Such a fact is not then a reason but a pretext for war.

In this elaborate report, in which the effect of the foregoing law is

fully discussed, I find no reference whatever to the equipment or arm-
ing of ships, as being within it.

The government of Brazil, like that of France, upon the breaking out
of the civil war, made special provision by law for the enforcing of neu-
trality. By a circular of the 1st of August, 1861, the presidents of the
different provinces were instructed as follows :

'

The Confederate States have no recognized existence ; but, having constituted a dis-

tinct government de facto, the imperial government cannot consider their naval arma-
ments as acts of piracy, nor refuse them, with the necessary restrictions, the character
of belligerents, which they have assumed.
In conformity with this, Brazilian subjects are to abstain from all participation and

aid in favor of one of the belligerents, and they must nat take part in any acts which can
be considered as hostile to one of the two parties, and contrary to the obligations of
the neutrality.

The exportation of warlike articles from the ports of the empire for the new Confed-
erate States is absolutely prohibited, whether it is intended to be done under the Bra-

' ziliau flag or that of another nation.
The same trade in contraband of war must be forbidden to Brazilian ships, although

they may be destined for the ports subject to the. Government of the North American
Union.
No ship with the flag of one of the belligerents, and which may be employed in this

war, or intended for it, can be provisioned, equipped, or armed in the ports of the em-
pire; the furnishing of victuals aud naval provisions indispensable for the continua-

tion of the voyage not being included in this prohibition.

No ship of war or privateer shall be allowed to enter aud remain with prizes iu our

ports or bays more than twenty-four hours, except in case of forced arrival, and they

shall in no way be allowed to dispose of the said prizes, or of objects coming from
them.

Thus, going far beyond other nations, Brazil prohibited not only the

sale of ships, but all trade in articles contraband of war even in its own
ports.

Serious disputes having arisen in the course of the ensuing year be-

tween the Governments of the United States and Brazil on the subject

of confederate cruisers received in ports of the empire, the Govern-

ment, in order to prevent as far as possible the occasion of such trouble-

some remonstrances, published the still more stringent regulations con-

1 British Appendix, vol. iii, p. 24.
2 Ibid., p. 68.
3 Appendix to the United States Counter Case, Part IV, p. 988.
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tained in the circular of the 23d of June, 1863, set out in the seventh vol-

ume of the appendix of the United States, regulations much more rigor-

ous than those which have been adopted by any other nation.1 But, as

these regulations relate entirely to the reception of belligerent vessels

in Brazilian ports, it is unnecessary to dwell upon them here.

Italy has in the one hundred and seventy-fourth and one hundred and
seventy-fifth articles of the penal code, provisions corre-

L™ or u"y
- spondi'ng to those of the French code :

2

Ap.t. 174. If any person whosoever shall, by acts not authorized by the govern-

ment of the King, have exposed the state to a declaration of war, he shall be punished

with banishment; if the war has actually occurred, he shall be punished with tem-

porary penal servitude.

Art. 175. If any person whosoever shall, by acts not approved of by the government
of the King, have exposed the subjects of the kingdom to reprisals, he shall be pun-

ished with banishment even for a term of ten years or with imprisonment, without

prejudice to any further penalty to which he may be liable on account of the acts he

has committed. If the offender be a public functionary, he shall be punished with

banishment.

So stood the law at the time of the breaking out of the civil war
between the Northern and Southern States of America. In the course

of it the King of Italy, in an ordinance of the 6th of April, 1864, but, so

far as I have been able to discover, then for the first time, adopted the

regulations established three years before by the Emperor of the French.

By article IV, "no Italian subject shall take commission from either

belligerent power to arm ships for war, or accept letters of marque to

cruise, or assist in any way in fitting out, arming, or preparing for war
a vessel or privateer of the said belligerents."3

The naval code, which was published in 1866, in the chapter relating

to the neutrality of the state toward foreign powers, (chap, vii,) has the

following provisions: 3

In case of war between powers toward which the state remains neutral, privateers

or vessels of war with prizes shall not be received into the harbors or roadsteads,
except in cases of stress of weather.
They will have to leave as soon as the danger has ceased.
No ship of war or privateer belonging to a belligerent will be allowed to remain

longer than twenty-four hours in a port, harbor, or roadstead of the state, or in the
' adjacent waters, even when alone, except in case of necessity, arising from bad weather,
of shipwreck, or of an absence of the means necessary to carry on the navigation with
safety.

In no case will they be permitted during their stay in the port, harbor, or roadstead
of the state to sell, exchange, or barter, .or even give away any of the prizes (taken in

war.

)

The ships of war of a friendly power, even when belligerent, are permitted to touch
or even to remain in any harbor, port, or roadstead of the state on condition that the
object of their mission be exclusively a scientific one.

In no case cau a belligerent ship avail itself of an Italian port for the purposes of

war, or of obtaining arms and munitions. It shall not be able under the pretense of

repairs to execute any alterations or other works designed to augment its warlike force.

Nothing shall be furnished to vessels of war or to belligerent privateers beyond arti-

cles of food and commodities, and the actual means of repair necessary to the sustenance
of their crews and the safety of their navigation.

In the case in which vessels of war, whether privateers or merchantmen of the two
belligerent nations, are both together in a port, harbor, or roadstead of the state, there
shall be an interval of at least twenty-four hours between the successive departures of

the vessels of one belligerent and those of the vessels of the other.
This interval can be iucreased according to the circumstances brought before the

maritime authorities of the place.
The capture of prizes as well as any other act of hostility between two belligerent

ships within the territorial waters or the adjacent waters of the islands of the state

will constitute a violation of territory.

1 United States Documents, vol. vii, p. 110 ; British Appendix, vol. iii, p. 24.
- American MS., Part IV, p. 949.
3 Report of Neutrality Laws Commission, p. 62, British Appendix, vol. iii.
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In all these countries, at the time to which our attention hns to be
directed, the question whether there had been a breach of the municipal
law by a subject, turned on whether there had been a breach of neu-
trality, such as to expose the nation to war or reprisals. The equipping
or arming'of vessels for sale in the way of commerce does not come into
question at all. It is, therefore, manifest that the municipal law, both
of Great Britain' and the United States, was far more stringent, though
the punishment under the foreign law in case of a breach of the law
was more severe, by reason of the greater gravity of the result, when a
nation becomes exposed to war, or possibly actually involved in it.

I next turn to the law of the northern nations on the subject of neu-
trality.

The law of Deraark relating to ships, with reference to neutrality,
is fully set out in the third volume of the British Ap-
pendix.1 L.wofD«m.rk.

Denmark appears to be one of the very few countries that have gone
the length of prohibiting to the subject the carriage of articles contra-
band of war. But though uuusually strict iu that respect, and minute
as to its regulations in many others, the law contains no prohibition of
the equipping or arming of ships of war for the purpose of sale.

The Swedish ordonnance of April 8, 1854, while it expressly prohibits,
by the eighth section, the arming or equipping of vessels
for the purpose of privateering, is wholly without any pro-

L°w
°'

s""im '

hibition against doing so with reference to ships armed or equipped for
a belligerent state.2

The only article in the Eussian code relating to neutrality is the
two hundred and fifty-ninth, which is as follows: 3

Law of Russia.

If any Russian subject in time of peace shall by open force attack the inhabitants of
a neighboring state or those of any other foreign couutry, and shall thereby subject
his own country to the danger of a rupture with a friendly power, or even to an attack
by such foreign subjects on the territory of Russia, for such a crime against interna-
tional law, the offender and all those who participate voluntarily in his enterprise,
with a knowledge of its objects and illegality, shall be sentenced to lose all their civil
rights, and be condemned to hard labor iu a fortress for a term of eight to ten years.

With the exception of this article, says M. de Westmann, in answer
to an official inquiry from, the British government,3 "La legislation
russe ne renferme pas de dispositions ayant pour but d'empficher sur
le territoire de la Bussie l'accomplissement d'actes dont les puissances
bellig^rantes pourraient se plaindre comme d'une violation du principe
de neutrality."

There being thus no law in Bussia relating to ships of war, and, as I
have shown, none such in Prussia, I was surprised, after reference to the
efficient regulations of the Dutch government, followed afterward by an
assertion that by those regulations the construction of cruisers was pro-
hibited, (which it is not,) to see it stated that " similar laws were to be
found in Bussia and in Prussia," as to the latter of which it is added,
(in a friendly spirit no doubt,) that it " once had occasion to apply its

laws to the acts of British agents."
But while the codes of so many maritime nations are silent as to the

equipping or arming of ships of war in the way of trade, the Laws as to pla-

codes of several—for example, Belgium, Denmark, Sweden— ter"-

prohibit the fitting out of privateers. Here again the argument of the
United States falls into the same strange mistake as before. It rep-

1 Report of Neutrality Laws Commission, p. 40, British Appendix, vol. iii.

2 Ibid., pp. 66, 67.
3 Ibid., p. 65.
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resents these governments as preventing not only the armament, but
also the construction of cruisers. 1 I can hardly suppose the writer

ignorant of the meaning of the term corsaire, the term used in the laws
in question, and which never has but one meaning, that of privateer, or

in French phrase that of a " vaisseau arme en course par des particuliers,

mais avec l'autorisation du gouveraement."2 Neither of these countries

has any law against the construction of cruisers. Such a statement,

therefore, ought not to have been made.
The argument of the United States winds up the comparison of the

British law with that of other countries, with the following remarkable
observations :

3

The institutions of Italy, Brazil, Switzerland, France, Spain, Portugal, the Nether-
lands, and all other governments of Europe, indeed, except Great Britain, expressly as-

sume, as to the institutions of the United States, that volunteer and unauthorized
military and naval expeditions, undertaken in a neutral country, are to he restrained,

because tending to involve such country in war with the country aggrieved. Infringe-

ments of the law are punished mainly for that reason, including the protection of the
national sovereignty.

Hence, in all those countries^ except Great Britain, the punitive law is a secondary
fact; the primary fact being the preventive action of the government.
The United States perfectly understood this, the true relation of things, and while

they indicted persons, and arrested ships, they did not, when occasion required action,

rely on such merely punitive, or at most auxiliary, means, but called into play the
armed forces of land and sea to support the Executive in summary acts of prevention
by force for the maintenance not only of the sovereignty but of the neutrality of the
Government.
Neither Lord Russell, in his correspondence with Mr. Adams, nor the framers of the

British case, appear to have had any clear conception of these higher relations of the
subject, although distinctly and explicitly stated in the best works of international
law of Great Britain herself.

Great Britain alone pretends that punitive law is the measure of neutral duties; all

other governments, including the United States, prevent peril to the national peace
through means of prerogative force, lodged, by implied or express constitutional law,
in the hands of the Eexcutive.

A stranger misrepresentation could scarcely have been penned. The
assertion that the institutions of Great Britain do not assume that vol-

unteer and unauthorized military and naval expeditions, undertaken in

a neutral country, are to be restrained, is without the shadow of a founda-
tion. It is equally untrue and unjust to say that Great Britain pretends
that punitive law is the measure of neutral duties. Great Britain pre-

tends nothing of the kind. The best answer to these unwarranted as-

sertions is the fact, that the Alabama was attempted to be seized ; that
the Alexandra was seized ; as were the Pampero and the Birkenhead
rams, and the Florida at Nassau ; by virtue of the preventive power
alone ; and that,'if in any of those cases resistance had been offered, or

force required, force would, as a matter of course, have been resorted
to immediately to enforce the law.
But while the United States thus impugn the efficacy of the British

law, and dwell upon the executive, as contradistinguished from legal,

power possessed by their own, aud, as they allege, by foreigu govern-
ments—of which, by the way, they offer no proof whatever—at another
time, with startling inconsistency, they assert that the government of
Great Britain possesses this very executive power, and make the omis-
sion to put it in force the subject of vehement complaint.
The imagination of the writer must have been singularly lively, while

1 Argument of the Uuited States, p. 72.
a Littre, ad verb. ; aud see Merlin, " Repertoire," tit. " Prises maritimes."
3Pages 71, 72.
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his conscience must have slept* who could venture to put on paper the
following passages i

1

No independent state exists, either in Europe or America, encumbered with consti-
tutional incapacity in this respect.
Violations of neutrality are issues of war and peace. Whatever power in a state

declares war, or makes peace, has jurisdiction of the issues of peace and war, including
of course all violations of neutrality.
In point of fact, such authority is not a quality of despotic government only : it be-

longs equally to the most constitutional government, as appears, for instance,' in the
political institutions of constitutional republics like Switzerland and the United States
and in constitutional monarchies, like Italy and Brazil.

The selection by the counsel of the United States of the countries of
the four other members of the tribunal was, I presume, accidental. But
let us go on

:

The counsel of the United States submit these propositions as undeniable and ele-
mentary truths.

let the case and counter-case of the British government assume and persistently
argue that the sole instrument possessed by the British government to enforce the
performance of neutral obligations, at the time of the occurrences in question, was a
particular act of the British Parliament.
Every government in Europe or America, except Great Britain, asserts and exercises

authority to prevent its liege subjects (and a fortiori commoraut aliens) from doinf
acts which tend to involve it in a war with any other government.
But the British government maintains that the sovereign state of Great Britain and

Ireland, the imperial misti ess of the Indies, the proudest in fame, the richest in re-
sources, and (including her transmarine possessions) the most populous of the great
states of Europe, does not possess constitutional power to prevent mercenary law-
breakers among her own subjects, or bands of desperate foreign rebels, commorant on
her soil, from dragging her into acts of flagrant violation of neutrality, and thus af-

fording, or tending to afford, just cause of war to other foreign states !

And 6uch is the defense of Great Britain in answer to the reclamations of the United
States.

It would be difficult to find any other example of a great state defending itself
against charges of wrong by setting up the plea of its constitutional incompetency
and incapacity to discharge the most common-place duties of a sovereign state.

Great Britain'is not in that condition of constitutional disability which her minis-
ters pretend.
We find, on the most cursory observation of the constitution of Great Britain, that

the declaration of war, the conclusion of peace, the conduct of foreign affairs, that all
these things are in Great Britain elements of the prerogative of the Crown.
We cannot believe and do not concede that in all these greater prerogative powers

there is not included the lesser one of preventing unauthorized private persons from
. engaging in private war against a friendly foreign state, and' thus committing Great
Britain to causes of public war on the part of such foreign state.

If the exercise of such power by the Crown involves derogation of the rights of pri-
vate persons which ministers fear to commit, they should obtain a proper act of Par-
liament, either for antecedent general authorization or for subsequent protection, all

which is within the scope of the theoretic omnipotence of Parliament.
The British ministers do not scruple to suspend the privileges of the writ of habeas

corpus, whether with or without previous parliamentary authorization, and whether
in the United Kingdom, or in the colonies, oh occasion of petty acts of rebellion or
revolt, that ' is, the case of domestic war : a fortiori they should and may arrest and
prevent subjects or commorant foreigners engaged in the commission of acts of foreign
war to the prejudice of another government.

Is it possible to deny or to doubt that British ministers might as well do this as the
ministers of Switzerland, Italy, Brazil, and the United States in like circumstances ?

Again Switzerland, Italy, Brazil, and the United States

—

Has the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland less executive
power than the President of the United States ? And if she have less, could not the
deficient power be granted to her by act of Parliament, just as readily as similar ex-
ecutive power, in this relation, has been granted to the President of the United States
by their Congress?
But there is no such deficiency of power in the British ministers. Their own con-

duct in pertinent cases proves conclusively that they have the power, and can exercise

1 United StatesArgument, pp. 43-45.
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it, when they choose, without affording occasion of" any serious doubt or denial of the-

constitutionality of their acts.

Be it remembered that the excuse of the British government, for omitting to detain
the Alabama and other confederate cruisers, was the alleged want of power to act

outside of the foreign-enlistment act.

And yet, subsequently to the escape of the Alabama from the port of Liverpool, on
occasion of the construction in the ports of Great Britain of certain other vessels for

the confederates, commonly spoken of as the Laird rams, the British government
seized them upon its own responsibility in virtue of the prerogative power of the
Crown, and so prevented their departure to make war against the United States.

Sitting on this tribunal as in some sense the representative of Great
Britain, I cannot allow these statements to go forth to the world with-

out giving theui the most positive and unqualified contradiction. They
are wholly uncalled for, as being unnecessary to determine the question
whether, in particular instances, Great Britain had been wanting in

diligence. They are not only unjust, but in the highest degree ungen-
erous, (I use the mildest expression I can find,) on an occasion when
Great Britain is holding out the hand of friendship and conciliation to

America, and though, perhaps, at a heavy sacrifice, is seeking to bury
all sense of past grievance by submitting the claims of the United States

to peaceful and friendly arbitration. But it is not only that these ob-

servations are ungenerous and unjust. There is in this extraordinary
series of propositions the most singular confusion of ideas, misrepre-

sentation of facts, and ignorance, both of law and history, which were
perhaps ever crowded into the same space, and for my part I cannot
help expressing my sense, not only of the gross injustice done to my
country, but also of the affront offered to this tribunal by such an at-

tempt to practice on our supposed credulity or ignorance.
Jt is not true that " the case and counter case of the British govern-

ment assume and persistently argue >that the sole instrument possessed
by the British government to enforce the performance of neutral obli-

gations, at the time of the occurrences in question, was a particular act
of the British Parliament." *

It is not true that the British government has ever " maintained that
Great Britain did not possess constitutional power to prevent merce-
nary subjects or foreign rebels from dragging her into acts of flagrant
violation of neutrality."

It is not true that ''a great state" is here "defending itself against
charges of wrong by setting up the plea of its constitutional incompe-
tency and incapacity to discharge the most common-place duties of a
sovereign state.''

The transparent fallacy which runs through the whole of this
, series of declamatory assertions consists in confounding infractions
of the municipal law with infractions of neutrality properly so
called. Though, by convention between the two governments, the
equipping of a ship without arming may have acquired, ex post
facto, for the purpose of the present arbitration, the character of a vio-
lation of neutrality, no agreement can change the substantive reality of

,

things belonging to the past. Now, at the time the occurrences toflk

place on which the present claims arise, to equip a ship in the way of
trade, though intended for the service of a belligerent, was not, as I

have already shown, and as Mr. Adams himself, in all fairness, fully
admits an offense against international law, and therefore was not a vio-
lation of neutrality. While, therefore, in a case of actual violation of
neutrality, as by sending forth an armed ship, or a ship immediately
about to be armed, for the purpose of immediate warfare, the executive
power might, ex propria vigore, interfere, and if necessary by force, to
prevent such a proceeding, the seizure of a vessel unarmed, and not itn-
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mediately about to go forth, and in respect of which, therefore, no breach
of neutrality had taken place, could only be done by virtue of the munici-
pal law as constituted by the act of Parliament. But if a seizure was to be
made under the act, it was necessary that proof should be forthcoming
to justify and uphold it. Therefore it was true that, as regarded the
equipping of ships, the powers of the executive were limited to cases in
which proof of a breach of the act was forthcoming. Therefore it was
that, in the case of the Florida, the government, thinking there was not
sufficient evidence of belligerent purpose, abstained from seizing, and
in that of the Alabama delayed the seizure f»r a time. Therefore it

was that, in the later cases of the Alexandra aud the rams, the govern-
ment, being advised thafthe evidence was sufficient, proceeded to seize.
Hence, in discussing the question whether it was at that period, aud in
the then admitted state ot international law, the duty of the government
to seize the vessels in question, it is necessary to refer to the foreign-en-
listment act to ascertain what were the powers of the government. The
distinction is a very obvious one, and one which persons must be, I
should think, willfully blind not to see.

The assertion, coming from the quarter from which it proceeds—the
government of a great republic, where all executive power, I should
have imagined, would be clearly defined by law and exercised in sub-
ordination to it—that the British government should have proceeded,
independently of and, if necessary, in defiance of the law, to seize ships
aud arrest subjects as well as foreigners engaged, as it is termed, in acts
of foreign war to the prejudice of another government, surprises me, I
must say, not a little; but when, as the ground of such an assertion, I
am told that "British ministers do not scruple to suspend the privileges
of the writ of habeas corpus, whether with or teithout previous parlia-
mentary authorization, whether in the United Kingdom or in the colo-
nies, on occasion of petty acts of rebellion or revolt ; that is, the case of
domestic war," I find myself lost in amazement, and seek in vain to
discover what can possibly be meant by so strange a statement. War,
whether it be domestic or foreign,- is of course war; and, in regard to
those who are actually engaged in war, the law of war necessarily
supersedes the civil law and civil rights, and would per se, suspend
the privileges of the habeas-corpus act. But if it is meant that, even in
time of war, the executive could, as regards persons not taking part in
the war, or not coming within the operation of martial law, suspend the
habeas-corpus act without an act of Parliament, the assertion is equally
unfounded and surprising, whether looked at in an historical or in a

I

legal point of view.
But a discovery has been made by those who drew up the United

States argument which, I must say, appears to me, as an English law-
yer, surpassing strange. It is, that that which could not have been
done toward seizing vessels under the foreign enlistment act for want of
evidence necessary to support a seizure under that act might have been
done with a high hand, by virtue of the prerogative of the Crown; in
support of which strange doctrine the following instances are given, in
which it is alleged that what was done was done by virtue of the pre-

rogative. Such are:

The Queen's proclamation of neutrality ofMay 13, 1861.

The regulations issued by the government of Her Majesty in regard to the reception
of cruisers and their prizes iu ports.of the empire, June 1, 1861, June 2, 1865.

The executive orders to detain the Alabama at Queenstown and Nassau, August 2,

1862.

The executive orders to detain the Florida at Nassau, August 2, 1862.

The executive orders to detain the rams at Liverpool, October 7, 1863.
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The, debate and vote in Parliament justifying the detention of the rams by the gov-

ernment "on their own responsibility," February 23, 1862.

The executive order that "for the future no ship of war belonging to either of the

belligerent powers of North America shall be allowed to enter or to remain or to be

in any of Her Majesty's ports for the purpose of being dismantled or sold," Septem-

ber 8, 1864.

The final executive orders to retain the Shenandoah in port, " by force it necessary,

and to " forcibly seize her upon the high seas," September and October, 1865. 1

In addition to which the final decision of the government with regard

to the Tuscaloosa is referred to, as also the opinion of the law officers,

advising the seizure of the Alabama at Liverpool, and the' rejection, at

the instance of the law officers, of the clause proposed to be inserted in

the neutrality act of 1870, for prohibiting the entry of vessels, equipped

in contravention of the act, into British ports.

While I quite see how likely statements of this sort are to produce an

effect flu the minds of persons not familiar with the constitutional law

of Great Britain, I am at a loss to understand how counsel, familiar with

English law, can take upon themselves to make them.

The limits of the royal prerogative are ascertained and defined ; they

certainly do not include a power to interfere with the liberty, property,

or industrial pursuits of the subject, except where such power is expressly

conferred by law. In the instances given, with the exception of the

Queen's proclamation, as to the effect of which I have already spoken,

and the regulations as to the admission of belligerent vessels to British

ports, and the accommodation there to be afforded to them, which are

undoubtedly matter of royal prerogative, and the order in respect of

the Shenandoah, which was, as will hereafter be seen, a most excep-

tional case, every instance enumerated was, though in one sense an act

of the executive, yet an act done by virtue of power conferred by the

foreign-enlistment act, and not by virtue of the -prerogative. As an
English judge and lawyer, I affirm that, short of their going out as a

hostile expedition, in which case force might undoubtedly be used, these

vessels could not have been seized under the exercise of prerogative

power.
Throughout the statements of the United States a comparison is drawn

crura™,,,, b?- between the conduct of the United States and that of Great
am'iunRe'jstatcs"." Britain in reference to the maintenance of neutrality.

i°ui f°uty""°
ce of When the British government retorts with instances of

American default in this respect, the answer comes that it is Great
Britain, not the United States, that is now on its trial. And this is

perfectly true; but when the plaintiff seeks to prejudice the defendant
in the eye of the judge and of the world, and at the same time to secure

favor to himself by holding up his own conduct as righteous and immac-
ulate, whereby to make that of the defendant appear more black, it is

but fair that his pretensions should be submitted to the criticism to

which he justly exposes himself.

The argument of the United States asks at the hands of this tribunal
for a rigorous enforcement of the obligations of neutrality against Great
Britain, on the ground that, while the latter has been unmindful of its

duties as a neutral, the United States have maintained a consistent and
unvarying course in the most exemplary fulfilment of those duties. I

select one from many passages in which a comparison between the two
nations in this respect is invidiously made

:

Qualis ab incepto talis adfinem. With consistency unwavering, and at whatever haz-
ard of domestic or foreign inconvenience, even if it were friendly powers like France
and Great Britain with which we were thus brought into contention, the United

1 United States Argument, pp. 324, 325.
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States have steadily adhered to principles of international neutrality ; and we may
well, therefore, demand the observance of those principles, or reparation for their non-
observance on the part of Great Britain. 1

, It becomes, therefore, perfectly legitimate to take—as is done in the
British counter-case—a retrospect of the history of American neutrality

so vauntingly extolled in the papers before us. It cannot be fair or just
that a country in whose ports privateering against the commerce of
friendly nations has been openly carried on upon the largest scale, and
from whose shores armed expeditions and raids have, in so many in-

stances, gone forth, should seek to enlist the favor of this tribunal in

order to swell the damages against Great Britain, by holding itself up
as a model of neutral perfection. It is not so much for this purpose,
however, that I advert to the history of the past, as it is for that of
showing that there is no foundation for the assumed superiority of

American laws or institutions in respect of the fulfilment of neutral

obligations. The use of a review of American history in this respect

will readily be seen.

America undoubtedly has the credit of being the first nation that, by
positive legislation, sought to restrain its subjects within LeBisiat i0non79t.

the strict limits of neutrality. But those who make this

boast as against Great Britain should also remember that it was through
the acts of American citizens that such legislation first became neces-

sary. The large and just mind of the greatest of American statesmen
saw at once the reproach and the danger arising to his country from
her ports being used for the building and equipping of privateers by
American citizens, and for sending them out, manned with American
crews, commissioned by the French government, to make war on British

vessels, while the United States and Great Britain were at peace. For,

as I have already observed, this was the mischief against which the leg-

islation of 1794 was directed.

At that time no complaint had arisen of ships of war being built for a .

belligerent. The complaint, again and again made by the British minis-

ter, was' of " the practice," as Mr. Jefferson calls it, " of commissioning,
equipping, and manning vessels in American ports, to cruise on any of

the belligerent parties."2 The Government of General Washington was
perfectly sincere in its desire to prevent American ports from being used
for this purpose ; and, had there always been Washingtons atfthe head
of affairs, the well-founded complaints of Spain and Portugal, in 1816

and 1817, might never have arisen. I say " well-founded complaints,"

for the few vessels built or equipped in Great Britain during the late

civil war bear but a small proportion to the organized and systematic

privateering which was carried on from American ports at the period I

am referring to.

I first take the case of Spain, as it appears in the corre-
ComplBiills of Spai„

spondence set out in the third volume of the BritishAppendix.
On the 2d of January, 1817, Don Luis de Onis, minister of Spain to

the United States, thus addresses Mr. Monroe, then Secretary of State :

Washington, January 2, 1817.

Sir : The mischiefs resulting from the toleration of the armament of privateers in

the ports of this Union, and of bringing into them, with impunity, the plunder made by
these privateers on the Spanish trade, for the purpose of distributing it among those

merchants who have no. scruple in engaging in these piracies, have risen to such a

height, that I should be wanting in my duty if I omitted to call your attention again

to this very important subject.

1 United States Argument, p. 94.

? British Appendix, vol. v, p. 242.
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It is notorious that, although the speculative system of fitting out privateers, and

putting them under a foreign flag, one disavowed by all nations, for the purpose of

destroying the Spanish commerce, has been more or less pursued in all ports of the

Unions it is more especially in those of New Orleans and Baltimore, where the greatest

violations of the respect due to a friendly nation, and, if I may say so, of that due to-

themselves, have been committed ; whole squadrons of pirates having been fitted out

from thence, in violation of the solemn treatv existing • between the two nations, and

bringing back to them the fruits of their piracies, without being yet checked in these

courses, either by the reclamations I have made, those of His Majesty's consuls, or the

decisive and judicious orders issued by the President for that purpose.

After setting forth depredations done by three American privateers,

he continues

:

The consul at New Orleans informs me that the pirate Mitchell, with the vessels un-

der his command, fitted out by different merchants at that port, of whom a Mr. Dupuy
is supposed to be the principal, has lately taken several Spanish prizes to Galveston,

and that from, the proceeds of their sales he has remitted to the said deputies $105,000,

which he has deposited in the Bank of Louisiana, after deducting the shares of the

captain and crew, amounting, as is supposed, altogether to $200,000. The same consul

adds that two of the prizes, one from Campeachy, and the other from Guatemala, were

burned, and their crews landed by that savage monster, near Boquilla de Piedras, that

they might be, as they actually were, put to death by his great friend, Villapinto, a

noted rebel ringleader, who, being pursued by the King's troops, had retreated to the

seashore to make his escape. Of ninety men composing these crews, only nine were

saved.
The consul at Norfolk informs me of the arrival there of a privateer schooner from

Buenos Ayres, one of several fitted out at Baltimore, and wholly owned there ; that

from what he has been able to ascertain, among other vessels she plundered a Spanish

ship, laden with a cargo of cochineal, indigo, and specie, to the amount of more than

$200,000, and proceeded to Baltimore to divide the spoil among the concerned. The
said consul, in the discharge of his duty and exercise of his rights, addressed an appli-

cation to the collector of the customs, copy of which is annexed, and also of the answer

of the collector, by which you will perceive that he declines this just reclamation. I

could cite innumerable other cases, as well attested as those I have just stated, but I

omit them, as their detail would fatigue yon, without tending to demonstrate more
effectually that they proceed from the non-observance by the officers of this Govern-

ment of the President's proclamation, and of the treaty of limits and navigation between
the two governments. 1

On the 16th of January Don Luis writes again

:

I have just received information from the King's consul at New Orleans of the cap-

ture, within sight of the Balize of that port, and at little more than musket-shot from the

land, of the Spanish schooner Hipolita, Captain Don Buenaventura March, by the pirate

Jupiter, under the Margarita flag. To enable you fully to judge of the atrociousness

of this capture, manifestly in violation of the territory of the United States, I have
the honorM> inclose the declaration of the captain of the said schooner, made before

His Majesty's consul at the aforesaid port, by which it appears he was at anchor in the

Pass of the Mississippi, and with pratique from the Balize on board, when he was
boarded by the aforesaid pirate, and so inhumanly treated by him as to be left welter-

ing in his blood upon the deck.

It would be superfluous to affect your sensibility by a detail of the multiplied injuries

and outrages incessantly sustained by His Majesty's subjects in these ports ; they have
already been admitted by the President in his message to Congress, recommending the

adoption of such measures as in their wisdom may appear best calculated to repress

them, thereby offering to the King, my master, a pledge that His Excellency admits the
necessity of indemnifying them as far as possible. It is, however, with great regret

that I have to remark on the delay in carrying such urgent measures into execution,
and that the injuries complained of have not been prevented by a due observance of •

the laws of nations, and of the existing treaty, which, by the Constitution, has the
force of law in all the courts, in consequence of its ratification by the President and
the Senate. 2

On the 10th of February Don Luis complains of five more privateers,

belonging to ports of the States, as having taken prizes, and being en-

gaged in cruising against Spanish ships.2

On the 26th of March he writes:

I have just been informed that there have entered at Norfolk two pirates, under the

1 British Appendix, vol. iii, p. 99.
* Ibid., vol. iii, p. 101.
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flag of Buenos Ayres, the principal of which is called the Independeneia del Sud, armed
with 16 guns and 150 men ; her captain is the well-known pirate called Commodore
Chaytor. The second is the schooner Romp, which, to enter into that port, has changed
her name to that of Atrevida ; she has a crew of 70 men, and appeared to be commanded
by a person called Grinnolds. Both vessels were built and fitted out at Baltimore, belong

• to citizens of that place, and others in this republic, and their crews and captains are
of the same. Their entrance into Norfolk has been public, to revictual, and return to
their cruise against the subjects of the King, my master ; but their principal object is

to place in safety the fruits of their piracies, which must be of great importance, if we
attend to the information from Havana, which states that they have robbed a single
Spanish vessel, coming from Vera Cruz, of $90,000 ; and to the fact that, on the 21st of
the present month, they had deposited $60,000 in the Bank of Norfolk, had landed a
number of packages of cochineal, and had declared that they had taken to the amount
of $290,000. I am informed that the person called Commodore Chaytor was about to
set out for Baltimore, probably to settle accounts, and divide his robberies with the
persons interested in the outfit. It is a circumstance worthy of remark, that these two
pirates saluted the fort at Norfolk; and that it returned the salute upoft the same terms
as would have been done with a vessel of war of my sovereign, or of any other nation
acknowledged by all independent powers. 1

At the same time, another vessel, the Orb, is made the subject of
equally strong complaint

:

The pirate Orb, fitted out at Baltimore, under the name of the Congress, and flag of
Buenos Ayres, commanded by Joseph Almeida, a Portuguese, and a citizen of this re-

public, has had the audacity to return, and enter the said port, there to deposit a part
of his robberies. The piratical character of this vessel is as fully acknowledged, as it is

proved that she was armed and manned with people of this country, and of others in
the above-mentioned port, and that she had made different prizes in the neighborhood
of Cadiz and other ports; since there now is in the port of New York the Spanish
polacre, the Leona, captured by her, whose cargo, consisting of $200,000, is concealed,
where it is not known ; and in the same port of Baltimore there are deposited the pro-
ceeds of the Spanish brig Sereno and her cargo, captured by the same vessel. No evi-

dence can, inmy judgment, be offered which gives greater certainty to facts so notorious.
If by chance anything could be added thereto, it would be the acknowledgment of their
atrocities. Nevertheless, I have the mortification to say that neither this notoriety nor
the reclamations of His Majesty's consul at that port have as yet been sufficient to pro-
duce those steps which are required by humanity to. secure the person of this notorious
pirate, to take the declarations of the crew, and to prevent their enjoying their plunder
to the prejudice of the lawful owners.3

One cannot help' being struck with the similarity of the complaints
of the Spaniard with those of which we have lately heard so much.
The ships are "pirates;" the facts are "notorious;" "no further evidence
can be necessary."
In like manner we have Mr. Eush answering as though it had been

from Downing street:

I have had the honor to receive your two notes, dated the 26th of this month, stating
that you have been informed that two armed vessels which have been committing un-
authorized depredations upon the commerce of Spain have recently arrived at- Norfolk,
and that a third, liable to the same charge, has arrived at Baltimore, thus bringing
themselves within the reach of those laws against which, in the above and in other
ways, it is alleged they have offended.

. Conformably to the constant desire of this Government to vindicate the authority of
its laws and the faith of its treaties, I have lost no time in writing to the proper offi-

cers, both at Norfolk and Baltimore, in order that full inquiry may be made into the
allegations contained in your notes, and adequate redress and punishment enforced,
should it appear that the laws have been infringed by any of the acts complained of.

I use the present occasion to acknowledge also the receipt of your note of the 14th
of this month, which yon did me the honor to address to me, communicating information
that had reached you of other and like infractions of our laws within the port of Bal-
timore ; in relation to which I have to state that letters were also written to the proper
officers in that city, with a view to promote every fit measure of investigation and
redress. Should it prove necessary I will have the honor -to address you more fully at

another time upon the subjects embraced in these several notes. In the mean time I

venture to assure myself, that in the' readiness with which they have thus far been
attended to, you will perceive a spirit of just conciliation on the part of this govern-

ment, as well as a prompt sensibility to the rights of your sovereign. 2

1 British Appendix, p. 105.
• a Ibid., vol. rii., p. 106.
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Don Luis replies as Mr. Adams or Mr. Dudley might have done

:

By your note of yesterday I am apprised that the President, on being informed, by

the notes to which you have replied, of the audacity with which the pirates armed in

this country iutroduce into it the fruits of their robberies, has been pleased to give

suitable orders to the authorities at Norfolk and Baltimore, that having ascertained

the facts which I have brought to his knowledge, they should duly proceed according

to law against the violators of the laws of this republic. The 'district attorney for the

United States at Baltimore has replied to the King's consul there, that he has no evi-

dence upon which he can proceed against Captain Almeida; but if a witness should

offer, who will depose to the facts referred to, he will proceed to order an embargo to

be laid on his vessel. I am perfectly aware that good order, the personal security of

individuals, aud the prevention of any violence being committed upon them, require

that suits should be instituted according to the rules of court; but when a crime is

notorious to all, and is doubted by none, when the tranquillity and security of the State,

the honor of the nation, and the respect that independent powers owe to each other, are

interested in putting a stop to crimes so enormous as those I have had the honor to

denounce to you, it appears to me that the magistrates are authorized to collect a

summary body of information, to inquire whether the public opinion is doubtful, and
if there be ground to institute a suit. The collector of the customs cannot be ignorant

that the three vessels, which I have named to you, were built and fitted out at Balti-

more ; that they were cleared at that custom-house as Americans ; that their crews

were, at their departure, composed of citizens of this Union, as were their- captains
;

and that the effects which they have landed can only come from Spanish countries.

What stronger testimony, if more is wanted, than their own declaration, can be desired

to proceed against these pirates ?

The ship's papers, the declarations of the crews, the log-book, are all testimony

which can throw light upon the truth or falsehood of the crime alleged, and make it

unnecessary to trouble them until it be ascertained that there is ground for proceeding

judicially against them. 1

Next conies a complaint of the capture of a Spanish brig by the

pirate Almeida, commanding the Orb or Congress, with depositions of

sailors of the captured vessel. 2

These letters, like those of Mr. Adams, are accompanied by others

from the local consuls, with copies of correspondence between those

functionaries and the collectors of the ports. Thus Don Antonio Villa-

lobos having called on Mr. Mallory, collector of Norfolk, to seize two
noted privateers, the Independencia del Sud aud the Atrevida, saying

that these vessels had been "improving their equipment and considera-

bly augmenting their crew," Mr. Mallory writes, as Mr. Edwards might
have ilone

:

In reply I conceive it proper only to remark, that these vessels have not been un-

noticed by me, and that, in my conduct toward them, I shall endeavor, as I have done,

to observe that course which my official duties appear to .me to have prescribed. In
pursuing which, that I may have the aid of every light to guide me which facts can
afford, and as the allegations thus made by you, iu an official form, must be presumed
to be bottomed on positive facts, which have come to your knowledge, you will' have
the goodness, I trust, to furnish me, with as little delay as possible, with the evidence
of their existence in your possession.3

The Spanish Dudley replies :

With regard to the evidence you require I will not hesitate to say that, as the facts

I have stated are matter of public notoriety, known to everybody, and I had no reason

to suppose that you were ignorant of them, I did not deem it incumbent on me to add
any proof to the simple narration of them ; and I was confident that, by going on to

point out to you the stipulations and laws which are infringed in consequence of those

facts, you will think yourself authorized to interfere in the manner requested.
I will assert, sir, as a known fact, that the brig now called Independencia del Sud is

the same vessel which was formerly known under the name of the Mammoth privateer,

belonging to Baltimore, armed and equipped in that riort, from which she sailed under
the command of the same James Chaytor, who still commands her ; that the very same
James Chaytor was necessarily then, and cannot have ceased since to he, a citizen of

the Uuited States, is settled and has a family in Baltimore, whence his wife came down
a few days ago in the packet Walter Gray, and is now in this town on a visit to her

husband ; that he has enlisted men in this port, many of whom are not so obscure as

British Appendix, p. 107.
2 Ibid., p. 103.
= Ibid., p. 112.
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not to be generally known. I will mention, as an example, Mr. Young, of Portsmouth,
who is now acting as first lieutenant on board the said brig. I will assert as a fact
that the Atrevida is the very schooner known before under the name of the Romp, the
same that underwent a trial for piracy before the Federal court in this State; that her
present commander, Captain Grinnolds, is a native of one of the neighboring towns,
and very well known in this place ; and finally, that this vessel has been at one of the
wharves altering her copper, which I call an improvement in her equipment.

If these public facts, falling within the knowledge of every individual, require more
proof than the public notoriety of them, I must request to be informed as to the nature
of that proof, and also whether you are not warranted to act upon just grounds of
suspicion without that positive evidence which is only necessary before a court of
justice. 1

/

The collector did not? look upon the facts as sufficient to warrant any
action on his part.

The correspondence goes on in much the same strain. On the 19th of
September, Don Luis writes to Mr. J. Q. Adams :

A complaint having been laid before His Catholic Majesty's government by a part of
the crew of the Spanish polacca Sauta Maria, captured on her passage from Havana to
Cadiz by the pirate called the Patriota Mexicauo, commanded by Jos6 Guillermo Este-
fanos, manned with "citizens of these States, and covered by their flag, under which he
chased and brought to the said polacca, until, having ascertained her capture, he
hoisted the insurgent flag, I have received the commands of the King my master to re-
quest of the President, through your medium, the most decisive measures for putting an
end to the abuses practiced in the ports of this Union, by arming privateers to cruise
against the- Spanish trade, thus prostituting the flag of the United States by these pre-
datory acts, and trampling under foot, with an unparalleled audacity, national rights
and the existing treaty between Spain and these States.

I therefore now renew those urgent reclamations which, ou former occasions, 1 have
submitted to the President, through your department, ou this important point ; and I

trust that the numerous instances of these abuses and horrible depredations will induce
his excellency to adopt energetic measures to restrain these excesses, which so deeply
compromit the neutrality of the United States in the eyes of all nations, and are wholly
repugnant to the friendship and good understanding happily subsisting between them
and His Catholic Majesty.

In a letter of the 2d of November, he writes :

It is very disagreeable to me to have to repeat to you, sir, what, unfortunately, I have
been several times under the necessity of sumbitting to the President, through the
medium of your predecessors, namely, that the act of Congress of the 3d of March, 1817,
has in no wise lessened the abuses by whiclji the laws are evaded, and which render
eqtirely illusory the laudable purposes for which,they were enacted. From the greater
part of the ports of these States there frequently sail a considerable number of vessels
with the premeditated intention of attacking the Spanish commerce, which carry their
armament concealed in the hold. It rarely happens that they can be arrested, inasmuch
as the collectors of the customs say that they have not at their disposition the naval
force necessary to effect it ; on the other hand, armed vessels, under the flag of the in-

surgents, enter into the ports of the Union, and not only supply themselves with all

necessaries, but also considerably increase the means they already have of destroying
the trade of Spain, as has recently been the case at New York, whereby (the so-called)

privateers of His Majesty's revolted provinces, which are in reality nothing more than
pirates, manned by the scum of all countries, enjoy greater privileges than the vessels

of independent powers.3

The same state of things continues in 181S. On the 9th of June, Don
Luis de Onis informs Mr. Adams

:

At my passage through Baltimore, on my way- to Philadelphia, it was represented to
me by His Catholic Majesty's consul for the State of Maryland that there were in that
port four pirates, or privateers, if you please so to call them, namely, the Independencia
del Sud, Captain Grinnold ; the Puerredon, alias Mangore, Captain Barnes ; the Repub-
licano, Captain Chase : and the schooner Alerta, Captain C hay tor. These pirates, de-

nominated privateers, or vessels of war, of the pretended government of Buenos Ayres,

have entered the port of Baltimore for the purpose of dividing the spoil resulting from
their depredations on Spanish commerce, and of refitting and arming to renew these

excesses on the high seas. It is a matter of universal notoriety at Baltimore that three

of the above-named vessels were fitted out there, and the fourth is a schooner captured
by them from Spanish subjects ; it is no less so that their commanders and the greater

1 British Appendix, vol. iii, p. 113.
s Ibid., p. 118.
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part of the crews are American citizens, and that there is scarcely a single individual

belonging to Buenos Ayres to be found among them.

I am aware, sir, that you will tell me that the courts are open to the recognizance

of claims of this nature, and ready to apply the law to such cases as occur and are sup-

ported by suitable testimony ; but I am under the necessity of declaring to you that it

is in vain to seek such testimony, however clear it maybe to everybody. 1 have

demonstrated, in the most pointed manner, to His Majesty's consul the propriety of

directing his attention to points of so much importance ;
but he has proved to me that

a great portion of the commercial people of Baltimore being interested in the cases

which produce my present reclamations, no one is willing to come forward and offer

testimony against what is termed the general interest ; and thus the wise measures of

government are eluded, justice is paralyzed, and the suits procrastinated and deferred

from court to court, with a view to deprive His Majesty's subjects of that justice -which

they have an undoubted right to seek in the tribunals on all their claims. 1

Having stated that the vessels, in addition to the object of " convey-

ing to the parties interested at Baltimore the proceeds of their spolia-

tions on the Spanish commerce, and, among others, that of the Philippine

Company's ship Triton, to the amount of $1,500,000, captured by the

pirate Independencia del Sud, and carried to Buenos Ayres to be sold

there, have a project in fitting out anew and of attacking some -posses-

sions of the King, my master, on this continent, to which they may
more easily send their prizes ; that these same privateers have brought

iatwo Spanish prizes, which are at this moment in the port of Baltimore,

one of them a vessel belonging to the royal navy," he continues :

I, therefore, detnaud, in the name of the King, my master, the restoration of those

prizes, as having been made by American citizens, and vessels fitted out in this country,

in violation of the existing treaty between the two powers, and that the sailing of the

said privateers be stopped, and they compelled to give security for the result of an ex-

pedition, of which, without knowing positively that they intend to execute it, I have
the strongest grounds for presuming they mean to do. 2

The correspondence closes with a letter of Don Luis to Mr. Adams ot

the 16 th of November, 1S18, in which he thus writes

:

Whatever may be the forecast, wisdom, and justice conspicuous in the laws of the

United States, it is universally notorious that a system of pillage and aggression has
been organized in several parts of the Union against the vessels aud property of the

Spanish nation ; and it is equally so that all the legal suits hitherto instituted by His
Catholic Majesty's consuls in the courts of their respective districts for its prevention,
or the recovery of the property, when brought iuto this country, have been, and still

are, completely unavailing. The artifices and evasions by means of which the letter

of the law has on these occasions been constantly eluded, are sufficiently known, aud
even the combination of interests in persons who are well known, among whom are

some holding public offices. With a view to afford you and the President more com-
plete demonstration of the abuses, aggressions, and piracies alluded to, I inclose you
correct lists, extracted from authentic documents deposited iu the archives of this le-

gation, exhibiting the number of privateers or pirates fitted out in the United States

against Spain, and of the prizes brought by them iuto the ports of the Union, as well
as of those sent to other ports, together with the result of the claims made by the
Spanish consuls in the courts of this country. Among them you will find the case of

two armed ships, the Horazio and Curiazo, built at New York, aud detained by His
Majesty's consul there on the ground of their having on board thirty pieces of cannon
concealed, with their carriages, and a crew of 160 men. On which occasion it was pre-

tended that it could not be proved that these guns were not an article of commerce,
and they finally put to sea without them, the extraordinary number of officers and
crew passing for passengers. The number of privateers or pirates fitted out aud pro-
tected in the ports of this republic, as well as of the Spanish prizes made by them,
*ar exceeds that contained iu the within list, but I only lay before your Government
those of which I have certain and satisfactory proofs. The right of Spain to an ade^
quate indemnity for all the spoliations committed by these privateers or pirates on the
Crown and subjects of His Catholic Majesty is undeniable ; but I now submit it to your
Government only to point out the extreme necessity of putting an end to these con-
tinued acts of hostility and depredation, aud of cutting short these enormous and fla-

grant abuses and evils, by the adoption of such effectual precautions and remedies as

will put it out of the power of cupidity or iugenuity to defeat or elude them.3

' British Appendix, vol. iii, p. 123.

-Ibid., p. 124.
3 Ibid., p. 131.
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The letter is accompanied by a list of thirty privateers belonging to
the ports of New Orleans, Charleston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and
New York, with a formidable list of prizes made by them,
During this time similar complaints had been constantly addressed to

the United States Government, on behalf of that of Porta- comprint, ofre-
gal, by the minister of the latter power, the Chevalier Cor- u'8"'-

rea de Serra. Portugal being at that time involved in war with the
Artigas government, privateers were in like manner fitted out and
manned by American citizens against the commerce of Portugal.
On the 8th of March, 1818, the Portugese minister writes to Mr. Adams

that he is ordered to lay before the eyes' of the United States Government
the case of three Portugese ships, (of which he gives the details,) " cap-
tured by privateers fitted -in the United States, manned by American
crews, and commanded by American captains, though under insurgent
colors." He incloses an extract from the documents proving these facts,

.and offers to place the documents themselves at the disposal of Mr.
Adams.1

Mr. Adams, setting, as it were, an example to future British foreign
secretaries, answers

:

The Government of the United States having vised all the means in its power to pre-
vent the fitting out and arming of vessels in their ports to cruise against any nation
with whom they are at peace, and having faithfully carried into execution the laws
-enacted to preserve inviolate the neutral and pacific ohligations of this Union, cannot
-consider itself hound to indemnify individual foreigners for losses by captures, over
which'the United States have neither control nor jurisdiction. For such events no na-
tion can in principle, nor does in practice, hold itself responsible. A decisive reason
for this, if there were no other, is the inability to provide a tribunal before which the
facts can be proved.

, The documents to which you refer must, of course, be ex-parte statements, which in

Portugal or in Brazil, as well as in this country, could only serve as a foundation for

actions in damages, or for the prosecution and trial of the persons supposed to have
committed the depredations and outrages alleged in them. Should the parties come
within the jurisdiction of the United States, there are courts of admiralty competent
-to ascertain the facts upon litigation between them, to punish the outrages which may"
be duly proved, and to restore the property to its rightful owners, should it also be
brought within our jurisdiction and found upon judicial inquiry to have been taken
an. the manner represented by your letter. By the universal laws of nations the obli-

gations of the American Government extend no further.2

Again, on the loth of October, the Chevalier de Serra writes

:

Washington, October 15, 1818.

SiK': This very moment I perceive the intelligence that a ship is fitting in the
Patuxent to cruise against the Portuguese commerce, and the ship so fitting is no other

than the Portuguese fine brig Soam Sexto, taken some weeks before by the Baltimorean
privateer Fortuna, sent into Beaufort, North Carolina, and the goods shipped for New
York and Baltimore where they are under reclamation. Captain Taylor left Baltimore
on Sunday to take charge of her, and the night before the last a great deal of stores

left Baltimore for this ship.
You know perfectly to what extent the supreme Executive can exert his power to

prevent such a breach of all moral and international law ; and I dare not doubt that

dt will be exerted, persuaded as I am of the honorable feelings of this Government.
I am, &c,

JOSEPH CORREA DE SERRA.
P. S.—There exist now in Baltimore many persons who are able to identify the ship.3

The reply comes—that the vessel shall be seized 1 No.

Washington, October 23, 1318.

>SiR': I have had the honor of receiving, and have laid before the President of the

United States, your letter of the 15th instant. I am directed by him to inform yon

1 British Appendix, p. 149.
5 British Appeudix, vol. iii, p. 150, No. 6.

s Ibid., No. 7.
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that, if you will furnish a list of the names of the persons chargeable with a viola-

tion of the laws of the United States, in fitting ont and arming a vessel within the.

United States for the purpose of cruising against the subjects of your sovereign, and
of the witnesses by whose testimony the charge can be substantiated, directions will be-

given to the attorney of the United States for the district of Maryland to institute suits

against the persons complained of, in the proper court competent to their trial.

I pray you, &c,
JOHN Q. ADAMS. 1

Yet there can be no doubt that, during this time, the United States,

Government were honestly sincere in their desire to put down the-

scandal occasioned by this wholesale system of privateering. Several

vessels were seized, of which so'me were actually condemned, others

released only on giving security ; but the practice continued, vessels-

being enabled to elude all the vigilance and activity of the officials. As
late as the 23d of November, 1819, the Chevalier de Serra writes in a
disconsolate strain, representing the evil as increasing rather than
diminishing

:

Philadelphia, Xovemher 23, 1819.

Sir : I have the honor of submitting the following facts and considerations :

During more than two years I have been obliged by my duty to oppose the system-
atic and organized depredations daily committed on the property of Portuguese sub-

jects by people living in the United States and with ships fitted in ports of the Union,
to the ruin of the commerce of Portugal. I do justice to, and am grateful for, the
proceedings of the Executive, in order to put a stop to these depredations, but the evil

is rather increasing. I can present to you, if required, a list of fifty Portuguese ships,,

almost all richly laden, some of them East Indiamen, which have been taken by these-

people during the period of full peace. This is not the whole loss we have sustained,
this list comprehending only those captures of which I have received official com-
plaints. The victims have been many more, besides violations of territory by landing-
and plundering ashore with shocking circumstances.
One city alone on this coast has armed twenty-sis ships which prey on our vitals,

and a week ago three armed ships of this nature were in that port waiting for a favor-
able occasion of sailing for a cruise. Certainly, the people who commit these excesses-

are not the United States, but nevertheless they live in the United States and employ
against us the resources which this situation allows them. It is impossible to view
them otherwise than a wide-exteuded and powerful tribe of infidels, worse still than,
those of North Africa. The North Africans make prizes with leave of their govern-
ment according to their laws and after a declaration of war ; but these worse infidels
of whom I speak, make prizes from nations friendly to the United States against the-

will of the Government of the United States, and in spite of the laws of the United
States. They are more powerful than the African infidels, because the whole coast of
Barbary does not possess such a strength of privateers. They are numerous and widely
scattered, not only at sea for actiou, but; ashore likewise to keep their ground against
the obvious and plain sense of your laws, since most generally, wherever they have
been called to the law, they have found abettors who have helped them to invade the
laws by formalities.

I shall not tire you with the numerous instances of these facts, but it may be easily
conceived how I am heartily sick of receiving frequent communications of Portuguese-
property stolen, of delinquents inconceivably acquitted, letters from Portuguese mer-
chants deeply injured in their fortunes, and seeing me (as often has been the case) op-
pressed by prayers for bread from Portuguese sailors thrown penniless on the shores-
after their ships had been captured.
The Executive having honorably exerted the powers with which your Constitution

,

invests him, and the evil he wished to stop being found too refractory, it would be mere
and fruitless importunity if I continued with individual complaints* except by positive
orders. This Government is the only proper judge of what constitutional dispositions
or arrangements may be established for the enforcement of the laws, and he alone has
the means of obtaining them, which are constitutionally shut to auy foreign min-
ister ; I trust in the wisdom and justice of this Government that he will find the proper
means of putting an end to this monstrous infidel conspiracy, so heterogeneous to
the very nature of the United States.

Before such convenient means are established, the efforts of a Portuguese minister
on this subject (the only one of importance at present between the two nations) are of
little profit to the interests of his sovereign. Relying confidently on the successful
efforts of the Government to bring forth such a desirable order of things, I choose this.

1 British Appendix, vol. iii, p. 150, No. 8.
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moment to pay a visit to Brazil, where I am authorized by His Majesty to go. My age
and my private affairs do not allow much delay in making use of this permission, and
]j intend to profit by the first proper occasion that may offer. The arrangements for

my departure will require my personal exertions, and it will not be consequently in
my power to make an early or long, residence in Washington this winter. As soon as

1 1 shall be able I will present myself there to pay my due obeisance to the President of
the United States, and my respects to you.

Accept, &c,
JOSEPH CORREA DE SERRA. 1

The United States Government took the very-proper step of getting

an act passed prohibiting the entrance of privateers into certain ports

of the United States ; bat this does not appear to have had the effect

of stopping the evil; privateering appears, if we may judge by the

continued complaints, to have gone on as before.

On the 8th of June, 1820, the Chevalier de Serra calls attention to a

ship, taken by one of the privateers, having been sold by judicial au-

thority " in Baltimore, under the hammer, to Captain Chase, a notori-

ous privateersman, standing under an indictment for piracy."

He adds

:

It is to be immediately fitted as a privateer (and a formidable one it will prove, by
its size and strength, which are those of a good frigate) to cruise against the Portu-

guese Iudiamen, and the command of it will be given, as it is assured, to the notorious

Captain Taylor.

I have not the least doubt that, the supreme Executive of this nation has both the

power and the will of putting a stop to this hostile armament, particularly when, as

in this case, he has timely information which will he successively put under his eyes,

at the very stage of this'inimical attempt on the Portuguese commerce.5

Again, on the 16th of July

:

Wilmington, July 16, 1820.

Sir; lam ordered by my sovereign to lay before this Government the names and
value of nineteen Portuguese ships and their cargoes, taken by private armed ships,

fitted in the ports of thp Union by citizens of these States. The values have been

ascertained by the proper courts of justice, and revised with all care and attention by

the royal board of commerce. In proportion as the value of the other ships stolen is in

the same manner ascertained, their names, and the amount of losses, will be laid before

this Government.3

The value of the nineteen ships is stated at $616,158.

In this letter the chevalier proposes the appointment of commission-

ers to " confer and agree upon what reason and justice demand." The
proposal was declined.

The reply was

:

The appointment of commissioners to confer and agree with the ministers of Her
Most Faithful Majesty upon the subject to which yonr letter refers, would not be con-

sistent with the Constitution of the United States-nor with any practice usual among
civilized nations. The judicial power of the United States is, by their Constitution,

vested in their Supreme Court, and iu tribunals subordinate to the same. The judges

of these tribunals'are amenable to their country by impeachment, and if any Portu-

guese subject has suffered wrong hv any act of any citizen of the United States within

their jurisdiction, it is before these* tribunals that the remedy is to be sought and ob-

tained. For any acts of citizens of the United States committed out of their jurisdic-

tion and beyond their control, the Government of the United States is not responsible.*

The proposal was renewed in 1822, but again declined. The Govern-

ment had done all it could do. " Every attention, compatible with the

rights of citizens of the United States and 1 with the laws of nations, had

been paid by the Government to the complaints of M. Correa of captures

made byprivateers fitted but within the United States and partly manned

1 British Appendix, vol. iii, p. 155.

a Ibid., p. 156, No. 19.

3 Ibid., No. 20.
- Ibid., p. 57.
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by their citizens." " The.laws for securing the faithful performance of

the duties of neutrality had been revised and enforced ;
decrees of resti-

tution had been pronounced by the judicial tribunals in all cases of Por-

tuguese captured vessels brought within the jurisdiction of the United

States ; and all the measures within the competency of the Executive

had been taken by that department of the Government for repressing

the fitting out of privateers from United States ports, and the enlist-

ment of citizens in them."
Mr. Adams adds, in a letter to the United States minister at Lisbon

:

" These measures, however, do not appear to have been altogether sat-

isfactory to the Portuguese government, doubtless because they are not

sufficiently understood by them}'1 The Portuguese minister thought that

the short and simple process would have been to seize the ships, by vir-

tue of the executive power ; but the Mr. Adams of that day thought of
•' the rights of American citizens and the law of nations."

Tbe pleadings of the United States say little or nothing in answer to

the facts relating to Portugal. As to those relating to Spain, they say

in a somewhat off-hand way, " What then ! if we did injury to Spain

we repaired it."2 The British Counter Case answers that the reparation

consisted in setting off, in a subsequent treaty between the two nations,

some unascertained claims against the serious claims for actual losses

sustained by the Spanish commerce through the acts of American pri-

vateers.3 I agree with the United States that Spain having consented

to be satisfied with tbis reparation, nothing more is to be said on that

head. jSTor do I think that matters which happened half a century ago
can with any fairness be brought forward to the prejudice of the United
States in answer to the present claim, not even though provocation
might have been given by the assertion of American superiority so os-

tentatiously obtruded in the pleadings of the United States. But these

instances of infractions of maritime neutrality on so large a scale are

important for a very different purpose ; they show the difficulty of re-

pressing offenses of this sort ; they show that the asserted superiority

of the American law is an empty boast ; and they entirely bear out my
view as to the alleged power of the President to make up* for any defi-

ciency in the ordinary law as administered by the courts. In the long
series of complaints made by the representatives of Spain and Portugal
as to the thirty privateers, of the issuing of which from the ports of the
United States Don Luis de Onis thus incessantly complains, or as to

the twenty-six which the Chevalier de Serra mournfully enumerates as

capturing Portuguese vessels, no instance, so far as I am aware, occurs
in which, when tbe Government officials alleged that the evidence was
insufficient, the President intervened, by virtue of tbe discretionary
power said to be vested in him to arrest a vessel.

The temporary act passed by the American Congress in 1838, on the

America act of occasion of the Canadian insurrection, has been more than
once referred to in the course of the present controversy.4

The circumstances under which that act was passed are stated in the
proclamation of President Van Buren, of the 5th of January, 1838, in

which he said that information had "just been received that, notwith-
standing the proclamation of the governors of the States of New York
and Vermont, exhorting their citizens to refrain from any unlawful acts
Avithin tbe territory of the United States, and notwithstanding the pres-

1 British Appendix, vol. iii, p. 1(52.
= Argument of the United States, p. 83.
3 British Counter Case, p. 35.
4 See Case of the United States, p. 134. Argument of the United States, p. 87.
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ence of the civil officers of the United States, * * * arms
and munitions of war and other supplies have been procured by the
(Canadian) insurgents in the United States ; that a military force, con-
sisting in part, at least, of citizens of the United States, had been actu-
ally organized, had congregated at Navy Island, and were still in arms,
under the command of a citizen of the United States, and that they
were constantly receiving accessions and aid."

As Congress sits from January to March, the necessary law which the
circumstances called for might have been passed at once, but it was de-
layed till March 10, 1838, and does not appear to have been approved
by the President until the 20th of April ; even then, it seems either to
have been inefficacious or feebly enforced, as on the 21st of November,
the President issued another proclamation

:

Whereas there is too much reason to believe that citizens of the United States, in
disregard of the solemn warning heretofore given to them by the proclamation issued
by the Executive of the General Government, and by some of the governors of the States,

have combined to disturb the peace of a neighboring and friendly nation; and whereas
information has been given to me, derived from official and other sources, that many
citizens in different parts of the United States are associated or associating for the
same purpose ; and whereas disturbances have actually broken out anew in different

parts of the two Canadas ; and whereas a hostile invasion has been made by citizens

of the United States, in conjunction with Canadians and others, who, after forcibly

seizing upon the property of their peaceful neighbors, for the purpose of effecting their

unlawful designs, are now in arms against the authorities of Canada, iu perfect disre-

gard of their own obligations as American citizens, and of the obligations of the Gov-
ernment of their country to foreign nations.

It may here be remarked, in passing, that, while open assistance was
thus afforded from the United States to the Canadian insurgents, in

1838, during the whole period of the civil war, the confederates never
once succeeded in directing any hostile operations of importance from
Canada against the exposed American frontier ; and that in October,

1864, when a few adventurers made the attack on the bank at St. Al-

ban's, (a town near the Vermont boundary,) prompt measures were taken
to prevent any such attempt being renewed from the Canadian side,

and an act was passed by the Canadian Parliament when it met in

February, 18G5, quite as stringent in its provisions as the act of Con-

gress of 1838.

Lopez, a Spanish adventurer, had formed a plan in 1849 for an attack

on Cuba, with the object of annexing it to the United States. E Xpedit io» or to-

The idea of Cuban annexation was then in great favor with »—<»i»..coi».

an important political party, who hoped to secure the entrance of a

slave-holding State into the Union, and thus counterbalance the grow-

ing power of the Northern or free States. Lopez accordingly met with

much 'popular support.
On the 11th August, 1849, the President of the United States issued

a proclamation stating that " there was reason to believe that an armed
expedition was about to be fitted out in the United States, with an in-

tention to invade the island of Cuba or some of the, provinces of Mexi-

co," and that " the best information which the Executive had been able

to obtain, pointed to the island of Cuba as the object of this expedi-

tion;" and calling upon " every officer of this Government, civil or mili-

tary, to use all efforts in his power to arrest, for trial and punishment,

every such offender against the laws providing for the performance of

our sacred obligations to friendly powers."

On the 7th May, 1850, Lopez left New Orleans in a steamer with

about five hundred men, accompanied by two other vessels, and on the

17th landed at Cardenas, a small town on the northwest side of the

island, and occupied the town ; but troops arriving shortly afterward
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from Havana, lie was compelled to re-embark, and escaped to the United

States. 1

It appears, from the appendix to the American Counter Case,3 that

on the 25th of May orders were given for the arrest of Lopez ; but the

appendix is silent as to the result, which was that no delay being granted

by the district judge to procure evidence against him, he was discharged

amid the cheers of a large crowd.
The Spanish authorities liberated forty-two of Lopez's band, whom

they had taken prisoners, and they were taken back to the United

States in the United States ship Albany. A further attempt seems to

have. been made to bring Lopez and his followers to justice, as on the

21st of July the grand jury at New Orleans found a true bill against

him and fifteen others for violating the act of 1818; but the American
Government failed in making out their case, and finally abandoned the

prosecution. 3

On the 25th of April,' 1851, the President issued another proclama"

tion, stating that " there was reason to believe that a military expedi
tion was about to be fitted out in the United States, with intention to

invade the island of Cuba," and warning all persons of the penalties

they would incur by joining in it. The President concluded by " call-

ing upon every officer of this Government, civil and military, to use all

efforts in his power, to arrest for trial and punishment every such offender

against the laws of the country."4

Nevertheless, in the following August, Lopez started on a fresh expe-

dition, of which the following details are taken from the President's mes-
sage to Congress of December 2, 1851 :

Lopez left New Orleans for Cuba on the 3d of August, in the steamer
Pampero with four hundred men, " with evident intentions to make war
upon the authorities of the island." The steamer left stealthily, and
without a clearance, and, after touching at Key West, proceeded to the
coast of Cuba. Lopez and his baud were soon overpowered by the
Spanish troops, and Lopez himself was publicly executed at Havana.
The President adds :

What gives a peculiar criminality to this invasion of Cuba is, that under the lead of

Spanish subjects, and with the aid of citizens of the United States, it had its origin,

with many, in motives of cupidity. Money was advanced by individuals, probably in
considerable amounts, to purchase Cuban bonds, as they have been called, issued by
Lopez, sold, doubtless, at a very large discount, and for the payment of which the
public lands and public property of Cuba, of whatever kind, and the fiscal resources
of the people and government of that island, from whatever source to be derived, were
pledged, as well as the good faith of the government expected to be established. All
these means of payment, it is evident, were only to be obtained by a process of blood-
shed, war, and revolution. None will deny that those who set on foot military expedi-
tions against foreign states by means like these are far more culpable than the igno-
rant and the necessitous whom they induce to go forth as the ostensible parties in the
proceeding. These originators of the invasion of Cub a seem to have determined, with
coolness and system, upon an undertaking which | should disagree their country, violate
its laws, and put to hazard the lives of ill-informed and deluded men.' You will con-
sider whether further legislation be necessary to prevent the perpetration of such
offenses in future. 6

No such further legislation was, however, carried out ; though it was
not long before the need for it was again put to the test.

This time the scene of operations was on the Pacific coast, and the

1 British Appendix, v*l. iii. Report of Neutrality Laws Commission, p. 34.
2 English

(
text, p. 666 ; French text, p. 389.

b British Appendix, vol. iii. Report of Neutrality Laws Commission, p. 34.
Appendix to American Counter-Case, English text, p. 705 ; French text, p. 120.

6 British Appendix, vol. iii. Report of the Neutrality Commission, p. 31.
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leader chosen to conduct it was the well-known Walker;
the plan being tb gain possession of the Mexican posses- «™ 'St m££>'

sions in Lower California. .

andcentr.i America.

The attempt was made in October, 1853, by an expedition from San
Francisco. The invaders seized the town ofLa Paz, killed seven of its
defenders, and wounded others , and committed various excesses. They
were re-enforced by another expedition, which sailed in the Anita from
San Francisco, in December, but they were eventually driven out of the
country.

This expedition seems to have given rise to a new name, that of "fili-

busters," which has since been used to designate those who engage in
outrages of this description, having their origin in America.

Filibustering became a sort of profession ; and, under the name of
11 transit " and " emigration " companies, schemes were next openly
planned for attacking Central America.
Walker sailed for San Francisco on the 4th of May, 1855, arrived at

Eealejo on the 15th of June, and assumed the title of president of Ni-
caragua, in which capacity he was recognized by the United States
representative. Having been surrounded at Eivas by the native forces
in May, 1857, through the mediation of the commander of the United
States ship of war Saint Mary's, he was allowed to surrender unmo-
lested, and to be conveyed away on board that vessel with the remnant
of his followers.

On returning to the United States he organized a fresh expedition,
this time at New Orleans. The attention of the authorities was called
to it, and a circular was issued on the 18th of September, 1857, which
states that " there is reason to believe that lawless persons are now en-
gaged within the limits of the United states, in setting on foot and
preparing the means for military expeditions, to be carried on against
the territories of Mexico, Nicaragua, and Costa Eica ;" after which it pro-
ceeds to call upon the district attorneys and marshals " to use all due
diligence, and to avail " themselves " of all legitimate means at" their
" command" to enforce the provisions of the act of 1818.
In October, Lord Napier, Her Majesty's minister at Washington, had

warned the American Secretary of State that two thousand men had
been enrolled, arms purchased, £250,000 subscribed, and that shipping
was being hired.

On the 10th of November, Walker was arrested and was held to bail

in $2,000 ; but on the very next day he embarked with three hundred
unarmed followers from New Orleans for Mobile Bay, where he was
joined by fresh recruits in another vessel, the Fashion, in which he
sailed for Nicaragua. Some of his band occupied Fort Castillo. He
was himself, with the others, detained by the United States Commo-
dore Paulding in the San Juan Eiver and taken to Aspinwall, whence
he returned to the United States. 1

The counsel of the United States have taken credit for their Govern-
ment for this proceeding on the part of the commodore. They say,
" when wrong-doers manifested obstinate persistence of wrong, the mil-
itary and naval officers of character and discretion, like General Scott,

Admiral Paulding, and General Meade, were employed to apply to such
persons the only method of prevention applicable to the case, namely,
force, to maintain the domestic order and foreign peace of the Govern-
ment."
As a matter of fact, however, the proceedings of the commodore were

at the time justly censured as having been in excess of his authority.

1 American Counter Case, Appendix, p. 614.
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The President, in his message to Congress of the 7th of January, 1858/

uses this language

:

In capturing General Walker and his command after they had lauded on the soil of

Nicaragua, Commodore Paulding has, in my opinion, committed a grave error. * ' * *

The error of this gallant officer consists in exceeding his instructions and landing his

sailors and marines in Nicaragua, whether with or without her consent, for the purpose

of making war upon any military force whatever which he might find in the country,

nomatterfrom whence they came. * * * Under these circumstances, w hen Marshal

Rynders presented himself at the State Department on the 29th ultimo with General

Walker in custody, the Secretary informed him " that the Executive Department of the

Government did. not recognize General Walker as a prisoner ; that it had no directions

to give concerning him, and that it is only through the action of the judiciary that he

could be lawfully held in custody to answer any charges that might be brought against

him."

The protest of the Nicaraguan and Costa Eicau. governments will be
found in the correspondence presented to Parliament respecting Central

America, together with a description by Lord Napier of the grievous

injury inflicted by the filibusters upon those countries. General Cass
replied, on behalf of the United States Government-,-

That unlawful warlike enterprises have been carried on from the United States, com-
posed of persons from different countries, against the territory of Nicaragua, is not to

be denied. But during the whole progress of these illegal efforts the Government of

this country has faithfully performed the duty imposed upon it by the laws, as well

through public proclamations against such enterprises as by giving the necessary di-

rections to the proper officers to prevent their organization and departure, as by invok-

ing the action of the judicial tribunals, and also by the employment of its naval force.

He, at the same time, " denied that a fresh invasion was preparing."

This was on the 25th of July. In October President Buchanan found
it necessary to issue a proclamation, containing the following passages,

which show that General Cass' information was far from correct, of

that the Government officials, from whose reports he had gained it, must
have been singularly blind to what was taking place

:

Whereas information has reached me, from sources which I cannot disregard, that
certain persons, in violation of the neutrality laws of the United States, are making a
third attempt to set on foot a military expedition within their territory against Nica-
ragua, a foreign state, with which they are at peace. In order to raise money for

equipping and. maintaining this expedition, persons connected therewith, as I have
reason to believe, have issued and sold bonds and other contracts pledging the public
lands of Nicaragua and the transit route through its territory as a security for their
redemption and fulfillment.

The hostile design of this expedition is rendered manifest by the fact that these
bonds and contracts can be of no possible value to their holders unless the present
government of Nicaragua shall be overthrown by force.

The leaders of former illegal expeditions of the same character have openly expressed
their intention to renew hostilities against Nicaragua. One of them, who has already
been twice expelled from Nicaragua, has invited, through the public newspapers, Amer-
ican citizens to emigrate to that republic, and has designated Mobile as the place of
rendezvous and departure, and San Juan del Norte as the port to which they are bound.
This person, who has announced his allegiance to theUnited States, and claims to be pres-
ident of Nicaragua, has given notice to the collector of the port of Mobile that two or
three hundred of these emigrants will be prepared to embark from that port about the
middle of November.

Two months afterward, in December, 1858, Walker's filibusters ac-

tually embarked at Mobile in the sailing-schooner Susan, without a
clearance, on the pretense of being bound on a coasting voyage. An
unsuccessful attempt was made by the revenue-cutter to stop them, but
was resisted, and the Susan was joined unmolested by the Fashion' and
the Washington with military stores.

The expedition afterward broke down from the Susan being wrecked.
Walker and his band then proceeded, in March, 1859, to California,
whence they were said to have intended to make a descent on Punta

1 American Counter Case, Appendix, p. 612.
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Arenas
; but this attempt was not carried into execution, and Walker

returned to Louisiana.
In November, 1859, he, for the third time, eluded the Mobile author-

ities, and set sail once more from that port in his old vessel the Fashion.
The Fashion put back from want of stores, and some of the persons con-
cerned in the expedition were arrested ; but there is no report of their
having been punished. He started again in June, 1860, in the John A.
Taylor ; was met off Euatan by another vessel with arms, and effected
a landing on the Central American coast. His career was brought to
a close by his being shot at Truxillo in September, I860. 1

The British Counter Case gives a short account of the various Irish
American societies which preceded the Fenian brotherhood
in the United States. "li" ni*'

This "American institution," as the Fenians called it, declared itself to
le "virtually at war" with England, at a meeting held at Cincinnati in
January, 1865. Fenian bonds were issued, and soon afterward the fol-
lowing extraordinary spectacle was presented

:

The head-center, as he was previously called, of the brotherhood was
styled president of the Irish Republic ; the executive council entitled
themselves " senators" with a president; a house was hired at a rental
of $1,200 ; secretaries of the treasury, of war, &c, were appointed ; and
the Irish Republic was declared to be founded at New York.2

Menaces of invading Canada were held out at numerous public meet-
ings, and were made good by a Fenian raid, on the 1st of June, 1866,
from Buffalo against Fort Colborne, in Canada. This was speedily re-
pulsed and sixty-five prisoners were taken, while the remainder of the
Fenians recrossed the river into the United States, where they were ar-
rested to the number of three hundred and seventy-five' by the Ameri-
can authorities, and their arms were taken from them. The subsequent
events are thus narrated in the British Counter Case, and the state-
ment has not been contradicted

:

The stores of arms at Buffalo, OgdenBburgh, and Saint. Albans were also seized by
the United States district marshals. On the 5th of June, the arrest of the other Fenian
leaders was ordered ; and on the 6th the President issued a proclamation, stating that
it had become known to him that certain evil-disposed persons had begun to set on
foot, and had provided and prepared, and were still engaged in providing and prepar-
ing means for a military expedition and enterprise, which expedition and enterprise
was to be carried on from the territory and jurisdiction of the United States against
British territory ; and authorizing the United States military forces and militia to be
employed " to arrest and prevent the setting on foot and carrying on the expedition
and enterprise aforesaid."
On the same day on which this proclamation was signed, the Fenian prisoners at

Buffalo were released on their own recognizances ; and, on the 7th, O'Neill and two other
principal leaders were also released on bail.

Another band of Fenians made a demonstration near Saint Albans, but retreated im-
mediately on the appearance of a Canadian regiment.
Several arrests were made at Saint Albans and elsewhere; and Roberts, the president

of the Fenian senate, and chief instigator of the raid, was taken into custody at New
York. His examination commenced on the 11th ; on the 12th he was released on pa-
role ; and the district attorney eventually abandoned the prosecution from want of
evidence, with the intention of preferring an indictment before the grand jury.
On the 23d July the House of Representatives of the United States passed the fol-

lowing resolutions

:

"Resolved, That the House of Representatives respectfully request the President of the
United States to urge upon the Canadian authorities, and also the British government,
the release of the Fenian prisoners recently captured in Canada.

" Resolved, That this House respectfully request the President to cause the prosecur

'British Appendix, vol. iii ; Report of Neutrality Commission, p. 35.

2 Ibid., p. 41.
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tions, instituted in the United States courts against tlie Fenians to be discontinued, if

compatible with the public interests." . ,

In pursuance of the second of these resolutions, the Attorney-General instructed the

district attorney at Buffalo to abandon the Fenian prosecutions there, and they were

abandoned accordingly. -, , ,

The prosecution was also withdrawn in the cases of Sweeney, Spear, McMahon, and

the other leaders of the Vermont-frontier demonstration, who had been arrested, but

released on bonds of $5,000 after a day's detention ; and the intended indictment of

Roberts was dropped as a matter of course. ,

In October the Government decided to return some of the arms which had Deen

taken from the Fenians. 1

A bond was on this occasion taken from the editor of the <' Buffalo

Fenian Volunteer" and another Fenian sympathizer, that thearms should

not be used in violation of the neutrality laws.

The remainder of the arms taken at Buffalo and Ogdensburgh were

returned in the following year.

During 1867 the Fenians were occupied in promoting disturbances and

outrages in England and Ireland.

In 1868 they obtained from the United States governor the return of

thirteen hundred muskets seized at Saint Albans. In November, 1868,

the Fenian leader O'Neill marched in review through Philadelphia, with

three regiments in Fenian uniform, numbering, as reported, three thou-

sand men.
Nothing, however, happened till 1870, when the second Fenian raid

upon Canada took place from Saint Albans and Malone. Kepulsed at

both places the Fenians sought refuge, as usual, across the frontier.

Several of the leaders were arrested and a quantity of arms taken

possession of by the United States authorities. Altogether thirteen tons

of arms are said to have been seized at the two raids, and conveyed to

United States Arsenals ; besides these a field-piece and numbers of rifles

were abandoned on the scenes of action. On the 12th of July the trials

of the Malone raiders took place ; two were condemned to two years'

imprisonment and a fine of $10, and one to one year's imprisonment and

a similar fine. On the 29th of July the Saint Albans raiders were tried

:

O'Neill was sentenced to two years' imprisonment and a fine of $10

;

another of the leaders to nine months' imprisonment and a fine of $5;

and another to six months' imprisonment and a fine of $1. The pro-

ceedings against two others were postponed. On the 12th of October,

O'Neill and his companions received an unconditional pardon from the

President.
On the day on which the pardon was granted the President published

a proclamation, warning evil-disposed jtersons that the law forbidding

hostile expeditions against friendly states would for the future be rigor-

ously enforced

:

Whereas divers evil-disposed persons have, at sundry times, within the territory or

jurisdiction of the United States begun, or set on foot, or provided, or prepared the

means for military expeditions, or enterprises to be carried on thence, against the ter-

ritories or dominions of powers with whom the United States are at peace, by organiz-

ing bodies, pretending to have powers of government over portions of the territories,

or dominions, of powers with whom the United States are at peace, or by being, or

assuming to be, members of such bodies ; by levying or collecting money for the pur-

pose, or for the alleged purpose, of using the same in carrying on military enterprises

against such territories or dominions ; by enlisting or organizing armed forces to be

used against such powers, and by fitting out, equipping, and arming vessels to trans-

port such organized armed forces to be employed in hostilities against such powers. •

And whereas it is alleged, and there is reason to apprehend, that such evil-disposed

persons have also, at sundry times, within the territory and jurisdiction of the United
States, violated the law thereof by accepting and exercising commissions to serve by
land or by sea against powers with whom the United States are at peace, by enlisting

1 British Counter Case, p. 43.
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themselves or other persons' to carry on war against such powers; by fitting out and
arming vessels with intent that the same shall be employed to cruise or commit hostili-
ties against such powers, or by delivering commissions- within the territory or juris-
diction of the United States for such vessels, to the intent that they might be employed.
as aforesaid, &.c.

On the 5th of October last, less than a year after his release, and after
this proclamation, O'Neill led a third raid against Canada on the Pem-
bina frontier, but was arrested by the United States troops, and this
time met with entire immunity, being discharged on the ground that
there was no .evidence of his having committed any overt act within the
United States territory. 1

As stated in the British Counter Case, the proclamation of October,
18,70, referred not only to the Fenians, but to expeditions inaid of the
existing Cuban insurrection, some of which are mentioned.
The correspondence between the Spanish minister at Washington

and the United States Government on the subject .of
,. tj_" j_*ii -

j_ i- Expeditions in aid

these expeditions against Cuba is, in parts, so appli- oitii
?
cubaniu»ur-

cable to the present question, that I cannot refrain from
quoting some passages.
Mr. Lopez Roberts writes thus- to Mr. Fish on the 18th of September,

1869

:

3 *

Certain malcontent Cubans have established themselves in the United States, espe-'

cially in New'York, and these are endeavoring, by every means in their power, not to
conquer their independence by their own efforts, but to gain at present the sympathies
of the American people, in order afterward to seek the aid of this Government for, their
cause. The history of what has taken place in the last few months is the clearest proof
of this. In a state of peace, it has been seen with astonishment that associations were
publicly organized in many ports belonging to a friendly nation, said associations

being composed of the agents of the insurgents, with no other object than that of
directing their attacks against Spain. Enlistments of men have also taken place.during
whole weeks, as if the object were to form expeditions authorized by law, and conse-
quently with the consent of the authorities. These emissaries have carried their spirit

of speculation so far as to take advantage of the good faith of emigrants from Europe,
sending them to fight in Cuba, under command of the so-called General Jordan, and
other officers, who fought on the side of the South in the civil war. Hostile demonstra-
tions have likewise been suffered to take place against a nation which, in 1861, had
not even allowed (in order not to wound the susceptibility of the United States) the
title of belligerents to be given to an insurgent population numbering 6,000,000 or

7,000,000 of whites, who occupied a third of the territory of the republic, and were in
possession of such resources that they were only conquered by prodigies of valor, mili-

tary talent, and heroic perseverance ; and, after having seen the departure of various
filibustering expeditions in broad daylight, and unmolested, from New York and other
Federal ports, the minister of Spain finally fouud himself obliged, by the incomprehen-
sible apathy of the authorities, to take the initiative in order to prevent these repeated
infractions of the neutrality laws.

To this Mr. Fish replies as follows, on the 13th October, 1869

:

3

This Government allows freedom of speech and of action to all, citizens or stran-
gers, restricted only to the observance of the rights of others and of the public peace.

The Constitution of the United States secures to the people the right peacefully to
assemble, and also to keep and bear arms ; it secures them in their persons against
unreasonable search and seizure, and provides that no warrant shall issue but upon
probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and that no person shall be deprived
of life, liberty, or property without due process of law.

If certain malcontentCubans (subjects of Spain) have misconstrued and abused the
privileges thus accorded by a liberal Government, the undersigned need not remind
Mr. Roberts what the occurrences, daily reported from across the ocean, are showing,
that governments cannot always restrain their malcontent subjects or tesidents.

Laws will he broken at times ; and happy is that form of government that can con-

British Counter Case, p. 45.
2 Papers relating to Cuban affairs, presented to the House of Representatives, Feb-

ruary 21, 1870, p. 131.
3 Papers relating to Cuban affairs, p. 138.
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tool the tendency of evil minds, and restrain, by its peaceful, agencies, the violence of

evil passions.

The undersigned is forced to admit with regret, that an unlawful expedition did

succeed iu escaping from the United States and landing, on the shores of Cuba. It

escaped from the United States without having attracted any notice or suspicion on

the part of the Government, or its officers or agents, and, as the undersigned believes,

without any suspicion on the part of the agents of the Spanish government. Previ-

ous to its departure, Mr. Roberts had been frequently informed that this Government
would act upon any information or suggestion which it could obtain through its own
agents, or that might be furnished by the Spanish authorities or their agents.

On the 17th of December, 1870, Mr. Roberts writes to .Mr. Fish to

complain of the conduct of the United States authorities in permitting

the departure from New York of the Hornet, a notorious vessel, which,

as would appear from the British Counter Case,1 has since succeeded in
.

landing an expedition in Cuba. This vessel, formerly a dispatch-boat

in the United States Navy, was sold, in Juue, 1869, by the Navy Depart-

ment to a certain Seiior Macias. She was seized on her departure from

Philadelphia, but released, and proceeded to Halifax, where she was
again detained by the British authorities, but discharged, as no arms

were found on board. Leaving Halifax she sailed along the United

States coast, taking on board, at different points, cannon, small-arms,

ammunition, and men, and put into Wilmington. Here she was again

seized, and a prosecution was instituted against some of the officers

and crew. These proceedings seem to have terminated ineffectively,

and the vessel was eventually released, upon bonds being given that

she would not be used in violation of the neutrality laws. From Wil-.

mington she proceeded to New York, where she was once more seized,

and again released.

Mr. Roberts incloses iu his note a letter addressed by the Spanish

consul at New York to the United States district attorney, in which,

after recapitulating the above facts, the consul goes on

:

I have now information on which I rely with perfect confidence, that this steamer,

in the hands of said Macias and his agents, is being fitted out at this port, to at once

sail, to take on board at sea a military expedition from Nassau of some two hundred
men and military officers, which will leave there in a vessel, and another military ex-

pedition from Key West of some one hundred men, under command of one Cabaleiro

;

after all of which, and taking on board at sea arms provided, one Cisueros (who with
General Jordan was joint commander of the Perit expedition from this city) will take

charge of and conduct her to the coast of Cuba.
I respectfully submit that the ownership and history of this steamer, together with

the outfit on board, and her preparations, easily ascertainable by this Government, if

prompt movement be made, are sufficient to call for the exercise of the ample prevent-

ive power of this Government against her departure. Trusting that, in a proper way,
I have complied with the disposition of this Government that I lay complaints of this

character before, I hereby leave in your hands the responsibility of permitting this

formidable instrument to proceed on her illegal expedition to the great injury of my
Government.3

What is the reply of, the district attorney 1

? Does betake the sus-

picions of the consul as facts until disproved, and proceed at once to,

detain the vessel °l Not so. He answers:

You accompany your letter with no proof or evidence that would authorize me to>

seize the Hornet for the alleged intended breeches of our neutrality laws, or to take
any steps beyond those I have already taken. I have caused the most rigid scrutiny
to be exercised, to see that the Hornet has taken on board nothing of a nature to iudi-'

cate the hostile intentions you mention. I am advised that her intention is to clear

and sail in ballast for Nassau. What her intentions may be on reaching that port are

things that remain unproven, aud in nowise indicated except by the intimations of

your favor. I cannot legally act on mere surmise,' but if furnished with proper evi-

dence I shall not hesitate to take any steps necessary to prevent violations ot our laws.'2

1 Page 466.
3 Papers relating to Foreign Relations of the United States, presented to Congress

December 4, 1871, p. 781.
3 Papers relating to Foreign Relations o'f the United States, 1871, pp. 781, 782.
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The violation of the laws was not prevented. Mr. Eoberts complains
that " that same day the steamer Hornet put to sea from the port of
New York, without the judicial authorities of the Federal Government
having taken such measures to prevent her departure as should have
been dictated to them by the circumstances and criminal antecedents of
the aforesaid vessel."

To this complaint of reliance upon the law for preventive measures,
instead of having recourse to prerogative force, Mr. Fish thus replies:

The undersigned has the honor, in reply to this portion of the first note of Mr.
Lopez Eoberts, to say that it appears from this correspondence that the Hornet, having
been seized on the complaint of the Spanish consul only two months before the date
of the correspondence, and a hearing in which the Spanish consul took part Jiaving

• resulted in the discharge of the vessel, no subsequent proof, or anything in the nature
of legal evidence other than a repetition of that which had already been passed upon
by the court, and been decided to be insufficient for the detention of the vessel, had
been forwarded by the consul, or by any other Spanish official ; that, nevertheless, the
district attorney offered to again take steps to detain the Hornet, if proof were fur-

nished which would warrant him in so doing, which proof was not furnished.
The undersigned takes the liberty to call the attention of Mr. Lopez Eoberts to the

fact that a district attorney of the United States is an officer whose duties are regu-
lated by law, and who, in the absence of executive warrant, has no right to detain the
-vessels of American citizens without legal process, founded not upon surmises or upon
the antecedent character of a vessel, or upon the belief or conviction of a consul, but
upon proof submitted according to the forms required by law.

Mr. Fish, therefore, though he had promised to refer the matter to

the Department of Justice, is of opinion that " the district attorney
complied with his duty, and would not have been justified in taking
steps for the seizure of the vessel on the unsupported representations
of the consul, after the failure of that officer to furnish the requisite

proof to authorize her .continued detention." 1

After these details it can admit of no doubt that the history of the
United States has been marked not only by systematic privateering

against nations with whom the United States were at peace, but also

by a. series of hostile expeditions carried out in the most determined
manner by American citizens against the territories of neighboring and
friendly nations.

The counsel of the United States appear to have been aware ot the

anomalous position in which their Government is placed by the con-

trast between the manifest failure on
1

its own part to repress these

undertakings, and the strictness with which it now attempts to enforce

against Great Britain the duty of diligence to repress far less flagrant

breaches of neutrality directed against itself. A number of documents
have accordingly been appended to the United States counter-case

showing (though in an imperfect and fragmentary manner) the various

instructions and proclamations which have been issued by the Presi-

dent and Government officials of the United States for the prevention

of these enterprises. These documents, however, omit to mention the

results, some of which I have thought it necessary to state. Neverthe-

less, they tend strongly to confirm the statements of fact contained in

the appendix to the report of the neutrality commissioners and those

made in the counter-case of the British government, and which have
riot been contradicted.
The story of all these expeditions as told in a great part in the por-

damations of the different Presidents, is pretty much the same.3 Some
scheme of annexation, or other form of invasion is started, public meet-

1 Papers relating to Foreign Relations of the United States, p. 786.

3 See President's Proclamations of December 2, 1851, October 30, 1858, and.October

12, 1869. British Counter-Case, pp. 37, 39, 45:
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ings of sympathizers are held, a reckless soldier of fortune is selected

for chief, funds are raised by bonds issued on the security of the public

lands of the country which it is proposed to conquer, arms are collected,

recruits advertised for under some transparent verbal concealment' of

the object, and at last a certain number of men are got together and
embark, or otherwise set forth. If the country against which the attack

is directed is feeble or unprepared, scenes of outrage and bloodshed

follow, until the marauders are driven to the coast, where they find

refuge on board American vessels, (in some cases it has been on board

ships of war,) and return to the protection of the United States to pre-

pare for a fresh attack. If the country is able vigorously to repel them,.

as in the case of the Fenian raids, they content themselves with a demon-
stratidh on the frontier, seek at once asylum, are disarmed, and the

ringleaders are perhaps tried. Those who are convicted are almost

certain of an immediate pardon. After an interval the arms are re-

stored, and unless the scheme has become so discredited by failure as to

be incapable of revival, preparations are forthwith recommenced for

another attempt, and everything goes on as before.

In the cases particularly mentioned in the British counter case, vis,

the expeditions of Lopez, Walker, and the Fenian raids, it will be ob-

served that it cannot be said that the Government of the United States

had not fall information of the projected enterprises, and anrple time
for giving such instructions as might seem to be requisite for their pfe-

vention. Indeed, it is maintained in the argument of the, United States

counsel (p. 90) that " the President of the United States acted in ad-

vance to enforce not diligence only, but active vigilance in all subordi-

nate officers of tbe Government."
How successfully that vigilance and diligence was eluded may be gath-

ered from the facts which have just been stated.

In the face of such facts the following comparison between the United
States and Great Britain as to the observance of neutral obligations, to

the disparagement of the latter, seems, to say the least of it, somewhat
surprising

:

As to the deportment' of the Executive in the course of these occurrences, we confi-

dently appeal to the mass of official acts and correspondence contained in the docu-
ments annexed to the American counter-case, to prove that the American Government
not only did everything which law required, but did everything which was humanly
possible, by preventive vigilance, as well as by punitive prosecution, to discharge the
neutral obligations of the United States.

Did the American Government, at any time, or on any occasion, either willfully or

with culpable negligence, fail to discharge those obligations ? We deny it ; although,
in the midst of almost continual warfare, 'both in Europe and America, it is possible

that violations of law may have occurred, in spite of all preventive efforts of that
Government. 1

* * *~ # * #

During all this long period, the United States steadily labored to preveut equipment
of vessels in their ports to the prejudice of Spain. The successive Presidents of the:

United States were positive in instruction to all subordinate officers, and vigilant in
observation, to enforce the execution of the laws of neutrality, international as well as"

municipal. Prosecutions were instituted by the courts ; vessels unlawfully captured
were restored, by judicial or administrative order; and the principles of neutrality'
were proclaimed and maintained iu every act, whether of the courts or of the Execu-r.
tive, 1

* * * * # * *

While England professes as her view of public law, that constitutional governments
must of necessity allow themselves to drift continually into war by reason of* having
no other means to keep peace except an act of Parliament, and that confessedly insuffi-

cient,, the United States, on the other hand, have, as constantly maintained, and do now

1 United States Argument, p. 82.
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maintain, that it is the duty of all governments, including especially constitutional
governments, to discharge their neutral duties in obedience to rules of right, inde-
pendent of and superior to all possible acts of Parliament. In consonance with which
doctrine it is that every President of the United States, from President Washington to
President Grant inclusive, has never failed to apply due diligence, voluntarily, sponte
sna, in the vigilant discharge of his own official duty, not in mere complaisance to for-
eign suggestion, by himself or by other officers of the Government, to prevent all un-
lawful enterprises of recruitment or equipment in the United States. 1

Laws, no doubt, have been passed, and proclamations in abundance is-

sued. But, in spite of all this, privateering, armed incursions into
countries at peace with the United States, hostile raids, and filibuster-
ing expeditions have gone on as before. The practical result is that the
counsel of the United States cannot be permitted to prejudice the Brit-
ish nation and government before the tribunal and the world by an im-
aginary representation of the neutrality of the United States; and
some allowance should be made for Great Britain if, on a far more hum-
ble scale, something of the same sort should have happened on her
shores, seeing that with a law said to be perfect, and with the loftiest

sense of neutral obligations, the Government of the United States have
not found it altogether possible to prevent their citizens from occasion-
ing trouble to neighboring nations, whether at war or at peace, and giv-

ing to other governments much cause of complaint and remonstrance
against their own.
The observation which thus legitimately arises is not got rid of by an

attack on the past maritime policy of Great Britain, or by a reference
to " the numerous piratical enterprises fitted out in former times against
the possessions of Spain in America, and the honor accorded to the
chiefs of those expeditions, such as Drake and Hawkins."
However offensive this telling sentence may have been intended to

be, though an Englishman, I readily forgive it for the sake of the
charming simplicity which has made its authors forgetful of the fact that,
at the time when Drake and Hawkins went forth on the enterprises they
term " piratical," the ancestors of their countrymen and their own still

formed a part of the British nation. May not some of the old blood
which warmed the hearts and animated the courage of those bold ad-
venturers still flow in the veins of their transatlantic descendants, who
have made the name of "filibuster" detract somewhat from our idea
of the perfect character of American neutrality %

Having compared the law of the two nations in the matter of neu-
trality, I should, in the natural order of things, have flow Cmplamta „ f v .

proceeded to the facts connected with the different vessels, M«M"™*-

were it not for the unexpected course pursued by the representatives of
the United States in seeking to prejudge the question to which the in-

quiry before this tribunal is directed, namely, whether the British gov-
ernment was wanting in due diligence in respect of the equipment of
certain specified ships, by imputing to the British nation an intentional
disregard of its duties as a neutral, and to the British government not
only a want of diligence in the discharge of its duty for the protection
of the United States against violations* of neutrality, but a willful negli-

gence, arising out of an undue partiality and desire to favor the confed-

erates.

For this purpose the representatives of the United States before this

tribunal have gone into the whole history of the time ; and, not con-

tent with disparaging the institutions of Great Britain and reviling her
law, have sought to cast obloquy on her government, on statesmen

1 United States Argument, p. 70.
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whom the British people have been in the habit of looking up to, and,

indeed, on the British nation itself.

We are told of " the early and long-continued unfriendliness of the

British government;" that "Her Majesty's government was actuated

by a conscious unfriendly purpose toward the United States." Again
and again we are told of the unfriendliness and insincere neutrality of

the British cabinet. " The cabinet were actuated by an insincere neu-

trality to hasten the issue of the Queen's proclamation." " The feeling

of personal unfriendliness toward the United States continued during

a long portion or the w'hole of the time of the commission or omission

of the acts complained of." Finally, we are told that " the facts estab-

lished show an unfriendly feeling which might naturally lead to, and
would account for, a want of diligence bordering upon willful negli-

gence?
Barl Bussell is made the object of unworthy and unjustifiable attack.

He is represented as having " evinced a consistent course of partiality

toward the insurgents." "When information as to the Florida was
conveyed to Her Majesty's principal secretary of state for foreign af-

fairs, he interposed no objection to her sailing from Liverpool." Surely

the writer must have known he was doing grievous injustice in making
such a statement. The Florida sailed from Liverpool on the 25th of

March. As will appear when we come to the facts connected with
that vessel, Earl Bussell had heard nothing about her for a month be-

fore. Again, " when the overwhelming proof of the complicity of the
Alabama was laid before him, he delayed to act until it was too late."

He who penned this must have known that the delay was not Lord
Bussell's, and that,-but for an unlucky delay, accidentally occurring
elsewhere, so far as the action of his lordship in that affair was con-

cerned, the Alabama would have been stopped.
Of the cabinet which has been thus assailed, three distinguished

members are no more. But he who, at the difficult time in question,

presided over the foreign relations of Great Britain, still lives among
us in the fullness of years and honor. There have, of course, been
many who» in the strife of party politics, have been opposed to Earl
Bussell ; there have been others who have differed from him in particu-

lar incidents of his political conduct ; but never did it occur to political

enemy—personal enemy he never could have had—to question for a
moment the lo/ty sense of honor, the high and unimpeachable integrity,

the truthfulness, the straightforwardness, which have characterized the
whole of his long and illustrious career. When the history of Great
Britain during the nineteenth century shall be written, not only will

there be none among the statesmen, who have adorned it whose name
will be associated with greater works in the onward path of political

progress than that of Earl Bussell, but there will be none to whom,
personally, an admiring posterity will look back with greater venera-
tion and respect. That this distinguished man should feel deeply ag-

grieved by the unworthy attack thus made on the government of
which he was a leading member, and on himself personally, it is easy
to understand ; but there are attacks which recoil upon those who
make them, and of this nature are aspersions on the honesty and sin-

cerity of Earl Bussell.

Speaking of the officials in the colonies, the case of the- United
States asks the tribunal to bear in mind what it calls " these -constant
demonstrations of partiality for the insurgents." " They show," it is

said, " a persistent absence of real neutrality, which should throw sus-
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picion upon the acts of the British officials as to the vessels, and should
incline-the tribunal to closely scrutinize their acts."
The British nation comes in, of course, for a share of the abuse thus

freely bestowed. British neutrality is described sometimes as " partial
and insincere," sometimes as " habitually insincere." " Great Britain
framed its rules, construed its laws and its instructions, and governed
its conduct in the interest of the insurgents."

I have called this an " unexpected "• course ; for, assuredly, neither
the British government nor the British people were prepared to expect
that, after Great Britain had not only expressed, openly and before the
world, her " regret " that vessels should have left her shores which after-

ward did damage to American commerce, but had voluntarily consented
to make good that damage, if it could be shown that any want of sufficient

care on the part of the British authorities had rendered the equipment
and evasion of those vessels possible—on an occasion when, in the
peaceful and amicable settlement of any claim the United States might
have against Great Britain, the remembrance of past grievances or past
resentments was to be forever buried, and the many ties which should
bind these two great nations together drawn closer for the time to

come—advantage should be taken to revive with acrimonious bitterness

every angry recollection of the past, and, as it would seem, to pour forth

the pent-up venom of national and personal hate. Deploring the course

which has thus been taken as one calculated to mar the work of peace on
which we are engaged, I comfort myself with the conviction that a

great natiou, like the people of the United States, seeing in the present

attitude of Great Britain a cordial and sincere desire of reconciliation,

and enduring friendship, animated itself by a kindred spirit, will not

approve of the hostile and insulting tone thus offensively and unneces-

sarily adopted toward Great Britain, her statesmen, and her institutions,

throughout the whole course of the case and argument presented on
behalf of the United States.

In support of the alleged unfriendly feeling which the United States

ascribe to the British government, as the foundation of the Ane«ed evident

charge of partiality toward the insurgent States, where «^^" '""•"

the government should have been neutral, they refer, in the first place,

to certain speeches made on different occasions by leading members of

the ministry.

There can be no doubt that these speeches not only expressed the senti-

ments of the speakers, but may be taken to have been the exponents of

the sentiments generally entertained at the time. But it is a mistake

to suppose that those sentiments involved any unfriendliness toward

the United States. In truth, why should any such unfriendliness have

existed ? The cherished sentiments of the British people on the subject

of slavery had strongly tended to alienate them from the South, and the

recent public discussion of the subject of slavery, on which the South

felt so sensitively, had produced feelings of by no means a friendly

character on the part of the latter toward Great Britain. The North

might, therefore, not unnaturally calculate on the sympathy of Great

Britain, if not on its active support, in a conflict with the South. How
was it that what might thus have been expected a priori, was not real-

ized to the extent of such expectation, and that where active sympathy,

or even actual support, might have been looked for, impartial neutrality

took its place? The causes are not difficult to find. In the first place,

it appeared to many that right and justice were on the side of the seced-

ing States. To such persons it seemed that when eleven great provinces,

with a population of several millions, forming fully one-fourth of the
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Union, impelled by the conviction that the political views of the major-

ity of the Federal States were, if not antagonistic to, at all events in-

consistent with, their interests, desired to separate themselves from the

Union, to which they were bound only by the tie of a voluntary con-

federation, an attempt to coerce them by the sword into a forced con-

tinuance in it, when it must henceforth be hateful to them, was
to make the issue one of might rather than of right. Others there

were, men of calm judgment and reflection, who, while they deplored

a disruption of the great American Union, yet thought that a re-union

effected by the subjugation of the South was not to be desired in

the true interest either of the victors or the vanquished ; that before

such a result could be brought about, a prolonged and fearful contest

must have taken place, in which the best blood of the South would
have been shed, its resources exhausted, its prosperity destroyed for

years, its spirit humiliated and broken, making its restoration to the

Union of little value, except so far as the pride of the Federal States

might be concerned ; that, consequently, the Union having thus been
torn asunder, it would be better for both parties that each should be
left to work out its own destiny, and develop its own resources, in the

vast regions to which its dominions might extend. Many, too, there

were who deplored this contest the more because they believed that,

despite the superior force and resources of the North, the subjugation

of the South was impossible, and that the prolongation of the contest

could only lead to useless sacrifices on either side. This view proved
erroneous in the result, but it was not the less honestly entertained. A
strong impression, too, could not fail to be produced on the public mind
by the energy, determination, and courage displayed by the South, and
the generous ardor with which its population risked life and fortune in

the desperate struggle for national independence, so resolutely main-
tained to the last against infinitely superior force. Whatever the cause
in which they are exhibited, devotion and courage will ever command
respect ; and they did so in this instance. Men could not see, in the
united people of these vast provinces thus risking all in the cause of

nationality and independence, the common case of rebels, disturbing
peace and order on account of imaginary grievances, or actuated by the
desire of overthrowing a government in order to rise upon its ruing.

They gave credit to the statesmen and warriors of the South ; their

cause might be right or wrong ; for the higher motives ennoble political

action, and all the opprobrious terms which might be heaped upon the
cause in which he fell could not persuade the world that the earth
beneath which Stonewall Jackson rests does not cover the remains of

a patriot and a hero.

Public feeling in Great Britain, however, never went beyond this:
that both parties having appealed to arms, they should be dealt with
on terms of perfect equality, and that whatever was conceded to the one
should not be withheld from the other—to use a common expression, that
they should be left to fight it out fairly, without Great Britain throw-
ing her weight into either scale, as the Northern States seemed to think
she should have done in their favor, not perhaps by actual assistance in
war, but by withholding from the confederates the character of belliger-

ents, and by treating their ships of war as pirates and denying them
access in British ports. For the United States appear to"have been
unable to understand the position assumed by the British government
in making any concession whatever in favor of the insurgent States. It

appeared to them like an act of perfidy toward a friend. Had not polit-

ical and commercial relations bound Great Britain and. the United
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States closely together for many years ! How then could.Great Britain
take any step which should give any advantage to an enemy of the
United States I Two things were lost sight of in this reasoning : First,
that the insurgent States, with whom the United States were now wag-
ing war, had formed part of that Union with which Great Britain had
had the intimate relations referred to—the second port in the Empire,
through which the cotton trade was carried on, having had all its. rela-

tions with the South ; secondly, that Great Britain had the interests of
her own commerce to look after, which were seriously compromised in
the warfare as carried on by the United States. The blockade of the
Southern ports, established by the North with a view to the speedier
subjugation of the South, deemed by the North of such paramount
importance as to render all consideration for the interest of Great Britain
unnecessary, was about to -paralyze the industry of Lancashire and
bring famine and disaster on thousands. Great Britain accepted the
position and acknowledged the blockade. Was she not, in other respects,

to look after her own interests ? It was natural enough that, in the first

heat and passionate excitement, the North should take the view it did
of the conduct of Great Britain. I cannot but think the time has come
when it might take a calmer and a juster view. It will do. so hereafter,

in spite of those who still seek to rekindle the flame of discord, the

"ignes," which in their hands maybe truly said to be " suppositos cineri

doloso."

The charge of partiality and of willful negligence having been thus
•brought requires to be disposed of. For, though partiality does not
necessarily lead to wanfof diligence, yet it is apt to do so, and in a Gase

of doubt would turn the scale. Where a sinister motive exists, culpa,

which might otherwise be excused, becomes indeed dolo proximo, and
inexcusable. Besides, sitting on this tribunal, as I have already said,

as in some sense the representative of Great Britain, while I may say,

with perfect truth, " pudet hsec opprobria nobis dici potuisse," I should
not have fulfilled my duty if I did not see whether their refutation can-

not be found in the facts before us.

Independently of having permitted the equipment of ships, three main
heads of complaint are placed on record against the govern- complaint, of ».,.

ment of Great Britain: 1. That it acknowledged the Con- m*""* «"»"•<*•

federate States as belligerent, and, as a consequence, refusing to treat

their ships, of war as pirates, admitted them to British ports on the

same footing with the war-ships of the United States. 2. That it did

nothing to prevent the agents of the Confederate States from procuring

ships and supplies of arms and munitions of war from England. 3. That
it did nothing to stop the blockade-running carried on through the

British port of the Bahamas and Bermuda.
The contention of the United States that Great Britain was not war-

ranted in a-cknowledging the Confederate States as belliger- KAm„ Xeiemmt.

ents might find its answer in the unanimous concurrence of °fl»" i«"<"'w-

the great maritime powers in following her example. But, independently

of this, the course thus pursued may, without difficulty, be shown not

only to have been strictly warranted by international law, but also to

nave been the only one which could with propriety have been adopted.

First, let us see how stood the facts at the time of the recognition of

the Confederate States as belligerents by the Queen's government.

Between the November of 1860 and April of 1861 seven Southern

States of the Union—South Carolina, Florida, Mississippi, Alabama,

Georgia, Louisiana, and Texas—had not only renounced their allegiance

to the Federal Government and declared themselves independent, but
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had formed themselves into a confederation, under the title of the

"Confederate
1

States;" had adopted a federal constitution with all the

necessary elements of government; and had appointed a president.

They we're in exclusive possession of the territory of these States, to the

total and absolute exclusion of the former Federal Government. They
had taken measures to raise an* army, and had voted^ upward of

$2,000,000 for the creation of a navy. In April, 1861, hostilities had
actually commenced. By the 13th of April Fort Sumter had fallen.

The arsenal at Harper's Ferry was seized a few days later. On the

15th the President of the United States called out the militia to the

number of 75,000 men.1 On the 17th the' president of the Confederate

States issued a proclamation inviting applications for letters of marque
and reprisal, to be granted under the seal of the Confederate States,

against ships and property of the United States and their citizens.2

On the 19th of April President Lincoln issued a further proclamation,

declaring the ports of the seven States blockaded; 3 and on the 27th

issued a like proclamation with regard to the ports of North Carolina

and Virginia, which, in the mean time, had joined .the confederation.

Here, then, were nine States, with a population of more than five

millions of people, exclusive of the negro population, (in other words,

one-fourth of the United States, shortly afterward to be joined by two
other States,) which had established a de facto government, which gov-

ernment had possession of the entire territory within the limits of those

States, and exercised all the powers and functions of government, with

an organized army prepared to wage war with the rest of the S bates for

the- establishment of national independence, and which had actually

commenced hostilities by the capture of forts occupied by Federal forces.

No one could deny that this was in fact war, and war about to be con-

ducted on a great scale—a war to which the original Government, the

authority of which was thus contested in arms, could not deny the char-

acter of war, with all the incidents which attach to it.

On the 4th of May, 1861, (nine days before the date of Her Majesty's

proclamation of neutrality,) Mr. Seward himself wrote to Mr. Dayton, at

Paris

:

The insurgents have instituted revolution with open, flagrant, deadly war, to compel
the United States to acquiesce in the dismemberment of the Union. The United States

have accepted this civil war as an inevitable necessity.4

From the beginning the operations of the war were carried on as in a

war between nations, according to the usages of war among civilized

states. jSTo attempt was made to treat insurgent prisoners as-traitors

or rebels.

Under such circumstances, it is impossible to deny that a neutral

state had a right to accord to the insurgent government the character

of a belligerent. Whether it would be morally justified in doing so

must depend on the circumstances in which it found itself placed rela-

tively to the parties to the contest. All publicists are agreed that where
an integral portion of a nation separates itself from the parent state

and establishes, de facto, a government of its own, excluding the former
government from all power and control, and thereupon a civil war en-

sues, a neutral nation is fully justified in recognizing the government de

facto as a belligerent, though it has not as yet acknowledged it as a

nation; and from the time of the acknowledgment of its belligerent

. status the government de facto acquires, in relation to the neutral, all

British Appendix, vol. iii, p. 2.
2 Ibid., p. 4.
3 Ibid., p. 7.
4 United States Documents, vol. i, p. 35.
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the rights which attach to the status of & belligerent of an established
nationality.

" When," says Yattel, "a party is formed in a state which no longer
obeys the sovereign, and is of .strength sufficieut to make
head against him, or when, in a republic, the nation is di-

vided into two opposite factions, and both sides take arms, this is called
a civil war." 1

Again

:

When the ties of political association are broken, or at least suspended, between the
sovereign and his people, they may. be considered as two distinct powers ; and since
each is independent of all foreign authority, no one has the right to judge between
them. Each of them may be right. It follows, in virtue of the voluntary law of na-
tions, then, that the two parties may act as having equal right. a

Martens says:

Foreign nations cannot 'refuse to consider as lawful enemies those who are empow-
ered by their actual government, whatever that may be. This is not recognition of
its legitimacy.

Hautefeuille says on this subject

:

nauufeuuie.

En effet, les peuples (Strangers ne peuvent intervenir entre les belligiSrants; la qua-
lite de sujets revoltes, que l'une des deux donne al'autre, doit etre ecartfiepar eux; ils

ne sont, et ne peuvent etre, juges de la justice ou de l'injustice de la guerre. Les na-
tions qui desirent rester heutres doivent accepter la possession de fait ; si elles veulent
&tre respecters par les deux parties, elles doivent les reconnaltre et les respecter egale-
ment tons les deux. Le prince stranger que refuserait de remplir les devoirs de la
neutrality envers les insurg«Ss ne saurait exiger d'eux d'etre regards comme neutre

;

il serait a leurs yeux l'alli'e de leur ennemi, et ils le traiteraient comme tel avec
justice. D'un autre cdte le Souverain qui 'combat pour ramener sous son ob&ssance
ses sujets revolteVne saurait s'offenser que les neutres remplissent leurs devoirs envers
ses ennemis, puisqu'il ne peut exiger qu'ils deviennent ses allies, et que,'s'ilsrefusaient
de remplir ces devoirs, ils seraient efl'ectivement ses allies, les ennemis de ses adver-
saires. 3 '

,

Professor Bluntschli, though writing adversely to Great Britain on
the Alabama question, yet, as to the status of the confed-
erates as belligerents, has the following passages :

4
rrofe,sor m""licWi -

Du reste, le parti reVoltiS qui opere avec des corps d'arrnee militairement organises,
et qui entreprend de faire triompher par la guerre son programme politique, agit, alors
qu'il ng forme point wn Stat tout au moins comme s'il en constituait un, au lieu et place
d'un 6tat, (an Staates statt.) II affirme la justice de sa cause et la legitimite de sa mis-
sion avec une bonne foi 6gale a-cclle qui se presume de droit ches tout etat bellige'rant. (Pages
455,456.)

Again :

Pendant la guerre on admet, dans 1'interet de l'humanite, que lea deux partis agissen
de bonnefoi pour la defense de leurs prStendus droits. (Page 458.)

' And at pages 461, 462

:

Si l'on tient compte de toutes ces considerations, on arrive a la conclusion suivante :

Cost que, a eonsiderer d'un point" de vue impartial, tel qu'il s'offrait et s'imposait aux
Stats eitropeens, en presence de la situation que creaient les faits, la lutte engage"e . en-
tre I'Union et la confederation—e'est-a-dire, entre-le nord et le sud—il etait absolument
mpossible de ne pas admettre que les Etats-Unis fussent alors engage's dans une grandat
guerre civile, oil les deux parties avaient le caractere de puissances politiquement et
militairement organisers, se faisarit l'une a l'autre la guerre, suivant le mode que le droit
des gens reconnalt comme regulier,, at animees d'une egale confiance dans leur bon
droit; Les uns pouvaient eprouver plus de sympathie pour 1'Union, qui avait pour
eux toute la superiorite" d'un etat reconnu et d'une autorite" constifcutionelle, d'autres
pouvaient faire des voeux pour le succes de la confederation, qui n'etait pas encore re-

connue comme etat federal nouveau, mais qui esperait de se conquerir une existence
propre. Tout le monde itait d'aoeord qu'il y avait guerre et que dans cette guerre il y avait

1 " Droit des gens," liv. iii, § 292.
s D>id.,liv.ii, § 56. ,

3 " Droits et devoirs de nations neutres," vol. i, p. 231.
4 "Eevue de droit international," 1870, pp. 455,456, &c.
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The principles by which a neutral state should be governed as to the

circumstances under which, or the period at which, to acknowledge the

belligerent status of insurgents, have been nowhere more fully and ably,

or more fairly, stated than by Mr. Dana, in his edition of Wheaton, in

a note to section 23

:

The occasion for the accordance of belligerent rights arises when a civil conflict

exists within a foreign state. The reason which requires and can alone justify this

step by the government of another country is that its own rights and interests are so

far affected as to require a definition of its own relations to the parties. 'Where a
parent government is seeking to subdue an insurrection by municipal force, and the
insurgents claim apolitical nationality and belligerent rights which the parent gov-
ernment does not concede, a recognition by a foreign state of full belligerent rights,.if

not justified by necessity, is a gratuitous demonstration of moral support to the rebel-

lion, and of censure upon the parent.government. But the situation of a foreign state

•with reference to the contests, and the condition of affairs between the contending
parties, may be such as to justify this act. It is important, therefore, to determine
what state of affairs, and what relations of tne foreign state, justify the recognition.

It is certain that the state of things between the parent state and insurgents must
amount, in fact, to a war, in the sense of international law—that is, powers and rights

of war must be in actual exercise ; otherwise the recognition is falsified, for the recog-

nition is of a fact. The tests to determine the question are various, and far more
decisive where there is maritime war and commercial relations with foreigners.

Among the tests, are the existence of a de facto political organization of the insurgents

sufficient in character, population, and resources to constitute it, if left to itself, a state,

among the nations, reasonably capable of discharging the duties of a state; the actual
omployment of military forces on each side, acting in accordance with the rules and
customs of war, such as the use of flags of truce, cartels, exchange of prisoners, and
the treatment of captured insurgents by the parent state as prisoners of war ; and, at

sea, employment by the insurgents of commissioned cruisers, and the exercise by the

parent government of the rights of blockade of insurgent ports against neutral com-
merce, and of stopping and searching neutral vessels at sea. If all these elements
exist, the condition of things is undoubtedly war ; and it may be war before they are

all ripened into activity.

As to the gelation of the foreign state to the contest, if it is solely on land, and. the
foreign state is not contiguous, it is difficult to imagine a call for the recognition. -, If,

.

for instance, the United States should formally recognize belligerent rights in an insur-

gent community at the center of Europe, with no seaports, it would require a hardly
Supposable necessity to make it else than a mere demonstration of moral support. But a
case may arisewhere a foreign state must decide whether to hold the parent state respon-
(Mr. Canning to Lord Granville on the Greek war, June 22, 1826.) If the foreign state

sible for acts doneby theinsurgents, orto dealwith the insurgents as a de facto government
recognizes belligerency in the insurgents, it releases the parent state from responsibility
for whatever may be done by the insurgents, or not done by the parent state where the
insurgent power extends.- (Mr. Adams to Mr. Seward, June 11, 1861, Dip. Corr. 105.)

In a contest wholly upon land, a contiguous state may be obliged to make the decision
whether or not to regard it as a war ; but, in practice, this has not been done by a
general and prospective declaration, but by actual treatment of cases as they arise.

Where the insurgents and the parent state are maritime, and the foreign nation has
extensive commercial relations and trade at the ports of both, and the foreign nation
and either or both of the contending parties have considerable naval force, and the .

domestic contest must extend itself over the sea, then the relations of the foreign state

to this contest are far different.
,

In such a state of things the liability to political complications, and the questions of
right and duty to be decided at once, usually away from home, by private citizens or

naval officers, seem to require an authoritative and -general decision as to the status of

the three parties involved. If the contest is a war, all foreign citizens and omoers>'-
whether executive or judicial, are to follow one line of conduct. If it is not a war,
they are to follow a totally different line. If it is a war, the commissioned cruisers of
both sides may stop, search, and capture the foreign merchant-vessel ; and that vessel
must make no resistance and must submit to adjudication by a prize-court. .If it ii&

not a war, the cruisers of neither party can stop or search the foreign merchant-vessel

;

and that vessel may resist all attempts in that direction, and the ships-of-war of the;

foreign state may attack and capture any cruiser persisting in the attempt. If it sis

war, foreign nations must await the adjudication of prize tribunals. If it is not watji
no such tribunal can be opened. If it is war, the parent state may institute a blockade)
jure gentium of the insurgent ports, which foreigners must respect; but if it is not a war,
foreign nations having large commercial intercourse with the country will not respect
a closing of insurgent ports by paper decrees only. If it is a war, the insurgent cruisers
are to be treated by foreign citizens and officials, at sea and in port, as lawful belliger-
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exits. If it is not-a war, those cruisers are pirates, and may be treated as such. If it
is a war, the rules and risks respecting carrying contraband, or dispatches, or military
persons, come into play. If it is not a -war, they do' not. Within foreign jurisdiction,
if it is a war, acts of the insurgents in the way of preparation arid equipments for
hostility -may be breaches of neutrality laws ; while, if it is not a war, they do not
come into that category, but under the .category of piracy or of crimes by municipal
law.
Now, all citizens of a foreign state, and all' its executive officers and judicial magis-

trates; look to the political department of their government to prescribe the rule of
their conduct in all their possible relations with the parties to the contest. This rule
is prescribed in the' best and most intelligible manner for all possible contingencies by
the simple declaration that the contest is, or is not, to be treated as war. If the state
of things requires the decision, it must be made by the political department of the
government. It is not fit that cases should be left to be decided as they may arise, by
private citizens, or naval or judicial officers, at home or abroad, by sea or land. It is,

therefore, the custom of nations for the political department ofa foreign state to make
the decision. It owes it to its own citizens, to the contending parties, and tff the peace
of the world, to make that. decision seasonably. If it issues a formal declaration ef
belligerent rights prematurely, or in a contest with which it has no complexity, it is a
gratuitous and unfriendly act. If the parent government complains of it, the com-
plaint must be made upon one of these grounds. To decide whether the recognition
was uncalled for .and premature requires something more than a consideration of prox-
imate facts, and the overt and formal acts of the contending parties. The foreign
state is bpund and entitled to consider the preceding history of the parties ; the mag-
nitude and completeness of the political and military organizations and preparations
on each side '; the probable extent of the conflict by sea arid land ; th e probable extent
and rapidity of its development ; and, above all, the probability that its own merchant-
vessels, naval officers, and consuls may be precipitated into sudden and difficult com-
plications abroad. The best tha"<! can be said is, that the foreign state may protect
itself by a seasonable decision ; either upon a test case that arises, or by a gen-
eral prospective decision ; while, on the other hand, if it makes the recognition
prematurely, it is liable to the suspicion of an unfriendly purpose to the parent state.

The recognition of belligerent rights is not solely to the advantage of the insurgents.'

They gain the great advantage of a recognized status, and the opportunity to employ
commissioned cruisers at sea, and to exert all the powers known to maritime warfare,
with the sanction of foreign nations. They can obtain abroad* loans, military and
naval materials, and\eulist men, as against everything but neutrality-laws ; their flag"

and commissions are acknowledged, their revenue-laws are respected, and they acquire
a quasi political recognition. On the other hand, the parent government is relieved from
responsibility for acts done in the insurgent territory ; its blockade of its own ports
is respected; and it acquires a right to exert, against neutral commerce, all the powers
of a-party to a maritime war.

Mr. Dana, though writing after the present dispute, and with refer-

ence to it, pronounces no opinion upon it, but the principles he has thus
laid down enable us to judge of the matter without difficulty.

This question was the subject of a solemn decision in the case already
cited of the Santissima Trinidad. One of the points there Th= &uti»<una

raised being that the government of Buenos Ayres, under
'

I 'M^i -

whose commission the vessel had taken prizes, was invalid, the inde-

pendence of that State not having been recognized by the Government
of the United States, Mr. Justice Story thus disposes of the objection

:

There is another objection urged against the admission of this vessel to the privi-

leges and immunities of a public ship, which may as well be disposed of in connection
with the question already considered. It is, that Buenos Ayres has not yet been ac-

knowledged as a sovereign independent government by the executive or legislature of
the United States, and therefore it is not entitled to have her ships of war recognized by
ourcourts as national ships. Wehave, in former cases, had occasion to express our opin-
ion on this point. The Government of the United States has recognized the existence
of a civil war between Spain and her colonies, and has avowed a determination to re-

main neutral between the parties, and to allow to each the same rights of asylum and
hospitality and intercourse. Each party is, therefore, deemed by us a belligerent na-
tion, having, so far as concerns us, the sovereign rights of war, and entitled to be re-

spected in the exercise of those rights. We cannot interfere to the prejudice of either

belligerent without making ourselves a party to the contest and departing from the pos-

ture of neutrality. AH oaptures made by each must be considered as having the sarne

validity, and all the immunities which may be claimed by public ships in our ports,

under the law of nations, must be considered as equally the right of each ; and, as such,
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must be recognized by our courts of justice until Congress shall prescribe a different

rule. This is the doctrine heretofore asserted by this court, and we see no .reason to de-

part from frt.
1

An attempt has indeed been made to show that the judgment in the

foregoing case has been overruled or shaken by the succeeding judg-

ment in the case of the Gran Para, in which it is alleged, that, notwith-

standing the commission of a belligerent power, a vessel was held to

be subject to the jurisdiction of a court of the United States. I have

already shown that, in that case, in which the validity of a capture

made by a privateer fitted out in the United States was questioned by
reason of the illegal character of the capturing vessel, the latter was not

a ship-of-war commissioned by a belligerent government, but simply an

American vessel commissioned as a privateer; nor, indeed, sailing as a
privateer under the commission of a recognized .belligerent. She still

remained, therefore, the private property of an American citizen, unpro-

tected by any commission whatever, and a capture made by her could

not be held to be good prize.

In the recent case of the British bark, the Hiawatha, and of the Mex-

ican schooner Brillante, which were captured by ships of the United

States for endeavoring to run the blockade, and which had been con-

demned as prize, an appeal having been brought, and an objection hav-

ing been taken that the Confederate States could not properly be held

to be belligerents, and that consequently the President had no right to

establish a blockade, Mr. Justice Grier, in delivering the judgment of

the majority of the Court, lays down the following important proposi-

tions :

Insurrection against a government may or may not culminate in an organized rebel-

lion ; but a civil war always begins by insurrection against the lawful authority of the

government. A civil war is never solemnly declared ; it becomes such by its acci-

dents—the number, power, and organization of the persons who originate and carry it

on. When the party in rebellion occupy and hold in a hostile manner a certain por-

tion of territory, have declared their independence, have cast off their allegiance,

have organized armies, have commenced hostilities against their former sovereign,

the world acknowledges them as belligerents, and the contest a war. They claim to be

in arms to establish their liberty and independence, in order to become a sovereign

state, while the sovereign party treats them as insurgents and rebels who owe alle-

giance, and who should be punished with death for their treason.

The laws of war, as established among nations, have their foundation in reason, and
all tend to mitigate the cruelties and miseries produced by the scourge of war. Hence
the parties to a civil war usually concede to each other belligerent rights. They
exchange prisoners, and adopt the other courtesies and rules common to public or

national wars.

It is not the less a civil war with belligerent parties in hostile array, because it may
be called an " insurrection" by one side, and the insurgents be considered as rebels or

traitors. It is not necessary that the independence of the revolted province or state

be acknowledged, in order to constitute it a party belligerent in a war according to the

law of nations. Foreign nations acknowledge it as war by a declaration of neutrality.

The condition of neutrality cannot exist unless there be two belligerent parties. In
the case of the Santisgima Trinidad, (7 Wheaton, 337,) this court say : " The Government

' of the United States has recognized the existence of a civil war between Spain and her
colonies, and has avowed her determination to remain neutral between the parties.

Each party is therefore deemed by us a belligerent nation, having, so far as concerns us,

the sovereign rights of war. "

The law of nations is also called the law of nature ; it is founded on the common eon-
sent as well as the common sense of the world. It contaius no such anomalous doc-
trine as that which this court are now for the first time desired to pronounce, to wit,
that insurgents who have risen in rebellion against their sovereign, expelled her
courts, established a revolutionary government, organized armies, and commenced hos-
tilities, are not enemies because they are traitors; and a war levied on the govern-
ment by traitors, in order to dismember and destroy it, is not a war because it is an
"insurrection."

1 British Appendix, vol. iii, p. 86.
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Chief Justice Taney, Mr. Justice Nelson, Mr. Justice Catron, and Mr.
Justice Clifford differed, indeed, from the majority of the court, on the
question as to whether the blockade was, in its inception, lawful, found-
ing their opinion upon the fact that though) by the Constitution cif the
tTnlted States the President could, in case of invasion or insurrection,
call out the national forces, Congress alone could declare war, and that,

Congress not having declared war till the 13th of July, 1861, the Presi-
dent had no power to declare a blockade, and consequently that the
seizure of these vessels was illegal. But there was no difference of
opinion on the question of belligerent status so soon as civil war is de-

clared:

The practice of nations has been entirely in accordance with these
principles. All the maritime nations—the others were not concerned in
the matter—concurred in according to the confederate government the
status and rights of a belligerent power.
But though it would seem impossible to contest that, at soine time

during the continuance of the civil war, the recognition of whether «ck„ wi.

the belligerent status of the confederate government must edgmeiu »r°™M'"°-

have taken place, it is asserted that the recognition by the British gov-
ernment was premature. I will endeavor to take a calm and dispas-

sionate view of the position of the parties, and of this much-agitated
' question.

Looking to the state of things which had thus come into existence,

Her Majesty's government could not but see that it would soon become
not 'only right, but also necessary to the protection of British interests,

to concede to the insurgent states the character of belligerents. As
soon as it was known in Great Britain that the war was to be extended
to naval operations, the interests of British commerce and British sub-

jects required that the belligerent status of both parties to the great
struggle, which was evidently about to ensue, should be clearly ascer-

tained and denned. It was plain that a state of things was about to

present itself, such as Mr. Dana refers to, as justifying the recognition
of belligerency. Much reliance is placed in the Case of the United
States, page 51, for the purpose of establishing the desire of the
British government to recognize the insurgents as belligerents at an
unduly early period, that as early as the 1st of May, Earl Bussell wrote
the letter of that date to the lords of the admiralty.
The letter is as follows

:

The intelligence which reached this country hy the last mail from the United States

.gives reason to suppose that a civil war between the Northern and Southern States of

the Confederacy was imminent, if indeed it might not be considered to have already
begiiu.

Simultaneously with the arrival of this news, a 'telegram, purporting to have been
•conveyed to Halifax from the United States, was received, which announced that the
President of the southern confedercy had taken steps for issuing letters of marque
against the vessels of the Northern States.

If such is really the case, it is obvious that much inconvenience may be occasioned
to the numerous British vessels engaged in trade on the coast of the United States and
in the Gulf of Mexico, and that timely provision should be made for their protection

against undue-molestation by reason of the maritime operations of the hostile parties;

and Her Majesty has accordingly commanded me to signify to your lordships her pleas-

ure that adequate re-inforcements should forthwith be sent to Her Majesty's squadron
on the North American and West Indian station, so that the admiral in command may
be able duly to provide for the protection of British shipping in any emergency that

jnay occur.
I need scarcely observe to your lordships that it might be right to apprise the admiral

that, much as Her Majesty regrets the prospect of civil war breaking out in a country

in the happiness and peace of which Her Majesty takes the deepest interest, it is Her
Majesty's pleasure that nothing should be done by her naval forces which should indi-

cate any partiality or preference for either party in the contest that may ensue. 1

'Appendix to British Case, -vol. iii, p. 3.
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"When I say that the foregoing letter is relied on, I must correct my-

self. It is relied on only in a mutilated form. The third paragraph of

the letter,' which gives the key to its purpose, and supplies the motive

of the writer, is, I regret to say, omitted—its place being supplied by
asterisks—while the other paragraphs are given at length.1 When the

letter is before us in its entirety, we see plainly that the purpose Earl

Eussell had in view wa's, not to give any advantage to the insurgents,

but to secure protection to British shipping in case the invitation of the

confederate president should have the effect of letting loose a swarm of

privateers in the American waters.

There can, however, be no doubt that, prior to the issuing of the

Queen's proclamation of neutrality, Her Majesty's ministers, having
become acquainted with the relative position of the two parties, and see-

ing plainly that this was no ordinary revolt, and that insurrection had
assumed the form of organized government aud of organized warfare,

and looking, to the dimensions the contest was about to take, had come
to the conclusion that it would be impossible to withhold from the in-

surgent government the character and rights of belligerents.

At the time the letter last cited was written, nothing was known
beyond the fact that the confederate government were preparing to issue

letters of marque ; but on the ensuing day, the 2d, came the news that

President Lincoln had proclaimed a blockade of all the Southern ports,

though the terms of the proclamation were not yet known. Hereupon
the government, in anticipation of any emergency that might arise,

adopted the constitutional course of consulting the law-officers of the

Crown.
" Her Majesty's government heard the other day," said Lord John

Eussell in the House of Commons on the 2d of May

—

That the confederated States have issued letters of marque, aud to-day we have 1

heard that it is intended there shall be a blockade of all the ports of the Southern
States. As to the general provisions of the law of nations on these questions, sonie of

";

the points are so new as well as so important that they have been referred to thel aw-<
.

officers of the Crown for their opinion, in order to guide the government in its instruct
\

tions both to the English minister in America and the commander-in-chief of the natal...

squadron. Her Majesty's government has felt that it was its duty to use every possiblef

means to avoid taking any part in the lamentable contest now raging in the American
"

States. Nothing but the imperative duty of protecting British interests, in case they

should be attacked, justifies the government in at all interfering. We have not been
involved in any way in that contest, by any act or giving any advice in the matter,

and, for God's sake, let us, if possible, keep out of it."

On the 6th of May Lord John Eussell stated in the House of Com-
mons that the law-officers and the government had come to the conclu-

sion that, according to principles which seemed to them to be just, the

Southern Confederacy must be treated as a belligerent.3

A dispatch to Lord Lyons of the same day, in which Earl Eussell

develops his views on the subject, is worthy of a wise and considerate

statesman

:

My Lord : Her Majesty's government are disappointed in not having received from
yon, by the mail which has just arrived, any report of the state of affairs and of the
prospects of the several parties, with reference to the issue of the struggle, which
appears, unfortunately, to have commenced between them ; but the interruption of the
communication between Washington and New York sufficiently explains the non-arrival
of your dispatches.

The accounts, however, which Her Majesty's consuls at different ports were enabled
to forward by the packet, coincide iu showing that, whatever may be the final result of

1 See Case of the United States, p. 51.
2 Hausard, vol. clxii, p. 1378; Unjted States Documents, vol. iv, p, 482.
5 Hansard, Vol. clxii, p. 1564 ; United States Documents, vol. iv, p. 483. .-

,
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what cannot now be designated otherwise than as the civil war which has broken out
between the several States of the late Union, for the present, at least, those States
have separated into distinct confederacies, and, as such, are carrying on war against
each other.

The question for neutral nations to consider is, what is the character of the war
;

and whether it should be regarded as a war carried on between parties severally in a
position to wage war, and to claim the rights and to perform the obligations attaching
to belligerents.

Her Majesty's government consider that that question can only be answered in the
affirmative. If the government of the northern portion of the late Union possesses the

I

advantages inherent in long-established governments, the government of the southern
portion has, nevertheless, duly constituted itself, and carries on, in a regular form, the
administration of the civil government of the States of which it is composed.
Her Majesty's government, therefore, without assuming to pronounce upon the

merits of the question on which the respective parties are at issue, can do no less than
accept the facts presented to them. They deeply deplore the disruption of a confederacy
with which they have at all times sought to cultivate the most friendly relations ; they
view with the greatest apprehension and concern the misery and desolation in which
that disruption threatens to involve the provinces now arrayed in arms against each
other; but they feel that they cannot question the right of the Southern States to
claim to be recognized as a belligerent, and, as such, invested with all the rights and
prerogatives of a belligerent. 1

Whether the determination to acknowledge the Confederate States as
belligerents was come to a few days too soon or not, is a matter on
which there may possibly be a difference of opinion. But that, on this

account, British statesmen, acting under an anxious sense of duty, in
furtherance of what- they believed to be a just and necessary policy,

should be publicly accused of having been influenced by the sinister de-

sign of promoting the interests of the one party at the expense of the
other, while pretending simply to fulfill the duties incidental to their

position toward both parties, is a painful thing. The world must judge
between the accusers and the accused.

Whether the resolution was come to too soon or not, it was not acted
upon till the events which rapidly supervened could leave no doubt on
the minds of Her Majesty's ministers as to issuing the proclamation of

neutrality. On the ioth of May, a dispatch was received from Lord
Lyons, containing a copy of the proclamation of President Davis as to

issuing letters of marque, and a copy of that of President Lincoln,

declaring that southern privateers should be treated as pirates, and
announcing the blockade of the southern ports.3

The British government contends, and, as it seems to me, most justly,

that when, by declaring the southern ports blockaded, the President
openly acknowledged the existence of a civil war, and thereby recog-

nized the Confederate States as belligerents in the face of the world, he
thereby rendered it not only the right but the duty of the British gov-

ernment to treat them as such.
That it became the right of Her Majesty's government so to treat them

can admit of no possible doubt ; no jurist, I am satisfied, will assert the

contrary. The pretension that the Federal Government could treat the

contest as a war, so as to declare a blockade, and thereby exclude neutral

nations from access to the blockaded ports for the purpose of trade, while

neutral governments, oh the other hand, were not entitled to treat the

war as one going on between two belligerent powers, is a proposition

which is, I say it with all respect for Mr. Adams, really preposterous.

Applying the principles laid down by the editor of Wheaton, in the

note which I have quoted at length, as well as by the other eminent
jurists to whom I have referred, can any one doubt that Her Majesty's

government were fully justified in recognizing the belligerent character

'United States Documents, vol. i, p. 37.
s British Appendix, vol. iii, p. 6.
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of the Confederate States ! When the war between the two parties to

the contest became extended to the ocean,, the interests of maritime na-

tions, and more especially of Great BritaiD, with its extensive commerce
with the ports of both Southern and Northern States, became "at once
seriously involved. Between Great Britain and the southern ports there

was the constant intercourse of an active and extensive commerce. The
British ship-owners and merchants had a right to look to the government
for protection to ships and cargoes, if interfered with, in time of peace,
in any way not warranted by international law. It was the duty of Her
Majesty's ships of war stationed on the neighboring naval stations, or
detached from them, to afford that protection. So long as the war was
not acknowledged by Her Majesty as a legitimate war, any interference

by either belligerent with a British ship might have proved the occa-

sion of some serious collision.

With the recognition by Her Majesty of the war, all her subjects would
know that the blockade must be treated as a lawful one, and that any
trade attempted to be carried on with the blockaded ports would be at

the peril of the parties attempting it.

Unless the blockaded ports were treated as the ports of a belligerent,

there could be no lawful blockade. The blockade of its own ports by a
state, to the exclusion of those who have a right to trade with its sub-

jects, is a thing unknown and unheard of. The subjects of Great Britain

had, by existing treaties, the right of trading with those of the United
States. If the citizens of the Southern States were still to be looked
upon as citizens of the United States, British merchant-ships had a right
of free access to the southern ports notwithstanding the blockade. Nor
could the British government deprive them of this right, or refuse them
its protection if forcibly interfered with.

The effect of a blockade in the disturbance of contracts previously
made makes it of the utmost importance to the commercial world to
have the earliest notice of the fact, and ofthe recognition of it by the gov-
ernment ; the more so as it has been considered that official notice of a
blockade to a government is sufficient notice to its subjects.

All these important considerations appear to me to show, beyond the
possibility of dispute, that it becomes the duty of a neutral government,
when it is made aware of the fact of a blockade, to give notice of it to
its subjects at the very earliest moment.
The alternative of refusing to acknowledge the war as a war between

two belligerent powers, was therefore to refuse to acknowledge the
blockade. Would the United States have preferred that Great Britain
should adopt this alternative 1

By establishing the blockade, therefore, the Government of the United
• States made it, as I have said, not only the right but the duty of Her
Majesty's government to acknowledge the belligerency of the confed-
erates, and thus to give to the war, so far as British subjects were con-
cerned, the incidents which attach to war, as respects the relative rights
and obligations of belligerents and neutrals.

The policy of the government was explained and justified by Lord
Bussell in a letter to Mr. Adams, of the 4th May, 1865

:

Lot me remind you that -when the civil war in America broke out so suddenly)
so violently, and so extensively, that event, in the preparation of which Great Britain
had no share, caused nothing but detriment and injury to Her Majesty's subjects ; Great
Britain had previously carried on a large commerce with theSouthern States of the
Union, and had procured there the staple which furnifjhed materials for the industry of
millions of her people.
Had there been no war, the existing treaties with the United States would have

secured the continuance of a commerce mutually advantageous and desirable. But
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what was the first act of the President of the United States? He proclaimed on the
19th of April, 1861, the blockade of the ports of seven States of the Union. But he
could lawfully interrupt the trade of neutrals to the Southern States upon one ground
only, namely, that the Southern States were carrying on war against the Government
of the United States; in other words, that -they were belligerents.
Her Majesty's government, on hearing of these events, had only two courses to pur-

sue, namely, that of acknowledging the blockade, and proclaiming the neutrality of
Her Majesty, or that of refusing to acknowledge the blockade, and insisting upon the
the rights of Her Majesty's subjects to trade with the ports of the South. Her Majesty's
government pursued the former course as at once the most just and the most friendly
to the United States.

It is obvious, indeed, that the course of treating the vessels of the Southern States
as piratical vessels, and their crews as pirates, would have been to renounce the char-
acter of neutrals, and to take part in the war ; nay, it would have been doing more
than the United States themselves, who have never treated the prisoners they have
made either by land or sea as rebels and pirates, but as prisoners of war, to be detained
until regularly exchanged.
So much as to the step, which you say your Government can never regard " as other-

wise than precipitate," of acknowledging the Southern States as belligerents. It was,
on the contrary, your own Government which, in assuming the belligerent right of
blockade, recognized the Southern States as belligerents. Had they not been belli-
gerents, the armed ships of the United States would have had no right to stop a single
British ship upon the high seas. 1

But it is said that the recognition was premature, because, when it

was made, the official announcement of the blockade had not yet been
received. What if this had been so 1 The blockade .existed in fact

;

it was known to the British government; and it was important to Her
Majesty's subjects that it should be made known to them at the earliest
possible moment. But this assumption, rashly made in the case of the
United States, turns out to be incorrect. The facts stood thus : The
proclamation of the President with regard to the ports of the seven
States was issued on the 19th of April. It was followed by a similar
proclamation of the 27th, as to the ports of North Carolina and Virginia.
The blockade was effectually established on the 30th. The issuing of
the proclamations was communicated to Lord Lyons, the minister of
Great Britain at Washington, on the 29th. On the 1st of May, Mr.
Seward, the Secretary of State of the United States, writes to him as.

follows

:

The so-called Confederate States have waged an insurrectionary war against this-
Government. They .are buying and even seizing vessels in several places for the pur-
pose of furnishing themselves with a naval force, and they are issuing letters of marque
to privateers to be employed in preying on the commerce of this country. 15011 are-
aware that the President has proclaimed a blockade of the ports included within the:
insurgent States. All these circumstances are known to the world.3

On the 3d of May the proclamation of the blockade, which had ap-
peared in the Boston newspapers, was published in the London news-
papers. It turned out afterward that there were inaccuracies in the
version thus given by the Boston newspapers; but the substance of the
thing remained the same ; there was no doubt that the blockade had
been declared.
On the 5th of May, the government received a letter of the- 23d ofi

April from their consul at New York, transmitting a copy, correct in.

all essential particulars, of the proclamation of the blockade,, as also a
complete copy of that of President Davis, inviting applications for letters

of marque.3 On the 10th of May, complete copies of both proclama-
tions were received from the British minister at Washington.4

In the mean time, a copy of the President's proclamation of the 19th

'United States Documents, vol. i, p. 295.
2 Appendix to British Case, vol. iii, p. 12.
3 Appendix to British Case, vol. iii, p. 4.

"Ibid., p. 6.
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of April having been forwarded by Mr. Secretary Seward to Mr. Dallas,

the United States minister in England, it was officially communicated
by Mr. Dallas to Lord Russell on the 11th of May. 1 Her Majesty's

proclamation of neutrality was not issued till the 14th of May. Thus it

was not till three days after the official communication last referred to,

and nine days after a copy had been received from the British consul

at New York, that Her Majesty's proclamation of neutrality was is-

sued.

But it is said that the expected arrival of Mr. Adams should have been
awaited. What difference could it have made 1 No explanations af-

forded by that gentleman could have altered the facts—facts which
made it the duty of the government to advise Her Majesty to recognize

the validity of the blockade, and, in order so to do, to recognize also

the belligerent status of the de-facto confederate government.
But the not waiting for Mr. Adams is put forward as a breach of faith

on the part of Earl Russell, his lordship having, it is said, pledged
himself to Mr. Dallas, the predecessor of Mr. Adams, to await the arri-

val of the latter. Here again we have an entire misconception. No
such pledge was given, or intended to be given. What passed between
Lord Russell and Mr. Dallas appears from a letter of the latter to Mr.
Seward of the 2d of May

:

The solicitude felt by Lord Jolin Russell as to the effect of certain measures repre-

sented as likely to be adopted by the President, induced him to request me to call at

his private residence yesterday. I did so. He told me that the three representatives

of the Southern Confederacy were here ; that he had not seen them, but was not un-
willing to do so, unofficially; that there existed an understanding be.tween the gov-
ernment and that of France, which would lead both to take the same course as to

recognition, whatever that course might be; and he then referred to the rumor of a
meditated blockade of southern ports and their discontinuance as ports of entry

—

topics on which I had heard nothing, and could therefore say nothing. But as I in-

formed him that Mr. Adams had apprised me of his intention to be on his way hither,

in the steamship Niagara, which left Boston on the 1st May, and that he would prob-
ably arrive in less than two week, by the 12th or 15th instant, his lordship acquiesced
in the expediency of disregarding mere rumor, and waiting the full knowledge to be
brought by my successor.3

It is plain that the motive for waiting the arrival of Mr. Adams was
to obtain positive knowledge in the place of " mere rumor "—that is,

"rumor of a meditated blockade;" not that there was any intention

of discussing with Mr. Adams the question of the proclamation of neu-

trality, if the rumor proved correct. When authentic information
came in the copies of the President's proclamation officially furnished
to the foreign office, full knowledge took the place of rumor, and the

latter became converted into certainty. All motive for delay then ceased
and the time for action had arrived.

Yet this has been magnified into a breach of faith, and that by per-

by the sons who had this letter before them.
The example of Great Britain in acknowledging the Confederate

Becomiiionofbd- States as belligerents was followed by the Emperor of the
fiigerency. French in a proclamation of the 10th of June ; by the King
of the Netherlands on the 16th ; by the Queen of Spain on the 17th

;

Emperor of Brazil on the 1st of August.
The-Government of the United States, however, refused to concede

course pur»ucd by to other nations the right of acknowledging the belligerent"* p'"Kl status of the seceding States. In these they saw only what
Mr. Reward termed " a discontented domestic faction." Writing to Mr.
Dayton on the 30th of May, 1861, Mr. Seward says

:

The United States cannot for a moment allow the French government to rest under

Appendix to British Case, vol. iii, page 7.

^United States Documents, vol. i, p. 34.
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the delusive belief that they will be content to have the Confederate States recognized
as a belligerent power by states with which this nation is in amity. No concert of
action among foreign states so recoguizing the insurgents can reconcile the United
States to such a proceeding, whatever may be the consequences of resistance. 1

In a dispatch from Mr. Seward to Mr. Dayton, of the' 17th of June,
1861, the former writes

:

The United States, rightly jealous, as we think, of their sovereignty, cannot suffer
themselves to debate any abridgment of that sovereignty with France or with any
other nation. Much less can it consent that France shall announce to it a conclusion
of her own against that sovereignty, which conclusion France has adopted without
any previous conference with the United States on the subject. This Government in-
sists that the United States are one whole undivided nation, especially so far as foreign
nations are concerned, and that France is, by the law of nations and by treaties, not
a neutral power between two imaginary parties here, but a friend of the United
States.

# # # * * # 4*

It is erroneous, so far as foreign nations are concerned, to suppose that any war ex-
ists in the United States. Certainly there cannot be two belligerent powers where
there is no war. There is here, as there has always been, one political power, namely,
the United States of America, competent to make war and peace, and conduct com-
merce and alliances with all foreigu nations. There is none other either in fact or rec-

ognized by foreign nations. There is, indeed, an armed sedition seeking to overthrow
the Government, and the Government is employing military and naval forces to re-

press it. But these facts do not constitute a war presenting two belligerent powers,
and modifying the national character, rights, and responsibilities, or the characters,
rights, and responsibilities of foreigu nations. It is true that insurrection may ripen
into revolution, and that revolution thus ripened may extinguish a previously existing
state, or divide it into one or more independent states, and that if such states continue
their strife after such division, then there exists a state of war affecting the characters,

rights, and duties of all the parties concerned. But this only happens when the revo-
lution has thus run its successful course.

The French government says, in the instruction which has been tendered to us, that
certain facts which it assumes confer upon the insurgents of this country, in the eyes
of foreign powers, all the appearances of a government de facto ; wherefore, whatever
may be its regrets, the French government must consider the two contending parties

as employing the forces at their disposal in conformity with the laws of war.
This statement assumes not only that the law of nations entitles any insurrectiona-

ry faction, wheu it establishes a de-facto government, to be treated as belligerent, but
also that the fact of the attainment of this status is to be determined by the appearance
of it in the eyes of foreign nations. If we should concede both of these positions, we
should still insist that the existence of a de-facto government, entitled to belligerent

rights, is not established in the present case. 2

Iu a dispatch of June 19 he writes

:

What is now seen in this country is the occurrence, by no means peculiar, but fre-

quent in all countries, more frequent even in Great Britain than here, of an armed in-

surrection engaged in attempting to overthrow the regularly, constituted and estab-

lished government. There is, of course, the employment of force by the Government
to suppress the insurrection, as every other government Decessarily employs force in

snch cases. But these incidents by no means constitute a state of war impairing the
sovereignty of the Government, creating belligerent sections, and entitling foreign

states to intervene or to act as neutrals between them, or in any other way to cast off

their lawful obligations to the nation thus for the moment disturbed. 3

Writing to Mr. Adams on the 21st of July, he says

:

The United States aud Great Britain have assumed incompatible, and thus far irrec-

oncilable, positions on the subject of the existing insurrection.

The United States claim and insist that the integrity of the Republic is unbroken,
and that their Government is supreme, so far as foreign nations are concerned, as well

for war as for peace, over all the States, all sections, and all citizens, the loyal not
more than the disloyal, the patriots and the insurgents alike. Consequently, they in-

sist that the British government shall in no way intervene in the insurrection, or hold

commercial or other intercourse with the insurgents in derogation of the Federal
authority. 4

The position assumed by the United States Government was plainly

untenable, being neither more nor less than this—that when a body of

1 United States Appendix, vol. i, p. 192. 2 Ibid., p. 202.
3 Ibid., p. 206. < Ibid., p. 214.
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states secede from a former government and form one of their own, the

original government is to be the sole judge as to when the status of bel-

ligerency can be conceded—a proposition wholly at variance with all

received principles of international law.

How Lord Eussell viewed the matter appears from a dispatch to Lord
Lyons, of June 21:

I have to state to your lordship that I have every reason to be satisfied with the
language and conduct of Mr. Adams since he has arrived in this country.
The only complaint which he has urged here is, that the Queen's proclamation an

nouncing her neutrality was hasty and premature.
I said, in the first place, that our position was of necessity one of neutrality; that

we could not take part either for the North against the South, or for the South against
the North.
To this he willingly assented, and said that the United States expected no assistance

from us to enable their Government to finish the war.
I rejoined that if such was the case, as I supposed, it would not have been right

either toward our admirals and naval commanders, nor toward our merchants and
mercantile marine, to leave them without positive and public orders ; that the exer-
cise of belligerent rights of search and capture by a band of adventurers clustered in
some small island in the Greek Archipelago or in the Atlantic would subject them to
the penalties of piracy ; but we could not treat 5,000,000 of men, who had declared
their independence, like a band of marauders or filibusters. If we had done so, we
should have done more than the United States themselves. Their troops had taken pris-

oners many of the adherents of the confederacy, but I could not perceive from the news-
papers that in any case they had brought these prisoners to trial for high treason, or shot
them as rebels. Had we hung the captain of an armed vessel of the southern confed-
eracy as a pirate, we should have doue that which a sense of humanity had prohibited
on the part of the Government itself.

The question soon assumed a practical form. When the Government
Q^ion «» to of the Confederate States had armed certain vessels, and

co„fe<ter„te ,.,«i. ^ad p]ace(j tnem under the command of officers duly com-
missioned by it, and those vessels put into ports of the neutral powers,
the Government of the United States protested loudly against their
being received as vessels of war, on the ground that the insurgent
States still formed an integral portion of the Union ; that they were to
be looked upon as rebels ; and that commissions from a government,
the independence of which had not been acknowledged, could not give
to its ships the character of ships of war. They insisted, therefore, on
these vessels being looked upon as pirates, to which all entry into the
ports of other nations, and all assistance of every kind, should be denied.
The Federal Government even went further, and threatened to hold neu-'

tral governments responsible for any assistance or supplies afforded to
confederate ships. But the neutral governments were unanimous in
refusing to accede to these demands, and persisted in conceding to the
confederate ships the same privileges as were afforded to those of the
United States.

The question first arose with the government of the Netherlands, on

Di.ci™,on with
the occasion °f a visit of the confederate vessel, the Sum-

KrS° of ™b ° ter
' to the Dutcn island of Curacoa, in August, 1861, and of

her being allowed to replenish her stock of coal and obtain
supplies there. The fact having come to the knowledge of Mr. Seward,
he forthwith instructed Mr. Pike, the United States minister at the
Hague, to bring the matter immediately to the notice of fhe Govern-
ment :

Ton are instructed to.bring this matter immediately to the notice of the government
of the Netherlands. The subject of damages for so 'great a violation of the rights of
the United States will be considered when we shall have properly verified the facts ot
the case. In the mean time you will ask the government of the Netherlands for any
explanation of the transaction it may be able or see fit to give. You will further say
that the United States, if the case thus stated shall prove to bo correct, will expect, in
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view of the treaties existing between the two countries, and the principles of the law
of nations, as well as upou the ground of assurances recently received from the gov-
ernment of the Netherlands, that it will disown the action of its authorities at Ciirapoa,
and will adopt efficient means to prevent a recurrence of such proceedings hereafter. 1

Mr. Pike accordingly protests against the idea " that aid and counte-
nance could be afforded by a friendly power to the Sumter, though she
did assume the character of a ship of war of the insurgents. I claimed,"
he says

—

That were she afforded shelter and supplies on this ground by the authorities at
Curacoa, and should the Dutch government approve the act, it would be, substantially,
a recognition of the Southern Confederacy, and that, in my judgment, such an act
would be regarded by the United States as au unfriendly and even hostile act, which
might lead to the gravest consequences. I held that nothing more need be asked by
the so-styled Confederate States, as a practical measure of recognition, than that a ship
like the Sumter, claiming to be a national vessel of those States, should be permitted
to enter the neighboring ports of foreign nations, and there obtain the necessary means
to enable her to depredate upon the commerce of the United States. That such a
course on the part of any power, aggravated by the fact that she was unable to obtain
such supplies at home, so far from being neutral conduct, was really to afford the most
efficient aid to the men who were in rebellion against their own government, and
plundering and destroying the vessels and property of their fellow-citizens on the high
seas.

_
I protested against such a doctrine as tending necessarily to the termination of

all friendly relations between our Government and any government that would toler-
ate such practices, whether that government were France, or England, or Spain, or
Holland. I remarked that it was not for me to judge of the purposes of European
powers in regard to the existing state of things in the United States ; but if there were
to be exhibited a disposition anywhere to take advantage of our present situation, I
believed it would be found that such a course could not be taken with impunity now,
nor without leading to alienation and bitterness in the future.3

A correspondence ensued between Mr. Pike and Baron Van Zuylen,
the Netherlands minister for foreign affairs, in which the former denied
the right of other nations to accord to the insurgent States the charac-
ter of a belligerent power, and insisted that the vessels of the Confede-
rate government were but " piratical craft," or at best could only be
looked upon as privateers, in which character they would be excluded,
except in case of distress, from ports of the Netherlands.
M. Van Zuylen stated the views of his government in a most able

paper, from which, however, owing to its length, I must confine myself
to a few extracts

:

'

It is not sufficienfcto dispose of the difficulty by the declaration that the Sumter is,

as is stated in your dispatches, "a vessel fitted out for, and actually engaged in, pirati-
cal expeditions," or " a privateer steamer." Such an assertion should be clearly proved,
in accordance with the rule of law, " affirmanti incumbit probatio."

After having poised, with all the attention "which comports with the weightiness of
the matter, the facts and circumstances which characterize the dissensions which now
are laying desolate the United States, aud of which- no government more desires the
prompt termination than does that of the Netherlands, I think I may express the con-
viction that the Sumter is not a privateer, but a man-of-war, grounding myself on
the following considerations

:

In the first place, the declaration of the commander of the vessel, given in writing
to the governor of Curacoa, who had made known that he would not allow a privateer
to come into the port, and had then demanded explanations as to the character of the
vessel. This declaration purported, " the Sumter is a ship of war, duly commissioned
by the government of the Confederate States."
The Netherlands governor had to be contented with the word of the commander

couched in writing. M. Ortolan, (" Diplomatic de la mer," i, p. 217,) in speaking of the
evidence of nationality of vessels of war, thus expresses himself

:

" The flag and the pennant are visible indications ; but we are not bound to give
faith to them until they are sustained by a cannon-shot."
The attestation of the commander may be exigible, but other proofs must be pre-

sumed; and, whether on the high seas or elsewhere, no foreign power has the right to
obtain the exhibition of them.

1 British Appendix, vol. vi, p. 69.
3 Ibid., p. 70.
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Therefore the colonial council has unanimously concluded that the word of the com-

manding officer was sufficient.

In the second place, the vessel armed for war by private persons is called " priva-

teer." The character of such vessel is settled precisely, and, like her English name,

(privateer,) indicates sufficiently under this circumstance that she is a private armed

vessel—name which Mr. Wheaton gives them.—(" Elements of International Law, n,

Privateering is the maritime warfare which privateers are authorized to make, for

their own account, against merchant-vessels of the enemy, by virtue ofletters ofmarque,

which are issued to them by the state. .

The Sumter is not a private vessel ; is not the private property of unconnected indi-

viduals—of private ship-owners. She, therefore, cannot be a privateer; she can only

be a ship of war or ship of the state, armed for cruising. Thus the Sumter is desig-

nated, in the extract annexed from Harper's Weekly, under the name of "rebel ship of

war."
Thirdly. It cannot be held, as you propose in your dispatch of the 9th of this month,

that all vessels carrying the confederate flag are, without distinction, to be considered

as privateers, because the principles of the law uf nations, as well as the examples of

history, require that the rights of war be accorded to those States.

The Government of the United States holds that it should consider the States of the

South as rebels.

It does not pertain to the King's government to pronounce upon the subject of a

question which is entirely within the domain of the internal regulation of the United

States ; neither has it to inquire whether, in virtue of the Constitution which rules

that republic, the States of the South can separate from the central Government, and
whether they ought then, aye or no, to be reputed as rebels during the first period of

the difficulties. 1

After referring to historical precedents, especially the case of the

United States themselves in their struggle for independence, " is there

need," he asks, " to remind you that at the outset of the war of Ameri-

can independence, in 1778, the English refused to recognize American
privateers as lawful enemies, under pretense that the letters of, marque
which they bore did not emanate from the sovereign, but frorrf revolted

subjects? But Great Britain soon had to desist from this pretension,

and to accord international treatment to the colonists in arms against

the mother country."

M. Van Zuylen cites also the precedent of the American privateer

Paul Jones

:

This vessel, considered as a pirate by England, had captured two of His Britannic

Majesty's ships in October, 1779. She took them into the Texel, and remained there

more than two months, notwithstanding the representations of Mr. York, ambassador
of Great Britain at the Hague, who considered the asylum accorded to such privateer

(pirate as he called it in bis Memoir to the States-General of 21st March, 1780) as

directly contrary to treaties, and even to the ordinances of the Government of the

Republic.
Mr. York demanded that the English vessels should be released.

The States-General refused the restitution of the prizes.

The United States, whose belligerent rights were not recognized by England, enjoyed
at that period the same treatment in the ports of the Republic of theUnitedProvinces
as the Netherlands authorities have now accorded to the Confederate States.

If the cabinet of the Hague cannot, therefore, by force of the preceding, class all the
vessels of the Confederate States armed for war in the category of privateers, much
less can it treat them as pirates, (as you call them in your dispatch of the 12th of this

month,) or consider the Sumter as engaged in a filibustering expedition—" engaged in

a piratical expedition against the commerce of the United States," as it reads in your
communication of the 2d of September. 1

The subject was resumed in the ensuing October, when the Sumter
had again put into a Dutch port, namely, Paramaribo, and, in spite of

the remonstrance of the United States consul, had been allowed to

coal and refit. Mr. Seward immediately directs Mr. Pike to demand
explanations. Mr. Pike loses no time in writing in peremptory terms

:

The reappearance of the Sumter in a port of the Netherlands, after so brief an inter-

val, seems to disclose a deliberate purpose on the part of the persons engaged in the

'British Appendix, vol. vi, pp. 7G, 77.
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rebellion against the United States Government to practice upon the presumed
indifference, the expected favor, or the fancied weakness of the Dutch Government.
During a period of forty-six days, during which we have heard of this piratical

vessel in the West Indies, it would appear that she had "been twice entertained and
supplied at Dutch ports, and spent eighteen days under their shelter.
This can be no accidental circumstance.
In the multitude of harbors with which the West India seas abound, the Sumter has

had no occasion to confine her visits so entirely to the ports of one nation, especially
one so scantily supplied with them as Holland. And the fact that she does so is, in my
judgment, not fairly susceptible of any other interpretation than the one I have given.

I feel convinced that the government of the Netherlands will see in this repeated
visit of the Sumter (this time, it appears, without any pretext) a distinct violation of
its neutrality according to its own views, as laid down in your excellency's communi-
cation to me of the 17th of September last, and a case which will call for the energetic
assertion of its purpose, expressed in the paper referred to, namely, not to allow its

ports to be made the base of hostile operations against the United' States. For that
the Sumter is clearly making such use of the Dutch ports would seem to admit of no
controversy. 1

In reply, Baron Van Zuylen repeats the refusal of the royal govern-
ment to treat the Sumter as other than a ship of war. He observes
that the commission of the officer in command of her had been duly
exhibited to the governor. At the same time he informs Mr. Pike

—

However, the government of the Netherlands, wishiug to give a fresh proof of its

desire [to avoid] all that could give the slightest subject for complaint to the United
States, has just sent instructions to the colonial authorities, enjoining 'them not to

admit, except in case of shelter from stress, (relache forcee,) the vessels of war and pri-

vateers of the two belligerent parties, unless for twice twenty-four hours, and not to

permit them, when they are steamers, to provide themselves with a quantity of coal

more than sufficient for a run of twenty-four hours.'

The offensive tone of Mr. Pike's previous letter does not pass unno-
ticed :

The feeling of distrust which seems to have dictated your last dispatch of the 8th
of this month, and which shows itself especially in some entirely erroneous apprecia-

tions of the conduct of the government of the Netherlands, gives to the last, strong

in its good faith and in its friendly intentions, just cause for astonishment, So, then,

the cabinet of which I have the honor to form part, deems that it may dispense with
undertaking a justification useless to all who examine impartially, and without pas-

sion, the events which have taken place. 3

In the mean time, Mr. Seward had written a dispatch to Mr. Pike, of

the 17th October, in which he states, in explicit terms, " for the informa-

tion of the government of the Netherlands, just what the United States

claim and expect in regard to the matter in debate."

They have asked for an explanation of the case, presented by the admission of the

Sumter by the Governor of Curacoa, if one can be satisfactorily given ;
and if not,

then for a disavowal of that officer's proceedings, attended by a justly-deserved

rebuke.
These demands have been made, not from any irritation or any sensibility of national

pride, but to make it sure that henceforth any piratical vessel fitted out by or under

the agency of disloyal American citizens, and cruising in pursuit of merchant-vessels of

the United States, shall not be admitted into either the continental or the colonial ports

of the Netherlands under any pretext whatever. If that assurance cannot be obtained

in some way, we must provide for the protection of our rights in some other way.

Thus the subject is one of a purely practical character ; it neither reqnires nor ad-

mits of debate or argument on the part of the United States. If what is thus desired

shall be obtained bv the United States in any way, they will be satisfied ; if it fails to

he obtained through the disinclination of the government of the Netherlands, its pro-

ceedings in this respect will be deemed unfriendly and injurious to the United States.

The United States being thus disposed to treat the subject in a practical way, they are

not tenacious about the manner or form in which the due respect to their rights is

manifested by the government of the Netherlands, and still less about the considera-

tions or arguments upon which that government regulates its own conduct in the

matter. They regard the whole insurrection in this country as ephemeral; indeed,

1 British Appendix, vol. vi, p. 82.
2 Ibid., p. 84.
3 Ibid., p. 85.
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they believe that the attempt at piracy, under the name of privateering, made by the
insurgents, has already well nigh failed. While, therefore, they insist that shelter

shall not he aiforded to the pirates by nations in friendship with the United States,

they, at the same time, are not unwilling to avoid grave debates concerning their rights

that might survive the existing controversy. It remains only to say, in this connec-
tion, that the course which the United States are pursuing in their complaints to the
government of the Netherlands is not peculiar to, but it is the same which has been
and which will be pursued toward any other maritime power on the occurrence of
similar grievances.
With these remarks I proceed to notice Baron Van Zuyleu's communication. You

will reply to him that the United States unreservedly claim to determine for themselves
absolutely the character of the Sumter, she being a vessel fitted out, owned, armed,
sailed, and directed by American citizens who owe allegiance to the United States, and
who neither have nor can, in their piratical purposes and pursuits, have or claim any
political authority from any lawful source whatever.
The United States regard the vessel as piratical, and the persons by whom she is

manned and navigated as pirates.

The United States, therefore, cannot admit that the Sumter is a ship of war or a pri-

vateer, and so entitled to any privileges whatever, in either of those characters, in
the port of Curacoa ; nor can they debate any such subject with the government of the
Netherlands. 1

Mr. Pike expresses his satisfaction at the restrictions placed by the
government of the Netherlands on the confederate vessels, but at the
same time regrets that the same treatment should have been adopted
toward the vessels of the United States ; to which M. Van Zuylen re-

plies that the United States Government having desired that measures
should be taken to prevent the prolonged stay in Dutch ports of the
Sumter or other vessels in the seceding States, the King's government
had admitted the justice of the claim, but that the measures taken
could not reach one of the two parties exclusively ; they must be gen-
eral.

The new regulations led to a singular result. On the 8th of Novem-
ber the United States steamer Iroquois arrived off the port of Ouragoa

;

the governor informed Lieuteuant Palmer, who was in command of the
vessel, that her stay must be limited to forty-eight hours, and her sup-
ply of coal to twenty-four hours' consumption, although at the time the
United States had more than 1,300 tons of coal at Curacoa, which, by
the way, shows that they had established a depot there. Lieutenant
Palmer declined to enter the port on these terms, and his conduct in so
doing was approved by Mr. Seward. Mr. Pike is directed to ask for

explanations, with this remark from Mr. Seward

:

If His Majesty's government shall approve of the proceedings of the governor of
Curacoa, it will become an important question what measure of hospitalities will be
due by us to the naval vessels and authorities of the Netherlands in similar cases.2

Thus, while the regulation was received with satisfaction by the
United States Government, as a restriction on Confederate vessels, an
attempt to enforce it against one of their own was looked upon as mat-
ter of grave offense. It so happened, however, that the Dutch govern-
ment had, shortly before, on the suggestion of the governor of Curacoa,
revoked the order.

No sooner had this been done than the Government of the United
States desired its restoration. Mr. Pike is instructed to lose no time in
"calling the attention of Mr. Stratenus to the subject of the intrusion
of insurgent piratical American vessels seeking shelter in the ports of
the Netherlands and their colonies. If you cannot obtain a decree ex-
cluding them altogether, it is thought that the government will have no
hesitation in restoring the restrictive policy which was adopted by it

under the representatives of its foreign affairs by Baron Van Zuylen."3

1 British Appendix, vol. vi, pp. 86, 87.
* Ibid., p. 91. .

3 Ibid., p. 95.
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Mr. Pike was at the same time instructed to call upon the King's gov-
ernment to reconsider the subject of according to the Confederate States
the character of belligerents, and, in the then state of affairs, to revoke
the recognition.

Both proposals were declined by the King's government. The incon-
sistency of the demand for the restoration of the restrictive order is

pointed out by M. de Sombreff, the new minister of foreign affairs

:

In this regard I permit myself to observe to you that I could not understand how
your government could desire the re-establishment of measures which actually were,
and would again be, applicable to both parties, aud which were, at the time, the cause
why the Union ship Iroquois would not enter the port of Curacoa under the rule of said
restrictive measures.

It was ou that occasion that the last were modified, which was brought to your notice
the 30th of December, 1861.

It follows, from advices which have since reached the government, that the new com-
mander of the Iroquois has expressed himself well satisfied to find the precedent re-
strictive measures withdrawn, aud thus to have the privilege of taking- as much coal
as he might wish. These measures are also favorable to Netherlands commerce with
the United States, so that the interests of the two countries are in perfect accord.

If the instructions given before the month of December, 1861, were now returned to,

the government of the Netherlands might not only be taxed, with good reason, with
trifling, but would hurt its own interests, as well as those of the Union, considering
that the consequence of said instructions would be, as has been remarked in the com-
munication of Baron de Zuyleu, dated October 29, 1861, that the vessels of war of the

>
United States, also, could no longer he able to sojourn in the Netherlands East Indian
ports more than twice twenty four hours, nor supply themselves with coal for a run of
more than twenty-four hours. 1

A similar correspondence had, in the mean time, been going on be-

tween the United States Government and that of Brazil, in correspondence

consequence of the Sumter having, on the 7th of September, ™lth Braz1 '-

1861, been allowed to enter the Brazilian port of Marauham, and to take
in a supply of coal there, notwithstanding the protest of the United
States consul. Mr. Webb, the United States minister at the court of

the Emperor, is instructed to "lose no time in calling the attention of
the Emperor's government to the affair."

You will ask explanations thereof, and, unless satisfactory explanations are rendered,
you will then inform His Majesty's government that the shelter and supplying of
pirates, as the Sumter is sheltered and supplied, in the ports of Brazil, are deemed au
unfriendly act by. this Government, and will ask that such measures shall be taken in

regard to the case as will make the governor of Marauham sensible of His Majesty's
displeasure, and will prevent a recurrence of such injuries to the United States here-

after.

I hardly need say that the proceeding at Maranham is an occurrence of great sur-

prise and deep disquiet to the United States. That we have supposed that Brazil and
every other state on the American continent have an interest second only to our own
in the stability of the American Union, the downfall of which would, in our belief, in-

evitably be followed, sooner or later, by the decline aud fall of every independent nation

on this'contiuent, which 'must in that case become once more a theater for the ambition
of European powers.
Such respect for the sovereignty of the United. States as one great nation owes to

another is an indispensable condition of friendly relations with foreign powers in the
present emergency. You will therefore take care not, for one moment, to admit into

debate any question of claim on the part of the insurgents to any rights, whether as a
sovereign or a belligerent.2

Mr. Webb thereupon addresses to Senhor Taques, the secretary of

state for foreign affairs, a dispatch of prodigious length, but which ends
with the pertinent inquiry

:

Whether it is or is not the intention of the Brazilian government to permit the

piratical letters of marque and privateers of the rebels of the United States to enter

into the ports of Brazil, and there find succor and material aid—"provisions and coal-
to continue their voyages" against the commerce of the United States ?

ri

1 British Appendix, vol. vi, p. 99.
2 Ibid., p. 4.
3 Ibid., p. 10.
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Senhor Taques replied, as the Baron van Znylen had done before him,

in a most able paper, in which he reminded Mr. Webb of the numerous
instances in which governments de facto had been admitted to the status

of belligerents, although their sovereign character had not been ac-

knowledged, pointing out that the recognition of belligerency carried

with it the consequence that the commissioned vessels of the acknowl-

edged belligerent could not be treated as pirates, but must receive the

same treatment as those of the opponent.
The correspondence continued, and, owing to the exceeding fertility

of Mr. Webb's pen, assumes very formidable proportions. It led to the

regulations which I have already mentioned; which regulations the

Presidents of the provinces were ordered to enforce.

Mr. Seward reviews the correspondence with evident dissatisfaction:

We cannot admit, and we are not likely to admit, that anything has occurred to re-

lieve Brazil, or any other power holding treaty relations with us, from fulfilling the

obligations of friendship toward us, which it has'heretofore voluntarily assumed; much
less can we admit that any such nation has a right, by adopting a character of neutrality,

to give hospitality, shelter, and supplies to pirates engaged in destroying our commerce,
whether they affqct to be public vessels of war, or are content to sail under cover of

pretended letters of marque granted by the chief of their treasonable faction.

At the same time we are not looking out for causes of conflict with maritime powers.

We state our complaints whenever grievances are committed by them, and we ask the

redress due to us from friendly states. Unwilling to drag such powers into our own
domestic strife, we are content with a practical respect for our flag, and we engage in

no discussions with them about the unjust or unfriendly manifestations with which
that practical respect is sometimes attended. Acting ou this principle, we have
brought to the notice of the Brazilian government the grievance committed against
us by the governor of Maranham. That government, instead of giving us redress, or

taking any measures to prevent a repetition of the grievance, has avowed and sanc-
tioned it. 1

In the position thus assumed, the Brazilian government stands single and alone. We
cannot, with self-respect, further remonstrate nor debate. I confess that the attitude
assumed by Brazil embarrasses us, because it tends to encourage our internal enemies.
We trust, however, that we possess the ability to maintain and preserve our govern-
ment against all enemies at home, however much aid and encouragement they may
receive from abroad.

It is not needful that you state to the Brazilian government any part of the contents
of this dispatch except its conclusions, which are these : 1st. We stand upon the posi-

tion heretofore assumed, that the proceedings of the governor of Maranham are intol-

erable. 2d. We cannot further debate at Rio, nor can we change the field of the dis-

cussion from that capital to Washington. 3d. Conscious of our ability to protect all

our national rights, we neither importune nor menace any foreign state which may
deem it fit to do us wrong. But so fast as every such case matures we determine, with
what prudence and firmness we can, the course which the emergency requires.2

Mr. Webb re-echoes

:

We cannot go to war with all the world ; and while circumstances compel us to

acquiesce in the conduct of England, Spain, and Holland, we cannot insist upon repa-
ration from Brazil for having adopted the same line of policy toward us. 3

The Marquis d'Abrantes having succeeded Senhor Taques as minister
of foreign affairs, in reference to Mr. Seward's last dispatches writes, on
the 16th of June, to Mr. Webb

:

In view of the conclusions of the last of the dispatches referred to from the Govern-
ment of the Uuiou, the government of His Majesty the Emperor judges convenient to
regard at an end the discussion of the subject it treats, it being flattering to observe
that from it nothing has resulted in the least altering the relations of friendship and
good understanding between the two countries which it so much interests both to
maintain.

Hereupon Mr. Webb breaks out. After repeating verbatim the com-
plaints set out in his letter of the 18th of March, he continues:

1 British Appendix, vol. vi, p. 33.
2 Ibid., p. 35.
3 Ibid., p. 39.
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Here, as your excellency will perceive, is not only grave cause for complaint Bet
forth, but a mode is pointed out in which the friendly relations heretofore existing
between the two countries can be restored, viz, by a simple act of justice, reversing
the decision which Brazil has hastily made. If Brazil cannot meet the reasonable ex-
pectation of the Government of the United States, then the Secretary of State, speak-
ing in the name of the President and the Government, claims, at least, as a concession
to the past friendly relations of the two countries, that Brazil will no longer occupy
toward the United States a more unfriendly position than any other power ; but, by
following the example of other nations, place herself " on the same ground in relation
to the United States which is occupied by other maritime powers, and thus mitigate
the discontent" which it is made my duty to report to this Government.
But this is not all. In a dispatch from Washington, dated the 3d April, the under-

signed is instructed to say to the government of His Imperial Majesty that the Gov-
ernment of the United States, standing "upon the position heretofore assumed," declare
"that the proceedings of the governor of Maranham are intolerable; and we cannot
further debate at Rio, nor can we change the field of the discussion from that capital
to Washington." s

And how are these complaints, remonstrances, and friendly intimations to Brazil,
from the Government of the United States, received by the imperial government?
Why, the undersigned is called upon to apprisehis Government that Brazil has "put an
end to this discussion upon the aforesaid subject," and is happy to perceive that not " the
least alteration will result from it in the relations of friendship and good understand-
ing between the countries."
Most assuredly these are not the results which the Government of the United States

promised itself when it ordered the undersigned to place before the government of
Brazil the dispatches of the 18th of March, and the very significant extract from
that of the 3d of April; and while it is the duty of the undersigued to convey to his
Government an answer so very different from what he anticipated, self-respect demands
that he should not act as a mere automaton in the matter ; and au earnest desire to restore
and perpetuate the friendly relations which formerly existed between the two countries
compels him to remind your excellency that so desirable a result cannot be obtained
by utterly ignoring our complaints, by treating them as alike groundless and unmean-
ing, and by assuming that nothing has occurred to interrupt the good feelings or disturb
the friendly relations between the two countries. The undersigned is grateful to a
kind Providence that in what has occurred the existing friendly relations between the
two governments have not been disturbed ; but he is not unmindful that the good feel-

ings upon which those friendly relations were based, and which is ever the best safe-

guard for their continuance, have been trifled with by the conduct of the governor of
Maranham, and which conduct has been defended, sustained, and approved by your
immediate predecessor, speaking in the name of the Imperial Government of Brazil.

The Government of the United States, for more than a year, has been actively en-
gaged in putting down the greatest rebellion recorded in the history of the world. A
civil war, which has called into the field more than a million of soldiers, and which
imposed upon the Government of the United States the raising aud equipping of an
army of seven hundred thousand men, aud a fleet of nearly five hundred vessels to do
battle for our national existence, has called forth the energies aud exhibited the re-

sources of a mighty people ; aud yet, in the hour of greatest peril, ourGovernment has
not hesitated to tell the nations of the world which have dpne her wrong, when resist-

ance to such wrong was impossible, that " the United States will not debate with other
states a question vital to its own existence," but content herself with pointing outthe
wrong done her, leaving for the present the expiation of such wrong and injury solely

to the sense of justice and magnanimity of those who once styled themselves friends.

Hence, as our Secretary ofState j ustly says, " acting on this principle, we have brought
to the notice of the Brazilian government the grievance committed against us by the
President of Maranham/' That Government, instead of giving ns redress, or taking
measures to prevent a repetition of the grievance, has avowed and sustainad it.

Hence the undersigned is instructed to say to the Brazilian government " that while
the United States cannot ask Brazil for less than the absolute exclusion of pirates from
her harbors, yet, standing as she does aloue among nations, in the extent of her un-
friendly attitude, if she would but place herself upon the same ground in relation to

the United States which is occupied by other maritime powers, it would mitigate the

discontent which you are authorized to express ;" and, as if foreseeing the failure of

this appeal to the friendship aud justice of Brazil, the undersigned is ordered to say, in

conclusion, that, "conscious of our ability to protect all our national rights, we neither

importune nor menace any foreign state which may deem it fit to do us wrong ;
but

so fast as every such case matures we determine, with what prudence and firmness we
can, the course which the emergency requires."

Inasmuch as the Government of the United States has definitively closed all further

discussion of the affair of the pirate Sumter, either here or at Washington, nothing of

the kind is intended in this dispatch; its sole object being to point out to your Excel-
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lency that, so far from nothing having occurred to disturb the good feeling upon which

is based the friendly relations between the United States and BraziJ, the whole course

of your predecessor in relation to the visit of the pirate Sumter, to Maranham, and the

present attitude of Brazil towards the piratical vessels belonging to the rebel States

and to our national vessels, is considered by the Government of "Washington untenable,

UDjust, and "intolerable."

It is quite unnecessary for the undersigned to repeat his ardent desire to draw closer

and render more permanent the relations between the United States and Brazil, and

the establishment by them of an "American policy," in contradistinction to what is the

recognized policy of Europe, as is being developed by interference with the internal

affairs of Mexico; and he is pained to see all bis efforts in this regard, and all the wishes

of his Government, set at naught by the perseverance of Brazil in a course declared by
the Government of Washington to be more unfriendly than that of any other foreign

power; and by ignoring every fact, sentiment, and position taken in the Washington
dispatches of the 18th March and 3d of April, and utterly refusing to perceive or

admit that the United States feels aggrieved by the conduct of Brazil, and confidently

expects that she will not persevere in maintaining a position more unfriendly than

that of any other maritime power. Adherence by Brazil to her present unfriendly

attitude is deprecated by the undersigned, not because he believes such a course calcu-

lated to cause a disruption of the peaceful relations existing between the two coun-

tries ; there exists no such danger. The Government of the United States has demon-

strated to the world that while struggling for its national existence against a gigantic

rebellion, it can submit with grace and a not unbecoming humility to the irritating

assaults made upon it in the hour of adversity, whether they emanate from ancient

enemies or professed friends. But nations, like individuals, while they frequentlyfor-

give injuries, do not always forget them. And it is because perseverance in her present

eourse by Brazil may induce the people of the United States to forget the friendly feel-

ings upon which the existing peaceful relations between the two countries are based

that the policy of your predecessor is deprecated. 1

The discussion on this subject was revived in the ensuing year by the

arrival of the Alabama, and shortly afterward the Florida and Georgia,

in Brazilian ports. The first-named ship took two American vessels

within Brazilian waters and burned them there. Notwithstanding which

her commander was allowed to go on shore at the island of Fernando
Noronha, and there to obtain supplies for the vessel and to land the

prisoners. For this the officer commanding ct Fernando de Nbronha
was displaced. The Florida was allowed to enter the port of Pernara-

buco, and there to refit and coal, in despite of the protest of the United
States consul that the Florida was a pirate and the consort of the Ala-

bama, which had just before violated the neutrality of Brazilian waters.
" Nevertheless," says Mr. Webb, iu writing to the Marquis d'Abrantes

on the 21st of May, 1863—
Because' her commander represented that the ship required repairs to her engine

which could not be done within the twenty-four hours, the governor, in a communica-
tion to the pirate, now before the undersigned, dated the 9th of May, informed the ap-

plicant that, inasmuch as he represented to him Jthat a compliance with his order to

leave in twenty-four hours will compel him to doso in a distressed condition, because

the repairs to his engine, necessary to his safety, cannot be completed in that time, and
would be illiberal and inhuman, and expose him to danger, and Brazil to the.conse-

quences ; and inasmuch as he, the governor, does not wish to be inhuman or illiberal,

or endanger the safety of the pirate, or to lessen his means of defense, or to expose him
to imminent risks, therefore, believing the representation to have been made in good
faith, and that he cannot in safety continue his cruise, (against American commerce
bound to Brazil,) unless given time to repair his engine, the said governor, represent-
ing the sovereignty of Brazil, aud recognizing the traitors in rebellion against the
United States as belligerents, does accord to the commander of the pirate bearing their

flag all the time he asks for repairs, and privileges of taking in such coals and provis-

ions as may place him in a condition to continue his depredations upon tho commerce
of a friendly power. A grosser breach of neutrality has never come to the knowledge
of the undersigned.3

He adds

:

At this moment the ports of Brazil are made harbors of refuge aud places of resort
and departure for three piratical vessels, avowedly designed to prey upon the commerce

1 British Appeudix, vol. vi, pp. 40, 41.
2 Ibid., vol. vi, p. 49.
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of the United States. The -waters of Brazil are violated with impunity in this pirati-
cal work, and after the imperial government had admitted and declared its indignation
at such violation of sovereignty, the guilty party is received with hospitality and
friendship by the governor of Bahia, and instead of being captured and imprisoned,
and his vessel detained, he is feted,, and supplied with the necessary provisions and
coal, to enable him to continue his depredations upon American commerce. The
wharves and streets of Bahia and Pernainbuco have been, for weeks past, swarmed
with American sailors and passengers from merchantmen trading with Brazil which
have been captured, and the persons on hoard robbed, by the pirates of the Alabama,
Florida, and Georgia, and they have been compelled, in the ports of a friendly nation,
to witness their clothing and jewelry, and even family relics, sold, on the wharves and
in the streets of Bahia and Pernambuco, by their piratical captors, at a tenth of their
value ; while the piratical vessels and all on board were received and treated as friends,
and supplied with the necessary materials to continue their nefarious practices. The
scenes which history informs us were rife in the seventeenth century, in the islands of
the West Indies, are now being enacted in this nineteenth century in the ports of Brazil,
and that through no fault of the imperial government—which has already done its

whole duty as rapidly as circumstances have permitted—hut because the governors of
Pernambuco and Bahia, in their sympathy with piracy and pirates, have neglected
their duty to Brazil, and brought discredit upon the civilization of the age. 1

As regards the Alabama, which at this time had come into the port
of Bahia, Mr. Webb insists that she should have been seized by the
governor for her violation of Brazilian neutrality

:

Your excellency will not for a moment deny that, having by your official acts, and
those of the governor of Pernambuco, recognized the fact that this pirate has violated
the waters and outraged the sovereignty of Brazil, it is your duty, wheu opportunity
offers, to vindicate your violated sovereignty, and by his capture, if possible, remu-
nerate the injury done to American commerce within your waters. And should the
pirate come into this port when the ability of Brazil to capture and detain him admits
of no question, beyond all doubt the neglect to do so would be not only an unfriendly
act toward the United States, but would render Brazil responsible for all and every
aggression which he might commit on American commerce after leaving this port.3

* * * At this moment, the ports of Brazil are made harbors of refuge and places of
resort and departure for three piratical vessels, avowedly designed to prey upon the
commerce of the United States. The waters of Brazil are violated with impunity in

this piratical work, and after the Imperial Government had admitted and declared its

indignation at such violation of sovereignty, the guilty party is received with hospi-

tality and friendship by the governor of Bahia, and instead of being captured and
imprisoned, and his vessel detained, he is feted, and supplied with the necessary pro-

visions and coal, to enable him to continue his depredations upon American commerce. 1

The Marquis d'Abrantes answers, as to the non-seizure of the Ala-

bama, that the governor of Bahia had not sufficient information to war-
rant him in taking such a measure; as to the Florida and Georgia, by
going over the same topics as his predecessor had done and with equal
ability.

The government of Brazil did not seize the Alabama ; but it did ex-

clude that vessel from its ports for the future, for having made prizes in

Brazilian waters, and applied the same rule to the Tuscaloosa as being a

tender of the delinquent vessel.

It was immediately after this troublesome correspondence that the

Imperial Government promulgated the rules contained in the circular of

June 23, 1863, (set out in the 7th volume of American Documents, p.

110,) which, in point of stringency, far exceed what any other nation had
ever thought it necessary to enact. The United States had never adopted
any such rules, nor can it for a moment be said that Great Britain ought
to be bound by them.
This is the country of which, in the argument of the United States it

is stated, I presume in compliment to our distinguished Brazillian col-

league :

In the American Case, and the documents to which it refers, there is sufficient indica-

1 British Appendix, vol. vi., p. 51.
2 Ibid., p. 50.
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Won of the loyalty and efficiency with which the Brazilian government maintained its

sovereignty against the aggressive efforts of the confederates. 1

A similar question arose with the Spanish government on the entry of

c e „mie„ce the Sumter into Cadiz, with a requisition to haverepairs done
»i*lUl "'

an(i t0 coa ]. After difficulties raised by the United States

Eepresentatives, permission was given, though the repairs were limited to

what was absolutely necessary.2

The same question arose with the French government when the

Sumter put into St. Pierre, in the Island of Martinque, in No-

wuhrSr^™- vember, 1861, and was permitted by the governor to coal

which permission was afterward approved of by the.Prench

government. 3

It arose in a still more striking form when the Florida put into Brest

to repair and coal ; as we shall see more fully hereafter when I come to

the case of that vessel. Mr. Dayton, the United States minister at the

court of France, objected to her being received or being allowed to have

repairs done to her machinery, but his protest is in the more moderate

tone of a statesman and a man of the world : we hear no more about " pi-

rates;'' his objection is that, being possessed of sailing power, the vessel

did not require the aid of steam—an argument which was, however, over-

ruled by the imperial council.4

This question was raised between the United States and
Her Majesty's government on the arrival of the Sumter, on
the 30th July, 1861, at Trinidad, where she was allowed to

coal and to remain six days in port. This was, in due course, complained

of to Her Majesty's government. Mr. Seward declaring that "the arma-

ment, the insurgent flag, and the spurious commission should have told

the governor, as they sufficiently prove to Her Majesty's governm ent,

that the Sumter is and can be nothing else than a piratical vessel."5 Of
course this argument did not prevail with Her Majesty's government
any more than it did with those of the Netherlands, France, or Brazil.

it was obvious that the confederates having once been acknowledged
as belligerents, the admissiou of their ships of war to the neutral ports

and harbors followed as the necessary consequence.

The objection to the reception of these vessels took a somewhat differ-

ent and more telling form in the case of the confederate ship the Nash-

ville, which, having left the confederate port of Charleston, had been

allowed to coal at Bermuda on her voyage to England.
On that voyage the Sashville committed one of those acts which

stained this hateful warfare with eternal opprobrium^—that of setting

fire to a harmless trading-vessel and making her crew prisoners of war.

This proceeding was made a ground by Mr. Adams, on the arrival of

the Nashville, for claiming that the vessel should not be received into

a British port. In terms of just and honest indignation he writes to

Earl Bussell : •

The act of wilfully hurning a private merchant-ship while pursuing its way quietly

to its destination in its own country seems iu itself little to harmonize with the general
sentiment among civilized and commercial nations, even when it is committed under
the authority of a recognized belligerent ; but when voluntarily undertaken by indi-

viduals not vested with the powers generally acknowledged to be necessary to justify

aggressive warfare, it approximates too closely within the definition of piracy to receive

the smallest countenance from any Christian people. The undersigned cannot permit

1 Page 67.
s British Appendix, vol. vi, pp. 117-119.
3 See British Case, p. 17, and letter of British Consul Lawless to Earl Russell, British

Appendix, vol. i, p. 257.
4 British Appendix, vol. vi, pp. 132, 133.
6 United States Documents, vol. vi, .p. 193.
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himself to doubt that Her Majesty's government, which has voluntarily renounced the
authority to wage private war at sea, would not fail to visit with its utmost indignation
any attempts to seek shelter under its jurisdiction from the consequences of indulging
'a purely partisan malice in unauthorized acts of violence on the ocean.

'

Mr. Morse, the United States consul at London, only expressed the
public feeling when he wrote to Mr. Seward

:

The leading event of the current week has been the appearance"of the corsair Nash-
ville, from Charleston, in European waters, and her wanton and malicious destruction
of an American ship by burning about seventy-five miles west of Cape Clear, off the
southern coast of Ireland, and her hold entrance into a British port for coal and repairs
the day following the committal of the barbarous act. It has, as a matter of course,
created much comment, and no little excitement here.
So far as I can learn and judge, the public voice here is very strong and outspoken

in condemning and denouncing the act as malicious and piratical. It has taken the
English people by surprise, and is> doing much to enlighten them as to the character of
the enemy with whom we are dealing. 3

\ But such an act could not be held to be sufficient ground of exclusion.
However revolting such a system of warfare, it was still within the
stern principle of international law, relative to war, which justifies both
the seizure and the destruction of enemy's ships and goods at sea, on
the principle that whatever tends to impoverish the enemy is allowable.
The practice had been sanctioned by the conduct of the United States
themselves, in their last war with Great Britain.

When the civil war was over, it occurred to the United States Gov-
ernment that, though Captain Seinmes had been admitted to parol as
a prisoner of war, and could not therefore be proceeded against crimi-

nally under the law relating to treason, he might, nevertheless, be made
amenable to the penal lawfor the destruction of ships and cargoes be-
longing to citizens of the United States. But the idea was abandoned,
and Mr. John A. Bolles, Solicitor to the Navy Department of the United
States, in an article bearing his name, in the July number of the " At-
lantic Monthly," 3 under the title of "Why Semmes, of the Alabama,
was not tried," has fully explained the reasons, and among them has
made us acquainted with the course pursued by the United States Gov-
ernment in the war with England in 1812 and 1813. The question,
whether Semmes should be prosecuted or not, seems to have been re-

ferred by the President to Mr. Bolles and the law-officer of the Depart-
ment, who appear to have entered upon and conducted the inquiry with
a discrimination, ability, and sense of justice which do them infinite

honor! In the article referred to Mr. Bolles, in the first place, observes
that

—

By establishing a blockade of confederate ports, our Government had recognized the
confederates as belligerents, if not as a belligerent State, and had thus confessed that
confederate officers and men, military or naval, could not be treated as pirates or gueril-
las, so long as they obeyed the laws of war ; the same recognition was made when car-

tels for exchange of prisoners were established between the
1

Federal and confederate
authorities ; and, above all, when the Federal Executive, after the eourts had declared
confederate privateersmen to be pirates, had deliberately set aside those judgments,
and admitted the captured and condemned officers and men of the Savannah and the
Jeff Davis, to exchange as prisoners of war.4

1 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 92.

'United States Documents, vol. ii, p. 549.

? Page 89.
4 " The reluctance with which this recognition was granted does not affect its validity..

After having refused, again and again, President Davis's offers of exchange, the Fed-
eral Executive, being at last notified that fourteen Union prisoners—six colonels, two
lieutenant-colonels, three majors, and three captains—had been shut up in felons' cells,

to be hung whenever the confederate privateers w.ere executed, concluded to regard
those 'pirates' as lawful belligerents entitled to exchange."

22 B
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This premised, Mr. Bolles writes

:

Without consulting publicist or jurisconsult, it was easily possible to see and show-

that we, as a Government, could not afford to prosecute and punish as a criminal any
naval officer for capturing and destroying the enemy's trading-vessels; as fast as possi-

ble, not only without any attempt to send them in for adjudication, but with a deter-

mined purpose and policy not to do so.

This conclusion was the result of a careful study of our own naval history, and of a
thoughtful examination of future possibilities in the event of war between the
United States and some great commercial nation.

I will not dwell upon this last division of the topic, but content myself with a refer-

ence to that past theory and practice of our naval warfare which rendered it impossi-

ble to punish Semmes for having learned and practiced so successfully the lesson

taught by our own instruction and example in the Revolutionary War, when we were
rebels, and in the last war (1812) with Great Britain.

The earlier records are imperfect; but enough can be gathered from our naval his-

torian, Cooper, to show that many of the vessels captured in the war of the revolu-

tion were destroyed at sea.

Of the history and policy of the later period we have abundant proofs. Not less

than seventy-four British merchantmen were captured, and destroyed as soon as cap-
tured, under express instructions from the Navy Department, and in pursuance of a
deliberate purpose and plan, without any attempt or intent to send or bring them in

as prizes for adjudication. The orders of the Department upon this subject are numer-
ous, emphatic, and carefully prepared. They deserve to be studied and remembered

;

and they effectually silence all American right or disposition to complain of Semmes
for having imitated our example in obedience to similar orders from the secretary of
the confederate navy.
The instructions to which I refer were addressed to Captains David Porter and 0. H.

Perry, each in command of a squadron ; to Captain Charles Stewart, of the Constitu-
tion, twice ; to Captain Charles Morris, of the Congress ; Commandant Lewis Warring-
ton, of the Peacock ; Commandant Johnstone Blakely, of the Wasp ; Master Com-
mandant Joseph Bainbridge, of the Frolic; Master Commandant George Parker, of the
Siren; Master Commandant John 0. Creighton, of the Rattlesnake; Lieutenant Will-
iam H. Allen, of the Argus; Lieutenant James Renshaw, of the Enterprise; and
Master Ridgely, of the Erie.

Extracts from the instructions of the Department, which led to these immediate
burnings of captured vessels, will best show the precise purpose and deliberate policy
of the Government. I will, therefore, quote brief passages from some five or six differ-

ent orders as samples of all

:

"The great object," says one of them, "is the destruction of the commerce of the
enemy, and the bringing into port the prisoners, in order to exchange against our un-
fortunate countrymen who may fall into his hands." " You will, therefore, man no
prize unless the value, place of capture, and other favorable circumstances, shall render
safe arrival morally certain." "You will not agree to the ransoming of any prize."
" Grant no cartel nor liberate any prisoners except under circumstances of extreme and
unavoidable necessity."

In another it is said: "You will, therefore, uuless in some extraordinary cases that
shall clearly warrant an exception, destroy all you capture, and, by thus retaining your
crew and continuing your cruise, your services may be enhanced tenfold."
"I have it in command from the President strictly to prohibit the giving or accept-

ing, directly or indirectly, a challenge to combat ship to ship."

Again :
" Your own sound judgment and observation will sufficiently demonstrate to

you how extremely precarious and injurious is the attempt to send in a prize, unless
taken very near a friendly port and under the most favorable circumstances. * *

Policy, interest, and duty combine to dictate the destruction of all captures, with the
above exceptions."
Anolher: "The commerce of the enemy is the most vulnerable pointof the enemy

we can attack, and its destruction tho main object; and to this end all your efforts

should be directed. Therefore, uuless your prizes should be very valuable and near a
friendly port it will be imprudent and worse than useless to attempt to send them in;

the chances of recapture are excessively great ; the crew, the safety of the ship under
your command, would be diminished and endangered, as well as your own fame and
the national honor, by hazarding a battle after the reduction of your officers and crew
by manning prizes. In every point of view, then, it will be proper to destroy what
you capture, except valuable and compact articles, that may be transshipped. This'
system gives to one ship the force of many."
Another order says that "a single cruiser, if ever so successful, can man but a few

prizes,-and every prize is a serious diminution of her force; but a single cruiser de-
stroying every captured vessel has the capacity of continuing, in full vigor, her destruc-
tive power, so long as her provisions and stores can be replenished either from friendly

.sJ
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ports or from the vessels captured. * * * Thus has a single cruiser, upon
the destructive plan, the power, perhaps, of twenty acting upon pecuniary views alone;
* * * and thus, may the employment of our small force in some degree com-
pensate for the great inequality [of our force] compared with that of the enemy."
Such were the policy and the orders of President Madison and of the Secretary of the

Navy in 1812, 1813, 1814; and such, beyond question, would he the plan and the in-
structions of any administration under the oircutnstauces. 1

In conclusion Mr. Bolles says

:

It is evident that after it had been, as it soon was, resolved that neither treason nor
piracy should be charged against Semmes before a military or naval tribunal, and that
his methods of capturing, "plundering," and destroying vessels should not be treated
as offenses against public law and duty, but that he should be dealt with as a bellig-
erent naval officer, bound to obey the laws of war and entitled to their protection, it

was needless to inquire where or by whom the Alabama was built, manned, armed, or
commissioned, or whether a government without an open port can legitimately own or
employ a naval force. These inquiries, however interesting or important they might
be in other connections, were of no sort of interest or importance as elements of a trial
for violating the laws of war in the conduct of a cruiser subject to those laws and pro-
tected by them.

In this way the field and the duty of inquiry were reduced to the two subjects of
cruelty to prisoners and perfidy toward Captain Winslow and the power he repre-
sented.

The two questions thus left are dealt with by Mr. Bolles in the follow-

ing number of the same review, in a most interesting paper, the result

being wholly to exculpate Semmes of every charge of ill treatment or

cruelty to prisoners, to acquit him of any charge of perfidy during the
engagement with the Kearsarge, but to maintain that he was guilty

t

of a violation of military honor in not surrendering himself as a prisoner'

of war after being taken off by the Deerhound.
The British government having thus decided on acknowledging the

Confederate States as a belligerent power, and, as a neces- ReBU i ation9 of

sary consequence, on the admission of confederate ships of Ju°« 1
'
1861 -

war into British ports on the same footing as those of the United States,

it only remains to be seen whether the same treatment was afforded to

both which impartial neutrality would require.

On the 1st of June, 1861, Her Majesty's order was issued prohibiting,

as has not been unusual in the case of modern maritime wars, and has
been general with reference to privateers, the introduction of prizes by
the ships of either belligerent into British ports.2 Whatever may, gen-

erally speaking, be the motive of such a regulation, it was, in the pres-

ent instance, obviously a measure the effect of which was to place the

confederate vessels in" a position of considerable disadvantage, seeing

that, their own ports being strictly blockaded, they were thus left with-

out any port into which to take their prizes. Accordingly, as reported

in a dispatch from Lord Lyons to Earl Bussell, of the 17th June, 1861,

it was hailed by Mr. Seward as "likely to prove a death-blow to south-

ern privateering." As it was clearly at the discretion of Her Majesty's

government to adopt this regulation or not, it must be admitted that,

thus far, there was no manifestation of the partiality by which that

government has been said to have been animated.

In January, 1862, after the war had been going on for some months,

circumstances arose which made further regulations as to ReiuiMimi, „f si

the admission of the armed vessels of the two belligerents Jimuary
'
1862-

into British ports necessary. Instructions, bearing date the 31st Jan-
uary, 1862, were accordingly issued by the Government.2 One of these

had reference to the ports of the Bahamas in particular, the others to

the ports and waters of Her Majesty's dominions in general.

1 Page 97.
2 British Appendix, vol. iii, p. 18.
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The following state of things had arisen at Nassau. As has been so

as tohu often repeated, the port of Nassau had been made the en-

trepot for the blockade-running trade, the natural consequence of which

had been tbat the. waters of the colony were watched by, and their im-

mediate vicinity mad'e the cruising-ground of, Federal ships.

In October-, 1861, Mr. Adams forwarded to Lord Russell an inter-

cepted letter from a Mr. Baldwin, whom he stated to be in the service

of the insurgents, addressed to a Mr. Adderley, of Nassau, from which

he said that it appeared that Nassau, had been made, to some extent,

an entrepot for the transmission of contraband of war from Great Brit-

ain to the blockaded ports. 1 The matter was referred by Lord Russell

to the colonial office, and by that Department to the governor of the

colony, and the latter forwarded, in reply, on the 20th November, 1861,

a report from the receiver-general at Nassau, stating that no warlike

stores had been received at that port either from the United Kingdom'
or elsewhere, nor had any munitions of war been shipped from Nassau
to the Confederate States.2 This report, received by Lord Eussell on
the 31st of December, was communicated to Mr. Adams on the 8th of

January, 1862. 3

Upon this the Case of the United States makes the following remark

:

The United States with confidence assert, in view of whaj, has been already shown,
that, had Earl Russell seriously inquired into the complaints of Mr. Adams, a state of

, facts would have been disclosed entirely at variauce "with this report—one which
woald have impelled Her Majesty's government to suppress what was going on at

Nassau. The foregoing facts were all within the reach of Her Majesty's government,
although at that time not within the reach of the government of the United StateB.

The failure to discover them after Mr. Adams had called attention to them, was a neg-

lect of the diligence in the preservation of its neutrality, which was "due" from Great
Britain to the United States; and it taints all the subsequent conduct of Great Britain

toward the United States during the struggle.4

Further on. Lord Russell's communication is described as the "an-
nouncement of an imaginary condition of affairs;"'5 thus making it ap-

pear that, at the date of Lord Russell's communication, the report re-

ceived from Nassau and transmitted by him was an unfaithful one;

whereas the fact was that, at the date of the report, no vessel laden

with munitions of war had arrived at Nassau.
,

It was not till the 8th of December that a vessel, the Gladiator, with

a cargo of arms, suspected of beiDg intended for the Confederate States,

arrived at Nassau. The United States consul at once sent a message
to the commander of the United States naval forces at Key West to

request the presence of a cruiser.6 On the 13th of December he reports

the "most opportune" arrival of the United States war-steamer Flam-
beau from New York, and adds that her commander " is watching in-

tently the movements of the rebel steamers."7 From a letter addressed
by the governor to the British naval officer on the station it appears

that the Flambeau kept her steam up ready for instant movement, caus-

ing considerable alarm among the shipping in the port ; and that a

rumor prevailed that her commander meant.to cut out the Gladiator,

or, at all events, to seize that vessel immediately on her. leaving.8

The dispatches reporting this state of affairs were received in Lon-

i United States Documents, vol. i, p. 520.
2 British Appendix, vol. v, p. 26.
3 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 57.
* Case of the United States, p. 232.
6 Ibid., p. 234.
6 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 44.

'Ibid;, p. 47.
« 8,T^riy^h Appendix, vol. v, p. 27.
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don on the 16th of January, and the attention of the British govern-
ment was necessarily called to the peculiar position of the Bahama
Archipelago. On the one hand, it was obvious that it would form a
convenient place of resort for confederate privateers; while, on the

other, it seemed likely that its ports and waters would be used by the
United States war-vessels for the purpose of watching and pursuing
confederate vessels or others engaged in trade with the blockaded ports,

so that collisions in the waters of the colony or in their immediate
neighborhood would be almost certain to result. To prevent this it was
necessary to provide some special regulation.

About the same time the Nashville confederate war-steamer having
put into the port of Southampton for repairs and coal, the United
States war-steamer Tuscarora, which had coaled at the same port, was
found to be closely watching her, for the avowed purpose of.intercepting

aud seizing her on her again putting to sea. By keeping his steam up,

and keeping slips on his cable, the commander of the Tuscarora was
virtually keeping the Nashville blockaded, thus plainly making the

waters of the Solent the base of naval operations.1

Upon this M. Calvo, in the second volume of his well-known work,
" Le droit international," after stating the facts relative to the two
vessels, says : " La corvette federate la Tuscarora entra dans le meme
port pour surveiller son ennemi, et l'attaquer des qu'il reprendrait la

mer. Deyautcette attitude hostile les autorit6s locales intervinrent, et

la Tuscarora, abandonnaut son post d'observatiou sans toutefois renoncer

, a ses projets, resta pres d'un mois dans les eaux anglaises au ni^pris

des regies les moins contest6es du droit international." 2
•

In the preceding November, after the reception of the Sumter at

Trinidad, Mr. Seward had, through Lord Lyons, pressed upon the Brit-

ish government the propriety of adopting the rule laid down, as

he said, by the other powers of Europe, not to allow privateers to

remain for more than twenty-four hours in their ports.3

Such a rule, relating exclusively to privateers, was not one which Her
Majesty's government were at all called npon to apply to commissioned
ships of war such as the Sumter any more than the other maritime

powers had done—Mr. Seward being, in this respect, altogether mis-

taken, as was shown by the readiness with which the other maritime

powers received the confederate vessels of war into their ports and
allowed them to stay there. Still, when, to prevent the possibility

of hostile collisions in their own ports, the British government found it

expedient to apply this rule to vessels of war indiscriminately, they

might be assured that in doing so they would give cause of satisfaction

rather than of complaint to the United States Government.
The instructions issued were to the following effect : 1. No ship of

war or privateer of either belligerent was to be permitted to enter any
port, roadstead, or water in the Bahamas except by special leave of the

lieutenant-governor, or in case of stress of weather ; and in case such

permission should be given, the vessel was, nevertheless, to be required

to go to sea as soon as possible, and with no supplies except such as

might be necessary for immediate use. 2. No ship of war or privateer

of either belligerent was to be permitted to use British ports or waters

as a station or place of resort for any warlike purpose, or for the pur-

pose of obtaining any facilities of warlike equipment. 3. Such ships

or privateers entering British waters were to be required to depart

1 British Appendix, vol ii, p. 120.
a Vol. ii, p. 423.
3 United States Documents, vol. i, p. 342.
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within twenty-four hours after entrance, except in case of stress

of weather, or requiring provisions or things for the crew or re-

pairs; in which cases they were to go to sea as soon as possible after

the expiration of the twenty-four hours, taking only the supplies neces-

sary for immediate use; they were not to remain in port more than

twenty-four hours after the completion of necessary repairs. 4. Sup-

plies to such ships or privateers were to be limited to what might be

necessary for the subsistence of the crew, and to sufficient coal to take

the vessel to the nearest port of its own country, or to some, nearer

destination ; and a vessel that had been supplied with coal in British

waters could not be again supplied with it within British jurisdiction

until after the expiration of three months from the date of the last

supply taken from a British port.

With reference to the regulation concerning Nassau, the case of the

United States has the following remark

:

l

An order more unfriendly to the United States, more directly in the interest of the

insurgents, could not have been made even if founded upou Heyliger's friendly intima-

tions to the colonial authorities. Under the construction practically put upon it, the

vessels of war of the United States were excluded from this harbor for any purpose,

while it was open for free ingress and egress to vessels of the insurgents, purchased

or built and owned by the' authorities at Richmond, bringing their cotton to be
transshipped in British bottoms to Eraser, Trenholm &, Co., in Liverpool, and taking
on board the cargoes of arms and munitions of war which have been dispatched
thither from Liverpool. 1

And in another place it is observed

:

The instructions of January 31, 1863, forbade both belligerents alike to enter the

port of Nassau, except by permission of the governer, or in stress of weather. That per-

mission was lavishly given to every insurgent cruiser, but was granted churlishly, if

at all, to the vessels of the United States.3

How devoid of all foundation are these complaints will appear from
the facts stated in the British Counter Case, where it is observed

:

It will perhaps be a matter of some little surprise to the tribunal to learn that,

whereas on two occasions only did vessels visit the port of Nassau as confederate cruis-

ers, there are no less than thirty-four visits of United States ships of war to the Bahama
Islands recorded during the time that the regulation was in force. On four occasions,

at least, vessels of the United States exceeded the twenty-four hours' limit, and took
in coal by permission ; one of them also received permission to repair ; several were
engaged in pursuit of vessels suspected of being blockade-runners, and did not in every
instance relinquish the chase within British limits. Two prizes appear, indeed, to

have been captured by them, one within a mile of the shore, the other almost in port.3

The tabular statement of visits of United States vessels to the Bahamas
during the civil war, which is printed in the British Appendix, abund-

" antly bears out the answer thus given.4

The general regulations applicable to all Her Majesty's ports, which,

as we have seen, were in conformity with the wishes of the United
States Government, though not intended by the British government to

have any operation more favorable to one belligerent than the other,

nevertheless could not fail to prove very prejudicial to the confederates,
the strict blockade of whose ports left their ships of war without any
ports to which they could resort for repairs or supplies, or into which
they could take their prizes. The rule forbidding them a greater sup-

ply of coal than would suffice to take them to their nearest port, and
prohibiting also a renewal of the supply within three months, was ob-

viously calculated to place them at the greatest possible disadvantage;
Compelled, from having no ports of their own, to keep the sea, their

means of doing so were necessarily lessened, and the regulation, in itself

1 Page 228.

_
2 Page 316.
3 Pagesl09,110.
4 British Appendix, vol. v, p. 224.
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so unfavorable to the confederate vessels, was rendered still more so by
the strict construction put on it by Her Majesty's government, by whom
the governors of the different colonies were instructed that, in case of
any special application for leave to coal at a British port within the
three months, if it appeared that any part of the former supply had
been consumed otherwise than in gaining the nearest port, not even
stress of weather should form a ground of exception. 1 As no confed-
erate vessel could seek its nearest port, this was practically to prevent
the possibility of a renewed supply under any circumstances within
the three months.
The attempts on the part of the United States to show that any favor

was extended to confederate cruisers which was withheld from their
own vessels, appear to me signally to fail.

The only specific instances in which any complaint has been made
(and if there had been any others we may be quite sure we should have
heard of them) are the cases of the Keystone State, Quaker City, and the
Dacotah. As to the first two, the answer given in the British Counter
Case, en the authority of a letter from the governor of Bermuda to the
secretary of state for the colonies, and which is further borne out by
the letters of the commanding officers of the vessels themselves, is as
follows

:

An allusion is made in a foot-note at page 324 of the Case of the United States, to the
failure of the United States vessels Keystone State and Quaker City to obtain coal at
Bermuda in December, 1861. At that time there was no restriction on the coaling of
belligerent vessels. All that happened was, that the British admiral declined to sup-
ply the two vessels mentioned from the government stores, not having a sufficient

stock for his own vessels. A similar answer had, in the foregoing October, been re-
turned to the commander of the Nashville, who had supplied himself from private
sources, but this, on account either of the scarcity or the high price of coal in the
colony, the United States officers did not do.2

As regards the Dacotah, which was allowed to supply herself with
coal at Nassau, but only on an engagement from her commander that
his vessel should not, within ten days after leaving the port, be found
cruising within five miles of any of the Bahama Islands, Governor Bay-
ley, in a letter to the secretary of state for the colonies, of the 2d May,
1863, states

:

I have no distinct recollection of the special reasons which induced me to impose
the restrictions mentioned by the consul in the Dacotah's coaling ; I can only suppose*
that I did this in consequence of the pertinacity with which Federal vessels about
that time resorted to the harbor on pretense of coaling, but really with the object of
watching the arrival and departure of English merchant-vessels, supposed to be
freighted with cargoes for the southern ports. Had not such prohibition been issued,

the harbor would have become a mere convenience
1

for Federal men-of-war running in

and out to intercept British shipping. And that such conditions as I thought it my
duty to impose were tempered by a proper feeling of courtesy and humanity will, I

think, be made evident by the accompanying letters from the American consul on the
subject of the Federal man-of-war, the K. Cuyler, and the memoranda of my replies

indorsed upon them by myself.
On the whole, I am satisfied that I have acted with perfect impartiality in all my

dealings with Federal and confederate men-of-war. But I am not surprised that my
conduct should have been misrepresented by so hot-headed a partisan as the late

American consul, Mr. Whiting, whose ingenuity in misconstruction is well illustrated
by his reply to my letter of the 29th of September, of both of which papers I inclose

copies, with the indorsation of the draught of my replies to his last communication.
I think that these inclosures will be sufficient to prove that, in my demeanor to the

Federal men-of-war, I have generally preserved an attitude of fairness and impar-
tiality. And that if at auy time I have appeared to assume an unfriendly or iuhospit-

1 British Appendix, vol. hi, p. 10.
* British Counter-Case, pp. 115, 116 ; British Appendix, vol. v, p. 7 ; United States

Documents, vol. vi, p. 52.
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able mien, the charge can he fully explained and defended by my desire to maintain

the security of a British possession and the rights of British subjects. 1

Another subject of complaint is that partiality, inconsistent with

A.*™! panianty neutrality, was exhibited toward confederate vessels by
astocoaii„s. reason that these, as in the case of the Sumter, were per-

mitted to coal, while liberty to form a depot of coal at Bermuda, for

the supply of their ships of war, was denied to the United States. I

cannot suppose that any member of this tribunal could be misled by such

a contention. It is obvious that to allow one belligerent to have a sup-

ply always stored up and ready, and to leave the other to take his

chance of the public market, are things essentially different,1 and that',

far from the refusal of such an advantage to the United States being a

violation of neutrality, the concession would have been so in the oppo-

site direction. Moreover, such an act involves a forgetfulness of one of

the elementary principles of international law. A neutral is only justi-

fied in allowing to a belligerent vessel the use of his ports and access to

his shores to obtain the things which the belligerent may lawfully pro-

cure. He has no right to allow the belligerent the use of his territory

on shore for belligerent purposes, which the permission to form a depot
would necessarily involve.

The practical answer to all these complaints is to be found in the

striking facts, stated in the British Counter-Case, with reference to the

number of visits to British ports by the ships of war of the two bellig-

erents, and to the quantity of coal received by them respectively. The
statement in question is as follows :

During the course of the civil war, ten confederate cruisers visited British ports-"

The total number of such visits was twenty-five, eleven of which were made for the

purpose of effecting repairs. Coal was taken in at sixteen of these visits, and on six-

teen occasions the limit of stay fixed by the regulations was exceeded. In one of

these cases, however, the excess was no more than two hours, and in another, the de-

lay was enforced in order to allow twenty-four hours to elapse between the departure
of a United States merchant-vessel and that of the confederate cruiser. On the other
hand, the returns which have been procured of visits of United States vessels of war
to ports of Great Britain and the colonies, though necessarily imperfect, show an ag-
gregate total of 228 such visits. On thirteen of these repairs were effected ; on forty-

five occasions supplies of coal were obtained ; and the twenty-four hours' limit of

stay was forty-four times exceeded. The total amount of coal obtained by confed-
erate cruisers in British ports during the whole course of the civil war, though it can-

not he ascertained with accuracy, may be estimated to have amounted to about 2,800

tons. The aggregate amount similarly supplied to vessels of the United States cannot
be estimated, from the want of data as to the supplies in many cases, but those cases

alone in which the quantities are recorded, show atotal of over five thousand tons ; and
this, notwithstanding the United States navy had free access to their own coaling de-

pots, often close at hand. In one case a vessel of war of the Unitefl States, the Van-
derbilt, alone received 2,000 tons of coal at different British ports within the space of

less than two months, being more than two-thirds of the whole amount obtained from
first to last by confederate vessels.2

The second head of complaint has assumed a more sensational and
supplies or am,» effective form, in representing Great Britain as " the arse-

obtained from Great i . i ••»*.%, t* ,t • l m '

Britain. nal, the navy-yard, and the treasury of the insurgents."
Again and again has this highly colored representation been paraded.
Let us see what, when stripped of rhetorical flourish, it really amounts to.

Having determined to support their effort to establish their indepen-
dence by war, the confederates of course required arms and munitions o,f

war. Both were to be'had in Great Britain in abundance. The commercial
relations of the Southern States had been principally with Great
Britain. It was natural that in -Great Britain that they should seek the

arms which were so essentially necessary to them. But arms and mn-

'British Appendix, vol. 1, p. 79.
s Page 118.
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nitions of war are not to be had for nothing. It was necessary, there-
fore, that arrangements should be made lor the deposit of funds in Eng-
land to pay for the articles bought there. To carry on these operations
—to purchase the articles required, to pay for them, to ship them

—

agents were, of course, necessary. Agents were accordingly estab-
lished in England and provided with the necessary funds. Thus far, no
one can say that there was anything contrary to the law of nations, or
to the municipal law, or to obligations morally incumbent oti a neutral
government or a neutral people. As Jefferson said more than three-
quarters of a century ago :

Onr citizens have been always free to make, vend, and export arms. It is the con-
stant occupation and livelihood of some of them. To suppress their callings, the only
means perhaps of their subsistence, because a war exists in foreign and distant coun-
tries, in which we have no concern, would scarcely be expected. It would be hard in
principle, and impossible in practice. The law of nations, therefore, respecting the
rights of those at peace/does not require from them such an internal derangement in
their occupations. It is satisfied with the external penalty pronounced in the Presi-
dent's proclamation—that of confiscation of such portjon of these arms as shall fall

into the hands of any of the belligerent powers on their way to the ports of their ene-
mies. To this penalty our citizens are warned that they will be abandoned, and that
even private contraventions may Work no inequality between the parties at war, the
benefit of them will be left equally free and open to all.

_ Substitute Her Majesty's proclamation and Her Majesty's subjects for

the American phraseology, and the cases are identically the same.
But had the United States no arsenal in Great Britain 1 As we have*

seen, arms and munitions of war were purchased by the United States
in Great Britain to the amount of £2,000,000 sterling. Several agents,
Colonel Thomas, Colonel Schuyler, Mr. J. R. Schuyler, Mr. Tomes, were
sent over to order and select the arms, and forward them to the United
States.

It appears from the British Counter Case, and the documents therein

referred to, that

—

Colonel Thomas, of the United States Army, was in England during the war, and
came over to Eugland to superintend the purchases of military stores. Colonel G. L.

Schuyler was, in July, 1861, appointed by the President of the United States "a duly
authorized agent to purchase arms in Europe for the War Department." He received
his instructions from the Secretary of Wa», with a memorandum from General J. W.
Bipley, oftheOrduanceDepartmentat Washington, specifying the arms to be purchased,
viz, 100,000 rifle muskets with bayonets, 10,000 cavalry carbines, 10,000 revolvers, and
20,000 sabers. The financial arrangements for these purchases were to be made by the
Secretary to the Treasury with Messrs. Baring, financial agents for the Uuited States
in London, and a credit of $2,000,000 was appropriated for the purpose.
In the summer or autumn of 1861, Mr. J. E. Schuyler and Mr. Tomes, of the firm of

Schuyler, Hartley & Graham, of New York, visited Birmingham, and, after commu-
nicating with the principal rifle, bayonet, and sword manufacturers there, gave, orders
for as many of those articles as their respective manufactories were capable of supply-
ing, the' goods to be paid for on delivery to them at a place to be subsequently named.
or on shipment. Messrs. Schuyler and Tomes made no concealment of the fact that
these arms were destined for the American Government, and they intimated their

intention of continuing unlimited orders for a period of two years. They took ware-
houses in Birmingham for the receipt of arms when completed, and shipped them
through the agency. of Messrs. Baring Brothers, and Messrs. Brown, Shipley & Co., of

Liverpool. It appears from the returns made to Congress of arms purchased by the
United States War Department up to December, 1862, that 8,650 rifles and 232 revolvers
of English manufacture had at that time been supplied by Messrs. Schuyler, Hartley
& Graham ; but Mr. Schuyler is also believed to have acted as agent for the purchase
of arms for the State of New York. Messrs. Schuyler and Tomes were soon followed
to Birmingham, -by Mr. Lockwood, of New York, who had entered into a contract
for the supply of rifles, bayonets, and swords to the War Department at Washington.
He also gave unlimited orders for such articles, acting, however, to some extent, in

concert with Messrs. Schuyler and Tomes, and shipping the goods through the agency
of the same houses at Liverpool. The effect of these orders was to raise the prices iu

the Birmingham gun trade to the extent of 20 per cent. ; indeed, the price of rifles

rose from 52s. to 75s. each.
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A Mr. Laumont Dupont also came to England, furnished with a credit

of £82,800 on Messrs. Baring, and purchased and shipped saltpeter to

the amount of very nearly £80,000.

Messrs. Naylor, Vickers & Co., of New York, Liverpool, and London,

bought and shipped to the United States large quantities of small-arms.

They were supplied from Birmingham alone with 156,000 rifles between
June, 1862, arid July, 1863. They acted very extensively as agents of the

United States Government, and submitted to that Government large pro-

posals from the Birmingham Small-Arms Company. The Assistant

Secretary of War at Washington, in a letter addressed to them on the

20th October, 1862, directly sanctioned an arrangement for the supply

of 100,000 rifles, and the acceptance of this order was duly notified to

the Secretary of War by a letter from Birmingham, dated November 4,

1862. The arms were sent to Liverpool for shipment. In December,
1863, fifty 68-pounder guns were proved at the royal arsenal at Wool-
wich, at "the request of Messrs. T. and C. Hood, and, after proof, were
taken away by Messrs. Naylor & Co., and shipped to New York. Mr,
Marcellus Hartley, of the firm of Schuyler, Hartley & Graham, already

mentioned, was also a large purchaser of small-arms in London during

the latter half of the year 1862.1

Warehouses were openly taken at Birmingham for the reception of

arms when completed, after which they were shipped through the agency
of Messrs. Barings and of Brown, Shipley & Co., and Wright & Co.,

of Liverpool.

Had the United States no treasury in Great Britain ! No less a one
than the great house of Baring Brothers, with whom large credits were
opened. The house appears to have been energetic in its efforts in fur-

thering the United States armaments. "You will please express my
acknowledgments," writes the United States Secretary of War to Mr.
Schuyler, "to Messrs. Baring Brothers & Co., for their prompt and pa-

triotic action in facilitating your operations. The terms offered by
Messrs. Baring Brothers & Co., namely, 1 per cent, commission and 5

per cent, interest per.annum, as agreed upon by them with the Navy
Department, are approved." 2

Of course the " prompt and patriotic action" of Baring Brothers & Co.
was in perfect conformity with neutral duties. But, what would have
been said, if that great and wealthy house, its leading member having
an influential voice in the House of Commons, had undertaken and ex-

hibited equally "prompt and patriotic action" in facilitating confeder-

ate operations on the terms of 1 per cent, commission and 5 per cent,

interest? or, was there to be one law for the United States and another
for the confederates f Her Majesty's government did not think so, and
Great Britain remained an arsenal for the latter as well as for the former.
Next as to Great Britain having been, as it is said, "the navy-yard

of the insurgents." -i

It was, of course, impossible to prevent the confederate government,
ships obt»i„P d from reduced to desperate straits by the blockade, and in want of

Great Bntam. ships of war, from resorting to the ship-builders' yards of

Great Britain. It was impossible toj prevent the ship-builders, who
looked upon the furnishing of such vessels as purely commercial trans-

actions—the Messrs- Laird who built the Alabama having-been perfectly

willing, as appears from their correspondence with a Mr. Howard, who
professed to have authority to enter into a contract with them, to build

1 British Counter Case, pp. 52-54 ; British Appendix, vol. vi, pp. 153-160, 173, 188-
193.

•British Appendix, vol. vi, p. 154.
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vessels for the Federal Government, to supply ships to the latter as well
as to the insurgents—and who appear to have thought that, so long as
the ships were not armed in British waters, such transaction would not
be within the foreign-enlistment act—from entering into such contracts.
All the government could do was to use reasonable care to see that the
act was not violated.

Two vessels of war, and two only, the Florida and the Alabama,
equipped in British waters, found their way into the hands of the con-
federates. Whether, in respect of them, the British authorities were
wanting in due diligence, will be matter for future consideration, when
these vessels come specifically under review. The most unjustifiable
charge that the government were willfully wanting in the discharge of
their duty from motives of partiality has, I hope, been already disposed
of. Every other vessel built or equipped in British waters for the war
service of the confederate government was prevented by the st?ps tale „ by t,,„

act of the British government from coming into their hands. Bm]ah G°™™me"<-

Immediate and untiring attention was paid to the frequent applications
of Mr. Adams, which for the most part turned out to have proceeded
on erroneous information. It may have been that, in the cases of the
Florida and the Alabama, the local officers may have been somewhat
too much disposed to leave it to the United States officers to make out
the case against the vessels. But such, as we have seen, had been the
traditional view of the matter, not only in England but in the United
States. These officers may have attached too much importance to the
fact that the vessels, though equipped for receiving arms, were not actu-

ally armed before leaving the port. In that they only shared the opinion
of two distinguished judges in the court of exchequer. But when the
authorities had become thoroughly alive to what was going on, no ves-

sel of war to which the notice of the Government was called, and which
proved to be intended for war, was suffered to escape. An enumeration
of the instances on which inquiry was instituted by Her Majesty's gov-

ernment, with the results, will set this part of the case in its true light,

and show the flagrant injustice of the wholesale accusations which have
been so unwarrantably made.
The first case in which a representation was made by Mr. Adams as

to a vessel supposed to be fitting out in England for warlike m „
, ,i -r-r •, i i-i,i i ._ j? j.1 j? The Bermuda.

purposes against the United States, m violation of the for-

eign enlistment act, was that of the Bermuda. Mr. Adams's letter was
dated the 15th of August, 1861. The principal grounds of suspicion al-

leged against the vessel were that she was " ostensibly owned by the

commercial house of Fraser, Trenholm & Co., of Liverpool, well known
to consist in part of Americans, in sympathy with the insurgents in the

United States;" that she was armed with guns, and had been for some
time taking in crates, cases, and barrels, believed to contain arms and
ammunition of all kinds ordinarily used in carrying on war. Mr.'Adams
continues

:

This cargo is nominally entered as destined to Havana, in the island of Cuba, hut her

armament and cargo are of such a nature as to render it morally certain that the mer-
chants who claim to be the owners can have no intention of dispatching her on any
errand of mercy or of peace.
I am informed that this vessel will sail in a day or two ; I therefore feel under the

highest obligation to submit the information I have obtained as the ground for applica-

tion for a prompt and effective investigation of the truth of the allegations while

there is time. Not doubting the earnest disposition uf Her Majesty's government faith-

fully to adhere to the principles of neutrality to which it has pledged itself, I ask, on
the part of the United States, for no more than a simple enforcement of the law, in

case it shall appear that evil-minded persons are seeking to set it at naught. 1

1 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 133.
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Mr. Adams, it would seem, entertained none of those notions of the

duty or the necessity of having recourse to prerogative force in order

efficiently to observe the obligations of neutrality, of which we hear so

much in the argument of the United States.

Inquiry was at once made by the government. The collector of cus-

toms at West Hartlepool^ where the" vessel was, reported the next day

as follows

:

Finding, from a communication which I had seen from the American consul at Leeds
to his broker here, that the steamer in question was suspected to be fitting out at this

port for the purpose of being used as a privateer for the Confederate States, I have been
keeping an eye on her, but I see nothing to indicate such to he her object, either as

regards her external equipments, or the character of her crew, or anything in her case

more than usual to give ground for remark, unless it be the circumstance that a large

portion of her cargo consists of arms and ammuni l.iou ; and it is possible that, although'

the destination of the vessel ostensibly is Havana, it may be the design eventually to

run some if not the whole of the goods on hoard into the States referred to.3

The rest of the information collected pointed to a similar conclusion,

and Mr. Adams was accordingly informed, on the advice of the attorney-

general, that the vessel did not come within the terms of the foreign-

enlistment act, (to which, in his letter, he had referred,) and that there

was no ground for any interference with the clearance or departure.

The Bermuda turned out, in fact, to be a blockade-runner. She sailed

from Liverpool with cargo for Savannah, and succeeded in entering that

port and returning to Liverpool. On her second voyage she was cap-

tured by a United States ship, and condemned as prize.

The next cases in order of time to which Mr. Adams called the atten-

tion of the British government were those of the Oreto or Florida,

and of the Alabama, originally known as No. 290. As I shall have to

enter in detail into the facts connected with these vessels further on,

I will not here allude to them mpre particularly.

On the 16th January, ]863, Mr. Adams made a representation to Earl
Bussell respecting the Georgiana, a vessel built at Glasgow,
and then fitting out at Liverpool, which he stated he "had

reason to believe was intended to pursue a similar course with that for-

merly called No. 290—to wit, the destruction of the commerce of the

United States." Mr. Adams inclosed a letter from the United. States

consul in London, " giving," as he said, the "particulars based upon
credible information received by him, the authority for which it is not
in his power to disclose," and he thus concludes his letter

:

I therefore solicit the interposition of Her Majesty's government, at least so far as

to enable me to procure further evidence. to establish the proof of the allegations here
made in season for the prevention of this nefarious enterprise.2

Lord Eussell informed Mr. Adams on the following day, the 17th,

that he had communicated copies of his letter and its inclosure to the
board of treasury and to the secretary of state for the home depart-
ment without delay, and had requested that orders might be sent by
telegraph to the proper authorities at Liverpool, enjoining them to take
such steps in the matter as might legally be taken. He added

:

I think it right, however, to observe that Her Majesty's government cannot he an-
swerable for any difficulty which may bo experienced in carrying out those orders, in
consequence of the evidence on which the statement of the United States consul is

made being withheld from them.3

Inquiries were accordingly made, both by the customs officers and by
the detective police at Liverpool, but it was found that the vessel was
not in any way adapted for warlike purposes, and that from the nature

' British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 134.
2 Ibid.,p.l47.
3 Ibid., p. 148.
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of her build, her cargo, and other attendant circumstances, she seemed
to be intended to run the blockade ; and such, in fact, proved to be the
case.

On the 21st of March, 1863, Lord Russell wrote to Mr. Adams " with
reference to a report that vessels of war were being built
at Glasgow for the so-styled Confederate States; that it

Ve°°<>UMC,™°->-

appeared from information collected by the commissioner of customs
that there were only two large steamers in course of construction at the
yard of Messrs. Thompson & Co.; that one of them had the appearance
of being constructed to receive armor-plates, but that the bottom was
not more than half plated, aud that the planking of her top-sides had
only just commenced." The other, Lord Russell wrote, was a screw-
steamer intended to be employed in the Mediterranean trade, but
neither of these vessels could be completed for several months. 1

In forwarding this letter to Mr. Seward, Mr. Adams stated :

It is proper to mention that the investigation appears to have been initiated by his
lordship upon information not furnished from this legation, aud that Lord Russell's
communication to me was perfectly spontaneous.3

Mr. Adams's letter of acknowledgment to Earl Russell is as follows:
My Lord: I had the honor to receive your lordship's note of the 21st instant, ap-

prising me of the preparations making in the yard of Messrs. Thompson & Co. of a
vessel evidently constructed for hostile purposes.
Information of the same nature received from other sources has led me to a belief

that this is one of a number intended to carry on the piratical species of warfare prac-
ticed by the insurgents against the commerce of the United States, in accordance with
the plans laid down in the intercepted correspondence which I had the honor some
time since to lay before you. It is a source of much gratification to me to learn that
this proceeding is exciting the attention of Her Majesty's government. 3

The intercepted correspondence alluded to by Mr. Adams had been
forwarded by him to Earl Russell on the 9th of February, 1803. 4 It

related to arrangements for the issue of a loan in England, on account
of the confederate government, for the export of munitions of war to
the Confederate States, and also to a supposed contract made by the
confederate navy department with a Mr. Sanders, for the construction
in England of six iron-clad steamers, combining the capacities of freight-

ing and fighting ships, iu a manner which could enable them to force

the blockade. A correspondence ensued in which Lord Russell denied
that the papers proved any overt acts against the law which warranted
a criminal prosecution of the parties concerned. He added, however,
in a note of the 2d of April, 1863, that

—

In view of the statements contained in the intercepted correspondence, Her Majesty's
government have renewed the instructions already given to the custom-house authori-
ties of the several British ports where ships of war may be constructed, and by the
secretary of state for the home department to various authorities with whom he is iu

communication, to endeavor to discover -and obtain legal evidence of any violation of

the.foreign-enlistment act with a view to the strict enforcement of that statute when-
ever it can be readily shown to be infringed, and Her Majesty's government would be
obliged to you to communicate to them, or to the local authorities at the several ports,

any evidence of illegal acts which may from time to time become known to you. 5

On the 26th of March, 1863, Mr. Adams wrote to Earl Russell, for-

warding an extract of a letter from Mr. Dudley, the United The Phimt(,m and

States consul at Liverpool, on the subject of two vessels, So '< lhe"m -

the Phantom and the Southerner, which the consul believed to be in-

tended for confederate cruisers.6 The principal reason for Mr. Dud-

1 United States Documents, vol. ii, p. 203.
2 Ibid., p. 704.
a Ibid., p. 703.
* Ibid, vol. i, pp. 562-574.
* Ibid., p. 590.
6 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 167.
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ley's suspicions seems to have been the connection of the firms of Pra-

ser, Trenholm & Co., and Fawcett, Preston & Co., with these vessels.

He says at the end of the letter: " 1 suppose it will be impossible for

me to obtain legal evidence against these two vessels, and nothing short

of this will satisfy this government." Even of the information fur-

nished by Mr. Dudley, part—namely, that the last-named of these two

vessels, the Southerner, had arrived at Liverpool—was erroneous, and

was corrected by Mr. Adams in his note, according to later advices

received from Liverpool.

Mr. Adams was informed on the following day that immediate inquiry

would be made on the subject, and inquiries were accordingly at once

made, as in the case of the Georgiana, both through the customs au-

thorities at Liverpool and by means of detective police officers, as to

these two vessels. They failed to produce any evidence against them,

and indeed one of them turned out to be a blockade-runner, and the

other was afterwards engaged in trade in the Mediterranean. In ac-

knowledgment of the steps which had been taken, Mr. Adams wrote as

follows to Earl .Russell on the 6th of April, 1863

:

It is a'source of great satisfaction to me to recognize the readiness which Her Maj-

esty's government has thus manifested to make the investigations desired, as well as

to receive the assurances of its determination to maintain a close observation of future

movements of an unusual character that justify suspicions of any evil intent. 1
|

'

On the 28th March, 1863, Mr. Dudley, the United States consul at

The Aiexan.irk. Liverpool, wrote to the collector of customs at that port, for-

warding six depositions relative to a vessel called the Alexandra, and
applying for her seizure. Copies of these depositions were also for-

warded to Earl Bussed, by Mr. Adams, on the 31st of March ; and after

further inquiry by the authorities, the ship was seized on the 5th of

April. Mr. Adams, being informed of this step, wrote on the 6th of

AprU to Earl Russell to express his " lively satisfaction."2

The history of this vessel is well known. The proceedings which
were instituted by the government in the proper court, failed, under the

direction of the lord chief baron to the jury that, to establish the in-

tention that the vessel had been equipped for the purpose of war, it was
necessary that she should have been armed, as well as fitted for the

reception of guns. The jury having given a verdict against the Crown,
the application to the court of exchequer for a new trial, on the ground
of misdirection of the judge in so directing the jury, failed by reason
of the judges of that court being equally divided in opinion. Writing
to Mr. Adams after the verdict had been given, Mr. Seward says

:

You are authorized and expected to assure Earl Russell that this Government is en-

tirely satisfied that Her Majesty's government have conducted the proceedings in that

case with perfect good faith and honor, and that they are well disposed to prevent the

fitting out of armed vessels in British ports to depredate upon American commerce
and to make war against the United States.

This Government is satisfied that the law-officers of the Crown have performed their

duties in regard to the case of the Alexandra with a sincere conviction of the ade-

quacy of the law of Great Britain, and a sincere desire to give it effect.3

An appeal was made to the court of exchequer chamber, but it

turned out that, owing to an omission in the act constituting the latter,

no provision had been made for such a case.

After a detention of a year, pending the trial and appeal, the Alex-
andra was liberated.

1 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 1/1.
2 Ibid., p. 231.
3 United States Documents, vol. ii, p. 291.
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She went first to Bermuda, then to Halifax, and from thence to Nas-
sau, where, after repeated investigations, she was again seized, in De-
cember, 1864/on a fresh charge of an intention to employ her as a ship
of war in the confederate service, and though the proceedings in the
vice-admiralty court there ended in an acquittal, the decision did not
take place till the end of May, 18G5, when the civil war was at an end.
The costs and damages incurred by the government on account of the
two seizures amounted to over £4,000.
On the 6th of April, 1863, a dispatch was received from the British

consul at New York, in which allusion was made to a report n« south caroii™.

which had appeared in the newspapers of that city, that the Georgiana,
which, as I have already said, was no more than a blockade-runner, and
which is so denominated in the United States Documents, 1 was intended
to be armed as a confederate cruiser, and that a similar vessel, called
the South Carolina, was

1

building in the Clyde. The matter was referred
to the commissioners of customs, and the latter reported, on the 13th
of April, as follows

:

On the receipt of the said letter, we referred the same to our collector at Glasgow
for his inquiry respecting the South Carolina ; and it appears from the report of the
measuring surveyor of shipping at that port, which has been forwarded to us by the
collector, that there are about forty ships building at the present time in the port, and
it may be intended to give one of them that name ; that the only ship apparently de-
signed, for a ship of war is the one building in the yard of Messrs. Thomson, referred
to in our report to your lordships of the 11th ultimo, and that she is still in a very un-
finished state. The measuring surveyor adds that he is giving his closest attention to
this vessel, and will take care to keep the collector fully informed of her progress from
time to time.

'2

A report having appeared in the "Daily News," on the 17th of
March, 1863, that the Gibraltar, which, after acting as a BThe Gibralt„ or

confederate ship of war under the name of the Sumter, had Sumler -

been sold to private owners, and had arrived at Liverpool in the previ-

ous month, was fitting out at Birkenhead as a vessel of war, Lord .Rus-

sell at once requested that inquiries might be made on the subject, and
communicated the result to Mr. Adams. I shall have subsequently to

go fully into the case of this vessel also, which was an object of con-
stant vigilance during her stay at Liverpool, and which was not per-
mitted to leave until the authorities were satisfied that there was no
intention of again equipping her as a confederate cruiser.

On the 7 th of July, 1863, Mr. Dudley forwarded to the collector of
customs at Liverpool several depositions relative to two iron-

, Iron .ctad< at Bir .

clad steamships building in Messrs. Lairds' yard at Birken- tenhead -

head, which were alleged to be intended for the service of the Confed-
erate States, one only of which had at the time been launched, the other
being still in process of construction. Bepresentations were also made
on the subject by Mr. Adams, and a lengthened correspondence ensued.
A strict watch was from the first kept upon the vessels, and inquiries

made as to their character and destination. It was at first re-

ported that they were built for the government of France. Subsequently
they were claimed by a M. Bravay, of Paris, who produced a legal in-

strument, from which it appeared that the vessels had, in fact, been built

to the order of Captain Bullock, (the confederate agent who had been
instrumental in obtaining the Florida and Alabama for the confederate
government,) but that Bullock had transferred his interest in them to

Bravay. M. Bravay stated that he had purchased them for the Viceroy

1 Vol. i, p. 772.
2 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 163.
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of Egypt; but the Viceroy, on inquiry, disclaimed any intention of ac-

quiring them.
On the 9th of September, 1863, a letter was addressed to the build-

ers, Messrs. Laird, informing them that the government could not per-

mit the vessels to leave the Mersey until satisfactory evidence could be

given of their destination, or until the inquiries then being prosecuted

on the subject should be brought to a conclusion ; and, on the 9th of

October following, both vessels were seized and given over into the care

of the captain of Her Majesty's ship Majestic, then stationed at Liver-

pool. A commission was sent to Egypt for the purpose of procuring

evidence with a view to their condemnation, but the result appearing

doubtful, it was decided by the government to purchase them, though
it was not in want of them, rather than run the risk of their passing
directly or indirectly into the hands of a belligerent. They were accord-

ingly purchased in May, 1864, for the sum of £220,000.! '

Mention has already been made of the inquiries instituted by the

Ti,e cam™ or ram- government as to vessels supposed to be building for the
pe1 "- Confederate States -at Glasgow. On the 17th of October,

1863, Mr. Adams wrote to Earl Russell, stating that, in addition to a
formidable steam-ram in process of construction at that port, there was
also another steamer ready to be launched, called the Canton, having
all the characteristics of a war-vessel, which was about to be fitted out
and dispatched with the same intent from the same place. Mr. Adams
inclosed some extracts from a letter from the United States consul at

Glasgow, who, he said, entertained no doubt as to the destination of the
vessel, although, from the secrecy used in the process of construction

and preparation, he had been slow in gaining evidence on which to base
a representation. 2

Directions were at once given to the proper authorities to make in-

quiries and to take any measures which might legally be possible. The
investigations remained for some time without any definite result. The
vessel was carefully examined. It appeared that though in course of
being fitted as a passenger-ship, she possessed some peculiarities of

construction which rendered her capable of being converted into a ves-

sel serviceable for warlike use. The builders, however, and the firm

through whom she had been contracted for, disclaimed any knowledge
of such an intention, and declared their belief that she was intended
for the merchant service. The evidence as to her being intended for

the confederate service, which was supplied by the United States con-

sul, did not go beyond vague rumor and hearsay.
The vessel was launchedon the 29th of October, 1863. On the 16th

of November the collector of customs at Glasgow reported that, as she
was being rapidly got ready for sea, he had arranged with the captain
of Her Majesty's ship Hogue, then stationed in the Clyde, to prevent
the possibility of a departure pending the decision of the authorities

)

3

and a week later a gun-boat was moored alongside of her to prevent any
chance of her leaving surreptitiously.4

By the end of November, the inquiries of the Government led to the
production of evidence showing who were the real owners of the
vessel, and that they had contracted to sell her to one Sinclair, calling
himself a citizen of the Confederate States. A letter from Sinclair was
produced, dated in the previous September, in which he said that " the

1 British Appendix, vol. ii, pp. 457-459.
2 Ibid., p. 467.
3 Ibid., p. 499.
* Ibid., p. 508.
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determination of the government to prevent tlie sailing of any vesse
that might be suspected of being the property of a citizen of the Con-
federate States was made so manifest, that he had concluded it would

-

be better for him to endeavor to close the contract and go where he
could have more liberal action f

1 and it appeared from the further cor-
respondence that he had agreed to do this, even on condition of forfeit-
ing the cotton-certificates which he had already deposited as security.
The Pampero was seized on the 10th of December, and legal proceed-

ings were instituted, a verdict was entered against her. by default, and
she remained under seizure until some months after the termination of
the civil war.

,

As regards the other vessel building in Messrs. Thompson's yard at
Glasgow, on which the authorities, as has been mentioned, Iro„.cllui ,.,,„ 1t

were, keeping watch, Mr. Adams, writing respecting the Gl»«"»"

seizure of the Pampero, reports as follows, (January 28, 1864:)

One good effect of these various proceedings has been to remove all further anxiety
respecting the destination of the formidable iron-clad ram in process of construction at
1<he same place. That she was ordered iu the first instance by the rebels, I have no
manner of doubt ; she has now been purchased by the Danish government, as I learn
from the Minister, M. de Billo. 2

In September, 1863, an old gun-boat named the Victor, being con-
sidered as rotten and unserviceable, was sold by the British
government to a private firm. The firm having afterward

T"e K""-b""°Mk -

applied for the masts and sails of the vessel, the question of granting
the application was referred to Earl Russell, who advised, as a measure
of precaution, that the masts and sails should for the present be re-

served. 3 On the 24th November, 1863, she suddenly left Sheerness, where
she was being prepared for sea, at midnight, and crossed over to Calais.4

She was still in a condition quite unfit to go to sea, her rigging being
incomplete and her crew deficient. At Calais her commander declared
her to be a confederate vessel of war, though she was neither equipped,
manned, nor armed. She was allowed to remain, and to make such
repairs as were necessary to render her seaworthy, but the precautions
taken by the authorities to prevent her being made more serviceable for
warlike purposes rendered her practically useless for the confederate
service. It having been discovered that large additions had been made
to her crew, the French government refused to permit her departure,
and she was eventually abandoned by her officers.5

" Contrast, again," says the Case of the United States triumphantly,
" the course of the French government with that of the British govern-
ment in like cases. What vessel bearing a commission was ever dis-

turbed by a British gun-boat, no matter how flagrant might have been
her violations of British sovereignty ?" Had those who ask this ques-
tion forgotten th'e case of a certain vessel called the Canton, or Pam-
pero, which was served exactly in the same manner, having first had a
gun-boat placed alongside of her and having been afterward seized ?

No information had been received by the government tending to
throw any suspicion on the Victor before her departure. Evidence
having subsequently been furnished by Mr. Adams to Lord Russell
tending to implicate various persons in the fitting-out of this vessel and
the obtaining a crew for her, prosecutions were instituted against such

1 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 511.
2 United States Documents, vol. ii, p. 225.
3 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 615.
4 Ibid.

,
p. 619.

r
' Ibid., p. 672 ; United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 174.
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of them as seemed to have rendered themselves liable to punishment,

and several of them were convicted or pleaded guilty. Among others,

proceedings were taken against Mr. Euinble, an officer in the govern-

ment dock-yard at Sheerness, and, though he, was acquitted, the govern-

ment marked their displeasure at his conduct by dismissing him from

his appointment and placing him upon half-pay, as an officer in whom
they could no longer put any confidence. 1

In consequence of the events connected with the Rappahannock, the

British government at once gave orders that no more ships should be

sold out of the navy during the continuance of the war.

An advantageous offer having been made to the admiralty, in Decem-
ber, 1863, for two vessels (the Reynard and Alacrity) which it was
thought desirable to dispose of, the matter was referred to Earl Rus-

sell, who gave as his opinion that "it would be much better at the

present time not to sell any vessels to private firms, as it is impossible to

obtain any sufficient assurance in regard to what may be done with

vessels when sold out of the navy." 2

It was also thought right to keep careful watch on another vessel, the

Amphion, which had already been sold to a private firm,
1

and the police authorities were directed to make inquiries

on the subject in January, 18G4.3 The vessel was at that time lying'

dismantled and dismasted. In March following Mr. Adams wrote to

call Lord Russell's attention to the subject, and a constant watch was
kept on her by the police. She seems to have been in a state quite un-

fitted for war purposes, and her destination was stated to be Copenha-
gen. She was eventually stranded on the British coast a few mouths
later, and broken up.4

On the 1st April, 1864, the suspicions of the customs collector at

Glasgow having been excited by certain peculiarities of con-

struction in a vessel recently built at Renfrew, and named
the Hawk, he referred the matter to the authorities in London. Pend-
ing their decision^ he refused the application made for a pass

1

to enable

her to leave for the latter port.5 On the 16th of the same month Mr.
Adams addressed a representation to Lord Russell on the same subject.

The Hawk shortly afterward left for London, as was at first believed,

without a clearance, and the owner was called upon for explanations.

The vessel was also subjected to strict examination by the police and
customs authorities. The explanations of the owner proving satisfac-

tory, and no evidence appearing to justify further measures, she was
allowed to depart—went to the West Indies, and returned, and was
never employed for any warlike purpose.
Four other vessels formed the subject of representations by Mr.

TheAi.y.theHer- Adams at the commencement of the year 1865—the Ajax,

SToS An™S the Hercules, the Virginia, and the Louisa Ann Fanny. As
" to the first of these vessels, investigations had already been
made by the customs authorities at Dublin, while she was lying in

Kingston Harbor. In each case inquiries were made not only by the

home authorities, but by the governors of Bermuda and Nassau. None
of the vessels in question were ever used for other than commercial
purposes. ,

I have only further to mention the case of the flotilla of gun-boats

1 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 674.
2 Ibid., vol. v, p. 201.
3 Ibid., vol. ii, p. 566.
'Ibid., pp. 568, 571, and 572.
6 Ibid.. r>p. 539-541.
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procured for the Chinese government by Mr. Lay, which it was in-

tended should he manned and officered by British sailors

under the command of Captain Sherard Osborn.
iB*-ChiWEfa'-'

On the 28th of February, 1863, a letter was addressed to Mr. Lay, by
Earl Bussell's directions, requesting him to give the particulars of the
vessels obtained by him for that purpose, and the information given by
Mr. Lay was communicated to Mr. Adams, to whom it was likely to be
of service in distinguishing the vessels really destined for the service
of the Emperor of China from those reported' to be so, as a pretext for

other purposes connected with the confederate service.

^jOn the arrival of the fleet in China, a difference arose with the Chi-
nese government as to the terms on which the command of the fleet

should be held, and Captain Osborn eventually declined the appoint-
ment.
Under these circumstances the British minister at' Peking was of

opinion—an opinion which , was shared by his American colleagues

—

that if the fleet was allowed to remain in the hands of the Chinese gov-
ernment, there was great danger of the vessels being bought for em-
ployment as confederate cruisers. It was therefore arranged that Cap-
tain Osborne should take back part of the fleet to Bombay and part to
England, and there dispose of them for the Chinese government; and
the vessels were brought back accordingly.

,

On hearing of this arrangement the British government gave orders
that every precaution should be taken to prevent their passing into the
hands of any belligerent power. The sale of one of the vessels at

Bombay was stopped; but as she was merely an unarmed dispatch-

boat, the prohibition was subsequently removed. The other ships were
held in the custody of the government, and the law-officers having ad-

vised that the sale within the British dominions of armed ships of war,

already equipped for a different purpose, was not contrary to the for-

eign-enlistment act, the government determined upon taking upon
themselves the responsibility of detaining them unsold. A committee
was. accordingly appointed to assess the values of the vessels, and the

Chinese government were assured that they should not ultimately lose

by any delay in the sale. Several overtures for the purchase of one or

Other of the ships fell through in consequence of the stringent nature

of the guarantees required against their employment by belligerents,

or from other causes ; and they were in consequence not disposed of

till after the close of the war. The delay and consequent deterioration

of the vessels caused a loss of over £100,000, which was made good by
the British government to that of China.
It thus appears that, during the whole course of the civil war, two

ships only were built in Great Britain for, and actually
Ge„er,, result

employed in, the service of the confederates. Four others •

were intended to be built and equipped, but were arrested while

in the course of construction. Four merchant-vessels, though not

adapted for warlike purposes, were converted into vessels of war by
having guns put on board, but out of the jurisdiction of the British

government—two of them in confederate ports—and this by reason of

the impossibility of getting ships of war built, owing to the active vigil-

ance of the authorities. And it is upon this foundation that Great

Britain is represented as having been "the navy-yard of the insurgent

States," and that men who must be supposed to have a conscientious-

. appreciation of what is just and right, accuse Earl Bussell and Her
Majesty's government of ''a consistent course of partiality toward the-

insurgents," and of "a want of diligence bordering upon willful negli-

gence."
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In tlie United States argument the proceedings of other, govern-

rroceedi„ 8 »or ments are compared with those of Great Britain, to the
„ti,er government., disparagement of the latter. Thus, of Brazil, it is said

:

We beg leave to refer this high tribunal to the administrative regulations of the

( • Brazilian Empire for the enforcement of neutrality in all the ports of

uracil. the empire, in the amplest manner, by efficient action on the part of the

imperial ministers, and of the provincial presidents.

In the American case, and the documents to which it refers, there is sufficient indi-

cation of the loyalty and efficiency with which the Brazilian government maintained

its sovereignty against the aggressive efforts of the confederates.

After the correspondence which I have already inserted, I may very

well say that not even with Her Majesty's government or officers did

the correspondence of the United States Government assume so angry

a tone as that which pervades the letters between the American minis-

ter and the Brazilian government. 1

Portugal is referred to in the American argument in these terms

:

As to Portugal, we refer to the correspondence annexed to the American Counter
Case, to show that she also never pretended that her neutral duty was con-

Portnsai. fined to the execution of the provisions of her penal code. She also put
forth the executive power of the Grown to prevent, repress, or repel ag^

gressive acts of the confederates in violation of her hospitality, or in derogation of

her sovereignty. Nay more, the government of Portugal, finding its own naval force

inadequate to prevent the confederates from abusing the right of asylum in the West-
ern Islands, expressly authorized the American Government to send a naval force

there for the purpose of defending the sovereignty and executing the law of Portugal.3

On turning to the documents referred to, I find that Portugal did

wbat, as a neutral power, it was bound to do, namely, interfere to pre-

vent the Azores from being made a depot of munitions of war or coal

for the confederate cruisers.

With reference to the authority given to the United States Govern-
ment to send a naval force to the Azores, all that appears is, that when
Mr. Harvey, the United States minister, informed the Viscount.Sa da
Bandeira, the minister for war, then acting as minister for foreign affairs,

what was going on at the Azores, the minister said, " that, the islands
in question had been used and abused by corsairs and pirates during
centuries; that they were exposed and unprotected, and ^therefore

might be so employed again, and that the best plan would be to send a
sufficient force there to protect American ships against threatened dep-
redations, and to punish criminal offenders." In other words, the Amer-
icans were to take care of themselves. This is dignified by the name of
" defending the sovereignty and executing the law of Portugal." I may
add that when the confederate steamship Stonewall was at Lisbon
she was allowed to supply herself with coal, notwithstanding the re-

monstrances of the American consul. In conformity with the general
rule she was required to leave in twenty-four hours.
The American argument informs us\that

—

When attempts were made by the confederates to construct and equip cruisers

Fnmc(! ,

i" the ports of France, on complaint being made by the minister of
the United States, the construction of those vessels was arrested ; and

when a builder professed that vessels under construction, with suspicion of being in-
tended for the confederates, were in fact intended for a neutral government, the French
ministers required proof of such professed honest intention, and carefully watched these
vessels to make sure that they should not go into the service of the confederates. On
this point we quote the language of the minister of marine, as follows :

" The vesssels of war to which you have called our attention shall not leave the
ports of Franco until it shall have been positively demonstrated that their destination
does not affect the principles of .neutrality, which the French government wishes to
rigidly observe toward both belligerents."3

1 United States Argument, p. 66.
2
. Ibid., p. 67.
3 Ibid., p. 63.
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The documents annexed to the Counter Case of the United States do
not contain more than a small selection of the correspondence relating to
this subject, which is given in greater detail in the mdmoire and docu-
ments submitted by the United States to the French courts of justice
in the "Affaire Arman," documents which, to quote the words of the

.

memoire itself, " show most clearly the dangers to which M. Arman
and his associates exposed the maintenance of peace between France
and the United States." 1

The suit in question was instituted in November, 1867, on the part of
the United States against MM. Arman, Voruz, and others, for the re-

covery of moneys disbursed by Bullock, acting as agent of the Con-
federate States, for the construction of six vessels of war in France.
After explaining that the measures taken by the British government

in respect of the seizure of both the Alexandra and Pampero, and the
detention of the Birkenhead rams, had compelled the confederates " to
seek in France the market they were losing on. the other side of the
channel," 2 the m6moire proceeds to relate that their choice fell on M.
Lucien Arman, (member for Bordeaux in the French legislative as-

sembly,) " whose official position seemed calculated to secure greater
freedom and certain impunity for the execution of these orders." An agree-
ment was accordingly entered into with Arman by Bullock, who stated in
the contract that " with a view to establish regular communications by
steam between Shanghai, Osaca, Yedo, and San Francisco, he wished
to procure iu France four steamers of great speed, fitted to carry from
ten to twelve guns, for their protection in those distant parts."3

Arman undertook to build two of these steamers in his own yards at
Bordeaux, and sub-let the building of the other two to " another deputy
of the corps le"gislatif," M. Voruz, of Nantes. Besides these four steamers
he further entered, on the 16th July, 1863, into a fresh agreement with
Bullock; "for two iron-clad steam-rams."
One difficulty had to be removed before the final ratification of these

contracts, and that was the restriction placed by the rojTal ordinance of

1847 on the exportation of arms and munitions of war.
It has been already shown that this enactment had no reference to

the special subject of neutrality, and simply formed part of that general

legislation by which the state in France has frequently sought, in its

own interest, to place restraints upon private commerce in articles of a
warlike character. In the present instance, however, its practical

effect was to interfere with the arming of the vessels. Accordingly, M.
Arman applied to the government for permission to arm the four ves-

sels, which were building ostensibly for service in the China Seas, and
this was readily granted, on the faith of his assurance, by the Marquis
de Chasseloup-Laubat, the minister of marine.
In the following September the knowledge of these facts was betrayed

to Mr. Bigelow, then United States consul at Paris, by a clerk of M.
Arman, who furnished him, at the same time, with the originals of the

deeds drawn up between his employer and the confederate agent, Bul-

lock, as well as of the correspondence exchanged between the parties,

and other papers, which placed beyond possibility of doubt the exist-

ence of an intention on the part of Arman to violate the neutrality of

France.
Mr. Dayton at once brought the matter under the notice of M.

Drouyn de Lhuys, then minister for foreign affairs, and followed up his

' Memoire pour les Etats-Unis d'Amrriqne, p. 54.

- Page 4.

'Ibid., p. 6.
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first representations with a formal demand, on the 226. September, that

" the permission to arm the vessels should be withdrawn, the manufac-

ture of the guns and shot suspended, and if already completed, that

the delivery should be prevented." He called on the French govern-

ment to " take such steps as it might deem best calculated to stop the

building or departure of the above-mentioned vessels."

Writing on the 9th October, to express his approval of the course

adopted by Mr. Dayton> Mr. Secretary Seward says

:

It is hardly necessary to inform you that the President awaits with much solicitude

the decision of His Imperial Majesty's government upon the application you have

made, and cannot but regard an adverse decision as pregnant with very serious

consequences.

On the 1st of November Mr. Seward writes again to Mr. Dayton,

expressing his disappointment at the indirect and inconclusive answer

received from the French government, and relying on Mr. Dayton's

endeavors to obtain a more satisfactory reply.

The minister of marine withdrew the permission to arm the vessels,

but justified the course he had taken in granting it " on the builder's

declaration." This measure, however, the memorial informs us, " did not

put a stop to the construction or fitting out of the vessels," which
Annan continued, possibly in the hope of disposing of them to the

confederates ; but this the measures taken by the French government
prevented, except in the case of one of the steam-rams building at

Bordeaux.
The history of this vessel, originally known as the Sphinx may be thus

summed up from the m6moire and correspondence annexed
Tlje Stonewall. , -i

> j

thereto

:

On the 4th February, 1864, M. Drouyn de Lhuys informed Mr. Day-
ton that Arman had given him the most positive assurance that he had
sold the two iron-clatls, viz, the Sphinx and her sister-vessel, the Cheops,
to the Danish government. 1 Mr. Dayton made inquiries at Copenhagen,
which resulted In a formal contradiction of the fact by the Danish
minister for foreign affairs. M. Arman next represented to M. Drouyn
de Lhuys that he had sold them to Sweden, and M. Drouyn de Lhuys
repeated to Mr. Dayton, on the. 7th of April, this new statement of

Arman, (which, however, was almost immediately afterward contra-

dicted by the Swedish foreign minister,) declaring himself " satisfied

that the sale had been completed." 2 Mr. Dayton did not place the same
confidence in Arman's assertions, and continued, in obedience to the.

Instructions of his Government, to make serious representations to M.
Drouyn de Lhuys on the subject of the rams. On the 8th June he
writes to Mr. Seward

:

I had already informed M. Drouyn de Lhuys of the very serious character of these
questions, and the probable consequences which would result from the completion and
delivery of these vessels to the confederates. I have, on all occasions, used strong
language when applied to these questions. I told him to-day that, in expressing the
views of the President on this subject, I could scarcely speak with the necessary ear-
nestness aud directness, without trenching on that respectful forbearance of language
to which I desired at all times to limit myself in our official intercourse. I told him
that should these vessels pass into the hands of the confederates, become armed aud
commence a system of depredation on oar commerce, the exasperation would be such
that the Government, if so disposed (which 1 did not intimate tbat it would be) could
scarcely keep the peace between the two countries.

In the mean time, Arman had succeeded in defeating the vigilance of
the French authorities in the following manner: In March, 1864, he

J Mr. Dayton to Mr. Seward, April 7, 1864.
2 Memoire, p. 28.
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had concluded a contract of sale with the Danish government, then at
war with the German Confederation, but the conditions of the contract
not haviug been observed, the Danish officer, to whom the Sphinx was
to have been handed over at Bordeaux, refused to receive her. Arman,
however took advantage of this contract -to get the vessel out of French
waters under the name of the Stoerkodder, and sent her to Copenhagen
under the pretence of again submitting her to inspection there. The
Danish government having persisted in their refusal to purchase the
vessel, he obtained permission to bring her back, rechristened as the
Olinde, under Danish colors to Bordeaux. On arriving in French
waters, off the island of Houat, on the coast of Brittany, she stopped
to receive from another steamer, by a preconcerted arrangement, a crew,
with an armament of artillery and munitions of war, hoisted the con-
federate flag, and, changing her name for the third time to that of the
Stonewall, left the French waters for Ferrol, iu Spain, where she ob-
tained permission to remain and make some necessary repairs.

These proceedings were the subject of energetic remonstances at Paris
and Madrid, and would, in all probability, have given rise to much more,
had not the close of the civil war deprived the question of any practical
interest it might otherwise have had, the Stonewall having been unable
to commit any acts of warfare. The American Government wisely
preferred to drop its grievances, as Mr. Seward explains in a letter to
Mr. Bigelow, United States minister at Paris, dated 13th March, 1865

:

Le gouvernement a de"ja, contre les puissances maritimes implique'es dans cette
affaire, des causes de plainte assez norqbreuses et assez graves. II prdffere neanmoins
entretenir la paix, l'harmonie et l'amitie" avec ces puissances, plutot que de rechercher
de nouvelles occasions de querelle, et il s'estimera tres-heureux si les apprehensions que
l'affaire actuelle a soulevdes ne sont pas justific5es. Les circonstances sembleut d'ailleurs

favoriser les vceux du gouvernement a cet endroit. Nos derniers avis te~legraphiques
nous affirment que le Stonewall est absolument hors d'e"tat de tenir la mer, et que, pour
cette raison et pour d'autres, les criroinels qui le possedent cherchent a s'en d<Sbar-

rasser.

From this narrative it will be seen how very different was the view
taken of these circumstances by the Government of the United States,

at the time when they occurred, from the color now sought to be put
upon them by the American argument.
The running of the blockade, as it is termed, by British vessels, and

theuseofthe Bahamas and Bermuda and other islands, as Comp i aint9 ot

places by means of which the blockade-running might be n»*»ite-'«°»iM.

facilitated, were, throughout the war, the cause of unceasing and loud
complaint on the part of the United States Government. No doubt it

was a very great annoyance to the United States ; but it in reality

afforded no legitimate cause of grievance.

That, when the arms and munitions of war necessary to the confed-

erates had been purchased in Europe, means should be sought to convey
them to the purchasers was in*the nature of things. That the high
rates of freight which, owing to the vital importance of obtaining these

supplies, the confederate government were willing to pay, should have
induced ship-owners to run the risk of capture and confiscation, and
that the high premiums for insurance which the owners of ships and
cargoes engaged in this traffic were willing to pay, should have tempted
insurers to undertake the risk of insuring them, cannot, knowing as we
do the boldness of mercantile speculation and enterprise, at all surprise

us. Accordingly, from a very early period of the war, vessels were em-
ployed to run the blockade with cargoes of articles of warlike use.

Before long a systematic traffic of this description became regularly

established. As the nature of the southern coast and the local peculi-
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arities of its ports made it extremely difficult for ocean-going vessels to

avoid pursuit and capture in endeavoring to enter them, advantage was
taken of the proximity of the Bahama Islands and Bermuda to the

southern ports to transship the cargoes sent from England, at these

places, into fast steamers of light draught, which, taking advantage of

shallow waters into which they could not easily be pursued, could thus

find means of eluding the hostile cruisers. By these means, though ships

and cargoes to the value, it is said, of £8,000,000 sterling fell into the

hands of the Federals, a very large quantity of arms and articles, con-

traband of war, found their way to the confederate government.
The iirst question which presents itself is, was the traffic unlawful?

So far unlawful undoubtedly, by the. law of nations, as between the

rader and the blockading belligerent, that if the belligerent could catch

the vessel in the act of breaking the blockade, vessel and cargo would
become lawful prize ; but by the law of nations involving no ulterior

liability. By the municipal law not prohibited, and therefore not un-

lawful—not even sufficiently so, as has been lately held by Lord West-
bury in the case of ex parte Chavasse in re Grazebrook, 1 and by'Dr.

Lushington in that of the Helen,2 to avoid a contract made in contem-
plation of such a transaction. How as between the blockading bellig-

erent and the country of the blockade-running trader ? Clearly and in-

disputably without consequence of any sort.

It has never been contended by any one that a neutral state incurred

any responsibility by the general law of nations by reasou of any viola-

tion of neutrality by its subjects, in carrying on trade with a blockaded
port. It is therefore clear that a neutral government is not bound to

prohibit such trade by its municipal law. With the single exception •

of Denmark, if my memory does not deceive me, no European state has
prohibited it. The United States have no law which does so.

Such being the state of the international law of the civilized world
and the municipal law of Great Britain on the breaking out of the war, •

not only was it not incumbent on Great Britain as a duty to alter its

law, with a view to prohibiting its subjects from trading with the block-

aded ports, but to have done so would have been, as it seems to me, in

direct contravention of a fundamental principal of neutrality—namely,
that a neutral power shall not, with a view to a pending war, except so

far as may be necessary for the fulfillment of its own obligations as a
neutral, alter its law, or make new regulations, having the object or

effect of favoring one belligerent at the expense of the other. But that

such would have been the effect of an alteration of the law, as desired
by the United States, by passing an act to make blockade-running penal,
is manifest. The United States, as between them and their adversaries,'
were masters of the seas, and had their ports open, and could, therefore,
freely receive the cargoes of arms and munitions of war which were
being daily supplied to them. To the confederate government the block-
ade-runner afforded the only means of obtaining the arms with which
he was to fight for independence. An alteration of the law would have
been to place him helpless in the power of his enemy. Would it have
been, consistent with neutrality to alter the law at such a time, and with
the certainty of such a result ? The right of a belligerent to exclude
the commerce of a neutral from a blockaded porjfc is too well established
to be shaken ; but it is the most odious and arbitrary form in which the
freedom of the neutral can be interfered with, and I can see, therefore^

1 11 Juris. N. S., p. 400.
2 1 Law Rep., Adm. and Eccl., 1.
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no reason why a government should interfere to make the exercise of
the power more productive of detriment to the commerce of its subjects
than it necessarily carries with it at present. Bat if any alteration of
the law is to take place, it should be in time of peace, not when the
change would prove fatal to one of the combatants, and insure victory
to the other.

Earl Eussell put the matter on the right footing when, in answer to a
remonstrance of Mr.. Adams, on the 17th of May, 1862, he replied:

If the British government, by virtue of the prerogative of the Crown, or by authority
of Parliament, had prohibited and could have prevented the conveyance in British mer-
chant-ships of arras and ammunition to the Confederate States, and had allowed the
transport of such contraband of war to New York and to other Federal ports, Her
Majesty's government would have departed from the neutral position they have as-

sumed and maintained.
If, on the other hand, Her Majesty's government had prohibited and could have pre-

vented the transport of arms and ammunition to both the contending parties, they
would have deprived the United States of a great part of the means by which they
have carried on the war. The arms and ammunition received from Great Britain, as
well as from other neutral countries, have enabled the United States to fit out the for-

midable armies now engaged in carrying on the war against the Southern States, while,

by means of the blockade established by the Federal Government, the Southern States
have been deprived of similar advantages.
The impartial observance of neutral obligations by Her Majesty's government has

thus been exceedingly advantageous to the cause of the more powerful of the two con-
tending parties. 1

The same reason applies to the frequent use of the ports of the Ba-
hamas and Bermuda as entrepots for the blockade-running cargoes, and
the transshipment of the latter into lighter craft. There was nothing
in all this in any way contrary to law. Vessels with cargoes of arms
intended for the Southern ports had a perfect right to enter, remain,
and quit, when and as they thought proper. If this traffic, suddenly
springing up, soon assumed such large dimensions, the cause was to be
found in the forced interruption of the trade with the Southern ports

through the blockade. Here again a neutral government could not be

.

called upon to make new laws to prevent the neutral trader from avail-

ing himself of such means, not inconsistent with law, as circumstances

placed at his disposal in seeking to compensate himself for the re-

straints imposed on his commercial freedom. When the ordinary course

of things is disturbed by intervening force, the tendency is always, in

some shape or other, to a restoration of the equilibrium. Unfortunate-

ly, instead of seeing in all this only the natural effect of commercial

speculation and enterprise, the United States Government, in the ex-

citement of the time, saw in it nothing but hostility to the cause of the

Union. Impressed with this idea, Mr. Seward writes to Mr. Adams, on

the 11th of March, 1862 :

Information derived from our consul at Liverpool confirms reports which have
reached us that insurance companies in England are insuring vessels engaged in run-

ning our blockade, and even vessels carrying contraband of war. This is, in effect, a

combination of British capitalists, under legal authority, to levy war against the

United States. It is entirely inconsistent with the relations of friendship which we,

on our part, maintain toward Great Britain ; and we cannot believe that Her Britan-

nic Majesty's government will regard it as compatible with the attitude of neutrality

proclaimed by that government. Its effect is to prolong this struggle, destroy legiti-

mate commerce of British subjects, and excite in this country feelings of deep aliena-

tion.

Pray bring this subject to the notice of Earl Russell, and ask for intervention in some

form which will be efficient.

Our consuls in London and Liverpool can furnish yon with all the information you

will require. *

1 United States Documents, vol. i, pp. 536, 537.
'- United States Documents, vol. i, p. 720.
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Mr. Adams, in a letter to Lord Eussell of the 30th of December, 1862,

complains in earnest language

:

It is a fact that few persons in England will now be bold enough to deny, first, that

vessels have been built in British ports, as well as manned by Her Majesty's subjects,

with the design and intent to carry on war against the United States ; secondly, that

other vessels owned by British subjects have been and are yet in the constant practice

of departiug from British ports, laden with contraband of war and many other com-

modities, with the intent to break the blockade and to procrastinate the war ; thirdly,

that such vessels have been and are insured by British merchants in the commercial

towns of this kingdom, with the understanding that they are dispatched for that ille-

gal purpose. It is believed to be beyond denial that British subjects have been, and
continue to be", enlisted in this kingdom in the service of the insurgents, with the in-

tent to make war on the United States, or to break the blockade legitimately estab-

lished, and to a proportionate extent to annul its purpose. It is believed that persons

high in social position and in fortune contribute their aid, directly and ^indirectly, in

building and equipping ships of war as well as other vessels, and furnishing money as

well as goods with the hope of sustaining the insurgents in their resistance to the Gov-
ernment. To that end the port of Nassau, a colonial dependency of Great Britain, has

been made, and still continues to be, the great entrep6t for the storing of supplies which,

are conveyed from thence with the greater facility in evading the blockade. In short,

so far as the acts of these numerous and influential parties can involve them, the
British people maybe considered as actually carrying on war against the United States.

Already British property valued at eight millions of pounds sterli ug is reported to have
been captured by the vessels of the United States for attempts to violate the blockade,
and property of far greater value has either been successfully introduced or is now
stored at Nassau awaiting favorable opportunities. 2

But that these were commercial speculations, and had no reference

to any political sympathies, is. plain, from tbe following letter from Mr.
Morse, the United States consul-general, to Mr. Adams, of the 24th of

the same month. After mentioning the different steamers engaged in

the blockade-running, he says:

The ownership of these steamers, the cargoes they carry out, and the manner of con-
ducting the trade, is a question of much interest to Americans. During the early
stages of the war the trade was carried on principally by agents sent over from the
Confederate States, aided by a few mercantile houses and active sympathizers in this

country. These agents, with their friends here, purchased the supplies, and procured
steamers, mostly by charter, aud forwarded the goods.
But by far the largest portion of the trade, with perhaps the exception of that in

small-arms, is now, and for a long time has been, under the management and control of
British merchants. It is carried on principally by British capital, in British ships, and
crosses the Atlantic under the protection of the British flag.

Parties come from Richmond with contracts made with the rebel government by
which they are to receive a very large percentage above the cost in confederate ports
of the articles specified. British merchants become interested in these contracts, and
participate in their profits or loss. I have seen the particulars of one such contract
drawn out in detail, and have heard of others.
There are good reasons for believing that a large portion of the supplies more recently

sent to the aid of the insurgents has been sentby merchants on theirown account. Several
will join together to charter a steamer, and make up a cargo independent of all con-
tractors, each investing as much in the enterprise as he may deem expedient, according
to his zeal in the rebel cause, or his hope of realizing profit from the speculation.

.

Again : some one will put up a steamer to carry cargo to a rebel port at an enormous
rate of freight, or to ports on the Atlantic or Gulf coast, such as Bermuda, Nassau,
Havana, Matamoras, &c, at a less freight, to be from there reshippedto such Southern
ports as appears to afford the best opportunities for gaining an entrance. Ships bound
on these voyages are, of course, not advertised, or their destination made known to
the public. Their cargoes are made up of individual shipments, on account and risk
of the shippers, or go into a joint-stock concern, on account and risk of the company,
each member thereof realizing profit or suffering loss in proportion to the amount he
invested in the adventure. Both steamers and cargoes are often, if not generally,
insured in England " to go to America with liberty to ran. the blockade." 1

The views of Her Majesty's Government were set forth in a letter
from Earl Eussell to Mr. Adams

:

With regard to the "systematic plan'' which you say has been pursued by Her Maj-

1 United States Documents, vol. i, p. 729.
2 Ibid., p. 731.
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esty's subjects " to violate the blockade by steady efforts," there are some reflections
which I am surprised have not occurred to you.
The United States Government, on the allegation of a rebellion pervading from nine

to eleven States of the Union, have now, for more than twelve months, endeavored to
maintain a blockade of three thousand miles of coast. This blockade, kept up irregu-
larly, but when enforced, enforced severely, has seriously injured the trade and manu-
factures' of the United Kingdom. Thousands of persons are now obliged to resort to
the poor-rate for subsistence, owing to this blockade. Yet, Her Majesty's government
have never sought to take advantage of the obvious imperfections of this blockade, in
order to declare it ineffective. They have, to the loss and detriment of the'British
nation, scrupulously observed the duties of Great Britain toward a friendly State. But
when Her Majesty's government are asked to go beyond this, and to overstep the existing
powers given to them by municipal and international law for the purpose of imposing
arbitrary restrictions pn the trade of Her Majesty's subjects, it is impossible to listen
to such suggestions. The ingenuity of persons engaged in commerce will always, in
some degree, defeat attempts to starve or debar from commercial intercourse an ex-
tensive coast inhabited by a large and industrious population.

If, therefore, the Government of the United States consider it for their interest to
inflict this great injury on other nations, the utmost they can expect is tjiat European
powers shall respect those acts of the United States which are within the limits of the
law. The United States Government cannot expect that Great Britain should frame
new statutes to aid the Federal blockade, and to carry into effect the restrictions on
commerce which the United States, for their own purposes, have thought fit to institute,
and the application of which it is their duty to confine within the legitimate limits of
international law. 1

It is hardly worth while to dwell on the attempts made to show par-

tiality and unfair conduct on the part of the authorities at Nassau.
A Mr. Heyliger appears to have been sent there as the agent of the
confederates, and a letter from him to the confederate government of
December 27, 1861, is quoted in the case of the United States,2 in which
it is said, " We have succeeded in obtaining a very important modifica-

tion of the existing law
#
s, viz, the privilege of breaking bulk and trans-

shipment." It is said in the case of the United States

—

That modification was all that the insurgents wanted. That privilege converted the
port of Nassau into an insurgent port, which could not be blockaded by the naval
forces of the United States. Further stay of the United States vessels of war was
therefore useless. The United States ask the tribunal to find that this act, being a
permission from the British authorities at Nassau, enabling a vessel chartered by the
insurgents, and freighted with articles contraband of war, to diverge from its voyage
and to transship its cargo in a British port when not made necessary by distress, was a
violation of the duties of a neutral.

I pass by the admission contained in this passage that Nassau was
being used by the United States vessels of war as a post of observation

for the detection and pursuit of vessels carrying contraband of war to

the South; in other words, as a base of naval operations.

The explanation of the passage in Mr. Heyliger's letter, which I find

in the British counter case and appendix, is simple enough. The cus-

toms regulations of the colony forbade the transshipment of goods in its

ports or waters, unless they were landed for examination by the customs
officers. There was nothing, however, to prevent their being at once re-

shipped in other vessels after being so landed and examined, and the

receiver-general of the colony had power to grant permission for dis-

pensing with the landing of the goods if he thought fit. It would seem
that this permission had been customarily granted, as a matter of

course, in the case of goods in transit. In conformity with this practice

Messrs. Adderly & Oo., of Nassau, applied to the receiver-general,

shortly before the date of Mr. Heyliger's letter, for permission to trans-

ship the cargo of the Eliza Bonsell, stated to consist of assorted mer-

chandise, to another vessel, the Ella Warley, bound ostensibly for St.

John's, New Brunswick. *

1 United States Documents, vol. i, p. 723.
2 Page 228.
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The receiver-general, having regard probably to the destination of

the Ella Warley, St. John's being the port for whicU blockade-running

vessels were in the habit of taking clearances, refused to give the usual

permission unless authorized by the governor. Thereupon Messrs. Ad-
derly wrote to the governor explaining that all they asked for was to be

dispensed from the formality of landing the goods on the wharf, and
then reshipping them, a requisition which had on previous occasions

been done away with by the '.customs authorities; and stating that

the receiver-general admitted that he had no ground for his objection,
•' being fully of opinion that the object of the law could be carried out,

and the cargo as easily checked from one vessel to another as if landed."1

The governor, with the consent of his council, granted the permission,

and indeed there seems no sufficient reason why he should have refused

it. He could not in any case have prevented the goods being pat on
board the Ella Warley ; he could only insist on their being landed on the

wharf in transitu. Mr. Heyliger, who had but just arrived in the colony,

probably misunderstood the nature of the concession, and may not have
been sorry to exaggerate it to his superiors. The permission having
been granted in the case of the Eliza Bonsell, may possibly have also

been given in other cases, but it is difficult to understand on what prin-

ciple it can be alleged to constitute a "violation of the duties of a

neutral."

Complaint is made that the Vessels engaged in ruuning the blockade,

and leaving Nassau for that purpose, were allowed to clear out for St.

John's, New Brunswick, though it was well known that their destination

was a southern port. But there is no means of controlling vessels in

this respect. The nature and operation of a clearance is explained in

the British case

:

Clearance signifies the final official act by which the proper officer of customs notifle

that all has been done -which the law requires to be done before the departure of ship

and cargo. It is purely for customs purposes, the main objects being to protect the

revenue, and to secure statistics as to the number of ships and quantity of merchandise
entering and leading British ports. As there are in ordinary times no restrictions or

duties on the export of articles of any kind from the United Kingdom, no rigid inspec-

tion is exercised by the customs authorities over the general nature of the goods shipped
on board vessels in British ports. The attention of the authorities is mainly directed
to the shipment of those articles on which an exemption from import duties otherwise
payable, or a remission of import duties already paid, is claimed on the ground of their

exportation abroad. The object of the inspection is to ascertain that the goods of this

nature stated to be thus exported are really shipped and carried away on board the
vessel. The agents who ship such goods furnish the customs department with state-

ments in the form of shipping-bills, of the amount and nature thereof, and it is the
duty of the examining officer to ascertain that the packages placed on board the vessel

' correspond with these statements. Before starting on his voyage the master of the
vessel is bound to produce a paper called a content, giving the number and description
ofany packages of merchandise shipped on board, on which exemption from or remis-
sion of duty is claimed, but merely specifying any other articles as " sundry packages
of free goods." The master has also to produce a victualing bill, enumerating the
amount of stores liable to duty, (such as tea, spirits, tobacco, and the like,) which he
has shipped for the nse of his crew. These papers are compared with the shipping
bills and certificates already in the possession of the customs authorities, and if they
are found to tally, a label, signed and sealed by the examining officer and. collector, is. ,

affixed to the victualing bill and certificates, and these papers are delivered to tlie

master as his clearance.

It is true that, for statistical purposes, the agents to the master of the vessel are re-

quired to furnish to the customs department a list, called a manifest, giving the number
and description of all packages of goods, whether liable to duty or not, shipped on
board the vessel, and the shipping agents or exporters are also required to furnish speci-

fications of all goods, described by the master on his content as "sundry packages of
free goods," and subsequently further described in his manifest ; but the law does not

1 British Appendix, vol. v, p. 30.
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require that these particulars should be given before the vessel sails ; it is complied
with provided they be furnished within six days after she has cleared.
Previously to the year 1867, no penalty was attached by law to the departure of a

vessel for foreign ports without a clearance provided she was in ballast, and had on
board no stores except such as were free oi* had paid duty. Since that date, however,
clearance has been required in these as well as in other casesr
A clearance may not be granted until the master of the ship has declared the nation

to which he affirms that she belongs ; and a ship attemptiug to proceed to sea without
a clearance may be detained until such a declaration has been made. The officer, how-
ever, cannot question, or.require proof of,- the truth of the declaration. As to the des-
tination of' ships sailing from the United Kingdom, the officers of customs have little

or no means of ascertaining this beyond the information which the master or owner
gives on entering outwards. It frequently happens that a vessel entered outwards for
a specified destination changes her course when at sea, and proceeds to a different des-
tination. There are no means of preventing this. 1

If these vessels had cleared out for a confederate port, they must
equally have been allowed to leave. It has been argued that the vessels
employed iu conveying contraband of war for the use of the confederate
government should have been considered as transports, and therefore as
contravening the foreign-enlistment act, and therefore that they should
have been stopped. If this is meant to be said figuratively, it comes to

nothing. If it is meant that the vessels were actually built or fitted out
for, and made over to, the confederate government, to be used -by them
as transports—in which case only they would come within the foreign-

enlistment act—the answer is, that there is not only no evidence of any-
thing of the kind, but there is every reason to believe that the contrary
is the case, and that they remained the property of the original owners,
who found the employment of them in this trade profitable, notwith-
standing that many of them fell into the hands of the blockading ships.

It is plain, from the letter before cited, that this is the view that Mr.
Consul Morse took of the matter.
Angry complaints are made in the American documents of the sym-

pathy exhibited at Nassau, and in several other British col- sympatic- tiw™i-

onies, toward the confederate cause. omea -

When it is asserted, in particular instances, that this favorable feel-

ing toward the insurgent States led to partiality, inconsistent with a
due observance of neutrality on the part of the authorities, it will be
better to deal with these charges when I come to the particular cases

in which it is alleged to have occurred. As regards the inhabitants of

these places generally, it seems to me that it was quite natural that, at

the Bahamas and Bermuda, and possibly in the other West India
Islands, the tide of public feeling should run strongly in favor of the

confederates. These colonies lay more or less contiguous to the south-

ern coast. , What trade they had had before with the United States

was principally with the South.. But what was more likely to operate
' in favor of the latter was the active trade which the transmission of

ships and cargoes to the southern ports suddenly brought to them.
Human nature is pretty much the same at Nassau as it would be under
similar circumstances at London or New York. We are apt to look

with favor on those who bring us business or promote our wealth, or

who in any way cause the sun of prosperity to shine upon us. No gov-

ernment can control, or ought to endeavor to control, or to interfere

with, public feeling in such cases, if leading to no violation of the law.

Independently, however, of any influence exercised by local interest,

I cannot doubt that, as the great contest went on, and while the infe-

riority of the means of upholding it on the part of the South became
more and more manifest, their gallantry and courage shone out the

more brightly in continuing the unequal struggle, there did arise the

l British Appendix, vol. v, p. 30.
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sympathy which enduring courage struggling with adversity never fails

to inspire. And I cannot help thinking that the haughty and offensive

tone assumed by many of the representatives of the United States

helped greatly to turn the tide of public feeling in favor of their oppo-

nents. Men refused to see in the leaders of the South the " rebels "

and the " pirates " held up by the United States to public reprobation,

and thus the effect which a more generous appreciation of the position

and qualities of their adversaries might have had in neutralizing the

feeling in their favor, tended only to increase it.

Be this as it may, I assert that, whatever individual persons may
have thought or felt, Great Britain as a nation was throughout, the

contest between the Northern and Southern States honestly desirous

that perfect neutrality should be maintained, and that the Queen's gov-

ernment, from the beginning to the end, were animated by the honest
desire faithfully to discharge the duty which their position as the min-

isters and servants of a great sovereign, pledged to neutrality in the
face of the world, imposed upon them.
Having thus passed in review the general heads of complaint put

Ap„r,ratin „ to p^. forward in the pleadings of the United States, for the pur-
ler ves»ei B

. p0se f vindicating the British government and British au-

thorities from what appear to me unfounded and unjust aspersions, I

proceed to the cases of the individual ships, as to the equipment of

which it is alleged that the British government were wanting in dili-

gence.
But it is here, when we proceed to apply, practically, the test of due

diligence to the conduct of the government, that the anomaly of the
present position, to which I adverted in the outset, makes itself sensi-

bly felt. As 1 have shown upon abundant authority, the equipping
of a ship for sale to a belligerent, in the way of trade, was at the
time in question no offense against the law of nations, or a viola-

tion of neutrality, though it was an offense against the municipal law of
Great Britain. The government of Her Majesty, though like every other
government it was bound to prevent any known violation of the law,
was under no obligation to a belligerent to enforce the law for his ben-
efit, and incurred no liability to such belligerent for not doing so, so

long as the law was not enforced against the latter anymore than
against his enemy. Any hostile expedition permitted to leave the shores
of Great Britain, which the government, by the 'exercise of reasonable
diligence, could have prevented, would have amounted to a breach of
neutrality, for which it might have been held responsible. But for the
mere equipping of a vessel, by ship-builders, in the way of trade, though
intended for a belligerent, the government would not be responsible

jand though every government is no doubt bound to prevent infractions
of the law, so far as it knows of them and can prevent them, still this
general duty which it owes to its own country is obviously a very dif-

ferent thing from the responsibility it incurs as.representing the state, in
relation to a foreign power. In the one case, the maintenance of the
law is left to the ordinary authorities, and to the individuals who have
occasion to seek protection or redress from its operation ; in the other,
the action of the government by its immediate officers becomes neces-
sary for its own protection. No doubt, as a matter of comity, and from
a sense of justice, a government would pay ready attention to the rep-
resentatives of a belligerent power complaining of an infraction of the
municipal law in a matter in which the interests of the belligerent were
affected—more especially in a matter lying, as it were, on the confines
of municipal and international law—and would call into action the pre-
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ventive powers it possessed, to keep the law from being broken. But,
under suck circumstauces, it might fairly leave to the representative of
the belligerent to make out a case for the application of the law, just as
it is left so to do to an ordinary individual who desires to put the law
in motion in order to obtain redress on his own behalf. Hence, no
doubt, had arisen the practice, common to the governments both of the
United States and Great Britain, of requiring the representative of a
belligerent power, invoking the aid of the government, to produce evi-
dence by which the action of the executive, when brought to the test of
judicial inquiry, can be justified and upheld.

It is obvious that the degree of active diligence which could reason-
ably be expected from a government under such circumstances, is very
different from what it would be bound to exercise in order to prevent a
violation of neutrality according to the law of nations, for which, as.

a

government, it would be properly responsible to a belligerent; state.
' It s.eems to me that though by the treaty of Washington it must be
taken that Great Britain was bound to use due diligence to prevent the
equipping of ships as a matter of neutral obligation, and not as a mere
matter of municipal law, yet that, in determining whether due diligence
was then applied or not, we must look to the relative position of the par-
ties at the time, and insist on no more than would have satisfied the
exigency of obligations then existing. Morally, in judging the conduct
of the government of that time, we are assuredly bound to do so.

OASE OF THE FLORIDA. Tl"' r'°"J:
'

The following are the facts relating to the Florida, as they are
to be gathered from the cases, counter cases, arguments,
and printed evidence supplied to the tribunal

:

This vessel, originally named the Oreto, was no doubt built for war.
The contract for her construction was made by Bullock, who.it has since
become known, (though at the time the fact was altogether unknown to
Her Majesty's government,) was an agent of the Confederate States,
with Fawcett, Preston & Co., of Liverpool, by whom the contract for

the construction of the hull was again sublet to Miller and Sons, ship-

builders at that port. The attention of Mr. Dudley, the United States
consul at Liverpool, was attracted to the vessel as early as the end of
January, 1862. In dispatches to Mr. Seward, of the 24th of January and
4th of February, he calls attention to this steamer under the name of
the Oritis, or Oretis. In the letter of the 24th of January he says :

" She
is reported for the Italian government, but the fact of the machinery
being supplied by Fawcett & Preston, and other circumstances con-

nected with it, make me suspicious, and cause me to believe she is in-

tended for the South."1

On the 4th of February he writes to Mr. Seward as follows :

In my last two dispatches I called attention to the iron screw steam gun-boat Oreto,
or Oritis, being built at Liverpool, and fitted out by FaVcett, Preston & Co. She is

now taking in her coal, and appearances indicate that she will leave here the latter

part of this week without her armament. The probabilities are she will run into some
Small port and take it and ammunition on board. This of itself is somewhat suspicious.

They pretend she is built for the Italian government ; but the Italian consul here in-

forms us that he knows nothing about it, has no knowledge whatever of any vessels

being built for his government. There is-much secrecy observed about her, and I have
been unable to get anything definite, but my impressions are strong that she is intended
for the Southern Confederacy. I have communicated my impressions and all the facts

to Mr. Adams, our minister at London. She has one funnel, three masts, bark-rigged,

eight port-holes for guns on each side, and is to carry sixteen guns.2

1 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 214.
* Ibid., p. 215.
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It thus appears that, by the 4th of February, Mr. Dudley had put Mr.
Adams in possession of such* information as he possessed concerning

this vessel. The letter of Mr. Dudley to Mr. Adams has not been pub,
lished among the American documents; but it is evident that Mr. Adams
did not consider the information communicated to him sufficient to war-

rant any application to Her Majesty's government, for none was made
by him on the subject of this vessel till the receipt of another letter from
Mr. Dudley, a fortnight later. Indeed, Mr. Dudley expressly states that
he was unable to get anything definite about the vessel. He speaks
only of suspicions and impressions. He had nothing to communicate
beyond reports and rumors.
Amongst other things stated by Mr. Dudley, he mentions that he had

made inquiry of the Italian consul at Liverpool, who had told him that
he knew nothing of the vessel. But if, as was stated by the builders,

the order for the vessel had been given by Thomas Brothers, of Palermo,
the Italian consul at Liverpool might have remained without informa-
tion on the subject ; and Mr. Dudley, while mentioning what had passed
between him and the Italian consul to Mr. Seward, does not appear to

have mentioned it to Mr. Adams. The fact was unknown to Her
Majesty's government.
On the 17th of February, Mr. Dudley again writes to Mr. Adams

about the Oreto as follows

:

»

The gun-boat Oreto is still at this port. She is making a trial trip irj the river to-day.
No armament as yet on board. She has put up a second smoke-stack since I wrote
you. She therefore has two funnels, three masts, and is bark-rigged. I am now in-

formed that she is to carry eight rifled caunon, and two long swivel-guns on pivots so
arranged as to rake both fore and aft. No pains or expense has been spared in her con-
struction, and when fully armed she will be a formidable and dangerous craft ; in

strength and armament quite equal to the Tuscarora, so I should judge from what I
learn.

Mr. Miller, who built the hull, says he was employed by Fawcett, Preston & Co.,
and that they own the vessel. I have obtained information from many different
sources, all of which goes to show that she is intended for the Southern Confederacy.
I am satisfied that this is the case. She is ready to take her arms on board. I cannot
learn whether they are to be shipped here or at some other port. Of course she is in-

tended as a privateer. When she sails, it will be to burn and destroy whatever she
meets with hearing the American flag. 1

In a postscript he adds, " The gun-carriages for the Oreto, I have just
learned, were taken on board on Friday night last, in a rough state, and
taken down in the hold. Fraser, Treiiholm & Co. have made advances
to Fawcett, Preston & Co., and Miller the builder."

This statement as to the gun-carriages was wholly incorrect.
Having received the letter of Mr. Dudley, Mr. Adams writes, inclos-

ing it to Lord Russell, as follows:

Legation of the United States,
London, February 18, 1862.

My Loud : I have the honor to submit to your consideration the copy of an extract
of a letter addressed to me by the consul of the United States at Liverpool, going to
show the preparation at that port of an armed steamer evidently intended for hostile
operations on the ocean. From the evidence furnished in the names of the persons
stated to be concerned in her construction and outfit, I entertain little doubt that the
intention is precisely that indicated in the letter of the consul, the carrying on war
against the United States. The parties are the same which dispatched the Bermuda,
laden with contraband of war at the time,in August last, when I had the honor of
calling your lordship's attention to her position, which vessel then succeeded in running-
the blockade, and which now appears to be about again to depart on a like errand.
Should further evidence to sustain the allegations respecting the Oreto he heldne-

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 1 ; United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 216.
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cessary to effect the object of securing the interposition of Her Majesty's government,
I will make an effort to procure it in a more formal manner.

I have, &c.,

CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS. 1

It is clear that, in the information thus conveyed to Lord Bussed

,

there was, so far, nothing that could justify the seizure of the vessel.
Whether Mr. Dudley communicated to Mr. Adams the details of the in-

formation, to which he refers in general terms in his letter of the 17th,
or not, it is certain that no details were communicated to Her Majesty's
government. Nothing was specifically stated beyond the names of the
parties for whom and by whom the vessel had been built, and that the
former were the same as had, in the preceding August, dispatched the
Bermuda laden with munitions of war, with which she had succeeded in
running the blockade. Beyond this, all is suspicion, or, at best, the be-

lief of two zealous servants of the United States Government, with
only a general reference to information received by one of them from
" many different sources," no details of which are given, or means
afforded of testing its accuracy or trustworthiness. It is obvious that,

if upon such a representation the Government had proceeded to seize

the vessel, no court could have condemned her ; she must inevitably have
been released. Indeed, Mr. Adams himself seems to have been conscious

that his representation was not one on which the Government could act

without further materials; for he ends his letter by saying, "Should
further evidence to sustain the allegations respecting the Oreto be held
necessary to effect the object of securing the interposition of Her Ma-
jesty's government, I will make an effort to procure it in a more formal
manner."

Tt is plain from this that, as late as the 18th of February, Mr. Adams
was not in possession of evidence on which he felt he had a right to call

for the interposition of the Government.
Nor does Mr. Dudley appear to have succeeded in obtaining any more

reliable information. On the 19th he writes again to Mr. Seward :

I do not think there is any doubt hut what she (the Florida) is intended for the so-called

Southern Confederacy. Information from many different sources all confirm it, and
some of the Southern Agents have admitted it. On Friday night last, her gun-car-

riagee, in pieces, and some in a rough state, were taken on hoard and put down in the

hold. It is understood that her guns are at the fouudery of Fawcett, Preston & Co. It

is probable they may be taken on in boxes, and mounted after they get out to sea
;

but I have nothing to warrant this supposition, except the fact of the gun-carriages

being taken on board in the night-time, and in the manner they were. She will be

quite equal in strength and armament to the Tuscarora when completed. She made a

trial trip of twenty miles yesterday. I have made this vessel the subject of two dis-

patches to Minister Adams, and communicated to him all the particulars. 2

Here again, when Mr. Dudley professes to be in possession of the im-

portant fact that some of the Southern Agents had admitted that the

Oreto was intended for the Southern Confederacy, he communicated the

fact only to Mr. Seward. No such information is given to Mr. Adams,
still less to the Government or to the local authorities, by whom, had it

been imparted to them, the information might have been followed up.

Both in this and his former letter Mr. Dudley's information as to

the gun-carriages having been conveyed on board the Oreto, with the

additionally suspicious circumstance of this having been done by night,

proved altogether mistaken. The report made by the custom-house

officers of Liverpool on the 21st of February shows that the vessel had

no gun-carriages on board. It further appears by reports made at a

British Appendix, vol. i, p. 1 ; United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 216.

^United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 218.
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later period that she had no gun-carriages on board when she finally

left Liverpool. She had none on board when she arrived at Nassau.
All that under the circumstances could possibly be asked for, on the

information conveyed to the government by Mr. Adams, was inquiry
;

and this Her Majesty's government at once proceeded to institute.

Immediately on the receipt of Mr. Adams's letter, Earl Eussell took
the necessary steps for causing local inquiries as to the Oreto to be made
by the officers to whose department it appertained to investigate such
a matter. No clew having been given to the secret sources of informa-

tion which Mr. Dudley may have possessed, these officers could only
apply in the first instance to the builders of the vessel. The result of

their inquiries, as shown in the reports made by them, appeared per-

fectly satisfactory. The commissioners of customs, on the 22d of Feb-
ruary, report to the treasury as follows

:

On receipt of your lordship's reference, we forthwith instructed our collector at
Liverpool to make inquiries in regard to the Vessel Oreto, and it appears from his re-

port that she has been built by Messrs. Miller & Sons for Messrs. Fawcett, Preston &
Co., engineers, of Liverpool, and is intended for the use of Messrs. Thomas Brothers,
of Palermo, one of that firm having frequently visited the vessel during the process of
building.
The Oreto is pierced for four guus ; but she has, as yet, taken nothing on board but

coals and ballast. She is not, at present, fitted for the reception of guns, nor are the
builders aware that she is to be supplied with guns while she remains in this country.
The expense of her construction has been paid, and she has been handed over to Messrs.
Fawcett & Preston. Messrs. Miller & Sous state their belief that her destination is

Palermo, as they have been requested to recommend a master to take her to that port,
and our collector at Liverpool states that he has every reason to believe that the ves-
sel is for the Italian government.
We beg further to add, that special directions have beeu given to the officers at

Liverpool to watch the movements of the vessel, and that we will not fail to report
forthwith any circumstance which may occur worthv of vour lordship's cognizance.

THO. F* FREMANTLE.
GRENVILLE C. L. BERKELEY. 1

The statement of the commissioners was based on the following re-

ports which they had received from their officers at Liverpool

:

Mr. Edwards to the commissioners of customs.

Liverpool, February 21, 1862.

Honourable Sihs : The builders of the vessel Oreto are Messrs. Miller & Sous. Mr.
Miller is the chief surveyor for tonnage. By their note inclosed the vessel is correctly
described, and I have every reason to believe that she is for the Italian government,
and not for the Confederates.

It will be seen by the note of the surveyor, Mr. Morgan, which I annex, that, as yet,

she has nothing in her, so that the information furnished ti> the government is, so far,

incorrect.

Special directions have been given to the officers to observe the movements of the
vessel, so that whatever takes place can be made known to the board at any time.

Respectfull v, &c,
S. PRICE EDWARDS.

Mr. Miller to Mr. Edwards.

Liverpool, February 21, 1862.

Sir : We have built the dispatch-vessel Oreto for Messrs: Fawcett, Preston & Co.,

engineers, of this town, who are the agents of Messrs. Thomas Brothers, of Palermo, for

whose use the vessel, we understand, has been built. She is pierced for four guns ; she
has taken nothing whatever on board except coals and ballast ; she is in no way fitted

for the reception of guns, as yet ; nor do we know that she is to have guns while in

England. Mr. Thomas, of the firm at Palermo, frequently visited the ship while she
was being built.

We have handed her over to the engineers, and have been paid for her. According to

the best of my information the present destination of the vessel "is Palermo ; and we
have been asked to recommend a master to take her out to Palermo.

I remain, &c,

__ T. MILLER.
1 Bnt.sh Appendix, vol. i, p. 2.
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Mr. Morgan to Mr. Edwards.
February 21, 1862.

Sir: I beg to state that I have inspected the Oreto, now lying in Toxteth Dock,
agreeably'with your directions issued to-day.
She is a splendid steamer, suitable for n dispatch-boat

; pierced for guns, but has
not any on "board, nor are there any gun-carriages. Coals and ballast are all that the
holds contain.

Respectfully, &c,
C. MORGAN, Collector. 1

Here, therefore, was the assurance of a respectable firm of ship-build-
ers, by whom the vessel had been built, that it was understood by them
to have been built for Thomas Brothers of Palermo, whose agents Paw-
cett & Co. were, and that Mr. Thomas, a member of the Palermo firm, had
frequently visited the ship while she was in the course of construction.
There was the statement of Mr. Edwards, an officer possessing the con-
fidence of the governnent, that he had every reason to believe that the
vessel was built for the Italian government, and not for the confederates.
And from the report of Mr. Morgan, another government officer, as well
as from the statement of Mr. Miller, it further appeared*that the repre-
sentation of Mr. Dudley, that the vessel " had received her gun-car-
riages and was ready to takeherarms on board," was altogether incorrect,
there being no gun-carriages on board, or preparation of any sort for

the reception of guns.
If, prior to the receipt of these reports, the evidence was insufficient

to justify the seizure or detention of the vessel, assuredly after them
Her Majesty's government would have acted most improperly if they
had directed their officers to adopt so arbitrary aud unwarranted a pro-
ceeding.

It may be said that further inquiries should have been instituted.

But of whom f Mr. Dudley, to whom every one who had conceived
any suspicions about the vessel, or heard any rumors respecting her,

appears to have run, and who of course was naturally disposed to
listen to any statements of the kind, made a point of not giving up the.
names of his informants. No facts were ever communicated by Mr.
Dudley, either to the officers of the port or to the police of Liverpool.
The reports received from the commissioners of customs by the gov-

ernment were at once communicated to Mr. Adams. I cannot help
thinking that then was the time for putting Her Majesty's government
in possession of any information which had been obtained by Mr. Dud-
ley from so "many different sources,'' if that information could have
been made available, and for procuring the evidence which Mr. Adams
had expressed himself willing to make an effort to obtain. But nothing
further was heard from that gentleman till the 26th of March, (up-

wards of a month later,) when the vessel had actually sailed. Either
Mr. Adams felt, after the reports made to the government by its officers,

that the zeal of Mr. Dudley had led him to form hasty conclusions,
or the information, though derived from " many different sources,"
turned out to be such as could not be relied on, or the evidence was
found not to be forthcoming. Even Mr. Dudley, whose untiring industry
and zeal in the discharge of his duty is certainly entitled to admi :

ration, does not appear to have supplied Mr. Adams during the whole of
this period with any evidence of importance, or to have been required
by Mr. Adams to procure evidence upon which the government could
be called upon to act. It appears to me, under these circumstances,
singularly inconsistent and unjust to impute as matter of blame to Eirl
Russell, as is done in the case of the United States, that he did not call

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 159.
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upon Mr. Adams to furnish further evidence. The government were
satisfied with the reports of their officers, having received which they
might reasonably, and without being liable to any imputation of want
of due care, be of opinion that they ought to rest content, at all events
till something more should be brought forward. There was no reason
why they should doubt the written statement of Messrs. Miller, a firm
of known respectability, and one of the members of which was a gov-
ernment officer at the port. All the firms mentioned had carried on
business at Liverpool previously to the war, and it neither is, nor can
be, suggested that after the war had begun they had no business deal-
ings or transactions except with the Confederate States. At the same
time, as there was no doubt that the vessel was one which was capable
of being adapted to the purpose of war, it was right at such a conjuncture
that a watchful eye should be kept on her. Directions to this effect

were accordingly given by the commissioners of customs, and the ves-
sel was diligently watched until the hour of her departure. If evi-

dence had been forthcoming to show that the government officers were
deceived, it wsfc for Mr. Dudley, who professed to know where it was to
be found, to produce it. He would have been wholly wanting in his

duty if, being possessed of, or enabled to obtain such evidence, he had
failed to produce it. The fact that neither Mr. Dudley nor Mr. Adams
made any communication to the government till after the vessel had
sailed is, as it seems to me, very strong to show that no such evidence
was to be had.

If Mr. Dudley, to whom everybody appears to have resorted who had
anything to communicate, could find nothing on which his superior,
Mr. Adams, ever ready to address requisitions or remonstrances to
Earl Eussell, could call for the intervention of Her Majesty's govern-
ment, it seems unreasonable to reproach the government with want of
due diligence in not making inquiries which, there is every reason to
think, could have led to no profitable result.

That the government were sincerely desirous of ascertaining the true
character of this vessel, lest, possibly, any violation of neutrality should
be contemplated, is shown by this, that instead of resting satisfied with
the inquiries of the local officers, a belief having been expressed that
the vessel was being built for the Italian government, Lord Eussell, on
the 26th of February, telegraphed to Sir James Hudson, the British
minister at Turin, desiring him to " ascertain and report whether a vessel
called the Oreto, now fitting out at Liverpool, is intended for the use of
the Italian government." 1 Sir James Hudson having referred to Signor
Eicasoli, the minister for foreign affairs, telegraphs, in answer : " Eica-
soli tells me he has no knowledge whatever of the ship Oreto, but will

cause inquiry to be made." 2 As the construction of such a vessel would
belong to the department of the marine, the fact of Signor Eicasoli
being unaware of any order having been given for its construction
would, of course, not be conclusive. Indeed, Signor Eicasoli would not
take upon himself to negative the fact, but promised to make inquiry
on the subject. Unfortunately the result of the inquiry, which was that
the vessel had not been built for the Italian government, was not com-
municated to Sir James Hudson till the 25th of March, by which time
the Oreto had actually sailed. 3 The delay is believed to have been
owing to a change in the Italian ministry, which occurred about the
period in question ; for the answer to Sir James Hudson was given not

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 3.
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid., p. 6.
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by Signor Eicasoli, but by Signor Eatazzi, who had succeeded him as
minister for foreign affairs. The delay is certainly not one for which
Her Majesty's government can in any way be held responsible. Until
the final answer to Sir James Hudson's inquiry had been given, the un-
certain answer of Signor Eicasoli could not, for the reason already
given—namely, that the matter was not one belonging to his depart-
ment— suffice to warrant the seizure or detention of the vessel. The ig-

norance of the Italian consul at Liverpool, who would not necessarily be
informed of an order given by the Italian government, especially if the
order had been giveu to Thomas Brothers of Palermo, could not make
it unnecessary to wait for Signor Eatazzi's answer. But the alleged
ignorance of the Italian consul was never communicated to the govern-
ment or to the local authorities. The information was given by Mr.
Dudley to Mr. Seward alone; in other words, was thrown away.
Mr. Dudley continued to keep a watchful eye on the Oreto. On the

27th of February he writes to Mr. Seward

:

I have positive evidence that the Oreto gun-boat is Intended for the southern confed-
eracy. She is to carry sixteen guns, is intended as a privateer, and', from present ap-
pearances, looks as if she would start on her cruise direct from this port. She has
taken on board, this morning, seventy barrels of pork and beef, sixty sacks of navy and
six barrels of cabin bread, together with other provisions. The guns are to be shipped
at some other port in England. l

Again on the 1st of March

:

The day before yesterday I wrote the Department that I had obtained evidence that
the gun-boat Oreto was intended as a privateer, and that she was taking on her pro-
visions, <!fcc. Since then she has been quite busy in taking on provisions. She has a
very large quantity, enough for a long cruise. They are getting as many southern
sailors as they can. They want 130 men if they can procure them. The pilot has been
told they would leave to-day ; they are only waiting for the arrival of the West India
boat at Southampton. The captain who is to command her is to come by this boat. A
man by the name of Duguid, a Scotchman, is to take her out of this port as an English
vessel. Her transfer will be made outside. The pilot thinks she will not come back
to Liverpool after her trial trip. He is given to understand that she will go to the Isle

of Man, then to Holyhead, and some other ports, in one of which her guns will be
placed on board, and theu she will enter at once on her cruise, and sail to the Mediter-
ranean. I have made arrangements by which I think intelligence of her movements

• will be communicated to me. Yesterday I addressed letters to the consuls on the Med-
iterranean, and sea-ports of Spain, Portugal, and some others, advising them of this

vessel, and requesting them to report her if she should visit the port. The programme,
as laid down to the pilot, may not be carried out, but it looks very probable when
taken in connection with the large supplies of provisions she has received on board. l

The programme was not carried out. The Oreto neither went to the

Isle of Man, nor Holyhead, nor the Mediterranean ; nor did she get any
southern sailors.

In the foregoing letters Mr. Dudley says he has " positive evidence "

that the gun-boat Oreto was intended as a privateer, and for the south-

ern confederacy. If so, one is naturally induced to ask how it was that
this evidence was not communicated to Mr. Adams, by whom it might
immediately have been made available, instead of being only spoken of,

and that only in general terms, to Mr. Seward, who, being on the other
side of the Atlantic, could not, of course, make use of it to stop the ves-

sel. Is not the fair inference to be drawn from this and the other let-

ters of this gentleman, wheu we see how little resulted from them, that
anxious to show his zeal in the best light, he was more disposed to

address himself to the Secretary of State than to the minister in Lon-
don, and was somewhat apt to boast of possessing evidence, when, in
fact, he had nothing more than reports and- conjectures, which, though
not inconsistent with probability, possessed no substantial or available

1 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 220.
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reality 1 Or was it that his information was obtained'by secret means
which would have stamped it with discredit if produced ?

On the 5th of March Mr. Dudley again writes Mr. Seward

:

Owing, as it is alleged, to the authorities here, the Oreto has been compelled to reg-

ister as an English vessel, and he regularly entered, &o. She entered on Saturday
last for Palermo, in Sicily, and Jamaica, in the West Indies, W. C. Miller as owner, and
Duguid as commander. Her guns are not on board. She shipped her crew on Monday
last. Inclosed find a copy of an agreement given by the captain to one of the men.
By it you will see that, while Miller is the owner, Fawcett, Preston & Co. pay
the- men. I have this document temporarily in my possession. The transfer of the
vessel to the southern confederacy will not be made here, but at some place outside

;

it may be at Palermo or Bermuda, but most likely at some place in the Mediterranean,
as the pilot and all the men are now given to understand that they are first to go there.
The foreman in Fawcett, Preston & Co.'s told a young man, formerly in the employ of
that company, that the guns for the Oreto were to be shipped to Palermo, and put on
board at that place ; while another person in their foundery told one of my men that
the guns had been sent on in the steamer Bermuda, and were to be landed at Ber-
muda, and that the Oreto was to call therefor them. Which of these, or whether either
of them, is true, I cannot tell; but what gives some strength to the latter statement is

the fact that on Saturday morning last, while the Bermuda was in the river, and just
before she sailed, several large cannon were placed on board of her. Both of these per-
sons in the employ of Fawcett, Preston & Co. stated that she was intended for the
confederates. The 'report is that she is to stop at Holyhead. I have sent a man there
to watch her, and made arrangements with one of the crew to give information from
time to time ; made her the subject of a number of communications to Mr. Adams, and
on Friday addressed a circular to all our consuls in the Mediterranean, requesting
them to look after and report to the Department in case she should visit the port. The
provisions of the Oreto are of the very best kind, and very ample, (the pilot says
enough to last a year,) with abundance of wines and liqnors for the officers. She
sailed from here last evening—the bill of entry says for Palermo and Jamaica in bal-
last. Her crew shipped consists of fifty-two men.'

The conflicting statements set forth in this letter show how uncertain
and unreliable were the reports which were conveyed to Mr. Dudley by
persons who gave their conjectures as facts, as well as how little reli-

ance can be placed on the information of Mr. Dudley, and how readily
that gentleman accepted unauthentic rumors and reports as the founda-
tion of his statements. Mr. Miller was not registered as owner, but, as

we shall see in a moment, Mr. John Henry Thomas, a merchant con-
nected with Palermo. In the agreement with the crew, priuted in the
British appendix, the firm of Fawcett, Preston & Co. are mentioned
as " managing owners ;" no mention is made of Mr. Miller, either as
registered or managing owner.
The guns for the Oreto, which it was asserted were to go out in the

Bermuda, did not go out in that vessel.

Here, again, I cannot but repeat the observation that while facts
which, if true, were no doubt of importance, are communicated to Mr.
Seward, no information respecting them is given to Mr. Adams, by
whom they might have been turned to good account, or to the local

authorities, to whom they might have afforded a clue to get at the truth.
The statements made by the foreman and workmen of Fawcett, Preston,
& Co., if mentioned in the proper quarter, might have led to. important
revelations.

The attention of the local authorities at Liverpool had not been with-
drawn from the vessel. They insisted, as appears from Mr. Dudley's,
letter to Mr. Seward, of the 5th of March, that the ship should be reg-
istered, no doubt as the condition of her clearance, and on the 3d of
March, she was registered accordingly, in the name of " John Henry
Thomas, of Liverpool, in the county of Lancaster, merchant," appar-
ently either a member of or connected with the Palermo firm the said

1 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 221.
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John Henry Thomas then making the following declaration, according
to the usual form :

I, the undersigned John Henry Thomas, of Liverpool, county of L anoaster, mer-
chant, declare as follows : I am a natural-born British subject, born at Palermo, in
the island of Sicily, of British parents, and have never taken the oath of allegiance to
any foreign state. The above general description of the ship is correct. James Alex-
ander Duguid, whose certificate of competency or service is No. 4,073, is the master of
said ship. I am entitled to he registered as owner of sixty-four shares of the said
ship. To the best of my knowledge and belief no person or body of persons other than
such persons or bodies of persons as are by the merchant shipping act, 1854, qualified
to be owners of British ships, is entitled, as owner, to any interest whatever, either
legal or beneficial, in the said ship. And I make this solemn declaration, conscien-
tiously believing the same to be true.

JOHN H. THOMAS.
Made and subscribed the 1st day of March, 1832, by the above-named John Henry

Thomas, in the presence of

—

J. C. JOHNSTONE, Jr.,
Registrar of Shijojping, Port of Liverpool. 1

The fact of Mr. Thomas, who thus declared himself to be a native of
Palermo, being registered as the owner, and his declaration that no per-
son or body of persons, other than such as were by the merchant ship-
ping act qualified to be owners of British ships, was entitled, as owner,
to any interest, legal or beneficial, in the vessel, were of course calcu-
lated to give support to the statement that the vessel was intended for
the firm of Thomas Brothers of that place.

On the ensuing day, the 4th, the Oreto cleared out for Palermo and
Jamaica.
Attention is called in the case of the United States to the fact that,

" notwithstanding the alleged belief of the Liverpool officers that the
vessel was intended for the King of Italy, she was allowed to clear for
Jamaica in ballast." In fact, she cleared for Palermo and Jamaica ; not,
as would appear to bethus represented, for Jamaica alone. And it is to
be observed that the belief of Mr. Edwards, the collector, on this head
had been expressed as much as a month before, without, as it would
appear, any definite grounds ; and that, on the other hand, Messrs. Mil-

ler had stated that she had been built for the Palermo firm, and that
this statement had received confirmation from the registration of
Thomas as her owner.
Though represented as destined to be handed over to the Italian gov-

ernment, as a dispatch-boat, yet, if built in the first instance for a pri-

vate firm, it was not impossible that it might be intended that she should
make a voyage to the West Indies before being parted with. Even if

her being cleared for Jamaica, as well as Palermo, had been deemed a
circumstance of suspicion, it would not have justified a seizure of the
vessel, unless there was something to show that the clearance was ficti-

tious and fraudulent. It was only by subsequent events that this was
made to appear.
Attention is invited in the case of the United States to what is called

the " easy credulity " of these officicals, " who to the first charges of

Mr. Adams replied by putting forward the belief of the builders as to

the destination of the vessel, and who met his subsequent complaints
by extracting from the custom-house records the false clearance which
Bullock and Fraser, Tfenholni & Co. had caused to be entered there."2

This representation appears to me very unfair. These officers, on re-

ceiving instructions from the commissioners of customs to make inquiry,

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 10.
2 Case of the United States, p. 337.
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had no one to resort to on the first occasion bat the builders. They
could report no other than what the builders stated, which was that " to

the best of their information " the present destination of the vessel was
Palermo, as it had been built for the firm of Thomas Brothers, of that

place, and they had been asked to recommend a master to take her out

to Palermo. When it is said that on the second occasion the officers

extracted from the custom-house records the false clearance which Bul-

lock and Fraser, Trenholm & Co. had caused to be entered there, it is

again to be borne in mind that it was their duty to communicate the

entry of the ship's clearance to their superiors, according as it stood on
the register; besides, there is no evidence of the entry having been
made by Bullock or by Fraser, Trenholm, & Co. Indeed, that Bullock
can have been a party to the clearance is impossible. The recklessness

of the assertion is apparent from the fact that the clearance was effected,

and the entry of it made on the 3d of March ; whereas Bullock did not
arrive at Liverpool in the Annie Childs till the 11th. 1 If Fraser & Co.

were parties to the clearance the fact appears t,o have been unknown to

Mr. Dudley ; no suggestion of the kind is anywhere made by him. Still

less is there any ground whatever for supposing that the officers had any
knowledge or reason to suspect that the entry had been made by these

parties, or was in any respect false. The slur attempted to be cast on these

officers, who are said to have been deceived only " because they wished
to be deceived," appears to me, I must say, wholly unfounded, and one
cannot but regret to see imputations of this kind introduced into a case
stated on the part of the American Government.
But the question, it must never be forgotten, is not whether these

officers were unduly credulous ; the question on which the liability of the
British government must dependis whether there were facts ascertained,
or capable of being ascertained, upon which they would have been jus-

tified in taking possession of this vessel. It seems to me that there
were not.

Upon what evidence could Her Majesty's government have supported
the seizure, or asked for the confiscation of this vessel in an English
court of law f

It is here all essential to keep in mind what it was which in a court of
law it would have been incumbent on the public prosecutor to establish,

in order to the condemnation of the vessel under the foreign-enlistment
act. He would have had in the first place to show that the vessel was
equipped for war. As to this, it is true there would have been no diffi-

culty. The vessel was pierced for guns, and had the necessary fittings

for war; she was represented as a dispatch-boat, which means a vessel
capable of being armed, and therefore of being used for war. But it

would have been further necessary to prove that the vessel was in-

tended to be used against a belligerent with whom Great Britain was at
peace. Here lay the difficulty ; for on this head the evidence totally
failed. Beyond surmises, suspicion, rumor, there was nothing, at least
nothing tangible or that could be made practicably available. Accord-
ing to the safe and sound rules of evidence, which happily prevail in an
English court of justice, as also in those of America, (for the procedure,
is the same in both,) the suspicions and impressions of Mr. Dudley would
have been wholly inadmissible ; the reports received by him from per-
sons who could not be brought forward would have been rejected as
mere hearsay; the gossip of the docks or the shipwrights' yards would
have been at once excluded; insinuations, imputing to respectable

1 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 223.
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officers abandonment of duty and complicity in crime, recklessly made
and unsupported by proof, would have been treated with proper disre-

gard. But, beyond this, what was there to show that this vessel was
intended for the service of the Confederate States ? Positively nothing;
while, on the other hand, there was the fact that an apparently respect-
able merchant, a native of Palermo, had registered himself as the owner

;

that the vessel had cleared for Palermo and Jamaica, and that her crew
had signed articles for a voyage to those places.

A circumstance to which the officers at Liverpool appear to have at-

tached considerable importance, was that the vessel, though pierced for

guns, had not even gun-carriages on board, and was wholly unarmed
and destitute of munitions of war. It might indeed be surmised by Mr.
Dudley that the vessel would receive her armament elsewhere, and the
sequel proved that his suspicions were well founded; but on his own
showing he was wholly without evidence to prove that such was to be
the case. Nor must it be forgotten that the Florida was the first vessel

of war built in England for the Confederate States, and that the artifices

and tricks, to which the unscrupulous cunning of the confederate agents
did not hesitate to resort in violation of British neutrality, had not till

then been brought into play. The officers therefore finding, after hav-
ing unceasingly watched the vessel, that no attempt was made to arm
her, may not unreasonably have been satisfied that she was leaving on
an innocent voyage; or, at all events, without there being any intention

of arming her in British waters. To some minds this may seem "easy
credulity." To others, less astute, it may seem natural enough, and not

to be justly imputable to want of proper diligence dr to intentional

neglect of duty.
If, indeed, the officers had become aware that another vessel had been

at that time taking on board gun-carriages and guns capable of being-

put on board the Oreto after she had left the port, such a circumstance

would have been well calculated to excite suspicion that the professed

voyage to Palermo and Jamaica was but the pretended destination of

the vessel.

But nothing of the kind existed. M. Staempfli, who has iusisted on

such a fact as one of the main grounds of a decision against the British

government, has here fallen into a very serious error. Instead of the

guns and their carriages being brought, as he has imagined, from Hartle-

pool to Liverpool and there shipped, they were, in fact,in order to avoid

suspicion, transmitted by railway, unknown to the authorities, from

Liverpool to Hartlepool, a port on the opposite coast of England, and

there shipped ; so that, while the officers at Liverpool knew nothing of

the shipment of the guns, the officers at Hartlepool knew nothing of the

sailing of the Oreto. To this it may be added that, though Mr. Dudley
was aware of the sailing of both the ships, and also of the transport of

guns and munitions of war from Liverpool to Hartlepool by Pawcett &
Co., to form part of the cargo of the Bahama, it never occurred to him
to imagine that there was any connection between the two vessels.

While he believed that the Oreto was about to proceed' to the Mediter-

ranean, his letters show that he believed that the guns and munitions

of war sent to the Bahama were intended to run the blockade or be

taken to Bermuda or Nassau, to be there transshipped for that purpose.

On the 7th of March he writes to Mr. Seward :

Some three weeks ago I was credibly informed that the same parties who had pur-

chased the Herald had bought the steamer Bahama ; that they would load her with

munitions of war for the so-called southern confederacy, and either run the blockade

or else laud her cargo at Bermuda and run it into Charleston ou smaller vessels. I
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made inquiries to find her, and wrote to different' consulates without obtaining any

information about her, or any vessel of that name. Yesterday we discovered that Faw-
cett, Preston & Co. were shipping, by rail, cases containing shells and shot, also cases

supposed to contain cannon and rifles, directed to " Pickford & Co., West Hartlepool,

for shipment per steamer Bahama, for Hamburg." This Hartlepool is the same place

where the Bermuda, on her first trip, received a portion of her cargo. I have written

to the consuls at Leeds and London, and will endeavor to learu something more about

this business.1

On the 12th of March :

fhe vice-consul at Newcastle writes me that there is a steamer, called the Bahama,
loading at West Hartlepool. He no doubt will advise the Department and give ,all the

particulars in reference to her. Fawcett, Preston & Co. are sending large quantities

of munitions of war to this vessel. They have already sent from Liverpool five hun-

dred cases of shot and shells, upward of twenty tons of cannon, and about four tons

of gun-carriages. This vessel will either run the blockade or land her cargo at Ber-

muda or Nassau, and have it ferried over in smaller vessels. 3

When Mr. Dudley himself had not the shadow of a suspicion that

the guns sent over to Hartlepool to be loaded in the Bahama were iu-

tended for the Oreto, it would lie unreasonable, even independently of

the mistake I have adverted to, to expect that the Liverpool officers

should have seen through the contrivance.

Now, indeed, we are enabled to see these things by the light of sub-

sequent events and since-acquired knowledge. We now know that the

Oreto was ordered, by Bullock for the Confederate States, and that Bul-

lock was ati agent of those States. But at that time these facts were
entirely unknown to Her Majesty's government, and the first of them,

at least, equally so to Mr. Dudley himself. Subsequent events have
shown that the suspicions entertained by Mr. Dudley and others were
well founded ; but though these suspicions may have had more or less

of probability, they were but suspicions, and were, therefore, incapable

of being made practically available. It is easy to-be wise after the
eyent. "JEvcntus stultorum magister? says the adage. The tribunal

must be on its guard against the impression likely to be produced by
the adroit way in which, in the United States pleadings, the story of

these vessels is told without distinguishing what was formerly known,
and what is now known about them. But obviously nothing can be
more irrational or unjust than to say that Her Majesty's government
were bound to have seen things then as we see them now, or to seek the

condemnation of the Oreto on such evidence as was then forthcoming,
because subsequent events have made manifest what was then incapa-

ble of being proved.
The inability of Mr. Dudley to obtain any evidence as to the destina-

tion of the vessel becomes the more remarkable from the fact that,

owing to an accident, an additional three weeks from the clearing out

of the Oreto was afforded him for discovery. The vessel in going out,

after she had cleared, sustained some injury, and had to put back for

repairs, and was detained till the 22d of March, when she finally sailed.

Notwithstanding this favorable circumstance Mr. Dudley appears to

have been unable to obtain any proof of the vessel being intended for

the confederate service.

On the 12th of March he writes to Mr. Seward : '

The steam gun-boat Oreto put back into the river yesterday again. This is the third

time she has come back. She is now anchored in the stream. I am quite unable to

account for her conduct. She, no doubt, is either waiting for her guns or some person.

I was told, some two weeks ago, that a southern naval officer was to come over to talke

command after they transferred her ; it is possible they are waiting for his arrival. 1

1 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 222.
2 Ibid., page 223.
3 Ibid.
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Again, on the 15th, he writes

:

The Oreto is still in the'river, lying off Eggraont. She is evidently not ready for
sea, and is waiting for her guns or else for some person. I was informed yesterday
that her guns are to be placed on hoard before she leaves this port ; that they are to he
boxed, taken over to Birkenhead, and there placed on tugs or lighters and conveyed to
the vessel. I have no means of verifying this statement. I have communicated it to
our minister at London. 'z

According to these letters, and that of the 5th of March, previously
quoted, Mr. Dudley had addressed several communications to Mr.
Adams on the subject of the Oreto. ]S

T
o new facts can, however, have

been commuuicated which Mr. Adams deemed worthy of being sub-
mitted to Her Majesty's government, for no communication was re-

ceived from him. If Mr. Dudley was in possession of available infor-
mation, and failed to communicate it to Mr. Adams, or if such informa-
tion was communicated to Mr. Adams, but that gentleman omitted to
make Her Majesty's government acquainted with it, there would have
been a want of " due diligence" on the part of the agents of the United
States Government. But the known vigilance and assiduity of these
gentlemen renders such an imputation impossible.
On the 22d of March, the day the Oreto actually sailed, Mr. Dudley

writes thus to Mr. Adams

:

The Oreto is still in the river. A flat-boat Las taken part of her armament to her.
A part of the crew of the steamer Annie Childs, which came to this port loaded with
cotton, have just left my office. They tell me that Captain Bullock is to command the
Oreto, and that four other officers for this vessel came over with them in the Childs.
The names of three are Young, Low, and Maffet or Moffit, the fourth was called Eddy

;

the first two are lieutenants, and the two last named midshipmen. Theyfurther state
that these officers during the voyage wore naval uniforms ; that they came on the Childs
at a place called Smithville, some twenty miles down the river from Wilmington ; that
it was talked about and understood by all on board that their object in coming was to

take command of this vessel, which was being built in England for the southern con-
federacy. They further state that it was understood in Wilmington, before they left,

that several war-vessels were being built in England for the South. As they were
coming up the river in the Childs, as they passed the Oreto, she dipped her flag to the
Childs. I have had this last from several sources, and the additional fact that the
same eveniug, after the arrival of this steamer, a dinner was given in the Oreto to the
officers who came over in the Childs. I understand she will make direct for Madeira
and Nassau.2

Here was, indeed, information of importance, but unfortunately it

came too Jate ; nor was it communicated to the Government or to the

local authorities till the ship had. sailed. Had Mr. Dudley, instead of

contenting himself with writing to Mr. Adams, at once put the collector

of customs in communication with the part of the crew of the Annie
Childs to whom he refers in his letter, the statement thus made, had it

appeared to be such as could be depended on, might have made it in-

cumbent on that officer to detain the vessel. But this obvious course

does not appear to have occurred to Mr. Dudley. He contented him-

self with writing to Mr. Adams. The opportunity was lost and the

vessel left.

It is further to be observed that a considerable portion of this infor-

mation turned out to be untrue. In what is stated in the foregoing let-

ter as to Captain Bullock and four other officers being intended for the

Oreto, Mr. Dudley was again misled by his informants, whose names as

usual are not given. Only one of these parties, a Mr. Low, went out in

her. Her master and crew were English, and shipped, as we have seen,

for the voyage to Palermo and Jamaica.

1 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 224.
4 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 228; British Appendix, vol. i, p. 5.
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On the 25th of March, having received Mr. Dudley's letter of the

22d, Mr. Adams, for the first time since his letter of the 18th of Feb-

ruary, a period of five weeks, again writes to Earl Eussell on the sub-

ject of the Oreto

:

My Lord : I have the honor to submit to your consideration the copy of a letter

received from the consul of the United States at Liverpool, touching the case of the

steam gun-boat Oreto, which I have already made the subject of a communication

some time ago. It is with great reluctance that I am driven to the conviction that the

representations made to your lordship of the purposes and destination of that vessel

were delusive, and that though at first it may have been intended for service in Sicily,

yet that such an intention has been long since abandoned in fact, and the pretense

has been held up only the better to conceal the true object of the parties engaged.

That object is to make war on the United States. All the persons thus far known to

be most connected with the undertaking are either directly employed by the insur-

gents in the United States of America, or residents of Great Britain notoriously iu

sympathy with and giving aid and comfort to them on this side of the water. 1

The letter, which is of considerable length, then quits the subject of

the Oreto, and goes into the question of the assistance derived by the

insurgent States from England. It is so far important to the present

purpose, that it shows that, while making general complaints on the

part taken by British subjects iu what was going on, Mr. Adams hadno
specific complaint to make on the score of the Oreto. He nowhere
complains of the Oreto not having been seized, nor had he ever called

upon the Government to seize her ; nor has his complaint reference to

the insufficiency of the existing municipal law to meet such a case as

that of the Oreto ; the complaint relates to the assistance derived by
the confederates from Great Britain in other ways—such as blockade-

running and importation of contraband of war and^other articles—and
not to the special subject of the Oreto, or the foreign-enlistment act.

At this time Her Majesty's government were not aware that the
Oreto had, in fact, sailed. Earl Eussell, therefore, on receiving the

letter of Mr. Adams of the 25th, immediately directed that the treasury
and customs should be requested to take such steps as might be neces-

sary to ascertain whether the Oreto was equipped for the purpose of

making war on the United States, and if that fact could be proved, to

detain the vessel.2 He informed Mr. Adams that he had done so. In
reply to the general complaints of Mr. Adams, he observes

:

You have not yourself hitherto furnished me with evidence that any vessel has
received a hostile or warlike equipment in British waters, which has been afterward
used against the United States. The care that was taken to prevent the warlike
equipment of the Nashville in British waters mnst be familiar to your recollection.3

The reference to the commissioners of customs led to the following
report of April the 4th

:

Your lordships having referred to us the annexed letter from Mr. Hammond, trans
mitting, by desire of Earl Russell, a copy of a further letter, addressed by the United
States consul at Liverpool to Mr. Adams, the United States minister at this court, in
which it is again affirmed that the Oreto is being fitted out as a vessel of war for the
southern confederacy, and various statements are reported in support of that asser-
tion, aud requesting that your lordships would instruct this board to give directions
that the Oreto might be vigilantly watched, and that, if any armament prohibited by
the foreign-enlistment act should be discovered, the vessel might be at once detained;
We report

—

That, on the receipt of your lordships' reference, we directed our collector at Liv-
erpool immediately to inquire into the further allegations made in regard to the Oreto,
and to govern himself in accordance with the instructions contained in Mr.
H ammond's letter, and, having received the report of the collector, we find that the

1 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 227 ; British Appendix, vol. i, p. 4.
3 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 5.
3 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 6 ; United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 30.
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vessel in question was registered on the 3d ultimo, in the name of John Henry Thomas,
of Liverpool, as sole owner ; that she cleared on the following day for Palermo and
Jamaica in ballast, hut did not sail until the 22d, the day on winch the American
consul's letter is dated, having a crew of fifty-two men, all British, with the exception
of three or four, one of whom only was an American. She had no gunpowder, nor
even a single gun, and no colors, saving Maryatt's code of signals and a British ensign,
nor any goods on board except the stores enumerated on the accompanying copy of
her victualing bill.

With regard to the statements in the letter of the consul, the collector further
reports that it is clear the passengers brought by the Annie Childs, the vessel therein
mentioned, which has recently arrived from one of the Southern States, were not
intended to form any portion of the crew of the Oreto, inasmuch as they were still in
Liverpool, and that the dipping of the ensign on board the latter vessel on the arrival

of the Annie Childs, as far as the collector had been enabled to ascertain, was intended
as a compliment to one of the Cunard steamers and another vessel which saluted the
Annie Childs on her arrival, tlie masters of the several vessels being known to one
another.

THO. F. FREMANTLE.
GRENVILLE C. L. BERKELEY. 1

It further appears from statements made afterward in August, 18G2,

by the officers of customs at Liverpool, when evidence was being col-

lected, to be used in the proceedings instituted against the Oreto at

Nassau, that those officers never lost sight of the Oreto to the time of

her final departure ; and it also appears, from their statement and that of

the pilot who took the vessel out of the Mersey, that her condition was
to the last wholly incompatible with any present purpose of war.

Statement of Mr. Edward Morgan.

I am one of the surveyors of customs at this port. Pursuant to instructions I re-

ceived from the collector on the 21st of February in the present year and at subsequent

dates I visited the steamer Oreto at various times, when she was being fitted out in

the dock, close to the yard of Messrs. Miller & Sons, the builders of the vessel. I con-

tinued this inspection from time to time until she left the dock, and I am certain that

when she left the river she had no warlike stores of any kind whatever on board.

After she went into the river she was constantly watched by the boarding officers,

who were directed to report to me whenever any goods were taken on board, but, in

reply to mv frequent inquiries, they Btated nothing was put in the ship bnt coals.
F J > » ^ EDWARD MORGAN, Surveyor.

Statement of Mr. Henry Lloyd.

In consequence of instructions received from Mr. Morgan, surveyor I, in conjunction

with the other three surveyors of the river, kept watch on the proceedings of the vessel

Oreto from the time she left the Toxteth Dock, on the 4th March last till the day she

sailed the 22d of the same month. On one occasion I was alongside of her, and spoke to

Mr. Parry, the pilot, and the chief mate. Neither I nor any of the other river surveyors

saw at any time any arms or warlike ammunition of any kind taken on board, and we

are perfectly satisfied that none such was taken on board during her stay in the river.
* H. LLOYD, Examining Officer.

x Statement on oath of Mr. William Parry.

I was the pilot in charge of the ship Oreto when she left the Toxteth Dock on the

4th March, 1862. I continued on board to the day of her sailing, which was the aid

of the same month, and never left her save on Sunday, when all work was suspended

I saw the ship before the coals and provisions were taken into her; there were no

munitions of war in her, that is to say, she had no guns, carnapv*ot shell o rpow.

der ; had there been any on board I must have seen it. Ipiloted the ship out ot the

Mersey, to Point Lynas, off Anglesea, where I leit her, and she W^^j^^i
nel, since which she has not returned. From the time the vessel left tbe-river until I

left her she held no communication with the shore, or with any other vessel, for the

purpose of receiving anything like cargo on board. I frequently saw Mr. Lloyd, the

tide surveyor, alongside the ship while in the river. wm PARRY.2
.

Sworn before me at the custom-house, Liverpool, tb
,i.23f^^AItDS, Collectm,

i British Appendix, vol. i, p. 7; United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 231.

2 British Case, p. 58; British Appendix, vol. l, p. 34.
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Upon the facts to -which I have been referring, it seems to me impos-

sible to entertain a serious doubt that if the cause had been brought
into a court of justice, the case of the government must have broken
down hopelessly, and the vessel must have been forthwith released. In
discussing the legal questions bearing on this part of the case, I haveaL1

already givenmy reasons for thinking thatundersuch circumstances a gov-
ernmentwould not bejustified in instituting legal proceedings. I reiterate

that opinion here. I think it would have been useless, and therefore

wrong, to seize, and take proceedings to condemn, the Oreto.

The deficiency of proof, up to the time of the departure of the Florida

from Liverpool, as to the vessel being intended for the Confederate
States, is now sought to be made good by a general and sweeping state-

ment as to the " notoriety " of the fact. "All the facts about the Flor-

ida," it is said, " and about the hostile expedition which it was proposed
to make against the United States, were open and notorious at Liver^

pool."1 Of course nothing is more easy than to make a general asser-

tion of this kind; but such an assertion ought not to be made without
some evidence to support it. The only proofs to which we are referred

are the dispatches of Mr. Dudley during the period in question ; but hav-
ing gone carefully through these dispatches, almost all of which I have
hereinbefore set out, I find nowhere any reference whatsoever to the "no-
toriety" which, on the authority of these dispatches, is thus boldly asserted
to have existed. I find, however, strong proof of the contrary in the
statement of Mr. Dudley himself, as to the great secrecy that was main-
tained about the vessel, and his consequent inability to obtain any
" definite information" concerning her, as well as in the fact that in all

his statements respecting her he seldom adduced any definite or specific

information, which did not afterward turn out to be incorrect. The
British government is, therefore, as it seems to me, well warranted in ask-
ing, where is the proof of these assertions f Where is the proof that even
the American consul at Liverpool, whose activity in hunting for secret in-

formation appears to have been indefatigable, and to whom every one
resorted who had information to disclose, knew of the contract with
Bullock, or of the dispatch, cargo, and destination of the Bahama?
And if he knew them, why did he not either communicate his knowledge
and the proofs in his possession to the British government, or himself
lay an information on oath against the ship T*

But there is an important fact, which appears to me conclusive to dis-

prove the alleged notoriety thus positively asserted. The crew of the
Oreto had shipped at Liverpool for what they believed to be a mercan-
tile voyage to Palermo and Jamaica. By the time they had arrived at
Nassau, they began to suspect the true character of the vessel, and that
she was intended for a vessel of war for the Confederate States, where-
upon they refused to 'continue in her, and insisted on their discharge.
It is plain that these men, coming from the port of Liverpool, had been
.wholly unaware of what is now represented to have been there matter
of open notoriety. No one acquainted with the habits of seamen, and
aware of the interest this class of men take in the character of a vessel
in which they are about to ship for a long voyage, can be credulous
enough to believe, upon the mere credit of an assertion unsupported by
proof, that a crew of fifty men could have shipped on board of this vessel
in utter ignorance of a fact alleged to have been notorious to every one
at the port; and which, if known to them, would, as the sequel showed,

1 Case of the United States, p. 335.
2 British CouDter Case, p. 74.
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at ouce have deterred them from taking service iu her. It is impossible
to believe in anything so unlikely.

But even if this alleged notoriety had existed,' it would have availed
nothing toward proof of the facts to be established. If facts are notori-
ous, they can the more readily be proved. But if notoriety rests, not on
proof capable of being adduced, but on common talk and rumor,
evidence of such notoriety is inadmissible in an English court. It would
have availed the government nothing to allege that the destination of
the Oreto tothe confederate service was matter of notoriety at Liverpool,
even had the fact that such notoriety existed been true, which, however,
appears not to have been the case.

The substance of the facts to be gathered from the correspondence, as
stated in the British Counter Case, appears to me, after a careful exam-
ination, to be so accurately stated, that I have no hesitation in tran-

scribing it and giving the sanction of my confirmation:

It is clear that Mr. Dudley himself was in ignorance of the facts which, iu the case
of the United States, are asserted to have been open and notorious to all. His attention
had been called to the Florida, then in the builder's yard, as early as November, 18H1.

On ,the 24th January, 1862, he writes that " she is reported for the Italian government ;"

but the fact of the machinery being supplied by Fawcett & Preston, and other cir-

cumstances, make him "suspicions," and cause him to believe she is intended for the
South. On the 4th February the circumstances are still "somewhat suspicious."
" There is much secrecy observed about her, aud I have been unable to get anything
definite, but my impressions are strong that she is intended for the southern confed-
eracy.* I have communicated my impressions and all the facts to Mr. Adams, our
minister in London." At that moment the ship was taking in her coal ; and " appear-
ances indicate," he wrote, " that she will leave here the latter part of this week." He
makes, however, no representation to the government, nor d«es Mr. Adams make any.
On the 12th he writes to Mr. Seward that everything he sees and hears confirms him iu

the belief that the vessel is intended for the confederacy ; but he mentions no fact,

except that Miller (the builder) had said that Fawcett, Preston & Co. gave him the
contract. Still no representation is made. On the 17th, he has " obtained information
from many different sources," which " goes to show " that she is intended for the Con-
federate States. Nevertheless, the solitary fact mentioned is that Fawcett, Preston &
Co. are said to be the owners, with the addition that advances are said to have been
made to them and to Miller by Fraser, Trenholm & Co. Afterward he tells Mr. Seward
that he has " no doubt," and has " positive evidence that she is for the South.;" and, on
the 5th March, that two persons in the employ of Fawcett, Preston & Co. had said so.

But up to the time when she left Liverpool, his correspondence mentions not a single

•circumstance proving, or tending to prove, for what purpose she was intended, beyond
some rumors as to her probable movements, which turned out to be erroneous. With
the " notorious fact" that she had been ordered by Bullock he is evidently quite unac-
quainted. As to the Bahama, so far is he from being aware of the " notorious fact

"

that she was about to take out the Florida's armament, that up to the 6th March he is

making fruitless inquiries about that vessel, and can obtain no information about her,

or any vessel of that name. Several days afterward he learns that she is loading with
cannon and other munitions of war at Hartlepool, aud " will either rim the blockade, or

laud her cargo at Bermuda or Nassau, and have it ferried over in, smaller vessels."^ He be-

lieves her, in short, to the last, to be merely a blockade-runner laden with articles con-

traband of war, and has no idea of her having any connection with the Florida. 1

But it is said that Her Majesty's government ought not to have re-

mained satisfied with the inquiry made by its officers ;
that it should

have pushed its injuries further; and that had it done so with
due diligence, it might have obtained means to establish the iact

of the Oreto being intended for the confederate service. But we are not

told where such further inquiry could or should have been made, or

where this supposed evidence could have been obtained. We know from

Mr. Dudley that the greatest secrecy wasobserved, so that even he could

discover nothing definite. The secret would, of course, be confined

to a very few persons; and though surmise and conjecture may
have soon sprung up and given rise to the rumors and pretended

information which found their way to Mr. Dudley, the persons really

1 British Counter Case, p. 74.
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possessed of the secret would be little likely to reveal it. However
pressing the inquiry, the same story would in all probability have been
persisted in. The builders had already been applied to, and had given

an apparently satisfactory answer. Mr. Adams himself appears (from

his letter of the 25th of March) to have believed at one time that the
vessel might at first have been intended for service in Sicily, and
that such an intention had afterward been abandoned. The firm by
whom she had been built was a respectable one, and it could hadly be
assumed.that they would knowingly lend their names to an intentionally

false statement. It is now plain that the statement then made was un-

true ; but there was no reason to believe so then. Possibly the firm

were themselves misled. Mr. Thomas and the Palermo firm.may have
been introduced for the purpose of deceiving Miller & Sons into the be-

lief that in building the vessel they were doing nothing wrong. Be this

as it may, the question is, what means the government then had of

knowing or discovering that the Oreto was not meant for the firm of

Thomas Brothers of Palermo, but for a belligerent state. Of whom else

is it suggested that the authorities could have inquired and ascertained
the truth ?

It may be said that it would have been better if the government had
again telegraphed to the British minister in Italy, but a period of up-

ward of a month had elapsed since anythiug had been heard from Mr.
Adams about the Oreto ; the vessel was still unarmed, nor had the
government reason to suppose she was about to leave. It may, perhaps,
be said that inquiry should have been made of Fawcett, Preston & Co.;
and I agree that it would have been better if that course had been taken,
but I greatly doubt whether it would have produced any other answer
than that which had been given by Miller & Sons.

It must not be forgotten that the persons who carried information,
more or less entitled to credit, to Mr. Dudley, communicated with him
in confidence and insisted on secrecy. Mr. Dudley more than once states
that the information having been given in confidence, he is not at liberty

to disclose the names of his informers. It is obvious that these parties
would not be likely to give similar information to the authorities, who
certainly would not have treated it as confidential. While aspersions'
are cast on the officers for omitting to make inquiry, I look in vain for a
suggestion as to where such inquiry should have been made.
And here it is necessary to point out what perhaps will appear strange

to those who are unacquainted with English procedure, which in this

respect is identical with that of America; namely, that persons against
whom a prosecution, or proceeding to recover penalties, is either pend-
ing or about to be instituted, cannot bs interrogated ; nor, if per-
sons are called on to give evidence as witnesses, can any questions be
put to them which have a tendency to implicate them in any breach of
the law.

Still less is it in the power of the government to institute any com-
pulsory inquiry with a view to establish a breach t>f the law, except ac-
cording to regular process of law, or to search a person's premises, or
to insist on explanations from persons suspected of having committed
an offense against the law. The government had, therefore, no possible
means of obtaining information, except from those who might be volun-
tarily disposed to give it. If Mr. Dudley had opened any of his secret
sources of information, supposing him really to have possessed such, a
clew to the truth might possibly have been discovered ; but he kept
them to himself, and those who were ready to furnish information to
him kept aloof from imparting it to the authorities.
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Lastly, there is not in Engjand, any more than in America, any sys-
tem of espionage or secret police to pry into men's secret actions or
obtain information for the government by underhand and unworthy
means.
Can it be contended that Great Britain should have abandoned prin-

ciples and rules of public condnct, hitherto held sacred, for the benefit
of other nations embarked in quarrels and wars iu which she herself had
no concern—at all events before experience had shown that her existing
law was insufficient 1-

When, therefore, a member of this tribunal states as the principal
ground of a judgment adverse to Great Britain that, notwithstanding
the complaints of Mr. Adams, the English authorities did not take the
initiative ; that they did not insist on its being proved what was the
true destination of the ship, who was the true owner, who had given the
orders for it, and who was to pay for it, and did not insist on the true
position of Eraser, Trenholm & Co. being shown by legal proof, or upon
being positively informed as to the crew of the vessel, I am at a loss to
know whether he means that the law of England was such as that the
government could have exercised the powers which he says they ought
to have used, or whether he means to say that Great Britain ought to
have changed the tenor of her law and the course of her procedure,
before the necessity of such a change had become apparent, simply
because war had broken out between the Northern and Southern States
of the American Union. If the former, the proposition appears to me
untenable ; if the latter, I must be allowed to express my regret that
Great Britain should have to suffer by reason of a judgment founded
upon an apparent misconception of her law.

If it is really meant to be said that Great Britain is to be held
responsible because her law ought to have been other than it was, and
ought to have been such as to give power to the executive to insist

on proof of the innocent destination of this vessel, and to detain her
till such proof was given, or to enable it to exercise inquisitorial pow-
ers as to her character, I fall back on the position I asserted some
time since, and say that not only could no such thing reasonably be
expected, but that, inasmuch as the Government of the United States
possessed no such power—for their assertion that they did possess it

is, as I have shown, but a pretense—and therefore, if the position of
the two governments had been reversed, could not have done for Great
Britain what they now say Great Britain should have done for the
benefit of the United States, they can have no claim in justice or equity
for such an exercise of power on the part of the British government.
After a careful review of the whole case, my opinion is that upon the

then existing state of facts, and with the amount of evidence they then
possessed, Her Majesty's government were guilty of no want of due dili-

gence in suffering the Oreto to leave the port of Liverpool, and, on the
contrary, would not have been justified in detaining her.

, Further, I am of opinion that Her Majesty's government were not
wanting in due diligence in not procuring the evidence necessary to

insure the condemnation of the Oreto, for the simple reason that I am
satisfied that there were no means whatever in their power of obtain-
ing it.

I am very far from saying that officers to whom is committed the duty
of guarding against any infraction of this part of the law are justified

in considering themselves merely as the recipients of evidence to be
furnished by the agent of a belligerent government, and that they may
remain inactive till the latter has made out a complete case against a

25 b
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vessel, as to which a violation of the foreign-enlistment act is suspected

to have taken place. If reasonable grounds of suspicion appear, it be-

comes their duty to make inquiry, according to the best of their ability,

and to take active measures to prevent a breach of the law. On the

other hand, it is the duty of a foreign agent, if information comes to his

knowledge of which the authorities are not possessed, to set them in

motion, and to aid them in their proceedings, more especially if he

happens to have access to secret sources of information not open to

them. Here Mr. Dudley either had information which could be made
available, or he had not. If he had, he ought to have given the authori-

ties some clew whereby they might have got at the truth. Had he in-

formed them, or Mr. Adams, of the facts which, transmitted to Mr.

Seward alone, became useless, inquiries might have been instituted

which might have led to the detention of the vessel. If Mr. Dudley had
available information and neglected to communicate it in the proper

quarter, the fault was his, and Her Majesty's government ought not to

beheld responsible for the default of an agent of the United States,

when the latter are seeking damages at their hands. If he, with his

superior opportunities, was unable to obtain such information, it ought

not to be imputed to the authorities as negligence that they were una-

ble to do better.

To sum up the matter in a word :

The equipping of this vessel not amounting to a violation of neutral-

ity, but simply to a breach of the foreign-enlistment act, the government
had no authority to seize it by the mere exercise of the prerogative of

the Grown, or by virtue of any executive power. Its powers were
derived from the act of the 59th of George III, the foreign-enlist-

ment act.

There was not evidence on which to seize this vessel and to ask for

her condemnation under the foreign-enlistment act.

There were no means of obtaining such evidence except by the exer-

cise of inquisitorial powers which the government did not possess.

It was not incumbent on the government of Great Britain to ask for,

or on Parliament to grant, powers inconsistent with the established
principles of British law and government and with the general institu^

tions of the country.
It cannot properly be imputed to the government,, as want of due dil-

igence, that it did not endeavor to obtain such powers when the exist-

ing law had hitherto proved sufficient.

It would be in the highest degree inequitable and unjust to hold the
contrary in favor of the United States, when the law of the latter was
substantially, if not absolutely, the same as that of Great Britain, and
therefore could have afforded no more efficacious means of prevention
than that of Great Britain.

I pass on to what may be termed the second stage in the history of
this vessel, namely, the events which took place on her

At Nassau. 1 j_ ii T-» l .

arrival at the Bahamas. *

Having left Liverpool on the 22d of March, she arrived at Nassau on
the 28th of April. 1 On the 29th she quitted the part of the harbor
which is adjacent to the town of Nassau, and proceeded to Gochrane's
anchorage, a station distant from the town about fifteen miles. It was
stated that this was done by the iidvice of the pilot who had charge of

her, for the reason that there was not room for her in the harbor; 2 but
it is probable that this was only a pretext.

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 58.

v
2 Ibid., p. 63.
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Ten days afterward, namely, on the 9th of May, Mr. Whiting, the
consul of the United States at Nassau, writes to Mr. Bayley, the 'gov-
ernor of the Bahamas, as follows:

I have the honor to communicate to your excellency several facts of importance,
deeming it to be my duty so to do, as representative of the Government of the United
States.of America.
The tug Fanny Lewis, which arrived here from Liverpool on the 6th instant, has on

.hoard, I am credibly informed by letters received from that porb, a large quantity of
powder for the rebel States of America, or for the so called Confederate States.
On the 28th ultimo the steamer Or eo also arrived off this port from Liverpool, and '

uow lies at Cochrane's anchorage, where, it is believed, aud so reported by many resi=
dents here, that she is being prepared and fitted out as a confederate privateer, to prey
on the commerce of the United States of America.

I inclose for your excellency's perusal a slip from the Wilmington, North Carolina,
paper of the 20th April.

I cannot but think that your excellency will consider it proper that some inquiry
should be made, to ascertain how far the vessels alluded to are preserving the strict

' neutrality so earnestly enjoined by Her Majesty's late proclamation, and I am confident
that I.pay but a deserved tribute to your excellency's high character when I express
my firm belief that no illegal steps will be allowed to those who seek to subvert the
Government which I have the honor to represent. 1

As the colonial authorities of the Bahamas, including, of course, the
governor and his legal adviser, have, in the case of the United States,
been publicly accused of "open partiality to the cause of the South," >

and of having been "actively friendly to the insurgents," and it is

directly imputed to them that, in the course they pursued with reference
to the Oreto, they were iuduced by these motives to depart from what
would have been the line of conduct which a sense of duty would have
prescribed, I deem it no more than is due to absent men. whose honor
is thus impugned, to call particular attention to the correspondence
which passed on this subject and to the facts which actually occurred.
On the receipt of Mr. Whiting's letter, the governor requested an im-

mediate report from the receiver-geueral of the colony as to the truth
of the allegations contained in it, and received from him the following
reply, dated the same day :

2

The British steamer Oreto entered at this office on the 28th April from Liverpool
(England) with ballast. She did not enter the harbor, and now lies at Cochrane's
anchorage, and I have no information as to her future proceedings.
The British brig Fanny Lewis entered 7th May from Liverpool with " assorted cargo,

not to be landed." She now lies near Potter's Cay, and I am confident that she has
not transferred any part of her cargo, as no permission to do so has been asked, and
without a permit she would be subject to a heavy penalty. I cannot tell whether she has
any powder on board, as no such aiticle is mentioned in the manifest.

The matter was at once referred by the governor to the attorney-

general of the colouy in the usual course. The attorney-general, on
the same 9th of May, reported as follows

:

Assuming thecargo of the Fanny Lewis to be such as stated by the United States

consul, it is nevertheless one that can legally be imported here from the United King-
dom, and its future presumed destination does not invest it with any character of ille-

gality which calls for or would authorize any action with respect to it on the part of

the. executive or other authorities of the colony.
2. With respect to the Oreto, the consul's allegation is to. the effect that it is be

lieved and reported by many residents here that she is being prepared and fitted out
where she now lies at Cochrane's anchorage, which is within the limits of the port of

Nassau, as a confederate privateer. Now if such is the fact, an offense against the

forejgu-enlistment act has been committed, all parties implicated in which are liable

to be criminally proceeded against for misdemeanor, and the vessel may be seized by
any naval or revenue officer ; but to justify proceedings either against the parties or

the vessel, the matter must not rest on repute or belief alone, but the authorities must

'British Appendix, vol i, p. 14.
3 Ibid., vol. v, p. 35..
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have positive facts to ground their proceedings on, and unless the consnl can adduce
such, or they can be obtained through other channels, no steps can be taken either for

the arrest of the vessel or those on board of her.

G. C. ANDERSON. 1

The attorney-general was perfectly right on both points. The gov-

ernor had no power to prevent a merchant-vessel, such as the Fanny
Lewis, with cargo, from attempting to run the blockade; he had no
power to seize or interfere with a vessel as for a breach of the foreign-

enlistment act, unless it could be shown not only that she was equipped
for war, but also that she was destined for the service of a belligerent.

Upon the latter point, evidence was at this time wholly wanting, and
therefore, so far, all was right. At a later period the circumstances
became materially altered.

On the 9th of May, Governor Bayley wrote officially to Adderley &
Co., a mercantile firm at Nassau, who were the consignees of the Oreto,
notifying to them that, "if they were arming or putting arms on board
that vessel, he should enforce the rules laid down in Her Majesty's
proclamation; as, in such case, looking to the description of the vessel,

he must infer that she was a vessel of war, intended to act against the
United States;" adding that, "as Her Majesty's government had ex-

pressed their deliberate intention of observing and enforcing neutrality
in the Queen's possessions, he should use his strongest efforts to pre-

vent either of the belligerent powers from arming or equipping vessels
of war in that port."3

The reply of Adderley & Co. appeared quite satisfactory. In posi-

tive terms they say :
" We beg to state, for the information of his excel-

lency the governor, that we have neither attempted to arm or put arms
on board of the British steamer Oreto, consigned to our firm ; nor are
we aware of there being any intention on the part of the owners to arm
that vessel."3

So matters remained till the 28th of the month, when Commander
McKillop, then commanding Her Majesty's ship Bulldog in the port of
Nassau,' wrote to the governor as follows

:

Several steamers having anchored at Cochrane's anchorage, I sent an officer yester-
day to visit them and muster their crews, aud ascertain what they were and how
employed.
The officer reports that one steamer, the Oreto, is apparently fitting and preparing

for a vessel of war ; under these circumstances, I -would suggest that she should come
into the harbor of Nassau to prevent any misunderstanding as to her equipping in this
port, contrary to the forpign-enlistment act, as a privateer or war-vessel.4

On receipt of this letter the governor desired the advice of the
attorney-general as to whether he had power, in point of law, to order
the removal of the vessel from her then anchorage to Nassau, a ques-
tion about which lie might well entertain serious doubts. Thereupon
that officer reported as follows

:

Any British or foreign trading-vessel has a right, in carrying on her lawful com-
mercial pursuits, to use as anchorage-places any of the harbors, roadsteads, and
anchorages in the colony; she can, however, only lade 'or unlade cargo at such
places as may be authorized for the purpose by the revenue department, and' in
the presence of a revenue officer; and as the revenue department is, by the trade
act, 17 Vict., cap. 3, placed under the jurisdiction aud management of the governor
aud the executive, council, it will he lawful for the governor, acting with the ad-
vice of the council, to prohibit the lading of cargo on board of the Oreto otherwise
than in the harbor of Nassau

;
but beyond exercising the powers conferred on him by

the trade laws, his excellency has no power to compel the removal of the Oreto from

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 15.
3 Ibid.
3 Ibid., p. 16.

<Tbid.
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her present anchorage, unless some act has been done in respect of her which would
constitute a violation of law and subject her to seizure. This brings me to the ques-
tion whether there is anything disclosed in jour communication which would, iu a
court of law, justify the forcible removal of the vessel from her present position. The
information amounts to this, that the senior naval officer on the station has officially
reported to the governor that "this vessel is apparently fitting and preparing for a
vessel of war ;" or, as stated in your note of yesterday, " has the appearance of a pri-
vateer arming herself." Now, unless Captain McKillop grounds the opinion formed
and reported by him on some overt act, such as the placing of arms or other muni-
tions of war on board of the vessel without the sanction of the revenue department,
or some such similar act, evidencing an intention on the part of the persons in charge
of the vessel to fit her out as a vessel of war to be employed in the service of a foreign
belligerent power, the forcible removal of the vessel from her present position, merely
to guard against a possible infraction of the law, oould not be justified. Such removal
would in fact constitute a "seizure," which the parties making would be responsible
for in damages, unless they could show a legal justification, which must be based upon
something beyond mere suspicion

; but while mere suspicion is not sufficient to author-
ize the course of proceeding indicated in your letter, it is certainly sufficient to call for
precautionary measures, such as I advised in respect of this very vessel in my minute
on the receiver-general's letter referred to me by the governor two or three days since,
namely, that the receiver-general should, under the powers of his office, place a reve-
nue officer on board of her to watch the proceedings of the parties on board, in order
that if any actual contravention of the law took place, it might be at once reported,
and prompt measures taken by seizure of the vessel and otherwise to punish all par-
ties implicated therein. 1

So far, the opinion given by the attorney-general was perfectly
sound.
The letter of the receiver-general here referred to was one dated the

26th of May, in which that officer stated that he had every reason to
believe that the consignees of the vessel intended shipping large quan-
tities of arms and munitions of war as cargo, and might probably apply
for permission to transship cargo to her from other vessels where she
lay.2

In a letter to the colonial secretary of the next day (May 30) the at-

torney-general writes:

Any act of arming, or any attempt to arm, a vessel in contravention of the imperial
statute, commonly known as the foreign-enlistment act, will subject the vessel to
seizure; and it is quite immaterial in what manner the violation of the law is ascer-
tained, or by whose testimony it is established, the only necessary requirement being
that the facts testified to should be such as would be received in a court of law as legal
proof of the violation of the statute sought to be established.3

Having received the attorney-general's report, the governor, on the
2d of June, thus writes to Commander McKillop :

I may say that _it is quite impossible that the Oreto, or any other vessel, should be
allowed to arm h'erself for belligerent purposes within the jurisdiction of the harbor.
The Oreto is registered as a British vessel, and carries the British flag. Therefore

she would be guilty of piracy if, without changing her British nationality, she equipped
herself as a vessel of war. And were she to change her nationality and to be equipped
for the service of either of two belligerent states, with both of whom Great Britain is

at peace, she would, under the directions of Her Majesty's government, be precluded
from remaining more than twenty-four consecutive hours in our harbor.
But inasmuch as it is not yet proved beyond doubt that the Oreto is a vessel of war,

and as it is just possible that she may be only a merchant-ship, taking arms and im-
plements of war solely for exportation, it is desirable that a more special and minute

. examination of her conditions and equipment should be made before she can be treated
as a pirate, a privateer, or foreign man-of-war arming within our waters ; for, while
it would be in contravention of the foreign-enlistment act to arm an English vessel for
the service of a foreign belligerent power, and contrary to the positive orders of the
Queen's government to allow a vessel of war belonging either to the Federal or con-
federate government to arm herself in an English port, it would be equally illegal on
our part to seize a merchant-vessel honestly and exclusively employed in the shipment
of cargo for the purpose of commerce.

'British- Appendix, vol. i, p. 17.
2 Ibid., vol. v, pp. 35, 36".

k

3 Ibid., vol. i, p. 18.
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Therefore I request that you will take such steps as in your professional opinion seem
"best for the purpose of ascertaining the true character of the Oreto, and the nature of

her equipment; and if, after inspecting her gnus, her crew, and the general disposi-

tion of the vessel, you are convinced that she is in reality a man-of-war or priva-

teer arming herself here, then.it 'will become your duty either to concert measures for

"bringing the Oreto down into this part of the harbor, or, what would be a safer course,
to remove your own ship to Cochrane's anchorage, and there watch her proceedings
from day to day.

I should much regret to disarrange your plans in any way, or to impose on you any
irksome duty, and I hope the necessity of either may be averted. But I am sure you
will concur with me in thinking that a'l considerations (except that. of affording due
protection to the harbor) must give way to the obligation of ohserving the strictest

neutrality in our dealings with the two contending American federations, and carrying
out the Queen's orders with the most perfect good faith."1

Can it be doubted that the governor in thus writing was acting ac-

cording to an honest sense of duty f

It appears that about this time a man of the name of Jones, who had
come out as boatswain of the Oreto, together with two of the crew, hav-
ing got on shore, had refused to return to the vessel; whereupon, he
and his companions had been, at the instance of the captain, appre-
hended and sent to prison, as having deserted from a British vessel.

This man, Jones, put himself in communication with Mr. Whiting,
the United States consul. On the 4th of June Mr. Whiting forwarded
to the governor the following letter from Jones to himself:

Nassau Prison, June 4, 1862.

Sib : The ship I am from is the Oreto, built by W. C. Miller, in Liverpool, after the
model of the English navy gun-boats, with magazine, shot-lockers, ports and holts for

twenty guns. Everything is rigged, and ready for mounting; even all the articles

necessary for seamen, such as hammocks, bedding, kettles and pans, with three years'

provisions. In short, she is a perfect man-of-war. Captain, James Duguid ; chief
officer, William Duggin ; second officer, Hudson ; I, sir, -was third officer and boat-
swain ; the chief steward and purser, who refused duty, are in jail here.2

This letter only confirmed what was already known, namely, the ca-

pacity of the vessel for the purpose of war. No evidence of her bellig-

erent destination was afforded in it, or in the report of Oomiuauder
McKillop to the governor of the 6th of June, wherein he says that he
" has visited the screw-steamer Oreto and examined her, and that she-

is fitted out in every way for war purposes—magazines, shell-rooms,
and other fittings, totally at variance with the character of a merchant-
vessel. She has no guns or ammunition on board. The captain does
not deny that she is intended for a war-vessel."3

On this, taking the same view as before, the attorney-general re-

ports :

There are no facts set forth in the within letter which would, in my opinion, author-
ize the seizure of the Oreto. They constitute only circumstances of suspicion, which,
if coupled with some actual overt act, would doubtless materially strengthen the case
against the vessel, but which do not m themselves form a ground of seizure.4

In a note of the 8th of June, Commander McKillop again adverts to
the warlike character of this vessel, and states his opinion " that she
was not capable of taking in any cargo, having no stowage; adding
that, should she take in guns or ammunition, he should consider it his
duty to seize her."5

On the 12th of June Mr. Whiting again calls the attention of
the governor to the Oreto. " One of her officers," he says—I presume
he refers to Jones, the boatswain—" testifies to her warlike character
and equipment, with everything that marks a vessel of war—ports,

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 18.
2 Ibid., p. 19.

<
3 Ibid., p. 20.

"Ibid.
5 Ibid., p. 21.
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magazines, shot-lbckers, &o. He avers that shells were- transferred
from the steamer Hero to the Oreto at Oochrane's anchorage, an act
which, I suppose, would warrant her seizure and detention; The steamer
Melita, from England, landed here last Sunday Captain Semmes and
officers of the pirate Sumter, and I have no doubt they are here to join
the Oreto and pursue their maritime depredations." *

The colonial secretary replies

:

His excellency has been assured by the agents of the Oreto that it is their intention
to clear her in ballast for Havana ; and he has received from the treasurer (as col-

lector of the'colonial customs) an application to give her this clearance, au application
to which he has accorded his assent.

His excellency has, therefore, no right to assume that she is now equipping herself,

or wilL leave this port equipped, as a privateer.
Whilehis excellency is bound by his instructions to observe the strictest neutrality

between the United States and the Confederate States of North America, he has no
power whatever to ace on general suspicion or hearsay. He is bound to give the
twenty-four hours' notice to any kuown privateer or man-of-war belonging to either

of the belligerent States which may put into this port for indispensable supplies, but
he is not bound to detain or obstruct any vessels professing to be engaged on a com-
mercial voyage, unless he -has evidence strong enough to satisfy the court of admi-
ralty that she is in fact a belligerent vessel, proceeding on a belligerent mission.

Not having any proof which would warrant the condemnation of tbe Oreto by a com-
petent court of jurisdiction, or which would connect her with any privateering enter-

prise, his excellency feels that it is as yet out of his power to interfere with this vessel,

or prevent her presumably peaceful and innocent voyage to Havana.'2

It would appear that, in the first days of June, the consignees of the

Oreto had applied to.the receiver-general of the colony for permission to

load the vessel with cargo for a voyage to Saint John's, New Brunswick,
that port being the usual destination for which vessels intending to run
the blockade ostensibly cleared. The receiver-general, before acceding

to this request, referred the matter to the governor. The permission

to ship the cargo was granted, but, in consequence of the suspicions

attaching to the vessel, the following order was at the same time adopted
by the governor in council on the 4th of June :

3

June 4, 1862.

At an executive council his excellency the governor, with the advice of the board,

was pleased to make the following order :

1. That the Oreto, if practicable, should take in her cargo within the port of

Nassau.
•2. That if, however, it be found impracticable, from the depth of water in port or

otherwise, that she cannot conveniently take in her cargo within the port, then that,

she be permitted to do so at Cochrane's Anchorage, under the direct supervision of

officers of the revenue department, to be specially appointed for the purpose.

3. That, in consequence of the suspicions which have arisen respecting the character

of the Oreto, it is advisable that a British vessel of war should remain at Cochrane's

Anchorage, in the immediate vicinity of the Oreto, while she is taking in cargo, and to

prevent such vessel beiug detained at the anchorage an inconveniently long time, there

be imposed as a condition, for the permission for the Oreto to load without the port,

that s'he complete her lading at Cochrane's Anchorage, within a period to be designated

by the chief officer of the revenue department.
His excellency was further pleased to direct that a copy of the foregoing order be

furnished to the receiver-general and treasurer, and the commander of Her Majesty's

ship Bulldog, respectively, for their information and guidance.

This order having been communicated to the consignees, the latter

determined to remove the Oreto from Cochrane's Anchorage to the port

of Nassau, which she entered on the 7th of June. On the 9th she com-

menced taking in empty shells as cargo, of which upward of 400 boxes

were shipped. 4

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 21.
2 Ibid., pp. 21, 22.
a Ibid, p. 53.
* Ibid, and vol. v, pp. 38, 40, and 47.
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In deference, however, as it seems, to the desire of the governor, the

consignees changed their purpose, and determined to clear the vessel

in ballast for Havana, and the shells were therefore discharged. x

In the mean time Mr. Whiting continued his communications with

Jones, and on the 13th June drew up the statements of the latter in the

form of an affidavit, in which all that had taken place since the vessel

had left Liverpool was detailed, and the true character of the vessel

placed beyond a doubt.
The following is the affidavit

:

I, the undersigned, Edward Jones, late third officer of the steamer Oreto, do solemnly

swear to the following facts, viz :

1. That, on the 3d day of March, 1862, I shipped on board the steamer Oreto at Liv-

erpool, as boatswain; the articles specifying that the vessel was bound to the port of

Palermo ; thence, if required, to any port in the Mediterranean or the West Indies,

and back to a final port of discharge in the United Kingdom ; the term of service not

to exceed six months.
2. That the Oreto was expressly built for a man-of-war, and was said to be destined

for the King of Sardinia ; that she has twenty ports, magazine of 50 tons capacity,

shot-lockers, &c. : that on her passage to this port, breechings and gun-tackles were
fitted and everything got in readiness for mounting guns.

3. That the Oreto was supplied with' two suits of sails, spare wire rigging, a large

quantity of provisions, said to be sufficient for three years', supply for seventy-five

men, &c., &c.
4. That after leaving the channel the courses were frequently altered, and that my

suspicions were then aroused as to her true destination as a rebel privateer, and I

refused duty ; that on the thirty-fifth day out, we anchored off the port of Nassau, New
Providence, Bahamas, and the next day proceeded to Cochrane's Anchorage ; that soon
after I left the Oreto, and was imprisoned as a deserter at Nassau, for two weeks,
when, after sending a petition to the governor, I was at last released.

5. I also testify to the fact that, for several nights prior to our arrival at Nassau, the
lights on board the Oreto were ordered to be put out, and the smoke-stacks were reefed,

while look-outs were kept at the mast-heads, and great anxiety was manifested and
expressed by the officers lest they should fall in with American cruisers.

I do also solemnly swear that the Oreto is, to my certain knowledge, owned by the
so-called Confederate States of North America, and that she is intended for one of
their men-of-war, or armed privateers; which facts I stated in my petition to Governor
Bayley while I was in prison at Nassau. 2

Mr. Whiting committed the unpardonable mistake of sending off this

affidavit to Mr. Seward, instead of making it known to the local gov-
ernment.

In the mean time, Captain McKillop having gone on other service,

his place had been taken by Captain Hickley of Her Majesty's ship
Greyhound. On the 10th of June Captain Hickley, having previously
had a conversation with the governor and the Attorney-General, rela-

tive to the Oreto taking in warlike stores for the purpose of becoming
an armed vessel, and perceiving lighters alongside of her, went with
competent surveying officers to examine her, after which he and the
other officers made the following report

:

On going on board the Oreto this morning, the captain informed me that the crew
had refused to get the anchor up until they could be certain as to where the ship was
going, as they did not know what might become of them after leaving port, and that
the Oreto was a suspicious vessel. I then proceeded round her decks to note her fit-

tings, &c, and to ascertain whether she had any warlike stores on board for her own
equipment, and I have the honor to make the following report

:

That the Oreto is in every respect fitted as a man-of-war, on the principle of the dis-
patch gnn-vessels in Her Majesty's naval service.
That she has a crew of fifty men, and is capable of carrying two pivot-guns amid-

ships and four broadside, both forward and aft, the ports being made to " ship and un-
ship," port bars, breeching, side tackle, bolts, &e.
That she has shell-rooms, a magazine, and light-rooms, and "handing scuttles" for

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 24.
2 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 251.
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handing powder out of the. magazine, as fitted in the naval service, and shot-boxes for
Armstrong shot, or .shot similar to them. Round the upper deck she has five boats, (I
should say,) a ten-oared cutter, an eight-oared cutter, two gigs, and a iolly-borit, and
davits for hoisting them up—her accommodation being in no respect different from her
similar class of vessels in the royal naval service.
And on my asking the captain of the Oreto, before my own officers and three of his

own, whether she had left Liverpool fitted in all respects as she was at present, his
answer was. Yes, m all respects ;" and that "no addition or alteratibn had been made
whatever."

'

III transmitting this report to the governor, Captain HicMey adds

:

When I boarded the Oreto she appeared to be discharging her cargo, and this cargo
to all appearance, shells; and I was proceeding to go on with the examination when
the consignee (Mr. Harris) and a revenue officer told me that she (the Oreto) had
cleared in ballast for the Havana, and was to sail shortly, (I understood the next day )and that due notice had been giv.en at the custom-house. On this I considered inter-
ference unnecessary on my part, and came immediately with the consignee to you, to
report what had taken place, and the determined destination of the Oreto, but with
the understanding that, owing to the suspicions already cast on the vessel, I was to
again visit her before her leaving. This took place on the 10th, and the 11th and 12th
passed, and the Oreto did not sail, which again aroused my suspicions that the vessel
was not acting in good faith, and that she was still equipping, or making very definite
arrangements for so doing.
This morning, at 6.30 a. m., I was informed by Mr. Harris that the Oreto was to sail

immediately, at 8 a. m.; and feeling it a bounden duty to ascertain her character
before her leaving, to make my report to your excellency, that by so doing I might
have the law-officers' opinion as to the legality of her sailing before she quitted the
port.

.

I have the honor to inclose my report for your excellency's information, for the
opinion of the attorney-general and Queen's advocate, that my course maybe clear
as to my dealing with the Oreto, and whether, under the circumstances detailed
therein, she is entitled to go.her way on the high seas under British colors. 5

As the report of the officers and the letter of Commander Hickley,
while conclusively establishing the warlike character of the vessel,
failed to carry the case any farther as to attempt to equip or arm her
within the waters of the Bahamas, the attorney-general, to whom
'these documents were referred, still adhered to his former view, and
advised that there was nothing contained in them which would justify
the detention of the vessel.

.
Erom the foregoing letter of Captain Hickley, it appears that, on

finding that the Oreto was discharging shells out of the vessel, and on
being told by Mr. Harris, one of the consignees, and by a revenue officer
on board, that she had cleared out in ballast for the Havana, and was
to sail, as he understood, the next day, and that due notice had been
given at the custom-house, Captain Hickley, however, desirous of pre-
venting with inflexible rigor any breach of neutrality in a port of Her
Majesty, considered, that all ground for further interference with the
vessel—provided always that this undertaking should be carried out

—

was at an end.
Two more days, however, having elapsed since his last letter, and

the vessel still remaining at her anchorage, the suspicions of Cap-
tain Hickley became aroused anew. He does not appear to have
been at first aware that the cause of the delay was the continued
refusal of the crew to remain in the ship, in consequence of which
it had become necessary to collect another crew. On the 15th, the
boatswain, Jones, and some of the crew of the Oreto, acting under
the influence and at the instigation of Mr. Whiting, as appears from
the letter of the latter to Mr. Seward of the 18th of June, came on
board the. Greyhound, and made, as Captain Hickley reports, publicly
before him, a variety of statements to the prejudice of the vessel as a

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 23.
"Ibid., p. 22.
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legal trader, both on her first leaving and subsequently to her leaving

Liverpool, stating that they had now. left the Oreto, as they could not

ascertain her destination, although she had cleared out for the'Havana
some days since. 1

i

Referring to the statements made to him by the boatswain and crew,

Captain Hickley writes to the governor

:

These circumstances, her long detention in this port, her character, her fittings', con-

vinced' as I am also that during her stay in the port arrangements have been made for

armiug her outside, with the previous correspondence on her account, and the suspi-

cions already cast on ber, her evident equipment for war purposes, although not at

present armed, or to my knowledge having any arms on board, and my conviction, as

also that of my officers and men that have been on board her, that she is built inten-

tionally for a war-vessel and not for a merchant ship, make it incumbent on me to seize

the Oreto, as a vessel that can be no more considered as a free-trader, but that she is,

on the contrary, calculated to be turned into a formidable vessel of war in twenty-four
• hours ; and that this, I am convinced, will be the case if she is permitted to leave

Nassau.

Captain Hickley accordingly proceeded to seize the vessel, and re-

ported to the governor that he had done so. In his letter he proposes

to " send the vessel to the commodore or commander-in-chief on his own
professional responsibility.'' 1

On the other hand, Governor Bayley, in reply, states his general con-

currence with the opinion of the attorney-general

:

I do not consider, he says, that suspicion alone would justify the seizure of the Oreto,

and the case as stated by yourself hardly seems to go beyond suspicion.

And the suspicion itself attaches not to any acts done by the Oreto, but only to .the

intention of ber equipment. Indeed, the testimony of the crew I understand to amount
to no more than an expression of suspicion. Now, I do not consider that I have any
legal authority to seize a vessel merely on the suspicion of her intentions. It seems
to me that such an act on my part would .violate the hospitalities of the harbor, and be
a precedent for grave injustice on future occasions.

The Oreto, as you are aware, has, in deference to your remonstrances and my orders,

discharged her cargo of shell, shot, and ammunition, and is ready to clear in ballast.

She has thus divested herself of the character of au armed vessel leaving this port for

belligerent purposes. I do not think it consistent with law or public policy that she
should now be seized on the hypothesis that she is clearing out for the purpose of

aiming herself as a vessel of war beyond the limits of the harbor. We have done onr
duty in seeing that she does not leave the harbor equipped and prepared to act offen-

sively against one of two belligerent nations, with each of whom Great Britain is at

peace.
. And if she has still any such intention—an intention which cannot^be fulfilled within
the harbor—I think this could be effectually thwarted by giving instructions that the

vessels which are supposed to be freighted with her arms, and to be prepared to go-out
with her, should not leave the harbor within forty-eight hours after the Oreto has
left it.

If, however, you still retain the firm conviction not only that she is about to arm as

a vessel of war, but also that she is already partially equipped as one, and, moreover,
that she is engaged to act against a belligerent State which is at peace with Great
Britain, and that she has enlisted a crew for that object, your proper course un-
doubtedly is, on seizing the Oreto, to submit the question of her condemnation to the
vice-admiralty court of this colony.
To remove her to Bermuda, Halifax, or any other colony, for the purpose of having

her condemned there, would be a course not only at variance with prescriptive usage,
but, as I cannot help thinking, open to censure, as implying an unmerited imputation
on the fairness and competency of the court of this colony. It is a course which I can-
not myself recommend or sanction, and which, if adopted by you, must be adopted on
your own responsibility. 2

The opinion of the attorney-general remained unshaken :

" The report of Captain Hickley," he writes, "does not appear to me to carry the case
against the Oreto further than that shown in the previous reports of himself and Com-

1 British Appendix, vol. i, pp. 23, 24.
= Ibid., pp. 24, 25.
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mander McKillop, and I contend that no case has as yet been made out for the seizure
of that vessel uuder the foreign-enlistment act.

"With respect to the suggestion in the concluding part of Commander Hickley's let-

ter, I have to remark that, if the vessel is liable to seizure at all, it must bo under the
provisions of the foreign-enlistment act, and if so seized, the question of her liability

may as readily and efficiently be decided in the court of vice-admiralty in this colony
as before any tribunal in Her Majesty's colonial possessions, and consequently that no
necessity exists, nor do I think that any excuse can be made for sending her, as sug-
gssted by Commander Hickley, to the commodore or commander-in-chief, who, I pre-

sume, are either at Bermuda or Halifax ; while, on the other hand, if I am correct in

the view I have taken of her non-liability to seizure, the reasons against sending her
hence will, of course, be far more powerful ; and therefore, on either view of the case,

I advise his excellency to withhold his sanction from the course of action suggested." 1

On the receipt of these communications, Captain Hickley replies,
" repeating his professional opinion, and that of his brother officers,

and again expressing his conviction that the Oreto was a vessel of war
that eonld be equipped in twenty-four hours for battle, and that she was
then going out of the harbor as nearly equipped as a vessel of war could

be without guns', arms, or ammunition ;" but " declining to take on him-

self the responsibility of the further detention of the Oreto for the pur-

pose of placing her in the admiralty court, it being contrary to the law
officers' opinion, or of adopting thecourse of sending her to the command-
er-in-chief contrary to the governor's wishes." He announced his inten-

tion, therefore, of removing the officers and men from the Oreto, and
" as a final decision had been come to, of offering no further obstacle to

her sailing."2

On the 17th, Governor Bayley replies that he " had felt it to be his

duty, in his letter of the day before, to express unreservedly his opinion

on the case of the Oreto, and the doubt he entertained respecting the

legality and policy of preventing her from leaving the harbor—doubts

which had been much increased by the strong opinion expressed by the

law officer of the Crown, who discharged the conjoint duties of Queen's

advocate and attorney-general in this colony." He continues

:

In deference to the views entertained by that officer and myself, you have, I now un-

derstand, removed the officers and crew who were in charge of the Oreto, and thereby

given her the option of leaving the harbor.

But, in the letter which announces this proceeding, you repeat the expression of your

own and your officers' conviction that " the Oreto is a -vessel of war, which can be

equipped in twenty-four hours for battle." And in your brief conversation with me
this morning, you stated that though the Oreto had discharged some of her suspected

cargo here, still she was not leaving the port empty. A professional opinion, coming ?

from an officer of your character and rank, cannot fail to have its due weight with me.

On the one hand, I am unwilling to place auy restraint on a vessel which has not as

yet been formally proved to have violated the law, or impugned the neutrality of the

harbor by any overt act. I am equally unwilling to place . any limit on the rights of

hospitality usually accorded to vessels of all nations in English harbors. I am most

unwilling to strain the law to the prejudice of any vessel seeking that hospitality.

But. at the same'time. I cannot fail to recognize the great importance of the testimony

which may be brought forward by yourself and your crew ;
nor can I fail to see the

grave consequences which might result if a vessel, equipped and fitted as you repre-

sent for the purposes of"war, were quietly allowed to take a crew here and quit the

harbor with the intention of fighting on the side of one or two belligerent states, with

each of whom Great Britain is at peace.
_

To the doubts which this dilemma creates, I can see only one solution. The equip-

ment of the Oreto, the object of her voyage hither, the intent of her voyage hence,

the nature of her crew, and the purpose of their enlistment are all the fair subjects oi ju-

dicial investigation. "We cannot detain or condemn her on mere suspicion
;
nor, when

suspicion has been so generally aroused, can we permit her to depart unexamined aud

unabsolved. .

Under every aspect therefore of the case,.I think the best course which cau be talsen

in the interests of yourself, the colony, aud the Government, will be to seize the Oreto,

and at once submit the question of her condemnation to the local court of vice-admi-

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 25.
2Ibid.,' p. 26.
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ralty ; and I am glad to see that you abandon the idea of carrying her before the court

of any other colony. If, on the evidence which you adduce, the court condemn her,

you will have the satisfaction of having prevented, certainly an illegal, and" probably

a disastrous voyage. If the court do not condemn her, you will have the satisfaction

of having discharged yonr duty under circumstances of anxious doubt and difficulty,

the solution of which will hereafter smooth the course of others placed in. situations

equally trying and embarrassing.
My opinion is that an appeal to the decision of the local vice-admiralty court is the

best expedient which could be embraced by all the parties interested in the matter.

I will give the necessary instructions to the Queen's advocate. 1

The course suggested was accordingly adopted. The Oreto was seized

and proceedings taken in the admiralty court of the Bahamas for her

condemnation, the result of which I shall advert to farther on.

From the correspondence which, in view of the accusations made, I

have thought it my duty toward absent men, deprived of all means of

defense, to set out iu some detail before the tribunal, even at the risk

of appearing tedious, it is apparent thattwo different and opposite views

were taken as to the propriety of seizing the Oreto. The naval officers,

.

finding her equipped as a ship of war, and from her presence at Nassau,

and the other suspicious circumstances connected with her, entertain-

ing no moral doubt that she was intended for the service of the con-

federates against the United States, were for seizing her with a high

hand. The civil authorities, sensible that to seize the vessel, unless

they could afterward hold her upon legal proof of her destination

as a belligerent vessel, such as would be received in a court of law, would
be worse than useless, and seeing no such proof forthcoming, were un-

willing to take upon themselves the responsibility of a proceeding which,

if it ended in defeat, would be attended with serious consequences. In
addition to this the attorney-general appears to have entertained an
opinion that, in order to warrant a seizure at Nassau, some equipment
of the vessel must have taken place within the precincts of the col-

ony—an opinion which, as we shall see presently, was shared by the

judge of the vice-admiralty court. That opinion was, in my judgment,
erroneous ; but, after a careful perusal of the correspondence and con-

sideration of the facts, I am bound, in common justice to these parties,

whose conduct has been so cruelly impugned, to say that I cannot find

any ground to justify the suggestion that the views put forward by the

governor and attorney-general, in the course of these proceedings, were
• not honestly and sincerely entertained.

But while 1 feel bound to give credit to the governor and attorney-

.general for perfect honesty of intention, I am not prepared to go the

length of saying that, in my judgment, a degree of activity such as the
circumstances demanded was exhibited in ascertaining the true charac-
ter of the Oreto. Down to the time, indeed, when revelations as to

the antecedents of the vessel were made by the crew, and while all that
had happened at Liverpool remained unknown iu the colony, I am en-

tirely of opinion with the law-officer of the colony that the seizure of

the vessel would not have been warranted. However strong the sus-

picion, there was till then no actual proof of her destination. But when
the men on the 4th of June communicated all the facts to Mr. Whiting,
and afterward, at his suggestion, to Commander Hickley, and it thus
became known to the authorities that there were antecedents of a sus-

picious character connected with the vessel, it became, in my judgment,
the business of the law-officers to inquire into the facts. It is true Mr.
Whiting neglected the obvious duty of communicating to the authori-
ties the affidavit made by the boatswain Jones. But the attorney-

1 British Appendix, vol. i, pp. 26, 27.
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general must have been aware that there were important matters con-
nected with this vessel which the men who had come out in her were
prepared to disclose; and I cannot but think that, in such a state of
things, he should have taken steps to inquire into and ascertain the
facts. In all probability the opinion—as I think, a mistaken one—that
nothing but what took place in the waters of the colony could be made
available against the vessel, may have had the effect of inducing him
to remain passive.

But the question whether the omission to resort to this source of
information did not amount to a want of due diligence, loses its import-
ance by reason of the circumstance that, in spite of the opinion of the
attorney-general, the Oreto was in fact seized and brought into court
with a view to her condemnation. Upon that fact supervening, any
previous omission in this respect becomes, practically speaking, wholly
im material. Whether the vessel was seized a few days sooner or a few
days later can, obviously, under the circumstances, not have been of
the slightest consequence.

In like manner, when Mi Staempfli suggests that the government at

home were wanting in due diligence, because, on finding that the Oreto
had not been built for the Italian government, they did not send out
to Nassau and other British colonies to direct the seizure of the vessel
should she come into a British port, the obvious answer which I

should have hoped would have occurred to his own mind is that, even
assuming that the government were bound to send instructions to that

effect all over the globe, the only purpose which such exemplary activ-

ity could have served would have been to secure the seizure of the
vessel and the bringing her into court. But this end having been
otherwise effected by the action of Captain Hickley and the governor,
any want of diligence in any other quarter becomes wholly immaterial.
When once the end to be obtained is by some means or other effected,

v

what matters it whether some other means whereby the same result

might possibly have been brought about may have been omitted to be
resorted toJ

It cannot surely be necessary to point out that the omission to use
due diligence, if it produces no injury to a party entitled to claim the
exercise of such diligence, affords no ground for complaint or compensa-
tion. If, for example, a vessel were, by the negligence of the authorities,

permitted to be equipped and armed and to go forth to wage war on a

belligerent, but before doing any actual mischief, were fallen in with
by a more powerful enemy and taken, no amount of negligence in suffer-

ing her to go forth could constitute' a ground for asking for pecuniary
compensation.
We may, therefore, pass over all the facts preliminary to the seizure

of the vessel, and come to the trial before the judge of the court of ad-

miralty of the colony.
Now, I at once feel bound to say that with the result of this trial I am

anything but satisfied. In my opinion, the Oreto ought to have been
condemned, and there was a miscarriage of justice in her acquittal. Not
that, on the point which the judge of the vice-admiralty court thought
the only issue in the case, namely, whether there had been any equip-

ment of the vessel within the waters of the colony, I am prepared to

quarrel with the judgment. The mistake of the judge, which led to the

acquittal of the Oreto, consisted in holding that the equipment of a

vessel in any part of the British dominions, for a purpose prohibited by
the foreign-enlistment act, would not, so long as the property in it re-

mained in a British subject and had not been transferred to a foreign
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belligerent, of which there was here no sufficient proof, form a sufficient

ground of condemnation in any court of competent authority, within

whose jurisdiction the vessel might be found, though no part of such

equipment might have taken place within such jurisdiction. Pitted out,

equipped, or armed within British dominions, in contravention of the

statute, a vessel becomes at once forfeited by the effect of the statute,

and becomes liable to be seized and condemned as forfeited. The char-

acter of forfeiture once attaching to her remains permanently affixed to

her, and the proceeding being in rem, any competent court within whose
jurisdiction she may be may adjudge her to be the property of the

Crown, and give effect to the seizure of her as such.

It is admitted by Her Majesty's government, upon the advice of its

law-officers, that such is the law.

It is clear that, if the judge on the trial had acted on this principle,

there was abundant evidence on which to condemn this vessel, and that

she ought to have been condemned.
That she was equipped, though not armed for war, not only when,

at the Bahamas, but also when she left Liverpool, is undoubted. The
obstacle to her seizure at Liverpool was the absence of sufficient proof

of her being intended for a belligerent. But when it turned out that

her asserted destination for a firm at Palermo, or for the Italian govern-

ment, was a mere pretense, and that, having cleared out and shipped

her crew for Palermo and Jamaica, she never went near either, but pro-

ceeded at once to Nassau, a port conveniently situated with reference

to the coast of the Southern States; and when to these facts was added
the evidence of the statements of those who had had charge of her that

she was intended for the confederate service, evidence which acquired
additional force from the antecedent circumstances, no rational doubt
could remain of the service for which the vessel was designed. Had
the adjudication proceeded on right legal principles, the vessel must
clearly have been condemned.

But, when I am asked to sanction the imputation that the prosecu-

tion was conducted by the attorney-general in the scandalously corrupt
manner imputed to him—that he directed it with the predetermined
purpose of getting the Oreto released; that he hurried on the trial

before evidence could be obtained from Liverpool ; that he conducted
his cross-examinations so as to suppress evidence unfavorable to the
Oreto when it could be done ; that he neglected to summon witnesses,

who must have been within his control, who could have shown con-

clusively that the Oreto was built for the insurgents, and was to be
converted into a vessel of war—witnesses, I may add, by the way, who,
if called, would have been privileged from answering, or certainly would
have been hostile, and whom, therefore, a counsel, in the exercise of his

discretion, would scarcely think of calling—witnesses, too, who could
have added nothing as to that which the attorney-general and the judge

. bslieved to be the essential matter to be proved—namely, an equipment
of the vessel in the port—and when I am asked to ascribe to a judge
the disgraceful partiality imputed to Mr. Lees, I must refuse my assent
to imputations which go to fix a stigma on the character of high legal

functionaries, who are not here to defend themselves, on grounds which
appear to me of the most shadowy and unsubstantial character. These
imputations of scandalous dereliction of duty in a public prosecutor,-
and of gross partiality in a judge, are of a very grave and serious char-

arcter. I must express my opinion that they ought never to have been
made, more especially in the tone of careless and offensive levity in

which they are presented to us in the pages of the American case. Pew
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things of the kind, I can say with truth, ever gave rne more pain than
the perusal of the observations in that document relating to this part
of the. case.

I say this the more, because it appears to me that these accusations
were unnecessary to the case of the United States. There was' a mis?
carriage of justice on the trial of the Florida. If that miscarriage can
be imputed to the British government as negligence, so as to render it

responsible, the Government of the United States is entitled to the
benefit of it, no matter whether the miscarriage arose from corrupt
design or mistake of law. It would surely have been sufficient to show
the judgment to be wrong without assailing men's characters by the
imputation of base and evil motives and corrupt disregard of duty.

1 have yet to consider whether any default on the part of Her Majesty's
government can have contributed to the failure of the proceedings
against the Florida. It is certain that, as soon as the fact of the seizure
of the vessel and the institution of the suit was communicated to the
government at home, they approved of and ratified what had been done,
and directed that Commander Hickley, as the prosecutor, should be in-

demnified against all the expenses of the suit. Instructions were given
that any witnesses from Liverpool, who could give evidence material to

the case, should be sent to Nassau. But when the evidence came to be
^ looked into by Sir E. Phillimore, who had then succeeded to the office

of Queen's advocate, it turned out that the Liverpool witnesses could
really add nothing to the evidence already forthcoming at Nassau.1

Their evidence went to prove that the vessel, when she left Liverpool,
was equipped so as to be capable of being armed ; but to prove this, no
evidence was needed. The fact could not be disputed ; if it had been,
there was the vessel at Nassau to speak for herself.

The Liverpool evidence would, indeed, have established that the Oreto
had cleared out on what after-events showed to have been a pretended
and fictitious voyage—no doubt a most material fact ; but of this again
abundant evidence was forthcoming, from the evidence of the crew, who
had signed articles for the voyage to Palermo and Jamaica. The evi-

dence was, therefore, unnecessary ; what is more, had it been forthcom-
ing, it would have proved unavailing, by reason of the judge holding
the absence of equipment at Nassau to be fatal to the exercise of his

jurisdiction to condemn the vessel.

It is complained that the attorney-general hurried on the trial to avoid
the evidence of the Liverpool witnesses. Now, as I havejust remarked, no
witnesses were sent, or were thought by Sir R. Phillimore of sufficient im-

portance to be sent for the purpose of the trial ; which is a sufficient answer
to this head of complaint. It is complained that Maffit and other persons
connected with the Oreto were not called on the trial ; and this head of

charge is also dwelt upon by M. Staempfii, as one of the grounds of his

judgment. But this was a matter on which it was for the public pros-

ecutor to exercise his discretion.

In the first place, the witnesses would of course have been hostile,

and itis not usual with English advocates to call witnesses known to be
adverse ; they leave them to be called on the other side, that they may
havethe advantage of cross-examining them, which they are not per-

mitted to do if they produce them themselves. Had the attorney-general

called these witnesses himself, the complaint would probably have taken
the opposite form. It would then have been said that he had called

witnesses from the enemy's camp for the purpose of damaging his own
case.

1 British Appendix, vol. i, pp. 30-36.
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In the second place, as these witnesses, if mixed up in a transaction

involving a breach of the foreign-enlistment act, such as was involved

in this suit, would have been liable to be prosecuted and punished, they
would, by English law, have been privileged from giving evidence at

all.

Thirdly, all that these persons, if called, could have proved, was that

the vessel was intended for the confederate service. But this, in the view
unfortunately taken by the judge, that equipment within the local limits

of his jurisdiction was indispensable as the foundation of his authority

to condemn, would obviously have availed nothing, and therefore no
detriment can have arisen on the result from its not being produced.
There is an observation of the honorable arbitrator, M. Staempfli,

namely, that the witnesses on the trial were not examined on oath, which
it is necessary to correct, lest it should go forth to the public that the
attorney-general and the judge were so unmindful or ignorant of their

d uty as to allow the witnesses to be examined without the sanction of an
oath. This statement must have been founded on an oversight ; every
witness called is shown by the report of the trial to have beeu sworn
before he was examined. I am sure the honorable gentleman will regret
his mistake.
The Oreto ought to have been condemned. She escaped condemna-

tion by reason of a mistake on a matter of law of the judge before
whom she was brought for condemnation. Can such a failure be
ascribed to the government? The question is one of serious impor-
tance. I have already stated my views on it in an earlier stage of these
remarks.
But a further charge of negligence is brought against the govern-

ment of the Bahamas by reason of the Oreto having received her arma-
ment in the waters of the colony. The facts are as follows

:

Having been released by the court of admiralty^ the Oreto cleared
out as a merchant-vessel for Saint John's, New Brunswick, in ballast, 1

the port for which vessels intending to run the blockade usually cleared.
On the 7th of August the vessel went out, into the neighborhood of Hog
Island, to try her steam. 8 She was at that time very short-handed. It
appears, from the letter of the United States,consul to Mr. Seward of
the 6th of September, that her crew at that time was " a very small one,
and that the officers expressed great doubts of being able to man her
sufficiently for their nefarious purposes."3 It is stated in the United
States case that the Oreto lay outside, with a hawser attached to one of
Her Majesty's ships of war.

In a letter of the United States consul of the 9th of August, that
gentlemau writes to Mr. Seward as follows :

United States Consulate,
Nassau, Neiv Providence, August 9, 1862.

Sir : I have, the honor to inform you of the arrival off this port, yesterday morning,
of the United States steamship R. R. Cuyler, Winslow commander, eight days from
Boston. The steamer Oreto had left this harbor the day previous and anchored off
Hog Island; but early on the morning of the Cuyler's arrival she got under way, and
Kept " backing and filling " around that vessel while she lay off the port. Seeing these
suspicious movements of so suspicious a vessel, Captain Winslow concluded not to
leave his ship, but sent a boat for me, and I promptly joined him on board, giving him
all the information in my power. He concluded to stand over for the Northwest
Passage, as I advised that course as the most likely method of trapping the Oreto,
which vessel is reported to he bound for Charleston.

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 58.
1 United States Documeuts, vol. vi, p. 305; British Appendix, vol. v, p. 50.
5 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 307.
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Shortly after the Cuyler had disappeared the Oreto came to anchor off the mouth of the
harbor, and Her Majesty's steamer Peterel, Watson commander, went out and anchored
near her as " a protection against the Yankees cutting out the privateer."
Last night guns and shells were transported to the Oreto by the schooner Prince

Alfred, which has been purchased by the Confederate States agent, Lafitte, for a tender
on the British confederate ships.

A person landing at Nassau, ignorant of facts, would certainly think that this was
England's war, from the activity of the people here to forward supplies to the rebels.

I have, &c,

„ „. TX „ SAMUEL WHITING. 1

Hon. William H. Seward,
Secretary of State.'

Full explanation of the circumstances referred to, so far as the
Peterel is' concerned, is given in two letters of Captain Watson, who
was in command of the ship in question, Her Majesty's ship Peterel, in
answer to an inquiry from the admiralty in consequence of this state-
ment :

Her Majesty's Snip Pembroke,
Sheerness, March 22, 1872.

Sir : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated 19th instant,
with its inclosure from Admiral Sir Alexander Milne, dated 18th March, 1872.
In reply, I beg leave to report that I perfectly remember the circumstance con-

nected with the British steam-vessel, called the Oreto, that had been placed in the
vice-admiralty court at Nassau, New Providence, by Commander Hickley, of Her
Majesty's ship Greyhound, and that after a trial of some length she was released.

I remember receiving a communication from his excellency the governor of the Baha-
mas, to the effect that there were two American ships of war under steam inside the
liar, and that he would be glad if I could put myself in personal communication with
their captains, and offer them the customary hospitalities. On receipt of his excel-
lency's communication, or as soon after as the tide permitted, I proceeded in He-
Majesty's ship under niy command, under steam, across the bar, and went on board thr
United States steamship of war R. R. Cuyler, where I had a long and friendly convere
sation with her captain. Winslow, I think, was his name.
At the time I was on board the R. R. Cuyler, the Oreto, with two other British ships,

were steaming up and down the coast abreast Hog Island, trying their machinery. The
Oreto certainly was, as I know she came out for that purpose, it being the first day she
had had her steam up-since being placed in the vice-admiralty court.
The two United States steamers of war, having declined the hospitalities of the port,

proceeded toward Abaco, as far as I can remember, and I anchored the Peterel outside
the bar of Hog Island, the tide or lateness of the date preventing my recrossing it.

Having anchored as above stated, a boat came to me from the Oreto, asking for the
assistance of some men, under the following circumstances:
A man, who stated he was the master in command of the Oreto, said he was very

short-handed, and wanted to anchor for about two hours to adjust his machinery, but
if he anchored outside he had not sufficient crew to weigh his anchor, aud begged I
would assist him by lending him men.

I declined lending him any men, but told him he might hold on astern of the Peterel,
and I would give him a line for that purpose.
About 6.30 or 7 p. m., having seen the Oreto fast, holding on by one of our hawsers, I

went down to dinner, and when I came on deck again she was gone.
I had told the master that she must go out of our waters before the tide slacked.
This small act of courtesy I considered a duty that I should have extended to any

ship, British or foreign, and until the receipt of your communication never gave it a
second thought; in fact, I must have considered it too trivia] to mention in'my letters
of proceedings, which at that time were full of matter of far greater interest.
In conclusion, I may remark that the only reason I had for refusing to send men on

hoard was in consequence of the prevalence of yellow fever in the merchant shipping
at Nassau, and I had prohibited all communication, as far as practicable, with them.

I have, &c,
G. W. WATSON,

Captain. 1

• Vernon Ltjshington, Esq., Admiralty.

1 United States Appendix, vol. vi, p. 304.
2 British Appendix, vol. v, p. 50.
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Her Majesty's Ship Pembroke,
Silverness, March 31, 1872.

Sir : With reference to my letter of the 22d instant, I wish to make the following

alteration in paragraph 6

:

1. Having anchored as ahove stated, no communication of any sort took place between

Her Majesty's ship Peterel and the British merchant-ship Oreto, until the following

evening, (Saturday,) when a boat came alongside from the Oreto, asking for the assist-

ance. ***** The remainder of the paragraph and letter remains the

same.
2. When I sent my letter of the 22d, I had not my private journal or letter with me.

3. I wish to add also to my former letter that I never had any other communication,

direct or indirect, with the Oreto, or any one connected with her, except as set forth in

my official correspondence.
I have, &c,

J. J. WATSON,
Captain. 1

V. Lushington, Esq.,
Secretary of the Admiralty.

We now see how unfounded was Mr. Whiting's suspicion as to the

intentions of the Peterel.

The Oreto being in this position, on the 9th of August a small steamer

called the Prince Alfred, having been loaded with the armament intended

for the Oreto, -which had been brought out partly in the steamer Bahama,
partly in other vessels, having also cleared out for Saint John's, left

Nassau, as if with the intention of running the blockade.2 The Prince
Alfred having passed the Oreto, the latter soon afterward let go the

hawser, and put to sea; and having overtaken the Prince Alfred, took

her in tow, when both vessels proceeded to Green Cay, a small desert

island, lying sixty miles south of Nassau, on the edge of the Great Ba-
hama Bank, wholly uninhabited, and only frequented at times by fish-

ermen. There, out of sight of every one, the armament of the Oreto
was transferred to her from the Prince Alfred, the confederate flag was
hoisted, and the Oreto thenceforth received the name of the Florida.3

It had been surmised in the colony that the Prince Alfred was taking
out the armament of the Oreto, but the matter went no further than
surmise. The harbor was full of shipping, and vessels were leaving
every day loaded with contraband of war for the purpose of running
the blockade.
Mr. Whiting, as we have seen, had stated it as a fact in his letter of

the 9th. In a later letter to Mr. Seward of the 12th he speaks with
less certainty. He says:

On the 9th, the schooner Prince Alfred, which had been purchased by Lafitte, the
confederate agent here, left this port, and it was currently reported and generally be-
lieved that she had on board the armament for the Oreto, and as that vessel left the
same uight, (both clearing for Saint John's,) I think it probable.

I have given full details of these movemeuts to the commanders of the Adirondack
and Cuyler, and also sent such information to the different consulates.4

On the 16th, a report of tne two vessels having gone to Green Gay
appears to have reached Nassau.
Mr. Whiting writes on that day

:

The Oreto is reported to have gone to Green Cay, about fifty miles southwest from
Providence Island, and it is also reported that the schooner Prince Alfred has gone
there to deliver to the Oreto her piratical armament.

I have sent dispatches to the United States cruisers by the best channels open to

me.'

1 British Appendix, vol. v, p. 51.
2 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 324.
3 Ibid., pp. 307, 319-231.
4 Ibid., p. 305.
5 Ibid.
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The fact did not, however, become actually known at Nassau till the
6th of September, when certain men, who had beeu engaged at Nassau
to go out in the Oreto for the purpose of assisting in transferring the
guus and arms from the Prince Alfred, having returned to Nassau, gave
to the American consul an account of what had happened at Green
Cay.1

That, till a week after the vessels had left, no one in the colony had
any idea of an intention to transfer the armament in any place in the
Bahamas, is plain. So far from expecting anything of the kind, Mr.
Whiting expressly states, in his letter of the 9th, that he " advised Cap-
tain Winslow to stand out for the northwest Providence Channel, as the
most likely method of trapping the Oreto, as she was reported to be
bound for Charleston." Upon the faith of this belief, Mr. Whiting, as
he tells us, "gave full details of these movements to the commanders
of the two American ships of war,- the Adirondack aud Cuyler.':2

What, then, is the negligence complained of in respect of the arming
of the Oreto within the waters of the colony? In the American case
the argument is put thus

:

The arrangements for arming were made in the harbor of Nassau, and the two ves-
sels left thatport almost simultaneously, and proceeded to Greeu Cay together. The
purpose for which they went was notorious in Nassau. This was so palpable an eva-
sion that the act should be assumed as having taken place in the harbor of Nassau.3

This is a very adroit way of putting the case, but is it a just one? In
the first place, it is a great deal too much to assume that it was "noto-
rious" that the Prince Alfred had on board the armament of the other 1

vessel. The consul puts it no higher than that it was so reported, and
the government could not act on mere report. The fact was never said
to have been notorious till 1865, three years later, when Mr. Kirkpatrick,.
the then consul, who knew nothing of the facts when they happened,,
thought proper so to state.4

But the argument further puts it as though the purpose of going to-

Green Cay was notorious ; whereas we now know that neither the con-
sul nor any one else had the remotest idea that the transfer of the arma-
ment was intended to be effected within the limits of the colony. The-
consul believed that both vessels were going to Charleston. Can it be-

said that the governor ought to have sent a British ship of war to ac^

company the two ships some sixty miles or more, till clear of the waters-

of the Bahamas, to prevent the possibility of a violation of neutrality in

this respect ?

But then it is said, "The act was committed within British jurisdic-

tion, and was therefore a violation of the first clause of the first rule of

the treaty."

But, with submission, the act is not necessarily within the first rule of
. the treaty because it was committed in British jurisdiction. To bring,

it within the first rule of the treaty it must be shown that there- was a
want of due diligence in not preventing the act so done, and of this I find
no proof in the American documents.
To be sure, our honorable colleague, Mr. Staempfli, in the grounds*

of his judgment, says :

Que Green Caye'tait eloign^ et peu frequente"; cette objection est dlautant moins-

importaute que tout ce qui se fit a Green Cay partit de Nassau, et pouvait fort bien

s'apercevoir depuis ce dernier endroit.

'. United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 306.
3 Ibid., pp. 304, 305.
3 United States Case, p. 439.
4 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 327.
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I confess I do not quite understand what is meant by this. I do not

suppose M. Staeinpfli can mean that what was done at Green Cay could

be seen at Nassau, sixty miles off'. I must, therefore, take it that what he

means is, that the loading of the Prince Alfred and the nearly simulta-

neous departure of the two ships from Nassau could have been seen at

Nassau—which, as it strikes me, is a self-evident proposition .
But if he

means that, because the cargo of the Prince Alfred consisted of guns and

arms that might be transferred to the Oreto, therefore the authorities

ought to have stopped the Prince Alfred, the answer is that, until such,

transfer had actually taken place, or was about to take place, in British

waters, the authorities had no power to seize or detain the vessels.

The Priuce Alfred had a perfect right, subject to the chance of cap-

ture, to take arms to a belligerent port. There was nothing to show that

she was not about to do so. The American consul believed she was.

What authority had the government to assume the contrary?

Lastly, M. Staempfli makes it a matter of reproach to the local gov-

ernment that no prosecution was instituted against the master of the

Prince Alfred.

I must observe that this tribunal has nothing whatever to do with the

question of whether Her Majesty's government should or should not

have directed a prosecution in this or that particular instance. Though
this is a point which has more than once been dwelt upon, it is wholly
irrelevant to our inquiry.

However, let us see how the facts stand in this respect. On the 8th

of September Mr. Whiting, having seen the men who had returned from
the Oreto, and having obtained a deposition from- them, writes to the

governor

:

I have the honor to inform your excellency that I have good authority for stating

that the schooner Prince Alfred, of Nassau, took the Oreto's armament from this port
and discharged the same on board that steamer at Green Cay. one of the Bahamas.
That the Oreto afterward left Green Cay with the secession flag flying at her peak.
That the Prince Alfred has returned to this port, and now lies at Cochrane's Anchorage,
and I am Credibly informed that her captain is again shipping men to be sent to the
Oreto, in direct contravention of the foreign-enlistment act.

I earnestly urge upon your excellency the propriety of instituting some inquiry into
these matters, and of preventing acts so prejudicial to the interests of the friendly Gov-
ernment which I have the honor to represent. 1

To which the colonial secretary answers :

(
Colonial Office, Nassau, September 9, 1862.

Sir: In reply to your letter of the 8th instant, directed to the governor, I am in-

structed by his excellency to inform you that, if you feel assured that you have suffi-

cient credible evidence to substantiate your allegation, and will put your evidence
in the bauds of the attorney-general, his excellency will direct a prosecution against
the captain of the Prince Alfred, or others who may have been guilty of violating the
foreign-enlistment act.

But his excellency has no authority to take any steps against the Oreto, which is out
of his excellency's jurisdiction.

I have, &c,
C. R. NESBITT,

Colonial Secretary. 1

Instead of putting his evidence into the hands of the attorney-general,
who, of course, was not himself in the possession of any, Mr. Whiting
allowed the matter to drop. He probably thought, and though t rightly,

that it would profit the United States Government very little to punish
this man.
Another charge in respect of this vessel is that Maffitt, her commander,

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 87.
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when at Nassau, induced about forty men to enlist ou board AIIeseJ recrilitme
the Oreto. The United States case, without more, sets this

°

fc™ " ""'""'"

down as a violation of the second rule of the treaty, but is wholly silent
as to any negligence of the local government in this behalf.
M. Staempfli, nevertheless, but without any reference to facts showing

negligence, states, as a ground of his judgment, that the manning of the
Oreto at Nassau is to be imputed to the negligence of the British author-
ities. In the first place, it does not appear that the authorities knew
anything whatsoever about the matter. In the second place, the Oreto,
at the time these men were engaged, had not adopted the character of
a ship of war ; it was not known that she would do so ; it was not known
to the local government, or even to Mr. Whiting, that she had been made
over to the confederate government; it was not known that Maffitt had
taken possession of her as their officer; Duguid, who had brought her
out, still remained apparently the master of her; her former crew had
all left her ; the crew she had engaged were wholly insufficient as a
fighting crew, and there was not, and- could not be, any present purpose
of using her as a fighting ship ; it was believed she was going to run
the blockade. If that fact had turned out to be true, the allowing her
to hire a crew would have been perfectly legitimate, and could not have
been prevented.
Was the vessel to.be kept at Nassau permanently for want of a crew?
It is quite true that, by the second rule of the treaty, a neutral gov-

ernment is not to permit its ports or waters to be used by a belligerent
for the recruitment of men. But at this time, as I have already re-
marked, though it was known that the vessel was intended for the con-
federate government, it was not known that she had been transferred to
them, still less that she was about to be used for belligerent purposes,
which, indeed, she could not be till a different crew could be obtained.
Till then she might be liable to capture as contraband of war, but she
Would not be liable to seizure as for a breach of the municipal law.

I confess I do not see the negligence which M. Staeinpfli's keener
sight is enabled to discover.
When the Florida had taken in her armament at Green Oay, the crew

shipped at Nassau being altogether inadequate for the ves- rlorid,»(ierieav.

sel as a ship of war, she proceeded to the port of Cardenas, ing Gree° Car-

in Cuba, where she remained till the 31st of August. She there at-

tempted to ship a crew, but the matter having come to the knowledge
of the authorities, the officer in command repudiated the transaction,
and left the port without any increase of his numbers.1 Unable to keep
the sea for purposes of war with so insufficient a crew, the Florida ran
past the hostile cruisers, though challenged and fired at, and succeeded
in getting into the confederate port of Mobile, where she arrived on the
4th of September.2

She remained in the port of Mobile upwards of four months, at the end
'of which time, having shipped a crew, she was sent out, on the 15th of
January, 1863, under the command of Maffitt, as a confederate ship of
war.3

A grave question here presents itself, whether Great Britain, even if

open to the imputation of want of due diligence in respect
of the original equipment of the Oreto, or of her arming at nmTStaA™1

'

Green Cay, can properly be held responsible for the acts of
""""""'

this ship subsequently to her entry into Mobile.
It is all-important to bear in mind that the original equipment of this

'United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 331.
2 Ibid., p. 332.
* British Appendix, vol. i, pp. 117, 120, 122.
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vessel, though an offense against the municipal law of Great Britain,

was not, there being, up to the time she arrived at the Bahamas, no
present intention of war, an offense against international law. All the

power which the government could exercise against her, in respect of

any offense against the municipal law, was such as was derived from
that law; that is to say, from the foreign-enlistment act. Now, all that

the latter empowered the government to do was to seize the vessel and
to bring her before a competent court for condemnation. If, when such

a proceeding has been adopted, it results in the acquittal and release of

the vessel, the matter becomes res judicata, the original vice becomes
purged, and no further proceeding in rem can be had. A ship cannot

be seized and brought into court again and again when once it has been
decided by a competent court that she was not liable to seizure and
condemnation at all. After the Oreto had been thus acquitted, all

power of further seizure, as for an infraction of the foreign-enlistment

act in her original equipment, was at an end. I grant that the right of

a belligerent to redress for a breach of neutrality against international

law would not be affected by a judicial proceeding under the municipal

law ; but, there having been here, according to my view, no more than
a breach of the municipal law, all that the belligerent could possibly ex-

act was that the municipal law should be put in force by a proceeding
against the vessel. When under such a proceeding the vessel had been
acquitted, the matter was at an end.

It will be said that a second offense was committed in British juris-

diction by the arming of this vessel at Green Cay ; and this may be so;

but here again we have, in like manner, no breach of neutrality accord-

ing to international law, if, owing to the deficiency of the crew, there

was no present intention of applying the ship to the purpose of war.
There is a decision of the Supreme Court of the United States which

c«»eof u.e unitd is in point to the present question, in the case of the United
st»tC8 *».DeQ„i„cy. States vs. De Quincy, reported in the 6th volume of Peters's

Beports, page 445.*

In that case the defendant was indicted, under the third section of the
American act of 1818, for having been concerned in fitting out a vessel

called the Bolivar, afterward Las Dainas Argentinas, with intent that
such vessel should be employed in the service of the United Provinces
of Bio de la Plata against the subjects of the Emperor of Brazil, with
whom the United States were then at peace. The vessel in question,
originally a pilot-boat, had been fitted out at Baltimore for*the defend-
ant and one Armstrong, and adapted for carrying a gun. She sailed

from Baltimore to the island of St. Thomas, Armstrong being on board
as part owner and agent for the other owners. On the way to St.

Thomas, Armstrong told a witness that it was his intention and wish
to employ the vessel as a privateer, but that he had no funds. He spoke
of the difficulty of getting any, and said he could not tell, until he got
to the West Indies, whether he should be able to procure any. After
negotiating for two or three days at St. Thomas, Armstrong suc-

ceeded in obtaining funds ; the Bolivar was fitted out as a privateer ; and,
Armstrong having provided himself with a commission from the Buenos
Ayres government, the vessel, under the name of Las Damas Argen-
tinas, cruised under the flag of that government, and took several prizes.

Two questions presented themselves for the decision of the court as to
the direction which should be given to the jury. The first was whether,
to constitute an offense within the act, it was necessary that the vessel
should have been armed when she left Baltimore, the decision on which

1 See also British Appendix, vol. iii, p. 92.
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is immaterial to the present purpose. The second question is the one
which touches the present case. On the part of the defendant, it was
submitted that the jury should be directed

—

That if the jury believe that, -when the Bolivar was fitted out and equipped at Balti-
more, the owner and equipper intended to go to the West Indies in search of funds,
with which to arm and equip the said vessel, and had no present intention of using or
employing the said vessel as a privateer, but intended, when he equipped her, to go to
the West Indies to endeavor to raise funds to prepare her for a cruise, then the defend-
ant is not guilty.

Or, if the jury believe that when the Bolivar was equipped at Baltimore, and when
she left the United States, the equipper had no fixed intention to employ her as a
privateer, but had a wish so to employ her, the fulfillment of which wish depended on
his ability to obtain funds in the West Indies for the purpose of arming and preparing
her for war, then the defendant is not guilty.

The court said

:

We think these instructions ought to be given. The offense consists principally in

the intention with which the preparations were made. These preparations, according
to the very terms of the act, must be made within the limits of the United States; and
it is equally necessary that the intention with respect to the employment of the vessel

should be formed before she leaves the United States ; and this must be a fixed inten-

tion, not conditional or contingent, depending on some future arrangements. This in-

tention is a question belonging exclusively to the jury to decide. It is the material
point on which the legality or criminality of the act must turn, and it decides whether
the adventure is of a commercial or warlike character. 1

At the same time the court, at the instance of the prosecution, held

that if there was an intention of employing the vessel as a privateer

when she left Baltimore, the offense would be complete, though subse-

quent events might have prevented that intention from being carried

into effect.

The distinction is a souud one. A present intention does not the less

exist, because unexpected events may afterward change it; but an in-

tention which is to depend on uncertain contingencies cannot be said to

be a present one. It is the present intention of the immediate employ-
ment of the vessel for hostile purposes which makes the sending out an
armed ship an offense against the law of nations, as a violation of neu-

trality, as distinguished from merely making it contraband of war. As-
suredly there must be a distinction between the two things, and I am at

a loss to see where the line can otherwise be drawn.
A similar purpose, in like manner, makes the equipping of a vessel an

offense against the municipal law, when without it—as if, for instance,

the vessel had been already built and equipped—the transaction would
be simply one of -trade. Now, in the case before us, it may, perhaps, be
questioned whether there was any present intention of using the Florida

as a ship of war, or whether such employment was not contingent on

her obtaining a war crew. If no crew could be got, the cruise was, as

the sequel shows, to be given up, and an attempt made to run her into

one of her own ports. Be this as it may, the belligerent purpose, if any
such existed, was frustrated by the ship not obtaining a crew, and the

voyage was lost. This being so, why, as Sir Rouudell Palmer puts it to

us, should not a vessel equipped in a neutral port, contrary to the muni-

cipal law of the neutral, be considered, like any other contraband of

war—such being,jn point of international law, the true character of such

a. vessel till she actually enters on her employment as a ship of war—as
no longer in delicto when she has once reached the port of the bel-

ligerent I

Having shown, as I think, abundant grounds for saying that as to

what passed at G-reen Cay, no possible imputation of want of due dili-

gence can attach, it seems to me that it would be carrying the doctrine

1 British Appendix vol. iii, p. 93.
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of neutral responsibility to an unheard-of and most unreasonable length

to say that, after a lapse of five months, during which no vessel of

the United States was captured by the Florida, and after this vessel

had been four months in a confederate port, and had there shipped a

new crew, Great Britain is to be held liable for damage afterward done

by her.

I agree with Sir Eoundell Palmer in thinking that, with her arrival at

Mobile, if not with her departure from the"Bahamas, the illegal voyage

upon which any liability attached came to an end, and with it all re-

sponsibility which can reasonably be fastened on the government of

Great Britain.

But it is said that the Florida, having again come into a British port,

and being known to be engaged in hostile operations against

th?°ffiJ.
wSS the United States, ought to have been detained, it being

^"TomS'i-LZ obligatory on the British government to stop such a vessel,
B„t,sh Port. by reason of the admission in the second branch of the

first rule, viz, that "a neutral nation is bound to use due diligence to

prevent the departure from its jurisdiction of any vessel intended to

cruise or carry on war" under the circumstances referred to in the first

branch ; " such vessel having been specially adapted in whole or in

part, within its jurisdiction, to warlike use."

The question is one of considerable importance, as it may affect not

only the Florida, but also the Georgia and the Shenandoah, vessels as

to the equipping of which it will be impossible to fix the British govern-

ment witb want of due diligence.

I cannot understand how such a contention can have been raised. It

appears to me to rest on a thorough perversion of the obvious meaning
of tbe rule. It is impossible to read the first rule without seeing that

it is intended to apply to two branches of one entire transaction, which
consists, first, in allowing the vessel to be equipped, next in allowing
her to depart ; the second branch of the rule being intended to meet a
case in which a vessel may have been equipped in such a manner as to

elude the diligence of the authorities, but where there may be an oppor-

tunity, on her character being discovered, to arrest her before she has
quitted neutral waters.

The second branch of the rule is obviously intended to apply to the

first departure of a vessel—that is to say, its departure from a neutral

port before passing into the hands of a belligerent government, and to

that alone.

It is absurd to suppose that, if it had been intended that Great Brit-

ain should be held liable for not having seized these vessels on their

re-entering her ports, this would not have been expressly stated, espe-

cially when it is remembered that this might have been virtually to admit
liability in respect of all these vessels, if shown to have been specially

adapted for war within British territory, for every one of them returned
to a British port at an early period of its career. It is plain that it

never could have entered into the mind of the British ministry that the
rule would be treated as applicable to anything beyond the first depart-
ure of the vessel.

The moral bearing of the question has been admirably pointed out in

Sir B. Palmer's argument

:

It would have become the plain duty of any neutral state which had entered into

such an engagement to give notice of it beforehand to all belligerent powers, before it

could be put in force to their prejudice. It is impossible that an act, which would be
a breach of public faith and of international law toward one belligerent, could be held
to constitute any part of the "diligence due" by a neutral to the other belligerent. The
rule says nothing of any obligation to exclude this class of vessels, when once commis-
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sioned as public ships of war, from entrance into neutral ports upon the ordinary foot-
ing. If they were so excluded by proper notice, they would not enter ; and the rule-
(in that case) could never operate to prevent their departure. If they were not so
excluded, instead of being " due diligence," it would be a flagrant act of treachery and
wrong to take advantage of their entrance, in order to effect their detention or capture.
Can Her Majesty be supposed to have consented to be retrospectively judged as wanting
in due diligence, because; not having excluded these confederate ships of war from her
portsby any prohibition or notice, she did not break faith with them, and commit an out-
rage on every principle ofjustice and neutrality by their seizure ? The rules themselves
had no existence at the time of the war; the confederates knew, and could know, noth-
ing of them; their retrospective application cannot make an act ex post facto " clue,"

upon the footing of "diligence," to the one party in the war, which, if it had been act-
ually done, would have been a wholly unjustifiable outrage against the other.

And this being so, ifc may safely be asserted that the United States
Government must have framed the rules with a like mind ; for it would
be to give them credit for sharp practice indeed, if, while the British
government agreed to the rule, on the supposition that its application
was to be limited to the first departure of an offending vessel, the
United States should be at liberty to insist on its application, toties

quoties, to every subsequent departure. I will say no more than that the
construction thus sought to be put on the second branch of the first rule

is quite preposterous. *

But it is said, in the second place, that the equipment and sending
out of an armed vessel from the port of a neutral being a violation ot

its territory and neutral rights, and therefore a hostile act, Great Britain
had the right to seize these vessels on their again comiug within her
jurisdiction, and was bound to do so, to prevent them from continuing
to make war on vessels of the United States.

The answer of the British government is threefold

:

1st, That it had not the right, according to interuational law, to seize

these vessels, seeing that when they came again into British ports, they
were admitted as the commissioned ships of war of a belligerent state.

2d. That, independently of the foregoing ground, the British govern-
ment could not, as a neutral government, seize a ship of war of a bellig-

erent state for that which was not a violation of neutrality, but only of

its own municipal law.
3d. That even if it had the right, it was under no obligation to exer-

cise it.

The first of these grounds depends on the effect of the commissions
which these vessels had in the mean time received from the Eirect of commia .

government of the Confederate States as ships of war. ^.csiwofw,,,

Now, it must be taken as an unquestionable fact that these ships were
built, or equipped, for the de facto government of the Confederate States,

and were employed by it as regular ships of war, under the command
of officers regularly commissioned. Hereupon two questions present

themselves: Were' these commissions valid if If so, what was their

effect as to affording immunity to a vessel, thus commissioned, from
seizure by the government of Great Britain %

,

It is a familiar principle of international law that the ships of war of

a state are entitled to the privilege of exterritoriality. This Ships of war ex .

is a point on which leading publicists are agreed. Wheaton, temt°™'-

in his" filaments de droit international," 1 writes:

Une armee ou une flotte appartenant a une puissance e'trangere, et traversant ou
stationnant dans les limites du territoire d'un autre etat, en amitie' avec cette puis-

auquel elles appartiennent, comme si elles (Staient encore sur son territoire.

1 Vol. i, p. 1X9.
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S'il n'y a pas de prohibition expresse, les ports d'un e"tat sons regardes comrne e"tant

ouvertsaux navires de guerre d'une autre nation avec laquelle cet 6tat est en paix et

amiti^. Ces navires, entres dans les ports grangers, soit en vertu de l'absence d'une

prohibition, soit en vertu d'une automation expresse, stipulee par traits, sunt exempts
de la juridietion des tribunaux et des autorite's du lieu.

Heffter declares ships of war to be exempt from the territorial juris-

diction of the country within whose waters they are.1

Heffter. "

Sir E. Phillimore writes as follows :
2

Long usage and universal custom entitle every such ship to be considered as a part

sir r Phiiiimore
of tlae state to wnicl1 s^6 belongs, and to be exempt from any other ju-

risdiction; whether this privilege be founded upon strict international

right, or upon an original concession of comity with respect to the state in its aggre-

gate capacity, which, by inveterate practice, has assumed the position of a right, is a
consideration of not much practical importance. But it is of some importance, for if the

better opinion be, as it would seem to be, that the privilege in question was originally

a concession of comity, it may, on due notice being given, be revoked by a state, so

ill advised as to adopt such a course, which could not happen if it were a matter of

natural right. But, unquestionably, in tbe case of the foreign ship of war, or of the

foreign sovereign and embassador, every state which has not formerly notified its

departure from this usage of the civilized world, is under a tacit convention to accord
this privilege to the foreign ship of war lying in its harbors.

No writer has, however, discussed the subject with so much clearness

and force as M. Ortolan in his " Diplomatie de la mer :"

Ortolan.
*"

Les batiments de guerre au co,ntraire, arme's par l'<5tat lui-meme et pour sa defense?

en sont les representants a 1'(Stranger ; leurs commandants etleurs officiers sout comme
des delegue's du pouvoir executif, et sur quelques points du pouvoir judiciaire de leur

pays. Ces batiments doivent done participer pleinement a l'independance et a la sou-

verainete' de la puissance qui les arme ; ils ont droit aux respects et aux honneurs qui
sont dds a cette souverainete' ; e'est ceque reconnaissent et ce que commandent leslois

internatinales.3 . . . . . . ...
Par cela seul que les batiments de guerre sont arme's par le gouvernement d'un e"tat

inde'pendant, auquel ils appartienuent, que leurs commandants et leurs officiers sont

des fonctionnaires publics de cet 6tat et en exercent la puissance executive, en certains

points m6me la puissance judiciaire, enfin que tout individu faisant partie de leur

equipage, sans distinction de grade, est un agent de la force publique ; ces batiments,
personuifie's, sont une portion de ce gouvernement et doivent etre independants et

respectfe a son egal.

Ainsi, quel que soit le lieu oh. ils se trouvent, qui que ce soit au monde, Stranger au
gouvernement auquel ils appartiennent, n'a le droit de s'immiscer en rien dans ce qui
se passe a leur bord, et encore moins d'y pen^trer par la force.

On exprime g6n6ralement cette regie par une mStaphore passee en coutume, et tene-
ment accreditee, tellement traditionnelle, que dans la plupart des esprits elle est

devenue comme une raison justificative de la proposition dont elle n'est veritablement
qu'une expression figures. On dit que tout batiment de guerre est une partie du ter-

litoire de la nation a laquelle il appartient ; d'ou la consequence que, meme lorsqu'il est

dans un port stranger, les officiers, l'equipage, et toute pei'sonne quelconque qui se

trouve a son bord, est censde etre, et que tout fait pass6 a bord est censiS pass6, sur ce
territoire. C'est par une continuation, par une expression re'sume'e de la meme figure,

qu'on appelle ce privilege le privilege ou le droit d'exterritorialiti.*

The matter is so well haudled by this able writer that I am induced
to cite one or two more passages :

5

Ce qui est vrai, c'est que le navire est une habitation flottante, avec une population
soumise aux lois et au gouvernement de l'e'tat dont le navire a la nationality, et placee
sous la protection de cet 6tat. Ce qui est vrai, c'est que si le navire est batiment de
guerre, il est, en outre, une forteresse mobile portant en son sein une portion meme de
la puissance publique de cet 6tat, des officiers et un equipage qui forment tous dans
leur ensemble un corps organist de fonctionnaires et d'ageuts militaires ou administra-,
tifs de la nation.

1 " Volkerrecht der Gegenwart," § 148.
s International Law, vol. i, p. 399.
3 Vol. i, p. 181.

"Ibid., p. 186.

eibid.,j).p. 188-I9L
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S'il s'agit de navires de guerre, la coutume Internationale est constante ; ces navires
restont regis uniquenient par la souverainete de leur pays ; les lois, les autorite's, et les
juridictious de. l'6ta,t dans les eaux duquel ils spnt mouilies leur resteut etrangeres ; ils
n'ont ayec cet etat que des relations internationales par la voie des fonctionnaires de
la locality corupetents pour de pareilles relations. .....

Lie nayire de guerre portant en son sein une partie de la puissance publique de l'eiat

pays dans les eaux duquel i.
entre, ce serait vraiment soumettre Vune de ces puissances a l'autre; ce serait vouloir
xendre impossibles les relations maritinies d'une nation a l'autre par batiments de l'etat.
II faut qu renojacer & ces relations, ou les adinettre.avec les conditions indispensables
pour maintenir k chaque etat souverain son indcSpendance.
L'etat proprietaire du'port ou de' la rade peut sans Vlonte, a regard des batiments de

guerre, pour lesquels il aurait des motifs de sortir des regies ordinaires et pacitiques du
droit des gens, leur interdire l'entree de ces eaux ; les y surveillec s'il croit leur pre"seuce
dangereufte, qu leur enjoindre d'en sortir, de metne qu'il est librc, quand. ils sont dans
la mer territpriale, d'employer a leur egard les moyens de surete" qua leur voisinage
peut rendre n^cessaires ; sauf a repondre, envers l'etat auquel ces vaisseaux appartieu-
nent, de toutes ces mesures qui pourront Gtre, Buivant les evenements qui les auront
motivees, ou la maniere dont elles auront 6t6 exe'cute'es, des actes de defense ou de
precaution legitime, ou des actes de ro.e6.ance, ou des offenses graves, ou nierne des
causes de guerre ; niais tant qu'il les reeoit, il doit respecter en eux la souverainete
etrangere dont ils sont une emanation ; il ne pent avoir, par consequent, la pretension
de iegir les personnes qui se trouvent et les faits qui se passent a leur bord, ni de faire

' sur ce bord acte de puissance et de souverainete.

In the case of the Exchange, reported in Granch's Eeports, (vol. vii,

pages 135-147,) the principle that a vessel bearing the flag C!U,e of llu, Ex .

and commission of a belligerent power was not within the cha°8e-

local jurisdiction of the neutral law, though claimed by citizens of the
neutral country as having beeu forcibly taken from them as prize, con-
trary to international law, was fully upheld ou appeal by the Supreme
Court of the United States.

" By the unanimous consent of nations," says Chief Justice Marshall, " a foreigner is

amenable to the laws of the place, but certainly, in practice, nations have not yet as-
serted their jurisdiction over the public armed ships of a foreign sovereign entering a
port open for their reception. * * * It seems, then, to the court to be a principle
of public law that national ships of war entering the port of a friendly power open for
their reception are to be considered as exempted by the consent of that power from its

jurisdiction."

It has been ingeniously attempted by the counsel of the United States
to place the decision in this case and the judgment of Chief Justice
Marshall on the footing that a neutral court has no jurisdiction over a
belligerent vessel as a matter simply of judicial authority. But this is

not so; the eminent judge who delivered the judgment in that case
places the matter not on the footing ofjurisdiction in a judicial point of
view, but as one of international right. In proof of which the following

passages are deserving of the fullest attention :

Anation would justly be considered as violating its faith, although that faith may
not be expressly plighted, which should suddenly, and without previous notice, exercise its

territorial powers in a manner not consonant to the usages and received obligations of the

civilized world. * * *

If, for reasons of state, the ports of a nation generally, or any particular ports be
closed against vessels of war generally, or the vessels of war of any particular nation,
notice is usually given of such determination. If there be no prohibition, the ports of
a friendly nation are GonsideEed .as open to the public ships of all powers with whom
it is at peace, and they are supposed to enter such ports, and to remain in them, while
allowed to remain, under the protection of the government of the place. * * *

But in all respects different is the situation of a public armed ship. She constitutes
a part of the military force of her nation ; acts under the immediate and direct com-
mand of the sovereign ; is employed by him in national objects. He has many and
powerful motives for preventing wiose objects from being defeated by the interference

of a foreign state. Such interference cannot take place without affecting his power and
his dignity. The implied license, therefore, under which such vessel enters a friendly

port, may reasonably be construed, and it seems to the court ought to be construed,
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as containing an exemption from thejurisdiction of the sovereign within whose territory she

claims the rights of hospitality.

ISTo doubt the effect to be given to the commission of a belligerent

commission of government must depend on its power to act as a govern-
„,e™ beuig.™it. ment. And I repeat what I have before endeavored to make
good : namely, that where an integral portion of a nation separates

itself from the parent state, and establishes a de facto government of

its own, excluding the former government from all power and control,

and thereupon a civil war ensues, a neutral nation is fully justified in

recognizing the government de facto as a belligerent, though it has not

as yet acknowledged it as a nation ; and that from the time of the ac-

knowledgment of its belligerent status, the government defacto acquires,

in relation to the neutral, all the rights which attach to the status of a
belligerent of an established nationality. The practice of nations has
been uniform on this point; all the maritime nations concurred in ac-

cording to the confederate government the status and rights of a belli-

gerent. The commissions of the Confederate States must therefore be
'

taken to have been valid, and to have had the same force and efficacy

as the commissions of any recognized government would have had.
It has, indeed, been contended that, in the particular instance of the

vessels belonging to the Confederate States, the commissions of the gov-
ernment de facto ought not to have been respected. After having list-

ened, with the utmost attention, to the argument of Mr. Evarts, I pro-

test I am at a loss to know why. Setting aside all the idle language
that has been written and spoken about "piracy"—as though the ships

of eleven great provinces, having an organized government, and carry-

ing on one of the greatest civil wars recorded in history, could be called

pirates—the argument comes to this : that a country, the independent
nationality of which has not been acknowledged, and which has not
been admitted into the fraternity of nations, has no rights of sove-

reignty, and consequently cannot by its commission exclude the right of

the local sovereign to seize one of its vessels of war if any infraction of

the municipal law has been committed in respect of it. But what is

this, practically, but to deprive the recognition of belligerency of all

the effects it was intended to have ? It is admitted among nations that
such a recognition may be made by a neutral state. Its purpose is to

invest the de facto government with the character of a belligerent power,
for the common benefit of both belligerent and neutral, without any
recognition of independence or sovereignty. The recognition would
plainly be idle if it did not carry with it one of the most important
rights incidental to a belligerent government, that of commissioning and
employing vessels of war, and of having those vessels, when sailing

under its flag, and armed with its commissions, invested with the privi-

leges conceded to ships of war, and therefore exempted from the juris-

diction of any neutral country in whose waters they may be.
But it is alleged that, even assuming the commissions to have been

< „ ,
valid, these vessels ought nevertheless to have been seized.Meet o f alleged ff..

' ,'-i-t -,...
termo?"

of """"" argument, as I understand it, is in substance this : the
equipping and sending forth of a vessel from neutral terri-

tory, for the purpose of being employed in the service of a belligerent,

is a violation of the territorial rights of the neutral ; every violation of

the territory of a neutral is a hostile act ; every hostile act calls upon
the neutral to vindicate its rights by force;, therefore Great Britain
ought to have seized these vessels.

Hautefemiio
*n suPP°rt 0I this argument the following passage is cited

from Hautefeuille

:
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Le fait de constrnire un batiment de guerre pour le compte d'uri bellige'rant, ou de
l'armer dans les 6tats neutres, est une violation du teraatoire. Toutes les prises faites
par un batiment de cette nature sont ill<§gitimes, en quWque lieu qu'elles aient 6t6 faites.

Le souverain offense a le droit de s'en eniparer, nieme de force, si elles sont amenees dans
see ports, et d'en reclaimer la restitution lorsqn'elles sont, comme cela arrive en ge-
neral, couduites dans les ports hors de sa juridietion. II peut egaleuient reclamer le
de'sarmement du batiment ill6galement arm6 sur son territoire, et meme le d<5tenir s'il

entre dans quelque lieu soumis a sa souverainete', jusqu'a oe qu'il ait 6t6 de'sarme'. 1

After which the learned author goes on to use the following strong
language, which, however, appears to express a view peculiar to himself,

and, so far as I am aware, shared by no other writer on international
law

:

Le peuple neutre ne peut negliger l'accomplissement de ce devoir, sans s'exposer a la
juste vengeance de la nation a laqnelle cet abandon, de ses droits porterait un grave
prejudice, sans lui fournir un juste sujet de guerre. On pourrait en effet l'accuser, avec
raison, d'abdiquer les droits desa souverainetiS, de son independence, en faveur de l'une
des parties en gnerre, au prejudice de l'autre, et par consequent de manquer d'imparti-
alit6, de rneconnaitre le second devoir de la neutrality.2 •

If, indeed, by constructing or arming a ship, M. Hautefeuille means
constructing or arming for the immediate purpose of war, so as to con-

stitute a hostile expedition from the shore of the neutral, I entirely agree
that this will amount to a violation of neutral territory. Short of that,

it will only be a violation of the local law, and therefore will not amount
to a violation of territory. This distinction is all-important, but appears
to have been wholly lost sight of.

But even should it amount to a violation of territory, it seems mon-
strous to assert that the neutral is bound to have recourse to force, pos-

sibly to become involved in war, for the benefit of the other belligerent.

It is to be observed that M. Hautefeuille, before he came to the sub-

ject of ships, had been speaking of the violation of neutral territory by
acts of hostility, such as the taking of a ship in neutral waters.

He could hardly, I imagine, mean to go the length of saying that the
clandestine equipment of a ship for belligerent use, not amounting to a
hostile expedition, would be such a violation of the rights of the neutral

as would justify, much less necessitate, a declaration of war.
M. Ortolan discusses the subject, with the calm judgment

ortoto
which distinguishes him.

It is true that his reasoning is addressed to the obligation of the neu-

tral state to insure the restoration of prizes illegally captured within its

waters ; but it is obvious that the principle he lays down applies to every
violation of neutral territory by a belligerent

:

L'illegalite" des actes d'hostilite exerces dans les eaux territoriales d'une puissance

anqnel appartient le capteur deles restituer aux premiers proprie'taires ; et meine c'est

le droit et le devoir de 1'iStat neutre dont le territoire a 6t6 vioi<5 de prononcer lui-meine

cette restitution si la prise se trouve amenee chez lui.

Toutefois la nullite' des prises ainsi faites n'est pas tenement absolne qu'elle puisse

etre invoquee, et que l'6tat du capteur doive la prononcer meme en l'absence de toute

reclamation de la part de l'6tat neutre dont on pretend que. les droits ont 6t6 inecon-

nus. " C'est une regie technique des cours de prises," dit a ce sujet M. Wheaton, " de
ne restituer leur propriety aux reclamants particuliers, en caspareil, que sur la demande
du gouvernenient neutre dont le territoire a 6t6 ainsi viole\ Cette regie est fondee sur

le principe que 1' <5tat neutre seul a,6t6 blesse" dans ses droits par une telle capture et

que le reclainant eunemi n'a pas le droit de paraitre pour entralner la non-validit6 de
la capture."

, Nous adherens cornple"tement a cette doctrine et acette jurisprudence pratique. Elle

Concorde parfaitenient avec ce que nous avons dit ci-dessus des cas oil, a raison des circon-

stances et de l'e'tat des c6tes, les actes d'hostilite" peuvent etre excuse's, bien qu'ayant eu

1 Droits et devoirs des nations neutres, vol. i, p. 295.

* Ibid., p. 296.
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lieu dans nne mer littorale neutre. Elle est raeme indispensable dans le systems actons

ceux qui admettent, comme nous,- cette possibility d'excuse. Puisqne la nullity des

prises ainsi faites n'a rien d'abswu, qu'elle est subordonne'e aux reclamations de 1 etat

neutre, le fait est remis a l'apprfoiation de cet etat. C'est alui a juger s'll y a eu, ou s'll

n'y apaseu,ve"ritableinentatteinteporte'easasouverainete'; s'il doit a sa propre dign it<S

et aux obligations d'impartialite" que lni impose sa quality de neutre, de reclamer contre

cette atteiute et de demander que les consequences en soient annule'es oii repare'es ; ou

bien s'il pent garderle silence etn'^lever aucune reclamation. S'il reclame, et que ses

plaintes soient fondles, le gouvernement du capteur doit annuler la prise ainsi i'aite au

niepris d'nne souverainote" neutre ; s'il nere"clame pas nnl n'est admis a le faire pour lui

et le gouvernement du capteur n'a pas a tenir compte de pareilles objections. 1

But it is said that—independently of any violation of territory in the

sense of international relations—because the vessel was
trS* # m»i°dSS equipped and armed in defiance, or in fraud, of the muni-
'""

cipal law of Great Britain, it was incumbent on the British

authorities to seize her when she next entered a British port. In this con-

tention there appears to be—I say it with all possible respect—consider-

able confusion of ideas, and a losing sight of elementary principles. I

agree with M. Staempfli that, these vessels having been ordered by

agents ofthe confederate government, it is the same thing as though they

had been ordered by that government itself; and that there was, con-

sequently, in respect of them, a violation of the municipal law of Great

Britain by the confederate government itself. But it is a great mistake

to suppose that a breach of the municipal law of a neutral country,

though relating to neutrality, becomes a'violation of the territorial rights

of the neutral, because committed by a belligerent power. The charac-

ter of the offender does not change or affect the character or quality of

the offense. Nothing short of a breach of neutrality, according to inter-

national law, can justify a resort to forcible measures on the part of the

neutral as for a violation of his neutral rights.

Now, the equipment of the Florida in England for the service of the

confederates constituted no violation of neutrality by international law,

the vessel not having been armed, or sent out for the present purpose

of war. On her way to Nassau she would have been subject to seizure

as contraband of war; but that is all. In like manner, though the

arming of the vessel at the desert island of Green Cay may have been,

strictly speaking, a violation of British law, yet, there being no present

purpose of war, it was no violation of neutral territory within the rules

of international law. It was, at the utmost, a breach of the law of

Great Britain. And here the distinction should be kept inview to which
I have already referred, and which seems to me to have altogether been
lost sight of, namely, that a breach of the municipal law, though it may
be of a law relating to neutrality, does not constitute a breach of neu-

trality as between nations. That which, if done by a subject, would
simply amount to a breach of his own law, does not become a violation

of neutrality because done by a foreigner. Norisit the more so because
done by a belligerent government, or the agent of such government.
Let such a government send agents to purchase ships equipped and
ready for war, not with any immediate purpose of using them as ships
of war on leaving port, but that they may be conveyed to its own
country, to be eventually used for war, if such an act is an offense

by local law, it will still be an offense against the local law alone. How,
then, can it be said that for a violation of municipal law alone a neu-
tral can seize a vessel, in respect of which that law alone has been vio-

lated, when it has become the. property of the government of another
state 1 No principal of the law of nations is more firmly settled or uni-

versally acknowledged than that an independent sovereign or govern-

1 " Regies internationales et diplomatie de la mer," vol. ii, p. 298.
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ment—and, for this purpose, the government of a state, as yet acknowl-
edged only as a belligerent, must be taken tp be an independent gov-
ernment—is not amenable to the municipal law of another country.
All rights, all obligations, all duties, all liabilities, as between sovereign
and sovereign, state and state, government and government, depend
wholly and solely either on express convention or on the principles and
rules of the common law of nations. How, then, in the matter of an
infraction of the municipal law only, could a neutral stat^ have recourse,
as against a belligerent government, to the powers which that law gave
it against its own subjects alone?
But assuming even that a neutral state would be entitled to seize a ves-

sel^ though armed with a commission from a belligerent power, byreason
of some offense committed against its neutrality, as a reparation for a
wrong done against itself, how can it possibly be asserted thatitis under
any obligation to do so? Itmaybesaid thatanation is bound to maintain
its own sovereignty, to vindicate its honor, to maintain the inviolability of

its territory; and, morally speaking, this may be true; but, I ask, what
law is there which makes it obligatory on it to .do this ? A state, like

an individual, may omit to insist on its rights, among others On its right

of reparation for wrong done to it

—

unusquisque potest renuntiara juri pro
se constitute. I cannot admit the argument that it is less free to do so,

because it is to the interest of a belligerent that it should resent a
wrong by force, and so inflict damage on his adversary. To ask for

apology or reparation is one thing; but to seiz.e the ship of another
state, is neither more nor less than a step towards war. It is an act

which no powerful state would submit to; which would lead to reprisals,

in all probability to war. It is, therefore, one which no powerful state

should have recourse to as against a weak one. Again^ the neutral

state may be a weak one—the wrong-doing belligerent a powerful one.

The neutral may have the strongest motives for remaining at peace. Is

it to be said that, in spite of all such considerations, the neutral, who
would not have recourse to forcible measures so far as his own interests

are concerned, is nevertheless bound to do so, no matter what may be the

consequences, because the other belligerent has a right to insist on it?

Yet this is what I understand our honorable president to maintain. I

cannot, for my part, concur in such a view. What would be said if a

' state, the neutrality of which is secured by international arrangements,

such for instance as Belgium, were to find itself in such a position ?

Would it be bound to have recourse to forcenbecause a belligerent had
had a vessel of war constructed in one of its ports without its

knowledge. I cannot think so. I adopt the conclusion of M. Ortolan.

The question whether a breach of its neutral- rights shall be resented

or not is matter for the neutral state to determine. " C'est a lui ii juger

s'il y a eu, ou s'il n'y a pas eu, v6ritablement atteinte ported a sa soifve-

rainete" ; s'il doit a sa propre dignite" et aux obligations d'jmpartialit6 que
lui impose sa quality de neutre, de.r6clamer contre cette atteinte et de de-

mander que les consequences en soient annul6es ou r6par6es ; ou bien

s'il veut garder le silence et n'61ever aucune reclamation."

No doubt a neutral state may, and in some instances ought—as, for

instance, in such a flagrant case as the capture of the Florida by the

Wachusett in the port of Bahia—to insist on redress. If the Florida

had not sunk in the meantime, Brazil would have had a right to insist

on her being set at liberty. But what if the Florida had not fortu-

nately sunk, and the United States had refused to release her on the de-

mand of Brazil? Though the latter might, if so minded, have made
reprisals, or gone to war in vindication of her own rights, will any one
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say that Brazil must necessarily, and as matter of obligation to the

confederate government, have gone to war with the United States ?

Surely it is for a nation whose neutrality has been infringed to judge
for itself whether it will or will not resent it. In some cases, as where
the disparity of force is very great, it might not think it politic to do
so. In others, where the degree of offense is comparatively slight, it

might not be thought worth while to follow the matter up. In the

present instancy, Great Britain having no diplomatic relations with the

confederate government, had no opportunity of remonstrating. This is

an inconvenience which necessarily accompanies the recognition of bel-

ligerency without that of sovereignty, though the inconvenience is

counterbalanced by other weighty considerations. Being thus unable

to remonstrate, will it be said that Great Britain ought to have thrown
the weight of her arms into the contest going on between the Confederate

States and their more powerful opponent, because these vessels had man-
aged to get away from her shores ? especially when tliere was very great

doubt whether, in respect of vessels armed out of British jurisdiction,

any offense had been committed against international law. Would the

world's opinion have sanctioned such a proceeding? At all events,

would not public opinion have reprobated the seizure of these vessels

as an act of unpardonable perfidy, if they had been allowed to enter
British ports without notice, a deliberate intention of seizing them hav-
ing been first formed ?

In truth, this contention on the part of the United States is entirely

an afterthought. During the whole course of the war, amid the nu-

merous demands and reclamations made by the United States Govern-
ment and its representatives, it never occurred to them, so far as I am
aware, to suggest to Her Majesty's government to detain these vessels

on their entering British ports. The conclusion, then, at which I ar-

rive is that, even if Great Britain had a right by international law to

seize these vessels, she was not bound to do so, and in common honor
could not have done so without giving notice ; that the United States
had no right to insist on the seizure of thern, and, at all events, never
having attempted to do so, can have no right now to claim damages by
reason of its not having been done.
But it has been said that, whether or not Great Britain had the right

DuW of excluding to seize, or whether or not, having the right, she was
from neutral port.. un(jer anv obligation to exercise it, or whether or not she
was bound to give notice of the intention to do so, the government
should have resented the violation of its law by refusing to the delin-

quent vessels entrance into British ports.

The answer is, that the questions, whether the law of Great Britain
had been broken, and whether the vessels were, in this sense, delinquent
or»not, were ic each case disputable questions of mixed law and fact,

which could not in any way be investigated between Great Britain and
the Confederate States, and on which the opinions of high legal authori-
ties in Great Britain were known to differ. It was the right and duty
of the British government, under such circumstances, to take the course
which it deemed most consistent with the maintenance of a strictly im-
partial neutrality ; and if, under the influence of this motive, it decided
(as it did) against attempting to discriminate between the different ves-
sels bearing the public commission of the Confederate States, if acted in
the exercise of its own proper right, and violated no obligation due to
the other belligerent. The rules of the treaty of Washington are wholly
silent as to any such obligation, and the law of nations imposes none.
The question as to^the effect of a belligerent commission in the case of
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a vessel illegally armed in a neutral port came under the consideration
of a circuit court of the United States in the case of the United States
vs. Peters1— a case relating to a ship called Les Jumeaux, otherwise
the Oassius. The result was remarkable, and is deserving of serious
attention.

The vessel in question was originally a British cutter engaged in the
Guinea trade. She was pierced for twenty guns, but only car- Case of the Ca
riedfour guns in broadside and two swivels. Having passed

^•'e " '"

into the ownership of one Lemaitre, a Frenchman, she came into Phila-
delphia .with cargo as a merchant-vessel. Lemaitre having admitted
others of his countrymen to joint ownership, it was resolved to augment
the force of the vessel with a view to her sale to the French government,
then at war with England, as a ship of war. The attempt having beeii
prevented by the United States Government, the vessel left Philadel-
phia in ballast ; but some sixty miles down the river took iu more- guns
and a considerable number of men. There was no doubt that what was
done amounted to a breach of the neutrality act of 1794. One Guinet,
who had taken part in arming the vessel, was indicted under that act,
found guilty, and was sentenced to a year's imprisonment and a fine of

The vessel was sold to the French government and duly commissioned
as a vessel of war. Coming into Philadelphia the year after, with a prize,
no less than three suits arose ; one in rem for restitution of the prize

;

one in personam against Davis, the officer in command of the Oassius,
for damages for taking the prize vessel, neither of which are in point to
the present purpose ; in the third, a Mr. Ketland instituted a suit to
have the vessel declared forfeited. The act of 1794 giving half the value
of forfeited vessels to the informer, Ketland filed his information for the
forfeiture, as it is technically termed qui tain, for the benefit as well of the
treasury as himself, on the ground of the illegal equipment of the vessel
the year before. On M. Adet, the French minister, writing to complain
of this procedure, Mr. Pickering, then Secretary of State, replied that
the executive could not take this case, any more than it could the pre-
ceding one relative to the same vessel, from the judiciary ; and that
the court had decided that it could not, in this penal proceeding, ac-
cept security for the Oassius in- lieu of the vessel herself. He stated
the unquestioned fact that the Oassius was, the year before, fully equip-
ped and armed in the United States, and that the acts done had been
already decided (in the trial of The United States vs. Guinet) to be a
violation of their laws of neutrality ; and he added that the French
minister ought not to be surprised that this matter should become a
subject of judicial inquiry, and the effect of .the subsequent alleged
transfer to the French government a matter of judicial decision.

The United States Attorney was instructed by the Government to

intervene in these suits, and to suggest for the consideration of the
court, as matter of defense, the transfer of the vessel to the French
government, and her having been commissioned by the latter, which he
did iu the form of a suggestion. In the suit in rem against the vessel,

at the term of the court in April, 1796, the Secretary of State, Mr. Pick-
ering, requested M. Adet to furnish the evidence of the bona-fide trans-,

fer to the French government, for the use of the United States attorney.

M. Adet replied, declinitfg to furnish proofs to the judiciary of a sale

and payment, saying that his relations were solely with the Executive.

'Reported in 3 Dallas, 121, and in a note to Dana's edition of Wheaton, reprinted iu

the; United States Documents, vol. vii, p. 18.

27 B
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He, however, gave a certificate that the vessel was a French public ship,

duly commissioned, to which he afterward, on request of the attorney,

added the date of her acquiring that character. Mr. Eowle, the United
States attorney, expressed his fear that this certificate would not be
accepted as legal proof; but M. Adet declined to furnish any other, as

beneath the dignity of his nation, and informed the Secretary of State

that the French government had ordered him to ascertain, in conference

with the Secretary, the reparation for the injuries and damages from the

proceedings in the matter of this vessel; and that he furnished the

certificate as a courtesy to the United States Government and not for a
cause in which the French government had any further interest. In
October term, 1796, the motion of the United States attorney for a dis-

missal of the proceedings came on for argument. At the hearing,

another question presented itself under the statute, namely, whether
the circuit court could take cognizance of informations for forfeiture

under the act of 1794; and the court dismissed the proceedings on the

ground that such a suit must be instituted in the district court, and,

consequently, that the circuit court had no jurisdiction in the cause.

Thus, no decision was actually given by a court of law on the im-

portant question, how far the commission of a belligerent power would
be a bar to the seizure of a vessel illegally equipped or armed in the

port of a neutral. But, on the other hand, the intervention of the Gov-
ernment, through its chief legal officer, with a suggestion to the court

in which the suit was pending, that such a commission afforded a suffi-

cient defense, shows, beyond all possibility of doubt, that the United
States Government considered the question as one which it ought to

raise in favor of the belligerent who had acquired property in the ves-

sel, and had commissioned it, notwithstanding that there had been a
flagrant violation of its own neutrality and of its own law ; and, what
is of still greater importance, that the United States Government would
not itself seize, or be party to the seizure and condemnation of a vessel

uuder such circumstances, but, on the contrary, did its best to oppose
it. With what pretense of reason or justice, then, can it be said that
Great Britain was bound to do, for the benefit of the United States, in

the case of the Florida, what the American Government not only refused

to do, but opposed being done, under precisely the same circumstances?
I proceed to the consideration of another subject which arises, in the

stw <,r benight first instance, with respect to the Florida, but which applies

porir "s'upplieTo'f equally to the whole series of vessels with which we have
coai there. to dea i

;
D ainely, that of the entry and stay of belligerent

ships of war in the ports and waters of a neutral, and of the supplies
which may be there afforded to them.
There are certain points on which all writers are unanimous, and, as

1 had till now imagined, all nations agreed.
A sovereign has absolute dominion in and over his own ports and

rower or neutral waters. He can permit the entrance into them to the ships
sovereign, f tfoer nations, or refuse it ; he can graut it to some, can
deny it to others ; he can subject it to such restrictions, conditions, or

regulations as he pleases. But, by the universal comity of nations, in

the absence of such restrictions or prohibition, the ports and waters of

every nation are open to all comers. Ships can freely enter, and freely

stay; can have necessary repairs done ; can obtain supplies of every
kind, and in unlimited quantity ; and though their crews, when on
shore, are subject to the local jurisdiction, ships of war are considered
as forming part of the territory of the country to which they belong,
and, consequently, as exempt from local jurisdiction; and, save as re-
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gards sanitary or other port regulations, as protected by the flag under
which they sail from all interference on the part of the local authority.
Such is the state of things while the world is at peace. But if a war

arises between any two countries, a considerable modification, no doubt,
of the rights both of sovereigus who remain neutral aud of those en-
gaged iu the war, immediately arises.

While the neutral sovereign has the undoubted right of imposing any
restrictions or conditions he pleases, in respect of any of the foregoing
particulars, on the ships of war of either belligerent, yet, if he exercises
that right, the equality which is essential to neutrality requires that he
shall impose them equally on both, and enforce them equally against
both. On the other hand, by the universal accord of nations, the bel-
ligerent is bound to respect the inviolability of neutral waters, and
therefore cannot attack his enemy within them, or make them the base
of hostile operations. He is subject also to restraint in three other im-
portant particulars : he cannot recruit his crew from the neutral port;
he cannot take advantage of the opportunity afforded him of having
repairs done to augment in any respect the warlike force of his vessel

;

he cannot purchase on the neutral territory arms or munitions of war
for the use of it. These restrictions are imposed by the law of nations,
independently of any regulations of the local sovereign. Besides this,

the belligerent is bound to conform to the regulations made by the lat-

ter with reference to the exercise of the liberty accorded to him ; but
subject to these conditions, a belligerent vessel has the right of asylum,
that is, of refuge from storm and hostile pursuit ; has liberty of entry
and of stay ; that of having the repairs done which are necessary to en-

able it to keep the sea in safety ; and that of obtaining whatever is

necessary for the purpose of navigation, as well as supplies for the sub-

sistence of the crew.
And, be it remembered—I fear it has not always been borne in mind

—

the liberty thus afforded is not by the general law subjected to any limita-

tions as regards length of stay, quantity of supply, or condition as to

the future proceedings of the vessel.

The case of the United States seeks, indeed, to put further limits on
the liberty thus conceded to belligerent ships. It would LlwM „sserte(1 by

prohibit "successive supplies to the same vessel;" would lhe t,° Lted statt "-

limit repairs to be done to a belligerent vessel to such as are " absolutely

necessary to gain the nearest of its own ports ;" would make the per-

mission afforded to a vessel to take what it calls "an excessive supply
of coal" a failure in the performance of the duty of the neutral.

Such restrictions, though they may be created by the will of the local

sovereign, have, however, no existence by international law. They are

unknown to it. No authority is adduced in support of them, nor can
any be' found. No writer on international law, in speaking of the gene-

ral liberty of belligerent vessels to have repairs done or to obtain sup-

plies, speaks of any such restriction as existing independently of local

regulations. The authorities are conclusive to the contrary.

Two leading authors are express on the point. M. Ortolan writes

thus:

Les r&gles relatives a 1'aoces et au sejour momentane' des batirnents dans les ports

et dans les rades strangers xestent les mfimes en temps de paix qu'en temps de guerre.

M. Hautefeuille says:

L'asile maritime consiste a reeevoir dans les rades ferm^es, mfime dans les ports, les

bailments des belligerents, que leur entree soit volontaire ou n^cessite" par le temp§te,

'Diplomatie de la mer, vol. ii, p. 286.
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par le manque de vivres ou par toute autre cause, m&nie par la poursuite de 1'ennemi.

Lbs vaisseaux admis peuvent aeheter les vivres qui leur sont niScessaires, Sparer les

avaries faites, soit par les accidents de mer, soit par le combat, soigner leurs maladea

ou leurs blesses, puis sortir lihrement pour aller livrer demoureaixx combats.1

While restraints may be, and often have been, imposed by neutral

sovereigns in respect of the entry of belligerent vessels into their ports

and waters, of the length of their- stay, and of the supplies to be

afforded them, no one has till now ever gone the length of saying that

it forms any part of the obligations of the neutral to make such regu-

lations.

The greater number of the maritime states made none such on the

occasion of the civil war, except as regards the reception of privateers,

it being the apparent desire of all nations to put down forever this

worst and most noxious form of maritime warfare. Some imposed a
restraint on ships of war bringing prizes into their ports, though mostly

this was conflued to privateers. Spain, France, Brazil, and Great Britain

adopted the rule contained in Her Majesty's instructions of the 31st

January, 1862, of limiting the stay of belligerent vessels to twenty-four

hours, except in cases of necessity ; Brazil and Great Britain, but these

.

alone, that of limiting the supply of coal to the quantity sufficient to

take the ship- to the nearest port of her own country.

The government of the Netherlands issued instructions to the Gov-
ernors of its West India colonies, limiting the stay of belligerent vessels

of war to twice twenty-four hours, but afterward did away with such
restrictions on the occasion of a complaint made by the United States.

By article 4 of the present maritime regulations of the Netherlands
it is provided that

—

The ships of war of the belligerent parties, provided they submit to the international
regulations for their admission into neutral ports, may remain for an unlimited time
in Dutch harbors and estuaries ; they may also provide themselves with an unlimited
quantity of coal. The government, however, reserves to itself the right, whenever it is

thought necessary for the prevention of neutrality, to limit the duration of such stay
to twenty-four hours.

Italy had at the time in question no regulations on the subject. By
the present Italian Naval Code, (chap. 7,) while it is provided that
"nothing shall be furnished to vessels of war or to belligerent priva-

teers beyond articles of food and commodities, and the actual means of

repair necessary to the sustenance of their crews and the safety of their

navigation," it is further provided that "vessels of war or belligerent

privateers wishing to fill up their stores of coal, cannot be furnished
with the same before twenty-four hours after their arrival ;" this regula-

tion being to prevent hostile vessels from leaving together.
Nothing is said as to the "navigation" being to the nearest port, and

"stores" of coal are spoken of without limitation. It is evident that
this code contemplates no such restriction.

As, then, the general law neither imposes any limit on the stay of
a belligerent vessel in a neutral port, nor any restriction as to quantity
in respect of the articles of which it sanctions the supply, no question
can arise as to the stay of any confederate vessel in a British port, or
as to the quantity of coal supplied to it, prior to the Queen's Regula-
tions of January 31, 1862.

After that date, the stay of belligerent vessels in Her Majesty's ports
having been limited, save under exceptional circumstances, to' twenty-
four hours, and the supply of coal to so much as should be necessary to

take them to their nearest port, and a second supply within a period of
three months having been prohibited, it became the duty of Her Ma-

1 Droits et devoirs des nations nentres, vol. i, p. 347.
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jesty's officers not to allow either of these" limits to be exceeded ; and it

became the duty of belligerents, knowing that they were admitted into
British ports, on the condition of complying with these regulations,
honestly and in good faith to conform to them. What if there should
have been at any time an instance of deviation from the strict tenor of
these regulations ? The officer offending would, of course, be responsi-
ble to his superior. Would the government be responsible to the other
belligerent for any damage done by the vessel ?

In the first place, it being the undoubted right of the local sovereign
to impose such conditions as he pleases on the entry of belligerent ves-

sels into his ports, but the regulations being directed to the sovereign's
own officers to be carried out by them, and thus forming part of the
municipal law of the neutral, what right does a belligerent acquire to
insist that the regulations shall be enforced against his enemy f Simply
that which arises from the duty, always incumbent on the neutral, as
being of the very essence of neutrality, of enforcing against the one
belligerent any rule which he enforces against the other. If both are

• treated alike there can be no cause of complaint.
Again, to constitute an offense against the law of neutrality, there

must be, as to constitute an offense against any law, a malus animus, a
mens rea—an intention to contravene the law>—here, that of showing
undue favor to the one belligerent to the disadvantage of the other.

When, therefore, any departure from the letter of a regulation has
arisen from mistake, as where a governor believed that, because a ves-

sel had suffered from vis major, as from storm and tempest, the case

formed an exception to the rule ; or where he considered that, because
he had furnished an extra supply to one belligerent, he might, under
similar circumstances, do the same for another ; or, where a mistake
might be made as to the precise quantity of coal necessary to take the

vessel to the nearest port, there would, as it seems to me, be no viola-

tion of neutrality for w hich, on rational grounds, a nation could be held

responsible.

In all such cases of alleged infraction of neutrality, the true question

should be, not whether a vessel has been permitted to stay in a port a

few hours more or less than the precise time prescribed, nor whether
a few tons, more or less, of coal have been allowed to be taken, but
whether there has beeu an honest intention to carry out the regulations

fairly and impartially. And, in judging of this, credit should be given

topersbns in authority for honesty of purpose and a desire to discharge

their duty faithfully. This tribunal should take a larger and
. - n /v. . i t i ,i -j. l Florida.

more generous view of official conduct than it may have as-

sumed in the eyes of jealous belligerents, disappointed that exclusive

favor was not shown to themselves, and irritated because, notwithstand-

ing their loud demands that their opponents should be treated as

pirates and outcasts, civilized nations, with Great Britain at their head,

took a more liberal and enlightened view of the relative position of the

parties.

Undoubtedly, if, after regulations bad been made by a neutral sov-

ereign as to the accommodation and hospitality to be accorded to bel-

ligerent ships in the neutral ports, the regulations were enforced against

the one, while they were not enforced or were relaxed with regard to

the other, there would be a breach of neutrality, of which the less

favored belligerent, if injury was thereby occasioned to him, would

have a right to complain. Aud, in truth, it is to this point, and this

point alone, and not to minute questions of hours of stay or tons of coal

supplied, that the inquiry with reference to what has been called -the

hospitality afforded to belligerent vessels should be directed. Whether
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Her Majesty's regulations were carried out by the local governors in

the different ports fairly and conscientiously, with an honest desire to

discharge their duty in obedience to those regulations, we shall see as

we advance; but so far as I am aware, there is no ground for saying

that the ships of the United States were not admitted into British ports

as freely, or were not supplied with coal and other necessaries as liber-

ally, as'the ships of the confederates. One or two complaints made by

querulous officials during the war will be noticed by and by. In sub-

stance they really come to nothing.

But a novel and, to my mind, most extraordinary proposition is now
put forward, namely, that if a belligerent ship is allowed to

Jta'it™™ take coal, and then to go on its business as a ship of war,
of „av„l operation.. ^ .

g tQ ^^^^ ^^^^ fl^ CQal jg procured U a

base of naval operations," so as to come within the prohibition of the

second rule of the treaty of Washington.
We have here another instance of an attempt to force the words of the

treaty to a meaning which they were never—at least so far as one of the

contracting parties is concerned—intended to bear. It would be absurd

to suppose that the British government, in assenting to the rule as laid

down, intended to admit that whenever a ship of war had taken in coal

at a British port and then gone to sea again as a war-vessel, a liability

for all the mischief done by her should ensue. ISTor can I believe the

United States Government had any such arrihre pensee in framing the

rule ; as, if such had been the case, it is impossible to suppose that they

would not have distinctly informed the British government of the ex-

tended application they proposed to give to the rule.

The rule of international law, that a belligerent shall not make neutral

territory the base of hostile operations, is founded on the principle that

the neutral territory is inviolable by the belligerent, and that it is the

duty of the neutral not to allow his territory to be used by one bellig-

erent as a starting-point for operations against the other. This is

nowhere better explained, as regards ships of war, than by M. Ortolau,

in the following passage

:

Le principe general de l'lnviolabilite" du territoire neutre exige aussi que 1'emploi de
ce territoire reste franc de toute mesure ou moyen de guerre, de 1'u.n des belligerants

contre l'autre. C'est une obligation pour chacun des belligerants de s'en abstenir ; c'est

anasi un devoir pour l'6tat neutre d'exiger cette abstention ; et o'est aussi pour lui un
devoir d'y veiller et d'en maintenir l'observation a l'eneontre de qui que ee soit. Aiusi

il appartient a l'autorite" qui commande dans les lieux neutres, oil des navires bel-

ligerants, soit de guerre, soit de commerce, ont 6t6 recus, de prendre des mesures neces-

saires pour que l'asile accorde' ne tourne pas en macbination bostile contre l'un des

belligerants; pour empecher specialement qu'il ne devienne un lieu d'ou les batiments
de guerre ou les corsaires surveillent les navires ennemis ponr les ponrsuivre et les

combattre, et les capturer lorsqu'ils seront parvenus au-dela de la mer territori ale. Une
de ces mesures consiste a empficher la sortie simultane'e des navires appartenant a des
puissances ennemies l'uue de l'autre. 1

It must be, I think, plain that the words " base of operations" must
be accepted in their ordinary and accustomed sense, as they have
hitherto been understood, both in common parlance and among authors
who have written on international law. Sow, the term " base of war-
like operations " is a military term, and has a well-known sense. It

signifies a local position which serves as a point of departure and re-

turn in military operations, and with which a constant connection and
communication can be kept up, and which may be fallen back upon
whenever necessary. In naval warfare it would mean something
analogous—a port or water from which a fleet or a ship of war might

1 Diplomatie de la mer, vol. i, p. 291.
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watch an enemy and sally forth to attack him, with the possibility of
falling back upon the port or water in question, for fresh supplies, or
shelter, or a renewal of operations.
The meaning to be ascribed to the term in question as applicable to

a neutral port is to be gathered, as was so, well pointed out by Sir Koun-
dell Palmer, from the instances given by the various writers on inter-

national ldfcv. Thus we And the distinguished author before referred to
saying, in addition to the passage cited above

:

Si des forces navales bellige'rantes sont stationnees dans une baie; dans uu fleuve ou
a l'embouohure d'un fleuve, d'un <5tat neutre, a dessein de profiter de cette station
pour exercer les droits de la guerre, les captures faites par ces forces navales sont aussi
illegales. Ainsi, si un navire belligeraut mouille' ou croisant dans les eaux neutres
capture, au rnoyen de ses embarcations, un batiment qui se trouve en dehors des
limites de ses eaux, ee batiment n'est pas de bonne prise, bien que l'einploi de la force
n'ait pas eu lieu dans oe cas, sur le territoire neutre ; neanmoins il est le resultat de
l'usage de ce territoire ; et un tel usage pour des desseins hostiles n'est pas permis. 1

" It is a violation of a neutral territory," says Chancellor Kent, " for a belligerent

ship to take her station within it iu order to carry on hostile expeditions from thence,
or to send her boats to capture vessels beyond it. 2

SoHeffter:
Le neutre ne doit pas permettre que ses rades ou ses mers territoriales servent' de

Stations aux batiments des puissances bellige'rantes.

Le respect du aux mers territoriales neutres ne se borne pas a l'ahstentiou absolue
de tout acte d'hostilite' ; il s'etend e"galenient aux faits qui prepareut immeVliaternent
ces actes. Ainsi une flotte, un vaisseau de guerre, un armateur ne saurait, sans com-
mettre une violation de territoire, s'e'tablir sur un point quelconque de cette iner, pour
epier le passage des batiments, soit de guerre, soit marchands, de l'ennemi, ou les navires

nentres, encore qu'il sorte de sa retraite pour aller les attaquer hors des limites de la

juridiction neutre. II est de m§me deTendu de croiser dans les eaux re'serve'es pour
arriver au meme but.3

So Pistoye and Duverdy

:

Les belligerants ne doivent, ni par eux-memes ni par leurs corsalres, s'e'tablir dans
les mers neutres, pour surveiller l'ennemi et lui courir sus. lis ne doivent nou plus
rester en croisiere dans les mers neutres, ponr saisir l'ennemi a sa sortie des ports

neutres.4

None of the instances thus given have the remotest reference to the

case of a vessel which, while cruising against an enemy's ships, puts

into a port, and, after obtaining necessary supplies, again pursues her

course.

If a military or naval officer were asked whether a ship merely put-

ting into a port to coal, and then going to sea again, possibly on a par-

ticular warlike expedition, but without any idea of returning to or

communicating with such port, for the next three months, can be held

to be using it as " a base of operations," he would certainly laugh at the

simplicity of the question.

That the United States are putting this construction on the term for

the first time is plain from their own conduct throughout the civil war

;

unless, indeed, they are prepared to acknowledge a perpetual violation

of British neutrality on their own part.

It appears from the return sent from the various British ports of the

amount of coal supplied to ships of war of the United States, 5 that these

vessels received over 5,000 tons during the civil war. It appears from

the claims made by the United States in respect of the employment of

their vessels of war in the pursuit and capture of confederate ships,6

1 Diplomatie de la mer, vol. i, p. 302.
2 Kent's Commentaries on International Law, by Professor Abdy, p. 326.

- 'Droit, international, p. 275.
4 Prises maritimes, vol. i, p. 108.
6 British Appendix, vol. v, pp. 223-234.
6 United States Appendix, vol. vii, p. 120.
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that of the foregoing amount no less than 4,000 tons was had expressly

for the purpose of watching or pursuing particular ships.

The case of the Vanderbilt, when in pursuit of the Alabama, is a strik-

ing instance. After having coaled at Eio, she proceeded to St. Helena,

tbere took in 400 tons, (all she could get,) then proceeded to Simon's

Bay, and there took in 1,000 tons ; she then went to the Mauritius, and

there coaled again. If the construction put by the United States Govern-

ment on the term " base of operations" is correct, in every one of these

instances there was a violation of neutrality, and an infraction of the

second and third rales. Is there to be one law for the United States

and another for Great Britain %

But, in truth, such a construction is altogether unwarranted.

It may, perhaps, be as well to notice, as one instance occurs in this

inquiry of a vessel remaining in a British port to avoid cap-
iat ora5i-ium.

fcure by an ene that the rjght f navai asylum is not sub-

ject, as is that afforded to military forces on land, to any condition of

disarming or dismantling the vessel. Azuni alone proposed to subject'

a vessel seeking refuge from an enemy to a similar condition to that of

a military force on land, but he admitted that no precedent could be

found for such a thing, and all subsequent writers have repudiated such

a notion.

M. Hautefeuille, for instance, says

:

Le droit d'asile maritime differe essentiellement de celui que les neutres peuvenfcex-

ercer en favour des belligerants sur le territoire continental. Dans les guerres terres-

tres, lorsqu'nne armfe, fuyant devant son ennemi, vient se r<5fugier sur un territoire

neutre, elle y est recue, il est vrai ; elle y trouve tous les secours d'humauite\ Mais
1'arraee est dissoute, les hommes qui la composent sont desarrnes et iSloignesdu theatre

de la guerre ; en un mot, on remplit les devoirs d'bumanite' a l'egard des individus,

mais on n'accordepas l'asile h l'armee pris comme corps. Le neutre qui, an lien d'agir

aiusiqne je viens de le dire, accueillerait les troupes ennemies, leurfournirait des vivres,

leur donnerait le temps de se remettre de leurs fatigues, de soigner leurs malades et

lenrs blesses, et leur permettrait ensuite de retourner sur le theatre des operations mili-

taires, ne serait pas consider^ comme neutre ; il manquerait h, tous les devoirs de son

£tat. L'asile maritime, au contraire, consiste 5. recevoir dans les rades fermees, menie
dans les ports, les batiments des belligerants, que leur entree soit voloutaire ou n6ces-

sitee par la tempete, par le manque de vivres ou par toute autre cause, meme par la

poursuite de l'ennemi. Les vaisseaux admis peuvent acheter les vivres qui leur sout
n<5cessaires, reparer les avaries faites, soit par les accidents de mer, soit par le combat,
soigner leurs malades ou leurs blesses, pais sortir librement pour aller livrerde nouveaux
conibats. lis ne sont pas, par consequent, soumis au d^sarmement comme les troupes de
terre. 1

M. Calvo, in his recently published work on International Law,
says

:

Tous les auteurs sont cl'accord sur la difference radicale il e"tablir entre l'asile accords
aux forces navales et celui qui l'est aux troupes de terre. En effet, lorsqu'une armee en
fuite ou en deroute franchit les frontieres d'uue nation neutre, celle-ci doit aussit&t la

ddsarmer, l'interner et l'eloigner le plus possible du theatre des hostility's. Les memes
mesures ne sont e'videinment pas praticables a l'egard des navires quientrent dansles
ports, et qu'un usage universellement e^abli autorise, au' contraire, h s'approvisionner,
a. so reparer et a faire soigner leurs blesses, sauf h remettre en mer dfes qu'ils ont ponrvu
h leurs besoins.2

M. Hautefeuille gives what seems to me to be the true ground of the
distinction. Galiani and Azuni had ascribed it to the perils to which
ships and men are exposed on the seas.

M. Hautefeuille says

:

II y a done h cette difference immense une autre cause qu'il est utile de recherclier.
Je crois qu'elle est tout entiere dans la qualitfireconnuedu bailment. II est une partie
du territoire de son pays

;
pour tout ce qui concerne son gouvernement inte^ienr, il est

exclusivement plac6 sous la juridictiou cle sou souverain. Or, il est Evident qu'ordon-

1 Hautefeuille, Droits et devoirs de nations neutres, vol. i, p. 307.
12 Le droit international, vol. ii, p. 420.
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ner le desarmenient, c'est s'imuiiscer dans le gouvernement intSrieur du' vaisseau, c'est

i faire:

,
avec des

: perils
qui peuveufc le menacer, il le recoit daus ses ports, il lui aocorde les secours n<5cessaires
pour le mettre en e"tat de reprendre la mer. Tel est, a mon avia, le seul motif de la
clitKrence dout je viens de parler.1

It is plain, therefore, that M. Staernpfli was in error when, in speaking
Of the Sumter at Gibraltar, he assumed that her being allowed to re-

main in port, to avoid hostile capture, was a violation of neutrality.
It would be to carry the perversion of Ian guage too far to contend

that, to supply coals to a belligerent from a neutral port
was a use of the port for a "renewal or augmentation of

""'"'"'

military supplies" within the meaning of the rule of the treaty. The
term can only have reference to munitions of war—things necessary for

actual battle, as powder, shot, shell, and the like. No question has ever
been raised—no one has ever entertained a doubt—as to the perfect le-

gality of supplying to a belligerent vessel whatever was necessary to it

for the purpose of navigation. Machinery and coal having taken, in a
great measure, the place of masts and sails, the same principle must of
course apply to them. It was upon this principle that the great mari-
time nations—Prance, Holland, Spain, Brazil—acted in allowing coal

to be supplied to confederate vessels ; it was on this principle that so

abundant a supply was afforded in British ports to vessels of the United
States.

In the result, then, it seems to me beyond all doubt that no question
can arise as to the stay of belligerent ships in British ports prior to the
issuing of the regulations of 31st of January, 1862, or as to the quantity
of coal supplied to them before that time, so long as equal accommoda-
tion was afforded to both ; and that, subsequently to that period, the
only question is, whether these regulations were honestly and fairly

acted upon toward both parties ? To that question I shall now proceed
to address myself, with reference, in the first instance, to the Florida.

Having left Mobile on the 16th of January, 1863, the Florida arrived

at Nassau on the 26th. It is complained in the Case of the
AtNaB3an

United States *that "her entry into the harbor, though
made without permission, was condoned;" that the visit lasted thirty-

six hours instead of twenty-four ;
" that the supplies exceeded largely

what was immediately necessary for the subsistence of the crew ;" that

"by the permission of the authorities she took in coal and provisions to

last three months." " She entered the port," it is said, " without any
restrictions, and the officers landed in the garrison-boat, escorted by the

fort adjutant, Lieutenant Williams, of the second West India regi-

ment." " The governor made a feint of finding fault with the way in

which.she had entered, but ended by giving her all the hospitality which
her commander desired."

In an intemperate letter from Consul Whiting to Mr. Seward, of the

26th, he says

:

Sir : I have the honor to inform you of the arrival at this port this morning of the

confederate steamer Florida, late the noted Oreto, in command of one Maffitt, once a
lieu euant in the United States Navy. This pirate ship entered this port without any
restrictions, with the secession ensign at the peak and the secession war-pennaut at

the main, and anchored abreast of Her Majesty's ship Barracouta, Maffitt and his offi-

cers landing in the garrison-boat, escorted by the fort adjutant, Lieutenant Williams,

of the second West India regiment.
The pirate officers proceeded at once to the Royal Victoria Hotel, to breakfast with

' the confederate agents here, and they were received with much enthusiasm by the se-

1 Droits et devoirs des nations neutres, vol. i, p. 309.
s Page 350.
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cession sympathizers, and a display of secession bunting. The pirate ship, soon after

anchoring, commenced coaling, by permission of the governor ; an evidence of the per-

fect neutrality which exists here, where the United States steamer Dacotah but a few

months since was only permitted to take on board twenty tons of coal from an Ameri-

can bark off Hog Island, and then only on Captain McKinstry and myself pledging

ourselves, in writing, " that within ten days after leaving this port she would not be

cruising within five miles of any island of the Bahama government."
Pretty neutrality, this, I must say.

January 27, 1863.—The pirate ship is still at anchor, having exceeded her time of

lying in a neutral port. Gangs worked all night taking in her coal, and she is ordered

to sea this forenoon. By this time, however, my dispatches have most likely reached

some of our war-vessels, and I trust they may be able to capture this formidable

pirate.

At noon the pirate got under way and stood out of the harbor, but continued all

day coasting up and down the Hog Island shore, within two miles of the land. Twenty
of her men left here and others were shipped in their place. From one of the deserters

I gleaned the following information, viz

:

" The Oreto left Mobile January 15, under command of Maffitt ; touched at Havana,
where she lay twenty-four hours ; thence sailed for Nassau, where she lay thirty-six

hours, and took on board coal. She has six 32-pounders, two 9-inch pivot-guns, two
brass 12-pounders, ample stores, ammunition, and one hundred and thirty men." 1

I do not see why it should be stated in the case that the Florida re-

mained in the port of Nassau thirty-six hours, when Mr. Whitting's letter

states that she arrived on the morning of the 26th and left at noon on
the 27th. In point of fact she remained twenty-six hours. It behooves
those wbo make accusations to use " due diligence" to secure accuracy

in their facts.

It is to be regretted that it should be asserted that this steamer was
allowed to take in coal for three months, when the other facts stated in

the case show this to have been impossible. It is difficult to suppose
that the consul should not have been aware of the circumstances under
which Captain Maffitt, the commander of the Florida, had been brought
on shore in the garrison-boat. It is to be regretted that his statement
on this subject should have been repeated in the case of the United States,

accompanied by the offensive remark that "the governor made a feint

of finding fault with the mode in which the vessel had entered, but ended
by giving her all the hospitality which her commander required," especially

after the full explanation afforded by Governor Bayley at the time, both
to Lord Lyons and to the secretary of state for the colonies, which, was
in due course communicated to the Government at Washington. It is the

more to' be regretted that these imputations should have been made, be-

cause it must have been known to those who make them that a ship of

war of the United States had shortly before entered the port of Nassau
without permission ; that her commander had, in like manner, been
brought on shore in the garrison-boat ; and that the entry had been, in

like manner, " condoned," and the ship allowed to remain in the harbor
for repairs. The conduct of a British governor being thus called in

question, I think it right to call attention to the correspondence, which
will speak for itself.

Mr. Whiting's letter having been brought to the notice of Lord Lyons,
and his lordship having applied to Governor Bayley for an explanation^
the latter, in a letter of the 11th of March, 1863, replies as follows

:

Government House,
Nassau, Bahamas, March 11, 1863.

Mv Lord : I have the honor to acknowledge your lordship's dispatch inclosing a
complaint from the United States consul at this port to Mr. Seward, the Secretary of

State, respecting undue advautages alleged to have been given to the confederate
steamer Florida in this harbor.

1 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 333.
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In reply, I beg leave to state that no undue advantages were accorded to the Florida.
SKe arrived in our harbor, having steamed over the bar without a pilot, early in the
morning of the 20th of January. I was not aware of it till 8 or 9 o'clock a. m. About
that hour Captain, Maffltt called (I think in company with the fort adjutant) to explain
that he was ignorant of my proclamation requiring that permission should be formally
asked before any man-of-war belonging to either of the two belligerents could enter
the harbor. I did not see him ; but in a very short time I received a letter from hiin,
of which I transmit your lordship a copy, along with the copy of the memorandum
indorsed on it by myself before I sent it to the colonial secretary. The Florida re-
mained in harbor about twenty-six hours, during which time I neither spoke to nor
saw Captain Maffitt.

, So far from any advantage having been accorded to the Florida which was not ac-
corded, to United States vessels, she did not receive privileges equal to those which I
granted to the. United States gun-boat Stars and Stripes. That vessel entered the har-
bor without permission (which she asked for after she had come in.) Her commander
then asked for. an extension of the permission, which I also accorded ; and she re-
mained in harbor, if I remember rightly, three or four days for the alleged purpose of
undergoing repairs.

I regret that the Secretary of State should have given credence to the misrepresenta-
tions of a person of such infirm judgment and excitable temperament as Mr. Whiting
has proved himself to be. 1

I have, &c,
C. J. BAYLEY.

Captain Maffitt, the commander of the Florida, having written to the
governor, saying that, the vessel was in distress for want of coal, and
asking leave to enter the harbor in order to obtain a supply, the follow-
ing memorandum was made by the governor

:

I grant this request under the circumstances ; thereby according to a confederate
steamer the same privileges which I have formerly granted to Federal steamers. But
the irregularity in delaying to make this request should be pointed out, and the pilot
called on ,to explain how he admitted the Florida without my permission.2

Repeating these statements in a letter to the secretary of state for the
colonies, of May 2, Governor Bayley adds

:

I have no distinct recollection of the special reasons which induced me to impose
the restrictions mentioned by the consul in the Dacotah's coaling ; I can only suppose
thatT did this in consequence of the "pertinacity with which Federal vessels about
that time resorted to the harbor on pretense of coaling, but really with the object of
watching the arrival and departure of English merchant-vessels, supposed to be
freighted with cargoes for the southern ports. Had not such prohibition been issued,

the harbor would nave become a mere convenience for Federal men-of-war running in

and out to intercept British shipping. And that such conditions as I thought it my
duty to impose were tempered by a proper feeling of courtesy and humanity will, I

think, be made evident by the accompanying letters from the American consul on the
subject of the Federal man-of-war -the R. Cuyler, and the memoranda of my replies

indorsed upon them by myself.
On the whole I am satisfied that I have acted with perfect impartiality in all my

dealings with Federal and confederate men-of-war. But I am not surprised that my
conduct should have been misrepresented by so hot-headed a partisan as'the late Amer-
ican consul, Mr. Whiting, whose ingenuity in misconstruction is well illustrated by
his reply to my letter of the 29th of September, of both of which papers I inclose

copies, with the indorsation of the draught of my replies to his last communication.
I think that these inclosures will be sufficient to prove that, in my demeanor to the.

Federal men-of-war, I have generally preserved an attitude of fairness and imparti-

ality ; and that if at any time I have appeared to assume an unfriendly or inhospita-

ble mien, the charge can be fully explained and defended by my desire to maintain the

security of a British possession, and the rights of British subjects.3

It is not worth while to set out the inclosures, with the exception of

the letter of Lieutenant Williams, the fort adjutant, which The Florid!1 „,

is of importance, and is in these terms

:

Na"""u

Nassau, New Pkovidence, April 30, 1863.

' Sir : In answer to your letter of yesterday, requesting me to state, for the informa-

tion of his excellency the governor, whether Captain Maffitt, of the Confederate States

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 77.
'

2 Ibid., p. 78.
s Ibid., p. 79.
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steamer Florida, came ashore in trie garrison-boat, I beg to observe that, in the middle

, of last year, I received instructions from his excellency, through the- colonial secre-

tary, that when I boarded any ship of war belonging to either belligerent, I was to

hand to the captain of such vessel a copy of the proclamation regarding neutrality,

and to point out the clause forbidding belligerent vessels to anchor In the port or road-

stead of Nassau without having previously obtained the governor's permission, adding
at the same time that, circumstances permitting, his excellency would always be most
happy to extend the hospitality of the port to such as might require it.

The first vessel which I had occasion to visit after the receipt of the above instruc-

tions, was the Federal gun-boat Stars and Stripes. I pointed out to the captain the
requirements of the proclamation, but he said that, "owing to certain injuries received

by his machinery, and the roughness of the weather, he must anchor at once, or his

ship would go on shore." I therefore suggested to him the propriety of coming ashore
with me, and proceeding to Government House to explain personally to his excellency

the necessities of his position. He landed in the garrison-boat, and went with me to

the governor.
A short time after this the Confederate States steamer Florida ran into the port at

daybreak, and cast anchor before I was able to board her. I gave a copy of the procla-

mation to Captain Maffitt, who stated his entire ignorance of any such restrictions, and
expressed his regret for having unwittingly violated the regulations of the port, and
also asked me what course he had better follow. I told him that he had better come
ashore in my boat, and go with me to the governor, explain matters, and obtain the
necessary permission to remain. He therefore, like the captain of the Stars and
Stripes, landed in the government boat, and proceeded with me to his excellency the
governor.
Trusting that his excellency will consider the above explanation sufficient for the

purpose for which he may require it, I have, &c,
(Signed) S. W. WILLIAMS,

Lieutenant 2d West Indian Regiment, Fort Adjutant. 1

The tribunal must judge for itself liow far, after these explanations,
•which were communicated to the United States Government, and the
fact that precisely the same circumstances had previously occurred with
a Federal vessel— unless, indeed, the word of a British governor or of a
British officer is to be discredited or set aside by an offensive sneer

—

the color attempted to be given to this transaction in the case of the
United States is just or right. I pass on to what is of greater relevancy
to the present inquiry, namely, the quantity of coal taken by the Florida
on this occasion.

It is stated in the American Case2 that the Florida at the time in
question "received a three months' supply." A moment's reflection

would have sufficed to satisfy those who make this rash assertion that,
upon their own data, it must necessarily be incorrect. The only evi-

dence adduced in support of it is a loose statement from tlie Liverpool
Journal of Commerce of the 27th February, 1863, in which, after say-
ing that the Florida had arrived at Nassau on the ,30th January, (instead
of the 26th,) it is said, by some one writing on this side of the Atlantic,
that she left on the evening of the 31st (instead of the 27th) "fully sup-
plied," it is not said with what, " for a three months' cruise."3 To which
must be added a passage from an anonymous journal afterwards found
on board the Florida, in which it is said, under the date of January
26, "We took on board coal and provisions to last us several months.""4

But when we come to the only evidence worthy of a moment's consider-
ation, namely, the deposition furnished to Mr. Whiting by John Dem-
eritt, who assisted to put the coal on board, the quantity is reduced to
180 tons. "I suppose," he says, "she had on board over 180 tons that
we put there ; she did not have less than that quantity." 5 Yet even
this must have been an exaggeration. According to tlie report of the

1 British Appendix, vol. i, pp. 79, 80.
s Pages 351, 352.

'United States Documents, vol. vi, n. 334.
" Ibid., p. 335.
6 Ibid., p. 336.
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British officers, who afterwards surveyed the Florida at Bermuda in
June, 1864, and which will be set out hereafter, her capacity for carry-
ing coal was limited to 130 tons. Demeritt, it is true, says, " we placed
some on deck, and in every place that would hold it ; " but a vessel of
war would not be likely to incumber her decks with very much coal

;

nor in such a vessel would there be many places in which coal could be
stowed, except those expressly appropriated to the purpose, liear-
Admiral Wilkes, writing to Governor Walker at Barbados on the 6th
of -March following, says that the Florida had "obtained a full supply
(160 tons) at Nassau;" 1 but gives no other authority than the public
prints. But even if Demeritt's statement as to the quantity having
been 180 tons could be taken as true, it would fail to bear out the asser-
tion of a three months' supply. For it is stated in the United States
case2 that the Florida "generally sailed under canvas, and that, when
using steam in the pursuit and capture of vessels, her consumption of
coal, as shown by her log-book, did not average 4 tons a day." Now, at
the rate of 4 tons a day, a supply for three months, or ninety days, would
have amounted to 360 tons, i. e., just double the amount which, accord-
ing to Demeritt's statement, she actually took in.

B.ut thp best proof of the incorrectness of the assertion is to be found
in what follows in the American Case :

3

The Florida left the port of Nassau on the afternoon of the 27th of January, 1863.
By the middle of the following month her coal was getting low. On the 26th day of
February, Admiral Wilkes, in command of the United States squadron in the West
Indies, wrote to his Government thus :

" The fact of the Florida having but a few
days' coal makes me anxious to have our vessels off Martinique, which is the only
island at which they can hope to get any coal or supplies, the English islands being
cut off, under the rules of Her Majesty's government, for some sixty days yet, which
precludes the possibility, unless by chicanery or fraud, of the hope of any coal or com-
fort there." Admiral Wilkes's hopes were destined to disappointment. On the 24th of
February, two days before the date of his dispatch, the Florida had been in the harbor
of Barbados, and had taken on board about 100 tons of coal in violation of the in-

structions of January 31, 1862.

How, if the Florida took with her from Nassau a provision of coal
sufficient for three mouths, or even 180 tons, as stated by Demeritt, her
coal could have been getting low in a fortnight's time, even though she
had been obliged to consume a greater quantity than usual, owing to

bad weather—or how far, having taken in such a quantity, she could

by the 24th of February have been able to take in 100 tons more—her
capacity being limited to 130 tons—it is for those who make these ap-

parently inconsistent statements to explain. For my part, I must de-

cline to give credit to them.
We may then, I think, safely assume that the Florida took away with

her from Nassau little more coal, if any, than what her capacity enabled
her ordinarily to carry. At the same time, it must be admitted .that,,

reference being had to the regulations of the 31st of January, this

quantity was in excess of what -would have sufficed to take her to the

nearest port of the Southern States. But up to this time, there being,

owing to the blockade of the southern ports, no port of their own
country to which the confederate cruisers could resort, and these ves-

sels being consequently compelled to remain at sea, the colonial gov-

ernors appear to have relaxed somewhat of the rigor of the rule ; a line

of conduct, however, which was soon after changed by reason of what
occurred on the occasion of the visit of this same vessel to Barbados iu

the ensuing month, to the facts of which I am about to refer.

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 93.
2 Page 352.
3 Page 354.
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The Florida arrived at Barbados on the 24th of February. Her
commander stated^to the governor that, unless he was al-

At oarbado,
]owed tQ haye gom^ lumber to repair damages which he had

suffered in a recent gale of wind to the northward, and some coal, as

every bit he had had before had been exhausted in the same bad weathery

he could not go to sea, and should be obliged to land the men and strip

the ship. He received permission to ship 90 tons of coal. No com-

plaint is made as to the quantity thus allowed ; but it is alleged that a

supply of coal having beeu granted within a month previous, the fur-

ther allowance thus accorded was in contravention of the regulations

of January 31, 1862. And this, no doubt, strictly speaking, is true;

and it is admitted by Governor Walker that, though he had not re-

ceived official information that the Florida had received the supply at

Nassau, yet the fact had transpired and was not unknown to him. But
it appears that the view he took was that the rule laid down was not

applicable to a case of distress, and the case was dealt with by him as

the earlier case of the Federal ship San Jacinto had been ; both vessels

having been, to use Governor Walker's own expression, " dealt with

specially as being in distress," and therefore, " without reference to the

circumstance of having been in British ports within the previous three

months." 1

1 trust we are not called upon to doubt the word of Governor Walker
that, in granting liberty to the Florida to take in a fresh supply of coal,

he believed himself to be following a precedent set by himself jn the

case of the San Jacinto. It has, however, since been discovered, though
only as lately as last year, by reference to the papers of the Navy De-
partment of the United States, that it was a mistake to suppose that

the San Jacinto when, on the 13th of November, 1862, (the occasion to

which Sir James Walker had referred,) she took in a supply of 75 tons

of coal at Barbados, had had a supply from a British port within three

months before.2 That the governor believed she had done so must be
taken as undoubted. He referred to the fact at the time, in his conver-

sation with Admiral Wilkes, as the precedent which he had followed
with refereuce to the Florida. How the mistake arose admits of easy

The Florida n solution. It appears from a letter of Mr. Robeson to Mr.
Barbadoes. Secretary Fish, that on the 1st of November, 1862, the San
Jacinto " came to anchor in Grassy Bay, off Bermuda, and there re-

mained till the morning of the 4th, having been in port sixty-three hours
twenty-seven minutes." It appears from return of the United States
men-of-war that visited Bermuda during the civil war (set out at page
226 of volume V of the Appendix to the British Case,) that the San
Jacinto and another United States ship of war, the Mohican, entered
Grassy Bay together on the 1st November, and that the latter was
allowed to repair damages, and, as not being on a belligerent errand, to

take in 100 tons of coal. 3 The fact of the two vessels having put into
Bermuda together, and of the one having coaled during their stay, a
fact which must have come to the governor's knowledge, would easily
account for any confusion which might have arisen as to which of them
it was that had coaled on that occasion.
The coaling of the Florida at Barbados gave rise to a more rigorous

application of the rules contained in the regulations of January, 1862.
The American admiral, Wilkes, who, as we know from his letter of

the 26th of February, had been lying in wait for the Florida off Marti-

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 92.
2 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 345.
3 British Appendix, vol. v, p. 266.
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nique, no sooner heard of her having put into and coaled at Barbados,
than he sought a' personal explanation from Governor Walker. The
governor explained the principle on which he had acted, and referred to
the coaling of the San Jacinto as a precedent directly in point. He
failed, however to appease the anger of the admiral, who, having re-

turned to his ship, addressed to the governor an offensive letter of re-

monstrance, or rather of reproach, with a demand of explanation, a pro-
ceeding wholly unprecedented and irregular, it being altogether beyond
the authority of an officer of the United States Navy to address a letter
of remonstrance to the Queen's representative in the person of the
governor of one of her colonies, in respect of acts done in the execution
of his duty, such representative being responsible to Her Majesty alone,
and any alleged misconduct on his part being matter for discussion be-
tween the two governments.
Governor Walker, of course, declined to furnish any explanation in

answer to such a demand, and transmitted Admiral Wilkes's letter to the
Duke of Newcastle, then secretary of state for the colonies, with a sim-
ple statement of the facts.

Both these letters were submitted to the law-officers of the Crown, to

report whether there had been any breach of Her Majesty's regulations.

The law-officers reported as follows:

We are of opinion that his excellency the governor of the Windward Islands does
not appear to have been guilty of showing any undue partiality to the Oreto, or to
have committed any literal breach of Her Majesty's regulations. We would take the
liberty of observing further, that his excellency owes no account to Admiral Wilkes of
his conduce in the matter of his discharge of his duties toward Her Majesty ; and that
the very oifeusive tone and' language of that officer's letter ought to apprise his excel-

lency of the inexpediency of long personal interviews and explanations with him. It

is manifest that upon this, as upon other occasions, these interviews and explanations
are made the pretext for writing subsequent letters of this description, intended to be
used hereafter very disingenuously, as proof of charges made at the time of the favor
shown by Her Majesty's officers to the Confederate States.

We feel ourselves called upon, while giving to Governor Walker full credit for honest
and impartial conduct, to add that, in our opinion, the letter and spirit of Her Majesty's
regulations (quoted in Rear-Admiral Wilkes's dispatch of the 6th March, 1863) have
not been adhered to with sufficient strictness in either of the cases mentioned, that of
the San Jacinto or that of the Oreto. The limits of the supply of coal, in particular,

prescribed by that regulation, ought to be observed, both as to the quantity of coal to

be supplied in the first instance, and as to the interval of time which, in the absence
of, ''special permission," (a permission not contemplated except under "special" cir-

cumstances of a kind different, in our opinion, from, those which occurred in the two
cases in question,) ought to elapse between two successive supplies of coal from British

ports.

(Signed) WM. ATHERTON.
EOUNDELL PALMEE.
EOBEET PHILLIMOEE.i

It will be observed that this opinion bears the signature of Sir Robert
Phillimore, who, as we know, is held up to us, and deservedly so, in the

argument of the United States for our guidance, as a great authority.

Erom this time forward to the end of the war Sir Robert Phillimore filled

the high office of Queen's advocate, and must share the responsibility

of many things which are made matter of complaint on the part of the

United States.

In the mean time Mr. Secretary Seward having transmitted to Lord
Lyons Admiral Wilkes's letter to Governor Walker, Lord Lyons, in

forwarding it to Earl Russell, accompanied it with the following very

pertinent and sound advice :

I have always been myself of opinion, that the course best calculated to avoid un-

pleasant discussions with this Government, is to adhere as closely as possible to the

1 British Appeudix, Ibid., vol. i, p. 96.
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regulations. A departure from them, even in favor of the United States cruisers, is

likely (as indeed happened at Bermuda) to lead to misunderstandings respecting the

nature and extent of the concession intended, and to demands for similar concessions

on other occasions ; while the displeasure occasioned here by any favor granted to a

confederate ship is in no degree diminished by proof that a similar favor had been pre-

viously granted to a United States ship. 1

The colonial secretary appears to have deemed the report of the law-

officers too general and too deficient in precision to afford a sufficient

guide to the governors of colonies in the great difficulty of their posi-

tion between the belligerent parties—a difficulty which will be the

better appreciated from his grace's observations and the questions put

to the law-officers to enable him to give instructions to the governors

for their future guidance. His under-secretary, Mr. Elliot, writes

:

With regard to the law-officers' opinion that the governor did not adhere to Her
Majesty's regulations with sufficient strictness, either in the case of the Oreto or in that

of the San Jacinto, his grace observes that the law-officers have not afforded any such
specification of the governor's errors as might be a guide to him in future. They say

that the limits of the supply of coal prescribed by the regulation should be adhered to.

But they do not say on what grounds they come to the conclusion that it has been ex-

ceeded. The supply is to be limited to such as will enable the ship to reach the nearest

of its own ports, or any nearer destination. The supply to the Oreto was 90 tons.

The papers do not show (though possibly the law-officers may be aware from other
sources) what was the supply to the San Jacinto.' The question, therefore, arising

upon these papers is, whether 90 tons is more than would be required by such a vessel

as the Oreto to reach the nearest confederate port, or any nearer destination.

It would be very desirable to explain to Governor Walker for what destination
(supposing all confederate ports to be under blockade) the Oreto or any other confed-,

erate ship under similar circumstances should be allowed to take in coal.

On the next point of alleged insufficient strictness, his grace is disposed, to a certain
extent, to agree with the law-officers. The regulation requires that " no coal shall be
again supplied to auy such ship of war, or privateer, in the same or any other port,

roadstead, or waters, subject to the territorial jurisdiction of Her Majesty, without
special permission, until after the expiration of three months from the time when such
coal may have been last supplied to her within British waters, as aforesaid."

The Oreto appears to have coaled at Nassau within three months, and, indeed, within
thirty days of her arrival at Barbados; aud though the Americau consul's vehement
remonstrance of the 24th February against her being allowed to coal did not touch the
point, and the governor had no official, information of the fact, he does not deny that
the fact had transpired and was known to him ; but states that the supply of coal was
allowed on the ground of the ship having suffered at sea in a gale of wind, had been
obliged to exhaust her coal, the whole of which was goue; so that, if supplies were
refused, the captain said he would be obliged to land his men, and strip the ship. The
statement of the captain of the San Jacinto was of a like tenor. The first question .

seems to be, whether the governor ought to have instituted an inquiry into the truth
of the statements made to him by the captains of the Oreto and San Jacinto. It

appears to his grace that he ought. It is, no doubt, very desirable to avoid resting
decisions, of which the impartiality is sure to be questioned, upon the results of
inquiries in which more or less doubtful aud conflicting testimony has to be weighed.
But, in the case of an allegation that a vessel is destitute of coal, all that seems neces-
sary is to send an officer on board to see whether there is coal there or not. Perhaps, if

the governor were to refuse to take the word of an American admiral for such a fact, and
were to send an officer on board to verify it, the admiral wonld regard the proceeding
as offensive; but, nevertheless, his grace thinks that he should be required.to submit
to it before he should be allowed to coal out of time, unless he be prepared to consent
to the word of a confederate officer being taken in like mauuer without inquiry.

But, supposing the governor to have erred in these cases, it is not explaiued in the
report of the law-officers whether it is of this, or of what other errors, he has been
guilty, so as to help him to avoid a repetition of error. For example, supposing it had
been the fact duly ascertained, that the Oreto or San Jacinto had suffered severely iu
a gale of wind, had exhausted all her coal, and was disabled from proceeding to sea
unless supplied, was the governor to have forbidden her to coal on the ground that
she had coaled at some British port within thirty days ?

On the other hand, did his only error consist in his having allowed her to coal with-
out verifying the fact of her distress ? •

Again, assuming the fact to be that there is, or may be hereafter, no confederate port
unblockaded, and that the real destination of a confederate vessel asking for supplies

'British Appendix, vol. i, p. 97.
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is a cruising destination, so that she is not bound for any particular port, is this to
deprive her of the supplies which would be granted to a Federal cruiser in all respects
Similarly circumstanced, except that in her case a port can be designated which is in
the possession of her government, by the distance of which from the British colony a
standard is aiforded for measuring the quantity of coal to be supplied ?

His grace would be glad to be enabled to -send out in structions to Governor Walker,
founded upon the opinions of the law-offleers, so far as they shall appear to have fully
and correctly understood the course taken by the gover nor, together with any further
instructions which would serve for the governor's guidance on the points
adverted to, and on the nature of the cases (if not those alleged by the „ Tlle ri°"J» <"

Oreto and San Jacininto) which "special permission" is to be given to
"*"""'

take in coals.

His grace desires me to observe tbat Governor Walker, by adopting the course of send-
ing immediate notice to all the other governors in the West Indies of a belligerent ves-
sel having obtained coals and supplies at Barbados, appears to have taken a very use-
ful precaution against the violation of the regulations, and that it would apparently
be expedient to instruct the other governors to do likewise. 1

To these questious the law-officers answered

:

That with respect to the observance of Her Majesty's regulations, in answer to the
questions of the Duke of Newcastle, it is most desirable that the terms of Her Majesty's
proclamation should be strictly adhered to ; that coal ought not to be supplied to

either belligerent, except in such quautity as may be necessary to " carry such vessel

to the nearest port of her own country, or to some nearer destination ;" and that by
these latter words it is not intended to include a mere cruising destination, but some
definite port or place. That, therefore, coal granted at any of Her Majesty's ports,

and consumed in cruising, ought not to be replenished under the terms of the procla-
mation ; but that a vessel whose coal has, owing to real necessities arising from
stress of weather, been prematurely exhausted, before she could (if time and weather
were the only obstacles) reach her port of destination, ought not to be forbidden by
the governor to coal, although within the time specified in the regulations.

. It would appear to us that the suggestion of sending an officer on board to verify
in each case the necessity of coaling, would be likely to give great offense to belliger-

ent men-of-war ; but of course it would be competent to Her Majesty's government,
if they thought fit, to make such a verification the condition of liberty to coal in Her
Majesty's ports.

' (Signed) WM. ATHERTON.
'"-

: ROUNDELL PALMER.
ROBERT PHILLIMORE.2

Hereupon the following dispatch of the 16th July, 1863, was addressed
to Governor Walker :

Downing Street, July 16, 1863.

Sir: I have received and had under my consideration your dispatch of the 7th
March, giving an account of certain communications which have passed between your-
self and Rear-Admiral Wilkes, of the United States Navy.
Yon were quite right in refusing ,to enter into correspondence with that officer upon

the matter adverted to in his dispatch of the 5th March. On this and other occasions

it has become evident that interviews and explanations such as you accorded to Rear-
Admiral Wilkes were made the pretext for placing on record charges more or less

direct against officers ©f Her Majesty. And I think that, as the governor of one of Her
Majesty's colonies owes no explanation of his conduct to an officer of the United
States Navy, it will be prudent hereafter to avoid such explanations as far as the rules of

courtesy will allow. It is the wish of Her Majesty's government that matters of com-
plaint should in general be discussed between the two governments concerned rather

than between any subordinate officers.

With regard to the issue of coal to the war-vessels of the belligerents, you have, I

think, allowed yourself too much liberty in giving the "special permission" to take
in fuel contemplated in Her Majesty's proclamation. Coal, in the opinion of Her
Majesty's government, ought not to be supplied to a vessel of war of either belligerent

except in "such quantity as may be necessary to carry such vessel to the nearest port

of her own country, (or, of course, any nearer port,) and this, I will add, without refer-

ence to the question whether the ports of that country are or are not under blockade.

In case of such blockade it will rest with the officer in command to seek some more
convenient destination. If, within the period prescribed by the proclamation, a vessel

thus furnished with coal in one of Her Majesty's possessions should apply for a second

British Appendix, vol. i, p. 98.
2 Ibid., p. 100.
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supply in the same or another colony, the application may be granted, if it is made to

appear that, owing tb real necessities arising from stress of weather, the coal originally

given has been prematurely exhausted before it was possible that the vessel could, un-

der existing circumstances^ have reached the destination for which she coaled.

But if it should lie the case that the vessel has not, since taking in coal, been lona

fide occupied in seeking her alleged destination, but has consumed her fuel in cruising,

the coal should not be replenished under the terms of the proclamation. Such a
case is not one to which the " special' permission" referred to in that proclamation was
intended to apply.

_

'

Her Majesty's government are of opinion that the regulations of the proclamation

thus interpreted should be strictly adhered to, without any arbitrary concession to

either belligerent. It is by such a course that misunderstandings and complaints of

partiality will be most certainly avoided. An unauthorized concession to one belliger-

ent, it may be safely assumed, will not be accepted by those to whom it is made as a
justification of a similar concession in an opposite direction.

I approve of your having communicated to the officers administering the govern-

ment of the other West Indian Islands the fact that certain Federal and confederate

vessels of war had called at Barbados.
I shall instruct, the governors of the other islands to follow the same' coutse, com-

municating in all cases the name of the vessel, its alleged destination, and the date of
receiving the coal, and the quantity allowed to be placed on board.

I have, &c,
NEWCASTLE.'

The foregoing papers are certainly deserving of attentive considera-

tion, as establishing beyond controversy that the British government
were desirous of currying out, in their fullest extent, the Queen's regu-

lations for the maintenance of neutrality, and, what is more, that they
were prepared ro do so, though an adherence to the letter of these reg-

ulations would have the effect of placing one of the belligerents in a
position of great disadvantage relatively to the other. It was obvious
that the rule that, unless the whole of the last supply of coal obtained
in a British port had been consumed in seeking the nearest port of the
belligerent, not even distress of weather should form a ground for

allowing a further supply within the three months, was one which ex-

posed to very great difficulties those whose own ports were closed, and
who, having few other ports to resort to, were thus compelled to keep
the sea at the same time that their means of doing so were seriously
diminished, while it was of very little importance to the other belliger-

ent, who, having his ports open, could always have recourse to them
for supplies if other resources failed.

Yet, when Sir James Walker, recollecting what had happened on the
former occasion, and solicitous to carry out the instructions he had
since received, in all their stringency, on the application of Captain
Boggs, in April, 1865, to remain a few days at Barbados for the purpose
of overhauling the piston and feeding-pump of the engine of his ship,
the Connecticut, replied that it would be necessary, in order that he
should sanction a stay beyond the prescribed time of twenty-four hours,
that Captain Boggs should give a definite assurance of his inability to
proceed to sea at the expiration of that time, and as to the period
within which it would be possible to execute the necessary repairs

—

matters as to which the Florida at Bermuda had to submit to a survey
by the naval authorities—Captain Boggs allowed his temper to get the
better of hiin

; says that "an American man-of-war can always go to
sea in some maimer"—which sober-minded people may perhaps think
a somewhat idle boast—and that he shall do so, " though with
risk to his vessel and machinery"—which, as it involved ' danger
botli to his ship and crew, may be thought a questionable view of ids
duly; "regrets that the national hospitality of remaining at anchor
for the purpose named in his letter is refused," which was the reverse

'British Appendix, vol. i, p. 101.
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of the fact; and, evidently with considerable temper^ informs the gov-
ernor that he shall depart from the port to-morrow at 10 a. hi. 1

It is a pity that this outbreak of temper on the. part of Captain Boggs
should have been exposed by his own countrymen, as though it had
been an example of heroism, or that the requisition of Governor Walker,
induced by the stringent instructions issued by the British government
on the occasion of the complaints of the United States relatively to the
Florida, should have been distorted into anything more than a resolu-
tion to carry out those instructions efficiently and impartially toward
both belligerents.

I return to the Florida. Her next visit to a British port was at Ber-
muda.
From a dispatch of Governor Ord to the Duke of ZSTewcastle it. ap-

pears that the Florida was. off the port of St. George's
on the evening of the 15th of July, and on the following

A"i °"»«<'»-

morning received the necessary permission to enter the port:

Having sent to Captain Maffitt a copy of the printed circular-letter I have had
drawn up, embodying the instructions of Her Majesty respecting the treatment of
Federal and confederate vessels of war, he called on me on the day of his arrival, and
stated that lie had been at sea seventy clays, with the exception of two visits to Ha-
vana and Barbados, each of which occupied less than twenty-four hours, and a visit of
shorter duration to a port in the Brazils ; that, he was last from the immediate neigh-
borhood of New York, withiu sixty miles of which he had been harassing the United
States commerce ; that he was in want of repairs to the bull and machinery of his
ship,~ahd a small supply of coal; that he feared he should experience difficulty in ob-
taining the latter, as he was informed that there was no steam-coal whatever in the
colony, except iu the stores at the dock-yard; and that he trusted, under the circum-
stances, he would be permitted to receive from this source as much as would servo to
carry him to a port of his own country ; .that he would then use every exertion to com-
plete his refitment, and would leave the colony forthwith.

I told Captain Maffitt that his application for coal from admiralty stores must ba
made to the senior naval officer, but I assured him at the same time that it would
not be complied with, and I granted him permission to remain so long as might, ba
necessary to fit his ship for sea, and to procure from private sources the coal actually-
required.2

All supply of coal from the dock-yard was refused. Thereupon Mr.'
Walker, a merchant of the colony, applies on behalf of Gap- Tlw Floridil at

tain Maffitt to the governor

:

13=™™,™.

As the Florida must of necessity be detained at this port, as a vessel iu distress, un-
til the arrival of coals which are daily expected, Captain Maffitt begs me to inquire of
your excellency if the privilege will be accorded to him of proceeding to the dock-yard
for the purpose of having effected some repairs to machinery and hull of ship, which
are of essential importance, and which cannot be effected in the port of St.

"George's.3

The answer of the governor was that the application could not be
granted, to which he adds:

In making this communication I have to express a hope that Captain Maffitt may yet
find it in his power to obtain for his vessel such supplies of coal and such necessary
repairs as will enable her to proceed without delay to her destination, but I must at
the same time point out that- Her Majesty's instructions (with a copy of which Captain
Maffitt was supplied on the 16rh instant) are very stringent as to the limitation of the
stay in British waters of vessels of war of the United States or Confederate States, and
that it is necessary that whatever may be required to enable the Florida to take her
departure from these islands should be provided in the shortest possilde period. If,

however, Captain Maffitt should find it impossible to procure at the present time what-
ever may be requisite for this purpose, I must request that be will at once proceed
with the Florida to Grassy Bay, there to remain until his departure from the colony
is rendered practicable.4

1 United States Documents, vol. vi
?
p. 178.

'British Appendix, vol. i, p. 108.
3 Ibid., p. 109.
4 Ibid., p. 110.
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'Mr. Walker wrote again, suggesting that there was a large quantity

of coal lying in the commissariat department, and applying, on behalf

of Captain Maffltt, in his great emergency, for a sufficient quantity to

carry his vessel to some coaling depot, offering to pay for them, or to-

return them in kind within a week or two. This again was refused.

On the 22d of July the governor writes to Mr. Walker, requesting him
" to ascertain, for his satisfaction, when the necessary repairs and coal-

ing of the Florida will be completed, so as to enable her to proceed to

sea." In answer, Mr. Walker says lie is requested by Captain Maffltt to

inform his excellency that he is using every effort to proceed to sea with
as little delay as possible.

" Captain Maffltt," he says, " is fnlly aware of the stringent character of Her Majesty's
instructions with regard to the stay in British waters of men-of-war of the United
States and of the Confederate States ; and begs me to assure your excellency that his

detention has been occasioned not by any disposition to contravene -Her Majesty's in-
structions on the subject, but from the great deficiency of labor at this port, and from
causes to which the attention of your excellency has already been directed.

"The necessary repairs to Captain Maffitt's ship are now nearly completed, and he.

will commence taking in his coals at 12 a. m. to-day. As it is probable that it will be
impossible to finish coaling until to-morrow, (Friday,) Captain Maffltt would be happy
to receive the permission of your excellency to remain in the port of St. George's
until Saturday morning."

'

The governor answers that

—

Although the instructions of Her Majesty respecting the limitation of the stay in
British waters of vessels of war of the Confederate and United States are very strin-

gent, yet, as I have reason to believe that circumstances beyond Captain Maffitt's control
have obstructed him in procuring the supply of coal and repairs to his vessel, necessary
to enable him to proceed to sea, I think I am justified in complying with his request;
and I accordingly authorize the Florida remaining in theses' waters until the morning
of Saturday, the 25th instant, but no longer. 1

A cargo of coal had, in the mean time, arrived in a vessel called the
Harriet Pinckney, out of which Captain Maffltt was enabled to obtain a
supply. It is stated in the United States Case and Argument2 that this
vessel was one of the " insurgent transports ;" from which it is sought
to be inferred that the cargo of coal brought out in her was intended ex-

pressly for the Florida; and upon this a charge is founded of a violation
of neutrality in a breach of the rule that neither belligerent was to be
permitted to establish depots of coal on British territory. To prove that
the Harriet Pinckney was an " insurgent transport," a letter from Mr.
Dudley to Mr. Seward, of January 2, 1863,3 is referred to ; but, on turn-
ing to that letter, it will be found that Mr. Dudley is not speaking of
or. referring to " insurgent transports" at all, but to British vessels
employed in running the blockade with arms and contraband of war.
The word " transport," which, in the argument, is printed between in-

verted commas, as if taken from the letter, does not occur in it at all.

The vessel was, to all appearance, an ordinary trading-vessel— one of
those engaged in the profitable employment of running the blockade.
In this business she visited St. George's five times between January,
1863, and February, 1864.4 A letter from a Mr. Walker, is, indeed,
printed in the seventh volume of the United States Documents,5 in
which he says that he had employed the Harriet Pinckney in the begin-
ning of July to bring a cargo of coal from Halifax ; not, however, for
the Florida, but to supply some steamer with the means of running the

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 111.
s United States Case, p. 358; United States Argument p 1C1
3 United States Documents, vol. i, p. 732.
4 British Appendix, vol. v pp. 5, 13.

« Ibid., p. 56.
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blockade; and, as he expresses it, to save that steamer " the loss of a
moon." This shows .that the intention was not to supply the Florida
with coal, and that the visit of the Florida to Bermuda was not in any
way connected with the voyage of the Harriet Pinckney ; still less was
there anything to suggest the slightest suspicion of such a kind to the
colonial authorities. Besides which, the anxietyof Captain Maffitt to
obtain coal from other quarters shows plainly that he had no expecta-
tion of a specific cargo being sent out for his vessel.

The charge of any violation of neutrality on the occasion of the last-

mentioned visit appears wholly to fail.

Leaving Bermuda on the 25ith of July, the Florida arrived at Brest
on the 23d of August. This part of her history is touched
upon lightly and cautiously in the case of theUnited States;
yet the indulgence alleged to have been granted to this vessel in British
ports is but trifling as compared with that which was extended to her
in the French port ; and the events which occurred there are important
as showing that the French government entertained notions more liberal

than our own on the subject of hospitality to be extended to belligerent

vessels. She had sustained considerable injury to her copper, and much
of her machinery required renewing, and workmen and materials had
to be brought from England, and these repairs were likely to require a
period of several months for their accomplishment. A considerable part
of her crew, the time for which they had engaged having expired, de-

sired their discharge. From the dispatches of Mr. Dayton, the United
States minister at Paris, to Mr. Secretary Seward, it appears that Mr.
Dayton began by remonstrating against any assistance being given to

the Florida at all. But the French government answered .that, having
recognized the Confederate States as belligerents, they could not refuse

them the ordinary assistance rendered to ships of war in need of repairs.

Next. Mr. Dayton insisted that, as the Florida was a good sailing ves-

sel, no repair should be allowed to be done to her machinery. But tp

this M. Drouyn de Lhuys answered, "that if she were deprived of her
machinery, she would he pro tanto disabled, crippled, and liable, like a
duck with its wings cut, to be at once caught by the United States

steamers. He said it would be no fair answer to say the duck had legs

and could walk or swim. He said that, in addition to this, the offi-

cers of the port had reported to the government that the vessel was
leaking badly, that she made water at so much per hour (givingthe

measurement) and unless repaired she would sink." l

There being no commercial dock at Brest, Captain Maffitt applied 'for

the use of a\ government dock. Mr. Dayton remonstrated ; but M.
Drouyn de Lhuys replied that, where there was no commercial dock, as

at Brest, it was customary to grant the use of any accommodation there

to all vessels in distress, upon payment of certain known and fixed

rates; that they must deal with this vessel as they would with one of the

United . States ships, or the ships of any other nation ; and that to all

such these accommodations would be granted at once.2

Lalstly, permission having been asked to ship new hands, in the place

af those whose time had expired, M. Dayton strongly opposed it. He
,thus states the result

:

M. Drouyn de Lhuys informed me that this government, after much conference (and,

I think, some hesitation,) had concluded not to issue an order prohibiting an accession to

the crew of the Florida -while in port, inasmuch as such accession was necessary to her

navigation. They had made inquiries, it would seem, and they had ascertained that

the seventy or seventy-five men discharged after she came into Brest were discharged

1 British Appendix, vol. vi, p. 132.
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because the period for which they had shipped had expired. He said, furthermore, that

it was reported to him that the Kearaar^e had likewise applied for some sailors and a
pilot in that port, as well as for coal, and leave to make repairs, all of which had been,,

and would be, if more were needed, cheerfully granted.

I told him I was quite confident the Kearsarge had made no attempt to ship a crew
there, and that, as respects a pilot, that stood on ground peculiar to itself, aud had no-

reference to the general principle.

The determination which has been reached by the French authorities to allow the
shipment of a crew, or so large a portion of one, on board of the Florida while lying

in their port is, I think, wrong, even supposing that vessel a regularly commissioned
ship of war. I told M. Dronyn de Lhuys, that, looking at it as a mere lawyer, a.ud

clear of prejudices which my- official position might create, T thought this determina-
tion an error. He said, however, that in the conference they had reached

Erebt
e F1°'"Ia " tllilt unanimously, although a majority of the ministry considering the-

question were lawyers. 1

From a report by the British consul at Brest, on the subject of the
reception and stay of the Florida at that port, it appears that

—

Captain Maffitt, the commander of the Florida, was informed by the admiral of the

port, (preset maritime,) Vice-Admiral Count de Gueytou, that he was at liberty to-

effect the repairs of the ship aud provide her with coal and provisions, the same as

any merchant-ship. * * * * * * * * *

The commercial resources of Brest proving insufficient to effect the repairs of the
Florida, application was made to the port-admiral to allow her to enter the govern-
ment dock-yard, and permission for her to do so was granted, it being stipulated that

all expenses should be reimbursed by tie agent, M. Anmaltre, and that her powder-
magazine should be cleared before entering the dock. To effect the latter operation, a
government barge was furnished for thepurpose of removing the auamanitiou ; and this-

barge was, later, moored in the hay.
v

On the 9th of September, 1863, the Florida entered the government dock, and re-

mained there for general repairs for a period of about five weeks.
, The Florida completed her repairs in the dock-yard, and afterward took moorings in

the merchant harbor of Brest, where she was slowly refitted. On the 27th of Decem-
ber she was moved to the roadstead.

It appears that some of the mechanism of the more heavy guns of the Florida had
never been regulated, and her commander desiring to have this done, an application
was made to the port-admiral for permission to land the guns for that purpose; but
this was at once and positively refused, on the ground that such an act might be inter-
preted as equivalent to allowing a re-inforcemeut of arms.
But, it appears, her small-arms were allowed to be landed, in order to he repaired by

a gun-maker of Brest, named Kock ; this permission was granted, on the agent, M,
Aumaltre, giving a guarantee to the authorities of the custom-house that they should
be reshipped on board the Florida.
No arms or ammunition were furnished to the Florida while at Brest.
Through M. Aumaltre, the agent, M. Rainals ascertained that thirty-five seamen

claimed and obtained their discharge from the Florida here; that they were, in part,
replaced by others, chiefly natives of Belgium, Germany, Italy, and Southern Austria,,
brought to Brest by railway direct from Paris, in numbers never exceeding four at a
time, and that they were quietly sent on board in similar numbers.
The Federal corvette Kearsarge re-appeared in Brest waters on thf 3d of January,

1864
;
aud, after steaming about the bay to within a mile of the town, again pro-

ceeded to sea.

The Florida, being ready for sea, left Brest between 9 and 10 o'clock on the evening
of the 9th of February, 1864, in charge of a pilot ; aud at a distance of about thirty
miles from that port, passed through the dangerous passage Du Raz, inside the Saints',
landing the pilot at Audierne.2

I cannot help surmising that, if all this had happened in one of Her
Majesty's ports ; if a government dock-yard had been placed at the dis-
posal Of a confederate cruiser; it such cruiser had been allowed to
remain six months ; to have her small-arms repaired on shore; and to
take iu as much coal as she wanted, "like any merchant-vessel," and
largely to recruit her crew, this tribunal would not have failed to find
a very eloquent and indignant denunciation of such a violation of neu-
trality in the papers which have been presented to us.

1 British Appendix, vol. vi, p. 133
2 Ibid., vol. i, pp. 128, 127.
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After leaving Brest on the 12th of February, 1864, the Florida visited

the French colony of Martinique, where she remained from
the 26th of April to the 7th of May repairing her ma-
chinery and taking in a full supply of coal. 1 On the 12th of May she
touched at Bermuda, butonly to land a sick officer, and left again at once.2

On the 18th of June, 1864, she again put into Bermuda,
, natIlermuaa.

being then under the command of Lieutenant C. M. Mor-
*>*m >iBa "'-' J "

ris.3 Lieutenant Morris immediately wrote to Colonel Munro, the act-

ing governor, stating that his vessel was in want of coals, provisions,

and repairs, and requesting: permission to have the necessary repairs to

the propeller and blow-valve done at Her Majesty's dock-yard, as they
could not otherwise be effected

;

4 and Governor Munro having referred

the application to Sir James ilope, the admiral on the station, Sir

James Hope directed a survey of the vessel to be made by competent
officers, who, on the 20th, reported as follows :

We have the honor to report that, having, in obedience to your directions, been on
board the Florida, and with the assistauco of Messrs. Thompson and
Leiteh, assistant engineers, examined her machinery, we beg to make
the following report

:

1. She can proceed to sea with such repairs as cau be made good here, which, as
far as we are able to judge, will require five days for one man, viz, a diver for two
days and a fitter for three days, or three complete days in all.

2. She can proceed to sea with safety in her present state nnder steam', but under
sail is unmanageable with her screw tip in bad weather, and her defects aloft (cross-
trees) render main topmast unsafe. This could be made good in two clays.

3. Her horse-power is 200.

Consumption of fnel goiug full speed 15 cwt.
Speed 10 knots.-
Gbnsiimption of fuel going half speed 7| cwt.
Speed 8 knots.

4. We are of opinion that the Florida should be able to fetch the following places in.

the time and with the coal stated against each, viz

:

Hours. Tons
Wilmington 115' 46
Charleston 129 52
Savannah 138 55
Mobile 250 100

Wo have, &c,
ARTHUR H. G. RICHARDSON,

Lieutenant.
' EDWARD O. CRICHTON,

Chief Engineer.
Vice-Admiral Sir J. Hopjs, ^-c, $0., #c.

F.'S.-^The Florida can stow 130 tons of coaU>

Upon this a stay of five working days .was accorded for the comple-
tion of the necessary repairs.6 Permission was given to ship 80 tons of
coal.

Three heads of complaint are put forward by the United States Gov-
ernment as to what was done on this occasion. Twice over it is stated
that, a stay of five clays having been granted, that stay was extended
to nine.''

We have here another of those inaccurate statements of fact, the
effect of which may'be to mislead the tribunal. The stay of the Florida

at Bermuda on this occasion was only nine days in the whole. But the

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 131.
2 Ibid., p. 132; United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 355.
3 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 132.
1 Ibid., vol. v, p. 9.

* British Appendix, vol. v, p. 11.
e Ibid., pp. 6, 11, 12.
7 Case of the United States, .pp. 380, 381.
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earlier portion of that time was occupied iu the preliminary communi-

cations and in the survey. The stay of five days was granted by the

governor on the 21st of June. The Florida left on the 27th. The total

stay of nine days has thus been confounded with the stay after the

granting of the five days. I should be ashamed to suggest that this

misrepresentation was intentionally made ; but I must repeat that those

who accuse persons in authority of misconduct should take more care to

be accurate as to their facts.

It is next stated that, instead of 20 tons, the Florida was allowed to

take 135. 1 But on reference to the report of the surveying officers, it

will be seen that they estimate 46 tons as the amount necessary for the

vessel, if seeking the nearest port, namely, Wilmington ; 100 tons if

seeking the furthest, namely, Mobile ; with varying amounts if making
for intermediate ports.

Lieutenant Morris assured the governor that the port he expected to

make was Mobile.2
. The governor compromised the matter by giving

permission to load 80 tons. Lieutenant Morris reported officially in

writing to the governor that he had loaded 80 tons, as appears by the

letter of Governor Munro to Mr. Secretary Cardwell of the 7th of July,

1864. 3 But the United States produce a voucher for 135 tons of coal

shipped on this occasion.4

If it be true that Lieutenant Morris abused the confidence of Colonel

Munro, and took in 135 tons instead of 80, all that this proves is that

Lieutenant Morris acted in a manner unworthy of an officer and a gen-

tleman. Is it to be said that it was the duty of the governor to send

officers to watch the shipment of. the coal, and see that Lieutenant

Morris did not play a dishonorable part and abuse the trust reposed in

him, and that the quantity was not exceeded"? Such a proceeding

would have implied a disbelief in the word of the officer commanding a
ship of war, and therefore would more or less have amounted to an
affront. I cannot think it was necessary.

The next complaint is, that whereas five days' work was reported by
the surveyors to be all that was necessary to be done to the vessel,

twenty days of carpenters' work was done to her.5 The voucher pro-

duced shows that four carpenters were employed for four days.6 Look-
ing to the small quantity of materials charged for, it is probable that,

if an undue amount of time was occupied in carpenters' work, it arose

from the unskillfulness of the workmen.
The number of men required for the repairs of the maintop-mast is not

stated in the report of the officers. The work of four men for four days
may have proved absolutely necessary.
But even if a small and microscopic criticism could here .discover any-

thing to find fault with, here again the fault was that of the officer com-
manding the Florida, not of the authorities. Or, is it to be said that
here also a watch should have been set to measure the precise amount
of work to which the carpenters should have been limited ?

But complaint is made that, besides coal, the Florida was allowed to
take in large supplies of provisions, clothing, and other stores, even of
medicines

!

7 For what purpose this is stated I cannot conceive. If it is

1 United States Case, p. 362.
3 British Appendix, vol. v, p. 4.
3 Ibid., vol. i, p. 133.
1 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 359.
6 Case of the United States, p. 361.
6 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 361.
7 Case of the United States, p. 361.
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meant to be said that herein there was any breach of neutrality, such a
proposition implies ignorance of the first principles of international law.
All the articles enumerated are things -which a belligerent has a perfect
right to procure in a neutral port, and which the governor could neither
prevent the commander of such a vessel from buying, or the Queen's sub-
jects from selling to him. t

There is one other complaint, which I confess occasions me both sur-

prise and pain. It is that, although the surveyors had reported that
" the vessel was unmanageable with her screw up in bad weather," and
that " her defects aloft (cross-trees) rendered the maintop-mast unsafe,"
yet, as they had reported that " she could proceed to sea with safety in

her then state under steam," the governor ought not to have allowed the
repairs necessary to render her safe when under sail. 1 We have here
the converse of Mr. Dayton's contention with the French government,
but in a more objectionable form. When it is borne in mind that in a
screw-steamer steam is but an auxiliary power, and that no such vessel

is ever committed to the ocean without everything necessary to her
safety under sail being in a seaworthy condition ; when it is remembered
that all machinery is liable to accident, especially such as is exposed to

the action of the elements, and that if anything had happened to the
machinery of this vessel in her then condition, she would have been ex-

posed, with her living freight, crippled and helpless, to danger and dis-

aster, I think the proposition which the tribunal is asked to adopt ought
not to find much favor in its sight. .For myself I can only say, that I

trust and believe no British governor, placed in similar circumstances,

would—let our decision be what it may, let the political consequences be
what they will—be so wanting in a sense of what is due to humanity
and to the honor of his country as to act otherwise than I am glad to

think the governor of Bermuda acted on this occasion.

I have only further to observe that when much is made in the case of

the United States of the fact that the Florida, instead of proceeding to

the nearest port, was kept cruising off the islands, looking out for United
States vessels, which no doubt appears to have been the case, 3 the same
observation occurs as before. Such a course of conduct may have been
dishonorable in Lieutenant Morris, as being in breach of the good faith

he ought to have kept with the governor, but it certainly cannot be as-

cribed as a fault to the latter.

No doubt the conduct of Lieutenant Morris is open to observation.

He came back afterwards to the island, on the pretext of delivering up
two deserters, but in fact to try and get more coal, which, however, was
peremptorily refused. 3 But the answer lies in a Word : Lieutenant Mor-
ris was an officer bearing a commission and wearing a sword in the

service of an American government; as such, he was entitled to the

presumption which attaches to such a position, and which presupposes

the impossibility of acts inconsistent with the highest sense of honor

and the most scrupulous good faith. To have acted on such a presump-

tion ought not to be ascribed, by a tribunal of honorable men, to those

who did so, as a want of due diligence in the discharge of any duty they

were called on to fulfill on the part of a neutral government.

On the 5th of October, 1864, the Florida entered the port of Bahia,

whereupon Mr. Wilson, the United States consul, forthwith addressed a

letter to the president of the province in the accustomed terms

:

' Case of the United States, p. 362.
2 See British Appendix, vol. i, p. 133.
! Ihid.
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Consulate of the United States ok America,
Bahia, October 5, 1864—9 a. m.

Sir : This morning a steamer anchored in this port hearing the flag adopted by tho.se

•who are involved iu the rebellion against the Government of the United States of

America, and I am informed that the said vessel is the Florida, which is engaged in

capturing vessel's navigating under the flag of the United States of Amenca, and in

destroying them by making bonfires of them and their cargoes.

The vessel in question is not commissioned by any recognized. government what-

ever, and her officers and crew are composed of persons of various nationalities, who
are not subject to any international or civilized law, and are consequently not entitled

to the. privileges and immunities conceded to vessels navigating under the flag or a

civilized nation. I therefore protest, in the name of the United States of America,

against, the admission of this vessel to free practice, by which she might be enabled to

supply herself with coal, provisions, tackle, or utensils of any kind whatever, or receive

on board any persons whatever; finally, against any assistance, aid, or protection

which might he conceded to her in this port, or in any other belonging to this

province.
I likewise claim that the piratical cruiser which, in combination with the pirate

Alabama, violated the sovereignty of the imperial government of Brazil by capturing

and destroying vessels belonging to citizens of the United.States of America, within the

territorial waters of Brazil, near the island of Fernando do Noronha, in April, 1863, be

detained, with all her officers and crew, in order to answer for so flagrant a violation

of the sovereignty of the government of Brazil and of the rights of citizens of the

United States within the jurisdiction of the Brazilian government.
1 avail, &c,

THOMAS F. WILSON,
Consul of the United S!ntes. x

His Excellency Antonio Joaquim da Silva Gomez,
/'resident of the Province of Bahia.

The president replies

:

In reply to the consul, I have to inform him that, as the said vessel belongs to the

Confederate States, in whom the imperial government recognized the character of
belligerents, all the assistance required by humanity may be furnished her which does

in no wise constitute assistanee for warlike purposes, as laid down by international

law, and does notconflict with that neutrality which this government studiously seeks

to preserve, and has always preserved, in the contest between the States of North

America. The undersigned cannot, l herefore, admit the first portion of the claim of the

consul, in the general manner in which it was presented, and particularly iu relation

to those articles considered as contraband of war in conformity with instructions

issued on that subject by the imperial government, and according to which the said

vessel will only be permitted to remain in this port for the length of time absolutely

indispensable.
In regard to the second part of his note, it is my duty to observe to the consul thatr

even if it vsere fully established that the Florida bad previously violated neutrality,

such a proceeding would scarcely authorize us to refuse her permission to enter the

ports of the empire, and would never warrant us to commit the acts required by the

consul, which would be equivalent to a hostile rupture, without the intervention of
the supreme government of the State, which is one competent to authorize such a rup-

ture.2

Before daybreak on the morning of the 7th the Florida was surprised

in the port of Bahia and taken by the United States war-steamer
Wachnsett and carried oft as a prize.

She sank shortly after her arrival in Chesapeake Bay, in consequence,
as was asserted, of her having sprung a leak during her voyage, and of

her having been injured while at anchor by .a United States transport.
Mr. Seward appears at first to have been disposed to think that" the

Brazilian government, in "furnishing of shelter and a haven to pirates,"

was as much to blame as the captain of the Wachusett, as we find hiin,

on hearing what had occurred, writing thus to Mr. Webb

:

Dkpaetmknt of State,
Washington, November 11, 1864.

Sir: In the years 1862 and 1863 remonstrances were addressed by us to the govern-
ment of Brazil against the policy, different as it was from that of all other American

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 1-16.

a Ibid., p. 147.
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States, in regard to the furnishing of shelter and ahaven to pirates who were engaged in
depredating upon the peaceful commerce of the United States. Tlie correspondence
<mme to a close without having produced any satisfactory result, and not without
leaving a painful presentiment that a continuance of measures so injurious to the
United States would, sooner or later, affect the harmonious relations heretofore exist-
ing between the two countries.
We have just now heard of the capture of the Florida by the Wachnsott, at Bahia,

and of tlie consequent hostilities adopted by the Brazilian forces in that port ; but we
have no particular information of the circumstances which preceded the collision, and
our information concerning the transaction itself is incomplete. At the sume time we
are absolutely without knowledge of any correspondence that it may have elicited be-
tween yourself and. the Brazilian government.

In this stage of the matter the President thinks it proper that you should inform the
minister of foreign affairs that we are not indisposed to examine the subject upon its
merits carefully, and to consider whatever questions mav arise out of it iii a becoming
and friendly spirit, if that spirit shall be adopted by His Imperial Majesty's govern"
inept. 1

The government of Brazil protested, immediately in strong terms
against this violation of its sovereignty and the neutrality of its waters.
The following letter was immediately written by Senhor Barhosa da

Silva, the Brazilian charge" d'affaires at Washington, to Mr. Seward:

[Translation.]

Imperial Legation op Brazil,
Washington, December 12, 1864.

The undersigned, chargd d'atfaires ad interim of His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil,
has just received orders from his government to address himself, without delay, to that of
the United States of North America about an act of the most transcendant gravity, done
on the morning of the 7th day of October last, in the port of the capital of the province
of Bahia, by the war-steamer Wachnsett, belonging to the Navy of the Union, an act
which involves a manifest violation of the territorial jurisdiction of Jihe empire, and
an offense to its honor and sovereignty..
On the 4th day of the month referred to there entered that port, where already had

been lying for some days the Wachusett, the confederate steamer Florida, for tlie pur-
pose, declared by her commander to the president of the province, to supply herself
with alimentary provisions and coal, and to repair some tubes of her machinery.
The President, proceeding in accordance with the policy of neutrality wliich the

empire resolved to adopt on the question in which unfortunately these States are
involved, and in conformity with the instructions in this respect issued by the imperial
government oh the 23d of June of the year last past, assented to the application of the
commander of the Florida, and fixed the term of forty-eight hours for taking in sup-
plies, and fixing, in dependence on the final examination by the engineer of the arsenal,
the determination of the residue of the time which, peradventure, should be deemed
indispensable for the completion of the repairs.
The same authority at once took, with the greatest impartiality, all the measures

necessary to avoid any conflict between the two hostile steamers.
The Florida was placed under cover of the batteries of the Brazilian corvette 1).

Jahuaria, on the inshore side, at the request of her commander, who, reposing on the
faith with which, without doubt, the chief authority of the province could not fail to
inspire him, considered himself sheltered from any attack of his adversary, and in this

confidence not only staid a night on shore, but gave liberty to a great part of the
crew of his vessel.

It behooves me to say that, as soon as the confederate steamer entered the port of
Bahia., the American consul, Wilson, addressed to the President a dispatch claiming
that the Elorida should not be admitted to free pratique, and that on the contrary she
should be detained, alleging for this, that that vessel had, in concert with the Alabama,
Violated the neutrality of the empire by making captures in 1833, near the island of
Fernando de Noronha.
Such exaggerated pretensions, founded on facts not proven, which had already been

the subject of discussion between the Imperial government and the legation of the

United Spates, could not be even listened to.

If the President should have refused the hospitality solicited by the commander of
the Florida ho would have infringed not only thejduties of neutrality of the empire,
but also those of humanity, considering that steamer, corning from Teneriffe, had been
sixty-one days at sea, was unprovided with food, and with machinery in the worst con-
dition. .

1 Br.tish Appendix, Vol. i, p. 152.
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Afterwards the President having stated to the same consul that he hoped,, from his

honor and loyalty toward a friendly nation, that he would settle with the commander

of the Waehusett, that he should respect the neutrality and sovereignty of the empire,

he was answered affirmatively, the consul pledging his word of honor. Things were

in this condition, ^he term of forty-eight hours heing to expire at 1 o'clock of the

afternoon of the 7th, when about dawn of that day, the commander of the steamer

Waehusett, suddenly leaving his anchorage, passed through the Brazilian vessels of war
and approached the Florida.

On passing across the hows of the Brazilian corvette D. Jauuaria,he was hailed from

on board that he must anchor; but, as he did not attend to this intimation, and con-

tinued to approach the Florida, at the same time firing a gun and some musketry, the

commander of the naval division of the Empire stationed in those waters sent an

officer on board the Waehusett, and informed her commander that the ships of the

division and the forts would open fire upon her if she should attack the Florida. The
Brazilian officer was not allowed to make fast to the Waehusett, but the officer of the

deck hailed him, saying, in reply that he accepted the intimation given, that be would
do nothing more, and that he was going to return to his anchorage. The commander
of the Brazilian division then thought proper to ratify his intimation by firing a gnu,

upon which a complete silence followed between the two ships Waehusett and
Florida.

At the time this was passing, the corvette D. Jauuaria, on board which the com-

mander of division had hoisted his flag, lay head to flood, the steamer Florida anchored

B.B., side by side of her, and quite close to the shore, and between her and the corvette

the Waehusett stopped her wheels.
The commander of division then observing—notwithstanding the darkness of the

night—that the Waehusett, from the position in which she was, kept moving onward
and was passing ahead of the corvette, in a course E.B., became convinced that, in fact,

she was steering for her anchorage, thus complying with the promise made.
But a few moments afterward, perceiving that the Florida was in motion, the com-

mander discovered that the Waehusett was taking her off in tow by means of a long

cable.
,

Surprised at such an extraordinary attempt, the commander immediately set about
-stopping this, and redressing at the same time, as behooved him, the offense thus done
*o the dignity and sovereignty of the empire.
But availing "himself of the darkness of the night, and of other circumstances, the

commander of the Waehusett succeeded in carrying his prize over the bar, and escap-

ing the just punishment he deserved. •

t

The consul, Wilson, preferred to abandon his post, withdrawing on board the Waehu-
sett.

The government of His Majesty, as soon as it had official information of the event,

addressed to the legation of the United States at Rio Janeiro a note, in which, giving
a succinct exposition of the fact, it declared that it had no hesitation in believing that

it would hasten to give to it all proper assurances that the Government of the Union
would attend to the just reclamation of the empire as promptly and fully as the gravity

of the case demanded.
In correspondence with this expectative note the worthy representative of the United

States was prompt in sending his reply, in "which he declares he is convinced that his

Government will give to that of the empire the reparation which is due to it.

Such are the facts to which the undersigned has received orders to call the attention

of the Hon. William H. Seward, Secretary of State of the United States.

The principles of international law which regulate this matter, and in respect of

which there is not the least divergence among the most distinguished publicists, are

common and known to all. The undersigned would fail to recognize the high intelli-

gence of the Honorable Mr. Seward, if, rjerchance, he should enter in this respect into
fuller developments.
He limits himself, then, only to recall a memorable example, in which these princi-

ples, invariably sustained by the United States, had entire application. In 1793, the
great Washington then being President of the United States, and the illustrious Jeffer-

son Secretary of State, the French frigate l'Embuscade captured the English ship
Grange in Delaware Bay, thus violating the neutrality and the territorial sovereignty
of the United States. The American Government remonstrated energetically against
this violation, and required from the government of the French Republic not only the
immediate delivery of the captured vessel, but also the complete liberation of all the
persons.found on board. This reclamation was promptly satisfied. Much more grave,
certainly, is the occurrence in the port of the province of Bahia, which makes the
subject of the present note. By the special circumstances which preceded and
attended it, this act has no parallel in the annals of modern maritime war.
The commander of the Waehusett not only gravely offended the territorial immuni-

ties of the empire, passing beyond the laws of war by attacking treacherously, during
the night, a defenseless ship, whose crew, much reduced, because more than sixty men
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were on above with the commander and several officers, reposed unwary beneath the
shadow of the protection which the neutrality of the empire guaranteed to them ; and
so open was the violation, so manifest the offense, that the enlightened Americau press
was almost unanimous in condemnation of the inexcusable proceeding of Commander
Collins.

On this occasion, reminding the United States, whose antecedents are well known
and noted in history by the energetic defense of, and respect for, neutral rights, of
those unshaken principles, the undersigned cannot consider the event which occurred.
at'Bahia otherwise than as the indvidual act of the commander of the Wachusett, not
authorized or approved by his Government, and that it will consequently give to the
government of His Majesty the Emperor the explanations and reparation which, in-

conformity with international laws, are due to a power which maintains friendly and
pacific relations wijh the United States.

. The just reclamation of the Imperial government being thus presented, the under-
signed awaits the reply of the Honorable Mr. Seward, and, fully confiding in his exalted
wisdom, and in the justice of the Government of the United States, he has not even
for a moment doubted but that it will be as satisfactory as the incontestable right

which aids the empire, and the vast gravity of the offense which was done to it, may
require. 1

Mr. Seward's answer is remarkable for its haughty tone, and still

more as showing the view which the United States Government per-

sisted in taking as to the inadmissibility of the Confederate States to

the character of* belligerents, notwithstanding that all the great mari-

time states had agreed throughout, in conformity with principle and
precedent, in according to them the status of belligerency

:

Department of. State,
Washington, December 20, 1864.

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note, which sets forth the senti -

ments of the Imperial government of Brazil concerning the capture of the Florida by.
the United States war-steamer Wachusett in the port of Bahia.

You will, of course, explain to your government that, owing to' an understanding

between you and myself, your note, although it bears the date of the 12th December,
was not submitted to me until the 21st instant.

Jealousy of foreign intervention in every form, and absolute non-intervention ih.

the domestic affairs of foreign nations, are cardinal principles in the policy of the

United Sta*tes. You have, therefore, justly expected that the President would disavow

and regret the proceedings at Bahia. He will suspend Captain Collins, and direct him.

to appear before a court-martial. The consul at Bahia admits that he advised and in*

cited the captain, and was active in the proceedings. He will therefore be dismissed.

The flag of Brazil will receive from the United States Navy the honor customary in the

intercourse of friendly maritime powers.

It is, however, not to be understood that this Government admits or gives credit to-

the charges of falsehood, treachery, and deception which you have brought against

the captain and the consul. These charges are denied on the authority of the officers-

tlCCUSGcL

You will also be pleased to understand that the answer now given to your represen-

tation rests exclusively upon the ground that the capture of the Florida was an unau-

thorized, unlawful, and indefensible exercise of the naval force of the United States

within a foreign country, in defiance of its established and duly recognized Govern-

ment.
.

This Government disallows your assumption that the insurgents of this country are

a lawful naval belligerent ; and, on the contrary, it maintains that the ascription of
that character by the government of Brazil to insurgent citizens of the United States,

who have hitherto been, and who still are, destitute of naval forces, ports, and courts,,

is an act of intervention, in derogation of the law of nations, and unfriendly and

wrongful, as it is manifestly injurious to the United States.

So, also, this Government disallows your assumption that the Florida belonged to the

aforementioned insurgents, and maintains, on the contrary, that that vessel, like the

Alabama, was a pirate, belonging to no nation or lawful belligerent, and therefore

that the harboring and supplying of these piratical ships and their crews in Brazilian

ports were wrongs and injuries for which Brazil justly owes reparation to the United.

States, as ample as the reparation which she now receives from them. They hope, and

confidently expect, thisreciprocity in good time, to restore the harmony and friend-

ship which are so essential to the welfare and safety of the two countries.

In the positions which I have thus assumed, the imperial government will recognize

'British Appendix, vol', i, p. 153.
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an adherence to tlie rights which have been constantly asserted, and an enduring

sen.se of injuries which have been the subjects of t-arnest remonstrance by the>United

States during the last three years. The government of Brazil is again informed that

these positions of this Government are no longer deemed open to argument.

It does not, however, belong to the captains of ships of war of the United States, or

to the commanders of their armies, or to their consuls residing in foreign ports, acting

without the authority of Congress, and without even Executive direction, and choos-

ing their own time,' manner, and occasion to assert the rights and redress the wrongs
of the country. This power can be lawfully exercised Only by the Government of the

United States. As a member of the family of nations, the United States practice

order, not anarchy, as they always prefer lawful proceedings to aggressive violence or

retaliation. The United States are happy in being able to believe that Brazil enter-

tains the same sentiments. The authorities at Bahia are understood to have unsuc-

cessfully employed force to overcome the Wachusett and rescue the Florida, and to

have continued the chase of the offender beyond the waters of Brazil out upon the

high seas. Thus, in the affair at Bahia., subordinate agents without the knowledge of

their respective governments, mutually inaugurated an unauthorized, irregular, and
unlawful war. In desisting from that war on her part, and in appealing to this Gov-
ernment for redress, Brazil rightly appreciated the character of the United States, and
set an example worthy of emulation.
The disposition of the captured crew of the Florida is determined upon the prin-

ciples which I have laid down. Although the crew are enemies of the United States,

and, as they contend, enemies of the human race, yet the offenders were, nevertheless,

unlawfully brought into the custody of this Government, and therefore they could not
lawfully be subjected here to the punishment which they have deserved. Nor could

they, being enemies, be allowed to enjoy the protection of the United States. They
will, therefore, be set at liberty, to seek a refuge wheresoever they may find it, with
the hazard of recapture when beyond the jurisdiction of this Government.
The Florida was brought into American waters, and was anchored, under naval sur-

veillance and protection, at Hampton B.oads. While awaiting the representation of
the Brazilian government, on the 28th November, she sunk, owing to a leak whioh,

could not be seasonably stopped. The leak was at ftrst represented to have been
•caused, or at least increased, by a collision with a war transport. Orders were imme-
diately given to ascertain the manner and circumstances of the occurrence. Ic seemed
to affect the Army and the Navy. A naval court of inquiry and also a military court
of inquiry were charged with the investigation. The naval court, has submitted its

report, and a copy thereof is herewith communicated. The military court is yet en-
gaged. So soou as its labors shall have ended, the result will be made known to your
government. In the mean time it is assumed that the loss of the Florida was a conse-
quence of some unforeseen accident, which cast no responsibility upon the United
States. 1

When tin's correspondence, together with that which passed on the
occasion of the Sumter, the Alabama and the Florida, in 1862 and 1863,

and which I have already referred to, is borne in mind, it is somewhat
surprising that Brazil should be held up for our special admiration in

contrast to the detective neutrality of Great Britain. Our worthy Bra-
zilian colleague will, I doubt not, appreciate the compliment thus paid
to the country of which he is the distinguished representative.

CASE OF THE ALABAMA.

I proceed to consider the facts relating to the Alabama, which, I am
The Aiab»m» ^a(* to S 'A^^ can ^e brought intoa much shorter compass

than those relating to the Florida. We are now in posses-
sion of the whole history of this vessel, partly through the published
journal of her commander.; but, in deciding' whether Her Majesty's
government were wanting in due diligence in not seizing her, the tri-

bunal can look only to the facts as they existed at the time of her
escape, and the amount of available evidence then forthcoming to
justify and support her seizure.

There is no doubt that, from the beginning, the Alabama was a vessel
intended for war, and constructed and adapted accordingly, although,
as is stated in the case of the United States, " she was designed as fi

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 155.
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scourge of the enemy's commerce rather than for battle." 1 We now
know that from the beginning she was intended for the confederate
Service. The fact that she was ordered by Bullock expressly for the
Confederate States is, no doubt, true; but, at the time in question, this
was wholly unknown to the British authorities.
Commenced in October or November, 1861, bv Messrs. Laird, the

well-known shipbuilders of Liverpool, the vessel, 'known then only by
her number, (290,) wa's launched on the 15th May, 1862.
She had already attracted the attention of Mr. Dudley, whom we find

writing about her to Mr. Secretary Seward on the day following her launch

:

In a previous dispatch I mentioned the fact that Messrs. Laird & Co. were bni dine
a gun-boat at, Birkenhead, which, I believe, was intended for the confederacy. This
boat was launched yesterday

; she will be, when finished, a very superior boat.

He then gives a a description of her, and winds up by saying:

There is no doubt but what she is intended for the rebels. This was admitted by
•one of the leading workmen in the yard; he said she was to be the sister to the
Oreto, and for the same purpose and service.2

After this, Mr. Dudley remains quiet for a month ; but, on the 18th
of June, writes ngaiu

:

»

The gun-boat huildingfor the confederates by Messrs. Laird will soon be completed
She made a trial-trip last Thursday. Noue of the press were invited. No one was
admitted on board without a ticket. They were issued only to the persons actively
engaged in aiding 'the rebellion. All the active persons and houses engaged in fitting
out ships, &c, were represented on her. The New York papers have published articles
stating that information of ships fitting out at this port is sent to our Government.
These pieces have been copied in the newspapers here, and the effect has been to make
the people much more careful and guarded. It is now difficult to obtain information
-about this- vessel. They will not admit anyone, except those connected with the yard,
to go in. <

"

After giving a full description of the vesssel, he adds
:

'

No pains or expense lias been spared in her construction, and, when finished, she will
be a very superior boat of her class. Indeed, they say there will be no better afloat.
Her trial- trip was entirely satisfactory. She will be finished and ready for her arma-
ment in about ten days or two weeks. I have not yet learned what it is to be. The
platforms for the gnus that are being made are such that the gun can be used ou both
sides of the vessel.3

On the 21st of June, Mr. Dudley, who had been to London to see Mr-
Adams, the United States minister, on the subject of this The Alab»ma , nt

vessel, wrote, on the suggestion of the latter, a letter to be Liver'>°° 1 -

forwarded by him to Her Majesty's government. Writing to Mr. Seward
,-on the 27th of June, Mr. Dudley says:

Being entirely satisfied in my own mind that this vessel was intended as a privateer
for the rebel government, and that it was my duty to use every effort to prevent her
sailing, I went up to London to confer with Mr. Adams. At his instance I drew up
and addressed to him a note, a copy of which is inclosed, marked No. 1. He inclosed a
copy of this, accompanied with an energetic note from himself to Earl Russell. Mr.
Adams thinks there is a better feeling on the part of the Government toward us, and
that they will now do what they can to conciliate us, and will stop the fitting out of
this vessel. It is to be hoped that they will do it, as she would do much mischief to
onr commerce if she got out in some quarter distant from our cruisers. One of the
Lai ids, an active member of this firm, is a member of Parliament. This vessel is ready
for sea, and if not prevented will sail before the end of next week. Captain Bullock
will command her. She will enter upon the business as a privateer at once, and not
attempt to run into a Southern port. It is said that her armament will consist of
-eleven guns, all of heavy caliber.-1

1 Page 365.
3 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 373.
3 Ibid., p. 374.
< United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 377.
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Mr. Dudley's letter to Mr. Adams, under date of the 21st of June, was

as follows:

The gun-boat now being built by the Messrs. Laird & Co., at Birkenhead, opposite-

Liverpool, and which I mentioned to you in a previous dispatch, is intended for the so-

called confederate government in the Southern States. The evidence I have is entirely

conclusive to my m'ind. I do not think there is the least room for doubt about it.

Beaufort and Caddy, two of the- officers from the privateer Sumter, stated that this,

vessel was being built for the Confederate States. The foreman in Messrs. Laird's yard

says she is the sister to the gun-boat Oreto, and has been built for the same parties and

for the same purpose ; when pressed for a further explanation he stated that she was

to be a privateer for the " Southern government in the United States." The captain

and officers of the steamer Julia Usher, now at Liverpool, and which is loaded to run

the blockade, state that this gun-boat is for the confederates, and is to be commanded
by Captain Bullock.

.

'The strictest watch is kept over this vessel ; no person except those immediately en-

gaged upon ber is admitted into the yard. On the occasion of the trial trip made. last

Thursday week, no one was admitted without a pass, and these passes were issued to

but few persons, and those who are known here as active secessionists engaged in

sending aid and relief to the rebels.

I understand that her armament is to consist of eleven guns, and that she is to enter

at once, as soon as she leaves this port, upon her business as a privateer.

The vessel is very nearly completed ; she has had her first trial trip. This trial was
successful, and entirely satisfactory to the persons who are superintending her con-

struction. She will be finished in nine or ten days. * * * *

When completed and armed she will be a most formidable and dangerous craft ; and,

if not prevented from going to sea, will do much mischief to our commerce. The per-

sons engaged in her construction say that no better vessel of her class was ever built. 1

Transmitting this letter to Earl Russell on the 23d of June, Mr-

Adams, after adverting to the affair of the Oreto, goes on to say

:

I am now under the painful necessity of apprising your lordship that a new and still

more powerful war-steamer is nearly ready for departure from the port of Liverpool on

the same errand. This vessel has been built and launched from the dock-yard of per-

sons, one of whom is now sitting as a member of the House of Commons, and is fitting

out for the especial and manifest object of carrying on hostilities by sea. It is about

to be commanded by one of the insurgent agents, the same who sailed in the Oreto.

The parties engaged in the enterprise are persons well known at Liverpool to be agents

and officers of the insurgents in the United States, the nature and extent of whose
labors are well explained in the copy of an intercepted letter of one of them which I

received from my Government some days ago, and which I had the honor to place in

your lordship's hands on Thursday last.

I now ask permission to transmit, for your consideration, a letter addressed to me by
the consul of the United States at Liverpool, in confirmation of the statements here

submitted, and to solicit such action as may tend either to stop the projected expedi-

tion, or to establish the fact that its purpose is not inimical to the people of the United
States. 2

The evidence, -which was conclusive to Mr. Dudley's mind, and left no
doubt on it, and on which Mr. Adams asked for the seizure of the ves-

sel, was wholly insufficient to justify such a proceeding. The state-

ments of the two officers of the Sumter, and those of the eaptain and
officers of the Julia Usher, then leaving Liverpool in order to run the-

blockade, and which Mr. Dudley could only produce at second hand,
would have been unavailable in an English court of justice. The un-

supported statement of a single workman from the ship-builders' yard,
even if such workman should be willing to reproduce it in the shape of

evidence on oath, would have fallen short of what probably would have
been deemed judicially requisite. The assertion of Mr. Adams, "that,
the parties engaged in, the enterprise were well known at Liverpool to

be agents and officers of the insurgents," carried the case no further. It

amounted only to a statement of general notoriety. A fact does not the
less require to be proved by positive evidence because it may be gen-
erally reported.

1 Appendix to British Case, vol. i, p. 179.
2 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 177.
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The " intercepted letter" referred to by Mr. Adams was a letter from
a Captain Caleb Huse, a captain of confederate artillery, on subjects
connected with the supply of artillery and rifles. 1 The only parties in
this country referred to in it are Fraser, Trenholm & Co., who are
mentioned as having placed the Bahama at his disposal for the trans-
port of some batteries of artillery. It is stated in the United States
case that the officers who were to serve in the Alabama were in England
awaiting her completion, and were paid their salaries monthly at Fraser,
Trenholm & Oo's.3 But it is not stated, as I think it should have been,
that this was not known at the time, even by Mr. Dudley, much less

by the British government. The fact first came to light in the following
April, when Tonge came forward to make disclosures.

Earl Eussell having in due course referred the letters of Mr. Adams
and Mr. Dudley to the department of the customs, the following report
was received by the commissioners from the surveyor of the port of Liv-
erpool, under date of the 23th of June

:

Liverpool, June 28, 1862.

Sir : I most respectfully beg to report that the vessel to which these papers refer

lias not escaped the notice of the customs officers, but, as yet, nothing has transpired
concerning her which appeared to demand a special report.

The officers have at all times free access to the building-yards of the Messrs. Laird,

at Birkenhead, where the said vessel is now lying, and there has been no attempt oil

the part of her builders to disguise what is most apparent to all—that she is intended
for a ship of war.
Agreeably with your directions, I have personally inspected her, and find that she is

rightly described in the communication of the United States consul, except that her
engines are not on the oscillating principle. Her dimensions are as follows : length,
211 feet 6 inches ; breadth, 31 feet 8 inches ; depth, 17 feet 8 inches, and her gross ton-

nage, by the present rule of admeasurement, is 682 1
jiL tons.

She has several powder-canisters on board, but neither guns nor carriages as yet.

The current report of that vessel is that she has been built for a foreign govern-
ment, and that is not denied by the Messrs. Laird, with whom I have communicated
upon the subject, bat they do not appear disposed to reply to any questions with refer-

ence to the destination of the vessel after she leaves this port, and we have no other
reliable source of information.

It will be in your recollection that the current report of the gun-boat Oreto was,
that she had been built for a foreign government, which vessel recently left this port
under a British flag, without any guns or ammunition on board, as previously re-

ported.
I beg to add that any further information that may be obtained concerning the ves-

sel referred to will be immediately reported, agreeably with your directions.

Very respectfully,
E. MORGAN, Surveyor. >

The reports carrying the case no further, the solicitor of the customs
advised the Board

:

At present there is not sufficient to show that the vessel in question falls within

the provisions of the seventli section of the foreign-enlistment act, or to give the

board of officers of this revenue power to interfere in this case. The officers at Liver-

pool have acted discreetly in keeping a watch upon her, and should continue to do so,

immediately reporting to the board any circumstances that they may consider to call

for directions, or advisable to bring under the board's notice ;
but the officers ought

not to move in the matter without the clearest evidence of a distinct violation of the

foreign-enlistment act, nor uuless at a moment of great emergency, the terms of the

act being extremely technical and the requirements as to intent being very rigid. It

may be that tbe ship, having regard to her cargo as contraband of war, might be

unquestionably liable to capture and condemnation, yet not liable to detention under

the fofeign-eniistment act, and the seizors might entail upon themselves very serious

consequences. „ „ „.,,„ T
F. J. HAMEL.

June 30, 1862. ___
1 British Appendix, vol. 1,. p. 178.

2 Ibid., t>. 366.
* Ibid., p. 183.
4 Ibid., p. 183.
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The Commissioners of Customs concurred in opinion with their legal

adviser. In their report to the lords of the treasury, they add

:

With reference to the statement of the United States consul, that the evidence he-

has in regard to this vessel being intended for the so-called confederate government m
the Southern States is entirely conclusive to his mind, we -would observe that, inas-

much as the officers of customs of Liverpool would not be justified in taking any steps

against the vessel- unless sufficient evidence to warrant her detention should be laid

before them, the proper course would be for the consul to submit such evidence as he

possesses to the collector at that port, who would thereupon take such measures as the

provisions of the foreign-enlistment act would require. Without the production of

full and sufficient evidence to justify their proceedings, the seizing officers might entail

on themselves and on the government very serious consequences.

'

In forwarding these reports to Mr. Adams, Earl Russell, in a note of

the 7th July to Mr. Adams, suggests to Mr. Adams " to instruct the

United States Consul at Liverpool to submit to the collector of customs

at that port such evidence as he may possess tending to show that his

suspicions as to the destination of the vessel in question were well

founded.2

Mr. Adams accordingly wrote to Mr. Wilding, the American Vice-Con-

sul at Liverpool, inclosing a copy of Earl Russell's note, requesting him

to " communicate as soon as may be any evidence which he could readily

command in aid of the object designated."

Referring to the requisition thus made, Mr. Dudley, in a dispatch to

Mr. Seward of the 9th July, writes

:

I do not think the British Government are treating us properly in this matter. They
are not dealing with us as one friendly nation onght to deal with another. When I, as

the agent of my Government, telt them, from evidence submitted to me, that I haveno^

doubt about her character, they ought to accept this until the parties who are building

her, and who have it in their power to show if her destination and purpose are legiti-

mate and honest, do so. It is a very easy matter for the Messrs. Laird & Co. to

show for whom they are building her, and to give such information as to her purpose

as to be satisfactory to all parties. The burden of proof ought not to be thrown upon
us. In a hostile community like this it is very difficult to get information at any time

upon these matters, and if names are to be given it wonld render it almost impossible.

The government ought to investigate it, and not call on us for proof.

Notwithstanding the view thus expressed that his belief as to her des-

tination was sufficient to call for the seizure of the vessel, Mr. Dudley,

on the same day, addressed the following communication to the Collector

of Customs

:

Liverpool, July 9, 1862.

Sir: In accordance with a suggestion of Earl Russell in a communication to Mr.

Adams, the American minister in London, I beg to lay before you the information and
circumstances which have come to my knowledge relative to the gun-boat now being
fitted out by Messrs. Laird, at Birkenhead, for the confederates of the Southern United
States of America, and intended to be used as a privateer against the United States.

On my arrival, and taking charge of the Consulate at Liverpool in November last,

my attention was called by the Acting-Consul and by other persons to two gun-boats
being or to be fitted out for the so-called Confederate Government : the Oreto, fitted out

by Mr. Miller and Messrs. Fawcett, Preston & Co., and the one now in question. Sub-
sequent events fully proved the suspicion with regard to the Oreto to be well founded

;

sbe cleared from Liverpool in March last for Palermo and Jamaica, but sailed direct

for Nassau, where she now is receiving her armament as a privateer for the so-called

confederate government ; and my attention was called repeatedly to the gnn-boat build-

ing by Mr. Laird by various persons, who stated that she also was for a confederate,

privateer, and was being built by the Messrs. Lairds for that express purpose.
In May last two officers of the southern privateer Sumter, named Caddy and Beau-

fort, passed through Liverpool on their way to Havana and Nassau, and while here
stated that there was a gun-boat building by Mr. Laird, at Birkenhead, for the Southern
Confederacy ; and not long after that a foreman employed about the vessel in Mr. Laird's

1 British Appendix, p. 182.
2 Ibid., p. 184.
3 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 382.
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.yard stated that she was the sister of the Oreto, and intended for the same service, and
when pressed for an explanation further stated that she was to be a privateer for the
Southern Government in the United States. i

When the vessel was first tried, Mr. Wellsman, one of the firm of Praser, Trenholm
& .Co., (who are well known as agents for the confederate government,) Andrew and
Thomas Byrne, and other persons, well known as having been for months actively en-
gaged in sending munitions of war for said government, were present, and have accom-
panied her on her various trials, as they had accompanied the Oreto on her trial trip and
on her departure.
In April last, the southern screw-steamer Annie Childs, which had run the blockade

out of Charleston, and the name of which was changed at this port to the Julia Usher,
was laden with munitions of war, consisting of a large quantity of powder, rifled

cannon, &c, by Messrs. Eraser, Trenholm & Co. for the southern confederacy, and left

Liverpool to run the blockade under the command of a Captain Hammer, and having
on board several of the crew of the privateer Sumter, to which I have before referred.

For some reason unknown, this vessel came back and is now here. Since her return
a youth named Robiuson, who had gone in her as a passenger, has stated that the gun-
boat building at Lairds' for the Southern Confederacy was a subject of frequent con-
versation among the officers while she (the Julia Usher) was out. That she was all the
time spoken of as a confederate vessel ; that Captain Bullock was to command her

;

that the money for her was advanced by Fraser, Trenholm & Co. ; that she was not to
make any attempt to run the blockade, but would go at once as a privateer ; that she
was to mount eleven guns ; and that if the Julia Usher was not going, the six men from
the Sumter, who were on board the Julia Usher, were to join the gun-boat. This youth,
being a native of Ne w Orleans, was extremely anxious to get taten on board the gun-
boat, and wished the person he made the communication to, to assist him and see
Captain Bullock on his behalf. He has, I understand, been removed to a school in Lon-
don. "With reference to his statement, I may observe that Captain Hammer referred

to is a South Carolinian, has been for many years in Fraser, Trenholm & Co.'s employ,
is greatly trusted by them, and is also intimate with Captain Bullock, so that he would
be likely to be well informed on the subject ; and as he had no notion at that time of re-

turning to Liverpool, he wonld have no hesitation in speaking of the mattor to his offi-

cers, and the persons from the Sumter. I may also state that Captain BuJIock referred

to is in Liverpool, that he is an officer of the Confederate Navy, that he was sent over
here for the express purpose of fitting out privateers and sending over munitions of
war ; that he transacts his business at the office of Fraser, Trenholm & Co. ; that he
has been all the time in communication with Fawcett, Preston & Co., who fitted out
the Oreto, and with Lairds', who are fitting out this vessel ; that he goes almost daily
on board the gun-boat, and seems to be recognized as in authority.

A Mr. Blair, of Paradise street, in this town, who furnished the cabins of the Laird
gun-boat, has also stated that all the fittings and furniture were selected by Captain
Bullock, and were subject to his approval, although paid for by Mr. Laird.
The information on which I have formed an undoubting conviction that this vessel

is being fitted out for the so-called Confederate Government, and is intended to cruise

against the commerce of the United States, has come to me from a variety of sources,

and I have detailed it to you as far as practicable. I have given you the names of
persons making the statements, but as the information in most cases is given to me by
persons out of friendly feeling to the United States, and in strict confidence, I cannot
state the names of my informants; but what I have stated is of such a character that
little inquiry will confirm its truth.
Everything about the vessel shows her to be a war-vessel; she has well-constructed

magazines ; she has a number of canisters of a peculiar and expensive construction for

containing powder; she has platforms already screwed to her decks for the reception

of swivel guns: Indeed, the fact that she is a war-vessel is not denied by Messrs.

Laird, but they say she is for the Spanish Government. This they stated on the 3d of

April last, when General Burgoyne visited their yard, and was shown over it and the

various vessels being built there by Messrs. John Laird, junior, and Henry H. Laird, as

was fully reported in the papers at the time.

Seeing the statement, and having been already informed from so many respectable

sources that she was for the so-called Confederate Government, I at once wrote to the

minister in Londou, to ascertain from the Spanish Embassy whether the statement was
true. The reply was a positive assurance that she was not for the Spanish Government.
I am' therefore authorized in saying that what was stated ou that occasion, as well as

Statements since made that she is for the Spanish government, are untrue.

I am satisfied beyond a doubt that she is for a Confederate war-vessel.

If yon desire any personal explanation or information, I shall be happy to attend

yon whenever you may request it. '

Of the statements contained in the foregoing letter the greater part

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 185.
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could not have been made available in an English court. For the rea-

sons I have already mentioned, the loose statements made to Mr. Dudley
by persons unnamed ; the unauthorized statements of Caddy and Beau-

fort, on their way through Liverpool ; the loose conversations and equally

unauthorized statements of the officers on board the Annie Childs, re-

ported by the youth Eobinson, who had been removed to a school in

London, nobody knew where, would all have been inadmissible accord-

ing to English procedure. The fact that particular persons, supposed to

be connected with the Confederates, had gone out in the vessel on her

trial trip was equally worthless. But there were other facts which were
of a different stamp and deserved more attention than they appear to

have received.

Tbe Collector returned for answer that he should immediately submit
Mr. Dudley's communication to the London board, adding, however, his

own opinion that the statement made by that gentleman " was not such

as could be acted upon by the officers of the revenue, unless legally

substantiated by evidence." i Forwarding Mr. Dudley's communication
to the board of customs, Mr. Edwards incloses a repojt from Mr. Mor-
gan, the surveyor, saying that he has inspected the steamer ; that she
is in the same state as regards her armament as on the date of his for-

mer report, having no guns or carriages on board, nor were her plat-

forms fitted to the deck. " If," says Mr. Edwards, "she is for the Con-
federate service, the builders and parties interested are not likely to

commit themselves by any act which would subject them to the penal
jjrovisions of the foreign-enlistment act." 2

The solicitor of the customs adopted the views of the Collector, and
thus advised the Board

:

There is only one proper way of looking at this question. If the Collector of Cus-
toms were to detain the vessel in question, he would no doubt have to maintaiu the
seizure by legal evidence in a court of law, and to pay damages and costs in case of
failure. Upon carefully reading the statement, I find that the greater part, if not all,

is hearsay and inadmissible, and as to a part the witnesses are not forthcoming or even
to be named. It is perfectly clear to my mind that there is nothing in it amounting to

prima-faaie proof sufficient to justify a seizure, much less to support it in a court of
law, and the consul could not expect the collector to take upon himself such a risk in
opposition to rules and principles by which the Crown is governed in matters of this

nature.

F. J. HAMEL. 1

July 11, 1862.

Acting on this advice, the Commissioners of the Customs acquainted
Mr. Edwards that there did not appear to be prima-facie proof in the
statement of the Consul sufficient to justify the seizure of the vessel,

and directed him to apprise the consul accordingly.
This having been communicated to Mr. Dudley, we find him writing

to Mr. Adams on the 11th of July

:

The Collector seems disposed to hold our Government to as strict a rule as if we were
in a court of justice. We are required to furnish legal evidence—I take it this is his
meaning, though it is involved in some obscurity—that is, that the onus is upon us
to prove and establish by legal evidence that this vessel is intended as a privateer. If
this is to be taken as the answer of the government, it is hardly worth spending our
time in making further application to them. They show that their neutrality is a mere
pretense, and that the United States cannot expect anything like impartiality and fair-
ness at their hands.
When the United States Government, throughjts acknowledged representatives, say

to the British government that it is satisfied that a particular vessel, which is being
built at a certain place in the kingdom by certain parties who are their own subjects,

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 186.
2 Ibid., p. 184.
3 British Appendix, vol. vi, p. 187.
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is intended as a privateer for the rebel Government, it is the duty of that Government
to call upon the parties who are fitting out the vessel, to tell them what the charge is,

and require them to state for whom and what purpose she is heing built, and if the
charge is admitted or shown to be true, to stop her sailing. Our Government has a
right, it seems to me, not only to expect but to require this much of another friendly

government. And if there was any disposition to do right and act honestly, this much
at least would be accorded. I inclose a description of the inside of this vessel. 1

The pretension thus put forward by Mr. Dudley, in this and in his

former letter, that as soon as the agent of a foreign state declares his

conviction that a vessel is being built for another belligerent, it becomes
the duty of the neutral government to call on the parties engaged in

building her to show that her destination is lawful, and if they do not

do so, to seize her, is one which cannot be admitted. It proceeds on an
entirely mistaken notion of the powers of a Constitutional government in

a free state. As I have already pointed out, by the then existing law of

Great Britain, as by that of America, a vessel could only be seized with

a view to its being brought forthwith into a competent court, with a

view to its condemnation ; nor could the Government call on the parties

interested in the vessel to show that the purpose for which she was be-

ing built was a lawful one, till they had made out in a Court of Justice

at least a sufficient prima-facie case to call upon these parties for an
answer.
But it is a very different thing to say that when persons capable of

giving, evidence are expressly named, and sources of information are

pointed out from which the truth may be ascertained, the authorities

are to sit with their arms folded, and do nothing toward satisfying them-

selves whether a vessel is one the unlawful purpose of which it is their

duty to frustrate by seizure; and although the British government had
no power to insist compulsorily on explanations being given by ship-

builders as to the destination of a particular vessel, yet I can see no

reason why, in a case of suspicion, official application might not be
- made to the builders to relieve the government from its embarrass-

ment by stating for whom the vessel was being built. If an answer

were given to such an application, its truth could generally be tested.

If all explanation were refused, or if that which was given turned out

on inquiry to be untrue, the evidence against the vessel would become

strongly confirmed. It is true the builders of this vessel appear to have

been very shy of answering inquiries about her, but I do not find that

any inquiry of an official character was ever addressed to Messrs. Laird.

If it had been, the high character of these gentlemen would doubtless

have insured either a refusal to answer or a truthful answer. The former

would have helped materially to establish a case against the vessel, the

latter would have justified her immediate seizure.

But beside the omission to make any official inquiry of the builders,

no attempt appears to have been made to utilize the reference to per-

sons specified by Mr. Dudley, a subject to which I shall return presently.

Under these circumstances Mr. Adams hit on the happy idea of em-

ploying a solicitor to get up the case in a business-like manner; and a

Mr. Squarey, an active solicitor of Liverpool, was retained for the prose-

cution. This gentleman, in spite of difficulties, soon succeeded in dis-

covering evidence. " The difficulty we have had to contend with," writes

Mr. Dudley to Mr. Seward, « was to get direct proof. There were men
enough who knew about her, and who understood her character, but

they were not willing to testify, and in a preliminary proceeding like this

it was impossible to obtain process to compel them. Indeed, no one in

a hostile community like Liverpool, where the feeling and sentiment are

1 United States Documents, vol. i, p. 386.
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against us, would be a willing witness, especially if he resided there,

and was in any way dependent on the people of that place for a liveli-

hood." 1 All this no doubt was true, but then it should not be forgotten

that exactly the same difficulty, arising both from the unwillingness of

the witnesses to come forward and the absence of process to compel

them, stood in the way of the local authorities just as much as it did in

that of Mr. Dudley and Mr. Squarey.
On the 21st of' July, however, Mr. Dudley with his solicitor waited

on Mr. Edwards with sis depositions, one of which, that of a man named
Passmore, went directly to the point to show that the vessel was in-

tended for the Confederate service. It was shown by the affidavit of an
articled clerk of Mr. Squarey that he had examined the Birkenhead
dock-master's book, and found an entry relating to a screw steamer, jSTo.

290, the number of the vessel in question, of the registered tonnage of

500 tons, from which entry it appeared that the name of her master was
Matthew J. Butcher. >

Then Passmore deposed as follows

:

I, William Passmore, of Birkenhead, in the comity of Chester, mariner, make oath

and say as follows :

1. I am a seaman, and have served as snch on board Her Majesty's ship Terrible during

the Crimean war.
2. Having been informed that hands were wanted for a fighting-vessel built by

Messrs. Laird & Co., of Birkenhead, I applied on Saturday, which was, I believe, the
21st day of June last, to Captain Butcher, who, I was informed, was engaging men for

the said vessel, for a berth on board her.

3. Captain Butcher asked me if I knew where the vessel was going, in reply to which
I told him I did not rightly understand about it. He then told me the vessel was going
out to the Government of the Confederate States of America. I asked him if there

' would be any fighting, to which he replied, yes, they were going to fight for the Southern
Government. I told him I had been used to fighting-vessels, and showed him my
papers. I asked him to make me signalman on board the vessel, and, in reply, he said

that no articles would be signed until the vessel got outside, but he would make me
signalman, if they required one, when they got outside.

4. The said Captain Butcher then engaged me as an able seaman on board the same
vessel, at the wages of £4 10s. per month ; and it was arranged that I should join the
ship in Messrs. Laird & Co.'s yard on the following Monday. To enable me to get on
board, Captain Butcher gave me a password, the number "290."

5. On the following Monday, which was, I believe, the 23d of June last, I joined the
said vessel in Messrs. Laird & Co.'s yard at Birkenhead, and I remained by her till-

Saturday last.

6. The said vessel is a screw-steamer of about 1,100 tons burthen, as far as I can judge,
and is built and -fitted up as a fighting-ship in all respects ; she has a magazine and
shot and canister racks on deck, and is pierced for guns, the sockets for the bolts of

which are laid down. The said vessel has a large quantity of stores and provisions on
board, and she is now lying at the Victoria Wharf in the great float at Birkenhead,
where she has taken in about 300 tons of coal.

7. There are now about thirty hands on board her, who have been engaged to go out
in her. Most of them are men who have previously served on board fighting-ships

;

and one of them is a man who served on board the Confederate steamer Sumter. It is

well known by the hands on board that the vessel is going out as a privateer for the
Confederate Government to act against the United States under a commission from Mr.
Jefferson Davis. Three of the crew are, I believe, engineers ; and there are also some
firemen on board.

8. Captain Butcher and another gentleman have been on board the ship almost every
day. It is reported on board the ship that Captain Butcher is to be the sailing-master,
and that the other gentleman, whose name, I believe, is Bulloek, is to be the fighting
captain.

9. To the best of my information and belief, the above-mentioned vessel, which I
have heard is to be called the Florida, is being equipped and fitted out, in order that
she may be employed in the service of the Confederate Government in America, to cruise

1 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 390.
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•and to commit hostilities against the Government and people of the United States of
America.

WILLIAM PASSMORE.
Sworn before me at the custom-house, Liverpool, this 21st day of July, 1862.

S. PRICE EDWARDS,
\ Collector. 1

Thus it appeared that the registered captain of the vessel, and who
was in charge of her, had actually engaged a seaman expressly for the
service of the Confederate States. Thepther depositions went strongly
to show that Captain Bullock was the agent of the Confederate Govern-
ment; that he had superintended the building of the vessel; selecting
the timber to be used for her, and directing and giving orders to the
workmen; and, this being so, that he had proposed to one Brogan, an
apprentice in the ship-building yard of Messrs. Laird & Co., to enter as
carpenter's mate on board the vessel.
Now, if this evidence could be relied ou, it established a strong case

against the vessel, and afforded sufficient reason for seizing her. I by
no means go the length of saying that a public prosecutor is bound to
accept as trustworthy evidence the statements of witnesses furnished to
him by a party interested, till he has had an opportunity of satisfying
himself that the evidence is deserving of credit. But here the officer
whose business it was neither acted nor inquired. He made no inquiry
in the first instance of the workman in Messrs. Laird's yard, who ap-
pears to have been willing to speak. The important statement that it

had been represented to General Burgoyne, when visiting the yard, that
the vessel was being built for the Spanish government, while the Spanish
minister in Loudon denied the fact, was not followed up. When the
evidence of Passmore and Brogan was brought before him, he took no
trouble to communicate with these witnesses with the view of satisfying
himself of the truth of their statements.
The blame of this inaction, however, attaches rather to those under

whose direction Mr. Edwards proceeded than to himself. He cannot,
I think, be justly blamed for having sought for' and acted under the
directions of' his superiors in London in an affair of so much impor-
tance.

The legal advisers of the Customs Department of the Government did
not see in the evidence submitted to them sufficient to justify the seizure
of the ship. The assistant solicitor reports as follows

:

In my opinion there is not sufficient evidence in this case to justify the detention of
the vessel under the 59 George III, c. 69. The only affidavit that professes to give
anything like positive evidence is that of the seaman Passmore ; hut, assuming all he
states to he true, what occurred between the reputed master (Butcher) and himself
would not warrant a detention under section 6, nor support an information for the pen-
alty under that section. Nor do I think, however probable it may seem that the ves-
sel is fitted out for the military operations mentioned, that sufficient evidence has been
adduced to entitle the applicants to the interference ofthe Collector of Customs at Liv-
erpool. The only justifiable grounds of seizure under section 7 of the act would be the
production of such evidence of the fact as would support an indictment for the misde-
meanor under that section.

J. O'DOWD.2

Customs, July 22, 1862.

This report of the assistant solicitor was upheld by his principal

:

I entirely concur with Mr. O'Dowd in opinion that there is not sufficient evidence to
warrant the seizure or detention of the ship by the officers of customs. There appears

1 Appendix to British Case, vol. i, p. 189.
3 Appendix to United States Case, vol. i, p. 192.
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to be some evidence of enlistment of individuals, and if that were sufficient to satisfy

a court, thev would be liable to pecuniary penalties, for security of which, ifrecovered,

the customsmight detain the ship until those penalties were satisfied or good h ail given

;

hut there is not evidence enough of enlistment to call upon the customs to prosecute.

The United States Consul or any other person may do so at their own risk, if they

see fit.

F. J. HAMEL.'
July 22, 1862.

The commissioners adopted the views of their advisers, and on the

22d of July reported to .the Lords of the Treasury accordingly, but
accompanied their report with the very proper suggestion that should

their lordships entertain any doubt upon the subject, the opinion of the

Law-Officers should be taken. The papers were forwarded by the Treas-

ury to the foreign office without a moment's delay, in order that the

opinion of Lord Russell might be taken, as appears from a note from
the secretary of the treasury to the under secretary of state for foreign-

affairs :

Treasury, July 22, 1862.

My Dear Mr. Layard : As the communication may be considered pressing, I send'

it to you unofficially to save time. Perhaps you will ascertain from Lord Russell

whether it is his' wish that we should take the opinion of the law-officers as to the case

of this vessel. It is stated that she is nearly ready for sea.

Sincerely yours,
GEO. A. HAMILTON.2

The depositions of Passmore and the others were transmitted also by
Mr. Adams, to Earl Russell, with the accompanying note

:

Legation' op the United States,
London, July 22, 1862.

My Lord : I have the honor to transmit copies of six depositions taken at Liverpool,'

tending to establish the character and destination of the vessel to which I called your
lordship's attention in my note of the 23d of June last.

The originals of these papers have already been submitted to the collector of the
customs at that port, in accordance with the suggestions made in your lordship'snote
to me of the 4th of July, as the basis of an application to him to act under the powers
conferred by the enlistment act. But I feel it to he my duty further to communicate the
facts as there alleged to Her Majesty's government, and to request that such further-

proceedings may be had as may carry into full effect the determination which I doubt
not it ever entertains to prevent, by all lawful means, the fitting out of hostile expe-
ditions against the government of a country with which it is at peace.

I avail, &c,
CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS.8

The papers were submitted to the law-officers on the 23d, with a re-

quest for their answer at their earliest convenience.
In the mean time Mr. Squarey had procured two other important

depositions : the one that of a ship's carpenter, named Roberts, who
stated that he had been engaged as carpenter's mate on board this ves-
sel, and had seen Captain Butcher by appointment, and that Captain
Butcher had spoken to the boatswain about him ; and that it was gen-
erally understood on board of the vessel that she was going to Nassau
for the southern government

;

4 the other an affidavit of Robert John
Taylor, which was still more to the purpose. This man, an Englishman
by birth, but living at Mobile, had been captured in attempting to run
the blockade, and was now desirous of taking service, whereby to get
back to Mobile. The material part of his statement was as follows

:

Mr. Rickarby, of Liverpool, a brother of the owner, at Mobile, of the vessel in which
I was captured when attempting to run the blockade, gave me instructions to go to.

1 Appendix to United States Case, vol. i, p. 193.
2 Ibid., p. 188.
3 Appendix to British Case, vol. i, p. 193.
'
! British Appendix, vol. i, p. 159.
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Captain Butcher, at Laird's yard, Birkenhead. I had previously called "on Mr. Rick-
arby, and told him that I wanted to go South, as the Northerners had rohhed me of
my clothes when I was captured, and I wanted to have satisfaction.

I first saw Captain Batcher at one of Mr. Laird's offices last Thursday fortnight,
(namely, the 3d of July last.) I told him that I had heen sent by Mr. Rickarby, and
asked him if he were the captain of the vessel which was lying in the dock. I told
him that I was one of the men that had been captured in one of Mr. Rickarhy's vessels,
and that I wanted to get South in order to have retaliation of the Northerners for rob-
bing me of my clothes. He said that if I went with him in his vessel I should very
shortly have that opportunity.
Captain Butcher asked me at the interview if I was well acquainted with the Gulf

ports, and I told him I was. I asked him what port he was going to, and he replied
that he could not tell me then, but that there would he an agreement made before we
left for sea. I inquired as to the rate of wages, and I was to get £4 10s. per mouth,
payable weekly.

I then inquired if I might consider myself engaged, and he replied, yes, and that I
might go on board the next day, which I accordingly did ; and I have been working
on board up to last Saturday night. 1

These depositions were properly forwarded by Mr. Squarey to Mr.
Gardner, the secretary to the board of customs, together with an opin-
ion which had been given by Mr., now Sir Eobert, Collier, on the whole
case, and which was in these terms

:

I have perused the above affidavits, and I am of opinion that the collector of customs
would be justified in detaining the vessel. Indeed, I should think it his duty to de-
tain her ; and that if, after the application which has been made to him, supported by
the evidence which has been laid before me, he allows the vessel to leave Liverpool,
he will incur a heavy responsibility—a responsibility of which the board of customs,
under whose directions he appears to be acting, must take their share.

It-appears difficult to make out a stronger case of infringement of the foreign-enlist-

ment act, which, if not enforced on this occasion, is little better than a dead letter.

It well deserves consideration whether, if the vessel be allowed to escape, the Fed-
eral Government would not! have serious grounds of remonstrance.

R. P. COLLIER.'-
Temple, July 23, 1862.

Notwithstanding this additional evidence, and the decided opinion of
Mr. Collier, strange to say, the assistant solicitor to the customs re-

mained unshaken in his opinion. He reports on the 23d

:

I have read the additional evidence, and I do not think that it materially strengthens

the case of the applicants. As regards the opinion of Mr. Collier, I cannot concur in

his views; but, adverting to the high character which he bears in his profession, I

submit that the board might act judiciously in recommending the lords of the treasury

to take the opinion of the law-officers of the Crown.
J. O'DOWD. 3

July 23, 1862.

These papers were immediately submitted to the law-officers.

On the 25th of July came a further affidavit from Mr. Squarey, that

of a man named Redden, who deposed as follows :

I am a seaman, and have followed the sea for fifteen years. I have been boatswain-

onboard both steamers and sailing-vessels, and belong to the naval reserve.

About six weeks ago I was engaged by Captain Butcher, (with whom I had previ-

ously sailed,) as boatswain on board a vessel then in Messrs. Laird &, Co.'s ship-building

yard, hut now lying in the Birkenhead float, and known by the name of No. 290. The
said Captain Butcher offered me £10 per month, and said an agreement should be

signed when we got outside. He told me that we should have plenty of money when
we got home, as we were going to the Southern States on a speculation to try and get

some.
The crew now on board the said vessel consists of about forty men, hut I believe that

she will take to sea about one hundred men, all told. It is generally understood on board

that she will clear for Nassau, but not make that port. The said vessel has all her

stores and coals on board ready for sea. She is fitted in all respects as a man-of-war,

to carry six broadside-guns and four pivots, but has no guns or ammunition on board

1 British Appendix, p. 196.

•Ibid.
3 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 197.
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as yet. Tlie rules on board are similar to those in U9e on a man-of-war, and tlie men
are not allowed to sing as they do on a merchantman. The call is used on hoard.

.

The said vessel is of about 1,100 tons burthen.
I know Captain Bullock. He has been superintending the building of the said vessel

in Messrs. Laird & Co.'s yard, and is, I believe, to take charge of the vessel when we
get outside.

It is generally understood on board the said vessel that she belongs to the confed-

erate government.
HENRY REDDEN.

'

Nevertheless, Mr. O'Dowd still clings to his opinion with the perti-

nacity with which men sometimes persist in adhering to an opinion

once formed. He says :

I submit a reference to my former reports, to the opinions expressed in which I feel stiU

bound to adhere. So far from giving additional force to the application, the affidavit

of Henry Redden appears to me to weaken it, as, after the lapse of several days since the
date of the former affidavits, the applicants are confessedly unable to make out a better

justification for detaining the vessel. It is, no doubt, difficult to procure satisfactory

evidence iu such a ease ; but, in the absence of at least a clear prima-facie case, there
cannot exist those grounds for detaining the vessel which the foreign-enlistment act,

contemplates.
J. O'DOWD. 2

Customs, July 25, 1862.

There was, however, abundant evidence to make out a prima-facie

case, and of that opinion were the law-officers of the Crown, who, on the

29th of July, reported as follows

:

In our opinion, the evidence of the witnesses who have made depositions, (we allude

particularly to William Passmore, Edward Roberts, Robert John Taylor, and HenryRed-
den,) coupled with the character and structure of the vessel, makes it reasonably clear

that such vessel is intended for warlike use against citizens of the United States and
in the interest of the (so-called) Confederate States. It is not, and cannot, be denied
that the vessel is constructed and adapted as a vessel of war, being pierced for guns,
the sockets for the bolts of which, Passmore states, are already laid down, and having a
magazine, and shot and canister racks on the deck, and a certain number of canisters be-
ing actually on board. It is also stated in the report of the commissioners of customs
of July 1st that Messrs. Laird, the builders, do not deny that the vessel has been built

for some "foreign government," although they maintain, apparently, a strict reserve
as to her actual destination, and as to the " foreign government" in particular for

whose service she is intend >d. We do not overlook the facts that neither guns nor
ammunition have as yet been shipped ; that the cargo, (though of the nature of naval
stores in connection with war-3teamers,) may yet be classed as a mercantile cargo ; and
that the crew do not appear to have been, in terms and form at least, recruited or en-
rolled as a military crew. It is to be expected that great stress will be laid upon these
circumstances by the owners and others who may oppose the condemnation of the
vessel if seized by the officers of the customs ; and an argument may be raised as to
the proper construction of the words which occur in the seventh section of the foreign-
enlistment act, " equip, furnish, fit out, or arm," which words, it may be suggested,
point only to the rendering a vessel, whatever may be the character of its structure,
presently fit to engage in hostilities. We think, however, that such a narrow con-
struction ought not to he adopted ; and, if allowed, would fritter away the act, and
give impunity to open and flagrant violations of its provisions. We, therefore, recom-
mend that without loss of time the vessel be seized by the proper authorities, after
which an opportunity will be afforded to those interested previous to condemnation to
alter the facts, if it may be, and to show an innocent destination of the ship. In the
absence of any such countervailing case it appears t6 us that the vessel, cargo, and
stores may be properly condemned. 3

Unfortunately, the report of the law-officers came too late. Before
the necessary orders to seize the vessel could be issued, a telegraphic
message from Liverpool announced that she had gone out of dock the
night before, (the 28th,) and had left the port that morning, (the 29th.)
She left under the pretense of making a trial trip, but stood out to sea,
and never returned.

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 193.
2 Ibid., p. 199.
3 Ibid., p. 201.
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.Upon these facts it appears to me impossible to say that in respect of
this vessel there was not an absence of " due diligence" on the part of
the British authorities. The delay which occurred in the furnishing of
the report of the law-officers is no doubt to be attributed to the illness

of the Queen's advocate, referred to in the case of the United States

—

an illness unhappily affecting his mental faculties, and which necessi-
tated his entire withdrawal from public life. As senior in standing of
the law-officers, the papers would be sent to him in the first instance.
From a letter from Mr. Adams to Mr. Seward, of the 1st of August,

1862, it appears that, in the interview had by the former with Lord
Eussell, on the previous day, Lord Eussell had explained to him that a
delay in determining on the course to be taken with respect to the Ala-
bama had most unexpectedly been caused by the sudden development
of a malady of the Queen's advocate, Sir John Harding, totally incapaci-
tating him for the transaction of business, and that this had made it

necessary to call in other parties, whose opinion had been at last given
for the detention of the gun-boat.1 Upon this, it is observed in the
argument of the United States, that no opinion of the law-officers was
signed by the Queen's advocate after the 30th of June, whence, it is

said, the United States infer that that officer " was unable to attend to

his duties as early as that date," and, it is added with an ungenerous
sneer, " they infer that it was not necessary to call in new parties, but
to call upon the old." 2 The unworthy insinuation here meant to be
conveyed is that Lord Russell stated that which was untrue—an insin-

uation which will be treated as it deserves by every one who knows him.
It is obvious that Mr. Adams must, in this particular, have misunder-
stood his lordship. The accompanying explanation of the circumstances
attending the delay in the delivery of the opinion of the law-officers on
the occasion in question has been handed to the tribunal by Sir Eoun-
dell Palmer, and is beyond doubt the true explanation

:

Sir John Harding was ill from the latter part of June, 1862, and did not, after that
time, attend to government business. It was not, however, known, till some weeks
afterward, that he was unlikely to recover ; nor did the disorder undergo, till the end
of July, such a development as to make the government aware that the case was one
of permanent mental alienation.
Although, when a law-officer was ill, he would not he troubled with ordinary busi-

ness, it was quite consistent with probability and experience that, in a case of more
than usual importance, it would be desired, if possible, to obtain the benefit of his

opinion. Under such circumstances, the papers would naturally be sent to his private

house ; and if this was done, and if he was unable to attend to them, some delay would
necessarily take place before the impossibility of his attending to them was known.
Lord Russell told Mr. Adams (31st July, 1862,) that some dela,y had, in fact, occurred

with respect to the Alabama, in consequence of Sir John Harding's illness. He could

not have made the statement, if the fact were not really so ; because, whatever the
fact was, it must have been, at the time, known to him. The very circumstance, that

Sir J. Harding had not already advised upon the case in its earlier stage, might be a
reason why it should be wished to obtain his opinion.

Sir J. Harding and his wife are both (some years since) dead ; so are Sir W. Ather-

ton (the then attorney-general) and his wife ; no information, therefore, as to the cir-

cumstances which may have caused delay, with respect to the delivery at their private

houses, or the transmission and consideration of any papers on this subject, can now
be obtained from them.
The then solicitor-general was Sir R. Palmer, who is able to state positively that the

first time he saw or heard of the papers sent to the law-officers (i. e., all three law-

officers) on the 23d and 25th or 26th of July, was on the evening of Monday the 28th of

July, when he was summoned by the attorney-general, Sir W. Atherton, to consider

them in consultation, and when the advice to be given to the government was agreed

upon. Sir R. Palmer thinks it his duty to add, that no government ever had a more
diligent, conscientious, and laborious servant than Sir W. Atherton ; and that it is in

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 201.
2 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 414.
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the last degree nulikely that he would have been guilty of any negligence or unneces-

sary delay in the consideration of papers of such importance.

As I think that a government, in the habit, according to its consti-

tutional practice, of consulting its legal advisers before taking action

on matters of importance, would be entitled to reasonable time for doing

so on such an occasion as this, and would not be liable for delay occa-

sioned by an unforeseen accident, I should not have been prepared to

say, had the delay in the report of the law-officers thus arising been the

sole cause of the delay in ordering the seizure of this vessel, that a de-

lay arising from such an accident could properly be attributed to a want
of " due diligence" in the government. The want of " due diligence,''

on which my judgment in respect of the Alabama rests, is to be found
further back. I entirely agree with Sir Robert Collier that it was the

duty of the collector of customs at Liverpool, as early as the 22d of July,

to detain this vessel. When for his better guidance and protection the

collector sought the directions of his superiors—for which I can scarcely

blame him, although the case appeared clear enough—it became, in my
opinion, the duty of the commissioners of customs at once to direct the

seizure to be made. Misled by advice which they ought to have re-

jected as palpably erroneous, they unfortunately refused to cause the

vessel to be seized. The matter properly belonged to their department;
it was competent to them to act independently of any other department
of the state ; and the case, as it seems to me, was too clear to require

the opinion of the law-officers, although, after the decision of the com-
missioners, it might well be deemed proper on the part of the heads of

the government to consult the law-officers before acting in opposition

to it.

At the same time, I must not be understood as holding that a mere
error in judgment amounts to negligence. Questions present themselves
in the business of life so difficult of decision that the wisest and the
ablest men are apt to err in respect of them. Humanum est errare. In
such cases the question must always be one of degree. But here I can-

not help thinking that the mistake was such as to carry with it legal

responsibility as its consequence. I readily admit that, in a case
of doubt, a public department may properly act on the advice of its

constitutional advisers, and would not be liable to the imputation of

negligence if that advice should turn out to be unsound. But here I

think there was no room for doubt. My judgment is founded on the
view that the course to be taken was plain and unmistakable, but un'
fortunately was not pursued ; and that there was consequently an ab-

sence of the due diligence which ought to have been exercised.
The vessel having thus escaped through want of due diligence in that

department of the government to which it specially appertained to
seize her, the entire British government, and through them the British
people, become, as it appears to me, by necessary consequence, involved
in a common liability. But how far, considering the fact that, while
the British government was desirous of doing its duty in respect of this
vessel, the escape of it was, in the event, practically speaking, the result
of an unfortunate and unforeseen accident, the tribunal should award
to the United States damages to the full extent demanded, as though
the result had arisen from negligence alone, is a question which may
deserve serious consideration.

But it belongs rather to a different department of our labors, and I
will reserve it till we enter thereupon.

Ar«r kavi„e T.iv-
But, I am sorry to say, the charge of want of diligence

-pool
jn respect f this vessel does not stop with the fact of her

escape.
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On the morning of the 30th of July, a letter of the 29th, from Mr.
Squarey's firm, informed the commissioners of customs that the vessel
had come out of dock the night before, and had steamed down the river
between ten and eleven that morning, as the writers had reason to be-
lieve, on her way to Queenstown.1 At that time, indeed, the commis-
sioners of customs were under the belief that there were not sufficient
grounds for detaining the vessel. It was, therefore, not to be expected,
that on being informed she had left the Mersey and gone to Queenstown,
they should take any steps to seize her at the latter place. But on the
preceding day, the 29th, the opinion of the law-officers had been given
that the vessel should be seized. Had that opinion been at once commu-
nicated to the customs, as the emergency of the case required, and the
commissioners had themselvesimmediately telegraphed to the collector at
Liverpool, as itwouldhave been their duty to do, desiring him to ascertain
where the ship was, and if possible to follow and seize her, there would
still have been an opportunity of stopping her; for it appears that she
first proceeded to Moelfra Bay, on the Welsh coast, a place about fifty

miles from Liverpool, and remained cruising off the coast. On the
afternoon of the 30th the tug Hercules left the Mersey, with thirty or
forty men, who were to form part of the ship's crew, and found her in
Moelfra Bay, where the two vessels lay alongside ®ne another till mid-
night, and the war-steamer remained till 3 in the morning of the 31st.

On the morning of the 30th, prior to the Hercules leaving the river, the
consul called in person upon the collector and informed him that the
tug was then in port, having returned from the Alabama the evening
before ; that she reported that the Alabama was cruising off Point Lynas,
and that she (the tug) was then taking on board men and equipments to

"convey down to the gun- boat."2

The collector sent the surveyor to the. tug, and he reported that he
found a considerable number of persons on deck, " some of whom admit-
ted that they were a portion of the crew and were going to join the gun-
boat." He also informed the collector that it was said she had cruised
off Point Lynas the night before. 3

It is obvious that if a telegraphic communication had been sent to the
collector at Liverpool, as, looking to the urgency of the case, it should
have been, he might, by following the Hercules, have found the steamer
in Moelfra Bay; and though in these waters, as being beyond his juris-

diction, he would have had no authority to seize her, he might have
called on the collector of customs at Beaumaris, a place eight miles off,

•within whose jurisdiction she was, to take the necessary steps for doing
.so. Knowing that she was off that part of the Welsh coast, he might also

have telegraphed from Liverpool, before leaving to follow the Hercules,

to the collector at Beaumaris to look out for the vessel, and, if possible,

to seize her.

Unfortunately, the report of the law-officers, though sent in on the

29th, was not communicated to the commissioners of customs till the

afternoon of the 31st, by which time the vessel was beyond the reach of

British jurisdiction. It followed the ordinary routine of official commu-
nication—was sent in to the foreign office, thence to the treasury, and
thence to the department of the customs.4

It seems to me that the United States Government have also reason to

complain of the inactivity of the collector at this conjuncture in another

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 'Md.
2 Ibid., p. 205.
3 Ibid., p. 201.
4 Ibid.) p. 205.
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particular. When, in addition to the evidence which had passed through

his hands, the collector found that the vessel, having gone out ostensi-

bly on a trial trip, did not return, but was lying off. the Welsh coast,

and that, instead of having shipped her crew at Liverpool, she was hav-

ing them brought off to her by the Hercules, all doubt as to the real

character and destination of the ship should have been at an end ; and
as he might fairly presume that the men had a knowledge of the service

on which they were entering, he ought not to have allowed the Hercules

to leave, (unless for the purpose of finding and seizing the war-steamer,)

seeing that, under the 6th section of the foreign-enlistment act, he had
power to seize the tug, as being about to take off to the steamer persons

who had unlawfully enlisted as part of her crew.

I must say I think the complaint of the United States of a want of

official activity at such a conjuncture by no means without foundation.

There is little more to be said on the subject of the Alabama. She
left England without her guns or munitions of war of any

Ano,n«ofrTerc., ra
. ^.^ glie receiyed her armament, as we now know, off

Terceira, it having been conveyed to her in two vessels called the

Bahama and Agrippina, but without any knowledge whatever on the

part of the authorities that those vessels were leaving Liverpool for the

purpose. What is stated in the British counter case on this head ap-

pears to me strictly accurate

:

The Alabama sailed from England wholly unarmed, and with a crew hired to work
the ship, and not enlisted for the confederate service. She received her armament at

a distance of more than 1,000 miles from England, and was armed for war, not within
the Queen's dominions, hut either in Portuguese waters or on the high seas. The guns
and ammunition, which were put on board of her off Terceira, had been procured and
exported from England in an ordinary merchant-steamer, which loaded them as cargo

and sailed with a regular clearance for Nassau. The clearance and departure of this

steamer presented, so far as Her Majesty's government is aware, no circumstance dis-

tinguishing her from ordinary blockade-runners. No information was ever given or

representation made to the government as to this ship or her cargo before she left

British waters ; nor does it appear that the errand on which she was employed was
known to or suspected by the officials of the United States. But, even had a
suspicion existed that her cargo was exported with the intention that it should be
used, either in the Confederate States or elsewhere, in arming a vessel which had been
unlawfully fitted in England for warlike employment, this would not have made it the
duty of the officers of customs to detain hor, or have empowered them to do so. Such
a transaction is not a breach of English law ; nor is it one which the British govern-
ment was under any obligation to prevent. Whether the cargo was sent from the same
port as the ship, or from a different port, and by the same or different persons, is mani-
festly immaterial for this purpose. The distinction is plainly not such as to create in

the one case a duty which would not arise in the other. l

The armament was, however, prepared in England, and it was part
of the same scheme that the vessel having been "equipped," that is to

say prepared to receive her armament in England, should have her ar-

mament and crew sent out and put on board out of the Queen's domin-
ions, for the purpose of immediate warfare. It is fairly open to conten-
tion that under such circumstances the whole should be regarded as one
armed hostile expedition issuing from a British port, or, at all events,
that the ulterior purpose of arming, though out of British jurisdiction,
gives to such an equipment of the vessel within the jurisdiction . the
character of an equipment with intent to carry on war.
On the whole, 1 concur with the rest of the tribunal in thinking that

in respect of this vessel the liability of Great Britain, in respect of want
of due diligence, is established by the facts.

It would be unnecessary to pursue the history of the Alabama auy
further, were it not that, in respect of her after-proceedings, imputa-

1 British Counter Case, p. 87.
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tions of insincere neutrality are cast upon British authorities. As to
these it becomes necessary to say a word.
The first port she put into after leaving Liverpool was at Martinique.

The Agrippina, with a cargo of coal specially destined for
the Alabama, was there by arrangement awaiting her ar-

"^"""i"-

rival. What further passed is thus stated in the argument of the United
States: 2

, The Agrippina left port upon the order of Captain lemmas to get under way forth-
with and ppooeed to a new place of rendezvous, as "it would not do for him to think of
coaling in Martinique under the circumstances." Martinique was under the jurisdiction
of the French government and not under that of Her Majesty.

The part of this passage printed in italics is taken from the journal of
Captain Semmes, set out in the sixth volume of the United States Ap-
pendix, p. 491.

The effect of this statement is to convey the impression that Captain
Semmes found it would not do for him to coal at Martinique on ac-
count of the strictness of the French authorities, as compared with the
lax neutrality of ports within Her Majesty's jurisdiction. I deeply and
sincerely regret to find myself bound to denounce this representation as
altogether disingenuous. It was the fear of the United States cruisers,
not apprehension of French authorities, which led Captain Semmes to
seek a safer place for coaling. His journal shall speak for itself:

After describing his cruise and captures until October 30, he continues, (p. 492 :)
' The engineer having now reported to me that we hadno more than aboutfour days of

fuel on board, I resolved to withdraw from the American coast, run down into the West
Indies to meet my coal-ship, and renew my supply. Being uncertain, in the commence-
ment of my career, as" to the reception I should meet with in neutral ports, and fear-
ing that I might have difficulty in procuring coal in the market, I had arranged with
my ever-attentive co-laborer, Captain Bullock, when we parted off Terceira, to have a
supply-ship sent out to me from time to time, as I should indicate to him in the ren-
dezvous. The island of Martinique was to be the first rendezvous, and it was thither
accordingly that we were now bonnd. This resolution was taken on the 30th of Octo-
ber."

After describing several other captures, and his arrival at Martinique, he continues,
(p. 514 : )

"I found here at her anchors, as I had expected, my coal-ship the Agrippina. She
had been lying here eight days. Her master, an old Scotchman, who, like most old
sailors, was fond of his grog, had been qnito indiscreet, as I soon learned, in talking
about his ship and her movements. Instead of pretending to have come in for water
or repairs, or to hunt a market, or for something of the kind, he had frequently, when
' half seas over,' in the coffee-houses on shore, boasted of his connection with the Ala-
bama, and told his brother tars that that ship might be daily looked for. Eight days
were a sufficient space of time for these conversations to be repeated in the neighboring
islands ; and as I knew that the enemy had several cruisers in the West Indies, I was
only surprised that some one of them had not looked in upon the Agrippina before. It
would not do for me to think of coaling in Martinique, under the circumstances, and so I
ordered my coal-ship to get under way forthwith, and proceed to a new rendezvous—

a

small island on the Spanish main, where, in due time, we will rejoin her. I had the
satisfaction of seeing her get a good offing before nightfall, and knew that she was
safe.

;'s

The foregoing extract speaks for itself. What makes the matter still

worse is that, at the time this passage in the United States argument
was penned, a letter from the British consul at Martinique to Earl
Bussell had been published in the British Appendix, from which it

appears that the consul actually remonstrated with the master of the
Agrippina, and called the attention of the French governor to the trans-

action, as an improper one, on which the governor declared his intention

of allowing the same facilities to the Alabama as he had previously af-

forded to the Sumter.

iPage 202.
2 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 490.
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The letter is as follows

:

Saint Pierre, November 26, 1862.

My Lokd : I have the honor to report to your lordship that the confederate steamer
Alabama, Captain Semmes, has visited this island.

The following are the circumstances in connection with the arrival and departure of
this noted cruiser

:

I had to proceed to Fort de France on the 12th instant on official business with, an
English ship lying there, and, on my arrival, I heard that an English bark, the Agrip-
pina, master McQueen, had entered the harbor on the previous evening with a cargo of
coals, shipped at Cardiff and cleared from the custom-house there, for Jamaica ; that to

explain his presence at Fort de France, the master had stated that he was to receive in-

structions from me. I was, moreover, informed that it was reported in town that the
coals on board of this vessel were destined for the Alabama.

I immediately sent for the master and acquainted him with what *1 had heard ; at
the same time expressing my surprise and displeasure at his having presumed to connect
my name with such a matter. He assured me positively that these reports were without
any foundation whatever ; that he had merely said that;, when about to leave England,
he had received from his owners a telegram desiring him to call at Martinique, where
he would find a letter of further instructions addressed to my care.

On informing him that I had received no such letter, he replied it would, no doubt,
arrive by the next mail.

The harbor regulations not allowing vessels to remain over three days without pay-
ing port-charges, I gave him, at his request, and on the faith of his assurances, a draught
of a letter to be addressed to the authorities to obtain permission to await the arrival
of the steamer, due on the 18th of November, without expense'. This demand, I may
here observe, was not granted ultimately.
On the same afternoon, having heard from the captain of the port that the pilot, who

had been on hoard of the Agrippina, had reported to him that the master had told'
another British captain, who had boarded the ship in the offing, in his presence, that
his cargo was for the Alabama, I at once sent for both the master and the pilot, but
they all agreed that the statements the master of the Agrippina had made was to the
effect merely that he had, on a previous voyage, taken stores to the Alabama. lex-
pressed to him.my opinion that he had acted most improperly on that occasion, and I
warned him of the consequences that might follow the repetition of any such illegal
proceedings. No longer feeling assured of the veracity of his protestations, and hear-
ing that a sloop was about to sail for Saint Vincent, I addressed a letter to the senior of-
ficer of the station, in the hope that it might find him there, and procure for me the
benefit of his advice.

On my return to Saint Pierre, finding everywhere the same rumors afloat concerning
the Agrippina, I thought it proper to write to the master to repeat the observations I
had already made to him verbally. Herewith I have the honor to inclose copies ofboth
these letters.

I was obliged to return to Fort de France the next day to end the inquiry, began the
previous day, with regard to another vessel, and I was about leaving again when the
master of the Agrippina came to tell me he had a confidential communication, to make.
I answered that I would not refuse to hear any statement he might wish to make, but
that I reserved to myself complete freedom of action as to the course I should adopt
afterward, particularly if the communication had reference to the report in circulation
concerning his vessel. He still persisted in making a statement to the effect that his
cargo was, in truth, for a steamer that he had expected to rind at Fort de France, and
which he had reason to believe was a confederate cruiser.

I again pointed out the illegality of such a line of conduct, but the sequel showed
that my remonstrances proved ofno avil.

I next deemed it proper to acquaint his excellency the governor of what I had just
learned. He did not seem much surprised, and observed that, if the Alabama came into
port, he would act exactly as he had done on a former occasion, in the case of the
Sumter, when the French government had altogether approved of the measures he had
taken in regard to that vessel.
Nothing new occurred until the morning of the 18th instant, when a black, rakish-

looking screw-steamer was seen approaching the land, steering for Fort de France. As
she passed close before this town, she showed a British blue ensign and pennant but
no one was deceived' by the character she had thus assumed. She was at once put
down as the Alabama, and such in effect she proved to be.
On his arrival at Fort de France, Captain Semmes sent a message to the Governor

to request permission to lacd fifty-three prisoners whom he had on board. 05 the re-
turn ofthe officer they were lauded and sent to the United States consul at this port. On
the same afternoon the Agrippina, whose master had gone on board of the Alabama,
as soon as she came m sight, got under weigh, having taken a clearance for Demerara,
The Alabama appeared to he still well provided with fuel, and her commander said

that he would leave during the night. But he was still at anchor on the mornin^ of the
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19tU, when, about 7 a. m., a Federal war-steamer suddenly made her appearance, which,
proved to bo the San Jacinto, Captain Ronckendoff, from Barbados and Trinidad, on a
cruise in search of the Alabama. The latter hoisted the confederate flag, on perceiving
the Federal vessel,' whose commander declined to receive the government pilot, or
enter the harbor on learning that, in such case, he would have to remain in port twenty-
four hours after the departure of his adversary. He was then informed, by a letter
from the governor, that he must remain at a distance of three miles from the
nearest land, and that any attempt to violate the neutrality of the port would be re-
pressed by force of arms, if necessary.
Shortly afterward a small French war-steamer that was in the port was sent out

and took up a position, with steam up and her men at their quarters, between the
rival ships. At the same time, the forts were manned, and twenty rounds of ammuni-
tion were served out for each guu bearing seaward ; the officers in charge of those at
the mouth of the bay having orders to maintain the San Jacinto at the prescribed dis-
tance from the land, and fire into whichever vessel might become the assailant.
Meanwhile, the greatest anxiety prevailed on shore ; many bearing iu mind the

vagaries of the Federal cruisers elsewhere, and recollecting what had occurred a year
previously to the commander of the Iroquois, when the Sumter made her escape, were
of opinion that the San Jacinto would have attempted, at all risks, to run down the
Alabama where she lay. No such occurrence, fortunately, took place.

Meanwhile, the Alabama remained perfectly still, her crew being employed in paint-
ing and repairing the masts and riggings. Her captain, it seems, had at first taken
the San Jacinto for another vessel of the force of his own, and he sent a message to
the governor to say that intending to go out to engage her, he in consequence requested

- his excellency to permit him to deposit, at the public treasury, a sum of money,
about £12,000 sterling, which he had on board; this request could not be granted, and
arrangements were being made with a merchant who was to receive it at a certain per-

centage, when, having recoguized the San Jaciuto, Captain Semmes sent word that he
would keep the money on board, having made up his mind to run out that same
night.
.He did so, in effect, and accomplished his design so successfully that his adversary

did not even perceive his flight ; nor was it until after remaiuing thirty-six hours before
Fort de France after the Alabama had left that the captain of the San Jacinto could
believe that she had really got away.
The movements of the Alabama had been well calculated. ,

Shortly before sunset a boat had conveyed to the San Jacinto one of the masters who
had been lately released from the Alabama, and who was sent by the United States
consul to arrangefor the signals to be made from an American schooner anchored near
the Alabama, in case the latter should attempt to leave during the night.

Suspecting their intentions, Captain Semmes sent word to the captain of the port for

a pilot, who came off forthwith, and at dusk he got under weigh, first running toward
the inner p'ort, and when out of sight of the schooner, altering his course so as to run
out "on the south side of the bay. The pilot left him, already, nearly half an hour,
when the master of the schooner, on his return from the San Jacinto, finding the Ala-
bama had gone, sent up three rockets in the direction which his crew told him she had.

taken.
The San Jaciuto, under all steam, ran to the south side of the bay, and not meeting the

Alabama, she having already passed out, Captain Ronckendoff remained all night oft

the entry to the bay, within which he placed his armed boats in a line, to prevent all

•egress.
' So certain was he of the result of these measures that, as I have already said,

he was with difficulty brought to believe the escape of his adversary. 1

It is thus abundantly clear that it was not because Martinique was
not within British jurisdiction that Captain Semmes did not coal there.

Having thus left the port on the evening of the 19th, on the afternoon

of the next day the Alabama joined the Agrippina, and the two ran to-

gether to the appointed place of anchorage, Blanquilla, described by
Captain Semmes as " one of those little coral islands that skirt the South
American coast, not yet fully adapted to the habitation of man."2 There
the Alabama took in a supply of coal, after which the Agrippina, which
had still another supply of coal on board, was sent to the Areas, small

islands off the coast of Yucatan. The two vessels met there on the 23d

of December. The Alabama took in the remainder of the supply of coal,

after which the Agrippina was sent to Liverpool to procure a fresh supply.3

1 British Appendix, vol. i, pp. 257-259. i

2 Semmes's "Adventures Afloat," p. 516; United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 431.

fSemmes's "Adventures Afloat," p. 519; United States Doc uments, wii supra.

30 B
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On the 11th of January, the Alabama encountered the United States

ship of war the Hatteras, wben, after, a short engagement, the latter

went down, there being just time to save the crew.

After this, the Alabama with her prisoners made for Ja-
At Jamais maica) an& arrived at Port Royal on the evening of the 20th.

This was her first appearance iu a British port after her departure

from Liverpool on the 29th of July, 1861. It is observed in the Case of

the United States that the " promised orders " of Ea'rl Russell to detain

her for a violation of British sovereignty were not there, 1

Earl Eussell had promised no such orders. The only orders ever

spoken of were those sent to Queenstown and to Nassau, as recommen-
ded by the law-officers immediately oil the escape of the Alabama from
the Mersey, before any transfer to the Confederate States was known to

have been made. 2 At the time the Alabama was at Jamaica she was a

commissioned ship of war, and as such, in the opinion of Her Majesty's

government, protected from seizure.

The same question arises in respect to the Alabama as arises in re-

spect of the Florida, namely, whether her commission as a ship of war
of the Confederate States gave her immunity from seizure for the breach

of British law when she was again found in a British port. But this

question it is unnecessary to consider if the British government is liable,

as we are all agreed it is, in respect of this vessel, by reason of the want
of due diligence in not preventing her departure.

The morning after the arrival of the Alabama at Jamaica, Captain
Semmes called on Commodore Dunlop, the officer in command at the

station, who reported to the admiral

:

Aboukir, at Jamaica, January 23, 1863.

Sir : I have the honoi*to inform you that on the evening of the 20th a screw-steamer,
apparently a man-of-war, was seen off this port about sunset, under French colors.

After dark the vessel entered the harbor, and upon being boarded proved to be the
screw gun-vessel Alabama, under the so-called Confederate States flag.

2. On the morning of the 21st, her commander, Captain Semmes, called on me, and
asked for permission to laud seventeen officers and one hundred and one men, the crew
of the late United States gun-vessel Hatteras, which had engaged the Alabama twenty-
five miles southeast of Galvestou, Texas, during the uiglit of the 11th January, and
was sunk. The action, according to Captain Semmes's account, lasted from 13 to 15

minutes, when the Hatteras, being in a sinking state, ceased firing, and the crew were
removed on board the Alabama, which there was just time to effect before the Hatteras
went down.

5. Captain Semmes then stated that he had six large shot-holes at the water-line,
which it was absolutely necessary should be repaired before he could proceed to sea
with safety, and asked permission to receive coal and necessary supplies. The neces-
sity of the repairs was obvious, and I informed Captain Semmes that no time must be
lost in completing them, taking in his supplies, and proceeding to sea, in exact con-
formity with the spirit of Earl Russell's dispatch. Captain Semmes gave me his word
of honor that no unnecessary delay should take place, adding, "My interest is entirely
in accordance with your wishes on this point, for if I remain here an hour more than
can be avoided, I shall run the risk of finding a squadron of my enemies outside, for no
doubt they will be in pursuit of me immediately."

6. Owing to the delay in receiving the lieutenant-governor's answer to' my letter
relative to landing the prisoners from Spanish Town, it was not until the evening of
the 21st that the permission to do so reached Captain Semmes, and too late for them to
be landed that night. The crowded state of the vessel previous to the landing of the
prisoners, on the morning of the 22d, made it difficult to proceed with the necessary
repairs, and no doubt caused some unavoidable delay. As soon as these repairs are
completed, the Alabama will proceed to sea.3

The governor at once consented to the landing of the prisoners, ob-

serving that " common humanity would dictate such a permission being

1 Case ofthe United States, p. 382.
2 See British Appendix, vol. i, pp. 202, 203, 212, aud 249.
3 British Appendix, vol. i, page 264.
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granted, as otherwise fever or pestilence might arise from an over-
crowded ship, to say nothing of the horrors which would ensue should
the Alabama again go into action with them on board." Governor Eyre
added, that, " of course, once landed, no person could be re embarked
against their will from British soil." 1 The prisoners were accordingly
landed.
Assuming that the Alabama was properly received as a belligerent

vessel, no question can arise as to the propriety of allowing the neces-
sary repairs to be done. " The fractures made by six large shot or shell
near the water-line of the Alabama," says Commodore Dunlop in his
report to the admiral, " required extensive repairs."2

I presume it can hardly be said that the ship ought to have been
forced to go to sea without these " large fractures" having been stopped
up.

She had anchored in the port, the commodore reports, after dark on
the evening of the 20th of January ; she commenced repairing the dam-
ages received in the action with the Hatteras the next morning ; but the
commodore adds that the repairs " could not be completed by the un-
skillful workmen hired here before late in the afternoon of the 25th, and
the Alabama sailed at 8.30 p. m. of the same evening." It cannot, there-
fore, be said that she was permitted to stay too long in the port. She
received, the commodore states, "a supply of provisions and coal," but
it does not appear what was the quantity. No complaint has ever been
made, that I am aware of, of any excess having been allowed. Com-
modore Dunlop certainly appears to have been quite alive to his duty of
enforcing the regulations. He concludes his report by saying

:

In conclusion, I have only to state that the confederate vessel was treated strictly in
accordance with the instructions contained in Earl Russell's letter of the 31st January,
1861, and exactly as I shall act toward any United States man-of-war that may here-
after call here.

Two United States ships of war, the Richmond and Powhatan, arrived here in 1861,
coaled and provisioned, and remained in port, the Richmond four days, and the Pow-
hatan three days ; the San Jacinto was also here, and remained four hours. 3

I am therefore unable to concur in an opinion expressed by the
president of this tribunal in thinking that " the reception of the Alaba-
ma at Jamaica far exceeded the measure of what the duties of neutrality
would admit of." If, by this, reference is intended to be made to the
fast that a young officer, in the absence of his superior, thoughtlessly
allowed the band of a Queen's ship to play a southern national air, a
circumstance afterward fully explained, and for which he was severely
reprimanded, or that the officers on the station went on board of the
Alabama, and treated her captain and officers as officers of a man-of-
war, or to the possible fact that the inhabitants of the island may have
shown some kindness toward, or sympathy with, the Southerners, I
can only protest against such facts being made a ground for fixing a
liability on the British government, when no fault can be fixed on the
local authorities. If the British government has been in any respect
wanting in due diligence, and injury has thence resulted to American
citizens, the British people are ready to make reparation. But to call

in aid, as founding a liability on the part of Great Britain, the fact that
officers of Her Majesty's • ships, or the inhabitants of a West Indian
colony, may have shown civilities to the officers of a confederate ship

—

as why should they not? or have exhibited sympathy for the cause of

the South, when the authorities have strictly done their duty, does seem

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 265.
3 Ibid., p. 269.

• 3 Ibid.
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to me, I must say, to be going a great deal too far; indeed, further than

the Tinted States themselves. For neither in their case nor argument

have the latter gone so far as to assert that, saving in the matter of not

seizing the vessel, there was any breach of neutrality in what passed at

Jamaica.
But the same exception is also taken to what passed at the Cape.

At the cape «r It is necessary, therefore, to review the facts.
God Hope. rptig Alabama arrived in Saldanha Bay on the 29th of

July, 1863. It appears from a dispatch of the admiral on the station,

Sir Baldwin Walker, to the admiralty, of August the 19th, that, on re-

ceiving information of her being there, he immediately gave orders to.

Captain Forsyth, of Her Majesty's ship Valorous, to hold himself in

readiness to proceed to any of the parts of the colony in which the

Alabama might anchor, in order to preserve the rules of strict neutrality. 1

On the 5th of August, having received a telegram that the Alabama
was off Table Bay, the admiral ordered the Valorous to proceed thither.

As the Alabama was standing into Table Bay, she fell in with and cap-

tured a United States vessel, called the Sea Bride, and a question arose

whether the capture had not been made within the waters of the colony.

Mr. Graham, the United States consul, immediately called the. attention

of the governor, Sir Philip Wodehouse, to the capture, alleging it to

have been unlawful by reason of its having been made within 4 miles

of the shore.

He writes

:

'

I believe there is no law defining tbe word " coast," other than international law.

That law has always limited neutral waters to the fighting distance from land, which,
upon the invention of gunpowder, was extended to the distance of three nautical miles

from laud on a straight coast, and, by the same rule, since the invention of Armstrong
rifled cannon, to at least six miles.

But all waters inclosed by a line drawn between two promontories or headlands
are recognized by all nations as neutral, and England was the first that adopted the
rule, calling such waters the " King's chambers." By referring to " Wheaton's Digest,"

page 234, or any other good work on international law, you will find the above rules

laid down and elucidated.8

Mr. Graham also sent affidavits of the captain, the steward, and the
cook of the Sea Bride giving the bearings of the vessel at the time of

the capture to prove that the vessel, when captured, was within the
waters of the colony.

Captain Semmes having been called upon for an explanation, answered

:

In reply, I have the honor to state that it is not true that the bark referred to was
captured in British waters, and in violation of British neutrality, she having, been
captured outside all headlands, and a distance from the nearest land of between five

and six miles. As I approached this vessel I called the particular attention of my
officers to the question of distance, and they all agree that the capture was made from
two to three miles outside of the marine league.3

The governor referred the matter to Captain Forsyth, who, after taking
the evidence of the port captain, of thelight-house'keeper of the Green
Point light, of the collector of customs, of the signalman at the Lion's
Bump telegraph-station, and of a boatman, all of whom had seen the
position of the two vessels, reported that he had come to the conclusion
that the Sea Bride was beyond the limits assigned when captured by the
Alabama. 4

The decision of the governor, which, of course, was in accordance
with the opinion of Captain Forsyth, having been announced to Mr.

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 303.
2 Ibid., p. 302.
" Ibid., p. 315.
* Ibid., p. 311.
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Graham, this gentleman loses all sense of propriety, and, forgetting that
he is addressing Her Majesty's representative, writes:

Your decision in the case of the Sea Bride was duly received at 4 o'clock p. m. on
Saturday. In communicating, that decision you simply announce that the vessel was,
in your opinion, and according to the evidence before you, a legal prize to the Alabama

;

but you omit' to state the principle of international law' that governed your decision,
and neglect to furnish me with the evidence relied upon by you.
Under these circumstances, I can neither have the evidence verified or rebutted here,

nor am I enabled to transmit it as it stands to the American minister at London, nor
to the United States Government at Washington. An invitation to be present when
the ex-parte testimony was taken was not extended to me, and I am therefore ignorant
of the tenor of it, and cannot distinguish the portion thrown out from that which, was
accepted. If your decision is that the neutral waters of this colony only extend a dis-
tance of three miles from land, the character of that decision would have been aptly
illustrated to the people of Cape Towu had an American war-vessel appeared on the
scene and engaged the Alabama in battle. In such a contest, with cannon carrying a
distance of six miles, (three over land,) the crashing buildings in Cape Town would
have been an excellent commentary on your decision.
But the decision has been made, and cannot be revoked here, so that further com-

ment at present is, therefore, unnecessary. It can only.be reversed by the government
you represent, which it probably will be when the United States Government shall
claim indemnity for the owners of the Sea Bride. 1

Eeferring to the Tuscaloosa, he ends by saying

:

' The capture of the Sea Bride in neutral waters, together with the case of the Tusca-
loosa, also a prize, constitute the latest and best illustration of British neutrality that
has yet been given.

The offensive tone which the United States consuls allowed themselves
to assume toward British authorities is not a little remarkable.
The Sea Bride having been put in charge of a prize crew, while the

officer in charge was below, the vessel was, through inadvertence,
allowed to be brought within two miles of the shore, and this also was forth-

with brought under the notice of the governor by Mr. Graham, who insist-

ed that the vessel should be seized. Bat it appeared from Mr. Graham's
own witnesses that the officer, coming on deck, stamped his foot as if

vexed at seeing the vessel where she was, and immediately ordered her to
be kept farther off. The governor therefore treated it as an act of inad-

vertence, especially as it was afterward apologized for.
2

Prior to coming into Table Bay, Captain Semmes had written from
Saldanha Bay to the governor

:

An opportunity is offered me by the coasting schooner Atlas to communicate with
the Cape, of which I promptly avail myself.

I have the honor to inform yonr excellency that I arrived in this bay on "Wednesday
morning last for the purpose of effecting some necessary repairs. As soon as these re-

pairs can be completed I will proceed to sea, and in the mean time your excellency may
rest assured that I will pay the strictest attention to the neutrality of your govern-
ment.3 '

On the announcement of the Alabama being in Saldanha Bay, Mr.
Graham, the United States consul, wrote to the governor, insisting on
her being seized

:

From reliable information received by me, and which you are also doubtless in pos-

session of, a war-steamer called the Alabama is now in Saldanha Bay, -being painted,

discharging prisoners of war, &c.
.The vessel in question was built in England, to prey upon the commerce of the

United States of America, and escaped therefrom while on her trial trip, forfeiting

bonds of £20,000, which the British government exacted under the foreign-enlistment

act.
_

Now, as your government has a treaty of amity and commerce with the United

States, and has not recognized the persons in revolt against the United States as a gov-

ernment at all, the vessel alluded to should be at once seized and sent to England, Irom

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 304.
2 Ibid., p. 316, 317, and 329.

»Ibid., p. 308.
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•whence she clandestinely escaped. Assuming that the British govern-

c
Tiia Alabama at the meut was 8 incere in exacting the bonds, you have doubtless been in-

structed to send her home to EugJand, where she belongs. But if, from
some oversight, you have not received such instructions, and you decline the responsi-

bility of making the seizure, I would most respectfully protest against the vessel re-

maining in any port of the colony another day. She has beeu at Saldanha Bay four

[six] days already, and a week previously on the coast, and has forfeited all right to

remain an hour longer by this breach of neutrality. Painting a ship does not come
under the head of "necessary repairs," and is no proof that she is uuseaworthy ; and
to allow her to visit other ports after she has set the Queen's proclamation of neu-
trality at defiance would not be regarded as in accordance with the spirit and purpose
of that document. 1

Mr. Graham received for answer

:

His excellency has no instructions, neither has he any authority, to seize or detain
that vessel; and he desires me to acquaint you that he has received a letter from the
commander, dated the 1st instant, stating that repairs were in progress, and as soon as
they were completed he intended to go to sea. He further announces his intention of
respecting strictly the neutrality of the British government.
The course which Captain Semmes here proposes to take is, in the governor's opinion,

in conformity with the instructions he has himself received relative to ships of war
and privateers belonging to the United States and the States calling themselves the
Confederate States of America visiting British ports.

The reports received from Saldanha Bay induce the governor to believe that the ves-
sel will leave that harbor as soon as her repairs are completed ; but he will, immedi-
ately on receiving intelligence to the contrary, take the necessary steps for enforcing
the observance of the rules laid down by Her Majesty's government. 2

Called upon afterward to advise as to the propriety of what had taken
place with reference to the Alabama at the Cape, the law-officers, Sir E.
Palmer, Sir E. Collier, and Sir E. Phillimore, the latter so deservedly
held up as an authority by the United States, on the 19th of October
advised :

"With respect to the Alabama herself, we are clearly of opinion that neither the gov
ernor nor any other authority at the Cape could exercise any jurisdiction over her
and that, whatever was her previous history, they were bound to treat her as » ship
of war "belonging to a belligerent power. 3

It strikes me that this tribunal should hesitate before it decides that
three such legal authorities were wrong. Or are we to suppose that an
" insincere neutrality" lurks beneath their opinion, though given in the
course of official duty 1

On his arrival in Table Bay, on the 5th of August, Captain Semmes
wrote to the governor, informing him that he had come in for supplies
and repairs, and requesting to be allowed to land his prisoners, thirty-
three in number, lately captured on board two ships destroyed by hiin
at sea. The governor gave permission to land the prisoners, but de-
sired that Captain Semmes would " state the nature and extent of the
supplies and repairs required, that he might be enabled to form some
estimate of the time it would be necessary for the Alabama to remain in
the port."

Captain Semmes replies:

In the way of supplies I shall need some provisions for my crew, a list of which will
be handed you to-morrow by the paymaster, and as for repairs my boilers need some
iron-work to be done, and my bends require calking, being quite open. I propose to
take on board the necessary materials here, and to proceed with all dispatch to Simon's
Bay, for the purpose of making these repairs.*

On the morning of the Cth the paymaster of the vessel called on the
governor, with the merchant who was to furnish the supplies, and leave

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 300.
-Ibid., p. 301.
3 Ibid., p. 323.
4 Ibid., p. 314.
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was given to the vessel to remain till the next day, the 7th. In a
dispatch to the Duke of Newcastle Sir Philip Wodehouse states :

On the night, of the 5th Her Majesty's ship Valorous had coma round from Simon's
Bay. During the night of the 6th the weather became unfavorable; a vessel was
wrecked in the bay, and a heavy sea prevented the Alabama from receiving her sup-
plies by the time arrauged. On the morning of the 8th, Captain Forsyth, of the
Valorous, and the port captain, by my desire, pressed on Captain Semmes the neces-
sity for his leaving the port without any unnecessary delay; when he pleaded the con-
tinued heavy sea and the absence of his cooking-apparatus, which had been sent on
shore for repairs, and bad not been returned by the tradesman at the time appointed,
and intimated his own anxiety to get away. Between 6 and 7 a. m., on the 9th, he
sailed, and on his way round to Simon's Bay captured another vessel, but on finding
that she was in neutral waters, immediately released her. 1

. With reference to the latter circumstance, Sir B. Walker, in his dis-

patch to the admiralty, says :

During his passage to this port Captain Semmes chased another American Vessel,
the Martha Wentzel, standing in for Table Bay. On my pointing out to him that he
had done so in neutral waters, he assured me that it was quite unintentional, and, be-
ing at a distance from the land, he did not observe that he had got within three miles
of an imaginary line drawn from the Cape of Good Hope to Cape Hanglip, but on dis-

covering it he did not detain the vessel. This explanation I considered sufficient.2

Having arrived at Simon's Bay on the 9lh, the vessel was calked,

and had other slight repairs done. She took in no coal on this occa-
sion. She left on the 15th. "Captain Semmes," says the admiral,
" was guarded in his conduct, and expressed himself as most anxious
not to violate the neutrality of these waters." 3

The Alabama agaiu put into Simon's Bay on the 16th of September
to coal and have repairs done. It has never been suggested that, either

in respect of the stay of the vessel on either occasion, or the amount of,

repair, or the quantity of coal, any indulgence was allowed to her in

excess of the Queen's regulations.4

Courtesies and sympathy may have been shown by the inhabitants
to the officers and crew of the ship. But, as I have already observed,
these are things which a neutral government cannot prevent, and for

which it would be simply absurd to say it could be responsible. Prob-
ably, as was very sensibly remarked by a Cape newspaper, the Argus,
eited by Captain Semmes in his journal, when speaking of the sympathy
shown by the inhabitants, " It was not, perhaps, taking the view of
either side, Federal or confederate, but in admiration of the skill, pluck,

and daring of the Alabama, her captain and her crew, who afford a gen-

eral theme of admiration all the world over." 5

From the Cape of Good Hope the Alabama proceeded to the Eastern
Seas. She touched at Singapore in December, 1863, and vis- ln lhe Sx>ttsni

dted the Cape on her way back to European waters in March, Seas-

1864. It is mentioned, in the Case of the United States,6 as afresh in-

stance of the violation of the duties of Great Britain as a neutral, that,

having taken in coal at Singapore on the 23d of December, she was al-

lowed to commence coaling again at Cape Town on the 21st of March

—

two days too soon. But I can hardly suppose this will be seriously in-

sisted on. Moreover, it appears from the British Counter Case 7 that

the charge, such as it is, resting on no better foundation than Captain

Semmes's journals, is founded on a miscalculation of dates. The Ala-

bama seems to have taken in her supply of coal at Singapore, not on

'British Appendix, vol. i, p. 312.

*Ibid., p. 307.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid., p. 325.
6 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 497.
e Pages 316, 386.

'Page 117.
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the 23d, but on the 22d of December; and, although she arrived at

Table Bay on the 20th of March, she did not commence coaling till the

22d, when the period of three months prescribed by the regulations had
exactly elapsed. Indeed, she could not have done so earlier had it been

wished, on account of the heavy gale that was then prevailing.

The career of the Alabama was now drawing to a close. On the 11th

of June, 1864, she entered the port of Cherbourg. The
At ci,erbo« re

. xjnited States war-steamer, the Kearsarge, appeared shortly

afterward in the neighboring waters. A challenge ensued between the

commanders of the two vessels, and, on the morning of the 19th of

June, the Alabama steamed out of Cherbourg to encounter her formi-

dable opponent. The fire of the Kearsarge proved too heavy for the

Alabama, and the latter sank under it and went down, affording to the

victors the opportunity for the boastful taunt—which even the peaceful

occasion of this arbitration could not restrain—that "thus this British-

built, British-armed, and Britis'h-manned cruiser went down under the

lire of American guns." 1

As if everything connected with this vessel must give birth to con-

troversy, the sinking of the Alabama gave rise to a discussion, not un-

interesting in a juridical point of view, though beside the purpose of
the present inquiry. As the Alabama was rapidly sinking, an officer in

one of her boats came to the Kearsarge, said they had surrendered,

and that the ship was going down, and asked for assistance to save the
crew. The Deerhound, a steam-yacht belonging to an English gentle-

man, who had gone out of Cherbourg to witness the combat, coming
up at the moment, was begged by the captain of the Kearsarge to help

to save the people of' the Alabama. The boats of the Deerhound hav-
ing been lowered succeeded iu saving Captain Semmes and many of the
crew, who were struggling in the water.3

Others were saved by the Alabama's boat, with the before-mentioned
officer in her. All the persons saved were taken on board the Deer-
hound, and were carried by the owner, Mr. Lancaster, into Southamp-
ton, and there set free.

They were claimed as prisoners' by the United States Government on
the ground that, the Alabama having surrendered, her crew were neces-

sarily prisoners. If saved they could only be saved as prisoners, or, as
the alternative, they should have been left to drown.
Mr. Adams having written complaining that the owner of the Deer-

hound had taken away the persons thus saved, Lord Bussell answered

:

I have the honor to state to you, in reply, that it appears to me that the owner of
the Deerhound, of the Royal Yacht Squadron, performed only a common duty of human-
ity in savingfrom the waves the captain and several of the crew of the Alabama. They
"would otherwise, in all probability, have been drowned, and thus would never have
been in the situation of prisoners of war.

It does not appear to me to be any part of the duty of a neutral to assist in making
prisoners of war for one of the belligerents./1

The alternative is thus sternly put by Mr. Seward in a dispatch to Mr-
Adams :

The earl argues that if those persons had not been so taken from the sea they would,,
in all probability, have been drowned, and thus would never have been in the situa-
tion of prisoners of war. Earl Russell further observes, in that connection, that it does-
not appear to him to be any part of the duty of a neutral to assist in making prisoners
of war for one of the belligerents.

I have to observe, upon these remarks of Earl Russell, that it was the right of the
Kearsarge that the pirates should drown, unless saved by humane exertions of the'

1 Case of the United States, p. 387.
3 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 384.
3 United States appendix, vol. iii, p. 263.
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officers and crew of that vessel, or by their own efforts, without the aid of the Deer-
hound. The men were either already actually prisoners, or they were desperately pur-
sued by the Kearsarge. If they had perished, the Kearsarge would have had the ad-
vantage of a lawful destruction of so many enemies ; if they had been recovered by the
Kearsarge, with or without the aid of the Deerhound, th6n the voluntary surrender of
those persons would have been perfected, and they would have been prisoners. In
neither case would they have remained hostile confederates.
The Deerhound, by taking the men from the waves and conveying them within a

foreign jurisdiction, deprived the United States of the lawful benefits of a long and
costly pursuit and successful battle.

I freely admit that it is no part of a neutral's duty to assist in making captives for
a belligerent; but I maintain it to be equally clear that, so far from being neutrality,
it is direct hostility for a stronger to intervene and rescue men who had been cast into
the ocean in battle, and then convey them away from under the conqueror's guns. 1

Possibly, in strictness of law, Mr. Seward was right in contending
that a belligerent is entitled to the death of his enemy, and that a neu-
tral cannot interfere to save the latter from destruction. But it is idler

to propound legal theories in such a case; the instinct of humanity will

be certain to prevail over all considerations of legal right—God forbid
that it should not !—and the neutral who has rescued a sinking fellow-

creature from impending death may be excused if he does not deliver up
as a prisoner the man whom he has saved from perishing.

Be this as it may, the British government had but one answer to make
to the demand that these persons should be given up as prisoners,

namely, that, however they had reached British soil, when on it they
were entitled to the protection of its laws; and that the government,
which had had nothing to do with the manner of their escape, even if it

had the will, had not the power to deliver them up.

CASE OE THE TUSCALOOSA.

Immediately connected with the case of the Alabama is that of the
Tuscaloosa.
This vessel, originally called the Conrad, was a merchant-

vessel of the United States. She was taken by the Alabama when off

the coast of Brazil, being then loaded with a cargo of wool.

Captain Semmes, the commander of the Alabama, put an officer and
ten men on board of her, with two small rifled 12 pounder guns, gave
her the name of Tuscaloosa, and, bringing her to the Cape, where she
arrived on the 7th of August, 18C3, requested that she might be ad-

mitted to the harbor of Simon's Bay as a tender of the Alabama, in
other words, as a ship of war.

, The admiral on the station, Sir Baldwin Walker, learning that the

so-called tender had never been condemned in a prize court, conceived
- doubts as to the legality of considering her in the light of a tender. He
therefore wrote to the governor, Sir Philip Wodehouse, requesting him
to obtain the opinion of the law-officers as to whether the vessel ought
not to be looked upon as a prize, and as such prohibited from entering
the bay.2

The attorney-general,of the colony reported that the Tuscaloosa could
hot be looked upon as a prize, on the ground that she purported to be a

ship of war, and there was no legal proof to satisfy the local government
that such was not her true character ; that Captain Semmes, as com-
manding a ship of war of the Confederate States, had authority to con-

vert a captured vessel into a ship of war, and so to invest her with all,

the rights and immunities accorded to such vessels, and that it was not

for the local authorities, but for the courts of the captor, to determine'

1 United States Appendix, vol. iii, p. 273..

2 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 308.
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her real character, while no means existed in the colony for determining

whether she had or had not been legally condemned.1

Having afterward found that the vessel had her cargo of wool still

on board, and that her armament was only what has been stated, Sir B.

Walker felt still more doubtful as to the real character of the vessel.

Writing to the governor on the 9th of August he says

:

The admission of this vessel into port will, I fear, open the door for numbers of ves-

sels captured under similar circumstances being denominated tenders, with a view to

avoid the prohibition contained in the Queen's instructions ; and I would observe that

the vessel, the Sea Bride, captured by the Alabama off Table Bay a few days since, or

all other prizes, might be in like manner styled tenders', making the prohibition en-

tirely null and void.

I apprehend that to bring a captured vessel under the denomination of a vessel of

war she must he fitted for warlike purposes, and not merely have a few men and
two small guns on board her, (in fact nothing but a prize crew,) in order to disguise

her real character as a prize.

Now, this vessel has her original cargo of wool still on board, which cannot be re-

quired for warlike purposes, and her armament and the number of ber crew are quite

insufficient for any services other than those of slight defense.

Viewing all the circumstances of the case, they afford room for the supposition that

the vessel is styled a " tender," with the object of avoiding the prohibition against her

entrance as a prize into ourports, where, if the captors wished, arrangements could be

made for the disposal of her valuable, cargo, the transshipment of which, your excellency

will not fail to see, might be readily effected on any part of the coast beyond the limits

of this colony.
My sole object in calling your excellency's attention to the case is to avoid any

breach of strict neutrality.3

The attorney-general, however, on being again referred to, reported that
" if the vessel received the two guns from the Alabama or other confed-

erate vessel of war, or if the person in command of her has a commission
of war, or if she be commanded by an officer of the confederate navy, in

any of these cases there will be a sufficient setting forth as a vessel of

war to justify her being held to be a ship of war. If all of these points

be decided in the negative, she must be held to be only a prize and
ordered to leave forthwith." 3-

The admiral on this gave way, and the Tuscaloosa was treated as a
ship of war, and as such admitted into the harbor and allowed to obtain
provisions. She left the bay on the 14th of August,4 and Captain
Semmes having contrived to dispose of her cargo of wool at a place on
the coast beyond the precincts of the colony, dispatched her on a cruise
to Brazil.5

While thus occupied she is said to have done some mischief to United
States vessels.

The Tuscaloosa again put into Simon's Bay on the 26th of December,
1863.6

In the mean time, the government having reported to the secretary of
state for the colonies what had happened on the occasion of her former
visit, the Duke of Newcastle had deemed it right to take the opinion of
the law-officers of the Grown as to the law applicable to such a case.
On the 19th of October the law-officers reported as follows

:

Upon the point raised with regard to the vessel called the Tuscaloosa, we are not able
to agree with the opinion expressed by the attorney-general of the Cape Colony, that
she had ceased to have the character of a prize captured by the Alabama, merely be-
cause she was, at the time of her being brought within British .waters, armed with two
small guns, in charge of an officer, and manned with a crew of ten men from the Ala-
bama, and used as a tender to that vessel, under the authority of Captain Semmes.

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 309.
2 Ibid., p. 310.
3 Ibid., p. 311.
4 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 313.
B United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 499.
6 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 330.
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It would appear that the Tuscaloosa is a, bark of 500 tons, captured by the Alabama,
off the coast of Brazil on the 21st of June' last, and brought into Simon's Bay on or be-
fore the 7th of Augtist, with her original cargo of wool (itself, as well as the vessel,
prize) still on board, and. with nothing to give her a warlike character, (so far as appears
from the papers before us,) except the circumstances already noticed.
We therefore do not feel called upon, in the circumstances of this case, to enter into

the question whether, in the case of a vessel duly commissioned as a ship of war, after
being made prize by a belligereut government, without being first brought infra prwsidia
or condemned by a court of prize, the character of prize, within the meaning of Her
Majesty's'orders, would or would not be merged in that of a national ship of war. It
is enough to say that the citation from Mr. Wheaton's book, by the colonial attorney-
general, does not appear to us to have any direct bearing up'on this question.
Connected with this subject is the question as to the cargoes of captured vessels,

which is noticed at the end of Sir Philip Wodehouse's dispatch of the 19th August last.

We think that, according to the true interpretation of Her Majesty's orders, they apply
as much to prize cargoes of every kind which may be brought by any armed ships or
privateers of either belligerent into British waters as to the captured vessels themselves.
They do not, however, apply to any articles which may have formed part of any such
cargoes, if brought within British jurisdiction, not by armed ships or privateers of either
belligerent, but by other persons who may have acquired or may claim property in them
by reason of any dealings with the captors.
We thiuk it right to observe that the third reason alleged by the colonial attorney-

general for his opinion assumes (though the fact had not been made the subject of any
inquiry) that "no means existed for determining whether the ship had or had not been
judicially condemned in.a court competent of jurisdiction;" and the proposition that,

"admitting her to have been captured by a ship of war of the Confederate Slates, she was en-

, titled to refer Her Majesty's government, in case of dispute, to the court of her States,

in order to satisfy it as to her real character," appears to us to be at variance with Her
Majesty's undoubted right to determine, within her own territory, whether her orders,

made in vindication of her own neutrality, have been violated or not.

The question remains, what course ought to have been taken'by the authorities at the
Cape, first, in order to ascertain whether this vessel was, as alleged by the United States

consul, an uncondemned prize, brought within British waters in violation of Her
Majesty's neutrality ; and secondly, what ought to have been done if such had appeared
to be really the fact ? We think that the allegations of the United States consul ought
to have been brought to the knowledge of Captain Semmes while the Tuscaloosa was
still within British waters ; and that he should have been requested to state whether
he did or did not admit the facts to be as alleged. He should also have been called upon
(unless the facts were admitted) to produce the Tuscaloosa's papers. If the result of

these inquiries had been to prove that the vessel was really an uncondemned prize,

brought into British waters in violation of Her Majesty's orders made for the purpose
of maintaining her neutrality, it would, we think, deserve very serious consideration

whether the mode of proceeding in such circumstances, most consistent with Her
Majesty's dignity and most proper for the vindication of her territorial rights, would
not have been to prohibit the exercise of any further control over the Tuscaloosa by
the captors, and to retain that vessel under Her Majesty's control and jurisdiction until

properly reclaimed by her original owners. 1

It will "be observed- that in the foregoing opinion of the law-officers;

the question whether the Tuscaloosa should, under the circumstances,

have been detained for the purpose of being restored to her original

owners, is suggested as one deserving, should the like case recur, of very-

serious consideration ; it is by no means one on which a positive opinion

was intended to be given. The governor and the admiral, however, con-

sidered it as establishing not only that they ought to have detained the

Tuscaloosa, when formerly within their jurisdiction, but as imposing on

them the duty of doing so now that, having returned to the Cape, she

was again within their power. They accordingly took possession of her.

Her commander, Lieutenant Low, thereupon addressed the following

protest to the governor

:

Tuscaloosa, Simon's Bay, Cape of Good Hope,
December 28, 1863.

StE : As the officer in command of the Confederate States ship Tuscaloosa, tender

to the Confederate States steamer Alabama, I have to record my protest against the

recent extraordinary measures which have been adopted toward me and the vessel

under my command by the British authorities of this colony.

1 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 323.
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In August last the Tuscaloosa arrived in. Simon's Bay. She was not only recognized

in the character which she lawfully claims to-be, viz, a commissioned ship of war be-

longing to a belligerent power, but was allowed to remain in the harbor for the period

of seven days, taking in supplies and effecting repairs, with the fall knowledge and
sanction of the authorities.

No intimation was given that she was regarded merely in the light of an ordinary

prize, or that she was considered to be violating the laws of neutrality. Nor, when
she notoriously left for a cruise on) active service, was any intimation whatever con-

veyed that on her return to the port of a friendly power, where she had been received

as a man-of-war, she would be regarded as a " prize," as a violator of the Queen's proc-

lamation of neutrality, and consequently liable to seizure. Misled by the conduct of

Her Majesty's government, I returned to Simou's Bay on the 25th iustant, iu very
urgent want of repairs and supplies ; to my surprise I find the Tuscaloosa is, now no
louger considered as aman-of-war, and she has, by your orders, as I learn, been seized for

the purpose of being handed over to the person who claims her on behalf of her late

owners.
The character of the vessel, viz, that of a lawful commissioned man-of-war of the

Confederate States of America, has not been altered since her first arrival in Simon's
Bay ; and she having been once fully recognized by the British authorities in command
in this colony, and no notice or warning of change of opinion or of friendly feeling

having been communicated by public notification or otherwise, I wasentitled to expect
to be again permitted to enter Simon's Bay without molestation.
In perfect good faith I returned to Simon's Bay for mere necessaries, and in all honor

and good faith in return I should, on change of opinion or of policy on the part of the
British authorities, have been desired to leave the port again.

But, by the course of proceedings taken, I have been (supposing the view now taken
by your excellency's government to be correct) first misled, and next entrapped.
My position and character of my ship will most certainly be vindicated by my gov-

ernment. I am powerless to resist the affront offered to the Confederate States of
America by your excellency's conduct and proceedings.

^
I demand, however, the release of my ship ; and, if this demand be not promptly

complied with, I hereby formally protest against her seizure, especially under the very
peculiar circumstances of the case. 1

Upon this proceeding being reported to the government at home, the
opinion of the law-officers was again taken. It was felt that what had
been done could not be properly upheld. It was obviously one thing to

have seized the Tuscaloosa on the former occasion, as a prize brought
into a port of her Her Majesty; a very different thing, after she had
been treated as a ship of war, and allowed to go free, to let her come
again into port in the like character without notice of any hostile inten-

tion, and then to seize and practically condemn her. Assuming—of
which, however, I must say I entertain very serious doubts—the right
and power of the government to take such a course, it savors too much
of perfidy to be a course which Her Majesty's government could pursue
with a due regard to honor and good faith. Orders were therefore sent
out by the secretary of state for the colonies " to restore the vessel to

the lieutenant of the Confederate States who lately commanded her;
or, if he should have left the Cape, then to retain her until she can be
handed over to some person who may have authority from Captain
Semmes, of the Alabama, or from the government of the Confederate
States, to receive her." 2

The order to restore this vessel has been reflected upon in the case of
the United States

;

3 but I cannot but think that the decision come to by
the government was, under the circumstances, perfectly right ; riot only
for the reason assigned, but also because, whatever might have been the
power of the British government to seize this vessel while still retain-
ing the character of a prize, she had now been invested with that of a
vessel of war belonging to a belligerent, and was therefore no longer
amenable to the municipal jurisdiction.

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 333.
2 Ibid., p. 342.
3 Page 273
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The question is, however, of no practical importance whatsoever.
The Tuscaloosa never was delivered up. Lieutenant Low having left

the Cape when the order of the Duke of Newcastle came out, she re-
mained in the custody of the local authorities till the end of the war,
and was then delivered up to the United States. No claim of damages
'can arise, therefore, with regard to her in this respect.*
A serious question of law, however, presents itself in respect of what-

soever damage may have been done by the Tuscaloosa, while cruising
in the interval between her leaving the Cape and her return to it. This
liability may be asserted on two grounds : first, it may be said that,
the Alabama having been enabled to make war on the commerce of the
United States through the want ofdue diligence on the part of the Brit-
ish government, and the Tuscaloosa having been taken by the Alabama
and couverted into a ship of war employed in the same warfare, the mis-
chief done by her must be looked upon as the consequence of such
original default of the government, and must be answered for accord-
ingly ; a proposition obviously involving very serious consequences, as
leading to a liability of a most extensive and unlimited character.
Secondly, it may be said that the Tuscaloosa ought to have been seized
and delivered up to her original owners, when first found at the Cape,
and that the British government must, as having allowed her to go free,

be held liable for any damage afterward done by her. But this argu-
ment, of course, assumes, first, that the government had the power and
right to seize this vessel ; secondly, that it was under any obligation to
do so ; thirdly, that if such , an obligation existed, it rendered the gov-
ernment liable to do more than compensate the original owners, and in-

volved them in liability toward the United States Government.
The question, though of some legal interest, is otherwise bat of small

importance by reason of the very small amount of damage done by this
vessel. On the whole I am disposed to think, though not without some
doubt as to whether the damage may not be too remote to found a legal
liability, that the mischief done by the Tuscaloosa being the direct con-
sequence of the equipment of the Alabama, on the principle that
"omne accessarium sequitur suum principale," those who are answer-
able for the one must be answerable also for the other. I acquiesce,
therefore, in the decision of the rest of the tribunal in respect of this

vessel.

CASE OF THE GEORGIA.

The case of the Georgia is one in which not even the desire to establish

great principles of neutrality at the expense of Great
Britain can, as it appears to me, find matter on which to

found a charge of waut of due diligence.

This vessel was built at Dumbarton, on the Clyde, and was evidently

•originally intended as a blockade-runner, which may account for the in-

teresting fact, thrice repeated in the American case and argument, that
she was christened by a young lady, the daughter of Captain North,
who was in some way connected with the insurgent service.

The Georgia was evidently not constructed as a vessel of war, though
afterward applied to that purpose. The vigilance of the government
having been aroused by the escape of the Florida and the Alabama, the

building of ships of war for the confederate service, had become a mat-

ter of extreme difficulty, and recourse was had to the contrivance of

(converting ships, originally built as blockade-runners, into vessels of

war.

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 363.
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She was registered on the 20th of March, 1863, as the property of a

Mr. Thomas Bold, a merchant of Liverpool, on his declaration that he

was the sole owner. 1 She was advertised at the Sailors' Home at Liver-

pool, as about to sail for Singapore ; seamen were engaged for her as

hound to that port, and her crew signed articles for a voyage to Singa-

pore, or any intermediate port, for a period of two years.2

On the 1st of April this vessel, the name of which had been changed
to the Japan, cleared out in ballast for a voyage to Point de Galle and
Hong Kong.3 Her crew, the number of which, as appears from the

deposition of Thomas Mahon, one of them, was about 50,4 but which,

according to the report of the chief officer of customs, was in fact 48,
3

though magnified by Mr. Dudley into 70 or 80,5 having been hired at

Liverpool by the Arm of Jones & Co.,- of that place, were sent, by
steamer to the Clyde. They had shipped for a two years' voyage to

Singapore, there and back, and beyond all question had shipped in the

honest belief that the ship was bound for that place. The vessel sailed

on the 2d of April from Greenock, but appears only to have dropped
farther down the river, and not to have finally left till the 6th or 7th.

Mr. Dudley, on the 3d of April, writing to Mr. Seward on the subject of

this vessel, adds

:

My belief is that she belongs to the confederates, and is to be converted into a
privateer

;
quite likely to cruise in the East Indies, as Mr. Young, the paymaster from

the Alabama, tells me it has always been a favorite idea of Mr. Mallory, ihe secretary
of the confederate navy, to send a privateer in these waters. I sent a man from here
to Glasgow to accompany these men, to endeavor to find out the destination of the
vessel, &c. He has not been successful yet in his efforts. He has been on board, and
writes that she has no armament, and he is still there watching her. I have directed
him, before he returns, to visit the yards in the Clyde, and to go down to Stockton and
Hartlepool. 5

From a letter from Mr. Adams to Mr. Seward, of the 9th, it appears
that that gentleman " had long been in possession of information about
the construction and outfit of this vessel in the Clyde ; but," he adds,
" nothing has ever been furnished me of a nature to base proceedings
upon.' 6 Neither had there been, assuredly, up to this time, anything
which would have justified Mr. Adams in applying to Her Majesty's
government to seize this vessel, or the government in seizing her.
The measuring surveyor, who had surveyed her on the 17th of

January, and had been on board on two subsequent occasions for the
purpose of completing his survey, stated that she " appeared to him to

be intended for commercial purposes, her frame-work and plating being
of the ordinary size for vessels of her class."7 The collector of customs,
upon an inquiry being afterward directed by the government, re-

ported :

I have questioned the officer who performs tide-surveyor's duty afloat, and who
visited her on the evening of the 1st instant, to see that the stores were correct. He
informs me he saw nothing on board which could lead him to suspect that she was
intended for war purposes. I can testify that she was not h eavily sparred ; indeed,
she could not spread more canvas than an ordinary merchant-steamer. I beg to add,
when the tide-surveyor was on board, the joiners were fitting doors to the cabins.8

The vessel left ostensibly for the purpose of trying her engines, and
an intention was professed of returning to land the joiners who were
on board.

1 British Appendix, vol. 1, p. 424.
2 Ibid., p. 426.
s Ibid., p. 404.

"Ibid., p. 413.
6 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 509.
6 United States Documents, vol. ii, p. 6S7.
'British Appendix, vol. 1, p. 404.
8 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 404.
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,. But while thus leaving iu the disguise of a peaceful merchant-vessel
trying its engines, the Japan was intended to be converted into a ship
of war, and was not to return to Greenock. When she got well away
from Greenock, the joiners, who had been fitting np cabin-doors when
she left, were employed to fit up a magazine, and were afterward landed
lower down in the Clyde. Up to this time no information had been
furnished, or communication made, to Her Majesty's government on the
subject of this vessel.

Having left the Clyde, the Japan proceeded to the coast of France,
where, as we know, she was joined by the small steamer Alar, which
brought out to her her armament of guus and munitions of war.

Let us pause here for a moment to see whether, thus far, there was
anything in respect of which negligence could be, with the slightest
show of reason, imputed to Her Majesty's government.

It is certain that, though the attention of Mr. Underwood, the United
States consul at Glasgow, had been for some time fixed on this vessel,
there was nothing on which it was thought that the action of the gov-
ernment could be invoked.

It is said, indeed, iu the argument of the United States, that the
reason was that he "had not and could not, with his means of informa-
tion, produce ' such evidence as would support an indictment for mis-
demeanor ;' and nothing short of that, Mr. Adams had been informed
in the July previous, would, in the opinion of the solicitor of the customs
at London, furnish 'justifiable ground of seizure.'"' But, whatever
might have been said in the preceding July, at this time there was
everything to encourage Mr. Adams, if he had possessed any ground
for asking for the interposition of the government, to take that course:

During the last three months he had made representations to the British

government on the subject of three different vessels, the Georgiana,

.

the Phantom, and the Southerner, in regard to which, at the time of his
first communication, he had no evidence to produce beyond the state-

ments or suspicions of the United States consul at London or Liver-

pool; and inquiries had been instantly made in each case, and in regard
to the latter two vessels, Mr. Adams was writing at this very time
(April 6) to express his satisfaction at the steps which had been taken.1

He was, moreover, in correspondence with Earl Russell on the subject

of another vessel, the Alexandra, which was seized on the 5th April by
order of the government, a fact of which he was informed on the same
day, and at which ho also wrote to testify his "lively satisfaction." 3

He knew, too, that on no better authority than public report, the gov-

ernment had of themselves instituted an inquiry in the month of March
with a view to ascertaining whether vessels of war were being built at

Glasgow for the confederates, the result of which inquiry had been com-

municated to him on the 21st of March.3 The reason why Mr. Adams
made no communication to the Government relative to this vessel was,

as he expressly stated when writing to Mr. Seward three days later than

the date of the vessel's departure, that " nothing had been furnished

to him of a nature to base proceedings upon."

Upon what, then, can any charge of negligence against Her Majesty's

government be founded in respect of this vessel f Simply upon the old

allegation of the notoriety of the fact that it was being fitted out as a

vessel of war for the service of the confederate government. And how
is this notoriety attempted to be established ! Solely by an anonymous

1 British Appendix, -vol. ii, p. 71.

2 Ibid., p. 231.
3 United States Documents, vol. ii, p. 203.
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letter, purporting to be addressed to Lord Palmerston, published in the

Daily News of the 12th of February, 1863, iu which the vessel is spoken

of. 1 lhe letter is a very long one, and not written in a style to command
much attention, the changes being rung on "pirates" and "• slavehold-

ers " in a very sensational style. The probability is, that this letter

was never seen by any of Her Majesty ministers; still more so that,

if it was, it was not read through. If it is meant to be suggested that

the author was writing upon facts notorious to the world, and not from
his own private sources of knowledge, it is only necessary to turn to

the letter to see that this could not have been so. The writer is person-

ally familiar with the whole subject of vessels built, for, or in the in-

terest of, the confederates, and was doubtless some official connected
with the United States. But what form did the notoriety, of which this

anonymous writer was the organ, take in respect of the Japan, after-

ward the Georgia ? Did it treat her as a vessel of war, as the passages
in the American case and argument would lead us to suppose? Sot
so. Her destination was expected to be of an humbler kind—that of a
blockade-runner. This is what is said by "Anonymous" respecting

this vessel

:

Mr. Peter Denny, of Dumbarton, has constructed two fine screw-steamers. They are

lying in the Clyde. Eeport, of a somewhat authentic kind, says one of them is partly
owned by the " Chinese " and partly by individuals at Nassau, New Providence. It is

publicly announced that she is soon to be employed on the line between Nassau and
Charleston. Her name is .the Virginia. The term " Chinese " is in general use in the
building-yards of the Clyde and the Mersey to designate the confederates, and the
"Emperor of China" has no other signification, in this connection, than to personify
Jefferson Davis. The " Chinese " have been striving very hard to purchase the sister-

vessel to the Virginia, through one of their agents at Liverpool, but Mr. Denny built
and lost the Memphis, and he requires the " Celestials " to pay cash down before he
parts with his property.3

It need hardly be pointed out that, being " employed on aline," with
reference to a vessel, means being employed in carrying goods or pas-
sengers backward and forward between two or more given places.
There was, therefore, nothing in this letter, any more than in the facts',

to lead to any supposition on the part of the government that the Japan
was intended for a ship of war.
But let us follow the vessel. Having left the Clyde, the Japan first

made towards the Isle of Man, then suddenly changed her course, and
went north, through the North Channel, then down the west coast of
Ireland, passed Cape Clear, then steered eastward, and then made
straight for TJshant, Ushant light being the first light sighted. She
then kept on and off near the French coast.3

In the mean time a small steamer called the Alar, of London, having
taken the armament of the Georgia on board at Newhaven, as well as
some twenty to thirty men, who were to form an addition to her crew,
set sail from Newhaven on the 5th of April, having cleared out for
Alderney and St. Malo. Keeping clear, however, of both these places,
she steered straight for the west coast of France; which, however,
owing to accidents which happened to her machinery, she did not reach
till Wednesday, the 8th. The Georgia was then sighted far away to the
westward, and the machinery of the Alar having again broken down,
the former vessel came and took her in tow, and took her into the nar-
row passage between Ushant and the main-land. There the transship-
ment of the guns and munitions of the Georgia from the Alar took

1 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 503.
s Ibid., vol. vi, p. 505.
3 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 412.
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place, the whole being finally accomplished by the afternoon of Thurs-
day, the 9th, when the Georgia stood out to sea, while the Alar returned,
but her machinery having again broken down, she was obliged to put
into Plymouth. 1

.Prior to the Alar, parting company with the Georgia, a Captain
Lamont, or Dupont, who had come out in the Alar, assumed the com-
mand of the Georgia, and, having called the crew together, informed
them that the vessel was not bound for Singapore, but was intended for
the confederate service, to " sink, burn, and destroy vessels belonging
to the United States." He then proposed to them to sign articles to
serve for three years. Part of the crew agreed to sign articles accord-
ingly, but some seventeen refused, were paid their wages then due, and
returned in the Alar.

In the mean time Mr. Dolan, the collector'of customs at Newhaven,
had, the day after the Alar left Newhaven, written to the commission-
ers of customs respecting her :

Custom-house, Newhaven, April 6, 1863.

Honorablis Sirs : The steamship Alar, of London, 85 tons, owned by H. P. Maples,
sailed on Sunday morning, 5th instant, at 2 a. m., hound, according to the.sbip's papers,
viz, the accompanying content, for Alderney and St. Malo. On Saturday, at midnight,
thirty men, twenty of whom appeared to he British sailors, ten mechanics, arrived by
train. Three gentlemen accompanied them—Mr. Lewis, of Alderney, Mr. Ward, and
Mr. Jones. The men appeared to be ignorant of their precise destination ; some said
they were to get £20 each for the trip. A man, rather lame, superintended them.
Shortly after midnight a man arrived from Brighton on horseback, with a telegram,
which, for purposes of secrecy, had been sent there, and not to Newhaven, it is sus-

pected. Mr. Staniforth, the agent, replied to my inquiries this morning that the Alar
tad munitions of war on board, and that they were consigned by 3 to
a Mr. Lewis, of Alderney. His answers were brief, and with reserve, leaving no doubt
on my mind, nor on the minds of any here, that the thirty men and munitions of war
are destined for transfer at sea to some second Alabama. The private telegram to
Brighton intimated, very probably, having been reserved for the last hour, where that
vessel would be found. Whether the shipment of the men, who all appeared to be
British subjects, can, if it should be hereafter proved that they have been transferred
to a Federal or confederate vessel, be held as an infringement of the foreign-enlistment
act, and whether the clearance of the Alar, if hereafter proved to be untrue, can render
the master amenable under the customs-consolidation act, is for your consideration re-

spectfully submitted.
R. J. DOLAN, Collector?

Thus, Alderney was supposed to be the place to which the Alar had
gone. Similar information appears to have reached Mr. Adams, though
we are not informed from what quarter. On the 8th of April he writes
to Earl Eussell

:

Legation of the United States, London, April 8, 1863.

My Lord : From information received at this legation, which appears entitled to
credit, I am compelled to the painful conclusion that a steam-vessel has just departed
from the Clyde with the intent to depredate on the commerce of the people of the
United States. She passed there under the name of the Japan, but is since believed
to have assumed the name of the Virginia. Her immediate destination is the island!

of Alderney, where it is supposed she may yet be at this moment. A small steamer
called the Alar, belonging to Newhaven, and commanded by Henry P. Maples, has been
loaded with a large supply of guns, shells, shot, powder, &c, intended for the equip-
ment of the Virginia, and, is either on the way or has arrived there. It is further al-

leged 'that a considerable number of British subjects have been enlisted at Liverpool,

and sent to serve on board this cruiser.

Should it be yet in the. power of Her Majesty's government to institute some inquiry
into the nature of these proceedings, in season to establish their character, if innocent,

or to put a stop to them, if criminal, I feel sure that it would be'removing a heavy
burden of anxiety from the.minds of my countrymen in the United States.

I pray, &c,
CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS.3

1 British Appendix, vol. i, pp. 409^ 412.
s Blank in original.
3 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 405.
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This was the first communication received by the government on the

subject of this ship. Not a moment was lost by the government in in^

stituting inquiries, and a letter was dispatched the same day to the
lieutenant-governor of Guernsey, Major-General Slade, from the home
office, to whose department the Channel Islands belong

:

Whitehall, April 8, 1863.

Sir: I am directed by Sir George Grey to transmit to you herewith, as received

through the foreign office, a copy of a letter from the United States minister at this

court, respecting a steam-vessel named either the Japan or the Virginia, reported to
have left the Clyde for Alderney1

, where she is to receive on board an armament con-
veyed to that island by a small steamer, the Alar, belonging to Newhaven, and is to

be eventually employed in hostilities against the United States; and I am to request
that you will make immediate inquiry into the truth of the allegations contained in

that communication.
I have to call your attention to the statute 59 Geo. Ill, cap. 69. Section seven ap-

pears to be applicable to this case if the information which has been given to the
minister of the United States of America should turn out to be correct. In that case

the law-officers of the Crown should be instructed to take, without delay, the proper
proceedings authorized by the law of Alderney, to enforce the provisions of the act in
question, and the officers of customs may be called upon to assist, if necessary.

Sir George Grey will be glad to be informed of the result of the inquiry, and of any
steps that maybe taken in consequence.

I have, &c,
H. WADDINGTON.'

On receipt of this letter, General Slade immediately sent a ship of
war to Alderney ; but as neither the Japan nor the Alar had gone to
Alderney, of course neither of them was to be found there.

I should have thought it difficult under these circumstances to raise ah
accusation of negligence against Her Majesty's government.- Neverthe-
less, the government are charged in the American case with neglect in
not having, on receipt of Mr. Adams's letter ofthe 8th, dispatched ships
of war from Portsmouth and Plymouth to seize the two vessels. " The
sailing and the destination," it is said, " were so notorious as to be the
subject of newspaper comment."2 A single newspaper, the Liverpool
Journal of Commerce, of April 9, is referred to in support of this asser-

tion. I turn to it, and I find it there stated, indeed, that the vessel had
sailed, but "formiknown destinations.m The only direction, therefore, given

< to. the government inquiry was Alderney. To that island it is said to
have been incumbent on the government to send ships of warfrom Ports-
mouth and Plymouth, because "Alderney and the Channel Islands were
on the route to St. Malo and Brest; and it is not at all probable,
scarcely possible, that the Alar and the Georgia would not have been dis-

covered."1 There is in this statement a geographical confusion pardon-
able only in parties writing from the other side of the Atlantic. Brest
and St. Malo are on different sides of the French coast, and at least one
hundred and fifty miles apart, and according as a vessel was bound to
the one or the other, she would steer a totally different course. But
still more startling is the statement that Alderney and the Channel
Islands would have been in the course of a vessel coming round the
west coast of Ireland, and bound for Ushaut and the northwest part of
the French coast, as the Georgia undoubtedly was. To a vessel coming-
round Cape Clear, and intending to make her way towards the Bay of
Biscay, or to stand out into the Atlantic, Alderney would have been
from two hundred and fifty to three hundred miles out of her way

!

Independently of the absurdity of supposing that the Georgia would
1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 4U1.
s Case of the United States, p. 398.
3 United States Documents, vol. ii, p. 668.
4 American Case; pp. 398, 399.
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have copie to Alderney at all—more especially as she would there have
been exposed to seizure, as being in a British port, if any suspicion
should have arisen respecting herreal character—when it wasmuch easier
for her to take in her armament off the French coast, I must express
my surprise that it should be deliberately stated, by those who know
that she never went to or near Alderney at all, and that no other des-
iinatioa of the vessel was known or surmised, to which ships could have
been sent after her, that, by reason that Earl Eussell, " instead of di-

recting action to be taken by the navy, directed inquiries to be made
by the treasury and home office, the Georgia escaped."

Is it to be said that without having the least idea of any other desti-

nation than Alderney, the government were to send ships of war in
all directions in quest of two vessels, neither of which could possibly be
known to any officer in Her Majesty's navy ? Even had the spot where
the two vessels were to meet been known, it would scarcely have been
possible for a ship from Plymouth—much less from Portsmouth, which
is more than one hundred miles further off—to have overtaken them.
The letter from Mr. Adams was not written till the 8th, and would

appear, from Mr. Hammond's letter to that gentleman of the same date,

to have been received in the afternoon of that day. Had instructions

been telegraphed to Plymouth that afternoon, it would have taken some
short time to carry the orders into execution. Steamships are not ready
to start at five minutes' notice. From Plymouth to Ushant is some
one hundred and twenty miles ; and, on the 9th, the Georgia had left

the French' coast and was on her way upon the ocean. But for the
delay occasioned by the breaking down of the Alar's machinery she
would have been gone several hours sooner.

There is a homely, but expressive, English saying, that " Any stick

serves to beat a dog with," but one must have a most determined in-

tention to beat the creature to make such a case as this aground of

complaint.
It has been sought to fix the British government with the responsi-

bility for damage done by this vessel on the ground that, until the 23d
of June, Bold continued to be on the register as owner. It is true that

it was not until this date that Bold informed the collector of customs
that he had parted with the vessel, and returned the certificate of reg-

istry. No such consequence, however, as is contended for, at all follows.

The ownership of a British vessel may be transferred, though the evi-

dence of it, as afforded by the register, remains incomplete ; and it

would be absurd to suppose that Mr. Bold, if the true owner, lent his

vessel to the confederate government, or failed to take care to be paid

for her before he parted with her. The delay in canceling the registra-

tion was, no doubt, for the purpose of delaying as long as possible the

disclosure of the real transaction.

Mr. Squarey, the Liverpool solicitor engaged for the United States,

being consulted on this point, gave the following very sensible advice:

It does not. appear to me the engagement of the crew can be treated as an offense

against the act, because the, only legal contract binding upon the'crew was that ap-

pearing upon the articles. The men were not liable to do anything except what they

had agreed to do by the articles ; and from the statements of the men whom I saw, it

did not appear that they knew, when they shipped, that it was expected or intended

that they should serve on board a man-of-war or privateer. As regards the liability

of the British registered owner to make good to the owners of the American vessel

destroyed the loss sustained by them, I conceive it must depend upon the question

whether those in command of the vessel at the time can be considered to have been the

agents of the British owner. If they were such agents, and there was any evidence to

show that the destruction of the American ship could be considered as an act within

the scope of their authority, I have no doubt that the owners would be liable
;
but i,t
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appears to me that the circumstances to which I have previously referred go very far

to rebut the presumption that such -agency existed, and to prove that, in destroying

the American vessel, the officers and crew were acting, not for the British owner, but
for the government of the so-called Confederate States. In saeli case I do not think

that any liability could be established against the British owner, for it is now well

established that.the mere fact of being on the register of the ship does not involve

liability for the acts or engagements of the master and crew, and that such liability is

in fact a question depending upon express or implied agency in every case.

Although, therefore, I do not see how a British owner is to be made liable, there is,

in my opinion, a case wiiicb. justifies the American Government in bringing the matter
before the notice of the British government, and requiring explanations from that gov-
ernment of the circumstances under -which a British vessel is found to be engaged in

the destruction of vessels belonging to American citizens. 1 •

It appears to me, therefore, beyond all question clear that no charge
of negligence can by possibility attach to Her Majesty's government in

respect of this ship. And I confess it was not without surprise that,

I heard one member of this tribunal say that, but that Mr. Adams had
declared in favor of the British government on this occasion, he should
have been prepared to pronounce " a more severe" judgment. If such
views are to prevail, the responsibility of neutrals will be a serious thing-
indeed.

It only reniaius to be added in respect of this vessel that a prosecu-
tion was instituted by the government under the foreign-enlistment
act, against Jones and Highatt, two members of the firm of Jones &
Co., of Liverpool, by whom the men had been engaged to serve on board
the Japan, and as to whom it was alleged that they had engaged the
men for the purpose of their enlisting in the confederate service when
the true character of the vessel was declared. The case was tried before
me at Liverpool, when both defendants were found guilty by the jury,
but points of law were reserved involving considerable difficulty, par-
ticularly that the men, at the time they were engaged at Liverpool, were
not aware of the ulterior purpose which the defendants were alleged to
have had in view.
On the defendants being brought up for judgment, the defendants

having consented to abandon the points reserved, and to forego an in-

tended application for a new trial, an arrangement was come to between
the counsel for the Grown and the counsel for the defendants that a fine
of.£50 should be imposed on each of them. The punishment might, at
first sight, appear inadequate, but looking to the legal difficulties, it

was, on the whole, I think, a prudent arrangement; it having been bet-
ter that the law should be vindicated, though with a less degree of
punishment, than that the chance of a defeat should be risked.

CASE OF THE SHENANDOAH.

This vessel, originally known as the Sea King, was a screw-steamer

The shen^o-o,
built at G1»sgow in the year 1863, for the purpose of being
employed in the China trade.2 She had been seen by Mr.

Dudley at Glasgow in 1863, who represented her as well adapted for war-
like purposes, and thought she was likely to be bought for such purpose
by the confederates^ But in this he was mistaken. She was bought
by private owners ; Messrs. Eobertson & Co., of London, acted as man-
aging owners.4

She had from the beginning two 12-pouuder carronades, such as mer-

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 428.
* Ibid., p. 724.
3 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 554.
' British Appendix, vol. i, p. 494.
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ohant-vessels are in the habit of carrying as signal-guns, but nothing
more.1

In November, 1863, she left London on a voyage first to New. Zealand,
taking out troops for Her Majesty's government to Auckland, and from
thence to Hankow for a cargo of tea, and with the latter she returned
to London. She was a vessel built entirely for commercial purposes,
and was in no respect whatever adapted for war.
In September, 1864, she was sold by her owners, in the ordinary way

of business, to a Mr. Eichard Wright, a ship-owner of Liverpool." On
the 7th of October, 1864, Wright granted a certificate of sale to Mr. P.
S. Corbett, the master of the ship, empowering him to sell her within
six. months from the date of the certificate, at any port out of the
United Kingdom, for a price not less than £45,000.3

After this the vessel cleared out, as for a trading voyage " to Bom-
bay, calling at any ports and places on the passage, and any other ports
or places in India, China, or Japan, or the Pacific or Atlantic Oceans,
trading to or from, as legal freights might offer,. until the return of the
ship to a final port of discharge in the United Kingdom or continent of
Europe; the voyage not to exceed two years."3 A crew was hired, and
signed articles for the voyage in question, and the vessel sailed as if

upon it, without any suspicion on the part of the crew, or of any one
not in the secret, that she was intended for any other destination.

The vessel underwent no change prior to her leaving; no equipment
of her for the purpose of receiving any armament took place ; she re-

mained as she had been from the beginning, fitted for commercial pur-

poses only. She was wholly unadapted to receive guns. She had on
board only two small 12-pounder guns she had always had, such as
merchant-vessels of %'er class always carry as signal-guns. She had no
.arms, or munitions of wai\
When afterwards examined at Melbourne by Captain Payne, the lat-

ter reported that " everything indicated that she was nothing more than
an ordinary merchant-ship." He could not discover any magazine; there
were no stands for sinall-arms, cutlasses, or pistols ; no shot-racks were
fitted^ nor could he see any shell-room aloft. " There is nothing," he
says, "to protect her machines from shot and shell; in fact, her boilers

-and the principal part of her machinery are above the water-line. Her
bunkers certainly are between the machinery and the ship's'side, but
from their small dimensions they would offer but small resistance to

shot. The most vulnerable part, viz, the boilers, is left quite unpro-

tected." 4 "lam altogether of opinion," adds Captain Payne, "that there

is nothing in her build, armament, (with the exception of two Whitworth
.guns,) and equipment that should call for more special notice than that

she is an ordinary merchant-vessel, armed with a few guns."

It is plain, therefore, that till the Whitworth guns in question were
put on board, there was nothing whatever on board the Sea King to at-

tract attention, or to excite the slightest suspicion about her. That this

was so ; is shown by the fact that the crew fully believed that she was
really bound for the voyage to the East.

But it appears that the Mr. Eichard Wright who had bought the

vessel was the father-in-law of Mr. Praleau, the managing partner of

the firm of Eraser, Trenholm & Co., of Liverpool ; whereupon we are

gravely told, in the case of the United States, that " the acquisition, by
a near connection of a member of their firm, of a fast-going steamer,

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 725.
s Ibid.„p. 495. • '

3 Ibid., p. 496.
1 Ibid., p. 397.
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capable of being so converted, and the proposition to send lier to sea in

ballast, with nothing on board but two mounted guns and a supply of
provisions and coal, ought, of itself, to have attracted the attention of

the British officials; and that the omission to take notice of the fact is

a proof of want of the due diligence required by the treaty."1

Not the slightest intimation, however, is given as to what notice

should have been taken, or what could possibly have been done. There
was nothing that could, in any way, have justified the detention of the

vessel. In the foregoing statement we have, therefore, as it seems to-

me, an unwarrantable assumption.
The Sea King left the port of London on the 9th October, and pro-

ceeded to Madeira, where she arrived on the 18th.3 In the mean time a
small steamer called the Laurel had left Liverpool, having cleared' for

Matamoras and Nassau. She took out cases marked as machinery,3 but
in reality containing two 33-pounder Whitworth guns, and four 8-inch

smooth-bore guns of 55 hundred-weight each, together with shells,

small-arms, and ammunition for the use of the Sea King.
Mr. Dudley was somehow informed that the cases contained guns and

gun-carriages, and believing they were intended to be mounted on the
decks of the Laurel, wrote to Mr. Adams that he apprehended she was
intended as a privateer. At the same time he admitted that he had no
evidence to implicate her except the taking on the guns in cases.4 It is

plain, therefore, that Mr. Dudley did not surmise any connection between
the two vessels, one of which was starting from Loudon, the other from
Liverpool, and I am at a loss to see how any could possibly have been
surmised.
Lieutenant Waddell, the future captain of the Sea King, and the

other officers, and seventeen men who were to form part of her crew,
were also passengers in the Laurel.
Before the Laurel left Liverpool, Mr. Dudley began to suspect that

the guns put on board her were intended for another vessel, as they
were more in number than would be required for a vessel of her size;^
but he was evidently altogether without any definite information about
her.

The Sea King arrived at Madeira about the 18th of October: the
Laurel about the same time. The following day both vessels proceeded
to some small islands called the Desertas, where the guns and warlike
stores intended for the Sea King were transferred to her from the Lau-
rel.6 Either then, or prior to leaving England, Corbett, acting on the
power of attorney received from the owner, Wright, sold the vessel to
the confederate government. According to his account the sale took
place on the 19th. 7 On that day the captain and officers took posses-
sion of her as a confederate ship. Captain Corbett informed the crew
that he had sold the ship to the confederate government, that she was
henceforth to be a cruiser in their service, and that he had delivered her
up to them.
Every effort was made, by persuasion and offers of large bounties and

high wages, to induce the former crew to enter the confederate.' service
*

on board the vessel ; but, with the exception of two or three, all the
rest, forty-two in number, refused, and were conveyed in the Laurel to-

1 United States Case, p. 113.
3 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 485.
3 Ibid., p. 493.
4 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 556.
5 Ibid., p. 558.
6 British Appendix, vol. i. pp. 478-482, 486-489.
' Ibid., p. 481.
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Teneriffe, from whence they afterward returned to London. The con-
federate flag having been hoisted oh the Sea King, she cruised thence-
forward under the name of the Shenandoah.

It must bey indeed, a stern stickler for neutral responsibility who
could say that up to this point there had been anything for which blame
could be attributed to Her Majesty's government. Not the slightest
suspicion had attached to this ship, which was only known as a
merchant-vessel, prior to her leaving England. But besides this, no
offense whatever had been committed against British law.
The ship had not been either " flitted out," " equipped," or " armed,"

within the United Kingdom or within Her Majesty's dominions. Built as
a merchant-vessel she had . been sold, as she stood, to the confederate
government-; and neither by the municipal law of Great Britain, any
more than by that of the United States, nor by international law, was
such a sale in any way illegal.

The argument of the United States itself admits that " if the Shen-
andoah at this point of her history stood alone, and there had been no
other cause of complaint against Her Majesty's government, the United
States could not now hold Great Britain responsible for her original

escape and armament."
No question, therefore, can arise as to the responsibility of Great

Britain in respect of any damages done by this vessel prior to her arrival

at Melbourne.
The first that was heard of the Shenandoah by Her Majesty's govern-

ment was from a letter of the 30th of October from Mr. Grattan, the
British consul at Teneriffe. On the Laurel arriving at that place, the
master, J. F. Bamsay, on presenting himselfat the consular office, stated
that he wished to land 43 passengers, who were to proceed to England
by the next Liverpool steamer, and that these persons were the master
and crew of the British steamer Sea King, of London, which vessel had
been wrecked off the Desertas. The Laurel continued her voyage on
the 22d instant. The master, on getting up steam, and not before,

landed the above-mentioned seamen.
The master of the Sea King, P. S. Corbett, did not call at the consular

office, as is usual in such cases, either for the purpose of making a pro-

test or to claim assistance. Therefore, on the' 25th instant, Consul
Grattan sent to desire his attendance, and demanded the certificate of

registry of his vessel, in pursuance of instructions contained in para-

graph No. 13 of the board, of trade instructions. On handing in his

certificate Corbett informed Mr. Grattan that his vessel had not been
wrecked^ but that she had been sold in London, and delivered to her
owners on the high seas ; and that himself and his crew had landed
here for the purpose of returning to England as passengers in the West
Coast of Africa mail-steamer, due at the port on the 31st instant.

The consul,, having been struck by the discrepancy between the state-

ments of the two masters, made inquiries of some of the former crew of

the Sea King, and having taken their depositions, and being of opinion

that they contained evidence sufficient to substantiate a charge against

the master, Corbett,- of an infringement of the foreign-enlistment act,

sent him in custody to England, at the same time forwarding the depo-

sitions of the men in a dispatch to Earl Bussell. 1

I will conclude the narrative as to what further happened in relation

to Corbett before I pursue the further history of the Shenandoah.
On the arrival of the depositions in England, the law-officers at first

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 477.
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advised that no prosecution could be sustained against Corbett, as all

the facts had taken place on the high seas, and a British ship on the

high seas could not properly be considered as " within Her Majesty's

dominions, or a place belonging to or subject to Her Majesty."^ Two
further affidavits having been afterward furnished by Mr. Adams-, of

men who had been engaged by the defendant in London, and who spoke

to language of a suspicious character then used by him, the law-officers,

on being again consulted, thought that there was sufficient evidence on

which to found a prosecution ; and' they further thought that as the

ship had -left the country as a British ship, she might, prima facie, be

considered as such, that is, till a sale and transfer of property in her

was shown ; and that it might be deserving of serious consideration

whether her deck might not be considered as l
.

1 a place belonging to Her
Majesty," within the language of the act.2 A prosecution against Cor-

bett was accordingly instituted by the government, for a breach of the

second section of the foreign-enlistment act, in endeavoring to procure

men to enlist and serve, or to embark and go out of Her Majesty's do-

minions to enlist and serve, in the confederate service. The case came
on before myself and a special jury, at Westminster Hall, in December,
1865. The witnesses for the prosecution were six sailors who had
formed part of the crew of the Sea King, and who deposed that, after

Captain Corbett had informed the crew that he had sold the ship to the

confederate government, he endeavored to persuade the men to enlist,

pointingout to them the advantage of so doing in the way ofpay and prize-

money. There was, however, considerable inconsistency in the evidence

of these men, some of them ascribing to the defendant what others put
into the mouth of Captain Waddell, and vice versa. The men appear
to have had a strong feeling against the captain, by reason of their in-

tended voyage to the east having come to an abrupt termination, and
to their not having received as much wages as they expected for the

time they had been out.

The first mate, the steward-, and the chief engineer of the crew of the
Sea King, one of the crew of the Laurel, and two or three confederate
sailors who had joined the confederate ship, all of whom had witnessed
all that passed, denied positively that Corbett had taken any part in

persuading the men to sign articles, but attributed to Captain Waddell,
exclusively, the language which the witnesses for the prosecution had
represented as spoken by Corbett.

It having been objected on the part of the defendant that while, in

order to constitute an offense under the enactment in question, the act

complained of must have been done within Her Majesty's dominions,
what was here alleged to have been done by the defendant had taken
place in Spanish waters, it was answered by the solicitor-general that,

if -the act had been done on board a British vessel, that would be suffi-

cient to satisfy the statute, and that, though he could not deny that a
sale of the vessel had taken place, yet that, so long as the British crew
remained on board, the vessel could not be considered as having been
delivered up to the purchasers, and must still be looked upon as a Brit-

ish ship. I was, however, clearly of opinion that the defendant Corbett
having openly announced the sale. of the ship, and that he had delivered
her over to Waddell, and the latter having assumed the command, and
with his officers taken possession of her, the delivery had been com-
pleted and the property effectually transferred. I, however, desired the
opinion of the jury on this point, as well as on the questions whether

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 483.
2 Ibid., p. 490.
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the defendant had endeavored to induce the men to enlist in the con-

federate service, as crew of the Sea King ; and if so, whether, when he
engaged the men in London, he had the ulterior design of inducing
them to enlist when beyond the Queen's dominions. The jury thought
the evidence too conflicting upon which to convict the defendant, and,
it being very doubtful whether the witnesses for the Crown were not
confounding what had been said by Waddell with what was said by
Oorbett, I think the jury acted wisely on the whole in acquitting the
defendant.1

I have adverted to these circumstances in justice to the government
and the solicitor-general who conducted the prosecution. No public
prosecutor could have discharged his duty more honestly or zealously,

or with a greater desire' to obtain a conviction if it could legitimately

and properly be done.
I return to the Shenandoah, Nothing more was heard of her by Her

Majesty's government till she arrived at Melbourne on the
At unie

25th of January, 1865.

Before relating the events which occurred during her visit at this

port, it may be well briefly to describe the locality, some knowledge of

which is necessary to a thorough appreciation of the facts. Port Philip,

at the northeasterly end of which Melbourne is situated, is a bay ot

irregular oval shape, some sixty or seventy miles in circuit, opening
into the sea by a narrow entrance to the southwest, called the Heads.
The harbor of Melbourne, situated as has been said at the opposite end,

is called Hobson's Bay, and forms the estuary of the Yarra-Yarra. Mel-

bourne itself is about two miles inland up the Yarra-Yarra ; on either

side of Hobson's Bay are two suburbs of'Melbourne, named respectively

Williamstbwn and Sandridge. Thej^ are each connected with the town
by a railway, and a steam-ferry runs between the two, from one railway

pier to another across the bay, -which is here two and a half miles wide.

Williamstown is the place where shipping operations are for the most
part carried on, and where seafaring men principally frequent. It

should be added that the governor had, at the time of the arrival of

the Shenandoah, a small military force at his disposal, but no vessel of

war of any kind ; the Bombay, which is spoken of in the argument of

the United States as such, being merely a contract steam-packet belong-

ing to the Peninsular and Oriental Company, with a naVal agent on
board in charge of the mails. The authorities were therefore depend-

ent upon the customs officers and the ordinary water-police for the sur-

veillance of the harbor.

Immediately on the arrival of the Shenandoah, her commander, Wad-
dell, wrote to .Sir C. H. Darling, the governor, to announce his arrival :

2

CONFEDERATE STATES STEAMER OF "VVAU SHENANDOAH,
Port Philip, ,Ja,nuary 25, 1885.

Sir : I have the honor to announce to your excellency the arrival of the Poufederate

States steamer Shenandoah, under my command, in Port Philip, this afternoon, and
also to communicate that the steamer's machinery requires' repairs, and that I ain in

want of coals. •
, • . . .

I desire your excellency to grant permission that I may make the necessary repairs

and supply of coals to enable me to get to sea as quickly as ppssible.

I'desire also your excellency's petmission to land ray prisoners.
, I Shall obssrve the

neutrality. <
•

I have, &c,
JAS. J. WADDELL.

1 See reports of the trial, printed in United States Dosuments, vol. iv, pp. 618

et seq.
2Appendix to British Case, vol. i, p. 500.
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The conduct of the governor and of the executive council of the colony

seems to have been marked by the most anxious desire to do what was
strictly right.

The commissioner of trade and customs was directed to communicate

with the commander of the Shenandoah in the name of the governor,'

requesting him to inform the government of Victoria of the nature and
extent of the repairs of which he stated his vessel to be in need ; and
informing him that permission would be granted for the Shenandoah to

remain in the waters of the colony a sufficient time to effect her repairs,

and to receive the provisions or things necessary for the subsistence of

her crew—but not beyond what would be necessary for immediate use;

and that when the government of Victoria were in possession of the

nature and extent of the supplies and repairs which were necessary, he
should be informed of the time which his vessel would be permitted to

remain in the waters of the colony : and that, as to that part of his letter

which referred to prisoners, he must confmunicate to the government
the names of the prisoners, and any other particulars relating to them
which he might be willing to supply.

The application of Lieutenant Waddell to land his prisoners was also

directed to be communicated to the United States consul

.

Mr. Blanchard, the consul of the United States at Melbourne, pro-

tested against the Shenandoah being admitted to the privileges of a

belligerent, maintaining that, as she had been sold at sea to the confed-

erate government, a sale under such circumstances was unlawful ; that,

being a British-built merchant-ship, she could not be converted into a
war-vessel o.f the Confederate States on the high seas, but only by pro-

ceeding to, and sailing in such a character from, one of the ports of the

confederacy ; and that " not being legally a man-of-war, she was but a
lawless pirate, dishonoring the flag under which her status was to be
established and under which she decoyed her victims."

Having consulted the law-officers of the colony, who advised that the ves-

sel purported to be, and in their opinion should be treated as, a ship of war
belonging to a belligerent power, the governor and council decided that,

whatever might be the previous history of the Shenandoah, the govern-
ment of the colony was bound to treat her as a ship of war belonging
to a belligerent power.

It is clear that the law-officers of the colony were perfectly right.

Even had there been any foundation for the notion of Mr. Blanchard
that the sale of the vessel on the high seas was invalid, the Shenandoah
arrived at the colony as a commissioned ship of a belligerent power,
which, according to the usage ofmaritime nations, was a sufficient ground
for her reception as a vessel of war. It is to be observed that no ques-
tion can arise in respect of this vessel as to its having been the duty of

the British government to seize her in spite of the commission of the
Confederate States. She had neither been equipped, nor armed, nor
specially adapted, wholly or iu part, for warlike use, in British territory,
nor was the sale of her to a belligerent on the high seas any violation
of the rights of Great Britain as a neutral. To have seized- her would
therefore have been utterly unjustifiable.

A question, it appears, arose as to whether the officer in command
should not be required to show his commission, and the majority of the
council decided that there was no necessity for doing so. And nothing
having then occurred to lead to any doubt as to the vessel being com-
missioned by the confederate government, or as to the honor of the

1 Appendix to British Case, vol. i, p. 511.
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officer who commanded her, to have demanded to see the commission he
professed to hear -would have implied an unworthy suspicion.
What followed is thus related in a narrative signed by the gentlemen

who -were at that time chief secretary, minister of justice, commissioner
of trade and customs, and attorney-general of the colony

:

On receiving. the communicafeion from the governor, Lieutenant Waddell employed
Messrs. Langlands, Brothers & Co., iron-founders, of Melbourne, to examine the vessel
aud to undertake the repairs, and they, on the 30th January, reported that it was abso-
lutely necessary to put the Shenandoah on the government slip, as the diver -who in-
spected the vessel had reported that the lining of the outer stern-back was entirely gone,
and would have to be replaced ; and that, as three days would elapse before the vessel
was slipped, it would take ten days from date to accomplish the repairs.

It may be here remarked that the slip (termed the " government slip " in the report
of Messrs. Langlands, Brothers & Co.) was not in possession of, or under the control
of the government, the fact being that, although it was originally built by the govern-
ment, yet it hadbeen for many years leased, and at that time was under lease to Mr. Enoch
Chambers.

/

This report was submitted to the commissioner of trade and customs, who wrote, by
direction of his excellency the governor, for a list of the supplies required for the im-
mediate use of the vessel, and stated that his excellency had. appointed a hoard, con-
sisting of Mr. Payne, inspector and secretary of the steam navigation board ; Mr. Elder,
the superintendent of the marine yard at Melbourne; and Mr. Wilson, the government
marine engineer, to go on board the Shenandoah, and to examine and report whether
that vessel was then in a fit state to go to sea, or what repairs were necessary.
Lieutenant Waddell furnished a list of the supplies he required, and permission was

given for the shipment on board of reasonable quantities of the«upplies asked for.

The board appointed by his excellency had the vessel examined by a diver, and then
reported—

1st. That the Shenandoah was not in a fit state to proceed to sea as a steamship

.

2d. That repairs were necessary.
3d. That the part or parts requiring repair being the inner stern-post bearing of the

screw-shaft, the extent of the damage could not be ascertained without the vessel

being slipped.
His excellency, en the receipt of this report, gave permission for the vessel to be

placed on the patent slip, and he requested the commissioner of trade and customs to
make arrangements for obtaining daily reports of the progress of repairs and provision-

ing of the Shenandoah, and directed every precaution to be taken against the pos-

sibility of the commander of that vessel in any way extending its armament, or
rendering the present armament more effective ; and these instructions were carefully

acted on.

On the 6th of February, 1865, an application was made for permission to land some
surplus stores from the Shenandoah, which was refused on* the advice of the attorney-

general. .

The repairs of the Shenandoah'not having been proceeded with, the commissioner of

trade and customs wrote on the 7th of February to Lieutenant Waddell, stating that

his excellency desired that a day should be named for proceeding to seaf and that he
was directed' to say that, after carefully considering the question of the position of

Great Britain as strictly neutral in the present, contest, the use of appliances, the, prop-

erty of the government, could not be granted, nor any assistance rendered by, it, directly

or indirectly, toward effecting the repairs of the Shenandoah.
Lieutenant Waddell replied that he could not name a day for proceeding to sea till

the vessel was taken on the slip, when the injury could be ascertained, and the time

estimated for its repair, the recent gales having prevented him from lightening the ship

to the necessary draught preparatory to, going, on the slip, in which matter he had
been guided by those in charge of the slip. He hoped the weather would permit the

engineer in charge of the slip to take the Shenandoah on the slip the following morning.

The vessel was not hauled up on the slip until the morning of the 10th, when the

board appointed by the governor had another inspection, and they then reported as

follows

:

1st. That the lignum-vitse staves, forming the bearing of the forward end of the outer

length" of the screw-shaft were entirely displaced.

2d. That the inner stern-post bracket in which the staves of lignura-vito were fitted,

forming also the support for the foremost end of the screw-frame, was fractured on the

starboard side to the extent of about 4 inches. -

3d. That these repairs, necessary to render the steamship sea-worthy, could be effected

in or about five clear working days from that date. 1

1 British Appendix, vol. v, p. 60.
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It thus appears that on the 3d of February, the commissioner of trade

and customs was instructed by the governor to make arrangements for

obtaining daily reports of the progress of the repairs and provisioning of

the Shenandoah, and communicated to him the information so obtained

;

and to take every precaution in his power against the possibility of the
commander, of that vessel in any degree extending his armament, or

rendering the present armament more effective.1

Thus matters stood when, on the 10th of February, the United States

consul wrote to the governor, inclosing a deposition on oath of one John
Williams, who had been a prisoner on board the Shenandoah, and who,
having been one of the crew of the ship D. Godfrey, captured by the Shen-
andoah, had escaped from the latter by swimming ashore on the 6 th,

In this deposition Williams stated that fifteen or twenty men had joined
the ship since her arrival in port, and were concealed in various parts of

her, and that three others, who were wearing the ship's uniform, had
also come aboard since her arrival.2 To this was added, on the 13th, the

affidavit of one Madden, another of the crew of the I). Godfrey, who
stated that "when he left the vessel on the 7th, there were men hid in

the forecastle of the ship, and two working in the galley, all of whom
came on board the vessel since she arrived in the port ; and that the
officers pretended they did not know these men were hid." 3

The proceedingsof the governor and council on the 13th of February
are marked by the same attention to their duty in the matter as before,

as appears from the following minute of their proceedings

:

4

The further report of the board of survey on the Shenandoah, after viewing that
vessel on the slip, is submitted and considered.
His excellency states to the council that, in consequence of a letter which he had

received from the United States consul, dated the 10th instant, and inclosing a testimony
on oath of one John Williams, he had deemed it his dutytoreferitforthe consideration
of the law-officers of the Crown ; as, presuming the statements therein containsd to be
correct, it would appear that the commander of the Shenandoah was taking advantage
of the aid and comfort which had been afforded to him in this port to increase the
number of his crew by enlisting British subjects in contravention of the forei'gnienlist-

ment act.

In consequence of this reference, the law-officers of the Crown had directed the at-

tendance of the man John Williams, and that he had, with other men, attended that
morning at the Crown law-offices, and had made statements to the effect that a number
of men representing themselves to be Englishmen had gone on board the Shenandoah
since her arrival in this port, with the intention of joining her, and were now concealed
on board.
The law-officers being of opinion that there was sufficient evidence to take steps for

prosecuting, had instructed the police to lay informations against these men for a mis-
demeanor, and to apply for a warrant for their apprehension.
On consultation with the council, it was not considered necessary by his excellency

to take any further steps in the matter until the result of the police-officer proceedings
were known ; but Mr. Francis is instructed again to- inquire by letter when Lieutenant
Waddell would be ready to proceed to sea.

A report from the detective police at Sandbridge, of this day's date, on matters re-
lating to the Shenandoah, is laid upon the table of the council; and as from informa-
tion which had reached the government some suspicion had been attached to the move-
ments of a vessel called the Eli Whitney, now lying in the bay, tne honorable the
commissioner of trades and Customs undertakes that her movement's shall be carefully
watched. '

'

The honorable the attorney-general then submits to his excellency depositions taken
on oath by eleven persons before the consul of the United Stages in Melbourne, which,
depositions have been placed in his hands by the consul.

The Eli Whitney was watched accordingly, and if any intention of
using her as a means of shipping the men had been entertained, it was
abandoned.

1 Appendix to British Case, vol. i, p. 529.
= Ibid., p. 60G. 3 Ibid., p. 608. Ibid., p 520.
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Oa the 13th of February a warrant was granted by a magistrate at
Williamstown, for the apprehension of a man known as James David-
son, or " Charley," who was stated to be concealed on board the Shen-
andoah. The superintendent of police, who was charged with the exe-
cution of the warrant, went on board the ship, and Captain Waddell
not being on board, saw the officer in charge, told his business, and re-
quested to see the man on board to execute his, warrant. This was re-

fused. He showed his warrant, which the officer looked, at, saying,
" That is all right, but you shan't go over the ship." The next morning
the police officer returned to the ship, and stated that information hav-
ing been sworn that persons had joined the vessel from Melbourne, and
were now on board, he had come with a warrant. Captain Waddell re-

plied, "I pledge you my word of honor as an officer and a gentleman
that I have not any one on board, nor have I engaged any one, nor will

I while 1 am here." The superintendent answered that he understood
that the persons he wanted were wearing the uniform of the Confeder-
ate States, and were working on board, but this Captain Waddell dis-

tinctly denied. The superintendent asked to go over the ship and see
if the men he wanted were on board. This being refused he said that
he must execute his warrant, even if he had to use force. To which
Waddell replied that he would use force to resist ; that he dare not
allow his ship to be searched; it was more than Tojs commission was
worth ; and that such a thing would not be attempted to a ship of war
of any other country; that a great slight had been put upon him by
sending any one to the shir> with a warrant. On the superintendent
agaiu asking if the captain refused to allow him to look for the man for
whom he had a warrant, Waddell answered, that he "did refuse it, and
would fight his ship rather than allow it."

1

The governor having called the attention of the council to the cir-

cumstances, and to the necessity of considering what steps should be
taken, by the advice of the council directed the commissioner of trade
and customs to write to Captain Waddell, and to request him to recon-
sider his determination, and further to inform him that, pending his re-

ply, the permission which had been granted to him to repair and take
in supplies had been suspended. The governor then issued a direction

thai;, on receipt of an instruction to that effect from the chief commis-
sioner of police, none of Her Majesty's subjects in the colony should
render any aid or assistance to, or perform any work in respect of the
so-called confederate steamship Shenandoah, or in launching the same.
The chief commissioner of police was instructed to send some police to

Williamstown, to take care that the direction above mentioned was
duly observed.2

On the 14th a letter' was addressed to Captain Waddell, informing
him that the government conceived it had a right to expect that those
who were receiving in the port the* assistance claimed as a belligerent,

should not oppose proceedings intended to enforce the maintenance of

neutrality. He was therefore appealed to to reconsider his determina-
tion, and was informed that, pending his answer, the permission granted
to him to repair and take in supplies was suspended, and that Her
Majesty's subjects had been duly warned accordingly.3

Captain Waddell replied on the same day in the following terms

:

I have to inform his excellency the governor that the execution of the warrant was
not refused, as no such person as the one therein specified was on board ; but'permis-

1 British Appendix, vol. i, pp. 524, 525.
2 Ibid., p. 524.

'British Appendix, vol. i, p. 643.
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sion to search the ship was refused. According to all tlie laws of nations, the deck of

a vessel of war is considered to represent the majesty of the country whose flag she

flies and she is free from all executions, except for crimes actually committed on shore,

when a demand must he made for the delivery of such person, and the execution ot the

warrant performed hy the police of the ship. Our shipping articles have been shown

to the superintendent of police. All strangers have been sent out of the ship, and two

commissioned officers were ordered to search if any such have been left on board.

They have reported to me that, after making a thorough search, they can nnd no per-

son on hoard except those who entered this port as part of the complement of men.

I, therefore, as commander of the ship, representing my government mBntisn waters,

have to inform his excellency that there are no persons on hoard this ship except those

whose names are on my shipping articles, and that no>one has been enlisted in the serv-

ice of the Confederate States since my arrival in this port, nor have I m any way vio-

lated the neutrality of the port.

And I, in the name of the government of the Confederate States of America, hereby

enter my solemn protest against any obstruction which may cause the detention of this

ship in this port.

IhaVe
'
&C "'

JAS. J. WADDELL,
Lieutenant Commanding, Confederate States Navy. 1

Hon. Jas. G. Ekancis,
Commissioner of Trade and Customs, Melbourne.

It appears from a report of the superintendent of police that, in order

to carry out the instructions of the government, he proceeded to Wil-

liamstown on the afternoon of the 14th, took possession of the slip on

-which the Shenandoah was placed, and cleared the yard of the workmen
employed on the vessel. The effect of this determined course of pro-

ceedings soon showed itself. At about 10 p. m. four men were seen to

leave the vessel in a boat pulled by two watermen. They were pursued

by the water-police, and brought back to the superintendent. On being

questioned, they said they had been on board a few days, unknown to

the captain, and that as soon as he found they were on board, he or-

dered them to go ashore.2 The men were detained, and the American
consul was communicated with respecting them. Toward morning tug-

steamers came to tow the vessel off, but were ordered away by the su-

perintendent, who also took steps for preventing .the vessel being fur-

nished with a pilot. The four men were taken before a magistrate on

the 16th. One, being an American, was discharged ; the three others,

one of whom was the man Davidson, (" Charley,") were committed for

trial. Two of them, after awaiting their trial in prison for a month,
were sentenced to a further imprisonment of ten days ; the other, being

a mere youth,was, on (hat account, discharged. 3

s
The vessel stdl re-

mained on the slip.

On the 15th of February, the lessee of the slip wrote to the chief sec-

retary, stating that his manager had informed him that should a gale of

wind occur, he would either be compelled to launch the ship, or run a

great risk of her sustaining serious damage in consequence of her un-

safe position on the cradle.4 This being so, and all motive for searching
the ship being now at an end, the man against whom the warrant had
been directed having been taken, and there being no reason for suppos-

ing that there were other Melbourne men secreted ill the vessel, it was
thought advisable that the order suspending the permission to repair

should be revoked, and the necessary repairs to the ship be allowed to

be completed, the commander being informed that he was expected to.

use every dispatch in getting to sea by the time previously fixed.

Oaptaiu Waddell having written to complain of the ship having been
seized, was informed, in reply, that the ship had not been seized, but

'Britsh Appendix, vol. i, p. 644.
'- Ibid., p. 527.

'Ibid., vol. v, p. 63.

'Ibid., vol. i, p. 528.
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that further progress with the repairs had been arrested by reason of his
refusal to allow the ship to be searched. He was also reminded of the
four men having been caught leaving the ship, notwithstanding his state-
ment that there was no stranger on board ; but he was at' the same time
informed that, as the man against whom the warrant had been issued
was now in custody, and he (Captain Waddell) had given his assurance
that no person other than those on her shipping articles were how on
board the ship, the work might proceed. In acknowledging this com-
munication Captain Waddell took the opportunity of observing as fol-
lows, with reference to the four men :

The four men alluded to in your communication are no part of this vessel's comple-
ment of men ; they were detected on board by the ship's police after all strangers -were
reported out of the vessel, and they -were ordered and sent out of the vessel by the
ship's police immediately on their discovery, which was after my letter had been dis-
patched iuforming his excellency the governor that there were no such persons on
board. These men were here without my knowledge, and I have no doubt can be
properly called stowaways, and such they would have remained but for the vigilance
of the ship's police, inasmuch as they were detected after the third search, but iu no
way can I be accused, iu truth, of being cognizant of an evasion of the foreign-enlist-
ment act.

'

-

On the evening of the 15th, the repairs having been completed, the
vessel was launched from the slip and anchored in the bay, where she
proceeded to reship her stores and coal, of which latter article she was
allowed to take in a further supply of 250 tons. 2

She finally quitted Port Philip on the morning of the 18th of Feb-
ruary.

Blame has been cast on the governor for having allowed the repairs
of the vessel to be completed and the vessel to be launched, or coal to
be supplied to her, in consequence of the attitude of defiance assumed
by Captain Waddell in refusing to suffer his ship to be searched.
The position was, however, an embarrassing one.
It was very doubtful how far the police officer, after having received

the word of honor of Captain Waddell, as an officer and a gentleman,
that, the man against whom he had a warrant was not on board, had
done right in insisting on searching the ship, and in threatening to use
force in order to execute the warrant. The position taken by Captain
Waddell that a ship of war of another nation is not subject to local ju-
risdiction

,
is undoubtedly true. Upon a request of Sir C. Darling to be

informed as to the propriety of executing a warrant under the foreign-
enlistment act on board a confederate ship of war, the law-officers of the
Crown, on being consulted, advised as follows

:

It appears tons that, in the circumstances stated, his excellency the governor acted
with propriety and discretion ; and there does not appear to us, at present, to be a
necessity for, any action on the part of Her Majesty's government.
With respect to his excellency's request, that he may receive instructions as to the

propriety of executing any warrant under the foreign-enlistment act on board a con-
federate (public) ship of war, we are of opinion that, in a case of strong suspicion, he
onght to request the.permission of the commander of the- ship to execute the, warrant;
and that, if this, request be refused, he ought not to attempt to enforce the execution;
but that,' in this case, the commander should be desired to leave the port as speedily
as possible, and' should be informed that he will not be re-admitted into it. 3

There can be no doubt as to the soundness of this advice. While a
ship of war is thus exempt from local jurisdiction, the right of the local

authority to withhold the accommodation of, the port is equally un-
doubted ; and the exercise of this power, applied here in the first in-

1 British Appendix, vol i, p. 646.
2 Ibid., vol. v, p. 85.
3Appendix to British Case, vol. i, p. 508.
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stance, might no doubt have been prolonged. But, the honor of the

commander of the ship having been pledged, ought the search of the

vessel to have been further insisted on? By the comity of nations the

word of a commissioned officer is held to be sufficient guarantee for the

truth of anything to which it is officially pledged. The rule is a sound
one. The best security for honorable conduct is unhesitating confi-

dence whenever honor is pledged. It is of infinitely greater moment
that' such a rule should be maintained than that a " Charley" should

be arrested and undergo a month's imprisonment. Any vaporing
language, or, in transatlantic phrase, " tall' talk" of Captain Waddell
might be excused owing to the impropriety of the police-officer's threat

of using force to search the ship under his command.
It is true that the fact to which the word of the commander has been

pledged turned out to be otherwise. But Captain Waddell explained
this by saying that the men had secreted themselves in the bottom of

the vessel, and had only been discovered on a third search. Now it is

well known that men do contrive to secrete themselves in ships so as

to elude search. A striking instance occurred in the case of the United
States ship the Kearsarge. When that ship left Cork in November,
1863, sixteen men contrived to hide themselves in her, nor was their

presence in her known to Captain Winslow, her commander, till the
day after the vessel had gone to sea, notwithstanding that search had
been made, and other men, found concealed on board, had been sent
out of the ship just before her departure.1 It should be added that
Williams and Madden having stated in their depositions that certain of
the subordinate officers of the ship had been aware of the presence of
"Charley" in the forecastle of the ship, these officers immediately pub-
lished in the Melbourne Argus declarations signed by them, denying
in the most positive terms the statements affecting them. Sir Eoundell
Palmer puts the pertinent question : " Can it be imputed as a want of
due diligence to the government of Melbourne (whose good faith and
vigilance had otherwise been so manifestly proved).that> although not
entirely satisfied with Captain Waddell's demeanor or conduct, they
accepted the solemn assurances of not one, but several, officers of the
same race and blood, and with the same claims to the character or

gentlemen as the officers of the United States ?"

The matter was further complicated by the fact that the owner of the
slip had reported that the position of the vessel on the cradle was one
of danger; and that, if a gale of wind should arise, a disaster would
probably ensue. It is obvious that, if such a thing had happened it

would have been very awkward for all parties. The wisest thing, there-
fore, as it appeared to the governor and his council, was to allow things
to be completed and to get rid of this unpleasant visitor as early as pos-
sible. That the conduct of Captain Waddell in augmenting his crew
from the colony, as it afterward turned out that he did, in spite of his
solemn promise to observe neutrality in this respect, was conduct dis-

graceful in an officer and a gentleman, there can be no doubt ; but, as I
have before observed, no governor or other authority can be blamed for
trusting to the word of any one bearing the commission of an officer. I
am bound to respect, but I certainly cannot share, the opinion of some of
my colleagues that Sir C. Darling showed any indulgence to the com-
mander of the Shenandoah, in further extending to him the privileges of a
belligerent, inconsistent with what, as the governor of a neutral govern-
ment, he was fully empowered and entitled, in the exercise of hisjudgment

' See United States Documents, vol. ii, p. 429.
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and discretion, to extend. Still less can I think that, even if there was"
any error of judgment in this respect, and the governor of Melbourne
.was, under the circumstances—as I heard it two or three times said in
the course of the discussion—too civil (" trop poli ") to Captain Waddell,
that the British nation is therefore to incur a liability to a claim of
some $6,000,000. If such a conclusion is to be arrived at upon such
facts, I shall be half disposed to agree with M. Qtaempfli, that there is,

indeed, no such thing as international law,'but that we are now creating
it for the first time.

f pass on to another subject of complaint, namely, the
supply of coal which the Shenandoah was allowed to receive

s °1,ply
°
f C0B''

and which is said to have been excessive—an assertion which, I confess,
I have heard with no little surprise. , It is true that the Shenandoah
still had on her arrival at Melbourne, if reliance is to be placed on a
journal kept by a midshipman on board, 400 tons of coal in her bunkers

;

it is true that she was there allowed to take in 250 tons more.
But international law, as we have seen, imposes no limitation on the

quantity of the supplies which a belligerent vessel may obtain in a neutral
port. The only restriction in this case would therefore arise from the gov-
ernment regulation that no vessel should be allowed to take more than
sufficient to convey her to her nearest port. Now the nearest port of
the country of the Shenandoah was some thirteen thousand to fourteen
thousand miles from Melbourne ; and all the coal which could possibly
have been stowed in the vessel would have fallen infinitely short of
what she must have consumed on such a voyage if she had had recourse
to her steam-power. It is true we are told that she was an excellent
sailer. Mr. Evarts informed us, I believe, on the authority of a mid-
shipman's journal, afterward published under the title of "The Cruise
of the Shanandoah," that her speed under canvass was at times equal to
sixteen knots an hour ; but it did not occur to that distinguished counsel
to tell us how the governor and his council could possibly know that
fact; unless, indeed, they were to know it by intuition. Although, from
the vessel's build and appearance, she might be thought likely to be a
fast vessel, all they knew of her was that she was a screw-steamer,
adapted to sail or steam.
The argument that a vessel is not to be allowed coal because she is

not likely to use it, strikes me, I must say, as a very singular "one. If,
she does not use it, what harm can arise to any one from her having it on
board ? " Yes, but," says Mr. Evarts, " this coal was to enable her to
have an advantage over the whalers when among the ice." But here
we must have recourse again to the intuitive powers of the governor
and his council. For how else, in the name of common sense, were they
to know that the intention of Captain Waddell was to go among the
icebergs in pursuit of the whaling-vessels 1 Captain Waddell knew his

business too well to let his intentions in this respect be known. Nor is

it at all reasonable to say that, because a vessel can both sail and steam,
she is not entitled to have whatever is necessary for navigation in both
forms. The government regulations, which allow a vessel to have the
quantity of. coal necessary to take her to the nearest port, make'no dis-

tinction (anymore than does international law) between vessels depend-
ing wholly upon steam, and others navigating both by steam and sail.

The regulation must be taken to have reference to the quantity of coal

which would be required to take the vessel to her nearest port, if she

had to depend on steam alone.

It would be absurd to suppose that, in every case, the local authority

is to enter upon a nice calculation of the sailing power of the particular

32 B
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vessel, and allow a greater or less quantity of coal according to the

estimate that may be formed of the rate of speed under canvas.

A vessel is entitled to the advantage of all her motive-power, however
_

derived. Either may fail. A vessel under sail may carry away her

masts. In this instance, had the Shenandoah been going homeward
this might have happened when she was thousands of miles from home.

It seems to me, therefore, that it was not a question for the local gov-

ernment whether this vessel was a good sailer or not. The only ques-

tion was, what amount of coal she was at liberty to have according to

the regulation. Eeferring to that, and looking to the immense distance

between her and her nearest port, no one, as it seems to me, can reason-

ably say that she was allowed a single ton too much.

M.ibo»rn.. b™ But it is said that by taking in coal at Melbourne, with
«f navai operations, ^g ulterior purpose of making war on the whaling-vessels

of the United States, this vessel was enabled to make the port of Mel-

bourne a " base of naval operations."

As I have already observed, when the law on this subject was under

discussion, the application of such a rule in favor of the United States

to the prejudice of Great Britain would be a flagrant injustice, seeing

that, as 1 then showed, ships of war of the United States obtained

many thousand tons of coal, under exactly the same circumstances, that

is to say, when they had particular " naval operations " in immediate
view. If this doctrine is to hold, every time a vessel, having a partic-

ular belligerent purpose in view, takes in coal, and proceeds on such

purpose, the port will be at once converted into a base of naval opera-

tions. The same reasoning would of course apply, and in the same
degree, to repairs.

This proposition is, to my mind, utterly unreasonable, as being alto-

gether inconsistent with any idea that ever has been, or properly can
be, attached to the term " base of operations ;" and is, moreover, in

• the most flagrant degree unjust, if it is to have the effect of impos-
ing on the neutral any responsibility to the other belligerent. For it is

obviously inconsistent with common justice that the neutral state shall

suffer lor" that to which it is not only no party, but of which it has also

no knowledge. By the common practice of nations, as well as by the reg-

ulations of the government, a belligerent vessel is allowed to have the

.benefit of necessary repairs, and to take a supply of coal without the

local government being entitled to inquire into her ulterior destination.

No such inquiry is prescribed by the regulations in question, or by those
made by any other nation ; nor has any publicist ever suggested that
such a i^roceeding should be adopted. No such inquiry could, with pro-

priety, be made ; nor could the commander of the ship be called upon
to answer it if made. The knowledge of his intended course might
expose him to the attack of an enemy. No such question, so far as I
am aware, was ever put to a belligerent vessel during the whole course
of. the war. None such was ever put to a ship of the United States
when applying for coal at a British port. This being so, to say that,

the local government being in ignorance of the destination of the ves-
sel, a responsibility is to be incurred because the belligerent, in obtain-
ing this accommodation, has an ulterior operation in view, as to which,
by some violent distortion of language, the port may be said to be thus
rendered a base, but of which ulterior operation the neutral knows
nothing, appears to me to be an outrage not only on the first principles
of justice, but also upon the plainest dictates of common sense.
Thus far I am unable to discover anything but a desire on the part of

the local government to comply with the Queen's regulations, and to
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discharge their duty, faithfully and conscientiously, in preventing any
breach of neutrality on the part of the commander of the Shenandoah
in the enlisting of men ; nor does it appear to me that any blame can
reasonably or justly attach to them in respect of permitting necessary
repairs to be done to the ship, or as to the time allowed for that pur-
pose, or as to the quantity of coal which the vessel was suffered to take
on board.
The only question which presents any real difficulty is whether suffi-

cient care was exercised to prevent men 'from enlisting in the Shenan-
doah immediately prior to her departure.

For, it is an undoubted fact that, on the night before the vessel left,

which it will be remembered was on the morning of the lSth, a consid-
erable number of men contrived to get on board and sailed away in the
Shenandoah, as part of her crew. * *
In addition to the suspicious circumstances connected with the secre-

tion of the man " Charley" and the other three men, it appears that a
detective named Kennedy, having been directed to -make inquiries, on
the 13th of February, reported as follows

:

That twenty men have been discharged from the Shenandoah since her arrival at
this port.

That Captain Waddell intends to ship forty hands here, who are to be taken on
board during the night, and to sign articles when they are outside the Heads.

It is stated that the captain wishes, if possible, to ship foreign seamen only, and all

Englishmen shipped here are to assume a foreign name.
McGrath, Finlay, and O'Brien, three Melbourne boarding-house keepers, are said to

be employed in getting the requisite number of men, who are to receive £6 per month
wages4 and £8 bounty, &c.
Peter Kerr, a shipwright, living in Railway Place, Sandridge, stated about a fort-

night ago, in the hearing of several persous| that Captain Waddell offered him £ 17 per
month to ship as carpenter. A waterman named McLaren, now at Sandridge, is either
already enlisted, or about to be so. ,
The detective has been unable, up to the present, to collect any reliable information

as to whether ammunition, <fcc, has been put onboard the Shenandoah at this port, or
whether arrangements have been made with any person for that purpose.

D. S. KENNEDY,
First-class Detective.1 -

The superintendent, in forwarding this report, added the following
statement

:

Mr. Scott, resident clerk, has been iuformed—in fact he overheard a person repre-

sented as an assistant purser state—"that about sixty men engaged here were to be
shipped on board an old vessel, believed to be the Eli Whitney, together with a quan-
tity of ammunition, &c, about two or three days before the Shenandoah sails. The
former vessel is to be cleared out for Portland or Warrnambool, but is to wait outside

' the Heads for the Shenandoah, to whom her cargo and passengers are to be trans-

ferred.

Hereupon, the commissioner of trade and customs undertook, by
the desire of the government and council, that the Eli Whitney should

be watched, and that vessel was watched accordingly.

Wotwithstanding that the foregoing report of the detective Kennedy
appeared to point to specific facts, and the police were on the lookout

to detect any attempts to enlist men, nothing of a definite or certain

character came to light. .In the report afterward made by the minis-

ter of justice, the attorney-general of the colony, the chief secretary,

and the commissioner of customs, which has been before referred to,

it is stated that

—

Whilst the Shenandoah was in port, there were many vague rumors in circulation

that it was the intention of a number of men to sail in her ; but although the police

authorities made every exertion to ascertain the truth of these rumors, yet (with the

1 British Appendix, vol. i* p. 523.
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exception of the four men already alluded to) nothing sufficiently definite to justify

criminal proceedings could be ascertained ; indeed, at the best, these rumors justified

noihing more than suspicion, and called only for that watchfulness which the govern-

ment exercised to the fullest extent in*its power. It was not until after tha Shenan-

doah had left the waters of Victoria that the government received information con-

firming in a manner the truth of these rumors.

'

On the 16th, (as appears from a report of the chief commissioner of

police on this subject, made in October last,)
2 representations were

again made to the government that the foreign-enlistment act was be-

ing violated, and the police were instructed to use their utmost efforts to

prevent it. Nothing, however, appears to have occurred on that day.

But about 5 o'clock on the afternoon of the 17th, a man of the name
of Forbes came to the American consul, Mr. Blanchard, and informed

him that at 4 o'clock that afternoon he had seen, at the pier at Sand-

ridge, five men, most of wkom,«if not all, were British subjects, and
that one of them had told him that they and others were going on board
a, bark called the Maria Boss, then lying in the bay, and were to join

the Shenandoah when she was out at sea, and that boats from the

Maria Boss were to come for them at 5 -o'clock. 3

The consul thereupon took Forbes to the office of the Crown solicitor;

but, according to the statement of the consul made to the governor on
the ensuing day, the Crown solicitor refused to take the information,

and the consul further complained that the language and manner of

that officer in doing so had been insulting to him. The Crown solicitor,

however, disclaimed any intentiou of giving offense to the consul, as

appears from the letter of the private secretary of the governor to Mr.
Blanchard, the consul, which is as follows:

February 21, 1865.
.

Sir: I am desired by his excellency the governor to acquaint you that he received

your letter of the 18th instant in the afternoon of that day, Saturday, and that on Mon-
day, the 20th, he caused it to be referred, through the honorable the attorney-general,

to the Crown solicitor, for any explanation he might wish to offer.

2. After stating that it was only in consequence of his accidentally returning to his-

office at half past 5 p. m., after it had been closed for the day, that the interview be-

tween y.ou and himself occurred at all, Mr. Gnruer states that he informed you that,

not being a magistrate, he could not take an information, and adds that he was in a
hurry to save a railway train, and therefore left more suddenly than he otherwise
should have done; but he positively asserts that neither in manner nor language did
he insult you.

3. His excellency feels sure that the Crown solicitor's tone aDd manner have been
misapprehended, and confidently assures you that there was no intention on the part
of that officer to fail in the respect due to your position as the consul of the United
States of America.'1 *

What occurred after the consul left the Crown solicitor's office is to be
found in the statement of a Mr. Lord, an American gentleman residing

at Melbourne, made for the use of the consul, Mr. Lord having accom-
panied that gentleman in his^ndeavors to secure the arrest of the men.
Mr. Lord states as follows

:

' We left and went first to the office of the chief commissioner of police, and, not find-

ing either him or Mr. Lyttleton in, we drove to the houses of parliament, and, on send-
ing your name to the attorney-general, he at once came out and asked us into the
side-room. He patiently listened to all you had to say, and then suggested that if you
would place the matter in the shape of an affidavit he would lay it before his colleagues,*
that a verbal statement was not. sufficient for the government to proceed upon. We
then left and drove to the office of the detective police, and saw Mr. Nicholson, the
chief, who heard the man's statement in full; but, as he -could not act without a war-
rant, advised us to go to the police magistrate, Mr. Sturt, and get a warrant; then he
would at once act upon it.. Leaving there, we went to the residence of Mr. Sturt, in

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 62.

'Ibid., p. 121.
3 Ibid., p. 616.

•Ibid., p. 619.
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Spencer street, who received you very politely, listened to what you had to say, exam-
ined the man, hut stated that he could not take the responsibility of granting a war-
rant on the evidence of this man alone,'and advised your going to "Williamstown, to
Mr. Call, who perhaps would be in possession of corroborative testimony through the
water-police. We then left,' it beiug about half past 7, and yon, finding such a disin-

clination in any one to act in the matter, decided to take the deposition yourself and
send it to the attorney-general, leaving it to the government, to take such action on it

as it might deem proper. Going to your consulate, the deposition was taken and a
copy inclosed to the attorney-general, with a request for me to deliver it.

I took it to the houses of parliament; which I found closed; and it being then late,

(about 9,) I decided it was too late to stop the shipment of the men, as we understood
the vessel was to leave at 5, and I went home and returned the letter to you on Sunday
morning. Previous to going home, however, I again went to the detective office, saw
Mr. Nicholson, told him how you had been prevented from getting the evidence before
the government in. the shape they required it. He expressed his regret, but could not •

act in so important a matter without a warrant. 1

• From the foregoing statement it appears that it was suggested by the
attorney-general to the consul to embody the matter of his communica-
tion in the shape of an affidavit. This the consul, having the power to

take affidavits, could readily have done, in which case the responsibility

Of further action would have rested with the colonial authorities, In-

stead of this the consul proceeded to the office of the detective police,,

but, as the chief officer could not act without a warrant, he very prop-

erly advised Mr. Blanchard to proceed to the residence of Mr. Sturt, the

police magistrate, to procure a warrant. This accordingly Mr. Blanch-

ard did, but it appears that Mr. Sturt, having heard the statement of

the man Forbes, was not satisfied with it or disposed to act on his un-

supported testimony. He therefore declined to grant the warrant, but
advised that the consul should proceed to Williamstown, to Mr. Call,

the head of the water-police, who would probably be able to procure

evidence of a more conclusive character.

It being by this time almost 7 o'clock, the consul decided upon doing

what the attorney-general had desired him to do some two hours before,

namely, take the deposition himself, and dispatch it by Mr. Lord to the

attorney-general, leaving it, as Mr. Lord says, to the government to take

such action as it might deem proper. The consul himself proposed to

follow Mr. Start's advicej and proceeded to Williamstown; but we learn,

from his own statement that when Forbes, his informant, j' found he had
to go among his acquaintances, he was afraid of bodily harm, and re-

fused to proceed."2

In the mean time Mr. Lord proceeded with the deposition taken at the

consulate to the house of parliament to find the attorney-general, but,

on arriving there, found the house was up, and it being then about 9

o'clock, concluded it was toojate to stop the shipment of the men, as it

had been understood the vessel was to leave at 5, so Mr. Lord gave the

matter up, and went quietly home.
I am at a loss to see wherein it can be said that there was here negli-

gence on the part of auy one, unlesjs it may have been on that of Mr.

Lord, who, having undertaken to deliver Forbes's. deposition to the at-

torney-general, left the task he had undertaken incomplete, because he

did, not succeed in finding that officer at the only place where he sought

him. But, in truth, the whole matter becomes perfectly immaterial from

the fact that what was desired to be done had reference solely to the pre-

venting of the men from being taken off to the Maria Ross by the boats

of that vessel. But, as it turned out, no intention whatever existed of

conveying the men to the Shenandoah by means of the Maria Boss, or, if

such intention ever did exist, it was afterward abandoned. No boats of

1 British Appendix, vol i, p. 619.
2 Ibid., p. 587.
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that vessel came to take the men off, and she left the next morning upon

her own destination. But, as showing the anxiety of the local author-

ities to prevent men from joining the Shenandoah, it should be men-

tioned that it appears from the report of the detective officer subse-

sequently employed to make inquiry on the subject that the Maria Boss

was searched to see that no men for the Shenandoah were on board of

her, both before she left and again when off the Heads, that is, before

she finally quitted the bay. 1

As has, however, been said, there can be no doubt that men did con-

trive to get onboard the Shenandoah late that night under cover of the

darkness. It appears from the statement of the consul that one Bob-
bins, a master-stevedore, having observed boats taking off men with
their luggage from the pier at Sandridge, went up to the American con-

sulate about 11 o'clock at night, and gave information to Mr. Blancha*d
of what was going on. Mr. Blanchard, however, did not think himself

called upon to repair to the spot, or deem it necessary to call upon the

police to take any steps to prevent the men from being conveyed to the

Shenandoah. He contented himself with telling Bobbins "that Mr.

Sturt, the police magistrate, had told him the water-police were the

proper persons to lodge any information with," and that " as a good
subject, he (Bobbins) was bound to inform them of any violation of law
that came under his notice."2 This Bobbins promised to do, and to con-

vey a message from Mr. Blanchard to the police.

Thus the interests of the American Government were transferred by
their proper representative, who no doubt went quietly to bed, hoping
for the best, to Bobbins, the stevedore, who, however, seems to have
been, " as a good subject," more zealous in the maintenance of neutral-

ity than the consul, for it appears that Bobbins actually went to Will-

iainstown and gave information to the police. He crossed over to Will-

iamstown, however, only in time to see the last boat-load going toward
the ship. Iu. the mean time, the water-police having heard reports of

what was likely to take place, were out iu the bay in their boat ; but
Williamstown, on the opposite side of the bay, being the principal ship^

ping-place, and the place irbm which men would be the most likely to em-
bark, their attention had to be directed to that quarter ; and it would
seem that when they approached the pier at Sandridge, from which the
men were putting off, the latter secreted themselves in some rough wood
in the immediate vicinity, called scrub, and, as soon as the police-boat

had gone in another direction, slipped off in watermen's boats, and man-
aged to reach the Shenandoah unseen, by the police. They were seen
by two constables who were successively on duty at this spot, who
must, one would suppose, have been pretty well aware of what was
going on, as the men had their luggage with them, and at that hour of
the night could have had no business on board the Shenandoah ; beside*
which, two American officers, one.in uniform, the other in plain clothes,,

were o the pier directing the embarkation of the men
;

3 but neither of
these constables did anything toward preventing the men from getting
Off.

It is possible that, not having any warrant for the apprehension of the
men, they did not think they had any power or authority to detain them;:
or, the numbers being formidable and the place lonely, they may have
thought it wiser to abstain from interfering. By the time Bobbins-
arrived at Williamstown and gave information of what had occurred,,

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p.. 121
2 Ibid., vol. i, p. 587.
3 Ibid., pp. 551, 553.
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the last boat-load of men must have been already on board; 1 and the
police were powerless to act without orders from the authorities, which
would have involved a forcible search of the ship, and which, therefore,
the latter could not properly have given.2

I will not go to the length of saying that, in my opinion, the police
were on this occasion as vigilant and active as they might have been.
There was reason to suspect the officers of the Shenandoah of a design
to recruit their crew from the port ; and as that purpose had so far been
prevented by the lookout kept in respect of the two ships, the Eli
Whitney and the Maria Boss, suspected of being intended to take the
men to the Shenandoah when outside the waters of the colony, it was not
unlikely that, on the eve of the ship's departure, some attempt would
be made by the men who wished to ship in her to get on board. The
police had received instructions to use the utmost vigilance to prevent
anything of the kind being done, but they appear to have failed to carry
out their instructions at a critical moment. A few resolute officers, sta-

tioned on the two piers of Williamstown and Sandridge, would probably
have prevented the men from embarking, or-deterred the watermen from
conveying them to the ship. But the governor and council acted
throughout*under an honest and thorough sense of duty, and exhibited
in all their relations with the commander of the Shenandoah the fullest

determination to prevent, as far as in them lay, any infraction of neu-
trality.

Possibly their suspicions may have been removed too easily by the
positive word of' honor of the American commander and his officers,

but, as has been more than once observed, it has ever been a received
rule of official conduct to trust implicitly to the honor of an officer.

To hold, under such circumstances, that because the local police were
not as Tigilant as they might have been, or because under cover of the
darkness men may have contrived to elude their vigilance, a nation is

to be held liable for damage done by a vessel to the extent of a claim of

many millions of dollars, would be, as it appears to me, to carry the
notion of " due" diligence" to an unheard-of and unwarranted length, and
would be calculated to deprive the decisions of the tribunal of respect

in the eyes of the world.
Questions have been raised as to the number of men thus added to the

crew of the Shenandoah, and as to the proportion which the number thus

added bore to the number of her crew on her arrival in the port. But to

this I attach no value. The second rule of the treaty prohibits any re-

cruitment of men. There can be no doubt that the number was sufficient

to constitute a recruitment. And though it may be true that, independ-

ently of the addition thus made, the number of the crew remaining after

the desertions at Melbourne would have been sufficient to enable the

vessel to carry on operations against ordinary merchant-vessels, and,

therefore, if the operations of this ship had been directed against the
• same class of vessels as before, the augmentation of the crew would
have made no difference as to her capacity for mischief, yet I agree with

the counsel of the United States that it is unlikely that without such

augmentation she would have ventured into the dangerous polar seas

to destroy the whaling-vessels. My opinion is based on the ground that

the authorities cannot justly be held responsible for what happened in

spite of their anxious desire and endeavor to insure the observance of

neutrality.

It only remains to be stated that on hearing that men had been em-

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 553.
2Appendix to United States Counter Cjse, p. 1185.
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barked in the Shenandoah prior to her departure, the governor caused

inquiries to be made, and rinding that a violation of neutrality had taken

place, he announced his intention of refusing the hospitality of the port

to the captain or any other officers of the Shenandoah, should they again

visit the colony. He, moreover, wrote to the governors of the other

Australian colonies, and to t,he commodore of the station, to warn them
of what had occurred. As the Shenandoah did not visit any other.

British port until she arrived at Liverpool to be surrendered at the end
of the war, no opportunity occurred of taking proper notice of the con-

duct of her commander on this occasion.

Importance has been attached to the language of this letter of the

governor. It is in the following terms-:

Government House, Melbourne, February 27 ,.1865.

, Siu : I consider it my duty to place your excellency in possession of the accompanying
correspondence and other documents connected with the proceedings of the commander
of the Confederate States vessel Shenandoah, while lying in Hobsou's Bay, for the pur-
pose of having necessary repairs effected and taking in supplies, under permission
granted by me in accordance with the conditions prescribed by Her Majesty's procla-
mation and instructions for the observance of neutrality.

2. I have also the honor to forward copies of letters from the chief commissioner of
police in Victoria, accompanied by reports and statements which leave no- doubt that
the neutrality has been dagrantly violated by the commander of the Shenandoah, who,
after having assured me of his intention to respect it, and pleaded the privilege of a
belligerent ship of war to prevent the execution of warrants under the foreign-enlist-
ment act, nevertheless received on board his vessel, before he left the port on the l£th,
instant, a considerable number of men destined to augment the ship's company.

3. I have thought it right to communicate to your excellency this information, in the
event of Lieutenant Waddell or any of his officers hereafter claiming the privileges of
a belligerent in any port of the colony under your government.

I have, &c,
C. H. DARLING. 1

Our distinguished president dwelt, as one of the governing motives
of his decision against the British government as to this ship, on the
admission thus made by the governor, that the neutrality had been
flagrantly violated by the commander of the Shenandoah, as though this
were an admission made by the governor as against himself. The gov-
ernor is complaining that the neutrality of a British port has been vio-
lated by a belligerent, in spite of the endeavors of the authorities to
maintain it, and of the pledge given by the belligerent to respect it.

To hold the governor .responsible for what he thus complains of is to
reverse the nature of things and to malce the party wronged liable instead,

of the wrong-doer. The violation of the neutrality of a British port by
the commander of the Shenandoah could only affect British liability if

there had been negligence on the part of the British authorities, whereby
the violation of neutrality had been allowed to occur.

I cannot, therefore, concur in the decision of the majority of the tri-

bunal that the British government is responsible for anything that
happened with reference to the Shenandoah"at Melbourne. Looking to
the regulations, and the distance of the vessel from her nearest port, I
cannot agree with the president that too much coal was allowed. I can-
not agree that repairing or taking in coal at a particular port, on the
way to some ulterior operation, makes the port a base of naval opera-
tions ; still less that the neutral can be affected thereby when he is
ignorant of the' ulterior operation so contemplated. I cannot agree
that where the government of a colony is honestly desirous of doing its
duty and maintaining neutrality, the fact that men anxious to ship on
board a belligerent vessel elude the vigilance of the police in the night-
time is to make the parent state liable for all the damage such vessel

l
, British Appendix, vol. i, p. 565.
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may. afterward do. And I protest, respectfully but emphatically,
against a decision based on grounds to my mind so wholly untenable.
Thg remainder of the history of the Shenandoah may be told in a few

words. On leaving Melbourne in February, 1865', she pro- AftM ,eavi „B Mb1 .

«eeded to. the arctic seas in quest of the whalers of the h°mn °-

United States ; and does not appear to hav.e touched at any port, with
the exception of the island of Ascension, until she 'arrived and surren-

dered at Liverpool, on the 6th of November, 1865. Meanwhile, how-
ever, the great contest between Federals and confederates had been
Anally decided. General Lee had been forced to evacuate the lines of

Petersburgh and Eichmond, and had surrendered with the remnant of

Ms army. The president and vice-president of the confederacy had
been arrested and the principal European powers had withdrawn the

recognition of belligerent rights accorded in 1861. Under these cir-

. cumstances, Mr. Mason, the confederate agent in England, applied to

Her Majesty's government, on the 20th of June, 1865, for permission to

send, through the British authorities, letters to the commander of the
Shenandoah directing him to desist from any further hostile proceed-

ings. This application was acceded to, and the letters of recall were
sent to Nagasaki, Shanghai, and the Sandwich Islands, and copies

were also sent to the governors of the British colonial possessions and
to the officers commanding the British squadrons in the Pacific and
China seas, and on other foreign stations. 1 In August, reports were
received by the British government from Washington, that the Shenan-
doah was continuing her depredations although her commander had
been informed of the termination of the war, and orders were in conse-

quence given "to the various colonial authorities, and to the officers

commanding -British squadrons, to detain the. vessel whenever she"

should come within their reach. The vessel herself was to be surren-

dered to the T&iited States authorities, but the crew was to be allowed

to go free.2 She arrived at Liverpool on the 6th of November, 1865,

and was at once placed under detention by the authorities. A party of

men from Her Majesty's ship Donegal was placed on board of her, and
a gun-boat lashed alongside to prevent her leaving the port. Her
commander addressed, the same day, a letter to the British govern-

ment surrendering the vessel. He explained tjhat the captures made by
him after the close of the war had been made in ignorance of that fact,

and asserted that he had received the first intelligence of the extinction

of the government, under whose authority he was acting, on communi-
cating at sea with a British bark on the 2d of August, and that he
had then suspended all further warlike action. 3

Acting upon the advice of the law-officers, the British government
decided upon setting free such of the crew of the Shenandoah as could

not be prosecuted under the foreign-enlistment act, and upon giving up
the vessel herself to the United States Government, who had claimed

her through their minister in London. This was accordingly done. The
captain of Her Majesty's ship Donegal, who had been placed in charge

of- the Shenandoah, interrogated the crew, and having satisfied himself,

as he afterward reported, that none of them were British subjects, the

whole of them were set at liberty.4 It is certain that, at the time, no

evidence to prove the British nationality of any of the crew was offered

to, or in the possession of, Her Majesty's government. About seven

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 654.
2 Ibid., p. 657; United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 701.
3 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 667.
4 Ibid., pp. 682, 711.
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weeks afterward, the deposition of a man named Temple, who asserted!

among other things that part of the crew were British subjects, was
communicated by Mr. Adams to the government, and investigations were

made with a view to 'instituting prosecutions. But Temple was found

to be himself unworthy of credit, and, no further evidence being forth-

coming, the matter was allowed to drop. 1 The Shenandoah was finally

delivered up to the American consul at Liverpool, and sailed for Hew
York in November, 1865.2

The act of the British government in thus giving orders for seizing

the Shenandoah has been referred to in the United States argument as

an instance of the exercise of the prerogative. And in a certain sense

it is true that it was so. But the case was altogether exceptional. It

was supposed that the Shenandoah being, owing to the extinction of the

confederate government, from whom her character as a ship of war had
been derived, without a commission, was continuing her hostile opera-

tions on the high seas. Such acts done in the absence of a commission

would have assumed the character of piracy, and the party committing

them have become a hostis communis, who might be taken by any one

having the means of stopping such proceedings. Instructions might
therefore well be given to any officers of Her Majesty to seize the vessel

wheresoever found. *

Cases of the Sumter, Nashville, Chickamauga, Tallahassee, and Betri

bution.

The five cases we are now about to enter on belong to a class dif-

fering altogether from those which have hitherto occupied our attention.

We have here no question as to the fitting out or equipping on British

territory ; none of those vessels having been fitted out or equipped,

for the purpose of war, in a British port. The complaint with respect

to them is that they were permitted unduly to enter and remain in

ports of Great Britain', and to procure coal, beyond what Her Majesty's
regulations of the 31st of January, 1862', prescribed ; or that they were
treated with a degree of indulgence refused to ships of the United States.

FIRST, AS TO THE SUMTER.

This vessel was a steamship ; she was purchased at the commence-

The sumter at ment of the war, by the government of the Confederate
Trinidad. States, fitted out, and armed, and duly commissioned as a

Ship of war. As such she left the Mississippi, on the 30th of June,
1861, under the command of an officer of the name of Semmes, holdinga
commission from the confederate government. She cruised fora period
of six months, and during that time made seventeen prizes. She coaled
once, and once only, at a British port, namely, at Trinidad, where- she
arrived on the 30th of July. But prior to arriving at Trinidad, she had
put in and coaled at the Spanish port of Cienfuegos, and the Dutch port
of St. Ann, Curacoa. After her visit to Trinidad, she put in and coaled
at the Dutch port of Paramaribo, and after that at Martinique. Be-
sides stopping at these ports, she put into Cadiz for repairs.

It was in respect of the Sumter, the first ship of war of the Confed-
erate States which appeared upon the ocean, that the United States
Government asserted the untenable position that, while itself treating
those States as a belligerent power, and shrinking from treating con-
federate prisoners as rebels, or confederate ships, when taken, as pirates,

1 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 720.
3 Ibid., pp. 683, 689.
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,they were entitled to .call upon all other nations to treat these ships as-
such, anil to refuse the ordinary shelter accorded by the universal com-
ity of nations to vessels of war in neutral ports. Upon this assertion,,
which was at once repudiated by every other country, I have already
taken the opportunity of making such remarks as occurred to me. I
refer to the subject in this place «only for the purpose of pointing out
that,, as regards the assistance afforded to the Sumter at Trinidad, the
complaint- preferred by the United States Government was not in
respect of any excess in the accommodation afforded, but to the ves-
sel having been permitted to enter the port and receive' any assist-
ance at all. .

On the 7th of August, Mr. Francis Bernard, an American gentleman'
residing at Trinidad—there being at the time no United States consul
at that place—wrote .to inform Mr. Seward that, " on the 30th ultimo, a
steam sloop-of-war, (Semmes, commander,) carrying a secession flag,,

five guns, some of a large caliber, and a crew of from 120 to 150 men,
sailed boldly into our harbor, and reported herself to the authorities of
this island as being on a cruise. She was last from Puerto Cabello ; and
since she succeeded in getting out of the Mississippi Eiver she has al-

ready captured no less than eleven American vessels."

Having given the names of some of these, he adds :
" The Sumter re-

mained here till the 5th instant, and was allowed to supply herself with
coals and other necessary outfits. The British flag was hoisted on the-

government flag-staff for her arrival, and the officers of the British war-
vessel Cadmus appeared to be on amicable terms with those of the Sum-
ter. The merchant who supplied the Sumter with coals did it with the

* consent and approval of our attorne'y-general."1

On the 30th September Mr. Adams, transmitting to Earl Russell an-

extract from Mr. Bernard's letter, writes as follows

:

Legation of the United' States,
September 30, 1861. *

The undersigned, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United'.

States, regrets to be obliged to inform the Right Honorable Earl Russell, Her Majesty's-

principal secretary of state for foreign affairs, that he has been instructed by the
President of the United States to prefer a complaint against the authorities of the
island of Trinidad for a violation of Her Majesty's proclamation of neutrality, by
giving aid and encouragement to the insurgents of the United States. It appears, by
an extract from'a letter received at the Department of State from- a gentleman believed

to be worthy of credit, a resident of Trinidad, Mr. Francis Bernard, a copy of which
is submitted herewith, that a steam-vessel known as an armed insurgent privateer,,

called the Sumter, was received on the 30th of July last at that port, and was per-
mitted to remain for six days, during which time she was not only furnished with all

necessary supplies for the continuance of her cruise, under the sanction of the attor-

ney-general, but that Her Majesty's flag was actually hoisted on the government flag-

staff in acknowledgment of her arrival.

The undersigned has been directed by his Government to bring this extraordinary

proceeding to the attention of Lord Russell, and in case it shall not be satisfactorily

explained, to ask for the adoption of such measures as shall insure, on the part of the-

authorities of the island, the prevention of all occurrences of the kind during the

continuance of the difficulties in America.
The undersigned deems it proper to add, in explanation of the absence of any official

representation from Trinidad, to substantiate the present complaint, that there was
no consul of the United States there at the time of the arrival of the vessel. The-

nndersigned had the honor, a few days since, to apprise Lord Russell of the fact that

this deficiency has been since supplied by preferring an application for Her Majesty's.

exequatur for a new consul, who is already on his way to occupy his post.*

It will be observed that, in these communications, nothing is said as.

to the quantity of coal ; all that Mr. Bernard reports is that the vessel

1 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 3.

2 Ibid.
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" was allowed to supply herself with coal and necessary outfit." In the

case of the United States this is converted, without any reference to the

actual quantity, into " a, full supply of coal."1

In point of fact, the vessel took in eighty tons, which, as we shall see

presently, was not a third of what she could actually carry.

The facts which occurred on the afrival of the Sumter at Trinidad

were these

:

The governor, evidently a little embarrassed at this, the first visit of

a confederate ship of war to the island, sent off a dispatch to Captain

Hillyer, commanding. Her Majesty's ship Cadmus, then supposed to

be at St. Vincent, requesting liis presence. Before receiving the letter

"Captain Hillyer, as appears from his report to Admiral Sir A. Milne of

the 6th August, being about to enter the harbor of Granada, was
informed by the harbor-master there that a large privateer, belonging

to the southern confederation, was at Trinidad, and that the governor

of the latter island had dispatched a letter to him at St. Vincent the

day before; whereupon he proceeded with his ship to Trinidad, arriving

there on the 4th.

He reports farther as follows:

I found a heavy bark-rigged steamer, -with South federal flag, with ten stars and
pendent, flying. An officer from her boarded us as soon as we anchored, with the

captain's respects. Soon after I s6nt the senior lieutenant, Mr. Sittingstone, with my
compliments, requesting he would be good enough to show his commission and papers,

which, after some hesitation, and not before Mr. Sittingtone produced his commission,
he did.

From his report, it is a regular commission as commander to Captain Semmes, late

of the United States Navy, to the Sumter, as a man-of-war, signed by President Davis.

She mounts five guns between decks, vfz, four heavy 32-pounders and one pivot 68-*

pounder ; hut, having been a passenger-boat, her scantling is so light (not more than
5 or 6 inches) that I do not think she conld stand any firing, and the guns being only
from 4 to 5 feet from the water, would not be worked in bad weather.
She broke the blockade at New Orleans, and was nearly captured ; since then she

has been most successful, haviug eleven prizes ; two she sank aiid the rest are at St.

Jago de Cuba, under the protection of the government, with the sanction of the gov-
vernors-in-chief, until they receive orders from Spain as to the matter.
She has been supplied with a new main-yard, eighty tons of coal, and provisions

from this place, the attorney-general having given the governor his opinion that it was
quite legal to supply her.

I called on Captain Semmes next morning as be was getting his steam up, and he'

gave me full assurance that he would in no way interfere with British or neutral
trade, but complained greatly of the southerners having no port to send their prizes

to, and that he would be obliged to destroy all he took, in consequence of the strict

blockade on the southern ports and the stringent proclamations of all the great powers.
He thinks himself safe at Cuba, as the government of Spain's proclamation is only
.against privateers and their prizes, and says nothing about men-of-war.

She sailed yesterday under steam, at 1 p. m., and from the signal station was reported
going to windward, and, from his questions, I should fancy he is going to cruise for

some o"f the California and China homeward-bound ships, and there is no doubt he will

do an enormous amount of damage before he is taken, for he seems a bold, determined
man, and well up to his work.2

The governor, Mr. Keate, appears to have been much on his guard
against any compromise of the neutrality he had been enjoined by Her
Majesty's government to observe. In his dispatch to the Duke of New-
castle, of the 7th of August, announcing the arrival of the Sumter, he
writes

:

I have the honor to report that a steamer, purporting to be a man-of-war, and to be-
long to the so-called Confederate States of North America, put into the harbor of Port
of Spain on the 30th ultimo. The vessel is called the Sumter, and appears to be a oon»
verted passenger-steamer. She now carries, as I am given to understand, five powerful
guns. '

"-

1 Case of the United States, p. 321.
3 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 4.
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2. On the day of her arrival, one of her officers (all of whom seem to have been in
the naval service of the United States) called upon me, sending in his card, with the-
words written under his name, "Lieutenant, Confederate States Navy." Before receiv-
ing him, I directed my private secretary to inquire of him whether my doing so, after
reading these words, would be construed into any sort of recognition of him or his ship
in their assumed character. I did this in consequence of the injunction in your grace's
dispatch "on no account to recognize" any ship "in any other capacity than that of
a United States vessel." Mr. Evans, for 'such was this officer's name, replied that he
was sent by his commanding officer; Captain Serames, who was himself unwell, simply
to pay his respects, and that to prevent any such construction he would withdraw his
card and only send in his name verbally. I then received him, and had some conversa-
tion with him, taking occasion to refer expressly to the neutral position occupied by
Great Britain in regard 'to the two belligerent parties in North America. 1

It seems pretty plain that the presence of the Sumter was by no means.,
agreeable, for Governor Keate adds

:

The avowed and principal object, no doubt, with which the Sumter ran to this port-
was to obtain coals and provisions. A great deal of trade goes on between Trinidad
and the northern ports of North America, and Captain Semmes, I imagine, has not
failed to take this opportunity of obtaining information with regard' to the vessels em-
ployed under the fl,ag of the United States in this traffic. Fears are entertained with
regard to one or two now expected. -It is to be hoped that the presence of the Sumter
in these waters will soon be made generally known, and that, while the civil war con-
tinues, the lumber and provision trade, any interruption of which would cause serious
embarrassment to this community, will be carried on in British bottoms. I jjave com-
municated wiflh Admiral Sir Alexander Milne, now, I believe, at Halifax, on the subject,
and" since the arrival of the Sumter, Her Majesty's ship Cadmus has come into the har-
bor, and her commander, Captain Hillyer, has verified the character of the Sumter,
and the commissions of her officers, and recognized her as a man-of-war.. l

' It appears from these letters that the governor, beyond recognizing
the Sumter as a belligerent, as he was bound to do, acted with the ut-
most caution as to recognizing her nationality; that the production of
Captain Semmes's commission was insisted on before any accommodation
was afforded ; that the supplies which the ship obtained, beyond provis-
ions, were confined to a new main-^ard and 80 tons of coal ; that even this-

was not conceded before the advice of the attorney-general of the colony
bad been taken ; that the ship came into port on the 30th of July, and
left on the 5th of August; a period of about six days.
We are now able to estimate the correctness of Mr. Bernard's opinion

as to the amicable terms on which the officers of the British war-vessel
were with those of the Sumter. Their intercourse appears to have been
purely of an official character.

It is important to observe that what thus took place at Trinidad occur-
red in August 1861, several 'months before the issuing of the regula-
tions restricting the stay of belligerent vessels and the supplies to be
obtained in British ports, and when the matter stood simply on the prin-
ciples of international law.
The Sumter, in her short career of six months, put in and obtained

supplies of coal, as 'has been stated, at ports of four different nations,,,

Spain, Holland, the Brazils, and France.
It may be interesting to see how the governors of these ports under-

stood and acted upon the principles of neutrality which they were bound
to observe.

Before arriving at Trinidad the Sumter, as has been stated, put into
the port of Cienl'uegos.

It appears from the remonstrance of the United States consul to the
captain-general of the Havana that she arrived there on the 7th July
and took in coal ; from the journal of Captain Semmes we learn that the
quantity was 100 tons.3

1 British Adpendix, vol. ii, p. 1.
3 Tbid.
3 British Appendix, vol. vi, pp. 101, 105 ; Semmes's "Adventures Afloat," p. 145.
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It appears from a dispatch of Mr. Secretary Seward to the United

States minister at the Hague, of the 15th August, that the Sumter
arrived at St. Ann's, Curagoa, on the 17th July, and that she there re-

ceived 120 tons of "coal. It appears from Captain Semmes's journal and
from a letter of the United States minister at the Hague of October 8,

1861, that she remained there six or seven days. 1
,

After her stay at Trinidad we next find her at the Dutch port of

Paramaribo. She arrived, as appears from a letter of the United States

consul at that port to the United States minister at the Hague, on the

19th August, and left on the 31st, making a period of twelve days, hav-

ing been allowed to coal and refit.
2 The quantity of coal is stated, in a

letter of the 15th October, from the Netherlands minister for foreign

affairs to the United States minister, to have been, as he terms it, " the

very restricted quantity of 125 tons—at the most, sufficient for four days
progress.3

The vessel next arrived at the Brazilian port of Maranham. It ap-

pears from a letter from the United States consul at that port to Mr.
Seward, of the 15th September, 1861, that she arrived at Maranham on
the 6th and remained there nine days, and obtained 100 tons of coal,

having already 150 tons on board, " which," he adds, " would make an
ample supply for ten or fifteen days of constant running." 'Other sup-

plies she was allowed to procure ad libitum, and when she left her com-
mander stated that she had enough to last for three months.4

She appears to have arrived at Martinique on the 9th of November.
She remained there fourteen days. Permission was given by the gov-
ernment to take on board as much coal as her commander required.

He took sufficient to enable him to cross the Atlantic.5

The ship arrived at Cadiz on the 4th January, 1862, as appears from a
dispatch of the United States minister to Mr. Seward of the 8th of tha,t

month.6 As she needed repairs, her commander requested the use of
the government dock for that purpose. The request was granted^
though with the limitation to such repairs as were strictly necessary.
She remained at Cadiz thirteen days.7

It thus appears that in every instance on which the Sumter had occa-
sion to coal she was allowed to take in a considerably larger quantity
than she took at Trinidad, and that on every one of such visits, with
the exception of the one to Cienfuegos, she remained a greater number
of days than in the British ports.

On the receipt of Governor Keate's dispatch, this being the first time
such a thing as the arrival of a confederate ship of war at a British
port had occurred, the secretary of state for the colonies required the
opinion of the law-officers of the Crown " as to the propriety of the course
pursued by the governor and the commander of Her Majesty's ship
Cadmus ;" aud also." as to whether vessels of war or privateers belong-
ing either to the United States or to the so-styled Confederate States
can properly be required to leave British ports in the West Indies and
British North America, if the state of the weather permitted their
doing so."

The law-officers, on the 16th September, a fortnight prior to the let-

ter of Mr. Adams to Lord Eussell, reported as follows

:

1 British Appendix, vol. vi, pp. 69, 81 ; Semmes's "Adventures Afloat," pp. 154-160.
2 British Appendix, vol. vi, p. 81.

'

3 Ibid., p. 84.
4 Ibid., p. 2.

,
6 British Case, p. 17.
6British Appendix,, vol. vi, p. 108.
"Ibid., pp. 113, 116.
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We do not precisely understand what was the course pursued toward the Sumter
hy the commander ofHer Majesty's ship Cadmus ; there is nothing from this officer;
and Governor Keate's dispatch of August 7 only states iflat " Captain Hillyer has
verified the character of the Sumter and the commissions of her officers, and recog-
nized her as a man-of-war."

. Governor Keate appears to have carefully avoided any such recognition whatever.
"We know not upon what instructions either of these officers may have acted ; but as
at present advised we see no reason to disapprove of the conduct of either. The Sam-
per certainly appears not to he a privateer, and is (we presume) a vessel of war com-
missioned by a de/acio belligerent government.

Your lordship's second question must, in our opinion, be at present auswered in the
negative.

Although it is competent by the law and usages of nations to Her Majesty, in com-
mon with all neutrals, to place certain restrictions upon the access of the ships of war
or privateer's of belligerent governments to British ports; yet Her Majesty has not
.(as far as we are aware) done so during the present contest, excepting only in the case
of their being accompanied by prizes in the (printed) instructions of June 1, herewith

;

at the present time, therefore, expressio unius est exclusio cdterius ; and Her Majesty's
government should determine upon and make public some other general instructions
•on. the point, if this should be considered expedient on grounds of imperial and inter-

national! policy ; unless or until this be done the ships of war or privateers of either
party, unaccompanied by prizes, should not, in our opinion, be required to leave Brit-
ish ports' by the local authorities. 1

, This opinion Laving been given by the law-officers, Earl Eussell, on,
receiving the letter of Mr. Adams of the 4th October, replied as follows

:

Foreign Office, October 4, 1861.

The undersigned, Her Majesty's principal secretary of state for foreign affairs, has
had the honor to receive a complaint from Mr. Adams, envoy extraordinary and min-
ister plenipotentiary of the United States at this court, against the authorities of the
island of Trinidad for a violation of her Majesty's proclamation of neutrality, by giving
aid and encouragement to the insurgents of the "United States.

It appears, from the accounts received at the colonial office and at the admiralty, that
a vessel bearing a secession flag entered the port of Trinidad on the 30th of July last.

Captain Hillyer, of Her Majesty's ship Cadmus, having senfa boat to ascertain her
nationality, the commanding officer showed a commission signed by Mr. Jefferson
Davis, calling himself the President of the so-styled Confederate States.

The Sumter, which was the vessel in question, was allowed to stay six days at Trin-
idad, and to supply herself with coals and provisions ; and the attorney-general of the

'

island1 perceived no illegality in these proceedings.
The law-officers of the Crown have reported that the conduct of the governor was

in conformity to Her Majesty's proclamation.
No mention: is made by the governofcof his hoisting the British flag on the govern-

ment flag-staff; and, if he did so, it was probably in order to show the national char-
acter of the island, and not in acknowledgment of the arrival of the Sumter.
There does not appear, therefore, any reason to believe that Her Majesty's proclama-

tion of neutrality has been violated by the governor of Trinidad, or by the command-
ing officer of Her Majesty's ship Cadmus.2

The Government of the United States instructed Mr. Adams to in-

form Her Majesty's government that " the President deeply regrets that
lord Eussell is unable to give to our, complaint a satisfactory solution." 3

"The armament, .the insurgent flag, and the spurious commission," says
Mr. Seward, "told the governor, as they sufficiently prove to Her Maj-
esty's government, that the Sumter is and can be nothing but a pirati-

cal vessel." Consequently her officers and crew ought not to be received

in foreign ports. At another time she was said to be a privateer, and
that Great Britain ought to adopt toward her, as such, the jule estab-

lished by some European governments of not allowing privateers to

stay in their ports longer than twenty-four hours at a time. Such was
the language of Mr. Seward to Lord Lyons, as appears from a dispatch

of the latter to Earl Eussell of November 4, 1861.4 But the assumption

1 British Apj>endix, vol. ii, p. 2.
s Ibid., p. 57
3 United States Documents, vol. ii, p, 487.
* Ibid., p. 488.
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that the Sumter was a privateer was a mistake. She was a commis-

sioned ship of war of the Confederate States.

Now, we have seen, when considering how far, according to interna-

tional law, a neutral sovereign is bound to place any restraint on the

stay in his ports of belligerent vessels, or on the supplies they are al-

lowed to procure, that by that' law no such obligation exists. Indeed
it is admitted in the case of the United States 1 that there were "not.

any precedents which settled absolutely the quantity of coal that might,

be furnished to a belligerent man-of-war by a neutral," and I observe

that it is nowhere asserted by the United States that the law of nations-

imposes any such restraint. There is, therefore, an end to the claim of

the United States in respect of this vessel having been permitted to

coal at Trinidad. For, I need hardly say that the Queen's regulations

of January, 1862, cannot be applied ex postfacto to create an obligation

•which did not previously exist. It would indeed be strange if regula-

tions, more stringent than the rules of international law, framed by a
neutral sovereign for the very purpose of insuring the observance of

neutrality, can be made to create an antecedent liability which never
would have existed without them. Even if the hospitality afforded to

the Sumter at Trinidad should be deemed too great with reference to

the rules laid down in the regulations, the fact that it occurred some
mouths before those regulations were issued deprives it of all impor-
tance.

It is true that in this case, as in others, the Government of the United.

States insists that partiality, inconsistent with neutrality, was exhibited

toward confederate vessels by reason that these, as in the present in-

stance, were permitted to coal, while liberty to form a depot of coal at

Bermuda for the supply of their ships of war was denied to the United,
States. No one can be misled by such a contention. I have already
pointed out that to allow one belligerent to have a supply always stored
up and ready, and to leave the other to take his chance of the public
market, are things essentially different, and that, far from the refusal,

of such an advantage to the United States being a violation of neutral-

ity, the concession of it would have been so in the opposite direction.

Moreover, such a contention involves a»forgetfulness of one of the ele-

mentary principles of international law. A neutral is only justified in

allowing to a belligerent vessel the use of his ports and access to his

shores to obtain the things which the.belligerent may lawfully procure.
He has no right to allow the belligerent the use of his territory on shore
for belligerent purj»oses, which the permission to form a depot would
necessarily involve.

There is one other material fact connected with this vessel to which I

desire to draw attention, the more particularly as it is stated in the-.

American Case1 that the " excessive supply of coal (80" tons) furnished
to the Sumter at Trinidad enabled her to inflict the subsequent injuries
on the commerce of the United States." The fact to which I refer is,

that while using the coals furnished at Trinidad, the Sumter did not cap-
ture a single prize.

From the list of captures contained in the fourth volume of the Amer-
ican Documents, and from the two lists of claims successively put in by
the United States Government, it appears that this ship captured in
the whole eighteen vessels, of which, however, one was recaptured, and
seven were afterward released by the Spanish government. Those cap- -

tured should be thus distributed :

'Page 324.
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Qn her cruise back from New Orleans to Cienfuegos the Sumter cap-
tured eight vessels ; on her cruise between Cienfuegos and Curncoa,
none ; on her cruise between Curagoa and Trinidad, two ; between Trin-
idad and Paramaribo and Maranham, none; between Maranham and
Martinique, one ; between Martinique and Cadiz, five; between Cadiz
and Gibraltar, two. It thus appears that, of the eighteen vessels taken
by the Sumter, eight were takeu before the vessel ever entered a neu-
tral port at all ; nine before she arrived at Trinidad ; that after leaving
Trinidad she made two cruises without taking a single vessel ; and that
it was not till she had obtained at Maranham the supply of 100 tons of
coal, in addition to the 150 she already had on boad, that she again be-
,came successful in making a prize. - Of the prizes for which Great Brit-
ain is now asked to make compensation, two were taken before the Sum-
ter arrived at Trinidad, and the rest at intervals of two, three, and four
months from the time she left a British port, and when she was cruising
by means of coal furnished from a French port. The tribunal is now in a
position to judge how far the supply, said to have been "excessive,"
furnished at Trinidad, "enabled this vessel to inflict the-subsequent in-

juries sustained by the commerce of the United States."
It is impossible, with any regard to eqftity and justice, to hold Great

Britain liable for injuries inflicted by the Sumter on United States com-
merce at a time when this vessel was deriving no benefit from coal sup-
plied to her from a British port, but was availing, herself of, supplies ob-
tained from other countries.

The facts connected with the Sumter during her stay at Gibraltar
At Gibi^r. may be briefly stated.

She arrived at Gibraltar on the 18th January, 1862, in need of
some repair, and wholly out of coal. According to the United States
consul, she had but two days' supply in her bunkers. The merchants at

Gibraltar, from what motive is immaterial, refused to supply her with
any. The pecuniary resources of her commander ran short. Many of
the crew having got on shore refused to return, and when force was at-

tempted to be used to compel them, the local police interfered and pro-

tected the men against violence. Another crew could not be got, and,
under these circumstances, the vessel was compelled to remain in the port.

Mr. Sprague, the United States consul, had from the first protested

. against her being allowed to enter or remain in the port, but received

the ve"ry proper answer that strict neutrality should be observed. On
the 21st of January he telegraphed Mr. Adams, "The Sumter is still

here, evidently awaiting funds. The British government observes strict

neutrality in conformity with the Queen's proclamation."1 On the 7th

of February Mr. Sprague informs Mr. Seward that " the Sumter still

remained in port, not having yet received a pound of coal."2

The hejptess condition of the vessel further appears from a letter from
Mr. Sprague to Mr. Adams of the 6th February

:

The Sumter remains in port. She took in yesterday 3,000 gallons of water, paid for

by a Mr. R. O. Joyce, of this city, who had previously provided her with an anchorand
chain. To-day her commander made a second attempt to obtain coal from the coal

merchants in this market, and I am informed they have declined supplying him out of

deference to.myself.
Since yesterday there are some ten or twelve seamen of the Sumter on shore, and

to-day they have nearly all refused to return to their ship. One of them, in a drunken
state, called upon me this day for protection. As the officers of the Sumter have at-

tempted to forcibly ship them off from the quay, I to-day called upon the governor .of

this fortress to inform him of the circumstance ; that I was ready to take under my
charge any of these seamen who might wish to avail of my protection, and who would

HJnited States Documents, vol. ii, p. 500.
2 Ibid., p. 501.

33 b
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swear allegiance to the Government of the United States ; and that I did not believe

that it would be in conformity with strict neutrality U> force these men on board of

the Sumter.
Since my interview with the governor I hear that orders have been given to the po-.

lice authorities not to permit these men to be forcibly taken on board of the Sumter by

her officers, and up this hour (7 p. m.) they remain on shore, mostly in a state of intox-

ication.

All these circumstances may probably retard the departure of the Sumter from this

port ; still 1 sincerely.hope that a Federal cruiser may soon appear to do away with any
further trouble about this craft. I have every reason to believe that her boilers are

defective, and that, she is very badly provided with powder and other munitions of

war. '

On the 10th of February Captain Semmes, having it seems in the

mean time procured funds,' finding, the market shut against him, ad-

dressed a pressing letter to Captain Warden, the officer of the dock-yard,

to be allowed to purchase coal from the government stores. He writes :

Confederate States Steamer Sdmter,
Bay of Gibraltar, February 10, 1862.

Sir : I have the honor to inform you that I have made every effort to procure a sup^

ply of coal without success. The British and other merchants of Gibraltar, instigated,

I learn, by the United States consul, have entered into the unneutral combination of

declining to furnish the Sumter with coal on any terms. Under these circumstances I
trust that the government of Her Bfajesty will find no difficulty in supplying me.
By the recent letter of Earl Russell (January 31, 1861) it is not inconsistent with

neutrality for a belligerent to supply himself with coal in a British port. In other

words, the article has been pronounced, like provisions, unnoxious ; and this being the

case, it can make no difference whether it be supplied by the government or an indi-

vidual, (the government being re-imbursed the expense,) and this even thougb-the
market was open to me; much more, then, may the government supply me with an
innocent article, the market not being open to me. Suppose I had come into port des-

titute of provisions, and the same illegal combination had shut me out from the mar-
ket, would the British government permit my crew to starve ? Or suppose I had been
a sail-ship and had come in dismantled, and 'the doek-yard was the only place where I

could be refitted, would you have denied me a mast; and if you would not deny me a
mast, on what principle would you deny me coal, both articles being declared by your
government to be innocent ? The true criterion is not whether the government or an
individual may supply the article, but whether the article itself is noxious or unuox-
ious. The government may not supply me with powder, why! Not because I may have
recourse to the market, but because the article is noxious. A case in point occurred
when I was in Cadiz recently. My ship was admitted into a government dock, and
there repaired, and why 1 First, because the repairs were innocent, and secondly be-
cause there were no private docks in Cadiz.
So here the article is innocent, and there is none in the market, (accessible to me;)

why may not the government supply me ?

In conclusion, I respectfully request that you will supnly me with 150 tons of coal,
'

for which I' will pay the cash, or, if yon prefer it, I will deposit the money with au
agent, who can have no difficulty, I suppose, in purchasing the same amount of the ma-
terial from some one of the hulks and returning it to Her Majesty's dock-yard. 2

Here was an occasion where an " habitually insincere neutrality

"

might have found grounds for making an exception to rules however
strict. The only answer, however, which Captain Semmes received was,
that " Captain Warden's instructions prohibit him from supplying the
foreign men-of-war of any nation with coal, either by purchase or other-

wise, from the government depot, so long as there is anyin the market." °

On the 12th of February the United States war-ship the Tuscarora ar-

rived off Algeciras, and was soon followed by the Kearsarge, and later by
the Ino, and these vessels thenceforth lay in wait to intercept the Sumter
if she attempted to leave the bay. In the mean time her condition re-

mained as helpless as before. On the 18th Mr. Sprague writes to Mr.
Adams: "The Sumter still remains in port. The coal companies in

1 United States Documents, vol. ii, p. 501.
'

2 BritishAppendix, vol. ii, p. Is.
3 Ibid.,'p.l8.
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£9 ™f?™ ?
tni Per^t in refusing to sell her coal, notwithstanding that
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- °ver the market price." *

Whether by reason of not being able to procure coal or from fear ofbeing captured by the United States ships which were waiting^ inter-cept h.er, or both, the Sumter remained at Gibraltar till Decemberwhen it was proppsed to sell her. Having heard o* the intended sale
' £ ins" it

IIimiSter at Madrid (lesired Mr. Sprague to protest

Captain Pickering, the commander of the Kearsarge, though consider-
ing the vesse « as ot little value," yet thinkingthat shl was offtered for sale
probably only in order to establish a precedent, and because, in his
opinion, "the sale of the so-called qpnfederate war-vessels in British
ports was an act as unfriendly and hostile to the United States Govern-
ment as the purchase of war-vessels in their ports by the same rmrtv "
advised a similar course.2

Mr. Adams took a wiser and more liberal view. On the 24th of De-
cember he writes thus to Mr. Seward

:

I have the honor to transmit copies of a series of communications received from Mi-
tt- J

j,
bPrague> „ consul ?* Gibraltar, respecting the movements made at that port to

sell the steamer Sumter. As he desired my advice, I, gave it to him in the letter, a copy
of which goes with the papers. The question of the right to sell the property or abelligerent to a neutral in a neutral port is not without its difficulties, and I find the
autnomties differ materially about it. My own leaning is rather to a liberal construc-
tion, especially as, m this case it relieves us from a burdensome process of vigilance.
Besides which, I find that the Government bought a war-vessel of the Greeks while
engaged, in 1826, in their war with the Turks.3

.

The protest of Mr. Sprague was founded on two grounds : First, that
the Sumter was a United States vessel which had been made prize by
the confederates ; secondly, that the sale was made in order to avoid
capture by the vessels of the United States Navy.4 The local govern-
ment refused to interfere" to prevent the sale, but gave official publicity
to the protest of the American consul.5 The sale took place, and the
vessel was sold for $19,500.6 The purchaser was a Mr. Klingender, said
to have been connected with the house of Fraser, Trenholm & Co. of
Liverpool. It is probable that the purchase was in reality made on be-
half of the latter. It was no doubt believed at the time that the sale
was fictitious, andthat the vessel was iutended still to remain the prop-
erty of the confederates, and to be employed in her former service,,
(whence the objection to the sale,) more especially when the vessel, tak-
ing advantage of a very high wind, slipped away at night and escaped
the vigilance of the hostile cruisers, who had instructions from Mr.
Adams to seize her, notwithstanding the sale, if she quitted the port

.

and was caught on the high seas. Had the sale been to an unobjec-
tionable purchaser, Mr. Adams was prepared to acquiesce in it. On the
17th of December, three days before the sale, he writes to Mr. Sprague

:

You will, first of all, confine yourself to the simple duty of watching all the pro-
ceedings. In case of any attempt at a merely fraudulent transfer for the sake of es-
caping harmless from our cruisers and resuming her former career, you will call their
attention to the fact, deny the validity of any such proceeding, and invoke their in-
terference. Should it appear to you, on the other hand, that the purchasing parties .

are foreigners acting in good faith for the conversion of the vessel to some legitimate
and- peaceful trade, I see no better Way of getting rid of a burdensome labor of vigi-
lance upon a property of little value than to acquiesce iu it. On the other hand,

1 United States Documents, *vol. ii, p. 505.
3 Ibid., pp. 508, 510.
3 Ibid., vol. ii, p. 507.
4 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 45.
6 Ibid., p. 44.
6

-United States Documents, vol. ii, p. 515.
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should you have reason to suspect a spurious transaction for the sole purpose of-extri -

eating the vessel from its present position in order to replace it in a more effective at-

titude of hostility to the United States, you will do well to remonstrate with the local

authorities, and to send a copy of your remonstrance, together with the evidence on
which you rest it, to this legation. 1 « •

The vessel arrived at Liverpool ori the 13th of February, 1S63. -There

she, underwent repairs ; all fittings for warlike purposes were removed,
and she was reduced to the condition of a freight-carrying merchant-
vessel.2 But Mr. Dudley maintained to the last the- belief that she was
again intended to be employed on her former service. The consequence
was, that vigorous remonstrances were addressed by Mr. Adams to Her
Majesty's government for having permitted the sale of the vessel, on
the double ground that thetransfe#was fictitious, and that the sale of a
belligerent ship in a neutral port, effected* to avoid capture, is, by the
law of nations, unlawful.3

Three complaints are put forward with reference to the foregoing

facts : (1.) That the vessel ought to have been compelled to leave the

port in conformity with the regulations of January, 1862, as soon as those

regulations came into operation, namely, on the 17th of February. (2.)

That the authorities ought not to have permitted the sale to take place,

more especially as it was fictitious. (3.) That when, after the sale^ the
vessel entered the port of Liverpool she ought to have been treated, as a
confederate ship of war, and as such compelled to leave the port under
the regulations of January, 1862.4

The first of these heads of complaint is brought forward for the first

time in the case of the United States. It never occurred to the zeal either

of Mr. Sprague or Mr. Adams to insist on the Sumter being driven out,

of the harbor into the very 1jaws of her enemies. It is now insisted on as
a flagrant violation of neutrality.

As regards this head of complaint it is plain that the only way in

which the United States could be prejudiced by 'the Sumter remaining
in the port is that, if compelled to leave, she would inevitably have been
captured by the Federal ships which were waiting to seize her. But
for this, the longer she remained idle at Gibraltar, incapacitated by
want of coal and want of funds, the better ; while there, she could do no
damage to the commerce of the United States. From the Hour she en-

tered the harbor of Gibraltar all complaint of prizes taken or destroyed
necessarily ceases. All that the United States could have gained' by
the Sumter being. forced to leave Gibraltar, and being taken by the*ir

war-vessels, would have been the few thousand pounds which this old
steamer would have sold for ; to which, however, should perhaps be
added, that the employment of ships to watch her would have ceased to
be necessary.

But was the government under any obligation to compel the ship to
leave on the expiratio'n of the twenty-four hours? The answer is that
the regulations of January 31, 1862, did not apply to, but on the con-
trary excluded, the Sumter, which entered the harbor on the 18th of,

January, 1862, the regulations applying in terms only to such- vessels
as sHould enter ports of Her Majesty, " after the time when the order
should be first notified and put in force," in the particular place ; which,
in this instance, was not till the 1st of February. Even had this been
ettierwise it would have been impossible with any pretense ofjustice to
supply, esc post facto, to a vessel which had entered the port, when no

1 United States Documents, vol. ii, p. 514.
s British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 64.
3 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 58.
4 Case of the United States, p. 325.
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such regulations existed, a rule which must inevitably have had the
effect of delivering her into the hands of her enemies.
Again, even if the third article of the regulations had been applicable

to the Sumter, the fact that the necessary effect of forcing her to leave
the harbor would have been to give her up to hostile vessels, waiting
just outsijje to seize her, would have afforded, I think, a sufficient ground
for suspending the regulation, and extending the time beyond the
twenty-four hours, under the discretionary power which admits of such
extension in cases of .necessity. No governor, as it seems to me, is

bound to force a Vessel to quit a port in which she is in safety, when
* the necessary effect of doing so must be to throw her into the hands of
a more powerful enemy who is waiting for her outside. It is admitted
that by the law of nations a. vessel taking refuge, when pursued by an
enemy, in a neutral port, cannot be pursued. She is protected by reason
of the inviolability of the neutral, territory and its waters, and by the
right of asylum which the neutral concedes to her.

But of what avail would this be, if the neutral were bound, at the
expiration of twenty-four hours, to say,*" You must quit my po^t. I am
aware that your enemy is waiting outside to seize you, but your time is

up and you must go. If, indeed, your enemy were inside the port, I

could give you twenty-four hours start of him, which would probably
enable you to escape ; but he is just outside the port instead of within
it, and I must therefore leave you to your fate." I cannot think that

any governor would be bound to drive a vessel out of a port where she
is in safety, when the necessary consequence must be her capture or

destruction, any more than he would be bound to do so if the conse-.

quehce would be her exposure to a hurricane. The regulation never
was intended to apply to such a case.

Furthermore, I cannot help thinking that giving an equitable con-

struction to the third article of the Queen's regulations, the inability to

procure a supply of coal, also brought the vessel within the exceptions

contained in it, although coals are not specifically mentioned.
The Sumter, indeed, had her sails and could have put to sea; but it

is obvious that a steamer without coal, in the face of powerful steam-

ships, would have but a poor chance. Thus crippled, her power of

navigation on the ocean or of escape from* enemies being seriously im-

paired, she would be the crippled duck in the comparison of M. Drouyn
de Lhuys. Supposing a sailing-vessel dismasted, in a port at which no
mast suitable to her size could be procured, the local authority would
certainly, not be bound to compel her to leave ; the case would be within

the exception ; but what mast's and sails are to the sailing-vessel, coal,

in addition to her machinery, is to the steamer.

If, as I have shown, the Queen's regulations did not apply to the

Sumter, a fortiori in the exercise of his discretion the governor ought

not to have compelled her to leave under the circumstances stated.

In answer to the remonstrances of Mr. Adams as to the sale of the vessel

having been allowed to take place, Her Majesty's government, under

the advice of its law-officers, took this position. The sale of a bel-

ligerent ship in a neutral port to avoid capture has in it nothing un-

lawful. It may possibly be invalid against the other belligerent, into

whose hauds, but for such sale, the vessel would have fallen ;
but it is

good against the rest of the world. The*vessel may be subject to cap-

ture, when again at sea, by a ship of the belligerent, and the new mvner

must abide by the decision of a prize court of the belligerent as to the

validity of his purchase; he cannot claim protection from his own gov-'

eminent in respect of the seizure. But the government of the neutral
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port cannot interfere to prevent the sale, nor csin it prevent the pur-

chaser from dealing with the vessel as he pleases. It is under no obli-

gation to do so; and, what is still more 'to the purpose, it has no power

to do so.

It was, therefore, impossible' that the British authorities could, con-

sistently with the law, interfere with the sale or movements of this

vessel.

They had no power to try the question whether the sale was real or

fictitious; even if the transfer had been plainly fictitious, they had no

power to prevent the vessel leaving the port as freely as she had.

entered it. *
This position appears to me impregnable. I will only add that I do

not find anywhere pointed out by what power, whether, derived from

statute or common law, the British authorities could have seized or

interfered with this vessel after her sale.

Even if the British government could be held to have incurred any

liability in respect of the Summer having been suffered to leave Gib-

raltar, as she never again appeared on the seas as a vessel of war, or

did injury to an American ship, no claiin to damages can arise in re-

spect of her being permitted to leave, beyond, possibly, the inconsider-

able sum which may have been her value.

The position at first taken by M. Staempfli that, by analogy to the

case of a military force taking refuge in a neutral dtmntry, in which
case an established rule of international law requires that such force

should submit to being disarmed and disbanded, a ship of war taking

refuge in a neutral port must in like maimer be disarmed and dismantled

is, as I have shown elsewhere, wholly untenable, the distinction between
military and naval forces in this respect being universally admitted. I

am glad to find the honorable gentleman no longer insists on it.

. After the arrival of the ship at Liverpool, Mr. Adams addressing Earl
Bussell insisted on her being still considered as a confed-

erate vessel of war, and therefore within the Queen's regu-

lations relating to the stay of ships of war in British ports. 1
.

Earl Bussell gave the proper answer

:

I have the honor to inform yon that Her Majesty's government have had under their

consideration, in communieatiou with the proper law-advisers of the Crown, your letter

of the 18th ultimo, stating that you had received information of the arrival of the

steamer Sumter at Liverpool, and calling my attention to the "bearing on this case of

Her Majesty's proclamation, limiting the stay -within British ports of vessels of war
belonging to either of the belligerent parties.

I have now to inform yon that Her Majesty's government, in the present state of

their information on the subject, are unable to assume, as you appear to do, thatthe
ship lately called 1he Sumter has not been legally and bona fide sold to a British owner
for commercial and peaceful purposes ; and unless it were established that the sale was
merely fictitious, Her Majesty's proclamation, to which you refer, cannot be deemed
applicable to that vessel iu the port of Liverpool.2

To this might have been added that she was no longer a vessel of

war.

Even if this view weVe erroneous, the Sumter, never having done fur-

ther mischief to United States vessels, no claim to damages can possibly
arise in respect of her having been allowed to remain at Liverpool.
This being so, it may be scarcely worth while to say more about her.

But as this pitiful claim is made the occasion of studied insult to Great
Britain, on the score of her "habitually insincere neutrality," it is right

to observe that as soon as this vessel was known to be at Liverpool, she

1 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 56.

*Ibid., pp. 07, 58.
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became the object of watchful attention on the part of Her Majesty's
government.
On the 4th of April Earl Russell writes to Mr. Adams as follows:
My attention having beeu drawn to a .paragraph which appeared in the Daily News

of the 17th ultimo, in which, under the heading of " Confederate War-Vessels," is in-
cluded the Sumter, now called the Gibraltar, as having been thoroughly repaired at
Birkenhead, and being ready for sea, I deemed it advisable at once to' request the
'proper authorities to cause particular attention to be paid to this vessel.

I have now the honor to acquaint you that it appears from a report which lias been
received from the collector of customs at Liverpool, and which has been communi-
cated to me by the lords commissioners of Her Majesty's treasury, that, since the ar-
rival of the Sumter at Liverpool on the 13th of February last, she has been carefully
watched by the custom-house officers, and'tbat, although the vessel has received some
repairs, nothing has taken place regarding her of a suspicious character.
The Sumter appears to the laid up in the upper part of the great float, at Birken-

head, and there seems to be no sign of her being at present intended for sea.

I have the honor to add that the authorities a.t Liverpool are instructed to continue
to observe this vessel, and to report without delay any circumstances of an unusual
character which may happen to take place with regard to her. 1

To which Mr. Adams replies

:

I have had the honor to receive your note of the 4th instant, in reference to a para-
graph which appeared in the Daily News of the 17th ultimo, respecting the immediate
preparation of the Sumter for departure from the port of Liverpool. I must confess

that the information received by me from Liverpool, from wholly independent sources,

had led me to believe the newspaper statement to be true. It is, however, with very great
satisfaction I receive the contradiction of it from your lordship, as well as the assur-

ance that the movements of that vessel are under the observation of Her Majesty's
government. I am the more led to indulge this that the notice appears to have been
spontaneously furnished to me with a degree of courtesy which I should be wanting
iu my duty if I were to fail properly to appreciate.2 *

. A month or six weeks later, all her war fittings were removed; and
the vessel, having been adapted for running cargo, it was proposed to

load some heavy ordnance on board of her, the intention being no doubt
to run tbe blockade and convey the guns, which appear to have been
intended for purposes of fortification, to one of the southern ports. The
authorities immediately interfered, nor would they allow the sbip to sail

with the guns till thoroughly satisfied that they were incapable of being

used on board, and were to be carried only as cargo.

X)r the 1st of July, Mr. Dudley, for once giving credit to the authori-

ties for a desire to do their duty, writes:

The steamer Sumter is still in port. She has taken (Tn the two large guns referred

to in .previous dispatches. The collector refuses to clear the vessel until they are re-

moved and threatens to seize her if she sails without her clearance. Either the gov-

ernment or owners will have to give way. This looks as if the authorities were in

earnest ; at least, so far as this vessel is concerned.3

On further inquiry all doubt as to the guns being cargo was removed,

and the vessel was allowed to clear with them on board.

The confident expectations at first entertained by Mr. Dudley of her

being destined for further use as a vessel of war proved unfounded.

She assumed the humbler character of a blockade-runner, and is sup-

posed to have been lost in attempting to get into Charleston.

It is impossible to say that any responsibility attaches to Great

Britain in respect of this vessel.

THE NASHVILLE.

• The facts relating to the Nashville are very similar to the earlier part

of the history of the Sumter. n* Nannie.

1 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 59.

.
2 Ibid., p. 61.

'United States Documents, vol. iv, p. 203.
4 Page 328.
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She is stated, in the case of the United States, to have been

a large paddle-wheel steamer, formerly engaged on the New York

and Charleston line; to have been lightened to diminish her draught;

to have been armed with two guns, and to have been commanded by an

officer who had been in the-Navy of the United States. She ran out

from Charleston on the night of the 26th of October, 1861, and arrived

at the port of St. George, Bermuda, on the 30th. She was then short

of coal, having, no doubt, taken only a sufficient supply to bring her to

Bermuda, the object being to lighten her draught as much as possible,

in order to facilitate her getting over the bar at Charleston. In a dis-

patch to the Duke of Newcastle, of .the -2d of November, Governor Ord

writes

:

I have the honor to acquaint your excellency that these islands were visited, on the

30th uHimo, by the Confederate States paddle-wheel steamer Nashville, commanded
by Lieutenaut Peagram, and having on board Lieutenant-Colonel Peyton, of the Con-

federate States army, said to be a minister from those States to the court of Spain,

with numerous other officers and. persou3 apparently connected with the ship. The
vessel anchored off the dock-yard ; and Lieutenat Peagram and Colonel Peyton at once

called upon Captain Hntton', R. N., the superintendent, and requested him to supply

their vessel with 600 tons of coal, it being their wish to proceed to sea as early as

possible.

This request Captain Hutton declared himself unable to comply wilh,

and the governor, ou being applied to, having repeated the refusal,

Lieutenant Peagram supplied himself from private sources.

The governor further states :

"

The object of the Nashville's visit has not been distinctly stated; but there can be
no doubt that she is bound to England, and that she has on board persons who will

endeavor to excite an interest in the favor of the Confederate States at some of the

European courts, and probably tp obtain supplies of material and stores for the sup-

port of 'their cause.

It had beeu reported that the Nashville left Charleston on the 12th ultimo, with ex-

Senators Slidell and Mason, as representatives from the Confederate States to the gov-
ernments of France and England ; that she had $2,000,000 on board for the purchase of
material,, and was intended to coal at Bermuda. This report no doubt led to the call-

ing in here, on the 20th ultimo, of the United States steam-vessel Connecticut, which
left here immediately after, and proceeded apparently to cruise south.

It appears from the report of the Nashville officers that these ex-Senators really did
break the blockade about the time named, but in a smaller vessel, and that they
reached Havana on their way to England. The United States steam-vessels being
thus put upon a wrong scent, the Nashville ran -the blockade the night of the 26th,

probably with the remainder of «the Confederate States representatives and the Bpecie,

and got to Bermuda iu safety, from which she has overy chance of reaching England
unmolested by the United States vessels of war.

I trust my proceedings on this occasion will meet your Grace's approval. 1

It is stated in the case of the United States, that " the Nashville
took on board at Bermuda, by the permission of the governor, 600
tons of coal, and that this act was approved by Her Majesty's principal

secretary of state for the colonies. This approval seems to have been
elicited by the complaints which had been made to the governor by the
consul of the United States at that port. It may also be that Her
Majesty's government preferred to have the question settled, before it

could be made the subject of diplomatic representation on the part of
the United States."

This statement requires correction. In the first place, no permission
was given by the governor. At that time none was required. No reg-

ulations having then been issued as to the stay of vessels in British
ports, or the supply of coal to be allowed to them, it was free to a ves-

sel of war to purchase as much coal as she required.

In the second place tbe quantity was, in fact, not 600 tons, but, as
appears from a dispatch from Governor Lefroy to the Earl of Kimber-
ley, either 442J or 472J tons, according as the report of an officer of the

' British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 87. .
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port, who took down the amount, or the memory of the party who sup-
plied the coal, may happen to be correct. 1

This fact appearing in the evidence furnished by Her Majesty's Gov-
ernment, it is now said by the United States Government to "matter
little which is the true account;"2 yet we have seen 150 tons treated as a
•considerable amount ; and while on this subject I cannot help observ-
ing that although it is true that Governor Ord,.in writing to the Duke
of Newcastle, says, with reference to the amount of coal taken by the
Nashville, he "has been informed they have taken in about 603 tons,"
the United States consul, Mr. Wells, who no'doubt kept a sharp eye on
what was doing, and was more likely to be well informed about it,

states, in a letter to Mr. Seward of the 8th of November, " the Nash-
ville took in about 500 tons of coal."3- Why should the larger figure at
once be assumed to be the right one, without any reference to the state-
ment of Mr. Wells ?

When it is stated that the approval of the colonial secretary of what
has been done "seems to have been elicited by the complaints which
had been made to the governor by the United States consul," I am struck
by the fact that there is a total absence of all such complaint. Beyond
an application made by the consul to the governor, on hearing of the
ship's arrival, soliciting that an order may be given*that no supplies
sljall be granted to the vessel, no remonstrance or complaint of any kind
is made by Mr. Wells.4

,

When it is insinuated that " Her Majesty's government preferred to
have the matter settled before it could be made the subject of diplo-
matic correspondence," two things should be added: the first, that the
supplies furnished to the Nashville at Bermuda never did become the
subject, of diplomatic Correspondence, no complaint having ever been
addressed to Her Majesty's government, either as to the fact, of coal
having been supplied to the Nashville, or as to the quantity furnished to
her. The subject is brought forward as a matter of complaint, for the
first time, in the proceedings before this tribunal. Further, it should be
stated that the approval of the secretary of state was elicited by the re-

quest of Governor Ord himself, who asked to be informed if he had acted
rightly in allowing the vessel to coal. It is distressing to Jiave so fre-

quently to advert to inaccuracies of this kind.
-The approval of the secretary of state for the colonies was in these

words:

The course pursued by you in the present instance was in strict accordance with the
principles which you will find laid down in my circular dispatch.

I have further to state that both jou and Captain Hutton showed a very proper dis-

cretion in declining to furnish supplies to a war-vessel of one of the belligerent parties

from public stores belonging to the .British government.
Her Majesty's government entirely approve of the whole of your proceedings on this

occasion.5

The secretary of state, by the same mail which carried out the approval
of the secretary of state as to what had been done, sent a circular to

1

the governors of Her Majesty's colonies, containing instructions for their

future guidance in such cases

:

Having had occasion to consult the law-officers of the Crown on the subject of remon-
strances addressed to the governors of some of the colonies by consuls of the United
States in regard to certain particulars in the treatment of vessels bearing the flag of

'British Appendix, vol. v., p. 13.
3 Argument of the United States, p. 301.
3 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 207.
4 British Appendix, vol ii, p. 88. •

6 Ibid., p. 69.
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the States which have seceded from the Union, I think it right to communicate to yon,
for your information and guidance, the priuciples which ought to be observed in oases
of the kind which raised the present question. •

You will understand, therefore, that no foreign consul has any power or jurisdiction

•to seize any vessel (under whatever flag) within British territorial waters, and that the
British authorities ought not to take any steps adverse to merchant-vessels of the Con-
federate States', or to interfere with their free resort to British ports.

With respect to supplies, even of articles clearly "contraband of war," (such as
arms or ammunition,) to the' vessels of either party, the colonial authorities are not at
liberty to interfere, unless Anything should be done in violation of the foreign-enlistment
act, 59 Geo. Ill, cap. 69, wbich-prohibits the equipping, furnishing, fitting-out, and
arming of ships or vessels of foreign belligerent powers, and also the supply of guns or
equipments for war, so as to increase the warlike force of vessels of war, hut which '

does not render illegal the mere supply of arms or ammunition, &o., to private ships
or vessels.

If it should be necessary for the colonial authorities to act in any such case, it should
only be done when the law is regularly put in force, and under the advice of the law-
officers of the Crown.
With respect to the supplying in British jurisdiction of-articles Mncipitis nsus, (such,

for instance, as coal,) there is no ground for any interference whatever on the part of
the colonial authorities.. 1

It is plain from these instructions that Her Majesty's government,
acting under the advice of the council of the Crown, took the same view
of the law applicable to such a case that all writers on international law
had taken, namely, that in the absence of regulations made by the neu-
tral state, a belligerent vessel in a neutral port enjoys perfect liberty to
obtain, from private sources, whatever supplies she may require.
Nor, even if the governor had had auy discretion in the matter, could

it be said that he had exercised, such discretion unwisely. The Nashville
did not appear to be going on a mission of war at all. She was imper-
fectly armed with only two rifled 6-pounder gnns. She was conveying
to Europe agents authorized to communicate with European govern-
ments du behalf of the Confederate States. The quantity of coal al-

lowed her was no more than was sufficient for the purpose of such a
voyage, and there was then no rule limiting the supply to the quantity
to, take her to her nearest port. As a ship of war she was at liberty
to buy. what she wanted.

I am therefore quite at a loss to see how the.supply of coal at Ber-
muda can be made a ground for- asking damages at the hands of this
tribunal. The argument that what was done, at a time when there was
unrestricted freedom in respect of such transactions, is to be tried By
the test of stringent regulations, afterward made for the purpose of
placing restraints on that freedom, is obviously unsound. When it is
said that there' was a violation of neutrality in allowing a confederate
vessel to take as much coal as she wanted, while the United States were
not permitted to establish a depot of coal for the supply of their ves-
sels, the argument which confounds the obvious distinction between a
public national store and the resources of private dealers, if indeed
worthy of attention, has already been disposed of.

The Nashville, arrived at Southampton on the 21st November, 1861.

Ats.uth.«.pio«
°n her way sbe seized ancl set fire t0 a United States mer-
chant-vessel, making her crew prisoners of war. On this

ground, as well as her being a vessel of the insurgent government, Mr.
Adams objected to her being received into'a British port.

It was ascertained that the Nashville was duly commissioned as a ship
of war of the Confederate States, and was under the command of a
duly commissioned officer.

The law-officers, on being consulted by the government, gave an

1 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 88.
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opinion in strict, conformity to established principles of international
law:

The Nashville appears to be a confederate vessel of war ; lier commander aud officers
have commissions in the confederate navy ; some of them have written orders from
the navy department, Richmond, to report to Lieutenant Pegram " for duty" on board
the Nashville, and her crew have signed articles to ship in the "confederate navy."
Her having captured and burnt a United States merchant-vessel on the high seas
cannot, under these circumstances, be considered (to adopt Mr. Adams's words) as
" voluntarily Undertaken by individuals not vested with powers generally acknowl-

'

edged to be necessary to justify' aggressive warfare;" nor does it at all approximate
within the definition of piracy; nor is it an unauthorized act of violence; and if (as

-

Mr. Adams suggests) Her Majesty's government is called on in this case " either to
recognize a belligerent, or to denounce a wrong-doer,;' Her Majesty's government must,
upon the facts and documents now appearing, adopt the former course.
With reference to the allegation that some of her officers are to be put in command

of vessels now fitting out in British ports for hostile purposes against the United States,
we can only say that if reasonable evidence can be procured that such vessels are be-
ingiiso fitted out, in contravention of the foreign-enlistment act, all parties concerned
therein should' be legally proceeded against, with»the view to their being personally
punished, and to the forfeiture of the vessels.
,We may add (generally) that it will be competent to Her Majesty, as a neutral

power, either to designate the particular ports to whieh alone the national ships of the
belligerents are permitted to resort ; to limit the time for which, or to define the cir-

cumstances under which, they may so resort thereto, or to makg and publish such gen-
eral regulations with reference thereto as she may think proper; but subject to such
limitations, Her Majesty cannot interfere with the national ships of one party resort-
ing to her ports in respect of hostile acts done on the high seas to the ships of the op-
posite party. 1

Sir Hugh Cairns and Dr. Deane. being consulted by the United
States consul as to the possibility of recovering chronometers seized as

prizes on the taking of the Harvtey Birch, advised

:

It appears from the affidavit of Captain Nelson that the Harvey Birch was taken
possession of and burnt on the high seas, outside the limit of British waters, and that
the armed ship Nashville carried the fl.ag of the Confederate States.

Prom the statement in the newspaper above referred to, the commander of the Nash-
ville seems to have held a commission under the Confederate States and in the navy
of those States.

The British government has considered the Federal and Confederate States, entitled

to be treated as belligerents, each possessed of the rights of war, one of which rights

is the capture and destruction of vessels belonging to the enemy by the commissioned
vessels of the belligerents.

If, therefore, the Nashville was a commissioned vessel belonging to the Confederate

States, we are of opinion that Captain Nelson has no legal rights in this country

against the Nashville or her commander.2

There is nothing in what was done in relation to the Nashville after

her arrival at Southampton which could give occasion for any complaint.

As soon as it was found that she was about to undergo repairs at that

port, instructions were given by the government to exercise the utmost,

vigilance to see that nothing was added to her equipment or her power
as a vessel of war.3 Mr. Adams, naturally anxious to prevent any
attempt of this nature, found, on applying to Earl Kussell, that he had
been anticipated by the spontaneous action of the government.4 Noth-

ing was done to the Nashville beyond necessary repairs, and she event-

ually left England on the 3d of February, 1862, the same in point of

equipment and. strength as she had been on leaving Charleston.

On the 15th of December the United States steamer Tuscarora arrived

also at Southampton, and having taken in 150 tons of coal proceeded

to keep watch on the Nashville, evidently, as the sequel showed, for the

1 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 99.
.

s United States Documents, vol. ii, p. 560.

'British Appendix, vol.iij p. 91.

* Ibid., p. 102.
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purpose of seizing lier on her departure from British waters. From a

telegram of Captain Patey, senior officer of Her Majesty's ships at

Southampton, to the admiralty, it appears that on the night of .the 9th

of January "the dock-master reported having discovered in the dock

two officers and three men from Tuscarora, who stated they were on

shore under orders watching Nashville, and to signal should she get

under weigh. Dock-master removed them from the dock." 1

Earl Russell, having become acquainted with this state of things,

wrote on the 10th to Mr. Adams

:

I have just been informed that armed men were found last night watching the Nash-

ville in Southampton docks, and that they were discovered by Mr. Hoge, the dock su-

perintendent, close at the Nashville's hows.
I think it necessary to state to you that, except in case of stress of weather forcing

them to land, Her Majesty's government cannot permit armed men in the service of a

foreign government to land upon British ground.
I therefore request that you will inform the captain of the Federal st.eamer in South-

ampton waters that he must refrain from acts of this kind, which may lead to a col-

lision between his men and the British authorities.

I have also to inform you that no act of hostility can be permitted between the Fed-

eral steamer and its enemy within British waters, and that orders to that effect will

be issued to the board of admiralty.
In the case of the Nashville leaving British waters, the Federal steamer of war will

not be permitted to start from British waters in pursuit of her till after the expiration

of twenty-four hours,
The same rule will be applied to the vessels of the so-called Confederate States.2

On the 10th Captain Wilcox, of Her Majesty's ship Dauntless, writes

to Captain Craven, the commander of the Tuscarora, as follows

:

Having observed preparations for departure jin the United States steamer Tuscarora,
under your command, and also in the Confederate States steamer, Nashville, I beg to

acquaint you that I have received instructions to prevent any hostility taking place in
'

British waters ; and I beg to bring to ydur notice the usual law of nations which re-

quires that twenty-four hours should elapse before the departure of one belligerent

ship in pursuit of the other. ' •
Relying upon your good judgment in this matter, and the friendly feeling existing be-

tween the two governments, I have, &c. 3

Captain Craven answered, giving, it will be observed, no pledge :

N-

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication this evening.
I am not aware that I have given cause for your assuming that I meditate an act of

hostility in the waters of Great Britain.

Claiming the right of free access to, and egress from, the waters of a nation believed
to be in amity with the United States, and sincerely desirous of avoiding all semblance
of offense, I am, &c.4

It was not without some difficulty that Captain Patey obtained there-
quired pledge. On the 25th of January he reports to the admiralty

:

The Nashville's necessary defects have been made good, and she has been coaled

;

and, judging from the frequent movements of the Tuscarora up and down the South-
ampton Water, including one trip through the Needles and round the Isle of Wight,
that the ship is in all respects ready for sea, I am induced to bring this matter under
the notice of their lordships, because it appears to me, from the course XJursued, and
avowedly so ma*de known to me by the captain of the Tuscarora, in a conversation which
I have had with that officer, he will do his utmost to render the rule of twenty-foul
hours which the Nashville may be inclined to take advantage of null and void, by con-
stantly keeping up his steam, and having slips on his cable, so that the moment Nash-
ville moves Tuscarora will precede her, and at once claim priority of sailing, returning
in this port again within the lapse of twenty-four hours ; it hence follows that the
Nashville is closely blockaded in a neutral port, and this is, no doubt, the special ob-
ject of the Tuscarora's visit to Southampton.

I would also beg to point out to their lordships the possibility of the Tuscarora and
Nashville coming into collision in a narrow channel, and at night, and the probability
of Tuscarora, supposing that the other ship had purposely run into her, opeuino-ictu l iiV' ,Min i aui^i iimi Ji 1 1 i

J
n.'^l.

'British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 107.

'Ibid., p. 108.
3 Ibid., p. 109.

"Ibid., p. 110,
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fire on her, and hence -bringing on a grave difficulty in the matte* Under all the cir-
cumstances of tjiis peculiar case, I think it my duty to make this communication to
their lordships, that they- may take .such steps as may by them be deemed necessary,
respectfully submitting that the commanders of the Tuscarora and Nashville, respect-
ively, should be called upon to give me a written notice of the date and hour they in-
tend to proceed to sea,and»that, having received such notice from either one, the other
should be immediately notified of the fact, and that he would not be allowed to follow
until twenty-four hours had elapsed. 1 »

The following summary of facts, forwarded by the admiralty to the
foreign office on the 31st, is printed in the British Appendix

:

November 21, 1861.—Nashville arrived at Southampton, .and taken into dock for calk-
iug and other repairs. »

December 15.-^Tuscarora arrived, and anchored off entrance to river Itcben.
December 23.—Captain Patey reported no repairs had been made in the Nashville,

beyond what were absolutely necessary, and that she had not been in any way equipped
more completely as a man of war.
January 10, 1862.—Captain Patey reported that dock-master at Southampton had on

previous night found two officers (one with side-arms) and three men, belonging to Tus-
carora, under Graving Dock fence on pier between docks. They stated that they were
stationed there by their captain's orders to watch Nashville, and to make a signal to
their own ship should Nashville attempt to get under way. Dock-master removed
these persons.
January 10.—Captain Patey also reported that Tuscarora had received one hundred

and fifty tons of coal, and had kept her steam up since her arrival; with a spring on
her cable, apparently ready for sea.

January. 11.—Captain Wilcox, of Her Majesty's ship Dauntless, stationed in South-
ampton Water, informed captains of Tuscarora and Nashville thaj; he had observed pre-
parations for their departure, and had instructions to prevent any hostilities in British
waters, and brought to their notice that the law of nations requires that twenty-four
hours should elapse before the departure of one belligerent ship from a neutrai port in
pursuit of another. Captain Patey, as senior officer at Southampton, also informed
captains of Tuscarora and Nashville that he had received orders to detain one vessel
until the other had twenty-four hours,' start, Captains of two vessels answered, they
would conform to law ;. and Captain Craven (of Tuscarora) claimed right of free access
to and egress from " waters of a nation believed to be in amity with the United States,"
trusting that strict impartiality would be observed between the two vessels. In reply,

Captain Patey referred to fact of Captain Craven having sent officers and men into
docks to watch Nashville, and also pointed out that a boat, apparently armed, from
the Tuscarora had been observed pulling in and out of the docks without landing
during the night. Captain Craven gave assurance that this would not be repeated.
January 13.—Tuscarora left anchorage at 4 a. m., and proceeded to anchor one mile

west of Calshot Light-ship. Returned at 4 p. m. to former anchorage at entrance of
Itchen River.
January 15.—Tuscarora at 2 p. m. weighed, and passed Calshot. *

January 16.—At 2 p. m. returned to original anchorage. _
January 20.—At 8 p. m. proceeded down Southampton Waiter and anchored outside

Calshot Castle.

January 22.—At 10 a. m. returned to anchorage at mouth of Itchen River.

January 25.—Captain Patey reported Nashville coaled and necessary repairs com-
pleted, and Tuscarora ready for sea; also, that, in conversation with him, Captain
Craven, of Tuscarora, had avowed that he would do his utmost to render rule as to

twenty-four hours' start null and void, by constantly keeping up steam, and having
slips on her cable, so that the moment Nashville might move Tuscarora would precede

her, and claim priority of sailing, returning again within twenty-four hours, and so

actually blockading Nashville in a neutral port.

January 26.—Under instructions, Captain Patey obtained written promises from cap-

tains of Tuscarora and Nashville not to leave their then positions without, giving

twenty-four hours' notice.

January 27.—In order to prevent any hostile proceedings between the two vessels in

British waters, a messenger was dispatched in the morning to Southampton with in-

structions to Captain Patey to require Nashville to depart by 12 o'clock at noon on
Tuesday, the 28th January, and Tuscarora on following day at same hour; hut at 1 p.

m., and before receiving these last-mentioned instructions, Captain Patey telegraphed

that captain of Tuscarora had notified him that that ship would put to sea on the fol-

lowing 'day, namely, on 28th January, at 11 a. m. To this telegram an answer was at

once sent that Tuscarora was accordingly to be allowed to proceed first ; and, under
the circumstances, Captain Patey jdid not think it necessary to acquaint the captain of

1 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 114.
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Tuscarora of the ordars he (Captain Patey) received subsequently, (on the afternoon of

the 27th.) requiring the ship to quit Southampton. .
.

January 23.—Captain of Tuscarora reported by letter to Captain Patey
The Nn.«hviiie at

tllat j^ gnoni,i aefer departure, in consequence of inclemency of weather,
somtampton. ^^ 2gth) ^ firgt fine day Captain Patey, in answer, told Captain

Craven that he saw nothing in the state of the weather to prevent Tuscarora proceed-

ing and requested she would lose no time in doing so, observing that, having received

from Captain- Craven a written notification of his intention to proceed on the ,27th, at

11 a. m., ho (Captain Patey) had not deemed it necessary to convey to Captain Craven

the instructions he had received for Tuscarora to leave Southampton at noon on the

January 28—Captain Patey .directed by telegraph not to take any steps, at present,

to compel Tuscarora's departure.

•January 29.—At 8.10 a. m., Tuscarora proceeded down Southampton Water.

January 30.—Captain Patey, by telegraph, reports Tuscarora, at 2 p. m., remains in

Yarmouth Roads, and he asks for instructions as to Nashville's departure. Informed,

in reply, that the time of Nashville's departure will date from hour Tuscarora shall

really go to sea, in accordance with notice.

Admiralty, January 30, 1862. 1

This summary was forwarded by Earl Kussell to Mr. Adams, with

this observation

:

I think you will see from this summary that Her Majesty's government have reason

to complain of the conduct of the commander of the Tuscarora, as an attempt to carry

on hostilities in the waters of a neutral.

I have the honor also to inclose a copy of the London Gazette, 2 containing.the rules

which I mentioned' to you in a previous letter.

On the 1st of February, the Tuscarora, having left Lymington, to

which place she had previously shifted her berth, six miles to the west

of the Needles, is seen steaming to the westward. The Nashville is

accordingly informed that she can leave on the ensuing day. The next

day the Tuscarora is at Portland. On the 3d, she is at her former sta-

tion in Cowes Eoads. The Nashville having in the mean time given

notice to leave on the 3d, notice was given to the captain of the Tusca-

rora not to leave for twenty-four hours. But so suspicious did the move-
ments of this vessel appear to the commanders of Her Majesty's ships,

that it was thought necessary for a ship of war to accompany the Nash-
ville past the Tuscarora, and for a watch to be kept on the latter by the

Dauntless.
It thus appears that the captain of the Tuscarora systematically en-

'deavored to elude tfie twenty-four hours' rule by keeping up his steam
and having slips on his cable, and by making a series of false starts.

Indeed, he preceded the Nashville only to return at the moment of the

hitter's departure, and he was therefore not permitted to leave for

another space of twenty-four hours. Nevertheless this officer, who had
himself been treated with scrupulous impartiality and attention, but
had given to Her Majesty's government just cause of complaint, having
been baffled in his endeavors to elude the necessary regulations of neu-
trality, did not leave Southampton without complaining that "a just

and rigid impartiality did not appear to have been extended to him,"3

in connection with " the escape of the pirate Nashville." It is true
that Mr. Adams admits, in a dispatch of the 7th of February, 1862,
that " he (Captain Craven of the Tuscarora) will doubtless lay the
blame on the action of the people and government of this country; my
own opinion is, that if he had been a little more cool and quiet, he would
have fared better." 1

1 British Appendix, vol. ii, pp. 120, 121.

Ubid., p. 121.
3 Ibid., p. 125.
< Executive Documents, 1861-'62, No. 104, p. 38.
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These proceedings of the commander of the Tuscarora have been re-
ferred to by M. Oalvo in his recent work as a clear violation of neu-
trality.

The Nashville, on leaving Southampton, recrossed the Atlantic and
arrived at Bermuda on the 20th of February, 1862. 1 The reg-
ulations issued by the British government on the 31st of J an-

Am '"° "' Bermu,J "-

uary previous, limiting the stay of the armed vessels of the belligerents
and the supplies to be obtained by them in British ports, did not arrive
in that colony until nearly a fortnight later) and were unknown to the
governor at the time of the Nashville's visit.2 There was no ground
therefore for placing any restriction on the coaling of the Nashville?
and shets stated by the United States consul to have taken in 150 tons.3

She left the following day, and apparently went straight to Charleston.
Measures were taken by the governor to insure the observance of neu-
trality during her visit, and as at the time of her departure several
jnerchant-vessels were in sight, some of which might have been United
States ships, the admiral in command desired the commander of Her
Majesty's ship Spiteful to proceed to sea and watch that the Nashville
did not interfere with any vessels of whatever nationality until beyond
the limit of British territorial jurisdiction.4

Here the career of the Nashville, as a vessel of war, seems to have
closed, and on her return to Charleston she was converted into a mer-
chant-vessel under the name of the Thomas L. Wragg.5

It is idle to say that any responsibility can attach to Her Majesty's

government in respect of this vessel.

TfiE CJCICKAMAUGA.

The claim put forward in respect of this vessel is founded on a single

act of coaling at Bermuda. I must express my suprise that n^ chiclam„„ „

the time of this tribunal should have been occupied with a
claim so groundless and frivolous as this.

This vessel was originally called the Edith. She was a. double-screw

steamer, and was employed in running the blockade. She was pur-

chased by the confederate government, and being found to be fast, was
converted into a vessel of war, and named the Ohickamauga.
The case of the United States " invites the attention of the tribunal

of arbitration " to the facile manner in which this and other vessels were
permitted to adapt themselves to circumstances. 15 Why our attention

should be thus invited I am at a loss to imagiue. Is it meant to be sug-

gested that Great Britain could, or ought to have, prevented vessels,

originally built as trading-vessels,' from being converted into ships of

war, or should have refused to recognize them as ships of war, when so

converted and commissioned, bedause their original destination had been

of an humbler character 1 Either supposition is obviously absurd.

Having fun out from Wilmington on the night of the 28th of October,

1864, "and succeeded in evading the blockading- ships, she destroyed

several trading-vessels belonging to the United States. On the 7th of

November she put into Bermuda.7 Her commander, Lieutenant Wilk-

inson, applied to 'the lieutenant-governor for leave to- coal and repair

1 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 178.
2 British Counter Case, p. 108.
3 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 213.
4 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 178 ; vol. v, p. 2.

6 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 73.

.« Page 414.
7 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 135.
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his machinery. The lieutenant-governor thereupon requested the admi-

ral commanding on the station to cause a survey to be made to ascertain

the repairs required by the vessel, and the time necessary for their com-

pletion, as well as the quantity of coal now in her, and the additional

quantity, if any, that would be required to enable her to proceed to the

nearest confederate, port.1 The officer appointed by Captain Glasse re-

ported that certain repairs (specified in detail) were necessary to render

the vessel fit for sea, and that these repairs would occupy from four to

five days ; that they were informed that she Lad about 75 tons of coal on
board, while her daily consumption was 25 tons; they therefore con-

sidered that 25 tons more would be sufficient to enable her to ijeach the

nearest confederate port.2 Orders were issued by the lieutenant-gov-

ernor in conformity with this report.

Permission was given to Lieutenant Wilkinson to remain five days
from "the 9th of November for the completion of the necessary repairs,

and to take twenty-fiwe tons of eoal. But the permission to take in the-

25 tons of coal was coupled with the condition -that " a revenue officer

should be allowed to go on board and see the coal shipped," and the

chief officer of the customs was directed to "take measures for ascer-

taining that the vessel received no more than the quantity prescribed."3

Lieutenant Wilkinson, while making "no objection to the terms on
which the coal was to be permitted to come on board," " with respect to

the quantity, begs to inform his excellency that, in his opinion, there
.

will not be a sufficiency to take the Chickamauga to the nearest confed-

erate port." " I trust, therefore," he says, " that oft further consider-

ation, an additional day's supply (or say 25 tpns) will be allowed." But
he is told in answer that the quantity had been fixed in.conformity with
Admiral Glasse's report, and that if he was dissatisfied any further
communication must be addressed to the admiral.4 There the matter
ended.
Upon these facts it might have been thought difficult to found any

, a
possible complaint. But it is alleged that having obtained
jermi^sion to stay five days, she actually staid seven ; that

the permission was given to take the 25 tons of coal when she already
had 100 tons in her bunkers ; and that having had permission to take
25 tons, she in fact took 82.5

The only authority, for this statement is the diary of a midshipman
who was serving on board the ship. The diary is not unamusing, and
it is not without its value. It proves conclusively that any claim in
respect of this vessel is wholly out of tbe question. The part which
relates to Bermuda is in these terms :•

Novemier 7, 1864.—At 7.25 took Bermuda pilot. At 8 a. m. let go the port anchor,
"with 25 fathoms chain in Five Fathom Hole, off St. George. I went in ashore in charge
of captain's boat. Captain went to Hamilton to see the governor to get permission to
bring the ship in.

November 8, 1864.—Ship still anchored in the same place. "Wo will go in this evening.
They have decided to let us come in for five days. Hove up anchor at 4 p. m. and came
into St. George, and let go anchor at about 4.30.

November 9.—Ship in the stream. Receiving fresh water and provisions. Ship
is swarming with bumboat women, washerwomen, &c. Met Midshipman Warren,
Confederate States navy-, who is waiting for the Florida. Went out into the country
and staid all night with him.
November 10.—Ship still in stream. At 4 p. m.the bark Pleiades hauled alongside to

'

give us coal. Coaling ship all night. Got in about 72 tons.

1 British Appendix, vol. ii, p. 135. «

a Ibid., p. 136.
• ' Ibid.,.p. 137.

< Ibid., pp. 137, 138.
6 Case of the United States, p. 415.
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November 11.—Stopped coaling at 4 a. m.
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November^19 io Deoemiej- 20.—Reached Wilmington at about 11 a. m. Found the Tal-
lahassee safe in port. Sheiad destroyed six vessels, one of which was a brig that we-chased the second day outT * • * Until abont the middle of December, nothing
occurred. The officers were granted .leave. The Tallahassee was put out of commis-
sion abont the

,

15th of December, and loaded with cotton. The command was given
to Captain Wilkinson, Captain Ward taking the Chickamauga. I expected to go out in
the Chameleon, as she is now called, but I slipped up on my expectations. 1

We thus find that leave having been given on the. 9th of November
to stay till the 15th, the vessel left on the 15th, the. day on which the
permission expired; and we further see that by another unlucky inaccu-
racy, the 72 tons in the midshipman's diary are magnified into 82 in the
case of the United States.
From the following affidavit of William Gilbert Outerbridge, the

revenue-officer who superintended .the lading of the coal, it would
appear that the writer of the diary must have been in error as to the
quantity shipped.
The affidavit is as follows

:

I, William Gilbert Outerbridge, of Hamilton Parish, Bermuda, make oath and say

:

I was employed as a revenue-officer at St. George's in 1864. I was ordered to see
that the confederate cruiser Chickamauga did not receive any more than twenty-five
tons of coal. I saw. her receive twenty-five tons of coal, in the stream, and left her
between 3 and 4 in the morning, or, perhaps, between 4 and 5; I cannot be positive to
the hour, nor am I sure whether the date was the 10th November ; I have a note-book
of 1865, but have not been able to find the one I kept in 1864. I swear that she did
not receive more than twenty-five tons in the night in which I was on board her.
She was coaled from a bark alongside, • but I cannot recollect if she was called the
Pleiades. I made a report to Mr. Ed win Jones, but kept no copy of it. The bark
was still alongside when they ceased coaling, and I left the Chickamauga, and I am
positive that she was not alongside at daylight in the morning.

I went on board about 6 p. m. the previous evening, and did not leave my post all
the time she was coaling. I took an exact account of all the coal put on board, and
swear that she did not get seventy-two tons while I was on board. I do not believe
she got that quantity at all,

WM. GILBERT OUTERBRIDGE.2

It is, however, possible that the opportunity may have been abused
and the vigilance of the officers eluded. It appears from the affidavit J

of andther. revenue-officer that there were at that time frequently as
many as fifty vessels in the harbor of Saint George's. Mr. Brown, a
merchant of the port, says:

I, John Tory Bourne, of the town of Saint George, in the islands of Bermuda,
merchant, make oath and say that I well remember the arrival of the Confederate
States cruiser, the Chickamauga, in the port of Saint • George, in the said islands, in
November, 1864, and that she obtained permission from the colonial authorities to take
on board twenty-five tons of coal, and no more. I cannot positively state that she
received on board no greater quantity, but I know that the officers and others con-
nected with the ship expressed great dissatisfaction at the restrictions placed on her
and the very small quantity of coal allowed. The port of Saint George was so crowded
with shipping at that time that it would have been easy for the Chickamauga to evade
such restrictions, and no vigilance or activity on the part of the colonial government
could, in my judgment and opinion, have prevented such evasions if the officers of the
vessel chose to practice them. .

Sworn at the town ofHamilton, in the islands of Bermuda, this 15th day of Febru-
ary, A. D. 1872. JNO. T. BOURNE.''

Assuming, however, that the commander of the Chickamauga, for-

getful of what a due sense of honorable conduct should have dictated,

1 United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 726.
2 British Appendix, vol. vi, p. 139.
' Ibid.

34 b
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did get any coal in excess of the prescribed quantity, it would be most

unjust to impute this to the default of the Bermuda authorities.

But in the result the whole question becomes immaterial. We see

from Mr. Carey's diary, that the Chickamauga arrived at Wilmington,

where this young officer unfortunately "slipped up on his expectations"

on the 19th of November, without having fallen in with, taken, or de-

stroved a single United States vessel. The coaling at Bermuda there-

fore"did not lead to any injury to the United States, and cannot in any

point of view found a claim for damages.

CASE OF THE TALLAHASSEE.

This vessel, said to have been also known as the Olustee, was built

and originally employed as a blockade-runner under the

name of the Atlanta. In the correspondence of the United

States consulates during the. first- six months of the year 1864 she is

several times spokeu of as a blockade-runner of superior power of

speed. 1 No reference whatever is made to her having been built for, or

being adapted to, the purpose of war. . »

In the August of that year, some guns were put on board of her at

Wilmington, with a crew of one hundred and twenty men, and having

contrived to escape from the blockading vessels, she commenced her

work of devastation, and destroyed several vessels.2 "Having done so,

she arrived at Halifax on the 18th of August. What occurred there

will be best told in the narrative of her commander, John Taylor

Wood

:

My reception by the admiral was very cold aud uncivil; that of the governor less so.

I stated I was in want of coai, and that as soon as I could fill up I would go to sea

—

that it would take from two to three days. No objection'was made at the time. If

there had been, I was prepared to demand forty-eight hours for repairs. The governor

asked me to call next day and let him know how I was progressing and when I would
leave. I did so, and then was told that he was surprised that I was still in port ; that

we must leTlve at once; that we could leave the harbor with only 100 tons of coal on
board. I protested against this as being utterly insufficient. He replied that the ad-

miral had reported that quantity sufficient (and, in such matters, he must be governed
by his statement) to run the ship to Wilmington. The admiral had obtained.this in-

formation by sending on board three of his officers ostensibly to look at our machinery
and the twin screw, a new system, .but really to ascertain the quantity of coal an hoard,

that burned daily, <fc. * * * I am under many obligations to our agent, Mr. Weir,
for transacting our business, and through his management about 120 tons of eoal were
put aboard instead of half that quantity. * * * Had I procured the coal needed, I

intended to have struck the coast at the Capes of the Delaware, and followed it down
to Cape Fear, but I had only coal enough to reach Wilmington on the night of the
25th. :!

It is admitted, in the case of the United States, that, in respect of

what took place on this occasion, the United States have no cause of

complaint. Indeed, it is said

:

Had the British authorities at Nassau, Bermuda, Barbadoes, Cape Town, Melbourne,
and other colonial ports, pursued the same course that the lieutenant-governor at Hali-
fax did, under the wise advice of the admiral, the grievances of the United States
would have been much less, and this case would have been shorter by many pages.
The first time that the rule of January 31, 1862, as to the supply of coal, was fairly

carried out, the operations of the insurgent cruiser, to which it was applied, were ar-

rested on the spot, and the vessel was obliged to run for a home port. 1

The Tallahassee remained at Wilmington some months, aud she was
then sold by the confederate government and purchased by a private

1 United States Documents, vol. vi, pp. 727, 728.

'United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 729; British Appendix, vol. v, p. 143.
'United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 729.

'Page 411.
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merchant, and became, and afterward remained," a merchant-vessel.
In that character, and under the name of the Chameleon, she visited
Bermuda in January, 1865, with a cargo of cotton and tobacco. The
vessel being identified as the former Tallahassee, inquiries were set on
foot by the authorities, when it was fully shown by Mr. Wilkinson, the
consignee of the cargo, that she had passed into private hands, and
had been duly registered as private property. 1

Upon what possible grounds, then, can we be asked to award dam-
ages in respect of this vessel ? Simply because, as it is said, "the Tal-
lahassee was a British steamer fitted out from London to play the part
of a privateer out of Wilmington." 2 But upon what authority is this
statement made? Simply on that of a passage to that effect in a
letter of Mr. Adams to Earl Russell, written much later, namely, in
March, I860, in which, complaining of -the system of blockade-running
carried on by British ships, he thus speaks of the former Tallahassee:

The Chameleon, not inaptly named, but before known as the Tallahassee, and still
earlier as a British stestmev fitted out from London to play the part of a privateer out
of Wilmington, was lying at that very time in Nassau, relieved, indeed, of her guns,,
but still retaining all the attributes of her hostile occupation. 3

Every one knows that Mr. Adams would not say anything that he did
not fully believe to be true; but he must forgive me for saying that in
this instance he must have been mistaken, possibly confounding the
vessel in- question with some other. .In the earlier" correspondence of
the United States consulate respecting this vessel there is not, as I have
already mentioned, any reference whatever to it as having been intended
for a privateer. She was, in fact, sold after a three weeks' cruise, be-
cause, as the consignee, of her cargo at Bermuda tells us. she had been
"found ill-adapted to the purposes of war." 4 Besides,' had she been
built as a privateer, it is very unlikely that she would afterward have
been bought by -a merchant as a carrying vessel. Every one acquainted
with these things knows that a vessel intended for war purposes differs
essentially, in point of construction, from one intended for tftide.

When a government is unable to build or to procure ships properly
constructed for war, it may be driven to the expedient of converting
merchant-vessels into vessels of war; but a merchant does not buy ships
of war to turn them to a purpose for which their construction makes

,
thein wholly unfit.

But what if this vessel had been origiually built as a privateer? Is
it meant to be asserted that this alone, without any suggestion, much
less proof, of default on the part of the British government, is enough
to fix the latter with liability for the acts of such a vessel %

But it would be a waste of time to pursue this further. Here, again,
I must say I think this claim ought never to have been submitted to us.

*

CASE OF THE RETRIBUTION.

This vessel was a small steamer built in the State of New York, and
originally employed as a tug-steamer on Lake Erie. Just before T,1C Eet ,.ibut i „.

the attack on Fort Sumter she was chartered by the Gov-
ernment of the United States and sent to the southern coast.

Having been compelled by stress-of weather to enter Cape Fear Eiver,

she was there seized by the confederates. Her machinery was removed,

.

1 British Appendix, vol. v, p. 150.
2 Case of the United States, p. 412.
3 United States Documents, vol. i, p. 709.
4 British Appendix, vol. i, p. 151.
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and she was converted into a sailing- schooner aiid armed; she then

started on a cruise under the name of the Eetribution. 1

On the 28th of January, 1863, she captured near San Domingo the

United States merchant-vessel Hanover, laden with a cargo of provis-

ions. The master and crew of the vessel were put into the boat, in

which they rowed to San Domingo, and the chief officer of the Retribu-

.

tion, a man named Vernon' Locke, or Parker, (for .he was at different

times known under both these names,) took possession of the Hanover
with a prize crew.2

The Hanover arrived on the 5th of, February at Long Cay, a small

island of the Bahamas, about two hundred and forty miles from the seat

of government, in company with a wrecking-schooner named the

Brothers, and owned by Messrs. Farrington, merchants, of .that island.

Here Vernon Locke represented himself to be the master of the Hano-
ver, and stated. that he was bound from Boston to a port of Cuba, where

he was to have sold his cargo, and to run the blockade with a cargo of

salt. On the plea that his vessel had run ashore on a neighboring

island, and was in a leaky condition, he obtained the permission of the

customs collector at Long Cay to transfer part of the cargo to the

Brothers, and to land the rest, and eventually to sell the whole through

the agency of Messrs. Farrington. For this purpose he produced the

manifests of the cargo, and forged to them the signature of the true

master of the vessel, one Washington Case. The magistrate of the dis-

trict, who resided in another island, but who happened to arrive at Long
Cay at the time, questioned the pretended master, and appears to have
had his doubts as to the truth of some of the particulars of the- story.

In a report which he afterwards furnished to the governor, of the 20th

of April, 1863, he says

:

I had my doubts as to the vessel having been on shore at Inagua, and I mentioned
my doubts to Mr. Farrington. I told him that I was under the impression that in the

cargo there might be articles contraband of war, and that the reported disaster was
but a ruse t^prevent the Boston merchant being tracked in Nassau in his illicit trade

with the South. But I found out afterward, on inquiry from the acting tide-waiter,

that the cargo was really one of provisions.

Mr. Farrington admitted that he also doubted whether the Hanover had been ou
shore, but inasmuch as the captain came to him properly documented, he did not see

any impropriety in his acting as the captain's agent, and that he was not aware of any
illegality in the matter—and I must here add that I am under the impression that; up
to that moment, Mr. Farrington was as ignorant of the real facts of the case as I was.
It must be remembered that the captain was a perfect stranger ; that the register and
articles of the Hanover were produced, I believe, at the collector's office, bat I know
that he had the ship's clearance, the bills of lading, and even the certificate from the
custom-house in Boston that the captain had taken the oath of fidelity to the Union.
He represented himself as Captain Case, and signed all documents as Washington Case,
the name of the captain as appearing on the documents. 3

The schooner Brothers, having taken on board part of the cargo of

the Hanover, ieft with it for Nassau*, taking also the pretended master;
but it seems that he only went in her as far as Bum Cay, another island
of the Bahamas, from which he was taken off by the Eetribution. The
Hanover remained at Long Cay for a day or two after the Brothers had
left, and then seems to have sailed for some port in the Southern States.4

The manner in which the fraud which had been committed on the au-
thorities was discovered, is thus related by Mr. Burnside, the magistrate
of the district, in the report which has been already referred to

:

The Hanover remained a day or two after the Brothers had left, at Long Cay, under

1 United States Documents, vol. vi., p. 736.
2 Ibid., p. 740.
3 British Appendix, vol. v, p. 168.
* British Appendix, vol. v, pp. 165, 168, and 190.
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the charge of the former mate, taking in a cargo of salt, and it was only about half an
hour previous to her departure that I, and, I am under the impression, Mr. Farrington
also, had the slightest misgiving that the person who had. represented himself as the
captain of the Hanover was not Washington Case. One of the sailors of the Hanover,
under the influence of liquor, referred to.the supposed captain in the collector's pres-

ence by some other name. I was with Mr. Farrington when the collector mentioned
the circumstance ; reference was immediately made to the documents, and the differ-

ence in the signatures confirmed what the collector had heard. The supposed Captain
Case had then left in the Brothers, and no action could have been taken even if. I had
been armed with power ; but even then we were under the impression that the name
had been assumed in the custom-house, in "Boston, by some other person to facilitate

Captain Case's l'eaving Boston, supposing him to have been a suspicious person ; and
it was only after I had left Long Cay, on my way to Inagua, that we met a vessel from
Inagua, and I received a letter from Mr. Sargent iuformiug me that he was under the
impression that the Hanover was a prize to the Retribution.

On the 19th of February following, the Eetribution captured another

American merchant-vessel, the Emily Fisher, in the neighborhood of

Castle Island, one of the Bahamas. The case of this vessel does not
seem to have formed the subject of any complaint either on the part of

the United States Government or of the parties interested until the

present time ; and the collector of customs at Long Cay being now-

dead,- there is little evidence to be depended upon as regards the pro-

ceedings at that place.

The statement, produced by the United States, of a man named
Sampson who was at the time, according to. his own account, employed

at Long Cay under the orders of the United States Government as a

"deputy marshal" or detective ' officer to look after wreckers and
blockade-runners, cannot be regarded as reliable. He states that all

the.facts connected with the capture of the vessel and the subsequent

transactions were true, "irom his personal knowledge," and that he had
previously testified to them before a court in New Jersey. 1 But it is

obvious that he can have had no personal knowledge of the facts con-

nected with the capture of the vessel, which took place at a distance

from Long Cay ; "and on reference to the proceedings of the trial men-

tioned, the material portion of his evidence is found to be no more than

that he saw the Eetribution in the spring of 1863 at Long Cay, where

she was lying outside the Emily Fisher ; that he was introduced by an

acting magistrate of Long Cay to the first and second lieutenant of the

former vessel, and " had a general talk about the North and South." 2

According to the statement on oath of Mr. Staples, the former master

of the Emily Fisher, which, however, was only made in September last,

eight years after the event, he was induced by the assurances of a cap-

tain of aBritish wrecking-vessel to come within range of theBetribution,

by whom he was"captured. The Emily Fisher was then run on shore

by the orders of the captain of the Eetribution, and was taken possession

of by some wrecking boats. The vessels afterward proceeded to Long-

Cay, where the master was eventually placed in possession of the vessel

by the collector, but not until he had bargained with the wreckers to

pay them 50 per cent, on the cargo and
!

33^ ptir cent, on the vessel for

salvage. Staples adds that "he was told by the authorities, that

though the law would not allow the privateer to touch the brig," yet,

" if he wished to do so, they had no means of preventing him
;
that the

captain of the privateer told him, the deponent, that he had given the

cargo to the wreckers, as he wanted the brig ; that he was going to put

his guns on board of her and destroy his. schooner ;" " that he further

told the deponent that the wreckers were to pay him something hand-

some, and that the deponent believes that they did so ; that depo-

• i United States Documents, vol. vi, p. 7%<i.

2 British Appendix, vol.v, p. 190.
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nent was obliged to accept the wreckers' terms at the port of entry, he-

cause the brig lay under the guns of the privateer, and the authorities

declared their inability to protect him." 1

Having recovered possession of his vessel and a portion of the cargo,

the master of the EmUy Fisher proceeded on his voyage.
It is admitted, in a memorandum inclosed in a dispatch from the act-

ing governor of the Bahamas of the 17th of February last,

that "from inquiries which have been recently instituted,

there is very little doubt that the statements contained in the deposi-

tion of Captain Staples are substantially correct, so far as they relate to

what took place in Fortune Island."3 It seems not improbable,' indeed,

that the authorities may have really been unable to afford any protection

to the master of the Emily Fisher, the place being a small port in a re-

mote island. The magistrate, Mr. Burnside, who was at this time absent,

speaks in his report quoted above, of his inability to take action against

the supposed Captain Case, "even if he had been armed with power." 3

The authorities,in Mr. Burnside's absence, probably consisted only of

the customs collector, and perhaps the " assistant magistrate," mentioned
in Sampson's affidavit. It does not, moreover, appear how far Mr.
Staples made them acquainted with what had happened previously to

the arrival of this vessel at Long Cay.
The question of the capture of the Emily Fisher, as I have already

said, seems not to have formed the subject of any complaint up to the
time of the present arbitration, and all the information that appears to

have reached the government at the time is contained in the following
passage of Mr. Burnside's report, which shows no trace of any improper
proceedings having been committed or tolerated at Long Cay

:

I have, heard from LoDg Cay that the Retribution, subsequent to the affair of the
Hanover, captured an American brig in the neighborhood of Castle Island—the Emily
Fisher, with a cargo of sugar—that the commander of the Retribution ordered her to
be run1>n shore near Long Cay, and that subsequently she was extricated from danger
by the wreckers, who carried her to Long Cay, where salvage waB awarded to the
wreckers, and a portion of the cargo sold to pay the salvage and expense, and the
Emily Fisher then proceeded with the balance of her cargo to New York.
On this latter occasion the Retribution did call at Long Cay, and some of her officers

had communication with Mr. Richard Farrington, and at that time the supposed Wash-
ington Case was seen onboard the Retribution ; but I do not know in what capacity.4

There seems no ground whatever for saying that either in respect- to
the Hanover, or to the Emily Fisher, any charge of want of due diligence
can be sustained against the British authorities.

The Betribution remained at Long Cay, according to the evidence af-

terward given by Mr. Farrington at the trial of Vernon Locke, not
more than a day.8 Shortly before the end of February she arrived at
Nassau, where, it must be remembered that none of her previous pro-
ceedings were at the time known to the authorities. It is stated in the
argument of the United States that

—

The "special leave" called for by the British Government, under date of January 31,
1862, seems never to have been asked for or granted. Her commander was not even
called upon for his commission. All that occurred upon her arrival is thus stated by the
pilot :

" She had a small gun on deck. The captain told me he was from Long Cay. I
asked the captain where he was from. He answered, 'Long Cay.' I saw from the'look
of the vessel and the appearance of the crew, their clothing, that she was likely to
be an armed vessel. I then asked him if she was a vessel of war. I begged him to
excuse my being so particular, as I was instructed to do so, to put such questions. He
told uie she was an armed vessel." 6

1 United States Documents, vol. vi, pp. 738, 739.
2 British Appendix, vol. vi, pp. 23, 24.
3 Ibid., p. 168.
4 Ibid., vol. v, pp. 168, 169.

•Ibid., p. 190.
<s Page 308.
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Here the quotation ends, but the deposition of the pilot, when referred
to, is found to continue as follows :

" I then told him he could not go into
port. We rounded to immediately, and came to anchor;" and the pilot

goes on to say that the captain came on shore in his boat. 1

And in the evidence of Mr. Taylor, at that time the acting receiver-

general at Nassau, given afterwards at the trial of the Etta, it is stated

that " the Retribution did not enter as a trader in the port of Nassau

;

she was treated as a confederate vessel of war." 2 It seems obvious, there-

fore, that her character was verified and the necessary permission ob-
tained before she was allowed to enter the port. This view receives ad-

ditional corroboration by the notice inserted in the Bahama Herald of

the 28th of February, to the following effect

:

The southern gun-boat Retribution put in here on Thursday last for the purpose of
undergoing repairs, if permitted to do so by his excellency the governor. She has since

been condemned, and is to be sold at public auction on Monday.3

The vessel was, as is stated in this announcement, condemned as uu-

seaworthy by a board of survey. Her hull was sold on the 3d of March,
1 863, for £250, to Messrs. Perpall & Co., merchants, of Nassau,4 there

being at the time no regulation to prevent the dismantling and sale of

belligerent arinqd vessels in British ports. By Messrs. Perpall she was
again sold for the same sum to a Mr. Thomas Stead, who was at the

time a clerk to some parties engaged in the blockade-running trade.5

By him she was registered on the 10th of April, 1863, as a British vessel,

under the name of the Etta,6 and it is said that an attempt was made to

run the blockade with her, but failed. In June, 1863, she was again sold

by public auction to the firm of Renouard & Co., of Nassau, who, having

bought her for £158 and repaired her at a cost of £200, sent her with a

cargo of fruit to New York, where she was seized/libeled in the district

court of New Jersey, and ultimately adjudged as forfeited to the United

States.7

This terminates the history of the Retribution. Into the steps taken

by the authorities at Nassau for the punishment of the principal offender

it'is scarcely necessary to enter in detail, as they do not affect the acts

previously committed by the vessel. They are briefly as follows* The
first information received by the governor as to the sale of the cargo of

the Hanover at Long Cay was given in a letter dated the 11th March,

1863, from a Mr. Jackson, agent at Nassau for the American under-

writers.8 The Ketribution had at this time been sold to private owners,

and although it was said by Mr. Jackson that the officers of that vessel

were residing in Nassau, the attorney-general was of opinion that the

facts as related were not sufficient to render the parties criminally liable.9

A further representation was made on the same subject in April, 1863,

by the United States Government through the British minister at Wash-

ington. Inquiries had in the mean while been made by the governor on

the advice of the attorney-general, which led to the report of the resi-

dent magistrate, Mr. Burnside, 'dated April 20, 1863, of which I have

quoted some passages. Thisreport rendered it clear that the pretended

master of the Hanover had been guilty of forgery and personation, and

» British Appendix, vol. v, p. 191.
2 ™iA; p. 196.

3 Ibid., p. 22. rX^'Mo?'
* Ibid. p. 21.

°

T
Ib?f'P- 1

1^'
'Ibid., p. 22. "Ibid, p. 165.

» Ibid., p. 166. •
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the attorney-general received in the following month information point-

ing to Vernon Locke, then in the colony, as the guilty person. As the

witnesses were all at a considerable distance, the ordinary process of

obtaining sworn information on which to found a warrant would have

caused considerable delay; the attorney-general therefore availed himself

of the power given him by a local act, and issued a precept to the police

magistrate at Nassau requiring him to issue a warrant against Locke. 1

The latter was accordingly arrested, and, after a long examination, was

committed for trial, but escaped, forfeiting his bail. He was, however,

re-arrested and brought to trial; but the evidence being insufficient on

some of the essential points, he was finally acquitted.2

I have now gone through the cases of all the different vessels in respect

ea-ea in whi.h of which claims have been preferred for, losses sustained
Great

] 'ft'*

1 " >'».» through the alleged want of due diligence on the part of the
»'" '

'""

British government. After all that has been said and

written, it is only in respect of two vessels, both equipped at the very

outset of the civil war, and before the contrivances resorted to had be-

come known by experience, that this tribunal, which has not shown a

disposition to take too indulgent a view of the fulfillment of neutral

obligations, has been able to find any default in British authorities at

home; while in respect of a third, the tribunal, by a majority of one

voice only, has fixed the government with liability for en alleged error

in judgment of the governor of a distant colony in respect of allowance

of coal, and for the want of vigilance of the police in not preventing

men from joining a confederate vessel at night. We have here the best

practical answer to the sweeping charges so perseveringly brought

against the British government and people.

The tribunal having thus settled the instances in which it is prepared

to hold Great Britain responsible, we have next to consider the important
question of damages.
The first question which presents itself on approaching the subject of

Award of

«

s ,.ni m pecuniary compensation is, whether the tribunal ought to
B™""- award a sum in gross, or whether it would be advisable to

refer the amount Of compensation to be settled by assessors under the
provisions of the treaty of Washington. On the one hand, as it is ad-

mitted that these claims have never been audited, or even been bona fide
examined by the Government of the United States, it must necessarily

be extremely difficult to estimate the amount which should be awarded
in respect of them ; more especially as it becomes-apparent that a large
proportion of them are most extravagant in amount, while none of the
ordinary documents evidencing the value of shipping property or mer-
chandise have been brought before the tribunal. On the other hand, it

is for many reasons desirable that the matters in dispute should be dis-

posed of and settled as soon as possible, so as to put an end to all

further disputes, as well as to avoid giving the opportunity, which would
be afforded by sending the settlement to assessors, to invent fresh claims
and present them from day to day before the .latter. On the whole, I
have come to the conclusion that, if the clearly inadmissible claims be
rejected, and the extravagant claims properly reduced, justice may sub-
stantially be done by awarding a lump sum, and that the advantage of
such a course would counterbalance the disadvantages which it no doubt
involves.

The claims for individual losses, which were in April last advanced in

1 British Appendix, vol. v, p. 23.
3 Ibid., p. 187.
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the revised statement, amounted to $25,547,161; besides
which a claim for "costs of pursuit and capture,'? exceeding
$7,000,000, was preferred on the part of the United States Government,
To all which was superadded a claim for' interest of 7 percent, per
annum from the times of capture until payment. These claims have

v

,however, to be diminished by reason of Great Britain having been pro-
nounced *7 the tribunal to be liable in respect only for the captures
made by the Alabama, Florida, and Shenandoah, and for those made by
the latter only after her departure from Melbourne. On the other hand,,
the claims in respect of the other vessels having been rejected, the repre-
sentatives of the United States, on the 19th of August last, presented
new and increased claims to the extent of $2,150,000, so that the claims
then advanced by the United States in respect of those captures, for
which Great Britain has been held liable, amounted, after correcting
certain admitted errors of calculation, to $19,146,444, over and above a
claim of $6,735,062 for the cost of pursuit and capture in respect of the
three vessels, and the claim of interest at the rate of 7 per cent.

I concur entirely with the rest of the tribunal, in holding that the
claim for cost of pursuit and capture must be rejected. This claim9 ror co„ of

item of expense formed part of the general expense of the pum,it »'"
|r

<™>««»-

war. The cruisers employed on this service would, probably, have been
kept in commission had the three vessels in question never, left the
British shores.
* We have therefore only to deal with the claim for losses sustained by
individual citizens.

Now there can be np doubt that the only damages which the tribunal
is authorized to award under the treaty for the indemnifica- Qu,e8ti0„ „ r dnm .

tiori of American citizens must be confined to loss actually !,ges -

sustained by destruction of scrips, cargoes, or personal .effects. Where
damage to property arises, not directly from willful injury, but indirectly
only, from want of due care, an indemnity against actual lo

t
ss is all that,

by the law of England or America, or by any principles of general juris-
prudence, can possibly be awarded.

If, therefore, this tribunal, instead of sending the amount to be paid
by Great Britain to be ascertained by assessors, should think fit to
award a sum in gross, a^s it is empowered to do by the treaty, it must
still, infixing the latter, proceed on, the best estimate it maybe enabled
to arrive at, on the data before it, of the losses actually sustained by
American citizens through the three ships for which Great Britain is to
be held liable.

The claims for individual losses by reason of property destroyed by
the three ship's in question amounts to the sum of $19,146,444; but this

amount includes items which involve important questions of principle,
and deserve special consideration.
These are

:

(A.) The claims in respect of the whaling-vessels destroyed, for loss of pros-
pective catch, amounting to $4, 009, 301

(B.) The claims for gross freights, amounting to 1 , 007, 1'53

(C.) The double claims., amounting to 1, 682, 243
(D.) The new claims, presented for the first time on 19th August, amount-

ing to '. 2,150,000

8, 848, 697

(A.) There can be little doubt that the amount claimed for the pros-

pective catch of the whalers, which is, in fact, about double Clpim, ror pr03 .

the value assigned to the vessels and their outfits, is so ex- w»* i** aMi -

travagant as almost to justify at once the rejection of the whole claim.
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The true character of these claims will be seen by comparing the

amount of the demands now made for the prospective earnings-of the

whalers, with the original list of claims forwarded by Mr. Seward to Mr.

Adams in 1866, and communicated by the latter to the British govern-

ment. It thus appearsthat these claims have, without any assignable

reason, increased to such an extent that they are now sometimes double,

sometimes treble, and sometimes even more than five times what they

were in the original list. The following table exhibits some of the more

striking cases

:
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(B.) As to the claims for gross freights amounting to $1,007,153.
That these claims are also greatly exaggerated appears from the several

instances to be found commented on in the British reports, c ,„im, ror eros,

but the same fact follows beyond a doubt from the follow- t'ei,, ' la -

ing consideration

:

In a report presented by a committee of the House of Representatives
of the United States in 1870, a table is to be found (Table XVI) giving
the valve of the gross yearly earnings of all American vessels engaged
in the foreign carrying trade from 1861 to 1870. The value of these
gross yearly earnings is there stated to amount to 33J per cent, of the
value of the vessels. On looking at the British tables it will be found
that the amounts claimed for freight, although for individual voyages
not exceeding on the average six months in duration, are more than 47
per cent, on the alleged values of the vessels, from which it would fol-

low that these claims are exaggerated to the extent of nearly 60 per
cent.

Independently, however, of the exaggeration in amount, it is clear
that a claim for gross freight as distinguished from net freight cannot
be supported by any sound reasoning. It is, moreover, inconsistent
'with all the English and American authorities on the subject. 1 The
United States counsel seemed to have themselves thought such a claim
hopeless; for, on the 19th August last, they, for the first time, as-

serted that these were claims, not for gross, but for net freights. It is

sufficient on this point to say that, in .the face of the well-known offi-

cial estimate above referred to, according to which the gross average
yearly earnings of American merchant-vessels amounted only to 33£ per
cent, of the values of the vessels, an assertion that claims amounting to

more than 47 per cent, of such values were advanced for net and, not
for gross freights on voyages not exceeding, on the average, half a year
in duration, is one which carries its own refutation on the face of it,

especially when it is remembered that these claims are generally pre-

'

seuted in the revised statement as claims for charter-party or bill
:
of-

lading freight.

Under these circumstances I cannot but think that the allowance of

50 per cent, on these claims, which the tribunal received with favor and
is prepared to adopt, is far in excess of what would in justice satisfy

them,
(C). As to the double claims.

They consist in the main of claims made by the owners for the value

of their property, simultaneously with claims advanced by ^^ c)a[m3

insurance companies with whom the property was insured,

and who paid the owners the amount of their loss. To pay the owners
and the insurance companies these double claims would be clearly

equivalent to paying the losses twice over. .One of these claims, there-

fore, must necessarily be rejected.

One cannot but regret that these claims should h#ve been advanced,

and that the United States Government should not at once have ex-

punged them as inadmissible, instead of allowing them to be included,

without exception, in the total claims of the United States.

w These double claims are of two descriptions: first,.those which are

avowedly and intentionally made, or were, to use their own words, " the

claimants protest against any diminution of their claims by reason of

their having been paid/by insurance companies;" secondly, those which

are tacitly made. «

'See report of committee appointed by board of trade ; British Appendix, vol. vii,

pp. 9, 10.
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As regards the second class of double claims, viz, those tacitly made,

it is enough to observe that they were pointed out many months ago in

the British reports as double claims, and the United States Government,

although it has had in its possession all the evidentiary documents

bearing on the same, has never denied their character as double claims.

It is, therefore, clear that all these double claims, amounting to the large

sum of $1,682,243, must be struck out.

(D.) As" to the new claims presented, for the first time, in August last.

As a majority of my colleagues have already intimated an opinion

that these claims ought to be excluded from consideration
"""""'

• in awarding a lump sum, it is only necessary for me to state

that I am decidedly of the same opinion, because the claims are entirely

unsupported by any evidence, and are merely based upon assumptions

as to the amount of wages the officers and crews might or should have
been receiving, and the amount of personal effects which they might or

should have had on board at the time of capture, and which they have
lost in consequence of it. I find, morever, in the revised statement pre-

sented with the United States Counter Case, claims to considerable

amounts actually preferred by the officers of some of the vessels for loss
^

of wages and personal effects, and, as I shall show, those gentlemen

'

have been by no means disposed to undervalue their property. Finally,

it seems to me entirely inconsistent both with the letter and the spirit

of the treaty of Washington that, at the last moment, the request of the

tribunal for explanatory tables to assist it in the discussion of the various

items of claims should be taken advantage of to swell the amount
already presented, without giving the British government an opportunity

to advance argument and evidence in opposition to such increase.

For all these reasons I am clearly of opiuion that the claims for

prospective catch and for gross freights, the double claims and the new
claims presented in August last, altogether amounting to the sum of

$8,848,697, must be rejected.

I now proceed to consider the questions relating to the value of the
property actually destroyed. It is admitted in the argument
of the United States Government that these claims had never

been audited by that Government. I cannot help thinking it would have
been better if, before the United States called upon this tribunal to

estimate the value of claims to be assessed by it without an inspection of
the documents which are said to be filed at Washington, these claim&had
been audited under the authority of the United States Government. Had
this been done I think it is only fair to assume that the very numerous
demands which are -manifestly extravagant would have been diminished,
in amount in the same manner, as the claims in respect of the vessels
sunk in the River Seine (more than once referred to in the British
reports) were reduced after they had been thoroughly sifted by Her
Majesty's government. The tribunal is, in fact, called upon to estimate
the values of vessels^ the age and class of which are not given, and the
values of cargoes, of which neither the description nor quantity is stated.
Under these circumstances it is manifest, from the experience every day
gained in courts of justice, that a very considerable deduction ought to
be made from the estimates presented by the claimants in respect of the,
losses for which they are claiming compensation. To hold Great Britain
simply liable for the amounts demanded by the claimants would not be
to award the latter fair compensation*, but to graut them enormous
profits.

t

I now proceed to consider the values of the vessels—and, first, the
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whalers. The fact of the extraordinary express double claims advanced
in respect of these vessels is of itself sufficient to make one v „,„ ea „ r „ lMli „8look with some suspicion on the other items of claim. I vessela -

believe that the estimate of $100 per ton for ship and outfit, proposed in
the British reports, is such as would be accepted as adequate by persons
acquainted with the character and value of whaling-vessels. It is, more-
over, borne out by the fact that the claims for insurance in the revised
statement show that these vessels were not insured at so high a value.
But I am ready to refer to a standard given by the claimants them-

selves. I find that, in the case of the fourteen whalers destroyed by the
Alabama, with a total tonnage of 3,560 tons, a claim is advanced for
vessels and outfits of $409,233, which is equivalent to a valuation of less
than $115 per ton. In the case of the whalers destroyed by the Shenan-
doah, on the contrary, with a total tonnage of 8,560, the claim under the
same head amounts to $1,325,768, or very nearly $155 per ton. I cannot
see why the average value of the whalers destroyed by the Shenandoah
should so vastly exceed that of those destroyed' by the Alabama, and I
certainly think the average in the latter case may be taken as likely to
be more near the mark.
As regards the merchant-vessels I see no reason to doubt that the

British average estima te of $40 per ton is adequate ; but there vllm rm[.,.r ,, a „ t
.

is one mode of arriving at an average estimate which is open veaa,i''-

to no objection. It appears from the same liable, in the report presented
to the Congress of -the United States already referred to, that the aver-
age value of American vessels engaged in the foreign trade was, in the
year 1861, $41 per ton, and that it has, since the year 1862, been $45
per ton. *It will be found, on looking at the United States argument,
that it is there strongly urged that the depredations committed by the
confederate cruisers occasioned a very serious diminution in the value
of American shipping property. This assertion seems directly opposed
to the statistical information given in the table I have just referred to

;

but,whether it be or be not correct, it cannot be doubted that an es-

timate of the merchant-vessels at the rate of $45 per ton must be a very
liberal estimate. The adoption of this valuation would cause the British
allowance to be increased by $200,000, but it would cause the claim of the
United States to be diminished by more than $500,000.

I now come to the claims for cargo. Those claims, it must be re-

membered, include claims for the value of goods, insurances,
, „, ,, ° ' „ . , , , ' Claims for crtrgoes.

commissions, and profits on the same cargoes; profits which
wiM be found to be claimed at the rate of sometimes 25, sometimes 50,

and sometimes as much as 100 per cent. Moreover, it is important to

observe that, as merchants generally considerably overvalue their prop-

erty in policies of insurance, and always include in the amount insured

the premium of insurance itself, a considerable reduction ought to be
made from the amounts claimed by insurance companies. Again, for

reasons fully stated in the first British report, 1
it is generally impossible

to trace the double claims which are advanced for cargoes ; and yet the

probability certainly is that they exist to at- least as great an extent as

they have been proved to exist in the cases of vessels and freights.

Taking all thqse circumstances into consideration, I believe that most
persons who study these claims, and who are acquainted with the sub-

ject's to which they relate, will consider*the reduction of 12 per cent,

which has been made in the British estimate from the total claim for

cargo, commission, profits, and insurances on the same, a very moderate
reduction.

1 British Appendix, vol. vii, p. 13.
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- The last item of claims to be considered is that refating to personal

ci«m, for per- effects. That some of these claims are exorbitant is proved
komii en**.. by the various instances cited in the British reports. I will

direct attention to a few of them.
Ebenezer Nye, the master of the Abigail, a whaling-vessel of 310 tons,

has claimed upwards of $16,000, or £3,200, for the loss of personal effects

on board that vessel. Again, the master of the Rockingham, a vessel

of 976 tons, has claimed for personal effects $8,054, or £1,600. In the
Wingel Racer, a passenger claims for loss of office as consul $10,000,
over and above $1,015 for loss of personal effects. Finally, in the Crown
Point, a vessel of 1,100 tons, the master and the mate each advance
claims for $10,000. Excepting in these and some other similar cases, iu

which the demands are evidently grossly exaggerated, all the claims
for personal effects have been allowed iu the British estimate, and I see
no reason whatever for adding to the amount which is proposed to be
allowed in that estimate under this head.
On the whole, therefore, I am of opinion that if half a million dollars

were to be added to the British estimate, more than adequate compen-
sation will in all probability be granted for any direct losses which may
have been occasioned by the confederate cruisers, and that, therefore,
the tribuhal ought to assess these claims at an amount not greater than
$8,000,000.

In the observations on Mt Staeuipfli's calculations which I submitted
to the other members of the tribunal on the 2d of September, and which
will be found in the protocol of that date, I have shown that, even in-

cluding the allowances of $988,000 for profits and wages of the whalers,
.and the allowance of 50 per cent, on the claims for freights, and striking
a mean between the British estimate and the gross claims for the other
items not absolutely disallowed by the tribuual, the amount should not
exceed $10,000,000 in round numbers.
The tribunal having formed its estimate of the actual loss sustained

cii.m tor , nte ,e,t
*n resPect °f ships and property at the time of their destruc-
tion, a most important question presents itself, whether, to

such actual value, interest from the time of loss should be superadded.
Upon this question, which is entirely in the discretion

r

of the tribunal,
according to what it may deem equitable and right under all the circum-
stances, we have had the advantage of very able arguments. Looking
to technical considerations alone, Sir Rouudell Palmer's argument ap-
pears to me to be unanswerable. But I confess I should be disposed,
when able to deal with a case of indemnity, unfettered by technical «on-
siderations, as I think we may do in the present instance, to hold that
where a pecuniary indemnity against loss is to be given, such indem-
nity is not complete unless the party is compensated, not only for the
property actually destroyed, but for the profit—here to be represented
by interest—which that property would have brought him. If a man
loses property worth £1,000, which, but for the loss, he would have con-
tinued to turn to some profitable account, and after a given period the
actual value, namely, the £1,000, is given to him, and no more, it is
plain that he remains a loser of all the profit he would have realized in
the mean time ; in other words, he remains to that extent unindemnified.
Under ordinary circumstances, therefore, I should havet>een willing to
award interest, when awarding compensation for property destroyed.
But there are in this case most peculiar circumstances which make me
incline to a different conclusion.
The first is, that neither the British government, nor British subjects

were the authors of the damage done. All that can be ascribed to the
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British government is want of diligence in not preventing these vessels
from leaving British waters on their work of mischief. Professor
Bluntschli has done justice to the British government in this respect:

_

II lie faut d'ailleurs pas perdre de vue que tous ces effets d<$sastreux sont en premier
lieu imputables, nou pas au gouvernemeut anglais, mais aux croiseurs eux-mfimes. Per-
sonne n'aecusera le gouvernemeut anglais d'avoir donne mission de detruire'les uavires
de commerce americains, ou d'avoir, par ses agissemeuts, entrave ou eudommage la
marine americaine. Ce que Ton pent lui reprocher a bon droit, (en supposant que les
faits cites plus haut doivent etre considered coraine avoue"s ou prouv6s,) ce n'est pas im
fait, mais une omissian centre le droit. Sa faute ne consiste pas a avoir equipe" et appa-
reillfi les corsaireS, mais a n'avoirpas empeche" leur aruiement et leur sortie de son terri-
toire neutre. Mais cette faute n'a qu'un rapport indirect, et nulleinent un rapport direct,
avec les depredations reellement comniises pas les croiseurs. '

American citizens have suffered by the acts of American ^citizens.
Great Britain is to make good the injury. Why ? Because, in order to
commit these acts, the wrong-doers began by violating her laws, and
her government was not quick enough in preventing them. But who
were the American citizens who did these things' and brought these
injuries and losses on American citizens'? Private individuals? No!
Eleven States, heretofore an integral portion, and now again an.integ-
ral portion, of the North American Union—in other words, an integral
portion of the body who are the plaintiffs against Great Britain in this
memorable suit. And, to make the anomaly of the position more com-
plete, but for concessions voluntarily made,.Great Britain would have
oeen enabled to say, first, that/ she was not, and could not be, liable to

another nation for losses sustained through breaches not of international
but of her own municipal law; next, that if she, oh the one hand, was
liable for injury done to American citizens, because her government by
greater diligence might have prevented them, she, on the other hand,
might have claimed to be recouped by States, now forming an integral

part of the Union, as having been the actual wrong-doers through vio-

lation o'f her law, whatever sum she was obliged to pay as compensation.
For, had the Confederate States possessed, or had they succeeded in

acquiring an independent nationality, Great Britain would have had a
perfect right to insist on being indemnified for a pecuniary loss incurred
through a violation by tliem of her neutrality and of her law. The
nationality of those States is now again united with and merged in

that of the United States, now plaintiffs against Great Britain. And
.though, the compensation being asked for losses suffered by individual

American citizens, and. not by the Government of the United States,

Her Majesty's government were, in my humble opinion, right in not

taking their stand on such an objection, I cannot but think that, look-

ing to all these circumstances, this tribunal, in the exercise of the

equitable, and unfettered jurisdiction with which it is invested, might
well decline to add interest to the amount of the loss actually sustained.

Even if interest should be given, it seems to me that, as the United

States might have had, as far back as the year 1869, an arbitration for

the purpose of having these identical claims adjudicated upon, an arbi-

tration having been offered by Great Britain and accepted by the Execu-

tive of the United States, and having only failed because rejected by
the American Senate, all claim to interest, as from that date, should, as

matter of equity, %e disallo wed by the tribunal.

At all events, I can see no reason why, under all these circumstances,

anything more than the lowest rate of interest anywhere prevailing in

the United States should be allowed, and I cannot concur in the rate of 6

per cent, adopted by the tribunal.

i " Revue de droit international, 1870," p. 473.
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I have now traveled through the wide range of this inquiry, partly

in order to place the facts, over which a cloud of prejudice
exclusion.

hag been raise(j
t
in tlieir true light . partly to explain the rea-

sons which prevent my concurring in the award which the majority of

the tribunal have thought it right to pronounce.
The resiilt is that, while I differ from the grounds on which the de-

cision of the tribunal in the case of the Alabama is founded, neverthe-

less, owing to the special circumstances to which I have hereinbefore

called attention, I concur in holding Great Britain liable in respect of

that ship.

With respect to the Florida, on the best judgment I can form upon a
review of all the facts, the charge of want of clue diligence.is not made
out. I cannot concur in thinking that anything was left undone by the

government of Her Majesty which could be reasonably expected of

them, or the omission of which can justly subject them to the charge of

want of due diligence and care. I cannot agree that the law of Great
Britain should have been changed because of the breaking out of the

civil war. First, because the existing law was adequate to all that could
reasonably be expected ; secondly, because, at all events, there was at

the time no reason for believing it other than sufficient; lastly, because
even if the law might bave been improved and the handsof the Executive
strengthened with advantage, the United States could have no possible

right to expect any amendment of the British law so long as their own
remained unaltered.

As to the Shenandoah, I cannot express too strongly my dissent from
the decision of the majority.

ISTot concurring in the decision as to the Florida and Shenandoah, I
cannot, of course, concur in awarding the sum which is to be paid on
account of the damage done by them.
Even if this were otherwise, I should still hold the amount awarded

greater than it should have been.
Lastly, under the very special circumstances out of which these claims

have arisen, it appears to me that the allowance of interest was uncalled
for and unjust. •

But while the award of the tribunal appears to me to be open to the§e
exceptions, I trust that, by the British people, it will be accepted with
the submission and respect which is due to the decision of a tribunal
by whose award it has freely consented to abide.
The United States, on the other hand, having had the claims of their

citizens for losses sustained considerately weighed, and compensation
awarded in respect of them, will see, I trust, in the consent of Great
Britain to submit these claims to peaceful arbitration, an honest desire
on her part to atone for any past errors or omissions which an 'impartial
judgment might find to have existed—and will feel that all just cause of
grievance is now removed—so that, in the time to come, no sense of past
wrong remaining unredressed will stand in the way of the friendly and
harmonious relations which should subsist between two great and kind-
red nation's.

A. E. COCKBUKN\
Geneva, September 14, 1872.



V.-REPLY OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE, ACKNOWLEDGING
THE RECEIPT OF THE REPORT OF THE AGENT OF THE
UNITED STATES, AND COMMENTING UPON THE OPINION
OF THE ARBITRATOR APPOINTED BY HER BRITANNIC
MAJESTY.

Department op State,
Washington, October 2% 1872.

Sib : I haye received your report of the date of September 2
1 , with

the accompanying protocols and award and opinions of AckOT„le<i,int lhe

the arbitrators. I congratulate you most cordially upon «»» ,"l'"">«1 '

the termination of your arduous and ably-conducted labors and
upon the success which has attended the arbitration. The Presi-
dent directs me to convey to you and to the counsel who attended
the tribunal on the.part of the United States, and to the other gentle-

men who were'engaged with you at Geneva, the expression of his thanks
and high appreciation of the great ability, learning, labor, Tha presi <tat'„.p.

and devotion to the interests, the dignity, and honor of the pr0T"1 -

nation which each in his appropriate sphere has made so successfully
conducive to the very satisfactory result which has been reached. This
result may be summarily stated thus : The United States claimed that
Great Britain had, during the'recent rebellion in this country, failed, by
act and by omission, to fulfill toward this Government the duties due from
one state to another, and that she was liable in damages to make good
the losses resulting directly from the acts of several vessels which had
been fitted out and had been allowed to depart from her ports in viola-

tion of such duties. The United States also deemed it important to

obtain from the tribunal an expression of opinion whether certain

claims for indirect or remote losses, which had been advanced at the

time of their occurrence, and had been the subject of much diplo-

matic correspondence, as well as of public discussion, and which had not
been eliminated in the previous negotiations from the matters of differ-

ence between the two governments, did or did not constitute good
foundation for demand or award of damages between nations.

Great Britain denied that she had failed of any duty toward this Gov-
ernment, or that she was liable to make good any" losses resulting, either

directly or indirectly, from any such acts.

The questions at issue between the _two governments were by the

trea|y referred to the decision of the High Tribunal which convened at

Geneva.
The arbitrators, having the case and the counter case of both govern-

ments and the argument of the counsel of the United States m . . „

before them, at their session on the 19th or June stated 3;^™^™"""""

that, "after the most careful perusal of all that has been
urged on the part of the Government of the United States in respect of

these claims, they have arrived, individually and collectively, at the con-

clusion that these claims do not constitute, upon the principles of inter-

national law applicable to such cases, good foundation for an award of

compensation or computation of damages between nations." At the

35 b
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next meeting of the arbitrators you stated that that " declaration made
by the tribunal, individually and collectively," * * * was " accepted

by the President of the United States as determinative of theirjudgment
upon the important question of public law involved."

At the next meeting, the agent of Her Britannic Majesty read a state-

E„w or M^t ment that Her Majesty's government, being informed of
c the inject da™,.

^ne statement made by you at the previous meeting, as-

sumed "that the arbitrators will, upon such statement, think fit now to

declare that the said several claims are, and from henceforth will be,

wholly excluded from their consideration, arid will embody such decla-

ration in their proctocol of this day's proceedings;" which declaration,

at this request of the agent of the British government, was made, thus

excluding, by the act of the tribunal, from future consideration claims •

which, until then, had been the subject of controversy.

This»conclusion may be regarded as decisive of the non-aclmissibility

Eivect of inuj«<)t- of claims for such remote or consequential fosses as the
mont -

" foundation of a demand for compensation in damage as

between nations, under the principles of international law.

These controverted claims being thus eliminated, the tribunal pro-

The.wi.nl of the ceeded to the consideration of the other claims, and of
tribunal. tne case> cour,ter case, and arguments on either side, and on
the 14th of September declared that Great Britain had, with respect to

three of the vessels and four of their tenders, of which complaint had
been made, failed to fulfill duties toward this Government, and awarded
the payment to the United States of the sum of $15,500,000 in gold, as

the indemnity to be paid by Great Britain to the United States for the
satisfaction of all the claims referred to the consideration of the tri-

bunal.

Your report bears testimony to the high character, the patient labor,,

the learning, impartiality, and dignity of bearing of the
aiit^ndSinsK'e eminent persons named as arbitrators by the friendly pow-
Sy TtX'-swS°iandI ers which complied with the joint request of this Govern-

ment and that of Her Britannic Majesty.
Mr. Adams, on this as on all occasions of his public service, fulfilled

Mr. Ada,™ receives the expectations to which his appointment gave rise. It is

Sometw?£ gratifying to know that his course, and the ability displayed
the president.

ijy him, have received the acknowledgment of Her Majesty's
government, to which the President has united his acknowledgment.

I find on reference to the protocol No. 32, accompanying your report,

The di»,en
anc* con tarinn g' a record of the proceedings of the tribunal

opinions or sir"!™ of arbitration on the 14th of September, that after the
signature of the decision and award of the tribunal by the

four assenting arbitrators, and after the same had been delivered to the
agents of the two governments, Sir Alexander Uockburn, the arbitrator
named on the part of Great Britain, having declined to assent to that
decision, made a statement of his own, which the tribunal ordered to
be recorded as an annex to the protocol.

It does not appear by the protocol that- the document which was thus
•mis opinion not ordered to be annexed was read at the time. Indeed, vour

rciul or made known to . , -. , . , -. . , . , , .

w
J i/

ws colleague,. report on the subject shows that that paper was presented
at the last moment of the final sitting of the tribunal, and that the con-
tents thereof were not made known to the other members of the tribu-
nal or to.the agent Or counsel of the United States.

I cannot doubt that if you had had the opportunity to become ac-

u the contents quainted with the contents of this extraordinary document
»hlu L'Ei'yoa would have felt it your right and duty to object to the
jectedto. reception and filing of a paper which would probably not
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.have been officially received by the tribunal bad an opportunity been
afforded to invite their attention to some of its reflections on this Gov-
ernment, its agent, and counsel.

It is not my intention to discuss or to comment upon the tone and
character of this very remarkable paper, professedly submitted to one of
the highest tribunals the world has witnessed, sitting to decide some of
the gravest and most important questions ever submitted to peaceful
decision.

But in this paper (which is officially published in a supplement of the
London Gazette, dated September 24,1872) Sir Alexander sirA Coctb„-rnpro.

Cockburn professedly and avowedly speaks of himself on |?R
M

'

e
r

sto
J
"""

8
"*

two occasions as " sitting on this tribunal as in some sense <5"™»' B8ri

e

'«i--

,u

the representative of Great Britain."

Tbe Government of the United States here has no occasion to pass
judgment on this attitude of the arbitrator named by Great Britain. I
take the fact as I find it. I perceive that Sir Alexander Cockburn,
while advancing as public law opinions which are " published by au-
thority " of the British government, professes to be iu some sense the
representative of that government, it is in this sense that he speaks
in the expression of his reasons for dissenting from the decision of the
other members of the tribunal, and, therefore, the Government of the
United States may rightfully take him at his word as speaking for Great
Britain.
* The positions which he thus maintains iu behalf and as the repre-
sentative of his government deserve to be noted for their Eesume of the po .

value in possible future questions. ,iti?°8 he ««>»«;«
r-r 11-111 ii •• i

a3 e representative

He holds that whatever restrictions the neutral in the °!' <*"="»"<*>•<•

exercise of his territorial rights imposes on the one belligerent, he must
impose on the other also.

, As the discussion grows out of the case in which one of the belliger-
ents is a legitimate Government, in treaty-amity with the neutral, and
the other a rebel in arms against that legitimate Government, it'is to be
assumed that the proposition applies with especial force to such a case.
He maintains as a rule that the government of a country can only be

held responsible for the breaches of neutrality committed by its sub-
jects when it may reasonably be expected to prevent them. Such a rule
seems to favor neutral right in the same degree that it diminishes neu-
tral obligation, which it measures by the vague standard of what is rea-

sonable.

He maintains the right of the subjects of a neutral to supply to the
belligerent any objects available for warlike purposes, including as
well ships of war (even armed ships) as arms and munitions, provided
the same be done animo commercandi and not animo adjuvandi.

A rule so, unqualified, and subject only to the belligerent right of
blockade and of capture for contraband, is a very broad assertion of

neutral right.

t
In discussing the question of due diligence, and doing so with the

actual case in his mind, he reduces as far as he may the standard of
diligence in favor of the neutral.

He insists on the right of the neutral when called upon to restrain its

subjects to proceed in conformity with the spirit of its legal institutions,

according to its established system of official routine, with such legal

advice as the government is accustomed to receive.

He maintains that the neutral government is not to be held respon-

sible for error in judgment, nor for declining to seize a vessel at the in-

stance of the belligerent on merely suspicious circumstances, seemingly
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inadequate to convict, nor for miscarriage of justice through some mis
#
-

take of the courts, nor for error of judgment on the part of subordinate,

officers of the government.
His views relative to the alleged unfriendliness of the British minis-

ter toward the United States and that of the British subjects and col-

onies, amounts to complete justification of any degree of sympathy on the
part of the authorities or subjects of a neutral government in favor of
the rebels of any other government, and tends to exonerate govern-
ments and subjects alike from any obligation of good-will toward a treaty
friend, the suffering legitimate Government.
His conclusions on the question of* recognition of* belligerency ac-

corded to rebels in arms preclude any possible exception on the score
of prematureness or other circumstances.
His response to the allegation in the case of the United States, that

Great Britain, including her colonies, was the arsenal, the navy-yard,
and the treasury of the insurgents, assumes that on recognition of the
belligerency of rebels they became possessed of equal right with the
legitimate Government in the ports of the neutral. And yet the con-
cession of belligerency to insurgents does not, in his view, give to the
legitimate Government any cause of complaint against the neutral gov-
ernment.
He unequivocally justifies the use of the ports of the Bahama! and

of Bermuda as entrepots for blockade-running cargoes, and the trans-
shipment of the latter into lighter craft, thus favoring neutral right a*nd
protecting the exercise of that right in a manner most favorable to a
feeble belligerent, aud especially to insurgents as against their govern-
ment.
He maintains the right of the neutral government to abstain from the

exercise of spontaneous activity for the repression of attempts of its

subjects to violate neutrality, and to require the representative of a
belligerent' power asking the aid of the government to make out a case
for the application of the law, just as it is left to do to an ordinary
individual who desires to put the laws iu motion in order to obtain
redress in his own behalf.
There are other assertions of important neutral right, but these are

among the most important. They seem all to be available in a possible
future to the United States. They are announced by the *" representa-
tive" of the British government in the tribunal at Geneva, and are
"published by authority" of that government, without dissent or quali-
fication.

It is not my present purpose to- discuss these various positions. Some
Eiiectof this co„- of them are in evident conformity with the views of publicS7 tiJ?"Z policy hitherto expressed or practiced by the United States,

obi„«uo„a. l3Ut not always admitted by Great Britain, .while some of
them are in qualification, if not in substance, the result of modern
events, and especially of recent controversy between the United
States and Great Britain. It needs but the most cursory glance at
the mass of correspondence and of other documentary matter submitted
to the tribunal of arbitration to see how thoroughly the remonstrances
and protestations of the Government of the United States against the
conduct of Great Britain have quickened and stimulated the European,
and above all the British, mind into more careful examination and
more complete perception of the rights and obligations of neutral
powers, for the question of rights is inseparable from that of obli-
gations. In every case of war we have to consider alike what are
the rights of the neutral as against both belligerents, and what are its
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duties as respects either belligerent. In effect, the occurrence of war
between any. two powers involves more or less modification of the free-

dom of action of the neutral, either by land or by sea. -But freedom of
action is the general right of every sovereign power, although in time of
war such power yields a portion of its freedom, that i«, of its general right,

to the just demand of one or the other of the belligerents. It should be
expected to yield the least possible of that general freedom that will

allow it to be neutral in fact, for this constitutes the obligation of the
neutral. On the other hand, each belligerent is entitled to demand of

the neutral in profession that it should be neutral in fact. The United
States have had occasion to look practically at both sides of the ques 1

tion, and therefore sometimes to assert neutral duties, while more gen-

erally asserting neutral rights and the policy of peace, to such extent
and under such circumstances as to h ave rendered the United States the
champion of neutral rights, and thus by moral influence to have acted

potentially on the course of 'events in Europe.
History repeats itself.

' I cannot err, therefore, in thinking it important to note for future

memory the positions in this, respect maintained by the The import.™*, or

"representative "of the British government at Geneva, and ?Sp*° t̂74°r

that representative the Lord Chief Justice of England. ^t5"'"" 8DTS""

I am, sir. your obedient servant, ,

,

HAMILTON FISH.

Hon. J. 0. Bancroft Davis,
'

&c, dtc, &c.



VI.-REPORT OF.THE COUNSEL OF THE UNITED STATES.

Washington, November 25, 1872. (Eeceived November 26.)

Sie : We have the honor to report that, in conformity with your in-

struction of the 8th of December, 1871, we repaired to Europe at as early

a day thereafter as possible, in the discharge of our duty as counsel of

the United States before the tribunal of arbitration established by the

treaty of Washington.
While occupied in the preparation of the Counter Case of the United

States and of the general argument, in their behalf, we found it advan-
tageous to dwell in Paris for convenience of access to books of diplomacy
and jurisprudence, and also of ready communication with London and
with Washington.
In June we proceeded to Geneva, and continued there until the close

of the proceedings before the arbitrators, occupied in constant attend-

ance on them, and in the preparation and presentation of various ad-

ditional arguments 'in response to such arguments as had been specifi-

cally required of Great Britain by the tribunal. We refer the Depart-
ment to the Counter Case and documents accompanying the same, to the
main argument in behalf of the United States, to the successive subse-
quent-arguments, and to the correspondence of the agent of the United
States, for complete information regarding our acts as counsel for the
Government.
In now terminating our connection with this great international cause,

we beg to be allowed to express the hope that the President will see in
the final award of the tribunal proof that we have not been wanting to
4he important trust which he confided to us.

And we remain, &c,
C. CUSHING.
WM. M. EVAETS.
M. E. WA1TE.



VII.—APPENDIX.

OPINIONS OB1 STATESMEN, MAGAZINES AND JOURNALS OP GREAT BRITAIN
AND THE CONTINENT ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE TREATY OF
WASHINGTON.

I.

Egtractsfrom speeches made in a debate in the Mouse of Mrds, 4(ft of June, 1872.

[From tho Times of Juno 5, 1872.]

The Earl of Dbkiiy rose and said

:

* * * .* "Everybody knows that we put one construction on the treaty and
that the American negotiators put another. The noble earl [Earl Granville] stated that
he conceived the indirect claims were excluded by the treaty as it stands. Now, that
matter has been abundantly discussed in both houses, in every -newspaper, in every
private society, and I think the very utmost for which any one unconnected with the
government has ever contended is this, that the language of the treaty was so vague,
so ambiguous, so uncertain, that it may be construed either way, and, therefore, our
construction was as admissible as that put upon it by the other side. Now I do not
think that in a matter of such enormous importance, after the plain warning which
had been given us by the speech of Mr. Sumner, after the evidence we had had of the
immense consequence which the American Government and people attach to these
indirect claims, and the pertinacity with which they had urged, them, I do not think
it is>at all unreasonable to say that in a matter of that kind uncertainty and ambiguity
in the language of the document to which

jj
rou must appeal as the supreme authority

upon the matter are not likely to inspire confidence. I will not go into the controversy

raised by my noble friend. He says the indirect claims, even if in the treaty,

are waived in the protocol, and he referred to the question which has often been dis-

cussed as to the meaning of the words 'amicable settlement.' Now, the obvious

answer to that has often been given. An arbitration is not an amicable settlement. It

is a means by which an amicable settlement may be arrived at, but it is not itself a
settlement. I do not want to go into that question, for it is enough for my argument
to say that in a matter of this kind, with tho full knowledge that we have had of

what was claimed by the other side, and considering the immense importance of the

matter at issue, there ought to have been no doubt or uncertainty."

Lokd Caikns said:

* * * "We have had conflicting views as to the construction of the

treaty fully hefore us; and now I tell the noble earl that I accept his reference to

judicial claims as no compliment, accompanied, as it is, with a sneer that I am capa-

ble of making a construction of a document in one place differ from that I should

give in another. [Loud cheers.] My lords, I will tell the noble earl something more.

He says he talked with a judge half an hour before he entered this house, and he said

that the indirect claims were clearly inadmissible. The noble earl speaks of what has

been said by very learned persons in this country and elsewhere, but he quite misun-

derstands what those learned persons spoke about. What I understand them to be

talking about—and J quite agree with them—I believe that no judge would say that'

these indirect claims could be admitted for a moment ; but that is not the question

;

the question is,*whether the hands of the tribunal at Geneva are sufficiently tied and

bound so that they would not be the judges to say whether these are good claims or

had claims. [Hear, hear.] ' That is what we want to know—that is what my noble

and learned friend, who spoke last but one, put very fairly. He said, with regard to

the supplementary article, that what the commissioners (flight to have done, it they

had understood their business, was to have added a new article to exclude these claims.

I agree that the claime are preposterous, and that the country and the government

never ipeaut to entertain them. But the question is, what ought to be our view as to

the construction of this treaty? The. noble marquis, the president of the council,,

taunted the noble marquis behind me with having thought it consistent with his duty

to make observations which were highly in favor of tho American view of the case..
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" I dare say I shall bo taunted, perhaps, in the same way. But I will tell the noble ,

marquis what I consider consistent with my duty. I consider it consistent with my
duty to speak the truth—[cheers]—and I don't care whether it cBimes in with the

views of the Government of the United States or the government of this country.

[Hear, hear.] The noble earl opposite taunted me with having an opinion on this

subject which I am afraid to express. I go further, and say that in my belief the

strong argument with the United States is not to insist, as the government have in-

sisted, that the construction of this treaty is free from all ambiguity. The govern-

ment never made a greater mistako than when they went to the United States in the

first instance, and said to them, 'You are making claims not only against all principle,

but in flagrant opposition to the treaty.'
" I say,'generous and high-spirited merr could not have endured language of that

kind without making a contest and struggle against it. [Hear, hear.] Now, I tell
.

the noble earl my view about the construction of this treaty. The prime minister

says there is no ambiguity; that no sane person could have ever entered into a treaty

which had such a construction as America had put on it. The noble earl himself, I

believe, in his dispatches us^ language peculiarly strong in regard to the construction

of the treaty. The commissioners tell us they were responsible for having represented

to the government that they understood a promise to be given that these claims would
not be put forward by the United States, and to-night the noble earl said that on a

particular day the government received a communication from the commissioners say-

ing that the claims were not to be put forward.'
" What is the meaning of this ? Why were the commissioners to write to the gov-

ernment and say that apromise was given that these claims would not be put forward
if the treaty was free of arribiguity ? The two things cannot stand together. Take
which you like—the treaty is unambiguous, or admit that it is not clear, and rest on
the promise given by the commissioners ; bub you cannot have both. I believe that if

you refer any breach of duty to the decision of a tribunal, that tribunal, unless you tie

up its hands, will have the right to say what are the extent and the amount of the

damage done. * " * * * * * *

"I admit that in Mr. Adams's time, the indirect claims had not been distinctly stated

;

but in 1868-69 we had distinct authority as to what had become known as the Alabama
claims. That authority is the noble earl opposite, who, last year, before this contro-

versy had arisen, described to the house what the Alabama claims had by official cor-

respondence come to mean. Commenting on the terms of the Stanley-Johnson and .

Clarendon-Johnson conventions, the noble earl said the claims of the American Gov-
ernment had come to conclude everything, and, therefore, that under the reference

proposed in those conventions, almost unlimited damages might have been awarded to

the American Government. How then can it be said that the Alabama claims repre-

sented a bundle of strictly defined claims, and that the term could not possibly be ex-

tended beyond these ? The next argument is that the protocol of the 4th of May con-

tains a waiver by the American Government of the indirect claims. I wish I could
find it to be so ; but I do not find that the American Government waived anything.
[Hear, hear.] The American commissioners simply said they wanted us to give them
a lump sum ; and in the. hope of our doing so they would not estimate for the present
the amount of the indirect claims.

"After referring to the indirect injury accruingfrom the transfer to the British flag of

a large part of the American mercantile marine, enhanced rates of insurance, the pro-
longation of the war, and the large sum necessarily required for^this and for the sup-
pression of the rebellion, the protocol says :

' In the hope of an amicable settlement,
(meaning the payment of a lump sum,) no estimate was made of the indirect losses,,

without prejudice, however, to the right of indemnification in the event of no such set-

tlement being made.' In this I can see no waiver whatever. I have no fault to find
with the manner in which the noble earl conducts the argument on this point ,in his
correspondence. The whole of the case on this subject is stated by him with great
fairness and frankness, and it is surely better to be frank and fair than, ostrich-like, to
run our heads into the sand and fancy that this secures our safety. The noble earl's

argument is that the waiver of the indirect claims in the event of the amicable settle-
ment proffered by the American commissioners was a waiver which applied to any
form of amicable settlement, and, therefore, applied to the form proposed by the British
commissioners, and accepted by the United States. That is the whole argument on
this part of the case. The American commissioners, in the hope of an amicable settle-
ment by the payment of a £tosb sum, made no, estimate of the indirect losses;' the
British commissioners declined such a mode of settlement, and Her Majesty's govern-
ment maintain that the Americans were bound not to put forward those claims, what-"
ever the form of settlement. * * *

.
* * *«* * *

" I believe the first copy of the Americau Case was furnished to the foreign ofifce on
the 17th of December, and that twelve additional copies were supplied on the 19th of
that month. We all know that the noble earl opposite was suffering from illness at
the time ; and I am sure that there is no one among us who would impute to him that
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there was any unnecessary delay on his part, or who does not sympathize with him in
the position in which he was placed. That, however, is not the 'question. I do not
know whether many of your lordships have looked at the case of the American Govern-
ment. There is an old saying, which is applicable to it, to the effect that he who runs
may react. You could see from the very title-page of their case that they were making
these claims. And who were at the foreign office at the time ? There was Lord Ten-
terden, who, as the noble earl said, was one of the very few men in England who were
thoroughly"acquainted with this question. There was also 'Mr. Hammond, at tho for-

eign office, and I confess I can hardly believe that when Lord Tenterden or Mr. Ham-
mond opened the first copy of the American Case, either could have failed to see'inthe
course of five minutes that the United States Government wore making those claims

—

claims, the surrender of which was proclaimed by the noble earl opposite to be the
price of the treaty. LHear. ] A month after this, on the 18th of January, the cabinet
sat, and. although I can imagine that the falling of a bomb-shell could scarcely have
created greater surprise and coustornation among them than the American Case, yet
some considerable time was allowed to elapse before anything was done, although the
matter lay on the surface. The question was one not so much for the law-advisers of

the Crown as forthe ministers who had negotiated the treaty, and who had informed
the country that its price was the surrender of the indirect claims."

II.

Extractfrom Preiser's Haga&ine, Mqrcli, 1872.

******* yf6 carm (,t; i)U t deeply regret the whole course of procedure which
has beeu pursued by us, both in official and non-official quarters, since the publication

of the American Case. Whatever " blundering " may have been evinced in the draw-

ing up of the unfortunate treaty, there has been much more and more unseemly and

perilous blundering since, in the babel of clamor and denunciation with which the pre-

tensions put forward in the American Case, founded upon it, have been received. In

, this remark we refer not so much to the press,-which is " nothing if not critical," and

. which, having no recognized authority, incurs hone of that responsibility which

attaches to authority. We utterly reject and discountenance the unworthy sugges-

tion put forth by some American journals, that the meaningless and ignoble cry of dis-

tress and remonstrance which broke out from "the usual organs of public'opinion" on

this subject at the beginning o'f the year, was instigated by Her Majesty's ministers,

with a view of diverting attention from other disagreeable questions which they felt

to be impending over their heads, or even of removing from their own shoulders the

weight of *ny odium which might attach to all who Bad had any part in this unfortu-

nate affair of Washington ; but we at the same time think it to be a circumstance

much to be deplored, that those ministers should have so far forgotten the dignity ot

their station, and that of the sovereign whose servants they are, as to allow themselves

to follow, and to drag the Crown with them in the wake of such a miserable escapade.

The conduct of ministers, instead of being such as to re-assure public feeling, and to

support the character of the country before surrounding nations, has been undignified,

and fall of inconsistencies, as well as being, as we believe, utterly without precedent

in the history of international relations. It was without precedent, without justifica-

tion, and at the cost of infinite inconvenience and scandal, that the government intro-

duced into the Queen's speech any reference at all to matters in dispute, which had

beerfformerly delegated to the discretion of a tribunal of arbitration.
_

It was a still greater violation of the rules' of etiquette applicable in such cases, as

well as a derogation of the dignity of the nation, to add that " a friendly communica*

tion" had been made to the Goverment of the United States, with a view, as was

understood, of inducing them to withdraw from and recall part ot the Case wmen
they had in due form, and according to the provisions of the treaty, pjaced before tfce

tribunal. But, in truth, whatever' hope there might have been of extracting anything

from the generous humor of the Government on the other side of the Atlantic though

this humiliating appeal was, on the very evening when the fact was announced,

dashed to the ground by. tho violent, dogmatic, and offensive language of the infract-,

able premier, who, far from imitating the judicious reserve of the noble lord, Ms col-

league, at the head of the foreign/office, noisily challenged the whole world to dispute

his own construction of the terms of the treaty as being " the meaning ,
the only mean-

ing, the rational meaning, the direct grammatical meaning." Now, to any one witb.

more discriminating perceptions than Mr. Gladstone, such a declaration as this could

only implv that the Government of the United States, supposing it to be gitted With

ordinary intelligence, must have been guilty of deliberate dishonesty and attempted

extortion, in putting forward demands which were to be thus emphatically repudiated
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by the right honorable gentleman. Could it he wondered at if the latter Government

in the full consciousness of the additional strength which its opponent's fatuous dis-

play of weakness has afforded them, should, without betraying any show of irritated

feeiing, simply reply to our " friendly communication" by announcing their determi-

nation to leave the whole matter, upon its merits, in the hands of the arbitrators?

This we are inclined to believe that they actually did " by return of cable," though Mr.

Gladstone, in reply to an inquiry a few days ago, stated that the government had not

received any official reply , and did not expect to receive one till the 1st of March ;

which would thus enable them and the country to tide over the " Thanksgiving Day"
in peaceful insouciance.

But, indeed, even had Mr. Gladstone, doing violence to his nature, been ever so

courteous and conciliatory in tone, and the Washington Government ever so gener-

ously disposed, how could the latter, with any regard to their responsibilities and the

dignity of statesmanship, make any other reply than we presume them to have done ?

Individuals acting on their own account, and. rulers of states, having the interests of

their constituent members in their hands, are very differently situatefl, and must act

upon different principles in respect of enforcing claims, or demanding reparation for

injuries—a subject very clearly treated of by the highest juridical authorities. An indi-

vidual, acting on his own account, may permit motives of kindness or weakness to

influence him in abstaining from pressing to the fullest extent his just claims, and
even in pardoning an injury received. But the sovereign of a state, who is but the

trustee of the rights of his subjects, may not exercise a discretion of this sort, unless

justified by special considerations, rendering it, in his opinion, expedient in the gen-
eral interests of the state. There is always, in the case of states, in addition to the
consideration of the simple material advantages in dispute, the character of the nation
for honor and magnanimity, which must not be suffered to be brought iu question.

And this brings us to the reflection that there are other parties beside the actual liti-

gants who are entitled to honorable consideration in this matter, but who, unfortu-
nately, have been by implication subjected to unexampled indignity through the irreg-

ular discussions which have been permitted to take place, namely, the worthy mem-
bers of the Geneva court of arbitration and the sovereign states, who, at the joint re-

quest of the contending parties, have nominated them.
It need scarcely be pointed out that in matters in litigation before an ordinary tribu-

nal the discussion of a case out of court is justly visited aud resented as an act of
"contempt." Sovereign states cannot commit one another to "durance vile" for

breach of discipline; and so long as the discussions of the points of disagreement in
the Washington treaty were confined to the columns of the newspapers, the members
of trie Geneva arbitration court had, perhaps, nothing to complain of, or, at any rate,

no ground of complaint upon which they would deem it necessary to seek redress.
But the case is different when the legislature of one of the states in disagreement takes
up the discussion, and when the prime minister of that state insists upon laying down
the law in the case, and, by neSessary logical interference, precluding thje court of
arbitration from giving any decision other than that which he has dictated. It is,

moreover, a* flagrant breach of the good faith which should exist between states, to
even hint at retiring from an arbitration, or repudiating its award, in caso it should
be in any way at variance with one's own notions. There is no department of its

functions in which a sovereign state takes more pride than in the exercise of its "good
offices," whether in the way of mediation or arbitration, and any show of recusancy
against them, once they have been accepted, becomes a grave offence before the world,
susceptible of being visited by any form and any amount of resentment.

"As the case stands, the' country is .clearly in the hands of the arbitrating powers,
to abide their award, whatever it may be. And however stupid, howevever ' scandal-
ous ' in ' blundering,' our representatives may have been in drawing up this dismal
treaty, let us hope, in Mr. Gladstone's despite, that there m'ay be sufficient ' ambiguity'
in it to enable the arbitrators, having regard to the rules which regulate the reason-

.

able and equitable interpretation of treaties, having regard also to the supreme inter-
est of peace, of which they are guardians, to give an award favorable to, or at least not
so disastrously prejudicial to us as has been anticipated by alarmist speculators, who,
there is too much reason to apprehend, lTave not been altogether free from stock-job-
bing influences.'

III.

Extractfrom Fraser's Magazine, June, 1872.

* * * « * jdl tho vas (; sociai power which" the governing classes^ of England
possess was thrown into the scale against whatsoever remained of the American
Republic, and in favor of those who were striving to bring part of it at least into
accordance with the decrees of that ProVidenco in which governing classes believe.
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There has always been a tendency to take the prattle of London society, and the
prating of the press which delights to repeat it, as the public opinion of the country.
It is not surprising, therefore, that the government of the day should have been
affected by this influence. But what is surprising is. that they should have shown
such utter recklessness and want of caution in publishing to the world their apprecia-
tion of the merits of the struggle, and their opinion as to its issue. That Mr. Glad-
stone, who had adopted Mr. Jevon's opinion that coal was coming to an end in Eng-
land, should have adopted society's opinion that the republic was coming to an end in
America, is not strange ; but it is strange that he did not keep his opinion a little more
to himself. How positive he was in the matter niav be judged from these words,
uttered by him in October, 1862

:

" There is no doubt that Jefferson Davis and other leaders of the South have made
an army. They are making, it appears, a navy ; and they have made what is more than
either—they have made a nation- We may anticipate with certainty the success of the
Southern States -so far as regards their separation from the North. I cannot but be-
lieve that that event is as certain as any event yet future and contingent can be."

Mr. Gladstone was still of this opinion in June, 1863, when he said :

" J^do not believe that the restoration of tine American Union by force is attainable.***
# ****» j.j| not ijeii6ve that a more fatal error was ever committed

than when men—of high intelligence, I grant, and of the sincerity of whose philan-
thropy I for one will not venture to whisper the smallest doubt—came to the conclu-
sion that the emancipation of the negro race was to be sought, although they could
only travel to it by a sea of blood."

There spoke the spirit of the Liverpool slave-trader and the confederate bondholder
rather than of the English statesman and chancellor of the exchequer. Lord Russell
had already said, in October, 1861 :

" We now see the two parties (in the United States)
contending not upon the question of slavery—though that I believe was probably the
original cause of the quarrel—but contending, as so many States in the Old World
have contended, the one side for empire, and the other for independence." These
speeches have, no doubt, since been repented of, but they are good evidence to show
the -views which existed at that time in the cabinet. Not that they existed alone
either. Sir George Cornewall Lewis, Mr. Charles Villiers, and Mr. Milner Gibson, had
from the first struggled against them, and had been regarded with the respectful pity

accorded to clever men for once in t,he wrong. They were, however, in a hopeless

minority of three out of fifteen, and it is not too much to say that, as a body, the gov-
ernment looked, and was known to look with confidence and without displeasure to a
disruption of the American Union. * * * *

* * * * At the conference of March 8, the American commissioners formally

advanced their claim for losses both direct and indirect, stating, however, that " in the

hope of an amicable settlement no estimate was made of the indirect losses, without
prejudice, however, to indemnification on their account, in the event of no such set-

tlement being made." . And they proposed that the joint commission should "agree
upon a sum which should be paid by Great Britain to the United States in satisfaction

of all the claims." This offer, if accepted, would have effectually and forever ended

the whole matter ; it was, however, refused, and the English commissioners renewed
their proposal for arbitration. Now, it has been said that, in proposing arbitration,

thev did, in effect, assent to an " amicable settlement," ana that the treaty is in fact

that, and nothing more. To which the reply is obvious, that the payment which the

Americans proposed was an absolute settlement, whereas the treaty settles nothing

absolutely, providing only machinery for an amicable -wrangle, in order to a settle-

ment. •

The difference isobvious. • In making an " amicable settlement" as proposed, wo must

have admitted our faults and paid for them ; in agreeing to the treaty we admitted no

fault, and merely exposed ourselves to the risk of payment in case the arbitrators de-

cided against us.' In the first case the United States would have gained everything

;

in the second thev run the risk of losing everything. The Americans agreed, however

to arbitration on condition that the principles to govern the arbitrators should be laid

down. Thereupon were elaborated the famous three rules as to which the British gov-

ernment is made in the treaty to assert that they were first invented for this occasion,

and are not a correct " statement of the principles of international law." Ehe most

careful examination of the rules fails, however, to show in what they differ from those

principles as universally enunciated, and as admitted \>f England at the time, IJie

second rule indeed, apparently, extends the obligations of the neutral power to the

extent of requiring it absolutely " not to permit or suffer." the use of its ports or waters

as a base of naval operations, or for the renewal or augmentation of military supplies or

arms ; but thiamustbe read bythe light of the third, which prescribes due diligence

as the measure of fulfillment of the obligations in question. The fact is that these

rules are so hopelessly vague that they would cover almost any view of international

law ever propounded, and the danger of them is that they may easily be so interpreted
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as to increase to an unendurable extent the obligations of neutral powers. This, how-

ever, is a small matter compared with -what follows.

Having committed their country to judgment by principles declared to be false, the

commissioners probably asked themselves to what subject those principles were to be

applied. This brings us to the question of the national or indirect claims. Those claims

-were well known to the commissioners to exist. They had been made not once or

twice but repeatedly. They had been advanced by Mr. Adams as early as 1883, by

Mr. Seward in 1863, and more distinctly by Mr. Reverdy Johnson, by Mr. Motley and

by Mr. Fish, in 1869. They had been commented upon by Lord Clarendon. The ab-

sence of any provision for them had been made the ground of rejection of the John-

son-Clarendon convention.
They had been presented to the commissioners themselves as a distinct special point.

The"y could not be disregarded ; nay, they alone were worth regarding at all, for they

were then the sole and only point in dispute. The course of action upon everything else

was already decided. England had already agreed to refer the direct claims to arbi-

tration, and had signed a convention for that purpose. America had already agreed to

leave out of consideration the question of recognition of southern belligerency. There

remained absolutely nothing but these national claims on which any agreement was
necessary. The whole question was here^ the one point on which it was absolutely

indispensable to bo precise and clear was this ; for failing precision and clearness here,

the whole matter would be left no further advanced than it already was. If national

claims were to be excluded, it was necessary that they should be excluded by the treaty
;

if not excluded 'by the treaty, it was manifest that they would have to be met
under it.

The English commissioners, however, know that they were expected to return with
a treaty in their pockets, and either they did not understand what they were about, or

they determined to return .with a treaty leaving the one material point doubtful rather

than with none at all. They did not, however, even succeed in leaving the point only

doubtful, for they agreed to a definition which, if there is any sense in words, does

cover the indirect claims. It is declared in the first article that " in order to remove
and adjust all complajnts aud claims on the'part of the United States" *****
" the high contracting parties agree that all the said claims, growing out of acts com-
mitted by the aforesaid vessels " shall be referred. How it can. be said that " in all the
claims " those called indirect are not included, is a mystery. Nevertheless, the English
commissioners, it would appear, say it and believe it still ; for, as late as the 23d oi

April last, we have Sir Edward Thornton* telling the Americans at a public dinner that
' " he believed no one supposed that the British joint high commissioners had any idea

—

the slightest idea—that the indirect claims were included in the treaty." After this

confession it is superfluous to ask what title those gentlemen have to be considered
men of ordinary intelligence aud judgment. It has, indeed, been whispered that they
had at the last moment doubts as to this point, and that, in answer to their questions
upon it, the English government telegraphed "Sign at once." If so, Sir Edward Thorn-
ton's declaration does some injustice to himself and his colleagues.

IV.

Extractfrom the Pall Mall Gazette, February 2, 1872.

"Now if we look at all this fairly, and in due order, we shall sse that it establishes
the following points :"

1. That the American commissioners did formally set forth a demand for indirect
damages, and that they preferred it in the very language of the case subsequently
drawn up for the court of arbitration.

2. That at the same time and in the samebreath they offered to present no estimate
of damage for indirect loss, in hope that an amicable settlement would be made for
certain direct losses: this amicable settlement being explained (or explainable) as
meaning the concession of an expression of regret, and that the joint commission
should proceed to agree upon a lump sum to be paid in satisfaction of all the claims
(meaning direct claims) with ^interest. Further that in this suggestion the withdrawal
of claims for indirect loss was stated to be " without prejudice " to their revival.

3. That the British commissioners made no protest against the demand on account
of indirect loss, nor in any way attempted to separate that class of claims from the
other class, nor in any way manifested hostility to the presentation of those claims';
but refusing to admit responsibility on account of all tho claims without distinction,
they offered, for the sake of maintaining friendly relations with the United States, to
adopt the principle of arbitration in disposing of the claims:

4. That the American Commissioners then " expressed their regret at this decision •"
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thereby showing or seeming to show that in their minds, a distinct proposal had been
considered and rejected. Having thus expressed regret, they consented to submit the
question of our "liability" to arbitration, on condition that certain rules were drawn
up and agreed to for the guidance of the arbitrators. That after demur and reference
to the British government this condition was accepted. That accordingly rules were
drawn, up by the American, commissioners, (apparently,) and that after some points

had been referred by the British commissioners to their government, these rules were
agreed to as binding on the court of arbitration.

Next, (though that does not appear in that we have quoted above,) the joint high
commissioners " proceeded to consider the form of submission," and, the formation of a
tribunal.

"Subsequently, the apology, or expression of regret, was asked for and conceded.

And then at various sittings those articles of the treaty were agreed to which refer to

the settlement by arbitration of "-all the said claims growing out of acts committed by
the aforesaid (i. e., several) vessels, and generically known as the Alabama claims."

It is of the utmost importance that in dealing with so critical a matter as this we
allow no prejudice nor any sense of wrong to oporate in our minds unfairly ; and that

we make no attempt to misread facts and statements upon which the other side can

even plausibly rely. Therefore it is that we priut this recital. It should be added,

'perhaps, that the statement above quoted was drawn up conjointly, and is signed by
both parties.,"

V.

Extracts, from the continental prxss.

Neither in the course of the debates on the joint high commission, which sat for two

months, nor in any of the clauses of the treaty intended to define the mode of the

proceedings and the functions of the tribunal of arbitration, as well as the principles,

to guide it in its decision, has England raised ^the least objection against any of the

clauses of reclamations presented by the United States. She has rejected all, in the

same way, without making any distinction, and has declared herself ready to refer to

the decision of a tribunal.—Memorial Diplomatique.

The fact is that the' pretensions of America were perfectly well known. Mr. Glad-

stone, with his habitual want of foresight, counted upon luck to relieve him from the

embarrassments in which the future might entangle him.— Gazette de J'rance.

We can say, without separating ourselves from the truth, "that there is no inconven-

ience in submitting the American claims for indirect damages to the tribunal of arbi-

tration at Geneva. No one doubts that they are exaggerated in the American case;

but their introduction into pleadings 'is not contrary to the text of the convention at

Washington, —ilorateur.

It is not, we hasten to say, that the calculations of the American authorities are not

tnirked with a certain exaggeration; but the essential point to discover is whether the

arrangements preparatory tf the assembling of the tribunal of arbitration at Geneva

Sde the question of indirect damages. We think that they do not exclude them.-

S'oir. f

. The text of thetrea* is. formal, and the protocols leave sti 11 le« a°«^*^l^*
6

treaty as to the understanding of the claims and the principle by the United Mates.

The tribunal will decide wha&laims are presentable, and what are the questions.to be

discussed The American Government demands neither more nor less. It has stated,

its claims before the court, and awaits the decision. England had bettor do the™
. Hei Stion is that of a bad pleader who doubts his own right and the impartiality

of the court.—Journal de Paris.
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It is evident that the actual state of the question does not so much concern the

nature of the pretensions of the United States, as the refusal of England to submit to

the arbitrators all the complaints and all the claims, as the terms of the treaty of Wash-
ington seem to require.

—

Ziberte.

our opinion, given with the utmost impartiality, that there are wrongs on
des. The Government of the United States attempts to introduce into interna-

It is

both sides.

tional law an unacceptable doctrine, that of making the costs ,of war obligatory upon
the powers which are not responsible for it, and which are even the first victims of it

in their interests. "We understand very well that it is not necessary to take in earnest

the pecuniary claims presented by the Americans for the prolongation of the war, for

the increased rates of insurance, and other pretexts equally elastic and equally impos-
sible to calculate, claims which exceed the amount we owe to a victorious foe. The
Americans understand perfectly the value of these claims, and have not the*slightest

idea of pressing them. But, at the same time, they insist, and with a show of reason,

upon their right to interpret the treaty, and it must be acknowledged that the English
government has entered upon this affair with a degree of imprudence and levity which
may soon re-act upon it, and produce a change of ministry.—Journal des DSbats.

Does this treaty authorize the American Government to submit to the tribuual at
Geneva the claim for indemnity for indirect lpsses ? The Americans say yes ; the Eng-
lish say no. Impartial persons say that the clause in the treaty does not exclude the
American interpretation, and, therefore, they are of the opinion that the difference

ought to be brought before the tribunal. * * * The Refusal of England to accept
arbitration on all the American demands, implies a doubt in the justice of her cause,
or in the impartiality of the arbitrators.

—

Constitutionnel.

The wisest course to adopt is to abide by the decision of the Geneva arbitration.
It is disinterested in the matter, and it can thus re-establish harmony.and peace be-
tween the parties better than the parties themselves.

—

Inde'joendaxice Beige.

The stipulations of the treaty leave no one to doubt that the American commissioners
expressly reserve the right to present such claims, although nothing was said about
the amount of the claims, the decision in that respect being left to the tribunal of
arbitration.

—

Allgemeine Zeitung.

I

If this tribunal is incompetent to decide without the advice of the newspapers
whether or not the American demands are preposterous and 'absurd, then its appoint .-

ment was'a mistake. It is, however, not to be supposed that such one-sided and ill-

timed arguments would exert any influence upon it.

—

Easier Naehnolvten.

The general opinion that the American demands were absurd has changed, and.
peoplo are commencing to see that they are justified in the treaty, and the storm is .

now turning against the British commissioners.

—

Basler Nachricliten.

The treaty justifies fn a formal manner the tribunal at Geneva, in which as we
know, Switzerland is represented by Mr. Staempfli, in considering, all the claims, of

'

whatever kind, growing out of the acts of the cruisers. The question is only to know
to what point the tribunal will admit-theso claims, and if England will abide by its de-
cision.

—

Berner Helvilie.

The British cabinet, led by national pride and governed by popular opinion have
changed their entire opinion of the question, and put matters in such a light, that all
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that remains for the tribunal to do is to retura^ome. The Washington treaty expressly
states in regard to the tribunal that they settle all claims, and supports the American
position. Why England acts thus we do not see. Probably she thinks the tribunal is
about to give judgment against her.— Vienna Neiie Freie Presse.

England knew that demands were made not only for the acts of the vessels, but also
for-indireet loss. One treaty, as she knew, had been rejected because it had no pro-
vision as to this. .If the joint commissioners had meant to exclude these claims they
might have used language clearly stating it, but on the contrary, the language is such
as to include them.

—

Deiitseli-Amerikaniseher JEaonomisi.

The general European tone is one of warning to England not to break the treaty
What' if America has let the affair slumber until Russia declared itself ready. Cannot
the people on the Thames see"how strong the bonds between America and Russia must
be when the insult to the Russian Minister not only has not broken but has not even
loosened these ties. If this is behind the Alabama question, the government at the
Foreigu Office must bestir itself.

—

Neue Badische Lands-Zeitung.

The moment England admits the discussion before the tribunal of arbitration of.

the claims growing out of the acts of the Alabama and other corsairs, she recognizes
the right of the United States to make, by reason of* the acts of these corsairs, all pos-
sible demands of damages, direct or indirect. She authorizes, in one word, the list of
injuries, and the formidable account upon which the arbitrators will pronounce, but
which it is difficult to avoid by the preliminary questiou.

—

Le Soir.

This declaration of Mr. (Gladstone, although contained in a letter of an entirely

private character, addressed to the correspondent of the New York World in London,
deserves attention. It proves that'the 'English government has not formed the design

of cutting short all discussion, and that they consider the subject as still open for de-

bate.

It is important that these inteutions should be understood and thoroughly appre-

ciated, and that, on both sides, men with moderate views may strive to effect a recon-

ciliation so much desired. It appears that an effort in that direction has already been
. made in England. Thus a part of the press of that country, the Pall Mall Gazette for

.example, suggests the idea of referring to a new arbitration the disputed question of

the interpretation of the treaty. The Memorial Diplomatique recalls, in relation to

this proposition, a precedent which it will be possible to invoke. It is that of a treaty

which has been executed, of June 15, 1846, growing out of the dispute between England
and the United States, in regard to the frontiers of their respective possessions in the

northwestern part .of the New World. Now this treaty contained, as does 'the Wash-
' ington treaty, a real mistake, and it is for that reason that, at this very moment, it is

submitted to the arbitration of the Emperor of Germany. Conld not as much be done

for the convention of May 8, 1871, to determine what interpretation it ought to receive

by means of a distinct arbitration ?—Journal des Ddbats.

Can any one to-day go'ask the tribunal to suspend its work uutil the extent of its

jurisdiction shall be determined by a third party ? Would it not find itself greatly

prejudiced by such a decision intervening at so late a period ? Finally, is it not fan-

to believe that the tribunal is itself the best judge of the extent of its powers?

These are considerations of a delicate nature, which the English government ought

carefully to weigh before making a decision which might perhaps alienate the arbitra-

tors, and which would, after all, only defer the solution of the matter without lessening

its gravity. ... ,,

We persist in believing that the wisest policy, and that most in conformity witn tne

true interests of England, and of Europe, would be to let the affair take its course, to

leave it entirely to the enlightened and impartial decision which the five eminent

statesmen, who have been intrusted with the high mission of solving the dispute, will

surely render.

—

Memorial Diplomatique.
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Since it became known that the Nprth-Americau cabinet had brought forward claims

for indirect damages for the consideration of the Geneva tribunal, a panic has arisen

in England, and now they wish to have nothing further to do with this tribunal. It

cannot be shown that the United States have broken the treaty. The wording of tho

treaty does not prevent her in any manner from bringing forward claims for indirect

as well as direct damages. Therefore the English statesmen have been able to find no

escape except that of an appeal to their personal interpretation of tho treat}'.

—

Frank-

furter Zcitung.

The demands' of America were known to England from the first, and her representa-

tives did not object. They contented themselves by indicating that England could not

be held liable for damage done the United States by cruisers of the Confederate States,

as proper diligence had been exercised to prevent their being armed and fitted out in

English ports, and these representatives simply referred all the claims of North Amer-
ica, having the action of these cruisers for a basis, to a tribunal of arbitration. Arti-

cle I of tho treaty of "Washington distinctly declares : "Now, in order to jemoye and
adjust all complaints and claims on the part of the United States, and to provide for

the speedy settlementof such claims which are not admitted by Her Britannic Ma-
jesty's government, the high contracting parties agree that all the said claims growing
out of acts committed by the aforesaid vessels, and. generically known as the 'Alabama
claims,' shall be referred to a tribunal of arbitration."

—

Der Bund.

" One sees," continues the writer, "that the whole thing is aimed at the tribunal

more than at the other party, forathe latter is willing to leave to the tribunal of arbi-

tration the question of its own jurisdiction, while England denies its right to decide
upon its own powers a question which every court of justice maintains as a prelim-
inary. In England the right is assumed to withdraw from a treaty as soon as it ap-
pears that there is a difference of opinion with regard to its construction. According
to this, the treaty must fall through, for to insure its fulfillment, or the fulfillment of an
eventual sentence of the arbitrators, there is but the compulsion of national honor, or
of war."

—

Neue Ziiriclte Times. „

The Washington treaty plainly indicates that all the lossjs growing out of the acts
committed by the aforesaid, vessels are to be submitted to the tribunal of Geneva,,
which will be called upon.to prove whether England violated the rules prescribed by
the- treaty for the government of neutrals, and, if so, what sum she must pay to the
United States in compensation for the injuries inflicted. He demonstrates that the
British case admits the submission of direct as well as indirect claims, and that it de-
nies all liability, claiming that England fulfilled all its duties as a neutral, and that
the idea of calling in question the submission of indirect claims to the Geneva tribunal,
only arose when '

' on the eve of the opening of Parliament the tories assumed a threat-
ening position, and the nonconformists began to hold indignation meetings."

—

Vienna
Neue Fremden Slatt.

Gladstone may assert a hundred times that the grammar as well as the spirit of
the treaty admits but one meaning, and that of the English

; he will not entice the
Americans from their position. His countrymen, and the papers most devoted to him,
must confess that the wording of the treaty allows of the American as well as of the
English interpretation, that the construction is vague and loose. On the other side is
the intention of the framers of the treaty. Both must be oonsidered. And appeal to
the preamble and protocol is not sufficient to clear up the mistakes. A refreshing Te-
snlt may be obtained from this war of words. Long and tedious interchanges of°dis-
patches must be expected; perhaps, after all, the annulling of the treaty with all the
fair hopes attached to it. We shall hope that no war will grow out of it however in
consequence of the still pending San Juan boundary and fishing questions. Vienna
Neue Frek Presse.

. Our London correspondent writes us :
" The Atlantic cable works merrily to bring

ns the utterances of the New York Herald, as to the Alabama quarrel, which has arisen
with new power. The New York Herald sounds the war trumpet, some small followers
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second it; the more intelligent portion of the press, however, which preserves a mod-
erate attitude, maintains npt less the view that the American Government cannot
withdraw her claims already presented, because it belongs to the Geneva tribunal
alone, and not to England, to decide upon their submission. The view of the press is,
alter all, as was well known, that of the American Government, and thereby the fatal
point of the situation is well indicated. Gladstone's expressed hope that his demon-
stration would convert the Americans to the English view, would hardly mislead any
one. One may discuss the right or wrong on either side as one pleases, the one fact
cannot be denied, that in the wording of the Washington treaty the indirect claims of
the American Government, if not expressly agreed upon, are not expressly excluded.
The Americans do not offend against the wording of the treaty, therefore, whereas they
submit them to the tribunal of arbitration. Whoever denies this assumes an untena-
ble position, and in beginning this monstrous piece of awkwardness Gladstone has pre-
pared not only for himself, but for England, many sad hours. He must hear to-day
from his old admirers in Parliament and in the press the bitter truth, repeated on all
sides, that the means he has selected for his own defense are the most unfortunate, the
most untenable, and the most wanting in tact of all others. For through his assertion
of the absolute clearness of the treaty in every respect, he shuts the door against fur-
ther friendly explanations ; he tacitly accuses the American Government of having in-
tentionally given a wrong meaning to something that was perfectly unequivocal, and
thereby makes, in the highest degree, difficult any friendly yielding on the part of that
Government. After he had ventured so far there remained for the Washington Gov-
ernment, which has also its own position to defend, only this answer : Will you, if
every interpretation but yours is absolutely impossible, leave the decision in security
with the tribunal? Since you are so firmly convinced, you have nothing to risk by so
doing.
"And how could Gladstone reply ? Either by a categorical No, which would expose

him to ridicule, and must lead to the breaking off of all further negotiations ; or by a
Yes, in whicjh case he would confess the truth of that which until now England has
always declared to be untrue."

—

Kolnischer Zeiiung.

From whatever point of view the subject be considered, there exists no justification
for England to withdraw from the treaty concluded at Washington. Be the demands
of America ever so extravagant, there is yet nothing in the treaty itself, and nothing
in the general principles of international law, to justify the withdrawal of the decision
on those demands from the tribunal of arbitration. It would, in fact, be deeply
to be regretted if the Geneva court of arbitration, the establishment of which is un-
doubtedly to be regarded as an essential progress in the life of international law,
should not reach the normal development of its activity. We rather on this occasion
give expression to the most earnest wish that this procedure may lead to a further
development of international law.

—

Neue Preussische Zeitung.

It must be acknowledged, on an impartial review of the dispute, that these de-
mands, however extravagant they may be, are by no means new ; and when Gladstone
and Granville maintain that the protocols of the commission show that only those
losses directly derived from the capture of American ships were spoken of, every one
can convince himself from the protocols of the contrary. America had made these indi-
rect claims not only in dispatches and occasional declarations; the treaty of January
19, 1869, was, on Sumner's report, rejected, because it offered no assurance of indemni-
fication for the indirect injury suffered by America through the cruisers. With these
antecedents, the greatest caution was in any case prescribed to the English negotia-
tions, but their instruction referred them, in regard to the Alabama claims, almost
solely to the diplomatic correspondence about them. * * * *

But not a word in the instruction says that only direct claims shall be admitted to
discussion, and jnst as little does the cited treaty of 1869 contain anything about them

;

that treaty speaks of " all claims, including the so-called Alabama claims." If we look
at the^ protocols of the joint high commission, we find on the first page that the
Americans enumerate in their fullest extent the claims now raised in the complaint,
and then declare that in the hope of an amicable settlement, no estimate was made of
indirect losses, without prejudice, however, to the right to indemnification on their
account, in the event of no such settlement being made. As such a settlement they
then propose to agree upon a sum in gross, which England shall pay with interest to
America in satisfaction of all claims.

The English commissioners declined this proposal, because they could not admit
that England had failed to discharge toward the United States the duties imposed on

3Cb
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her by the rules of international law, and proposed the principle of arbitration. With
this refusal of the American proposal of an agreement on at sum in gross for all claims,
the liberty was given back to the Americans, which they had expressly reserved. The
Americans then on their side accepted the court of arbitration, on the condition that
certain rules be given to it for the consideration of the facts to be brought forward.
England yielded and the articles of the treaty were adopted. In the first article, it is

stated that " the differences growing out of the acts committed by the several vessels
which have given rise to the claims generically known as the 'Alabama claims,' shall
be referred to a tribunal of arbitration."

—

Hamburgisher Correspondent.

The safest as well as the most dignified course is, therefore, to stand upon what
we conceive to be sound, legal principles, and to demur to any such claims for indi-
rect damage.

—

London Times, January 2, 1872.

What that full extent may be we are not expressly told ; in fact, the computations of
the United States Government itself have not yet reached the mighty sum. It is easy
to see, however, that upon the principles put forward by the United States Govern-
ment, the total might easily be carried to an amount as startling as that of the French
indemnity. The American G'overnment ask that a gross sum may be awarded it, and
that to the amount thus given may be added interest at the rate of 7 per cent, from .

the 1st day of July, 1863. Happily claims such as these are no longer matter of con-
troversy between England and the United States. Confident in our own rectitude, and
in the substantial justice of our cause, we have consented to refer it to a tribunal so
constituted, as to secure the confidence of the world.

—

The London Daily News, January
3, 1872.

It may be that an agency is for the first time tried in Geneva which will do much
to arrest that class of wars, by no means co-extensive with all wars, which arrise from
definite grievances, rather than from dynastic or national passions. It may also be.
that litigant nations, when they are unsucessful, will refuse to submit to an authority
which has no power to coerce them, and that an arbitration is no more than a useless
postponement of recourse to older and more familiar methods of decision. The issue
may well be awaited with the keenest interest and even anxiety ; but there is no solid
ground for the anticipations of disaster which have been abroad for the last day or
two.

—

London Pall Mall Gazette, January 4.

It is scarcely necessary to say that our liability would only extend to the direct
consequences of our own acts. If, for example, it were held that it was through 1 our
fault that the Alabama went to sea, we would be justly held responsible for the depre-
dations which she committed. But there, in accordan.ee with every principle, not only
of international but of municipal law, our liability should end. That the agent of the
Government of the United States should contend, in the case he has presented, that we
should also be responsible for the expenditure occasioned in the pursuit of the cruisers,
for the loss by the transfer of the American commercial marine to the British flag, the
increased rates of insurance, and even for the prolongation of the war, is not surpris-
ing, since he speaks as an advocate. But no judges could for an instant entertain sucht,
claims.

—

London Morning Post, January 4, 1872.

If they did so couch their demands we should not think of re-echoing the ab-
surd alarms of some writers here at the exorbitant character of the new"Alabama
claim. It must be borne in mind that President Grant seeks re-election, and that it
would be very unfortunate for him if his Sumnerite or other foes could say with any
appearance of truth, "He has injured our case against the Britishers by not asking
enough." Therefore he has resolved to work the statesmanlike treaty in a popular wav
and to cover the act of submitting the affair to arbitration by Yankee flourishes of the

'

most extravagant kind. If it amuses his countrymen it may serve him: it certainlv
does not hurt us.

—

London Telegraph, January 6. *.ij
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" What shall we do 1 Our first duty, both to the United States aud to ourselves, is

to demur to the consideration of the claim for indirect damages put forward in the case
submitted by them, and to crave a decision upon our protest by the tribunal of arbi-
tration before consenting to carry the reference to subsequent stages. We gave great
confidence that our view would be approved, but, however painful it might be, we
ought not to hesitate to retire altogether from the case if the tribunal did not hold it-

self free to reject the consideration of indirect claims."

—

London Times,. January 29.

VI.

Extract fvom, the Journal des Debats, Paris, June 6, 1872.

Les reclamations pour " dommages indirects" que les Etats-Unis voulaient sou-

mettre au tribunal arbitral de Geneve seront probablement 6cartees. Les Etats-Unis
semblent avoir enfin ce"d6 sur ce poiut important, et cependant, a considerer l'affaire au
point de vue des principes du droit et en laissant de c6t<5 les grosses exagerations de
leur me'moire, ils soutenaient une these juste, ils etaient dans le vrai sous le rapport
juridique. De quoi s'agit-il en effet ? Quelle accusation eievent-ils contre l'Angleterre ?

Ils l'aecnsent, en premier lien, de n'avoir pas empeche ses armateurs de fournir aux
confe'dere's des navires de guerre ; en second lieu, d'avoir par malice ou negligence

permis aux corsaires confe'dere's de se servir de ses ports e't de ses eaux comme d'une

base d'operations ou de ravitaillement. Par le fait de ce manquement aux obligations de
la neutrality, ajoutent-ils, qu'est-il arrive ? C'est d'abord que les confe'de're's ont arme'

un plus grand nombre de corsaires qu'ils n'auraient pu le faire si l'Angleterre avait

strictement.observe' ses obligations de puissance neutre ; c'est ensuite que les corsaires

confrere's, trouvant des refuges et des points de ravitaillement clans les ports et les

eaux britanniques, ont pu multiplier leurs depredations en raison de ce ooncours qui

leur etait indument accorde". Or n'est-il pas juste que l'Angleterre soit rendue respon-

sable des dommages cause's aux intents aruericaius par ces deux sortes de manque-
ment a ses devoirs de neutre en arlmettant, bien eutendu que les griefs formulas contre

sa connivence ou sa negligence soient fondes ?

Cette argumentation est irreprochable, et l'Angleterre l'a reconnu, tout en se defen-

dant d'avoir failli a ses obligations dans les differents cas qui font l'objet des reclama-

tions americaines ; elle est tombee d'accord aveo les Etats-Unis qu'elle pourrait leur

devoir des dommages-interets, et elle s'est resignee a accepter sur ce point la decision

d'un tribunal d'arbitres dont la mission consistera 1° a coustater si l'Angleterre a manque,

dans la guerre de la secession, a ses obligations de puissance neutre, et dans quelle

mesure; 2° a reconnaltre et a evaluer les dommages causes par le fait de ce mauque-

ment et a fixer le chiifre du dedommagement. Seulement apres s'en etre remise

entierement au tribunal pour resondre la premiere question, l'Angleterre semble avoir

craint de se mettre a sa discretion pour la seconde; elle a impose des limites a sa com-

petence, en'etablissant une distinction entre les " dommages directs," qu'elle reconnait,

et les "dommages indirects" qu'elle ne reconnait pas. Cette distinction est-elle fondee

en droit ou en raison ?

Consultons, a cet egard, les faits, et voyons ce qui ressort de l'examen et de 1 analyse

du cas en litige. Les corsaires confederes ont donne la chasse aux navires de com-

merce americains ; ils en ont capture un certain nombre, confisquant ou detruisant

vaisseaux et cargaisons. Voila une premiere categorie de dommages directs. II y en

a une seconde: "Les etats du Nord ont et6 obliges de surveiller et de poursuivre les

corsaires du Sud ; ils ont employe a cette destination nne partie de leur flotte de

guerre d'ou un double dommage consistant: 1° dans les frais occasionnes par la pour-

fuite des corsaires; 2° dans la privation subie par les Etats-Unis d'une partie de leur

flotte qui aurait pu leur rendre d'autres services. Est-ce tout ? Non. La seule annonce

de l'apparition des corsaires du Sud a suffi pour creer un "risque de guerre" qui est

venuimmediatement s'ajouter aux risques maritimes ordmaires. Ce risque extraor-

dinaire n'a pu etre couvert que par une prime correspondante et dont le taux s est

eieve avec lui On a done vu s'etablir une difference entre les primes d'assurance des

navires et cargaisons americains et celle des neutres. Les armateurs et les negociants

qui ont paye cette difference ou ce supplement de prime n'ont-ils pas subiundom-

maeeaussi reel que ceux dont les navires et les marcbandises ont 6t6 captures? La

perte a ete, sans doute, infiniment moindre pour chacun ; en revanche, cette perte ne

s'est-elle nas multipliee par le nombre des navires composant la marine marchande

americaine'? Puis, qu'est-il arrive? C'est que l'existence de ce risque particular et

l'ohlio-ntion'de le couvrir par une prime suppiementaire ont fait abandonner les navires

americains pour les neutres, anglais, hollandais, danois etc. Nouveau dommage

auauel les armateurs americains n'ont pu se soustraire qu'en raisant passer d une mamere

reelle ou Active, mais en tous cas non sans frais, leurs navires sous pavilion etranger
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D'un autre cdte, n'est-il pas vraisemblable que les armements en course des (Stats du Sud
out contribue', dans UDe certaine mesure, a la prolongation de lalutte, soit en affaiblissant

les ressources des etats du Nord, soit en sontenant le moral des confSddres ; et n'en est-il

pas re'sulte' uue augmentation des frais de la guorre ? Voila bien toute une s«5rie de
dommages qui ont ete engendre's par le fait de 1'existence des corsaires dii Sud.
On peut les analyser et les grouper, appeler cenx-ci directs, ceux-la indirects, quoique ces
deux caracfceres soient loin d'&tre toujours clairement marque's ; mais on ne peut les

separer, oti ne peut meme les concevoirles uns sans les autres. lis forment un ensemble
naturel, et c'est par un triage tout a fait arbitraire que l'Angleterre a reconnu les
'• dommages directs," et repousse" les "dommages indirects."
Dira-t-on que les dommages indirects, par leur dtendue mSme comme aussi par leur

caraetere va,gue et incertain, ecliappeut a une evaluation rigoureuse ? Qu'il est im-
possible, par exemple, d'appr<Scier dans quelle mesure les armements en course des con-
ie'de're's out pu coutribuer a la prolongation de la guerre ? Cette objection est assur^-
ment des mieux fondles; mais quoi ! appartieut-il bien aux parties en cause de tran-
cher la difficult^ qu'elle sonleve? N'est-ce point l'affaire du tribunal de decider non-
seulement ce qui lui semble legitime ou iliegitirue dans les reclamations portees
devant lui, mais encore ce qui lui paralt echapper a la possibility d'une Evaluation ?

N'est-ce pas empieter sur sa competence et ses attributions que de limiter d'avance son
verdict? Sied-il bien surtout a la partie incnlpe'e de lui dire: "Voici un dommage
que l'on m'accuse d'avoir cause et pour lequel j'invoqne votre arbitrage, mais je
n'entends point vous accorder le droit de le reconnaltre et de l'appriScier dans toute son
etendue reelle, ear je n'ai qu'une foi limitee dans la rectitude de votre jugement: je
crains que vous ne sachiez pas discerner ce qu'il y a de faux ou d'exager6 dans les
reclamations qui sout portees devant vous, et je ne veux pas m'exposeT sans reserves
aux consequences d'un verdict qui me condamnerait, ou si vous l'aimez mieux, je ne me
soucie pas de reparer tout le dommage que j'ai cause."
Tel est pourtant l'attitude que l'Angleterre a prise dans cette affaire. D'accord avec

les Etats-Unis, elle convoque un tribunal d'arbitres, puis aussit6t voici qu'apres avoir
pris connaissance du memoire dela partie adverse, la tete lui tourne, elle prend peur,
elle etablit des distinctions entre les grosses reclamations et les petites, admettant la
competence des arbitres pour celles-ci, la rejetant pour celles-la, comme si elle se defiait
du tribunal, comme si elle craignait qu'il ne se laissiit influencer par les arguments
americains, au point de la condamner k quelque dedommagement formidable, ou sim-
plement comme s'il elle craignait qu'il ne l'obligeat a payer tout ce qu'elle pourrait
devoir pour avoir manque h ses obligations de puissance neutre. Cette defiance est
assurement peu flatteuse pour le tribunal, et on peut douter qn'elle le dispose favo-
rablement a l'egard de l'Angleterre, en admettant meme qu'il couseute a rendre un
jugement dans les limites etroites et arbitraires qui lui sont assignees.

VII.

Extract from " La Question de VAlabama etle Droit des Gens," hi M. Pradier-Fodtre',
JParis, 1872.

Le texte du traite n'a point distingue entre les reclamations ; il les a toutes soumises
an tribunal arbitral, pour etre rigUes. Ni dans le cours des debats de la Haute Com-
mission mixte, qui siegea pendant deux mois, ni dans aucune des clauses du traite,

ndre
- presentees par les Etats-

Unis
:

elle les a toutes repoussees au meme titre, sans faire de distinction, et ce n'est
que plus tard, en presence des pretentions des Etats-Unis, qu'elle a fait ses reserves sur
la nature de certaines reclamations determinees, enne contestant pas la competence des
arbitres pour les autres.

Or, les negociateurs anglais du traite de Washington devaient s'attendre a ce que la
pretention relative aux dommages indirects pourrait se produire. lis savaient qu'un
premier traite avait deja ete prepare et conclu, il y a quelques annees, entre les deux
gouvernements, pour le reglement des reclamations, et que le Senat de l'Union avait
rejete ce traite, precisemeut parce qu'on ne pouvait y faire entrer les reclamations pour
dommages indirects.

lis etaient done avertis. Comment expliquer leur silence a cet egard pendant la ne-
gotiation du second traite ? Pourquoi cette mention si generate, si elastique, de " toutes
les plaintes," de " toutes les reclamations," lorsqu'ils pouvaient inserer dans le traite
une clause speciale exclnant formellement les dommages indirects ? Uniquement prE-
occupes de faire valoir l'idee que l'Angleterre n'avait point viole les devoirs de la neu-
tralite, ils ont neglige de specifier les reclamations sur lesquelles les arbitres auront a
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se prononcer. lis les out toutes comprises dans la competence du tribunal arbitral, etmaintenantquil est possible de pressentir l'eventualite" d'une condamnation a unerepaiation pecunlaire, le gouvernernent de la Eeine et la nation anglaise viennent dire:J*ous n avons entendu d<§ferer aux arbitres que la question des dommages directs !"

_ * * *
_

» * »
A nos yeux, l'affaire Internationale qui preoccupe si vivement aujourd'hui les deuxmondes n est nullement compliqmSe. pourvu 4u'ou l'isole de la politique et qu'on lamaintieune dans son doniame naturel : le droit des gens!
II ny a pas de contestation sur les dommages cause's aux ffitats-Unispar les corsaires

suscnts, rtont Ja tuite hors des ports anglais a e"te" regretted par sa Majesty britaunique.
ll n y a gu|re plus de controverse sur la responsabilite" que cette fiute et ces depreda-
tions out ait peser sur la Grande-Bretague. Les Anglais, clu reste, sont disposes a
regler le differeud des dommages directs.
Que reste-t-il done ?

Uu tribunal d'arbitrage institue par un traite conclu dans un esprit amical, et dont
la conclusion a 6te" salute, daus le priucipe, par les applaudissemeuts de la nation
anglaise

;

'' Un expose" des Etats-Unis demaudeurs, qui est essentiellement une piece de pro-
CGQ 111*6 •

"Un debat onvert, dans lequel l'Angleterre pourra faire valoir ses moyens de
defense, et repousser des conclusions qui seraient manifestement coutraires au droit, a
la justice et a la raisou.

" Les arbitres, enfin, dont on ne pourrait suspecterl'impartialite sans commettre une
grave offense contre leur personne et les gouvernemeuts qui les ont choisis.

"II reste quelque chose de plus encore ; l'obligation pour les etats qui veuleut tracer
un sillon profond dans le champ de la civilisation, de respecter les traites.

" A propos du conflit anglo-am&icain, on a parie de la force primant le droit ; mais
il y a une iniquity internationale non moius funesto ; e'est l'infideiite se jouant de la
foi jurfe. Pour les etats, comme pour les particnliers, tout se tient en fait de morality.
L'oubli de la parole engagee conduit a la violence. Les peuples commencent par
eluder leurs engagements et finissent par oppriiner les faibles."

VIII.

" Quelques mots sur la phase nouvelle du diffe'rend anglo-americain," by G. Rolin-Jaeque-
myns, Brussels, 1872.

Le traite" rend la commission competente pour statuer sur les Alabama claims. Toute
la question est done de savoir si ces conclusions sont, en tout ou en partie, etrangeres
aux Alabama claims. Or nos lecteurs auront deja fait le rapprochement entre les con-
clusions et la declaration faite par les commissaires amerioains au debut de la con-
ference du 8 mars. Non-seulement I'esprit, mais le texte en est identique. Dans
1'une, comme dans l'autre, les cinq points sont formulas et dans le meine ordre!

La declaration de retrait conditionnel des demandes pour dommages indirects n'est faite

que pour le cas ou l'Angleterre aurait accepts le paiement d'emblee de la somine de-
manded pour dommages directs. M. Gladstone a, nous l'avons vu, pretendu le con-
traire, mais nous croyons que e'est a tort. En effet

:

A. II resulte de la lecture du proces-verbal que les termes amicable settlement 1

ne s'appliquent qu'au reglement immediatsans arbitrage. Partout ailleurs il ne s'agit

que de settlement, et le traite" lui-meme ne parle que de speedy settlement, (prompt regie-

ment.)

B. Le regret exprime" par les commissaires ame'ricains du rejet de leur premiere
proposition confirme cette maniere de voir

:

C. Lors que dans une n6gociation une des parties abandonne ses pretentious, e'est

generalement contre la reconnaissance formelle de celle qu'elle n'abaudoune pas. Sous
ce rapport il 6ta.it naturel que les commissaires am6ricains -fussent prets £ renoncer
aux dommages indirects comme prix d'un engagement certain de payer les dommages
directs. Mais il ne l'est plus qu'ils fassent cette renonciation lorsque tout est remis en
question par la nomination d'arbitres. II y aurait la une concession sans reciprocity,

un effet sans cause, qui, en l'absence meme de toute reserve, ne peut se pr<5sumer.

Nous devons admettre, d'apres ce qui precede, que, a en jnger par les documents
officiels et publics, le memoire americain ne soumet aux arbitres aucune pretention

1 " That in the hope of an amicable settlement, no estimate was made of the indirect losses, without
prejudice, however, to the right; of indemnification on their account in the event of no such settlement
being made."
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qui ne soit de leur competence—c'est-a-dire, qui ue soit dans les termes du compromis.

Encore une fois, quelques-uues de ces pretentions peuvent d^paaserla mesure com-^

mandee par la justice et le bon sens, elles peuvent etre en elles-memes des actes deso-

bligeants pour l'Angleterre, et constituer une deception pour les ne"gociateurs que cette

puissance a envovgs. Mais les arbitres n'ont a consulter que les termes du traite",

eclairs, en cas d'obscurite, par lesactesqui y sout relatifs. Or le traits ne'strpule

qu'une chose en matiere de competence, c'est qu'il s'agira A'Alabama claims, et ll ne

stipule pas, ce qui cut e"te" absurde, que ces claims seront raisonnables. Car c'est pre-

eminent la question de savoir s'ils sont raisonnables qui est de'fe're's aux arbitres.

IX.

Extract from " gli arbitrari intemazionali, ed il Irattalo di Washington," T>ij Auguste Pieran-

toni, Naples, 1872.

II trattato contempla il caso, cbe tutti i reclaim possano essere ammessi, poiche con

l'articolo VII, stabilisce cbe il tribunale potra, se lo trovera conveniente, decretare una
somma da pagarsi dall' Ingbilterra per tutti i reclami indirizzati.

II trattato considera il caso, in cui alcuni reclami potrebbero per la loro dubbiezza.

impedire questo modo sommario di decisione, poiche l'art. X, stabilisce che, se il tri-

bunale non decretera una somma, una volta tanto, si nomini un ufficio di assessori per

verifieare quali sono i reclami valevoli.
« * # * * * *

I contraenti percib stipularono reciprocity ed eguaglianza didiritti; all' America
il diritto di presentare tutti i reclami, all' Inghilterra la latitudine di respingerli tutti

e subordinatamente di restringere la misura dei danni.

Iufine le due poteuze convennero, mediante l'articolo XI, di considerare le decisioni

del tribunale " come un regolamento complete finale, assoluto di tutti i reclami sopra

menzionati.
II principio di ermeneutica legale che tutte- le clausole delle couveuzioni s'interpre-

tano le une con le altre, dando a ciascuna il senso che risulta dall' altra, riconferma la

pienezza della volonta delle parti a det'erire ai giudici ogui specie di reclamo, indipen-

dentemente dalla loro relativa giustizia, la quale e quistione di merito, che spetta agli

arbitri di decidere.

Ma se i termini del trattato fossero oscuri, sarebbe opportuno di risalire ai motivi
della convenzione.
E volentieri procederb, benauche a tale novella iudagine, poiche la e tanto valorosa

da dileguare ogui altra possibile obbiezione. II protocollo riferito nella prima parte del

mio scritto avverte che i commissari americani esposero in termini esattissimi tutti i

capi dei loro reclami. Essi parlarono di numerose perdite dirette (extensive direct

losses) e danni indiretti (indirect injury) risultanti dal passaggio sotto bandiera britan-

nica di una grande parte della marina mercantile americana, dell' aumento dei prezzi

d'assicnrazione, del prolongamento della guerra e dell' aggiunta di una somma consi-

derevole alle spese occorse per la guerra e per la soppressione della ribellione.

E questi medesimi capi invariabilmente furono ripetuti nella memoria presentata
al tribunale.

L'Inghilterra per6 per la voce di alcuni nomini di Slato e per i clamori della sua
reputatisslrna stampa crede di poter sostenere che una esplicita rinunzia dei danni
derivati dalla protratta guerra sia stata fatta nella discussione del trattato. Che vi ha
di essatto in questa allegazione?
Eeca il processo verbale che i commissarii proposero pure che l'altre commissione.

s'intendesse interno una somma da pagarsi dalla Gran Bretagna agli Stati Uniti in una
volta per tutti i reclami principali ed interessi. Mediante questo regolamento avreb-
bero rinunziato ai loro reclami per danni indiretti; e dichiararono non esservi pre-
giudizio tuttavia pel dritto di reclamare pei danui indiretti, se alcun regolamento di tal
genere non fosse conchiuso.

E certo che se l'Ingbilterra avesse allora accettato uu regolamento immediato ed il

pagamento di una somma iissa, non soltanto sarebbe mancato l'oggetto a' reclami, ma
l'istesso oggetto del trattato. Invece i commissarii inglesi contestarouo in genere tutte
le pretese degli Stati Uniti, si ricusarono al regolamento proposto ed offrirono soltanto
di sottomettersi ad un arbitrato, purche si trovasse un arbitro couveniente e che si con-
venissero i punti, ai quali l'arbitrato si applicherebbe.

E gli agenti americani risposero, esponendo il loro dolore che fosse andato a monte
la proposta di una somma, l'arbitrato non essendo il regolamento anrichevole (the
amicable settlement) in considerazioue del quale avrebbero rinunziato alle loro do-
mande di danni intei'essi.

/
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Kisulta inoltre dalla lettura del prooesso verbale che le espressionl amicable settle,

merit furcrao adoperate per la richiesta di una liquidazione inimediata senza arbitrate,

e che negli altri luoghi in cui si parl6 di accommodamento sotto altre forme si us6 la

semplice parola settlement o speedy settlement, (prohta liquidazione.) Espressioni, che
' hanno diverso valore, e die non permettono di dire, come vorrebbe sostenere 1' Inghil-
" terra, che l'arbitro presente sia lo stesso settlement, di cui fu prima discorso dall'

America.

I commisaarii inglesi non do^ettero essere sorpresi dagli Americani, poiche eglino

sapevano che si potesse elevar pretesa dei danni indiretti.

L'alta commissione si riuni a Washington, soltanto perche non era stato ratificata

dal Senato dell' Unione la precedente convenzione. E tra le ragioni del rigetto della

medesima non ultima fu quella che non vi erano compresi i reclami indiretti. Se
dunqtte i negoziatori inglesi erano avvertiti, perche tacquero ? Perche a fronte delle

esplicite riserve e condizioni degli agenti degli Stati Uniti non usarono alcuna espres-

sione, che signiflcar potesse varieta di pensiero, di mente 1

L'Inghilterra percib non pub trarre alcun argomento in favore dal fatto che i com-
missarii americani proposero di esser disposti a rinunziare ai danni indiretti, se amiche-

volmente e con somma fissa, immediatamente allora si fosse dato fine alia controversia.

Se pure i commissarii americani non ne avessero' fatto speciale riserva, il loro di-

ritto di presentare la istanza al tribunale arbitrale di Ginevra per i danni indiretti non
sarebbe pregiudicato. Spetta poi al Tribunal di esaminare la giustizia ed il fondamen-

to, cosl di questi, come degli altri danni ; ma niun limite alia proposta di domande
scaturisce dalla lettera e dalla ragione del trattato.
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